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CHAPTER XXXI. ABOUT SWITZERLA17D. ■

YoxJlEi English match-maker is, for the most 

part, a comfortable matron, plump, good natored, 

kindly, with a turn for sentiment and diplomacy. 

She has, "The Etiquette of Courtship and Mar- 

riage " at her fingers' ends ; and gives copies of 

that invaluable little manual tq her young 

friends, as soon as they are engac^ed. When 

the sermon is dull, she amuses herself by reading 

the Solemnization of Matrimony. She delights 

in novels that have a great deal of love in them, 

and thin^ Miss Bremer a finer writer than Mr. 

Thackeray. To patch up lovers' quarrels, to 

pave the way for a proposal, to propitiate re- 

luctant g[uaraians, are omces in wliich her very 

soul rejoices; and, like the death-bed hag in the 

Bride of Lammermoor who surveyed all her 

fellow -creatures from a professional point of 

view, seeing "a bonny corpse" in every fine 

young man about that country-side, she beholds 

only oridegrooms and brides elect in the very 

children of her friends, when they come home 

for the holidays. ■

Lady Arabella Walkingshaw was an enthu- 

siastic match-maker. She had married off her 

own daughters with brilliant success, and, being 

a real lover of the art of matrimony, delighted 

'* to keep her hand in" among the young people 

of her acquaintance. What whist was to M!rs. 

Battle, match-making was to Lady Arabella 

Walkingshaw. " It was her business, her duty, 

what she came into the world to do:" She 

went about it scientifically. She had abstruse 

theories with respect to eyes, complexions, ag6s, 

and christian names; and even plunged into un- 

known physiolo^^ical depths on the subject of 

races, genealogies, ties of consanguinity, and 

beredituY characteristics. Li short, she con- 

structed her model matches after a private ideal 

of her own. But hers was not altogether a sen- 

timental, nor even a physiological, ideal. She 

was essentially a woman of the world ; and took 

an interest quite as deep, if not deeper, in the 

pairing of fortunes as of faces. To introduce an 

income of ten thousand a year to a dowry of 

fifty thousand pounds, and unite the two sums 

in the bonds (and settlements) of wedlock, was 

to Lady Arabella an enterprise of surpassing in- ■

terest. She would play for such a result as 

eagerlvand passionately as if her own happiness 

depended on the cards, and the stakes were for 

her own winning. ■

With such a nobby kept ])erpetually saddled 

in the chambers of her imagination, it was not 

surprising that the sight of Saxon Trefalden 

leaaing Miss Hatherton down to dance, should 

have sufficed to send Lady Arabella off at a 

canter. ■

" What a charming match that would be !" 

said she to Mrs. Bunyon. Mrs. Bunyon was 

the wife of the handsome Bishop, tall, aristocra- 

tic-looking, and many years his junior. Both 

ladies were standing near their hostess, and she 

was still welcoming the coming guest. ■

"Do you think so?" said Mrs. Bunyon, 

dottbtfullv. " I don't see why." ■

" My dear Mrs. Bunyon — ^two such splendid 

fortunes !" ■

" The less reason that either should marry for 

money," replied the Bishop's wife. " Besides, 

look at the difference of age !" ■

"Not more than five years," said Lady 

Arabella. ■

"But it would be five years on the wrong 

side. What do you say, Lady Castletowers — 

would they make a desirable couple ?" ■

"I did not hear the names," replied Lady 

Castletowers, with one of her most gracious 

smiles. ■

"We were speaking," said the match-maker, 

" of Miss Hatherton and Mr. Trefalden." ■

The smile vanished from Lady Castletowers' 

lip. ■

"I should think it a most injudicious con- 

nexion," she said, coldly. "Mr. Trefalden is a 

mere boy, and has no prestige beyond that of 

wealth." ■

" But fortune is position," said Lady Arabella, 

defending her ground inch by inch, and thinking, 

perhaps, of her own marriage. ■

"Miss Hatherton has fortune, and may 

therefore aspire to more than fortune in her 

matrimonial choice," replied the Countess, with 

a slightly heightened colour, and dropped the 

conversation. ■

Mrs. Bunyon and Lady Arabella exchanged 

glances, and a covert smile. Moving on pre- 

sently with the stream, they passed out of Lady 

Castletowers' hearing, and returned to the sub- 

ject. ■

" Their united fortunes." pursued Lady ■
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Arabella, "would amount to five millions, if 

not more. Only conceive it— five millions \** ■

"You will meet with no sympathy from 

Lady Casttetovrers/* md that Bishop's wife, 

significantly. ■

^ " Evidently not. Though, if there were really 

a coronet in prospect . . . ." ■

" I think there is a coronet in prospect," said 

Mrs. Bunyon. ■

Lady Arabella shook her head. ■

" No more than there is a crown matrimonial,'* 

said she. "I am a close observer of young 

people, and I know quite well what direction the 

Earl's inclinations take." ■

"Lidfied!" ■

"He is over head and ears in love with 

Mademoiselle Colonna," said Lady Arabella^ 

confidentially. " And has been, for years." ■

" Does Lady Castletowers know it ?" , ■

"I think not." ■

"And do you si^)pose they are secretly en- 

gaged?" ■

" Oh dear no ! Mademoiselle Colonna^ I be- 

lieve, discourages his attentions — greatly to her 

credit." ■

" It is a marriage that would be highly dis- 

tasteful to Lady Castletowers," observed Mrs. 

BuAvon. ■

"It wonkl break her heart," said Lady 

Arabella. ■

" She is ambitioos.** ■

" — and poor. Poor as a monse.** ■

If Lady Castletowers had not been a Countess, 

a Holme-Pierrepoint, and the daughter of an 

Earl, Ladj Arabella Walkingshaw could scarcely 

have foi^ven her thia fact. She was one of that 

large majority who regard poverty as a crime. ■

In the mean while, Miss Hath^on had found 

that Saxon could not only dance, but, when the 

first shyness of introduction liad worn off, could 

actually talk. So she set herself to draw him 

out, and his naivet6 amused her excessively. ■

" I don't mean to let you hand me to a seat, 

and get rid of me, Mr. Trefalden," she said« 

when the quadrille was over, and the dancers 

were promenading up and down the hall. " You 

must sit down in this quiet little nook, and talk 

to me, I want you io tell me ever so much 

more about Switzerland." ■

" I am glad to find any one who cares to hear 

about it," said Saxon. "It is a subject of 

which I am never weary." ■

"I dare say not. I only wonder how you 

can endure this life of tinsel and glitter after 

the liberty of the mountains. Are you not 

disgusted with the insincere smiles, and polite 

falsehoods of society ?" ■

Saxon looked at her with dismay. ■

" What do you mean ?" he said. " The world 

has been very kuid to me. I never dreamt that 

its smiles were false, or its kmdness insincere." ■

Miss Hatherton laughed. ■

" You'll find it out," slie said, "when you've 

lived in it a little longer." ■

" I hope not. I should be veiy nnhappy if 

I thought so." ■

"Well, then, don't think so. Enjoy your] ■

illusions as long as you can. I liave outlived 

mine long ago ; and I'm sorry for it. But let 

ms talk of something pleasanter — of Switzerland. 

Hav« you ever hunted the chamois ?" ■

"Hundreds ol times." ■

"How charming! High up, I suppose, 

amoag the snows ?" ■

"Among the snows, along the edges of 

precipices, across the glaciers — wherever the 

chamois could spring, or the foot of the hunter 

follow," replied Saxon, with enthusiasm. ■

" Tbaf s really dangerous sport, is it not ?" 

asked the heiress. ■

" It is less dangerous to the practised moun- 

taineer than to one who is new to the work. But 

there can be no real sport without danger." ■

"Why so?" ■

"Because sport without danger is mere 

slaughter. The risks ought never to be all on 

the side of a helpless beast." ■

"That is just and generous," said Miss 

Hatherton, warmly. ■

Saxon Unshed, and looked uncomfortable. ■

"I have not only bee© over a glacier, but 

down a crevasse, after a ehamois, many a time," 

said he, hurriedly. " I shot one this very spring, 

as he kood upon an ice-ridge, between two 

chasms. I ought not to have done it. I ought 

to have wa^d till he got to a more open spot ; 

but, having him well within range, I brought 

him down. When I reached the spot, however, 

there was my ehamois wedged half way down 

a deep, blue, cruel-looking crevasse — and I had 

no alternative but to get him out, or leave him." ■

" So you cut steps in the ice, as one sees in 

the pictures in the Alpine-club books !" ■

"NO'— I simply tied the cord that every 

mountaineer carries, round the stock of my 

rifle—fixed the gun firmlv across the mouth of 

the chasm — ^and let myself down. Then I tied 

another cord round my chamois, and when I had 

reached the top again, I drew him up after me. 

Nothing is easier. A child can do it, if he is 

used to the ice, and is not afraid. In all glacier 

work, it is only the rash and the timid who are 

in danger*" ■

" And what other sport do you get ?" asked 

Miss Hatherton. " Are there any eagles about 

the mountains of the Grisons ?" ■

" Not so many as there used to be. I have 

not shot more than five or six within these last 

three years ; but I robbed many an eagle's nest 

when 1 was a boy. Then, you know, we have 

the steinbok, and in winter, the wolf ; and some- 

times we get the chance of a brown bear." ■

" Have you ever shot a bear, Mr. Trefalden ?" 

said Miss Hatherton, intensely interested. ■

"I have shot two," replied Saxon, with a 

flush of boyish pride, " and made sledge-rugs of 

their skins. You have never been in Switzer- 

land?" ■

"Oh yes T have," replied Miss Hatherton; 

" but only in the beaten tracks, and under the 

custody o£ a courier, like a mamao with a 

keeper." ■

" Ah, you really know nothing of the country," 

said Saxon,. " nor of the people. The Switzerland ■
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that the Swiss loves, is that wild, free, upper 

rt^oa where there are neither roads nor hotels, 

ioDiists nor gnides ; but only dark pine forests 

and open plateaus, the haunt of the marmot^ the 

ptarmigan, and the chamois.'^ ■

''I never saw but one chamois,'' said Miss 

Hatherton, " and that was a poor fat melancholy 

creature in a cage.'' ■

''Of conrae jou nevor yiaited Switaerland in 

winters ■

"Oh dear no." ■

"And yet that is the most glorious time of 

all, when the plateaus are all sheeted with snow, 

and the great peaks rise above them like marble 

obdiala, and even the pines stand out white 

against the deep blue sky. It is like a wnrld 

awaiting the creation of colour." ■

" W£it an enthusiast you are," laughed Miss 

Hatherton. ■

" I loYe my country,** replied Saxon. ■

" Yoa need not teU me that. But what can 

you do in winter, snowed' up in those wild 

TOlleyiir ■

" We are not snowed up. We haye sledges ; 

and the deeper the snow lies on the roads and 

passes, the oetter our sledges fly along. You 

afaould see the Rheinthal between Char and 

Thnais, on a bright day in the depth of winter, 

when the sledges flash alon^ in the sunshine, 

and the air is mil of the music of the bells." ■

"HowdeUg;htful!" ■

" Lideed it is delightful. Then we also skate, 

practise with the rifle, carve wooden toys, and 

attend to the winter work of our farms; and 

sometimes, if there is a wolf or a wild boar about 

the neighbourhood, we have a great hunt by 

torchlight. Winter is the time for Switzerland ! 

Ask any Swiss who is not a townsman, and he 

will tell you the same story." ■

" I suppose you mean to go baek there some 

day?" said Miss Hatherton. ■

"Go back!" echoed Saxon. "Why, of 

course I do. It is my own country — ^my 

home!" ■

" Then if I were to come some Christmas to 

Chur, would you be very kind to me, and show 

me some of these winter sports P' ■

" That I would !" exclaimed Saxon. " And 

I would buy the loyeliest Canadian sledge for 

you that money could purchase ; and you should 

see a boar hunt by torchlight ; and a* Schiitzen 

Fest ; and a wrestling-match ; and I would find 

you a youi^ marmot for a pet. Above all, you 

would Know my dearest fatlier, and if you loved 

Switzerland for no other reason, you would love 

it for bis sake." ■

"Your father r said Miss Hatherton. "I 

had no idea your father was living." ■

"He is really my uncle," rephed the young 

man; "but my father by adoption. He is a 

Lutheran pastor — a miracle of erudition ; but as 

nmple as a child, and as pious as an apostle." ■

"I hear you are terribly learned yourself, 

' Mr. Trefalaen," said Miss Hatherton, rising 

abruptly. " But what is this they are going 

to do— a waltz ? Do you waltz ?** ■

"Try me," replied Saxon, merrily. "It is ■

our national dance — the only dance I ever 

knew, till I learned these hideous quadrilles a 

few weeks ago," ■

In another moment he had encircled the 

heiress's waist with his firm, and was flying 

round the hall with her in those smooth, swift 

circles which no dancers, however good, can 

execute like the Germans and Swiss. Miss 

Hatherton was delighted ; for she valued a good 

partner above all things, and Saxon was the oest 

waltzer in the room. ■

She would wUiingly have danced and talked 

with him all the rest of the evening ; for Miss 

Hatherton liked to be amused, and cared very 

little for the remarks of lookers-on; while 

Saxon, pleased with her blunt cordudity, would 

with equal readiness have gone on waltzing, and ■

E raisins a Swiss life, till it was time to band 

er to her carriage. But this was not to be. 

Lady Gastletowers, who, in her quality of 

hostess, idways hxsw what her guests were 

domg, was by no means disposed to permit any 

such procee<fing ; so she despatched her son to 

dance with the heiress, ana, having sent for 

Saxon, herself handed him over to Mis» Colonna 

for the next quadrille. ■

By this time the arrivals were over, and the 

departures had begun; and after supper was 

served, the rooms cleared rapidly. By two 

o'clock, all were gone, save those guests who 

remained for the night, and of these there were 

about a dozen. ■

Then Viscount and Lady Esber, who had 

brought valet and maid in their suite, retired to 

the stately apartments prepared for their re- 

ception ; and the young men all went down to 

the Earl's smoking-room; and the Colonnas, 

instead of ^ing to bed like the rest of the ■

E' s, repaired to the little study in the turret, 

had much to talk over. Mr. Thompson, 

beral member, had brought them informa- 

tion of Garibaldi, and a packet of letters from 

friends in London and Turin ; Miss Hatherton 

and Mr. Walkin^haw had promised contribu- 

tions to the fund; and Mrs. Bunyon had un- 

dertaken to distribute some addresses, and fill 

up a card, among her finends. With the Eshers 

and Lord BoxhuL there was, of course, nothing 

to be done. Like Lady Castletowers, they 

looked upon liberty as a yulgar institution, and 

upon patriots in general as doubtful characters. ■

The letters re^, and such entries made as 

were necessary, the father and daughter rose to 

say good night. ■

"You have done nothing yet, Olimpia,'* said 

the Italian. " Here is the fourth day already 

gone." ■

"I know it." ■

"I have talked with him once or twice about 

our country's cause, and he listens willingly ; 

but I have purposely abstained from doing more. 

The work is yours — ^why do you delay it P" ■

"I will not delay it longer," replied Olimpia. 

impatiently ; " I wiU begin it to-day." ■

"He is so rich," said Colonna, "and Italy so 

poor; and every letter we receive is a prayer 

tor help!" ^ • t ■
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" You need not urge me. Have I not said to- 

day P — and see, the grey is already in the sky !" ■

She bade him good night abruptly, and went 

along the silent corydors to her own room, far 

away. But the grey had paled to white, and 

the white had turned to sunlight, before she 

took the flowers from her hair, or the bracelets 

from her arms, or even seemed to remember 

that it would be well to seek an hour or two of 

sleep. What wonder, then, that when at last 

she threw herself, half dressed, upon the bed, 

her eyes looked worn and hollow, and her cheek 

scarcely less white than the pillow against which 

it was laid ? ■

CHAFTEE XXXTT. HOW SAXON IMFBOVXD THS 

WEATHBECOCK AT CASTLET0WEB8. ■

"What the deuce can we do to amuse all 

these people?" said Lord Castletowers to 

Major Yaughan, as they met on the stairs before 

breakfast, tne morning after the party. " The 

Eshers, I know, go early, and my mother will 

take care of the ladies ; out here are six or eight 

men in the house, none of whom are likely to 

leave before night. What is to be done P'^ ■

•*BiUiards?'^ ■

"Well enough for an hour or two; but 

apr&P" ■

** We might ride over to Guildford, and beat 

up the quarters of those Forty-second men who 

were here last night." ■

"Impossible. There are only five riding 

horses in the stables, including yours and 

Trefalden's ; and I haven't even guns enough to 

take them out shooting, if there were anytuino' 

to shoot, except rooks — which there isn't !" said 

the Earl, in desperation. ■

"Then I don't know what we can do, unless 

we put on the gloves; but here comes the 

Arcadian — perhaps he can suggest something." ■

The Arcadian meant Saxon. This nickname 

had befallen him of late, no one knew how. 

The difficulty was no sooner explained to him, 

than he proposed a way out of it. ■

"Let us organise a Yolks-feat in the Swiss 

fashion," said ne. " We can shoot at a mark, 

leap, and run foot races ; and invite the ladies 

to award the prizes." ■

"A famous idea!" exclaimed the Earl. "The 

very thing for a bright, cool day, like this." ■

" We must choose a space of level sward to 

begin with," said the major, "and improvise a 

grand stand for the kdies." ■

"And elect an umpire," said Saxon. ■

"And look up some prizes," added the Earl. 

"I will ^ve that bronze cup in the library— it 

is an antique from Pompeii." ■

"And i, my inlaid pistols," said Saxon. ■

" And L . • . bah, I am such a poor devil," 

said Yaughan. " I possess nothing of any value 

—except my sword and my horse." ■

" The best riches of a soldier. Major Yaughan,' ' 

said Mademoiselle Colonna. " May I ask why 

this parliament is being held upon tLe stairs ?" ■

She had just come, unheard, along the car- 

peted corridor, and stood waiting, a few steps 

higher than the trio in consultation. She wore ■

a delicate grey dress of some soft material, 

trimmed with black velvet, and a litUe linen 

collar fastened at the throat by a circular brooch 

of Boman gold. Behind her, fell the folds of a 

crimson curtain; whilst, through the upper- 

most roses of a huge Gothic window that reached 

from nearly the top to the bottom of the great 

oak staircase, a stream of vivid sunshine poured 

down upon her head, so that she stood in the 

midst of it, in her pale, proud beauty, as if 

enclosed in a pillar of light. ■

The three men looked up, dazzled, almost 

breathless, as if in presence of some glorified 

apparition ; and for a moment none repued. ■

Mademoiselle Colonna, divining, perhaps, with 

her fine womanly instinct, the spell by which 

they were bound, moved a step lower, out of 

the sunshine, and said : ■

"All silent P Nay, then, I fear it is not a 

parliament, but a plot." ■

"It is a plot, signora," replied Yaughan. 

" We are planning some out-of-door sports for 

this afternoon's entertainment. Will vou be 

our Queen of Beauty, and graciously condfescend 

to distribute the prizes." ■

The Earl coloured, and bit his lip. ■

"Yaughan's promptitude," said he, "bears 

hardly upon those whose wit, or audacity, is 

less ready at command. I had myself intended 

to solicit this grace at Miss Golonna's hands." ■

"The race, my dear fellow, is to the swift, 

and the battle to the strong, in the affairs of 

life," replied Yaughan, carelessly. "But what 

says our sovereign lady ?" ■

"That she daSres not pledgee her roval word 

too hastily. Mine, you know, is not an honorary 

secretaryship ; and I know not what work this 

morning's post may bring for my nen. Besides, I 

must hear what arrangements Lady Castletowers 

may have in contemplation." ■

" I don't think my mother will make any that 

shall deprive us of the light of her countenance 

on such an important occasion," said the Earl. 

"But there ^oes the gong. We must adjourn 

this debate till after breakfast." ■

Lady Castletowers was pleased to approve her 

son's scheme, and promised not only to honour 

the course with her presence at half-past two 

o'clock, but to bring with her two young ladies 

who had slept at the house, and were to have been 

driven home early in the morning. These were 

the daughters of a poor clergyman who lived 

about twelve miles off, and, bemg very young and 

timid, looked up to the stately Countess as though 

she were the queen of heaven. Miss Colonna, 

bein^ urged thereto by Lady Castletowers herself, 

was induced to accept the royal office ; and, al- 

though Yiscount and Lady Esher were, of course, 

too magnificent to alter their plans, and drove 

away behind their four horses shortly after 

breakfast, the patronage of the little f6te pro- 

mised to be quite brilliant enough to stimulate 

the ambition of the candidates. ■

It was a happy thought, and save ample oc- 

cupation to everybody concerned. There were six 

young men that day at Castletowers besides Sir 

Charles Burgoyne, Major Yaughan, and Suxon ■
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Trefalden. These six were the Hon. Pelham Haj, 

of Baliol College, Oxford; the Hon. Edward Bran- 

don ; Lieutenant Frank Torrington, of theFonrlh 

Lancers; Mr. Guy Grevillc, of the Perquisite 

Office; and two brothers named Sydney and 

Robert Paltenej, belonging, as yet, to no place 

or profession wiiatever. There was not "the 

making" of one reaUr prominent man among the 

whole naif-dozen. There was not, perhaps, one 

more than commonly clever man ; but they were, 

for all that, a by no means indifferent specimen 

lot of the stuff of which English gentlemen are 

made. They were all of patrician blood — all 

honourable, good-natured, good-looking, manly 

young fellows, who had been brought up to ride, 

speak the truth, and respect the game-laws. 

The;f dressed perfectly, ana tied their cravats to 

admiration. They spoke that conventional 

dialect which passes for good English in good 

society, and expressed tnemselves with that 

e|)igrammatic neatness that almost sounds like 

wit, and comes naturally to men who have been 

educated at a great university and finished in a 

crack regiment, a government office, or a Pall- 

Mall club. And they were all dancing men, and 

nearly all members of the Erectheum. Of the 

whole set, the Hon. Edward Brandon was the 

most indifferent specimen of the genus homo ; 

yet even he, though short enough of brain, did 

not want for breeding, and, however poorly off 

for muscle, was not witliout pluck. 

* The whole breakfast-party hailed the scheme 

with enthusiasm, and even Signor Golonna said 

he would go down to see the running. Prizes 

were freelv subscribed over the breakfast-table. 

Lady Castletowers promised a curious yataghan 

that had belonged to Lord Byron, and been 

given to her late husband by a member of the ■

S let's family ; Signor Golonna offered an Elzevir 

orace, with the autograph of Eilicaja cm. the 

title-page ; and the competitors united m making 

up a purse of twenty guineas, to be run for in a 

one-mile race, and handed over by the winner to 

Miss Golonna for the Italian fund. As for the 

young men, they despatched their breakfasts 

with the rapidity of schoolboys on a holiday 

morning, ana were soon hard at work upon the 

necessary preparations. ■

To choose and measure a smooth amphitheatre 

of sward about half a mile from the nouse, set 

up a winning-post for the racers, a target for 

the marksmen, and a temporary grand stand for 

the spectators, was work enough for more than 

the four hours and a half that lay between ten 

and half-past two ; but these amateur workmen, 

assisted by the village carpenter and his men, as 

well as by all the grooms, gardeners, and odd 

helps that could be got together, worked with so 

good a will that the ground was ready a full hour 

and three-quarters ^fore the time. The grand 

stand alone was a triumph of ingenuity. It 

consisted of a substratum of kitchen tables 

securely lashed together, a carpet and some 

chairs; the whole structure surmounted by a 

canopy formed of a rick-cloth suspended to a 

tree and a couple of tall stakes. ■

Having gone once over the course at a ** sling- ■

trot," just to try the ground, the young men 

returned to the honse at one o'clock, furiously 

hungry, and in tremendous spirits. ■

Gastletowers had ordered luncheon to be pre- 

pared in the smoking-room, and there, laughing, 

talking, eating, and drinking all at once, they 

made out the programme of the games. ■

" What shall we begin with P" said the Earl, 

pencil in hand. " We must end, of course, with 

the one-mile race, and I think we ought to take 

the rifle work first, before running has made our 

hands less steady." ■

" Of course. Rifles first, by all means," re- 

plied three or four voices together. ■

" Names,* then, if you please. Now, gentle- 

men, who goes in for the bronze cup at eight 

hundred yards ?" ■

"On what conditions?" asked one of the 

lunchers. ■

" The usual conditions. Eive shots each, at 

eight hundred yards; ordinary Enfield rifle; 

Wimbledon sconng ; that is to say, outer, two ; 

centre, three; bull's-eye, four." ■

"Eight hundred's rather long practice for 

outsiders," said another man, immersed at the 

moment in chicken-pie. ■

" If we had small bores, I should put it down 

at a thousand," replied the Earl; " but there's 

only one in the house." ■

The man in the pie was heard to mutter some- 

thmg unintell^ble about the abundance of great 

bores; but being instantly choked by his nearest 

neighbour, relapsed into moody silence. In the 

mean while the Earl continued to canvass for 

competitors. ■

" Come," said he, "this will never do.^ I 

have only three names yet — ^Burgoyne, Torring- 

ton, and Vaughan. Whom else P *I can't enter 

myself for my own prize, and I must have three 

more names." ■

" You may put me down, if you like," said 

Mr. Guy Greville. " I shall be sure to shoot 

somebody ; but it don't signify." ■

"And me," added Pelham Hay. ■

" Thanks. Burcoyne, Torrington, Vaughan, 

Greville, Pelham fiay — five won't do. I want 

six at least. Come, gentlemen, who will stand 

for number six P" ■

"Why, Trefalden, of course!" exclaimed 

Vaughan. "The Swiss are bom tirailleurs. 

Put his name down." ■

"No, no," said Saxon, hastily. "Not this 

time." ■

"But, my dear fellow, you are de la pre- 

miere force, are you not P" asked Castletowers. ■

" I used to shoot well enough when I was 

in practice," said Saxon, with some embarrass- 

ment; " but I'd rather not compete now." ■

The Earl looked surprised; but was too well 

bred to insist. ■

" If yon won't," said he, " I must find some 

one who will. Syd. Pidtney, I shall enter you 

for my sixth shot, and that settles match num oer 

one. Gentlemen, tlie secretary waits to enter 

names for the second rifle match ; the prize for 

which will consist of a magnificent pair of elabo- 

rately ornamented pistols, generously offered by ■
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an honourable competitor who declines to com- 

pete. I do not mention the honourable com- 

petitor's name, because he is a modest young man, 

and given to blushing. Now, gentlemen, you 

will please to remember that this is a solemn occa- 

sion, and that the eyes of Europe are upon you !" ■

And so, rattling on in the gaiety of good 

spirits, the Earl enrolled the second party. 

Next in order came the long jump of ei^teen 

feet, for Signer Colonna's Elzevir Horace ; then 

the race of one hundred yards, for Lady Castle- 

towers' prize ; and, last of all, the one-mile race 

for the twenty-guinea purse, dignified by the 

name of " the Italian Cup," and entered ior by 

the whole of the athletes. ■

When the programme was fairly made out, 

Castletowers called Saxon aside, and, taking 

him familiarly by the arm, led him into the bil- 

liard-room adjoining. ■

" Trefalden," said he, •* may I ask you a 

question P" ■

" Twenty, if you like,** replied Saxon. ■

" No— one will do, if you answer it honestly. 

Why don't you put in a shot at cither of the 

rifle-matches ?" ■

Saxon looked embarrassed. ■

" I'd rather not," he said, after a momentary 

pause. ■

" But why P You must be a good marksman." ■

Saxon made no reply. ■

" To tell vou the truth," said the Earl, "I'm 

disappointed. I had looked to you for a display 

of slciU, and expected something brilliant. I 

think you should have gone into the field, if 

only to maintain the honour of the Swiss rifles." ■

Saxon laughed good temperedly. ■

" Do you really want your question answered?" 

said he. ■

"Of course." ■

" Then wait a minute while I fetch my gun." ■

He ran out of the room, and present^ re- 

appeared outside the window, rifle m hand. ■

" Look there," he said, pointing to the roof 

of the stables. ** Do you see that weathercock ?" ■

It was a ^ilt cock^ like that which Goethe 

used to admire, as a child, on the Ober Main 

Thor at Frankfort; and was just then shifting 

with the breeze, and flashing in the sunshine 

like a yellow diamond. The Earl threw up the 

window and leaned out. ■

'* I should think so," he replied. " I hare 

seen it pretty nearly every day of my life, ever 

since I was bom." ■

" How far off is it, do you think ?" ■

" Well, T hardly know ; perhaps six hundred 

yards. But you can't hit a thing that blazes 

like a comet, and is never still for two seconds 

together." ■

" It's an ugly bird," said Saxon, bringing his 

gun to his shoulder. " Don't you think lie'd 

look more intelligent if he had an eye in his 

head?" ■

The words were no sooner out of his lips 

than he fired. Lord Castletowers snatched up 

his hat, and bounded down upon the sward. ■

" You haven't done it ?'* he exclaimed. ■

*' Let us go and see." ■

They had to go round by the front of the 

house, and across the yards, to reach those out- 

buildings over which the vane vas placed. 

At about two-thirds of the distance the Earl 

stood still. ■

There was a small round hole drilled through 

precisely that part of the cock's head where his 

eye ought to have been. ■

At the sight of his friend's dumb amazement, 

Saxon roared with laughter, like a young giant. ■

" There," said he, ** I told you it -would be an 

improvement And now you see why I wouldn't 

compete for the cup. We Swiss are always 

shooting, from the time we are old enough to 

carry a gun; and I didn't want to spoil the 

sport for others. It wouldn't have been fair." ■

LIGHTNING-STRUCK. ■

It is probably owing to the great increase 

of publicity that we have lately heard of so 

many cases of persons struck dead by lightning. 

These sad occurrences, for the most part, take 

place on the Continent, and numerous instances 

are recorded in the contmental newspapers of 

buildings damaged, and individuals struck. Even 

in England deaths caused by lightning seem to 

have been more common than formerly. ■

Among the most remarkable later cases, 

may be incladed the following : — A woman at 

Hull was struck blind ; another woman, who was' 

standing in a room talking to her daujghter, was 

struck on the side and le^, the lightning having 

previously passed througn an adjoining house, 

and greatly injured both it and a great number 

of articles of furniture. Bell-wires seem to be 

the usual conductors of the fluid from one 

apartment to another. Dunne a recent storm 

it entered a house, and was, by this medium, 

conducted from room to room, rending things to 

pieces as it went, and throwing the mistress 

of the house from a sofia to the floor, who, as 

the account states somewhat needlessly, was 

greatly shaken by it. One young woman was 

struck in a railway carria|^e, and remained in- 

sensible a considerable time. But the most 

painful case is that of the landlady of the 

beehive at Digbeth. ' ' She was in one of the 

upper rooms of her house when the lightniujg 

entered it, but, instead of striking her dead, it 

merely scorched her bead and the upper part of 

her body deeply, and set her clothes on fire. 

Her husband was the first to enter the room 

where she was lyings and there was still sufficient 

life in her to enable her to recognise him. About 

the same time that this happened, though at a 

place so far distant as Coray, in the department 

of Finisterre, five men, working in a field, were 

struck dead at the same moment, and ten others 

severely injured. ■

Within a few days two gendarmes were struck 

dead as they were hastening to get shelter from a 

thunderstorm. They were running to overtake 

a postman, who, like themselves, was looking 

about for shelter, and had just reached him, 

when one of them turned his head towards a ■
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voman by the roadside who was tending sheep, 

and said, " Are you not afraid of the lightning?" 

The woids were scarcely out of bis mouth when 

a broad flash came down upon all four, kilKng 

the gendarmes, and stunning the postman ana 

the woman; but doing them no more serious 

injury. One of the gendarmes was completely 

stripped; the fluid struck him on the back 

of his head and ran down to his feet, burn- 

ing his clothes to tinder, tearing his boots to 

bits, and driving his spurs and his porte-monnaie 

a distance of several yards. His comrade had 

no external mark beyond a slight wound on the 

under lip. A curious circumstance is recorded 

by the journal which gives the account of their 

burial : One of the gendarmes did not belong 

to the Catholic Church, and therefore was 

buried in unconsecrated ground ; but his com- 

rade, who was interred in the churchyard, was 

laid on its very verge, so that Uieir graves should 

be brought side by side. ■

A wonderfully narrow escape from death was 

experienced by a sentinel who was on guard at 

Chatham; his face was scorched, and he was 

quite unable to i^iculate for upwards of an 

hour. The lightning struck tflie sword he was 

wearing, perforated a round hole, melted about 

two inches of the edge, and soldered the hilt to 

his bayonet. It also fused the lock of his 

musket and the iron ramrod together. After 

this it wounded his left foot, completely de- 

stroying the upper-leather of his boot. Sentinels 

incur more than the usual risk on account of the 

attraction of the arms they carry. During a 

thunderstorm the best course would be to put 

theur muskets in one comer of the sentry-box, and 

themselves as far away from it as the confined 

space will allow, taking care to be a little more 

careful than a certain sentry near Carignan, who 

put his foot 80 near the butt of his musket that 

it was severely wounded. It was during this same 

storm that the lightning descended on the church 

at Villa di Stellone, killed seven persons, and 

wounded several others, among them the priest, 

who had not the slightest recollection of what 

he had been doinff, nor could the people, who 

carried away the oead bodies out of the church, 

remember where they had brought them from. 

This was attributed to the effects of the elec- 

tricity; but it may have been merely the be- 

wilderment produced by the tremendous noise 

of the explosion. ■

A curious instance of the effects produced by 

the electric fluid, occurred a week or two since to 

two girls who were on their way to the market at 

Bressuire, with a basket of live fowls slung from 

their respective shoulders. They went chatting 

along, when a few great drops of rain, which came 

pattering down, warned them that a storm was at 

nand. There happened to be an enormous rock 

near, which projected over the road, and beneath 

this they took refuge. Presently, without pre- 

vious warning, they were half stunned by a loud 

report, and simultaneously with the report they 

saw a ball of fire fall into the road a few paces 

from where they were standing. The only effect 

it produced on them was as though tiiey had ■

been violently shaken. As soon as the storm 

had passed over thev continued their journey, 

not a little tgitated by what they had seen 

and felt. It was not until they reached the 

market that they became aware of the ex- 

ceedingly narrow escape they had had. On 

their baskets being lifted from their shoulders, 

they found that the whole of their fowls had 

been stripped of their feathers in the cleanest 

possible manner. ■

A case has just occurred at Hamoir, a com- 

mune in the department of the Ourthe, wiiere 

a sifaepherd ana almost the whole of his flock 

were killed. The accuracy of the £acts stated 

are guaranteed by La Meusc. The keeper of 

the flock was Hubert Wera, the son of the 

farmer to whom it belonged. The approach of 

the storm was so evident, that he at once col- 

lected his flock and began moving homeward ; 

but, when he had reached a narrow gorge 

through the mountains, the sheep formed them- 

selves into two groups with their heads pressed 

close together, and would not move a step 

further. Wera thereupon sat down under a 

bush to shelter himself from the storm. His 

brother, finding he did not return, went to look 

for him, and just as he got within sight of him, 

a terrific burst of thunder issued from the 

clouds, such as nobody in the vicinity had ever 

heard before. A frightful spectacle met his view : 

his brother and the whole of his flock had been 

struck by the lightning. It had descended on liis 

head, torn the whole of his hair off, ploughed a 

deep furrow on his forehead and down his face and 

chest, stripped off the whole of his clothes, tear- 

ins^ them to ribands, and all this without shedding 

a drop of his blood. The iron was torn from his 

crook, and the handle was split in two pieces. 

A small metal crucifix he carried was picked up 

nearly twenty yards from his bodv. The flock 

consisted of one hundred and fifty-two sheep, 

one hundred and twenty -six of which were 

killed ; their wounds being of the most diverse 

form: some having the head cut clean off; 

others having it divided into two equal parts. 

The limbs of some were torn from their bodies; 

evei^ imaginable form of multilation was to be 

seen among them. ■

The autnorities of the commune, together 

with the doctor, hastened to the spot; the latter 

adoi)ting every means at his disposal, such as 

friction and artificial respiration, to restore the 

unfortunate shepherd to life, but all his efforts 

were unavailing. ■

They found, on examining the ground, that the 

lightning had descended in a broad sheet : the 

space it covered beino; about eighty yards in 

length, and sixteen in breadth. A carious cir- 

cumstance attending this event was that al- 

though the misfortune occurred at half-past six 

o'clock on Thursday evening, on Friday morn- 

ing the bodies of the animtJs were in an ad- 

vanced stage of putrefaction. ■

On the Saturday following the event just 

related, two men living at Terrigny, in the 

Jura, took shelter from a storm beneath a wal- 

nut-tree. An explosion was heard, and the ■
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lightning ran down the tree, striking down the 

two men who had sought shelter beneath its 

branches. One of them was killed on the spot, 

without any other mark being left on his body 

than a slight singeing of the nair at the back 

of his neck. Thq other was not killed; but he 

had a bum the whole length of his thigh, and 

a jagged wound on the sole of one of his feet. ■

The Journal of the Academy of Sciences, just 

published, contains an account, sent by Dr. 

Chretien, of a youth who was killed by light- 

ning in the presence of his mother and three 

friends who had come to see him ; he hems ill 

in bed. They were sitting close together, 

when the lightning burst through the window 

of an adjoining room, scattering tlie glass 

in all directions ; then forced its way through 

a wall into the bedroom, striking the sick 

youth dead, burning part of the Tegs of the 

trousers of one of the visitors, wounding the 

leg of another, and bruising and scorching the 

woman's left leg. In another case, a man had 

his watch and mone^ melted in his pocket, and 

every one of his joints dislocated. But pro- 

bably the most comprehensive instance oc- 

curred at Venice, in the theatre. The au- 

dience may have been about six hundred in 

number, when the electric fluid descended upon 

the theatre in such quantity that it put out the 

lights, killed several persons, scorcned others, 

melted earrings, splitting the stones, melted 

watch-cases, snatched a fiddle out of the hands 

of one of the musicians and tore it to splinters, 

fortunately without wounding the owner. ■

Though the number of persons killed by a 

single flash of lightning may have been greater, 

there is probably not many instances on record 

of its having covered so great an area as in 

a family at Eastbourne. The coachman and 

butler were outside the house. The former was 

struck dead, and the latter was so much affected 

by the shock, that, without being hardly con- 

scious of what he was doing, he went into the 

house. Here he found his master insensible, 

and, as it turned out, very much hurt on the 

left side. In the pantry he found the footman 

l^ing dead on the floor; and a further examina- 

tion of the house showed that the lightning 

had been through all parts of it. Everywhere 

the windows were broken, looking-glasses shat- 

tered, articles of furniture torn to splinters, cor- 

nices and ceilings cracked, bell-wires melted, and 

so forth. The owner's daughter had a wonderful 

escape. The electric stream entered the room 

where she was dressing, and splintered the bed 

she had just left, besides doing other damage. 

It is evident that this was not a case of a small 

stream passing from one object to another, in- 

asmuch as the coachman was struck dead out- 

side the building. But, large as the area was 

over which this extended, it was not equal to that 

at Reichenbach, which town was fired m so many 

places, that the inhabitants had the greatest 

difficulty in escaping into the country, without 

bein^ able to save any part of their goods ; even 

a regiment of cavalry quartered in the town were 

unable to save any portion of their baggage. ■

Two women were struck by lightning in a 

bleaching'ground at Kirkaldy; one of whom was 

sitting on a part of the ground a little liigher 

than the rest, holding her infant to her breast. 

The mother was struck dead, and, as she fell 

over, the infant rolled from her arms down the 

hill, but was picked up unhurt. A similar case 

occurred in the Isle of Wight, where a man 

who was riding across Wotton Common with 

his son behind him, was struck dead, together 

with his horse, but the little boy escaped with 

a few bruises caused by the fall. Similar capri- 

ciousness was exhibited at Shields, where a man 

and his wife were both killed, while a person 

sitting between them remained uninjured; at 

the same time a child lying in bed was burnt 

to death, and another much scorched ; the house 

itself being set on fire in several places. The 

death of a woman, and the escape of the infant 

she was holding in her arms, represents a case 

that has occurred several times, but the child 

is not always so fortunate. There was a curious 

record of instantaneous death, produced by 

lightning, found engraved on a tombstone in a 

churchyard in Donegal : *' Here are deposited, 

with a design of mingUng them with the parent 

earth from which the mortal part came, a mother 

who loved her son to the destruction of his death. 

She clasped him to her bosom with all the joy of 

a parent, the pulse of whose heart beat with 

maternal affection; and in the very moment, 

whilst the gladness of joy danced in the pupil 

of the boy s eyes, and the mother's bosom 

swelled with transport. Death's arrow, in a flash 

of lightning, pierced them both in a vital part, 

and totally dissolving the entrails of the son, 

without iniuring his skin, and burning to a 

cinder the liver of the mother, sent them out of 

the world at one and the same moment of time." ■

The appearances presented by persons who 

have been killed by lightning differs very much. 

Often, the expression of the countenance after 

death is precisely what it was at the instant 

they were struck, and the body is either with- 

out an^r external mark, or one that is only 

perceptible on a close examination. Much de- 

pends on the position of the person smitten, and 

on whether the stroke is received direct from 

the atmosphere or through the medium of some 

object. ■

The majority of persons struck in the open 

air appear to nave received the shock on the 

head, after which it has passed through the 

body and out at the foot, or it has been drawn 

aside by money in the pocket, or by some me- 

tallic ODJect worn beneath the outer clothing. 

This was so with a tailor who was struck 

dead in Whitfield's chapel, Tottenham-court- 

road. He was leaning against the wall, hold- 

ing a child in his arms; he stooped to put 

the child on its feet, and had just resumed his 

position, when the subtle fluid ran down the 

wall, burnt the hair off the side of his head 

nearest to it, melted the studs in the sleeves of 

his shirt, burst the veins over nearly the whole 

of his body, and riddled his clothes as though 

he had been a mark for any quantity oLsmall ■

Digitized 5y VjOOV ■
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sbot. It would seem, indeed, as though the 

effect of the fluid on the object struck, depended 

Tery much on the ease with which it can pass 

out of it. Of this we have an example in 

the case of a gentleman who was smitten dead 

while riding, without exhibiting the slightest 

sign of injury on any part of him, and who was, 

to all ontward seeming, in a calm and peaceful 

sleep, whereas the horse he was riding had deep 

cuts ploughed into his head and body. A 

haymiiker too, who was working in a hayfleld 

close by, was struck dead without the slightest 

outward injury, the only indication of the cause 

of death bein^ a small hole burnt in his shirt 

where the fluid had passed from his body to his 

watch, the case of wnich was melted. ■

In the case of persons seemingly killed by 

lightning, too mucn haste should not be exhi- 

bited in burial. Not far from where this is 

written, Aire boys were struck at once, one of 

whom received a severe wound on the right 

leg. They remained perfectly insensible for a 

considerable time, but eventually recovered. A 

man named Locker, who was struck on a down 

he was crossing on his way to Bath, lav there 

completely unable to move for several days, 

though he had the use of his mental faculties 

much of the time. ■

Perhaps the most remarkable effect of light- 

ning is that which it has sometimes produced on 

infirm persons. A man named Donaldson, who 

had been deaf for twenty years, was struck by 

lightning and rendered insensible. When he 

recovered his senses it was found that his 

hearing was restored. A clergyman, who had 

been iSOicted by palsy, had given up all hope of 

a cure. One night during a thunderstorm the 

lightning entered his room, and gave him a severe 

ekctric shock. He thought he felt a sensation 

of relief, and next morning he found that this 

was not im&ginary, but that he was really cured. ■

The invention of lightning-conductors has, no 

donbt, saved avast number of buildings. *We 

no longer hear of large numbers of persons 

killed in buildings at one stroke, as in Sicily, 

where no fewer than eighty-six perished ; and 

where, we may observe in passing, the com- 

mander of Girgenti, in order to break a thick 

cloud which he conceived to be a waterspout, 

had some heavy ^^uns drawn out of the case- 

mates and fired at it ; but, instead of having the 

effect he desired, fire descended from the cloud, 

and for an instant wrapped the pieces in a 

sheet of flame, and left several of the gunners 

dead. Before Sir Snow Harris applied con- 

ductors to ships, the case of a vessel being 

struck was common ; and hardly a year passed 

without the spire of a church being damaged or 

whoUv destroyed by lightning. ■

A blunt-pointed stick, if used to inscribe 

characters on a looking-glass, leaves no visible 

trace behind; yet if we breathe on it, those 

figures stand out as boldly as though written 

with pen and ink on paper. A trout taken 

from a stream and thrown down by the river- 

side to die, has left marks of its spots on 

the leaves on which it lingered out its life. ■

Like effects have been produced by electricity : 

a woman wearing a rosary had an image of the 

beads imprinted on her right breast and side : 

another, wearing a gold chain, had the marks 

of the links burnt on her skin : a man standing 

beneath or beside a' tree on which the electric 

fluid descended, had the foliage sketched on his 

chest. ■

CONCERNING PLUMS AND PRUNES. ■

Ip the value of fruits could be estimated by 

the metaphorical use we make of their names, 

we should probablv hit upon the two extremes 

by instancing the ng and the plum. When we 

say, " A fig for Mr. So-and-so," we mean that 

we don't care a straw whether that gentleman 

hang or drown. On the other hand, when 

we hear that good Mr. Such-and-such has 

scraped together the sum of one hundred thou- 

sana ponnds, we exclaim with respect and 

admiration, ''Mr. Such-and-such is worth a 

plum!" ■

It was not such a golden plum as this that 

little Jack Homer, of good-boy memory, pulled 

out of his Christmas-pie with his thumb. Com- 

mentators seriously doubt whether it were a 

plum at all, suggesting that it might rather be 

dried berry of the Yitis vinifera, videlicet, a 

raisin, falsely called "plum" by nnbotanical 

grocers— -respecting whose plums we may record 

the paradoxical fact, that it is possible to make 

plum-pudding without plums ; namely, by put- 

tinjg in ons plum only. ■

The "plum season" gives us an "object 

lesson" on the real nature of the agreeable 

stone-fruit which our forefathers used to write 

" plumb," as if, from its heaviness when indulged 

in too copiously, it had some affinity to lead. 

There are several parishes called " Plumstead " 

in England ; whether thev are more stone-fruity 

than their neighbours, this deponent knoweth 

not. "He had rather have a couple of eggs 

than one plum," is an old French proverb, 

meaning, " He is no fool ; he knows what he is 

about, and takes care of his own interest." 

They also say, "He is not gone there after 

plums;" that is, "He is not there for nothing; 

ne is about some secret business." Molih-e 

writes, "If I am grieving, it is not about 

plums." A dark-complexioned person is ironi- 

cally described as being "As fair as a dried 

plum after a couple of washings." ■

When the French, cut off from colonial 

communication, were ransacking the vegetable 

world for something to sweeten their coffee 

with, their chemists contrived to extract from 

the plum (from the quetsche especially) a 

crystallised sugar which equalled cane-sugar in 

every respect except cheapness. Another plum, 

which ^ows wild on the mountains of Dauphinv, 

the Bnan^on plum, or plum of the Alps, yields 

a delicate eating-oil, known as " huile de mar- 

motte," which is more esteemed than olive oil. 

It combines, with great softness, a slight per- 

fume of noyau, which is very agreeable. The ■
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residue, or oil-cake left after extraction* has 

been tried to fatten cattle with ; bat the prussic 

acid contained in it renders cantion neoessarj 

regarding the qnantitj given. Cows have been ■

Eoisoned by it. It ma^ not be amiss to note 
ere, that in case of accideitt from an over-dose 

of bitter almonds, lanrel leaf, or other form of 

prussic acid, a weak solution of sulphate of iron 

is an antidote. ■

Among the curious names of old sorts of 

plums, we find the Jerusalem plum, or bull's 

eye, very large indeed, brownish purple, and 

more square than round; the bull's heart, or 

Saint Loo plum, one of the very krgest, with 

yellow flesh and red skin; the pigeon's heart, 

black, lai^e, and exoellent, late in the season ; 

the transparent plum, large, light-coloured, and 

long : 80 called oeeause, when held up to the 

sun, thQ kernel is clearly visible; the cock's 

kidney, small, late, kidney-shaped, and light 

yellow spotted with red. Aldovrandi, who was 

acquainted with everything on earth, mentions 

not only an asses' paradise, but also asses' plums 

(Pruna asinina), formerly so styled on account 

of their cheapness. They are later and larger 

than, but of the same colour aa^ harvest plums 

(Pnma hordearia). ■

Prunum is Latin for plum fruit, prunus 

(snbsiaiitive feminine) for the plum tree, both 

being derived from frpomnj, the name by which 

Theophrastus mentions it. Prunus is an im- 

portant genus in the class Icosandria Monogynia 

of the Linnssan system. It bdonffs to the tribe 

of almond-like plants^ which are tnemselves in- 

cluded in the Kosaces, or rose-like plaata. It 

is composed of trees and shrubs peculiar for the 

most part to the temperate and moderately 

warm regions of the sortnem hemisphere : a few 

being a£o found in America, ana in tropical 

Asia. Their leaves are simple, alternate, entire, 

or indented with teeth like a saw. Their 

flowers generally appear very early, while the 

leaves are still but slightly or scarcely deve- 

loped. To the blossom succeeds a fleshy drupe, 

wnose stone, not wrinkled (distinguishing it 

from a peach), contains a nngle seed (sometimes 

twins). ■

Liiineus*s genus plom, therefore^ comprises 

the true plums, the apricots, and the cherries, 

of whicn Toumefort made three distinct 

genera. He even subdivided the latter into 

two ; the cherries proper, and the laurel cherries. 

Jussieu followed Toumefort's example, which 

is sanctioned by modem botanists, less, how- 

ever, on account of the importance of the dis- 

tinctive characters displajred by the three 

groups, than to make scientific lan^ge accord 

with popular phraseolo^. The million are in- 

different about botamcal niceties and floral 

anatomy; but they know an apricot from a 

plum, and from a cherry, at a ghuice. An 

apricot has a down^ skin ; a plum lias a smooth 

sKin powdered with a secretion called "the 

bloom," which is removed by a very slight 

touch, and is sometimes imitated by arrow- 

root. A cherry has a smooth sliining skin, like 

a maiden's lip, and grows on a longer stalk than ■

either of the former. There is no cherry with 

the down of an apricot, or the bloom of a 

plam ; and vice versd. The plum differs from 

the others in having fruit green when ripe. 

There is no green ripe apricot or cherry; wit 

there is — it makes one's mouth water to name 

it— a greengage ; and also a bullace, which acts 

on the imagination like an acid astringent. ■

A plum, then, is a drupe, mostly ^-shaped 

or oblong, fleshy, quite smooth, covered witn a 

sort of bluish dust, contauiing a flattened stone 

sharp at both extremities and slightly furrowed 

at the edges. The young leaves of the tree are 

rolled or twisted when they first appear. The 

flowers, solitary or in couples, proceed from 

buds special to themselves, at the same time 

with, or before^ the leaves. The wild plum of 

Europe, Prunus spinosa, familiar as the blackthorn 

or sloe-bush, has numerous thorny branches, 

which ramify at almost ri^ht angles. Its white 

blossoms appear so early in spring, that Cobbett 

happily styled the stormy time of their appear- 

ance "the blackthorn winter." Its small, blue- 

black, almost globular fruit, is too astringent to 

be eaten, although early frosts slightly soiten its 

flavour and develop a sugary principle. In 

that condition, it is certainlv employed in 

France (we say nothing of England) to flavour 

and colour wines of inferior quality. The poor 

also make a wretched beverage hj fermenting 

crushed sloes in a o^ain quantity of water. 

The sloe likewise famishes a very strong vine- 

gar; frosted sloe»i, prepared like tamarinas, are 

not a bad substitute tor tliat Indian preserve. 

The bark of the blackthorn is bitter, astringent, 

antifebrile, mid is, in fact, the most powerful 

indigenous febrifuge, coming nearer to Peruvian 

bark than any other native succedaneum. For 

this purpose, it should be peeled in spring from 

branches of four or five years' growth, and dried 

slowly to be kept for use. It contains suffieient 

tannin to serve for leather-making and for dye- 

ing. An infusion of sloe-leaves gives a humble 

imitation of tea ; the drmker's fancy is at liberty 

to decide whether the bohea or the gunpovder 

flavour be predominant. During the high price 

of the China article, British foliage was liberally 

mixed with it. The wood of the blackthorn is 

hard and durable. Capital walking-sticks are 

made from the rigorous suckers which the bush 

throws up in considerable abundance. A black- 

thorn hedge is efficient, and lasts long with 

proper care, although it be less rapid in growth, 

and less pleasing both in verdure and in 

blossom, than one of white thorn — ^Le. hawthom. 

Who would guess that so many uses could be 

drawn from tne stunted sloe-bush on which we 

look scornfully as it straggles for life on the 

skirts of a common ? ■

The garden plum, Pranus domestica, attains 

the stature of a small tree. Its boughs are 

spreading, without thorns, and covered with a 

greyish skin, whilst the older branches are 

brownish. Its white flowers give birth to a 

drooping fruit, of sweet and slightly perfumed 

savour, and of very diverse form and size* 

While cherries grow on staliu longer than thcm- ■
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fldves, plams grow on stalks shorter than them- 

selves. The number of the caUivated sorts is 

Teiy considerable; sufficient, in fac1> to have 

beenfcrouped bj pomologists into nine grand 

divisions or races. The most esteemea old 

Tarieties i^pear to be natiyes of Asia Minor, of 

the environs of Damascus especially; witness 

the damson — Le. damascene. Their introduc- 

tion to Italy is referred as £ar back as the time 

of Cato the elder. But several most delicious 

kinds have been raised within quite a recent 

period ; and more, we believe, are only waiting 

to be caiHed forth by horticultural skilL A new 

ambrosial plum would be as satisfactory a result 

by hybridisation as a new dahlia, or even a new 

rose. Brilliant colours, perfect forms, and sweet 

perfumes are charming, but unsubstantial; 

whereas a plum, if it wiu not fill the stomach, 

will allay &lrst and stop a Wile gap. In the 

central and southern parts of Europe, excellent 

plums may be tasted — with juicy, sweet, and 

melting fleshr— the exact counterparts of which 

are, probably, not to be found in England. As 

an ODJect in view heightens the pleasure of a 

tour, we may suggest the desirability of some- 

body's making a tour of plum discovery. ■

The wood of the plum-tree is hard, close- 

grained, handsomely veined, and capable of 

receiving a high polish. Its colour is heightened 

by immersion in lime-water. The plum-tree, 

like the cherry-tree, is liable to pimming from 

wounds; choice kinds are therefore better pro- 

pagated by budding than by Rafting. The 

amateur gardener may bud for himself; any one 

who can bud a rose can bud a plum ; and ladies 

can amnse themselves by performing the opera- 

tion all the more fearlesslv, as there are no' 

hooked thorns to be battled with. It is a real 

satisfaction, as the writer can testify, to eat 

plums or cherries from a bud one has oneself 

inserted. ■

Stocks for budding are obtained either by 

sowing the stones (previously laid in heaps, 

with earth or sand), or by the suckers thrown 

up by old-established trees. Seedlings produce 

much the stronger and longer-lived specimens, 

but of slow growth during the first few years ; 

nurserymen, consequently, often prefer to make 

use of suckers, which come to market more 

rapidly, but which make inferior fruit-trees in 

the long run* The amateur gardener, who can 

afford to wait, will make a point of having none 

but seedling stocks, if for no oth» reason than 

that plants from suckers give endless plague bv 

throwing up numerous suckers themselves, which 

Biust be removed as fast as they make their 

ilppearance. Plums wished to be kept dwarf 

may be worked on the sloe; others on the 

roirabeUe, the magnum bonum, or any other 

vigorous seedling. The damson is reputed a 

had stocky though the coarser kinds may be 

budded on it. ]mm the middle of July to the 

middle of August is the best time to perform 

the operatioB, taking advantage of any tnunder- 

storm which soaks tne earth and causes the sap 

to flow more freely. Common kitclien plums — 

as dauuonsy bullaices, and harvest plums— may ■

be raised from atones or suckers without the 

trouble and delay of budding. ■

A good plum IS one of the most wholesome 

and a^eeable fruits with which horticultural 

skill has supplied our tables. Its soft and 

su^y flavour is heightened by a delicate aroma, 

which loses nothing by cookery. If its juicy 

flesh contain no great amount of nutriment, it 

is at least easy otdigestion. ■

The numerous wajs in which plums can be 

prepared add considerably to their commercial 

value, and render their culture extremely im- 

portant in certain districts of the Contment. 

Thej are made into preserves of different kinds, 

both with and without sugar. In the latter 

-case, the cooking process is greatly prolonged, 

until the concentration oi their natural sugar 

makes the addition of anj other unnecessary. 

By fermentation, alcoholic liquors, raki, and 

zwetschenwasser, are obtained from plums. 

Plums also are preserved, like cherries, in 

brandy; the smaller kinds, as the mirabelle, 

being preferred for the making of plum-brandy. ■

Dried plums (known here as French plums, 

as fruneaux in Erance) are slowly and carefully 

desiccated, in the sunshine and in an oven alter- 

nately. Lately, special ovens and apparatus 

have been contrived, which hasten the operation 

and render it more certain. Dried plums are 

the object of a considerable trade in different 

parts of France, particukirly in the Touraine 

and the Agenols. In the latter province, the 

grand centre of production is Yilleneuve d*Agen, 

and especially the cantons of Clairac and St. 

Livrade; so that the title ''pruueaux d'A^cn" 

is based on an exactitude. In those localities 

the culture of the plum takes the lead of all 

other husbandry. The varieties principally em- 

ployed for drying are the prune robe de sergeant 

and the prune oe roi. Tne department of the 

Var, ana notably .the town of Brignolles, are 

likewbe celebrated for the dried plums with 

which they regale all the north of Europe. ■

It is a pity that so few things on this earth 

should be perfect. A small tree, of convenient 

height, needing little care, capable of resisting 

our severest wmters, which can (if circumstances 

allow it to do so) annually supply a crop of 

luscious fruit, which crop continues to be sup^ 

plied by the different varieties in long succession, 

from the besinning of July to the end of No- 

vember, surely approaches perfection as a hardy 

fruit-tree. And yet it is very far from perfect. 

One little peculiarity of its constitution often 

renders all its other good qualities unavailing. 

Its time of flowering is so early, that not un- 

frequently its blossoms are completelv cut off 

by frosts, before the leaves have had time to 

come forth and protect them. So early, indeed, 

do they come, that several kinds are worth 

planting (the mirabelles, for instance) merely 

as flowering shrubs, for the sake of the brilliant 

standard of white which they display while all 

around them is bare, leaving any chance of fruit 

entirely out of consideration. ■

To obviate the consequences of such early 

bloomings we make wall-trees of choice varieties ■
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of plum. Bat even a south wall is an ineffectual 

protection agaiust the heavy hoar-frosts and late 

snow-storms which occasionally occur even in 

May. Morning frosts in June are far from 

rare; but, by that time, the weU-developed 

leaves are able to shelter the young fruit. The 

genius of Thomas Rivers invented orchard- 

houses and the plan of growing plum-trees in 

pots — a clever contrivance and adaptation espe- 

cially suitable and convenient for small gardens 

and suburban villas. Respecting the results so 

obtained, experience is contradictory: some 

have had decided success, while others complain 

of considerable failure. But it is not illogical 

to hold to the opinion that, if one man has suc- 

ceeded, all men may. ■

Perhaps, the true plum orchard, for England, 

may be yet to be invented — a sort of adaptive 

Crystal Palace, to be placed, say in Februsffy, 

over trees planted in the open ground, with 

Venetian ventilators capable of putting the 

plants almost in the open air during a great 

part of the day, and entirely removable when 

all danger of frost is over, the practical diffi- 

culty lies in this : folij^ grown under shelter 

is much more tender than that which expands 

naturally in the open air ; and unless air and 

direct sunshine are very gradually admitted, the 

leaves will be shrivelled, scorched, torn by winds, 

or otherwise sufficiently injured to spoil the 

ripening of the fruit, injure the healtn of the 

trees, and ultimately kill them, converting the 

plum-paradise into a desert. To those who 

wish to grow plums in large quantities under 

glass, Mr. Rivers suggests a very simple mode 

of culture — namely, planting a house with plum- 

bushes or pyramids, and removing them bien- 

nially to check their ^wth. It is found that, 

after a few years, owmg to their being every 

season loaded with fruit, they grow so very 

slowly as not to require removal. ■

The earliest plum is the cerisctte, of which 

there are red and yellow varieties. It opens 

clean, like the damson, leaving the stone loose 

and free, and is good though wild— i.e. self- 

sown, or raised from stones* The mirabelle is 

an early sort of small light-coloured plum, which 

bears abundantly (weatner permitting), is auite 

a free-stone, and tolerably sweet. It is excellent 

in jam, having an aromatic flavour, and abo as 

a brandy-plum. But the earliest plums are not 

the best. Better are those which, hanging late, 

and protected from flies by muslin bags, become 

blue with bloom, unctuous with sugar, and 

wrinkled with age, but far from ugly. The 

stoneless plum, or Prune sans no^rau, is a small 

black heart-shaped curiosity, opening well, with 

no stone but only a kernel. ■

If you think of planting an assortment, here 

are a dozen useful plums, pretty nearly as they 

are ready to pass from hand to mouth : ■

Early Prolific. Monsieur H&tif, or early 

Orleans, darker in colour than the common 

Orleans. Orleans plum-trees vary greatly in 

the quality of their fruit : if possible, taste the 

fruit of the tree from which the plants you 

purchase are budded. Reine Claude de Baray ■

hative, an excellent variety of greengage. The 

greengage, the queen of plums, when true ; but, 

as tolerably gooa greengages may be raised from 

stones, many inferior sub-varieties, which would 

be best destroyed, are to be met with in the 

market. As with Orleans plums, endeavour to 

bud' greengages yourself from trees of whose 

genuine ment you are sure. Washington, a 

fine handsome fruit, deserving more general 

cultivation. Jefferson, which justly excites 

Rivera's enthusiasm. The red magnum bonum, 

an excellent kitchen fruit for families who cut 

and come again. The white magnum bonum, if 

good and true, and well ripened, has hardly its 

superior at dessert, with the sole inconvenience 

that it is apt to tempt you to open your mouth 

ungracefiilfy wide. Reine Claude violette, or 

purple gage, nearly as good as the green, and 

carrying plums into the month of October, 

Coe's golden drop, to be appreciated, has only 

to be seen and tasted. "X have had them in 

muslin bags on the trees, partaking of the 

flavour of tnose called French plums, but richer 

and more agreeable." St. Martin's quetsche. 

otherwise zwetsche, Frenchified into couetsche, 

a German damson, in high repute for preserves 

and liqueurs. Lastly, the blue Imp6ratrice» 

which should be allowed to hang on the tree till 

it slirivels. If secured from frost, it may be 

kept very late indeed. ■

Besides the above, damsons and bullaces (not 

to be despised) will grow almost anywhere, 

even in hedgerows that are not too exposed to 

schoolboys. In an uncooked state, these minor 

and tardy plums scarcely do themselves justice. 

Bullaces bottled, like green gooseberries, are 

valuable for winter tarts; while the house- 

keeper who has either bullace or damson cheese, 

or Doth, in store, need little envy her who 

parades a slab of guava jelly. ■

The gardens of the curious should not be 

without ornamental plum-trees. Mr. Fortune 

has introduced several from China, very charm- 

ing, with semi-double, and also with large 

double blossoms — white, flesh-coloured or blush, 

and striped like a carnation. These are hardy, 

bloom very early — ^in mid-winter with a little 

forcing— and make as ouaint, deli^jhtful, flori- 

ferous pot-plants as a lady need wisii to have in 

her boudoir. ■

THE ZOOPHYTES OF SANDYBAY. ■

Sages say there are links between every race 

of created beings. We all know the zoophytes, 

that unite the peculiarities of flowei: and animal 

Kfe. The bat -. half mouse, half bird. The eel : 

at once serpent and fish. The monkey — well, 

.we won't pursue him ; the present object is to 

treat of one only of these marvellous anomalies, 

the link between fish and woman-kind, the 

bathing-woman. ■

To enter fully into the habits of this extra- 

ordinary creature, the scientific inquirer should 

establisii his head-quarters, for a whole season, 

by the sea. Say, at Sandybay, on4he Wessex ■

Digitized by VjOO^ IC ■
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coast. There, from the first of May until late in 

October, many fine specimens maj be found. 

What becomes of the zoophytes durmg the other 

six months: whether they disappear with the 

pins, or migrate with the swallows, has never 

oeen satis&ctorily established. They have been 

seen at intervals, and solitary, as late in the 

year as the commencement of November. They 

appear then, however, to have lost much of 

tneir habitual liveliness. They move dreamilv 

through the water. The voice, formerly shrill, 

and rather harsh, has toned down ; and, indeed, 

these belated specimens bear no more resem- 

blance to the plump noisy animal in its season, 

than does Pepper's ghost of Hamlet's father to 

the stout original he represents. ■

The naturalist has, of course, his cabinet of 

treasures; and though his practised eyes are 

quick to detect a certain value in the many 

specimens before him, he is obliged to content 

himself with selecting only a few of the best 

for preservation. Thus, Nan and her pair of 

daughters are Nos. 1, 2, and 3 in my collection 

of eems amongst the zoophyte bathing- women. ■

Old Nan has a heart ; albeit it beaU, in gene- 

ral, calmly enough in her wide bosom. It is not 

the little cares of daily life that can accelerate 

its pace. She has rescued more than one little 

fisher-boy, who, venturing too far into the sea 

in pursuit of a lively crab, would have been 

caught and swaUowed by the great tide waves 

had not the brave Nan rushed after him, and 

held him fast until the danger was past : emerg- 

ing after the struggle with the child in her 

arms, scolding, chokmg, but triumphant. ■

If you have time to listen, she wiU tell you 

of sad scenes on that dangerous coast. Of the 

sands strewed with " wrack," of the long pro- 

cessions formed by the awestruck villagers when 

the unknown drowned were carried lip in silence 

to the church. Sometimes their sorrow has 

been for their own people ; and one rough winter 

night a bitter cry arose at midnight, when nine 

fishing-boats were lying wrecked upon the coast, 

and there was scarcely a house in which there 

was not one dead. ■

But there was one nieht fraught with fear- 

ful peril, of which she will not tell you — ^a night 

when the cries of human beings roused the cM 

birds till they shrieked together ; when a fishing- 

boat, with eight souls on board, in the storm and 

darkness, fiew crashing upon the rocks. In a 

moment she parted beneath them, and the men 

were clinging for life to a point where the tide 

must speedi^ overwhelm them. Their cries 

were heard in heaven — and by two only upon 

earth. Nan and her daughter. These two women 

were watching over the safety of their bathing- 

machines. They had drawn tliem up as high as 

possible, and, each with a lantern fastened to 

lier waist, were searching about for driftwood, 

when Ean suddenly cried out, "Mother, did you 

hear that ?" A cry to seaward, faint, but still 

beard above the gale— borne to them, indeed, 

upon it— reached the ears of both. ** It's away 

to the right," said Nan j " who's out to-night r 

•'There's Trout's boat, with eight," shrieked ■

Fan; "they left at daybreak; they'll be gone, 

before we can wake the village ; they only cry 

like that in the water." Ana what followed? 

The next moment saw them, with their strong 

practised arms running the nearest boat down 

to the sea, and watching their opportunity of 

launching out into the aeep. It was not very 

far they had to go : the cries led them to the sea- 

surrounded " danger rock," where eight human 

beings were dying. There was scarcSy time to 

save— for the tide was advancing — ^nearer and 

nearer the waves rolled— one had passed over 

them, and, numbed and hopeless, a// would have 

been lost, had the women stayed to rouse the 

town. Brave Nan and her daughter never 

thought " to wake to fame," but they did. Re- 

fusing all recompense, they begged that the 

money subscribed for them might be expended in 

the purchase of a fishing-boat for the rescued men. 

Wan had a younger daughter (No. 3) ; very 

pretty, but in weak health. For once, untrue 

to her mixed nature. Nan wished to bring hei 

up to "the land life." ■

Poor Nan ! She had no idea of the conven- 

tionalities above high-water mark, and as ic 

bringing up a daughter high and iey, she had 

not the remotest conception how to set about 

it. She consulted a fisherman, who, from beina 

afflicted with a complication of disorders, had 

passed much of bis time on shore. He recom- 

mended "nets," the making and repairing ol 

which he had himself found to be "a healthy 

easy out-of-door occupation, and leading to mucli 

cheerful conversation." It was eventusdly de 

cided, when Bess was abou^ fifteen, that she 

should continue to wear shoes and stockings, 

and other mysteries of the toilet unknown tc 

zoophytes, and be regularly emjjloyed bv the 

marxet to meet the boats on their arrival, and 

carry up the fish. ■

Bess, was a good, as well as very pretty girl, 

and the " land ufe " agreeing with ner, she gre^ 

strong and well. Tne visitors to Sandybay 

knew her well, and carried off her photograph 

They took great notice of her, and by manj 

kindnesses tried to tempt her to take service 

with them. But Bess was firm in her love ol 

Sandybay, and of her zoophyte relations ; sh( 

was always pleased and grateful, but she wa: 

never to be tempted away. One day, Bess got 

her feet wet, the tide was fiowing fast when ai 

usual she went down with her &sket to meei 

the boats. The blue waves curled caressuigh 

round her little feet. *'Come and play witl 

us," they seemed to say. The zoophyte blooc 

stirred within her, and she began to paddle ! AI 

last, into the water rushed Bess, laughing anc 

plunging fibout. Fan, in the distance, with i 

child in ner arms, and in the act of giving it th( 

salutary, though suffocating dip, stopped snort— 

"Mother," she cried, "there's best in the water!' 

" Ah ! she be coming to us after all !" said Nan 

with an immense grunt of satisfaction. Anc 

indeed the morning sun found Bess in ful 

costume, en zoophyte. She had cast her baskc 

to the winds, and nerjot in with the rest of he: ■

tribe. Digitized by CjOOQ ■
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For a season or two, Bess was the delight of 

the bathers. She had taken like a duck to the 

water. She swam, floated, and pkyed in it, like 

a pretty mermud. The merry little things 

that crowded daily, spade in hand, to the 

beach, waited patiently until Bess was at leisure 

to plunge into the water with them, and would 

plunge with no one else. ■

I linger, lovingly, over Bessie's brightest days. 

I saw her often, that last summer, and always in 

the water. Her hair was ** goldy," as Nan said ; 

and, tucked up or floating over her shoulders, 

it seemed like a glory about her. She never laid 

her hands to any of the hard zoophyte work. To 

Nan she was always the "little one," twice 

bom ; for, from the" day she took to the water, 

she became a new child to her. Thus Bess 

sported all the day — ^and at night, who ever met 

with a zoophyte? And who knows half the 

metamorphoses that go on in darkness, or be- 

neath the moon P ■

One only glimpse have we of the zoophyte 

after dark. The night Nan and her daughter 

were seeking driftwood on the stormy shore, 

and found eight human lives ! ■

In a retired searside YiUage like Sandybay 

we soon learn the history of its interest and 

affections. The people are too simple to hide 

their emotions. They wear their joys and 

sorows outside with their ribbons, and it is 

impossible to withhold sympathy from either. 

Thus the little town weeps or axnilea as one 

human creature. ■

There is only one race of beings who are not 

hospitably received at Sandybay, and who are 

altogether regarded as outsiders. These are 

the coast-guard. They are invariably civil, and 

helpful in times of need, but they never ob- 

tain the sympathy of the inhabitants. There 

was no smuggling at Sandybay, still the popu- 

lar feeling was constantly against them, and 

they were never regarded as anything better 

than "them spies." Alas! that one of those 

pariahs, perhaps through Ids objectionable " spy- 

glass," should have lost his heart to the pretty 

Bess. I never knew her family name, neither 

I think did he. Nan's husband was drowned 

a week before Bess was bom, and with him 

appears to have been lost also the family 

name! Neither does it appear to have been 

known how or when Dick Harris prosecuted 

his courtship. She had no telescope* and appa- 

rently she was always in the water. However, 

he found a way, and in or out of the water, 

Dick proposed, and Bess accepted ! ■

Then began poor Bess's sorrowful days. 

The fine young sailor was a " spy," and Nan 

and the zoophyte sister looked coldly on the 

lovers. Witli her disappointed little tavourites 

Bess played no more. After dipping them with 

a calm indifference, she would sit idly and sor- 

rowfully upon the rocks, sometioQes waist-deep 

in water, the poor zoophyte I ■

But Harris, watching her through his glass, 

took a great resolve. He went m search of 

Nan. Nan, much put out by his unwelcome 

presence^ prepared herself valiantly for the ■

said the young sailor, "give 

I'll turn fisherman and live ■

fight. "Nan,** 

me Bess, and 

amongst you." ■

Poor old Nan was taken aback. She was 

prepared for war^ but behold the enemj snr- 

rendering at discretion! A bold son-in-law, 

indeed, and one after her own heart! Nan 

clasped her hands together, her hard face 

softened, and her voice shook a little, as she 

said, " Go and take her, Dick Harris, and the 

blessing of the old mother be with ye !" ■

The eye of Dick's wedding was a wild De- 

cember night. He was to be married next morn- 

ing; but, in the mean time, he and the men 

were all out upon the beach, drawing up their 

boats, and talking of a ship seen before dark, 

and holding, as they thought, a dangerous 

course. ■

While they spoke of it, a flash, like lightning, 

sprang out of the darkness, and in an instant 

more a message of distress and danger boomed 

across the sea. Another flash ! and again the 

imploring gun echoed, like a hundred waves in 

one, among the rocks. The storm was increas- 

bg fearfully. A rocket, fired from the eoast- 

guard station, rushed into the air, the strone 

wind carrying it far inland, but it was answered 

by the harsh quick tolling of the life-boat's bell, 

calling the crew hastily together. Dick Harris 

had left the service, but the man to replace him 

had not arrived, and he remained on duty as 

before. He was the first to spring into the 

life-boat* She was quickly manned, and, in a 

few minutes^ was gliding down the beach, and 

tossing like a oork upon the crest of the waves. 

A long cheer broke horn the assembled crowd 

as the brave crew, bending to their oars, shot out 

into the darkness on their perilous royage. ■

For a long while the lantocn on the stern 

was seen at mtervals aboye the wayes, but at 

last the keenest sight fieuled to detect it, and 

silence and anxious waitine anoeeeded to the 

nxxise and huiry of the ktunen. ■

Come out with the life-boat 1 Gome away 

into the storm and darkness. It is better than 

gnawing one's heart ashore there with Bessie and 

the rest. To be stiU is torture when dear lives 

are staked. See how the muscles start from 

the strong arms bared to the shoulder! The 

parted lips and heaving chests have no breath 

to spend in words. The strong excitement 

gives unnatural strength, and the force of theur 

united mil carries them, like an arrow, on their 

dangerous way. ■

Brave hearts, thinking only of the perishing 

ship. In their generous haste the men had for- 

gotten their life-belts. They didn't think they 

would be drowned ; or if they did, they would 

not return. ■

The firing has ceased ; the moon is up, misty 

and pale, behind swift flying clouds; a dark 

object, still far off, is discerned in the direction 

of the dangerous reef. The Ufei-boat is flying 

on, often full of water, but as quickly emptying 

again; the men, drenched to the' skin, have 

found breath enough to send a cheer forward 

to the sinking ship, and a faint cry has come ■
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to them from ker crowded decks. Thej are 

In time to save ! Oh that I could end here ! 

Bat joj and rest have seant place in this dis- ■

i'oiuted world, and I can speak of neither 
lere, except as represented by the p^rave. Let 

me hasten to the end, the end that lias no end — 

sorrow upon sorrow, like the rolling waves. 

The life-boat neared the wreck, when a wave, 

fiercer than the rest, dashing over the reef, 

filled her and flung her ofiTs but, drawing her 

furiously back, hurled her so violently against 

the wreck, that the side was stove in, and she 

became unmanageable. Some of the men es- 

caped by clinging to the vessel they had risked 

so much to save, and afterwards, with their aid, 

she was floated off and stranded on the shore. 

But two of the gallant life-boat's erew were lost. 

Dick Harris and another. ■

I thought these eves of mine, so old now, could 

weep no more. I thought the old man had out- 

lived his heart, but I see and feel the terrible 

ensuing scene again. How Bess ran into the 

water to meet the life-boat, crowded with the 

saved ; but missed her love ! She never spoke 

nor wept^ but her face turned white as death, and 

changed no more, and day and night she waited 

by the se% nntil at last he came. The villagers 

tell of it still. How witli a wild shriek she threw 

up her arms to heaven, clauning her dead, and, 

plunging waist deep into the waves, fought 

with them for possession of her own. ^ Her 

wild shrieks rang out his death-knell m the 

night. Nan, always near her, helped her to 

carry him to a quiet spot, and, covering him 

reverently with her shawl, ran for help to the 

village, leaving Bess to watch him. Help came, 

but found poor Bessie lying beside her lover, 

a stream of olood flowing from her lips. She did 

not die at (Nice, but her white scared face grew 

thinner day by dav. And Dick's grave was 

opened to receive her, according to her wish. 

Ions before there were any flowers to lay upon it. ■

Nan is fading away, pining to follow her 

''goldy-hair." The zoophyte daughter works 

for both, but the light went out of her lonely 

life when her sister died, and she too is weary- 

ing to follow " the little one.** ■

O sad, sad, Sandybay, so oheexful and so 

pleasant once t ■

UP AND DOWN CANTON. ■

Canton is a genuine Chinese city, and one 

of the most extraordinary places in the world. 

There are four American steamers which ply 

between Hong-Kong and Canton. They are 

fast commodious vessels, in fact floating hotels, 

such as ply on the large American rivers. 

Ttie voyage occupies about eight or nine hours. 

Of these, five or six are on the open sea, shel- 

tered mostly under the lee of precipitous bluffs 

and lofty rocky islets i and the rest, from the 

" Bocca Tigris," up the Canton river. The fog 

in the winter season lies so dense over the flats 

and extensive swamps bordering the river, that 

steamers have to proceed witli great caution. ■

going " dead slow," and sounding the steam- 

whistle, while the little fishing-junks, whidi are 

sure to be scattered by dozens in the way, 

eagerly beat their gongs, to make known their 

whereabout. As the steamer ascends the 

river, a noble stream, some five (x six miles 

broad near the mouth, she gets gradually clear 

of the fog. The wide marshy fiats, and the 

bold rocks on the left bank, crowned with odd- 

looking Chinese stone batteries, come into view, 

to be succeeded by paddy-fields, sugar-cane cul- 

tivation, orchards, gardens, roads, and villages, 

that become, on both banks, more and more 

numerous, until they blend with the vast 

suburbs of Canton. Charming little pagodas, 

and fanciful buildings, painted and carved, the 

residences of mandarins, peep from the shade of 

groves, and every village is surmounted by two 

or more lofty square towers, the nature of 

which puzzles a stranger, until he is told they 

are pawnbrokers' shops. These shops are so 

fashioned for the greater security of the articles 

pledged, because the broker is made heavily 

responsible for their safe keeping. The security 

is meant to be, not only against thieves, but 

also against fire. Half way to Canton, on the 

right, or west bank, is a httle English settle- 

ment at the town of Whampo. It consists of 

some ship-chandlers' stores, warehouses, and a 

dock for repairing vessels which discharge their 

cargoes here, being unable to proceed higher up 

the stream. Whampo is, in fact, the seaport 

of Canton, and was a flourishing place as such, 

tin Hong-Kong diverted the trade. From 

Whampo upward, the river becomes more and 

more crowaed with junks and Chinese boats. 

Some of the junks, men-of-war, differ from the 

rest only in being larger, and in having several 

unwieldy guns on their decks, mounted on 

uncouth carriages: in many instances with 

their muzzles not pointed through portholes, but 

ginning over the bulwarks at an angle of forty- 

nve degrees, like huge empty bottles. ■

When the steamer has slowly and cau- 

tiously threaded her way among these nu- 

merous vessels, and dropped anchor, the rush 

of "tanka-boats" round her is astonishing* 

These are broad bluff craft, something of the 

size and shape of the sampans, but impelled 

chiefly by women: one sweeping, the other 

sculling with a large steering oar. They close 

round the ship in hundreds, yelling, screaming, 

struggling, and fighting for the gangways, tul 

every passenger or article of light freight has 

left. The women are warmly and comfortably 

dressed in dark-blue linen shirts and wide 

drawers ; with red and yellow bandanas round 

their heads and faces. They are often young 

and good looking, with bright laughing eyes, 

white teeth, ana jolly red cheeks. They are, 

unlike the " flower-boat" girls, honest and well 

conducted. Their boats are roofed over, with 

snug neat cabins nicely painted, and bedizened 

with flowers, old-fashioned pictures, and looking- 

glasses. A low cushioned bench runs round 

three sides, and the passenger sits down plea- 

santly enough, looking through the entrance. ■
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and face to face with the stardy nymph, who, 

with a " stamp and go/' is rowing him along, 

while at the stem, behind his back, another 

lusty Naiad steers him on his way. ■

The river divides the great city into two parts ; 

that on the left bank, wnich is by far the larger, 

being Canton, and the opposite smaller town 

" Honan." On the Honan side, a few European ■

fentlemen still live and carry on business, as 

ranches of several firms in Hong-Kong; but 

the principal European quarter is a fine level 

plain on the Canton side, presenting to the 

river a revetted wall. A pretty church and 

some handsome houses, including the British 

Consulate, have been already completed within 

the land, which is called the " Shdmeen." It 

adjoins the portion formerly allotted for the 

Hongs, or warehouses and offices of foreign 

(European) merchants, which were burnt down 

by the Chinese mob before the last war. ■

At ten in the morning, one day in the month 

of February, I started from the Honan side, 

under the guidance of a Chinese cicerone, who 

spoke a language somewhat better than the 

gibberish known by the name of "pigeon" 

(business) English, to explore the city of 

Canton. We crossed the river in a tanka-boat, 

and after threading, jostling, and pushing our 

way through swarms of small craft in every 

variety, landed at the custom-house stairs, close 

to a small office in which presides an English 

functionary, in the pay of tne Chinese govern- 

ment. The strand is crowded with mean dirtv 

hovels, in which, and about the muddy roaa, 

and on board innumerable boats, packed closely 

along the bank, men, women, and children, 

filthy and ragged, were crowding in swarms. 

We passed a short way up the strand, by some 

large shops, crammed with clothing and ship 

chandlery, and striking inland, traversed an 

open space, scattered with the relics of the 

European Hongs burnt before the last war : (a 

space, by-the-by, which Europeans have alto- 

gether deserted, preferring the "Sh^meen" 

land, and which the Chinese government appear 

unwilling to resume, so that it remains altoge- 

ther untenanted). We then entered the bazaar, 

or strictly commercial portions of the town. ■

The day was unusually sultry for the time of 

year; the streets (so to call passages of six or 

seven feet widtb^, entirely paved with flag- 

stones, were muddy and greasy from rain that 

had fallen the day before. The air was stag- 

nant from the confinement of closely-packed 

and overhanging houses, and heated by swarms 

of people hurrying to and fro, while an insup- 

portable stench from sewers, neglected drains, 

and putrid fish -and flesh, with a horrible odour 

of stiale cabba^ water, pervaded the suffocating 

atmosphere. 1 became faint at times, fatigued 

and heated beyond endurance, so that my esti- 

mate of the extent of this enormous labyrinth, 

through which I plodded for four hours before 

I could get a sedan-chair, is one rather of the 

feeling than of the judgment. I walked — 

steppmg now and then into shops, to examine 

them more closely — ^and rode in a sedan-chair ■

up one street and down another, frcim about 

half-past ten in the morning until four in the 

afternoon, and had to leave unvisited about half 

the bazaar, to get a hasty glimpse of a few 

temples, gardens, and mandarin-houses, before 

dusk. ■

The streets are flagged, and about six or 

seven feet broad. Tney appear to bb innu- 

merable, crossing each other at right angles at 

every two or three hundred yards. Thehouses 

on each side are narrow-fronted, but extending 

considerably to the rear. There are no windows, 

for the centre of each front is open, merely 

consisting of carved and painted frame-work, 

like the proscenium of a tiieatre, and display- 

ing the contents of the shop on each hand, like 

side-scenes. The back is closed by a large 

panelling, in which figures of gods, men, ani- 

mals, and flowers, are painted, with a vast deal 

of gildin^and finery. In short, each shop looks 

like a llnte theatre. A few houses have upper 

stories, reached by pretty carved and balus- 

traded stairs. And as every article for which 

space can be found, is hung up for display, both 

inside the shop and around its front, the spec- 

tator, as he enters the bazaar, feeb as it he 

were diving into an ocean of cloths, silks, flags» 

and flutters. ■

My guide was a sharp fellow, who thoroughly 

knew all the sights of Canton. As hh had been 

often employed as cicerone by the ship captains^ 

he immeoiately put me down as one of that jolly 

fraternity, frequent intercourse with whom had 

given a slightly nautical twang to his discourse. 

We had not gone far before he addressed me» 

"I say, cappen: you come along o* me and 

see jewellers shops. Here's first-rate shop — 

number one jeweller this chap — cappen want to 

buy anything? Heave along!" The jewel- 

lers' shops were numerous, and I saw many 

very beautiful specimens of carving and fih- 

gree-work. Some of the shops sold articles of 

European design, others mmistered only to the 

native beauty and fashion of Canton. These 

contained many articles of considerable beauty 

and real taste. The most notable were the 

"bird's feather ornaments," which consist of 

gold or gQt head combs, brooches, earrings, and 

the like, on which are firmly fixed, with glue, 

strips of the bright blue feathers of the kingosher 

(Halcyon Smyrnensis), cut into small patterns, 

through which the gold ground appears: the 

whole effect being exactly like that of enamel- 

work. The kingfisher is not, I thmk, found in 

China, but is imported in great numbers from 

Burmah and India. I asked the price of one 

skin lying on the counter, and was told half 

a dollar (two shillings and tlireepence). The 

bird was probably procured in India for thrce- 

hal^ence. Ivory shops are in great number, 

but the Chinese ivory yields, in my opinion, to 

that of the Japanese. I went into several 

porcelain shops, and saw in each ten or a 

dozen languid-looking youths painting away, 

slowly and laboriously, at leaves, flowers, insects, 

and so forth, on plates. Each lad had a small bowl 

of one colour, and when he had painted in all ■
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thn parts of the design intended to be of that 

coloar, he passed the plate on to his neighbour, 

who added his colour, and so on all round the 

room till the pattern was complet-ely coloured. 

The result is stiff and, mechanical. There is 

no attempt at artistic effect, nothing like the 

beautiful pictures painted in the factories at 

Worcester or Dresden. Dyers and weavers 

are numerous. The silk shops are the finest 

in the bazaar, but their contents are exces- 

sively dear, and are not very good. Indeed, 

the Canton silks are considered by the Chinese 

themselves to be inferior to those made in 

the northern provinces of the empire. I have 

seen silk dresses and pieces from Pekin, brought 

into Lxdia via Nepaul, of a quality which I was 

assured by a competent juage could not be 

procured at Canton. This was five-and-twenty 

years ago, and it is possible that our present 

widely different connexion with China may 

have introduf^d a better article into Shanghae, 

which is so near Pekin. But the Chinese were 

very jealous formerly about exporting their 

finest silks, and those I allude to were brought 

by the members of a mission, sent every three 

years with a tribute from Eathmandoo to the 

Emperor of China, as a friendly return present 

from the emperor to the Rajak of Nepam. ■

The Chinese shopkeepers are fat comfortable- 

looking fellows, with pleasant, good-humoured 

faces. They showed me their curiosities very 

willingly, and none the less courteously ex- 

changed a smih'ng "chin-chin" with me, if I 

left tne shop without purchasing anything. ■

Tea-shops are numberless. Thev are piled up 

with chests such as we see in Eng:land, and with 

open baskets of coarse and inferior tea for the 

poor. The cheapest kind is made in thin round 

cakes or large wafers, strung upon slips of bam- 

boo. It partially dissolves in not water, and is 

flavoured with salt by those who drink it. Of 

this form of brick tea I have never seen any 

mention in the books published by travellers. ■

There are poulterers* shops, with fowls roasted 

and raw ; and there are vegetable sellers' stalls, 

and fish in baskets, dead and not over-fresh, or 

alive in large tubs of water. They were all of the 

carp family, including r^hoos, mtrgals, and kntlas, 

so familiarly known m India, also several species 

of the siluroids, called vulgarly "catfish." The 

fish brought from the sea are salted and sun- 

dried, and, with strong aid from immense fes- 

toons of sharks' fins, set up a stench that it is 

not easy to walk through. ■

After inspecting shops and elbowing and 

being elbowed in the crowd till afternoon, 

when I was ready to drop with heat and 

fatigae, my pilot steered me to a small square, 

flagged with stone, on which the sun shone 

fiercely. He called it "Beggars'-square," and 

told me that aU the destitute and aban- 

doned sick in the city, crawled, if they could, 

to this spot, because those who died there 

received ourial at the expense of govern- 

ment. While he spoke, my eyes were fixed 

upon some heaps oi dirty tattered clothes on 

toe ground, which presently began to move. ■

and I discovered to my horror three miserable 

creatures, lean and covered with odious filth, 

lying in different stages of their last agony, on 

the bare stones, exposed to the burning rays of 

the sun. They came here to die, and no one 

heeded them, or gave them a drop of water, 

or a morsel of food, or even a little shelter 

from the noontide ^lare. I had seen shocking 

things of this sort in India, but nothing so hor- 

rible. To ensure a climax of disgusts, my guide 

led me straight to a dog butcher's shop, 

where several of the nastv fat oily carcases 

of those animals were hanging for sale. 

They had not been flajred, but dangled there 

with their smooth shining skins, which had 

been scalded and scraped clean of hair, so that 

at first I took them for sucking-pifs. There 

were joints of dog, ready roasted, on the 

counter, and in the back of the shop were several 

cages in which live dogs were quietly sitting, 

lolling their tongues out, and appearing very un- 

concerned. I saw several cats also, in cages, 

looking very demure ; and moreover I saw cus- 

tomers, decorous and substantial-looking house- 

holders, inspect and feel the dogs and cats, 

and buy those which they deemed fittest for the 

table. The cats did not like bein^ handled, and 

mewed loudly. " What cappen think o' that P" 

said my guide. " Cappen s'pose never eat dog ? 

— dog very good, very fat, very soft. Oh, num- 

ber one dinner is dog!" "And are cats as 

good?" I asked. "Oh, Chinaman chowchow 

everything. Chowchow plenty cat. Chinaman 

nasty beast, I think, cappen, eh ?" My cicerone 

had been so long mixed up with European and 

American ship captains and missionaries, that 

he had learnt to suit his ideas to his company, 

if his ideas had not actually undergone great 

modification, as is the case in India with tnose 

educated natives of the present day known to 

us as specimens of " Toung Bengal." ■

Before quitting the bazaar, 1 was ushered 

into two gambling-shops. These are licensed 

by the Chmese government, the owners paying 

a considerable tax. Both were tolerably fiill of 

players, and in both the same kind of game 

was being played — a simple one enough, if I 

undei-stood it. A player staked a pile of cash, or 

dollars ; the croupier staked a siooilar one ; and 

then another member of the establishment 

dipped his hand into a ba^ and drew out a 

handful of counters : if they were in even 

fours, the bank won; if they were uneven, the 

player won, and the croupier's stake was duly 

banded over to him — rather ruefully, it struck 

me, by the banker, who sat on the counter raised 

above the rest. This game appears about as 

intrinsically entertaining as pulling straws ; but 

I may have overlooked or misunderstood parts 

of it of a more intellectual nature. In the first 

house I visited, the players were of the lower 

class, and the stakes were copper cash. One man, 

quite a youth, left .the room evidently cleaned 

out : his look revealed it, and I suppose he went 

away to the opium shop, the usual consolation 

of a Chinaman under the circumstances. As we 

entered the second gambling-house, my guide ■
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informed me, "This ricli house. Kumber one 

fellow play here — mandarin chap." And truly 

I saw in the room goodly piles of dollars 

heaped up before a oetter-dressed assembly. 

The game appeared to be the same, and money 

changed hands rapidly. I "chin-chinned" to 

the banker and to the company, and was civilly 

allowed to look on. The room led through a 

filigreed doorway to another apartment, where 

cakes, loaves, tea, and pipes, were spread out, 

and where long-tailed gentlemen were lounging 

and discussing the news of the day. ■

Bein^ in want of cash, and having only dollar 

notes with me, I asked my guide what I should 

do? He straightway led me to a money- 

changer's, where I was at once furnished with 

change for my notes, at par. As this was an 

unusual accommodation, 1 ask^d the reason of 

such generosity, and was informed that the 

dollars given me were all light, and that the 

changer would obtain full weight dollars for the 

notes by-and-by. I was assured, however, that 

in all the shops the dollars I had received would 

be received at the full value ; and this 1 found 

to be the case. All the time I was in tlie money- 

changer's, I saw three or four people telling, ex- 

amining, and stamping dollars. So defaced 

and mutilated does the coin become by bearing 

the *' chop" or mark of every banker or dealer 

into whose possession it passes, that it as nearly 

as possible returns to that state of bullion which 

the Chinaman prefers to minted coin. As it was, 

the only small change I could procure for a dollar 

was in fragments of silver : in the weighing out 

of which I was of course at the mercy of the 

shopman. ■

A chair having been with great difficulty 

procured for me, and another for my guide, we 

were about emerging from the bazaar, when I 

had the honour of meeting a mandarin and suite. 

My bearers had just time to squeeze into the 

entrance of a side-alley, when the cavalcade 

was down upon us. Funny looking soldiers, 

with spears and muskets indiscriminately, musi- 

cians and drummei's or tom-tom beaters, and an 

amazing fi^re in red and gold apparel of a 

loose flapping cut, with a sword m his hand, 

mounted upon an inexcusable pony— a Chinese 

Hosinante. In the centre of this cort^e the 

mandarin was borne along, a placid fat digni- 

tary, in a richly embroidered purple velvet and 

golden dress, seated in a gaudy sedan. ■

It was a great relief to emerge from the 

crowded bazaar, pass through the gateway in 

the massive city wall, and proceed through com- 

paratively airy lanes to one or two Chinese 

gentlemen's houses and gardens, which my 

guide most unceremoniou3y entered, marshal- 

ling me in without a word of introduction or 

apology, and making me feel rather ashamed 

of myself. These dwellings, as well as the joss- 

houses or temples, have been so often described, 

that I will not inflict them again on the reader. 

Not the slightest objection was raised by the 

priests to my exploring every part of the 

temples, the .vergers showing the altars, the 

various images, the cloisters, and refectories. ■

with great alacrity, and extending tlieir hands 

afterwards for a fee. The only nndescribed fact 

connected with these worthies, which I was in- 

formed of, is, that they sell their finger-nails to 

any foreigner desirous of purchasing such curi- 

osities. These nails are suffered to grow uncut, 

and attain a length of three or four inches, 

looking remarkably unlike finger-nails, and 

forming curiosities much coveted, said my 

guide, by foreign jjentlemen and "cappens." 

Among other religious edifices, I visited a 

Mahomed an temple, a singular jumble of Lilam- 

ism and Buddhism. Extracts from the Koran 

wore an odd appearance emblazoned on Chinese 

architecture. There were no priests visible licre ; 

only children and begging old women. ■

Want of time prevented my visiting the 

camp or barracks of the Chinese soldiers, 

on tne heights outside the eastern suburbs of 

the town. A laige garden, attached to a temple 

on the Honan side, was the onl^other object I 

had time that day to inspect, the garden was 

principally stocked with oran^-trees, also loquats 

and lychees, hundreds of which were on sale for 

the benefit of the good fathers, who are supported 

by the produce of the garden and the contribu- 

tions of the piouslv disposed. On eaoh side of 

the centre walk, beyond a little dirty pond, 

was a shed, with shelves, on which were 

ranged pots containing the rushes of the priests 

f " priests* bones," my guide irreverently called 

them) ; their bodies, after decease, undergoing 

incremation in an adjoining pit. Names, a^, 

and dates of decease are duly preserved, cut into 

slabs of stone on the concave face of a semi- 

circular screen of masonry in the garden. 

Before leaving the garden I was not a little 

surprised by the appearance of a veritable 

majgpie, identical, as it seemed to me, with our 

British bird, that I had not seen for many 

years. ■

After fi;uiding me safely to my quarters-- for 

so labynnthine is every part of Canton and 

Honan, that it would be hopeless to attempt to 

find one's way alone — my pilot left me and de- 

parted to his own home, wnich was, he told me, 

on the Canton side. The language he spoke is, 

as may be gathered from the specimens here ■

given, not the ordinary "pigeon English" of 
hinese servants : a style of gibberish which it 

is lamentable to think has become the ordinary 

channel of communication with all Ciiinamen. 

These sharp and intelligent people would soon 

learn to speak and understand better English 

than such sentences as, "Yon go top-side 

and catchee one piecee book" — ** You tell those 

two piecee cooly go chowchow, and come back 

chopchop." (Go up-stairs and fetch a book — 

Tell those two coolies to go to their dinner, and 

return quickly). The good effects of the tuition 

affordea by schoolmasters and missionaries in 

China are much marred by the jargon used con- 

ventionally, with irrational adherence to defect 

in all ordinary transactions of business, by 

masters and mistresses in intercourse with thenr 

servants, and by commercial men with their ■

native assistants. r^r\r\n}i> ■
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About seren honrs* run, in one of the Ameri- 

can steamers before mentioned, carries the^ 

passenger from Canton to Macao. The mouth 

of the river is cleared in four hours, and the 

rest of the voyage is over an open sea, vhich, 

with a fresh southerly breeze, is rather rough for 

a flat-bottomed steamer : the islands to eastward, 

though numerous, being too remote to check 

the swell of the Chinese ocean. After running 

for about an hour along the bold rocky pe- 

ninsula, at the point of which Macao is built, 

the steamer rounds in, and, entering a partially 

land-locked harbour between the town and 

some n)cky islets to its south, anchors in smooth 

water. The town has a quaint picturesque 

look. Its old-fasbioned houses extend to the 

water's edge. They are all of stone or 

brick, covering the face of the bold coast : the 

heights of which are crowned by castles, forts, 

batteries, and convents, from whose ancient 

walls the last rays of a setting sun were fading 

as we entered the harbour. The inhabitants are 

entirely Portuguese, Chinese, and a breed be- 

tween the two. The jealousy of the Portuguese 

government effectually excludes forei^ers horn 

settling; a miserable policv, by which trade is 

almost extinct, the revenue oeing derived chiefly 

from licensing of gambling-houses. Li front of 

the house of the governor I saw a guard of 

soldiers. They w^re able-bodied, smart-looking 

young fellows, in neat blue uniforms, detailed 

from a regiment in the fort. These soldiers, 

and a few half^sastes, looking like our office 

keranies in India, together with some strangely- 

dressed females, in appearance half aya, half 

sister of charity, were all that I saw of the 

Portuguese community. The non-military Por- 

tuguese looked jaded and kzy, almost every 

man with a cheroot in his mouth. The town, 

indeed, struck me as a very *' Castle of Indo- 

lence.'* ■

A SOBER ROMANCE. ■

I. MAT M0BNIN6 US LONSOir. ■

A SLIORT showM', fretful and quick as the 

anger of a coquette, had just washed the pave- 

ment tin it haa become shining as a hujre look- 

ing-^laas. The slaites sad tiles on miUions of 

house-roofs were glistening like gold. In soli- 

tary puddles the London sparrows were flashing 

ana pruning themsdves as if they were dressing 

'or a party, wiiile in the quieter alleys the 

London boys were making little cocked-hat 

boats of paper, and launching them on the brim- 

ming gutters with all the hope and enjoyment 

of future Colum buses. Butener-boys m bine, 

excited by the reappearance of sunshine, dashed 

down hot streets with their homed trays on 

their shoulders, as if their customers would die 

of starvation if the joint were three minutes late. 

The oabs, which the shower had sent flying to and 

fro, had passed away into the suburbs, or had 

relapsed to the quietude of their customary rank 

and stand. The cascades of ribbons in the 

railiiners' windows, now attired for the day. ■

streamed with gay colours, brighter than ever 

in the restored sunbeams that shot in through 

cracks of the striped awnings. The crowd, 

gathering courage, beffan again to coUect round 

the Italian boy with the performing monkey by 

the railings of St. Paul^5. Again the coster- 

monger steered his cart, full of flowering gera- 

niums and pinks, hopefully between the Jugger- 

naut Pickford vans and the ponderous West-end 

omnibuses. Above Bow church a great field of 

pure blue sky floated between the rolling icebergs 

of white cumulus clouds, like a huge imperial 

banner, for, the blue beinff in the minority, the 

white seemed sky and the blue oloud. ■

It had just struck twelve by St. Paul's— a fact 

which the clock of that church insisted on with 

sluggish emphasis — ^whcn the Colchester coach, 

on its way to Lad-lane, dashed through the 

eastward concourse of drays, cabs, vans, and 

carts, and drew up suddenly at the corner of 

St. Marffaret-lane, which, as every citizen of 

London Knows, is close to the old George the 

Second's church of St. Margaret-Moses. ■

The coachman drew up his four bays smartly 

and with an air, rejoicea to have got through 

his journey ; and the guard, to keep up the 

spirit of the thing, gave a jovial flourish on his 

horn, just to let people know the Colchester 

coach was no common coach, but a real liigh- 

flyer, and no two words about it. ■

The guard got down and tumbled a plain 

corded box out of the boot, and then a bundle 

tied up in a red and yellow handkerchief, and 

then, looking up at a pretty modest fresh- 

looking country girl, who sat contentedly next 

the coachman, nolding a great tuft of May 

blossom, called out : ■

" Now then, Susan, my lovei, here you are ! 

Take care how you get down ; I'll catch you. 

Don't hurry, my girl, but look alive !" ■

*'0 dear ! guard, am I there, then, and is this 

Margaret-lane P" said the prepossessinp: youn^ 

woman, wishing the coachman good-by, and 

getting nimbly and modestly down, aided by the 

robust arms of the gallant guard. ■

" No. 16 it is, my dear. Good-by, Susan," 

cried the coachman; " I'll tell mother to-morrow 

you got all safe. Jem '11 run with the box. Look 

alive, Jem! Peacock wants her oats. You'll find 

us at the Swan-with-Two-Necks. Whist ! my 

beauties! Hey there. Peacock, gently 1" Crick, 

crack. ■

Poor Susan ! She gave a tearful stare at the 

receding coach, as if it were the last link that 

bound her to Colchester, and then turned and 

followed the guard up the dingy and narrow 

lane, where her new master resided. I refer to 

Mr. Josiah Dobb, grocer, wholesale and retail, 

and for thirty years churchwarden of the wealthy 

parish of St. Margaret-Moses. ■

" Put a good heart on it, Susan, gal," said the 

guard, as be shook hands with his ciiar^e. " It 

always seems strange a bit at first m a new 

place ; but Mr. Bobos is a kind old fellow as 

ever breathed, though they say he does hold on 

to the money. Good-by, Susan — God bless 'cc. 

Be a good girl— you'll soon shake down. If I ■
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can brinff up a parcel for you from Colchester 

now and then, why I will. Good-by, my 

dear.'* , ■

n. THEAKEIVAL. ■

Susan Smithebs was a shrewd ingenuous 

sturdy girl, with some honest sense and courage 

about her; but she felt rather shy and uncom- 

fortable when she stood at the window of the large 

dingy wholesale and retail shop, and saw tne 

crane, like a huge gibbet, impending oyer her 

head in a threatening and mysterious way. She 

could observe the bustle and stir inside the 

shop, where sprightly gentlemen, adorned with 

white neckcloths (for such was Mr. Dobbs's 

humour), weighed and packed pounds of tea, 

tins of copo% and parcels of coffee ; where the 

sugar-chopper sounded unceasingly, and orders 

were shouted to the apprentices, as if the place 

were a ship, and a storm was looming in sight. 

She waited a moment or two, looking. ■

But common sense is a plant that grows just 

as well in the village as the town, and Susan, 

being a quick resolute prompt girl, was not 

going to waste her time standing outside ; so 

she walked in, and seeing a young man with 

large whiskers and an imposing appearance 

stooping in front of the counter, and .read- 

ing the direction on her box, she asked him 

if that was Mr. Dobbs's, and requested him to 

be kind enough to tell her the way down to 

Mr. Dobbs's kitchen. The iroposmg youne 

man instantly turned pilot, and with a gooo- 

natured smile, returnmg that given him by 

Susan in mute reply, was entering into the full 

spirit of the occasion, when, from the left-hand 

side of the shop, at the further end, there 

stepped down from a high enclosed desk, that 

looked partly like a madman's cell, and still 

more like a pulpit, a tall thin old gentleman, 

who wore a pigtail (my story dates some twenty 

years back), a blue coat with bright brass but- 

tons, a yellow marsala waistcoat with a scarlet 

one underneath (only the edge showing), and a 

frilled shirt-front, and nankeen trousers. He 

was the very pink of neatness and precision, was 

this old gentleman, and his neatness and trim- 

ness made him seem quite alert and joung. 

His face was of a pale nankeen colour, like the 

part of his dress already glanced at, but then it 

was clear in tone, and about the cheeks healthy 

blood showed through it. This pleasant old ■

gentleman held a pen in one hand, and jostled 

is great bunch of large gold watch-seals with 

the other, as he came up to Susan's pilot. ■

" Mr. Tompkins," he said, *' mind that that 

tea goes off to Edwards's people this evening. 

They have written again about it. But who is 

this ? Are you the new servant P" ■

Susan dropped a pretty curtsey, and said, 

mildly but firmly, that she believed she was. ■

The old gentleman gave her a long keen look 

from under his thick grey eyebrows : a parental 

custom-house officer's sort of look : and said, 

*' Be a good girl— it's not a heavy place. Mr. ■

Tompkins, take down What's your name, ■

my dear, eh?'* ■

"Susan Smithers, if you please, sir." (A 

second curtsey.) ■

* " And I do please. Take down Susan, Mr. 

Tompkins, to Mrs. Thompson, and tell her to 

make her comfortable." ■

" What a nice old gentleman !" said Susan, 

as she followed her nimble and good-natured 

pilot down the dark back stairs. ■

'*Yes, he is a good old party. That's our 

governor." ■

"0 dear me! What, isthatMr.Dobbs? Well, 

he has a pleasant way with him." ■

" Yes, that's the governor, no mistake about 

it." ■

Susan was very warmly received by her old 

widow aunt, Mr. Dobbs's housekeeper for thirty 

years. The worthy woman was very busy 

preparing dinner, and was up to her eyes in 

potatoes, which she peeled and tossed into a pan 

of water as quickly as though she were doing it 

for a wager. Li a very few minutes, Susan, 

like a good smart willing girl as she was, had 

taken off her bonnet, and washed her £sice and 

hands, put on a clean apron, and was ready to 

chop parsley and finish the potatoes. ■

" Susan's a good sort," thought the old lady 

to herself. " She'll do. She'll be as good as gold 

to me. And how neat and handy she is, and a 

tidy looking girl too !" ■

Together over the potatoes^ which one by one 

splashed into the great yellow pan, the old 

aunt and her niece chatted over Colchester 

friends. ■

"And how is Jane Turner? And is Miss 

Charlotte married yet ? How's brother's rheu- 

matism ?" and so on. To all of which queries 

Susan answered sensibly and sharply. All of a 

sudden she darted at her bundle that had been 

placed on a chair near the window. ■

" O, dear aunt, what a stupid forgetful thing 

I've been all this time, to forget I brought 

up some clover turfs for the lark you're so 

fond of." ■

. " O, how very kind, Susan, to think of poor 

Dicky! And they are nice and fresh. O, 

they do remind one of the country, they do." ■

"Let me sprinkle them, aunt, with some 

water, and give Dicky one now." ■

" Do, my dear, while I get the meat down, 

for master always dines at &Ye, and I haven't 

too much time, Susy." ■

" Where M Dicky, aunt?" ■

" Why there, dear, by the back door. I put 

him there to let him have as much air as 

possible." ■

Susan tripped to the back door, and there, in a 

light green cage, found the lark : no longer bright 

and quick as when sent from Colchester, out 

dingy, ruffled, and almost tailless, and with eyes 

that had now become knowing, vet spiritless. 

It was hopping on a dusty little door-mat bit of 

withered turf, and was thrusting its little grace- 

ful brown head, feverishly and restlessly, like 

Sterne's starling, through the sooty wires of its 

prison. ■

A sudden sense of the confinement and 

sordidness of London city life gloomed down for ■
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a moment over the mind of the country girl, 

still untamed by cellar-kitchens, late nours, 

over-work, and want of exercise. But she cast it 

aside in a moment, as she would have done an 

evil thought, and laughed to kill any care or 

sorrow that hovered near. ■

Susan's aunt, worthy old Mrs. Thompson, 

turned to look at her niece, resting for a mo- 

ment on the dresser the neat fillet of veal that 

she was about to thrust into a cradle spit. ■

" That's a good-hearted girl, I'm sure," she 

thought to herself. " She'll be a comfort to me 

as I go down the hill. I always found as young 

peop& as loves the poor dumb creatures turn 

out well, and wicey-wersy." ■

In the mean time, Susan was out there in the 

little well shaft of an area, busy arranging the turf 

in the cage, which, sprinklea under the pump, 

now lifted its green olades and purple tufts of 

flowers that smelt of honey, and seemed to bring 

a certain portion of sunshine with them into that 

extremely ** shady" place. The bird, bustling 

about innis little meadow, had already gathered 

new life from that pleasant reminiscence of 

freedom and the country, first, he merely darted 

to and fro, quick as a rat, and thrust his head in 

and out of the bars, like the immortal starling 

aforesaid; but presently diurting to the roo^ 

as if with the fullest intention of beating out 

its brains, the poor Kttle exile from the blue 

air and white wandering clouds, failing in that 

attempt, poured forth in grateful gladness a 

little iiurncane of innocent and tender music. ■

'* Dicky is so pleased," said Susan, tripping 

back and kissing her aunt on the back of her 

neck, as she stooped over the encaged veal. 

" And now to tell me what sort of an old gen- 

tleman master is. Shall I be servant enough P 

It is such a grand house, aunty." ■

Mrs. Thompson sat down with the fillet of 

veal reposing on her lap as if it were a child, and 

discoursed: ■

"He is a very kind, upright gentleman, is 

Mr. Dobbs, Susan, and it is a very respectable, 

comfortable place for thein as choose to make it 

so. And the young men in the shop, especially 

Mr. Tompkins the foreman, are most well-be- 

haved. A little noisy and mischievous the 

younger ones, but such is life. It's a place, 

Susan, to be proud of, as I have found these 

thirty year as I've lived in the parish of St. 

Margaret-Moses." ■

The veal be^ to turn a most deh'cious 

light-brown, and to weep tears of fat over 

its own inevitable fate. At sight of these 

savoury sjrmptoms, Mrs. Thompson took down 

from a nail near the clock, an old black bonnet 

with strings never meant to tie. " I must just 

run over to Mrs. Peacock's for a moment and 

get some parsley for garnish ; watch the meat, 

there's a dear, till I return. I want to ask her 

how her husband is, for he's bad with the rheu- 

matic fever, poor dear soul. I shan't be bug. 

I shall be back by four. Master always comes 

down at half-past four to wash his hands for 

dinner, and he's as regular as clockwork. Then 

he goes out to take a quiet turn in Drapers' ■

Gardens or Old Jewry, to give him an appetite, 

and just as the clock strikes five you'll hear 

him knock. Good-by, dear ; mind the basting, 

for that's a perfect pictur that fillet of weal is, 

though I say it as shouldn't say it. It does look 

rather dark, but I won't take my umbrella, be- 

cause the shop is only just over the comer of 

our lane. Bless me, how that dear bird do sing ! 

It's very nice, but it don't go through your head 

like a canary do." ■

With sucli gpod-natured chatter the faithful 

old automaton, ignorant of all country pleasures, 

and heedless of the joys of liberty, toddled up- 

stairs on her kind errand. The front door 

slammed behind her. ■

HI. THE AYATAB. ■

Is there in all the world any object so pleasant 

to the eye or to the mind (to see, that is, or to 

contemplate) as a fresh pure girl absorbed in a 

day-dream, lost in rosy clouds of the illimitable 

future, aping the toiling thinker, yet merely 

playing with the kaleidoscope of the young ima- 

gination P ■

How could I hope to sketch those simple 

day-dreams of Susan's ? How could I convey 

to the minds of others her glimpses of 

thatched roofs overrun with roses j of kind 

old faces watching for the postman ; of green 

lanes and tranquil churches, with the yew, 

which no centuries of sunshine can enliven, 

looking in wistfully at the windows; the 

murkier but still luminous scenes from London 

streets, across which passed processions of 

cheerful fresh-coloured young men adorned with 

white neckcloths, headed by smiling Mr. Tomp- 

kins P All these motley visions a cuckoo-clock 

broke up by its warning clamour. ■

Susan looked up as guiltily at the niddlety- 

uoddlety bird bowing furiously from the cIock, 

as if a policeman had suddenly entered and 

accused ner of some theft. It was striking 

FOUE o'clock, and Aunt Thompson would be 

back directly. Fortunately for Susan (every- 

thing seemed to go weU on this lucky day) ; 

the loint had not burnt; it had gone twirhng 

steadily and methodically on, resigned to its 

fate, and (juite at home oy this time with mis- 

fortune ; it was browning and roasting equably 

and well over the bright clean hearth, basted 

with its own juice, a patient victim to the fierce 

white heat of a rejoicing and victorious fire. 

If there were a browme who watched over 

the kitchen of No. 16, St. Margaret-kne, tliat 

brownie had been there during Susan's day- 

dream, attending to the browning of that fillet 

of veal. ■

The domestic fairies had been as busy as 

crickets, stirring round the potatoes, and blow- 

ing out chance angry puffs of gas which the 

evil principles sent to scorch the untended fillet. ■

Ten minutes past four, and Mrs. Thompson 

not back ! No wonder; for look, a quick fret- 

ful shower was speckling against the windows. 

The good old lady had been caught, no doubt, 

by the rain, and kept Amder shelter. ■
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Now, it would never do, Susan tliought, for 

aunt to come back and find her an idle good-for- 

nothing thing, sitting staring at the fire ; so she 

darted up, and, uncording her box, got out some 

patchwork tliat she was finishing for home, 

and, taking it to the window, from whence 

she could see the fire, and where the plate- 

warmer did not interrupt her view, she sat 

down on a chair and bent herself diligently at 

her work. ■

There was no sound but the click and jolt of 

the spit, the fall of an occasional coal against 

the edge of the dripping-pan, and now and toen a 

little voice-performance from the lark in the 

outer area. ■

On the whitewashed wall, close to the window, 

and a little to the left hand of where Susan sat 

merrily at work, there hong a little square look- 

ing-glass. All at once, as Susan's eyes glaneed 

upwards from her work ffor her chair was turned 

round almost facing tne window), she saw 

upon its surface the reflexion of the clock- 

face, the hands of whick pointed to half-past 

four. ■

'* Why, good gracious, what is aunt doing !" 

thought Susan. ''We dine at five, and at half- 

past four master comes down to wash his hands 

before he goes his walk. dear, O dear, the 

veal will be spoiled ! Where is aunt ?" ■

Then, with one look at the veal, which was 

bearing its fiery martyrdom with good-natured 

equanimity, she resumed her work again with 

somewhat restless and troubled haste. When, 

five minutes later, her eyes rose once more to 

the looking-glass (not from vanity, but by mere 

accident), she almost screamed, for she saw in 

it the reflexion of a tall neatly-dressed old 

gentleman in a blue coat and brass buttons^ who 

stood at the foot of the stairs and just within 

the shadow of the doorway, his eyes bent upon 

her. ■

Now, Mr. Dobbs did not turn off to the left 

and go into the scullery to wash his hands at 

the tap, as he might have been expected to do, 

but he came slowly up to the window without 

speaking. ■

Susan's heart beat nineteen to the dozen. 

Was he going to scold her aunt for being out at 

such a critical time P No ; he did not speak, 

but walked to the flre, looked at the veal, 

hemmed twice, coughed, and then returned to 

Susan's chair. The second time, he stooped, 

and lifted her hand with a grave politeness. ■

" Susan/' be said, *' will you accept me as a 

husband? There, don't flurry yourself I IwiH 

come down again in ten minutes and hear your 

answer. Good-by till then." And up-stairs he 

went. ■

While Susan still sat there, red as a damask 

rose, trembling, confused, astonished, frightened, 

the front door creaked, and down came Mrs. 

Thompson, all in a flurry. ■

"O, Susan I I've been kept by a poor crea- 

ture as I saw fall in a fit just by St. Mar- 

garct-Moses. I and Mrs. Jones got him to 

the door of the milkman's at the comer, and 

undid his shirt-collar and waistcoat to give him ■

air, and what should we find under his waist- 

coat but a large placard, on which was written, 

* Don't bleed me ; give me brandy-and- water ;* 

which we did, and just as he haa taken it up 

came a policeman, and said lie was a rogue, and 

had soap in his mouth to make it look like 

foam ; and just then the rascal gets up, leaps over 

a truck, and runs ofl; and Mrs. Jones *' ■

But Susan, unable to bear the delay any 

longer, burst out with her story : to which her 

aunt listened with staring eyes^ uplifted hands, 

and open mouth. ■

"It was Mr, Tompkins, depend upon it, my 

dear.** ■

"No, aunt, it was master — ^Tt was indeed. 

I knew him, because he spoke to roe in the shop 

when I came in. 0, dear aunt, he'll be down 

directly! What shall I do ?" ■

"Do, dear? Do whatever your own heart 

tells you to do. Think of your father and 

mother, and what you gain and what you sacri- 

fice. O dear me, I hope ntaster is not going 

mad. I'll leave you, dear, and shut myself in 

the area out of hearing, and you must call me 

when he's gone. Lawks, I do think I hear him 

coming. Mind you say yes or no, or he'll be ■

[omon bimself could not have given wiser 

counsel The good old body scuffled off to a 

retired comer of the coal-hole, and Susan, 

blushing and tremulous, settled again, or pre- 

tended to settle, to her work. ■

In that swift moment what thousands of 

kind, and generous, and self-denying thoughts 

shot like express trains through Susan's Lttle 

head ! Poor father, mother getting old, William 

Brown her old sweetheart that wild sailor — 

who had ceased to write to her, and who was 

now lying at Quebec, too late repentant, crip- 

pled and penniless, sick, and perhaps dying. 

With Mr. Dobbs's fortune, what fairy dreams 

of good she might realise. ■

A voice she knew, from behind her chair, 

said: ■

*• Susan, will you have me for a husband?" ■

She hardly knew how to answer, but, drop- 

ping her natch work, she answered naively, in a 

low but nrm voice : ■

" Yes, sir, if you please.** ■

Then there came a calm kiss npon her fore- 

head, and a hand clasped hers. ■

" You shall never repent that word, Suean," 

said Mr. Dobbs. "I will be good and trae. 

You must do no more work in this place; 

remember, you are to be my wife. Good-by, 

dearest." ■

When Susan dared to look round, he was 

^ne. But it was no dream, for there was the 

May-bough she had brought from Colchester 

blooming in the great blue jug over the mantel- 

piece. ■

Susan ran and dragged Aunt Thompson out 

of the coal-cellar, ana told her all : not boast- 

nor pertly, nor vainlv, but with quiet 

modest satisfaction; for, after all, she well 

knew her heart would never break forth into 

such flower as it had once done, and the good ■
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fortune was still too recent azid too o?er- 

vLelming. ■

How can so feeble a narrator as I, pretend to 

describe the way in which Aunt Thompson re- 

ceived the news ; how she first turned tricolor 

with surprise^ then purple with delight, then 

hjsterieal with joy; how she sat down and 

rooked in her chair, and then lauj^hed and then 

cried ! As I am not writing fiction, why should 

I dilate on these obvious things ? ■

The affair was kept secret for a week by Mr. 

Dobbs's wish and Aunt Thompson's advice : the 

only bad result of which secresy was, that it 

destroyed the happiness of two aspiring men — 

Mr. Tompkins, ana the gay rattling honest guard 

of the Colchester coach : both of whom proposed 

to Susan within the week, and both of whom 

were rejected. ■

IT. TBZ KASJUAGE. ■

Neveb had the important beadle of the im- 

portant parish of St. Mar^aret-Moses seen such 

a marriage. There were ninety-four charity boys 

and girls, with white satin favours on their left 

arms. There was bell-rin^ng, almost Bedlamic 

in its persistent and rejoicing jangle. There was 

a parish dinner, at which Mr. Tompkins mourn- 

fully presided, looking down between an avenue 

of twelve white ties. The chimney of No. 16 for 

a whole week smoked, and then for two whole 

days the fire-engines could not be kept from the 

house; and as for the ramonneor-men, their 

brushes waved in St. Margaret-lane as Bimam 

Wood when it came marching down on the 

doomed castle of Macbeth. No Pickford van 

came to Margaret-lane but the drivers were 

feasted ^m good beef and ale, so lavishly did the 

bridegroom's hoBdJiality inundate and flood all 

that cama near toat locality ; at one time, in- 

deed, it was all Mr. Tompkins could do to 

prevent the twelve frantic young men in 

white ties from rushing into Gheapside, and 

offering jugs of beer to passing hackney-coach- 

men. ■

Mr. Dobbs had chosen a wife late in life; he 

had chosen a young wife from a dangerous and 

foolish impulse, and dared the radical publican 

at the Thkee Malt Shovsls in Seething-lane ; 

but the radical publican was wrong, as parish 

and other politicians have indeed been known 

to be more than once. Mr. Dobbs had chosen 

late and chosen hastily, but he had chosen with 

the swift unerrino; instinct of a shrewd old 

brain and an old but still unchilled heart. 

He had dived into the great shoal-begirt 

sea of matrimony,, and found a pearl of 

pearls. ■

He affected no hurricane of passion, no sighs 

— ^no ceaseless vows and brittle protestations- 

he loved calmly, respectfullv, almost pater- 

nally; but he loved (though he was a grocer) 

as faithfully as your finest impossible lover in 

fiction. He did not flatter Susan, or weary her 

with servile adoration, but he showed her by a 

thousand ceaseless quiet attentions how much 

he loved her. When she told him of Mr. Tomp- ■

kins's proposal, and thought it would be better 

he left (though she thou^t him a kind-hearted, 

industrious fellow), Mr. Dobbs would not hear 

of such a thing. ■

" No, Susan," he said ; "there's no jealousy, 

not a grain, in me. I love you too well. And 

even if you never learned to love me, I know 

very well that you would love no other man, 

my darling ?" ■

A night or two after the weddings when Susan 

and Aunt Thompson were cliatting alone on a 

seat in pleasant Drapers' Gardens, Aunt Thomp- 

son, foolishly enough^ began to cry as if her 

heart was going to break. ■

" Why, dear aunty, aunty, what is the 

matter P" said Susan, fondling and kissing her 

good old cheek. ■

** I'm afraid, dear— I've been thinking — I'm 

afraid that now you are married, and are rich 

and rolling in money, the beauty and wonder of 

all St. Margaret-Moses — ^which you was the 

very last Suifiay as ever was — you'll be getting 

ashamed of poor old aunt, and be sending me 

off, for fear your new friends should think me 

ignorant, and not fit for parlour visitors, and 

out of place, and oh!" (Here Niobe be- 

came a mere drinking fountain to the Missis- 

sippi of the good old creature's grief.) ■

How tenderly and softlv Susan comforted 

Aunt Thompson, and kissea her, and pulled off 

her gloves, and patted her hands, ana hugged 

her waist, and assured her that if the Bank of 

England got so full with dear Mr. Dobbs's 

money that they actually refused to take in 

any more of it for fear of a financial apoplexv, 

still even in that contingency she (Susan) would 

love and cherish her old aunt, who had been the 

cause of all her good fortune, and had enabled 

her to help poor William, and perhaps save liis 

life! ■

V. tAST SCEKE OF ALL. ■

In the second year of Susan's marriage she 

gave birth to a son, much to the delight of the 

whole parish of St. Margaret-Moses, and to the 

special joy of Aunt Thompson and her crony 

Mrs. Jones, now the pew-opener. Nine years 

after the marriage, old Aunt Thompson died, 

and eleven years i^er the marriage, Mr. Dobbs 

died. ■

They were both buried in the black quiet 

little churchyard of St. Marcaret-Moses. No 

pleasant trees cast wavering shadows upon their 

tombstones, but mignonette bloomed sweet 

close at hand, and sunshine came and glanced 

across the sooty boughs of the solitary plane- 

tree, and little inelanchol;^ i»recocious sparrows 

chirped their embryo music, and little rosy faces 

looked at the graves from between the rusty 

rails, and little voices prattled of " dood Mr. 

Dobbs," and of " dood Mrs. Thompson." And 

those words were better than sham poems and 

the lying flowers that often fall on grander 

coffins. ■

One afternoon, two years later, Mr. Tompkins, 

now rather corpulent and slightly bald, blurted 

out a proposal of marriage to the rich and still ■
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pretty widow of the millionnaire of Maz^ret- 

laiie. ■

"No, Mr. Tompkins," said Susan, "I value you 

for your probity and your industry, and still more 

for your fidelity and attachment to my dear hus- 

band. Nor am I indifferent to this last stronger 

proof of your regard to myself personally ; out 

I shall never marry again. I shall devote the 

rest of my life to directing the education of my 

dear boy. Hereafter I shall perhaps find an 

opportunity of showing how much I value your 

services. For the present, good-by. Forget 

what you have just said to me, and let it be as 

if it had never been said." ■

Mr. Tompkins rose, and was struggling with 

the back of his chair in oratorical agony, when 

the door burst open, and in rushed Master 

Harry Dobbs, who had been helping the servant 

to pack his trunk for Eton. ■

"Ma," he said, "how many collars am I to 

take P There are only three dozen here." ■

"My dear Harry, Mr. Tompkins is talking 

business. I'll be with you directly." ■

One bright afternoon, in the June of the 

same year, that eminent law lord. Lord Gante- 

lupe, whose eldest son was married the other 

day to the second daughter of the Marquis de 

Champignon, reined up the two bays that drew 

his barouche, at the door of Mrs. Dobbs, 16, 

St. Margaret-lane. ■

The bell was rung. Mrs. Dobbs was at home. 

Now, Lord Cantelupe had been an old friend of 

Mr. Dobbs, and was surprised to find the hall — 

or rather dim passage, for it was no more — lum- 

bered with boxes, and rolls of carpet, and cases 

of pictures. These he stopped to survey in an 

alarmed manner through a gold-framed double 

eje-glass. ■

"Egad!" he said to himself, "I was only 

just in time to snap the widow. My usual luck. 

Now for it." ■

In twenty minutes more, the accomplished and 

gifted orator had, with all an old wary .man of 

the world's sagacity and blandness, laid down 

an impromptu carpet of verbal rose-leaves, upon 

which he iiad figuratively thrown himself, and 

prostrated himself, his oratory, his ermine, and 

liis house in Park-row, at the feet of the pretty 

widow. ■

An interval of silence ensued, as when one 

goes down in a divins-bell. Then, came a violent 

pricking in the legal ears of the accomplished 

orator. These remarkable and astounding words 

struck his noble tympanum : ■

" My lord, you were such a kind friend to my 

dear husband, and have been so kind to me since 

liis death, that it gives me pain to refuse the ■

honour so generously proffered me, but I shall 

never marry again. I shall devote the rest of 

my life to the education of my boy Harry. I 

should not wish the world to impute mercenary 

motives to any man who took me for his wife. 

I leave this house to-morrow. I have given 

half the business to my excellent foreman, and 

have taken a house at Slough, to be near my 

boy's school." ■

" Egad,'' said Lord Cantelupe, as he got into 

his dUTJa^e, and squeezed together (in a half 

petulant, naif melancholy way) the two portions 

of his eye-glass : "no verdict in the world ever 

knocked me over half as much . Yet, by G eorge, 

I don't know now that I won't have anotner 

try. What etmld she mean about merce- 

nary?" ■

The noble and learned lord has not yet woft 

Mrs. Dobbs, Harry is a capital fellow, and 

the business at No. 16, Margaret-lane, flourishes 

bravely under the auspices of Tompkins. ■

My story has, I know, be6n absurdly simple. 

No intrusive husband toppled down a well, no 

bigamy nor trigamy, no poisoned sandwich. It 

has only been a plain unadorned narrative of 

self-demal, and of a heart that bloomed ■

In the winter of its age, like Glastonbury thorn. ■

It has breathed only quiet fidelity, and unobtru- 

sive affection, and sober romance. ■
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At half-past, two, an open carriage drove up 

to the ground, and four ladies alighted. They 

were received by Lord Castletowers, handed to 

their seats, and presented with written pro- 

j^ammes of the games. Miss Colonna was 

installed in the central arm-chair, which, being 

placed a little in advance of the other seats 

and dignified with a footstool, was styled, mag- 

niloqnently, the Throne. Scarcely had they 

taken their places, when two more carriages 

appeared upon the scene, the first of which con- 

tained Lady Arabella Walkingshaw and Miss 

Hatherton, and the second, Mrs. Cadopin, the 

wife of the Sedgebrook vicar, and her two 

daughters. The latter, hearing down in the 

village what was doing in the park, had come 

over to see the sports; but Lady Arabella's 

visit was made in exclusive pursuance of her own 

little game, and bore no kind of reference to any 

game that might be set on foot by other people. 

She was, therefore, rather put out than other- 

wise when, instead of finding Lady Castletowers 

at home, she was informed that " my lady was 

gone across the park to see the gentlemen race, 

and had left word, if any friends called at the 

house, that there would be seats for them, if 

they liked to follow.'* Miss Hatherton, how- 

ever, was delighted. ■

"It's perfectly charming," said she, as they 

turned down the drive leading to that part of 

the park indicated by the servant. "You can- 

not think how pleased I am. Lady Arabella !" ■

" Well, my dear, then I am pleased too," re- 

plied Lady Arabella, benevolently. ■

"There's nothing I enjoy so much as contests 

of this kind," Miss Hatherton went on to say. 

"Boat-races, horse-races, reviews, anything, so 

long as skill, strength, or speed is in question. 

"VVhy, I haven't missed a Derby-day for the last 

^ve years ; and p for the Roman Carnival, the 

only thing I care for in it is the horse-race. I'm 

always sorry the Jews don't run instead. It 

would be so much more amusing." ■

" You droll creature !" said Lady Arabella, 

with a faint smUc. " I wonder if Mr. Trefalden 

will take part in these games ?" ■

" Of course he will — and win all before him. 

He's as fleet as a chamois, depend on it." ■

" I hope thev ^^'t fire," said Lady Arabella, 

with a little lady-JKe shudder. ■

" And I hope, aoove all things, that they will. 

But then, you know, dear Lady Arabella, 1 have 

no nerves. Why, this is delightful — there's 

quite a crowd !" ■

And so there was. News is contagious, and 

propagates itself aa mysteriously as the potato 

disease. The whole neighbourhood had already 

heard, somehow or anotner, of what was doing 

at the park ; and every farmer, gamekeeper, and 

idle fellow about the place, was on the ground 

long before the hour appointed. As tor the 

women and children, nothing short of Polygamy 

could account for their numbers. ■

"Lady Arabella Walkingshaw and Miss 

Hatherton !" said Lord Castletowers, hastening 

to the carriage door as they drove up. " This is 

indeed a happy accident. - You have been to the 

house, I suppose, to call upon my mother." ■

" We have ; but with no idea that we were 

coming to a— a f^te of lliis kind," replied Lady 

Arabella, somewhat at a loss for the most ap- 

propriate word, and exchanging bows and 

gracious smiles with the ladies on the platform. ■

"Why did you not tell us about it last 

evening, you sly man ?" asked Miss Hatherton. ■

"Because I then knew no more about it than 

yourself," replied the Earl. "It is an impro- 

visation." ■

" And what are you jfoing to do F" ■

" A little of every thmg — rifle-shooting, leap- 

ing, running ; but you shall have a programme 

presently, and if you will alight, I can give you 

seat5 beside my mother." ■

With this he gave his arm to Lady Arabella, 

and conducted both ladies to the place of 

honour. ■

" But where are the competitors ?" said Miss 

Hatherton, when the due greetings had been 

exchanged, and they had taken their seats ; " and 

above all, where's my friend, the noble savage ?" ■

"Trefalden? Oh, he's in our tent, out 

yonder. This affair was his idea entirely." ■

" And an admirable idea too. But he'll beat 

you, you know." ■

" He would, if he came forward," replied the 

Earl ; " but he declines to compete." ■

" Declines to compete I" echoed the heiress. ■

" Yes— for everything except the last race — 

and that we all go in for." ■

" I never heard of such a thing!*' exclaimed 

Miss Hatherton, indignantly. "3?rhy, it's as if ■
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the favourite was withdrawn at the last moment 

from the Derby — and I, too, who had intended to 

back him to ftny ertest ! I declare I was never 

more disgqppointed in w^ lUe. Wbaf s his 

motive P' ■

"He said he was out of practice," replied 

Castletowers, hesitatingly. ■

"Nonsense. That wasn't his real motive. 

He knew nobody else would have a cltaace, amd 

he was too generous to carry off all the 

honours." ■

" Do you really think so ?" said Miss Colonna, 

suddenly. She had listened to the conversation 

till now, without taking part in it. ■

" I do, indeed. What aoes Lord Castletowers 

say?" ■

" I aay that Miss Hatherton is risht; and I 

knato h'et to be right. Trefalden could write his 

name in bullets on that target, if he chose — but 

he won't." ■

Miss Hatherton turned to Miss Colonna in a 

glow of enthusiasm. ■

" That's true nobleness !" she exclaimed. ■

"Indeed it is," said Castletowers. "He's 

the finest fellow I have ever known, savage or 

civilised." ■

But Miss Colonna said nothing. ■

"I wish you'd bring him this way. Lord 

Castletowers," said the heiress. " I like talking 

to him — ^he amuses me immensely." ■

" You shall have him by-and-by," laughed the 

Earl ; "but he is our judge in the rifle-matches, 

and can't be spared at present. Excuse me — 

another carriage full of ladies. I am master of 

the ceremonies." ■

And with this he ran off to receive the 

Cadogans. ■

The appointed hour being overpast, the 

ladies expectant, and the audience consider- 

able, it was decided that they should begin. ■

Lord Castletowers was seen to cross the 

course, and enter the cricketing tent at the 

further end, whence he presently emerged with 

his cartridge-box beltea on, and his rifle in 

his hand. He was followed by five others, 

similarly equipped. Saxon Trefalden, in his 

quality as judge, took up a safe position to 

tne right of the target. Miss Hatherton sur- 

veyed them through her opera-glass as they 

came over the ground and placed themselves 

about a dozen yards off with their baoka to the 

stand. ■

" Dear me ! they are very near us," said Lady 

Arabella, with that pretty timidity that is 

less charming at eight-and-forty than at 

eighteen. " I hope it is not dangerous." ■

"Don't be alarmed, my dear friend," said 

Miss Hatherton. " Gentlemen don't generally 

fire behind their own backs. So, Major Yaughan 

begins— and a very good shot, too— very near 

the bull's eye. Who is that remarkably band- 

some fair man to the right F" ■

The question was addressed to Miss Colonna; 

but it received no reply. Olimpia heard the 

words, as she heard the report of the first rifle, 

without attaching any import to the sound, just 

as her eyes were fixed upon the target, but saw ■

nothing. She was absorbed in thought — ^very 

painful thought, as it would seem, by the strange 

hard way in which her Jips were drawn together, 

and her fingers were mechanically twisting and 

tearing the programme which they held. ■

Miss Hatnerton turned to repeat the inquiry; 

but, seeing the expression on Olimpia's face, re- 

mained silent. It was an expression that startled 

her, and pusaled her as much as it startled her. 

An expression such as one sees but seldom in 

the course of an ordinary life ; neither wholly 

resolute, nor hopeless, nor defiant ; but a blend- 

ing, perliaps, of all three, with something else 

that might have been compunction-'Or despair. ■

Curiosity so far prevailed, that for some three 

or four seoonds Miss Hatherton eontinaed to 

stare at Olimpia instead of watching the com- 

petitors, and thus, to her infinite mortification, 

lost the thread of the firing. Of course, none of 

the kdies on the platform could help her. They 

saw the riflemen, and they saw the marks on the 

target ; but not one among them had the dim- 

mest idea of the order in which those marks had 

been dealt, or of the hands that had bestowed 

them. The appointed number of rounds, how- 

ever, having been fired out, the question was set 

at rest by the announcement that Sir Charles 

Burgoyne had carried off the first prize. Sir 

Charles Burgoyne sauntered up accordingly to 

the front of the platform, and received the cup 

from Miss Colonna's hand with the best-bred 

indifference in the world. ■

" You don't share my passion for these con- 

tests. Miss Colonna," said the heiress, in the 

pause that ensued between the first and second 

match. The strange loc^ had vanished from 

Olimpia's face lon^ ^ce ; but Miss Hatherton 

could not forget it— would have given some- 

thing to fathom it. ■

" Indeed you mistake. I think them very in* 

terestiag," replied Olimpia. ■

"But of course they cannot have so much 

interest for you as for me. Your sympathies 

are bound up in a great cause, and you must 

have fewer small emotions on kmd." ■

"Perhaps," said Olimpia, with a forced 

smile. ■

" No bad news from Italy, I hope ?" ■

" The news at present," replied Olimpia, "is 

neither bad nor good. It is a season of anxious 

suspense for all whose hearts are in the cause." ■

" You look anxious," said Miss Hatherton, 

kindly, but inquisitively. " I thought just now 

I never saw a face look so anxious as yours. 

You didn't seem to remark the firing at all." ■

A crimson tide rushed to Olimpia's face, 

flooded it, and ebbed away, leaving her paler 

than before. ■

"I am quite strong enough," she replied, 

coldly, " to sustain such cares as fall to my lot." ■

The competitors for the secoud rifle-match 

were now on the ground, and the conversation 

dropped. There were but four this time — 

Lord Castletowers, Sir Charles Burgoyne, Major 

Vaughan, and Lieutenant Torrington. Having 

five shots each, they fired alternately, one shot at 

a time, in their order as they stpQu — ^Vaughan ■
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first, Torrington second, Castletowers third, and 

Burgoyne fourth. It became evident, after the 

first two rounds, tliat Yaughan, although -a good 

marksman, was inferior to both Castletowers 

and Burgoyne, and that Torrington was nowhere. 

Miss Hatherton and Miss Golonna were the 

only two ladies who could follow the shots, or 

understand the scoring ; and this they did with 

a degree of interest quite incomprehensible to 

the rest. As the end drew near, and it became 

evident that tiie victory lay between Burgoyne 

and the Earl, Miss Hatherton's excitement be- 

came intense. ■

"Ten to one on Lord Castletowers," she ex- 

claimed. "See how cool he is! See how 

steadily he brings up his gun — ten to one, ■

gloves or guineas Will nobody take me? ■

In the white, I vow, and all but in the very 

centre ! Beat that. Sir Charles, if you can !" ■

*' He will not beat it," said Olimpia, in a low, 

earnest voice. ■

Miss Hatherton glanced at her again; but 

scarcely for a second. She was too deeplv in- 

terested in the next shot to care much about 

anything else just then. But she saw Olimpia's 

parted Hps, and the outlooking light in her eyes, 

and thought of both afterwards. ■

X7p to this point. Lord Castletowers had 

scored four three times, and three twice, making 

a total of eighteen. Sir Charles had scored four 

twice, and three twice, making; a total of four- 

teen. The next shot would be iiis fifth, and 

last. If he hit the bull's eye, it would be a 

drawn game between Castletowers and himself, 

and they would have to try again for the victor? ; 

but if he scored anything less than four, the 

Earl must win. ■

There was a moment of suspense. Sir Charles 

brought up his gun ver^ slowly, took aim twice 

before he fired, and delivered an excellent shot 

just (m the line dividing the bull's eye from the 

centre ring. He had lost by the sixteenth of 

an inch. ■

The spectators round the ropes set up a faint 

respectful shout in their squire's honour; the 

non-competitors rushed up to the target ; and 

Saxon, too well pleased to care for the moment 

whether Bui^yne heard him or no^ shook his 

friend by both hands, exclaiming : ■

''I am so ^hid, Castletowers— so heartily 

gkd ! I did wish you to win those pistols !" ■

Olimpia's smile was cold and indifferent 

enough when the Earl presented himself to re- 

ceive his prize; but Miss Hatherton's sharp 

eyes saw that her hand trembled. ■

CHAFT£B XXXIV. A GUEBDON. ■

Th2 long jump was jumped, and the hundred 

yards race was run — Mr. Guy Greville winning 

the first by four inches, and Major Yaughan 

the second by four yards. Only the great race 

remained to be contested. In the mean while, 

half an honr was allowed for rest and refresh- 

ments. The gentlemen thronged to the plat- 

form in a mongrel costume compounded of 

flaimel trousers, crioketing-shoes, parti-coloured 

Jerseys, and overcoats of various descriptions ; I ■

so that they looked like cricketing men below 

and boating men above. Servants glided 

solemnly about with Madeira and bisouits. The 

ladies congratulated the victors, and the victors 

congratulated each other. The spectators out- 

side the ropes strolled about respectfully, and 

did a little subdued betting among themselves ; 

and the conversation on the platform was broken 

up into coteries. One of these consisted of 

Ladv Arabella Walkingsliaw, Lady Castletowers, 

and her son. ■

"Vaughan ran well, didn't he?" said the 

Earl. *' I thought at one moment that Greville 

would have distanced him ; but Yaughan had 

the most wind, and steady did it." ■

"You would do well, Gervase, to reserve 

your sporting phraseology for your male fiends," 

said Lady Castletowers, coldly. " You forget 

that ladies do not appreciate its full point and 

vigour." ■

''I beg your pardon, my dear mother ; but it 

comes so naturally when sport is the topic of 

conversation," replied her son. "I hope you 

are amused, Lady Arabella ?" ■

"Oh yes, thank you — when you don't fire." ■

"There is, at all events, nothing undignified 

in firing," observed the Countess. ■

" I hope you do not think our athletic games 

undignified, mother ?" said the Earl. ■

"For gentlemen, certainly* For boys, or 

peasants, not at alL" ■

" But a gentleman has as many and as good 

muscles as a peasant. A gentleman values 

strength and speed as much, and sometimes 

more, than he values Greek and Latin; but, 

like Greek and Latin, strength and speed must 

be kept up by frequent exercise." ■

" I have no wish to argue the question," said 

Lady Castletowers. " It is enough that I set a 

higher value on skill than force, and that it 

gives me no gratification to see half a dozen 

gentlemen racing round a piece of sward for the 

entertainment of a mdb of gamekeepers and 

ploughmen." ■

"Kay — for our own entertainment and yours, 

dearest mother," replied the young man, gently. 

" We have never yet shut our park gates on 

these good people ; but their presence goes for 

nothing in what we do to^d^y." ■

He spoke very deferentially, but with a faint 

flush ot annoyance on his face, and passed on to 

where Miss Hatherton was duitting.with Saxon 

Trefalden. ■

" It will be a. long time," she said, "before I 

can forgive you for my disappointment of this 

morning. And I know I am right. You could 

have beaten everybody at everything, if you had 

pleased. It was an absurd piece oi Quixotism, 

and I am very angry with you for it. There — 

don't attempt to deny it. Lord Castletowers 

has confessed, and it is of no use for you to plead 

not guiltv." ■

"Lord Castletowers never saw me leap a foot 

or run a yard in his life," said Saxon, em- 

phatically. " He knows nothing of what I can, 

or cannot do." ■

" I am here to answerflbr myself," said the ■
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Earl, layinof his hand on his friend's shoulder. 

"And I do know that you can put a bullet 

through a shifting weathercock at ^s^ hundred 

yards." ■

"A mere trick!** ■

"Not so. Skill is no more to be confounded 

with trickery than pocket-pickinff with legerde- 

main. I am of Miss Hatnertoirs opinion, and 

am certain you could have beaten us all round 

if you had chosen to take the trouble." ■

"You will find out your mistake presently, 

when you have all left me in the rear,'* said 

Saxon, a little impatiently; "I would recom- 

mend no one to bet upon ipe." ■

"/ mean to bet upon you, Mr. Trefalden," 

said Miss Hatherton. ■

"Pfey don't; you will be sure to lose your 

money." ■

"I don't believe it ; or if I do, I shall call 

upon you to pay my debts, for I shall be certain 

you have lagged benind on purpose." ■

At this moment one or two of the others 

came up, and the conversation turned upon the 

preceding contests. ■

"Mr. Trefalden," said Miss Colonna, "will 

you be kind enough to tell me how many times 

you have to make the circuit of the ground, in 

this one-mile race ? " ■

^liss Colonna's cbair stood next to Miss 

Hatherton's, but was placed about half a foot in 

advance, by riglit of her prerogative. As she 

turned to address him, Saxon dropped out of 

the heiress's coterie, and, moving round by the 

back of her chair, replied : ■

" Exactly six times, mademoiselle." ■

" Will you come round to this side, Mr. Tre- 

falden ?" said Olimpia, in a low tone ; " I have 

something to say to you." ■

Not without some vague sense of surprise, the 

young man passed on behind the second chair, and 

presented himself at Miss Colonna's left hand. ■

" You are really going to contest this one- 

mile race, are you not ?" she asked. ■

"I have entered my name with the rest," 

replied Saxon. ■

" Then you mean, of course, to win if you 

can?" ■

Saxon looked embarrassed. ■

"I have entered my name," he said, "but I 

am not sure that I shall run, for all that. 

Somebodv must act as judge ; and I prefer not 

to race if I can help it." ■

"But I particularly prefer that you should 

race, Mr. Trefalden," said Olimpia, dropping 

her voice to a still lower key ; " I want you to 

win me that purse of twenty guineas for my 

dear Italy." ■

"It will be yours, and Italy's, mademoiselle, 

whoever wins it." ■

"I know that, Mr. Trefalden." ■

" Then what difference can it make whether 

I, or another, carry off the prize ?" saTd Saxon, 

wonderingly. ■

" It doei make a difference," replied Olimpia, 

lifting her eyes suddenly to his. ■

Saxon felt fluttered, without knowing why, ■

"What difference r faltered he. ■

"Must I tell your ■

" u— if you please." ■

"Will you promise to win for me, if I do tell 

you?" ■

"I don't know~I will try." ■

" I ask no more than that. If you really try, 

I am confident of victory. Well then, I want 

you to win because — I suppose, because I am 

a woman ; and all women are capricious." ■

Saxon looked puzzled. ■

" I don't think you are capricious," he said. ■

"Do you not? Then I am afraid that is 

because you are a man ; and all men are vain. 

There is a pair of maxims for you." ■

" Maxims for which I can discover no appli- 

cation," replied Saxon, laughingly. "Why 

should I be accused of vanity because I refuse 

to believe that Mademoiselle Colonna is guilty 

of caprice P" ■

" I am afraid you are very dull to-day, Mr. 

Trefalden, — or very subtle." ■

"I know I am not subtle," said Saxon; " but 

I must be dreadfully dull." ■

"If your feet do not outstrip your appre- 

hension, you will scarcely win the cup. What 

beUisthatP" ■

"It's the signal for assembling," replied 

Saxon; "I must go now; and you have not 

told me, after alL" ■

"But you have promised me that you will 

try." ■

"No, no — ^my promise was conditional on 

your explanation." ■

"But have I not told you that women are 

capricious P" ■

"What of that P" ■

"We sometimes value a cowslip from one 

hand more than a rose from another; and — 

and perhaps I am so capricious as to prefer the 

Italian prize from yours. Hark ! there is the 

second bell ! Now, go ; and bring me back the 

purse." ■

The tone in which this was said—the gesture, 

half persuasive, half imperious — ^the dazzling 

smile by which it was accompanied, were more 

than enough to turn an older head than Saxon 

Trefalden's. He stammered something, he 

scarcely knew what ; and his heart leap^, he 

scarcely knew why. ■

"If you do not go at once," said Miss 

Colonna, "you will be too late. Shall I give 

you my glove for a favour? Be a true knight, 

and deserve it." ■

Breathless, intoxicated, the young man pressed 

the glove furtively to his lips, thrust it into his 

bosom, leaped down upon the course, and flew 

to take his place amon^ the runners. He felt 

as if his feet were clad m the winged sandals of 

Hermes ; as if his head touched the clouds, and 

the very air were sunshine. It was delightful, 

this sense of exaltation and rapture— and 

quite new. ■

Not so, however, felt * Olimpia Colonna. 

Saxon had no sooner leaped from the platform, 

than the colour died out suddenly from her face, 

and the smile from her lips. She leaned back 

in her chair with a look of uite9$e_p|in and ■
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weariness, and sighed heavily. There were 

three persons observing her ; but her thoaghts 

were very bitter at that moment, and she 

was quite unconscious of their scrutiny. Those 

persons were Lady Gastletowers ; Siguor 

Colonna, who had but just arrived, and was 

leaning on the back of her chair; and Miss 

Hatherton — and neither the look of pain, nor 

tlic sigh, was lost on either of them. ■

HEAT AND WORK * ■

In his treatise. Heat considered as a mode of 

Motion, Professor Tyndall shows that heat is ex- 

pended whenever work is done. After demon- 

strating by experiment that, where mechanical 

force is expended, heat is produced, he brings 

before ns tne converse experiment, and shows 

us the eonsumpHon of heat in mechanical work. ■

He exhibits to his audience a strong vessel 

filled with compressed air. It has been so 

compressed for some hours, in order that the 

temperature of the air within the vessel may 

be the same as that of the air in the room 

without. At that moment, then, the inner air 

was pressing against the sides of the vessel; 

and, if he opened the tap, a portion of the 

air would rush violently out of the vessel. 

The word "rush," however, but vaguely ex- 

presses the true state of things. The air which 

issues, is driven out by the air behind it ; this 

latter accomplishes the work of urging forward 

the stream or air. And what will be tiie condi- 

tion of the working air during this process ? It 

will be chilled. It performs mechanical work ; 

and the only agent it can call upon to perform 

it, is the heat which it possesses, and to which 

the elastic force with which it presses against 

the sides of the vessel, is entirely due. A portion 

of this heat will be consumed, and the air will 

be chilled. It is so, on carrying out the experi- 

ment. The tap is turned, and the current of 

air from the vessel is allowed to strike against 

the face of the thermo-electric pile— the most 

delicate and demonstrative of thermometers. The 

magnetic needle instantly responds, declaring 

that the pile has been eAilledhj the current of air. ■

The effect is different when air is urged from 

the nozzle of a common bellows against the pile. 

In the hist experiment, the mechanical work of 

oi^ng the air forward was performed by the air 

itself, and a portion of its heat was consumed in 

the effort. In the case of the bellows, it is the 

experimenter's muscles which perform the work. 

He raises the upper board of the bellows, and 

the air rushes in ; he presses the boards with a 

certain force, and the air rushes out. The ex- 

pelled air, striking the face of the pile, has its 

motion stopped; and an amount of neat equiva- 

lent to the aestruction of this motion is instantly 

generated. When a current of air is directed 

with the bellows against the pile, the motion of 

the needle shows tnatthe face of the pile has, in 

this instance, been warmed hj the air. ■

Again : to prove the chillmg effect of work ■

* See Is HsAT Honon ? page 584 in the last volome. ■

done, even by so slightly-built a labourer as gas, 

the Professor takes a bottle of soda-water, whicli 

is shown to be a trifle warmer than the pile. He 

cuts the string which holds the cork, and it is 

driven out by the elastic force of the carbonic 

acid gas. The gas performs work ; in so doing, 

it consumes heat; and the deflection of the 

needle produced bv the bottle shows that it has 

become colder. A simple detail of daily life, 

an operation with which every child is familiar, 

allows the lecturer to illustrate principles from 

which all material phenomena flow. That it is 

not the expansion, but the work, which pro- 

duces the cuill, is proved by allowing compressed 

air, from one vessel, to pass into another from 

which the air has been exhausted. No work 

having to be done, there is no change of 

temperature. Mere rarefaction, therefore, is 

not of itself sufficient to produce a lowering 

of the mean temperature of a mass of air. 

It was, and still is, a current notion that the 

mere expansion of a gas produces refrigeration, , 

no matter how that expansion may be effected. 

The coldness of the higner atmosplieric regions 

was accounted for by reference to the expan- 

sion of the air. But the refrigeration which ac* 

companies expansion is reallv due to the con- 

sumption of heat in the performance of work. 

Where no work is performed, there is no abso- 

lute refrigeration. The simple experiment of 

allowing a leaden ball to fall from the ceilmg to 

the floor, shows that heat is generated by the 

sudden stoppage of the motion. This affords an 

opportunity of telling how the "mechanical 

equivalent" of heat has been calculated. ■

It is found that the quantity of heat which 

would raise pne pound of water one degree Fah- 

renheit in temperature, is exactlv equal to what 

would be generated if a pound weight, after 

having fallen through a heifi;ht of seven hundred 

and seventy-two feet, haa its moving force 

destroyed by collision with the earth. Con- 

versely, the amount of heat necessary to raise 

a pound of water one degree in temperature, 

would, if all applied mechanically, be competent 

to raise a pound weight seven hundred and 

seventy-two feet high ; or, it would raise seven 

hundred and seventy-two pounds, one foot hi^h. 

The terni *' foot-pound" has therefore been in- 

troduced to express in a convenient way the 

liftmg of one pound to the height of a foot. 

Thus, the quantity of heat necessary to raise 

the temperature of a pound of water one degree 

Fahrenheit bei% taken as a standard, seven 

hundred and seventy-two foot-pounds constitute 

what is called the mechanical equivalent of heat. ■

For every stroke of work done by the steam- 

engine, for ever^ pound that it lifts, and for 

every wheel that it sets in motion, an equivalent 

Quantity of heat disappears. A ton of coal 

furnishes by its combustion a certam definite 

amount of heat. Let this quantity of coal be 

applied to work a steam-engine; and let all the 

heat communicated to the machine and the con- 

denser, and all the heat lost by radiation and 

by contact with the air, be collected ; it will 

fall short of the quantity produced by the simple ■
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combastion of the ton of coal, by on amonnt 

exactly equivalent to the work performed. Sup- 

pose that work to consist in lilting a weight of 

seven thousand seven hundred and twenty 

pounds a foot high ; the heat produced by the 

coal would fall short of its maximum by a 

quantity just sufficient to warm a pound of 

water ten degrees Fahrenheit. In an elaborate 

series of experiments, executed with extra- 

ordinary assiduity and on a grand scale by M. 

Him, a civil engineer at Colmar, this theoretic 

deduction has been reduced to fact. ■

In earthly, and we may add in planetary, 

affairs, the sun is the great worker who keeps 

the whole business of life and action going. It 

has been asserted that there ia no life in certain 

planets, A few years ago, Dr. Whewell wrote 

a book to prove that the more distant planets 

of our system are uninhabitable. Applying the 

law of inverse squares to their distances from 

the sun, the diminution of temperature was 

found to be so ^eat as to preclude the possi- 

bility of human life in the more remote members 

of the solar system. Bat — not to mention the 

hazardous tasK of attempting to prove a nega- 

tive — ^the inflaence of an atmospheric envelope 

was overlooked' in those calculations. The 

omission vitiates the whole argument. It is 

perfectly possible to find an atmosphere which 

would act the part of a barb to the solar rays, 

permitting their entrance towards the planet, 

out preventing their withdrawal. Eor example. 

Professor Tyndall tells us, a layer of ab only 

two inches m thickness, and saturated with the 

vapour of sulphuric ether, would offer very 

little resistance to the passage of the solar rays, 

but would cut off fully thirty-five per cent of 

the planetary radiation. It would require no 

inorainate thickening of the layer of vapour to 

double this absorption ; and it is evident that, 

with a protecting envelope which permits heat 

to enter but prevents its escape, a comfortable 

temperature might be obtained on the surface 

of our most distant planet. ■

It is the presence of a protective atmosphere 

that renders the earth itself habitable; and 

in regions where it is so modified by the ab- 

sence of aqueous vapour as to lose its pro- 

tective power, roan cannot live. One cause 

of the coldness of high mountain-tops, is their 

being lifted beyond the protection of the layer 

of moist air which lies close to the earth. The 

withdrawal of sunshine from any region over 

which fhe atmosphere is dry, n#st be followed 

by quick refrifferation. The moon would be 

rendered entirely uninhabitable by beings like 

ourselves, through the operation of this single 

canse. With a radiation uninterrupted by 

aqueous vapour, the difference between her 

monthly maxima and minima of temperature 

must be enormous. The winters of Thibet arc 

almost unendurable, from the same cause. 

Humboldt dwelt upon the "frigorific power" of 

the central portions of the Asiatic continent, 

and controverted the idea that it was to be 

explained by reference to their elevation ; there 

bemg vast expanses of country, not much above | ■

the sea level, with an exceedingly low tempera- 

ture. He did not seem to be aware of this one 

most important cause which contributes to the 

observed result. The 'absence of the sun at 

night causes powerful refrigeration when the 

air is dir. Toe removal, for a single summer 

night, of the aqueous vapour from the atmo- 

sphere which covers England, would be attended 

by the destruction of every plant which a 

freezing temperature could kill. In Sahara, 

where " the soil is fire and the wind is flame," the 

refrigeration at night is often painful to bear. 

Ice has been formed in this region at night. 

In Australia also, ike diumal range of tempera- 

ture is very great, amounting, commonly, to 

between forty and fifty degrees. In short, it 

may be safely predicted that, wherever the air 

is dry, the daily thermometrio range will be great. 

This, however, is quite different from saying that 

where the ^ti^elear, the thermometrio range will 

be great. Great clearness as to light is perfectly 

compatible with great opacity as to heat* The 

atmosphere may be charged with aqueous 

vapour, while a deep blue sky is overhead; and 

on such occasions the terrestrial radiation would^ 

notwithstanding the " clearness," be intercepted. 

It is consequently impossible for any one on 

earth to be sure that the distant planets are 

uninhabitable, and that the sun cannot be to 

them, as to us, a vivifyer as well as a worker. ■

Yeara ago. Sir John Herschel wrote : " The 

sun's rays are the ultimate source of almost 

every motion which takes place on the sorface 

of the earth. By its heat are produced all 

winds, and those disturbances in tne electrical 

equilibrium of the atmosphere which give rise 

to the phenomena of lightning, and probably 

aUo to terrestrial magnetism and the Aurora. 

By their vivifying action vegetables are enabled 

to draw support from inorganio matter, and 

become in their turn the support of animals and 

man* and the source of those deposita of 

dynamical efficiency which are laid up for human 

use in our coal strata. By them the waters of 

the sea are made to circulate in vapour through 

the air, and irrigate the land, producing springs 

and rivers. By them are produced all dis- 

turbances of the chemical equilibrium of the ele- 

ments of nature; which, by a series of compo* 

sitions and decompositions, originate new pro^ 

ducts and a truisfer of materials." ■

Professor Tyndall applies the new philosophy 

to illustrate and expand Hersohel's proposition. 

He reminds us that late discoveries have taught 

that winds and rivers have their definite thermal 

values; and that, in order to produce their 

motion, an equivalent amount of solar heat haa 

been consumed. While they exist as winds and 

rivers, the heat expended in producing them has 

ceased to exist as heat, bemg converted into 

mechanical motion; but when that motion is 

arrested, the heat which produced it is restored. 

A river, in descending from an elevation of 

seven thousand seven hundred and twenty feet, 

generates an amount of heat competent to 

augment its own temperature ten degrees 

Fahrenheit. This amount of heat>^«s been ab- ■
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stracted from the sun, in olrder to lift the matter 

of the liver to the elevation from which it falls. ■

As long as the river continues on the heights, 

irhether in the solid form as a glacier, or in the 

liquid form as a lake, the heat expended bj the 

sun in lifting it has dis^peared from the 

universe. It has been consumed in the act of 

lifting. Bat, at the moment when the river starts 

upon its downward course, and encounters the 

resistance of its bed, the heat expended in its 

elevation begins to be restored. ■

The mental eye can follow the emission of heat 

from its source, the sun, through the ether, as 

vibratory motion, to the ocean, where it ceases to 

be vidraiion, taking " the potoitial form" among 

ihe molecules of aqueous vapour ; and also to 

the mountain-top, where the heat absorbed in 

vaporisation is given out in condensation, while 

that expended by the sun in lifiin^ the water to 

that elevation is still unrestored. This we find 

paid back, to the last unit, by the friction along 

the river's bed; at the bottom of the cascades 

where the plunge of the torrent is suddenly 

arrested ; in the warmth of the machinery turned 

by the river; in the spark from the millstone ; 

beneath the crusher ot the miner; in the Alpine 

saw-mill ; in the milk-chum of the chdlet ; in the 

supports of the cradle rocking the mountaineer's 

baby to sleep by water-power. All these forms 

of mechanical motion are simply the parcelling 

out of an amount of caloriQc motion derived 

originallj from the sun. At each point at which ■

the mechanical motion is destroyed or dimi- 

nished, it is the sun's heat which is restored. ■

There are other motions and other energies 

whose relations are not so obvious. Trees and 

vegetables ^w upon the earth ; when burned 

they ^ve nse to heat, from which immense 

qaantities of mechanical energy are derived. 

What is the source of this energy ? ■

To answer the question, Professor Tyndall 

shows his audience (or his readers) some iron 

rust, which they can plainly see, produced by 

the falling tosether or the atoms of iron and 

oxygen, and also some transparent carbonic acid 

gas, which they cannot see, formed bv the union 

of carbon and oxygen. The atoms, thus respec- 

tively united, resemble a weight that has rallen 

from a height and is lying on the ground. But 

exactly as the weight can be wound up again 

and prepared for another IeJI, even so those 

atoms can be wound up, separated from each 

other, and enabled to repeat tne process of com- 

bination. In the building up of plants, carbonic 

acid is the material from which the carbon of 

the plant is derived, while water is the sub- 

stance from which it obtains its hjrdrogen. The 

solar beam winds up the weight; it is the agent 

which severs the atoms, setting the oxygen free, 

and allowing the carbon and the hydrogen to 

aggregate in woody fibre. It is at tne expense 

of the solar light that the chemioal decomposi- 

tion takes- pla^. Without the sun, the reduc* 

tion of the carbonio acid and water cannot be 

efiected; and, in this act, an amount of solar 

energy is consumed, exactly equivalent to the 

molecular woric done. ■

If the sun's rays fall upon a surface of sand, 

the sand is heated, and finally radiates away as 

much heat as it receives. But let the same 

beams fall upon a forest ; the quantity of heat 

then given back is less than that received, for a 

portion of the sunbeams is invested in the build- 

ing of the trees. It is not the shade alone 

which renders the forest cool; heat is absorbed 

and appropriatedi as well as intercepted by the 

leaves and branches as they grow. ■

Combustion is the reversal of this process ; 

and all the energy invested in a plant reappears 

as heat when the plant is bumea. Ignite a bit 

of cotton; it bursts into flame. Tne oxygen 

again unites with its carbon, and an amount of 

heat is given out, equal to that originally sacri- 

ficed by the sun to form the bit of cotton. So 

also as regards the " deposits of dynamical 

efficiency" laid up in our coal strata ; they are 

simply the sun's rays in a *' potential form." 

We Qig from our pits, annually, eiehty-four 

millions of tons of coal, the mechanics equiva- 

lent of which, is of almost fabulous vastness. 

The combustion of a single pound of coal in one 

minute, is equal to the work of three hundred 

horses for the same time. It would require one 

hundred and eight millions of horses, working 

day and night with unimpaired strength for a 

yearj to perform an amount of work equivalent 

to the energy which the sun of the Carboniferous 

epoch invested in one year's produce of our 

coal-pits. Dean Swift made an egregious 

blunder when he ridiculed the philosopher of 

the Plying Island who searched for the sun- 

beams hidaen in cucumbers. ■

The further we pursue this subject, the Pro- 

fessor here remarks, the more its interest and 

wonder grow upon us. He had already shown 

how a sun may oe produced by the mere exercise 

of gravitating force ; that, by the collision of 

cold dark planetary masses, the light and heat of 

our central orb, and also of the fixed stars, may 

be obtained. But here we find the physical 

powers, derived or derivable from the action of 

gravity upon dead matter, introducing them- 

selves at the root of the question of vitality. 

We find in solar light and heat, the very main- 

^ring of vegetable life. Nor can we halt at the 

vegetable world ; for the sun, mediately or im- 

mediately, is the source of all animal life. Some 

animals feed directly on plants, others feed on 

their herbivorous fellow-creatures ; but all in 

the long ran derive life and energy from the 

vegetable world; all, therefore, as Helmholtz 

has remarked, may trace their lineage to the 

sun. In the animal body, the carbon and hy* 

drogen of the vegetable are again brought into 

contact with the oxy^n from which tney had 

been divorced, and which is now supplied by the 

lungs. Reunion takes phice, and animal heat is 

the result. Save as regards intensity, there is 

no difference between the combustion that thus 

goes on within us, and that of an ordinary fire. 

The products of combustion are in both cases 

the same carbonic acid and water. ■

Looking then at the physics of the question, 

we see that the formation of a vegetable is a pro- ■
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cess of winding up, while the formation of an 

animal is a process of running down. This is 

the rhythm of nature as applied to animal and 

ve<^etaDle life. Plants are the economisers, ani- 

mals are the spendthrifts, of vital energy de- 

rived from the sun. ■

Measured by human standards, writes Dr. 

flayer, the sun is an inexhaustible source of 

physical energy. This is the continually wound- 

up spring which is the cause of all terrestrial 

activity. The vast amount of force sent by the 

earth into space in the form of wave motion 

(radiation) would soon bring its surface to the 

temperature of death. But the light of the 

sun is an incessant compensation. It is the 

sun's light, converted into heat, which sets our 

atmosphere in motion, which raises the water 

into clouds, and thus causes the rivers to flow. 

The heat developed by friction in the wheels of 

our wind and water mills, was sent from the sun 

to the earth in the form of vibratory motion. ■

Nature stores up the light which streams 

earthward from the sun — converting the most 

volatile of all powers into a rigid form, and 

thus preserving it for her purposes — by means 

of plants. The vegetable world constitutes the 

reservoir in which the fugitive solar rays are 

fixed, suitably deposited, and rendered ready for 

useful application. With this i)rooess the exist- 

ence of the human race is inseparably con- 

nected. The physical force collected by plants 

becomes the property of another class of crea- 

tures — of animals. The living animal com- 

bines combustible substances belonging to the 

vegetable world, and causes them to reunite 

with the oxygen of the atmosphere. Parallel 

to this process, runs the work aone by animals, 

which is the end and aim of animal existence. ■

The question is naturally asked. Has not the 

human will, power to create strength, energy, 

and endurance? Look at the different con- 

duct of different individuals, under difficulties, 

whether moral or physical. Look at two men 

upon a mountain-side, with equal health and 

bodily strength. The one will sink and fail; 

the other, with determined effort, scales the 

summit. Has not volition, in this case at least, 

a creative power, a faculty of calling up force out 

of nothing — that is, out of no material source ? ■

As a climber ascends a mountain, heat dis- 

appears from his body; the same statement 

applies to animals performing work. Tor every 

pound raised b^r a steam-engine, an equiva- 

lent quantity of its heat disappears ; for every 

step the climber ascends, an amount of heat, 

equivalent jointly to his own weight and the 

lieight to which it is raised, is lost to his body. 

It would appear to follow from this, that the 

body ought to grow colder in the act of climb- 

ing or working; whereas universal experience 

proves it to grow warmer. The solution of the 

seeming contradiction is found in the fact, that 

when the muscles are exerted, augmented res- 

piration and increased chemical action set in. 

The bellows which urge oxygen into the fire 

within are more briskly olown; and thus, though 

lieat actually disappears as we climb, the loss is ■

niore than compensated by the increased acti- 

vity of the chemical processes. Nevertheless, 

if our frame be heated by bodily exercise, we 

must not forget that it is at the expense of our 

stock of fuel. Physically considered, the law 

that rules the opertitions of the steam-engine 

rules the operations of the climber. The strong 

will can draw largely upon the physical energy 

furnished by the food ; out it can creaie nothing. 

The function of the will is to apply and direct, 

not to create. The proof lies in the need of rest, 

and in the prostration often felt after unusual 

effort, even when successful. ■

When we augment the temperature of the 

body by labour, a portion only of the excess of 

heat generated is applied to the performance of 

the work. Suppose a certain amount of food to 

be oxidised, or burnt, in the body of a man in a 

state of repose ; the ouantity of heat produced 

in the process is exactly that which we should 

obtain from the direct combustion of the food 

iu an ordinary fire. But, suppose the oxidation 

of the food to take place while the man is per- 

forming work ; the neat then generated in the 

body falls short of that which could be obtained 

from direct combustion. An amount of heat is 

missing, equivalent to the work done. Sup- 

posing the work to consist in the development of 

heat by friction, then the amount of heat thus 

generated outside of the man's body, would be 

exactly that which was wanting withm the body, 

to make the heat there generated equal to that 

produced by direct combustion. ■

It is easy (by means of the " mechanical equi- 

valent") to aetermine the amount of heat con- 

sumed by a mountaineer in lifting his own body to 

any elevation. The Professor — may his shadow 

uever grow less ! — when lightly clad, weighs one 

hundred and forty pounds. What is the amount 

of heat consumed, in his case, in climbing from 

the sea level to the top of Mont Blanc ? ■

The height of the mountain is fifteen thou- 

sand seven hundred and seventy-four feet ; for 

every pound of his body raised to a height of 

seven nundred and seventy-two feet, a quantity 

of heat is consumed, sufficient to raise the tem- 

perature of a pound of water one degree Palir. 

Consequently, on climbing to a height of fifteen 

thousand seven hundred and seventy-four feet, 

or about twenty and a half times seven hundred 

and seventy-two feet, he consumes an amount of 

heat sufficient to raise the temperature of one 

hundred and forty pounds of water, twenty and a 

half degrees Tahr. If, on the other hand, he 

could seat himself on the top of the mountain 

and perform a glissade down to the sea level, 

the quantity of heat generated by the descent 

would be precisely equal to that consumed in 

the ascent. ■

Measured by one's feelings, the amount of 

exertion necessary to reach the top of Mont 

Blanc is very great. Still, the energy which 

performs this leat would be derived from the 

combustion of some two ounces of carbon. In 

the case of an excellent steam-engine, about one- 

tenth of the heat employed is converted into 

work ; the remaining mne-teuths being wasted in ■
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the air, the condenser, &c. In the case of an 

active moantaineer, as mnch as one-fifth of the 

heat due to the oxidation of his food may be 

converted into vork: hence, as a working 

machine, the animal body does much more 

than the steam-engine. We see, however, that 

the engine and the animal derive, or may derive, 

these powers from the self-same source. We 

can work an engine by tlie direct combustion 

of the substances we employ as food ; and if 

our stomachs were so constituted as to digest 

coa], we should, as Helmholtz has remarked, be 

able to derive our energy from it. The ^and 

point permanent throughout all these considera- 

tions is, that nothing new is created. ■

We can make no movement which is not ac- 

counted for by the contemporaneous extinction 

of some other movement. And, howsoever com- 

plicated the motions of animals may be, whatso- 

ever may be the change which the molecules of 

our fooa undergo witnin our bodies, the whole 

energy of animal life consists in the falling of 

the atoms of carbon and hydrogen and ni- 

trogen, from the high level they occupy in 

the food, to the low level thev occupy when 

thev quit the body. But what nas enabled the 

carbon and the hydrogen to fall? What first 

raised them to the level which rendered the fall 

possible ? We have already learned that it is 

the sun. It is at his cost, that animal heat is 

produced and animal motion accomplished. Not 

only, then, is the sun chilled, that we may have 

our fires, but he is likewise chilled that we may 

have our powers of locomotion. ■

We can raise water by meclianical means 

to a high level; that water, in descending by 

its own gravity, may be made to assume a 

variety of forms, and to perform various kinds 

of mechanical work. It may be made to fall in 

cascades, rise in fountains, twirl in the most 

complicated eddies, or flow along a uniform 

b?d. It may, moreover, be employed to turn 

wheels, wield hammers, grind com, or drive 

piles. Now, there is no power created by the 

water during its descent. All the energy which 

it exhibits is merely the parcelling out and dis- 

tributing of the original energy which raised it 

up on high. ■

Thus, also, as regards the complex motions of 

a clock or a watcn ; they are entirely derived 

from the energy of the hand which winds it up. 

Thus, also, the singing of the little Swiss bird 

in the International Exhibition of 1862; the 

quivering of its artificial organs, the vibrations 

of the air which struck the ear as melody, the 

flutter of its little wings, and all other motions 

of the pretty automaton ; were simply derived 

from the force by which it was wound up. ■

The matter of our bodies is that of inorganic 

nature. There is no substance in the animal 

tissues which is not primarily derived from the 

rocks, the water, ana the air. Are the forces 

of organic matter, then, different in kind from 

those of inorganic ? All the philosophy of the 

present day tends to negative the question ; and 

to show that it is the directing and compound- 

ing, in the organic world, of forces equally be- ■

longing to the inorganic, that constitutes the 

mystery and miracle of vitality. ■

Still, though the progress and development 

of science may seem unlimited, there is a region 

apparently beyond her reach. Given the nature 

of a disturbance, in water, air, or ether, we caa 

infer, from the properties of the medium, how 

its particles will be affected. In all tliis, we deal 

with physical laws, and the mind runs idong the 

line which connects the phenomena from bc^ 

ginning to end. But, when we endeavour to pass 

by a similar process from the region of physics to 

that of thought, we meet a problem transcending 

any conceivable expansion of the powers we 

now possess. Thus, though the territory of 

science is wide, it has its limits, from which. 

we look with vacant gaze into the region be- 

yond ; and having thus exhausted physics, and. 

reached its very rim, the real mystery yet looms 

beyond us. ■

A SERPENT IN ARCADIA. ■

ToTTR honourable disclosures. Sir, awarded to 

my unveiling of a Snake ina Arena— (it was you 

as assisted me to that title of my dubious 

Cousin) — incite me to offer you a second appeal 

under circumstances which ensued to myself 

and another, after our expatriation from a lordly 

mansion, where if halcyon Peace was not always 

found (as the song says) Perquisites largely 

aorued.* ■

Shortly after that mutual demolition, made 

public in a precedent story — Me and Miss- 

Mary, like our first parents when cast afloat on. 

Egypt's desert, united our hopes and hearts. 

Prudent the scheme might not be conceded — 

but prudence is wintry comfort to loving ones 

that bleed in company — not to mention united 

parties being two in the same bark, unless op- 

posing tempests diverges them. ■

Though united — me to Miss Mary— it was 

agreed that the nuptial tie sliould be adjourned 

in promulgation. The most nourished plan may 

eventuate to grief, if secresy does not preside. 

Her Majesty, I have heard my former Lord say, 

if once a thousand times, would yield the 

brightest jewel in her possession, rather ^han 

express what she is machinating against other 

royal sovereigns which discretion precludes 

naming. Ana if those who \or\% may reig^n over 

us, can only thus make good their projections — 

what are their lowly subjects to defend them 

with, in case Curiosity leads the van P ■

There is classes. Sir, you will admit, which 

when they come down on us, finds the most 

robust nerves not too much for the task of parry- 

ing. And that Mings, he is such. Blighted 

by the thunder which had emanated from most 

of the aristocractic families in our connextion, 

and bafiied in attempts to elicit new openings, 

he was compelled to abandon his photograpni- 

caty as a medium of subsistence, and to attack ■

* See An Area Sneak, page 282, in the last 
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new channels of life. It ttbs like him to seek 

the sinews from one he had penured so deeply 

as myself and partner. But the boldness among 

them of his order, is a bottomless pit. ■

I shonld calmly nrelude. Sir, by stating, that 

when me and Miss Mary no longer, united our 

hands and hopes, discussions as to our path 

naturally rose on the horizon. Candour would 

forbid my denying that she has a sweet taste in 

the miUmers' business, as many a head-dress 

from her hands associated with names of French 

origin could testify, did her previous lady's 

wardrobe speak sincerely of former days. We 

sat on the subject ; and alive to wliat is perma- 

nent in fashions and what is momentary, "Mary," 

said I, "Bonnets is what all English females, 

actuated by the pure dictates of their sex, must 

subscribe to." Mr. Schmalz the courier, at 

whom my Lord has flung his boots one hundred 

times if once (as Mr. Clover, the butler of other 

days, will authenticate in your venerable oi^an 

of opinion if required), has mentioned that in 

foreign parts, parties wear shawls and veils, and 

sometimes go as bare as a fan and a flower, by 

way of covering for the hair of nature and art ; 

but were these to be converted into examples P 

Forbid it old English truth, and modesty and 

decoration. Sir I as I am sure you will admit, 

who never allow the language of our bom enemies 

to pollute your own fashionable and sweetly po- 

pular fictions ! ■

And thus it was agreed among us to organise 

a Bonnet Emporium in an Arcade, which, not 

being an Area Sneak, I do not publish its name. 

But the deference of the promulgation (Jf our 

nuptial tie having been decided on, analogous 

consequences ensued. It is more gentcekr to 

present bonnets on a plate, as executed by Ma- 

demoiselle Mireille than as Mrs. Wignett. Be- 

cause every heart in your native home will 

subscribe to the fact, that maiden names at- 

tracts, however attesting be the flight of Time. 

View our theatres, honoured Sir, and consider 

what is requisite there ! And excuses was co- 

gent in our peculiar case, owing to tiie course 

which our chart of operations had agreed on itself 

to take. It was of conseouence that my antece- 

dents shoidd repose in the back^und, out of de- 

ference to prosperity in our conioint undertaking. ■

Well, our Emporium was taten in the Arcade 

— ^private residence bein^ in other parts — and a 

hemous expense having been incurred in a fron- 

tispiece of plate-glass, which displayed the off- 

spring of mj partner's taste, aided by a Made- 

myseUe from Tans (of whom I regret vou will 

have further to hear). She was complimented 

by all the jealousy of the vicinity — so superior 

was the style of our articles exposed. I was 

backwards and forwards, under the guise of a 

casual person ; having entered into engagements 

with several of the Exhibition people, rainting 

gentlemen are sadly short of modek to attract ; 

and a careless poetical cultivation of beard, now 

emancipated from the thraldom of service, im- 

parted a new aspect to that of other days. So that 

m my own sphere I was not seldom m request ; 

and will say that the pictures which was ani* ■

mated by my presence attracted crowds in 

Trafalgar Square (more of which if time and 

diffidence permit at a future juncture). My 

partner, too, observed that when I was back- 

wards and forwards — mostly sitting at the 

Arcade, as a casual purchaser, and difficult to 

please-~those hours was the briskest as re- 

garded custom; sometimes to the amount of 

plenteous ladies. Shops not frequented by gen- 

tlemen are little thought of among the fair sex. ■

Judge, then, Sir, of my feelings, when— one 

day, coming backwards and forwards as usual, 

a little stiff with standing to Mr. Peeks, as 

Sappho's youngest son, on the occasion of the 

latter being struck with lightning — ^I finds, as 

bold as brass, in instillation where I should have 

been— the party, whom your bolt bursting from 

its cloud judiciously entitled a snake— my down- 

cast cousin. Mings! 1! Seedy indeed, he looked 

so much so as to be disservient to the Em- 

porium ; but no customers was present. Made- 

myselle taking her meals up-stairs. And if 

I was ever glad that those French females are 

long and greedy over their food, I was glad 

then— since Mings, I hoped, was only a passing 

call, and I was determmed to purvent ij, as 

such. But a match for a snake, what un« 

armed mortal can be P ■

" Timothy," said Mings, springing up from 

my chair, so loud that half the Arcade could 

hear it. '' This is your game^ is it P I thought 

so, when I saw Madcmysel Mireille, though sAe 

wouldn't own it. O woman ! woman !" ■

" Mings," said I, "after the ruin you hav« 

wrought, be polite if you cannot be anything 

solider. My wife and I are one." And I pulled 

up the look of a Spartan, which I had been re- 

quested to assume by Mr. Ea^r, when intent 

on his great picture of Tibenus, in his ruins, 

sitting on the domains of Carthage. ■

" Tour loi/kt" and Mings he laughed like 

the serpent as he is. " Your mfi t Come, you 

old Timothy, let us look into this. If so be you 

are married, let us know why it is yon are like the 

ostrich that conceals its crest in the burning 

strand of t^e Desert P We used to foe in one 

boat, and if so, why so no more P Is this to 

be a secret among three, or two P And by the 

way, if you have half-a-crown about you,liand 

it over. I came out without change." ■

Who could have parried thuP and yet if 

daggers could have struck an individual to his 

culpable heart, they was in my eyes, as I handed 

over the silver to Mings. He endured as callous 

as an icicle. ■

"Well," says he, "Cousin Timothy, if this it 

a secret marriage of yours, I do not see why I 

should not be best man after the fact." ■

" Mings," says I, "beware what you do, and 

consider your end. In this abode, no more 

Tancreds reside for traitors to photographioate. 

We have parted, let it be once for all!" 

And as I looked at the door, I looked at it 

expressively, recollecting what had passed 

when Mr. Bonerviile was getting up his pic- 

ture of the Bride of Lammermoor, in which 

I was accountable for the hsbo's pasture, i _ ■

Digitized bfC^OOQle ■
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But sach as him takes no hints: delicacy 

being emitted in their composition. " Timothy/* 

sajsMings, as loud as before, "photography and 

I have parked. I am now an organ of. public 

opinion — secretary to an influentious paper." ■

I shook, Sir, as I heard my Cousin's appeal ; 

knowing, by yourself, what those who rule them 

papers are equal to do, or to undo — and supposing 

from Ms impenousness, that he was connected 

somewhere. Who knew but with Punch P My 

partner and me had often in our maiden days 

talked Punch over as a salubrious influence on 

the haughty classes of this world. ■

It proveS not Punch, however, Sir. " I dare 

say, Timothy," said Mings, sticking his thumbs 

in the arm-hdefi of his waistcoat^ and crossing 

his legs for the entire afternoon, " that, reader 

though you are not, you may have heard speak 

of the Orb of Fashion. I am one of the pnnci- 

pal writers, and it proves you sadly in arrears of 

the world, that I don't see it lying about here ; 

though of course it tf a cut above the Arcade." ■

''Mings," says I,in uufeigned unacc^uaintance- 

ship — and yet who would be behindhand in 

duty to one's order, when reflections was cast 

on our neighbourhood? — "Our copy goes, in- 

stantaneous we have finished it, to Lady Maria : 

because my Ladv will read no paragrams save 

those of mv wife s marking." ■

"Timatny," was his answer, — the serpent, 

be knew as well as I did, that I had never set 

eyes on any of their Orbs : — "Timothy, if so be, 

jours is to act the part of a true relation : and 

1 am glad to make it up with you. Then if you 

have another half-crown about you, it will be 

five shillings, and such is even money." ■

Sir, weakness, when knavery assails, has been, 

alas ! too deeply mv motto, — and that ex- 

tortionists takes cruel advantage of it, the sad 

sequel shi^ disclose. Besides, I beard Made- 

mazelle coming down; and he was not that 

aspect of person one likes to be seen lending 

money to. So I had not time to weigh, and I 

said, imparting the second loan, " There, Mings, 

good day." ■

" Good day !" says Mings, " Pve not begun 

jet ! and it was only for your advantage, and not 

the Orb's, that I called to consult you on a 

matter of buisiness." ■

I see I was in for it, and felt the labyrinth 

round my neck ; and he saw I saw, and I saw 

^ saw and was alive to the labyrinth, by the 

twinkle of his eye. If a customer had come in, 

who knows what might have been diverted? 

"Madmyael," said I to our assistant, who at the 

juncture descended, " perhaps you'll go up for 

a auarter of an hour. 'Ihere are them tuberoses 

to look ta Private business predominates." ■

Madmysel Claiie did not like dismission, 

French females being curious, and Mings having 

fixed her with his glass in a manner suggestionai 

of vanity, against which no female heart is proof. ■

" Madmvsel I" says Mings, with a little laugh, 

when she nad ascended. " Come, I say, is she 

married too ? and if married, what's her name ?" ■

"Mings," said I, "jocularity may trespass 

beyond the brink. My wife's assistant— all our ■

assistants up-stairs" (the phib injured nobody), 

"are unmarried; thus leaving them more at 

liberty to indulge exclusive energies on the 

bonnets. And so, on the spot, before we are 

interrupted, about business. If you have any 

proposial to propose, propose it sincerely." ■

"Proposial! I believe you!" and the in- 

sidious laugh of the hysena was repeated. 

"What a tiling for your Emporium (Mademoiselle 

Mireille's, I should say) to be promoted in the 

Orb of Fashion ! the sole depot in the Arcade 

which can hail that proud distinction. Come, 

Timothy, since Peace it is to be, shall I open 

our columns to your interests — (Mademoiselle 

Mireill^s, I should say ?) Since Mrs. Wignett 

would not attune with the expectations of our 

aristocratic subscribers.'* ■

I own I was snared, Sir, never having seen or 

heard of the Orb of Fashion till that juncture : 

yet knowing how proud the power the Press can 

wield, as inaeed. Sir, vho elucidates like yourself? ■

"Mings," said I, "do you mean handsome 

reciprocation ; and not as before, when your im- 

pruuence drove myself and partner uom our 

anchors in a lordly home, to embark in these 

precarious seas ? Mow about my wife's Empo- 

rium and the Orbit of Fashion?" ■

"Timothy," says he, "suspicion has been too 

much your forte. Beware now ! Was we to 

talk in our Orb of Mrs. Wignett's bonnet-shop 

in the Arcade, would Lady Maria read the para- 

graphs of Madmysel Mireille's marking ?" ■

The serpent ! But I felt that his sarcasms 

(alive to the screen I had erected) bore a core 

of truth in them ; and that we were at his mercy. 

And the Orb of Fashion — who knew ? — might 

one day, in its galaxy among the fair, rival the 

Times. "Mings," laaid, "if there is talk to 

be of my wife's Emporium in the Orb of Fashion, 

what are your views ? State them in an above- 

board and graceful manner. Of course" (for I 

struggled to the last. Sir, to assert my indepen- 

dence), " the Orb will pay handsomely for in- 

formation P" ■

"Pay I" roared Mings, bursting out into such 

a cataract of derision that the vicinity was 

alarmed, and two opposites and a casual customer 

came rushing in, inquiring was some one in 

spasms; and down came Madmysel Claire, ex- 

pecting also a paroxysm. Scenes has always 

oeen my bane : and Mings, the cockatrice, knew 

it, and that I wished to cut this catastrophe 

short, so he said in my ear, " Timothy, give me 

some dinner somewhere, and we'll soon square 

matters all round, over a glass of wine." ■

I was too thankful to extricate, with a view 

to peace and customers, to have made any head 

against Mings, had he insisted on tea and supper 

no less than dinner. At the Yellow Posts, on 

that lurid and fatal day of the compract, he cost 

me fifteen shillings besides the live he had pro- 

cured out of me. On the whole, a sovereign. ■

Kor did he let we two part till it was settled 

that Mings was to be on our free list of Bonnets, 

so long as his Organ of Opinion devoted itself 

ouoe a fortnight to the interests of the Emporium, 

by awarding it a prominentia! place in the annals ■
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of establishments repaired to by fair and noble 

clients of the higher classes. Shjlock, Sir, did 

not imply a bargain more ruthless ; but I yielded: 

since to the power of the Press I have been 

always implicitly dismissive ; and thus I humbly 

trust that your electric beam will inake that in- 

sidious blighter of hopes by false expedients 

wither a second time (as at Belshazzar's Feast), be 

the glare of his prosperity ever so transcendent. ■

For some weeks, almost up to the point of a 

Quarter, the halcyon Peace presided; and the 

Orb and the Emporium moved in intimate harmo- 

niousness. Mings, he is not much of a author, and 

in Epithets of Taste, he was for ever coming 

backwards and forwards, pretending that MiUi- 

nery was alien to his horizon, and applying copi- 

ously to Madmysel Claire for exactitude in terms. 

Our assistant was more down than up-stairs ; 

just then, circumstances, which crown matrimo- 

nial life, making it expedient for my wife to re- 

frain from extraneous publicity ; and so, to dis- 

tract curiosity, it was denounced in the Arcade, 

and advertised in the Orb of Fashion, that the 

extensiveness of the Emporium, also to establish 

foreign agents, would necessiate Madmysellc 

MireiUe to repair to Paris ; Madmyselle Claire 

(and our assistants up-stairs) conducting the 

business during her departure. The advantages 

taken of this attitude of events by yonder black 

and twining serpent, would baffle a catalogue. 

It was not solely being backwards and forwards 

for epithets ; but at meal-times on every possible 

occasion. The tea and muffins he drank would 

fill a volume; and did the muffins fail to be 

fresh, Mings began to look gloomy, and state 

that the Orb of Fashion had been strictured on 

by malignant opponents, for showing indis- 

cretional favours to this Emporium. Other 

Arcades, to hear him talk, was pressing in their 

advancements on hb pen. How little could I 

dream that his Orb was verging on its last legs. 

Just then, secure as the Mariner of the Sea, wno 

lies becalmed above a couch of coral, I was con- 

centrating on Hamlet for Mr. Titiens Pink's 

great picture ; so that you, Sir, who have seen it, 

and therefore have admitted as you must, that 

here was no milk-and-water Royal Dane, such 

as foreign versions have deluded old England's 

metropmis to subscribe in, — must be equal the 

same, aware that the fire of frenzy luminatin^ 

and sparkling from my eyes, was no easy mood 

to assume for hours at a sitting, on five morn- 

ings out of six (and sometimes, to be candid, on 

Sunday afternoons), especially on the part of 

one, whose criterion of character has always 

been confessed to be amenity. ■

I say. Sir, I dreamed delusively, that the al- 

liance was sound, and the Orb and the Emporium 

flourishing like twin sisters of the soul. My 

wife, Sir, she was more early awake to the mys- 

teries veiled by the curtain of serpentine auda- 

city. But this I subscribed to the irritability 

of her predicament ; and did she protest against 

such a profusion of visitations and objection 

respecting muffins, on the part of Mings, — ^alert 

to pacify, '* Mary," I would say, " recollect how 

our joint interests, aided by them papers, is ■

flourishing, — and tlie proud position of the Em- 

porium, especially since our recent inventions.'* ■

For the Emporium had been copious and fer- 

tile. I will only name three, to each of which 

the disQuisitions in the Orb of Fashion, Mings 

declarea, had caused the palm of success to faU. 

The SWEET HAT, dcckedf with primroses and 

other artless weeds, fit for the use of the young ; 

but which was seized with such ardour, that 

there was eight middle-aged gentlewomen wear- 

ing spectacles, in the Emporium at once, mu- 

tually pushing, and using rude terms, in order 

to secure the first choice. The strong-miiojed 

VADE-MECUM, destined for those lonely tourists 

of the sex, to whom self-protection is more ap- 

posite tJian absorption by male flatteries. This, 

too, had its hour, mostly among the dissenting 

classes ; Quakers, even, who, as my wife used 

to say, must be sick of confinement to dreary 

coal-boxes. The soyal i^on-fabeil, which her 

Gracious Majesty had expressed she had never 

seen anything to compare with it. Two days 

after that sentence was promulgated in the Oro, 

the Emporium was inundated by a commission 

from Hull and other districts ; and six cases was 

despatched within the week. Madmysel Claire, 

because of the stress, included she was obliged to 

stand out for double salary ;— which being de- 

murred, she declared her plan of writing a letter 

to the Orb, also to the Society for (&uelty to 

Animals. (I have since had cause to ascertain 

that her rapacious course was prompted by that 

adder in male form.) Loth as is every generous 

heart to succumb, be the crisis ever so impendent, 

caution and my wife's prospects kicked tlie beam. 

We acceded, and Madmysel Claire received her 

ill-gotten gains. It may have been a mercy that 

the run on the royal kon-fakeil sunk into the 

sand as rapidly as it had originated. ■

What boots it P Prospects smiled ; and who 

but a snake such as he, could enter into the 

yawning volcano beneath our feet? It now 

was but a week, when my wife's departure to 

Paris (which in reality Paddington) was to 

take place, and she and Madmysel Claire had 

invariable preliminaries to operate, during this 

period of my partner's . abstinence, when our 

assistant was to take the ruling part. ■

" Timothy," said my wife, at the clpse of one 

of their committees in union. *' Flesh and blood 

can stand such no longer. The Emporium will 

crumble unless rescued; and as I know you 

are a poor chicken-hearted creature, I have 

written to him to tell him to desist. Pillaged 

I, and the child that is unborn, will not be; 

whatever their Orbs may say and do." ■

" Mary,"'*was my reply, " don't excite hyste- 

rics, which is of serious importance as you are. 

Pillagers cannot exist in the Arcade— -during 

three beadles parade it, as you are aware, tiU 

closing time." ■

"Timothy," she broke out (of late her temper 

had been more boisterous than elegant), " if you 

are a goose, out with it like a man ! And you 

are a goose or you would have defended your 

lawful wife against the pillagement of that 

speedy and ill-conditioned sponge — ^that beau- ■
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tiful coasin of yours. Unless yoa are in league, 

and this looks fearfully like it.*' ■

" If you scream, Mary,'* says I, " we sball bave 

the neighbours in, and reality will be disclosed." 

She adopted my hint, because she felt its value, 

and dropped her tone. But this was what she 

pcoceedea, so far as tears would let her, — and the 

story did look grasfjing to an amount of alarm. ■

It was the invidous acts by which that 

smooth-faced yiper, Mings, had availed himself 

of our compact with a venseance ! During the 

past three months, by hook or by crook, he bad 

extracted (the free list as presumption) Bonnets 

from the Emporium to the tune of two a week, 

in addition to all he had partaken of at our cost 

—grog not haying been touched on in the above, 

when ousiness hours was over, and we would 

assume our two cigars, and interchange on sub- 

jects of art and aristocracy. What had Mings done 

with the bonnets, which had been the victims of 

his predatory covetousness P What, indeed ? ■

" And you have writ," I faltered to my wife, 

**to Mings, enjoining future temperance P" ■

" I believe you, Timothy," said she — " and 

his feet in our tea and muffins he won't set 

again soon. Upwards of thirty pounds' worth 

of good bonnets gone, as if any of their Orbs 

merited such a plunder." And on this, though 

my partner had reduced her voice prudentially, 

Mature and Vexation triamphed. She went off on 

the spot ; and to bring her to, and to get her to 

our home, unseen, unsuspected, and the whole cir- 

cumstances undreamed-of by envious eyes, that 

is always lurking what secrets they can pick 

up, was a task to distance giant nerve. It was 

effectuated though ; but if my hair that night had 

turned white, as Cleopatra's did while wooing 

the asp, on the eve of execution, what morttd 

could nave found it improper P ■

The bolt was shot, however. Ominous silence 

pervaded all. Min^s and the Emporium were 

two : — ^aud as coincidential, I should say, that, 

during that very week, the Orb of Fashion flut- 

tered to the close of its existence, and its spirit 

took wing to some other sphere. ■

I avoided coping with the familiar haunts for 

a few days — ^because Mmgs, I knew, was equal to 

the production of any sensation, gain and revenge 

being his sole object. A riot in the Arcade would 

not have conduced to the predominance we had 

ever maintained. Then, for that week, the 

onerous duties of my separate profession — one 

hour a butterfly gay deceiver of the Court of 

Spain — ^the next a melancholy Faust brooding 

over the crucibles on his anvil — was absorbing : 

not to speak of home vicissitudes, possibly to be 

ascribea to past reserves of reality. For many 

days, ere our boy entered this mortal hemi- 

sphere, she was ailing and low; and if ever 

female was actuated by jealousy on that, or any 

similarly posthumous occasion, my wife was. 

To soothe cost me many anxious moments of 

care; — and retrospections of lighter days of 

fancy and freedom, now exiled for ever. ■

But when the hour of danger was past, since 

not a syllable had been breathed from the Em- 

porium, and as Mings, that cruellest of croco- ■

diles, had not turned up (quenched for ever was 

my hopes, by recent disruptions), I wended my 

way thither to the familiar place of dear hopes 

and recollections, one Tuesday evening. I 

thought the officials glared scornfully as I 

passed, and this was borne out by the public 

sarcasmatic expression of the vicinity. My 

heart drooped. When a storm is a-goin^ to 

descend, some parties, especially them of a deli- 

cate cast, is acquainted beforehand. ■

I reached the beloved precincts. The spells 

of decease pervaded them. The shutters was 

up. No light, no sound, no bonnets. On the 

exterior sioe was a placard, thus : ■

A CARD. — Mbs. WiaNETT's Business 
being interrupted by her Confinement, the 

lovers of Real Bonnets are directed to the Par- 

thenion of French and Female Taste, No. 17, seven 

doors lower down on the opposite side. The Par- 

thenion is conducted by Mademoiselle Claire, the 

primum mobile of Mrs. Wignett's establishment. ■

Mrs. Wignett's friends will be glad to hear that 

her recovery is proceeding most salabrioasly. ■

And so myself and partner were s^ut up a 

second time by that Mings, ■

BOUNCING BOYS. ■

What clever fellows the rising generation of 

bovs ought to be when they grow up ! What 

splendid opportunities they are having com- 

pared to those which fell in the way of the bovs 

of the last age ! The familiar playthings of the 

boys of to-day are the applications of arts and 

sciences, which the last generation scarcely 

dreamed of, and which the most thoughtful 

men of the time spent their whole lives, and 

sometimes broke their hearts, in the endeavour 

to fathom and discover. All these problems 

of science and art, then so hopelessly meshed 

and knotted, the boys of this day can unloose 

familiar as the laces of their Balmoral boots — 

I will not say garters, for in these advanced and 

elastic times such adjuncts of dress have be- 

come obsolete, even for the purposes of meta- 

phor. The Shakespeare of the futare will not 

have such simple things as garters to deal with 

when he wishes to show how easily some ac- 

complished modem can unloose the Gordian 

knot. Henceforth, Puck and his girdle will be 

a fool to the Atlantic telegraph. But as to 

these modem boys — boys who are bora, 

christened, breeched, and married, and set up 

in life all in a trice I — those boys take away my 

breath. I wonder sometimes if they can pos- 

sibly be of the same genus as the boys with 

whom I associated when I myself was a boy. 

I paid a visit lately to a gentleman in the 

country, and in going over the house to view its 

lions I was shown into a room where my host's 

boys printed a weekly newspaper ^r their own 

amtuemeni ! There were all the appliances of a 

printing-office: cases, galleys, rules, imposing 

stones, and presses; and two young gentlemen, 

whose united ages, probably, aid not amount to 

five-and-twenty, were so far familiar with their ■
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use AS to be able, unaided, to compose and print 

a weekly sheet containing news and articles of 

their own writing ! I thoaght of nty play-room 

and what it contained. I had a vision of a penny 

top, a popgun roughly made from a branch of 

alder^ree, a kite composed of a halfpenny cane 

and a sheet of brown paper, a worsted ball 

wound upon an old barrel bung, and a teetotum. ■

Again : the other evening 1 went to a party, 

and I haa scarcely entered the house when my 

host's two boys carried me off into the garden 

to take my photograph. One, quite a little 

fellow, posed me in the chair, instructed me to 

look at a certain spot, and warned me of that 

principle of the convex lens which has a ten- 

dency to enlarge feet and hands which are 

placed too much in advance of the rest of the 

body. The other boy, meanwhile, was in a dark 

room, playing with subtle chemicals, of whose 

nature and properties hb grandfather the emi- 

nent chemist had never even dreamed. In less 

than five minutes these two youngsters had used 

one of the closest secreta of nature to fix my 

image on a piece of glass. It was as easy a feat 

for them as it was for me to lift up my top, while 

spinning, in a spoon or in the hollow of my hand. ■

I had another vision: Of a party at home, 

wlien I, as a boy, the age of tliat juvenile pho- 

tographer, was considered rather a bore, and 

was only permitted to bother the guests for 

half an hour or so after dinner. It was not 

supposed that I had any entertaining powers 

whatever. The quests, in the goodness of their 

nature, would kindly endeavour to entertain 

me, by giving me an apple, and perhaps telling 

oie a pretty little storv, all in simple words of 

one syllable. After which I was carefully sent 

to bed before supper. But these modem boys : 

they bring you their newspaper to look at; 

they photograph you, they play the accompani- 

ments to your songs, they astonish your weak 

mind with the magnesium light, they sit up to 

supper, they tell you the latest news by tele- 

gram — ^in fact, ihgy entertain ^otf. When I was 

a boy, my stock of play literature conabted of 

some half-dozen sixpenny books, such as Jack 

the Giant Killer, Puss in Boots, the Historv of 

Cock Eobin, and an abridgment of the Arabian 

Nights. I remember that I kept them lodced 

up in a deal box, and was exceedingly cbanr of 

lending them, or even letting any one look at 

them. But bovs now-a-daya take in their 

monthly and weekly magazines, conespond with 

the editor, answer ridoies and rebuses, oontri* 

bute puzxles and engage in chess tournaments 

by correspondence; nav,they club subscriptions 

to Mudie's, and reaa all the new sensation 

novels as they appear. I see some square- 

capped boys, of not more than fourteen years, 

going to sdiool every morning reading their 

penny newspapers. I have no doubt whatever 

that they n»d the law and police reports under 

their desks when they ought to be learning 

their lessons. Boys and hobbedehoys used to 

be a nuisance, because they were lumpy, and 

awkward, and uninteresting ; and because they 

were too young to share in the conversation of 

grown-up people. But now-a-days, if boys are ■

voted a nuisance at all—which they will not 

tamely permit — ^it is because they are too clever 

by half, and know a great deal too mudL ■

Inwardly and outwardly the British boy has 

undergone a great change. Everything about him 

is in an advanced state. His mind is manly and 

so are his dothes. Your modem infant grows 

so fast that you never can catch him in jackets. 

When he emerges from his swaddling-clothes, 

he slips through your fin^rs, and vaults into a 

tailed coat. He casts aaide his feeding-bottle, 

and his pap-spoon, to clap a cigar or a meer- 

schaum-pipe in his mouth. ■

The modem youth forces his whiskers, as the 

modem market-gardener forces his asparagus. 

He has no pause for lay-down collars of the old 

patterns, nor for a round oap with a tassel, such 

as the boys of the Own Book used to wear. He 

is a new pattern of boy altogether. Look at 

the frontispiece of an old Treasury of Knowledge, 

and see what the British iwyiMW. There is his 

papa — also of a pattern peculiar to the period — 

seated at a tabie with a terrestrial globe, a 

retort, a jpair of compasses, and a heap of books 

at his elbow, allegorical of the entire tree of 

knowledge and the whole cirde of the sciences. 

You will observe that his papa wears a high- 

colkred coat, a very short waistcoat, and tighu]^- 

fitting trousers, which, when your paint-box is 

at hand, you acre inreaistibly tempted to colour 

yellow. Your idea of that papa is, that he has 

always been a papa, and that his whole mission 

on earth is to teach the use of the globes to 

his son with rigid paternal severity; just as 

your idea of the boy is that he was oom a boy 

like that, and for no other purpose on earth but 

to be taught the use of the globes and overawed 

by his papa. Look at that boy. His outline 

is composed of a series of curves — curves for 

his cheeks, curves for his arms, curves for his 

legs, as if his papa had constructed liim with 

the pair of compasses. He is the good old- 

fashioned sort of Doy, wlu) was fond of pudding, 

who over-ate himself when he went out vbiting, 

who robbed orchaida, who had all the oom* 

phiints of infancy in rapid succession, and never 

missed one on any account ; who canied gun- 

powder in his pocket, who was always in mis- 

chief, and who, as regarded his most honourable 

curve, seemed to be specially adapted and cut 

out for chastisement When I look at the por- 

traits of that boy of a past age, I can quite 

undentand how the sohoolmasteis of the x>eriod 

could not keep their iumds off him. The whole 

physical development of him was a standing 

mvitation to the cane. ■

If schoolmasters don't flo^ now, it is not 

because they have lost faith m the virtues of 

birch, but because the modem boy is morally 

and physically repulsive to the cane. Those 

inviting curves of his have been smoothed 

down; hk jackets have assumed tails. He 

wears gloves also, and is thus armed against 

correction at all points. Intellectually, too, 

how couhl you think of administering flagella- 

tion to a boy who writes, edits, prints, and 

publishes a newspaper, or be guilty of the out- 

rage of boxing the ears of a boy who is versed ■
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in the properties of nitrate of silver, and knows 

how to decompose the light of the sun ? ■

I repeat, that these boys, when they £^ow up, 

ought to be ¥erj clever fellows. If there are 

any new discoveries to be made, any more 

secrets to be wrested from Nature, those boys 

ought to be aUe to accomplish the work with- 

out difficulty. Thev have at their fingers' ends, 

settled and defined, all those important ele- 

mentary principles which their fathers and grand- 

fathers had to test and settle and define before 

they went any further. The fonndation has been 

laid for them ; they have but to build the super- 

structure ; and effect novelty by varying the plan. ■

I think it possible, however, that the intel- 

lectual growth of the modem boy may be a little 

too rapid, and that, like trees which grow 

quickly, his timber may be rather too soft for 

the solid purposes of life's carpentry. Diffi- 

culties are so smoothed for him, and ne is set 

out in life so well provided with all the neces- 

saries for the journey, that it may be feared he 

will have too little occasion to exert himself. Li 

the generation which is passing^ away, some of 

the most remarkable men of then: time were the 

architects of their own fortunes. The temples 

of £Eime and honour which they built for them- 

selves they built from the Tery foundationa. 

They began single-handed, with a pick and & 

spade, to dig out the stubborn ground before they 

proceeded to ky the bricks. But the sons of 

these men come to their architecture with white 

kid gloves on, and lay fancy foundation-stones 

with silver trowels. Suppose the edifice were to 

be completely destroyed, would they be fit to 

dig and carry bricks as their fathers did before 

them ? I don't say there is any lack of ener^ 

or pluck (I use the word, though I detest it) 

about the rising generation. Those qualities 

are as inherent and as well cultivated in English- 

men as ever they were ; but I do fancy that there 

is a growing disposition to exercise them more 

for ornamental than useful purposes. ■

The middle class of the present generation is 

mndi better off than the middle d^ that pre- 

ceded it. Half a century ago the parents of the 

middle class were nobodies : it was the sons who 

atruggled and made their way and raised them- 

selves. But now the important persons are the 

parents ; the sons merely inherit the silver spoon. 

They are bom with it in their mouths, and they 

go on supping their turtle soup with it as com- 

placently as if they had won it for themselves — 

more so. Tradesmen and tradesmen's sons act as 

if their business were entailed likeau earl's estate, 

as if there were a law of primogeniture for iron- 

mongeiy and tea dealing. I have now in my ^e 

half a dozen tradesmen's sons, who, as soon as 

they arrived at the supposed years of discretion, 

were immediately set up with a house, a wife, a 

horse, a plate oasket, and an account at a 

banker's. I meet them occasionally in fir&t- 

class dining-rooms, where they fare sumptuously 

every day, and cat turtle and drink champagne 

as by right. The inquiry I wish pursued 

is this : la the rising generation of tlie middle 

class, with tliis education and these habits, likely 

to sustain its substantial character and position P ■

Is there not some danger to them of the hard 

working class below, rearing an active, energetic, 

well-educated progeny, which will sooner or later 

step forward and push the present middle classes 

from their stools P ■

I will not pursue this branch of the inquiry 

further, but leave it to those who may have a 

wider experience to assist their philosophy. I 

prefer to turn to the intellectual aspects and 

influences of our modern youth. In one respect 

the boy of to-day is much better educated than 

the boy of yesterday. Schools have imjjroved 

of late years, and the system of teaching is 

generally more intelligent and rational. Parrot- 

ing from books has gone out of fashion, and 

boys are taught to understand the meaning of 

the words they utter. While Greek and Latin 

still maintain their place in the curriculum, 

more attention is paid to modem languages, 

and almost every Doy at a good commercial 

school now learns French and German. The 

use of the globes is no longer such a profound 

depth of learning as it was in the old days. 

Chemistry takes its place, and the retort of the 

frontisj^ece is warranted by reality. But with 

all the advantages of an intelligent and compre- 

hensive system of education, the modem boy is 

at a disadvantage in respect of certain other 

matters of very great importance. I refer to 

the softening and civilising influence of the 

belles lettres, the "artes," as the well-known 

Latin aphorism has it. I am afraid the modem 

boy is not sufficiently brought under this in- 

fluence. Not that he does not read enough, 

for he reads perhaps too much.; but he does not 

read the right thing. Question one of those 

very clever boys wno print newspapers and 

take photc^^phs, and you will most probably 

find that while he is well up in the periodical 

literature of the day, the magazines ana journals, 

and the novels of the hour, be has never read 

the Arabian Nights and Eobinson Crasoe. Boys, 

now-a-days, do not begin with sixpenny editions 

of Jack the Giant Xiller. They skip that 

innocent and delightful starting-pomt in litera- 

ture, and vault over many intermediate stages 

besides. I find well-educated young men of 

twenty who have never read the Waverley 

Novels, who know nothing of the glorious 

romance of Ivanhoe, save what thev have 

gathered from a parody in some so-called comic 

publication, or a burlesque at the theatres. I 

once knew a popular author, all of the present 

tune, who had never read the Vicar of Wakefield. 

Our young men also skip the poets. There was 

a time when parents and guardians had to com- 

plain that their sons and wards were Shakespeare 

mad, and wasted their time in declaiming plays ; 

there was a time, not long gone, when Byron 

and Shelley had to be hid away from impres- 

sionable youths who were too much given to 

poetry. But, now-a-days, Shakespeare and 

Byron and the rest of the English classics lie with 

dust an inch thick upon them. ■

It is not likely that I am going to run 

down the literature of the day. It is, on the 

whole, better literature of its kind than 

has ever before been produced, and we have ■
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authors and poets among us who are worthy 

to be mentioned with any who have gone 

before them. Bat we have too much fact, and 

too little fancy; too much mere Railwaj-art of 

literature, and too little respect for a work of 

Art. Every man who has learned Greek and 

Latin, and made himself acquainted with 

hcatiien mythology, is sensible — though per- 

haps he can scarcely explain how— of possess- 

ing an intellectual power derived from those 

branches of study. So, a similar power, a similar 

cultivation of the intellect and the understand- 

ing, is derived from an early acjuaintance with 

fairy tales, with romances of chivalry, and with 

those pure and simple works of fiction such as 

Goldsmith's Vicar, which have been exemplars 

to all the greatest of the modem writers. It is 

not, perhaps, a good thing to frighten children 

with ghosts ; but it is not altogether a good sign 

when children wake in the night to explain on 

scientific principles the moving shadow which 

their nurse has taken for a beneficent Fairy. Give 

children printing-presses, retorts, and chemicals, 

to play with, by all means ; but don't let them 

skiip the Arabian Nights. Let them wear out 

at feast one jacket. Let us have had experience 

of Blue Beard, when we come to have a beard 

of our own. Let us have known a talking 

wolf, through Little Red Riding Hood, as well 

as the speechless wolf in the Zoological Gardens. 

The last navigator will be none tne worse for 

having believed in Sindbad the Sailor; and I 

wager a thousand pounds to a shilling that my 

dear Pbofessob Owen has had faith in the Roc. ■

POACHING AN ELK. ■

There are few of us who like shooting and 

have not at some time of our lives "done a 

little bit of poaching." Of course I refer to 

gentlemanly poaching. I am a J.P. now, and 

of course. Justly Particular. Still I have done 

one or two things of the sort one might be had 

up for, even since I have sustained magisterial 

honours. Eor instance, one night I made one 

of a party netting partridges, using the identical 

net which had oeen taken a week before from 

a poacher who was caught in the fact, and to 

whom I gave three weeks* hard labour. But, let 

me add, fused the net on my own land, and with 

my own keepers, for I wished to settle the point 

whether a " well-bushed " -field really offered 

any impediments to netting, and found that 

it got so inextricably hampered, that the 

partridges were safe. ■

But it is not of my peccadilloes at home 

that I am about to make confession. I fear 

there is scarce a country in Europe wherein I 

liave not infringed tlie game laws ; and, if the 

hcinousness of the crime bears any direct nro- 

portion to the size of the animal unlawfully 

slain, I have been a poacher of the very utmost 

magnitude. For I have been, I confess it, an elk 

poacher, and an elk is an animal standing some 

seventeen or eighteen hands high, and weighing 

a good bit more than half a ton. ■

1 was spending the summer in Norway. It ■

was the year ('fifty-eight) of that terribly hot 

summer when the sheep died by scores in the 

parks, and became roast mutton as they lay upon 

the grass : so you may imagine what it was in 

a country where the sun was almost as hot at 

midnight as at noon. It was getting towards the 

end of July, and I was looking forward to the 

first of August with all the zest of an old grouse 

shooter. One day a young Norwegian student 

happened to put up at the same ** station" 

where I was staying. He, too, was goine to 

spend his vacation on the Pjelds, but disdain- 

ing such small fry as grouse and ptarmigan, 

soared at red-deer, reindeer, and elk. It was to 

our mutual interests. I, for instance, had a good 

stock of English powder, an unlimited supply 

of ** Bristol bird's eve," and a brace of firat-rate 

setters. He would not only be an agreeable 

companion, but would act as my interpreter. ■

A few remarks on the law relating to the 

preservation of elk are due in this place. It 

runs thus: "Any one shooting an elk before 

August 1st, or after October 31st, is liable to a 

penalty of forty dollars, half of which goes to 

the informer, and half to the poor-box of the 

district." Doubtless, in some respects, an ex- 

cellent provision, as in a wild country like 

Norway, with its boundless forests and trackless 

Fjelds,'it would be a sheer impossibility for any 

native game preserver to keep such a staff of 

employes as to render the poacher's avocation 

at all dangerous. By offering a bribe to the 

informer, the government hit on an ingenious 

and inexpensive scheme for the promotion of its 

object. But now mark the weak side! Say 

that the eatable portion of an elk weighs 

800 lbs. In the matter of food therefore, alone, 

there will be a tolerable supply of meat through 

the winter. Then there is the hide, and 

the antlers, into the bargain. On the lowest 

computation, an elk is well worth thirty dollars. 

It is easy enough, therefore, for two persons to 

conspire against an elk, and while one of them 

does the poaching, his comrade acts as informer, 

and, by recovering half the penalty, both profit by 

the transaction. ■

We had just arrived at our quarters, after 

a long and dusty journey across the Dovre 

mountains. The house at which we put up lay 

on the borders of a large lake of surpassing 

loveliness. It looked so temptingly cool that 

we determined to enjoy the luxury of a bath, 

before going in to sup upon a dish of fresh 

caught char, which was in course of preparation. 

Never was bath more refreshing ; and certainly 

never was tobacco more fragrant than when we 

laid down afterwards on the grass to be soothed 

by it. All was still; the lake as smooth as a 

looking-glass, and the sun just setting behind a 

snow-capped mountain in the distance. But 

the silence suddenly was broken by the sound of 

distant voices, and the splash of oars ; and in a 

few minutes we could plainly discern two boats 

emerging from under the dark shadow of some 

rocky hflls on the other side, apparently racing 

against each other. I pulled out my " binocular," 

and soon discovered what I should have taken ■
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to he a large bough floating on the water about 

half a mile ahead of the boats, only that it was 

moving almost as quickly as the boats were. 

But Hans soon enlightened me, and with a sprink- 

ling of genuine Norwegian ejaculations, wbich 

'nould look rather profane if translated literally, 

pronounced that the bough was an elk, and that 

the boats were in pursuit of it. ■

"Now shall we see a bit of fun; each boat 

belongs to a different farmery " (so he always 

called a farm-house), " and if one of them shoots 

the elk you will see such a race as never was ! " ■

"But why shouldn't we try and bag him, 

Hans? We have our rifles. He is coming 

straight towards us ; and I would gladly give ten 

pounds to shoot an elk. Down Carlo ! Don ! 

down sir," and we all hid ourselves behind a 

large rocL " You would give ten pounds ? 

Grood ! " I heard Hans soliloquise, but took 

no notice at the time of his remark. ■

Meanwhile, the animal was rapidly approach- 

ing, evidently unconscious of any danger in the 

front. Nearer and nearer he came, straining 

every nerve to distance his pursuers. The 

shouts and gesticulations of the men in the 

boats, each trying to outstiip the other, and the 

anxiety of the elk to reach the shore, were quite 

equalled by my intense fear lest the boats should 

get the first shot. ■

" Now look you," whispered Hans, " he is 

milking for yon point ; he will stop half a second 

to shake the water off him directly he is on land. 

That is your time ! " ■

"Good!" ■

The elk was now about a hundred yards off 

land. The leading boat was not more than a 

hondrcd and fifty jards behind; and two of the 

men in the bows were already standing up, rifle 

in hand, to let fly the moment the animal set foot 

on land. There was no time to be lost. ■

" Now look ! he can feel the bottom." ■

The next moment I sent a bullet in behind 

the shoulder at forty yards, and the huge animal 

ToUed over in the shallow water, splashing and 

struggling in the agonies of dcatii. Quick as 

thought we rushed down to the spot, and dragged 

our quarry out of the water. ■

Meanwhile, the first boat had reached tlie shore, 

and we were soon surrounded by half a dozen 

savage-looking fellows, who, to judge from the 

way m which they spat and swung their arms 

about and shouted (one of ti\em cried with 

passion), were cursing us by all the Scandinavian 

Gods. Presently the other boat came up, and 

there were now at least a dozen spectators, all 

of whom seemed to be in a furious state of excite- 

ment. This was rather alarming, and I turned 

round to speak to Hans to ask him what we had 

best do, when, to my horror, I could not see liim 

anywhere. Where had he gone ? He was close 

by me not a minute ago. ■

" Cowardly brute," I muttered, " to leave me 

among such a lot of savages," who, to judge by 

their looks, seemed ready to kill me. However, 

he was gone, that was certain, and I had only 

mvself to .rely on. Calling Don and Carlo 

close to uie, who did not at all approve of the ■

presence of so many strangers, I determined to 

take it coolly ; and, quietly lighting my pipe, 

proceeded to flay my elk. ■

Whether it was that my friends thought mo 

and the dogs dangerous, or whether my coolness 

puzzled them, I know not ; but after staring at 

me a long while, for they found it was useless 

to talk to me, and after they had ejected the 

most prodigious quantity of saliva conceivable, 

they went off in sullen silence, and rowed back 

over the lake. ■

" Good ! " I thought ; " and now they have 

gone, I dare say Hans will crawl out of his hiding- 

place." I felt convinced he had sneaked some- 

where under cover. " Hans ! Hans !" I shouted. ■

Sure enough I heard his voice some distance 

off, and in a couple of minutes he appeared, out 

of breath and in a tremendous heat. ■

"It's all right," he began. ■

" All right ! Yes I I dare say you are all ri^ht. 

But to go and leave a fellow in the lurch Tike 

that ! lou ought to be ashamed of yourself. 

Why, it's a wonder I'm not murdered and stiff." ■

*' I've only been to the Toged ' (magistrate) 

and laid an mformation a^inst you for having 

shot the elL It's all right!" replied Hans, 

smiling. ■

This was too much ! I might have looked 

over his desertion, but to go and turn informer 

was cowardice of the most unpardonable kind ! ■

Hans all the time had been laughing with 

delight ; but, seeing that I was seriously angry, 

asked me to listen to what he had to say. ■

" Go on, sir," I said, in a dignified manner. ■

" Now, my ^ood friend, dia you not see one 

of the men slmk off directly the boat came 

ashore ?" I shook my head negatively. ■

" But I did ! So that's your game, is it ? 

Two can play at that, thought I. For you see he 

was off to the Foged to lay information against 

us. Now, I can't afford to pay twenty oollars 

if you can. Besides, as I am a candidate of 

theology, I didn't want to see my name in all 

the papers as a poacher. So I ran up to tiie 

* station,' borrowed the man's pony, ana set off, 

full gallop, to the Foged's house. Before I had 

gone half way, I saw my friend running ^ong in 

the same direction as hard as he could. He did 

not recognise me till I came alongside, when, 

pulling off my hat, I shouted) * Shalllgive vour 

comphments to the Foged.' He knew me then, 

and seeing the game was up, turned back. So 

I rode on, and told the Foged how that you had 

shot an elk, and how that I was very angry 

about it, and thought it my duty to ky an in- 

formation agamst you." ■

And Hans enlightened me as to the law re- 

lating to elk which I have already mentioned, 

and of which I was then ignorant. ■

" My best Hans," said I, " I beg your pardon, 

but I really thought you were a humbug !" ■

" Of course you did. The Foged will be here 

directly, so I must play my part. Don't be 

angry if I abuse you soundly." ■

Before long, up came the said functionary, 

looking Quite as important as I do on bench 

days, Ana began to write down the deposi- ■
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tions. Hans played bis part admirably, and 

was even complimented by the worthy old 

inagistrate for his oonduct, when he gave him as 

a reward half of the forty dollars which I 

handed over. Then, havuig once secured his 

reward, with consummate anility he began to 

find extenuating circumstances for me — " that 

I was an Englishman, unconscious of the law, 

&c."— till at last wc all three became excellent 

friends, and, at a wink from Hans, 1 asked them 

both to come up to the house and sup with me. 

They accepted readily, and under the influence 

of a stiff glass of hot grog with, and a good 

London cigar, the old Foged's heart relented so 

far, that he actually offered to remit the fine. Of 

course I refused, and begged him to distribute 

it amongst the poor, only asking him not to let 

noy name figure in the paper. ■

MODERN FRENCH MARRIAGES. ■

Ebeitch laws and customs respecting mar- 

riage, although they cannot erase and obuterate 

the natural distinction of sex, confer complete 

equality and fratemitv. A Frenchwoman is 

not only a wife at bed and board, she is also a 

partner in business and a joint proprietor, with- 

out whose consultation and consent no important 

step can be taken. She knows when a bill is 

due, as well as, or better than, her husband. She 

ean consent to, or forbid, her children's mar- 

riage. She Beyer sinks her maiden name, but 

attaches it to tliat of her spouse in a form very 

littlo differing from that of commercial asso- 

ciations. Mr. White starts a concern with Mr. 

Black ; they announce their joint undertaking 

as Whttb and Black. M. White married to 

MdUe. Black, are known to the world as 

Wuitb-Black. a hyphen, or an Ain>, makes 

all the (Hfference. The same kind of fraternity 

also frequently occurs — quite as a matter of 

course, existing in the nature of thinga*-in the 

talk talked, in the books read, in the songs 

listened'to, and in the double meanings laughed 

at jointly by a Frenchman and his wife. ■

But while the laws of property and marriage 

do all they can to rivet the chains of matrimony, 

there are other influences which work in an 

opposite direction. Thus, moments of repulsion 

are sure to occur between a girl firmly grounded 

in a religion of rituab, scrupulous of small ob- 

servances, and looking no lurther, and a man 

who brieves few religious dogmas, or, if he 

admits their spirit, will not be fettered by their 

letter. But above every other cause likely to 

prove the germ of future estrangement, is the 

way in which French matches are made. ■

Many of the French themselves are far from 

being satisfied on this head, and have even the 

boldness to quote with approbation the advan- 

tages offered by the English system as far as 

happiness is concenied. Some acknowledge it 

in theory, and would, if they could, reconcile 

two opposites — interest and disinterestedness. 

As they cannot, the sacrifice required by disin- 

terestedness proves much too hard to be accom- ■

plished. Like the young man in Scripture, they 

risk their chance of heaven rather than give up 

large possessions. The amount of recent litera- 

ture relating to marriage, shows the heaving 

of the popular mind. We have The Dramas 

of Marriage, by Benjamin Gastneau; The 

Manufacture of Marriages, by Paul F6val; 

The Marriages of To-day, by rhilibert Aude- 

brand; and The Marriages of Paris, by Ed- 

mond About. Among all these matrimonial 

lucubrations, we greatly prefer M. Thevenin's 

" Marriage in the Ninteenth Century, as it is, 

and as it ought to be," which is at the same time 

serious, sensible, and pleasant. ■

French society, according to M. Th^venin» 

distinguishes two sorts of marriages ; one called 

" of reason," the other " of inclination.*' An 

excellent treatise might be written on the re- 

spectable words whicn, in every age, society has 

employed to designate, or rather to screen, the 

ugliest realities. Every day we hear swindlers 

talk of honour, fanatics of moderation, poltroons 

of courage. In the wars of nations, both sides 

fight in the name of justice, ri^ht, and humanity. 

Marriage is not exempt from tne same reproach. 

To call one sort of marriage "a marnage of 

reason," is to beg the question, close all debate^ 

and condemn marriages of any other sort. It 

is the old story of one-half of the human race 

despising the prejudices of the other half, while 

religiously adhenng to their own. What right 

have certain marriages to assume to themselves 

the sole and exclusive patronage of reason ? ■

By *' marriages of reason " is generally under- 

stood marriages concluded under the following 

conditions, varying in form according to the 

position of the contracting parties, but exactly 

the same in principle : equality of fortune, po- 

sition, and social relations. Any infraction of 

the rule is certaui ruin. ■

Marriage, for these algebrists of the human 

heart, is an equation whose terms must be on 

both sides identical. Unfortunately, the un- 

known quantity thence resulting, often upsets 

their wisest and wariest calculations. liow 

can we expect it to be otherwise, when we re- 

member the means employed to make sure of 

the equilibrium whidi is declared indispensable 

between the two belligerents ? For the parties, 

who are to become man and wife, b^in by 

making mutual war. ■

The strategy of the matrimonial campaign is 

this : — ^A young man, gettmg on for thirty, tired 

of a single life, without parents, or expecting 

soon to lose them, exercising a profession whose 

seriousness is more suited to a familv man than 

to a bachelor, or possessing a handsome com- 

petency of which a wife alone can do the honours 

— this young man desires to marty. In his 

more or less extended circle of acquaintance, 

he does not know a single girl whose outward 

charms have made much impression on him, or 

whose fortune is large enough to tempt him; 

nevertheless, he wishes to get married. He 

confides his intentions to two or three friends. 

Oh ! mon Dieu, he will not be overparticular. 

Provided the young lady belonaH» a well-con- ■
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sidered familjr, in a social position equal or 

superior to his own; provided that a similar 

Goncordance exist between their fortunes, and 

finally, if possible, that the person herself be 

not altogether repulsiTe, he wul require nothing 

more. Be she tall or short, fat or lean, fair or 

dark, well-educated or ignorant, gentle or cross- 

grained, healthy or sickly, it is all one to him. 

JBquality of fortune and position are the two 

grand items ; all the rest are accessories. ' ■

The friends, then, are on the look-out ; they 

soon discover a score of marriageable girls. The 

postulant has no other difficulty than that of 

snaking his selection. A fBte, a ball, a call, a 

dinner, a simple meeting brought about by a 

third party, bring the two enemies face to face. 

The word " enemies** is not employed by chance. ■

When two armies, or two (uplomatists, have 

met, what is their first, their only care? Of 

course, to obtain the best possible conditions at 

the expense of the adverse party. And whst 

means do they employ to accomplish that end? 

They conceal their forces and their lowest terms, 

-which they only allow to appear when all is over. 

In aU the matrimonial negotiations whence mar- 

riages of reason result, matters are conducted 

exactly as they are by diplomatists. Both of 

them, suitor and maid, paint— not, perhaps, their 

faces, although the least said about tnat the 

better ; but their looks, their words, their at- 

titude, endeavouring to adorn themselves with 

moral and physical advantages, of which closer 

intimacy will show that they are utterly devoid. ■

What does it signify ? A good opportunity 

ofers itself; no time is to l£ lost in striking 

the bargain. Nobody can live on love ana 

spring water. Monej in the funds, farms in 

Normandy, vineyards m the C6te d'Or, a notary's 

office with plentj^ of clients, are precious things 

of the very first importance. If, by-the-by, tlie 

house becomes unbearable, the fortune witli its 

little additions can be divided into two equal 

shares, and all will go on smoothly again^ ■

The young couple, then, are brought together ; 

the combat is about to begin ; for an hour or 

two, the suitor, without coming forward or com- 

promising himself, is able to scrutinise with his 

cnres the person proposed to him as his wife. If 

toe eyes are satisfied — and little caution is to 

be expected in an eye ready to be pleased — it 

is possible, amidst the confusion of a crowd, by 

means of a polka, to obtain the fiivour of a few 

minutes' t£te-a-tete. ■

AU ^es well. The young man, enamoured 

with his partner's cliarms, returns to the com- 

mon friend, and savs, ** I have no obieetion to 

conclude the matcn. But I must have two 

hundred thousand francs ; yon know that sum 

is indispensable." ■

••Yes, my dear fellow; but no one is com- 

pelled to perform impossibilities. We can give 

only a hundred and fifty thousand." ■

** Show me, then, another pearl ont of your 

stock of jewellery.'* ■

•* Easy enough. Did you remark, sitting by 

the side of your rejected fair one, a very dark- 

complexioned girl r* ■

"Yes ; and the least in the world awry." ■

•'She has two hundred and fifty thousand 

francs!" ■

"If she will accept me, the business is settled." ■

Fresh presentation, fresh dissimulation. Dur- 

ing a month, three times a week, for two hours 

at a sitting, the lover pays his respects to his 

affianced bride. On tue day when, hand in 

hand, they swear before God and man to take 

each other for husband and wife, they have been 

twenty-four hours in each other's company, and 

that in the presence of witnesses. ■

Unhappy creatures ! Tliey have not had the 

time even to think of what they are doing. For 

a month their thoughts have been occupied with 

everything excepting marriage. The young 

man has oeen meditating solely how he will 

employ the dowry ; the young lady has been 

considering the items of her "corbeille" or 

wedding presents. But if a dowry and a 

corbeille are things not to be despised, it is 

difficult to believe that they alone constitute the 

whole of marriage. And vet, that is what is 

called a marriage of reason ! ■

"All the proprieties have been observed," 

stupidly sav tneu: worldly acquaintances. '• They 

are perfectly assorted ! Ah ! they will make a 

happy couple !" ■

Wait a bit, good people. When the fimds 

have dropped, and the corbeille is worn out, yon 

will see if the proprieties, all the proprieties, 

have been observed— if the couple be so 

admirably matched. ■

Fatigued with the constraint which they had 

imposed on tJiemselves at the outset (a constraint 

observed by all polite strangers who happen to be 

thrown together by ehanoe), they feel that thej 

can no longer support the dissimulation of their 

real characters; and having no farther ap- 

pearances to keep up — ^the one for the sake of 

the dowry^ the other for the corbeille— they 

reveal their true selves with an energ^f pro- 

portionate to the difficulty they had in maintain- 

mg the compression. Then, surely, is the time, 

if ever, to invoke the reason which was so 

loudly talked of as presiding at the marriage. 

Then is the time to compliment them on their 

prudence, and their respect for propriety. What 

a delightful household, what an admirabljr- 

assorted couple, have sprung up oat of this 

marriage of reason ! ■

Monsieur, who was a little saint, a dooile 

slave, while fingering the cash, suddenly feela 

his despotic instincts struggling in bis bosom 

stronger than ever. He assumes the tone of a 

master towards the person one look from whom, 

so latelv, either overclouded or irradiated his 

forehead, and the tyrant bickers at the slightest 

outlay made by the woman for whose corbeille 

nothing was fine enough, nothing dear enough. ■

And the young wife ? Do you, by chance, 

imagine that she does not perform her part in 

this new modulation of the conjugal duet? 

She, so white, so gentle, so angelical, so smiling 

beneath her wreath of orange-fiowers, has 

become yellow, dry, waspbh, anguUr. Mounted 

on her pedestal of two hundred and fifty thou- ■
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sand francs^ she holds that she purchased, not a 

brutal despot, but a complaisant follower. 

Madame, to go to a charity-sermon, exacts the 

support of monsieur's arm» whose tendencies 

lie entirely turf-wards. At night, the one is 

attracted to a ball, while the other cannot abstain 

from his club. So that the marriage of reason 

(whose sweets have lasted about as long as 

spring-tide flowers) ends, ninety times out of 

a hundred, in a separation — not of hearts ; for 

that organ has never been consulted, and had 

never formed part of the portion on either side. 

And note well that this is a match made under 

avowable circumstances ; there are others that 

roav be stigmatised as shameful, although placed 

under the patronage of reason. Take one as 

a sample of the rest. ■

It was a young notary. The son of artisans 

in easy circumstances, he dreamt, as the summit 

of grandeur, of nothing less than an office in a 

chef-lieu d'arrondissement, a town honoured by 

tlie residence of a sous-pr6fet. Three hundred 

a year (seven or eight thousand francs), after 

twenty years' labour, was all his ambition ; and 

everything promised that he would obtain his 

object. ■

He had been in business three jrears, and half 

the cost of his place was ahready paid. (Notaries' 

"studies" are purchased, like commissions in 

the British army.) As a not ill-looking fellow, 

and esteemed in the exercise of his legal func- 

tions, he might, according to local custom, 

as|)ire to a dowry of fifty thousand francs, with 

twice as much in expectation. He was, in 

short, the man who had the best opportunities 

in the neighbourhood for making what is called 

a marria^ of reason without doing violence to 

his own inclinations. He could pick and choose 

among lot« of ffirls possessing all the qualifi- 

cations required in that class of society ; namely, 

a decent fortune, sufficient education to know 

that there is no railway between Dover and 

Calais, enough piano-playing to scratch off a 

polka, taste enough to avoid wearing a green 

Jiat with a blue dress, a knowledge of pickling 

and preserving, the capability to shear wool off 

an egff-shell, and the sense (in spite of a love of 

finery) to prefer an acre of land to a cashmere 

shawl, with the habit of attending church merely 

for decorum's sake. Li other respects, brou^h't 

up in the most complete submissiveness, purity, 

and ignorance. Assuredly, for matrimonial 

speculators, it was the beau ideal of a chance. ■

Well— would you believe it?— this smart 

little notary, who, as the saving is, had only to 

stoop to gather the fairest ftower, cast his ejes 

on a ^rl older than himself, scarcely three teet 

high, idiotic, subject to St. Yitus's dance, and 

superlatively hysterical. True, she was an only 

child ; and nobody, except the notaries of the 

neighbourhood, could state the exact figure of 

the paternal fortune. The most moderate esti- 

mate put it at fifteen hundred thousand francs. 

That was the bait. ■

After many a cautious feeler to ascertain 

whether he were likely to suit, the bold young 

notary was admitted into the fortress. The ■

father who, for form's sake, had made some 

slight resistance, decided at length to conclude 

an alliance which, at one stroke, had the double 

advantage of ridding him of a heavy burden, and 

of giving him a son-m-law capable of managing 

his numerous affairs. ■

For the consideration of five hundred thousand 

francs, in the shape of dowry, the notary, who 

sold his office, swore at the altar to ensure the 

happiness of a woman whom he could not look 

at without disgust, and so contracted a marriage 

which his fellow-townsmen qualified, not indeed 

as a marria^ of reason— the term did not ex- 

press sufficient approval — but as a marriage 

*' de haute raison," of high reason ! ■

What admirable devotion! Was it not a 

sacrifice of self to link himself for life to so 

abject a creature, and to devote his abilities and 

acauirements to the service of his opulent father- 

in-law ? True, the five hundred thousand francs 

were regarded as a sop of consolation— no ; 

not that— as the reward of his cleverness. ■

That match gave rise to heaps of envy. But 

although the story is historical, it finishes 

exactly like a tale. For events — which is a pity 

— sometimes take the liberty of occurring as 

novel-writers would make them occur. There 

was a final chastisement. After two years' 

married life, the idiotic dwarf, who gained 

strength by accidents that kill ordinary women, 

buried for good and all her hard-working and 

expectant husband, who died therefore without 

touching the fortune for which he had sold him- 

self body and soul. Providence does not seem 

to favour marriages of such excessively high 

reason. ■

Keeping to the strict sense of the words, the 

union termed a marriage of inclination would be 

one in which reason b set aside, despised, 

trodden under foot. Nay, the word "inclina- 

tion" is too timid and gentle to express the 

meaning of those who apply it to this kind of 

marriage. They would imply blind passion; 

something worse, perhaps. They will be ^eatly 

astonished at being told: "Your marriage of 

reason is an act of folly, since jou have con- 

verted it into a commercial contract. Its true 

name is a money-match. No one denies that the 

voice of reason ought to be invoked, and listened 

to, in concluding a marriage ; but reason, really 

worthy of the name, requires other conditions 

besides the equalities laid down as bases. 

Ruminate La Bruyere's skit. ' If you choose to 

conlmit a folly, and marry for a passing whim, 

you will espouse Melite, who is young, pretty, 

well-conducted, economical, ' whom you love, 

and who loves you, who has a smaller fortune 

than ^gine, whom they want vou to marry, 

and who, with a rich dower, will bring" you a 

rich disposition to spend it, and ul your 

worldly goods besides.* " ■

In fact, what will it profit me to marry a 

woman who is more or less rich, if, for many 

grave and inevitable reasons, I cannot livehappily 

with herP Far better to remain poor and 

single ; I shall at least preserve that inestimable 

treasure commonly called liberty. >^ shall not ■
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then be obb'ged, in order to regain a small 

fraction of it, to giye the lie to all my engage- 

ments, and to violate mj most sacred vows. 

Looking marriage bravely in the face, to give a 

definition of it, we need not hesitate to say that 

matrimony onght to be an improvement in the 

condition of both the parties. ■

If marriagje ought to be an amelioration, what 

are the requisites for augmenting the well-being 

of a man and a woman isolated in celibacy ? In 

the first place, the companion chosen for life, 

ought to enjoy perfect health. Men or women 

irho, from interested motives, take to themselves 

ailing or decrepid partners, commit an act which, 

if general, would entul the degradation of future 

generations. Is thai reasonable? Is it even 

natural f ■

After health, come character and disposition, 

which ^atly depend on education, habit, and 

the social medium in which the early years of 

life have been spent. It is certain that a girl 

brought up as a recluse, in the practice of almost 

monastic habits, will be ill disposed for an abrupt 

transition from her acctistomed solitude to the 

activity of a large industrial enterprise. In like 

manner, the girl who has acquired a taste for 

travelling, wiB with diflBculty yield to the exi- 

gencies of a sedentary life. There ought there- 

lore at least to be some analogy between the 

past and the future, to prevent the suddenness of 

the contrast from turning out a stumbling-stone 

for the future spouses. As to the monev ques- 

tion, no one says that it ought to be neglected ; 

but certainlv it ou^ht to vield the precedence to 

physical ana moral considerations. ■

Swedenborg has discoursed at len^h on the 

mysterious and almost invincible predestination 

of human attachments. Every soul, he asserts, 

and everybody, living and suffering in this valley 

of tears, nas a sister or a brother, to which the 

laws of physical and moral attraction are con- 

stantly tending to unite it. In proof whereof 

be cites the sudden and inexplicaole sympathy 

which breaks out, at first sight, between two 

persons who did not even suspect each other's 

existence. ■

No one will deny that, in married life, one 

ought to try to love the woman one marries. 

Well ; before our heart is opened to her, our 

eyes have been already smitten. By what P 

There's the mystery! Evidently beauty is a 

powerful stimulant of love ; but do we not daily 

behold men captivated by women whom the 

majority of their male fnends consider plain ? 

This fascination is therefore owing to some 

secret cause which we obey without knowing 

what it is— a mysterious attraction which can- 

not lead us astray, if we will only follow it. 

Inclination is the daughter of sight ; she is the 

offspring of an innate sympathy, inexplicable 

perhaps, but certainly indisputable. Ck)nse- 

qnently, the man who marries the woman who 

pleases him, is nearer to the truth than he who 

beholds his future bride only through the de- 

ceptive prism of her cash-box. ■

When a man is charmed by a woman, and 

excites in her a reciprocal feeling, there are a ■

thousand ways which the strictest morality can- 

not blame, and which prudery only would dare 

to condemn, of studying and becoming ac- 

quainted with the tamper and habits of that 

woman. If, after due mquiry, the inclination 

still subsists, it is clear tnat there is compati- 

bility of temper between them. In this respect, 

at any rate, the marriage of fools has an acfvan- 

tage over the marriage of sages. As to pecu- 

niary considerations, it is needless to mention 

them at this point of the argument. The man 

who is reasonable enough not to marry a wife 

until he has previously loved and studied her, 

will be perfectly capable of deciding a question 

in which his own personal interest is concerned 

From all which, M. Th6venin concludes that 

a marriage of reason is an act of folly which 

can only turn out well by great good luck; 

whilst a marriage of inclination is the only rea- 

sonable one, when the future couple have pru- 

dence enough to put between the birth of their 

inclination and the conclusion of their union an 

interval long enough to assure them that their 

affection is Ekely to resist time and its perfidious 

revelations. ■

SPIRITS ON THEIR LAST LEGS. ■

When rogues fall out, says the proverb, 

honest men come by their due. So, when 

tricksters begin to abuse each other, the poor 

dupes they have gulled come to their senses. ■

This is the crisis at which spiritualism has 

arrived. Mr. Home, who for a long time 

held undisputed possession of the spiritual 

field, has lately stigmatised the Davenports as 

"unmitigated humbugs," and the friends of the 

Davenports retort, through the medium of the 

Spiritual Times (price twopence weekly, adver- 

tisements two shillings a line), that Mr. Home 

is so notoriously jealous of every medium but 

himself, that he is utterly disqus^lified for pass- 

ing a judgment upon any medium whatever, or 

himself into the bargain. Mr. Home has worked 

his entertainment out ; the Brothers Davenport 

have been exposed, and denounced even by Mr. 

Home himself, and their mysteries have been left 

in the hands of a few obscure ignorant men and 

women, who find s6ance-holding more profitable^ 

more pleasant, and much easier work, than the 

shoemaking, or bonnet-building, which is their 

proper vocation. In fact, spirit-rapping has 

come down to the level of fortune-tellmg, with 

this difference, that the rappers have a weekly 

organ through which to communicate their 

names and addresses to the public; while the 

old woman with the dirty pack of cards is obliged 

to prowl about areas, or trust to her private 

and confidential connexion with the servant- 

maids. ■

A little while ago the spirits demanded half 

a sovereign at the doors ; now they are willing 

to perform first and make the collection after- 

wards, " leaving it entirely to you," and thank- 

fully receiving the smallest donations. This 

is even a degree lower^an the practice of the ■
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gentleman who gave an exhibition of rope-tying 

on Epsom Downs on the Derby Day, out who 

declined to begin until we had '* chucked in 

another fourpence to make up two bob." I am 

bound to say, however, that the performance 

was worth the money. The fellow tied and 

untied himself with as much security, ease, 

and celerity, as I ever saw exhibited by the 

Davenports. And he did it all in the sight of 

his audience, without hiding himself in a cabi- 

net, or going behind a screen. ■

The readers of this journal have heard a good 

deal about tlie spirits in their over-oroof con- 

dition at the Hanover-square and otner select 

rooms. Let me now ffive them a taste of the 

spirits, under-proof ana very much reduced, in 

dirty little parlours in HoUoway, and dingy back 

shops in the nei^libourhood of Holbom. ■

I received an mvitation to visit two celebrated 

mediums, who stood towards each other in the 

earthly relation of man and wife. I set out about 

two o'clock on a bright summer's afternoon, in 

company of a distinguished friend, for a certain 

rendezvous in the Kentish-town-road. We had 

not far to go, but the elaborate simplification of 

the numbers of the Kentish-town-road by the 

Board of Works (that body being then engaged in 

ranging the even numbers on one side of tlte way 

andthe odd numbers on the other), rendered the 

finding of the rendezvous a matter of considerable 

difficulty. The ladv at the stay -shop assured us 

that Mr. IFerguson old not lodge there; but slie 

would be most happy to guicle us to where he 

did lodge, if in her power. "What was Mr. 

PergusonP" How were we to answer? How 

were we to describe the gentleman? As a 

medium, or as a dealer in spirits? Medium 

conveyed nothing to the staymaking mind, and 

the mention of spirits suggested the j^ublic- 

house. How many unlicensed houses in the 

Kentish-town-road we called at, inquiring for 

spirits, I don't know ; but before we dis- 

covered the lodgement of Mr. Perguson (at 

a chemist's), Ve had become objects of much 

wonder and some suspicion to the road gene- 

rally. ■

At last Mr. Perguson did lodge here. We 

found him in the oiemist's back parlour, sur- 

rounded by the implements of amateur photo- 

graphy, and an odour of collodion. He was 

not the medium himself; but the medium was 

a friend of his, and he would be happy to take 

us to his house, which was in Holloway. Before 

leading the way, Mr. Ferguson took us in hand 

like so many photographic plates, and prepared 

us for receiving impressions. He and his friend 

the medium hf^ once been materialists; but cir- 

cumstances had occurred at a table one even- 

ing, which had served to convince them that 

there was more in heaven and earth than was 

dreamt of in their philosophy. Smce then, 

Mr. Ferguson had seen wonderful manifesta- 

tions from the spirit-world, and he had no 

doubt that we would see wonderful things that 

day, if we approached the subject in a candid ■

Sirit. With this exhortation we started for 

oUoway. ■

We had trusted implicitly to the topographical 

knowledge of our guide, the amateur photo- 

grapher, but we found, at Holloway, that we 

had been leaning upon a broken reed. All he 

could do was to pomt to a dead wall, and say : 

" My belief is, that if we could go through 

this wall we should come upon the house 

directlv." This was so obviously the weak- 

minded excuse of a fatuously foolish person, 

that it drew forth from us a muttered trio of 

maledictions upon our guide's head. In case ■

this should meet his eve, I will not say what ■

names vire called him; bi ' ' ■

plimentary. ■

names vire called him; but they were not corn- ■

There was nothing for it but lo make in- 

quiries, which, as our guide did not even know 

the name of the street in which the medium 

lived, was like taking an observation at sea in a 

pitch-dark night. As the medium and his wife 

are in the habit of advertising themselves every 

week in the Spiritual Times, I shall not betray 

any confidence if I mention that their name is 

Wallace. We asked for Wallace, spiritualists, at 

the police station. They were, to tlieir honour 

be it said, not known to the police. We asked 

at public-houses, and, equally to their credit, they 

were not known there. At length we were in- 

formed that Mr. Wallace lived at number fourteen 

in a certam street. We called there, and, in an- 

swer to our summons, there came to the door a 

gentleman in high-lows and corduroys, with a 

wisp of bird's-eve round his neck : no coat 

or waistcoat, and jury braces rigged with twine. 

He was wiping his mouth with the back of liis 

hand, which indicated that we had disturbed him 

at dinner. Was he Mr. Wallace? He w^as. 

Was he in the spiritual line ? But it was need- 

less to ask. mx. Wallace, of number fourteen, 

was obviously a philosopher of the peripatetic 

order, devoting himself to fish or vegetables, ac- 

cording to the season. I fancy that when Mr. 

Wallace, of number fourteen, saw four individuals 

standing on his door-step, he was seized with a 

qualm of conscience about beating his donkev, 

and had a terrible thought of the Society for 

the Prevention of Crudty to Animals. We 

were almost in despair, when, on turning into 

the next street, we espied the postman. Here 

was a chance at length— our last ttnd only 

chance. ■

*'Did he know a Mr. Wallace living there- 

abouts?" ■

"Wallace— Wallace." 

and recollecting manner. ■

We assisted the postman's mental process 

by mentioning Mr. "Wallace's profession — ^spi- 

ritualism, xne word brought the scattered 

rays of the postal intelligence into focus. ■

•'Oh yes; there was a Mr. Wallace living in 

the next street, at number forty-seven; to be 

sure, he Vita connected with religion, and re- 

ceived a great many letters." ■

I made a small bet that this was not the 

Wallace we were in search of— and lost. ■

The house was semi-detached, and the walls, 

which had been last plastered probably about 

forty years ago, were dirt-begrimed and cracked. ■

This in a thoughtful ■
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Tlie neglected pieee of ground in front should 

have been oyerrun with grass, but none grew 

there. The door stood in a gloomy little comer 

at the side, and dose by there grew a stmnge- 

looking tree, suggestive of upas and deadly 

nightsoade. ■

Mr. Ferguson, very fussy and very anxious, 

giving our mental plates another sensitive bath 

as be leads the way, ushers us into a dingy 

little parlour, the prominent articles in which 

are two round tables, one large and the other 

small, the latter with one leg and three feet. 

Mr. Fei^uson tells us amazing stories about the 

large table. How, on several occasions, it was 

by spiritual agency lifted up nearly to Uie ceil- 

ing, and how he, Mr. F., got on the top of 

it, and could not bring it to the ground. We 

were introduced to the male medium. He was 

a tall man with a bi^ bulging forehead, bushy 

eyebrows, a weak quivering mouth, and a pair 

of large watery dreamy-loo&ing eyes. He was 

dressed in a swallow-tailed black coat, and his 

general appearance indicated the jobbing shoe- 

maker who would preach in the rarks on Sun- 

day afternoon if the police would let him, and 

who, if he were not permitted to preach, would 

be sure to find some other way of giving vent to 

his egotism and his dangerous little bit of learn- 

ing. He was the kind of man who takes up with 

Voltaire and Tom Paine — ^who, under certain 

other circumstances, would be attracted by the 

purest Evangelism, by Puseyism, Mormonism, 

or any other ism — a man whose mind is as soft 

and impressionable as putty, and whose nerves 

are as weakly strung as a spider's web. Recog- 

nising a remarkably pulpy man of this type, 1 

could give him credit for oelieving anything. 1 

will candidly admit that he did not give me the 

idea of a trickster. ■

There was no sign of preparation about the 

humble little room, and I was abundantly con- 

vinced that there was no preparation. We were 

asked which table we would like to operate 

upon, the large or the small one. We were 

quite indifferent, and the choice being left to 

tne medium, he chose the small table. Six of 

us, including the medium, sat down at it in a 

circle, and placed our hands on its surface. 

Thus we sat for fully five minutes, and nothing 

came of it. The medium said he had never 

known the Bpirits ^o backward. We sat for 

another five minuteB without any result, when 

suddenly the door opened softly, and the me- 

dium's wife stole into the room. She took a 

seat on a chair near the door at some distance 

from the table. Mrs. Wallace presented a very 

striking contrast to her husband. She had a 

sharp cunning look, with a lively twinkle in her 

small dark eyes, indicating a strong sense of 

humour. At last we had a manifestation. The 

spirits did not rap and the table did not tilt, 

but the medium's hand began to wa<^gle about 

in a sort of frenzy. ** What wra that F" we asked. 

" Oh, that was a sperrit moving him." *' Could 

he see the spirit?** "Yes, he could see the 

sperrit." " And what did the spirit indicate ?" 

** The sperrit indicated that he was to write.** ■

Mr. Ferguson here brouglit forward a sheet 

of foolsc^^ and a pencil, and the medium pre- 

pared to write. But it was a hand with St. 

Vitus's dance. After much staggering about 

the paper, the hand succeeded in writing 

a few words in very irregular characters. 

The medium said he could not make out 

every word that the spirit had written, but 

the purport of the communication was, that 

ske was to come to the table. She? There 

could be no dispute about the person referred 

to; for there was only one she present. Ac- 

cordingly, Mrs. Wallace (having, as I noticed, 

previously wiped her fingers with a handker- 

chief) came to the table. Still no raps, nor 

tilts, but presently Mr. Wallace's hand in anotlier 

fit, moving backward and forward, and appa- 

rentlv sweeping crumbs into my lap. (IS.B. 

1 had just assured Mr. Wallace that T had never 

before assisted at an exhibition of spiritualism 

in this form.) *'What did the agitated hand 

mean by sweeping imaginary crumbs into my 

lap ?" It meant tnat Mrs. Wallace was to come 

and sit by me. "How did he know that?" 

" The sperrit told him so, and he knew by ex- 

perience how the sperrit indicated particular 

things." ** Oh,'* we said. Mrs. Wallace came 

and sat by me. She wiped her hands again 

before putting them on the table. Presently 

the table creaked. That was not sperrits, Mr. 

Wallace said : it was merely the creaking of the 

table, and he warned us not to be too ready to 

accept false signs. Presently a rap of another 

kind was heard. It was a duU sound like the 

rap of a knuckle on a solid -piece of wood. That 

was declared to be a sperrit. Mr. Wallace 

proceeded to address the sperrit in mild and 

persuasive accents. "Now, friend; if you are 

ready to communicate with us, you will please 

to give three raps for * yes ;' and two raps for 

* no.* Is it your wish to communicate with us ? 

Give me a hanser." The spirit understood 

Mr. Wallace's dialect, and gave him a hanser 

with one rap, then another, and at length, after 

some delay, a third. ■

While these raps were bein^ made, I noticed 

quite distinctly and visibly (without the possi- 

bility of making any mistake about the matter) 

that Mrs. Waflace was vigorously using the 

muscles of her fingers to move the table. When 

I bad seen her in this way produce several raps, 

I came to a tacit understanding with her oy 

wiping my fingers with my pocket-handkerchiet*. 

She saw me do this, and it was a masonic sign 

bv which she recognised a medium of her own 

class. By exerting the tips of my fingers on 

the surface of the table, I found I could produce 

the raps that were recognised as the communi- 

cations of snirits. I will explain at once how it 

is done, so that any one may test the matter for 

himself. By pushmg the tips of your fingers 

backward and forward you give to the table 

an imperceptible motion whicn moves the foot 

on the floor. It is this slight slip on the floor 

that sounds through the boards and produces 

the raps. There was a rapid succession of 

knocks produced by Mrs. Wallace (not by me). ■
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and then the male medium addressed the spirits 

thus : " Now, don't all knock at once, but be 

patient, and speak one at a time ; you'll all ha^e 

your turn." The spirits, thus reouked, retired 

all but one, who was very willing to answer 

questions, but unfortunately always answered 

wrong. This spirit could not be persuaded to 

give a plain straightforward answer ; but would 

go gabbling on with any number of knocks when 

he was required to give only two or three. On 

trying to bring this spirit under control, I found 

that the table slipped too readily, and that it 

was difficult to stop the raps at the required 

number. The meoium tried another modus. 

Addressing the loquacious spirit, he said, " Will 

you hanser questions by tipping the table — 

three tips for yes, and two tips for no." The 

table tipped three times, signifying that it would 

hanser the questions, i distinctly saw Mrs. 

Wallace tip the table by drawing it towards her 

with her fingers. I stopped her at will ; and I 

noticed that she could only tip the table when 

it was balanced upon two feet. When she 

wished to vary the direction in which the table 

was required to tip, she moved the table round 

either to the right or the left. The spirits 

answered readily with the tips; but oddly 

enough, they were always wrong. I never saw 

guess-work so uniformly a failure. ■

A more miserable, wretched, stupid, weak- 

minded imposture, it never has been my fate to 

see. I think Mrs. Wallace was sensible of her 

failure to impress us with the tapping, for it 

seemed in a sort of desperation that she resorted 

to the hand manifestation. While her hand 

was dancing St. Yitus's dance, she snuffled and 

soffed, and appeared to be in a fit. Some one 

making a funny remark while she was in the 

midst of this performance, she burst into a 

laugh iu spite ot herself, and St. Vitus left her 

instanter. ■

For the extraordinary scene that followed, I 

am in no way responsible. I was not privy to 

the design, and I was as much astonished and 

perplexed as the mediums themselves. One of 

the party asked a question with solemnity 

and anxiety. Mrs. Wallace, iu the usual man- 

ner, tipped the table three times, and (this 

I will grant), with my assistance, sent it spinning 

into the questioner's lap. Hereupon the gentle- 

man covered his face with his hands, sobbed, 

howled, kicked over the tables and chairs, 

seized the medium by the collar, dragged him 

to the ground, and there rolled over and over 

with him, apparently in a struggle to the death. 

All this time — and the gentleman manifested 

during full five minutes— Mr. Ferguson was ad- 

luring the spirit, by all sorts of sacred names, to 

^' come out of this man." But the spirit did not 

come out of this man until every article of furni- 

ture in the room had been upset, and until Mr. 

Ferguson's shins had been well kicked, and the 

male medium nearly strangled. What was the 

object of this manifestation I don't know, 

unless it was to add force to the verdict which ■

we unanimously passed upon the performance 

of "Mr. and Mrs. Wallace, the celebrated 

mediums," which was, that their so-called spi- 

ritualism was an impudent, barefaced imposture, 

clumsy in the last degree, and audaciously blas- 

phemous. We accompanied this finding; with 

a honorarium of two shillings a head, making in 

all sixteen shillings. Not a bad afternoon's wage 

for such work. ■

That Mrs. Wallace practised the imposture 

knowing it to be an imposture, I am cer- 

tain. 1 am not so sure about her hus- 

band. I am inclined to think that he believed 

in it to some extent; that he was in some 

measure the dupe of his wife; but that he 

was not unwilling to practise trickerjr himself 

when what he believed to be spiritual influence 

failed. ■

I made an appointment to witness a stance 

conducted by another famous medium ; but on 

arriving at tne place of meeting,! encountered 

my old friends, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace. The 

other famous medium, it was said, had reasom 

for not keeping the appointment, and had sent 

Mr. and Mrs. Wallace as substitutes, that a 

stroke of business might not be lost to the 

fraternity. This is oipmisation, I suppose. 

The second stance with the Wallaces was even 

more stupid than the first. They could do 

nothing but tilt the table, and when I asked 

(mentaJly) if Mr. Wallace was a humbug, the 

spirit tilted yes ; and again tilted yes when I 

asked if Mrs. Wallace was not the greater hum- 

bug of the two. It occurred to me to inquire 

how these people could so constantly subject 

themselves to exposure, and persist in a foolish 

exhibition which I and others there present 

had already denounced. I had a full answer to 

this when I made a motion of leaving without 

paying. Both mediums stopped in the middle 

of their conjurations, and lootced round at me 

with an unmistakable demand for money. Which 

is the root of all evil. ■
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CHAPTER XXIV. BRAVO, ANTIKOUS ! ■

The t'vpo Pulteneys stayed oat, the one to act 

as judge, the other as timekeeper; and the 

timekeeper was to give the starting signal by 

firing a pistol. ■

In the meanwhile, the eight competitors were 

raDged side by side, close under the ladies' plat- 

form, with the sleeves of their Jerseys rolled up 

above the elbows, their arms drawn close to 

their bodies, and their clenched fists pressed 

against their chests — ^all lithe and eager-looking, 

hke a pack of greyhounds. Of these, the two 

tallest and fairest were Saxon Trefalden and Sir 

Charles Burgoyne. Sir Charles was the hand- 

somer man ; but Saxon was a shade the taller, 

and something more than a shade broader across 

the shoulders. Well might Miss Hatherton 

call lum the golden-haired Antinous ; only that 

he was Antinous on a grander scale than the 

famous Antinous of t]ie Capitol — Antinous with 

herculean possibilities of strength and speed. ■

With the exception of Lord Castletowers, 

whose Jersey was of a creamy white, just the 

tint of his fitoinel trousers, the young men were 

each distinguished by the colours of tneir shirts. 

Saxon's was striped pink and white ; Burgoyne's 

light blue and white; Yaughan's mauve and 

white; and so on. ■

All was ready. The course was clear; the 

spectators silent; the competitors drawn up, 

and waiting. Suddenlj^, the timekeeper threw 

up his hand, and fired in the air. At the same 

instant, as if shot from his pistol, the eight run- 

ners sprang forward, and the race began. ■

They had no sooner started than Saxon took 

the lead, running lightly and steadil;^, with his 

head well up, and his curls dancing in the sun. 

He was obviously putting but little labour into 

his running, and yet, at the first three or four 

bounds, he had gained a good ten feet on bis 

companions. Next in order came Castletowers, 

Vaughan, and Burgoyne, almost level with each 

other; and close after them, Edward Brandon, 

whose sli|^htness of make and length of limb 

enabled him to run tolerably well for a short 

distance : but whose want of real phvsique in- 

variably knocked him up at the end of the first 

three hundred yards. Torrington, Greville, and 

Pelham Hay brought up the rear. In this order ■

they ran the first round. At the second turn, 

however, just as they neared the ladies' plat- 

form, Castletowers made a rush to the front, 

and passed Saxon by some three or four feet. 

At tne same instant, Yaughan and Burgoyne 

perceptibly increased their pace, widening the 

space between themselves and the four last at 

every stride. ■

Aid now Brandon, who had for some seconds 

begun to show symptoms of distress, came sud- 

denly to a stand-still ; and, being passed by those 

in the rear, fell, pale and panting, to the earth. ■

In the mean while, Saxon had in no wise 

quickened his pace, nor attempted to regain his 

lead; but kept on at precisely the same rate 

throughout the whole of the second round. 

Just as they were beginning the third, however, 

and at the very point where Castletowers had 

made his rush, Saxon, without any apparent 

effort, bounded ahead, and again left his friend 

some three yards behind. ■

Torrington, Greville, and Hay now dropped 

out of the ranks, one by one, and gave up the 

contest ; leaving only Saxon and Castletowers, 

Yaughan and Burgoyne, in the race. Presently 

the two latter went down, but were on their 

feet again in the twinkling of an eye, and 

flying on as before. ■

At the fourth round, Castletowers brought 

himself up abreast with Saxon. At the filth, 

Burgoyne gave in, and Yaughan flagged obvi- 

ously ; but' Castletowers again dashea forward, 

and again secured the lead. ■

A subdued murmur, that broke now and then 

into a cheer, ran round the course. Every eye 

was riveted upon the runners. Every head 

turned ad they turned, and was outstretched to 

follow them. The ladies rose on the platform, 

and watched them through their glasses. There 

wefe only three now — a white shirt, a pink 

shirt, and a mauve ; but white and pink divided 

the suffrages of the lookers-on, and nobody 

cared a straw for mauve. ■

Again the circuit was nearly completed, and 

they were approaching the stand. The next 

round would be the sixth and last. The interest 

of the moment became intense. The murmur 

swelled again, and became a shout — hats were 

waved, handkerchiefs fluttered— even Lady Cas- 

tletowers leaned forward with a glow of real ex- 

citement on her face. ■

On they came — the Earl first, in his white 

Jersey, pale as marble, breathing in short heavy ■
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asps, lips quirerinp^, brows closely knitted, ■

eeping up his lead gallantly, but keeping it by 

dint o£ slieer pluck and nwvoiis enetgy. Saxon 

next— a litlle fhisled, lut Hght of foo* and 

self-possessed as ever, as fresh apparently as 

when be first started, and capable of running 

on at the same steady rate for any number of 

miles that might be set before him. Vaughaa 

last— coming up very heavily, and fal! twenty 

yards in the rear. ■

"Good Heavens!" cried Miss Hatherton, 

half beside herself with impatience, " how can 

he let Lord Castletowers keep the lead ?" ■

" Because he cannot help it," said Olimpia, 

scornfully triumphant. She had forgotten that 

Saxon wa& her chosen knight, and all her sym- 

pathies were with the Earl. ■

" Absurd ! he has but to put out a little more 

speed and he must win. The Earl is nearly . . . 

There ! there \ did I not tell you so ? Bravo, 

Antinous !" ■

They passed the platform; and as they 

passed, Saxon looked up with an ardent smile, 

waved his hand to Olimpia, threw up his head 

like a young war-horse, bounded forward as if 

the wings were really on his feet, and passed 

the Earl as easily as a man on horseback passes 

a man on foot. Till this moment the race, 

earnest enough for the rest, had been mere 

play to him. Till this moment he had not at- 

tempted to put out his speed, or show what 

lie could do. Now he flashed past the 

astonished spectators like a meteor. His feet 

seemed scarcely to touch the turf, his body 

seemed as if borne upon the air. A great roar 

of admiration burst from the crowd ; and in the 

midst of the roar, before Lord Castletowers had 

got over a third of the distance, Saxon had 

made the sixth round, and passed the winning- 

post by several feet. ■

" Won by a hundred and eighty yards," said 

Pulteney, timekeeper. "Last round thirty- 

one seconds and a half. By Jove, Sir, though 

I've seen it myself, I can scarcely believe it r ■

Saxon laughed joyously. ■

" I could have done it almost as easily," said 

he, "if it had been up-hill all the way." ■

And what did Olimpia Colonna say to her 

chosen knight, when he received the pnze from 

her hands, only to lay it the next moment at 

her feet P Doubtless she remembered in good 

time that Saxon teas her chosen knight, and 

forgot how disloyally her sympathies ^had 

strayed from him in the race. Doubtless her 

greeting had in it somethinff poisonously sweet, 

subtle, intoxicating — to juclge, at least, by the 

light in his face, as he bowed and turned away. ■

CHAPTEB. XXXVI. ELTON HOUSE, KENSINGTON. ■

Mr. Abel Keckwitch, with William Tre- 

falden's private address in his pocket-book, felt 

much as Adrian the Fourth may have felt with 

haughty Barbarossa prostrate at his feet. He 

took it for granted that there was some dark 

secret at the bottom of his master's daily life. 

He knew quite well that a practical man like ■

William Trefalden would never take the trouble 

to surround himself with mystery unless he had 

something to hide^ and to that somethiac^ Abel 

;Ke«kwitch believed he now possessed the key. 

It never occurred to him that William Trefal- 

den might possibly object to let such loquacious 

stones as copving clerks prate of his where- 

abouts, for other than, criminal reasons. If 

sudi an idea had been suggested to him, he 

would have laughed it to scorn. So, to do him 

justice, would Mr. Kidd. Both the detective 

and the lawyer's clerk were too familiar with 

the dark side of human nature to believe for a 

moment that systematic mystery meant any- 

thing less than undiscovered crime. ■

So Abel Keckwitch took his master's address 

home with him, fairly written out in Mr. Nico- 

demus Elidd'a clear business hand, and exulted 

therein. He was in no haste to act upon the 

information folded up in that little slip of paper. 

It was not in his nature to be in haste about 

anything, least of all about so sweet a dish as 

revenge. It must be prepared slowly, tasted a 

morsel at a time, and made to last as long as 

possible. Above all, it must be carefully con- 

sidered beforehand from eveiy point of view, 

and be spoiled by no blunder at starting. So 

he oopied the address into his common-place 

book, committed it to memory, pondered over 

it, gloated over it, and fed hn imagination on 

it lOP days before he proceeded to take any 

fresh steps in the matter. ■

" ELTON HOUSE, KENSINGTON." ■

Such was the address given to him by Mr. 

Nicodemus Kidd. " EltonHouse, Kensington ;" 

not a word more^— not a word less. It was an 

address that told nothing^suggested nothing;. 

"Iflton Yilla" would have bespoken a neat, 

stuccoed anachronism inthe Gkseco-Gothic style; 

** Elton Lodge," a prim modem residence, with 

gardens, gates, and a carriage-drive; "Elton 

Cottage," an naassuminc little place, shrinking 

back from the high road, in a screen of lilacs 

and labarnums ; out ^ Elton House" repre- 

sented none of these to the mind's eye. " Elton 

House" might be ancient or modem, large or 

small, a cockney palace, or a relic of the old 

court da^. There was nothing in its name to 

assist eonjecture in any way. Thus^ again, the 

very suburb was perplexing. Of dl districts 

round about London, there is none so diverse 

in its characteristics as Kensiugton^none so 

old in part, so new in part ; so stately here, so 

squalid there ; so of the country countriGed in 

one direction, so of the town towny in another. 

Elton House might partake of any of these 

conditions for au^t toat one could gsther from 

its name. ■

In short, Mr. Abel Keckwitch turned the 

address over in his mind much as some people 

turn their letters over, stimuhiting their curi- 

osity instead of grati^ing it, and spellini^ out 

the motto on the seal, instead of breaking it. ■

At length he resolved to go over to Kensing- 

ton and reconnoitre the ground. Having come 

to this determination one Saturday afternoon ■
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Sott which day, when practicable, Mr. Trefalden 
[ismissed his clerks at five o'clock), Abel Keck- 

witch pushed forward with his work; closed 

the office precisely as St. Dunstan's clock was 

striking; and, instead of trudging, as usual, 

direct to-Fentonville, turned his f«ce westward, 

and hafled the first Hammersmith omnibus that 

came by. ■

It was a loTdy afternoon; warm, sunny, 

snmmerlike. Mr. Trefialden's head cleric knew 

that the Park trees were in all the beauty of 

their early leafage, and that the air beyond 

Gharing-Cross would be delicious ; and he was 

sorely tempted to take a seat on the roof. But ■

rdence preTailed. To risk observation would 

to hnpcril the rery end for which he was 

working; so, with a sigh, he gave up the air 

and tiie sTmshine, and took an inside place next 

the door. ■

The omnibus soon filled, and, once dosdy 

padced, rattled merrily on, till it drew wp for 

the cQstoraaiy five mmutes' rest at the White 

Hone Cellar. Then, of course, came the well- 

known newsrendor with the evening papers; 

and the tradrtionaiy old lady who has always 

been waiting for the last three-quarters of an' 

hour; and the conductor's vain appeal to the 

gallantry of gentlemen who will nof go outside 

to oblige a kdy— would prefer, in fact, to see 

a dozen ladies boiled first. ■

This interlnde played out> the omnibus rat^ 

tied on again to the comer of Sloane-street, 

where several passengers alighted; and thenee ■

Proceeded at a sober» leisurely rate along the 
Kensington-road, witb the green, broad Park 

lying au along to the right, and row after row 

of stately terraces to the left. ■

" Put me down, conductor,*' said Mr. Keck 

witch, "at the first tmming beyond Elton 

House." ■

He had weighed every word of this anparentl'y 

simple sentence, and purposely waitea till the 

omnibus was less crowded, berore delirering it. 

He knew that the Eensingtonrroad', taken ^om 

the point where Knightsbridge is supposed to 

end, up to that other point where Hammersmith 

is supposed to begin, covers a fair three miles 

of ground; and he wanted to be set down as 

near as possible to the spot of which he was in 

search. But then it was essential that he 

should not seem to be looking for Elton House, 

or going to Elton House, or inquiring about 

Elton Mouse in any way; so he worded his 

little SDcech with an ingenuity that was quite 

masterly as far as rt went. ■

"Elton House, sir?* said the conductor. 

* Don't know it. What's the name of the 

street r ■

Mr.Keckwitch took a letter from his pocket, 

and affected to look for the address. ■

•'Ah!" he replied, refolding it with a dis- 

appointed air, "that I cannot tell you. My 

directions only say, ' the first turning beyond 

Elton House.' I am a stranger to this part of 

London, myself." ■

The conductor scratched his car, looked 

puzzled, and applied to the driver. ■

" 'Arry," said he, « Know nUm House ?" ■

" Elton House?" repeated the driver. " Can't 

say I do." ■

" I iMtk I have heard the name/' observed 

a young man on the box. ■

" I'm sfirre Pre seen it sonewhere," said 

another on the roof. ■

And this was all the information to^ be had 

on the subject. ■

Mr. Keck witch's ingenious artifice had failed. 

Elton House was evidently not to be found 

without inquiry — therefore inquiry must be 

made. It was annoying, but there was no help 

for it. Just as he boa made up his mind to 

this alternative, the omnibus reached Kenaing- 

ton-gate, and the conductor put the same ques- 

tion to the toU-taker that he had put to the 

drirer. ■

** Davy— know Elton House f^ ■

The toll-taker*-^ »baggy fellow, with a fta 

cap on his head and a straw in his mout^ 

pointed with his thumb over his shooldcr, and 

replied, ■

" Somewhere down by Slade^s-lane, beyond 

the westiy." ■

On hearing which, Mr. Keckwiteh's counte- 

nance brightened, and he requested to be set 

down at Slade's-lane, wherever that might be. ■

Slade's-lane proved to be a narrow, winding, 

irregular by-street, leading out from the high 

road, and opening at the further end upon fields 

and market-ffardens. There were houses on 

only one sioe; and on the other, high walls, 

with tree-tops peeping over, and here and there 

a side-door. ■

The dwellings in l^ade's-^ftne were of di£ferent 

de^ees of smallness ; scarcely two of the same 

height; and all approached by little slips of 

front garden, more or less eultivated. There 

were lodgings to let, ctidences of humble trades, 

and children playing about the gardens and 

door-steps of most of them* Altogether, a 

more unlikely spot for William Trefalden to 

reside in could scarcely have been selected. ■

Having alighted from the omnibus at the top 

of this street, Mr. Keckwitch, after a hurried 

ghnce to left and right, chose the wall side, and 

walked yery composedly along, ttdcing rapid 

note of each door that he passed, but looking 

as stolid and unobservant as possible. ■

The side-doors were mostly painted of a dull 

green, with white numerals, and were evidently 

mere garden entrances to houses facing in an 

opposite direction. ■

All at once, just at that point where the lane 

made a sudden bend to the right and turned off 

towards the market gardens, Mr. Keckwitch 

found himself under the shadow of a wall con- 

siderably higher than the rest, and close against 

a gateway flanked by a couple of stone pillars. 

This gate occupied exactly the corner where 

the road turned, so that it olunted the angle, as 

it were, and commanded the lane in both di- 

rections. It was a wooden gate — old, pon- 

derous, and studded with iron bosses, just wide 

enough, apparently, for a carriage to drive 

through, and many feet higher than it was wide. ■
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Li it was a small wicket door. Tlie stone ■

1>illars were time -stained and battered, and 

coked as if theymi^ht have stood there since 

the days when Wilham of Oranp^e brought his 

Dutch court to Kensington. Li one of them 

was a plain brass bell-lumdle. On both were 

painted, in faded and half illegible letters, the 

words, "Elton House." ■

THE BACHELOES' STRIKE. ■

To render modem French marriages what 

they ought to be — marriages of inclination, 

instead of hard-bargained money matches* — M. 

Th6venin proposes a no less sweeping measure 

than the aoolition of the marriage-portion. ■

He allows that the importance of a dowry is 

not a matter of to-day. We know the numoer 

of camels, oxen, sheep, and servants, which 

Jacob received as Rebecca's portion. The 

dowry, therefore, is no new institution ; but its 

antique origin, according to^our author, adds 

nothing to its moral value.' No man with a 

proper sense of his own dignity, can allow it to 

reckon amongst the considerations which deter- 

mine his marrying. The male sex, who assume 

to take the lead, would sink wonderfully in the 

good opinion entertained of them by the weaker 

sex, if ladies onl^ reflected seriously on the dis- 

reputable side ot mercantile marriages. ■

Remembering the profound respect for money 

in which we are trained by societv, wluit defe- 

rence can a woman have for a husband who de- 

rives his own position and supremacy solely 

from the dowry she brings himP Wealthy 

heiresses, full of pretensions justified by uni- 

versal prdudice, are in general wantonly capri- 

cious and insupportable as wives. The wise 

man, therefore, will shout from the house-tops, 

'* Jt is shameful to sell your independence and 

dignity, to risk your happiness and honour, for 

a money payment, however handsome. Marry 

to be happy, and not to be rich. If you can 

combine nches with happiness, there is no harm 

done; it is so much the better. But never 

forget the proverb, 'A contented mind is far 

before wealth.' Put no faith in opulent couples 

who jingle their money to stifle their remorse ; 

enjoy vourself as well as you can, until it please 

Providence to send you an income; but never, 

never, bu^ it at the expense of tranquillity, hap- 

piness, dignity, and conscience. ■

" Some time ago, they pitted at the Gymnase 

a piece called ' Un beau Mariage,' * A capital 

Match,' bv Emile Augier. Try to see it or to 

read it. You will there behold the galley-slave's 

life led by an honest young fellow, whose only 

crime was believing in the generosity of a great 

lady whose richly-portion^ daughter he had 

married. At the fourth or fifth act, the much- 

despised husband has acquired, by his talent, a 

high position. The noble mother-in-law then 

runs after him, and reads her recantation. It ■

* See Modern Fbbngh Marriaoxs, page 42 of 

the present volume. ■

is a sad reality. Moral marriage should never 

be a speculation." ■

It IS wonderful that those who most stand 

up for the dowry, do not remark that it is the 

principal if not the only cause of the diminution 

of marriages. At the present day, luxury has 

made such strides, that many people— and they 

deserve no pity for their My-— prefer super- 

fluities to necessaries. Consequently, many an 

heiress, who was considered rich some years 

ago, is now despised by speculators as virtually 

portionless. The idea is perfectly logical. If 

the young lady, by her luxurious tastes, her 

expensive habits, threaten to absorb the interest 

of her portion, what benefit will the husband 

derive from the capital on which he had reckoned 

to better his position P ■

In this state of things, a wife is a burden 

instead of a helpmate. How, in fact, is it to be 

expected that a girl brought up in silk and lace 

should make a good housekeeper, a frugal com- 

panion, a profitable partner? Her coquettish 

instincts—stupidlv developed by her parents, 

who considered them a means of estaolishing 

her and relieving themselves— cause her to be- 

hold in marriage nothing more than an easy 

method of exchanging lace for feathers, and 

flowers for diamonds. Their education is bo 

null, not to say worse, that wealthy women do 

not even suspect that marriage may convert 

them into mothers of families, and that serious 

duties are incumbent on them. They only see 

an opportunity of seizing the liberty after which 

they sigh, of satisfying Uieir whims, in defiance 

of a master-slave, who is liberally paid if they 

vouchsafe him a smile, and overpaid if they 

allow him to share their extravagances. As 

matters go at present, portioned marriage is a 

luxury wnich none but opulent financiers dare 

indulge in. Many a little citizen's daughter, 

with a dowry of a hundred thousand francs, 

assumes, as a thing of course, the right of 

spending ten thousand francs a year. ■

One would say, to see the manner in which 

Paris girls are brought up now-o'-days, that 

they were all either millionnaires, or destined 

for the seraglio. " Housewife, or courtisane,'* 

said Proudhon, coarsely, "there is no possible 

medium." What are they taught in their board- 

ing-schoob P Unhappily, it is only a traditional 

pleasantry to suppose that they learn to make 

pickles and preserves. They are taught to be- 

dizen themselves, to claw the piano indeplorable 

style, to sit a horse like a monkey on a camel's 

back. They cannot even embroider, like the 

ancient chatelaines, who, during the Crusades, 

made tapestry which is now the delight of 

modem antiquaries. Por their mother's fete- 

dajr, they buy a ready-worked something, of 

which they fill in the ground. They murder 

one of Strauss's waltzes, if they can manage to 

read the notes ; but they don't know the A B C 

of the inside of a house. Puppets of parade, 

they would exhaust the sands of Paotolus in 

ruinous fancies and futile caprices; and yet 

these damsels are astonished if the men are 

anxious about the amount of theur^pwry. tM. ■
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Tli^renm declares that he bad rather turii fakir, 

and pass his whole life in contemplation, than 

espouse one of these empty, stupia, proiid, and 

pretentious women, who believe themselves 

musicians because they can get through a polka, 

distinguished because they are draped with a 

cashmere, and well-bom because they don't 

know the price of butter ! ■

Who would believe that, in this respect, the 

French ought to take example by the people 

reputed the most mercantile on the face of the 

earth ? The English, those pitiless dealers in 

Bibles, cotton, and opium ! The English, whom 

we (the French) justly regard so attached to 

material interests ; these English strip off their 

usual chaiaoter when the choice of a companion 

18 in question. A clever writer (M. Perdonnet), 

while sketchmg George Stephenson's biography, 

observes : " manj people will consider tnat he 

fell in love in a perilous, uncalculating, very 

bold, and very rash way. In fact, he was 

smitten by two bright eyes which did not 

possess a single j)enny." ■

" This is a cnme with us,'* is M. Th^venin's 

comment. *'Love, in France, as Benjamin 

Constant has said, is no more than a juxtapo- 

sition; and one of the causes of England's 

superiority over France, is that, with our neigh- 

bours, marriage is considered as a happy and 

i^reeable association destined to soften, by 

snaring them, the burdens of life. With us, 

on the contrary, it is a cash affair. Marrias^es 

of inclination are so superior to money matches, 

that it would be puerile to insist upon the point. 

Every man who has the sentiment of individu- 

ality, understands it thoroughly. A man and a 

woman united by love are millionnaires without 

knowing it; they have the strength and the 

riehes of the heart." ■

The Abb^ Bautain has written, in his Ma- 

nage du Jour, " For a man of right feeling, it 

must always be a shame and a self-reproach to 

owe his elevation and his existence to having 

caught the affections of a wealthy girl." It is 

the dowry, therefore, which is the grand stum- 

bling-stone of matrimony. Far from being the 

principal consideration, it should be held as an 

accessory, to be kept quite in the background ; 

and to l>e obliged to insist on so evident a fact, 

is the severest criticism it is possible to inflict. 

If the heart is not the first and only thing to be 

consulted in matrimony, let us have the courage 

to say so, and to call ov some name other than 

*' marriage" commercial associations regulated 

by debit and credit. That a woman possesses 

a respectable cash-box, is no reason for turning 

one's back on her; but the cash-box should 

never be admitted as an argument in her favour : 

especially as " women with portions are mostly 

spendthnfts, while portionless women are given 

to saving." ■

Touching the matrimonial dispositions conse- 

quent on this state of things, and at present 

current in the capital of France, M. Edmond 

About humorously relates what a country 

friend, whom we will call M. Vigneron, saw 

and heard during a recent visit to the metropo- ■

lis. This friend is a plain and simple family 

man, who had lived in Paris during his youth, 

but who now goes to bed with the cocks and 

hens, is fully occupied from mominff till night, 

and sleeps soundljr from night tiS morning. 

He is a great admirer of the £Eiir sex, and an 

in-door Don Quixote to redress their wrongs. 

He is indignant when he sees a good-hearted 

^irl playing wallflower at a provincial ball, and 

IS disgusted that old maids should have been left 

unmarried because they were not rich enough 

to buy husbands. Yet this philanthropist re- 

turned rejoicing in the wonderful news of the 

Bachelors' Strike. The Pansiens have resolved 

that, at no price whatever, will they contract 

matrimony with the Parisieunes ! ■

The conspiracy assumed its now formidable 

proportions at the close of a ball given by his 

chum and coUege friend, L6on 8. The evening, 

without exaggeration, had been delightful, ibr 

a ball at tlie close of the season. Vigneron 

counted more than forty really pretty women, 

married or single; and it is not yery easy to 

distinguish them, for they all wear the same 

style of dress, and talk in the same way, as 

near as may be. You have nothing but the 

diamonds to go by. But many dames in good 

society leaye their diamonds at home in the 

month of May. The young men were very 

brisk and active ; thev had not that foundered 

look which you remark in them at the finish of 

the carnival. Spring-time had freshened up 

their spirits, exactly as it was freshening the 

sap in the trees. ■

With one or two exceptions, all the guests 

remamed till morning, and their appetite ex- 

ceeded the stock of proyisions laid in by the 

ma£tre d'h6tel. The public had to be divided 

into three separate batches, while they sent out 

to wake up the nearest restaurant. Vigneron 

made one of the final series, together with his 

entertainer, L^on, and nine or ten intrepid 

dancers, who cut and came again with equal 

vigour. As for himself, his appetite is rustic, 

even when he happens to be in Paris ; whether 

he sleep, or whether he wake, it goes to bed at 

eight o'clock, and all the cannon of the Inva- 

lides would not rouse it. He remained, never- 

theless, at Leon's entreaties, being the only 

friend of his youth he now has left. He had 

seven or eight, equally intimate, when he (L6ou) 

married in 1850. Madame sent them about 

their business, one after the other; this one 

because his cravat was badly tied, another be- 

cause he was not sufficiently pious, a third be- 

cause he had married a too unpretending wife, 

and a fourth because he did not like Gounod's 

music. A Parisien chooses his friends himself; 

but his wife revises the list, striking them out 

sometimes to the very last. ■

When the third series had sweetened their 

coffee and lighted their cigars, the conversation 

grew animated, as will happen after plenty of 

champagne. Vigneron, who had taken nothing 

but a cup of tea, contributed his share by some 

profound reflections on the secret harmonies 

which connect the institiltion^^jnarriage with ■
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tUe season of apring. An immense roar of 

laughter was his revurd ; he found that be had 

imconsoiously strayed into a wasf^s'-oest of 

hardened aoa slightly-tipsy bachelors. Whmi 

a man tumbles into the water, his first moTemeixt 

is to jseize a branch. Vigneron saatfihed at 

L6os, sfi one of his own sort, calling on him to 

testify to the kutfa. ■

L^ shook his head, and satd« " My good 

old fellow, yon ha?e seen here to-night a tole* 

rable number of pretty girls P" ■

" Enormous." ■

''Not BO many as that. But thei» wepe 

seven or eight who may pass ibr baadsome, 

belonging to hononrable families, well educated 

in the best schods or convents* who are not 

deficient either in health, inteUiact, or grace, 

and yet who, in spite of those advsntagee, hvre 

been dragged through all the ball-oooma of 

Pans witt^t findhog a man to marry them !" ■

« What !" exclaimed Vigneron. " Has hu- 

man avarice made sach awful progress as that ? 

Are we faikn so low that, for want of a litUe 

cash — -*' ■

" Stop ! Tou are going to waste your breath 

on a fine bit of declamation. The vile wetal« 

is it not P Sim{de-minded man of the fields I 

It is not the vile metal which is wanting. 

They are handsomely portioned, those turtle- 

doves ! If they were not, things would work 

smoothlv of themsekes, and mj observation 

would be eommon-plaee and pomiless. But 

they have portiono, m ready cash. The poorest 

of the seven has eightjr thousand francs paid in 

at the notary's ; the ridbest has four hundred 

thousand in "obligations" on the Eailwar du 

Nord; the five others may be repKseated oy a 

sliding scale between those two figures* And 

yet no man-^I mean none of the men whom 

they could accept-^wiU have aaytbing to do with 

them or their money. An obstinate refusal ia 

offered to these tempting little personages, and 

to these dowries which would make provineial 

suitors open wide both their eyes and their 

moutL What do you think of it?" ■

" I iliink that you are making game of me, 

and that your treatment is not wliat it should 

be toward[s a friend who ought to have been in 

bed six hours ago." ■

*' Ask these gentlemen. Thej will all teU 

you, with a single voice, that mine is not the 

only house in which the «ame phenomenon i« 

manifested. Everyi^ere it is the same stoiy ; 

make a tour through the salons of Fans, and 

you will see. You country-folk, whoi you aee 

a girl with two hundred thousand francs wearbg 

the crown of St. Catharine, become distrustful, 

suspect hidden faults, and say to yourselves that 

there is somethinff underneath the surface. You 

inquire whether Uer parents have not figured 

at the assizes, whether the kdy be not epileptic, 

or have been too familiar with one of her young 

cousins. In Paris, my lad, nobody is now sur- 

prised to meet with single women of five-and- 

twenty. It is well known that they and their 

dowry have run up to seed, because the men 

will have nothing to say to them." ■

"But why not?" ■

''Ask these gentlemen! You have before 

you a whole batch of badteloN. I am married. 

If I were to plead the cause of oeliba(^, I should 

appear to grumble at my lot, and to £nd fault 

with somebody, which is far from my intentioa 

and thought." ■

A baby of eighteen, who smoked a big cigar 

while he coaxed his hopes of a moustache, 

addressed the company, and eooUy said, " Word 

of honoor, my dear monsieur, your innooenoe 

surprises me. Daddy Thibautod^, the author 

of my being, left me a hundred thouaand francs 

a year. A foung man like me^ settled on the 

pav^ of Pans, cannot do with a centime less. 

1 spend half of it on my stable; and yet I have 

onlv three race-faones, or, stric^y speaking, two 

and a half. The reat allowa me to he loved, at 

second hand, for my own sake, as amavt de 

c<»ur, by the flower of the world of crinoline. 

Yesterday I was friends with Nana, whom I 

shall leave to-morrow for Tata, unless the azure 

breeze of fancy wafts me into Zaza's lap. I shall 

not ruin mysdf, never fear I X know my arith- 

metic, and that is all I ever learnt at school I 

expect to go on quietly in that way, to the eaid* 

of my life, after the example of several vene- 

rable gentlemen who now adorn the Boulevard. 

Confess that I should be the biggest of simple- 

tons to shajre this modest income with an every- 

day prude and a heap of little Thibautod^s, who 

would not afford me the slightest amusement." ■

Poor honest Vigneron was deeply disgusted 

with this precocious mannikin, ro&en before ha 

was ripe, and was setting to work to give him 

a lesson; but his speedi wm pot down with so 

unanimous a groan, that eloquence to that e&ct 

was superfluous. When the row subsided, a 

handsome fellow of five-and-thirty took up the 

discourse, and said; ■

" Don't believe, monsieor, that stupid selfieh^ 

ncss and a taste for easy pleasures are the sole 

reaaoQi which deter us from marrving. I am 

ndlther a selfish nor an idle mui. I have worked 

for my own living all my life, uad my only 

regret is that I cannot work for a fsmilv. But 

consider my position, and tell me what you 

would do in my place* I have raised mjsel^ 

not without difficulty, to an appointment of 

twelve thousand franes a year. My income 

suffices to maintain me. If " ■

" One moment," Vigneron inteq>osed. ''Marry 

a wife who will bring you as much. That is 

the way to make comfortable eatablishmenta." ■

"In the country, perhaps; in Paris, no. 

You are not aware, monsieur, what Paris has 

become within the hut few years. A wife who 

brought me twelve thousand francs a year, 

would add more to my expenses than to my 

income. In the first place, she would expect to 

spend, herself, in dress, furniture, dinner-givin?, 

soow, the fuU interest of her capital. I should 

be well off if she abstained from trenching upon 

my own earnings. The position which I 

oceupy opens to her the doora of a certain class 

of society ; by what reason should I be able to 

persuade her not to enter it ^ She would ■
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answer, without hesitatioD, ' I married you for 

that, moQsienr, and for nothing else.' If I take 

her there, she wiil discover, as soon as she has 

crossed the thre^old, that she is not so well 

dressed as Madame So-and-6o. She will not 

perhaps insist on my giving her as many 

diamonds as she beholds sparkling on other 

ladies ; but, by way of compensation, she will 

require to be got ijn by the most fashionable 

dressmaker going. Do yon know the average 

cost of a oall to the imsband of the moat 

reasonable wife ? Tliree hundred francs ! 

Manage that with an income of two thousand 

francs per month. I say nothing about children ; 

with only one son, we should be in povertv. And 

he, poor little wretch ! What should we nave to 

leave him, except our debts? In the country, re- 

spectable people ahnost always save ; because, in 

tne country, they live for tbemsei ves. In Paris, 

honest people almost all run into debt, because 

thejr we obliged to live for others. I am not 

talking of the single man, who has the ri^ht to 

be a philosopher ; but the married man is the 

slave of a slave. He belongs to his wife, who 

belonsis to vanity." ■

" Monsieur,** said Vigneron, warmly protest- 

ing agamst so sweeping an accusation, ** there 

are sensible women to be found even in Paris." ■

The gentleman smiled politel^r* and con- 

descendingly repHed, "Yes, monsieur; I am 

acquaintea with more than one. I even believe 

that in general t^omen are more reasonable than 

men. In the first place, they are more temperate, 

and abstain from the poisons which trouble the 

brain. ¥ou will find sensible women amongst the 

common people — innoeent victims of the public- 

house; amongst the small shopkeepers, who 

hiy aside sou ov son, to meet a bill or pay their 

rent. You will find them in a higher sphere 

amongst all women of a certain age, who have 

passed five-and-ftn^, and who own it. These 

latter have received a more solid education than 

the animated dolls manufactured now ; they 

have had time for readrc^, and have acquired 

the habit of tfainkms. They dwell on a moral 

elevation, in which tiie riot of the Boulevards, 

the bottles broken at ' la Marche,' and the 

chansons of Mademoiselle Ther^se, awake no 

echo." ■

'*Ah!'* murmured Vigneron, with increasing 

interest.— "The folly which I blame only rages 

in a si>ecid medium, within a sort of ring fence, 

in which several thousand women of unequal 

rank, fortune, and beauty, are perpetually striv- 

ing to eclipse each other. This medium, in 

wHch our lot unfortunately is cast, is what is 

called, par excellence, 'the world.* The girls 

vho danced here to-night are girls of the world ; 

and marry on ^e sole condition of becoming 

women of the world. Now the obligation to 

find lodgings, carriages, dress, and ornaments 

for a woman of the world, hot iu the pxirsuit of 

worldly steeple-chases, entails at present such 

an amount of outlay that an intelligent bachelor 

^1 look twice before he incurs it." 

. "But, monsieur," pleaded Vigneron, "there 

IS no pleasure without pain. Happiness costs a ■

little dearer in Paris than it does in the pro- 

vinces; but it is consequently all the more 

highly relished." ■

At this, another speaker, a man of forty, 

went off like a rocket. "Happiness!" he 

shouted. "Of what sort of happiness are you 

speaking, if you please P I am a widower, and 

I give you my solemn promise that you won't 

catch me at that phase of happmess*^ again. I 

did not regard money in the least. My fortune 

is only too considerable, for all the good I ever 

got out of it. From all quarters I had offers of 

marriage p(»tions. I said, No. Since I have 

the means of marrying the woman who pleases 

me, I will take a poor one, and she will thank 

me for it, I therefore married a parvenue. I 

raised to my own position one of those poor 

desolate creatares who hawk about a forced 

smile, a melancholy bait at which nobody bites. 

I did bite. There was a family. I provided 

for the family." ■

"Doubtless you had yoar reward." 

"They proved to me, figures in hand, that to 

produce mademoiselle and bring her forth into 

the light of day, they had got into debt a hun- 

dred thousand francs. I paid it. I had then 

onlv to pocket my happiness, and walk away 

with it. A pretty joke I My wife, so long as 

she was not my wife, agreed with me on every 

point. The day after the wedding, she drew up 

her head as stiff as a rattlesnake. She unmasked 

a whole battery of stu^ndities, old and new, 

ready to fire at my poor common sense. She 

had a creed of her own, principles of her own, a 

confessor of her own, a literature and a phar- 

macoposa oi her own, with a whole battalion of 

female friends of her own, which never, thank 

Heaven, have been mine. My tastes are simple ; 

hers were quite the contrary. My father left 

me a name of which I am proud, and a title for 

which I do not care a straw. One belongs to 

one's epoch ; my wife belonged to hers. The 

right to call hersetf ' marquise' was too much 

for her poor weak head. She draped my coat 

of arms out of its retreat, to stick it on the 

panels of my carriage, on my plate, linen, carpets, 

furniture. I only wonder sue did not clap it on 

my back. She was^ bom Dupont in the male 

line, and Mathiea in the female. Tdce care, 

therefore, how ^u marry a ' bourgeoise' out of 

love for simphoityl iuter two years of the 

most disunited umon that ever fettered a well- 

meaning man, I was neither master nor servant 

in my own house. My wife, backed by half a 

dozen dear friends, had usurped everything. 

They gave slander-parties at my expense, at 

home and abroad. Everv Saturday, seven 

Christian mouths confessed my iniquities to a 

worthy Jesuit. Thoroughly worn out, I escaped 

by the door; and I ask you. Monsieur the 

Moralist, what you would have done in my 

place ? My wife was not a woman, but some- 

thing hollow, endowed with locomotion, warm, 

restless, and overstocked with nerves ; a foun- 

tain of tears, an orchestra of cries, a catapult of 

convulsions, a galvanic pile. And all heririends 

(I have only reckoned su^ut thev might be a ■
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dozen) were as like her as one drop of acid is 

like another. My wife is dead— Heaven be 

praised ! — but the others survive, and they have 

their imitators. The world of Paris lies before 

them ; mav my guardian angel keep me out of 

their way !" ■

Every guest applauded this tirade; whence 

Vigneron concluded that tliey all agreed with 

the orator. And though he had hitherto preached 

the holy c«Dse of matrimony, he could not help 

admitting that the Parisian bachelors had some 

little reason for their strike. M. About, how- 

ever, says: "Suitors of Paris, strike if you 

please ; but don't try to draw us into the move- 

ment ! We are country people, and contrive to 

find the wives we require, because we take the 

trouble to fashion them ourselves. I wish you 

may hit upon the same happy method." ■

But,^ wnether as a joke or a real fact, the 

Publicity newspaper of Marseilles reports that 

the matrimonial strike is gaining ground in 

France. '' Six thousand single men) from twenty 

to forty years of age, met on the common of 

Belle-de-Mai, and there, hand in hand, sworQ 

not to think of marrying until fresh orders; 

that is, until a radical change has takeu place 

in our young ladies' ways and doings. No more 

ruinous dress ; no more coquetry ; no more ex- 

pensive idleness; but a return to economical 

and homely life, to conduct becominj^ mothers 

of families and the habits of modest wives. Such 

are the terms laid down. Therefore, let the fair 

sex in France take warning ; the matter is more 

serious than they fancy," ■

Still, a few advertisements, quite recently in- 

serted, prove that the universal nation has not 

taken vows of celibacy. Samples are given, 

with true initials and address, to enable our 

readers to judge and act for themselves, entirely 

on their own responsibility. ■

Marriage. — ^A Monsieur desires to unite him- 

self to a young ladv with either small or con- 

siderable fortune. Write, Post Restante, Paris. 

V. A. S. ■

Notice to Families. — A young foreigner, a 

very suitable match, and in the receipt of an 

income of fifteen thousand francs, desires to 

marry a young lady from seventeen to twenty 

years of age, pretty, well educated, and belong- 

ing to an nonourable family. Write and send 

portrait to M. L^on Rehana, Poste Restante, 

Paris. ■

Three hundred single women or widows to 

marry, in every position of fortune.— M. Bour- 

rillon, secret mtermediary of families, 24, Rue 

de Rivoli, receives visits every Tuesday, Thurs- 

day, and Saturday, from two till five. ■

A Mr. of fifty-two years, income eight thou- 

sand francs, desires to marry suitably. X. Jan., 

Poste Restante, Paris. ■

A Monsieur of forty years, income ten thou- 

sand francs, would unite himself to a sin<?le lady 

or widow of from twenty-five to thirty-five 

years, possessing from fifty to one hundred 

thousand francs dowry. M. M., post paid, Poste 

Restante, Paris. ■

Serious Marriage. — ^A public functionary, of ■

irreproachable conduct, smgle, thirty-one years 

of age, appointments two thousand four hundred 

francs, very agreeable employment, taking little 

time, and allowing him to engage in other occu- 

pations, possessed of six thousand francs savings, 

desires to espouse a young lady of respectable 

family, with a portion, or an eligible little esta- 

blishment in Paris. Honourability is the first 

requisite. Write, pre paid, Poste Restante, to 

the initials K. R. S. ■

AMATEUR FINANCE. ■

IS THEEE FABTS. PA&T I. ■

''Is it possible to live upon a hundred and 

fifty pounds a year ?" ■

This was the question I put to myself 

one morning while occupied with my after- 

breakfast pipe. I had just sold out of the 

army, and my commission had been disposed of 

for the regulation {^rice of eighteen nundred 

pounds (for I was captain m an infantry 

regiment), plus eight hundred pounds ** above 

regulation," which my successor, being a 

w^thy man and very ambitious of promotion, 

had given me, as an inducement to leave the 

service. This was the sum total of my worldly 

riches — two thousand six hundred pounds ; but 

per contra, as the ledgers say, I owed some little 

money : the after-crop of a not very large quan- 

tity of debt seed, which I had sown with pretty 

steady perseverance, during my ten years of 

militaiT life. To make a long story short, 

when I had settled with every one, had squared 

matters with all my creditors, and had invested 

my balance both securely and at a very favourable 

rate of interest, my annual income, I found, 

would come within a few shillings of one hun- 

dred and fifty pounds. ■

Now, there are very different ways of inter- 

preting the meaning of the verb, to live. With 

some people it means the wherewith to keep a 

house over your head, feed and clothe yourself 

and family, and pay your way as you go along. 

To others, a town mansion, a country house, a 

carriage, horses, grooms, footmen, and women 

servants, are included in the actual necessaries of 

life : to say nothing of an autumnal trip to the 

Continent, fox-hunting in the winter, and parties 

every night, during the London season. I have 

known a countrv clergyman live respectably, 

bring up a large family of children, pay his way 

honestly, and put by something for a rainy day, 

on five hundred pounds a year. I have also 

known bachelors with five thousand per annum, 

who were always in pecuniary difiiculties. 

With me, ".to live," meant to have comfortable 

lodgings in London ; to be able to dine well at 

" The Rag,** whenever I was not invited out ; 

to have the wherewith to go to this or that 

friend's shooting-box in the autumn; to run over 

for two or three weeks to Paris, in the spring, 

and to Horn burg, when so inclined; to have 

money in moderation in my pocket whenever 

I wanted it; in short, not to deny myself 

anything in reason, for want of funds. Could 

this be done for a hundred and fifty pounds a ■
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year? Certainly not. My tailor's bill alone 

would absorb more than a third of that sum, and 

for ** sundries," pocket money, and dinner, I re- 

quired, without any undue extravagance, at 

least a pound a day. It was very clear, there- 

fore, that, after the fashion which men of the 

world call life, my existence would be nought 

but utter misery unless I could spend at least Ive 

hundred a year. The problem to solve, therefore, 

was, bow could my income be increased from one 

hundred and fifty to five hundred per annum ? ■

I belong to that numerous class of English 

gentlemen, who, not being brought up to any 

particular calling or profession, can do little or 

nothing towards eaniin|; even dry bread, far less 

bread and cheese. It is true, I had been for 

some ten years in the army ; but soldiering can- 

not be called a trade, or, if it be one, I certainly 

had not so learned the trade as to make it of 

any use to me in after life. To me — as to hun- 

dreds of young men — ^the service had been but 

a gentlemanlv way of passing my time. The 

rudiments of drill I knew as well as most men ; I 

could command my company on parade without 

making mistakes, even when the said company 

was acting as skirmishers at an Aldershott re- 

view, under the eyes of old Pennefather. The de- 

tails about paying, clothing, feeding, and lodging 

the men, I left to my colour sergeant ; stul, 1 

was sufficiently acquainted with the rules and 

regulations of the army, to be able to check him 

when anything went wrong. In short, I was a 

fair average regimental officer of the post-Cri- 

mean school. ■

It might have been possible for me to get a 

county police appointment, but it would have 

greatly interfered with my schemes of future 

enjoyment. ■

"Why not turn speculator ?" said my friend 

Vernon of the Guards, one night in the smoking- 

room of his club, after I had been his guest at 

dinner in that comfortable establishment, and 

had propounded my difficulties to him : " Why 

not become one of your regular City fellows, and 

turn speculator? They have always lots of 

money, and don't seem to work very hard for it. 

Their chief business — I know two or three of 

tbem^-seems to be to go into the city every 

day at about eleven o'clock with .an umbrella, 

and walk back at about four. It is not very 

hard work, and I am sure you would make 

money, as well as have plenty of time to enjoy 

yourself when you get back to the West-end." ■

"Why not turn speculator?" He might 

as well have asked me why not turn cardinal, or 

Baptist preacher, or surgical lecturer. To have 

plenty of money I was by no means loth to walk in 

the City every day with an umbrella, and remain 

there from eleven to four. But what to do when 

I got there — ^how or where to find the money, or 

in what way was I to make it P It was not 

possible — so I reasoned with mvself — ^that there 

could be, somewhere east of Temple-bar, a 

society or an individual that paid gentlemanly- 

looking men a certain large weekly salary for 

walking into the City every da^ with um- 

hieUas under their arms. Still, in some re- ■

spects, now that I thought of it, Vernon was 

right. I myself knew several individuals who I 

hud not been brought up to business, but who ! 

had now turned " speculators," or " City 

fellows ;" who had no offices of their own ; who 

walked every day to the east with umbrellas 

under their arms ; and who seemed to make a 

handsome living, or at least enough to keep 

themselves handsomely. The difficulty with 

me was, where to begin to learn, or how to dud 

out, the real nature of the business or work per- 

formed bjr a " City fellow." ■

Belonging to our club — ^the Army and Navy, 

otherwise the " Rag" before mentioned — there 

was a gentleman wno, although he was always 

called ** Captain" by the waiters, had certainly no 

chum to that title, seeing that be had been only 

twelve months in the army, and that it was more 

than twenty jears since he had sold out as a 

cornet. Smithson — ^that was his name — had, 

when a bov at school, conceived the idea that 

he would like to be a soldier, and had tormented 

every one belonging to, or connected with, his 

family, until he got his name put down for a 

commission. In those days candidates for the 

army had no examination to pass before enter- 

ing the service, or I fear Smithson would 

have had a poor chance of ever wearing a red 

coat As it was, he obtained what he wanted, 

but not until he was upwards of twenty years 

old, at which age he was gazetted to a heavy 

dragoon regiment. Coming up to London with 

his father, getting himself measured for scarlet 

coats — the heavies of those anti-tunic days wore 

tail-coats — fitted with helmet, "let in" with 

chargers, buckled with sword, put into overalls ; 

hampered with regulation spurs, and made the 

general victim of outfitters, tailors, military ac- 

coutrement-makers, and horse-dealers, was pretty 

good fun, and Smithson liked it well enough. Even 

when he went down to join his corps at 

Birmingham, and found himself master of a 

barrack-room neatly furnished by his outfitter, 

with a tall heavy dragoon servant, who called him 

" sir" every moment, wore his shirts, drank his • 

private store of brandy, and smoked his cigars, 

Smithson was far from being unhappy. To 

dine at mess, and be able to call lor wine, 

luncheon, or anything else he wanted (or 

thought he wanted), was an inmiense plea- 

sure to this young "plunger;" likewise to put 

on his undress uniform, and ride or walk 

through the streets, " showing oflF." But soon 

there came a change. The rules and regula- 

tions of the service re<}uired that Smithson 

should go through the ordinary course of ridiijg- 

school drill, and he was ordered to put 

himself under the directions of the riding- 

master : a crabbed old officer, who had risen from 

the ranks, who never dined at mess, who had 

nine children, small pay, and a wife who was the 

dread of the regimental sergeant-major himselL ■

To riding-school, then, Smithson had to go, 

and to commence his torments was ordered to 

mount, walk, and trot his horse with "stirrups 

ui)" — that is, to bump round the school without 

stirrups. A <J^y of this exercise — an hour ■
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in the morning, and one in the afternoon — was 

bad enough ; but when it came to day after day, 

week after week, and month after month of it, 

no man — at least no Smithson — could stand it. 

He first complained to his colonel that be 

could not get through the school. The 

colonel asked the riding-master, wlio declared 

that Smithson could not ride, and therefore 

ought still to be kept bumping round without 

stirrups; Smithson himself got disgusted, 

and alter a time sold out. There was nothing 

against him, except, either he could not ride, or 

that the crabbed nding-mastcr did not like to lose 

a victim. Smithson retired from the service 

under the shade of his club, and from that day 

to this has been " Captain Smithson/' ■

To Smithson I went, to ask how men made 

money by going into the City every day with 

umbrellas under their arms for a few hours P 

Though Smithson had not taken honours as a dra- 

goon, he was far from being a fool. Twenty 

years of London life had taught him a few 

things worth knowing, and therefore I thought 

that I could not do better than apply to Smith- 

son. ■

His reply showed that my confidence was not 

misplaced, " You want to make money ?" he 

said; **thcn be a director. I'll find you a 

company in which yon can obtain a seat at the 

board, and you will then merely have to go into 

the City everv day for a few hours (with an um- 

breUa), in order to become a wealthy man.** ■

"But," I objected, "I never was educated to 

business ; I know nothing about it ; I should 

most likely make a mess of the very first thing I 

put my hand to.*' ■

"lion't be an ass," was Smithson's reply. 

"Do you imagine that half the men whose 

names you see figuring in the lists of directors 

know anything about business ? Look at Sims 

— ^you remember Sims, who was in the 110th P 

Where did Sims learn anything about business, 

or business matters ? And yet he is director on 

the boards of seven companies, each of which 

give him three guineas a week — three times 

seven's twenty-one, and fif^-two times twenty- 

one make a thousand and mnety-two guineafl — 

not pounds— a year. I don't say that you can 

do as well as Sims at first ; of course you can't. 

But you will do quite as well a year or two 

hence; perhaps better. Sims is a fool; you are 

not. Sims has no moaey; you have some— 

though not much. Be guided by me, and you 

will thank me for having put you at your ease, 

as the French say, before six months are over." ■

Aeting upon Smithson's advice^ I at once 

borrowed, on the security of the mortgage in 

which what little money I had was invested, the 

sum of five hundred pounds. This amount 1 

deposited as a drawing or current account in a 

highly respectable bank, to which I had obtained 

an introduction. Having this reference behind 

me, I was, through Smithson's means, intro- 

duced to a gentleman who was trying to get up 

a direction for the "Rio Qrakde Talhook 

Silver and United Lead Mining CoMrANY 

(LmiTiD)." This gentleman was by profession a ■

solicitor without practice ; by occupation what 

is called "a promoter." He was none of your 

flash, weli-to^o, Greenwich<^ning, Cremorne- 

frequenting, establishment-in-St.-John's-Wood* 

keeping, promoters; but a poor, inoffensive, 

seedy creature, very civil, very much out at 

elbows, and apparently thankful for the smallest 

favours. When I was first introduced to him, 

he made a feeble attempt to persuade me, 

that in order to become a director of the " Rio 

Gbande Tai£ook Silveb and United Lead 

Mining Company (Liiotbd)," I would be 

obliged to pay money down, before I oould be 

quaufied. Seeing, I presume, that such an idea 

was preposterous, or at least that I oould not 

entertain it for a moment, he soon came round, 

and, after offering to qualify me for nothing, 

ended by acknowledging that if I wanted to be 

a director of the company, I could be paid for 

accepting a seat at the ooard. This I agreed 

to, and forthwith received an undertaking by 

which it was stipulated that in the event ot my 

becoming a director, and provided that the 

company proceeded to an allotment, I was to be 

given one hundred shares, on each of which five 

pounds had been paid : thus receiving a bonus of 

five hundred jK>unds for joining a direction 

which was to give me three guineas a week for 

sitting at the ooard. ■

In due time, the Rio Grande Company was 

floated, and, considering it was a mining concern, 

it took very well indeed with the poblic. The 

directors were few in number, but they were 

fairly respectable, and among them I thought 

that my own name, " Captain Ricsxbt, Army 

AND Natt Club," read very well indeed. ■

As Smithson said, my name being on one 

direction was the first step that was want- 

ing in order to make me a regular City man and 

man of business. A week wter my name was 

published as a director of the Rio Grande, I had 

a couple of dosen applications to allow myself 

to be put on the ooard of other eompanies. 

Some of these were pretty respectanle in 

their character, others the merest swindles, 

but one and all appeared most anxious to 

get directors. From those which appeared to 

be the best I selected three, and, receiving 

from each of these some five hundred pounds 

in paid-up shares, as wdl as three guineas a 

week for sitting at the board once every seven 

days, I soon b^an to find that my income had 

mi^erially increased, and that I had done wisely 

in taking Smithson's advice. I now took up my 

umbrella every roomii^ and walked to the City, 

coming baek m about iour hours with the pleas- 

ing knowledge that I was earning, in direetor's 

fees alone — to say nothing of the shares which 

had been given me — at least ten or twelve guineas 

a week, and that my income was likely to increase. 

It is true that the companies which I had joined 

were by no means first-rate ooneems^ but much 

the e(mtrary. Besides the "Rio Grande 

MiNoro," I was on the direction of the " India- 

rubber Shoeing and CABRiAe£-WBE£LCov£B- ■

ING COMl^ANT (LmiTED) ;" "ThB N0ETU-£aST ■

OP America Overland Tbappig, Passbnosb» ■
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AUD Tbabikg Cohpaitt (LncnsD) ;" and " The ■

IhBECT TlLEGBAFH TO BaJLBADOIS CoHPAKT ■

(Limited)." ■

Ail these served to give me a name in the City 

with a certain class, and before I had been tvelre 

months at the work, my basiness as a director 

had increased so mnch that I was obHged to take 

an office and hire a clerk. 8till-**altbon^h taken 

ooUectifelj the number of boards at which I had 

a seat gave me a certain amoont of respecta- 

bility with the director-seeking, joint-stock- 

company-getting-up, share-allotting, world — ^not 

one of the concerns with which I was mixed up 

could be called even a second-class affair. As 

I got richer I became more and more ambitious 

of having my name connected witli something 

that womd give me a better commercial standing 

as well as more material wealth. I no longer 

asked myself whether I could possiblv live upon 

a hundred and fifty pounds a year, for I knew 

I could spend five times that amount, and still 

put something by. My leapectability as to 

money was undoubted^ I left off frequenting 

the Rag, as being too " young** a dub for a 

man in my position. I set up a brougham, kept 

my private account at Drummond's, had serious 

thoughts oC taking a wife, and got myself dected 

m member of the Conservative Club. ■

My firiendship for Smithson had not de- 

creased, althoc^ I bad distanced him in the 

race. Smithson was a director of one or two 

of my companies, bat he did not push his luck 

with sufficient energy. If he had gone to bed 

early the night before (an event which very 

rarelv happened), and eould manage to get over 

his breaafast and cigar bv ten o'clock next 

morning, he generally found, his way on a board- 

day to the office. But for one board meeting 

that he was present at, he missed two. ■

About tms time, credit and finance com- 

panies began to attract notice in London. One 

or two of these concerns had been started, and 

others were about to come out. Talking over 

the probable gains of such undertakings, m the 

board-room of the Rio Grande Company, three 

or four of the directors agreed to start a 

finance company for themselves, and invited 

Smithson ana myself to come on the direction. 

We both consented, and in very few days we 

published to the world a scheme by which 

people had only to take shares in this concern, 

m order to become wealthy beyond the hopes of 

ordinary mortals. The name of our company 

was, the "Geitsbal Hotrsi akd Laud FmAircE 

ABD Cbedit CokpaKt (Lihitsd);" the manag- 

ing director was to be myself, the secretary was 

to be Smithson, my salai^ was to be two thou- 

sand a year, Bmithson's was to be eight hundred, 

and every director was to have a five-pound note 

each time he attended a board meeting. ■

The business which the ''Ginibal Ho>use 

Aim Lakd Fisavcs" proposed to do, was as 

follows : Our nominal capital was to be a million, 

but of this only ttro hundred and fifty thousand 

pounds were to be called up for the present. We 

nlended to invite depositors to place their 

money with us, and^ to ukluce them to do so, 1 ■

we offered them a much higher rate of interest 

than was current with the joint-stock banks. 

The money thus lent us*-say at five per cent— 

we lent out again at ten, twelve, and even a 

higher per-centage, taking the security of houses, 

lands, or any other immovable property, for our 

repayment. This alone would have left us a 

wide margm for profit, notwithstanding the 

^reat office expenses we had to pay. But we 

mtended to do better than that. We meant 

not only to lend and charge a high rate of 

interest for the money of our depositors, but to 

lend, and charge for, our acceptances, which 

was — ^in England at least— a scheme entirely 

new, and wmch could hardly fail to be profit- 

able. Thus, suppose an individual who owned 

houses and land to the amount of say ten 

thousand pounds, wanted to borrow money upon 

them. To raise a mortgage in the ordinary way, 

was a matter of time, expense, and greater or 

less publicity. He could not take the property 

in his pocket to the bank, and ask them to dis- 

count it as he would a bill; and to deposit title- 

deeds with a bankef'^when he will take them-^ 

as security for loans, injures a man's credit very 

much. The intending borrower^who seldom 

wants the accommodation for any length of 

time, but always wishes the affair to be kept 

secret-^would therefore come to us, and upon 

the security of his ten thousand pounds' worth 

of property, would ask for an advance of six 

thousand pounds for a year. We should reply 

that we could not give him the cash, but if he 

liked to draw upon us, we would accept bills 

for that amount, and not charge him more than 

tenper cent for doing so. ■

Knowing that the kites flown by a finance 

company of good credit could be discounted 

at any bank at the current rates of the day, 

the borrower invariably accepted our offer. 

We were made quite safe, by the title-deeds 

which were left with us ; and he was content 

with getting his money, although he had to 

pay a somewhat higher rate of interest for 

the use of it. On the other hand, the finance 

company got a good rate of interest for merely 

puttmg its name to biUs, which were quite 

secure ttom having the title-deeds ofpro- 

perty, with a very lar^ margin, in hand. When 

transactions of this kind came to be multiplied, 

no wonder that we hoped to declare a dividend 

of at least twenty-five per cent upon our paid-up 

eamtal. ■

But there was another means of making 

money which we profited very largely by. At 

the period I write of— «s is still the case — 

joint-stock companies of various sorts were 

" floated," with greater or less success, eveiy day 

of the week. After a time it became impossible 

for any of these schemes to take with the 

public, unless the concern were palpably " a good 

thing," or unless some finance company stood 

(TodfaUier for it before the share-taking world. 

Thus, to us there would perhaps come a gentleman 

who had a patent by which writing-paper could 

be made out of old ink, or plate i^lass fabricated 

from turnip-tops. The patent might be good— ■
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excellent-— in its waj, bat the unfortunate 

patentee never had money with which to brin^ 

it to the notice of the public. He might be able 

to bring in three or four good men as directors, 

but that was all. Where could he get the four 

or five hundred pounds that were necessary to 

advertise, hire offices, print several thousand 

copies of a prospectus, and do all the hundred 

needful things that must be done before a 

joint-stock aoTair can be floated? In his di- 

lemma he would come to us. We agreed to 

provide everything — for a consideration, of 

course. We took upon ourselves all the ex- 

penses of advertising ; we got the prospectus 

published, and lent the prestige of our name; 

we puffed, wrote up, and praised the scheme 

through our several agents. If the project died 

before the shares were allotted, we got nothing 

— there was nothing to get — for our trouble. 

If it " floated," we received a premium of from 

five to twenty thousand pounds out of the first 

deposits paid. We were in most cases winners. 

For our immense fee, we had not pledged 

ourselves to anything. If any company we 

'* brought out " had come to grief, we should 

not have lost sixpence by it. On the contrary, 

there was more tlian one concern wbich had 

been launched into the world under the shadow 

of our wing, and which died a natural death. 

But what cared we ? Our fee had been paid- 

it was always the very first charge which had 

to be paid — and it was of no consequence to 

us whether or not the young company lived or 

died. ■

After the first six months we declared a 

dividend upon our paid-up capital, at the rate 

of thirty per cent per annum ; besides putting 

aside some twenty thousand pounds as the 

commencement of a reserve funa. ■

What surprised me, was the ease with which 

I got over my duties as managing director of 

the "Gbneraii House and Land Finamcb 

AND Ckedit Company." Before becoming a 

director in this undertaking, I had had no 

financial experience whatever. However, I 

managed to do pretty good yeoman's work. 

As time went on, I got accustomed to the 

business, and not ill versed in the rarious 

ways of making money for the concern. Smith- 

son, our secretary, also got through his duties 

well, and any one not knowing our antecedents, 

would have hardly believed that we were both 

mere ex-soldiers, who hardly knew on which side 

of the ledger to write the debit and on which 

the credit of an account. ■

But fortune favoured us. Shortly after 

our company commenced business, a new 

species of joint-stock fever broke out suddenly. 

Every firm in which the partners were getting 

old, or of which the affairs were at the foun- 

dation a little shaky, seemed determined to 

make the concern a joint -stock company. 

Hitherto such undertakmgs had been got up 

by individual promoters, and had assumed a 

name which indicated what business they in- 

tended doing. But now we had "Shith 

AND Ck). (Limited);" "Jones, Wilson, and ■

Co. (Limited);" "Mason, Watson, and Co. 

(Limited);" and a hundred other companies 

of the sort cropping up in every day's Times. 

As our credit stooa good, and as we had the 

good sense to ask fees for launching new con- 

cerns which were lower than those of other 

similar companies, we obtained a good deal of 

work. It is true that wc had sometimes to 

put a bold face upon introducing to the public 

something that would not bear a very close 

investiption. And one case of this sort I will 

reUte in another chapter. ■

BEAUTIFUL GIRLS. ■

When I was younger than I am now, was 

particular about my waistcoats, and carried a 

sense of my whiskers about with me like a 

solemn responsibility, I was accustomed, when 

called upon at evenmg parties and other high 

festivals, to sing, in a sentimental and foolish 

tenor, a song cadled "The Maids of Merry Eng- 

land, How beautiful are they !" I remember 

I used to sing both at the beginning of the 

verse and at the end of the verse ; and I sung 

it with becoming gravity, as if it had been a 

patriotic toast or a sentiment about the wing 

of friendship. I have now in my mind's eye 

a vision of myself singing that song; and 

the vision is suggestive of somethug, on the 

whole, idiotic. JBlverjr hair of my head is in its 

proper place, glistening with macassar; my 

whiskers are carefully brushed oat to make the 

most of them; mv waistcoat is spotless; my 

white handkerchief is redolent of the latest per- 

fume ; and there I stand at the piano witn a 

chest like a pouter pigeon, my head in the air, 

and my eyes on the ceuing, sin^^^ng — ^The Maids 

of Merry England, How ^autiful are they, with 

all the gravity proper to the execution of a 

sacred' song from an oratorio. I remember that 

the maids of merry England who were privileged 

to listen to me sat around with their hands 

folded, and looked grave and solemn, as if it 

had been a sad truth that I was reminding them 

of. I don't think that there was any moral to 

the effect that beaut v was only skin deep, and was 

doomed to fade, and that flesh, though fair, was 

only grass ; but it was in that admonitory sense 

we took the sentiment, and it checked our 

levity, and made us all very seriously and 

solemnly happy. Ah me ! those days of senti- 

ment and flowered waistcoats are gone — gone, 

I fear, never to return. I now sing what are 

called comic songs, at evening parties, and 

instead of being sentimental about the unadorned 

beautv of the maids of merry England, am 

lyrically facetions about their crinolines and 

tneir back hair. ■

This is a pity ; for in these days the maids of 

merry England have made themselves so very 

attractive, that it would be easy to be both 

sentimental and poetical about them. The sen- 

timent, when I used to sin^ that song, was a 

mere formula. It was like smging about heatts 

of oak, Britannia, the ocean, and all that sort ■
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of thing. It was not very new, it was not very 

true, and nobody cared particularly about the 

sentiment except as an excuse for singing a 

song. If it had been the hills or the vales or 

the oack-gar dens of merry England, we should 

have equally taken it for granted that they were 

beautifuL ■

At the time of which I speak, not quite 

twenty years ago, the maids of merry England 

were not so beautiful as they are at tne present 

time ; at least, they were not so attractive. It 

was the time whicn immediately preceded the 

introduction of crinoline; shoes and sandals 

were in vogue, leg-of-mutton sleeves and high 

waists haa gone out, but bonnets were still 

pokey, and the female figure was made up after 

the clock-case model, which we are led to be- 

heve ruled the fashions in Noah's ark. There 

was little shape or make about the maid of 

merry England at that period. It was impos- 

sible to see her profile without a background of 

bonnet. All the wealth of beauty that lay as 

yet undiscovered in her hair, was plastered 

down over her temples in formal sheets of po- 

lished veneer, or tied up in a wisp and hid in a 

box behind. The only variety was a bunch of 

prim corkscrew curls which hnng on either 

side of her face like ornaments for ^our fire- 

stores. I almost fancv there was an idea that 

in order to look modest, and maidenly, and 

feminine, it was necessary to put the natural 

beauties of the face and figure a little in the 

shade. ■

Comparativelv, the maids of merry England 

were beautiful, out they seemed to be afraid of 

being superlatively so. The manners of the 

maids at that time partook of the sober and 

rigid character of their costume. They were 

apt to sit with theur hiuids folc^d^ to deny 

themselves victuals and drink in support of the 

genteel fiction that appetite was not maidenly, 

to refrain from speaking save when spoken to, 

and to have doubts about the propriety of 

dancing. It was a complamt of the time that 

the young ladies laced too tightly. That was 

true in a double sense: their moral natures 

were as tightly laced as their bodices. It was at 

about this time that the American ladies put the 

legs of their pianos into trousers. ■

The great transformation scene took place 

shortly after the International Exhibition of 

1851. Harlequin Progress batted (teclinical 

term for using his wand), and the old woman 

in the cloak was suddenly transformed into 

a fairy princess. The clock-case, and the poke 

bonnet, and the flat shoes, disappeared through 

the trap, and there was the princess in her 

expansive gauze skirt and natty boots, crowned 

with a cockle-shell. Before, she had hobbled 

like an old crone; now, she is on one toe 

pirouetting like a Peri ! I am not going to en- 

large, like a fashion book, on the graces of 

crinoline. It is not always graceful, and it is 

sometimes a nuisance — for it is proverbial that 

you can have too much even of a good thing — 

but I believe it is a fact that the adoption of 

this article of female attire was the foundation ■

of all the elegancies of dress that have since 

been built upon it. It did away with the rigid 

straight line, and introduced a graceful cnrve, 

and from that moment it became necessary that 

all things should be in an artistic concatenation 

accordingly. The bell-shaped dress obviated 

any necessity for tight lacing, by rendering the 

natural form of the oody harmonious and com- 

patible with the whole design. Under this new 

impetus, elegance and comfort went hand in 

hand. High-heeled boots harmonised with the 

embroidered petticoat (which was now an article 

of ornament as well as use), and high-heeled 

boots showed off a handsome foot, and at the 

same time kept the handsome foot out of the 

wet. Then followed the picturesaue bur- 

nous, and the elegant lace shawl, botn so su- 

perior in every way to the old three-cornered 

Paisley, or Indian, blanket, and the dowdy silk 

mantle that looked as if it were made out of 

veneer. ■

The bonnet was a very stubborn thing to 

deal with. The original model — which our 

women folks were too conservative to depart 

from altogether — was radically wrong. It was 

never adapted to any head whatever, and the 

fashion of twisting the hair into a knot behind 

rendered any attempt to reduce its proportions 

only an aggravation of the discomfort it caused. 

The front of the coal-scnttle admitted of various 

more or less graceful modifications; but the 

back remained an inexorable box, until some 

one hit npon the happy idea of cutting the 

back of the box out, and letting the great 

wealth of beauty that lies in the hair, flow out in 

natural luxuriance to delight the eyes of men. 

It was only the other day that women discovered 

the great treasure of beauty which lay in their 

hair. Formerly, the primary object of their 

dressing seemea to be to tie it up and plaster 

it down and put it out of sight. I suppose 

tliis prejudice — for it can be nothing else — 

came to us from the Puritans. What a 

long time we have been in outgrowing the 

austere fashions of those gloomy people ! ■

Mr. Ruskin, who is allowed to be a judge of 

such matters, says ihat the present style of 

female dress is the most graceful and artistic 

ever worn. I quite agree with him, and I think 

it has had almost a magical effect in bringing 

out and setting off the oeauty of the maios of 

merry England. There are no plain girls now- 

a-days. Positive ugliness is altogether banished 

from the land. All the girls are pretty. Walk- 

ing in the streets, or driving in the Park, or 

sitting in a box at the Opera, one is kept in a 

state of continual admiration by the numbers 

of pretty girls that meet the eye on every hand. 

All this female beauty has of course existed at 

any time ; but I venture to think that it is only 

lately that it has been shown off to the fullest 

advantage. In these days of economics and 

art training we know how to make the most 

and the best of things. Mark what a mine of 

beauty has been discovered in red liair. How 

many years is it, since red hair was contemptu- 

ously denominated " caripote" ? T« be carroty 
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was to be a fright, and an allusion to a carroty 

girl, in a song or play, was sure to raise a laugh 

of derision. But now, carrots are the fashion, 

the rage. The girl with the ruddy locks, instead 

of plastering her hair down, to look like polished 

slabs of Peterhead granite, combs it out and 

lets the sun into it, and straightway it is a 

fleece of gold. Golden locks — ^that is to say, 

the ridiculed " carrots" of another period — are 

now the admiration of all the men, and the 

envy of all the women. It is no secret, I be- 

lieve, that many women are in the habit of 

bleaching their dark hair in order to impart to 

it a tinge of the fashionable and admired red. 

I am informed, too — and I can add my personal 

testimony to the fact — that red-haired girls 

who have been on the shelf until they are no 

longer young, are now going off in the matri- 

monial market like wildfire. ■

The great discovery that women have made, 

however, is not that auburn hair — as they love 

to call it — is particularly pretty ; but that any 

coloured hair is pretty when naturaDy and 

artistically displayed. In fact, they have dis- 

covered that their hair is their chief beauty. I 

hold, that no woman can be udy, or even 

plain, if she hare a nrofusion of hair. The 

eye is nearly always a oeantiful thing in woman. 

The mouth may do large and ungraceful, the 

nose may turn up, the cheeks may be too thin 

or too plump, but the eye, in its normal and 

natural stat^ is rarely without beauty, either of 

form or expression. Good eyes and a wealth of 

hair will cover a multitude of deficiencies in 

other respects. Our maiden aunts have found 

this out, and these elderly ladies are now as 

smart and almost as juvenile as our sweethearts. 

In fact, when Miss Tabitha and Miss Edith are 

out walking together, it is hard to say, until 

you come to ctose quarters, which is the old 

girl and which is the young one. ■

The moral influence of £ess is well known to 

every one who has been exhilarated by clean 

linen, or depressed by an ill-fitting coat. I 

believe that we take a great deal ofour moral 

tone from the cut of our clothes. A good con- 

dition of the clothes we Vear, is necessary to 

sustain our self-satisfaction and complacency, 

but cut and fashion give elegance and ease. If 

you are sensible of being a guy, your comport- 

ment will be weak and ineffective. You, can- 

not strut like a peacock when you know that 

your feathers are those of a turkey. You must 

have a sense of being up to the mark, before 

yon can practise an elegant walk, or adopt 

an imposing swagger. When our dress was 

ungraceful and uncomfortable, we ourselves 

were ungraceful and uncomfortable also. The 

recent fashions have worked a wonderful change 

in this respect. The maids of merry England 

are much more lively than they used to be. 

They are more sprightly, they have more to 

say for themselves, and their manners, which 

formerly were cold and stiff and artificial, have 

now become easy and natural. ■

Viewing sych a wealth of female beauty, and 

seeing on every hand so many charming faces ■

and graceful figures, I am sometimes disposed 

to look at our girls as the Scottish maiden 

looked at love— in the abstract. As an elderly 

fellow, and in the abstract, lam apt to think 

that our girls are too pretty to be married. 

When some great hulking fellow, with an elabo- 

rate shirt-front--which is generally his principal 

feature — comes into our society, and leads off 

(to St. George's, Hanover-square) one of those 

pretty giris, who sing to me and prattle to me, 

and are the delight of my eyes with their 

sprightly and engaging ways, I feel a very 

strong inclination to kick him. I regard him 

as a oloated monopolist, a Yandal, a Goth, 

an iconoclast. I have written up, "Do not 

touch the statues," and he has touched the 

statues ; I have warned him not to pluck my 

flowers, and he has plucked them from under 

my very nose. This is very aggravating to an 

elderly fellow like myself — fellows who are 

either conflrmed bachelors or very much married, 

and who consequently are privileged to regard 

love "in the abstract." Which, by the way, 

is a very pleasant and innocent way of looking 

at it. ■

I win say this, however, that St. George's, 

Hanover-square, has not now that blighting in- 

fluence upon my flowers that it used to have 

in the old days. In those old days, when my 

pretty girls got married, they thought it a privi- 

lege and an obligation of their new state to 

disregard the elegancies of dress. They very 

soon got dowdy, and began to wear caps ; and 

the eonsequence was, that the hulking fellow 

with the elaborate shirt-front very soon began 

to be indifferent. But, now-a-days, when the 

cap period approaches, the matron renews her 

youth with some clever little trick of hair- 

dressinf , which makes her look almost as young 

as her daughters. The world is all the brighter 

and pleasanter for these elegant and spriglitly 

habits of our women folks. I only hope t^at, 

while tkey have learned to wear becoming 

clothesy and to dress their hair, they are not 

neglecting the art of making a flaky crost. ■

CUTTING OUT CATTLE. ■

Thsub is great bustle and excitement at the 

cattle station this afternoon, for we begin to 

muster fat cattle and '* strangers '* to-morrow, 

and the stockmen from all the neighbouring 

stations have come to assist, and take away 

their stray stock. ■

We mean to start in the cool of the evening, 

ride over the plains about twenty miles, and 

camp out, so as to begin our work at daylight 

in the morning. All hands, blacks and whites, 

are very btisy, catching horses down at the yard, 

saddling, rolling up blankets, and preparing 

for a day or two "out back on the plains." 

Maneroo Jim is catching a buck-jumping colt 

from among the crowd of kicking and screaming 

horses assembled in the jard : an operation not 

to be accomplished without a good deal of 

swearing, and flourishing of long sticks. At ■
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last the colt is drafted ont of the crowd, and 

*' bailed up" in a corner of the high rail fences 

which constitute the horse-jard ; a saddle is as 

firmly secured on his back as girths, snrcingle, 

and craoper can do it ; and he is led ont into 

the paddoak* Jim is a taU lathj Sjdney native, 

with long hair, and a brovm face : a great swell 

in his way, with his white shirt, his white sailor- 

cat moleskin tronsers, his little cabbage-tree 

hat and long black ribbons. The colt is a 

strong chesnat, five years old ; he was roped, 

handled, and backed, two months ago ; has been 

tamed ont since, and is fat and jolly. As be 

stands, with his back up, bis tail tucked in, and 

showing the white of his wicked eyes, he looks 

▼icious ; what Jim caUs *' a regular nut, and no 

flies." Jim's mate catches hold of the colt's 

ear, and hangs on to it, while Jim gets well 

into his big colonial saddle and short stirrups. ■

" Let un go !" says Jim, and, with his back 

arched, his head and tail tucked in between his 

legs, and his feet together, the buck-jamper 

executes a rapid series of sprii^ into the air, 

each accompanied with a jerk from his powerful 

loins. ** Stick to him, Jim !" shout the aelighted 

lookers-on, as the colt eoes backing round in a 

circle, screaming saragely at cYerv bound. Jim 

does stick to him, throwing faimself right back in 

the saddle at everjr plunge, and laying into his 

mount vigorously with a green hide-cuttiDg whip. ■

Peace l)eing established between these two, 

consequent on the colt's exhaustion, we all take 

a good drink of water, light our pipes, and start, a 

party of fifteen or sixteen, two or three " sweUs/'' 

seven or eight stockmen, and some bhu^ boys, 

Most of us hare spare horses leading alongside 

of us ; each has his blanket, quart pot^and a bit 

of bread and beef, packed on his back. Oar 

party jogs quisAly along, out through the low 

polygcmum scrub whieh skirts the riyer, on to 

the great my plsin stretching like a sea before 

OS, past tiie qaiet milking cattle, that stray 

about the home station, imst distant lines of 

cows and bullocks marching solemnly akniig 

converging tracks to their accustomed watering- 

phce, past mobs of wilder cattle, that run to- 

gether as we approaeh, stare awhile at us^ then 

start, gallorang for some place of rendezvous or 

" camp." dFim's colt wants a canter, so he is 

started off to '' round them up." He gallops 

round them once or twice, and stops tmm on 

a little Band4ulL ■

An hour more, and, ahead of us, a couple of 

miles off, is a mob of some kind, which, from 

its dark colour — there being nothing white 

among it — and its scattered appearance, we take 

to be a lot of hoffses. This causes some little 

excitement among our party, many of whom 

would dearly like to have a gaUop after them, 

and try to '* run them in" sonaewhere, for there 

are sometimes wiki mobs in this part of the 

plains, with unclained stocky or "dear skins" 

among them, besides, perhaps, stray horses, for 

which rewards are to be had-^stockmen's per- 

qoisitea. Horses, sure enough! They come, 

thirty or forty of them, thundering down 

towards us, in a cloud of dust, violently | ■

exciting our nags. A quarter of a mile from 

us, they stop snort, heads and tails ap, stare 

and snort a moment, then some old mare anxious 

for her foal's safety starts away at a hand 

gallop, the kickine^ and screaming crowd take an 

undecided turn, then follow her at twenty miles 

an hour; a great black stallion, tail in air, ears 

laid back, and nose to the ground, whipping in 

the rearmost. Nelson, Trump, and Fk, three 

tall brindled kangaroo hounds, have followed 

us without orders. Some one says, " There's 

a warrigal !" and sure enough we see a yellow 

wild dog jumping up in the air to get a look 

at us over the tops of the low cotton bushes. 

The dogs have seen him too, and they are oif like 

arrows, with their bristles up and with murder 

in their eyes. Warrigal canten on leisurely, 

thinking they are only sheep-dogs, and cannot 

catch lum. j^ot until he sees our whole squad- 

ron follow the hounds, led horses and all, at full 

gallop. Quart pots and hobble-chains clattering 

and rattling, noes he start to run for his life. 

Nelson catches him in half a mile, knocks him 

over, receives one hard nip from the warrigal's 

steel-trap javrs, and has him by the throat. A 

savage worry; and the sheep are rid of an 

enemy. We cut off his brush, light our pipes, 

and go back to our course again. ■

The sun is setting in a ^lory of coloured fire, 

illuminating the distant nver timber we have 

left behind us, and the expanse of plain between 

us and it, with violet light, in which all distant 

objects se«n strangely near and distinct. The 

clump of forest oak marking the water-hole 

where we mean to camp to-mght is plainly in 

sight, from the hi^h ground to the south of the 

desolate fifteen-mile swampy, when our friend 

Jim, whose eolt has been going quietly and well 

for the last few miles, sees a great black snake. 

The snake prepares for action, ooiUng himself 

up, with his head and ne^ erect, and flattened 

venomously. Jim, forgetting that he is riding 

a young one^ drops the coils of his sixteen-foot 

stock-whip, prepared to smite his enemy. The 

colt takes fright at the trailing thong, and 

starts backing viciously in a circle, of which 

the angry snake is the centre. Jim's nerves 

are prettv strong, and few horses can throw 

him, but he looks awfully scared this time, for 

he thinks that if a strap or a buckle give way, 

he will be thrown r^ht on the top of the 

poisonous reptile. " Sit tight, Jim, or the snake 

will have you!" shout the laughing lookers-on, 

and a bhick boy breaks the brute's back with a 

cut of his whip, takes off his head, and carries 

him to camp, to grill for his supper. Twilight 

does not last long, so we start into a canter for 

a mib or two, and soon arrive at our camping- 

place: a shallow water-hole, by a clump of 

ragged-looking trees, near which passes the 

boundary line of our ran. Those confounded 

sheep of our neighbour's have been trespassing 

a^ain, and have spoilt the water in the hole 

with their feet. ■

We find a fallen tree against which to make 

a fire, pull off our saddles, secure our horses' 

fore feet with hobbles, j^^Pf^ ^ ^ the ■
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quart pots, range them in a row where they 

will boil soonest, set our saddles and saddle- 

cloths to dry, and pick the softest and smoothest 

places we can find, to windward of the fire, 

to lie upon. A handful of tea is thrown into 

each quart as it boils, and sapper commences ; 

salt beef and damper disappearing with much 

rapidity. The water for tea is thick with 

clay, the beef is hard and salt:, but we enjoy 

our supper vastly, and are sUent during its 

consumption, after the manner of hungry men. 

Then, pipes are lighted, and yams are spun, 

about the marvellous performances of certain 

stock-horses in "cutting out" cattle, or run- 

ning wild mobs; about wonderful bargains in 

horse-flesh, or knowing devices for circumvent- 

ing rival drovers. The black boys, at a little 

fire of their own, are crooning their monstrous 

corroborry songs, or shouting with laughter at 

some aboriginal joke, the point of wnich no 

white man ever could make out. A supplv of 

firewood beine collected, the horses looked at, 

a bell attached to one or two of them, and their 

hobbles shortened, very soon every one is asleep, 

each man with his liead in his saddle, his feet 

to the fire, and his blanket drawn over his face. 

Now and then, some one wakes and listens. 

The bush is veir silent at night, and the horse- 

bell can be heard a long way off ; the only sound 

breaking the stillness, exceptinf^ perhaps the un- 

earthly wailing howl of a wild dog, or the 

cuckoo-note of a mopoke owl. Towards morn- 

ing, when the night is darkest, and every one 

else in their soundest sleep, our energetic 

friend, F., whose cattle we are gathering, 

wakes up; he notices that the eastern stars are 

becoming pale, and hears the twittering of an 

early bira, or the scream of a cockatoo. He 

knows by these signs and tokens that davlight 

is not far off; so he pulls on his boots, throws 

some wood on the fire, and sings out the bush 

reveille, " Now then, lads, turn out here; don't 

let the sun bum your eyes out !" Thus adjured, 

the white men anse and light their pipes, yawn- 

ing and warming themselves at the sparkling fire. 

Then the quart pots are refilled for breakfast, 

the black boys are roused out, and the appear- 

ance of a red streak in the east is hailed by a 

choms of croaks from the crows, and an insane 

cachinnation from a pair of laughing jackasses 

located in the trees near us. We swallow our 

breakfast in haste, and are off, bridles in hand, 

to find our horses. It is still dim twilight, but 

we know in what direction to seek them, and 

soon hear the bell and dink of hobble-chains ; 

as the light brightens, we see them scattered 

over the plain in twos and threes, some of them 

a mile or more away ; that notorious old rogue, 

"Kocket," comes jumping along towards his 

home at a wonderful pace, in spite of his short 

Jiobbles, and followed by all the " up-the-river " 

nags. Archie starts after him, on the first horse 

he can catch, and soon brings him cantering 

back to camp. ■

By the time the red sun has shown his fiery face 

over the rim of the iiorizon, we are all mounted 

and ready, the spare horses are consigned ■

to a black boy, to be driven loose to the ren- 

dezvous, and our general, F., divides his forces, 

and instracts his lieutenants. " Bill, you take 

three or four with you, and ride down the plains 

until you sight the lake timber ; start aU the 

cattle you see to your right, and send some one 

after them to see that they don't mn to* the 

Red HilL You fetch the cattle from the scmbs, 

and don't let them gallop more than you can 

help." I am sent m another direction, with 

Archie and Jim, to the Abercrombie and Wanti- 

gong, for the bullocks and cows that there do 

congregate. E. rides away eastward with the 

black boys, to sweep together all the cattle that 

feed in that direction. Old Warry, the stock- 

horse, with E.'s red blanket strapped across his 

back, jogs off towards the rendezvous, followed 

in a string by the rest of our spare stud, whose 

services will be required later in the day. The 

old horse knows his way to every camp on the 

run, and is supposed to be a very fair judge of a 

bullock. Arrived at the bald red sand-nill, worn 

bare by thousands of hoofs, and scattered with 

the white skeletons of many defunct bullocks, 

which is the gathering-place for the many groups 

(or mobs) of cattle, he can see, shining white in 

the morning sun, for miles around. Billy-go- 

Nimble, the olack boy, succeeds, by dint of much 

tact and contrivance, in catching most of his 

ec^uine charges, taking off their packs, and hob- 

bhng them. ■

As the sun mounts higher, and the grey line 

of the distant river timber disappears in his 

glare, white movbg clouds of dust begin to 

arise all around the horizon, merging into one 

another, and approaching the plac^ where Billy 

sits smoking his pipe and watching the grazing 

horses. 8oon the galloping cattle themselves 

become visible, as they stop and assemble for a 

moment on the top of some sand-hill in their 

course. Presently the strong leading bullocks, 

with dusty hces and tongues hanging out, trot 

on to the camp, and stand there panting, well 

pleased to arrive at, what they seem to consider, 

a haven of refuge. They are followed by a long 

string of homed beasts of every age, sex, and 

colour, the rear being brought up by a bevy of 

matronly old cows, their young calves stagger- 

ing along beside them. Behind all, and riding 

in a cloud of dust, from which issue from time 

to time the reports of their long heavy whips, 

come some of the men who left us in the morn- 

ing, their horses white with dust and sweat. 

From every quarter, more and more cattle stream 

on to the camp ; the dust raised by the hoofs of 

a couple of thousand of half-wild cattle, flies in 

clouds; and the noise of bellowing becomes 

almost deafening. All our party having reas- 

sembled, we let our tired horses go, and catch 

and saddle the fresh ones. The work of draft- 

ing out the cattle we want to take home to the 

station, fat bullocks and cows for market, calves 

that require branding, and stock strayed from 

other " runs," has* now to begin ; and for it we 

have reserved the seasoned stock - horses, old 

stagers that know their work, and are used to 

" cutting out." We send men to ride round the ■
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main body of tbe cattle, and keep them on the 

"camp ;** we cut off a few quiet cows from the 

rest, and drive them a quarter of a mile or so 

to windward of the herd, where we leave them, 

well in siglit of the others, with a horseman in 

charge of tbero. Presently, four or five of the 

most experienced hands ride quietly in, among 

the moving parti-coloured mass, select each man 

his beast, and dodge them through and among 

the rest, until they arrive at the edj^e of the 

herd. Then, a sudden rush, aud the bullock is 

separated from his companions; in vain he 

gallops, in vain he twists and dodges to regain 

the mob. Man and horse keep close to his 

qnarter, between him and his mates, edging him 

nearer and nearer at every turn to the quiet 

cattle on the plain. Perhaps he wheels short 

round upon the horse, and tries to use his horns ; 

but the wary nag is not to be caught, turns 

shorter still, and the rider's heavy stock-whip 

cracks hard and sharp upon the oeast's hide. 

Out-paced and out-mancBuvred, the bullock at 

last perceives the quiet cattle towards which the 

stockman is trying to drive him, cocks his ears, 

and trots off towards them, while the man walks 

his horse quietly back in search of fresh game. ■

It is a very bvelv and exciting sight. On the 

higher ground, half hidden by a cloud of white 

dust, wnich rises like a pillar of smoke into the 

bright blue sky, is a bellowing roaring assemblage 

of homed cattle. Wild old Dullocks, wandering 

restlessly through the crowd, their sides orna- 

mented with many brands and devices, their ears 

cut into many shapes, strike savagely with their 

horns at evervthing in their way. Anxious 

matronly cows oellow frantically for tJieir calves, 

which run under the horses' feet, looking for 

their mothers. Shaggy thin-legged half-starved 

weaners, with a precocious look about their 

wizen faces, like tWt on the face of a London 

street Arab, look out for a chance to steal 

some milk from the mothers of more fortnnate 

calves. Blundering young bulls and hand- 

some sleek heifers, as yet untouched by rope 

or brand, and shoals of young cattle that, 

as though for mischief's sake, continually 

try to jom the drafted lot where they have no 

business, and are hunted back by the black boys. 

Horsemen ride round the moving many-hued 

mass, from the midst of which, every now and 

again, the galloping beast darts out, a red- 

shirted stockman racing alongside him. Foiled 

in their efforts to re-enter the main bodv, the 

selected cattle go trotting about, with heads up, 

across the level space between the lar^r and 

the smaller herd. Horsemen are galloping far 

and near in all directions, cattle are bellowing, 

men shouting; all is sunshine, heat, dust, noise, 

and motion. The work goes on, until the sun 

is past the zenith, and horses and men become 

of one uniform dust colour. ■

Three hundred head or so have been out out, 

and the sharp eyes of the men on the camp can 

find no more of the cattle they require. The 

horsemen gather in a group; the cattle, no 

longer kept together by the men who have been 

ridiDg round them, draw slowly off the camp ; ■

we all adjourn to the neighbouring swamp, in 

which there is still a little water left, among the 

polygonum bushes at the bottom of it, to give 

our tired horses a drink. The water is very 

bad, but seems delicious to us, hoarse as we are 

with shouting and parched with dust. Then 

the drafted cattle are sent home to the station : 

three men in charge of them, to be shut up in 

the stock-yard to-night, and taken out in the 

morning to feed under strict surveillance. The 

rest of us, after lighting our pipes, ride slowly 

off in a contrary direction, to oivouao again to- 

night, and renew to-morrow, on a different part 

of the run, the operations of to-day. ■

HOPE RASHLEIGH. ■

These never was a prouder nor more indul- 

gent father than John Rashleigh. A haughty, 

dry, and saturnine man, with few weaknesses 

and fewer affections; all the tenderness of his 

nature having concentrated itself on his daughter. 

The love which had been only partially bestowed 

upon the wife was lavished on the child with an 

excess that knew no bounds. ■

It was unfortunate for Hope that she was 

left motherless at the very time when maternal 

care and ^idance were most needed. A wilful, 

high-spinted ^1, clever, beautiful, and peril- 

ously fascinatmg, ran but a poor chance of 

coming to good, without some firm hand to 

^ide and govern her; but when she was 

just thirteen Mn. Rashleigh died, and Hope 

was given up to the worst training a girl 

can have — the over-indulgence of a father. 

Pather, servants, raastera (when she chose to ac- 

cept lessons, which she did sometimes out of tho 

weariness of idleness), the half housekeeper, half 

companion, bowed to her. No one was round to 

oppose her; even Grantley Watts put himself 

under her feet with the rest, and thought him- 

self honoured if she condescended to treat him 

like a slave, made him fetch and carry and work 

for her, and attend upon her every whim and 

caprice. She never thanked him, and she 

rarely rewarded him even with a smile ; though 

sometimes she did; and then he forgot all but 

that smile, and thought himself richer than 

many a king standing on the threshold of his 

treasure-chamber. ■

Hope and Grantley Watts were cousins of a 

far-away kind ; though he was that most mise- 

rable of all things— a poor relation brought up 

on charity, therefore in no wise her equal ac- 

cording to the canons of society. Still, the 

equality of blood was between them however 

great the inequality of means ; and the equality 

of nature as well; save that the balance of 

nobleness hung to Grantley's side, who had 

been spared the dangers which beset a spoiled 

and pampered child, and whose virtues there- 

fore nad a better chance and freer room for 

growth. ■

He was a fine, manly, noble-hearted fellow 

this Grantley, with two special characteristics, 

good temper and an invincible sense of honour. ■
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His cousin, John Rashlei^h, was substantially 

kind to him. He housed him, and had edu- 

cated him liberally; but for the more im- 

material kindnesses of tender bok or gracious 

word, of indulgenoes granted by the generosity 

of lore, of gifts or pleasuiTes beyond strict 

deserving, the boy had grown up absolutely 

without them. Hope, too, had used towards 

him all the insolenoe whicli girls of a certain 

type are so fond of showing towards young men, 

no matter what their degree; adding to this 

haughtiness Uie tyrannr and domination to 

which every cme within her sphere was 

forced to submit. But Grantley accepted 

all her girlish impertmeuces with unwavering 

good humour and that patience of the stronger 

which is so large and calm ; never seeming to 

see what would have feed many another youth 

to saucy retaliation, but, always siasiter of 

himself, returning good for evil, ssdies for 

jeers, obedience for command, and service for 

ingratitude. And yet he was not mean spirited. ■

Hope was now sevoiteen— <3}Tantley two years 

older. She was a talJ, slight, fair girl, with 

dark eyes to which straight brows and long 

lashes gave a mingled expression of fire and 

softness ; her hair, which waved in broad un- 

dulations and was of a pure golden brown, was 

thrown back from her faee and left loose asnd 

wandering about her neck; her lips weve full 

and finely curved ; but the general tone of her 

face and manners dtogether was that of pride a»d 

self will, with an underflow of loving warmth 

if it could but be reached. As yet no one had 

reached it save her father, and even he was not 

loved in proportion to the love he gave, as 

is the sorrowful law of life. The universal 

feeling in the neighbourhood where ^e lived 

was, that Miss Hope Rashleigh wanted her 

master, and that a kttle stiff tru)uiation would 

be the naking of her. ■

Hope had one quality which counted mu^ in 

the blotting out of her sins : she was generous. 

In this she went beyond her father by many de- 

grees, for he was ody just, and when he was 

more than just he was proud and bestowed 

from ostentation rather thui from generosity — 

as a duty owing to his own dignity a»d 

condition, not as the duty of kindliness to 

others. 8he, on the contrary, gave from the 

affluence of her nature, because making presents 

was a pleasure in itself, and alleviating suffering 

her instinct. No one who came to her was 

ever sent away empty handed ; and if she was 

more than usually exacting and impatient with 

her servants, she healed their wounds so libe- 

rally that they all said " a bad day with Miss 

Hope was equal to a month's yrages any time." ■

This was the onlypoint on which her father 

ever checked her. Me made her a liberal allow- 

ance, more than sufficient for her own wants 

had they been double what they were ; but as 

she was for ever behindhand, owing to her 

bounties, he had to make up her deficiencies 

at the end of the quarter; vowing that this 

should be the last time, and that he must posi- 

tively, for her own sake, let her learn the value ■

of money. But the last time had never come 

yet. ■

At last Grantley's was offered an Indian 

appointment, which, though of small value in 

the beginning, promised well, and was sure to 

lead to a favourable future if he were found 

capable and steady. There was no question 

of doubt or hesitation in the matter ; he must 

go, willing or unwilling. Penniless young men, 

kept ong idle at home, are generally glad 

enonga <^ good appointments where they can 

make their fortunes: but his eousin noticed 

that he turned deadly pale as he spoke, and 

Hope caught a look such as she had never 

seen in his eyes before, and which sent all 

the blood in a thidt wave of mingled passioui 

round her heart ■

A few days before Grantley^s dq)arture, Hope 

was walking in the shrubbery by the long 

field. 6he had been rather dull of late. Hope 

Rashleigli could get out of temper. Presently, 

up the mjig path where she was walking came 

Grantley with his gun and his game-bag. He, 

too, was dull. Glad and grateml as he was for 

that Indian appointment, he had never been 

quite himself since it had been made ; though 

his gravity and preoccupation were perhaps only 

natural in a thoughtful youth on the eve of 

entering the world on his omw account, and 

with all his future depending on himself alone. 

As he came nearer, Hope raised her eyes from the 

book she had been reading; at least not exactly 

reading, since she was holding it upside down ; 

and as she looked she coionred. ■

'' I am going to get you a paitrids:e. Miss 

Hope,'' said Grantley, stopping tor a moment as 

he came near to her. He always called her 

Miss Hope. ■

^ £ dare say the partridges will be safe enough 

from your gun," said Hope, insolently. But 

she did not look at him as sne apoke ; and some- 

how her insolence teemed a little put on and 

foroed. ■

'^Oh ! thai is scarcely fair/' said Grantley, 

smiling. " I stay be good for very little. Miss 

Hope, but I am a pretty fair shot.' ■

"At least you say so of yoursdf. I never 

believe boasters," answered Hope, carelessly. ■

" Is knowing an insignificant thin^ like this, 

a bit of skill wniek any one east attain by prac- 

tiee— and not being proud of it, boasting?" 

Grantley asked, gently. ■

^ I do not eondesoend to argue with you," 

cried Hope, shaking back her hair. " You are 

very rude to eontradict me." ■

"I do not wish to contradict you. Miss 

Hope," replied Grantley, in a sweet grave 

voice; "but you must not thuik me rude 

because I do not like you to have a mean 

opinicm of me, and try to set you right." ■

The blood rushed ov^ Hope's &oe, and she 

turned away abruptly* ■

" I am going away— peAaps for ever," then 

said Grantley afier a short pause, speaking in a 

low voice but not looking at his cousin — look- 

ing down instead, occupi^ about the stock of 

his gun whi<^ just then needed an extra polish : ■

° '' Digitized b> ■
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"and I sboold like to ask you oue question 

before I go— -maKy I?" ■

''I suppose Biy pennissiou or zefusal would 

not count for much if you hav^ made up your 

mind," said Hope, she too looking down, fold- 

ing the leaves of her book a little unconsciously. ■

''I think it would. Miss Hope. I think I 

hare always been eareful to obey your evcrv 

wish, 80 far as I could ; and I have never wil- 

fully displeased you, believe me." ■

<< It is a pity, then, that you should have done 

it so often without your will," said Hope. ■

"That is just what I want to ask," replied 

Grantley. " Why have you been so constantly 

displeased with roe. Miss Hope P No one has 

tried more earnestly than I to please and obey 

you — ^I can truly say from the very first jsears 

of my life here — why is it, then, that you hate 

me as you do P What have I ever done to make 

Tou h^ me ? If I only knew ! if I only had 

known for all these years I" ■

" Hate you?" she cried quickly, turning full 

round upon him and raising her eyes with a 

strange look into his £sce. Then she dropped 

them again, and said ooLdly, " X did not know, 

Mr. Watti, that I had ever honoured you 

aiou^ to hate jmL I have scarcely taken so 

much notice of you as to warrant you in saying 

that." ■

Grantley tacned pale. "Forgive me," she 

said, sadly ; " thi» has been again one of my on- 

lucky blufiders/' ■

"I think,^' she said, with a gentler look than 

usual, " we might as well drop this conversation. 

I do not see to what good it can possibly lead ; 

and giving offience and then making apologies 

has always seemed to me a very childish way of 

passing the time ; and we are not children now," 

she continued, witii girlish pride. " It has not 

been yonr fault, Qrantley, ii you have been tire- 

some and disagreeable." But as she looked up 

wken she said this, and smiled all radiaath- and 

sweetly, the words had no stmg in them, and were 

indeed more coaxing than impertinent " I dare 

say you have not meant to be unpleasant, and so 

I nave forgiven you. But vou had better go now 

and look after the partridges. I promise you, 

if vou get one, to take it specially to myself; 

and I am sure that will be honour enoug^i 1" 

And she laughed one of her sweet, clear, precious 

laughs, as rare as precious, which most people— 

ana Grantlev amon^ them — ^prized as much as 

they. would have pnzed the loring flavour of a 

queen. ■

" Ah, Miss Hope 1" he said very tenderly, his 

handsome &ce, bronzed and flushed, looking 

down upon her with luch infinite love and 

admiration, "you have too much power over 

your fellow-creatures. It is good neither for 

you nor for them." ■

" It is very good for both them and me," she 

said. " It keeps them in their proper places, 

and makes me able to ■ " She hesitated. ■

"To whatP" said Grantley, coming a step 

nearer. ■

" To keep mine," she answered coldly, draw- 

ing herself away. ■

He sighed, and seemed to wake as from a 

dream. " Well, I must go," be then said. 

" Good-by, Miss Hope ; I wiU get you a bird 

if I can ; and remember that you have promised 

to accept it specially for yourself." ■

" You need not give yourself the trouble," 

she answered disdainfully; she, too, seeming 

to shake herself clear from a plesfiant dream. 

" I have not the slightest wish that you should 

get me one, Mr. Watts, or indeed that ycu 

should think of nie at all." Saving which she 

walked away, and left him without another 

word. ■

He looked after her as she sbwly disappeared, 

and then he struck off into the fields for one of 

the last ds^s of partridge shooting he was to have 

in the old country. But Hope, going deeper 

into the shrubbery, flung herself down on the 

moss at the roots of the trees and burst into a 

passionate flood of tears» hating and despisin^^ 

herself the while. ■

When Grantley returned in the evening he 

had oulv one bird in his bag; though game was 

plentiful this year and he was acknowledged to 

be a first-rate shot. His cousin, John Kash- 

leigh, rallied him unmercifully, and Hope said 

inner most disdainful way: "I thought the 

coveys would be tolerably safe, Mr. Watts !" 

But he only laughed, and admitted that he 

was a muff and not worth his salt — ^that powder 

and shot were thrown away upon him — and that 

he wonid make but a sorry figure in India 

where men cotUd shoot — with other jeerin°;s 

plafful or bitter as they mi^^t be; simply 

9&yi&gf *' Well, Miss Hope, you must liave it 

some mining for breakfaiBt when I am gone ; 

it is the kst I shall ahoot, and I should like 

you to have it." ■

To whieh answered Hope indifferently : " lou 

are very good, Grantley, but I dare say Fido will 

be the onfy ooe to benefit by your last bag ; I do 

not suppose I shall even see the creature." ■

Grantlev coloured ; and Mr. Eashleigh him- 

self thougnt she might have been more gracious 

just on the eve of the poor lad's departure, when 

perhaps the v night never see him again; and after 

all, though ne was a poor rekticm, and had very 

properly never foxgotten that, or gone beyond 

the stnctest line of demarcation, yet he had 

been many years in the house now, and Hope 

was very young when he came, so that if sue 

had even eonsioered him almost as a brother, no 

great harm would have been done; and so on; 

his heart nnconaeiously pleading against his 

child's untoward pride m favour of his de- 

pendent. ■

Perhaps it was some such half discomfort- 

it could not be said to be eonscious displeasure 

— that made him refuse Hope's request that 

evening. As usiai, she was out of funds; 

and she had a special need for money at this 

moment. She wished to help poor Aune Rogers 

down in the fever, with her husband in the 

hospital, and her children destitute, and slie 

knew that lier father would not give them a 

penny ; for the man had been convicted of poach- 

iog, and Anne herself did not bear the most un- ■
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blemished character, and had seen the inside of 

the county jail more than once in her lifetime. But 

these counter-pleadings did not influence Hope; 

and she thonsht only of the suffering family, 

which she oomd help, and would, if she had the 

money. Then she wanted to make Grautley a 

present before be went away, aud she did not 

want her father to know of it ; though perhaps 

she would have been puzzled to explain why 

she wished to keep such a trivial matter secret. 

She had never given him anything, not even a 

flower, not even a book ; and he was almost the 

oidy person within her sphere so passed over; 

but now, when he was goinff to leave for ever, 

she would give him sometning as a remem- 

brance^something that would make him think 

of her when he was away. Poor, proud Hope, 

come then at bist to this 1 ■

She knew that her father had money in the 

house, when she went into the library to speak 

to him; for she saw him put a twenty-pound 

note in his desk yesterday, which was just 

the sum she wanted, and indeed was on the 

point of asking for then. She would have got 

it had she done so ; but to-day the vane had 

shifted, and for the first time in his life he re- 

fused her, and so sternly and positively, that, as 

much in surprise as anger, she gave up the 

point at once. But with a sullen flash of pride 

and determination on her face, which he did 

not see, sitting as he was towards the light 

while she stood in the shadow. And then she 

left the room in stately silence ; too proud to 

coax even her father after a refusal so harshly 

made; though, had she coaxed him as Hope 

oould when she chose, the whole thing would 

have been at an end, and John Rashleigh would 

have yielded. She was but a spoiled child, re- 

member, whose faults had been fostered by the 

injudicious training of her life. ■

The distress of poor Anne Rogers pressed 

upon her. Unused to opposition aud in a 

mood more than ordinarily excitable, every- 

thing became exaggerated, and she laid awake 

through the night in a state bordering upon 

mania, feeling herself to be a coward and a 

murderess in not executing the righteousness 

of wiU, and taking from her father what he 

would not but ought to freely give. Was 

not humanity before mere obedience P Was 

she to let a fellow-creature die ratlier than take 

what could be spared so well, and what she had 

the right to demand P Yes, by right; her 

father's money was hers as well, if not by law 

yet by moral justice, and if he made a cold and 

churlish steward, it was her duty to supply his 

defects, and to let the poor benefit by his 

superfluities. All the wild reasonings of a 

wilful mind aiding the impulses of a generous 

heart passed through her brain that, night, and 

when she rose in the morning it was with the 

determination to do her own will, and defy her 

father^s. ■

John Rashleigh was a magistrate, and to-day 

was market-day at Canstow, the town near 

which they lived, where the magistrates always 

assembled in the upper room of the town-hall and ■

dispensed law, if not justice, on the offenders. 

His absence gave Hope the opportunity she 

wanted. Very auietly and very deliberately she 

unlocked his desk, and took from it the twenty- 

pound note. But though the act was shunefiu, 

she had no perception that she was doinff 

wrong, beyond the consciousness of self-wiu 

and disobedience, which did not trouble her 

much— which, on the contrary, she had reasoned 

herself into considering the meritorious exercise 

of a better judgment and a nobler motive. ■

"Grantley, change this for me," she said, 

giving him the note. ■

"I cannot change it myself. Miss Hope," he 

answered, " but I will get it done for you in 

Canstow ; I am going over there directly.** ■

" Change it wliere you like," she answered 

carelessly. ** I want the money as soon as you 

can give it to me, that is all; and Grantley, do 

you near? if papa asks you, do not tell him 

that I gave you the note to get changed." ■

" Very well, T will not," said Grantley, who, 

suspecting nothing wrong saw nothing odd in 

her request; and who indeed felt not a little 

flattered that she should have made a secret 

with him on any matter. So, full of pleasant 

feeling, he rode over to Canstow, wnere he 

changed the note, and bought various things 

with the money, partly for Hope according to 

her orders, and partly for himself; not at Hope's 

charge it must be understood, the squarmg of 

accounts having to come afterwards. And 

among other things, lie bought a certain camp 

apparatus for himself at Tell's the ironmonger's, 

for which he paid with the note in question — 

that being the largest shop and the lajrgest 

purchase. ■

Now it so happened that Mr. Rashleigh went 

to pay his bill at this same ironmonger's to-day. 

He took a cheque which he had just received 

in the market-place from one of his tenants 

who owed him half a year's rent for his farm ; 

and to save himself the trouble of going to the 

bank— banking hours indeed being over — ^he 

gave it to Tell, receiving the surplus change. 

Among which change came his own twenty- 

pound note. Passing it through his fingers, 

and looking at the number to take down in 

his pocket-book, he recognised it as that left 

in his desk at Newlands. He knew the number, 

and a certain private mark which he always 

made on his bank-notes, thereby rendering them 

doubly " branded ;" and he knew that no jone 

could have obtained possession of it lawfully. ■

" Where did you get this, TellP" he asked. ■

" Mr. Grantley, sir," said Tell. " He changed 

it here not half an hour ago, and ordered tliis 

patent camp apparatus," showing the young 

man's purchase. ■

"Mr. Grantley Watts?" cried John Rash- 

leigh, flushing up; "he changed this note 

here?" ■

"Yes, sir; I hope no mistake, sir — nothing 

wrong?" asked the ironmonger, a little anxi- 

ously. ■

" Noy no, nothing ! I was surprised, that 

was all; no. Tell, nothing wrong." iOqIc ■
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Bat his face was more truthful than his lips ; 

and Tell saw plainly that something was very 

far wrong in spite of his denial, and that young 

Mr. Grantley was in for it, whatever he had 

been doing. He did not suspect anything very 

bad. Canstow was by no means an immaculate 

place, and there were offences and offenders 

enough as times went ; but it was not to be sup- 

posed that a young gentleman like Mr. Watts 

nad stolen a bank-note out of his cousin's 

drawer. Young gentlemen living in grand 

houses do not do such things; crime passes 

them by somehow ; and the police exercise their 

functions very much in proportion to the vearly 

inooDie. The utmost tne man imagined was 

that Grantley had broken into a sum which Mr. 

Rashleigh had desired him to keep intact ; and, 

as it was well known that the master of New- 

lands had a high temper of his own and liked 

to be obeyed^ tnat was quite enough to ]^ut him 

out, and to make his face frow so white and 

his thin lips so pale. At aU events, wherever 

the fault lay, the lad was in for it, thought Tell ; 

not without a kindly feeling of regret for the 

evil hour at hand, ror Grantley was a general 

favourite in Canstow, and most people there 

wished him well. ■

Home came John Rashleigh in a frame of 

mind more easily imagined than described. 

Things had gone crossly with him for the last 

few hours; and John Rashleigh was not the 

man to bear with the crossness of circumstance 

patiently. Hope's extravagance had annoyed 

mm; partly because some other of his monev 

matters had gone wrong at the same time ; and, 

like most proud men, the merest suspicion of 

possible embarrassment galled him terribly; 

then he was sorrv at Grantley's leaving, and 

vexed with himself for being sorry ; for what 

better could a poor relation do ? and if lie had 

made himself useful, so that he, John Rashleigh 

of Newlands, felt that he should be '* quite lost" 

without him, why, that was only the lad's duty 

and what ought to have been, and he was worse 

than absurd to feel the least pain at his going. 

Then the magbtrate's business had been worrv- 

ing him to-day; and he had been on one side 

of an opinion and his brothers had been on the 

other, and he had been forced to give in ; which 

bad annoyed him not a little; so that, when 

added to all this accumulation of disturbing 

influences was the sudden conviction that he 

had been robbed, and that too by the boy he 

bad* loved and cherished more than he had 

ever openly acknowledged, we can understand 

in whi^ a whirlwind of fiery wrath he rode 

foil speed throug^h Canstow and up to New- 

hmds, not ten minutes after Grantley had re- 

turned. ■

"Grantley!" he called out as soon as he 

entered^ and still standing in the hall; " Grant- 

ley Watts, where are you ?" ■

" Here, sir," said Grantley coming out of 

the drawing-room, where he had been giving 

Hope an account of his proceedirfgs, and empty- 

ing his pockets of her commissions. ■

'* Where did you get that twenty-pound note | ■

you changed just now at Teli's P" shouted John 

Rashleigh. ■

Grantley was silent. ■

"Come, sir, I want an answer!" cried his 

cousin. " Looking down and keeping a demure 

silence will not suit «ne; I want a simple 

answer to a straightforward question. Where 

did you get that twenty-pound note from ? I 

left it in my desk when I went to Canstow to- 

day, and mv desk was locked ; whoever got it 

forced the lock or opened it with a false key. 

It was either you or some one eUe. Who was 

it, Grantley?'^ ■

Grantley still made no answer ; the truth was 

beginning to break upon him. ■

*' I do not think any one in my household 

would do such a thing; two hours ago I should 

not have thought that you would have done it ; 

and even yet, suspicious as the whole circum- 

stance is, even yet I will accept any expWation 

that will clear you, else I must nold you re- 

sponsible for the theft." ■

" I did not steal it. I have committed no 

theft," said Grantley, looking straight into his 

cousin's eyes. ■

" Oh ! you may dislike the word, but that I 

do not care for," said Mr. Rashleigh, disdain- 

fully. "I have always remarked Uiat people 

shrink more from a word than a deed, and thmk 

themselves especially ill-used if called by the 

name of their crime. If you are not a thief, what 

are you thenP If you did not steal it, how 

did you get it P" ■

** I did not steal it," was all that Grantley 

could say, repeating himself monotonously. ■

John Rashleigh was an impatient man as 

well as a proud and high-tempered one. At 

Grantley's second asseveration he raised his 

hand and struck the youth across the face. ■

" Coward !" he said, " have you not even the 

bad courage of crime ? Dare you not confess 

what, by confession, would have been only a 

fault P if you had told me frankly how and 

why you had come to do such a thing, I could 

have understood it as a boyish liberty, and have 

forgiven it, but now I have only one way of 

dealing with it — as a crime." ■

When he struck him Grantley involuntarily 

raised his own hand ; but a thought came across 

him, and he retreated a step or two and dropped 

his guard. ■

"It takes the remembrance of all you have 

done for me, Mr. Rashleigh, and more than 

even this, to make me able to bear your in- 

sults !" he said, excitedly, his boyish face con- 

vulsed with contending passions. ■

His voice, harsh and broken as it was, had 

somehow a different ring in it to that of guilt, 

and Mr. Rashleigh had not been a magistrate 

for so many years, and accustomed to all 

shades of criminals, not to know something 

of the human voice, and what it betokened 

under accusation. Grantley's startled him — 

so did the proud flushed face with the honest 

eyes looking so frankly, and the indignation 

rather than fear upon it— ^md made him half 

afraid that he had been tpo hastv. But men ■
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of his character do not long donbt themselves 

for good or evil ; and while that one broad fact 

remained unexplained— how did Grantlcj get 

possession of money left locked np m nis 

desk? — he was in his' right to snppose that he 

had stolen it, and coirlmon sense and the law 

were on his side. ■

"Tell me how yon came by it," he then said 

in a somewhat gentler tone ; " if I have done yon 

wrong, boy, I am sorry for it, and we will not 

bear malice; but tell me how you got that 

note." ■

"I cannot, sir," said Grantley, his heart 

swelling. ■

" You will not, you mean, you young fool f * 

said Mr. Rashleigh, contemptuously. ■

" I cannot," he repeated. ■

"Then you will not be surprised if I send for 

the police P Here, Lewis. Lewis ! come here ! 

The tiling must be thoroughly sifted, Grantley ; 

and if you are guilty I am sorry for the ex- 

posure you have brought on yourself. It is 

your own folly to let things come to such a 

pass, when thev can never he mended again !" ■

"To send iot the police wiH not make 

matters much worse for me," replied Grantley ; 

" the servants have heard all that has passed, 

and my character will be none the blacker now 

for a public charge.** ■

"At least we shall get to the truth then," 

said Mr. Rashleigh ; '"which will be so much 

gained." ■

"Ko, sir," Grantley replied, firmly, '*I shall 

not tell you even then where I got that money 

from, or how I came by it !" ■

All this while the drawing-room door had 

been standing half open, with Hope dose to it, 

listening to wnat was passing. A whole world 

of feelings had possessed her by turns — fear of 

her father, fear for Grantley, and shame at the 

false position in which her self-will and cowar- 

dice together had placed him — something;, too, 

that was more than admiration at the constancy 

with which he had borne such pain and indignity 

that he might keep faith witn her, and a kma 

of dawning idea that what she had done had 

been after all a sin and a dishonour, and that 

confession would degrade her for ever — all 

these thoughts and feelings passed through her 

mind by turns, and held her motionless and 

silent; with ever the bitter recollection that 

Grantley was but a poor relation at the best, 

and that the distance between them was im- 

measurable, running like a sorrowful refrain to 

each. Bat when her father spoke of giving 

him in charge, and called to the servant, then 

she hesitated no longer. Throwing the door 

wide open she came out into the halL ■

" I took the money, papa," she said boldly ; 

and as she spoke she laid her hand in Grantley's, 

the first time that she bad ever willingly done 

so. ■

"Hope!" exdaimed her father, "are you 

mad ? lou took that money P Tou f* ■

" Yes, papa," she answered quite steadily ; 

" you refused to give it to me when I asked 

you for it yesterday, and I took it this morning. ■

I wanted it, and you ought to hove given it 

to me." ■

"If I had thought that to Rfuse it would 

hare made you capable of stealing it, Hope, I 

would not have hesitated a moment,*' said tiie 

father, sternly. ■

" I do not call it stealing," said Hope, defiantly. 

" It was only taking what I had a right to. I 

unlocked your desk with my own key, and gsve 

the note to Grantley to get ehftnged.*' ■

John Rashleigh turned fiereeiy against the 

youth. " How dare you, sir, abet my diild m 

her follr P" he exclaimed, passionately. •* What 

was CoUy in her, and excusab^, considering how 

I have always humoured her and acceded to her 

wishes, and remembering that alter ail she is a 

mere child still, was downright wickedness and 

dishonour in you. And how do I know bot 

that you instigated her to it P How do I know 

but that it was your doing in reality, and she 

but the innocent tool of yonsr emning schemes P 

You bought a precious gimcraek we yourself, 

and paid for it with my money. 1 tell you, 

Grantlejr, the whole thing looks too biaek yet for 

your whitewashing." ■

"Grantley accounted to me for that camp 

thing," said Hope. "Do I not tell you, papa, 

that it was my own doing from first to last ? 

Grantley did not know where I ^t the note 

from. 1 only asked him to get it cashed for 

me. But I ai^ed him not to tell you that I 

had done so, because I was afraid you would be 

angry with me, and I meant to tell you when 

you were kind again." This she said coaxingly. ■

•• I could not weak my word to Miss Hope,'* 

said Grantley in a low voice, but firmly. " Yet 

I should have thought, Mr. Rashleigh, that you 

would have known me too well to have suspected 

me of such a thiog as this. What Miss Hope 

had the right to do was another matter, but it 

would have been a theft in me ; and men"—- 

(here Mr. Rashleigh smiled a little satirically) 

" do not become thieres all at onee. Yet I do 

not think you have ever seen nueh want of 

honour in me !" ■

'^I will not have that tone taken,** said Mr. 

Rashleigh, liarshly. " Tou have done iU^ Grant- 

ley, anait is absurd to attempt to give yourself 

the airs of injured innocence, and as if you had 

the right to blame me because I suspected what 

was so entirely suspicious. And what do I 

know yet? I have no proof; only your own 

word and Hope's assertion, which, for aught I 

know, may be merdy her f^nerous desire to 

get you out of a perilous position by taking the 

blame on herself. I can scarcely believe her 

guilty. To have gone into my room in my 

absence— unlock my desk — ^take the money I 

had refused her only a few hours ago — to steal 

— I cannot believe it ! I will not ! Yon have 

been at the bottom of it, Grantley ; you have 

had some band in it I" ■

" Now, papa, how can you go on so ?*' cried 

Hope, thoroughly frightened. "Do I not tell 

vou that Grantley is innocent, and that I have 

been the only one to blame P What more can 

I say to convince you P" r"r^r^n]o ■
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"It i» HOt an easy matter to conrinee me 

that my child has committed a theft," said 

John Rashleigh, grarely, and turning away his ■

" I did not thiftk of it aa a £ault at the time, 

dear papa,'^ she cried» flinging herself into his 

arais. "I wanted it for poor Anne Rogers, 

chiefly ; I did not want it (or myself. Forgive 

me, dear, dearest p^a, for having been so dis- 

obedient and wilful, and do not blame or accuse 

Grantley any more! I am the onlv one to 

blame, and he has beei far nobler than I de- 

served.'^ Here she burst into tears, and buried 

her iace in ber fathei'^a breast* "Won't you 

forgive me, dear papa ?" she sobbed again after 

a short pause, kissing his dieek which her tears 

made almost as wet as her own. ■

John Rashleigh could not resist this. Hope 

had never yet been unforgiven even when she 

had not sliown contrition, and the unusual soft- 

ness of her mood to-day could meet with nothing 

' I but the most fervent response. 

I j "Do not crv, Hope I Dry your eyes, child !" 

! I he said, tenderly. '' There, there ! Let us have 

no more about it. I quite believe you, and I 

Quite believe that you did not know you were 

doing anything wrong; and that you were only 

thoughtless and impulsive, as usual And as 

for you, boy" (to Grantley), " I am sorry that I 

accused you so hastily; so» shake hands, and 

think no more about it You cannot expect me 

to say more than that I ant sorry," he added 

pleasantly, as Grantley still hesitated. The blow 

on his cheek yet stunff, and it was rather early 

days to take the hand waick had struck him. "'No 

gentleman can want more than an apology, and 

a father can only express his regret to a son ; 

so shake hands, boy, and let us all forget 

what has been. & very painful misnnderstand- ■

That ■

word did what the feeling had failed 

to do. Grantley grasped his cousin's hand 

warmly ; he had conquered all his boyish pride 

and manly indtgnatien by the nmple name of 

father. ■

"I have niAda ycm suffer, Grantley,'* said 

Hope, as her Caches left thea^; and again ake 

laid her hand in his. ■

•* I would liave borne mwe thaa this for yonr 

sake. Miss Hope," he answered, pressing her 

hand between both of his, and looking at her 

lovingiy — she not haughty and disdaduful as 

usual, but downeaaty bashfdifi and lepentant. ■

" I da not know what we shall do without you, 

Grantlev," she then said very gently; and as 

she spoke ake tirned pals^ and he felt her hand 

trembiing in hrs. ■

"Oh ! yon wfll soon foreet me. I hare so 

often displeased you, yeu> will be glad to get rid 

of me," Grantley answered! ■

"I do not think we shall," said Hope, in a 

low voice. And thai there was a moment!s 

silence. ■

All this time they were standing with their 

hands clasped in eacn other's in the hall which 

had just been so noisy and heated with the late 

storm passing through. I ■

" You have not displeased me ; it b I who 

have been ill temperea," Hope continued, in a 

still lower voice, still softer and richer in its 

tones. " I ought to ask you for forgiveness, 

Grantley, before you go^ for I have often be- 

haved so badly to yoa.^ ■

•*You must not do that," he exchumed 

hastily, and his eyes filled np with tears. " I 

could not bear that. Miss Hope, I cannot bear 

to hear you even blame yourself for anything." ■

" Gbantley !" she said ; and then she stopped 

and said no more. ■

Still with her hand in his, still looking down 

on her as she stood with bent head and towered 

eyelids before him, he drew just a shade nearer 

to her. ■

" You spoke?" he aaked. ■

She laid her other hand on hia arm. ■

** I am mach obliged to yoa foridl that you 

have done for me these many years," she said, 

almoat in a whisper. ■

The words were formal but the voice and 

tone were not ; the downcast eyes, the parted 

Hps, the cheeks now crimsoning and now paleing, 

the heaving breast, the pride swept away be- 

neath the swell of this unusual tenderness and 

girlish gratitude, sdl told of something deeper 

and warmer stirring in that impetuous heart 

than what those quaint, formal words ex- 

pressed. ■

''Do not say that yon are obliged to me 

for anything, dear Miss Hope," said Grant- 

ley, himself scarcely able to speak; ''it has 

been honour enough to me to be allowed to s^ve 

you.'* ■

" No one has ever done so much for me," 

she said. ■

" Because no one ever , . . ." He stopped 

in his turn, and ^aid no more^ then, after a 

pause, he went on : "I have done nothing for 

you unwillingly. Miss Hope. If you had asked 

me at any time to give yon my life I would 

have done it as freely as I would have given 

you a flower. I have had but one object— that 

of serving and obeying you ; and I have had 

but one desire — that of pleasing you. I have 

done the first the best way I could if I have 

failed in the kst sadly. But I want you to re- 

member me when I am in India," he went on to 

say, " and to remember me with as little dislike 

as you can ; and I am so glad of to-day, for the 

last thing you will have to remember of me will 

be my ibith to you." ■

The tears were swelling in her eyes, as in his. ■

" I shall never forget toKiay," ske said gently, 

'^nor how good you have always been to me, 

dear Grantley." ■

^ I am glad you can say that, dear Miss Hope. 

I am glad I am going to India too, though I 

shall never see you again ; for if I stayed in 

England I should only fall out of favonr again, 

and then I should have the pain of seeing you 

hate me more than ever, perhaps."^ ■

By this time the tears were running down her 

face. ■

" I have never disliked you, Grantley," she 

said; "I have pretendeckbo dQ 5Pi but it was ■
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mere pretence ; and I have tried, but I could 

not. I like you better than you like me, 

Grantley — a great deal." ■

"Hope!" ■

What was it? What happened? What 

madness took him P Neither ot them ever knew, 

boy and girl as they were; but Hope found 

herself clasped to his heart, with her arm round 

his neck, and their flushed, wet, youthful faces 

laid against each other. ■

But they were not in smooth water yet, and 

had something more formidable before them 

than even their own misunderstanding and 

childisli blindness had been. Though John 

Rashleigh might forgive a girlish freedom like 

that of which Hope Tiad been guilty, it was by 

no means certain" that he would forgive this far 

graver sin. The light of his eyes and the pride 

of his heart, she for whom lords and prmces 

would not have been too good, to give lierself 

away at sixteen to a poor relation! Hope 

knew all the trial to be passed through. It 

must be met, however, and that at once, unless 

she and Grantley would undertake a clandestme 

correspondence— for which the one was too 

proud and the other too honest ; or unless they 

would give up each other — which neither would 

hear ot. Wnat she anticipated came to pass, 

in even exaggerated form. The father was 

furious; violent beyond anything she had 

dreamed possible ; but, girl as she was, she was 

firm, and Grantley would not yield her so long 

as she would hold to him. ■

Then came that terrible colKsion of two wills 

equal in strength, and the battle of love and 

pride which tears a man's very soul. Look 

which way he would, there was no comfort for 

John Rashleigh; and refusal or consent was 

equally madness and despair. But he must 

decide. The proud man nad to balance with 

the father; and eventually the father won the 

day. Yet he would not consent to the marriage 

for many years even after they had come to 

riper age than what is generally held ripe 

enough ; and when he did — when Grantley came 

back from India with a character and repute of 

his own, and his cousin found that both poor 

relation and dauehter had not swerved a hair's 

breadth from tneir young loves, and were 

minded to marry without his consent if it could 

not be with — even then, when forced to yield, 

Grantley found his roses decidedly not without 

thorns. His sweetness of temper though con- 

quered before the end came ; and when John 

Rashleigh was dying, he confessed that Grantley 

had been the best son, and the dearest, father 

ever had ; and that now, when the things of this 

world were slipping away from him and he was 

beginning to learn their emptiness, he was glad 

that Hope had married one who, by his better 

influence, had made her a nobler and a gentler 

woman. 

" But you were a thief after all, my boy. ■

and stole a greater treasure than a paltry bank- 

note," he said lovingly, not an hour before he 

died. ■

MODERN TORTURE. ■

We publish the following letter, as an act of 

justice. We do not observe, however, that it 

contradicts any statement to which this Journal 

has given circulation.* ■

TO THE EDITOR. ■

Sir, — ^An article headed Modern Torture ap- 

peared on the 10th of June in number 320 of 

All the Year Round, at page 463, being a sort 

of abstract of Riickel's work, entitled Saclisens 

Erkebung und das Zuchthaus zu Waldheim. ■

I trust you will be good enough to complete 

this article by mentioning, in your perioaical, 

that the Saxon government has published a 

declaration in the oflBcial paper, tne Dresden 

Journal, to the effect that it disdains to prose- 

cute the author, or take any legal proceedings 

against his book, preferring to leave the verdict 

on it to the souna common sense of the Saxon 

people. ■

This individual, after having fought at the 

barricades against the government, whose paid 

servant he was at the time, was convictea for 

sedition, and received, through the royal grace, 

first his life, and, at a later period, the remission 

of his commuted sentence. He now seeks to 

make capital of his imprisonment by the publi- 

cation of a sensation romance. ■

In conclusion, I may add that the Prussian ■

Eress loudly predicted tlie confiscation and pro- 

ibition of the work bv the Saxon government. 

This confiscation and prohibition nave indeed 

taken place in Prussia, but not in Saxony. 

I am. Sir, your obedient servant, ■

E. P. DE Ck)LQUHOTJN, ■

Aulic Councillor of H.M. the King of Saxony. 

* See page 468 of the last volume. ■
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CHAPTEE XXXVU. MB. KECKWITCH PKOVES HIM- 

SELF TO BE A MAK OP OEIGINAL GENIUS. ■

A THBiLL of virtuous satlsfactiou pervaded 

Mr. Keckwitcli's respectable bosom at the dis- 

Goveiy of Elton Lodge, Slade's-lane, Kensington. 

He had gained the first ^eat step, and gained 

it easily. The rest would be more dimcult; 

but it would be sure to follow. Besides, he 

was not the man to be daunted by such ob- 

stacles as were likdy to present themselves in 

an undertaking of this tind. They were ob- 

stacles of precisely that nature which his slow, 

dogged, cautious temperament was best fitted 

to deal with ; and he knew this. Perhaps, on 

the whole, he rather liked that there should be 

some difficulties in the way, that he might have 

the satisfaction of overcoming them. At all 

events, they gave an additional zest to the pur- 

suit that he Imd in hand ; and though his hatred 

needed no stimulus, Mr. Keckwitcn, like most 

phlemnatic men, was not displeased to be stimu- ■

Sufficient, however, for the day was the 

triamph thereof. Here was the gate of Elton 

House ; and only to have penetrated so far into 

WUliam Trefalaen's mystery was an achieve- 

ment of no slight importance. But the head 

clerk was not contented only to see the gate. 

He wanted to luive a glimpse of the house as 

well ; and so walked on to the bottom of the 

lane, crossed over, and returued up the other 

aide. The lane, however, was narrow, and the 

walls were high; so that, take it from what ■

S^int he wouQ, the house remained invisible, 

e could see the tops of two or three sombre- 

looking trees, and a udnt column of smoke melt- 

ing away as it rose against the background of 

blue sky; but that was all, and he was none 

the wiser for the sight. So, knowing that he 

lisked observation eveiy moment that he lin- 

gered in Siade's-lane, he turned quickly back 

again towards the market-^dens, and passed 

out through a little turnstile leading to a foot- 

way shut in by thick green hedges on either 

side. ■

He could not tell in the least where this path 

would lead him ; but, seemg a network of similar 

walks intersecting the enclosures in various ■

directions, he hoped to double back, somehow or 

another, into the main road. In the mean while, 

he hurried on till a bend in the path carried him 

well out of sight of the entrance to Slade's-laue, 

and there paused to rest in the shade of an 

apple-orchard. ■

It was now about half-past six o'clock. The 

sun was still shining; the evening was still 

warm ; the apple-blossoms filled the air with a 

delicious pertume. All around and before him, 

occupying the whole space of ground between 

Kensington and Brompton, lay nothing but 

meadows, and fruit-gardens, and orchards heavy 

with blossoms white and pink. A pleasant, 

peaceful scene, not without some kind of vernal 

beauty for appreciative eyes. ■

But Mr. Keckwitch s dull orbs, however 

feebly appreciative they might be at other times, 

were blind just now to every impression of 

beauty. Waiting there in the sliade, he wiped 

the perspiration from his forehead, recovered 

his breatn as he best could, and thought only of 

how he might turn his ioumey to some further 

account before going back to town. It was 

much to have discovered Elton House ; but he 

had yet to learn what manner of life was led in 

it by William Trefalden. It would have been 

something only to have caught a glimpse througli 

an open gate — ^to have seen whether the house 

were large or small, cheerful or dismal. He had 

expected to find it dull and dilapidated, with 

half the windows shuttered up, and the rest all 

black with the smoke of many years; and he 

did not feel inclined to go away in as much 

ignorance of these points as when he left Chan- 

cery-lane. Suddenly an idea occurred to him 

— a very bright, ingenious idea, which gave 

him so much satisfaction that he indulged in a 

little inaudible laugh, and started forward again 

q^uite briskly, to find his way out qCthis laby- 

rinth of hedgerows, orchards, and cabbage- 

gardens. ■

He had not gone many yards beTore he came 

to a cross-road whence more paths branched oil' 

in every direction. Here, however, like a large 

blue spider in the midst of his web, stood a 

portly policeman, from whom Mr. Keckwltcli at 

once learned his nearest way to Palace Gardens, 

and followed it. He asked for Palace Gardens 

this time, beins anxious to emerge conveni- 

ently upon the High-street without again ven- 

turing too close to Slade's-lane in broad day- ■
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Having emerged at this point, Mr. Keckwiich 

went into the first stationer's shop that he could 

see, and bougkt a ledger. The stalioner had 

consideiahle difficulty ift smpplying him, for the 

ledger he required was of a somewhat unusual 

shape and size. " It must be oblong," he said, 

" plain ruled, and bound in red leather." He 

would not have it ruled off in oolumns for ac- 

counts, and the stationer had none that were 

not ruled in tiiat manuar. At kst befouAdone 

that was quite plain — a mere oblong book of 

Bath-post paper bound in purple doth, witii 

scarlet leatner back and comers ; and with this, 

although it was not exactly what he wanted, 

Mr. Aefalden's head clerk was forced to 

content himself. He also bought a paraliei 

ruler, a small boitle of ink, and a couple of 

quill pens, saying that he wonld rule the book 

himself. ■

It was now striking seven by Kensington 

church clock ; and Mr. Eeckwitch, who was not 

used to going without his tea, inquired his way 

to the nearest ooffoe-house, which proved to be 

in Church-street, dose by. It was a modest 

little place enough ; but he made himself very 

comfortable there, establishing himself at a tabk 

at the further end of the room, calling for lights 

and a substantial tea, and setting to work at 

once upon the ruling of his ledger. When he 

had done about a doaen nages, he divided each 

into three parts by a couple of vefticailmes, and 

desired the waiter to bring him the London 

Post-Office Directory. But he did not look in 

it for Elton House. He had seBFched for that 

some days back, and found no mention of it. 

He simply opened it at K^ifsilrGTON High- 

STBJ5ET, page four hundred and fortv-mnc, and 

proceeded patiently and methodically to copy 

out its contents under the several tildes of 

Name, Address, and Occupation. By the time 

that he had thus filled in some four or five 

pages, and finished his tea, it was half-past eight 

o'dock, and quite dark. ■

That is to say, it was quite dark in the sky 

overhead, but quite brilliant in Kensington 

High-street. That picturesque thoroughfare was 

lighted up for the evening. The sfcops bkuKcd 

with gas ; the pavements were crowded ; there 

was a brass band playing at the public-house at 

the comei* ; and tne very fruit and oyster stalls 

in front of the church were bright with kntems. 

The place, in fact, was as light as at noonday, 

and Mr. Keckwitch, who wished to avoid obser- 

vation, was naturally disturbed, and a good 

deal disappointed. He had, however, made 

up his mind to do a certain thing, and he was 

determined to go through with it; so he 

pulled his hat a little more over his eyes, 

put his ink-bottle and pens in the breast-pocket 

of his coat, tucked his led^r under his arm, 

and went boldly out in the direction of Slade's- 

lane. ■

He had observed a baker's shop within a few 

doors of the comer where the omnibus had set 

liim down, and this shop was his present desti- 

nation. He went in with the assured step of 

a man who is about his regular work, touched ■

his hat to a pleasant-looking woman behind the 

counter, and said : ■

** I am goijig round, ma'am, for the n&w Di- 

uectdry. There's been no change here, 1 sup- 

pose, since last year ?** ■

"No, sir; no change whatever," she re- 

plied. ■

Mr. Keekwitch opened his ledger on the 

counter, pulled out one of his quill pens, and 

drew his rat forefinger down a certain column 

of names. ■

"Wilson, Emma, baker and confectioner," 

said he, reading one of the entries. ** Is that 

quite right, ma'am ?" ■

"Fancy bread and biscuit baker, if you 

please, sir," replied Mi». Wilson, "not con- 

fectioner." ■

"Thank you, ma'am. Fancy bread and bis- 

cuit baker." ■

And Mr. Keckwitch drew his pen through 

" confectioner," and substituted Mrs. Wilson's 

emendation with a business-like gravity that did 

him credit. ■

**1 thought the Post-office Du«ctory for this 

year was out already, sir," observed Mrs. Wfl- 

son, as he blotted off the entry, and closed his 

ledger. ■

•'This is not the Post-office Directory, 

ma'am," said Mr. Keckwitch, calmly. "This 

is a new Bireotoxy of the Western and South- 

western districts." ■

"Oh indeed 1 a sort of new Court Guide, I 

suppose P** ■

" Just so, ma'am. A sort of new Oourt 

Guide. Wish you good evenin*.** ■

"Good evening, sir," replied Mrs. Wilson, 

as he again raised his finger half way to the 

brim of his hat, and left the shop; he had 

scarcely passed the threshold, however, when 

he paused, and turned back. ■

"I beg your pardon, ma'am, for troublinff 

you again," he said, "but perhaps you can fefl 

me who lives at Elton House ?'* ■

"Elton House?" ■

"Yes; Elton House, in SladeVlane. IVe 

been knocking and ringing there till I'm tired, 

and can get no one to come to the gate. Is it 

uninhabited ?" ■

Mr. Keckwitch said this so naturally, and 

with such an air of ill-used respectability, that 

detectivie Kidd himself would soaroeiy have 

doubted the truth of his statement. As for 

Mrs. Wilson, she accepted every word of it in 

perfect good faith. ■

" Oh no," she replied, **it is not uninhabited. 

The name is Duvernay." ■

^'Duvemay," repeated Mr. Trefalden's head 

clerk, re-opening his ledger, and dipping his pen 

in Mrs.Wiison*s ink. " With your leave, ma'am. 

A foreign family, I suppose ?** ■

"I think she is French.'* ■

" And Mr: Duvernay — can you tell me what 

profession to enter P" ■

"There is no Mr. Duvernay," said Mrs. 

Wilson, with an odd little cough, and a slight 

elevation of the eyebrows. ^M least, not that 

I am aware of.'* ^ t ■
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Mr. Keckwitch looked up with that dull 

I^ht in his eyes that only came to them noder 

cireamstajiees of strong excitement. Mrs. 

Wilson looked down, and coiighed again. ■

•Is the lady a widow P* he aske^ huskily. ■

**I belierc she calls herself a widow,'* re- 

plied Mrs. Wilson ; *' bat indeed, sir, I can't say 

what she is." ■

*' And there's no gentleman ?" ■

"I didn't say that, sir." ■

** I beg your pardon^ I thought I understood 

so." ■

** I said there was no Mr. Duvemay ; and no 

more there is. But I don't desire to speak 

ifl of my neighbours, and Madame's a cus- 

tomer." ■

Mr. Keckwitch shook his head solemnly. ■

"Dear! dear!" said he. "Very sad, yery 

sad, indeed. A wicked worlds ma'am I So little 

real respectability in it." ■

"Very true, sir." ■

"Thep I suppose I must simply put down 

JUadtme Ihivemaf, there being no master to the 

house ?" ■

^ I suppose so, sir. Tliere is no master that I 

have ever known of; at least, no acknowledged 

master." ■

^ Stilly if there is a gentleman, and he lives 

in l^e house, as I think you implied just 

now ....." ■

"Oh, sir, I imply nothing," said the mistress 

of the shop impatiently, as if she had had 

enough of the subject. ''Madame Duvemav's 

doings are nothing to me; and the gentle- 

man may be her husband for anything 1 know 

to the contrary." ■

*' You cannot give me his name, ma'iam P" ■

'•No, sir." ■

" I am sorry for that. I ought to have Ms 

name if he really liyes m the house." ■

*' I cannot ^ve it to you, because I don't 

know it," said Mrs. Wilson, rather more 

graciously. "I cannot even take it upon 

myself to say that he lives, at Elton House. 

There is a sentleman there, I believe, very 

constantlv; but he may be a visitor. I really 

can't tell; and it's no business of mme, you 

know, sir." ■

''Nor of mine, if he is only a vbitor," 

replied Mr. Ke^witch, again closing his 

ledger, and preparing to be gone. "We 

take no note of visitoi-s, but we're bound 

to take note of regular inhabitants. I'm very 

much obliged to you, ma'am — ^rery much in- 

deed." ■

" I'm sure, sir, you're very welcome." ■

"Thank you. A little help often goes a long 

way in matters of this kind ; and it isn't pleasant 

to stand at a gate knocking and ringing for half 

an hour tocether." ■

"No, indeed; far from it, ur. I can't think 

what all the servants were about, to let you 

do so." ■

* Good evenin' once more, ma'am." ■

" Good evening, sir." ■

And Mr. Keckwitch walked out of the shop, 

this time without taming back again. ■

CHAPTBB XXXVm. DESPATCHES 7E0H IXALT. ■

" I LOVE this terrace," said Miss Colonna, 

" it is so like the terrace of one of our Italian 

houses." ■

"I am always glad, for that reason, when 

the summer is sumciently advanced to let us 

put out the orange-trees," replied Lord Castle- 

towers. ■

It was shortly after breakfast, and they had 

all strolled out through the open windows. 

The tide of guests had ebbed away some days 

since, and the party was once more reduced to 

its former numoers. ■

" Yes," said Olimpia, " the dear old orange- 

trees and the terra cotta vases go far to heighten 

the iUusion-^o long as one avoids looking b«ck 

at the house." ■

'* Or round upon the landscape," suggested 

Saxon, smiling; "for these park trees are as 

English as the architecture of the house. What 

is the style, Castletowers ?" ■

" Oh ! I don't know, EUzabethan— Tudor— 

English-Gothic. I suppose they all mean the 

same thing. Shfdl I out down my poor old 

oaks, Miss Colonna, and plant olives and poplars 

in their place P" ■

" Yes, if you will give me the Sabine for the 

Surrey hills, and an Italian sky overhead." ■

" I would if I ooiild— I wish it were pos- 

sible," said Castletowers, earnestly. ■

" Naj, I alwavs see them," replied Olimpia, 

with a sigh. " l see them now— so plainly I" ■

" But you Italians never have the mal de 

pays," said Saxon. ■

" How can you tell that, Mr. Tirefalden P I 

think we have." ■

" No, no. You love your Italy ; but you do 

not suffer in absence as we suffer. The true 

mal de pays runs in no blood bat the blood of 

the Swiss." ■

" You will not persuade me that you love 

Switzerland better than we lo^e Itafy,'* said 

Olimpia. ■

"But I believe we do," replied Saxon. 

" Your amor patria is, perhaps, a more intel- 

lectual passion than ours. It is bound up with 

your wonderful liistory, your pride of blood and 

pride of place ; but I cannot help believing that 

we Swiss do actually cherish a more intense 

feeliw? for our native soil" ■

" For the soil ?" repeated Caatletowera. ■

" Yes, for the clay oeneath our feet, and the 

peaks above our heads. Our mountains are as 

dear to us as if they were living things, and 

could love us back agsdn. They enter into our 

inner consciousness. They exercise a subtle 

influence upon our minds, and upon our bodies 

tlirough our minds. They are a part of oar- 

selves." ■

" Metaphorically speaking;" said the Earl. ■

" Their effects are not metaphorical," replied 

Saxon. ■

" What are their effects?" ■

" What we were speaking of just now— the 

mal de pays ; home sickness." ■

" But that is a sickness^ the mind," sud ■
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" Not at all. It is a physical malady." ■

" May one inquire how it attacks the patientP" 

asked the Earl, incredulously. ■

" Some are suddenly stricken down, as if by 

a coup de soleil. Some fade slowly away. In 

either case, it is the inexpressible longing, for 

which there is no possible cure save Switzer- 

land." ■

" And supposing that your invalid cannot 

get away — ^what then P" ■

" I fear he would die." ■

The Earl laughed aloud. ■

" And I fear he would do nothing of the 

kind," said he. " Depend on it, Trefalaen, this 

is one of those pretty fictions that everybody 

believes, and nobody can prove." ■

" My dear Gervase," said Lady Castletowers, 

lassing the little group as she returned to the 

ouse, " Signer Colonna is waiting to speak to 

you." ■

Colonna was leaning over the balustrade at 

the further end of the terrace, reading a letter. 

He looked up as the Earl approached, and said, 

eagerly, ■

" A despatch from Baldiserotti ! Garibaldi 

has sailed from Genoa in the Piemoute, and 

Bixio in the Lombardo. The sword is drawn 

at last, and the scabbard thrown away !" ■

The Earl's face flushed with excitement. ■

" This is great news," said he. " When did 

it come?" ■

" With the other letters ; but I waited to tell 

it to you when your mother was not present." ■

" Does Vaughan knowP" ■

" Not yet. He went to his room when he 

left the breakfast -table, and I have not seen 

him since." ■

" What is the strength of the expedition ?" ■

" One thousand and sixty-seven." ■

"No more P" ■

" Thousands more ; but they have at present 

no means of transport. This is but an ad- 

vanced guard of tried men; chiefly old Cac- 

ciatori. Genoa is full of volunteers, all eager 

to embark." ■

" I would give ten years from my life to be 

among them,'"8aid Castletowers, earnestly. ■

Tiie Italian laid his hand caressingly upon 

the young man's arm. ■

" Pazienza, caro," he replied. " You do good 

service here. Gome with me to my room. There 

is work for us this morning." ■

The Earl glanced towards Olimpia and Saxon; 

opened his lips, as if to speak ; checked him- 

self, and followed somewhat reluctantly. ■

CHAPTEK XXXIX. A BBOKEN FROldSB. ■

It must be conceded that Miss Colonna had 

not made the most of her opportunities. She 

had not actually withdrawn from the game; 

but she had failed to follow up her first great 

move so closely as a less reluctant player might 

have done. And yet she meant to act this part 

which she had undertaken. She knew that, if 

she did so, it must be at the sacrifice of her 

own peace, of her own womanly self-respect. ■

She was quite aware, too, that it involved a 

cruel injustice to Saxon Trefalden. But with 

her, as with all enthusiasts, the greater dutv 

included the less; and she believed that, al- 

though it would be morally wrone to do these 

things for any other end, it would oe practically 

right to do them for Italy. ■

If she could noit brin^ herself to lead this 

generous heart astray without a struggle — if 

she pitied the lad's fate, and loathed her own, 

and shrunk from the path that she was pledged 

to tread— she did so by reason of the finer part 

of her nature, but contrary to her convictions 

of duty. Eor, to her, Italy was duty; and 

when her instinctive sense ot right stepped in, 

as it had stepped in now, she blamed herself 

bitterly. ■

Biit this morning's post had brought matters 

to a crisis. Her father's face, as ne handed 

her the despatch across the breakfast-table, told 

her that ; and she knew that if she was ever to 

act decisively, she must act so now. When, 

therefore, she found herself alone with Saxon 

on the terrace, she scarcely paused to think how 

she should begin, but plunged at once into her 

task. ■

" You must not think we love our country 

less passionately than the Swiss, Mr. Trefalden," 

she said, quickly. " It needs no mal de pays 

to prove the heart of a people ; and when you 

know us better, you will, I am sure, be one of 

the first to acknowledge it. In the mean while,. 

I cannot be happy till I convince you." ■

" I am ^lad you think me worth the trouble 

of convincing," replied Saxon. ■

"How should i not? You are a patriot^ 

and a republican." ■

"That I am, heart and soul!" said Saxon, 

with sparkling eyes. ■

"We ought to have many sympathies in 

common." ■

" Why, so we have. The love of country 

and the love of liberty are sympathies in com- 

mon." ■

"They should be," replied Olimpia; "but^ 

alas! between prosperity and adversity there 

can be little real fellowship. Yours, Mr. Tre- 

falden, is the happiest country in Europe, and 

mine is the most miserable." ■

" I wish yours were not so," said Saxon. ■

" Wish, instead, that it may not remain so T 

Wish that women's tears and brave men's blood 

may not be shed in vain ; nor a whole people be 

trodden back into slavery for want of a little 

timely help in the moment of their utmost 

need!" ■

" What do you mean P" said Saxon, catching 

sometliing of her excitement^ without knowing 

why or wherefore. ■

" I mean that the work to which nay father's 

whole life has been given is at last be^un. You 

know— all the world knows— that Sicily is in 

arms ; but you have not yet been told that 

an army of liberation is assembling in the 

north." ■

';in the north P Then the King of Sar- ■
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''Victor Emmanuel is willing enough to reap 

the harvest watered with our blood," replied 

Miss Colonna, impetuously, "but he will not 

offer us even a hearty ' God-speed' at present. 

No, Mr. Trefalden, ours is an army of volun- 

teers and patriots only — an army of young, 

brave, and eenerous hearts that love Italy and 

liberty, and are ready to die for what they 

love!" ■

Beautiful as she was at all times, Saxon had 

never seen Olimpia Colonna look so beautiful as 

when she spoke these words. He almost lost 

the sense of what she said, in his admiration 

of how she looked while sajing it. He stam- 

mered something unintelligible, and she went ■

"Garibaldi has sailed for Palermo with an 

advanced guard. Volunteers are pouring into 

<}enoa from Venice and Milan. Subscriptions 

are being raised on all hands — ^in England, in 

!France, in Belgium, in America. A month 

hence, and Soutn Italy will be free, or doubly 

chained. In the mean while we need help ; and 

for that help we look to every lover of hberty. 

You- are a lover of liberty — you are a citizen 

of a model republic What will you do for 

us?" ■

" Tell me what to do, and I will do it,*' said 

Saxon. ■

" Nay ; I might ask too much." ■

"You cannot ask more than I will gladly 

grant." ■

Oh'mpia turned her dazzling smile upon him. ■

" Beware !" said she. " I may take you at 

your word. This cause, remember, is more to 

me than life ; and the men who enlist in it are 

my brothers." ■

Alas! for Saxon's invulnerability, and his 

cousin's repeated cautions ! Alas ! for his pro- 

mises, his good resolves, and his government 

stock! He was so far gone, that he would 

have shouldered a musket and stepped into 

the ranks at that moment, to please Miss 

Colonna. ■

"These men," she continued, "want every- 

thing that goes to make a soldier — save 

valour. They are content to accept privation; 

but they can neither live without food, nor 

fight without arms, nor cross from shore to 

shore without means of transport. So take 

heed, Mr. Trefalden, how you offer more than 

you are prepared to give. I might say— slo 

you love liberty well enough to supnly some 

thousands of brave men with breacl, ships, 

and muskets; and then, what would be your 

answer P" ■

Saxon drew a blank cheque from his purse, 

and laid it on the parapet against which she was 

leaning. He would have knelt down and hud it 

at her feet in open day, but that he had sense 

enough left to feel how supremely ludicrous the 

performance would be. ■

" There is my answer," he said. ■

. Miss Colonna's heart gave a great leap of ■

triumph, and the colour flashed up into her lace. ■

She took a tiny pencil-case from her watch-chain ■

— a mere toy of gold and jewels-7«nd hastily ■

pencilled some llgures in the comer of the 

cheque. ■

"Will you do this for Italy ?" she said, in a 

breathless whisper. ■

"I will double it for youT replied Saxon, 

passionately. ■

"For me, Mr. Trefalden?" ■

Saxon was dumb. He feared he had offended 

her. He trembled at his temerity, and did not 

dare to lift his eyes to her face. ■

Finding he made no answer, she spoke again, 

in a soft, tremulous tone, that would have 

turned the head of St. Xevan himself. ■

" Why for me P What am I, that you should 

do more for me than you would do for my 

country P" ■

" I — ^I would do anything for you," faltered 

Saxon. ■

" Are you sure of that P" ■

" As sure as that I . . . ."^ ■

The ]roung man checked himself. He would 

have said, "as that I love you," but he 

lacked courage to pronounce the words. Miss 

Colonna knew it, however, as well as if he had 

said it. ■

" Would you lump into the sea for me, like 

Schiller's diver r" she asked, with a sudden 

change of mood, and a laugh like a peal of 

silver bells. ■

"That I would!" ■

"Or in amonff the fighting lions, like the 

Count de Lorge ?" ■

"I know nothing about the Count de Lorge; 

but I would do for you all that a brave man 

dare do for a lady," replied Saxon, boldlv. ■

"Thanks," she said, and her smile became 

graver as she spoke. " I think you mean what 

you say." ■

"I do. Indeed I do!" ■

"I believe it. Some day, perhaps, I shall 

put you to the proof." ■

With this, she gave him her hand, and he— 

scarcely knowing what he did, but feeling that 

he would cheerfully march up to a battery, or 

jump out of a balloon, or lie down in the*path 

of an express train for her sake — kissed it. ■

And tnen he was so overwhelmed by the 

knowledge of what he had done, that he scarcely 

noticed how gently Miss Colonna withdrew her 

hand from his, and turned away. ■

He watched her across the terrace. She did 

not look back. She went thoughtfully forward, 

thouffhtfully and slowly, with her hands clasped 

loosely together, and her head a little bent; 

but her bearing was not that of a person 

in anger. When she had passed into the 

house, Saxon drew a deep breath, and stood for 

a moment irresolute. Presently he swung him- 

self lightly over the parapet, and plunged into 

the park. ■

His head was in a whirl ; and he wandered 

about for the first half-hour or so, in a tumult 

of rapturous wonder and exultation — and then 

he suddenly remembered that he had broken his 

promise to William Trefalden. ■

In the mean while, Olixppia went up to her ■
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father's stodj in the turrel;, and stood before 

him, pale and stem, like a marble statue of 

herself. ■

Colomia looked up, and poshed his papers 

aside. ■

" Well," he said eagerly, " what speed ?" ■

"This." ■

Saying which, she took a pen, deliberately 

filled in doable the sum pencilled on the 

margin, and laid Saxon's chcK^ue before him on 

the table. ■

THRONED UPON THORNS. ■

Whoevek reigns in Mexico is throned upon 

thorns. And why P The crop of troubles 

in that land was not of its own people's 

sowing. It was made subject centuries ago to 

the least liberal of European monarchies ; for 

three hundred years bearing — as New Spain 

—that monarchy's name, and governed hj it 

upon imperial principles of despotic restriction 

in churcn and state; with trade in shackles ; 

with a dominant privileged clergy; and with 

unequal laws that srofond the oomsion people 

while they protectedthe nobility in every direc- 

tion against burdens and responsibilities. After 

very many years the failure of force at the heart 

of that decrepid despotism enaUed the fair 

country to shake itself free, and it broke loose 

into independence, with a social system formed 

and set by centuries of pressure in the old de- 

spotic mould. Free, but perplexed at heart, 

with a dominant aristocracy of priests inter- 

fused with its social system, and unwilling to 

abate a jot of their supremacy ; ovei^rown also 

with an order of nobles unwilling to pive up 

one of the exclusive privileges transmitted to 

them from the middle ages under a despotic 

^vernment, to this hour medisoval in many of 

Its traditions and its usages. Mexico then 

having freed itself from foreign rule, but suffer- 

ing from the effects of the long tyranny, pro- 

ceeded through many a throe of internal strife 

to put out the despotic element from its own 

social system. There could be no sound liberty 

till that was done, but it would be found diffi- 

cult to do while the orgaiused strength of the 

party holding undue privileges enabled it to 

neutralise the efforts ot the j)eople, who, in the 

first passionate untrained enjoyment of a hope 

of independence, desired to achieve for them- 

selves a freedom like that of a great and strong 

republic lying on the borders of their lano. 

During the ferment and confusion of the civil 

strife between those anti^onist interests which 

had yet to be brought into accord, when every 

military chief or fitting adventurer, whose soul 

had been corruptea by the influences inherited 

from a long age of despotism, was ready to grasp 

for himself power ana wealth at Ins country's 

cost — the strong neighbouring republic held out 

its hand in hinderment insteid ot help, to rend 

and not to rescue. Thus we had the country of 

a people with high aspirations towards freedom, I 

wlio had yet to ieam its ways, not only troubled ] ■

at hone by the factions of those who were privi- 

leged in days of despotic rule, and who, in tlie 

days of liberty, were fitting for reteotioai of 

rights incompatible with social freedom. As 

long as the domestic struggle remained equal, it 

was prey^ed upon and schemed against by every 

self-seeking adventurer within its borders, it was 

attacked, also, and robbed of wide regions by 

the strong state of the neighbouring republieans, 

with irrepressible greed for the extension of 

their own dominion. And what if there oome 

some trouble for the same land that shall open 

for it a yet lowest deep after all these deeps 

have been safely sounded P One of its patriots, 

Benito Juarez, proved stronj^ enough to 

take and keep the directing mfluence that 

might have saved the state. He swept away, 

by a law bearing his own name, because it 

was of his proposing and supporting in the 

legislature, all the privileges that removed 

noole or ecclesiastic from tueir share in tiie 

responsibilities of all good citisens, and made 

them, like their neighbours, answerable to tiie 

law. He helped to give his country a free 

eonstitution ; he at last nmde known to tbe 

body of the people wherein a reasonable liberty 

consists; he broke, after a long and painftu 

struggle, the disturbing power of those who up- 

held evil traditions of the centuries of despotism; 

he was beginning to make trade free and develop 

the resources of the land* ■

But that beaten party of the priests and 

nobles, shorn of privileges inconsistent with the 

life of a free states regarded only its own mean 

interests, and sank so low as to seek the resto- 

ration of its power by tlie ruin of its country. 

Joined by some foreign traders who expect pay- 

ment of divers sorts of extortionate claims to be 

wrung under compulsion from the afflicted 

people; self-seeking speculators who may 

pitmt lai^lj[ by thrusting out of court the 

scrutiny of justice— those beaten combatants 

for personal immunities and privilages, made 

false representations to a remote state under 

military despotism, knowing that the remote 

state is desirous for its own domestic refisons to 

find cheap and showv foreign occupatioii for its 

troops. They ascribe all the misrule V ^ 

past— •misrule of their own breeding — i» the 

native government that had just triumphed over 

it, and that ruled, peacefully at last, mik the 

consent of a contented peophit. They stated 

&lsely to the foreign despotism, that this na^ve 

government was not ruling with consent of ^he 

people ; but that a foreign anmy, if it werb to 

tana in war against such government, would) be 

hailed br the people as deliverer. Yictorti 

they said, will oe easy, and they will be chej 

For this is a rich land, with silver and goL* 

the very eartb of it^ and the mines are a 

guarantee to the conqueror that his own cou] 

will be the richer rather than the poorer fo^ 

conquest. So the foreign invader was tem 

to error by false hopes. The foreign armyla^ 

and was not received as a deliverer. Wi 

allies but the men who had failed in the sti;! 

to retain the social system of the^te ■
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life of the mneteenth century, the inyaders found 

the whole people that was to be delivered, bravely 

risen to retam the liberty from which it was 

proposed that they should have deliveranoe. 

Timt foreign army even began its career of glory 

by sustaining a defeat in battle, and was foroe< 

to raise a siege and send for succour to its home 

beyond the sea. The invadii^ despotism being 

strong; could in due time pour in more bayonets. 

But even then all it oould do at immense cost 

of hfe and money, was to take some towns and 

hold them as long as bayonets enough were in 

tbe streets. They were unable even to keep 

possession of the intervening country, or of 

town or ooantry in much of the outlying land, 

where the natriot leader still remained the 

centre of tue neveivending fight for indepen- 

denee. ■

Thus it is that a country cursed for centuries 

with the rule of one great European despotism, 

is bebg now plagued by another, which other 

has borrowed from the next worst of the despot- 

isms a morsel of its royalty to dress uid forward 

to the distant land as a mock emperor with a 

stage property throne and crown. And the 

domestic traitors of that land have been found 

to be, and have at last been treated as, the ill- 

conditioned curs they are, bv tlie foreigners to 

whom their vain pretensions have prov^ as in* 

toleralde as they were to their owji pountrymeu. 

And the people who are subject to that military 

despotism, and from whose country it has been 

so tatally borrowed, regret as they may the lives 

of their sons sacrificed and the good money that 

has been taken from their pockets by their 

roaster to be spent on an ill deed. That master 

of theirs, too, says in his heart that he has been 

befooled. But what is done is done» and the 

spilt blood must be worked up into rose-colour 

paint for the appeasing if not for the content- 

ing of his army and his people. ■

it was the breach emperor whom the defeated 

faction and some speculating traders blinded 

with false information and misled into that 

invasion of Mexico which has attained a nominal 

success represented in the getting from the 

house of the Austrian emperor, the loan of a 

royal dummy, U> be dressed up as an emperor 

and sent to Mexico. ■

This act has excited the attention of the Old 

World and the New. Its consequences are 

looked forward t-o with iuterest. They cannot 

be remote, and a little fuller knowledge of the 

history of which we have just taken out the 

pith^ may make it easier to understand them 

rightly when they come. ■

There was a rich and vigorous race in 

Mexico when^ Cortez made his famous raid of 

conquest neurly three hundred and fifty years 

ago. Their palaces equalled, said Cortez, the 

most beautiful in Spain ; and their capital, he 

said, was ''the most beautiful thing in the 

world." But thouch they had skilled workers 

in gold and silver, toeir currency was gold-dust 

in quills, silver in the form of a T, and cocoa 

for small change. The ancient government was ■

an absolute monarchy tempered by privileges 

of the aristocracy, and with irremovable judges. 

The sovereign, who, when admitted as heir- 

presumptive, had gone through a ceremonial 

which included buffeting by the people as 

a test of patience, had, on his accession, to 

go through a sharp reminder of the duties 

incident to power. He was kept for a year 

or two in the temple upon short allowance of 

comforts for a very long reckoning of prayers 

and sacrifices, and, when he overslept himself, 

had guards near him, who prioked his legs and 

arms with thorns, bidding him awake, i'or he 

did not enter on his charge to sleep, but that 

he might watch over his people. Tiius thorns 

were associated very early with the crown of 

Mexico. ■

The Spaniards found Mexico a federation of 

three kingdoms; namely, that of the Aztecs, 

with its capital Tenoohtitlan (Mexico) ; that of 

the Acolhuans, whose king lived at Tezcuco j 

and the small kingdom of Tlacopan. The name 

of Mexico was probably derived from MexiUi, 

one of the names of the Aztec god of war, at 

the inau^ration of whose temple, thirty-three 

years before the arrival of Cortez, seventy thou- 

sand victims — prisoners of war, criminals, and 

rebels, saved up in various parts of the empire 

— were sacrificed. Many traits of humanity 

were blended with this cruel superstition of the 

desire of the gjods for blood, and the great effi- 

cacy of blood m sacrifice. In the story of the 

Conquest of Mexico, the Mexicans seem to have 

been better Christians than the Spaniards. We 

gladly remember the mild answer of Guatemozin 

to a suffering companion when their feet were 

rubbed with oil and roasted, to extort confes- 

sions of the whereabout of gold. The king's 

•comnanion bitterly lamented and complained, 

to wnich Guatemozin only answered: *' And am 

I taking my pleasure in a bath ?" But if the 

Spaniards were cruel, what pluck they had! 

When gunpowder ran short and sulphur was 

wanted to make more, it was suggested that 

there must be sulphur in the crater of the 

volcano of PopocapetL Pive men were sent to 

see. They climbed to the top of the mountain 

which for the next three centuries remained in- 

accessible to man, as it had been before. They 

found at the top in the eternal snow a gulf a 

thousand feet deep, at the bottom of which 

burnt a bluish flame sending up hot pestilential 

vapours ; they cast lots which of them should 

be let down by a cord to explore that fiery 

gulf for the sulphur; the man who drew the 

lot went down in a basket, found sulphur 

at a depth of four hundred feet, and secured 

his supply. ■

The spirit of religious intolerance, then strouq^ 

in Spain, directed dealings with the Mexicans 

by their new conquerors. The Inquisition 

never was so merciless as then. Not long 

since had died the Grand Inquisitor Torque- 

mada, who, besides burning in effigy many 

thousands who escaped his clutch, had caused 

the burning alive of nine thousand persons. 

Spam was producing an A^» France was tend- ■
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ing towards the massacre of St. Bartholomew, 

when Mexico became dependent on the Spanish 

crown. As the most productiye of the Spanish 

colonies it had ample attention. At first, the 

natives were divided among the colonising 

Spaniards in simple slavery. Las Casas made 

his protest showing the effects of snch a system, 

and the result was, that while in the islands it 

remained, in Mexico it was replaced by a system 

of serfdom. Groups of famihes, called encomi- 

endas, were allotted for employment in specific 

services by Spanish soldiers, lawyers, colonists 

of mark, and clergy, the religious orders being, 

of course, endowed with a considerable wealth 

in these families of serfs. The svstem was 

abolished by £in^ Charles the Third of Spain, 

but tlie root of it proved ineradicable. The 

same king abolished tlie oppressive local mayors, 

and divided the land into twelve larger districts, 

each under the care of an intendant. But the 

intendaut was represented in each district by a 

" sub-delegate," who was no improvement upon 

the old-fashioned mayor. He was forbidden to 

trade, because trading would tempt to oppres- 

sion, but was left to live as he could, without a 

salary. Deriving all his income from fees, this 

official created vexations of the people, op- 

pressed the poor, acted in connivance with 

those who could pay him well, and thus trafficked 

in justice. ■

At the beginning of the century, in Spanish 

Mexico, Humboldt found the natives, miscalled 

Lidians, protected against fraud by bein^ made 

unable to contract legally for any sum aoove a 

pound, and therefore, except their caciques or 

nobles, who had been left free from the first, 

unable to thrive by trading. This was a truly 

Spanish notion of Protection, meant as such, 

though horribly oppressive. The Indians paid 

annual tribute, but they were not slaves, and, 

belter off than their neighbours of Peru, they 

had been exempted from forced labour in the 

mines. The people of mixed blood, descended 

from Indians and whites, and a few from Indians 

and negroes, were classed into castes and legally 

degraded. They paid tribute, and, being allowed 

to trade with the whites, found fittle reason to 

respect them. These people of mixed race 

in the old Spanish American colonies — the 

Mestijos — are more vigorous and able than 

either of the pure races, Spanish or American, 

whence they proceed. So manifest is their 

superior ability, that the future of what was 

once Spanish America is supposed by some to 

await, m course of time, their fashioning. ■

The Indians, or what remained of the original 

people of Mexico, were forced by the forms of 

Spanish protection, and disposed by nature, to 

remain apart from the conquerors in villages of 

their own. The caciques also, though free, 

preferred to live with their own people as heads 

of the villages, and to live simply, making no 

dangerous oisplay of any wealth they might 

possess. Not long after the conquest tfiey were 

ahead of their conquerors in care of education, 

and founded a college for themselves in the 

Franciscan convent of Santiago de Tlataloico. ■

The first viceroy of Mexico, after Cortez, pre- 

sided at its solemn inau^ation; but, the 

Spaniards following a policy of degradation 

against the spirited people '^over whom they 

ruled, that college was disorganised, and the 

establishment of others was prevented. At the 

end of the last century a wealthy cacique of 

Puebla went to Madrid, where he spent years 

in vain endeavours to persuade the authorities 

to establish a College for Indians in his native 

city. Thus the native race was degraded while 

the half-breeds were oppressed, and the Spanish 

rule over Mexico was near its end when the 

Bishop of Michoacan reported the true state of 

things to the home government, saying, " What 

attachment to the government can there be in 

the Indian who is ofespised and degraded, who 

is almost without property, and without hope 

of bettering his condition f He is attached to 

social life by a tie which offers to him no advan- 

tage. Your majesty must not believe that the 

fear of chastisement will alone suffice to pre- 

serve peace in this country; there must be 

other and stron^r motives. If the new laws 

which Spain awaits with impatience do not re- 

gulate toe positions of Indians and of coloured 

people, the influence of the clergy, however 

great it may be over these unfortunate crea- 

tures, will not be able to retain them in the 

submission and the respect due to their sove- 

reign." ■

The expected reforms never came. Even the 

Creoles, or Spaniards of unmixed blood but born 

in Mexico, had no political liberties or rights. 

It was not in the nature of the Spanish govern- 

ment to give even to Spain's own children such 

gifts as were enjoyed in the New World by 

colonists from every other land. WTiile the 

English colonists were thriving by action upon 

principles of civil liberty, tiie colonists of Spain 

were under tutelage of a country that sought to 

rule absolutely by weakening and dividing those 

under her sway. The several colonies ot Spain 

in America were also carefully isolated, lest they 

might combine to break their bonds. Nothing 

could be printed till it had run the gauntlet of 

both civil and ecclesiastical censorship ; nothing 

about America might be printed without license 

of the Council of the Indies. Clavigero's in- 

offensive History of Mexico, written tor Spain, 

had to be published in Italy, translated into 

Italian. If license had been got for its publica- 

tion in Spain, special permission would have 

been required for the sending out of any copies 

to the colonies. As for works of imagination, 

they were contraband, as vain fiction and idle 

tales. Ships sailing to the colonies were required 

to have inscribed on their register the contents 

of every book they carried. Ecclesiastical and 

civil officers met every ship on its arrival, to in- 

spect the books. And then came the examination 

by the Inquisition. ■

It was in the same jealous protective spirit 

that the home government sought to guard itself 

from all danger of local patriotism, by giving 

trust and office only to Spaniards who had been 

born in Spain, and placing apart, under ban of ■
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distrust, those born in Mexico who might be 

suspected of particular affection for the country 

of their birth. The Spaniards born in Spain 

were separated from all others, as a ruling caste. 

This involved often the establishment of a divi- 

sion of caste between a father and his children, 

and cut off from children the hope of following 

in the steps of their fathers as servants of the 

state. Tne Creoles, taught bj the priests, and 

not suffered so much as to see a book in which 

the existence of such a thing as political liberty 

was mentioned, could earn money by mining or 

domestic trade (the foreign trade was restricted 

by incredible absurdities of protective discipline), 

and they could buy with their money titles or 

commissions in the militia, a favourite extrava- 

o;ance that turned every thriving shopkeeper 

into a captain or colonel, who mi^ht'even be 

seen placidly weiffhin^ out sugar in full regi- 

mentals. The only thing that the Spanish go- 

vernment could not discover how to do for uie 

protection of the native Mexicans, was to root 

out the banana, which, it was argaed, by securing 

food to the poor, made them lazy. As it would 

have required a large and very costly armv 

of officials to secnre this extirpation of fooa, 

it was proposed and desired but not accom- 

plished. ■

But let the Spanish despotism do what it 

would, these people could not be kept to the 

last from hearmg of the existence in the world 

of other desirable things than the company of 

priests and women, with money, titles, and fine 

clothes. The ^ independence of our North 

American colonies^ and the power and honour 

that came of it, could not be kept a secret. 

Forbidden books were brought in over the land 

frontier. News of the French revolution and 

the emotions that belonged to it could not be 

kept out of Mexico. Agitation was the con- 

sequence, and Spain justified increase of the 

commotion by the way she took for its repres- 

sion. The Spanish authorities saw revolt in 

every effort after better knowledgQ^f whatever 

sort, and prohibited the establishment of printing 

offices in towns of from forty to fifty thousand 

inhabitants. ■

The growth of an indolent clergy had been so 

rapid, that before the middle of the seventeenth 

centurj, Philip the Fourth was prayed by the 

municipality of Mexico to check the indefinite 

increase in the number of monks and nuns, to 

limit the amount of property held by convents, 

and prevent them trom acquiring more; for 

already the^ had possession of the greater part 

of the terntorial domains, acquired by gifts or 

purchase. Let there be no more bishops sent 

from Spain, or ordained in Mexico. Already 

there were in the country six thousand priests 

who had nothing to do. And let there be fewer 

church holidays, promoting — ^rather more surely 

than the bananas — ^idleness among the people. 

When the Spanish yoke was about to be thrown 

off, ten thousand monks and nuns held property, 

real and personal, equal to half the value of 

all the real property of the country. There ■

wealth was divided most unequally among its 

holders. An archbishop or bishop took be- 

tween twenty and thirty thousana pounds a 

year. A priest of an Indian village, doing the 

real missionary work for which the church was 

founded, might get between twenty and thirty 

pounds a year. The great prizes were, with the 

rarest exception, all ^iven to priests bom in 

Spain; the parish priests on small pav were 

Mexican -bom Spaniards, Creoles, ana often 

Indians. For this reason the inferior clergy 

has been throughout the later history of Mexico 

on the side of the patriots, while the high dig- 

nitaries have upheld — reckless of Mexican in- 

terests and caring only for their own— tlie old 

disorder of things. All priests, as well as the 

military class, nad "fueros" or extraordinary 

privileges which exempted them from judgment, 

even upon questions of debtor and creditor, be- 

fore courts whose members were not of their 

own bod^. In course of time, the civil power 

had acquired a right of hearing criminal charges 

against priests, after their ecclesiastical su- 

periors had degraded them and given them up 

to the secular arm ; but in no case could the law 

proceed to judgment so effective that a bishop 

might not neutralise its action. ■

So matters stood with the Mexicans when, in 

the year eighteen hundred and eight, they heard 

that Napoleon was become master of Spain. 

First came, under the lead of the pure Spanish 

chiefs, an outburst of sympathy with the mis- 

fortunes of the outcast Bourbon. But the 

Mexican-bom population, tliat had been ruled 

by the sole will of the sovereign, when that 

sovereig^n abdicated were without a master, and 

they seized then on the idea of a national sove- 

reignty. Li the capital city of Mexico the new 

ideas associated with this term in the states of 

America, and part of Europe, were become fami- 

liar, and the Ayuntamiento, or local council of 

Mexico, went in state to the vicerov, professing 

attachment to the House of Bouroon, but, in 

the name of New Spain, asking for the convoca- 

tion of a National Assembly. The viceroy re- 

ferred the question to his imperial council, the 

Audiencia of Mexico, and this bod^, composed 

exclusively of natives of Spain — its members 

bein^ even, as a condition of their membership, 

4'orbidden to marry in Mexico— -strongly resisted. 

But the Ayuntamiento held to its request,' and 

the viceroy, Iturrigaray, resolved to comply 

with it. Whereupon he was one night seized 

in his bed by three hundred of the pure Spanish 

party, and confined with his two sons m the 

prisons of the Inquisition; his wife and his 

other children being imprisoned in a convent. 

An obscure soldier, who happened to be the 

senior among the Spanisli officers, was placed in 

the viceroyalty, but he proved so blunt a tool that 

in a few months he was removed, and the Arch- 

bishop of Mexico put in his place: The arch- 

bishop, in tum, gave wa^ to the mle of the Audi- 

encia itself, until the arrival of a new viceroy from 

Spain. Meanwhile, this body of Spanish-born 

rulers was banishing and unpnsoning influential ■

was also a heavy annual levy of tithes. The Mexicans, exhorting Spaniards to organise them ■
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selves into armed juntas, and haughtily said, that 

while there was a cobbler in Castile or a mule in 

La Mancha, there would always be a ruler for 

America. Representations in favour of the im- ■

Erisoned riceroy were met with insult. The 
fexicans were thus stung into active assertion 

of their rights, and there was division of the 

land into two hostile parties of Spaniards, nick- 

named "Gachupines," and of Mexicans, who 

were commonly called Americans, and also, from 

a certain convent where the Virgin, as Our 

Lady of Guadalupe, was worshipped as special 

protectress of the country, were called "Gua- 

dalupes.** ■

Now, at this time there was a parish priest 

in the small town of Dolores, a town almost 

entirely peopled by Indians, who loved his 

country, and had laooured with intelligence to 

help his poor parishioners. He had taught 

them to Dreed silkworms and cultivate the 

vine. But protectionist Spain demanded that 

in Mexico no wine should be drunk that had not 

come from the mother country ; an order came, 

therefore, for the plucking op of the vines round 

about Dolor^, and they were plucked up. The 

parish priest, who was named Hidalgo— -or, in 

lull, Don Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla — ^a native 

of Ghianaxuato, and then sixty years old, re- 

solved that his vines should bear fruit, and good 

fruit. He formed plans of revolt, which were 

disclosed to the Spaniards when one who had 

joined in them, being at the point of death, told 

all to his confessor. There were arrests, and 

Miguel Hidako was to be arrested, but the 

danger, instead of unnerving him. hurried him 

on to immediate action. .Foined by Captain 

Allende, a youn^ Creole, captain of the forces 

in the neignbonrmg town or San Miguel, the 

parish priest of Dolores raised the flag of inde- 

pendence, and down came the streams of Indians 

from the mountains to join in the following, as 

the little army of independence marched irom 

San Miguel to Zalaga. It was the fierce crowd 

of an oppressed, warm-blooded people, and its 

march was not untainted with the cruelty of 

passion. Twenty thousand strong, it reached 

Guanaxuato, where the Spaniards refused to 

surrender; the town was taken, and Hidalgo 

would have striven in vain, if he did strive, to 

repress the ensuing massacre and plunder. But* 

property of Spaniards, as a rule, was confiscated 

ana divided by Hidalgo among his troops, and 

it is difficult to say whether lie may not have 

been willing to strike terribly at once to make 

the stroke swift and effectual. But the Indians 

^the old native population — were those who 

fought cniellv; they had small respect even for 

Creoles ; ana their warfare, with the dread of 

some possible issues of it, drove many of the 

rich Creoles to the Spanish side. Tlie arch- 

bishop excommunicated the whole rebel arro^. 

IVuxillo led the troops that were to fif^ht it, 

and was beaten at Las Graces. Hidalgo 

marched on towards Mexico, but, after halting 

for some days before the town, with fatal hesi- 

tation turned aside. An army, under Don Felix 

Maria Calleja, sent in pursuit, beat Hidalgo's ■

forices at Aculco, though the Indians fought 

only too recklessly, rushing at the very mouths 

of the enemy's guns, and thrusting their straw 

hats into the muzzles. They retired, and were 

pursued into Guanaxuato, where Calleja delibe- 

rately butchered in the great square fourteen 

thousand men, women, and children. The army 

of revolt fell then upon Guadalaxara, where its 

forces were broken, and Calleja's orders were 

"to exterminate the people of every town or 

village that showed signs of adherence to the 

rebels.'' There were men enough to carry on 

the fight with Spain, but they wanted arms and 

ammunition, and Hidalgo was about to sail to 

the United States for these, when he was be- 

trayed into the hands of the Spaniards, de- 

graded from the priesthood, given over to the 

secular arm, and shot at Chihuahua in July of 

the year eighteen hundred and eleven. ■

Then followed a year of diffused civil war, 

during which the party of independence formed 

a junta, or central government, of five members, 

chosen by a large body of respectable landed 

proprietors. Tt^eopfe of the afflicted country, 

at a congress of Chipaleingo, made in moderate 

terms their last demands— which were burnt 

by the hangman — of a representAtive assembly, 

and equal rights in Mexico for Spaniards and 

Mexicans. ■

Then rose up another country curate, Morelos, 

who held a commission under Hidalgo. There 

was again army against army. Morelos was 

besieged in Cuautla, till a rat there was worth 

a dollar, and a cat worth six dollars, as meat. 

But he and all his forces contrived an escape, 

with the loss of only seventeen men. Then 

Calleja spent his fury with atrocious cruelty 

upon the helpless citizens of Cuautla, while 

Morelos was capturing Orizaba and Oazaca. 

At Oaxaca a brave youth, in face of the enemy, 

swam the moat around the tower, and out the 

rope of the drawbridge, over which, when it 

fell, the victorious insurgents marched. Another 

young Mexieftn chief, whose father had been one 

of the seventeen taken during the escape from 

Cuautla, offered to return three hundred pri- 

soners in exchange for the old man. The offer 

was refused, and the old man was shot; upon 

which the young soldier set all his prisoners 

free, lest he might be tempted to a cruel ven- 

geance. Morelos carried on the struggle for 

four years, and was at last taken by General 

Concha, when remaining in a mountain pass 

with a small devoted band, to keep the Spanish 

army at bay while the members of the Mexican 

congress were being escorted to a phice of safety. 

" My life," he said, " is of little consequence, if 

the congress be saved. My race was nm when 

I saw an independent government established." 

After a stout resistance, when he was left fight- 

ing almost alone, Morelos was taken prisoner, 

and he was shot in December, eighteen Hundred 

and fifteen, his hist prayer being, "If I have 

done well, Lord, thou knowest it. If ill, to Thy 

infinite mercy I commend my sottl."* ■

For more years the strugne was ocmtinued. 

It had in Xavier Mina, who was in revolt ■
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against the despotism of the restored Eerdi- 

nand, a Spaniard for leader ; but the Mexicans 

distrasted him for his birth's sake, and he too 

was at last taken and shot. That was in No- 

vember, eighteen hundred and seventeen, and 

the viceroy, whose name then was Apodaca, 

wrote to Spain (after the manner of the pacify- 

ing news we now read in the Moniteur) that 

!B£xico was faithfoi to the Spanish crown, whioh 

need not send another soldier to his aid. And 

the viceroy proceeded to entmst to Colonel 

Itnrbide, a Creole, the duty of proclaiming at 

the head of the troops the re-establishment of 

the absolute authority of the king. ■

Iturbide had begun a selfish career as a 

brilliant soldier, bv joining in efforts to over- 

turn the rule of Spain; tnen he had gone in 

private anger to the Spanish side, and beaten 

the Mexicans in battles, besides winning the 

dcrgy with professions of resolve to expiate the 

excesses of his former life by a rigid course of 

penance and mortification. Therefore the vice- 

roy trusted him as a safe instrument of Spanish 

despotism. But the use he made of the eight 

hundred men entrusted to him was to win them 

to his design, then issue at the little town of 

Igttala» in February, eighteen 'twenty-one, a 

scheme of independence, called the Plan of 

Iguala. This was carefully devised to bid for the 

union of parties who had common interests 

against Spain, with the three guarantees of abo- 

lition of caste, Mexican, independence, and the 

establishment of the Koroan Catholic religion. 

The crown was to be offered to the King of 

Spain, and, on his refusal, to some other member 

ol the reigning family. Exactly six months after 

its date, on the twenty-fourth of August, 

eighteen 'twenty-one, a new Spanish viceroy, 

CnDonoju, meeting Iturbide at Cordova, there 

accepted for Spam the terms of the Plan 

of Iguala, and the revolution was accom- 

plished. ■

Iturbide became president of a regency of 

five. The Spanish Cortes scouted the treatjr of 

Cordova, and in the following May, Iturbide 

attained his object, and was declared by his 

army Emperor of Mexico, as Augustine the 

First. ■

He reigned ten months, gave himself imperial 

airs, and was about to remove his friend, General 

Santa Anna, from the government of Vera Cruz, 

when Santa Anna turned upon him, and pro- 

claimed a republic by what was called the Act 

of Casa-Mata, in which two other generals took 

part with him. Iturbide, deserted by his fol- 

lowers, abdicated, and was fumishea with a 

vessel to take hun to Leghorn and a yearly 

pension of five thousand pounds. But he was 

to die if he set foot again in Mexico. He did 

return, in character of a Pole, was discovered, 

and then it fell to his turn to be shot. ■

To tell of all that happened after the de- 

moralising age of Spanish despotism between 

the time of Iturbide or Augustine the First, 

emperor of Mexico, who set himself over his 

countrv's liberties, and that of Maximilian the 

Second, a foreigner set again by foreigners over ■

the liberties of Mexico, and the first man since 

Itnrbide who has ventured to sit in state upon 

Mexican thorns, would be a long story. Some- 

thing of it, however, we may take another day 

for telling. The old Aztec king, we have seen, 

had a probationary time, during which, if he 

slept, his guards pricked his legs and arms with 

the thorns of the metl, or maguay, wliich are 

like pins, to rouse him to a sense of his position. 

But the Mexican thorns which now prick any 

despotic would-be ruler of that land are not like 

pins, they are like swords. During the interv^ 

between the two emperors, confusion has come 

of the struggle of the chief clergy and other 

privileged men to keep ihsxt fueros, or exemp- 

tions irom responsibility berore common tri- 

bunals, and the other rights that, ingrained in 

the old social system, had survived the revolu- 

tion. It was a law introduced by Juarez, and 

named after him, by which the equal riglits of 

all citizens was established. But a stout battle 

followed, in which, for reasons we have seen, 

the parish priests were on the side of the people, 

and the higher dignitaries of the church — in a 

land long church-ridden and still very super- 

stitious — were the heads of the antagomsm. 

When the popular cause had been betrayed by 

a former leader, Benito Juarez became the chief 

representative of the Mexican cause. He was 

true to it, before the interference of the French, 

through years of trial. He had broken at last 

the power of the antagonists of liberty, was by 

the great body of the Mexicans, whom he had 

trained in some degree to nolitical knowledge, 

accepted as a president who naturally repre- 

sented the republic, and was moving quietly in 

the direction of peace and the removal of old 

obstacles to trade. The obstructive party that 

had suffered at home the extraction of its fangs, 

then sent for a new set of teeth from Pans. 

We know what followed upon that ; and what is 

yet to come, the past, as it has hece been told, 

will perhaps help us to guess. ■

OUR AUNTS. ■

What would become of half of us if we had 

no aunts ? I don't know precisely what would 

liave become of a score of persons upon whom 

my mind's eye now rests ; but generally, I am 

sure that but for their aunts they would have 

been in the race of life, by this time, nowhere. 

They would have fallen out of the course long 

ago and gone to the deuce, or died in ditches, 

as their other relatives metaphorically predicted 

of them. ■

It is mercifully ordered in the great scheme 

of existence that nearly every person should 

have an aunt who is willing to grow into an 

old maid, and to sacrifice her life to the good of 

others — those others being generally her nephews 

and nieces. Aunts are tne fairy good god- 

mothers of society, the supplementary mothers 

who are often more kind and indulgent to the 

children, than their parents are. There is not 

a single person anywhere who is not familiar ■
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with this idea of a good aunt. We Bometimes 

hear of children who never knew father nor 

mother; but where is the child who never 

knew an aunt ? When the father and mother 

disappear and leave the poor infant to the merc^ 

of tne worlds who is it that takes the little waif 

in, and feeds and clothes it, and sends it to 

school P Whop The aunt. The good kind 

tender-hearted soul, who, perhaps, has been 

passed over in life, who has toiled nard, who has 

suffered much, who, at anj rate, has never 

tasted the jojs of maternity, who has certainly 

never incurred its vexations. It is really 

wonderful, under such circumstances, that these 

women should retain so much humanity, that 

the fire of love should not have been quenched 

in their lonely hearts, that the milk of human 

kindness should not have dried up in their 

breasts long ago. We should be thankful to 

Heaven for these maiden aunts of ours : they 

are a legion of angels upon earth, for ever 

hovering about us, to pity and to succour. ■

If the natural history of aunts were faithfully 

and accurately followed out, I am inclined to 

think that the aunts of whom I speak would be 

found to be a distinct species of the genus. 

There are points of resemblance in all aunts of 

this class, which are not to be observed in per- 

sons who stand to society in other relations. 

There are many varieties of mothers; some 

good, some bad, some indifferent ; there are also 

many varieties of fathers, brothers, sisters, and 

ancles. There is the kind and indulgent father ; 

but quite as often there is the harsh and tyran- 

nical father. There is the affectionate brother 

and the jealous brother ; the loving sister and 

the spiteful sister. Then, as to the uncle (who 

should be a counterpart of the aunt in every- 

thing, beinff the mascuUue of the species), is it 

not proverbial that while some of them poke 

their nephews in the ribs, call them sly aogs, 

and give them no end of bank-notes because 

they wouldn't sell their uncles' pictures, there 

are others, cruel, bloodthirsty — rapacious uncles, 

who take their nephews into dark woods and 

leave them to die of hunger. But our aunts ! — 

our aunts are always good. Who ever heard of 

a wicked aunt ? ■

Be it understood, however, that I do not 

reckon among my bright particular aunts the 

sister of your father or mother, who marries 

and has children of her own; nor the lady 

whom your uncle may take to himself with the 

same common-place result. We don't think of 

her, be she the one or the other, in the true 

aunt sense. Do you ever call her " aunty," 

and go and sit in her lap, and put your arms 

round her neck P Answer me that. No, no. 

She is Aunt — mark how cold the word is with- 

out the endearing diminutive! — Aunt Charles 

or Aunt James, with lots of little buckets of 

her own dipping into the well of her affections; 

and she has not a drop for you. Dare to sit in 

her lap, and she will push you rudely and coldly 

away. Venture to put your arm round her 

neck, and she will probably stand upon her 

propriety. ■

The person whom you call "aunty dear" is 

Quite another order of being. She is your 

father's sister, or your mother's sister— occa- 

sionally the wife of your uncle; but, in this 

last case, she is only ''aunty dear" when she 

has no children of her own. As to her natural 

disposition : she is born to love and to be loved 

— bom to deny herself, to suffer patiently, to toil 

and spin, not for herself, but for others — ^born, 

above aU, to rear the weakly sheep, and to 

rescue the black ones who go astray. ■

These dear, good aunts of ours, so lovable 

in their brown fronts (with that single band 

of black velvet across their foreheads), in 

their plain prim caps and clock-cases of black 

silk, are not of that order of Samaritans who 

wait until their Christian duties are forced 

upon them. They meet the troubles of their 

nephews and nieces more than half way. 

They are interested in us before we come into 

the world, and, when we do make our d^but, 

they are the first to applaud us. They are 

also the first to be troubled with us. Our 

mothers have all the honour and glorv of pre- 

senting us to the world. We are the finest 

children that ever were seen, and our parents 

have all the credit ; but we are, mavhap, the 

most fractious brats that ever were Doru, and 

aunty dear has all the trouble of hushing us to 

sleep and sittinj^ up half the night to pat us on 

the back and give us corrective waters. It is 

aunty dear who stands godmother, and presents 

us with the silver mug or the silver spoon. It 

is aunty dear who, when we are one too many, 

pays for our schooling; it is aunty dear wha 

mvites us to pass the holidays with her, when 

our loving parents are glad to be rid of us, and 

takes that opportunity of rigging us out with a 

new suit of clothes. It is aunty dear who stands 

between us and many a well-deserved whipping, 

and it is the same good soul who takes the 

trouble to sing old ballads to us, and tell us old- 

world legends, which often have a great share 

in refining our tastes and forming our characters. 

If it had not been for a dear old aunty, the name 

of Walter Scott might not now be a household 

word throughout the world. ■

Why should aunty take all this interest in us,, 

and put herself to aU this trouble on our behalf P 

We are not hers ; we shall not be mentioned as 

bein^ the very image of her, or as doing her 

credit. It is more than likely, too, that our 

mother, bv getting a husband, while aunty has 

been condemned to lonely ceUbacy, has given 

her cause for jealousy ; that, on the wedding- 

day, while the bride was being arrayed in orange* 

blossom and white hce, the destined aunty was 

down in the kitchen tying up fowls with white 

ribbon for the dejeuner h, la fourchette. Why 

does she forgive and forget all this and love us 

so tenderly and so unselfishly P I have a theory 

about this, and I believe I am right in the main. 

I believe that women are never naturally vain, 

heartless, and unloving. They are made so. 

Let a woman alone with her own heart, and in 

I most cases it will grow greener and warmer 

I with age. There is no top round to the ladder ■
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of her heart's aspirations^ as ia the case of the 

woman who marries. The latter is apt to think 

that she has fulfilled her mission, so far as her 

heart is conoemed, when she drives away from 

the church door. She cannot, of course, con- 

template such a thing as loving again and being 

married again. When she is married, the 

lamp of her love is at the brightest—and when 

things are at their brightest they are apt to 

fade. ■

The old maid's love does not exhaust itself 

in too fierce a flame. Objects arise to engage 

her (Section every day. She has always a heart 

to give away to every new comer who may have 

a cudm upon it, and though she gives it away 

fully and entirely, she always has it stiU to give. 

In one word, her love is not a selfish love. ■

I very strongly suspect that old maids are in 

the aggregate happier than married women — 

happier because they are left more to the influ- 

ence of their own single natures, because 

thev are not subjected to the will of others, 

and because their position exempts them from 

the tear and wear of passions which too often 

leave Uie heart chilled and the nature per- 

verted. ■

When 1 think how happy, how good, how 

beautiful even in their fronts, our maiden aunts 

are, I feel very much disposed to finish the 

novel which I now have in hand, by making the 

culminating point of happiness at the end of tlie 

tiiird volume, the resolve of my heroine not to go 

to St. George's, Hanover-square, with Augustus, 

but to live and die an old maid. ■

It is a very old idea that aunts, and, I will 

add, uncles, are in some way designed by nature 

to be impartial third parties in life, to whom first 

and second parties may fly in time of distress 

and trouble. The French call their mutual friend 

the pawnbroker, ma tante. We, in England, call 

him our uncle. I think the Prench have adopted 

the true personification. The aunt is fully 

entitled to say, with a certain person of our 

acquaintance, that aunt is the friend, not uncle. 

I cannot imagine how we English originallv 

made the mistake of calling our mutual friend- 

in-need our unde. Compared to the true, 

^kind-hearted, unselfish, unpretending aunt, our 

*uncle is a blustering, ostentatious, purse-proud, 

vain old humbug. He is only kind to his 

nephews and nieces when it administers to his 

own vanity and his own importance. What 

trouble docs he take for us P He only gives 

away his money because he has got more of it 

than he knows what to do with. It is the 

easiest thing in the world to give away money ; 

but it is not an easy thing to give away love 

and sympathy, to give away ease and rest, to 

giye away to others the love and care that jou 

might keep for yourself. No ; the uncle is a 

constituted sham and a humbug, and I shall 

seize an early onportunity to write an essay 

upon him, and take him down a peg. ■

Meanwhile, I will endeavour to discharge 

some part of my debt of gratitude^I can never 

discharge it all— to aunty. ■

I sbll not be stating at all an exceptional case ■

when I say that I had an aunt who was an 

*' aunty dear" to three generations. This is one 

of the blessed things about our aunts. They 

are sent into the world to be good and also to 

live long. The good die early, sentimental 

folks say. Stuff ! The good, thank Heaven I 

live to have false teeth and wear false hair, and 

they are the most delightful creatures to kiss in 

the world. I can omy think of that dear old 

aunty of mine (though I never saw her until 

she was threescore: she was my grand-aunt) 

as a fair young creature of seventeen summers, 

with blue eyes, and flaxen hair streaming over 

her shoulders to her waist. I have this vision 

of her — though, when I knew her, she was 

wrinkled, and wore a brown wig that was any- 

thing but invisible, and a cap that some folks 

would call a fright— because she once told me 

that she was like that when, as a girl, she ran 

over the hill one morning early to bid good-bve 

to her lover, who was going away to sea. She 

beld me on her knee, and patt«d me on the head, 

and strained me to her breast, when she told me 

that story ; and I knew that she had kept her 

great wealth of love for me and mine. For the 

sailor-boy never came back. She had a lock of 

his hair, which she used to take from a sacred 

drawer and show me. It was jet black, and 

when she handled it, it curled round her finger, 

as if the spirit of her sailor-boy had come back 

from the aepths of the sea to embrace her with 

all that was left of him on earth. ■

" And what did you do, aunty," I said, " when 

you heard the news ?" ■

"What did I do, laddie ? I criet and criet 

until my heart was dry and mj ecu were sair. 

I think I should ha' deet if your mother 

hadna' come; but when she came I took up 

wi' her. She had bonny black een just like my 

laddie's, and I loved her and nursed her for his 

sake. Ajid when they had ower mony o' them 

at hame, I took her to live with me, and she was 

my lassie until your father married her. And 

then I was lonely again until your father had 

ower mony o' them, when I took your sister, 

and now I've got you: and a pretty handful I've 

had with the lot o' ye." ■

She did not mean these last sharp words a bit ; 

for she took one of the succeeding generation 

to live with her, and it was always in danger of 

beine smothered with kisses. ■

An, dear aunty in Heaven, what would have 

become of some of us but for you P ■

HARDIHOOD AND FOOLHARDIHOOD. ■

The month of July, 1865, when noted down 

in the annals of English families, will bear the 

black record of four lives, belonging to young, 

robust, intelligent, hopeful men, swept away. 

And for why ? Because of foolhardihood. ■

There is a Swiss household, within sight of 

Mount Cervin, which has lost a hale, strong, 

brave son- — a man tempted for hire to assist his 

employers to conquer impossibilities. And for 

why P Because ot foolluidihood. , ■
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There was another Swiss household last year 

similarly laid waste by the death of the faithful 

and indefatigable Bennen, Professor Tyndal's 

gnide. But then the Professor, if too eager in 

adventure (we recollect a terrible account of his 

creeping round an ice-column, with his heels 

higher than his head), has some reason for )iis 

temerity, as one accumulating scientific facts 

with regard to the singularities and the excep- 

tions ot the rock and glacier land. Onlj it is 

fearful that, with no very great result hitherto 

promulgated to the world, an excellent^ faithful, 

and trustworthy being shotdd have paid the 

penalty. ■

There has been too much nonsense got up, on 

the renown to be won by scrambling high, rather 

hidi, higher, highest among Peaks and Passes — 

which yield, in nine cases out of ten, no new 

aspect of Nature-T-simply because nobody has 

ever been up there before. But the nonsense 

becomes ghastly when it implies contempt for and 

waste of human life — a rift too holy to be played 

^ with like a toy, under false pretences, by brag- 

ging vanity. There has been too much enthu- 

siastic cant about ** cuttiujg out work :*" of credit 

claimed for him who, in spite of desperate 

hazard, and by connivance of cmmces of weather 

not to be guaranteed by the most experienced 

in mountain climates, makes good liis petty 

victory of standing on some rock splinter, or 

crossing some ice-crevice, where human foot 

has never stood till then. The real quality of 

enjoyment attendant on most of these ascents, 

if sifted, resolves itself into something not alto- 

gether unlike the gambler's triumph over the 

wretched Field of Cloth of Green at Baden- 

Baden. Why not go in for the prize P Ma- 

nasseh won his seventy thousand pounds there. 

Sir Theodore broke the bank only last week. 

Upon this hint, Brown and Jones and Robin- 

son play, and any one of the three is capable of 

blowing his brains out should Black win twenty 

times out of the one-and-twenty ! Those poor 

creatures, who brutaUsethemaBlves by accepting 

wagers to perform preposterous gluttonies, have 

a like argument— »that of eating, drinking, and 

digesting more than throat and stomach have 

ever done before. After all, the most aspiring 

member of the Alpine Club is beaten in en- 

durance, and thus according to the code of 

honour, competition, and glory, by the hook- 

swin<^ers of the East and the Red Men of the 

wooos, from whom mortal tortures fail to extort 

aery. ■

No living creature could dream that any one 

permitted to speak in thesepages could use a para- 

graph, a word, a syllable, a letter, in disparage- 

ment of earnestness, bravery — ^free use of the 

iimbs, readiness in emergency to be enhanced by 

training (though such has been proved to pre- 

sent itself as an instinct to those who believe in 

Duty — under circumstances the most trjihg,not 

merely of thew and sinew, but also of imagina- 

tion and nerve). We live, and move, and nave 

our being, in this England of ours, by aid of 

that patient and indomitable sense of respon- 

sibility which keeps every man who hopes up ■

to the working out of his hope (forlorn enough, 

God help us! sometimes); which compeb every 

man who has passed his word, to fulfil the 

same; which makes light of fatigue, danger, 

risk of life, with every man who has ts^en 

service. And the last attribute is proved so 

often as some terrible catastrophe occurs. 

We recollect the death-ride at Balaclava—- 

the soldiers who went down, standing under 

arms, in the Birkenhead. We recolfect the 

sea-boy, told of in this paper not long ago, 

who sat still to be swallowed up by the storm, in 

his boat, because he would not quit his post. 

Such stories crowd on us by the thousand. 

When this great and noble devotion shall pass 

away from us, or wane in obedience to anything 

like secondajy and selfish interests or advan- 

tages, then, indeed, may we take leave of the 

glory of England. Flecked and flawed as it is, 

owing to want of clear sense on the part of our 

rulers (who, by the way, are just now beginning 

to speculate whether those entering the English 

n&vj might not be as well taught to swim), the 

ancient spirit is not dead among us. The more 

need, then, is there to protect it in any direc- 

tion of mistake and vagary. ■

It is time — ^the apotheosis of foolhardihood 

having been closed by a dead march, the echoes 

of which will not cease during the lives of 

those whom they concern — ^that its triumphs 

should be displayed in their real colours, and not 

those of the red fire, blue fire, and green fire, 

which accompany, theatrically, every coronation 

of theatrical success. ■

No wonder that the weary London lawyer — 

weary of his desk, weary of his exhausted atmo- 

sphere, weary of the terrible streets, the stones 

of which burn under foot ; no wonder that the 

man of business whose lot is cast in some hideous, 

prosy, provincial town; no wonder that the 

professor, who has had enough of the lecture- 

room and its apparatus ; H he have a fibre of 

manhood in him, rejoices in the ohange, rejoices 

in the adventure, rejoices (this largely enters 

into the Euglishman's account) in his power of 

proving to himself that he is neither eifete nor 

effeminate, nor has been rendered stupid by the 

air, late hours, and tiresome headwork — ^but can* 

bear himself as a man amon^ men of a dass, and 

of sympathies different to his own. No wonder 

that the exquisitely bracing mountain air, the 

superb si^ht of Qoa*s marvels in the worids of 

rock and ice and snow, are found by tbe thought- 

ful and high-spirited intoxicating in their amount 

of temptation. But there is a umit which sense 

and sanity prescribe ; and of late, among these 

Peaks and Passes of the Alps, the necessity has 

become that where Brown could not get, and 

Jones should not arrive, Robinson must mount, 

the last with a patent apparatus. The "why** 

remains an unexplained fact, save on the hypo- 

thesis of bragging vanity; **the how," a story 

which, as has been said, deaveth a grief into 

the hearts of many a home, where such grief 

need not have been cleft. Surely, therefore, 

this is not the wrouff moment for the discrimi- 

nating of hardihood from foolhardihood. ■
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Let us look at the latter in the face ; lau^h 

\rbo will. The smallest expression of this vain 

and paltry spirit will be found in those with 

whom it is a pride to do everything at the last 

minnte with a dash and a defiance of time and 

casualty ; who will boast that they are never on 

a ndlwiiy platform a second before the train is 

to start, and who are triumphant because they 

say they are never left behind. ■

Never?— as I write, the spectre of one arises 

to recollection, with a bitter distinctness — a 

force bearing on the argument so strongly to be 

prised as a duty on every brave Englishman, 

by this late, gratuitoas tragedy on the Mont 

Cervin. I look unon a good, honourable, intelli- 

gent fellow, witn life, promise, and fortune 

opening to him on every side, but with whose 

spirits and strength an element of boast and 

defiance had become so closely intertwined, that 

to name a peril was to make him leap at it, no 

matter what the chances. He was in the south 

of Spain, on a pleasure journey ; and by those who 

knew how the ooast-road is liable to be traversed 

by luins, as sweeping as those of the Sicilian 

fiumara, was warned, on a certain autumn night, 

following many days of storm, not to go on. 

He was not alone. One of the most complete, 

unselfish, and gifted men that ever did England 

honour — a man marked out for honours — the 

central point of a large and loving family, was his 

travelling companion. There had been a cataract 

of rain pouring from heaven for eight-and-forty 

hours ; and the two, as I have said, were, at night- 

fall, by one who knew the country, advised to 

wait. Had the adviser known one of the party, 

be might have caleulated on what followed. The 

more venturesome traveller overruled his com- ■

? anion by mere habitual force of high spirits, 
he two set forth through the night. In the 

morning, on the shore betwixt Barcelona and 

Castillon de la Plana, there was only to be seen 

a solitary mule belonging to the diligence 

straggling about. Its inmates, borne down to 

the sea by the torrent, against which they had 

been warned, had been torn to pieces on the 

cruel rocks. Two homes were made deso- 

late—one for ever ; and for whv ? Because 

the bragging vanity of Foolhardihood had had 

its will. ■

There is not one out of ten of those who 

arrive at Man's estate in this country, who 

b not cognisant of some such disaster as I am 

dwelling on ; of some case in which a valuable 

existence has been flung away, at the incite- 

ment of a folly which will own no difficulties, nor 

can endure to find itself surpassed in effort and 

enterprise; of some generous being .goaded to 

seek nis death by false shame or false emulation. 

Those who make capital of any kind out of 

" sport/' will gloss over these terrible deaths 

as inevitable nsitations of Providenee, and 

whine a remonstrance made up of a few catch 

words. The salubrious excitement of moun^ 

taineering for over-worked men ; the proud pre- 

eminence of England in manly courage. We 

know the tune by heart. And then the accident 

ought not to have happened. There waa no ■

need for the dead men to have slipped, had the 

mystery of scrambling about in perilous places 

been more elaborately practised or better under- 

stood. And as to nsk — ^tbink of the appaliing 

and certain perils of a ride '* across country*'— - 

why, a chimney (^tliis is a very favourite illus- 

tration) may he olown down and kill the quiet 

citizen as he passes along the street. ■

Ilie Alpine Club has had nothing to do with 

the fever of competition which the last few 

years have seen. There is hardly one of the 

apologists, be it also noticed, who has not to 

tell of some narrow escape of life, due to his 

own judicious management of ropes and cram- 

pons, and the rest of the machinery got up in 

London for the use of the foolkirdy. But 

which of them will deny that the problem of 

the Peak of the Matt^ora being accessible or 

not, has been solved at a cost to which no true- 

hearted man, be he ever so bold, so muscular, 

ever so skilled at describing scenes of breathless 

peril, would wish, directly or indirectly, by 

precept or example, to have contributed? ■

AMATEUR FINANCE. ■

IH IHSJtE FARTS. FAKI II. ■

SoHB fourteen months ago, tiie writer of this 

paper happened to make the journey from 

Smyrna to Trieste in the Austrian Lloyd's 

steamer. Among the few passengers was a 

Greek merchant, a native of Chios, with whom 

he became pretty intimate. This gentleman's 

conversation — like that of most Levantines — 

turned upon matters monetary. The writer 

and he discussed the subject of finance and 

credit companies^ which just then had found 

their way into England. The writer hazarded 

an opinion that if these undertakings multi|4ied 

in anythmg like the proportion in which other 

kinds of companies had multinlied, there would 

not be lound capital enougn in all England 

wherewith to work them. "Capitid!'' ex- 

claimed the Greek, ** that is what you English- 

men are always talking about, and the craving 

after it keeps you always b^ind the rest of the 

world. Give me pen, ink, paper, and stamps, 

combined with commercial credit, and J mU 

nev&r a$k for capitoL Capital, my dear sir, U 

merely nominal^ and eon oe inereased to any 

extent you like, in five minutes," ■

I have since thought, that in the "House 

Ain> Land Finakos akd Ckkbh CoHFAinr 

(Limited)," we conducted our business much 

on the principles of this Greek gentleman. We, 

as it were, created securities for ourselves, and 

upon these securities we based our operations 

as if they were bon& fide assets derived from 

some good source, and bearing some other 

signature. But the working of our system, 

and of the easjr manner in which we managed 

to raise our dividends to a fabulous amount, 

and our shares to a proportionate premium, 

will be best illustrated as I proceed with my 

story. ■

^<»8 ^Hig^W^'^'" company was a ■
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pretended frenchman, whose real name waa Mon- 

tague, but who now called himself Monsieur 

Montaine. His financial talents were indis- 

putable, but his antecedents were not quite so 

unexceptional; that is, so far as we knew, for it 

was not given to us to know much. This much, 

however, was certain ; that but four years pre- 

viously Mr. Montague had come over to England 

as the commis voyageur, or traveller, for a Bor- 

deaux wine house, and that he had no resources 

in the world, except the small commission which 

he got for what he sold in England. By de- 

grees he began to see an openmg for himself, 

and, having a little credit with the house for 

which he had hitherto travelled, he set up for 

himself in London as a wine merchant. Being 

a sharp-witted fellow, he was not slow to per- 

ceive now very easily even the sharpest men of 

business in England are taken in by a foreigner, 

and how credit will be pressed upon one speak- 

ing another tongue than English, while a native- 

bom Briton wiU be often aenied it even if he 

have good security to offer. Of this mania for 

strangers, Mr. Montague, or Monsieur Montaine, 

availed himself to the utmost. He spoke French 

very well, and could therefore pass himself off 

as a native of France, without much difficulty, 

the more so as his English commercial friends 

were not likely to be very critical judges of that 

language. To hire an office somewhere in the 

neighbourhood of Fenchurch-street, purchase a 

little furniture, provide a few ledgers and day- 

books, hang up a calendar, a map or two, and a 

ground plan (purely imaginary) 01 the estate from 

which tne very fine brands of claret (purchased 

at the London Docks, bv the hogshead, as 

wanted^ of which he haa the exclusive sale, 

granted by the owner of the vineyards, did not 

require any very large capital. The whole 

affair did not cost more (including a zinc plate 

with the name of the firm, " Montaine and 

CouPANT, Wine Mebchants") than a ten-pound 

note ; and in consequence of his large imaginary 

connexion with the south of France, as well as 

the very superior wine which he was supposed 

to receive from Bordeaux, he managed, in a 

short time, to make himself a name, and to have 

not only credit, but some little oapit-al. The 

latter he had increased considerably by a most 

judicious marriage with a not-over-young maiden 

lady, whose native land was Camberwell. Mr. 

Montague having been born an Englishman, and 

brought up — so far as he had any religious educa- 

tion at all— a Protestant, now, as Monsieur Mon- 

taine, gave out that he had been bom and bred 

an idolatrous Papist, but having seen the error 

of his ways, and having undergone not a Kttle 

persecution, he had become an enlightened 

member of the English Church. As a (sup- 

posed^ forei^er and convert, this gentleman 

was Qoubly interesting to a certain class, and 

this degree of interest in all belonging to him 

had served to bring about his union with the not- 

over-comely nor very young lady, who brought 

with her, as a marriage cbwry, five thousand 

English pounds sterling, besides a very comfort- 

able freenold, eight-roomed, semi-detached villa^ ■

in the immediate neighbourhood of Kennington 

OvaL ■

To Monsieur Montaine these riches were as 

untold and unheard-of wealth. But he was 

determined that his ambition should not stop 

within these limits. His business gave him 

more than enough to live upon, for the Camber- 

well lady was an excellent housekeeper, and he 

(bund that he spent less as a married man than 

as a bachelor. The money brought him by his 

union was but half settled upon his wife ; with 

the other two thousand five nundred pounds he 

commenced speculating in joint-stock companies, 

foreign railways, and doing a little bill discount- 

ing when anything very good and extremely safe 

in that line turned up. ^ When I first knew him, 

he had carried ou this little game for about 

ten years, and was reputed to be worth twenty 

thousand pounds: wiiich we will set down at 

five, in audition to what was settled upon his 

wife. The first time I ever heard of this gentle- 

man was when the board of the ''House, 

and Land Finance and Credit Coupany 

(Limited) '* was formed. The name of " Mon- 

sieur Montaine (of the Firk of Montaine 

AND Co., London and Bordeaux), 176, Close- 

lane, Fenchurch-street, and Silterton 

Lodge, Surrey," looked exceedingly well 

upon the list of our directors, and tempted not 

a few, who would not have trusted us with a 

five-shilling piece, to put the most implicit 

confidence in our commercial standing. Those 

who were acquainted with the antecedents of 

Monsieur Montaine must liave laughed heartily 

at the good faith with which his co-directors 

received his assertions and pretensions. But, 

like most other people gifted with brazen 

powers, he got on, and got on well, as will 

appear. ■

One of the first, if not the very first " opera- 

tions" proposed to the "House and Land 

Finance and Credit Company (Limited),*' 

was proposed by Monsieur Montaine. ■

There was — so Monsieur Montaine told us — 

in the south of France an estate upon which 

some of the very finest kinds of claret were 

grown. The value of this property — as he 

proved to us by French legal aocuments which 

not one of us could understand — was estimated 

at one million five hundred thousand francs, or 

sixty thousand pounds iu English money. The 

owner of these vineyards wanted to part with 

them, and a joint-stock company had been formed 

at Bordeaux to buy them. Half the purchase- 

money was ready, the other half it was proposed 

to borrow of us, giving our company the most 

ample security. Monsieur Montaine told us that 

although an outline of this " operation" had been 

sent to him, he would, if it were deemed ex- 

pedient, proceed at once to France, make himself 

acquainted with the details of the affair, return 

to JElngland, and ky everything before his brother 

directors. This journey was sanctioned at the 

next meeting of the board, and five guineas a 

day were allowed as travelling expenses for our 

delegate, besides authority being given him 

to draw upon the board for any furtiier ■
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•* necessary expenses/* Monsieur Montaine 

proceeded on his joamej, and at the end of a 

Treek sent a telegram to the office, to the effect 

that the ''operation" was a magnificent one 

for us, and that he would be in London in forty 

hours to lay before us the details of the affair, 

and obtain our sanction for concluding the 

business. By the next board -daj he was in town, 

and at once proceeded to unfold the scheme, 

which was to benefit alike those who lent and 

those who borrowed. ■

The estates, he said, were worth half as much 

again as they had been set down at ; that is to 

s&y, he, as a wine merchant, and knowing the 

Taloe of the wines the estates produced, estimated 

them at ninety thousand pounds. They were 

to be sold for sixty thousand, of which one-half 

was ready to be paid down, and of which we 

were to advance the other half; but onlv in our 

acceptances, not in cash. And for our bills for 

thirty thousand pounds, extending over twelve 

months, we were to hold as security the title- 

deeds of this magnificent estate. Our remunera- 

tion for the acceptances was to be a net sum of 

three thousand pounds, hard cash, paid in ad- 

vance. In short, we, the " Houss avd Land 

Finance and Cbbdit Ck)MFANT (Limited)," 

could not by possibility lose by the transaction. 

If the bills we gave, were not paid at maturity 

by the parties at Bordeaux, true we should have 

to meet them, but had we not in hand ninety 

thousand poimds' worth of property with whicb 

to pay thirtv thousand? However, to make 

CTcrytiung doubljr sure, it would be as well to 

depute our solicitor and another director to 

proceed to Bordeaux with Monsieur Montaine, 

and if they found everything as that gentleman 

had represented, to give them full written and 

vested powers from the board to complete the 

irhole transaction at once. ■

To Bordeaux, then, our deputation proceeded, 

Monsieur Montaine being tne only one of the 

three who really understood French, though 

the other two prided themselves on being able to 

speak that language fluently, and to read it "as 

well as English, sir." But there isa?ast difference 

between theory and practice. Our solicitor had 

no doubt, at one time of his life, been able to ask 

for what he wanted, in any restaurant in the Palais 

Royal, or even to understand the greater part of 

what was said on the stage during a Frenco farce 

at the St. James's Theatre. But many years of 

exclusively professional life had caused him to 

forget nearlv all he had learnt in that wise, so that 

now he could barely understand what was said in 

ordinary conversation, even when those who 

were talking spoke slowly and distinctly. But 

no one coula have offended this gentleman more 

than by offering to internret between him and a 

Frenchman. It would nave annoyed him far 

less to question his knowledge of law than his 

acquaintance with French, though he was an 

excellent solicitor of more than twenty-five 

years' experience in a very good business. 

The other director, who, with Monsieur Montaine 

and our solicitor, formed our deputation to 

Bordeaux, had no knowledge whatever of any ■

tonjfue save the English tongue, and depended 

entirely on his two colleagues for "getting on." 

The trip promised to be a pleasant one ; the 

season being July. ■

In due time — ^not without a three days' so- 

journ among the pleasures of Paris— the details 

of which halt were fortunately, for her peace of 

mmd, unknown to Madame Montaine, of "Silver- 

ton Lodge, Surrey"— our colleagues reached 

Bordeaux, where they found that a pleasant apart- 

ment had, by the forethought of Monsieur Mon- 

taine, been enm;ed for them at the Hotel de 

TEmpereur. There are many more unpleasant 

places to live in than the capital of claret-land, 

and our deputation did not pass their time dis- 

agreeably. Moreover, Frenclimen mix business 

and pleasure together, much more than is the 

custom in this country. Thus, after rising at 

eight o'clock, and while partaking of their morn- 

ing caf^ an lait, our deputation would be visited 

by two or three of the Bordeaux gentlemen who 

were acting for the joint-stock company that 

wished to purchase the estate, and that wanted 

the advance to be made upon it by us. These 

gentlemen would bring with them a few hard-to- 

be understood, and, if possible, more difficult to 

decipher, documents, which were invariably left 

Mrith Monsieur Montaine to read and go through 

at his leisure. The French gentlemen would in 

the mean time sit smoking, ^kin^of the opera, 

of the Italian ouestion, or any subject that came 

uppermost. Now and again, perhaps, there was 

a reference made to the business that had brought 

our friends all the way from London, but only in 

a sketchy sort of way. The interview finished 

by one or other of the French gentlemen asking 

the three Englishmen to bres&fast at some ex- 

cellent restaurant, where, over good cookery, 

better wine, pleasant conversation, coffee and 

cigars, three or four hours were consumed. 

Now and again our deputation made a pretext of 

looking into the business which had brought 

them to Bordeaux ; and on two, if not three 

occasions, they made a great show of going 

over the estate upon which the money had to {^e 

advanced. But what with the distance — some 

three leagues, or nine miles — from Bordeaux to 

the estate, the great heat of the weather, the 

excellence of the breakfasts, and the confusion 

which the computation of French weights pro- 

duced in the heads of the solicitor and the other 

director, these excursions always ended by two 

out of the three of the deputation being in a far 

greater muddle after they went to visit the pro- 

perty than before. In short, after a time, the 

real Dusiness, and the only business, of the de- 

putation, was done by the owner of " Silverton 

Lod^e, Surrey." A fortnight slipped away in 

no tune, and the deputation met together to 

draw up a report; out after one or two in- 

effectual attempts to compose anything read- 

able, the business ended in Monsieur Mon- 

taine's being deputed to do it. ■

Monsieur Montaine, in twenty-four hours, pro- 

duced something between a letter and a report, 

which was addressed to the London Board of ■

the " House and Land /Gaedit and Finance ■
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Company/* oe which — written in the mme of 

the deputation — the operation of adrancing 

twenty thousand pounds on the secnritj of the 

estate was strongly recommended, and a most 

flourishiug account given of the property we 

were to hold as security. This was signed by 

the solicitor, by Monsieur Montaine, and by the 

other director, and, haring been forwarded to 

London, received the sanction of the board. 

Had we known-— what afterwards came to 

light—- that Monsieur Montaine had receired 

from " the other side" a fee of one thousand 

pounds for carrying the business through, and 

that the estate we held as security had been 

in the market anj time these ten years for less 

than a fourth of its asserted value, we should 

not hare been quite so ready. ■

As it was, the bills were accepted and sent 

out to Bordeaux; the two thousand pounds 

commission and interest was paid us ; and the 

title-deeds, in all due form, were made over to 

a notary in Bordeaux who acted as onr agent in 

the business. ■

Li the first half-yearly report of our com- 

pany, nothing could look better than the state- 

ment — amon» others — ^in our aeeounts, that, 

without parting with a shilling of our capita), 

and while holding undoubted security for the 

bills we had given, even to four times the 

amount of the sum we had guaranteed, we had 

received in hard cash, and m advance, a bonus 

of two thousand pounds. If every operation 

we entered into, turned out as fortunate, we 

might indeed expect that the shares of onr 

corapaav would rise in value. Our shareholders 

were delighted. Small hints respecting our in- 

creased and increasing prosperity were allowed 

to creep out in the money articles of the public 

press, and these served to increase the desire of 

the public to become shareholders. Our credit 

was good, our respectability undoubted, and our 

wisdom the praise of all the banks. The un- 

initiated — Finance and Credit Societies were 

new in England at that time — ^wondered how we 

ij^anaged, in our reports, to prove that we had 

nearly all paid-up capital at the banker's, and 

yet could declare a verv large dividend indeed 

upon what our shareholders had paid. Many 

companies made money by a profitable invest- 

ment of their capital, but we managed to do 

this and yet kept our capital at interest at our 

banker's. How did we do it ? This was the 

question asked everywhere. ■

In the mean time, another notable piece 

of business was offered us nearer honoe, and 

turned out to be most profitable. An English 

railway wanted to increase its capital for the 

purpose of laying down a branch line. The 

undertaking was perfectly leeitimate, and would 

no doubt turn out very profitable for the com- 

pany. The bill had passed parliament, but as 

yet the money to carry out the scheme had not 

been raised. There were so many undertakings 

before the public, so many new concerns spriug- 

ing into life every day, that the directors of the 

railway were afraid that any attempt on their 

part to raise more capital would prove a failure, ■

and thus would ruin the credit of their com- 

pany, and greatly lower the market-value of 

their existing shares* And yet, not to raise the 

money would be tantamount to confessing their 

inability to do so, and would thus as certainly 

depreciate their shares by another mode, m 

their dificultr the directors applied to us — 

in the first pkoe to me as managing director 

— ^and after numerous negotiations, meetings, 

and what not, the pith or the agreement en- 

tered into between the two companies was as 

follows : ■

"The House abd Land Credit and 

Ftnance Company" was to advertise this new 

stock of the railway, and was to state that a third 

of the new shares had already been subscribed 

for by our company, or rather by our individual 

shardiolders, and that only two-thirds remained 

for the public. We undertook to guarantee the 

railwav oompanv that whether these new shares 

floated or not, tney should hare the money they 

required from us, as they wanted it, eitlier on 

our acceptances or in cash. In return for our 

carrying this business for them, and guarantee- 

ing that they should by one or the other means 

have their money, thev undertook to pay us a 

fee of twenty thousand pounds. (They had pre- 

riously made matters pleasant for me by a cheque 

for one thousand pounds.) ■

Seeing our name at the head of the prospec- 

tus; believing that we would not *' touch" any- 

thing that was not very profitable; it being 

stated that a third of the {proposed stock was 

already subscribed for hj our shareholders ; and 

knowing that the affair was boaik fide; the 

public not only applied quickly for the new 

shares of this railway, but those who applied 

were mostly real investors, and not men of 

straw, who ask for shares to-day in order 

to sell them to-morrow, or as soon as they 

rise in value. We managed to make matters 

pleasant for the railway company as well as for 

the new shareholders. In order to attract and 

allure the latter, we made the calb upon the new 

shares payable in very small instalments, and 

spread over a considerable length of time. In 

the mean time, as the railway directors wanted 

funds to carry on the works, we gave them our 

acceptances, which the contractors took as cash, 

discounting them at a veiylow rate, or deposit- 

ing them as securities for loans with their 

bemkers. For these three months' acceptances, 

we charged at the rate of five per cent interest, 

and two per cent commission, being, together, 

at the rate of about thirteen per cent per annum, 

for we charged fresh commission every time we 

paid off the old acceptances and gave out fresh 

bills. This, with the twenty thousand pounds 

bonus received at the commencement, made a 

tolerably large addition to our profits for the 

half year. The Bordeaux estate business had 

been talked about, and represented as more 

profitable than it really had been, but the 

English railway ^ operation" being at the very 

doors of the shareholders, was patent to all 

London, and raised our name high with 

the public. To our original shar^olders our ■
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companv vis yeij profitable, or indeed to tbose 

wbo had purchased our shares at a&yihiiig like 

the original price. But to others thej were 

of compacatif e httie value : the inarket-piice 

having liaaa to so high a preminm, that even 

the large interest we got, was hardly latve 

enough to make the shares paj when bou^t 

at such a price. But this state of things told 

weil for soaw people. For instance, !> who as 

director had beea presented with forty shares, 

BOW found tkeoi so vaUiabb, that I determined 

to sell them at the premium of Ave pounds per 

share, making, with the sum thej were worth at 

par— hut wmch, having got them gratis, I had 

never been called upon io pay— ^ ten pounds 

each, a nice little amount of seven hundred and 

fifty pounds. The days when I had to cakulate 

whether it w» possible to live upon a hundred 

and fifty pounds a year, bad passed away in- 

deed. ■

A crusade had been commenced ajifainst 

Finance and Credit Companies, but it did not 

neem to injare us in any way. Two or three 

undertakings of like nature to our own, hod 

been such very decided sucoesses, that every 

morning's paper brought forth something new 

on the same basis. The Times said the day ■

in Spain. But a glance at the " Murillo" now 

on the walls of the Academy would sliow how 

much modre is wanting^ and that the mere 

"wardrobe" portion is, iu fact, tlie least 

ekaracterUtic portion of the whole. The mere 

vulgar eye rests on these generalities, but the 

skilful one who has been in the country and 

drank in the strange lights and colours — the 

clutracier, in abort — makes an effort that tliere 

is no mistaking, and leaves an impression that 

even those wao have not seen, know to be 

true. ■

But with portraits this principle is yet more 

remarkable. Ther^, everything must be real, 

honest, and natund. The divine, almost in- 

tangible light of expression, lioverinr]^ over the 

face, is seised on by living skill and intellect and 

imprisoned in colours. Tints of fancy, of hu- 

mour, of fucmness, of melancholy and pensive- 

ness, in short, of the hnndred-and-one shades of 

expression — ^the presence, in fact, of life — this 

is what gives toe portrait its special value. 

The absence of this is what drives the pho- 

tographic portraiture out of the realms of art 

into the cold enclosure of mechanism and ma- 

chinery. 

This is scarcely understood even as yet. It 

wonld not be &B- distant when every town in \% often said that a photograph muti t!e a per- 

the kingdom, and then every street in every i^t likeness,^ for, according to the common ■

lawn, wouUL have its own jnirticalar Finance 

Company. Still the nmnia for these schemes 

oontmued, tbon^ many audi companies were 

bom but to die unmediateiy. Our direction in- 

creased in number and respectability. We got a 

live (Irisfa) peer for our chairman, and more 

than oae member of the House of Cmnnosts 

joined the bonxd. I began to have soions ideas 

of getting into parliament at the next geneial 

election. I was a rich man. Hardly any 

*'good thing"' was floated in the City without 

my having a share of it offered .me ; mid before 

anything of any magnitude could be concluded 

with our own company, matters were invariably 

made pleasant to me. ■

POBTRAITS. ■

PoBTBins nuiy be considered the highest 

effort of the nainter's art; higher, a good deal, 

than historioal painting, which amounts to little 

more than the mere pictorial poses plastiques 

and theatdeab. Higher, too, than little pieces 

of genres which in some instanoes are a species 

of portndt-painting. Historical pictures, like 

the Roman scenes of Le Brun in the Louvre, 

may be cxcelleat studies and exercises in colour, 

form, and grouping ; but, as the attempt of a 

Frenchman of the eighteenth centuiy[ to show 

us how the Boaians, before the beginning of 

the first, looked and behaved, the whole is false. 

He is painting from the description of others. 

To take an ustanoe from Mr. Philip. Most of 

us know the traditional accessories of Spanish 

life and costume, and could put together the 

usual costumier properties into what we should 

fancy would be a correct representative of Life , ■

expression, " it w you." But it is not you. The 

instrument itself is incorrect, and exaggerates. 

It is forgotten that the true portrait - painter 

does not take his sitter at one special mo- 

rnent^ when the eyes are fixed on liim in a 

hard staring gaze, with all the muscles rigid, 

and the features in a state of smirking catalepsy. 

But he draws, as it were, from memory, from 

an ac<}uaintance of so many hours, during which 

the sitter has been opposite to him, and during 

which time he lias learned by heart the natural^ 

habitual, and most characteristic expression. 

For a few moments, by the help of sonoe 

observation, he has caught, sa^, the sly roguish 

twinkle of humour in his sitter's eyes, and 

has secured it for ever. The mere mechanical 

shape of the features (which the photograph 

only gives) he has before him, to be put in at 

any moment Then enter into the composition 

the skilful touch, the bright bits of colour, 

the transparent delicacy of tone, the poetry 

of treatment, which are reflections from the 

skilful mind iaHn^ the picture. In short, 

anything that is the free natural impression of 

the soul and of life has at once an mtcrest for 

other souls — a doctrine often preached by Mr. 

Buskin, who has shown how " precious," on 

this principle, become the unfettered work- 

man's carvm^ on the capital of a pillar, as 

contrasted wuh merely arbitrary and conven- 

tional design. ■

On tiieso prbciples it follows that a portrait 

has a special interest for us, and that a collec- 

tion of portraits must be singularly attractive. 

It is hopeless to think of knowing how some 

men who are gone, looked ; but a portrait is the 

best substitute. It is, iu truth, the only real 

link between death an(Uife. When, therefore^ ■
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the Eakl of Debby comes forward with a 

proposal of gathering together all the known 

English portraits, it is impossible not to see 

that we are in presence of an original scheme 

with nniaae features of its own, apart and 

distinct from any exhibition that has been 

given before. The feeling, on entering the mon- 

ster collections of pictures that have hitherto 

been brought together at the grand cosmopoli- 

tan festivaTs, has oeen one of curious comparison 

of the style and treatment in favour with the 

different painters of the world. But here, will 

be altogether a new sensation. We shall feel, 

as it were, in the company of mighty js^hosts. 

We shall be indined to drop our eyes in con- 

fusion or reverence before those counterfeit 

presentments looking down in rows, for we 

shall know that most of those canvases rested 

on easels not a yard away from the great 

sitters, and might be said to reflect their faces 

like a looking-glass. ■

I think of the huge company gathered under 

Lord Derby's Invitation — ^the great princes^ 

captains, prelates, writers, divines, lawyers, and 

statesmen, all gloomilv resenting the visitor's 

gaze and giving him back stare for stare — ^that 

a more piquant treat cannot be conceived than 

a visit to such a Walhalla. We shall have cter 

pet historical character — our writer, divin«| 

soldier, or sailor — to a sketch of whose ap- 

pearance pages of graphic description could not 

help us, in the flesh. The danger is, that there 

is sure to arise an embarrassment of wealth. The 

land ovei^ows with portraits. Not a squire's 

house in the country out has its " ancestor" of 

more or less merit and interest. The difficulty 

will be in the selection. To regulate this, it is 

obvious that there must be two principles. 

Where the subject is rare, workmanship need 

not be verj much looked to; and where the 

workmanship is singularly excellent, the cele- 

brity of the subject need not be so much re- 

garaed. Offers will pour in, sufficient to absorb 

double the space available, and we shall gasp at 

the mob of famous persons who have dis- 

tinguished our country. ■

There is one point in Lord Derby's pro- 

gramme that should be reconsidered. It is pro- 

posed to make the order purely chronological. 

That is to say, to enable us to begin at the 

beginning of English history, public and private, 

and walk down to the day of Yictoria; to 

start, say, from Holbein at eleven, and end 

with Boxall and Watts, at four. Wo would 

pass by and make our bows to the captains, 

writers, politicians, and priests of Henry the 

Eighth, through those of Elizabeth, Charles, 

George, and the rest. Nothing could be 

better than this notion. It is far more proper 

than herdinff together, as was propc^ed, all the 

soldiers, all the priests, all the politicians, so 

that the soldiers of Henry should be in the 

same room with the soldiers of Victoria. There 

would be a frightful monotony in such a course. 

Never would ihere be so fatal an illustration of 

the toujours perdrix principle. We should tire 

of soldiers, long before we reached the last ■

Victoria captain, and should yawn our way into 

the next room, which would be left under pretty 

much the same conditions. ■

But, owing to the calculated extent of the 

collection. Lord Derby proposes to halt half way, 

say at the year of the Eevolution, 1688, the 

aUowance of portraits up to that date being 

sufficient for a single years digestion ; in the 

following year the series would be taken np again, 

down to our own time. Now, this scheme is open 

to the objection of a certain monotony of tone 

and character in the gathering^. The first year's 

collection would have an ancient old-fashioned 

air, and not the interest which a mixed though 

incomplete chronological series would offer. We 

should be cut off from all modem sympathies. 

In the main, too, the works would scarceW be of 

the excellence which a broader class of years 

would secure, and although we should have 

Vandyke and Holbein, still others would not be 

of the same merit and interest. It would be far 

better to have the chronological series for the 

first year tolerably complete, and to be^in again 

during the secona with another colleotion. Or, 

supposing some such arrangement as this were 

made :— Divide all into classes, such as divines, 

statesmen, soldiers, literary men, &o., and have 

only the divines, soldiers, and statesmen during 

the first year's exhibition, and take the rest in 

the following year. Still, this would leave ugly 

blanks, and perhaps the first course wonld be the 

better: that of anincomplete chronological order, 

in which the statesmen, soldiers, &c., would be 

partially represented during both years. All 

courses have many difficulties, for here it may 

be asked what principle is to guide the selection 

of worthies for the first year, and the postpone- 

ment of other worthies to the second. It must 

therefore be confessed that Lord Derby's own 

proposal, if not the most attractive, ia at least 

the most losicaL ■

Again, if done at all, the thing should be 

done thoroughly. The kingdom should be tho- 

roughly "thrashed — winnowed" for portraits. 

There should be explorers sent out to beat all 

the pictorial juries. Ireland, specially, is 

dotted over vrithnne portraits, notably with Sir 

Joshua's, whom the mutabilities of social changes 

and Encumbered Estates Courts have left in cup- 

boards and comers without owners or trastees. 

Again, there should be no coyness or scraples 

about palaces or public buildings ^vingup tneir ■

f>ictures for fear of stripping tneir walls. This 

aithful and generous nation, which has paid 

directly and indirectly for such things over and 

over again, has a right to expect on this oc- 

casion the most generous treatment in return. 

It is to be hoped that all royal collections, and 

pictures belonging to public boards, will be sent 

handsomely and with a full gradousness. It has 

been a little too much of a habit to make a favour 

of permitting the nation to take a walk in its own 

^unds, or step up into its own galleries, and see 

its own pictures. ■

Yet another suggestion for Lord Derby and 

his committee. In the catalogue should be a short 

sketch of the original of each portrait; not in the ■
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moral catalogue strain of "b. 1725, d. 1780," 

with other sucb meagre information, but a little 

charactenstio sketch, on the model of what Mr. 

Cunningham furnished to the Manchester Exhi- 

bition. Farther, a little hint of criticism as to 

the special merit of the pictureyfor nothing is 

so precious to "the vulgar mind" as a little 

criticism of this sort, judiciously done. Again, 

Sir Joshua is very delightful, and will be always 

welcome ; but it is easy to foresee that there will 

be a tendency to swamp the whole with works 

of that engaging master. Of late we have seen 

almost too much of him, and the " pocket-books" 

discovered by Mr. Tom Taylor. ■

A TRUE BILL. ■

Eablt on the morning of the fifteenth of 

April, information reached the French police 

that the Baroness de C. was lying dead in her 

bed, strangled with a piece of ribbon. She had 

been mamed as a widow to Baron de C, and 

was about twenty-eight years old, very pretty, 

of engagmg manners ; and both^ she and her 

liusband were known far and wide for lavish 

hospitality. ■

Three weeks before the murder the baron set 

out for Russia, where it was said that he inhe- 

rited some property from a relative. Daring 

the absence of her husband the baroness kept 

very much at home, with Ernestine Lamont, a 

beautiful girl of the most innocent and simple 

manners, who had been educated and protected 

by her. On the night before the murder, the 

baroness went to the Opera. Ernestine, who 

was not verv well, did not accompany her; 

neither did she sit up for her, as the baroness 

had a private key, and did not wish the young 

lady to be disturbed. It was the custom that 

when the baroness, on awaking in the morning, 

rang her bell, Ernestine wentfirstto her bedroom. 

M^hen, on the morning after the murder, no bell 

was heard to ring, the servants wondered, and 

at last one of them went up to Ernestine's 

room to ask the cause. It was empty. Think- 

ing that she was gone^ as usual, to the ba- 

roness's bedroom, the servant went thither. 

There the shutters were still closed, and the 

night-lamp burning on a little table by the bed- 

side. On the floor lay the lifeless body of 

Ernestine. The girl now screamed for help; 

the other servanU hurried up-stairs, and on 

opening the shutters it was seen that the 

baroness lay dead, evidently strangled with a 

piece of ribbon, which was at once recognised 

as belonging to Emestme, who was lying in a 

swoon on the floor. ■

On coming to herself, it was naturally sup- 

posed that she would be able to throw some 

light on the matter, but, to the surprise of all, 

she showed a nervous hesitation hardly to be 

reconciled with innocence. On further exami- 

nation, it was found that the secretaire stood 

wide open, and that a quantity of papers and 

other articles were lying about m confusion, as 

if the contents of each drawer had been hastily ■

turned inside out. By this time the police had 

arrived. With scarcely a moment's hesitation 

they pronounced that one of the inmates of the 

house must either have committed the crime, or 

at least been an accomplice in it. Evidently, 

also, there had been roboery added to murder ; 

and, therefore, it was thought right to search 

the boxes of each member of the household. 

The servants were all willing ; but when it came 

to Ernestine's turn to deliver up her keys, the 

young lady showed a strange unwillingness to 

do so. Of course the police persisted, and in a 

verv little time discovered a large sum of money 

and several jewels belonging to the murdered 

lady carefully secreted at the bottom of her 

box. ■

''How does mademoiselle account for this 

money P" was the first question put to her. ■

'^1 do not know — ^I — cannot tell — pray— do 

not ask me," was the hesitating reply. ■

The suspicions already attached to her were 

now consiaerably strengthened, and the police 

only discharged their duty in arresting her. 

The case was tried, and Ernestine Lamont found 

guilty. ■

A young lawyer named Bernard) whose know- 

ledge of Ernestine's previous character made it 

very hard for him to believe her guilty, resolved 

to see her. After some little difficulty, permis- 

sion was granted him to visit the condemned in 

prison. But if he went thither with any faith 

m her innocence, he left the prison without doubt 

of her guilt. Her answers to his questions 

were evasive and unsatisfactory. ■

On reaching home late that evening, he found a 

note lying on his table. It was from Ernestine^ 

and ran as follows : ■

My dear Friend,— I feel that I owe you at 

least some explanation for my strange conduct, 

and will therefore put yon in possession of the 

facts of the case. It is only forestalling my 

mtention. This letter would have been deli- 

vered to you after mv death ■

You are aware of the circumstances which 

made me regard the baroness as a mother. 

You are aware, too, of her husband's fatal pro- 

pensity to the gaming-table, a passion whicli in 

course of time led to an estrangement between 

them. The baroness was very beautiful, and 

still young, and fuling to find that love and 

affection which she had hoped her husband 

would show her, formed an unfortunate intrigue. 

I was horror-struck when she informed me of 

this ; but it was not for me to blame her. As 

might be expected, no good could possibly result 

from this attachment. Her lover proved un- 

worthy of her confidence, and succeeded, whether 

by threats or by menaces, I know not, in ob- 

taining from her large sums of money. It was 

but a tew days before her death that she con- 

fided this to me, and at the same time begged 

me to take care of her jewels and money for her 

in mv box, as she dreaaed lest her sordid lover 

should obtain possession of them. The last 

time I saw her alive was on the night she went 

to the Opera. At what> hour she returned I ■
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know not, for she always had a private key with 

her. The rest you know, ■

" Hence, dear friend, you will understand my 

reluctance to have my Doxes searched; and my 

evasive answers as to the money and jeweb 

found in them. ■

'* Had I told the truth, should I have been 

believed P No I And how could I say any- 

tliin^ that would dishonour the good name of 

one who has been more than a mother to me ? 

Besides, I did not know even the name of her 

secret lover, and I had never seen him. No ; 

it is better as it is. lam ready to die. Myseeret 

to all save you, shall die with me. That yon 

believe in my innocence is the only comfort I 

have left me. ■

*• Your unhappy friend, ■

••Eesestini.** ■

" Thank God!" murmured theyoung man, 

pressing the paper to his lips. " Henceforth, I 

will devote my life to prove your innocence to 

the world. Gk>d grant it may not yet be too 

later ■

Late though it was, Bernard at once repaired 

to tlie prefect's house, and after some difficulty 

procured admission. The prefect fortunately hap- 

pened to be an old friend of Bernard's father, 

and it was because of this that the young man 

was admitted at so late an hour. ■

*• But, my good friend," said the old man, 

after patientljr listening to all he had to say, 

'' believe me, it is a useless task ; there is no 

doubt that the young woman is guilty either as 

principal or as accomplice. Still, as you so 

earnestly wish it, you shall be permitted to 

search the apartments of the murdered lady. 

And now good night," he added with a smile, 

•* and let me hear the result of your investiga- 

tions.** ■

Early the next morning, Bernard, accompanied 

by a gendarme, repaired to the baroness's nouse. 

Everything lay exactly as it had been left on 

the fatal morning ; for the house had been and 

was still in the custody of the police. Not a 

drawer, nor a cupboard escaped Bernard's 

notice. There was no violence visible on the 

windows, as if forcible admission had been 

gained from the outside. Nothing, in fact, pre- 

sented itself which gave the slightest clue to 

the mystery. ■

The search had now occupied several hours, 

and Bernard felt that it was useless to remain 

there any longer. With a sad and heavy heart, 

therefore, he proceeded to leave the apartment. 

But in passing out into the entree, which was 

quite dark, his foot struck against something, 

which, on taking up, he found to be a hat. 

Thinking it belonged to the baron, he was about 

to han^ it up with the others on the peg from 

which he supposed it to have fallen. ■

" That hat, monsieur, if you please ; I do not 

remember to have seen it before. It is strange," 

remarked the gendarme, as he compared the hat 

in question with the others that hung up in the 

entrdc ; ** it is larger, aud of a di£ferent shape to 

them!" ■

"Let me have it, my good friend; I wiH show 

it to the prisoner. If it should chance to belong 

to this secret lover of the murdered lady!" 

thought Bernard to himself, as he hurriealy 

drove to the prison. ■

Ernestine was anxiously expecting to see her 

friend, for he had promised to visit l^r that day 

a^a ; and she wished to learn from his own 

lips whether he still believed in her innocence. ■

•• Do you know this hat, Ernestine P* said 

Bernard, on enteringthe cell. ■

'* Hat hat^-good Heavens !— it is the very hat 

which the baron had on the night he left Paris,** 

said Ernestine, in an excited manner. ■

" Impossible !— we compared it with the other 

hats — ^and this is much larger. I believe it 

belonged to the baroness's lover " ■

'* No — ^no — a thousand times no — it is the 

baron's — ^he bought it the very day he left. It 

was too large for him, and he asked me to put 

some wadding under tbe lining for him — see — 

if it be not there !" ■

•'But, Ernestine, it must be fancy on your 

part — ^this hat never belonged to the baron! 

But — ^stay — ^you are right,** added Bernard, as, 

on turning up the lining, the wadding fell out, 

and with it a j)iece of paper which had been 

used to add a little to its thickness. It was a 

bill written by the landlord of an hotel at Stras- 

burg, made out in the baron's name, for a week's 

board and lodging. It was dated April 7, — 

just fourteen aays after his departure from 

raris. ■

Ernestine and Bernard looked at each other 

for a few moments in silence, as strange 

thoughts passed through the minds of each. ■

Tlmt it was the baron's hat was now proved 

—but how did it come there ? Had he returned 

to Paris secretly before the murder? Was he 

the murderer? ■

Ernestine turned deadly pale. ■

" Do you suppose that the bartm ^" she ■

gasped. ■

•* Is the murderer ?•• added Bernard, finishing 

the sentence. '' Yes ! I do. But I will go at 

once to the prefect." ■

For the nrst time since her condemnation a 

faint ray of hope was kindled in Ernestine's 

heart. The sight of Bernard, her old friend in 

happier days, had indeed excited a wish to live 

in lier young breast. ■

"How thankful I am I did not say anything 

at the trial. The good God wiH protect me !" ■

Bernard now left the prison and hastened to 

the house of the prefect. ■

" Well ! and what did you find ?" asked tbe 

old man, smiling sadly at his young friend, who 

rushed into the room without waiting to be an- 

nounced. ■

" Be good enough to examine this hat," said 

Bernard, as he handed it to him, and recounted 

to him the manner in which he had found it, 

and what Ernestine had subsequently told him. ■

**Her husband!— he the murderer! Yes, it 

is phiin — and we have been accusing an inno- 

cent girl !" ejaculated the prefect, carefully ex- 

amining the hat ; *'but leave rnqTIRur i^Lmust ■
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think it owr. Bat let me urge secresj on you, 

and depend on me." ■

£ar)j the next morning Bernard was again 

sent for to the prefect's house. ■

•* I have carefully gone over the whole evi- 

dence since I saw ypu,*' he said, "and it cer- 

tainly seems there is a very strona; suspicion 

against the haron. I have caused inquiries to 

be made, and have ascertained that the baron 

"was a confirmed gambler, and that his journey to 

Petersburg was probably only a ruse to avoid 

arrest. It is a terrible case, and we mast pro- 

ceed very cautiously. The baron stands very 

high in the public esteem, and it seems incre- 

d£le that he could have committed this horrible 

crime. Still that hat and the bill of the land- 

lord made out in his own name prove at least 

that he must have returned to Paris. Why 

shottld he return? What was the motive? 

However, I have despatched an agent of the 

aeeret police to Strasburg, to track his steps 

from tmst pla(«. When I hear anything I will 

send for you." ■

On arriving at Strasbui^, the police agent at. 

once repaired to the Maison Eouge. The land- 

lord perfectly remembered the baron's having 

stayed at his hotel for a week, and having then 

gone, whither he could not say. The porter, 

however, remembered where his lugga^ was 

taken. It was to a house outside the city, on 

the road to Saverne, where a hired carrii^e was 

in readiness. He got into the carriage and 

drove off. But as the driver was an acquaint- 

ance of the porter's, it was no difficult matter 

to find him. He remembered the job perfectly, 

but averred that the gentleman's name was 

Thionville. He should not perbai>s have paid 

much attention to this fact, liad he not had a 

sister Hving at Ssveme as chambermaid in l^e 

same hotel to which he drove his fare. On iu- ■

Suiring at Saverne, the a^nt found that a fonsieur Thionville had arrived at tlie hotel as 

stated, and that he had remained there four days, 

during the greater part of which he had kept 

in-doorsy from indisposition. ■

The description the landlord gave of his 

person and luggage left no doubt on the agent's 

mind that he was on the right track. But no- 

thing further could be learnt. StiU, one im- 

portant circumstance had been proved — ^namely, 

that, instead of proceeding on his journey to 

Bussia, he bad turned back on the road to Paris, 

under an assaraed name. ■

The only thiog lliat now remained to be done 

was to put an advertisement in the French and 

Grerman papers, inviting the husband of the 

murdered lady to repair to Paris, in order to 

claim the property or his deceased wife. For, 

it was argued, if he had murdered her for the 

sake of getting possession of her money, it was 

very probable that he would take the oait now 

held out. Neither did this surmise prove to be 

incorrect. ■

Two months, or thereabouts, had elapsed, 

and the police were beginning to despair of 

getting further tidings of the baron, when a 

gentleman, attired in deep mourning, and appa- ■

rently bowed down with grief, presented himself 

at the bureau of the police. "He had," he 

said, " by chance seentne fearful tidings of his 

wife's murder in a paper at St. Petersburg, 

and had hastened back to Paris as quickly as he 

could. The shook, however, it had caused him 

iiad brought on a severe attack of illness, from 

which he had only just recovered, otherwise 

he should have returned to Paris some weeks 

sooner," ■

Acting in obedience to the orders of his chief, 

the affent referred the baron to a comptoir, 

where nc would be furnished with the register 

of the death and burial of his wife. ■

On entering the room, the baron was politely 

invited to take a seat while the necessary papers 

were bein? found. ■

After tne lapse of a quarter of an hour an 

official entered the room, and requested the 

baron to accompany him to another comptoir, 

where, to his dismay, he found himself submitted 

to a rigorous exammation. ■

" But, Monsieur le Baron, when you left 

home, on March 25, whither did you travel?" 

asked the chief officer. ■

" I travelled through Germany, en route for 

St. Petersburg." ■

" Good ! But which was the first town at 

which you staved ?" ■

"Strasburg>' ■

** Quite true !'* said his questioner, referring 

to some papers. " On what day did you arrive 

ther«?" ■

"On the 28th." ■

•* Yes ! and how long did you remain?" ■

"Let me see — ^yes! it was one night and 

half the next day," replied the baron, with a 

little hesitation in his manner. ■

" And where did you proceed to next ?" re- 

sumed the officer. ■

After some refiiection, the baron answered 

that he had gone to Frankfort. ■

" Indeed !'* answered the officer, raising his 

eyes, and directing a steady glance towards the 

baron. " To Frankfort ! I think you are mis- 

taken. You say you arrived at Strasburg on 

the 28th, wJiere you remained till the following 

day. But the landlord of the Maison Boufo 

says that you remained at his house till April /. 

How do you account for that. Monsieur le 

Baron?" ■

" Was I there a week? Yes! now I think 

of it, you are quite right, monsieur : for I met 

several friends there, who persuaded me to 

lengthen my stay." ■

" You also state that you next went to Frank- 

fort. But if Monsieur le Baron reflects, he 

will remember that he went to Saverne in a 

close carriage." ■

" Yes ; but that was only a day's trip, and 

had nothing to do with my journey," was the 

ready answer. " But may i ask, monsieur, 

why all these questions ?" ■

"Excuse me. Monsieur le Baron, you are 

here to answer questions not to ask them. 

Suffice it to say, it is usual under such cir- 

cumstances. Now, please to attend. You ■
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said just now it was only a day's trip, I 

think ; how was it you came to stay four days 

at Saverne ?*' ■

" I had only intended to remain one day at 

Saverne, but was taken ill during my stay at 

the hotel." ■

" Was that why Monsieur le Baron changed 

his name?" continued the oflficer. ■

'* Changed my name F Monsieur must be in 

error." ■

" Not at all. You took the name of Thion- 

ville, for some reason best known to yourself. 

But as you seem to have forgotten this circum- 

stance, will you have the goodness to tell us 

where you went on leaving Saverne P" ■

" I returned to Strasburg." ■

" Pardon me. Monsieur le Baron, and allow 

me to refresh your memory. You went, or pre- 

tended to go, to a private house in the neighbour- 

hood. But was not Paris the goal of your 

journey, and did you not arrive here about 

April 15 ?" ■

" Monsieur !" exclaimed the baron, "I have 

submitted to these impertinent questions quite 

long enough. By what right you presume to 

interrogate me in the manner you have done, I 

do not know. Rest assured I shall represent 

the matter to the Minister of Police. 1 wish 

you a very pood morning!" And the baron 

turned himself round to leave the room. ■

**Not so fast, monsieur. I have not yet 

done with you," continued the officer, without 

noticing the interruption. "I repeat — ^you 

arrived in Paris about the 15th, and you were 

in your wife's bedroom on the night of the 15th 

and 16th." ■

At these words the baron leaped to his feet, 

his face distorted with the pangs of fear and 

passion. ■

" Calm yourself, Monsieur le Baron, I have 

not finished with you yet. Will you then ex- 

plain, if you were not in the bedroom of your 

wife on the night in question — whicli you will 

remember was the very night on which she was 

murdered — how it was your hat was found in 

the passage ?" And with these words he handed 

a hat to ^e baron. ■

All eyes were bent upon him. The baron 

turned deadly pale, and remained speechless for 

a considerable time. At last he stammered 

forth incoherently : ■

" It is not my hat. I never saw this one be- 

fore. ... I had one like it . • . but not 

this." ■

"Not this?" exclaimed the relentless Ques- 

tioner. "Monsieur le Baron, you have been 

followed step by step from the aay you Quitted 

Paris, to the day you returned. If this liat be ■

not yours, then have the goodness to tell me 

how your bill incurred at the Iklaison Rouge^ 

Strasburg, found its way underneath the lining ? 

Please to look for yourself." ■

"Hotel bill!" gasped the baron, as he struck 

his forehead with nis clenched hand. ■

" Yes ! wretched man. By that little piece 

of paper. Providence Jias disclosed your crime, 

andf has prevented an innocent girl from dying 

a felon's death. Confess tiiat you entered your 

wife's room and committed the diabolical deed 

for which you would have allowed another to 

suffer." ■

But such a confession was never made. ■

That nieht Baron de C. was safely shut up in 

prison till nis trial should take place. All Paris 

rang with the news that the real murderer of 

the baroness had been discovered, and that he 

was no other than her own husband. But that 

night the prisoner escaped. On entering the 

cell on the following morning, he was lound 

lying stretched out on hisT couch, cold and stiff. 

It was supposed that, living a lawless life, he 

had been in the habit of carrying poison about 

him. ■

Years have elapsed since the above events 

took place. Monsieur Bernard soon became 

one of the most celebrated ornaments of the 

French bar, and his wife, n6e Ernestine Lament, 

noted not only for the brilliancy of her balls 

and dinners, but for the affability of her manner 

and the courteousness of her disposition. Of 

the story of the murder nobody knows more 

than is here told. ■
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CHAPTER XL. THE CAUSE OP LIBERTY. ■

Had SaxoQ been Buddenlv plunged into a 

cold bath, it could scarcely nave brought him 

to his senses more rapidly than did the re- 

membrance of his broken pledge, and the 

thought of what his lawyer cousin would say 

to him. ■

" It isn't as if he hadn't cautioned me, either/' 

said he, half aloud, as he sat himself down, 

" quite chopfallen," at the foot of a great oak, 

in an unfrequented hollow of the park. And 

then one unpleasant recollection evoked another, 

and he remembered how William Trefalden had 

joked with him about fetters of flowers, and 

made him almost angry by so doing ; and how 

he had boasted of hunself as more invulnerable 

than Achilles. He also remembered that his 

cousin had especially inquired whether he had 

ikot yet been called upon to subscribe to the 

ifaiian fund, and had given him much good 

advice as to what his conduct should be when 

that 'emergency might arise. To put his name 

down for a moderate sum, and commit himself 

to nothing further — those were William Trefal- 

den's instructions to him; but how had he 

observed them? How had he observed that 

other promise of signing no more large cheques 

without consulting his cousin ; and what reli- 

ance would his cousin place upon his promises 

in the future ? ■

Saxon groaned in spirit as he thought of these 

things ; and the more he thought of them, the 

more uncomfortable he became. ■

He did not care in the least about the money, 

although he had, in truth, been mulcted of an 

enormous sum ; but he cared a great deal about 

breaking his word, and he saw that it must be 

broken on the one hand or the other. He also 

saw on which hand it was to be. ■

He bad given the cheque to Miss Colonna, 

and Miss Colonna must have the money ; there 

was dearlv no help for that. But then he 

entertained misgivings as to the cheque itself, 

and berai to doubt whether he had anything 

like balance enough at his banker's to meet it. 

In this case, what was to be done P The monej, 

of course, must be got ; but who was to get it, 

and how was the getting of it to be achieved P ■

Would that mysterious process called " selling 

out" have to be gone through P ■

Saxon puzzled his brains over those abstruse 

financial questions till his head ached; but 

could make nothing of them. At last he came 

to the very disagreeable conclusion that William 

Trefalden was alone capable of solving the diffi- 

culty, and must be consulted without delay ; but, 

at the same time, he did not feel at all sure that 

his cousin might not flatly refuse to help hi^i in 

the matter. This was a fearful supposition, and 

almost drove the young fellow to despair. For 

Saxon loved the mwverin his simple honest wa^ 

— not so much, perhaps, for any lovable quah- 

ties that he might imaj^ine him to possess, as 

for the mere fact that his cousin was his cousin, 

and he trusted him. He had also a vague idea 

that William Trefalden had done a great deal to 

serve him, and that he owed him a profound 

debt of gratitude. Anyhow, he would not 

offend him for the universe— and yet he was 

quite resolved that Miss Colonna should have 

the full benefit of her cheque. ■

Thinking thus, he remembered that he had 

authorised her to double the amount. What if 

she should take him at his word P ■

"By Jove, then," said he, addressing a plump 

rabbit that had been gravely watching him from 

a convenient distance for some minutes past, 

" I can't help it, if she does. The money's mj 

own, after all, and I have the right to give it 

away, if I choose. Besides, I've given it in the 

cause of liberty l" ■

But his heart told him that liberty had 

played a very unimportant part in the trans- 

action. ■

CHAPTER XLI. A COUNCIL OP WAR. ■

In the mean while, a general council was 

being held in the octagon turret. The coun- 

cillors were Signer Colonna, Lord Castletowers, 

and Major Yaughan, and the subjects under 

discussion were Baldiserotti's despatch and 

Saxon Trefalden's cheque. ■

The despatch was undoubtedly an important 

one, and contained more stirring news than any 

which had transpired from Italy since the Napo- 

leonic campaign ; but that other document, with 

its startling array of numerals, was certainly not 

less momentous. In Major Yaughan's opmiou 

it was the more momentous of the two ; and yet 

his brow darkened overit, and it seemed to the ■
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two others that he was not altogether so well 

pleased as he might have heen. ■

Gastlotowers was genuinely delightedi and as 

much surprised as delighted. ■

" It is a noble gift," said he. " I had not 

dreamed that Trefalden was so staunch a friend 

to the cause." ■

" I was not aware that Mr. Trefalden had 

hitherto interested himself about Italy in any 

way," observed Major Vaugban, coldly. ■

" Well, he has interested himself now to some 

purpose. Besides, he has but just come into 

liis fortune." ■

Signor Colonna smoothed the cheque as it 

lay before him on the desk, filled in the date, 

crossed it, and inserted his own name as that of 

the person to whom it was payable. ■

"I wonder what I had better do witli it," 

said he, thoughtfully. ■

" With what ?" asked the EarL ■

Colonna pointed to the cheque with the 

feather end of his pen. ■

'' Why, cash it, of course, and send the money 

off without delay." ■

The Italian smiled and shook his head. He 

was a better man of business than his host, and 

he foresaw some of those very difficulties which 

were the cause of so much perplexity to Saxon 

himself. ■

" It is not always easy to cash large sums," 

said he. " I must speak to Mr. Trefalden before 

I do anything with his cheque. Is he in the 

house?" ■

To which the Earl replied that he would see ; 

and left the room. ■

After he was gone, Vaugban and Colonna 

went back to the despatch, and disouased the 

position of affairs in Sicily. Thence they passed 

on to the question of supplies, and consulted 

about the oest means of bestowing Saxon's 

donation. At last they agreed that the larger 

share should be sent out in money, and the rest 

expended on munitions of war. ■

** It*3 a heavy sum," said the dragoon. "If 

you want a messenger to take it over, I am at 

your service." ■

" Thanks. Can you go the day after to- 

morrow ?" ■

" To-nigh fc, if you like. My time is all my 

own just now. By the way, who is Mr. Tre- 

falden's banker?" ■

He put out his hand for the cheque as he 

said this, and Colonna could not do otherwise 

than pass it to him. Aftei: examining it for 

some moments in silence, he gave it back, and 

said: ■

" Are those his figures, Signor Colonna ? I 

see they are not yours." ■

To which the Italian replied very composedly, 

" No, they are Olimpia's." ■

Major Yaughan rose, and walked over to the 

I window. ■

" I shall ask Bertaldi to give me something ■

' to do, wlien I am out there," he said, after a ■

brief pause. " I have had no Gghting since I ■

came oack from India, and I am tired to death ■

' of this do-nothing life." ■

"Bertaldi will be only too glad," replied 

Colonna. "One experienced officer is worth 

more to us now than a squadron of recruits." ■

The dragoon sighed impatiently, and pulled 

at the ends of his moustache. Ir was a habit 

he bad when he was iU at ease. ■

" Tm sorry for Castletowers," he said, pre- 

sently. " He'd give his right hand to go over 

with me, and have a shot at the Neapolitans." ■

" I know he would ; but it cannot be— it 

must not be. I would not countenance his 

going for the world," replied the Italian, quickly. 

" It would break his mother's heart." ■

" It never entered into the sphere of my 

calculations that Lady Castletowers had a heart," 

said Major Yaughan. " But you have enjoyed 

the advantage of her acquaintance longer than 

I have, so I defer to your better judgment." ■

At this moment tlie door opened, and the 

Earl came in alone. ■

" I can't find Trefalden anywhere," said he. 

" I have looked for him all over the house, in 

the stables, and all through the gardens. He 

was lafit seen on the terrace, talking to Miss 

Colonna, and nobody knows what has become 

of him since." ■

" He's somewhere in the park, of course," 

said Colonna. ■

" X don't think so. X met my mother as I 

came in. She has been wandering about tiia 

park all the morning, and has not seen him." ■

" If I were you, Castletowers^ I'd have the 

^an£ dragged," said Major Yaughan, with a 

short, hard laugh. " He has repented of that 

cheque, and drowned himself in a paroxysm of ■

What noaaense!" said Colonna, almost 

angrily; but he thought it odd, for all that, 

and so did the Earl. ■

GHAFTSE Xm. TH£ lEAUSOLEUlf . ■

TuiBBB was a very curious object in Castle- 

towers Park, the shape of which was like a 

watchman's lantern, and the material blue 

granite. It stood on a little eminence in a 

retired comer of the domain, was approached 

by a double row of dwarf cypresses* about three 

feet and a half in height, and enshrined the 

last mortal remains of a favourite hunter be- 

longing to the late Earl. It was called " The 

Mausoleum." ■

A more hopelessly ugly edifice it would be 

difficult to conceive ; but the late Earl had in- 

tended it to be a model of elegant simplicity, 

and had wasted some hundreds upon it Being 

abroad when his old horse died, ha scrawled a 

rough outline of the Temple of Yestaon a sheet 

of foreign note-paper, and sent it up to his 

steward, with instructions to hand, it over for 

execution to a Guildford stonemason. But the 

Earl was no draughtsman, and the stonemason, 

who had never heard of the Temple of Yesta in 

his life, was no genius ; and thus it happened 

that the park at Castletowers came to be dis- 

figured by an architectural phenomenon com- 

pared with which the toU-housca-4>z^ Waterloo ■
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Bridge were chaste and classic stractores. The 

Earl, however, died at Naples, in happy igno- 

rance of the deed that had been done, and his 

successor had not thought it worth while to 

pnll the building down. ■

When Saxon rose from his seat under the 

great oak, it was yet so early that he was 

temnted to prolong his walk. So he went 

rambling on among the ferns, watching the 

rabbits, and thinking of Miss Golonna, till he 

found himself, quite suddenly, at the foot cf 

the little eminence on which the mausoleum 

was built. ■

It 80 happened that, although he had been 

more than ten days at Gastletowers, he had 

never before strayed into this particular comer 

of the park. The phenomenon was consequently 

a novelty in his eyes, and he walked round it 

wonderingly, contemplating its ugliness firom 

every side. He then went up and tried the 

door, which was painted to look like green 

bronze, and studded all over with great sex- 

agonal bosses. It swung hack, however, quite 

^^, and Saxon, walked in. ■

The place was so dark, and the day outside 

was so brilliant, that for the first few moments 

he could see nothing distinctly. At length a 

dumpy pillar on a massive sauare base came 

into view in the centre of tne buildmg, and 

Saxon saw by the inscription carved upon it 

(in very indifferent Latin) that the object of all 

this costly deformity was a horse. And then he 

sat down on the base of the column, and con* 

templated the mausoleum from within. ■

It was, if possible, uglier inside than outside ; 

that is to say, the resemblance to a lantern was 

more nerfect. The dumpy column looked ex- 

actly like a gi^tic candle, and the very walls 

were panelled in granite in a way that suggested 

^ass to the least imaginative observer. Had 

Qie stonemason possessed but a single grain of 

original genius, he would have added a &e bold 

handle in solid mnite to the outside, and made 

the thing complete. ■

While Saxon was thinking^ tfaas, and Itusily 

critieising the late Earl's Latin, he suddenly be- 

came aware of a lady coming slowly up between 

the cypresses. ■

He thought at first that the lady was Miss 

Golonna, and was on the point of stepping out 

to meet her ; but in almost the same mstant he 

saw that she was a stranger. She was looking 

down as she walked, with her face so bowed 

that he could not see her features distinctlj; 

but her figure was more girlish than Miss 

Golonna'8, and her step more timid and hesi- 

tating. She seemed ahnost as if she were 

counnng- the daisies in the grass as she came 

along. ■

^ Saxon scarcely knew what to do. He had 

risen from his seat, and now stood a little way 

back in the deep shadow of the mausoleum. 

While he was yet hesitating whether to come 

forward or remain where he was, the young lady 

paused and looked round, as if expecting some 

one. 

She had no soon^ lifted up her face than ■

Saxon remembered to have seen it before. He 

could not for his life tell when or where ; but he 

was as confident of the fact as if every circum- 

stance connected with it were fresh in his 

memory. ■

She was very fair of complexion, with soft 

brown hair, ana large childhke brown eyes — 

eyes with just that sort of startled, pathetic ex- 

pression about them which one sees in the eyes 

of a caged chamois. Saxon remembered even 

that look in them — ^remembered how that image 

of the caged chamois had presented itself to liim 

when he saw them first — and then, all at once, 

there flashed upon him the picture of a railway 

station, an empty train, and a group of three 

persons standing beside the open door of a 

second-class carnage. ■

Yes ; he recollected all about it now, even to 

the amount he had paid for her fare, and the 

fact that the lost ticket had been taken from 

Sedgebrook station. Involuntarily, he drew 

back still farther into the gloom of the mauso- 

leum. He would not have shown himself, or 

have put himself in the way of being thanked, 

or paid, for the world. ■

Then she sighed, as if she were weary or 

disappointed, and came a few steps nearer; and 

as she contmued to advance, Saxon continued 

to retreat, till she was nearly at the door of the 

mausoleum, and he had got quite round beiiind 

the pillar. It was like a scene upon a stage ; 

only that in this instance the actors were im- 

provising their partSi and there were no spec- 

tators to see them. ■

Just as he was speculating upon what he 

should do if she came in, and asking himself 

whether it would not be better, even now, to 

walk boldly out and risk the chances of recog- 

nition, the groans lady decided the oueation for 

him by sitting down on the thresnold of the 

building. ■

Saxon was out of \m perplexity now. He 

was a prisoner, it was true ; bui his time was 

all his own, and he could afford to waste it 

m peeping from behind a pillar at the back of a 

young lady's bonnet. Besides, there was an air 

of adventure about the proceeding that was 

quite delightful, as far as it went. ■

So he Kept very quiet, scarcely daring to 

breathe for fear of iJiarming her, and amused him- 

self by conjecturing what imaginable business 

could bring Miss Riviere of Gamberwell to this 

particular comer of Gastletowers Park. Was it 

possible, for instance, that the Bad had been 

msane enough to have the phenomenon photo- 

graphed, and was she about to cok)ur the photo- 

graph on the spot? The idea was too monstrous 

to be entertained for a nioment. And then the 

young lady sighed again — such a deep-drawn, 

tremulous^ mdandioly sigh, that Saxon's heart 

ached to hear it. ■

It was no sigh of mere fati^e. Unlearned 

as he was in man and womankind, he knew at 

once that such a sigh could only come from a 

heart heavily laden. And so he fell to wonder- 

ing what her trouble could be, and whether he 

could help, in any anonymous way, to lighten ■
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it for her. What if he sent her a hundred- 

pound note in a blank envelope P She looked 

poor, and even if ... . ■

But at this point his meditations were broken 

in upon. A shadow darkened the doorway; 

Miss Riviere rose from her seat upon toe 

threshold ; and Lady Castletowers stood sud- 

denly before Saxon's astonished eyes. ■

CHAPTER XLin. "WHAT SAXON HEARD TS THE 

UAUSOLEUM. ■

Lady Castletowers was the first to speak ; 

and her voice, when she spoke, wits measured 

and haughty. ■

" You have reauesied to see me again, Miss 

Riviere," she saia. ■

" I have been compelled to do so," was the 

almost inaudible reply. ■

" And I have come here at your request." ■

Lady Castletowers paused, as if for some 

acknowledgment of ber condescension in having 

done so ; but no acknowledgment came. ■

'*I must, however, beg you to understand 

quite distinctly that it is for the last time," she 

said, presently. " It is impossible that I should 

hold any future communication with you other- 

wise than by letter, and then only at stated 

periods, as heretofore." ■

The youne lady murmured something of which 

Saxon could not distinguish a syllable. ■

"Then you will oblige me by saying it at 

once, and as briefly as possible," replied Lady 

Castletowers. ■

Saxon felt very uncomfortable. He knew 

that he ought not to be there. He knew this 

to be a strictly private conversation, and was 

quite aware that he ought not to overhear it : 

and yet what was he to do ? He could still 

walk out, it was true, and explain his involun- 

tary imprisonment ; but he had an instinctive 

feeling that Lady Castletowers would not have 

come to meet Miss Riviere in the park if she 

had not wished to keep the meeting secret, and 

that his presence there, however well he might 

apologise for it, would cause her ladvship a very 

disagreeable surprise. Or he might stop his 

ears, and so be, virtually, as far away as in his 

London chambers ; but then he felt certain that 

this young girl whom he bad assisted once 

before, was now in some great trouble, and he 

longed to know what that trouble was, that he 

might assist her a^n. So, as these thoughts 

flashed through his mind, Saxon concluded to 

stav where he was, and not to stop his ears^ 

at least for the present. ■

Lady Castletowers had requested Miss 

Riviere to state her business at once, and also 

to state it briefly; but it seemed as if the 

task were strangely difficult, for the girl still 

hesitated. ■

At length she said, with a kind of sob : ■

"Lady Castletowers, my mother is very ill." ■

And then Saxon could see that she was 

weeping. ■

" Do you mean that your mother is dying P" 

asked the Countess, coldly. ■

"No; but that she must die, if the necessary 

means are notitaken to save her." ■

"What do you mean by the necessary 

means ?" ■

" Doctor Fisher says that she must go ta 

some place on the Italian coast — ^to Nice, or 

Mentone," replied the girl, making a great 

effort to steady her voice, and keep her tears 

from falling. " He thinks she may live there 

for years, with care and proper treatment; 

but . . . ." ■

" Why not here, with care and proper treat- 

ment ?" said Lady Castletowers. ■

" He says this variable climate is killing her 

— that she is dying day by day, as long as she 

remains in it." ■

"It is her native climate," said Lady Castle- 

towers. ■

" Yes — but she was so young when she left 

it ; and she has lived so many, many years of 

her life abroad." ■

"WellP" ■

The girl lifted up her face, all pale and tearful 

as it was, and looked at her— just looked at 

her— but said never a word. It was not an in- 

dignant look — nor an imploring look — nor even 

a reproachful look ; but it was, at all events, a 

look that Lady Castletowers seemed to under- 

stand, for she replied to it, and the reply, 

though spoken as naughtily as ever, had in it 

something of the nature of an apology. ■

"You are aware," she said, "that jour 

mother's annuity is paid out of my own private 

means, and without my son's knowledge. And 

my private means are very small. So small, 

that I find it difficult to meet even this obliga-- 

tion, inconsiderable as it is." ■

" But you will not let her die. Lady Castle- 

towers! You cannot— you will not let her 

die!" ■

And the jonng girl wrung her hands together^ 

in the passionate earnestness of her appeal. ■

Lady Castletowers looked down, ana seemed 

as if she were tracing patterns on the turf with 

the end of her parasol. ■

"What sum do you require?" she said,, 

slowly. ■

" Boctor Fisher said about thirty pounds . . ." ■

" Impossible. I will try to give you twenty 

pounds for this purpose— m fact, I will promise 

you twenty pounds ; but I cannot do more." ■

Miss Riviere was about to speak ; but the 

Countess slightly raised her hand, and checked 

the words upon her lips. ■

"The annuity," she said, "shall be paid, as 

usual, into the hands of whatever foreign banJLer 

you may indicate ; but I beg vou both to under- 

stand that I must be troubled with no more 

applications of this kind." ■

The girl's cheek glowed with sudden indig- 

nation. ■

" You wUl be troubled with none, madam," 

she said. " Had there been any other person in 

the world to whom I could have applied for aid, 

I should not have claimed your assistance now." ■

Her eye dilated, and her lip trembled, and she 

said it firmly and proudly— «s proudly as Lady ■
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Gastletovers herself migbt have done. But the 

Countess passed her as if she had not spoken, and 

swept down the little avenue of cypresses, with- 

out taking any further notice of her presence. ■

Miss Riviere continued to stand in the same 

proud attitude till the last gleam of her lady- 

ship^s silken skirts had disappeared among the 

trees. And then her strength suddenly gave 

way, and she sat down again upon the gloomy 

threshold, and sobbed as if her heart were 

breaking, ^ ^ * ' '^v ■

-■V^ ■

OCEAN SWELLS. ■

If the quiet steady -going fishes of our coasts 

jmd rivers could see some of their brethren 

and relatives in the Eastern seas, they would be 

a little astonished, alwavs supposing they are 

•capable — as I maintain they are — of such a sen- 

sation. Eno^lisli fish — a few dandies, such as the 

i^ld and silver carp excepted, and they really 

•belong to China — are attired in sober colours, 

like well-dressed English folks; but these ^'swells 

of the ocean" bkze out in all the hues of the rain- 

bow and in divers others; orange and red; yellow 

and black ; green and lake ; blue, purple, pink, 

and yellow. Bright sea-green and yellow are 

perpetually seen in the same vestment, and one 

very heavy swell may now and then be beheld in 

yellow, blue, red, green, black, and grey. The 

dorsal fin is often marked with as manj as four 

colours, and to heighten the effect of all this 

splendour, the hues are generally of the most 

brilliant character. Nor are these the excep- 

iions. Our fish now and then offer a few eccen- 

tricities of shape and colour. Anglers who go 

hauling up great congers off tue Channel 

Islands, and sharp-set young sharks in the 

Irish Sea; enthusiastic naturalists nrowling 

about in bright summer mornings and golden 

autumn dajrs> dredging up irritable star-fish, who 

•commit suicide by explosion; such explorers 

ateaHng into still lonely nooks, to peer under the 

oUTe-brown sea-wrack for the spotted goby and 

▼elyet fiddler, now and then see some strange 

creature caught after a heav j storm in some iar- 

away spot ; but in the Indian Archipelago all 

seems wonderful together. So soon as a family 

of fish gets into these enchanted waters it be- 

gins to ■

suffer a sea change 

Into some rich thing and strange. ■

Nor is it in colour alone, but in pattern also, that 

thev come out so strong. Instead of being content 

with a sprinkling of bars and spots, like a little 

well-apoointed jewellery, they are crossed and 

spotte(C marbled and streaked, from head to 

tail. Some, have patterns like flowers on their 

armour ; others, hare chains of oval spots with 

scrolls bordering them like an indented mould- 

ing ; and then come others with flourishes, 

twists, and grotesque figures, for which it is not 

easy to find suitable names. ■

A Dutch naturalist, Dr. Bleeker, a physician, 

with something like twenty titles, is now publish- ■

ing a gallery of portraits of fish found in the 

waters of the Indian Archipelago. The work is 

an honour to the author and his country. ■

There was a fish called the scarus, for which 

those gormandising old thieves, the wealthy 

Romans, used to pay immense prices, and which 

they transported with immense care from the 

-^gean Sea to their fish-ponds and stews, there 

to fatten for the dinner-table. ■

Dr. Bleeker paints for us scari that swarm 

in the waters round Celebes, Java, and the 

Molucca Islands. This fish, once so highly 

prized, is considered by the Europeans in the 

East so worthless that it is nerer seen on their 

tables, being given up to the natives and the 

Chinese, who will eat anything. One species 

alone, the green pseudoscarus, now and then 

appears in the bill of fare, but it is not thought 

much of. ■

It would be too much of a good thing to de- 

scribe all the species of tliis family, for there are 

scores of them. All that can be done is to single 

out one or two, which, however, of course 6ut 

imperfectly represent so large a group. We will 

select the pseudoscarus tricolor as a specimen. 

In this beautiful fish the upper part of the head 

and the back are deep blue, shading down into 

black; the greater part of the side is of bright sky 

blue, while the colour beneath is a pale Indian 

red; the liind part and tail are of a rich rose 

colour. The dorsal fin bears at its free edge a 

stripe of blue, then comes a broad band of rose ; 

below this, is a nari^ow strip of blue, and again a 

line of pale rose. The ventral fin is of rose 

colour, inclining to yellow ; the pectoral fin is 

yellow and blacK. The eye is of a bright yellow, 

and round the lips runs a delicate stripe of 

red. ■

The dorsal fin is often very beautiful m the 

scari. Nothing can exceed the tints of the pale 

blue and ro3el)ars, the yellow and rosy green, 

the Indian red and port wine hue, the salmon 

colour, the pink and lilac. Sometimes, the bars 

are spotted with strongly-contrasted colours, 

as, for instance, pink bars with blue or ^reen 

spots. The head is often beautifully marbledwith 

irregularly curved narrow bars of some colour, 

as, Tor instance, damask, ^reen, red, lilac, or 

black, which is strongly relieved by the ground. 

The tail is frequently streaked or barred with 

blue, lake, and green, dark red, rose colour, and 

yellow. The flower-like patterns on the scales 

are very well marked in some scari, beginning 

just below the root of the dorsal fin, and running 

in a line from this spot towards the tail. ■

The most striking thing about these fish is 

the strong resemblance of the head to that of a 

parrot : owing to which, and the brilliancy of 

their colouring, they have been generally called 

"parrot fish." One member of the family 

(the pseudoscarus microrrhinus) is so like the ■

{)arrot about the head, that at first sight it ooks as if the waters of the ocean were dis- 

playing a paradox as strange in its way as the 

rivers of Australia exhibit in the water-mole. 

The great circular brown eye, the iris bordered 

with yellow, the darL^reen cheek, and the ■
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obtase shape of the hea4 strongly remind one 

of the parrot. The mouth in all these fish is 

Tery like a beak. Nor is this any forced com- 

parison; it is owing to the teeth and jaws being 

all fused into one, and the effect of this is 

heightened by the rostral lip covering the jaw 

to a great extent, while the maxillary or in- 

ternal lip is reduced to a mere slip of mem- 

brane. Oken, the German naturalist who ac- 

cording to his own account was inspired, and 

who had scarcelj^ established a theory before he 

began to perceive the absolute necessity for 

immediately overturning it, lumped all the scan 

together under the name of " insect fish" — ^for 

wluit reason it is difficult to surmise. As a 

natural seauel, he afterwards elevated lioth 

them and tne next family the reader will come 

to in this paper (the labroids), to the rank 

of "bird fish. Some of the old writers, with 

equal accuracy, described the soarus as a fish 

that feedeth on herbs and oheweth the cud like 

a beast — an idea to which still later writers 

dung, calling it the ruminant among fishes; 

the lact iSj that the scarus, though it feeds 

upon the sea-al^te, also eats the molluscs and 

polypi ; for which reason the fishermen take it 

m bamboo creels set among the roots of the 

polypi; never finding it in their large drag- 

nets at sea. It is restricted to such articles 

of diet hj the strange conformation of the 

mouth, which, though strong, is too small to 

allow of the seizing of large fisb. In order to 

masticate this rather tou^h food in comfort and 

safety, the scarus is furnished with teeth in the 

upper part of its gullet ■

Next to the scari come the labroids, the name 

being taken from the labnim^ a fish men- 

tioned by Pliny, and rather vaguely described 

as a kind of ravenous fisb^ seeing that every 

fish is by nature utterly and entirely ravenous. 

The elegant trout who flies in tne wfldest 

terror it yon show the tip of your nose, will 

eat nearly his own weight of oleak and dace 

on a hot still June evening. A pike has been 

known to rush at a fish well-nigh the size of 

himself, and even to dash at a mule's nose ! 

I have known a fishing-frog lose its life in an 

insane attempt to swallow a wooden scoop, the 

proprietor of which objected to the proceeding. 

It is but a short time since an account appeared 

in the Times of a fish which had swallowed, 

among other matters, two broken bottles, a 

quart pot, a sheep's head, a triangular piece of 

earthenware, and a lobster, while in its liver the 

spine of a skate was comfortably embedded 1 

These Inbroids are fish with a free upper lip, 

which, like the lower one, looks in some species 

as if the animal had iust been severely stung by 

some spiteful jelly-fish; the jaws in certain 

species are shaped like those gI a pig. There 

is frequently a long spine at the beginning 

of the dorsal fin. One of their most distin- 

guishing marks, in the eye of a naturalist, is, 

that they possess a three-cornered or narrow 

gullet bone, set with erain-like or globular 

teeth. The gilt-head, the bass, and the wrasse 

may be familiar specimens to many readers. If ■

there be fish more beautiful and strangely 

coloured than the scari, we find them here. 

Some of the blues and reds, the rose and orange 

tints, are marvels ; and yet it is hard to say 

whether some of the dark-coloured fish are not 

even more to be admired than the showy ones. 

Dr. Blocker has added more than a hundred 

new species, and each species is a study in itself. 

I will confine myself to one, and select for 

description the iulis lunarls, or the crescent- 

tailed wrasse. The head is dark green, beauti- 

fully marked with bent irregular bars of a 

damask colour ; the body is of a lighter green, 

with narrow rose-coloured bars cutting each 

scale vertically. The dorsal fin is bright yellow 

at the top ; below this, it is bright blue ; be- 

neath this, it is deep rose, and agam blue. The 

fin underneath, is damask, blue, and bright 

yellow; from its beginning run two rose- 

coloured bars, extending as far as the head. 

The tail, which curves broadly outwards, and 

ends in two long points which then bend to- 

wards each other tike the iimbs^ of a pair of 

old-fashioned compasses, is of bright yellow in 

the middle ; outsiae this, it is coloured Indian 

red ; outside of all, it is streaked with a pale blue. 

It is a finely-j)roportioned fish, about the build 

of a well grown dace, and is found over a wide 

extent of water. ■

Like tlie scari, these fish are not valued for 

their flavour. Except a few species of a |Mile 

gold eolour, with remarkably large red spots 

(the hemtpleronoti), which in the Molucca 

iBlands are called ikksn bokki, or " fish of the 

princess,'* on account of their delicate flavour, 

tfaej are rarely eaten, except by natives and 

Chinese. Here, the olassical schoolboy will of 

course interfere, and tell us that the lupus, or 

sea-daee of the Romans, one of this family and 

an inhabitant of the Mediterranean, was greatly 

esteemed for its flavour. Don't believe it. 

You will find it like a bad roach, and a poor 

earthy flsh. llie princess's fish live at suoh great 

depths that they can never be extensively made 

use of, or sold at a reasonable prioe. Out of the 

hundred and twenty-six species now known—- 

seventy<4ii]ie of which have been discovered by 

Dr. Bleeker— only Ave contribute in any material 

degree to the food of the people. ■

The labroids are followed by the Silurians, 

something between a salmon and a pike, with 

beards and without scales ; great creatures with 

a fleshy ed-like look, and a fat fin on the hinder 

part of the back. Every person who b a 

member of the Acclimatisation Society, or the 

Thames Angling Association, or who has a 

friend who is a member of either, or who has 

taken any interest in the proceedings of these 

capital institutions, has heard of the silurus, 

which, if it thrive here as it is said to do in 

Hungary, will have to be caught with a cod- 

line, and be hoisted out with a steam-crane. If 

the reader wants to see a few species, he can 

gratify his taste in Dr. Bleeker's work. These 

fish swarm in the waters of Borneo and Sumatra, 

not only in the sweet and brackish water, but 

even in the seas, and the laborious naturalist ■
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has taken their likenesses by the dozen. A great 

many of them are anTtbing bat attractive, and I 

don't think there will be mnch to regret if the 

silnrus can never be indaoed to live in England. 

We have neither room nor food for him, so let 

him stay where he is. Besides, what is the use 

of angling for such a fishf Who in his senses 

can want to catoh a great brute of a thing, 

as heavy as a jackass, and capable of eati^ 

children, as the silnros is said repeatedly to 

have done? There is one comfort, however, 

the silnros, if it really lived formerlv in our 

rivers, as it is said to have done, left of its own 

accord, and that is a pretty good proof that 

the locality did not agree with it, and is rtbi 

likely to do so. ■

Though beauty is not the rule among these 

Eastern Silurians, there are exceptions. Some 

of them are of a lovely erass-green colour^-^as 

the arius, for instance \ the salmon gold of one 

species^ the pale green of another, and the gold 

^een of the batrachooephalus, being equally 

fine ; the small-headed pseudarius is also a fine 

specimen. Manj^ are stippled with gold about 

tbe head ; the anodes is very elegantly marked 

in this way. The beard, too, is of a beautiful 

hue. The dorsal fin, with its remarkably strong 

spine in front, and sloping sharply backward 

towards the tail, with the three fins in a line 

beneath, give some of these fish a very strik- 

ing appearance. One species (the hexanema- 

trichthys) is barred from head to tail with what 

seem to be sunbeams. ■

Some of the Silurians are remarkably hump- 

backed. The reader is doubtless familiar 

with the appearance of certain ccmsequential- 

looking fish,* as round as a ball and as deep as 

they are long. But from these downwara in 

successive descent to the straight-backed eel, 

there is always something like symmetry ; the 

great spinal curvature rises and falls with an 

equable sweep. This is not the ease with the 

suurian humpbacks, for they look as if the spine 

had been badly broken in two places. There is 

one species (the bagrichthys) in which this 

singular feature is developed to an extraordinary 

degree, and is, moreover, coupled with other 

peculiarities which make it, in many nespeots, 

one of the strangest-looking of fish. The back 

rises almost perpendicularlv from the head ; and 

from the highest point of this hump issues a 

dorsal fin, which seems especially designed to 

get this unhappy-looking animal into difficulties, 

i»m%Jree and seven incnes ion^, only an inch 

wide at the base, and narrowing so rapidly, 

that through the greater part of its length it 

is not more than an inch m width, looking on 

the whole somewhat like a half quiU trimmed 

very close. From the hinder part of this strange 

fin towards the tail, the back is concave, which 

gives it a singularly weak and ugly look. In 

this hollow is laid a long oval mass, or fin, of 

fat (adipeuse), which not only fills up the vacuity, 

but even gives the outline a convex form ; as 

it is distinctly seen to be superimposed, a dead ■

* Such as the ephlppos, plataz, &c. ■

load laid upon the backbone, it is an additional 

ugliness. From each point of the tail waves a 

narrow streamer of cartila«[e, not much thicker 

than packthread, and nearW three inches long. 

All this, with its peculiar claret colour, looking 

in places as if it had been washed out, its queer 

little short thidc head, and the oval fin in the 

middle of its body, give it a remarkably odd 

look. ■

Another very unusual feature in some of them 

(as the leiocassis, &c.) is a narrow straight bar 

of a bright gold colour, running from the head 

to the tail, where it suddenly bends upward to 

the end of the backbone. The beard, too, is 

siuffttlarly developed in some of these fish. The 

wallago has streamers extending from the upper 

jaw, half way to the tail ; they are not thicker 

at the thickest part than whipcord, and taper 

away till they bepome mere threads. One 

Uttle fellow (a silurichthys) has a long beard 

waving from both upper and lower jaws, and 

one small silurodes has a beard almost as 

loi^ as himself, projecting from his lower jaws, 

ana arching awaj hi^h over his back in graceful 

waves towards his tau : while in the hemioagrius 

the beard is actually as long as the creature to 

which it appertains. Some of these beafds, as 

that of toe plotosus, for instance, are most 

delicately coloured; inthebagarius, the cartilages 

of which it is formed are very ele^t. Indeed, 

this fish possesses some peculiarly attractive 

features ; the height and bold sweep backward 

of its dorsal fin, its compact but slender form 

and elegant head, and the tail arched like a 

lancet-headed window, striking the eye of the 

most unobservant. ■

The Silurians do not contribute much to 

the luxuries of the table. The natives and 

Chinese prise them because they afford cheap 

and nutritious food) but they are not sought 

after by those who can afford to live well. Some 

river species are eaten by the Europeans, but 

there is no mania for them. The plotosi are 

liked, but their spines are apt to give very 

troublesome wounds to those who dress them, 

often oeeasioning locked-jaw and abscesses ; the 

natives attribute this to the cartilage being 

poisonous, but it is due to its brittleness, as 

the spines, which are very sharp, penetrate 

deep, and being very firagile, easily oreak off and 

remain in the wound. ■

There is little in the cvprine to detain 

us very long. Any person who wishes to see 

particularly stuck-up fish, is recommended to 

look at the likenesses of some of the puutius 

race ; httle, petuknt creatures, as deep as they 

are long, and into which one would tliink the 

spirits of so many defunct parish beadles must 

have migrated. ■

Until Dr. Bleeker took up the subject, only 

thirtv-four species of cvprinoids were known. 

He has raised the number to a hundred and 

nineteen; but his discoveries, though deeply 

interesting to the naturalist, have contributed 

little to benefit the human race, for these fish 

are almost useless as food ; some of them being 

t<x) rare, others too smajl. The, yellow-finned ■
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carp alone oomes in for a small modicam of 

praise, but it is merely naturalised at Java, 

oeinfif only found in some rivers of the western 

provinces. A few species, such as the rohita, 

morulus, and lobocheilus, are sufficiently nume- 

rous and large to be useful in this way, and 

that is all. The labeobarbi are eaten in some 

places ; in others, the people prefer worshipping 

them. ■

As we are now to bid good-bye to fish of this 

class, and enter upon tne acquaintance of a 

family distinguished bv a totalnr different form 

and look, and to which the following remarks 

would be in no defjree applicable — ^the eels — it 

is here necessary, in justice to Dr. Bleeker, to 

say that his likenesses, so far, exhibit one 

feature which must go far to raise the artist in 

the estimation of ail those interested in the 

character of the finny tribe. This feature is 

the almost entire absence of that lugubrious, 

fretful expression of face we see in all portraits 

of fish. Let the artist be who or what he may, 

the unhappy fish looks as if he were given up 

to hopeless misanthropy. In Cuviers great 

work you will not find a fish that does not seem 

as utterly sick of the world, as a man who has 

invested his all in bad accommodation-bills and 

married a drunken wife. ■

There are people who like fishing for eels, who 

think there are worse things than to sit in some 

out-of-the-way nook, shady and c^uiet, by a deep 

pool where the brown heathy nver eddies 'and 

swirls softly by the steep bank, watching the 

float swim away, going down sharplv as the 

hungry fish tug at toe tough bright red worms ; 

there are people who have fished in the dark 

Scotch lochs for the great dangerous-looking eels 

that live deep in their silent waters ; or in still 

moats by old granges, where the hinds catch them 

with whip-cord lines and fishing-rods like great 

flails, throwing all their rude energies into the pas- 

time, tugging at the rod when a fish strikes as 

if they would root up a tree, flinging the eels, 

when they catch them, over the nearest hay- 

stack, and when they miss, shouting, " Dammun, 

ah thowt ah heddun theer.'' There are other 

people too who love to angle with a hand-line on 

breezy October days for conger off the Forelands. 

Some of these good folks may possibly have got 

tired of always having the same tiling, and 

would like a change in tne way of eel fishing P If 

so, they have only to go to Borneo, Sumatra, 

Java, and a few other places mentioned by Dr. 

Bleeker, to find variety enough. Such eels ! 

Purple, green, gold, ana golden Drown ; spotted, 

striped, barred, and marbled ; eels in sucn hosts 

that we can only stay to speak of a few. ■

The first of Dr. Bleeker's eels (the aphthal- 

niichthys abbreviatus) is a creature some 

eighteen inches long, and not more than a 

third of an inch wide ; of a beautiful purple on 

the back, and gold colour below, with a row of 

tiny symmetrical spots ruuning along each side 

from the head to tne tail. Then there is a fierce 

spotted eel (the mursena maculata), some two 

feet long and an inch and a half deep, with a 

long powerful dorsal fin, a file of sharp teeth, ■

and a bright blue eve-. It is wonderfully marbled, 

quite a picture ; coloured dark green, pale green, 

and puq)le. Then there is a beautiful eel, with 

dark green back and bright green belly, with a 

golden dorsal fin, which is prolonged over the 

tail, and then runs along underneath the body. 

Then there is (I wish there wasn't) the aphthal- 

michthys javanicus, of a most gorgeous green 

on the back, and gold colour below, also with a 

row of tiny dots trom head to tail, and a small 

mouth, but with a threatening, putty look about 

t he gills, as if, like other good-footing individuals, 

it could get out of temper. Though a yard long, 

to judge trom its portrait, it is not more than half 

aft inch thick, and displays neither dorsal nor 

ventral fin. Then there is an eel with a name 

aknost as long as itself (the aphthalmichthjs 

macrocephalus t), of much the same proportions, 

also coloured dark green on the back, and of a 

pure golden yellow underneath, with wonderful 

tiny eyes. Then there are many eels. Then we 

come to a creature (the mursncsox sin^pa- 

rensis) which, if I had the good foi-tune to hook, 

I should decapitate as soon as possible; for, 

though a magnificent eel, two feet long, with 

dark green back, pale green sides, brownish 

golden fin, and large yellow eye, yet it has a range 

of teeth which I should not care to test. In 

addition to four long and extremely sharp cutting 

teeth in the upper jaw, there is a row of most 

formidable grinders or crushing teeth, shaped 

somewhat uke pointed acorns in their cups, 

running along the roof of the mouth, while the 

under jaw is nearly as well stocked. However, 

we soon afterwards come to an eel (the brachy- 

somophis cirrocheibus) which looks still more 

formidable ; in fact, I think if I caught him, I 

should not even go near enough to try decapita- 

tion, but should adopt the expedient put in 

force by a friend of mine, who, finding himself 

the- captor of an ill-looking eel, drew liis knife 

and resolutely cut away, not only the fish, but the 

tackle also. This redoubtable animal is about 

four feet long. The mouth is large enough to 

give a serious bite, and is furnished with a 

row of powerful teeth; the small oval deep blue 

eye is set almost at the fore end of the head. The 

prevailing colour of the throat and body is orange, 

passing in places into a purplish red, and marbled 

with purple here and there almost of a black hue. 

All tms, with the swollen look of the throat, gives 

it ver^ much the appearance of a serpent, equally 

beautiful and repulsive. And now we pass more 

eels, some marvellously long and beautifully 

coloured, until we are arrested by a most snaky- 

looking thing, not so large as the great fish just 

described, but still more like a serpent; the 

dorsal fin rises like a hood from its head, the 

eye is small and round ; it is marbled all over 

with yellowish green, dirty Indian red and black. 

Altogether, it is decidedly unpleasant to look at, 

and we gladljr hurry on to gaze at an eel so 

beautiful that it must be quite delightful to be 

eaten by it, and any worm or shrimp so honoured 

ought to blush at nis own unwortluness of such 

a preference. Some two feet long, of the most 

graceful form conceivable, it at once catches the ■
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eye. The snoat is of a reddish gold colour^ 

the head purplish, the iris purple and light blue. 

At the neck is a bright bar like gold, more than 

half an inch wide, running vertically ; and then 

for an inch to the beautifully shaped pectoral 

fin, the throat is deep purple ; directly alter this 

comes a bar of golden yellow. From this point 

the upper part of the side is of a rose colour, 

shading off above almost into black, and passing 

below into a faint greenish hue, and then into a 

decided yellow. The dorsal fin is a narrow 

streak of bright canary yellow at the top; 

beneath this begins qiute abruptly a blackish 

purple hue, which passes into a greenish straw 

colour. The lofty crested fish snake (ophlchthys 

altipinnis) is a splendid animal, but also not a 

Tery pleasant one to catch. It is a fine power- 

ful eel, more than three feet long, with a ]aif^e 

mouth and pointed head. The colour above is 

olive green; beneath and in front, it is Lidian 

red passing into a reddish hue behind ; all along 

underneath it is speckled; the colour of the 

back is divided from that of the belly by a very 

sharp line of demarcation. The pectoral fin is 

of a beautiful purple, but the dorsal fin is cal- 

culated to ^ve it a thorough snaky look, for 

not onlv is it marbled all over with Indian red, 

greenish yellow and brown, but it rises up 

almost immediately behind the head so as to 

look like a hood. The eye is very fine, having 

one ring of blue, another of purple, and a third 

of bright yellow. The teeth, however, are not 

nearly so formidable as in some others. ■

Time and space fail fast, and we must push 

on past other eels till we stop at the serpent fish 

Bonaparte (ophichthys Bonapartei). It is a finely- 

proportioned eel, from two feet to two feet and 

a half long, with a pointed head most beauti- 

fully marbled with the palest brown and brown 

almost of a purple hue, parted from each other 

hj sharp trenchant lines of colouring, and run- 

ning all over the head in islets and creeks, 

from the head backwards it is barred with purple 

brown, and a mixture of Indian red and goloen 

green, the colours being very distinct. The 

oars themselves are shaped thus : the dark ones 

are wide below, then narrow inwards, and then 

swell out graduallv to become round at the top, 

which reaches half way up the dorsal fin. Being 

nearly as wide as they are deep, they resemble 

in shape the old-fashioned coarse jars or pipkins 

tumea upside down. The dorsal fin rises almost 

from the head ; it is of a golden straw colour, 

and, besides being marked here and there with 

the bars, is dotted with brown purple spots. 

Tnen come more eels still. Tapeworm eels, not 

a third*of an inch deep, and nearlv, if not quite, 

half a yard long ; G;r6en and gold eels, wonder- 

fully slender and elegant in their figures, with 

diamond-shaped tails ; eels coloured gold, shaded 

with Indian red and brown ; others, coloured 

dark Indian red, brown, and white, with pectoral 

fins the hue of brickdust ; many of them fine 

large fish, strong enough to test the temper of 

the best bamboo rod, or try the toughness of the 

best gut and Kendal hook ever made. Eels, 

again, with scarcely a vestige of fin, and that ■

only at the tail; some, coloured as if they had 

been dipped into a paste of red brick and mashed 

olives ; eels that would take pages and pages to 

describe. ■

And now comes the most beautiful eel in 

the world. It is not merely the shape 

of the creature (^the leiuranus colubrinns), 

though that is faultless ; *' Oh no, it is some- 

thing more exquisite still" — the colouring. 

This superb eel is about half a yard long, 

and only about half an inch deep, with a most 

elegant narrow dorsal fin, like a straw green 

silk cord lying along its back. From the tip of 

its snout to the tip of its tail, it is barred with 

yellowish nankeen and rich golden brown, botii 

colours of the greatest delicacy and purity. 

The brown bars are shaped somewhat like a 

Mini^ bullet, with the narrow end of the cone 

turned downwards. The head, eye, and mouth, 

are extremely small and elegant. ■

The last eels to be here mentioned are the 

echidns, nasty disgusting things, with a fleshy 

newt-like looli^ to which the thick dorsal fin, 

continued from the head over the tail, and the 

thick speckling with a dirty-meat like colour, 

which almost entirely covers some of them, in 

no slight degree contribute. The xanthospilos 

is one of the most remarkable. Though not 

really much stouter than the English eel, it 

looks much heavier, has a fleshy appearance, and 

is spotted in a most singular manner for a fish : 

the ground in the body bein^ dark brown 

throughout, and lighter brown in the fin ; all 

over the surface are sown bright golden 

spots, mostly round or oval in shape, and 

not bigger than a split pea; a few, however, 

are somewhat lengthened out. There are four 

parallel rows of spots on each side. In all 

these echidos the eye is remarkably small : for 

instance, in this fish it is not more than the tenth 

of that of a conger on the same page, an animal 

only a little longer. The variegated echidna is 

nearly two feet long, and slender, being not 

much more than an inch thick at the thickest 

part. This fish is streaked all the way along, fin 

and all, with bright golden bars upon a dark 

brown ground. It is, however, difficult to say 

that these shades of colour can be called bars, or, 

'indeed, to say what they can be called; for thou<^h 

tolerably uniform in respect to breadth, tlie 

golden stripes are mottled with many little 

irregular islets of brown, that they look like 

colour which has flowed upon glass : while each 

bar of brown colour bears from one to several 

spots of bright yellow, generally clustered into 

groups. The many-zonea echidna (echidna poly- 

zona) is perhaps the cleanest built of these 

Strang fish, but even it has a little of the newt- 

like look; something of the cut you would 

expect to see in the mmate of some cool dark 

grot, or an old Asian tank not kept over sweet. 

But it is verj pretty in its way. Octavia might 

have put it m her bosom in lieu of a lizard, and- 

Cleopatra might have paired it with the " pretty 

worm of Nilus." It is not above six inches long ; 

the head is exceedingly small, and the tail 

pointed; it is of a beautiful clear brown colour, ■
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with narrow vertical stripes of bright gold at in- 

tervals of a third of an inch. These stripes are 

nearly straight, though some few of them bend 

a little, and two of theni, about an inch a^d a 

half from the head, are united below by a cross- 

bar of the same colour. ■

The commander of Tilbury Fort could not 

see the Spanish fleet because it was not insight, 

and the circumstances which influenced the 

visual powers of so illustrious a person may well 

be allowed equal potency over those of ordi- 

nary mortab. I cannot tell what our na- 

turalist has to say about eels, their ways and 

habits, their manners and customs, their lungs 

and spiracles, &c., because I cannot yet see the 

numbers of his great work which ought to con- 

tain all this* I look across the library-table for 

them, and behold a blank. ■

BREAMING SHAEP. ■

When people in Irelaad have dreams of great 

significance they are said to " dream sharp, and 

I had a dream the other night that had much 

meaning in it, mixed up with a great deal of 

whimsicality. I thought I was present at the 

performanee, not of a pantomime exactly, but 

of a sort of extravaganza equally grotesque as 

any pantomime I ever witnessed. It was en- 

titled "The Metamorphoses of Mammon, with 

Wonderful Changes and Startlmg Effects," as set 

forth in letters of gold on a slip of white satin, 

for playbill, — all being maffnificent in my 

dream, scenery, dresses, everytning. I cannot 

remember a consecutive plot exactly, there being 

much of that disjointed wildness in my vision 

so characteristic of phantasma^ but the main 

upshot of the piece was all about the attractions 

and temptations of money, and the plots of vil- 

lains to obtain it. There was a quantity of al- 

legorr, as might be expected: one of the 

granoest scenes was the Temple of Mammon, 

and a leading character was the hierophant of 

the temple, ycleped Ghnlthephools. The King 

of the Inexhaustible Gold Mines> called Rbanb- 

alyacan, held a foremost place also. The King 

publishes a sort of manifesto or proclamation, 

setting forth how Mammon rejoices in observing 

his votaries acquiring money, that for this pur- 

pose there is nothing tends so much to that de- 

sirable end as making offerings of sold in his 

temple. Mammon, moreover, delighted with 

this act of his worshippers, and the mere sight of 

the g[old laid on bis altar, /br a short time, not 

only is undesirous of holding this money perma- 

nently, but permits his Totaries to withdraw 

their lodgments in his temple whenever tbejr 

like, according to their necessities or their 

pleasure. To encourage them, however, in the 

practice of votive investments of a more enduring 

Kind, Mammon promises an increase of wealth 

to such as leave their treasure longer in his 

care, proportionably with the various value of 

the deposits, and tnis act of grace on his part is 

called a "/w centum*^ while, from time to time, 

Ghidthephools cries out in an imposing tone, ■

" Bomu ! Bonus r being given to Latin phrases, 

though his Latin would not bear a strict 

translation in plain English, for there was very 

little good in his bonus, as will be seen in the 

sequel ■

^t this politic more on the part of Bhaub- 

alyucan, increases, as might be supposed, the 

vothre tendencies of his subjects, ana a special 

scene of great bustle occurs in the rush of crowds 

to the temple, who pass immense quantities of 

treasure over the altars of the "fane of the 

Golden God" into the hands of his inferior 

ministers, for deposition in the "Tbsasubx 

Vault of the Temvle," a scene of great mag- 

nificence: quifce a triumph of the unrivall^ 

penoil of Mr. H. Cleverly. ■

Amons;st the ministers of the temple are *' the 

Lords Directors," rather queer characters too. 

One might expect magnificent dresses upon the 

persons of Lords Diieotois : but no ; they wore 

white aprons and white nightcaps— -in fact, 

appearea nothing more nor lass than cooks. 

They, wishing to pleasure Rhaubalyucan by 

the gratification of his inordinate appetite, cook 

away for him gaily, but after a manner unknown 

to Ude, Soyer, or Francatelli ; and so far from 

hinting that he is ravenous, they suggest that 

his appetite wants stimulating^ and recommend 

him to seek a bracinif air, and as this can best 

be obtained by yai^tmg, they procure for him a 

vessel appropriately called a " craft," somewhat 

strained m her tunbers, for she had been 6i]^;aged 

before in the Levant trade, and was oastin- 

guished among the knowing ones by the name 

of '< The Three Decks and no Bottom." That 

title they change, however, to the more promis- 

ing one of " The Floating Capital," but all they 

can do will not get her rated at Lloyd's as class 

A, No. 1. Nevertheless, she is considered 

quite fit for a start except aa regards her rig- 

ging, so a gang of riggers is en^ed, and to 

work they go with a will, pulling away like 

" good 'uns," andBhaubalyuoan, Ghulthepnools, 

and the riggers, soon set sail for the Gulf of 

Jogglum. On the shores of this gulf there 

appears to be a market — a fish-market — ^much 

after the manner of the celebrated market-scene 

in Masaniello. There is a chorus, too, as in 

Masaniello, the chorus being that of the riggers, 

who arrive in the nick of time at the market, 

and deal for flat fish and gudgeons extensively. 

Word for word, and note for note,, the famous 

passage in the Masauielb chorus is copied in 

that of the riggers : ■

Take heed, whisper lowl ■

After which thunders forth the well-^own 

joyous outbreak. ■

The prize we seek we^II soon ensnare, ■

and the scene closes with a Pas de Gr^urs, or 

dance of riggers, a tremendous Bigadoon. "by 

the whole strength of the company." ■

Now, while the King and his worthy ministers 

are cruising about, the guardianship of the trea- 

sure vault of the temple is entrusted to the King*s 

eldest son. Prince Khoffeighutter, a name not 

Tcry suggestive of fitness for his office; and an- ■
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other official of very evil tendencies enters into a 

plot with him to rob the treasure vault. That 

official's name is BaUanzjheet, apparently of 

aortal mould, bat, in fact, one of the demons of 

the piece-— for a good deal of doTihry was inter- 

woven through it. BaUanzjheet is celebrated 

for his disguises, and by this means (that is, in 

disginise) passes into the service of the treasure 

temple, wkll^ in fact, he is only an imp of the 

worst description, and a favoured child of the 

Father of lies, and he (that is, Ballansjheet) and 

Khoffor^hutter make sad havoc in the treasure 

vault; m short, pkyingdd gooseberry with the 

money is the fruit of their unkm. ■

Another of my dreamy in^s was called the 

Demon of Distrust, at enmitv with KhoffiBivhut- 

ter and his oonfedeiate, and always dodging about 

hiding in sly places to watch them^ and nuiking 

ever and anon sharp speeches agaisst them in 

most fantastical rhymes. In the course of this 

strange dream-drama the Spirit of Public Coft* 

fidence appeared, who seemed but a simple sort 

of body, mnd of works of fiction, which she was 

fioing about reading, much given to sweets of a 

deleterious and intoxicatinff character, made by 

« swindling confectioner caUed Snckkumbendi- 

bos, at whose shop this weak-minded spirit was 

a constant customer. Pact of the " funny busi- 

ness" of this extravagansa consisted in Public 

Confidence having her pocket everhtttingly 

pinked by the oddiest characters in which this 

droEunj draaft abounded; and one droum^ra- 

ting sylph, in partiealar, with spangled wmgs, 

personated by a vouog ladv, was very busv im 

oheatine everyboay she could. She was called 

** Le^,°' and a very nice pair she had, by-the-by, 

but, instead of beiag encased in white silk or 

in *'fleshing8y" they were dressed in black. ■

Some mysterious doings were going on be- 

tween Prince Khofferghutter and this sylph, and 

once, on her flying awav with a lot of money, 

the Prince, pointing to tne spangled flappers at 

her idxoulders, elegantly exclaimed : 

" I say !— my eye ! 

How money does fly!" ■

This witticism ^'brought down the house'' to such 

a dw^^i that I wonder it did not waken me. ■

There was a queer scene, too, betwe^i Bal- 

lansjheet and the Father of Lies. The latter 

asks why the former has a large ba^ of gold- 

dust in his possession. '* I always melt my gold 

into ingots, in my fire here,'' says Father of 

Lies ; and he proposes to do the same br Bal- 

lanzjheefs gold-dust, if he likes. But Ballan- 

zjheet says he can turn his dust into a much larger 

amount than melting it down could produce. 

" How ?" inquires Father of Lies. " By throw- 

ing it into people's eyes," says BaUanzjheet, 

"/iWjbowidoit!" ■

Towards the end of the piece, Public Con- 

fidence approached the Temple of Mammon with 

an ample offering, and Khofferghutter, with an 

insinaatii^ smile and a low bow, i-eceived it from 

her. Th^ both retired at opposite sides, the 

Demon of Distrust peepine from behind a 

column where he had been hidden. This column, 

like ail the others of the temple, was of a ■

twisted form, such as Raffaelle introduces in the 

cartoon of '* The Beautiful Gate," and was com- 

posed of intertwined bars of gold, silver, and 

copper, representing pounds, shillings, and pence, 

and from this hiding-place, I say, tne Demon of 

Distrust came forw^. Looking to the pobt 

where Public Confidence had retired, he put 

his hands to his nose, after the manner of 

"taking a sight," and then to his sides, and 

shook again with a guffaw of a laugh. Then, 

after clenching his fists and brandisning them 

in a most menacing manner after Khofferghut- 

ter, he made to the audience, in a confiden- 

tial style, one of his minacious and vindictive 

speeches. ■

*' Vniany of villany, will Hme disclose. 

* I know a bank -whereon the wild thyme blows,' 

Sweet William says. This question / propose : 

Who knows a bank whereon the vile time grows, 

And ventare to prognosticate 'twill never dosef 

For on that bank, alas I in vile time grows 

Some parasites that steal the sap tiiat flows, 

And leaves the parent ^ Plant' to witbeiing woes ! 

Yes, upon that bank in vile time grows 

Inward corruption, gnawing, without shows, 

Like the maggot in the nut, or the canker in the ■

rose. 

Within the Fane, from gaze profane, a secret drain ■

there flows, 

Sucking down the money which the public never ■

knows. 

Stealthily, the wealth away, will melt away, like ■

snows 

That fall on pavements underneath which bakei^s ■

oven glows. 

'Twould take a oonjoror to tell how all the money ■

goes, 

Is't chasing ? is it racing ? for no one can snppose 

That horses fine, and costly wine, and dinners, and ■

fine dothes, 

Of cash by hundred thousands, could possibly dis- 

pose. 

Is't Imave and ace that go the pace, or little bones ■

whose throws 

Can make or break the reckless rake— that bird of ■

night who goes 

To a fashionable aviary of pigeons and of crows? 

Or is there an ambition to be 'mong the * ayes' and ■

^ noes' 

Of a certain 'House?' to get into which always ■

eoBisquelqM ehoBe. 

Or are there' mines ? For pantomimes so quickly ■

oan't transpose, 

As * balances' at bankers are transmogrified by ■

those. 

Or was * the opera' taken ? that min of repose, 

To subsidise soprani and the meritorious toes 

Of high danMuaetj of able thews and sinews, who ■

unclose 

The eyes of some old fogies thro' the opera who ■

dose. 

Or was it * Pennsylvanian Bonds' that * chaw'd all ■

up?' Who knows? 

But goeasing is like fretting, of no use. Eiqierience ■

shows 

Our grandmothers knew better where their trust ■

they might repose, 

For they kept their golden guineas safely hidden in ■

their hose. 

A ravelled worsted stocking is safer far for heirs 

Than when a worsted banking-house unravels its ■

affairs." "" ■
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After this, there was an attempt at a grant! 

piece of scenic illusion, but seeminglj a hitch 

occurred in the machinery, and the audience 

began to hiss, and there were loud cries of 

"Manager! Manager!" The manager, how- 

ever, did not appear, and the piece seemed to 

be hurried over to a termination. ■

An old witch hobbled in, holding up a bag, 

and crying, " Now for the catastrophe !" Then, 

opening the bag, she exclaimed, "The cat's 

out of the bag!" and dut jumped a large 

cat, which changed immediately into a lorely 

young lady, dressed in white, and bearing a 

wand. She called on Prince Khofferghutter, 

in an appalling style, to "ap-p-e-a-r ! ! !" which 

he did, throwing himself on his knees before 

her. She then exclaimed, in a magnificent 

manner, ■

" Wretched youth I 

I am the Spirit of Troth." 

She waved her wand, and several of her 

attendants rushed in, some of whom carried 

off Khofferghutter in chains, while others pur- 

sued up and down the evil-doers of the 

temple, and a desperate hurrv-scurry ensued. 

In the midst of ail this shindy, the Spirit of 

Truth shook her wand at the temple, over 

whose portico, by the way, blazed forth in 

letters of gold, ■

" Temple op Mammon," 

and at this condemnatory motion of the wand 

down fell the "Fane of the Golden God" with 

a loud crash, a cloud, of dust arose from the 

fallen rubbish, and all that remained of the 

temple was the name, which still appeared on the 

cloud ; but even that underwent a chanee, for 

the initial letter M was metamorphosed into 

G, so Mammon became Gammon. ■

OUR UNCLES. ■

I HAVE vowed to take our uncles down a peg, 

and now I will do it. I have said that they are 

vain, purse-proud, pretentious, blusterous old 

humbugs, and I hold Dv that. I repeat, aunt is the 

friend, not uncle. Jiiind, I speak ex cathedra, 

for I am an uncle myself, and you know the 

proverb: which, being interpreted for the 

present occasion, is — set an uncle to catch an 

uncle. ■

.No, no, my fine fellows, you can't deceive me. 

I know you, with your broad-brimmed hats, and 

your flowered waistcoats, and your waiters, and 

your malacca canes, with the tassel, and all the rest 

of your Brummagem avuncular paraphernalia. 

What is the meaning of paraphernalia ? Tell 

me that. Goods in a wife's disposal. Just so. 

All the good that is in you is derived from your 

association with our aunts. You shine with a 

borrowed light. You are the moons of our 

family system, full and fair enough in the face 

sometimes ; but pale and cold. Our aunts are 

the warm suns. ■

Come down from that pedestal. I am regard- 

ing you as an image now, a senseless stock and 

stone, which we have worshipped too long. So, ■

I say, come down from that pedestal. Let me 

ask, who put you up there on that towering 

pinnade, where you have no right to be P I 

will answer that quwtion. The comedy writers 

put you up there. You were put up tnere as a 

JDeus ex machinft, a figure to be let down a wire, 

a mere dummy with a sham pnne, and sham 

sovereigns in it — you being wound up to give 

those sham sovereigns to a sham nephew, whose 

distress is as much a sham as the " ^Id" which 

relieves him. If those pieces chinking in your 

purse were anything better than discs of tin, 

you would see your nephew hanged before you 

would give him one of them. ■

Holding the mirror up to nature, I can find 

no one at all like you reflected in it. You exist 

only in the imagination of the comedy writer. 

He brings you out from his box of figures, as 

occasion requires, just as he brings out the 

wicked lord and the virtuous peasant. What is 

the difference between you and the wicked 

lord? The wicked lord dresses in skjr-blue 

velvet and you dress in snuff-brown. The wicked 

lord wears a sword, and has elegant legs ; you 

carry a malacca cane, and make up your legs to 

convey the respectable idea of rupees and gout. 

As to the difference between you and the vir- 

tuous peasant, it is simply this : you say " Gad- 

zooks" and he says " Dang it." Which is the 

full extent of proranity to which he will go in 

presence of the public, albeit out of his flowered 

waistcoat he can swear like a trooper, just as 

you, when you lay aside your broad-bnmmed 

hat, your gaiters, and your malacca cane with 

the tassel, can be, in reality, as wicked, as 

cruel, and as heartless, as the lord is supposed 

to be. Yes ; the lord is wicked because ne is a 

lord ; the peasant is virtuous because he is a 

peasant, and you are rich and generous because 

you are an uncle. It would be just as reason- 

able to regard a man as pious because he is a 

pork-butcher. ■

I appeal to the public. Is not this your idea 

of uncles ? That, they are all kind-hearted old 

fogies, whose whole mission on earth is to give 

their nephews and nieces sovereigns, and make 

them happy ; that they are short and fat and 

choleric, gruff externally, but within, warm ; 

that, almost as a rule, they make a great deal 

of money in India, and come home on purpose 

to die of liver complaint, and leave it all to the 

children of their brothers and sisters ; that they 

condemn themselves to celibacy for this very 

purpose, and die happy in the consciousness 

that they have fulfilled that purpose. Yes ; you 

admit it— this is your idea of uncles. Now, 

whence have you derived that idea P Is it war- 

ranted bv your own experience? When you 

have had suflScient time to review your uncles 

and reckon up how many sovereigns they have ■

given you, and what amount of happiness they 
ave conferred upon you, I have no doubt you 

will be very much surprised to find that it ia 

noi warranted by your experience. You have 

had faith in an uncle of this sort ; but when 

you come to turn him about and examine his 

points, you discover that he is nothing but an ■
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idea— an idea of the comedy writer. He has 

been handed down to us frotn the earliest eras 

of the drama, until we find him setting a copy 

to all modem time in the School for Scandal. 

Do yon believe in Sir Oliver Surface <? /don't. 

Do yon believe that an uncle of real life would 

have troubled himself about those arcades ambo, 

Joseph and Charles P Why should he P Joseph 

was a cold-hearted hypocrite; Charles was a 

spendthrift, and as great a hypocrite as Joseph. 

Don't tell me it was because he had natural 

affection that he wouldn't sell his uncle's pic> 

tare. He knew very well all the time who the 

old fellow in the snuff-coloured coat was. Care- 

less had warned him beforehand. And the old 

donkey. Sir Oliver, was vain enough to believe 

those crocodile tears genuine ! I know I have 

tried on little dodges of this kind with my 

uncles, and it was no go. I have baited the 

hook with real genuine affection, but thev 

wouldn't bite. Yon see the sovereigns which 

they chinked in their pockets were maae of gold, 

not of tin. And in this connexion gold is more a 

hardener of the heart than tin. ■

It is true we are all familiar with these absurd 

uncles, who are for ever going about with a 

breastful of human kindness and a purseful of 

money; but, according to my experience and 

the experience of a large circle of nephews and 

nieces of my acquaintance, we rarely— never, I 

may say — meet with them, except on the sta^. 

That jeane premier's stage uncle is giving hin\ 

gold and his blessing, while his real uncle at 

home Ls selling him up for the fifty pounds he 

owes him. ■

As a matter of fact and reality, I prefer the 

tragedy writer's view of our uncles. In tragedy 

they are uncles who smother us in our sleep, 

who burn our eyes out with red-hot irons, who 

take us into dark woods and lose us, who poison 

our papas as they lie sleeping in their back 

gardens oi an afternoon. Thb sort of uncle is 

much nearer the mark of real life. Listead of 

his being designed by nature and a beneficent 

fate to be a blessing to his nephews, his nephews 

are designed to be a curse to him. They stand 

in his way, or they are always wanting some- 

thing of him, or they are a disgrace to him. 

It is only natural, therefore, that he should 

consider them bores, and treat them as such. ■

According to my experience, the uncle of 

real life seldom bears any resemblance to the 

ideal which we are all so fond of cherishing. 

He is neither uniformlv good, as he appears m 

comedy, nor uniformlv baS, as he is represented 

in tragedy. He is of all sorts, and in the ma- 

jority of the aspects whieh he assumes he is 

about as indifferent and unsatisfoctor^ a person 

as is to be met with on the stage of hfe. ■

Let us review some of the uncles whom we 

all know and have experience of every day. 

About that uncle who goes to India, makes a 

heap of monev, and comes back expressly to die 

and leave it all to his nephews and nieces. Who 

knows him P Is there one person in t«n tliou- 

sand who ever had, or ever will have, such an 

uucleP Is there one in a million P I opine, not. ■

Such a phenomenon has been seen and known, 

no doubt, but he is not the uncle of every day 

in the week ; far from it. I once thought that 

/ had an uncle of this delightful kind, but I was 

mistaken. True, I had an uncle— he remained in 

India many years, he made a large fortune, and 

he came home (as we all expected) with the ami- 

able intention of dying and leaving it to his re- 

lations. But in this latter respect he neglected to 

fulfil his mission. After reachmg London he came 

down to the country place where we lived, and ex- 

cited us all to a pitch of delirium with a story of his 

immense wealth and benevolent intentions. We 

made a great fuss with him ; we launched into 

enormous exoenses to entertain him and make 

him comfortable. We gave him the very softest 

bed in the house to die on, we provided parch- 

ment, pounce, and sealing-wax for the will. The 

girls broke off their matches with substantial 

young farmers in the expectation of elegant 

eark ; the boys forfeited their indentures in the 

assurance of commissions in the army; we 

snubbed and slighted our old humble friends, 

and quarrelled with them. In fact we conducted 

ourselves as if we had had the bird in the hand. 

But the bird was still in the bush. He flew 

away to London to settle his affairs, but he 

never came back, and we never heard of him 

more. It was suspected that he was murdered 

in London for his money, but I don't believe he 

had any money ; my opinion is that he was a 

boasting, lying humbug, like Joe Grimaldi's 

brother, of whom I will never believe anything 

but that his design was to impose upon Joe, and 

live upon him until he should be disposed for 

another voyage. Did I not once know an uncle 

who came home to his family and excited great 

expectations (at the same time securing for nim- 

self great attention and hospitality) bv reason 

of a Urge and heavy box, which he said he had 

brought direct from the Australian diggings P 

This uncle remained with his family Uyc s^ 

months, living on the fat of the land, and hinting' 

mysteriously every now and then that the box 

would be openea some day soon. But one 

morning he disappeared suddenly, and when the 

box was opened bv his expectant nephews and 

nieces it was found to contain paving-stones ! ■

That rich uncle from India was the ruin of us. 

We had got into debt on our expectations ; w& 

were sued on account of calipasli and calipee ; 

we had to borrow money of the neighbours we 

had slighted; we had to eat humble pie and 

abase ourselves in the dust. I have known a 

rich uncle, and so, no doubt, have yon — an 

uncle who lived by himself in a fine house, 

securely guarded by a spiked wall behind, and 

a dragon of a housekeeper in front. We all 

look up to that uncle, and have expectations of 

him. But, generally, that uncle looks down upon 

us, and di^ippoints those expectations. It is 

no easy matter to pass tliat dragon of a house- 

keeper, looking out from her tower of observa- 

tion in the front parlour. She has a keen eye 

for nephews wanting a few pounds, or a suit of 

clothes, or a letter of recommendation. It is 

really wonderful how very often an uncle of this ■
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class, 80 goarded, is " not at home/' And when 

he is at home, and you are admitted to his bene- 

volent presence, does he poke yon in the ribs, 

call yon a sly dog, and chock yon parses of 

money P Does he P But why do I ask, when 

I know it is mueh more his disposition to sUp 

yon in the face, call yon a lazy dog, and tnni 3ron 

away from his door. If he gives you anything 

— wnich he rarely does without oensulting his 

housekeeper— he givea it you grudgingly, tell- 

ing you that this is the last time, and vou 

mustn't apply to him any more. And how aoes 

he ask about his dear brother, your papa P Does 

he not ask after him as if he were a low, unfor^ 

tunate perso]i> who had no business to be his 

brother? And when you tell iiim that your 

papa has had another misfortune, he says, 

"Humph!'' which is a word whieh is never 

used by any one but curmudgeons and grampy 

uncles. Is it in your rec(^leetion that, when 

you visit a vich uncle of this kind, you axe al- 

ways sharply told to wipe your feet, and not to 

make a mess with the crumbs of the dry stale 

biscuit they ^ve you for refreshment P How 

often does this unck make a fool of himself (and 

of you) by marrying that dragon of a house- 

keeper, or leavin? 2l his money for the pro- 

motion of something — which is anything but 

the welfare of his own flesh and blood P ■

There is another variety of rich uade, who 

is a good deal more pleasant in a certain way. 

He ia rather a jolly old party, but he is a hum- 

bug, for all that. He slips a sovereign into your 

hand just to enjoy your surprise and: deliglit ; 

he takes you out for the day, because you are 

a handsome lad, perhaps, and people may take 

you for his son. Notice him prick up his ears 

when some one says, " Hasn't that M ffentle* 

man got a fine boy !" How often doea ne in- 

troduce joxL to his friends, and say, "My 

nephew, sir," ipiite proud to let people know 

that he has members of his family better look- 

ing than himself. In the innoeenoe of your 

young heart, you think it very kind of uncle to 

take you to tlie theatre, and sit out, for your 

sake, some play that he must have sew scores 

of times. You don't know then, but you come 

to understand afterwards, that it was a much 

greater gratification to him to wateh your won- 

aer and astonishment and to listen to your 

hearty boyish remariLS, than it was to you to gase 

at the brilliant scenes, and listen to the fine 

talk of the actors. It is a new sensation to the 

selfish old hunks! When he gives you that 

sovereign and pays for the brougham and the 

box» he has had his pleasure cheap. ■

But, if I am not nustaken, we are all much 

more familiar with uncles who are notrich^ who, 

indeed, are anything but rich. I have known 

uncles come back from India and lands of gold, 

in rags and tatters — ^with very generous disposi- 

tions, no doubt, but without the means of snow- 

ing them. I have known nephews and nieces 

club together to send those uncles back a^ain to 

India and lands of gold, not with the fiintest 

hope that any of the gold would ever stick to 

them, but aimply to get them out of the way. ■

I knew such an uncle once, who came back from 

El Dorado and declared that he would hang him- 

self if his married niece did not give him a new 

pea-iaoket with brass buttons. The favour 

whicn this unde did to his relations was to ^t 

drunk and consort in an unseemly manner with 

the servant maids. ■

And who has not known, to his cost, that 

uncle of a firee and liberal disposition—- as re- 

gturds himself-— who never settles down to any. 

thing, who lives gaQy at the expense of the 

family, and, in bearing the name of the family 

constantly drags the nmne through the dirt and 

brings it to disgrace P This is an irrepressible 

sort of uncle, whom there is no disposing of. 

EUb brothers and sisters, and nephews and 

nieees, are people of credit and renown in the 

world, and they don't like to send their scape- 

grace uncle out of their own immediate sphere, 

where they are well known, into anothe^r sphere 

where they are not so well known. And so 

they take the viper to their bosoms, and bear 

with him, as best they may, while he bites them 

all over. I declare, upon my honour, that this 

is the most generous uncle I have ever met 

with. Yes, 1 have known him poke his nephews 

in the ribs, and call them sly dogs, ana give 

them money. But it was not his owir money ! ■

I don't like to say anything about the poor, 

unfortunate,, half-starved, broken-down uncle, 

but he N) if I may be allowed the expression, 

a frequent faet, nevertbriess. He is an uncle 

whose existence is sometimes kept a profound 

secret, who is warned never to come to the 

house when there is company, and who, when 

he does arrive, on a borrowing expedition, at 

an inopportune moment, is hid away out of 

sight in the housekeeper's room, or the kitchen. 

I am afraid I can remember an uncle of this 

class, who, for many years, was only known to 

his nephews and nieces as **the man." He 

was a man, but I fear he was not a brother. ■

These are very unpretending uncles, who 

would never take the liberty to poke their 

nephews in the ribs, and never have any money 

about them to chuck at anybody. I pity them. 

But as for those blusterous, purse-proud patron* 

ishag uncles, who get the credit for unlimited 

human kindness and generosity, they are arrant 

old humbugs and pretenders. I vowed that I 

would take them dewn a peg, and now I flatter 

myself I have done it. ■

AMATEUR FINANCE. ■

or IHKSB FAEZ8. FA&T UL ■

Amougst the directors of ^Thb Housb 

AND Land Finaitce akd CaESir GovpAifT (Li- 

mited)," there was haidly a single individual 

who did not attempt to serve two mastecs. We 

had on the Board soldiers, sailors, barristers, re- 

tired Indian judges, country gentlemen, solicitors, 

and pure ioQers — ^incUviduau whose whole day 

was taken up in finding out the best way of killing 

time— but we had very few meroliants, and no 

bankers, or men whose businesa it had been to 

deal in financial undertakings. But notwith- ■
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standing ibis, we all thought ourselTes fully 

competent to negotiate or diaeoss any under* 

taking, no matter hov hi^, or no matter how 

intricate were the various ramifioaiiona which 

bad to be considered ere we decided the ques- 

tion. ■

After we had been some little time at work^ 

and our credit was prettj- well established, one 

of the small South American republics ftppliod 

to us for a loan of two millions sterling. That 

is to say, the goremment in question did not 

ask or expect us to put our hands in our pockets 

and make over this amount to them ; nor yet 

was it deemed likely that we should sign a 

dieque on onr bankers for two Bullions, and 

scma it to them in a registered letter. What 

they wanted was that we should "place the 

loan'' on the London and foreign markets for 

them, and this we nndertook to do on certain 

conditions. These were, first, that our com- 

mission should be two per cent on the whole 

anount if we succeeded and "floated" the 

undertaking; and one per cent if we failed in 

so doii^. ?Fhus, whether the loan came oS or 

not, we were certam of a commission of at least 

twenty thonsand pounds, or if the kwn was 

taken mp, of double that amount. In the second 

place, the loan, if it succeeded, was to be paid 

half in easb, and half in acceptances of our 

company, which were to be renewed every six 

months. And lastly, the cnstoms revenues of 

the republic were to be made over to ns as 

securitjr, and we were to put men of our own 

into office as receivers of cnstoms, until the loan 

was paid off. The loan was to be issued to the 

public at seventy>five, or, in other words, for 

every hundred pounds worth of scrip in this 

loan, the subscribers would only have to pay 

sevenfy-five pounds, and ever^ half year a certain 

nun^xr of tnese bonds — ^whioh were to be de- 

cided by lotterj^were to be redeemed at par. 

Thus, let us say that Mr. Jones subscribes for 

one thousand ponnds in thu loan ; he will only 

have to pay seventy-five per cent for the sum, 

or seven hundred and fifty pounds for one 

thousand pounds' worth of iKmds, and he would 

receive interest at the rate of wl per cent upon 

the thousand, not upon the seven hundred and 

fifty pounds^ Moreover, let us suppose that at 

the first or seccmd drawing of lots to decide what 

bonds of the scrip is to be redeemed, he was 

fortunate enough to have one, two, or more of 

his numbers turn up, he would then receive 

one hundred pounds for eaeh seventy-five pounds 

he had laid out. The mere ohanee oi being 

fortunate enough to secure such a prise, was of 

itself quite enough to attract plenty of sub- 

scribers. Onr company showed its complete 

confidence in the undertaking by subscnbing 

largelj to the loan on its own account. But as 

the directors knew that all the shares for the 

company could be paid for in our own ac- 

ceptances, there was but little of our capital 

which could be risked, no matter how much of 

the loan we — acting as a corporation — should 

take for oursdves^ ■

The loan floated, there was no possible' doubt ■

about it. At the very favourable terms which we 

had offered it to the public, the two millions had 

been subscribed for at once. Of this gross total 

some three hundred thousand pounds belonged 

to our coBMpanjr ; and idthough we paid for them 

in renewabte bills of our own» no sooner was 

the scrip issued than we made use of it to raise 

more money as we wanted it. Thus our bills 

really often procured for us exactly double the 

value of the sum they represented upon paper. 

If we wanted funds, we often plaoed as security 

in one of the ioint^tock banks the bonds, or cou- 

pons, we hela of the loan, the bank manager who 

advanced the money little thinkine that &t scrip 

he was taking as security was based upon no 

better fbundiSion than bills which bore our own 

signature and no other. In abort, the signature 

and seal of the company was the foundation of 

more transactions tnan most people dreamt of. 

We were dways able to porwiase any amount 

of shares upon our own acceptances at three or six 

months, and these shares could be always quickly 

turned into cash when we required it. In fact, 

it was a system of founding credit, or getting 

credit, upon our own bills or notes of hand, and 

real security beyond our own signatures we had 

none whatever, although the fact was never 

fully understood by the public. This sort of 

business suited us. The paid-up capital of the 

company was never laid out at all, but was kept 

at interest with our banker. The capital we 

worked upon was what we made by our own 

bills, and of this we created as much as ever we 

wanted. What wonder, then, if our profits were 

Lirgef In measure as we re<iuired money to 

woriL with, we^ so to speak, coined it, and this 

gave us interest at a nigh rate, with interest 

upon interest, almost as much as ever we re- 

quired. Our concern did not belie its name. 

We were rightly oaUed a House and Land Com- 

pany, for it was on such securities that we pro- 

fessed chiefly to lend, and as to being a *' finance 

and Credit ' affair, we certainly worked on 

credit^ for the whole basis of our scheme was to 

make others take on credit paper bearing our 

signature, and pay us very hi^ly for taking it. 

Tne loan for the South American republic we 

carried throu^jh, and a most profitable business 

it was for ns in every way. The English public 

took up the full amount of two millions, so that 

there was little or nothing left to place on the 

French or other foreign markets. As I said 

before, the fact of obtaining for seventy-five 

pounds scrip of a recognised government for 

one hundred, proved a temptation which few 

people could withstand. Moreover, after six 

months' time a certain portion of the scrip 

would be paid off at par, and ever;^ bona- 

holder had a chance of obtaining this great 

piece of good fortune. Then, again, the pav- 

ments of each shareholder had not to be maae 

at once, and what will nine men out of ten not 

do on credit when they can obtain it P When 

an individual applied for shares in the loan, he 

had to deposit five pounds, a similar sum when 

the shares were allotted to him, and as much 

more a month later. After this, he had to pay ■
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fifteen pounds every two months, until he had 

paid off the whole seventy-five pounds, so that he 

had about nine months in which to torn himself 

round and get the money. ■

When the transaction with the South Ame- 

rican government was so far finished that the 

loan had been taken up, our account with them 

stood somewhat as follows : We held security, 

more or less good, over the customs dues of the 

country for two millions sterling, on which sum 

they had to pay us two per cent commission, 

and six per cent interest. For this they re- 

ceived one million five hundred thousand pounds, 

the payment to be spread over a year, and to be 

made two-thirds in cash and one-third in our ac- 

ceptances, which of course we could renew as we 

thought fit. Thus we really, for our own bills, not 

cash, of seventy-five pounds, obtained scrip worth 

one hundred pounds, and charged interest at the 

rate of isix per cent upon the hundred pounds. 

The commission was to be deducted from the first 

payment of the loan, and had to be paid in hard 

coin. The securities which the South American 

government gave us we made available to raise 

money upon when we wanted it, and thus, as I 

have before pointed out, we made our own 

signature — that is to say, the bills we gave — good 

for obtaining, as it were, double the amount 

which they represented. ■

But whilst working out our scheme in foreign 

lands, we did not neglect the harvest at home. 

Few people who have not been behind the scenes 

can be aware what immense interest can be ob- 

tained in London — in the City, from business 

men who are reported to be in good and even ex- 

cellent circumstances— if the thing is managed 

quietly, and no one knows that the advance has 

been made. In every bank, every bill-discounter's 

office, every finance company's establishment, 

there are small, private, Chuob-locked ledgers, 

which, if laid open to the world, would cause a 

far greater sensation east of Temple-bar than if 

all the *' seals of confession" throughout Europe 

were broken. It is not only the needy West- 

end swell, or the broken-down Guardsman, or the 

man who has made a bad book at Goodwood, 

that must have money, and will pay any price 

for it, provided the transaction is " kept dark." 

I have Known a firm whose signature in any com- 

mercial town in Europe would have been good 

for half a million and more, so hard up, that if 

they had not been accommodated witn two or 

three hundred thousand pounds, they must, as 

the Americans say, have ** cracked up." In such 

cases, men don't go to their bankers ; on the con- 

trary, they always endeavour to keep up a good 

show with that mdividual, and for this reason 

never allow their baknce with him to run lower 

than a certain fixed amount. Customers like these 

we dealt largely with, and of course made them ■

fiy highly for the accommodation we gave them, remember an instance of this kind. A bill- 

broker came to me as managing director of the 

" House and Land" one morning, and asked, 

whether we would accept his drafts on our 

company for a hundred and fifty thousand 

pounds, provided we came to terms respecting ■

the interest and commission which was to be 

paid. I, of course, answered his question, Scotch 

tashion, by asking another, which was, what 

securities he had to offer us. He named certain 

bonds, shares, debentures, and such-like, all of 

which were quite third or fourth class securi- 

ties. These I declined, feeling certain that there 

must be something behind which I could not yet 

see, and being, at the same time, somewhat 

surprised that so old a hand in obtaining loans, 

discounts, and advances, should propose such 

very indifferent security. Presently, as if struck 

with a sudden thought, he exclaimed, " Suppose 

I was to bring you a letter of guarantee U'om 

Messrs. Blank and Blank," naming a very large 

and first-class discounting firm in the City^ 

"would yon let me have the money?" I at 

once replied that I would, and in twenty minutes 

he returned with the letter from the firm he had 

named, in which they undertook to repay us the 

loan, if it was not liquidated by the borrower on 

such a date, or to pay off any portion of the loan 

which was unpaid at that penod. The security 

was undoubted, and, after some little bargain- 

ing about the commission and interest, the 

transaction was concluded, although I was still 

sadly puzzled to understand how it was that the 

broker had obtained the guarantee of Messrs. 

Blank and Blank, or what he could want with 

so large a sum of money. In due time the loan 

was repaid, but it was not until some months 

later that I found out, by mere chance, the outs 

and ins of the transaction. ■

The broker some months later suspended pay* 

ment, and as he owed our company a few hundred 

pounds, I was appointed one of the committee to 

investigate his affaurs. His books were not very 

voluminous, and were exceedingly well kept, all 

in his own handwriting. Amongst other matters^ 

I found that he had no less than three separate 

accounts open with the great discount house of 

Blank and JBlank. One of these was a discount 

account, in which it appeared that he had, from 

time to time, in the regular way of business, 

discounted bills of customers with the firm. 

This was of course perfectly intelligible, and 

needed no explanation whatever. The second, 

a loan account, was also plain. The broker had 

from time to time borrowed money from the 

great discounting house, and had repaid such 

advances. But the third account, headed 

Guarantee Account with Messrs. Blank and 

Blank, I could make nothing of. From it the 

broker appeared to be a creditor of Messrs. 

Blank ana Blank, and nothing was shown why 

or wherefore these sums due to him, or paid to 

him, had been earned. We could not make the 

books balance by taking in this account. Tlie 

name of our company, being put down as a 

creditor of Messrs. Blank ana Blank, made me 

still more anxious to learn all about the. trans- 

actions detailed in the books, and I questioned 

the broker concerning it. At first he declined 

altogether to answer me, but, upon being pressed, 

and upon my threatening to have the estate 

thrown into bankruptcy, when he would be 

obliged to answer the commissioner of the court. ■
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he gave me the infonnatioa I required. It would 

appear that Messrs. Blank and JBIank, although 

passing for men of almost unbounded wealth, 

were often very bard pressed for money. They 

did not like to make their wants known to any 

one, as, to do so, they would at once and for ever 

ruin their credit. What they did, .therefore, 

was to employ as middleman my friend the 

broker, who borrowed the money as if for him- 

self ; but gave the security of those for whom 

he really ootained the loan. I found tliat the 

same httle game had been carried on with 

almost every bank and finance company in Lon- 

don, and that whilst passins for a firm that 

could command any sum it liked, they were, in 

point of fact, obliged day by day to feed their 

till with the money of others, borrowed in the 

name of a third party. ■

But there were many who came to us direct, 

and who, rather than let it be known that they 

were in need of a few thousands, would have 

pawned themselves, and sold their families into 

slavery. Many of these were in our books; 

jdthough the full nature of the transactions 

were known only to myself. I remember the 

head of one of the most wealthy mercantile 

firms coming to me one forenoon, and offering 

to deposit with me the title-deeds of his estate, 

which was worth some fifty or sixty thousand 

pounds, and also to give me a private bill of 

sale over bis furniture, plate, pictures, carriages 

and horses — worth at least ten thousand pounds 

more — ^if I could let him have twenty thousand 

pounds that day, and until the next mail from 

India arrived. There being no danger whatever 

in the transaction, I agreed to let him have the 

money — in bills drawn by a third party, a man of 

straw, and accepted by us— at once. The advance 

was only wanted for about twenty days, yet I 

charged him two per cent commission, and at 

the rate of five per cent per annum. The loan 

uas worth any sum that could be named to him. 

Had he not obtained it, the bills of his firm would 

have been returned that evening, and the house 

—of old standing and great respectability— 

have been in the Gazette next day. As it was, 

he was able to tide over the difficulty. By the 

next mail from Bombay the expected remittances 

came, he repaid the loan, and no one was a bit 

the wiser of the touch-and-go danger he had 

escaped. ■

But why, it will be asked> should not this 

p^y have applied to his banker for an advance ? 

Would not that person have been the most natural 

person to go to when in difficulty ? To this I 

reply, that, in these days of joint-stock banking, 

no merchant who is at aU on shaky ground 

likes to apply to the manager of a bank for 

an advance. In the commercial world, credit is 

everj thimi^. If the manager of a bank at which 

you keep your account knows vou to be in diffi- 

culties, ne is, in a measure, obliged to inform 

Messrs. Smith, Jones, Robinson, and Brown, 

who are his directors and masters. When vour 

credit has been talked of in the bank parlour, 

you are little better than a dead man. ^Besides, 

do you suppose that Smith will not tell the story ■

— in confidence, of course— to his friend Wilson, 

as they go home together on the knife-board of 

the Clapham, omnibus P Or, when Jones goes this 

afternoon to the board meeting of the Grand 

Junction of Mexico Railway Company, of which 

he is a director, will he not mention what he 

heard to-dajr at the Resistance Bank? Of 

course he will ; and your name will be " up," 

be talked about ; your bills will not be dis- 

counted readily, if at all ; and; in a word, your 

credit be shaken, which means gone. But why 

not go to a private banker ? It is not given 

unto everybody to have private bankers, and 

they, too, are often as difficult to deal with as 

the manager of a Joint-stock concern. In former 

days it was different. Any man who could 

show his private banker that he could pay 

tvrentv shillings in the pound, was certain to be 

helped to the very utmost of the security he 

could offer, and very often beyond it. It is 

still so with West-end and country bankers, 

when noblemen, country gentlemen, or others 

who have dealt long with them, and have real 

security to offer, are in temporary troubles. 

There are veiy few whose names are in the 

Peerage, the Baronetage, or Burke's Landed 

Gentry, but what have once or oftener in their 

lives gone into Coutts's, Drummond's, or Ran- 

some's with an anxious careworn face, and come 

out in a quarter of an hour looking quite jolly. 

The best of men — ^the best in a pecuniary as 

well as in a moral sense — may, and will, want 

money until the end of time, and if thev behave 

honestly with those who lend it them, will be able 

to borrow again and again. But in the present 

day merchants don't much care to keep their 

accounts with private bankers. The latter is 

to the trader what a father confessor is to a 

Roman Catholic, only that the latter is a good 

deal more indulgent than the former. The 

banker knows all that the merchant does, and 

in these days of great commerce and^eat over- 

trading, most men in a large way of business 

divide their accounts, so that no one bank 

need know all the risks they run in trade. 

There are now few firms that don't patronise 

more than one bank. If a house deals exclu- 

sively with a private bank, you may take.it for 

granted that it does not put its hand out further 

than it can draw back, and the head of the firm 

is a steady-goin^, well-to-do individual, who sel- 

dom wants to discount, and who sleeps easy at 

night. ■

f'inance companies are upon a different foot- 

ing. They are to commerce what the Jew 

money-lending, West-end-living attorney is to 

the Household Brigade. They charge high, run 

greater risks, make greater profits, and keep 

transactions they enter into much quieter than 

the banks, either private or joint-stock. This is 

one reason why they flourish so greatly. The 

managing director of a finance and credit com- 

pany IS everything, and does not even tell his 

colleagues who are the parties that have borrowed 

from tneir purse. So long as the securities he 

holds are good, and are of greater amount than 

the money he has lent, the other directors ask ■
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no questions. Unless the latter hare every con- 

fidence in Mm, they would not eonunit their 

affairs to his management, and, in point of fact, 

he but acts as a pawnbroker on a large scale. 

His chief work is to see that the article pledged 

is worth more than the money advanced upon it. 

When large advances bave to be made to other 

companies, on which financial operati6ns of 

great magnitude are entered into, the directors, 

as a body, control the decisions arrired at by 

the board. They don't run great risks, or at 

least they don't thmk they do, and so long as 

borrowers will take their acceptances as cash, 

and pay interest for the use of their signature, 

there can be no doubt that finanoe and credit 

companies must make, large fortones for their 

shareholders. ■

O^ere is one, and only one, cireumstance 

which can injure establishments like ours, and 

that is when discounting becomes difficult. Un- 

fortunately, this turn in the events of the trading 

world tooK place when we were at the height or 

our prosperity. Money ^t tight, and then 

tighter. The first intimation we had of tliere 

being a slight doud in the horizon, was when 

one of our oest customers applied for a loan of 

some ten thousand pounds, and requested that 

we would make the advance in cash, as he had 

found it difficult to discount some of our paper. 

Not that our bills were in any way exceptional. 

A commercial crisis was at hand, and, as if by 

instinct, all men began to limit the business 

thev were doing. Short-dated bills became 

ditfcult to discount ; long-dated pap«ir impos- 

sible. We had a great deal of money on deposit, 

for we could afford to pay a higher rate of inte- 

rest than the joint-stocK banks, and consequently 

had many more depositors. By almost imper- 

ceptible degrees these commenced to withdraw 

the sums they had placed with us. After a 

short time, this deficit in our disposable balance 

began to be sensibly felt, but we believed that 

the storm would pass by, and even that the air 

would be benefited by the slight commerci^ 

thunder which had made itself neard. Unfor- 

tunately, when London, which maybe called the 

heart of the mercantile world, is affected, the 

whole world feels more or less the effects of the 

illness. Li South America there was a ffcneral 

stagnation of business, in consequence otwhich, 

the interest upon the loan we had negotiated 

for the government began to be very irregularly 

paid, and after a time was not paid at all. This 

event not only affected our funds, but affected 

still more our credit. As a matter of course, 

the want of punctuality on the nart of those 

who had raisea this money in England, became 

very soon generally known in London, and we 

found it almost impossible to raise money, as we 

used to do formerly, upon our own acceptances. 

We had still a good deal of business on hand, 

but chiefly with foreign houses and in foreign 

markets. We sent out a special agent to South 

America, in order to try and recover at any rate 

a part of the money we had lent; but after a 

time he reported that he found it impossible to 

do anything, as the local authorities tnrew every ■

possible obstade in his way. We then made a 

complaint to the Foreign Office in London, who 

sent out instructions to her Majesty's represen- 

tative in the republic, who made a reference to 

the authorities at home, who promised to do 

their utmost for us, but in f^e end did nothing. 

What ooidd we do, or what oould we expect ? 

England would certainly not go to war with a 

republic situated thousands (S miles away, for 

the sake of a finance company, so we had but to 

make the best of a bad joo, and wait for better 

times. ■

In the mean while, the aspect of things 

was not improving at home. The joint-stock 

banks, having lon^ watched our success with 

lealousy, now rejoiced when they found that 

ooth duty and inclination led them to wound 

us upon our weakest point, that of refusing 

to discount our paper held by third parties. 

At last it came to this, our acceptances were 

so very difficult to negotiate, that borrowers 

would not take them as cash, except at a very 

low rate of interest. Our directors thought 

the;r would contract matly the limits of our 

business, and only advanced money to those 

who could prodace the most unexceptionable se- 

curity. But here, too, we were foiled. Those 

who had really sterling security to offer, did not 

bring it to us, they went to iiie joint-stock 

banks with whom they had dealt all alcmg. We 

determined not to offer our bills any more to 

customers, but when we made any advances, 

to do so in cash. This worked very well for a 

time, but, of course, lessened immensely the 

amount of profits we had to show at the next 

general meeting, and of course made the 

shareholders angry. A very stormy discus- 

sion was the result. Our shareholders had all 

along been accustomed to very high dividends, 

and thought they were to last for ever. Find- 

ing their mistake, the needy— who are always 

the most greedy--*amongst them commenced 

upon that most sure moatd of bringing a com- 

pany to grief, abusing the directors. It is 

curious, under such circumstances, what mere 

children a great number of those who hold 

shares in joint-stock companies become. What 

sane man, if he was disgusted with the wav in 

which his bouse had been built, would stand at 

the door and tell the faults of its construction 

to all passers-by? But English shareholders 

do more than this. When annoyed with the 

directors of a company, they not only find fault 

with them, but also with everything that con- 

cerns the undertaking, and this in a manner 

that from it^ publicity cannot fail to greatly de- 

preciate their own property, and, as a natural 

consequence, invariably lessen the value of the 

shares. When the price of these falls, they turn 

round and take the board to task for ruining 

the prospects of the undertaking ; whereas, had 

they been content to hold their tongues, or else 

have washed their dirty linen at nome, it is 

more than probable the shares in their company 

would have fallen little, if anything, in value. 

As a general rule, few shareholders who attend 

meetings of their company can resist the temp- ■
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tation of seeixig their own names m print, 

They pay, and generally pay very dearly, for 

their whistle, bat they should not object to doing 

80, for it is but the natural consequence of their 

own acts, and for one company that is ruined 

by the manager or directors, a dozen are forced 

into the winding-np court by the ^nore than 

absurd acts of their own shareholders. ■

Unfortunately for us, a rumour of Monsieur 

Montaine, as Mr. Montao^ue called himself, 

having taken money from the proprietors of the 

estate near Bordeaux on which we had advanced 

incmey, got abroad, «nd tdie diareholders "were 

exceedingly indi^unt, mlthongh they eoald not 

prove wluit they asserted. At the next general 

meeting, they asked questions which few of the 

directors could, and none would answer. Polled 

80 far, they passed resolutions, which, in undis- 

guised English, accused the whole board of 

being rascals. The results of the proceedings 

were, that every one saw the shares of the com- 

pany must ML in value, and in one week they 

came down from six premium to two discount. 

This was but the natural resnlt of the stupid, 

blind, and useless rage displayed at the meetmg. 

It became more difl^ult than ever for us either 

to float any acceptances of our own, or to set 

others to take them as cash. And whilst this 

was going on, aH monetary transactions in the 

City became more and more difficult. Like 

every undertaking or individual that has pros- 

pered, we had manv enemies, and these now 

be^ to rsn us down by every means in 

their power. Unfortunately, our hands were 

not clean enough to come into any court ; we 

could neither appear before a jury nor before 

the opinion of the (niUie, for there was very 

much to be said against us. Although it was 

worse than foolish of the sharehohiers to make 

a fuss about what couM not now be remedied, I 

for one knew that in a general way these gentle- 

men had truth on their side. Perhaps no one of 

ns 1^0 formed the board would have allowed that 

he had actually ttkm bribes, but there was little 

doubt that nearly every director —myself amon^t 

the res1>-4iad accepted presents and gifts, with 

which matters were maae very pleasant to him. 

Li proportion as these atones got abroad, 

our credit fell off, and witii that we lost what 

little remained of our business, so much, indeed, 

that instead of the busy scene which was for- 

merly witnessed at onr offices, it became almost 

a matter of form going down there at all. ■

Still we had money to receive from loans for- 

merly made, and oatstandin|; debts ought by 

this time to have been coming in fast. But 

whenever either an individual^ a firm, or a 

company is in difficulties, debtors seem in- 

variably to think they neeid not trouble them- 

selves to pay what they owe. In the days 

of prosperity, we had seldom or never to 

ask twice for whait was due to us, but now 

letters from the secretary, letters from our soli- 

citor, write, and even judgments were required 

before we oould get in our money. At last, it 

struiek some shareholder that he oould make a 

good thing of it by winding us up, and in ■

accordance with a proceeding which has be- 

fore been described in this journal,* he com- 

menced proceedings to bring the working of our 

company to an end. He succeeded; we are 

now in the Vice-Chancellor's Court, but how 

long we shall remain there it is impossible to 

say. A call of ten pounds per share has been 

made on our shareholders, but not one of them 

has obeyed the order, and I feel certain that 

nothing short of coercion will induce them to 

do so. ■

ABAB THOUGHTS. ■

Gbkebal E. Daumas, well known to fame as 

the historian of the Arab Horse, and still better 

as the acute author of M(Burs et Coutumes de 

rA1g6rie, has nevertheless the modestjr to speak 

of the Arab mind as a snbiect which is still al- 

most unknown. Feeling the interest which the 

French nation has in becoming acquainted with 

the intellect of its subjugated colony, he is pub- 

lishing, in the Kevue Contemporaine, a series of 

Pensees Arabes. The thought^ which are given 

in the picturesque disorder in which they ori- 

ginally cropped up, were collected, for the most 

part, lu frequent conversations held with Abd- 

el-Kader during his compulsory residence in 

France. As the general is an accomplished 

Arabic scholar, it is easy to understand that he 

would be anxious to profit by his daily inter- 

course with the illustrious captive, at first at 

Fort Lamalgne, aoid afterwurds at the Chateau 

de Fau^ whither himself and General Lheureux 

were deputed to conduct him, in 1848, by order 

of the government. Here are some of the 

sayings he collected : ■

Fortune has only a single eye, and that is on 

the top of her head. So long as she does not 

see yon, she will call you by the tenderest 

names; she wUl treat you hko her favourite 

child, andioad you with oenefits. But one Hue 

day she will take you in her arms, raise you up 

on high, examine you attentively, and then 

repulse you with disgust, exclaiming; ''Be off ; 

be off with you ! You are not my son." ■

The sultan is a palace, of which the vizier is 

the gate. If yon try to climb in at the window, 

you run a great risk of breaking your neck. ■

Three things in this world try the rarest 

patience, and make the sagest lose his reason ; 

the compulsion to quit one's native spot, the 

loss of friends, and separation from her we love. ■

Love begins with a look, exactly as a £re 

begins with a spark. ■

A sage, beholding a hunter who had stopped 

to converse with a pretty woman, called to lum, 

" thou, who pursuest and killest wild beasts, 

have a care l&st that woman do not catch thcc 

in her nets,'* ■

An Arab was asked, "Do you believe in 

the end of the world?" — "Yes," he answered. 

"Since I lost my wife, half the world has ■

* See How the Bahk was Wouhd Uf, page ■

276 of the last_yom™«' (^ O O O I P ■
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already disappeared ; and when I die, in turn, 

the other half will vanish also." ■

Remember that princes have the caprices of 

children and the claws of lions. ■

She sent word to me, " Yon sleep, and we are 

separated." I replied, " Yes ; but it is to rest 

my eyes after the tears they have shed." ■

He who greedily seeks honours and riches, 

may be compared to a man suffering from thirst 

which he tries to quench with the water of the 

sea. The more he drinks, the more he wants to 

drink, until at last he dies of drinking it. ■

Never despise counsels, from whatever quarter 

they reach you. Remember that the pearl is 

keenly songht for, in spite of the coarse shell 

which envdops it. ■

The vizier may be compared to a man mounted 

on a lion's back. People tremble as they see 

him pass ; and he, more than any of them, is in 

terror of the creature he is riding. ■

When Allah has a mind to ruin the ant, he 

gives him wings. The insect, filled with joy 

and pride, takes his flight. A little USrd passes, 

sees nim, and snaps him up. ■

To kiU, or to be killed, is the lot of men ; ■

The lot of women is, to drag the lengthy folds 

of their garments along the ground. ■

An Arab woman was asked. What do you 

think of a young man of twenty P 

He is, she said, a bouquet of jasiDlue. 

And of a man of thirty ? 

That one is a ripe and well-flavoured fruit. 

And of ft man of forty years? 

He is a father of boys and girls. 

And of a man of fifty .' 

He may pass into the category of preachers. 

And of a man of sixty years ? 

He is good for nothing but to cough and groan. 

Her eyes are the eyes of a frightened antelope, 

She breathes the pure air of the desert; 

She lives entirely on laitage (milk-diet) and game, 

And her complexion is darlcened by the sun. 

When I die, may my body be washed in her tears, 

And may I be buried in her hair. ■

The well-bom woman supports her husband 

in the trials of life, encourages him, and inspires 

his children with ;ioble and generous sentiments. ■

The intelligent woman assists her husband, 

keeps a watch over his interests, and allows him 

to devote all his time to important affairs. ■

The pure woman obtains her husband's love, 

and acquires his intimate friendship. Nature 

leads us to prefer the person who has been loved 

by us before by anyone else. ■

Finally, the pious woman is strictly faithful 

to her husband, and maintains religious senti- 

ments in her family : ■

Remember that an ounce of honour ■

Is better than a quintal of gold ; ■

And the country where your dignity suffers, ■

Quit it, were its walls even built with rubies. ■

He who has never hunted, nor loved, nor 

trembled at the sound of music, nor sought 

after the perfume of flowers— do not say that 

he is a man. Say that he is an ass. ■

The beet of wives is she who bears a son yet nn- ■

bom. 

Who leads another by the hand, 

And whose steps are followed by a third. ■

I am vanquished by love ; but she is so 

beautiful that my defeat is no humiliation. ■

, The hulnan heart instinctively loves every- 

thing that is beautiful ; but in this world how 

many brilliant flowers do we find, which please 

our eye, and nevertheless are utterly destitute 

of any sweet or agreeable perfume ? ■

By Allah, I would not espouse a widow, were 

her eyes the eyes of a gazelle. AH her affection 

is for her late husband ; all her thoughts are 

with the dead. ■

Do not attach yourself to a cruel man; 

sooner or later you will find him as pitiless for 

you as he is for others. ■

Do not speak of anything which you would 

not like to have repeated to-morrow. ■

Never remain alone with a pretty woman, 

even if you are obliged to occupy your time in 

reading the Kontn. ■

Generosity is a tree planted in heaven by 

Allah, the master of the world, and its branches 

droop down to the earth. By them will climb 

to paradise he who treats well his guests, who 

fills the stomachs of the poor, and never keeps 

his hand closed. ■

When a young man marries, the Demon 

utters a fearful cry. His fellows immediately 

crowd round him, and inquire the subject of 

his grief. " Another son of Adam," he answers, 

'' has just escaped out of my clutches." ■

The hand always open, ■

The sabre ready to start from its scabbard, ■

And one sole word. [Marks of nobility.] ■

To teach early, is to engrave on marble ; 

To teach late, is to write on sand. ■

Repentance for a day, is to start on a journey, 

without knowing where to find shelter for the 

ni^t. ■

Repentance for a year, is to sow seed in your , 

fields out of season. ■

Repentance for a whole lifetime, is to marry 

a woman without being properly edified respect- 

ing her family, her temper, and her beauty. ■

Somebody said to a cock, ''Thou art nothing 

but an ingrate and a bad-hearted creature. 

Thou art well fed, and supplied with all the en- 

joyments of life; thou art vaunted, admired: 

and nevertheless, if we wish to caress thee, 

thou takest thy departure precipitately. Behold 

the bird of lofty lineage (thair el hoorr — the 

falcon) ; his whole life has been spent in the 

wilderness. And yet, if he become captive, be 

resigns himself immediately, quickly get^ ac- 

customed to his master, refusing to leave him, 

and showing his latitude for every kindness of 

which he is the object." ■

" True," replied the cock. "But if he had 

seen as many of hu fellows bled and roasted as 

I have seen brethren of mine on the spit, his 

conduct would not be different to my own." ■

Digitized b^ ■
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Have you done good ?— it leads to paradise. 

Have you done evilF—it condacts you to 

hell. ■

Life is this : For a day of joy, you count a 

month of grief, and for a month of pleasure, you 

reckon a year of pain. There is no strength 

except in AUah. ■

Ordinarily, a man is better towards the close 

than at the commencement of his career. Why P 

Because then he has {gained in kno^edge, in 

experience, and in resignation. His temper is 

more even, he is less subject to be carried away 

hj passion, and he has acc^uired a settled posi- 

tion in the world. But is the case the same 

with a woman? By no means. Her beauty 

passes; she bears no more children; she be- 

comes morose, uncivil, and her temper gets 

sourer and sourer. ■

If, therefore, any one informs you that he has 

married a woman of a certain age, be assured 

that he has accepted two-thirds of the evil which 

the life of a woman contains. ■

Do not meddle with what does not concern 

you. Recollect that when the hounds are fu- 

riously fighting for a morsel of meat, if they see 

a jackal pass, they set off together in pursuit of 

him. ■

When a woman has adorned her eyes with 

kohol and dyed her fingers with henna, and has 

cliewed mesteka (the gum of the lentisk), which 

perfumes the breath and whitens the teeth, she 

becomes more pleasing in the sight of Allah ; 

for she is then more beloved of her husband. ■

Never many a woman for her money ; wealth 

may make her insolent": nor for her beauty; 

her beauty may fade. Marry her for her piety. ■

The goods of this world rarely bring happi- 

ness, and they almost always exclude us from 

the benefits of the next. ■

He who bears patiently the faults of his wife, 

will receive from the hands of AUah a recom- 

pense similar to that which he accorded to Job 

after his long sufferings. ■

This world and the next resemble the East 

and the West ; you cannot draw near to the one 

without turning your back on the other. ■

The best way of getting rid of an enemy 

whose sentiments are elevated, is to pardon him : 

you so make him your slave. ■

There was inscribed on the principal g^te of 

one of the cities of antiquity : To obtain ad- 

mission into a sultan's palace, the three follow- 

ing conditions must be united : Wisdom, Riches, 

and Resignation. ■

Lower down was written : It is not true ; if 

a man possessed only one of these qualities, he 

would never cross the threshold of a palace. ■

Destinyhas a hand furnished with five iron 

fingers. When she chooses to submit a man to 

her will, she claps two fingers on his ej^es, 

thrusts two fin^rs into his ears, and nlacing 

the fifth on his mouth, says, "Holcl your 

tongue.** ■

Death is a gate through which all must pass. 

But it is not, as is beueved, the gate or the 

Unknown. ■

THE SIGN OF FIVE CENTURIES. ■

I HAYB been looking over one of the oldest 

houses in Loudon — a house with a story at- 

tached to it— a house with a place in English 

literature only second to that famous timber 

domicile in Henley-street, Stratford-upon-Avon, 

where Shakespeare first drew breath. The house 

of which I speak is an inn, and it has been an 

inn for ^vq hundred years, or more. It is 

situated about a stone-cast from one of the 

greatest centres of essentially modem London 

life to be found in all this vast metropolis ; yet 

there it lies, dim, ancient, dusty, dreamy — 

wonderful even, if one begins to think of all 

that has come and gone since first it hid itself 

awav in the venerable seclusion of its court- 

yard. From the great network of railways 

having their termim at the top of Tooley-street 

it is not Inen minutes' walk to this quaint old 

house. You pass at one step from the nine- 

teenth century into the fourteenth. Now, you 

are in all the roar of omnibuses, and cabs, and 

vans, with trains departing and arriving every 

minute, a hideous iron viaduct spannmg the 

road, and telegraphic cables vibrating in mid- 

air; and now, you are in a shady nook, as quiet 

as a monastery, and as reverend (if not more 

so), where vou ascend by external staircases 

and proceea by external galleries into the 

oddest of little rooms, which are as the very 

coffins of dead and buried times. Supposing 

you to have come from the Middlesex shore 

over London Bridge, your approach to this 

ancient hostelry has been in itself a curious 

pilgrimage. To the left are the railwav termini 

already spoken of; across the road extends the 

new hne to Gbaring-cross, striking sheer down 

close to the beautiful old church of St. Mary 

Overies, where noet Gower lies buried under a 

costly tomb, ana Fletcher and Massinger occupy 

a single grave in the churchyard ; to the right 

is the said church, lying sullenly apart at the 

bottom of a httle valley caused by the artificial 

approaches to the bridge, as if indignant at its 

modem associates ; a httle way off, towards the 

Southwark Bridge-road, once stood the Globe 

Theatre, famous for the original production of 

certain plays, of which the world has heard 

somewhat ever since ; and straight ahead 

stretches the old High-street of Southwark, not 

yet greatly in^dernised for all its traffic, and 

cherishing at its heart the ancient inn which 

has brought me all this way to see it and do it 

honour. ■

High-street, Southwark, is a land of old inns, 

as any one may perceive by looking up the quiet 

court-yards which open inwards from the main 

thoroughfare, and which you reach by passing 

under archways. Being the high road to some or 

the southern and eastern counties of England, 

the street has existed forx^enji^ae^as one of the ■
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great arteries of London. The Eomans knew 

of it, and perhaps made it; or perhaps even the 

Britons, in the pre-Roman times, had abready 

marked oat a track to the southern coast 

through the marshy soil which in those days 

here spread itself about the uncertain confines 

of the river. In the middle ages, it was often 

thronged by pilgrims to the shrine of Thomas a 

Becket, and hence arose the number of inns by 

which the way is lined ; for the pilgrims were 

commonly very jolly fellows, and did not con- 

sider it necessary to mortify themselves on the 

road. To this day, the White Hart, the George, 

the King's Head, and the Talbot— the last the 

most famous of all, nnder its more ancient and 

correct name of the Tabard — remain almost un- 

touched, to remind us of the times when people 

travelled at the rate of only a few miles a day, 

and were obliged, even in the course of a short 

journey, to put up for the night at hostelries 

large enough to accommodate a small army with 

bed and board. At the White Hart, Shake- 

speare introduces Jack Cade, and it was here 

tuat Mr. Pickwick first made the acopdntance 

of Mr. Samuel Wdler : the house until the last 

few weeks remained exactly as it was on the 

latter occasion, and as it manifestly had been 

for some centuries ; but, as I write, it is being 

pulled down. Older than the White Hart, or 

any of the others, however, is the Tabard, and 

round its walls and on its roof will glimmer, as 

long as they shall last, the very dawn-light of 

English poetry. ■

" In Southwark,*' writes Stow, as far back as 

1598, " be many fair inns for receipt of travel- 

lers; amongst the which the most ancient is 

the Tabaid, so called of the sign, which as we 

now term it is of a jacket or sleeveless coat, 

whole before, open on both sides, with a square 

collar^ winded at the shoulders : a stately gar- 

ment of old time> commonly worn of noblemen 

and others, both at home and abroad in the 

wars ; but then (to wit, in the wars) thebr arms 

embroidered, or otherwise depict upon them, 

that every man by his coat of arms might be 

known from others. But now these tabards are 

only worn by the heralds, and be called their 

coats of arms in service." It was from this 

house, towards the close of the fourteenth cen- 

tury, that nine-and-twenty pilgrims set forth on 

that journey which gave rise to the Canterbury 

Tales of Geoffrey Chaucer. At this distance 

of time we are little concerned vrith the specu- 

lation whether or not any such pious company 

ever really started from the Tabard under the 

exact circumstances described by our great old 

poet. That pilgrimages to the ^irine of St. 

Thomas a Becket were frequent at that period, 

we know as a matter of history ; and that they 

started from hostelries in the neighbourhood, 

at which they had previously mustered, is so 

probable as to be almost certain. Chaucer, 

though inclined to liberal views in religion, to 

the extent even of being a Wicliffite, was 

doubtless well enough disposed to join in the 

religious ceremonies of his age, if only for the 

sake of observmg character; and it is therefore ■

not at all unlikely that he actually formed one 

of a band of pilgrims who baited at the Tabard 

the night before their journey to the Kentish 

city. Again, it is probable enough that ai kast 

someof nis ohacacters are lile^ ortraits ; they 

certainly have all the effect ot literal truth. 

But, even if they are pure i&icentioofl, they have 

been clad by tiie geoiufl of the poet with that 

mysterious vitality which la more enduring than 

the mere life of flesh and blood. What men 

and women of the old davs of Edward the Third 

and Bichard the Seoona— ^art itook suoh as 

have beQome-£amoas, historically or otherwise — 

possess a tithe of the reality of those jovial pil- 

grims who told tales of mirth and sadness, of life 

and love and death, of marvel and enchantment 

and saintly miraele^ as they ambled bv the way, 

and who shall continue to tdU them iiLthofbee and 

facile verse of Chaucftc as long aa this English 

ton^ is spoken on English ground, or in any 

region peopled by our race F The Knight who 

had fought in many strange lands, Christian and 

Heathen, and yet was "of his port as meek as 

is a maid ;" the Scjuire, his son, " a lover and a 

lusty bachelor," singing and fluting all day, ac- 

complished in ail feate of chivalry, and embroi- 

dered in his attire as a mead wil^ fresh white 

and red flowers ; the Yeoman, wit^ his nut- 

head and brown visage, and his ''sheaf of pea- 

cock arrows bright and keen,'* borne thriftily 

under his belt ; the Prioress, who was simple 

and coy of b» smiling, and yet sueh a sweet 

human aoulj,8o aU-eonipaot of "conscience and 

tender heart,.'* that we love htt like a friend ; 

the Moi^ who evidently thought more of horse- 

flesh than of devotion, and rode with a bridle 

jingling in the wind like the ch^d bells ; the 

Eriar, wanton and merrv, who heard confession 

"sweetly," and gave absolution "pleasantly," 

and was great at weddings, and knew the taverns 

in every town better than tho very beg^rs ; 

the Merchant, who never lost an opportumty of 

proclaiming hia vast inoreafle in wealth, and 

who managed matters so well, that no one had 

any idea he was in ddbt; the Clerk of Oxenford, 

who cared for books above evervthing else in 

the worhi, and who did not speak a word be- 

yond what was necessary; the Sergeant of the 

Law, " wary and wise," who knew all the pre- 

cedents- from the time of William the Conqueror 

downwards; the Ftai^lin, who was ''Epicurus's 

own son," and loved in the morning a sop in 

wine, and in whose house it " snowed of meat 

and drink;" the Cook, who had an intimate 

knowledge of "a draught of London ale," and 

was unrivalled in the making of blanc-mange; 

the Seaman, who rode clumsily^ as all seamen 

do, and was a good Mow, though not caring 

much for nice points of conscience, and was 

brown with the hot summer, and had felt many 

a tempeat in his beard; the Doctor of Physic, 

who was grounded in astronomy, and studied 

the Bible but little, and read ^sculapins, and 

Hippocrates, and Galen, and Avicenna^ and 

would eat nothinff but what was veiy nourishing 

and digestible, and that not in excess ; the Wife 

of Bath, handsome and free, and somewhat ■
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plain-speaking ; the poor Parson, who not onlj 

taught the lore of Chriat and bia Apostles, but 

first followed it himself; the Eeve, slender and 

chokrie; the Sompnour, with a face like that 

of a '^fire»red ohernbin," and who, when dmnk, 

wonld spes^ in nothing but Latin; the Par- 

doner, tiie Plonghsian, the Miller, and all the 

others of that famous company; — ^these men 

and women, eren though tney were but the 

generalisations of Chaocer's genius from a wide 

observation of English manners, are neverthe- 

less real Uving beings to us who see them at the 

distance ^ fire hnndred years in all the elabo- 

rate Titality of actual existence. The tradesmen 

who kept shop along the High-street then, much 

as thc^ keep it now, have vani^d utterly, — 

are, to our poor human perceptions, lees than 

ghosts and shadows — are absolutely nought. 

But these biaiiM^hildren live, and defy chance 

and mutability. We see them more and act ; 

we hear them talk and jest. Their vanities and 

passions endure as ours shall not endure ; their 

very raiment has a kind of immortality in it. 

Standing in the eitemal baleony of this old inn, 

and looking down into the court-yard where the ■

Eilgnjus assembled previous to starting (for, at 
Mist, if anywhere, it was on this spot), I find 

the motlejr company rising again in form and 

colour, dividing into groups, or filing in stately 

procession lioongh tue eateway. It is a hot 

midsummer day as I stana here, and the brood- 

ing noontide smtruiess and silence seem to bring 

a weird enchantment over the old place. I forget 

the modern accessories by which I am sur- 

rounded. I forget the railway, and the electric 

telegcaph, and Tooley-street, and the warehouses 

which the great fire ravaged so in 1861, and 

omnibnses, and cabs^ and Pickford's vans. I 

am stranded in a little nook of ancient times, 

and the very dost about me is the dust of buried 

davs. ■

The oldest part of the inn lies back finom 

the road, and is reached by p«ssing under a 

house. You tksa find yourself in a court-vard, 

with the existing tarem to the cight-^itself far 

from a new building,, yet much more modem 

than the rest, and constructed, not of timber, 

but of biick* Immediately in front, as you 

enter from the High-street, and also to the left 

-—thus making an angle, and occupying two 

sides of the couit-vardh-is the antique, tunber- 

built hostelry, wita wooden galleries, external 

staircase, and high slooin^ roof, which, there 

seems some reason to oehcTe, is partially the 

same edifice as that which Chaucer must have 

seen. I observe, indeed, that Mr. Peter Cun- 

ningham, in hia excellent Handbook of London, 

says that '* no part of the existing inn is of the 

ase of Chauoer, but a good deal of the age of 

Slizabeth." The point, however, does not 

appeur at all certain. Speght, writing at the 

same time as Stow, speaks of the house as 

hemfj the one from which Chaucer and the 

pilgrims started, and he adds that, having be- 

come " much decayed'' through the effects of 

time, it had then been recently " repaired " by 

*' Master J. Preston," with the addition of many ■

new rooms for the reception of guests. From 

this, then, it wonld seem that the house was 

only renovated and enlarged^ not entirely rebuilt, 

at the time of Speght's writing. The best part of 

a hundred years later, howev^, a serious calamity 

befel the Tabard, and we shall have to examine 

whether that calamity deprived us of all traces 

of the orig[inal building. In 1676, a great fire 

broke out in Southwark about four o dock in 

the morning of the 26th of May, and, accord- 

ing to the account given in the London Gazette 

of the 29th of the same month, "continued 

viith much violence all that day and part of the 

ni^t following, notwithstanding all the care of 

the Duke of Monmouth, the Earl of Craven, 

and the Lord Mayor, to quench the same by 

blowing up houses, and otherwise." Li this 

conflagratioii> about six hundred houses were 

destroyed, eithfir by the fire itself or by being 

blown up. That a porUm of the Tabard perished 

on the occasion, seems to be certain, oecause 

Aubrev, who lived at the time, alludes to the 

fact; but the older part of the building, as we 

now see it, can hardly have been erected as late 

as the end* of the seventeenth century, as the 

style of architecture is manifestly that of a 

much earlier period. "Galleries like this," 

writes Mr. John Saunders, in his interesting 

paper on the Tabard in Mr. Charles Knight's 

London, *^ belong not to the time of Charles the 

Second ;" nor, it may be added, do the rooms 

which open on to the gallery, nor the passages 

and corridors, nor the queer old attics, nor indeed 

any of the features of the place. The house in 

the High-street,, under which you pass to gain 

the couirtjard, was doubtless built after the 

fire in 1676 ; so, perhaps, was the tavern, to the 

right of the gateway, where you may sit in a 

little bar-parlour, and order refreshments in a 

little bar; but the timber edifice at the back, 

and to the left hand, is unquestionably much 

older. The great question is as to the amount 

of rebuilding carried out by Master J. Preston. 

The fairest interpretation of Speght's words 

seems to be, that a portion of tlie Chaueerian 

hostelry survived the situations and repairs ; 

and, if so, it is almost certain that that portion 

remains to this day. ■

At any rate, the house has an hereditary con- 

nexion with the masterpiece of our first great 

poet, and it is certainly old, and quaint, aiiS in- 

teresting. Ascending into the gallery, under 

the guidance of one of the female servants of 

the mn, who seems to take as lively a concern 

in the antitjuities of the place as though she 

were an antiquary, I enter one by one the little, 

moaldesring, dusky, paneUed rooms, some of 

them still occupied as dormitories, some empty 

and unuseol, in which the very air seems heavy 

with a weight of centuries. There b something 

ghostly about the place, it is so much a thing 

of the past, and lingers so strangely in the full 

daylight of the present. The old timber, doubt- 

less, is firm enough at the heart, for the floors 

are solid to the tj^d, and seem as if they would 

last a long while yet; but the surface of the 

great beams and panels crumbles to the touch. ■
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coming down in a little grey and noiseless 

shower, like the stealthiness and mystery of 

death. The ironwork, as in the hinges of doors, 

is red and cankered with the rust of years ; and 

damp " has written strange defeatures" on the 

ceilings. Creeping ahout the rooms and cor- 

ridors in this summer noon, I fancy that liere is 

the very corpse of a house, slowly decomposing 

before my eyes, rather than a living house, such 

as one is accustomed to dwell iu. I think I 

should hardly like to sleep here— not for fear of 

seeing ghosts, but because I should be oppressed 

by a sense of the immense array or human 

lives that had been before me in these rooms, 

and had traced their little circles, and passed 

away into the dim immensity, leaving no record 

of their presence. What dreams nave been 

dreamt in these sleeping chambers by those who 

are themselves dreams now, and dreams that are 

foraotten ! Dreams of good and evil, of youth 

and age; lovers' dreams, avaricious dreams, am- 

bitious dreams, incoherent dreams, murderous 

dreams, with the knife at the throat, and a sense 

of life-long horror ; wicked and hag^psh dreams ; 

and others, again, fair with the promise of goodly 

days, or sweet with exquisite memories of the 

past ! What projects have been formed here bv 

pilgrims wending to the shrine of Thomas a 

JBecket, or travellers going about their secular 

business ; projects of which, whether in success 

or failure, the cvnic hand of Time has written 

the old old moral, that all is vanity beneath the 

sun ! Truly, these ancient houses preach more 

grimly than a death's-head. Up here in the 

deserted garrets, crouching under the sloping 

roof, one might indulge the Jaques vein bravely. 

All garrets are melancholy places; but were 

there ever such forlorn garrets as these ! Thick 

with dust, ghastlj with rotting wood and crum- 

bling iron (tiere is a hinge on one of the doors 

so primitive in shape, that it looks as if it might 

liave been made bv Tubal Cain), dim, blinking, 

and haggard with long solitude, they look as if 

thev mid been abandoned for centuries. A 

skeleton bedstead lurks iu one, and a skeleton 

arm-chair in another— both gone to decay. If 

anybody comes up here alone, at night, with a 

swaling, sputtering candle, I think he is a bold 

man. Surely there are no such rooms as these, 

except in a ghost story; they look so "eerie," 

even in the sunlight, that we will descend once 

more to the gaUery and the main suite of 

chambers ■

So, this little cupboard is "The Pilgrims' 

Room," where Harry Baily (landlord temp. 

Richard the Second) feasted the nine-and-twenty 

pilgrims P Yes, says my conductress ; but then 

the hall originaUv ran along the whole len^h of 

the gallery, and nas since been divided into a 

numoer of little rooms. That this was reallv 

the case is very probable. The idea first struck 

Mr. John Saunders, on his visit in 184:1, ■

described in the paper to which allusion has 

already been made; and the conjecture thus 

thrown out is now stated by the attendants at 

the inn as a 4>ositive fact. The architectural 

features of the rooms show signs that all was 

at one time open from end to end; and it is not 

improbable tnat Master J. Preston made the 

alteration when he was about his repairs. Over 

the chimney-piece in "The Pilgrims' Room'* 

there was at one time a fragment of ancient 

tapestry, representing a procession ; but this 

has now disappeared. Outside on the gaUery, 

however, you mav still see, under the penthouse 

roof, a picture of the pilzrims, said to nave been 

painted by Blake, but wnich is now so obscured 

by dirt and weather that scarcely a single figure 

can be detected in the general haze. ■

And this strange old inn— this most interest- 

ing memorial of the earliest work of genius in 

our language — this house which, in France, or 

Germany, or Italy, would be regarded as almost 

sacred, and which, in fact, is visited by literary 

pilgrims from America, as well as from various 

parts of England— is to be pulled down 1 After 

lasting for UYt centuries, it is at length to give 

way before the devastating rush of modem 

change. They tell me at the inn that the lease 

will run out in some two years from the present 

time, and that then the old walls are doomed. 

A pile of warehouses, I understand, is to take 

their place. The back of the High-street, 

Southwark, as I have ahready remarked, is a 

cluster of old inns and inn-yards, all of them 

interesting, but none so interesting or so old 

as this Tabard or Talbot. Will the literary 

men and the antiquarians of England sufier 

such a loss without at least making an effort to 

avert it P There is time enough for the attempt, 

and time in itself is a great auxiliary. We 

have saved Shakespeare's house at Stratford; 

let us all do our best to save Chaucer's house at 

Southwark. ■
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It was no wonder that Saxon could not be 

found when be was wanted, or that it was late 

before he returned to the house. His imprison- 

ment lasted altogether more than an hour ; and 

when Miss Riviere at length rose and went away, 

he took a long walk round in another direction, 

in order that he might be able to account for 

his absence. ■

He had no sooner made his appearance, how- 

ever, in the drawing-room, than the Earl carried 

him off to Signer Ck>lonna's study, and there 

left him . The Italian met him with outstretched 

hands ; and Olimpia, who was writing busily, 

looked up and smiled as he came in. ■

" What am I to say to you, Mr. Trefalden ?" 

exclaimed Colonna. " How shall I thank you ?" ■

" Pray don't mention it," said Saxon, shyly. ■

"How can I help mentioning it ? Aji act of 

such munificence . • . ." ■

"I should be so much obliged to you," in- 

terrupted Saxon, '' if you would say nothing 

about it." ■

" You may compel me to silence, Mr. Trefal- 

den; but every true heart in Italy will thank 

you." ■

" I hope not, because I don't deserve it. I 

did it to— -to please Miss Colonna." ■

" Then I hope that you at least permitted her 

to thank you as vou deserve to be thanked, Mr. 

Trefalden," saia the Italian, as he glanced 

smilingly from the one to the other. ''And 

now will you pardon me if I ask you a 

question ?" ■

" I shall be happy to answer a thousand." ■

"You have ^ven us your cheaue for a very 

large sum," said Colonna, taking tne paper from 

his desk, and glancing at it as he spoke. " For 

80 large a sum that I have almost doubted 

whether your banker will cash it on presen- 

tation. It is unusual, at all events, for even 

millionnaires like yourself, Mr. Trefalden, to 

keep so manv loose thousands at their banker's. 

Mav I ask if you have given this a thought P" ■

Saxon stared bard at the cheque across the 

table, and wondered whether Olimpia had reall v 

doubled it or not ; but the slope of the desk 

prevented him from seeing the figures distinctly. ■

" I have thought of it," he replied, with a ■

troubled look, "and— -and I am reallv ■

afraid " ^ ■

"That your bahince will be found insufficient ■

to cover it," added Colonna, entering a brief ■

memorandum on the margin of the cheque. " It ■

is fortunate that I asked the question.** ■

" I am very sorry," stammered Saxon. ■

" Why so ? It is a matter of no importance." ■

" I was afraid " ■

"I do not know, of course, how your raonev 

is placed," said Signer Colonna, "but I should 

suppose you will have no difficulty in transfer- 

ring to Drummond's whatever amount may be 

necessary." ■

"It's in government stock—that is, a great 

part of it," replied Saxon, mindful of the New 

Overland Route Railway and Steam -Packet 

Company, Limited. ■

"Oh, then you will only have to sell out. 

Nothing easier." 

Nothing easier, indeed! Poor Saxon ! 

" You may have to go up to town, however," 

added Colonna. "By the way, who is vour 

stockbroker?" ■

But Saxon did not even know what a stock- 

broker was. ■

" My cousin raana^s my money for me," said 

he ; "I must go to him ahlout it." 

" Mr. Trefalden of Chancery-lane P" 

"Yes." ■

Signor Colonna and his daughter exchanged 

glances. ■

" I do not see that you need trouble your 

cousin this time," said the Italian, after a mo- 

ment's hesitation. 

"Why not P" ■

" Because a lawyer has nothing to do with 

the transfer of stock. He can onlv employ a 

stockbroker for you ; and why should you not 

employ a stockbroker for yourself P It is more 

simple." ■

" I don't think my cousin William would like 

it," said Saxon, hesitatingly. ■

"Prav pardon me, but is it well that you 

should defer so much to his opinion ? Might 

it not lead him to think himself privileged to 

establish some sort of censorship over your 

actions P" ■

Saxon was silent. He knew that his cousin 

had already established that censorship, and that 

he had submitted to it. But he did not feel in- 

clined t^ acknowledge it. 

"The present," said Signor Colonna, "is a ■
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case in point. Your cousin is no hearty friend 

to our cause. He never gave sixpence to Italy 

in his life, and he will surely regard this noble 

gift of youEB from an adverse point of view. Why 

then place the matter before him ? If he dis- 

approved you would not withdraw your dona- 

tion " ■

" Of course not !" exdaimed Saxon, hastily. ■

" And you would offend him if you persisted. 

Be advised by me, my dear Mr. IVefaiden, and 

act for yourself." ■

" But I don't know how to act for myaeif,** 

said Saxon. ■

" I will put you in the way of all that. I will 

introduce you to my friend, Signor Nazzari, of 

Austin Eriars. He is an Italian Jew — a stock- 

broker by profession— and worthy of whatever 

confidence you may be disposed to pkce in 

him." ■

Saxon thanked him, but his mind was ill at 

ease, and his face betrayed it. He was sorely 

tempted by Signor Coloona's proposition. H!e 

shrunk from teUinghis cousin what he had done, 

and he knew that William Trefalden would be 

ten times more annoyed than he was bv the 

Greatorex transaction ; but, on the other hand, 

he abhorred deceit and double-dealing. ■

" But won't it seem sly to William ?" he said, 

presently. "I won't do what's sly, you know. 

I'd put up with anything sooner." ■

Signor Colonna, who had been writing his 

countryman's address on a slip of paper, looked 

up at this and laid his pen aside. ■

** My dear sir," he said, " I but advise you to 

do as other gentlemen do in your position. No 

lawyer does stockbroker's work." ■

**That may be, and yet . . . ." ■

"You might as reasonably send for your 

lawyer if you were ill. He could but call in a 

physician to cure vou, as he would now call in a 

stockbroker to sell your stock." ■

" I wish I knew what I ought to do !" ejacu- 

lated Saxon. ■

The Italian glanced impatiently towards his 

daughter; but Olimpia went on writing, and 

would not look up. She knew quite well that 

her father wanted her to throw in the weight 

of her influence, but she had resolved to say no- 

thing. The great work was hers to do, bxA she 

had done it ; out she would not stooo to the 

less. So Colonna went back, unaidea, to the 

charge, and argued till Saxon was, if not con- 

vinced, at least persuaded. ■

And then it was arranged that Saxon and 

Yaughan should go up to town together on the 

following day — the millionnaire to draw out his 

money, and the dragoon to dispose of it as Signor 

Colonna might direct. ■

CHAPTER XLT. WHAT HAPFENED THE ZYENDTG 

BEFORE. ■

The morning was cold and grey, auite unlike 

the glowing golden mornings hj which it had 

been preceded for the last Tortnight, as Saxon 

Trefalden and Major Yaughan sped up to Lon- 

don by the fast train that left Sedgebrook sta- 

tion at 9.45. ■

They were alone in the compartment, sitting 

silentlv face to face, each busy with his owu 

thoughts. The landscape was £11 outside. A 

low mist shrouded tlie pleasant Surrey hilis, the 

steam hung in the damp air for a quarter of a 

mile bekina the tying tram, and the plumy elms 

that came in places almost to the veige of the 

line, looked ghosi-like and shadowy. It was 

such a day as French authors love to describe 

when they write of England and the Endish — 

a day when the air is heavy and the sky is grey, 

and Sir Smith (young, rich, handsome, but 

devoured with the spleen) goes out and cuts his 

throat on Primrose HilL ■

Dreary at the day waa, however, these two 

travellers were no less dreary. Saxon's thoughts 

were troubled enough, and vaughan's were sJl ■

floom and bitterness. As he sat there, knitting 

is brows, gnawing the ends of his long mous- 

tache, and staring down at the mat between his 

feet, he was soing over something that happened 

the evening before in Lady Castietowers' draw- 

ing-room— going over it, word for word, look 

for look, Tust as it happened — ^^oing over it for 

the hundredth time, and bitm^ it into his 

memory deeper and sluirper with every repe- 

tition. ■

This was what it was, and how it happened. ■

Dinner was over, ooffee had been handed 

round, and Major Yaughan had made his way to 

a quiet comer under a lamp, where Olimpia sat 

reading. He remembered ouitc well how the 

light fell on her face from above, and how she 

looked up with a pleasant smile as he sat down 

beside her. ■

Thtj fell into convers^ition. He asked first 

if he might be forgiven for disturbmg her, and 

then if she had any commands for Itdy. To 

which she replied that her only oommands con- 

cerned himself; that he should fight bravely, 

as, indeed, she had no need to tell so daring a 

soldier, and come back safe when the cause was 

won. Whereupon, the thing that he had re- 

solved never to say rose all at once to his lips, 

and he asked if there would be any hope for him 

when this had come to pass. ■

"HopeP* she repeated. "Hope of what. 

Major Yaughan?" ■

And then, in a few strong, earnest words, he 

told her how he loved her, and how, to win her, 

he would endure and dare all things ; but she, 

looking at him with a sort of sad surprise, re- 

plied tnat it could never be. ■

He had never dreamed that it could be. He 

had told himself a thousand times that he was 

mad to love her ; that he should be ten times 

more mad to declare his love; and yet, now 

that the words were spoken, he could not bring 

himself to believe that they had been spoken in 

vain. ■

So, with an eager tremblmg of the voice that 

he could not control, though he strove bard to 

do so, he asked if time would make no diffe- 

rence ; and she answered, very gently and sadly, 

but very firmly — " None." ■

None! He remembered the veiy time in 

which she said it—the dropping^ her voice at ■
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the close of the word— the sigh that followed 

it. He remembered, also, how he sat lookiDg 

at her hands as they rested, lightly clasped 

tojgether, on the volume in her lap — ^how white 

- and slender they showed against the purple 

bindini; — end how, when all was said, he longed 

to take them in his own, and kiss them once at 

parting. Well ; it was said, and done, and over 

now— -all over ! ■

And then he looked out into the grey mists, 

and thought of Italy and the stirring life before 

him. He nad never cared much for the " cause," 

and he now oared for it less than ever. OUm- 

pia^s eyes had been the ''eause" to him; and, 

like many another, he had attached himself to 

it for her sake alone. But that mattered little 

now. He needed excitement ; and anv cause 

for which there was work to be done and danger 

to be encountered, would have been welcome to 

him. ■

In the mean while, Saxon, sitting in the oppo- 

site comer, had his own troubles to think about. 

He was not at all satisfied with himself, in the 

first place, lor the part he was playing towards 

his conain. He oould not divest kimseif of the 

idea that he was doin^ something " sly ;" and 

that idea wafiimtolembie to him. In Uie second 

plaee, he was not quite comfortable withremd 

to Miss Cokmna. He hadnot b^^ exactly to 

question hinaelf about the nature of his admi- 

ration for her, or even to apecuUte upon the 

pobable results of that admiration ; but he had 

become suddenly a>ware of the extent of her 

power, and was startled at finding U> what 

lengtbfl he might be canied by his desire to 

please hex: William Treblden had said that 

she was capable of asking him to take the com- 

mand of a troop; but a vague eonsciousBess of 

how Olimpia was capable of asking him to do a 

^at deal more than that, had dawned by this 

time upon Saxon's apprebensioB. ■

And then, besides m this, he could not help 

thinking of his adventure in the mausoleum, uid 

of the stnmge interview that he had involun' 

taiily witMBsed between Lady Castletowers and 

Miss Bivike. The girl's sorrowful youg face 

haunted him. He wanted to help hit ; and he 

wanted advice as to the best way of helping 

her. Above all, he wanted to penetrate the 

mystery ol her claim on Lady Castletowers. 

He would have given anything to have been 

able to talk these things over with the Earl ; 

but that, after what he had heard, was, of course, 

imp os sibl e. So he pondeoed and pnzeled, and at 

last made up his mind that he woud consult his 

cousin on the subject while he was up in town. ■

Thus, absorbed eaeh in his owa thoughts, the 

two men aped on, face to face, without exoiumg- 

ing a syllable. They might probably have con- 

tnioed their journey in silence to the end, if, 

somewhere about half way between Sedgebrook 

station and Waterloo Bridge, Saxon had not 

chanced to look up, and find his companion's 

eyes fixed gioomily upon htm. ■

''Well,'' said he, with a surprised laugh, 

" why do you look at me in that portentous 

way ? What have I done P* ■

''Nothing particularly useful that I am aware 

of, my dear fellow," replied the dragoon. " The 

question is, not what you have done, but what 

you may do. I was wondering whether you 

mean to follow my example ?" ■

"In what respect?" ■

"In respect of Italy, of course. Are you 

intending to join Garibaldi's army?'* ■

" No— that b, I have not thought about it," 

replied Saxon. " Is Castletowers goiiig P" ■

"I should think not. His mother would 

never consent to it.** ■

" If he went, I would go/' said Saxon, after 

a moment's pause. " There's camp-life to see, 

I suppose ; and fighting to be done ?" ■

"lighting, yes; but as to the camp life, I 

can tell you nothing about that. I fancy the 

work out there wlQ oe rough enough for some 

time to come." ■

" I shouldn't^ mind how rough it was,** said 

Saxon, his imagination warming rapidly to this 

new idea. ■

" How would you like to march a whole day 

without food, sleep on the bare grouzui in a 

soaking rain, with only a knapsack under your 

head, and get up at dawn to fight a battle 

before breakfast r' asked Yaughan. ■

"I should Uke it no better than others, I 

dare sav," hiughed the youn^ man; "bat I 

shouldn t mind trying it. I wish Castletowers 

could go. We've been planning to make a tour 

togetlier by-and-bj; but a Sioilian campaign 

would be a hundred times better." ■

" If be were as free as yourself, Castletowers 

would be off with me to-morrow morning," said 

Yaughan ; and then his brow darkened again as 

he remembered how not only Saxon, whom he 

suspected of admiring Olimpa Oobnna, but the 

Earl, of whose admiration he had no doubt 

whatever, would both remain behind-, free to 

woo or win her, if they could, when he was far 

away. ■

It was not a pleasant reflection, and at that 

moment the reiected lover felt that he hated 

them both, corcualiy. ■

" Which route do you take P" asked Saxon, 

all unconscious of what was passing in his com* 

pankm's mind. ■

" The most direct, of courses-Dover, Calais, 

and Marseilles. I shall be in Genoa by eight 

or nine o'clock on Sunday evening." ■

"And I at Castletowers." ■

" How is that ?" said Yaughan, sharply ; " I 

thought you said your time was up vesterday P" ■

"So it was; but Castletowers has insisted 

that I shall prolong my visit by another wee^ 

and so I go back this evening. How we shall 

miss you at dinner I" ■

But to this civility the Major re^)anded only 

by agrowL ■

CHAPTEA XLVL WIIUAH TBEFAIDSN EXiPLAINS 

IH£ THEGBT 07 LEGAL 7ICTI0NS. ■

SiGNOB NaszjlSI was a taU, spare, spider-like 

Italian, who exercised the calling of a stock and 

share broker, and rented a tiny office under a 

dark arch in the midst of that curious web of ■
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passages known as Austin Friars. He had been 

prepared for Saxon's visit by a note from 

Colonna, and met him in a tremor of voluble 

servility, punctuating his conversation with 

bows, and all but prostrating himself in the dust 

of his office. Flies were not plentiful in Signor 

Nazzari's web, and such a ^Iden fly as Saxon 

was not meshed every day. ■

It was surprising what a short time the trans- 

action took. Colonna might well say nothing 

was easier. First of all tnej went to the Bank 

of England, where Saxon signed his name in a ■

freat book, after which they returned to Austin 

'riars, and waited while Signor Nazzari went 

somewhere to fetch the money: and then he 

came back with a pocket-book full of bank-notes 

secured round his neck by a steel chain— and the 

thing was done. ■

Thereupon Major Vaughan solemnly tore up 

Saxon's cneque in the stockbroker's presence, 

and received the value thereof in crisp new Bank 

of England paper. ■

"Aiid now, Trefalden," said he, "fare you 

well till we meet in Italy." ■

"I've not made up my mind yet, remember," 

replied Saxon, smiling. ■

"Make it up at once, and go with me in the 

morning." ■

" No, no ; that is out of the question." ■

"Well, at all events, don't put it off till the 

fun is all over. If you come, come while there's 

something to be done." ■

" Trust me for that," replied Saxon, with a 

somewhat heightened colour. "I won't share 

the feasting if I haven't shared the fighting. 

Good-bye." ■

"Good-bye." ■

And with this, having traversed together the 

mazes of Austin Friars and emerged upon the ■

freat space in front of the Exchange, they shook 

ands and parted. ■

Saxon turned his face westward, and went 

down Cheapside on foot — ^he was going to 

Chanceij-lane, but he was in no hurry to reach 

his destination. He walked slowly, paused eveir 

now and then to look in a shop-window, and 

took a turn round St. Paul's, ae pretended to 

himself that he went in to glance at Nelson's 

monument; but he had seen Nelson's monu- 

ment twice before, and he knew in his heart 

that he cared very little about it. At length in- 

exorable fate brought him to his cousin's door ; 

so he went up the dingy stairs, feeling very 

guilty, and hoping not to find the lawyer at 

home. On the first landing he met Mr. Keck- 

witch with his hat on. It was just one o'clock, and 

that respectable man was gom^ to his dinner. ■

" Mr. Trefalden is engaged, sir, with a client," 

said the head clerk, to Saxon's immense relief. ■

"Oh, then you can thj that I called, if you 

please," replied he, turning about with great 

alacrity. ■

"But I think the gentleman will be going 

directly, sir, if you wouldn't mind taking a seat 

in the office," added Mr. Keckwitch. ■

"I— perhaps I had better try to come by- 

and-by,'^ said Saxon, reluctantly. ■

" As you please, sir, bat I'm confident you 

wouldn't have to wait five minutes." ■

So Saxon resigned himself to circumstances, 

and waited. ■

The clerks were all gone to dinner, with the 

exception of Gorkin the red-headed, whom Saxon 

surprised in the act of balancing a tobacco-pipe 

upon his chin. ■

"Pray don't disturb jrourself," laughed he, as 

Gorkin, overwhelmed with confusion, lifted the 

lid of his desk and disappeared behind it as if he 

bad been shot. "I should like to see you do 

that again." ■

The boy emerged cautiously, till his eyes just 

cleared the lid, but he made no reply. ■

" It must be difficult," added Saxon, good 

naturedly^ trying to put him at his ease. ■

" It ain't so difficult as standing on your 

head to drink a pint of porter," said the boy, 

mysteriously. ■

" Whv, no— I should suppose not. Can you 

do that also?" ■

The boy nodded. ■

" I can put half-arcrown in my mouth, and 

bring it out of my ears in small chan^," said 

he. " If I'd half-a-crown handy, I'd snow you 

the trick." ■

Saxon's fingers were instantly in his waist* 

coat-pocket, and the half-crown would have 

chan^d owners on the spot, but for the sudden 

openmg of William Trefalden's private door. ■

" Then you will write to me, if you please," 

said a deep voice ; but the owner of the voice, 

who seemed to be holding the door on the other 

side, remained out of sight. ■

"You may expect to hear from me, Mr. 

Behrens, the day after to-morrow," replied the 

lawyer. ■

" And Lord Castletowers quite understands 

that the mortgage must be foreclosed on the 

tenth of next month F" ■

" I have informed him so." ■

" if«»^, Mr. Trefalden. Remember that. I 

can allow no grace. Twenty thousand of the 

money will have to go direct to the Worcester- 

shire agent, as you uiow; and the odd five will 

be wanted for repairs, building, and so forth. 

It's imperative — quite imperative." ■

" I am fully aware of your necessity for the 

money, Mr. Behrens," was the reply, uttered 

in William Trefalden's quietest tone ; " and I 

have duly impressed that fact upon his lordship. 

I have no aoubt that you will be promptly ■

Well, I hope so, for his sake. Good morn- 

ing, Mr. Trefalden." ■

" Good morning." ■

And with this Mr. Behrens came out into the 

office, followed by the lawyer, who almost started 

at the sight of his cousin. ■

" You here, Saxon !" he said, having seen his 

dient to the top of the stairs. " I thought you 

were at Castletowers." ■

It would have taken a keener observer than 

Saxon to discover that the wish was father to 

Mr. Trefalden's thought ; but there could be no 

doubt of the relationship. ■
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'* "Well, SO I am, in one sense,*' replied the 

young man. " I'm only in town for the day.'* ■

*' And what brings you to town only for the 

day P Nothing wrong, I hope ?" ■

" Oh, no— nothing at all. 1— that is you . . .*' ■

And Saxon, unpractised in the art of equivo< 

cation, floundered helplessly about in search of 

a reason that should be true, and yet not the 

truth. ■

" You want to consult me about something, 

I suppose," said the lawyer, observant of his 

perplexity. " Come into my room, and teU me 

aU about it." ■

So they went into the private room, and 

William TreMden closed the double doors. ■

" First of all, Saxon," said he, laying his 

hand impressively on the young man's snoUder, 

**I must ask you a question. You saw that 

client of mine just now, and you heard him 

allude to certain matters of busmess as he went 

outP" ■

"I did," replied Saxon; " and I was 

sorry . . . ," ■

"One moment, if you please. You heard 

him mention the name of Lord Castletowers P" ■

" Yes." ■

" Then I must request you, on no account, to 

mention that circumstance to the Earl. It is 

a matter in which he is not concerned, and of 

which there is no need to inform him." ■

" But it seemed to me that he owed twenty, 

five thousand . . . ." ■

William Trefalden smiled and shook his head. ■

" No, no," said he. " Nothing of the kind. 

It is a simple transfer of capital — a private 

transaction in which the Earl's name has been 

incidentally used ; but only his name. He has 

nothing to do with it, personally— nothing 

whatever." ■

" But . . . ." ■

" But you heard only the end of a conversa- 

tion, my dear fellow, and you misunderstood 

the little you did hear. You understand that 

this is not to be repeated P" ■

" Yes — I understand," replied Saxon, doubt- 

fully. ■

*'And I have your promise to observe my 

request?" ■

Saxon hesitated. ■

'* I don't doviht you, cousin William," he said, 

bluntly; "though, of course, you know that 

without my telling you. But I don't know how 

to doubt my own ears, either. I heard that 

big, cross-looking old fellow distinctly say that 

Castletowers must pay him twenty-iive thou- 

sand pounds by the tenth of next month. What 

can that mean, if not . . . ." ■

" Listen to me for three minutes, Saxon," 

interrupted Mr. Trefalden, good-humouredly. 

"You have heard of such things as legal 

fictions?" ■

"Yes; but I don't understand what they 

are." ■

" Well— legal fictions are legally defined as 

' things that nave no real essence in their own 

body, but are acknowledged and accepted in 

law for some especial purpose.' '* ■

" I don't understand that either." ■

" I should be surprised if you did," replied 

his cousin, with a pleasant smile ; '" but I will 

try to explain it to you. In law, as in other 

things, my dear fellow, we are occasionally glad 

to adopt some sort of harmless hypothesis in 

order to arrive at conclusions which would 

otherwise cost more time and trouble than they 

are worth. Thus, when a legal contract is 

made at sea, the deed is dated from London, or 

Birmingham, or anv inland place, in order to 

draw what is <»llea the cognisance of the suit 

from the Courts of Admiralty to the Courts of 

Westminster. Again, a plaintiff who brings an 

action into the Court of Exchequer fictitiou^ 

alleges himself to be the Queen^s debtor. H^ 

is not the Queen's debtor. He owes the Queen 

no more than you owe her; but he must make 

use of that expedient to bring himself under 

the jurisdiction of that particular court." ■

" What intolerable nonsense 1" exclaimed 

Saxon. ■

" One more instance. Till within the last 

eight years or so, the law of ejectment was 

founded on a tissue of legal fictions, in which 

an imaginary man called John Doe lodged a 

complaint against another imaginary man called 

Richard Roe, neither of whom ever existed in 

any mortal form whatever. What do you say 

to that?" ■

" I say, cousin, that if I were a lawyer, I 

should be ashamed of a system made up of lies 

like that 1" replied Saxon. ■

Mr. Trefalden flung himself into his arm- 

chair, and laughed. ■

" I won't have you abuse our legal fictions 

in that way," he said. " These little things are 

the romance of law, and keep our imaginations 

from drying up." ■

"They ought not to be necessary," said 

Saxon, who could not see the amusing side of 

John Doe and Richard Roe. ■

"I grant you that. They have their origin, 

no doubt, in some defect of the law. But tnen 

we are not blessed with a Code Napoleon ; and 

perhaps we should not like it, if we were. Such 

as our laws are, we must take them, and be 

thankful They might be a great deal worse, 

depend on it." ■

"Then is it a legal fiction that Castletowers 

owes Mr. Behrens twenty - five thousand 

pounds ?" asked Saxon. ■

William Trefalden winced. He had hoped 

that the woobtapler's name would have escaped 

Saxon's observation ; but it had done nothing 

of the kind. Saxon remembered every word 

clearly enough ; names, dates, amount of money, 

and aU. ■

"Precisely," replied the lawyer. "Lord 

Castletowers no more owes Mr. Benrens twenty- 

five thousand pounds than you do. He would 

be a ruined man at this moment, Saxon, if he 

did." ■

" He does not behave like a ruined man," said 

Saxon. ■

" Of course not. He would not be filling his 

house with guests and giving balls, if he were. ■
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So now all's explabedj and I have your pro- 

mise." ■

Saxon looked earnestly in his cousin's face. 

He fancied that no man could look another in 

the face and tell a lie. Many persons entertain 

that belief; but a more mistaken notion does 

not exist. Your practised liar makes a point of 

staring into his hearer's eyes* and trusts to that 

very point for half the effect of his lie. But 

Saxon would not have believed this had an 

angel told him ao. Therefore he looked in his 

cousin's face for evidence — ^and therefore, when 

WiUiam Trefalden gave him back his look with 

fearless candour. Ids doubts were at once dis- 

pelled, and lie promised unhesitatingly. ■

" That's well/' said the lawyer. "And now, 

Saxon» sit down and teU me what you have 

come to say.** ■

"It's a long story,*' replied Saxon. ■

"I am used to hearing long stories.'* ■

"But I am not used to telHng them; and I 

hardly know where to begin. It's about a 

lady.'^ ■

"About a lady?" repeated William Trefal- 

den ; and Saxon could not but observe that his 

cousin's voice was by no means indicative of 

satisfaction. ■

"In fact," added the young man, hastily, 

" it's about two or three ladies." ■

Mr. Trefalden held up his hands. ■

"Two or three ladies!" said he. "How 

shocking ! Is Miss Colonna one of them ?" ■

"Oh dear no!" replied Saxon, emphatically 

— perhaps a little too emphatically. And then 

he plunged into his story, beginning at his first 

meeting with Miss Bivi&:e at the Waterloo 

Bridge station, and ending with the adventure 

in the mausoleum. ■

Mr. Trefalden heard him to the end very 

paticBtly, putting in a question now and then, 

and piecing the facta together in his mind as 

they were brought before him. At kngth Saxon 

came to a pause, and said : ■

" That's all, cousin; and now I want you to 

tell me what I can do." ■

"What do you want to do?" asked the 

lawyer. ■

" I want to help themj of course." ■

" WeU, you have the young lady's address. 

Send her a cheque for fifty poands." ■

"She wouldn't take it, if I did. No, no, 

cousin William, that's not the way. It must be 

done much more cleverly. I want them to have 

money x^larly— twice a year, you know — 

enough to keep her poor mother in Italy, and pay 

the doctor's biUs, and all that." ■

"But this annuity from Lady Caatle- 

towers . . . ." ■

"Lady Gastletowers la as hard and cold as 

marble," interrupted Sax<«, indignantly, "i 

had rather starve than take a penny from her. 

If you had heard how gradsingly she promised 

that miserable twenty pounds !" ■

"I never supposed that her ladyship had a hand 

open as day, for melting charity," said Mr. Tre- 

falden. ■

" Charity !" echoed Saxon. ■

" Besides* I doubt that it is charity. There ■

must be some claim Snrely I have heard ■

the name of Riviere in connexion with the 

WynncKffs or the Pierrepoints . . . and yet . . . 

Pshaw ! if Keckwitch were here he could tell 

me in a moment !" ■

And Mr. Trefalden leaned back thoughtfully 

in his chair. ■

" I wish you could suggest a way by which I 

might do something for tnem," said Saxon. "I 

want them to get it, you see, without knowing 

where it comes from. ■

" That makes it difficult," said Mr. TrefaMen. ■

" And yet it must not seem like almsgiving."* ■

"More difficult still" ■

" I thought, if it were possible to give her 

some sort of commission," said Saxon, doubt- 

fully, " a commission for coloured photographs 

of t1>e Italian coast, you know .... wouM tuat 

doP** ■

" It is not a bad idea," replied the lawyer. 

"It might do, if skilfully carried out; but I 

think I hear Keckwitch in the office.** ■

And then Mr. Trefalden went in search of his 

Iiead clerk^ leaving Saxon to amuse himself as 

well as he could with the dingy map and the 

still more dingy law books. ■

At the end of a long half hour, he came back 

with a paper of memoranda in his hand. ■

"Well?" said Saxon, who was tired to death 

of his solitary imprisonment. ■

" Well ; I believe I know all that is to be 

learned up to a certain point ; and I have^ at 

all events, found out who your railway heroine 

is. It's a somewhat romantic story, but you 

must sit down and listen patiently while I re- 

late it." ■

THE PIBE BRIGADE. ■

Tfis fire^ngines of London, including the 

puffing Billies which make such a ferment of 

steam and smoke along the streets, now belong 

to the public, or at least will do so as soon as 

the recent statute comes into operation. Strange 

it may appear to continental nations that these 

invaluable aids to the security of our dwellings 

have hitherto been absolutely unrecognised by 

the government, the municipality^ or any public 

body. ■

for a period of nmety years there has really 

been only one statute in operation containing 

compulsory rules as to fire-engines; and this 

refers only to the little half -pint squirts known 

to US aa parish engines. It is to the effect 

that every parish must keep one large engine 

and one sbuuI, one leathern pipe, and a certain 

number of ladders. What the parishes might 

have done if no other organisation had sprung 

up, we do not know; but the insurance com- 

panies having taken up the matter, the parishes 

backed out, doing only just as little as the law 

actually compellM, and doing that little about 

as ineffectively as possible. It used to be fine 

fun to see the magnificent beadle and his troop 

of young leather-breeches drag the parish engine ■
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to a fire, and profess to pump upon the 

But that fun has sadlj waned; some of the 

engines have died from asthma or rickets, or 

have been laid up with rheumatism in the joints ; 

while others are so rostj and dusty, andtbekey 

of the en^e-house u so likelr to be lost, that 

we can afford to foi^et them altogether. ■

No ; it is to the msuranoe offices, and mot to 

any gOTeming or official body whatever, that we 

are indebted fw our capital nre-engiaes, omd the 

small army of brave fellows who attend them. 

The system was a self-interested one, of oonirse^ 

in the first instance ; seeing that the companies 

were not bound to take care of any property save 

that in which they were directly oonoemed* But 

the curious part of the matter is, that the com- 

panies have long ceased to feel that kind of 

interest, and have actually kept up the engines 

and the brinideqnen at a loss, until the public 

authorities sDoukl fill up the gap. In the first 

instance, the fire insuraiuBe companies tiiou^t 

fire-engines an essential pact of their estnbhsh- 

ments; seeing that the less damage wss inflicted 

on the propoty for which they had granted 

policies, the less th&v would have to pay to the 

persons insured. 'Atj bought, eaeh company 

for itself, as many fire-engines as they chose, 

and paid for as many men as they chose to 

manage them. When a fire occurred, out rushed 

these engines, with no paucity of heroic daring 

on the ^rt of the men. But then two evils 

arose, ^ch tonpe cared only for such houses 

as were insured in one particular office, and 

deemed it no matter oi duty to save adja- 

cent property. The other evil was, that tne 

men quarrelted with cadi other as to precedent 

claims for reward, and sometimes foudbt while 

the fiames were blazing. To lessen u not re- 

move these evils, was toe purpose of a very use- 

ful arrangement made aoont forty years w). 

The managing director of the Sun Jire Office 

proposed Siat, without interf enng with the inde- 

pendent aetioQ of the companies in other ways, 

they should ]dace all their fire-engines in one 

common stock, to be managed by one superin- 

tendent, under a code of laws applicable to all 

the firemen; the system to be administered 

with due impartiality to aU the partners, and 

paid for out of a common purse, to which 

all should contribute. It was a sagacious 

suggestion, proper to come from the largest of 

the companies. As some minds move more 

slowly than others, so do some companies fall 

in more readily than others with a new and bold 

scheme. At first the Sun, the Union, and the 

Boyal Exchange were the only companies which 

entered cordially into the scheme; the others 

"didn't see it." Then the Atlas and the 

Phoenix joined. This limited partnersliip lasted 

till the year eighteen hundred and thirty -three, 

when all the companies assisted in the forma- 

tion of the London Fire-Engine Establishment. 

Mr. Braidwood threw his energies into its orga- 

nisation, and gallantly headed the brigade-men 

in their dangerous duties for some thirty years ; 

but he fell in the great fire at Toolej-street four 

years ago — a brave man dying at his post. ■

The arrangement of this fire establishment is 

peculiar. Any insurance company may belong 

to it, on paying a fair quota of expenses; ai^ 

the total number has gradually risen to about 

thirty. Each board of directors sends one or 

move delegates to represent it, and the delegates 

form & committee for managing the system. All 

the engines and apparatus, floating engines, and 

engine-houses, belong to the committee; and 

out of the funds provided by Uie several com- 

panies, the committee pays the salaries of the 

superintOTdent, inspectors, and firemen. The 

metnmoHs has been divided into a certain num- 

ber of districts, convenient as to sise and rela- 

tive position ; and eadi district has a station at 

which the engmes are kept, with firemen aiways 

ready to dash out when tkveir services are needed. 

These head-quarters of districts, to which the 

boys ''run to fetch the engines,'' are at Wat- 

Img-street, Tooley-street, Southwark Bridge- 

road, WeUdose-square, Jeffrey's^quare, Shad- 

well, Rotherhithe, Whiteeross-stieet, Farrin^ 

don-street, Holborn, Chandos-street, Crown- 

street, Waterloo-road, WeUs-stree^ Baker- 

street, King-street, and Horseferrv-road. Cap- 

tain Shaw, the present commander-in-chief of 

the brigade, pitches his camp at Watling-street. 

These stations have engines and men ready 

day and night. The general allowance is three 

engines, four horses, and about nine men 

to each station. Electric wires extend from 

station to staition, affording means for commu- 

nicatii^ the news of a fire very quickly ; and 

the men pride themselves on *the rapidity 

with which they can horse their engines and 

start off. The most prominent novelty in the 

orgaiBBatiott of the system is the steam fire- 

engine, which drives the water forth in a jet 

such as no es^e w(»rked by hand power 

am eoual. Dmping the International ifxhibi- 

tion, tnere was a grand field-day of steam fire- 

engiaes in Hyde Park, at which Marshals 

Shand and Mason, General Merryweather, and 

other steam magnates, showed what they could 

do. One enghie shot forth three hundred gallons 

of water in a minute ; and another sent up a 

jet to a prodigious height, showing how useful 

such a power would be when a loftf building is 

on fire. In some of the steam-engines, such is 

the arrangement of the boiler and flues, the 

water can be raised from the freezing tempera- 

ture to the boiling point in ten or twelve 

minutes. The attendant genii have not to wait 

for steam before they start ; they fill the boiler 

with water, light the fire, gallop away, frighten 

afl the old women, delight all the boys, and 

nearly madden all the dogs ; and by the time they 

arrive at the scene of conflagration, the water 

boils and the steam is ready for working. Cap- 

tain Shaw speaks highly of these steam flre- 

engines ; and more and more of them are to be 

seen rattling through the metropolis. All the 

engines, steam and hand, have their regular 

quota of apparatus stowed in and around them 

—scaling-ladders, canvas sheets, len^hs of hose, 

lengths of rope, nose-pipes, rose-jets, hooks, 

saws, shovels, pole-axes, crow-bars, wrenches, &c. ■
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Fires are multiptving quite as fast as the 

population, despite the ntct that fire-proof con- 

struction of buudings is more adopted than ever. 

London heads the list with fourteen hundred 

fires annuidly; Liverpool follows with three 

hundred, Manchester with about two hundred 

-and fifty, and Glas^w with over two hundred. 

In America, New lork and Philadelphia both 

range betweexi three and four hundred ; Paris 

about equals Liverpool; Berlin and Hamburg 

each about equals Manchester. The difference 

between any one year and the next is never 

very considerable ; for a sort of law of human 

carelessness prevails, leading us to a pretty 

steady a^igregate of mishaps. Captain Shaw 

will not include "chimneys or "false alarms'' 

among his fourteen hundred. In one of the 

recent years there were sixteen days with no 

fire, one day with nine fires; but the average 

is between three and four fires per day. The 

late Mr. Braidwood tried to ascertain whether 

the social and industrial habits of the people 

lead to a predominance of fires at particular 

seasons, days, and hours. In one year, August 

was most disastrous, October least; Tuesday 

the most disastrous day, Wednesday the least. 

There is no reason traceable for this ; and as 

the disastrous months and days differed in 

other years, we may pass the matter by. There 

are reasons, however, connected with the social 

habits of Londoners in respect to fire and light, 

which render intelligible the statement that more 

fires break out about ten or eleven in the evening, 

and fewer at* six or seven in the morning, thsm 

at any other periods of the day. As to the 

causes of fire, one out of every six or seven is 

set down either as "wilful," "suspicious," or 

"unknown." The known causes, besides the 

more obvious connected with flues, ovens, 

boilers, gas explosions, include ** cinders laid 

by hot," "poker left in the fire," "reading 

in bed," "wayingwith lucifers," "cigar-enos 

and pipe-lights thrown down carelessly," " sun 

set nre to fusees," "cat upset linen-horse," 

" cat ignite lucifers," in fact, we are inclined to 

think that puss is made responsible for more 

sins than she really commits, in this as in other 

kinds of wickedness. The terrible crime of 

arson — terrible in relation to the peril to inno- 

cent life it brings with it— we say nothing of 

here; the insurance companies suspect more 

than they openly accuse. ■

In France, the system is military ; the sappers 

and miners, or swpeurs-pompiers, are the firemen 

when on home-duty, in whatever town it may 

be. The fire-engines are small, but very nume- 

rous ; and as Paris houses have mora complete 

and lofty party walls than those of London, ren- 

dering the spread of firo from house to house 

less likely, tne engines and the sapeurs sufiSice. 

In Germany, many of the larger towns empower 

the police to demand the assistance of the 

inhabitants in case of fire. A night-watchman 

is perched upon some high place; when he 

sees a fire he fires a gun, and telegraphs with 

hmtems; the inhabitants then drag the fire- 

engines in the direction shown by him. In ■

America, the volunteer system is adopted. New 

York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Detroit, 

Pittsburg, San Francisco, and most of the large 

towns, have their respective volunteer fire-bri- 

gades. At New York there are no less than two 

thousand pf these volunteers, grouped into eight 

brigades ; and a dashing sight it seems to be 

when they have their annual procession through 

the city. Captain Lennard says that San Fran- 

cisco is divided into a number of wards, each of 

which has its quota of engines, firemen, and hook- 

and-ladder men. A tocsin bell at the station of 

each ward gives the sound of alarm to the neigh- 

bouring wards, and ihe alarm of fire is thus 

speedily disseminated through the city. The 

nremen are a fine body of young men, in a smart 

yet suitable working dress, consisting of a red 

shirt and trousers, a belt, and a helmet, the 

latter indicating which corps the fireman belongs 

to, such as the First or Second Tigers. The 

fire-engines are generally beautiful models of 

their kind, very light, and in some cases deco- 

rated with silver ornaments. The larger engines 

are worked by steam, and send forth an immense 

body of water. By the rules of the several 

corps, a volunteer fireman, however engaged, 

is bound when the fire tocsin rings to &n his 

helmet and red shirt and appear at his post. 

The hook-and-hidder men attend the firemen, 

and render service like that rendered by our 

admirable fire-escape brigade. The example 

of America is not wholly lost upon us here in 

England. The dock companies mostly possess 

private engines ; so do many of our large public 

establishments, and many large mansions. But 

the voluntary svstem, proper!^ so called, is that 

which is intenaed to serve others as much as 

ourselves. Hodges's Distillery certainly takes 

the lead among such, so far as London is con- 

cerned. Well-appointed fire-engines, for steam 

as well as manual power, firemen clothed and 

accoutred at all points, an observatory whence a 

look-out is maintained all night, fire bells at the 

residence and the distillery, half a mile of hose or 

leathern water-pipe, horses and harness kept in 

such readiness that an engine can be sent off to 

the scene of a fire within three minutes after the 

fire-bell is heard, a lieutenant to command the 

men under the proprietor as captain-*there is 

something very gallant about this, and we touch 

hat to Mr. Hoclges. This brigade has gone out 

to attend more than a hundred fires in twelve 

months, and not simply on the Lambeth side of 

the water. The example is spreading. Early 

in the present year it was stated that there were 

at that time forty-three Volunteer Fire Bri«ides 

in Ghreat Britain, possessing seventy manual and 

steam fire-engines. ■

There is something catching, not only in fire, 

but in the exciting enthusiasm connected with 

a large conflagration in London. One of our 

noble dukes has had a telegraphic wire laid 

from the nearest engine-station to his own bed- 

room, in order that he may jump up and go 

out to a house on fire, if so disposed; and, 

not many weeks ago, the same nobleman gave 

an afternoon fete to all the ^reinen. on the ■
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lawn attached to his mansion. Nay, even the 

heir to the throne has donned the fireman's 

helmet, and ridden on the engine to the scene 

of a conflagration. In a recent fire on a small 

scale at Marlborough House, the royal fireman 

mounted on the roof, and did his duty. A fire 

lerels all distinctions. More than one despotic 

king and emperor on the Continent has shown a 

relish for this kind of volunteer service, lending 

a hand, ordering the lazv, encouraging the timid, 

rewarding the brave, ana doing hot battle to save 

a cottage. ■

The insurance companies, we have daid, 

wish to ^t rid of the cost and responsibility of 

maintainmg the engines and the brigade. It is 

known that there is twice as much uninsured as 

insured property in the metropolis. The engine- 

men direct their gallant services equally to all 

houses and buildings, small and great, insured 

and uninsured. What is the consequence ? The 

companies do their best to extinguish fires in 

twice as many buildings with which they have 

no interest, as in those which are properly 

insured. If the brigade-men allowed a fire to 

bla2& away because the house was not insured, 

what a public commotion there would be ! And 

yet the companies get no thanks for their un- 

paid service. There is no official recognition 

whatever of the brigade by any governmental, 

parliamentary, municipal, or parochial authori- 

ties. ■

The London Brigade has received only a few 

augmentations in iU strength during many years 

past, and is now too weak for the requirements 

of so vast a city. The companies refuse to 

strengthen it, because the non-insurers would 

get the lion's share of the benefit. Three years 

ago they addressed the Home Secretary on the 

subject ; they pointed out that there is no such 

anomaly in any other city in Europe or America, 

announced their intention of discontinuing their 

fire-engine establishment as soon as it could be 

done without public inconvenience, offered to 

transfer their establishment to some well-con- 

stituted public bodv on easy terms, suggested a 

small house-rate of a farthing or a halfpenny in 

the pound to defrav the annual expenses, and 

expressed their willingness to render aid in 

every way towards the development of the new 

scheme. A committee of the House of Com- 

mons, in the same year, supported these recom- 

mendations, and named the Commissioners of 

Police as a fitting body to be entrusted with the 

work. In the years 'sixty-three and 'sixty- 

four the matter was well talked over ; and now 

we have an act (lateW passed) which defines 

what is to be done. The Metropolitan Board 

of Works, and not the Commissioners of Police, 

are to have the management. On the first 

day of next vear the new order of things will 

begin. T)ie board are to build or buy new fire- 

en(|;ine8 and fire-escapes, or to buy up those now 

existing, whether from companies or societies, 

at their discretion. They will form a brigade 

of their own, and will pension off such of the 

brigade-men (if any) as they do not want. They 

may establish fire-eugine stations at as many ■

parts of the metropolis as they choose, and may 

make all necessary contracts with water com- 

panies and telegraph companies. They may 

oraw up a scale of salaries, gratuities, and 

pensions for those employed by. them in these 

duties. They may make arrangements with 

parishes for a transfer of parish engines and 

men. The government is to contribute ten 

thousand a year, on account of so many of the 

government establishments being in the metro- 

polis. The fire insurance companies are to con- 

tribute thirty-five pounds for every million ster- 

ling of property insured by them, as an hono- 

ranum for the new brigadfe's extinguishing of 

fires in insured property. The remaining expenses 

are to be defrayed oy an additional halfpenny in 

the pound on the poor-rates. For the good work- 

ing of the statute, intimate relations are to exist 

between the new bri^e, the police, and the 

insurance companies, m all that relates to pro- 

perty under fire. Lastly— a hint to those who 

neglect the chimney-sweeper — a chimney on fire 

will entail a penalty of twenty shillings on the 

owner or occupier of the room to which the 

chimney may belong. ■

A FEW SATURNINE OBSERVATIONS. ■

Hebe is a gentleman at our doors, Mr. R. A. 

Proctor, who has written a book upou that planet 

Saturn, and he asks us to stroll out in his com- 

pany, and have a look at the old gentleman. It 

IS a long journey to Saturn, for his little place 

is nine and a half times further from the sun 

than ours, and his is not a little place in com- 

parison with our own tenement, because Saturn 

House is seven hundred and thirty-five times 

bi^r than Earth Lodge. ■

The people of Earth Lodg& made Saturn's 

acquaintance very long ago; nobody remem- 

bers how long. Venus and Jupiter being bril- 

liant in company, may have obtruded themselves 

first upon attention in the evening parties of 

the stars, and Mars, with his red race and his 

quick movement, couldn't remain long unob- 

served. Saturn, dull, slow, yellow faced, might 

crawl over the floor of heaven like a gouty and 

bilious nabob, and be overlooked for a ver^ little 

while, but somebody would soon ask. Who is that 

sad-faced fellow with the leaden complexion, who 

sometimes seems to be standing still or going 

backwards ? ■

He was the more noticeable, because those 

evening parties in the sky differ from like parties 

on earth in one very remarkable respect as to 

the behaviour of the companjr. We hear talk 

of dancing stars, and the music of the spheres, 

but, in fact, except a few, all keep their places^ 

with groups as unchanging as those of the guests 

inrthe ola fabled banquet, whom tiie sight of 

the head of Medusa turned to stone. Only they 

wink, as the stone guests probably could not. 

In and out among this company of fixtures 

move but a few privileged stars, as our sister 

the moon and our neighbours the planets. These 

alone thread the maze of the company of statues. ■
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dancinff round their sun, who happens to be 

one ot the fixed company, to the old tune of 

Sun in the middle ana can't get out. Some of 

the planets run close, and some run in a wide 

round, some, dance round briskly, and some slip 

slowly cdong. Once round is a jear, and Sfttum, 

dancing in a wide round outside ours, so that 

in each round he has about nine times as far 

to go, moves at a pace about three times slower 

than ours. His year, therefore, is some twenty- 

seven times longer; in fact, a year in the House 

of Saturn is as much as twenty-nine years five 

months and sixteen days in our part of the 

world. What, therefore, we should consider 

to be an old man of eighty-eight, would pass 

with Saturn for a three-year-old. ■

A hundred and fifty years i^. Bishop 

Wilkins did not see why some of his posterity 

should not find out a ccMiveyanee to tne moon, 

and if there be inhabitants, have commerce with 

them. The first twenty miles, he said, is all 

the difficulty; and why, he asked, writing 

before balloons had been discovered, may we not 

get over that P No doubt there are difficulties. 

The journey, if made at the rate of a thousand 

miles a day, would take half a year ; and there 

would be much trouble from the want of inns 

upon the road. Nevertheless, heaviness being 

a condition of closeness and gravitation to the 

earth, if one rose but the first twenty miles, 

that difficulty of our weight would soon begin 

to vanish, and a man — dear of the influenoe of 

gravitation — ^might presently stand as firmly in 

the open air as he now does upon the ground. If 

stand, why not go ? With our weight gone from 

us, walking will be light exercise, cause little 

fatigue, and need little nourishment. As to 

nourishment, perhaps none may be needed, as 

none is needed by those creatures who, in a 

long sleep, withdraw themselves from the heavy 

wear and tear of life. "To this purpose,*' says 

Bishop Wilkins, "Mendoca reckons up divers 

strange relations. As that of Epimeniaes, who 

is storied to have slept seventy-five years. And 

another of a rustic in Germany, who, being 

aceidentaDy covered with a haynck, slept tho^e 

for all autumn and the winter following, with- 

out BJij nourishment." Though, to be sure, the 

condition of a man free of all weight is imper- 

fectly suggested by the man who had a nay- 

rick laid atop of him. But what then? Why 

may not smells nourish us as we walk moon- 

ward upon space, after escape from all the 

friction and the sense of burden gravitation 

brings F Plutarch and PUny, and divers other 

ancients, tell us of a nation in India that lived 

only upon pleasing odours; and Democritus 

was able for divers days together to feed him- 

self with the mere smell of hot bread. Or, if 

our stomachs must be filled, mav tliere not be 

truth in the old Platonic principle, that there is 

in some part of the world a place where men 

might be plentifully nourished by the air they 

breathe, wliich cannot be so likely to be true of 

Buj other place as of the ethereal air above 

this. We have heard of some creatures, and of 

the serpent, that they feed only upon one ele- ■

ment, namely, earth. Albertus Magnus speaks 

of a man who lived seven weeks toother upon 

the mere drinkinf of water. Bx>ndoretius affirms 

that his wife did keep a fish in a ^ass of water 

without any food for three years, m which space 

it was constantly augmented, till at first it 

could not oome out of the plaoe at which it was 

put in, and at length was too big for the glass 

itself, though that were of large capacity. So 

may it be with man in the ethereal air. Onions 

will shoot out and grow as the^ hang in common 

air. Birds of paradise, havmg no legs, live 

constantly in ana upon air, laying their eggs on 

one another's backs, and sitting on each other 

while they hatch them. Bx)ndoletius tells, from 

the history of Hermolaus Barbarus, of a priest 

who lived forty years upon mere air. And, if 

none of these possibilities be admitted, why, we 

can take our provision with us. Once up the 

twenty miles, we could carry any quantity of it 

the rest of the way, for a ship-load would be 

lighter than a feather. Sleep, probably, with 

nothing to fatigue us, we should no longer 

require; but if we did, we cannot desire a 

softer bed than the air, where we may repose 

ourselves firmly and safely as in our chambers. ■

As for that difficulty of the first twenty miles, 

it is not impossible to make a flying chariot and 

give it motion through the air. If possible, it 

can be made large enough to carry men and 

stores, for size is nothing if the motive &culty 

be answerable thereto— the great ship swims as 

well as the small cork, and an eagle flies in the 

air as well as a little gnat. Indeed, we misht 

have regular Great Eastern packets plying 

between London and No Gravitation Point, to 

which they might take up houses, cattle, and 

ail stores found necessary to the gndual con- 

struction of a town upon the borders of the 

over-ether route to any of the planets. Stations 

could be established, if necessaiy, along the 

routes to the Moon, Mars, Venus, Saturn, and 

the rest of the new places of resort ; some Lon« 

don Society could create and endow a new Bishop 

of Jupiter; and daring travellers would bring us 

home their ioumak of a Day in Saturn, or Ten 

Weeks in Mars, while sportsmen might make 

parties for the hippogriff shooting in Mercury, 

or bag chimeras on the Mountains of the 

Moon. ■

Well, in whatever way we may get there, we 

are off now for a stroll to Saturn, with Mr. R. 

A. Proctor for comrade and cicerone, but turn- 

ing a deaf ear to him whenever, as often occurs, 

he is too learned for us, and asks us to " let 

N P' P" N' represent the northern half of 

Saturn's orbit (viewed in perspective^, «i £ n' E' 

the earth's orbit, and N p p' p" N' the pro- 

jection of Saturn's orbit on the plane of the 

earth's orbit. Let N S N' be the line of Sa- 

turn's nodes on this plane, and let S P' be at 

right anf^les to N S, N', so that when at P' 

Saturn is at his greatest distance from the 

ecliptic on the northern side." When of such 

things we are asked to let them be, we let them 

be, and are, in the denseness of our ignorance, 

only too glad to be allowed, not to say asked. ■
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to do 80. We attend only, like most of oar 

neiffhbonn, to wliat is easy to ns. Sun is gold, 

and moon is silver; Mars is iron. Mercury 

qniAsilver, which we, in fact, rather like still 

to olII Mercury, thinking nothing at all of the 

imprisoned goa wiA the winged neels, when we 

ask how is the mercniy in the thermometer. 

JoTC is tin, yes, by Jore, tin is the chief among 

the gods, says little Swizzles, who, by a miracle, 

remembers one thing that he learnt at school- 

Jove's chieftainship among the heathen deities. 

Venns is copper, tor the Cyprian is Cuprian ; 

and as for Satitm, he is leaa. A miserable old 

feQow they made Satnm out in the dajB of the 

star-dficipnercrs. Mine, Chaucer makes Saturn 

say, b the drowning in wan waters, the dark 

prison, the strangling and hanging, murmur of 

discontent, and the rebellion of churls. I am 

the poisoner and iiie housebreaker, I topple 

down the high halls and make towers fall upon 

their builders, earth upon its miners. I sent 

the temple roof down upon Samson. I give 

you all your treasons, and your cold diseases, 

and ;|[our |>estilence. This is the sort of estima- 

tion in which our forefathers held the resect- 

able old gentleman we are now going out to see. ■

When GaKlco's eyes went out towards Saturn 

through his largest telescope — which, great as 

were the discoveries it made, was clumsier and 

weaker than the sort of telescope now to be got 

for a few shilHngs at any optician^'s shop — he 

noticed a peculiarity in the appearance of Saturn 

which caused him to suppose that Saturn con- 

sisted of three stars in contact with one another. 

A year and a half later he looked again, and 

there was the planet round and single as the 

disc of Mars or Jupiter. He cleaned his glasses, 

looked to his telescope, and looked again to the 

perplexing pbmet. Triform it was not. "Is 

it possible,^ he asked, "that some mocking 

demon has deluded me?" Afterwards the per- 

plexity increased. The two lesser orbs reap- 

peared, and grew and varied in form strangely : 

nnaily they lost their globular appearance alto- 

gether, and seemed each to have two mighty 

arms Wretched towards and encompassing the 

planet. A drawing in one of his manuscripts 

would suggest that Galileo discovered the key 

to the mystery, for it shows Saturn as a globe 

resting upon a ring. But this drawing is 

thought to be a later addition to the manu- 

script. It was only after many perplexities of 

others, about half a century later, that Huygens, 

in the year sixteen 'fifty-nine, announced to his 

conteniporaries that Saturn is girdled about by 

a thin nat ring, indined to the ecliptic, and not 

touching the Dody of the planet. He showed 

that all variations in the appearance of the ring 

are due to the varying inclinations of its plane 

tovrards us, and that being very thin, it becomes 

invisible when its edge is turned to the spectator 

or the sun. He found the diameter of the ring 

to be as nine to four to the diameter of Saturn's 

body, and its breadth about equal to the breadth 

of vacant space between it and the surface of 

theplanet. ■

Tne same observer, Huygens, four years ■

earlier, discovered one of Saturn's satellites. 

Had he looked for more he could have found 

them. But six was the number of known 

planets, ^ve had been the number of known 

satellites, our moon, and the four moons of 

Jupiter, which Galileo had discovered; one 

moon more, made the number of the planets 

and of the satellites to be alike, six, and this 

arrangement was assumed to be exact and final. 

But in sixteen 'seventy-one another satellite of 

Saturn was discovered by Cassini, who observed 

that it disa])pears re^arly during one half of 

its seventh-nine days' journey round its principal. 

Whence it is inferred that this moon has one of 

its sides less capable than the other of reflecting 

light, and that it turns round on its own axis once 

during its seventy-nme days' journey ; Saturn 

itself spinnino; once round on its axis m as short 

a time as ten hours and a half. Cassini afterwards 

discovered three more satellites, and called his 

four the Sidera Lodoicea, Ludovickian Stars, in 

honour of his patron, Louis the Fourteenth. 

Huygens had discovered, also, belts on Saturn's 

disc. Various lesser observations on rings, belts* 

and moons of Saturn continued to be made until 

the time of the elder Herschel, who, at the close 

of the last century, discovered two more satellites, 

established the relation of the belts to the rota- 

tion of the planet, and developed, after ten 

years' careful watching, his faith in the double 

character of its ring. " There is not, perhaps," 

said this great and sound astronomer, "another 

object in the heavens that presents us with such 

a variety of extraordinary phenomena as the 

planet Saturn : a magnificent globe encompassed 

oy a stupendous double riu^ ; attended by seven 

satellites; ornamented with equatorial belts; 

compressed at the poles ; turning on its axis ; 

mutually eclipsing its rings and satellites^ and 

eclipsed by them ; the most distant of the rings 

also turning on its axis, and the same taking 

place with the furthest of the satellites ; all the 

parts of the system of Saturn occasionally re- 

flecting light to each other— the rings and 

moons illuminating the nights of the Saturnian, 

the globe and moons enlightening the dark parts 

of the rings, and the planet and rings Uirowing 

back the sun's beams upon the moons when 

they are deprived of them at the time of their 

conjunctions." During the present century, 

other observers have detected more divisions of 

the ring, one separating the outer ring into two 

rin^ ot equal breadth seems to be permanent. 

It IS to be seen only by the best telescopes, under 

the most favourable conditions. Many other and 

lesser indications of division have also at different 

times been observed. Seventeen years ago an 

eighth satellite of Saturn was discovered by Mr. 

Bond in America, and by Mr. Lassell in England. 

Two years later, that is to say, in November^ 

eighteen 'fifty, a third ring of singular appear- 

ance was discovered inside the two others by 

Mr. Bond, and, a few days later, but indepen- 

dently, by Mr. Dawes and by Mr. LasseU in 

England. It is not bright like the others, but 

dusky, almost purple, and it is transparent, not 

even distorting the outline of the body of the ■
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planet seen through it. This rin» was very 

easily seen by good telescopes, and presently 

became visible through telescopes of only four 

inch aperture. In fierschel's time it was so 

dim that it was figured as a belt upon the body 

of the planet. Now it is not only distinct, but 

it has been increasing in width since the time 

of its discovery. ■

TJiese were not all the marvels. One of the 

chief of the wonders since discovered, was a 

fainf overlapping li^ht, differinp| much in colour 

from the ordmary Lght of the ring, which light, 

a year and a half ago, Mr. Wray saw distinctly 

stretched on either side from the dark shade 

on the ball overlappmg the fine line of light 

by the edge of the nng to the extent of about 

one- third of its length, and so as to give the 

impression that it was the dusky ring, very 

much thicker than the bright rings, and seen 

edge-wise, nrojected on the sky. Well may 

we be told by our guide, Mr. Proctor, that no 

object in the heavens presents so beautiful an 

appearance as Saturn, viewed with an instru- 

ment of adeauate power. The golden disc, 

faintly stripea with silver - tinted belts; the 

circling rings, with their various shades of 

brilliancy and colour ; and the perfect symmetrv 

of the system as it sweeps across the dark 

background of the field of view, combine to 

form a picture as charming as it is sublime and 

impressive. ■

But what does it all mean ? What is the 

use of this^ strange furniture in the House of 

Saturn, which is like nothing else among the 

known things of the universe ? Maupertuis 

thought that Saturn's ring was a comet's tail 

cut off by the attraction of the planet as it 

passed, and compelled to circle round it thence- 

forth and for ever. Buffon thought the ring 

was the equatorial region of the planet which 

had been thrown off and left revolving while 

the globe to which it had belonged contracted 

to its present size. Other theories also went 

upon the assumption that the rings are solid. 

But if they are solid, how is it that they exhibit 

traces of varying division and reunion, and 

what are we to think of certain mottled or 

dusky stripes concentric with the rings, which 

stripes, appearing to indicate that the ring 

where they occur is semi-transparent, also are 

not permanent ? Then, a^in, what are we to 

think of the growth within the last seventy 

years of the transparent dark ring which does 

not, as even air would, refract the ima^e of 

that which is seen through it, and that is be- 

coming more opaque every year P Then, again, 

how is it that the immense width of the rings 

has been steadily increasing by the approach of 

their inner edge to the body of the planet P 

The bright ring once twenty-three thousand 

miles wide, was five thousand miles wider in 

Herschel's time, and has now a width of twenty- 

eight thousand three hundred on a surfiEice of 

more than twelve thousand millions of square 

miles, while the thickness is only a hundred miles 

or less. Eight years agp, Mr. J. Clerk Maxwell 

obtained the Adams prize of the University of ■

Cambridge for an essay upon Saturn's rings, 

which showed that if the.v were solid there 

would be necessary to stability an appearance 

altogether different from that of the actual 

svstem. But if not solid are they fluid, are 

they a great isolated ocean poised in the Sa- 

tumian mid air P If there were such an ocean, 

it is shown that it would be exposed to influ- 

ences forming waves that wouldi be broken up 

into fluid satellites. ■

But possibly the rings are formed of flights 

of disconnected satellites, so small and so closelv 

packed that, at the immense distance to which 

Saturn is removed, they appear to form a conti- 

nuous mass, while the dark inner mass may have 

been recently formed of satellites drawn by dis- 

turbing attractions or collisions out of the bright 

outer ring, and so thinly scattered that they 

give to us only a sense of darkness without 

obscuring, and of course without refracting, the 

surface before which they spin. This is, m our 

guide's opinion, the true solution of the problem, 

and to the bulging of Saturn's equator, which 

determines the line of superior attraction, he 

ascribes the thinness of the system of satellites 

in which each is compelled to travel near the 

plane of the great planet's equator. ■

Whatever be the truth about these vast pro- 

visions for the wants of Saturn, surely there 

must be living inhabitants there to whose needs 

they are wisely adapted. Travel among the 

other planets would have its inconveniences 

to us of the earth. Light walking as it might 

be across the fields of ether, we should have 

half our weight given to us again in Mars or 

Mercury, while in Jupiter our weight would be 

doubled, and we should drag our limbs with 

pain. In Saturn, owing to the compression of 

the vast light globe and its rapid rotation, a 

man who weighs twelve stone at the equator, 

weighs fourteen stone at the pole. Though vast 

in size, the density of the planet is small, for 

which reason we should not find ourselves verv 

much heavier by change of ground from Eartli 

to Saturn. We should be cold, for Saturn gets 

only a ninetieth part of the earth's allowance 

of light and heat. But then there is no lack of 

blanket in the House of Saturn, for there is a 

thick atmosphere to keep the warmth in the old 

gentleman's body and to lengthen the Satumian 

twilights. As for the abatement of light, we 

know how much light yet remains to us when 

less than a ninetieth part of the sun escapes 

eclipse. We see in its brightness, as a star, 

though a pale one, the reflexion of the sun- 

shine Saturn gets, which if but a ninetieth part 

of our share, yet leaves the Sun of Saturn able 

to give five hundred and sixty times more light 

than our own brightest moonshine. And then 

what long summers! The day in Saturn is 

onlv ten and a half hours long, so that the 

nights are short, and there are twenty-four 

thousand six hundred and eighteen and a half of 

its own days to the Satumian year. But the 

long winters ! And the Satumian winter has its 

gloom increased by eclipses of the sun's light 

by the rings. At ^tum^s equator these eclipses ■
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occur near the equinoxes and last but a little 

while, bat in the regions corresponding to our 

temperate «one, they are of long duration. 

Apart from eclipse the rings lighten for Saturn 

the short summer nights, and lie perhaps as a 

halo under the sun during the short winter days. ■

FATHERS. ■

Time, who is the Edaz rerum, has become most 

Toracious in this, the latter half of the nineteenth 

century. Previous to the era of the "latter 

half* The was in no hurry over his meals. He 

masticated his victuals well, and fully digested 

one dish before he attacked another. But now, 

as if he were getting gluttonous in his old age, 

he gobbles up the wiiole feast the moment it is 

set before him. It is really alarming to see 

that old man with the scythe sitting at a bench, 

outside the Half-way House, devouring pounds 

of the world's sausages and quartern loaves, as 

if he were eating for a wager ! It makes one 

quite nervous to look at him. What if he should 

over-eat himself, upset the sand-glass, and die of 

a surfeit — thus putting an end at once to him- 

self and the century ! ■

When the old gentleman first began to be 

gluttonous he made a light meal of the most 

substantial things. Stage-coaches were a wafer, 

which he took, one morning with his cup of 

coffee ; rotten boroughs, and the system thereto 

pertaining, were a game pasty (rather high), 

which he disposed ofat lunch ; the wooden walls 

of old England, that pi^ce de resistance under 

which his board had so long groaned, was 

polished off to the last morsel at dinner ; com- 

mercial duties were a thin slice of bread-and- 

butter for his tea, and religious disabilities 

served him for a light supper. And he had 

little snacks between whiles. ■

Mark how he snapped up the old-fashioned 

father at a mouthful. There is not a vestige of 

him left. He is clean gone : high-collared coat, 

short waistcoat, strapped pantaloons, terrestrial 

globe, compasses, retort and all. There is not 

50 much as a brass button of him remaining. ■

The old patriarchal father, who began vrith 

Abraham, lasted a long time. He was such 

a very tough morsel, I suppose that Edax 

could not make up his mind to tackle him until 

he was fairly obliged, bv the terms of his wager, 

to clear him off the plate. This being a fast, 

go-a-hcad, flippant, unbelieving, irreverent age, 

no one wUl be either surprised or shocked if I 

express the opinion that the old-fashioned father 

was a bit of a humbug. I don't think he meant 

to be a humbug -, but the nature of his position 

imposed upon him a certain deportment, which 

he was bound by the law and custom of society 

to maintain. ■

The patriarchs of old treated their sons as 

part of their chattels, and were rather their lords 

and masters than their " affectionate parents." 

This phrase is, in itself, a witness to the fact 

that the patriarchal rendenng of the popular 

part of father was adhered to until veiy recent ■

times. Children, writing home from school, 

address their fathers and mothers as their "dear 

parents." In Lord Chesterfield's time, this 

would have been regarded as an undue fami- 

liarity. Indeed, for long after that elegant but 

mortal lord made his final bow to the world, a 

boy was accustomed to address his father as, 

" Honoured Sir," and his mother as, " Honoured 

Madam." A Uther, then, was a sort of Jove 

to his children. The high, solemn, and severe 

pinnacle upon which he sat marked him out as 

a being of a superior order. Love was not so 

much his attribute as justice. No Magna 

Charta, or bill of rights, or habeas corpus, had 

invaded the sphere of lus dominion. He was 

judge. Jury, witness, and executioner all in 

one. The good mother. Queen Philippa, might 

plead for the offenders ; but their pardon was 

granted to her as a favour, not as a right. I 

am not very old, but I can remember the time 

when almost every father in Great Britain kept 

a strap, or a cane, for the special purpose of 

correcting his children. I had one of the 

kindest, Tondest, most indulgent fathers that 

ever boy was blessed with ; but, in accordance 

with the paternal custom, which prevailed even 

at the time of the Reform Bill, he kept a three- 

tailed strap for the castigation of his boys. I 

was rarely punished with it ; but I can remem- 

ber every feature of that strap as vividly and 

distinctly as if it were now hanging up before 

me on that nail, where it so long hung over our 

heads, like the sword of Damocles. I can count 

the cracks in its tails, one of which was shorter 

than the others, and gave the idea of a little 

flnger on a three - fingered hand. It is not 

because this strap made an impression, physical 

or moral, upon me, that I can remember it so 

distinctly, but because it was an institution. I 

associate it with the household gods, with the 

eight-day clock, the barometer, and the family 

Biole. There was a writer and grainer's flourish 

at the end of the table of the Ten Command- 

ments in church, and that flourish was in the 

likeness of the strap. In my eyes the one was 

as much an institution as the other. ■

We all remember how these fathers treated 

us. They loved us of course, and were proud 

of us, but it was not the paternal thing to show 

that they entertained those natural — and there- 

fore undignified — sentiments towards us. We 

were kept under. We were taught, like ser- 

vants and humble dependents, to know our 

place, which was the nursery. We were not 

allowed to sit at table with our parents. We 

dined at another hour of the day, the governess 

or the housekeeper presiding at the head of the 

table. Our food was inferior to that which 

was reserved for our parents; our dress, too, 

was inferior. In many parts of the country 

corduroy was the badge of all our tribe. TV e 

went into the grand apartment, the paternal 

Star Chamber, to make obeisance to our parents, 

as people go to court. We had our faces 

wasned and our hair brushed for the solemn 

occasion, and we were carefully tutored to make 

bows and say "pleaseA HowTmany times. ■
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when in the impetnositj of mj filial affection, I 

have rushed into the gnand apartment, have I 

been challenged with " Where's yonr bow, sir V 

When I have had to retom to the door and bob 

my head and scrape my foot on the caipet. 

Publicly, in churcn, we were told that God 

made us ; privately, in the family circle, we 

were informed that we came from London in a 

box, or were found in the parsley-bed. ■

These fathers conducted themselves towards 

their children as if they, the children, were a 

lower class, a dangerous class, which it was 

necessary to suppress and keep down, lest it 

should obtain universal suffrage and swamp the 

paternal class altogether. This conduct wa^ in 

fact, an application of the prevailmg principle 

of Toryism to the affairs of the family circle. 

Our fathers resisted the intellectual develop- 

ment of. their children as they resisted the 

Reform BilL There is possibly more analogy 

between the cases than we suspect. A parent 

who allowed his boys to sit at table with him, 

and mix on terms of intellectual equality with 

his ^own-up relations, was re^rded as a danger- 

ous innovator — a demagogue m domestic poucy. 

Boys treated in this rational manner were 

spoken of as ** spoilt," and the good old con- 

servative father pitied them, and prophesied 

that they would never do any good in the world. 

In 1831, Lord Russell was a political father 

" spoiling" his children in this way. ■

The sovereign receipt for managing boys, 

which descended from generation to generation, 

and passed from one to another, was expressed in 

a very few words. " Be severe with them.'* That 

was the golden rule. Never let a boy contradict 

you; never let him answer again; don't allow 

him to have an opinion of his own; don't let 

him talk about matters which he does not under- 

stand— and it was considered that boys had no 

business to understand anything that belonged 

to the practical affairs of life. Let them learn 

geography at school, and know how to describe 

the boundaries ; but don't let them know better 

than you about the natural products of Peru. 

What can a boy know about guano and its 

chemical properties ? Let him go and learn his 

lessons ; let him learn to say— -like a parrot — 

by what countries or seas Peru is bounded on 

the north, and the south, and the east, and the 

west ; but don't let him presume to teach his 

father how to grow turnips. ■

The severity of some of the old-fashioned 

fathers was positively brutal. With full warrant 

from high and venerable authorities, they carried 

the maxim, *' Spare the rod and you s^il the 

child," to the extent of thrashing their boys 

within an inch of their lives. I remember a 

very worthy, well-intentioned father, who used 

to horsewhip his boys first, and then duck them 

in the horse-pond. Those boys, and many more 

whom I knew, were punished with a severity 

which would not now be sanctioned towards 

convicts. I have seen children crouch and 

cower like do^ in the presence of their fathers, 

furtively and m a shrinking way watching their 

faces for an indication of anger. I remember ■

a boy who, whenever he was spoken to' by his 

affectionate *patemal parent always lifted up 

his elbow in an attitude of defence. It had 

become a habit with him. A word was sugges- 

tive of a blow; and he was ever ready with his 

elbow in case of accidents. Such was tiie faith 

of those fathers in the virtues of the rod, that 

they would allow others to punish their chil^en, 

and sometimes be guilty of the exquisite cruelty 

of sending a boy to school with a letter con- 

taining injunctions to the schoolmaster to give 

the bearer a sound flogging. ■

This old-fashioned father— who has died uni- 

versally unreffretted—a^dtf up for the character. 

You could tell a father of real life as readily as 

you can tell the stage king by his brass crown 

and his fur tippet. The paternal ^'make-up" 

was severe, it included a coat with a great 

deal of collar, a hat with a great deal of crown, 

a shirt with a great deal of frill, a watch with a 

great deal of seal, and a walking-stick with a 

peat deal of tassel. It was not until he actually 

became a father that be thought it necessary to 

appear in this guise. In his bachelor days he 

was smart enough and gay enough, both m his 

manner and attire; but no sooner was it an- 

nounced to him that he was a father than he 

Eut on severe looks and severe clothes. Where 

e ^ot that wonderful top-heavy hat, that looked 

as if it had a suit of clothes packed up in the 

crown of it, that formidable frill resembling the 

dorsal fin of a pike in full diarge upon its 

enemies, that seal, so huge and imposing that it 

might have satisfied a lord chancellor, that 

tassel, that bastion of a collar — where he got all 

these paternal " properties" I never could dis- 

cover. But he did get them ; he thought it 

incumbent upon him to get them ; and when he 

put them on he put on with them the severe 

aspect of the family Jove. How our mothers, 

even in their coal-scuttle bonnets and leg-of- 

mutton sleeves, could love him, and have any 

admiration for him, I never could understand. 

I am inclined to think that it was the Reform 

Bill which first undermined this monumental 

father. Indeed, I believe that the Reform Bill 

has been the cause of "all the mischief," as 

some folks call it — ^includin^ that leakage which 

has nearly caused the wreck of Noah's ark. I 

fed sure that if there had been no Reform Bill 

we should still be eating our beefsteidcs with 

three-pronged steel forks, and lighting our 

matches by plunging them into bottles of 

phosphorus. ■

The monumental father, who was first under- 

mined by the Reform Bill, began to topple 

over about the time when penny postage was 

adopted. It was not that ne was ashamed to 

wear a hat like that and a frill like that when 

a letter could be sent from one end of the king- 

dom to the other for a penny ; but it was be- 

cause his boys began to see that he was an in- 

congruity, an anomaly, and an anachronism. No : 

papa did not march with the times, and the 

young hopeful who did, began to call him 

" Guv'nor/' No more " Honoured Sir" now in 

the school letters. Boys were grown taller for ■
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their age, and eould reach to their fathers' 

hearts. Hearts, hideed, came into vogue in 

place of hats, and coats, and frills, ana such- 

like attributes of paternity. Nature, so long 

tied and bound, mani^ed to free some of her 

limbs from the oords of the sens^ess custom 

which had so loo^ restrained her. When her 

arms were loosed, it was onlj like herself that 

she should embrace her child. ■

The British father has unde^one a great 

metamorphosis of late years. He has rduaed 

his old severity of aspect, and beeomfC more 

human. He plays Jove no longer ; he has cast 

aside his tinfoil thunderbolts, and come down 

from his pasteboard Ol^^mpus. He stands con- 

fessed a man^a man with the same heart and 

the same sympathies as those which animate 

the breasts of ooys. It may be said that chil- 

dren have compelled their autocratic fathers to 

give them a constitution. When the^jr know 

now to use a knife and fork — ^which is their 

qualification for the franchise — ^they are allowed 

to sit at ibe same table with their parents. 

Tiitj are permitted to have a voice in the house, 

and to exerdse their right Tespeotfully to think 

and have opinions of their own. Love and 

sympathy and intelligent communion have taken 

the place of a odd and sensdess severity, and 

chiloroB, who formerly were little better than 

mechanical dells, to be pushed up and down a 

stick like moi^eys, « squeezed for a bark, like 

toy do^, are freed from artificial restraints, 

and theur intelligence is allowed to expand with 

the natural growth of their minds and bodies. ■

No human syertem is perfect ; and in treating 

of Bovs in these pa^, I ventured to express the 

fear that children might be forced on too rapidl^f. 

This is a danger to Be yarded i^;aiBst ; but it 

is easy to guard against mcidental dangers when 

the fundamental system is based upon sound 

and rational principles. And there is no doubt 

that the relations which now subsist between 

parents and children are more in accordance 

with nature and reason then they have ever been 

at any previous period of the world's wisdom. ■

FOREIGN CLIMBS. ■

Ip you read to a ladv a newspaper parar 

graph recounting a death through crinoline, 

whether bv burmng or by entanglement in a 

carriage-wheel, she will ask in tnumph, " And 

do you never get killed foolishly? What are 

your battues P What are your Melton Mow- 

Drays f And what, if you please, are your Alpine 

scrambles? I have as much right to expose 

myself to a roasting or a pounding, as you have 

to risk your neck on a gun-fiint a thousand feet 

in height. And it brings me more permanent 

enjoyment. At best, you have only a few fleet- 

ing hours of excitement ; you can't rmde on the 

point of a needle ; whereas, /am daily in every- 

oody's way; I can daily swell myself to any 

dimensions; I have the daily pleasure of drag- 

gling my train through the mire, and of frowning 

on every one who chances to tread on it.'' ■

It may be safely stated that many nore deaths 

from aoddent and imprudence occur amongst the 

Alps, than ever reach the public eye or ear — 

certunly those of the British public. To be 

assured of this, you have only to travel in 

Switzerland with your ears and eyes open. The 

increased number we have recently heard of, 

may be ascribed partly to increasea publicity, 

and partly to the increasing rashness of would- 

be acrobats calling themsdves amateur moun- ■

But a mountaineer may be assumed to be a 

person who, dwelling amidst mountains, nses 

them for the purposes of procuring sustenance 

and shelter for himself, his nimily, and his cattle ; 

for the chase, and for travelling from one spot 

in his native oountry to another. An ambitious 

adventurer coming from afar, with money and 

curious appliances, lor the sake of scaling, with 

no practical object or end except the gratifica- 

tion of his personal vanity, peaks and pinnacles 

never scaled before, is no more a mountaineer 

than Blondin, wheeling a child in a barrow 

along his tij^t-rope, is a mountaineer. And he 

has not Blondin's exoose for his temerity — a 

living to get^noT, now, his merit, originality. 

On the contrary, he is following a comparatively 

beaten track known to be beset with dangers ; 

while his example is inducliffi other weak sim- 

pletons to come after him and do the same. ■

Does our snarling philosojghy, then, mean to 

prohibit the pleasures of AljHne «tcursioning ? 

Certainly not ; only, like other pleasures, let 

them be enjoyed in moderation and with common 

sense. Tm fact is — and it cannot be too 

strimgly insisted on — that there really exist 

three distinct Switzerlands, suspended one over 

the other at differ^ altitudes. The first— -the 

Switzerland of ladies, children, elderly gentle- 

m^ and ordinary folk in general, includes all the 

valleys and lakes traversed by nolways, highway 

roads, and steamers, comprtsu^ the carriageable 

passes, such as Mont Cenis, the Simiilon, the St. 

Gothard, and others. These, with the walks and 

rides branching off from them, afford an immense 

total of enchanting scenery, which will occupy 

several years of delightful travel. ■

The second region, sometimes dovetailing 

with the first, sometimes soaring above it, takes 

in the localities which cannot be reached in car- 

nages, but to which prudent lads and lassies 

may roam on foot or <mi horseback, with proper 

precautions. Its Hmits are necessarily variaole 

and indefinite, dependinj^ upon season, weather, 

nerve, obedience to guides, aad the capability 

of those indifiduals ; of whom it is only justice 

to say that accidents rarely occur through tk^ir 

fault. But as there are pumts which gardeners 

call ^ half hardy," and which, in fact, are not 

hardy at all, so there are Swiss excursions 

commonly regarded as tolerably safe, or slightly 

dangerous, which in truth are not a bit safe, but 

are perfectly dangerous. All that can be said 

is, tbat you uu^ accomplish them with a whole 

skin, which may also be stated of the ascent of 

Mount Cervin. Several of tlie minor less fre- 

quented peaks are in thejuime predicament; as ■
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is one of the most celebrated passes, the Gemmi ; 

witness (omitting obscure native accidents) the 

French lady, a senator's daughter, whom, two 

or three summers ago, her stumbling mule 

pitched over the precipice. Her husband, walk- 

ing withm a few teet of her, heard her one shriek 

of despair, and she was gone. She was picked 

up afterwards a mangled mass. The Gfemmi, 

therefore, although a sensational pass, is cer- 

tainly not a safe one, and it would hardl v be 

pleasant to be caught on that part of it by a tniok 

fog, a snow-storm, or a hurricane. ■

Our third and uppermost Switzerland supplies 

the Alpine Club with spots where human foot 

has never trod, or where the number of its foot- 

prints may be counted. It fumbhes peaks as- 

cended only by scientific men ana human 

donkeys. Nor is it the first time that fortune 

has associated those names. When the invading 

Prench infantry formed its squares to resist the 

onslaught of the Egyptian horsemen, a standing 

joke with the soldiers was the cry, " Savans and 

asses into the middle !*' ■

Now what, one asks, is the inducement which 

leads to the essaying of these perilous feats P 

One would gladly fina a reasonable motive ; but 

none is either found or offered. A late secre- 

tary to the Alpine Club leaves unanswered the 

very natural question, "What is the use of 

scaliog precipitous rocks, and being for half an 

hour at the top of the terrestrial globe P" al- 

leging that these are questions of sentiment, and 

do not admit of conclusive arguments on either 

side. But if it once be conceded that life is 

risked for no eartUy use whatever, most people 

will think that the admission settles the matter 

most conclusively. ■

JThat is the motive of foolbardiness P We 

have said before, and again say, that the only 

one discoverable is brag. The common-place 

sport of steeple-chasing is eclipsed and extin- 

guished by pinnacle-chasing. But it is time to 

oe instant in urging that the first ascent of an 

undimbed peak, in which only a single life 

([whether of guide or friend) is lost, confers, not 

lame, but a painful notoriety, which is a punish- 

ment instead of a reward of the exploit. ■

Is scientific observation the object P Hardly. 

No problem is solved ; no geographical difficulty 

cleared away. It is not like ascertaining whe- 

ther at the P^orth Pole there be an open sea, or 

whether, in the midst of Antarctic ice, there lie 

a region of mild and habitable temperature. If 

it be merely wanted to behold the ghastly flame 

of candles burning at sreat elevations, or. to 

learn by experiment what vegetables will and 

will not cook in water boiling fifteen hundred feet 

above the level of the sea, Mont Blanc is there 

open, ready, secure, guaranteed to be ascended 

and descended with tne least possible chance of 

broken bones. Glaciers may be studied, rare 

minerals, plants, and insects collected, with 

eoual safety. So that a society for the scaling 

01 such heights as the Schreckhorn, the Eiger, 

and the Matterhom, contributes about as much 

to the advancement of science as would a club 

of young gentlemen who should undertake to ■

bestride all the weathercocks of all the cathedral 

spires in the United Kingdom. ■

Is it for the love of the picturesque, and for 

the sake of the view from the mountain-top, 

that the gymnast climbs to his giddy eminence P 

A panorama, however magnificent, will be but 

carelessly and cursorily scanned during pro- 

gresses in which one false step, one feeble hand- 

hold, is death. But it is notorious that the 

most difficult peaks do not command the finest 

views. The eye derives far greater gratification 

from the scenes displayed by our second region. ■

Of the manifold surprises in store for the 

climber, one or two instances will suffice. 

Professor Tyndall, illustrating the phenomenon 

now known under the name of Regeiation, takes 

a straight bar of ice, and by passing it succes- 

sively through a series of moulds, each more 

curved than the last, finally turns it out as a 

semi-ring. The straight bar on being squeezed 

into the curved mould breaks, but by continuing 

the pressure new surfaces come in contact, and 

the continuity of the mass is restored. Br 

taking a handful of those small fragments and 

squeezing them together, they freeze at their 

points of contact, and the mass becomes one 

aggregate. "The crossing of snow bridges in 

the upper regions of the Swiss glaciers, b often 

rendered possible solely by the regeiation of the 

snow granules. The climber tr^s the mass 

carerully, and causes its granules to regelate ; 

he thus obtains an amount of rigidity which, 

without the act of regeiation, would be quite 

unattainable. To those unaccustomed to such 

work, the crossing of snow bridges, spanning^ as 

they often do, fissures a hundred feet and more 

in depth, must appear quite appalling." By 

way of encouragement, we are previously in- 

formed that, in order that this freezing shall take 

place, the snow ou^ht to be at thirty-two degrees 

and moist. When below thirty-two degrees and 

drj^ on being squeezed it behaves like salt. ■

The same great authority, to impress his 

readers with what happens when heat waves 

pursue their way unabsorbed, reminds them 

that a joint of meat might be roasted before a 

fire, the air around the joint being cold as ice. ■

'*The air on high mountains," he adds, "may 

be intensely cold, while a burning sun is over- 

head. The solar rays which, striking on the 

human skin, are almost intolerable, are incom- 

petent to heat the air sensibly, and we have 

only to withdraw into perfect shade to feel the 

chill of the atmosphere. I never, on any oc- 

casion, suffered so much from solar heat as in 

descending from the Corridor to the Grand 

Plateau of Mont Blanc, on August 13, 1857. 

Though we were at the time hip deep in 

snow, the sun blazed against my companion and 

myself with unendurable power. Immersion in 

the shadow of the Ddme du Goiit^ at once 

changed my feelings, for here the air was at a 

freezing temperature. It was not, however, 

sensibly colder than the air through which the 

sunbeams passed, and I suffered, not from the 

contact of Lot air, but from radiant heat, which 

had reached me through an icy cold>medium." ■
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It may be doubted whether exhausting moun- 

tain rambles are the best restorative tor hard- 

worked professional men, who have been pent 

in cities for the ten months previous. The 

change of their physical conditions is too abrupt 

and complete to be healthy. From situations 

in which they are almost entirely screened from 

radiation, both from within and without, they 

rush into floods of light, showers of sunbeams, 

and other influences darted out by oar great 

luminary, the sun, while they incur sudden 

losses of animal heat unknown to their oitjr ex- 

perience. It cannot be a very salutarv tonic to 

oe roasted at one end and iced at tne other. 

The effects of the cooking are visible in the 

noses and lips they bring down to the vallev. 

StarUfi'ht nights passed on the mountain-side 

may nave worse effects than the temporary 

suffering from cold. Moon-blindness, we are 

told, is caused by the chili jproduced by radia- 

tion from the eyes; the shming of the moon 

being merely an accompanimeni'Uy the clearness 

of the atmosphere. A member of the Alpine 

Club, who made an ineffectual attempt to ascend 

the Schreckhom while it was still a virgin peak, 

never recovered his eyesight perfectly after the 

two nights which he spent among the snow. ■

Michelet, speaking of the beneficial effects of 

change of air (La Mer, p. 360), says : '' Tran- 

sitions, especially, ought to be made with great 

caution. ■

" Can we, without preparation, without some 

modification of living and reeimen, be abruptly 

transferred from a completely inland climate ■

{Paris, Lyons, or Dijon) to a seaside climate ? 
/an we, until we have oreathed the sea air for 

a considerable time, begin taking sea baths P 

Can we, without some habituation of prudent 

hydrotherapy, commenced inland, brave, in the 

open air, tne nervous constriction, the horripi- 

lation caused by cold water which sticks to ]^ou 

as you get out of it, and often with a hi^h wind 

blowing? These preliminarj^ questions will more 

and more attract the attention of medical men. 

•• The extreme rapidity of railway travelling 

is an anti-medical circumstance. To go, as we 

do, in twenty hours from Paris to the Mediter- 

ranean, traversing different climates from hour 

to hour, is the most imprudent act in the world 

for a nervous person to commit. You reach 

Marseilles with your head in a whirl, full of 

agitation, inebriated. When Madame de S^- 

vign^ took a month to go from Brittanjr to 

Provence, she passed gradually and by cautious 

stages through the violent opposition of those 

two climates. She proceeded insensibly from 

the western to the eastern maritime zone, and 

thence to the inland climate of Burgundy. 

Then, slowly following the Upper Rh6ne into 

Dauphiny, she confronted with less difficulty 

the high winds of Valence and Avignon. Fi- 

nally, resting for a while at Aix, in inland Pro- 

vence, away from the Rb6ne and from the coast, 

she became a naturalised Proven9ale, as far as 

breathing and the chest were concerned. Then, 

and then only, she encountered the Mediter- 

ranean." Contrast this with the instantaneous ■

flights made now-o'-days from Westminster 

Hall to the top of Mont Blanc. ■

We shall be told that " mountaineering" is 

a manly exercise. It is so, inasmuch as it is 

not womanly. But it is not noblemanly when 

it is selfish. Is it manly to expose a parent, a 

brother, or a wife, to the chance of quite un- 

called-for sorrow P To lead them into danger 

perhaps for the satisfaction of recovering our 

remains P To tempt hardworking guides, mostly 

family men, to expose their lives for no adequate 

object; bringing them, for our amusement, to 

the condition of Roman gladiators, who might 

exclaim, " Morituri te salutamus," '* We take off 

our caps to you, on our way to destruction P" ■

Is gambling manly P A gambler, for the sake 

of temporary excitement, takes his chance of 

worldly ruin ; but he is led bn by the expectation 

that he will one day make his rortune^perhaps 

that very day or night. Reckless mountaineer- 

ing is greater folly than gambling ; because, for 

the sake of overstrained emotions, it risks all, 

with nothing to win but an empty boast. ■

When Alpine Clubbists hold that it is '^a 

question of sentiment," we may ask whether it 

be not rather a question of duty. The great 

argument against suicide urged by moralists is, 

that a man nas not the right to dispose of his 

life as he pleases. Life is a precious gift, not 

to be lightly thrown away. It is not a man's 

own, but a trust conferred upon him b^r his 

Maker, to employ to the best of his ability. 

Has, then, a man the right to cause the wanton 

sacrifice (even in his own proper person) of a 

useful member of society, oy the snapping of 

a rope, the slipping of a stone, the failure of a 

grapnel, or the imperfect freezing of a bridge of 

snowP ■

When sensible people discover that they are 

on a wrong track, they confess it, and retrace 

their steps. Our climbing enthusiasts may do 

the same, without exposing themselves to the 

slightest reproach as to want of courage. No- 

body will say or believe that our countrymen 

(whether Irish, Scotch, or English) are afraid 

to face danger. But danger should be nobly 

faced. Compare the man who ascends Mount 

Cervin, "prepared to conquer the mountain or 

die," as reported in the newspapers, with him 

who braves the cholera, or visits typhus patients. ■

A TREMENDOUS LEAP. ■

It was, under the circumstances, the oddest, 

though at ti^e same time the most common- 

place and unexciting ghost-story I ever heard in 

my life. It related to a giant, some ten or 

twelve feet high, who, many hundred years a^, ■

dwelt on a rather high mountain in shire, ■

and greatly oppressed the inhabitants of the 

neighbouring villages. Since the time of his 

death, his ghost had, from time to time, 

appeiured in a certain green lane close to the 

foot of the mountain ; where it was apparently 

persecuted by a troop of smaller ghosts, sup- 

posed to represent the-^timsjof his op- ■
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pression. A Ter^ stupid tale, such as one 

might expect to md in a child's story-book, or ■

Eenians in a collection of semi-mythological 
jgenos. Its oddity consisted in the circans- 

stance that it afibrded the subject of couTersa- 

tion to a party assembled in the parlour of a 

roadside inn, situated near the haunted lane, 

and that one of the speakers asserted that he 

had actually seen the ghost with his own eyes. ■

Any one who analyses his own feelings with 

respect to supemataral manifestations, will dis- 

oover thai a ghost-story is terrible just in 

proportion to the ebseness of its connexion 

with the real life ol the fnesent day. If genmae 

awe is to be inspired, it is absolutely necessary 

that the originatuig cause of a ^ctre should 

not be Bfeore ancient than the reign of Queen 

Anne. 6hoald the ghost be tracea to some un- 

happy gentleman wno oowmitted suicide under 

one of the Georges, so much the better. And 

if referred, wxiJh coniinoing eridenoe, to some 

one who died last year, it would be absolutely 

perfect. Unfortunately, this last position in- 

Tolves an ideality of effectiveness tiiat can 

rarely be obtained, and it is to be remaiked that 

the apparition of a genUeman personally known 

to a large number of living socds^ mi^ have 

to encounter an ordeal of searching criticism, by 

no means easy to pass. On the whole, as a 

good, safe, practical expedient for raismg terror, 

nothing is better than a ghost in a eouii dress, 

after the fashion dnpicted bj Hogarth. ■

Something may oe said m fairour of the ex^ 

tremely white ghost, which belongs to no period 

at all— -tlie ^host that was once rendered fEuniliai 

to the puUio by the short tragedies performed 

in Bicnardson'a show, and by Monl Lewis's 

Castle Spectre. This was the ghost ruddy 

copied by the wicked boors, who csonstructed 

spectres with sheets and hollow turnips for the 

purpose of terrifying eld women, and the fsct 

that this base mockery has literally frif^tened a 

great many persons out of their wits, suffieiently 

proves the effectiveness of the appearance. 

£ut I would say th»t the white ghost rather 

appeals to a primitive than to a cultivated mind — 

is somewhat vulgar in its strength. The white 

dress onee meant a shroud, ana was well suited 

to a manifestation in a churchyard, but after- 

wards it assumed any patten, and meant 

nothing. The ghost at Kichardson's wore a 

tunic and helmet of surpassing whiteness, and 

his face was chalked to correspond. The fault 

of the white ghost is, that it is too abstract. ■

Slili, as an expedient for exciting terror, the 

stock white ghost of rustic villages is ftx su- 

perior to the ghost that is refer«>le to a time 

wholly different from our own. Our grand- 

fathers link us with the eariy Georges, and then 

take us back to Queen Anne, but when we 

come (say) to Elizabeth, we find ourselves in a 

period represented by books and monuments 

alone, ana with whieh we have no traditional 

connexion. A ghost in an Elizabethan dress 

is too historical to be terrible ; while as for a 

baronial ghost in armour, the rumour that such 

a being naunted any grim castle would fail to ■

scare the most timid old woman in the neigh- 

bouring village. ■

But the spectre of a giant— of an ultra-mythi- 

cal monster, that pvobaoly never lived at all, and, 

if he did, must have been ten times more wonder- 

ful than his own ghoet — sudi a speetre was the 

very sublime of effetenesa* One is accustomed 

now-a-days to regard a giant as a fanny figure. 

I recollect, when a partv of us got ud an amateur 

pantomime on the subject of Jool the Giant 

Killer at the hospitable mansion of Mr. Bend- 

lads, bow a fund of mirth was fffoduced at the 

appearance of thin Harry Smith, when with 

innnite bolsters he had stuffed himself into an 

Ogre. I was the harlequin on that occasion, 

and executed the flying leap through a sup- 

posed window with great appianse. 1 recollect 

that just as I was in the miadle of the leap an 

uneasy doubt crossed my mind whether the 

men who were to cateh me behind the scenes 

were really at their post. The doubt was hor- 

rible. Gould anythmg like that horror be pro- 

duced by sudi a dull phenomenon as the ghost 

of a giant P ■

Absorbed in theae refleetions Qhe aouteness 

and profundity of whieh have, I trust, been 

appreciated by the reader), I found myself in the 

very lane whidi, according to local tradition, was 

haunted by the insipid spectre. The sun was 

going down, and, I am ashamed to eonfeas the 

fact, I felt rising within me a pusillanimous re* 

gret that the lane was connected with any 

ghost whatever, j^gantic or otherwise. The 

practical value of my professed theories was 

rapidly approaching zerow ■

1 once read, witn eonsiderable respect, the 

theatrical notice which a literary friend of mine 

wrote for a weekly newspaper on the oocasioa 

of some performance of Sheridan's comedy 

The Bivals. With mudi shrewdness, as I 

thought, my friend pomted out a faring iacon- 

sistency in the character of Bob Acres. Why 

should the aforesaid Bob be so ferocious^ 

valiant whea writing the dudlenge, and so ob» 

trusively timid when awaiting the approach of 

his antagonist ? The author bad dearly sought 

to amuse his audience at the expense of truth. 

So said, or rather wrote mj friend, and the ex- 

position of his view occupied nearly a column 

of close small print. I thou^t him lengthy, 

but right My walk in the hannted hme has 

convinced me that Sheridan was right, and my 

friend was wrong. ■

Still I went on, and soon perceived straight 

before me a sort of white mist, which extended 

almost entirely across the road, and was by no 

means to be accounted for by the general state 

of the atmosphere, the adjoining fields beinjg 

entirely free from exhalations of any kind. This 

was Strang, and the phenomenon became 

stranger still as I approached it. Manifestly 

the mist had something like a human outline. 

A large mass, resemUing a bod^ culminated in 

a smaller one, which seemed like a head, and 

was split at the bottom into two columns, which, 

without any great stretch of fancy, might be 

taken for legs, while towards the head shot out ■
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two other colanuu, that very tolerably repre- 

sented anas. All vas very Yi^ue and uadefined, 

and there was a total abseaee of minute details. 

Neyertheless, if a party of schoolboys^ on a 

▼inter's day, had soooeeded in making anything 

half so like a man, out of snow, they woald have 

deemed themselres artists of no ordinary skill. 

Whether this were a ghost or a lasus naturffi, 

thwe was no dottbt it was the spectral giant 

of whom I had heard so mveh. ■

What was I to do P I felt moostrooslr dk- 

inclined to proceed, and I did not relish the 

notion, of waiting till the form dispersed, 

especially as» instead of rarefying it seemed to 

become more denae, and I begui to observe in 

the head-like mass a pair o£ kminons spots, that 

were by »o memia a bad imitation of eyes. 

Should I go baek? I rather think I should 

have adopted that ingbrions expedient, had I 

not, on tnrnins^ my head, peroeired in my rear 

some half a doaen saolkr masses of mist, 

which Hkewiae Yi^nely resembled the hmnaa 

form, and whidb, as they moved towards me, 

were rendered singukrly unpleasant by a sort 

of chirping sound, of wbaci they seemed to 

be the souree. I had often read of ''gibber- 

inff^' ffhosts, without precisel;r knowing the sig- 

niSc^ion of the participle, just as a cockney 

poet freely writes about ** gbdes," and '' dells^" 

and *' dhngka^" without any ver^ distinct picture 

before his mind's eye. X perfectly understand 

the meaning of it now. ■

The little ghosts, f(Hr so I must consent to 

eall them, as th^ exactly correaponded to the 

spectral victima of cruelty of which. I had hoards 

were mueh more formidable than the big one, 

and rendered retreat morally impossible. The 

bi^ ghost, at all cTcnts, stood still, bat these 

nunor pkintoma pftsaed dose upon mo— closer, 

and doser— tin I Mi something extremely oold 

and dammy toodi mv ungioved hand. ■

This was unbearaUe. A thnll of horror shot 

through my whok frame, and instiiust brought 

to my mind— if mind I had at the time — the 

memory of that harlequin's leap by which I 

bad once acquired such honouraole distinction. 

Taking a run, I darted, after the most approved 

pantomime fashion, through the.la^er misty 

form that stood immediately before me. ■

Never shaU I forget the sensation of that 

dreadful moment I seemed to be passing 

throQgh a medium, cohl beyond the power of 

thermometrical expression, and at the same time 

m^ ears were stunned by a shriek of agony that 

nurht hacve come firran the chained Prometheus. ■

it is not at all surpiising that I was found 

insensible on the road. A hi^lequin's leap, with 

nobody to catdi the leaner, is in itself no joke, 

and here was a leap oi the kind in question, 

accompanied by the most aggravating circum- 

stances. How, as I afterwards heard, I was 

picked up and carried back to the little inn, and 

lay for a day or two in a very incapable c(m- 

dition, I need not record at length. It is 

sufficient to say that no bones were broken — 

though I had been slmken enoagh to justifr the 

production of a moderate doctor's bill — and that ■

I soon found myself onoe more in the parlour of 

the inn. ■

An old distich, hackneyed to death, teaches 

us that ■

He ^o't GOQvmced sgaiaat his will 

Is of the sams opinkia stiU. ■

I once laid a wa^er that these lines were or were 

not (I forget which) in Hudtbras, and though I 

do not remember the result of the search made 

on the occasion, I perfectlv recollect that I lost 

half-a-orown. Never could the proverbial ex- 

pression be applied with more perfect accuracy 

than to my mental case when I was in a con- 

valescent state. I had been convineed of the 

existence of ghosts very much indeed against my 

wiU — sorely against my will, in a most disagree- 

ably strict sense of the word — ^as many a bone in 

my skin could testifv. Hence I was determined 

not to yield to sucn obtrusive convictions. I 

would dxsbdieve more sturdily than ever. ■

Indeed, what more easily explained awav than 

the phantom giant ? The beverages vended at 

the nostelry were not of the best, and I had im- 

bibed rather more than m^ usual quantity while 

listening to the interesting discourse in the 

parlour when I entered the room. My mind 

was filled with the ridiculous legend I liad just 

heard, and when I encountered a mist that had 

no distinct shape at all, it was the easiest matter 

in the world to accommodate to the shapeless 

mass a form corresponding to the story. With- 

out any determining cauae whatever, we all of 

us, on occasion, make tolerably distinct images 

out of clouds, burning coals, coffee-grounds, and 

what not ; and here was an obvious determining 

cans* why I should take a mist for a giant, 

without an approach to that monomania which 

made Don Quixote mistake a windmill for a 

similar monster. ■

While I was vainly striving to scrape a par- 

tide of amusement out of a local p«U)er, two 

persons entered the room who had oeen the ■

Sruicipal speakers in the memorable discussion. 
^06 of them, acoordmg to his own assertion, 

had actually seen the spectre; the other was an 

obstinate disbeliever, newly arrived from an- 

other diatriot, and who, having no respect what- 

ever for the popular creed of the village, 

simply doubted whether his informant was a 

fool or a mendacious person. ■

The ghost-seer came in first, and had hardly 

seated himsdf than he was joined by his former 

adversarv, who accosted him in a jeering tone : ■

''Well, Jones, have jon seen anything of 

your friend the ghost again?" ■

"About the ^host oeing my friend, Mr. 

Nicolls, that's neither here nor there," answered 

Jones; " Iwt if I did not see it last night, I'm 

a Datdunan." ■

" You may be a Dutdiman, for all I know," 

brilliantly retorted Nicolls ; " but, whether 

Dutchman or no^ you seem to be none the worse 

for it." ■

"No, Mr. Nicolls, I flatter mysdf I "Lave 

seen that ghost rather too often to be much rudlcd 

when I come across it ; and it is not those who ■
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believe least in them things that are always 

least frightened at them." ■

This was a blow unintentionallj dealt at me, 

but of coarse I took no notice. ■

"Last night, however," proceeded Mr. Jones, 

"the ghost was very much altered— quite 

changed like." ■

" Stood twent? feet in his stockings instead 

of ten," sneerea Mr. NicoUs. "Growed, no 

doubt." ■

" No ; there you are out, sharp as you think 

yourself," replied Jones. '* If you must know 

the truth, though you don't deserve to know it, 

the ghost had a large hole like, right through the 

middle of his chest. There is no mistake about 

it, for I saw the moon shining clean through his 

bosom, while all the rest of him was misty 

Hke, as usual," ■

I rushed out of the room into the open air. 

I had had an experience too strange for my 

endurance. I, ana I only, knew the cause of 

the poor spectre's disfigurement. I believe, 

indeed, that I am the omy person recorded in 

tlie pages of fact or fiction— the only person, I 

say, who evei^umped through a ghost. ■

NORTH GERMAN HARVEST-HOME. ■

TowABDS the end of August, eighteen 'sixty- 

two, I was at Daheran, a sea-bathiog place on 

a secluded part of the Baltic, and there made 

the acquaintance of Herr Hillmann^ a wealthy 

'* Ritterguttbesitzer"— literally Knight-estate- 

owner— -of the neighbourhood. Herr Hiil- 

mann, being not only a wealthy but also a 

well informed and pleasant man, who, more- 

over, had a certain amount of English at his 

command, I soon became very fnendly with 

him, and the result was, that he asked me to 

spend a few days with him at Basdorf — the one 

of his extensive farms which he inhabited— in 

order to witness a harvest-home and peasant 

weddinff at Mecklenburg. Accordingly I gave 

up the last daj of the races, which formed the 

special attraction of Daheran at that time, and 

went by rail to Biitzow. ■

Here I was met by a long wa^n, the sides 

of which were formed by a parr of ladders, 

whence it derived the appellation of "Ladder- 

waggon," and the seats of two well-stuffed 

sacks, placed at a little distance, one behind 

the other, in a cozy bedding of straw. The 

first of these sacks was the seat of the driver, 

I occupied the second, and the space behind 

me received my luggage. This conveyance was 

drawn by four splendid bay horses, which would 

not have disgraced Hyde Park in the month of 

June, had not the harness been made up of very 

rusty leather and rope's ends. I climbed to my 

sack, and we drove at a solemn pace out of the 

station, through the town and past the red brick 

prison, till we came to the " chauss6e," or mac- 

adamised high road, where the four bays, upon 

a gentle admonition from Eriedrich, went off 

at the mildest trot ever performed by horses. 

Thus we proceeded, till after about an hour ■

and a half we left the chauss^e and entered a 

country road, the recollection of which is still 

enough to make my bones ache : for the soil here 

being of the heaviest wheat^growing descrip- 

tion, and the road commissioners generally 

contenting themselves with that part of their 

duties which obliges them to go to a round of 

country dinners (after which they are all more 

or less in a state such as makes them forget 

their sufferings on the road thither), I was most 

forcibly impressed with everyrut ana flint that our 

wheels encountered. An hour and a Quarter of 

this brought us to the manor-house ot Basdorf, 

Herr Hilunann's "estate," the approach to which 

consisted of a long avenue of lime-trees, flanked 

on either side by the outhouses — Le. the stables, 

cowhouses, barns, and other farm buildings — 

and of a causeway, the like of which my English 

mind could scarcely have accepted as a possi- 

bility. The ruts between the boulders that 

formed the pavement were such as to oblige 

the horses to go at a procession pace, yea, 

sometimes.to come to a perfect stand-still. But 

at last we did arrive at the door of a long one- 

storied house, that stood in the shade of a row 

of magnificent lime-trees. Hostess and host — 

as perfectly well bred and educated a lady and 

gentleman as one could wish to see, received 

me with frank hospitality, and led me through 

a spacious hall into a large whitewashed apart- 

ment on the right, with homely but comfort- 

able furniture, and a rosewood grand piano; on 

a side-table in this room, where all the meals 

were taken (no less than six a day : breakfast 

at eight, luncheon at eleven, dinner at half-past 

one, coffee with cake at three, " vesperbrod," 

a kind of afternoon luncheon, generally con- 

sisting of bread-and-butter and cold meats, to 

which tea is added sometimes, at half-past five, 

and supper— hot — at nine o'clock), a cold and 

very appetising collation was laid out, of which 

I gladly partook in company with my enter- 

tainers. When our acquaintance had in this 

way been cemented, we took a stroll in the 

garden that flanked the house on either side, 

and spread a considerable distance behind it — a 

garden that was a wonderful conglomeration of 

park, flower-garden, kitchen-garden, orchard, wil- 

derness, and stately avenues of grand old oaks 

and beeches. Beguiling the walk with pleasant 

chat, we had reached the edge of a thick 

brushwood, when we suddenly heard a most 

piteous whine. Herr Hillmann immediately 

recognised the voice of his favourite pointer 

dog, wlustled to him, and received a feeble yelp 

in answer. We hurried in the direction of the 

sound, and soon found the dog, apparently 

dying. Herr Hillmann examined the poor brut^ 

and discovered crowds of enormous horse- 

leeches that were sucking the life out of him. 

The poor old boy had evidentlv been in b 

certain black pool hard by— probably in pur- 

suit of a water-hen— and there been fastened 

on by these murderous creatures. It was a 

pitiful sight, for nothing could be done to save 

the poor animal, who £ed half an hour after. 

This incident threw a slight gloom over the rest ■
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of the evening, and the sapper was but a silent 

meal. Bat after supper my host proposed a 

walk to the fields, wliere tlie waggon-loaders 

were still at work bringing in the last loads of 

wheat, for on the morrow was the harvest-home, 

and not a sheaf must remain in the field, except 

what is left for the gleaners. ■

It was a pretty scene : the waggons, like the 

one that met me at the station, were each 

drawn by four beautiful horses, some were 

loaded to the top, that is about twelve feet 

biffh from the bottom, on which eminence some 

lads and women were riding home to the grana- 

ries to onload and store tue corn, some oeing 

laden and some returning empty from the gra- 

naries for fresh loads. The women wore short 

black stuff netticoats, little short-waisted scarlet 

jackets witn silver buttons, that hung looselv 

open over their white long-sleeved skirts, which 

went hiffh up to the neck like those of the men, 

and with little scarlet caps, that covered no- 

thing but the very backmost back of their back 

hair, of which they all have a profusion. The 

lads were in white linen trousers, shirt sleeves, 

red braces, and straw hats, ornamented by their 

sweethearts with gay ribbons and flowers— all 

whistling and working and singing merrily in 

the soft smile of the large approvmg harvest- 

moon. It was twelve o'clock before the last 

load had left the field, and all the men and 

women who did not find room on the top of it, 

shouldered their pitchforks and escorted it home 

with songs. ■

Mv bedroom was situated in a side-gable of 

the house, and although the furniture was 

homely, the room was delightfully clean and 

cozy. The two Gothic windows overlooked 

the flower-garden, and it being a sultry night, 

I left them open and enjoyed the full benefit 

of the fragrances arising from below, as well 

as the songs of the nightingales that lived in 

every bush and tree of the garden. It seemed 

to me as if I had scarcely gone to sleep, when at 

three o'clock I was wakened by a tremendous 

clattering noise, which I soon ascertained Tpro- 

ceeded £rom the milk-pails of the dairymaids, ■

foing out into the pastures to milk the cows. 

bo tired to go out and witness this performance, 

I returned to mv bed, and slept till half-past 

seven o'clock. On arriving in tbe hall below, I 

found a large assembly of the village peasants, 

dressed in their Sunday best, and when I 

entered the living-room, Herr and Frau Hill- 

mann, after making kind inqoiries in regard to 

my comforts during the ni^ht, informed me 

that I had just come down in time to witness 

the beginning of the ceremonies of the day. It 

eared to be the custom that all the weddings ■

of the village people were put off till the feast 

of the harvest'-home — partly, I suppose, because 

the people had not the time before, and partly 

beciuise the whole expense of the festivity 

was in this way transferred to the lord of the 

manor. The brides— we had three of them on 

this occasion— dress themselves in their best, 

consistin|f of a new black stuff shirt, a very 

ahort-waiated scarlet jacket fastened with silver ■

buttons, and a white muslin kerchief pinned 

across the bosom, and then go up to the manor 

house, that the lady may put the finishing touch 

to their hair — generally insisting upon Iiaving 

it curled in front, a glory which they will un- 

dergo much agony to attain— and put on their 

crowns I These crowns had been prepared by 

Frau Hillmann, and consisted of a mysterious 

structure of the shape of a small beehive, built up 

with artificial flowers, natural green leaves, nar- 

row ends of parti-coloured ribbons, and an abun- 

dance of tinsel. When this ornament had been 

placed on the head of the bride— which could not 

be done till after she had been shedding copious 

tears, none but herself knowing at what, and 

several times declared that her strength was 

forsaking her, and she must inevitably faint, 

unless supported bjr frequent doses of wine- 

she presented an object highly suggestive of an 

Indian squaw on a nigh festival. ■

When Frau Hillmann had performed her 

arduous duties towards the three brides, the 

whole assembly in the hall, amongst whom were 

tbe three bridegrooms, were fortified with beer 

(a kind of beer that was not at all like Bass's 

pale ale) and cake, after which four ladder- 

waggons, with four sacks each, and drawn by 

four horses, clattered up to (he door to convey 

the party to church. The last of the waggons 

carried the musicians with their brass instru- 

ments, and when all had mounted into their 

seats, they drove off at a merry trot (how it 

must have hurt them on that pavement !), accom- 

panied by the loud and blatant strains of the 

band in the rear. ■

During the absence of the bridal party, those 

who remained behind all assisted at the putting 

up and spreadin<; of a long narrow table in the 

shade of the lime-trees, at which the whole 

village, as well as all the in and out-door servants 

of the farm, were to be regaled with a sumptuous 

repast, consisting of milk soups, large legs of 

roast veal, goose, two huge smoked nams, po- 

tatoes and broad beans, and a second course 

of rice boiled in milk, with stewed prunes — to 

be washed down with an unlimited supplv of 

the above-mentioned home-brewed ale, and the 

contents, of a small keg of home-distilled brandy 

for the men. ■

Punctually at twelve o'clock the waggons 

returned from church, and at the first sign of 

them the cooks dished up, so that at the same 

moment that the wedding party alighted, the 

dinner stood smoking on the table. As soon 

as the brides had shyly received the congratu- 

lations of the guests, every one took a seat and 

applied him— or herself— energetically and ex- 

clusively to the business of the hour. At one 

o'clock the dinner was over, and the whole 

crowd harried to one of the bams, where 

a large space had been cleared and decorated 

with flowera to serve as a ball-room. The ball 

had to be opened by the lord of the manor, 

and in this wise : Herr Hillmann with the eldest 

of the brides, whose young husband had the 

honour of Frau Hillmann's hand for tha same 

"Polonaise" — a kind of mazy march; I had ■
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the second bride assigned to me, and her hns- 

band the housekeeper to him ; whilst the third 

bride fell to the share of the coachman — ^a very 

great dignitary in the household — and her 

husband took the lady's-maid : had any ladj 

visitors been staying in the house, or had there 

been any daughters in the family, they would 

have taken the places of the housekeeper and 

the lady's-maid. Herr Hillmann and I were re- 

leased after we had danced with the three 

brides, but poor Fran Hillmann — who happened 

to be a rather stout lady — had to perform obli- 

gatory dances, not onlv with the three bride- 

grooms, but also with nie coachman, the hunts- 

man, and the miller! After their etiquette 

dances, the brides were allowed to divest them- 

selves of their crowns, and then the dancing 

commenced in good earnest. Besides the dances 

of society, such as the Polka, the Galop, and 

the Polka-Mazurka, they performed a variety of 

national quadrilles, which were characterised 

by much stamping of feet and clapping of hands 

and frequent staccato yells of the men, and as 

the night wore onward fhe brandy-kegs gradually 

got emptier, eveiy one introduced a "pas" and 

variations of his own into the dance. One couple 

especially received much applause from the 

rest of the company, who left off dancing in 

order to admire their performanoe. The dance 

was a Polka-Mazurka^ and at a certain bar in 

the music the gentleman — one of the stable- 

boys— Hf ted his partner, a particularly delicate- 

looking, slender little dairymaid, clean off the 

floor and hig;h above his head into the air, 

promptly setting her down a^ain to ^ on in the 

dance in perfect time with the music — all this 

with the greatest ease of manner on both sides. 

After this feat I left the dancers to retire to 

rest — a rest that, until about four o'clock in the 

morning, was every now and then broken by 

the jol^ shrieks of the men and the screams 

of women's laughter. ■

A DAY WITH HOLIBUT. ■

" The treasures of the ocean are ^eater than 

those of the land.'* This assertion applies, 

perhaps, with greater force and trathfulness to 

the Pacific than to the Atlantic Ocean. Its in- 

exhaustible store, without any visible decrease, 

and with only a trifling expenditure of labour, 

supplies fooa, and even mxuries, to the nume- 

rous natives tenanting the islands that every- 

where stud its vast expanse, as well as the 

coasts washed by its blue wateis. ■

It cannot be the result of mere chance that 

human necessities, and the requisites to supply 

them, are so wonderfully and admirably balanced! 

Whales and seals, together with numerous cdly 

inhabitants of the sea, obeying a wise and won- 

derful instinct, regularly visit the coasts and 

island homes of the sava^ and thus bring a 

regular supply of heat-yielding matter. So 

deep-sea fisn, solid, substantial, and muscular, 

in likcrmanner, furnish material equally needed 

to build up the thew and sinew required by the ■

native, to enable him to catch, subdue, and 

secure these leviathans of the deep. ■

Of an the deep-sea fish the holibitt is by far 

the largest and strongest the savage has to 

grapple with. Holibut fishing, as practised by 

the Indians, in a canoe, on a dangerously rough 

sea, is a sport few have indulged in. ■

My story commences at Fort Rupert, a 

trading post of the Hudson's Bay Company, at 

the extreme end of Vancouver's Island; this 

so-called fort is a dep6t for trading, or, in 

other words, bartering goods of various kinds 

for peltries (fur skins simply sun dried) brought 

for sale by Indian hunters to the fort. A large 

colony of Indiana liv« close by, in a village 

composed of wood sheds, situated on a level 

plateau overlooking a bay, or, more correctly, a 

sheltered roadstead, named Beaver Harbour. 

A regular fleet of canoes are generally to be 

seen on the beach, of all sizes, from the war 

canoe, capable of carryii^ thirty fightin^ men, 

down to the shell, paddled bv giils and boys. 

I was the guest of the cnief trader, and 

having expressed a desire to witness holibut 

fishing, it was arranged that my wishes should 

be jrratified, as soon as the requisite n^o- 

tiations codd be carried out with the chiefs. 

The morning of departure arrived, anA as I 

left the fort, and strolled down the slanting 

beach towards the sea, a ouaint assemblage t^ 

disagpreeable specimens ot humanity preceded 

me. in novel procession — savages of every a»o 

ana size, from the stalwart chief to the wm- 

dling brat, all eyes and stomach. ■

A chief, particnkriy a white one, in savage- 

dom is great or little in m exact ratio to 

the amoimt of pat-a-ledi (a word equivalent to 

the bak-sheish of Easterns) he pays or gives 

for service rendered — being the trader's 

guest, and the presents beiuf deemed highly 

satisfactory, of course the "Long Beard" — so 

they styled me — was on the topmost pinnacle 

of popularity. ■

Alai^ canoe,manned by four savages, awaited 

my arrival, and this being a speciid occasion, they 

were more elaborately painted than is usual. A 

brief description of one will serve to portray the 

other three. Tailors are entirely unknown in 

the land of the red-skin. A wnall piece of 

blanket, or fur, tied round the waist, ecmstitutes 

the cgurt, evening, and morning costume of both 

chief and subject. My crew were Mt^ with 

pieces of scarlet blanket. Imagnne, if you can, 

a dark, swarthy, eopper-colonrra figure leaning 

on a canoe paddle, his Jet hlwk hair hanging 

down nearly to the midcQe of his baek, the front 

hair being clipped dose in a straight Ime across 

the forehead. Neither beard, whisker, nor mous- 

tache ever adorns the face of the r«i-skin, the 

hair bein? tweezered out by squaws in early life, 

and thus destroyed. A line of vermilion extends 

from the centre of the forehead to the tip of the 

nose, and from this trunk line others radiate, 

over and under the eyes and across the cheeks. 

Between these red lines, white and blue streaks 

alternately fill the interstices. A similar pattern 

ornaments diest, arms, and bad^he frescoing ■
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beiDff artistieidtT arranged to gire apparent 

width to the <»est ; the legs and feet being 

naked. A fine bag made from the akin of the 

medicine otter, ^aborately decorated with beads, 

scarlet cloth, bells, and brass buttons, slnng 

round the neck by a broad belt <^ wampnm, 

completed the costume of mj coxswain. The 

canoe was what is commonly called a dng-ont, 

that is, made from a solid log of wood. The cedar 

(thnga gigantea) is always used by coast In- 

dians for canoe-making. The process of hollow- 

ing out is long and tedions, bat when complete 

the requisite bnlge at the sides is aecomplished 

br a very ingenious method. The oanoe being 

filled with water, red hot stones are continually 

plunged into it until nearly boiling, then pieces 

of wood of varions lengths are jammed atnwart 

the canoe, and thus tl^ sides are pressed out, 

and when cold retain the shnpe giren to them. 

Nothing can be more giaoefol tlnn the lines of 

the canoes used bv tae Fort Rupert Indians. 

Cc^d round the sharp bow of the canoe like a 

huge snake was a strong Mne about sixty fathoms 

in mgth, made from the inner bark of the cy- 

press, neatly twisted. Laying along each side, 

extending far beyond both bow and stern, were 

two light spear hafts about sixty feet long, 

whilst stowed away in the bow were a dozen 

shorter spears, one end being barbed, the other 

coDstmcted to fit on to the longer spear, but so 

oontriyed that the speaman can readily detach 

it by a skilful jerL Tied iiglitly to the centre 

of each of the smaller spears, was a bladder made 

from sealskin blown full of air, the line attaoh- 

insit being about three fathoms in length. ■

I had hardly completed my iuTestigation of 

the canoe, its <a<ew and cont^ts, when, to my 

intense astonishnent, the four Indians wlio 

were to accompany me lifted me, as the;|r would 

a bale of for or a barrel of pork, and without a 

word deposited me in the bottom of the 

eanoe^ where I was enjoined to sit much in 

the same position enforced on a culprit in 

the parish rtoeks. I may mention, incident- 

ally, that a canoe is not half as enjoyable as 

poets and noreliflts, who are prone to draw 

imaginary ^etohes, would lead the uninitiated 

to beliefe. It would be impossible to trust one- 

self in a more unoomfortabte, dangerous, damp, 

disi^reeable kind of boat — ^peneraBy designated 

a "Fairy Barque" — ^that "rides, dances, glides, 

threads it-s silVeiy course, over seas, and lakes, 

or arrowJike shoots foaming rapids." All a 

miserable delusion and a myth. Getting in, 

unless lifted as I was bodily like baggage, is to 

any but an Indian a dangerous and difficult 

process ; the least preponderance of weight to 

either side, and out you tumble into the water 

to a certainty. Aj^kin, lowering oneself into 

the bottom is quite as bad, if not worse, re- 

quiring extremo eare to keep an even bailee, 

and a flexibility ci back and Mmb seldom pos- 

sessed by any save tumblers and tight-rope 

dancers. Down safely, then, as I have said, 

you are compelled to sit in a most painful posi- 

tion, and the least attempt to alter it generally 

results in a sudden heeling over of the canoe. ■

when you find yourself sitting in a foot of cold 

water. ■

We are off, and swiftly crossing Beaver Har- 

bour, the beech grows indistinct in the distance ; 

still the dusky forms of the Indians, the rough 

gaudily painted huts, the ^leam of many lodge- 

fires, and wreaths of white smoke slowly as- 

cending through the still air, the square sub- 

stantial pickets shutting in the trade fort, its 

roof and diimneys jiust peeping above all, 

backed by the sombre green of the pine-trees, 

together presented a picture novd in aU its 

details, wild and grand as a whde, such as 

Turner would have loved to paint. ■

A few minutes and we round the jutting 

headland, keeping dose along the rocky shore 

of the udand, glide past snug bays aid cozey 

little land4ockea harbours, thehomes and haunts 

of countless wild-fowl ; soon we leave the shore 

and stand away to sea. The breeie is fresher 

here, and a ripple that would be nothing in a 

boat, makes the flat-bottomed canoe what a 

sailor would call unpleasantly lively. Save a 

wetting from the spray and an occasional surse 

of water over the gunwale, all goes pleasant^. 

The far-away land is barely distinguishable in 

the grey haze. No canoes are to be seen in 

the aaik blue water, the only sign of living 

things — ^a flock of sea^guUs waging war on a 

shoal of fish, the distant spouting of a whale, 

and the glossy backs of the black fish as they 

roll lazily through the ripple. The line at the 

bow is uttooiled, a heavy stone enclosed in a 

net is attached as a sinker, a Iblt^ hook made 

of bone and hardwood, baited with a piece of 

the octopus, a species of cuttle-fish, is nmde 

fast to the long line by a piece of hemp cord ; 

then comes the heavy plunge of the sinker, and 

the rattle of the line as it runs over the side of 

the canoe, and we wait in silence for the ex- 

pected bite. While so waiting, it may be as 

well briefly to exphiin, for the benefit of such 

as are not familiar with fish, what a holibut is. ■

The holibut is a flat fish, belonging to the 

genus pleuronectidsD of naturalists; it attains 

a very urge size in these seas, from three to 

five hundred-weight Hoiibuts are common on 

the banks of Newfoundland, and are frequently 

taken by the cod-fishers; they are also found 

on the west ooasts of Norway and Greenland, 

and it is stated are common around the coasts 

of IreUnd and OorawalL In 1828, a holibut, 

seven feet six inches in length, thnse feet six 

inches in breadth, and weighing three hundred 

and twenty pounds, was taken off the Isle of 

Man (Yarrelrs B. F.). The hdibut is a ground 

feeder ; its fiivouhte diet, small fish, crustaceans, 

and cuttle-fish. It spawns early in the summer. ■

A tag, that came unpleasantly near to upset- 

ting us all, let us know that a liolibut was bolt- 

ing the tempting morsel, hook and all. A few 

mmutes to give him time to fairly swallow it, 

and now a sudden twidc buries the hook deeply 

in the fleshy throat, the huge flat fish finds to 

his cost that his dinner is likely to seriously dis- 

agree with him, whilst in the canoe all arc in 

full employ. The bowaian, kneeling, holds on ■
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tightly with both hands to the line ; the savagei 

n3xt him takes one of the long spears, and 

quickly places on to the end of it a shorter one, 

barbed and bladdered; the other two paddle 

warily. At first the hooked fish was sulkv, and 

remained obstinately at the bottom, until con- 

tinued jerks at the line raffled his temper and 

excited his cariosity sufficiently to induce a 

sudden ascent to the surface — ^perhaps to have 

a peep at his persecutors. Awaiting nis appear- 

ance stood tne spearman, and when the canoe 

was sufficiently near, in he sent the spear, jerk- 

ing the long haft or handle from tne shorter 

barbed spear, which remained in the fish, the 

bladder floating like a life-buoy, marking the 

fish's whereabouts. The holibat, finding his 

reception anything but agreeable, tries to de- 

scend again into the lower regions, a perform- 

ance now difficult to accomplisn, as the bladder 

is a serious obstacle. Soon reappearing on 

the surface, another spear was sent into 

him, and so on, until he was compelled 

to remain floating. During all this time, 

the paddlers, aided hj the Cne-man, followed 

all the twistings and windings of the fish, as a 

greyhound courses a doubling hare. For some 

time the contest was a ?ery equal one, after 

the huge fish was buoved and prevented from 

diving. On the one side the houbut made des- 

perate efforts to escape by swimming, and on 

the other, the Indians keeping a tight line, 

made him tow the canoe. Evident signs of 

weariness at last began to exhibit themselves, 

his swimming became slower, and the attempts 

to escape more feeble and less frequent. Several 

times the canoe came close up to him, but a 

desperate struggle enabled him once more to get 

away. Again and again we were all but over ; 

the fish literallv flew through the water, some- 

times towed the canoe nearly under, and at 

others spun it suddenly round, like a whipped 

top ; nothing but the wonderful dexterity of the 

paddlers saving us from instant shipwreck and 

the certainty of drowning. I would have given 

much to have stood up; but no, if I only 

moved to one side to peep over, a sudden yell 

from the steersman, accompanied with a flourish 

of the braining club — mildly admonitory, no 

doubt, but vastly significant — ensured instant 

obedience. I forgot cold, wet, fright — ^indeed, 

everything but the one all-absorbing excitement 

attendant on this ocean chase; the skill and 

tact of uneducated man pitted against a huge 

sea monster of tenfold strength, a sight a lover 

of sport would travel any distance to witness. ■

Slowly and steadily the sturdy paddlers 

worked towards the shore, towing the fish, but 

keeping the canoe stem first, so as to be enabled 

to pay out line and follow liim should he sud- 

denly mw restive; in this way the Indians 

graduaUy coaxed the flat monster towards the 

oeacb, a weak powerless exhausted giant, out- 

witted, captured, and subdued, prevented from 

diving into his deep sea realms, by, to him, any- ■

thing but life-buoys. We beached him at last, 

and he yielded his life to the knife and club of 

the red-skin. ■

Returning for another foray alike success at- 

tended our efforts, and three fish were thus 

taken during the day. Oor three holibut 

weighed collectively over nine hundred pounds, 

the first taken being, by far the largest. I ar- 

rived at this estimate by weighing portions of 

the fish at the Fort the following day. Some 

time was occupied on the beach in cutting them 

up and making temporary stages to pack the 

flesh away on, lest bears or wolves might de- 

molish it ere a fleet of canoes could l^ sent 

after it on the following day. All these opera- 

tions completed, a fire was lighted, and lai^e 

masses of fish broiled on the glowing embers 

were summarily devoured bv the hungry fisher- 

men ; the fish as an edible 1 did not care mudi 

about, but the sport I most thoroaghly enjoyed. 

Perhaps the element of constant danger enhanced 

the charm of this, to me, new svstem of fishing. 

It was the first time I had alone, in a canoe 

manned by four savages, speaking an unknown 

language, upon the great trysting-ground of the 

illimitable sea, beheld the perfection of fishing, 

a pleasure considerably increased by the dis- 

covery that in a remote part of the world the sea — 

as it ever has been ana still Is in highly civilised 

countries— the nursery of the strong arm and 

defiant spirit. Men taught only lessons of dire 

necessity had hit on a plan, simple but most 

effective, that enabled them to master and land 

a large fish five hundred pounds in weig:ht, to 

battle with a rough sea, in a boat so frul that 

a boy could easily upset it. I have tried cod 

fishing on the banks of Newfoundland, whale 

fishing on the coast of Greenland, sturgeon 

spearing on the Fraser, Lake fishing in Canada, 

salmon fishing in England and elsewhere, but 

not one single dav can I recal to my remem- 

brance, that equals in intense delight this red- 

letter day in the annals of mj fishing ex- 

periences — my day among the hohbut. ■
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CHAPTXS ZLTII. A PAGE OF TAMILT HISTOBT. ■

Eyeut student of English bistoiy is familiar 

with the noble and ancient name of Holme- 

Pierrepoint. A more stately race of men and 

women than the bearers of that name never 

traversed the pages of medieval chronicle. 

Their famous ancestor, Thierry de Pieirepoint, 

"came over," as the phrase is, with mlliam 

the Bastard; but he was only the younger son 

of a younj^r son, and the houses which look 

back to him as their founder are, after all, 'but 

offshoots from that still more ancient line that 

held lands and titles m Franche Comt^, three 

centuries before the ^at conquest. ■

How Tliierry de Pierrepoint came to be lord 

of many a &ir and fertile English manor ; how 

his descendants multiplied and prospered, held 

higli offices of state under more than thirty 

sovereigns, raised up for themselves great names 

in camp and council, and intermarried with the 

bravest and fairest of almost every noble family 

in the land, needs no recapitulation here. 

Enough that the Holme-Pierrepoints were an 

elder branch of the original Pierrepoint stock; 

and that I^dy Castletowers, whose father was 

a Holme-Pierrepoint, and whose mother was a 

Talbot, had really some excuse for that inor* 

dinate pride of oirth which underlaid evfeiy 

thought and act of her life as the ground-colour 

underlies all the tints of a paintiuf^. ■

The circumstances of her ladyship's parentage 

were these. ■

George Gond^ Holme-Pierrepoint, third Lord 

Holmes, of Holme Castle, Lancashire, being no 

longer young, and having, moreover, encum- 

beted a slender estate with many mortgages, 

married at fift^r years of age, to the infinite 

annoyance of ms cousin and heir-presumptive, 

Captain Holme-Pierrepoint of Sowerbv. The 

lady of Lord Holmes' choice was just half his 

age. She was known in Portsmouth and its 

neighbourhood as " the beautiful Miss Talbot ;" 

she was the fifth of nine daughters in a family 

of fourteen children; and her father, the 

Honourable Cliarles Talbot, held the rank of 

Bear-Admiral in the Royal Navy. It is, per- 

haps, almost unnecessary to add that Miss 

Talbot had no fortune. ■

This marriage was celebrated some time in ■

the summer of 1810; and in the month of 

October, 1811, after little more than one year 

of marriage. Lady Holmes died, leaving an 

infant daughter named Alethea Claude. Well- 

nigh broken-hearted, the widower shut himself 

up in Holme Castle, and led a life of profound 

seclusion. He received no visitors ; he absented 

himself from his parliamentary duties, and he 

was rarely seen beyond his own park gates. 

Then fantastic stories begai) to be told of his 

temper and habits. It was said that he gave 

way to sudden and unprovoked paroxysms of 

rage; that he had equally strange uts of silence; 

that he abhorred the light of day, and sat 

habitually with closed shutters and lighted 

candles ; that he occasionally did not go to bed 

for eight-and-forty hours at a time ; and a hun- 

dred other tales, equally bizarre and improbable. 

At length, when the world had almost torgotten 

him, and his little girl was between four and 

five years of age, Lord Holmes astounded his 

neighbours, and more than astounded his heir, 

by marrying his daughter's governess. ■

How he came to take this step, whether he 

married the governess for her own sake, or for 

the child's sake, or to gratify a passing caprice, 

were facts known only to himself. That he 

did marry her, and that, having married her, he 

continued to live precisely the same eccentric, 

sullen life as before, was all that even his own 

servants could tell about the matter. The 

second Lady Holmes visited nowhere, and was 

visited by none. What she had been as Miss 

Holme-PierrQpoint*s governess, she continued 

to be as Miss Holme-Pierrepoint's stepmother. 

She claimed no authority. She called her hus- 

band " my lord," stood in awe of her servants, 

and yielded to the child's imperious temper just 

as she had done at the first. The result was, 

that she remained a cypher in her own house, 

and was treated as a cypher. When, bj- 

and-by, she also ^ave birth to a little daughter, 

there were no rejoicings ; and when, some few ■

J rears later, she died, and was laid beside her 

ligh-born predecessor, there were no lamenta- 

tions. Had she brought an heir to the house, 

or had she filled her place in it more bravely, 

things, perchance, had gone differently. But 

the world is terribly apt to take people at their 

own valuation ; and Lady Holmes, perplexed ■

** with the burden of an honour ■

Unto which she was not bom/' ■

had rated hera^^a^rding to the dictates of ■

VOL. XIV. ■
a.^.<t ■
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one of the lowliest and most timid hearts that 

ever beat in a woman's breast. ■

Thus it was that Lord Holnes became the 

father of two daugbters, and was^ twioe a 

widower. And thus it was that Captain Holme- 

Pierrepoint of Sowerby escaped first Scylla and 

then Chary bdis, and remained heir presumptive 

to his cousin's coronet after all. ■

No two girls ever grew up more unlike each 

other than the Honourable miss Holme-Pierre- 

points. There was a difference of nearly six 

years in their age to begm with ; but this was 

as nothing when compared with the difference 

in their anpearancCj dispositions, and tastes. ■

The elaer was tall^ stately, and remarkable 

from very early girlhood for that singular re- 

semblance to Marie Antoinette, which became 

so striking in her at a later period of life. The 

younger, on the contrary, was pretty rather 

dian Deautiful, painfullv sensitive and shy, and 

as unpretending as mignt have been the lowliest 

peasant girl upon her father's lands. Alethea 

never forgot that she was noble on both sides ; 

but Elizabeth seemed never to remember that 

she was noble on either. Alethea was cold and 

ambitious ; but Elizabeth's nature was as cling- 

ing and tender as it was unselfish. Elizabeth 

looked up to Alethea as to tlie noblest and most 

perfect of God's creatures ; but Alethea, who 

had never forgiven her father's second marriage, 

held her half-sister in that kind of modined 

estimation in which <a jeweller might hold a 

clouded diamond, or a sportsman a half-bred 

retriever. ■

Years went bjt; and as the girls grew to 

womanhood their unlikeness became more and 

more apparent. In due time, the Honourable 

Miss Holme-Pierrepoint, being of an age to take 

her place in society, was presented at court by 

her aunt, the Countess of Glastonbury, and 

" brought out" after the sober fashion that pre- 

vailed in the days of George the Third. Before 

the close of that season she was engaged to 

Harold Wynneclyffe, fourth Earl of Castletowers, 

and early in the spring-time of the foUowing 

year, while her youn^ sister was yet in the 

schoolroom, the beautiful Alethea was married 

from her aunt's house in Somersetshire, where 

the ceremony was privately performed by the 

Bishop of Bath and Wells. ■

In the mean while, it was arranged that Lord 

Holmes' younger daughter was to be spared 

all those difficulties and dangers that beset a 

matrimonial choice. Her lot was cast for her. 

She was to marry Captain Holme-Pierrepoint 

of Sowerby. ■

A more simple and admirable scheme could 

not have been devised. Captain Holme-Pierre- ■

Soint was her father's heir, and it was of course 
esirable that Elizabeth's dowry should remain 

in the family. Then Elizabeth was very young, 

young even for her age, and her character needed 

to be judiciouslv formed. Captain Holme- 

Pierrepoint was the very man to form a young 

lady's character. He was a man who got 

through a great deal of solid reading in the year ; 

who delighted in statistios; who talked pom- ■

pously, was a strict disciplinarian, and had 

" views" on the subject of education. In ad- 

' cfition to these qualifications, it maj be added 

tliat Captain Holme-Pierrepoint was stiU hand- 

some, and only forty-eight years of age. ■

Incredible as it may seem, however. Lord 

HoLoies' second daughter was by no means so 

happy as she ought to have been in the con- 

templation of her destiny. Like most very 

young girls she had ahreadv dreamt dreams, and 

she could not bring herself to accept Captain 

Holme-Pierrepoint as the realisation of that ideal 

lover whom her imagination had delighted to 

picture. Her loving nature sorely needed 

something to cling to, sometluDg to live for, 

something to worship ; but she knew that she 

could not possibly live for, or cling to, or wor- 

ship Captain Hobne-Pierrepoint. Above all, 

she shrank from the prospect of having her 

character formed according to his educational 

"views." ■

In order, therefore, to avoid this terrible con- 

tinffency, the younger Miss Hobne-Pierrepoint 

delioerately rejected her destiny, and ran away 

with her drawing-master. ■

It was a frightful blow to the nride of the 

whole Pierrepoint family. The Taloots and the 

Wynnedyffea were of opinion that Lord Holmes 

was simply res^ping what he had sown, and that 

nothing bd^ter was to be expected from the 

daughter of a nursery governess; but Lord 

Homies himself regarded the matter in a very 

different light. Hmh and eccentrio as he was, 

this old man had really loved his younger child ; 

but now his whole heart hardened towards her, 

and he swore that he would never see her, or 

speak to her, or for^ve her while he lived. Then, 

having formally disinherited her, he desired that 

her name should be mentioned in his presence 

no more. ■

As for Lady Castletowers, her resentment 

was no less bitter. She, too, never saw or spoke 

to her half-sister again. She did not suffer, it is 

true, as her father had suffered. Her heart was 

not wrung like his — ^probably beeanse she had 

lestf heart to be wrung; bat her pride was even 

more deeply outraged. Neither of them made 

any effort to reoal the fugitive. They merely 

blotted her name from t&ir family records; 

burned, unread, the letters in which she im- 

plored their for«.veness, and bdiaved in all re> 

soects, not as mough she were dead, but as 

tnottgh she had never existed. ■

In the mean while, Elizabeth Holme-Pierre« 

point had fled to Italy with her husband. He 

was a very young man— a mere student—* rich 

in hope, poor in pocket, and an enthusiast in all 

that oonoemed his art. But enthasiasm is as 

frequently the index of taste as the touch- 

stone of talent, and Edgar Riviere, with all his 

exquisite feeling for form and oolour, his wor- 

ship of the antique, and his idolatry of BaffaelleL 

lacked the one great gift that makes poet and 

painter— he had no creative power* He was a 

correct draughtsman andabiilliant oolourist; 

but, wanting ** the vision and the faculty divine," 

wanted just all that divides elegant mediocrity ■
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from genius. He beKered in himself, howeyer, 

and his wife believed in him ; and for years he 

struggled on, painting ambitious pictures that 

never sold, ana earning a scanty subsistence by 

copying the Raffaelles he so dearly loved. At 

last, however, the bitter truth forced itself upon 

faim, and he knew that he had deceived himself 

with hopes destined never to be realised. But 

the discorenr came too late. Long years of un- 

requited effort had impaired his health and 

bowed his spirit within lum, and he had no spark 

left of that high courage which would once nave 

armed him against all ''the slings and arrows of 

outrageous fortune." He did not long survive 

the wreck of his ambition. He died in Florence, 

literally of a broken heart, some fifteen years 

after nis romantic marriage with Elizabeth 

Holme-Fierrepoint, leaving tier and one sur- 

viving child wholly unprovided for. ■

Such were the destinies of these half-sisters, 

and such the family history of which William 

Trefalden gave Saxon a meagre outline, after 

his consultation with Abel Keckwitch. ■

CEAPTXB XLVm. ■ WHAT TB£t HAXD JlT THE 

CLUB. ■

"AifD now, Saxon," said Mr. Trefalden, **! 

can tell you nothing beyond the fact that Edgar 

Hivi^re died in Florence some three or four 

years^oe; but I think we need have no difficulty 

in guessing the parentage and history of your 

distressed damsei. I imagine that her mother 

must have been left simply destitute ; and in this 

case. Lady Castletowers would, of course, do 

something to keep her from starvation. I doubt, 

however, that her charity went bevond that 

point." ■

"But, good Heavens !" exclaimed Saxon, who 

was now pacing up and down the room in a fever 

of indignation, ''this hdj is her own sister, 

cousin William ! her own sister !'* ■

"Her half-sister ; but even so, it is too bad." ■

"Too bad? Why, if s monstrous ! If I were 

Castletowers " ■

"I do not suppose that Lord Castletowers 

has ever heard of the existence of these people," 

interrupted the lawyer. ■

"Then he ought to hear of it !' ■

" Not from your lips, young man. You have 

stumbled on a family secret, and, right or wrong, 

you are bound in honour to respect it. If Lady 

Castletowers keeps a skeleton in her private 

closet, it is not your place to produce that 

skeleton at the feast to which she invites you." ■

"I am afraid thafs true," replied Saxon, 

"but I wish I might tell Castletowers, all the 

same." ■

"You must do nothing of the kind," said 

Mr. Trefalden, emphaticiQlj. "It is in your 

power to give great assistance to two un- 

fortunate ladies, and with that privilege be 

content." ■

" I cannot be content to stand by and see in- ■

C"bo done," exclaimed Saxon. "They have 

cruelly wronced." 

"Even so, my dear fellow, you are not Bon 

Quixote." ■

The young man bit his Irp. ■

" Don Quixote's name," said he, •'is too ofteh 

taken in vain. Heaven forbid that we nine- 

teenth-century people should come to apply it 

to the simple love of right ! It seems to me 

that the world over here thinks a vast deal more 

of politeness than justice. It's not so in Swit- 

zerland. And now, cousin William, how am I 

to help them?" ■

" You roust allow me time to consider," re- 

plied Mr. Trefalden. " It will require delicate 

management." ■

"fknowitwill." ■

" But I can think the matter over, and write 

to you about it to-morrow." ■

"The sooner the better," said Saxon. ■

" Of course— and with regard to money,?" ■

" With regard to money, do the best you can 

for them. I don't care how much it is." ■

" Suppose I were to draw upon you for a 

hundrea thousand pounds!" said the lawyer, 

with a smile. ■

" I'm not afraid of that; but I do fear that 

you may not use my purse freely enough." ■

•* I will try, at all events," replied Mr. Tre- 

falden ; whereupon Saxon thanked him cordially, 

and put out his hand to say good-bye. ■

" lou don't inquire how the company is going 

on," said the lawyer, detaining him. ■

" I am afraid I had forgotten all about the 

company," laughed Saxon. "But I suppose 

it's all right." ■

" Yes, we are making way," replied his cousin. 

"Capital pours ixi, and the shareholders have 

every confidence in the direction. Our sur- 

veyors are still going over the ground ; and we 

are this week despatching a man of business to 

Sidon. Sidon, you may remember, will be our 

great Mediterranean depot; and we mean to 

open offices, and establish an agent there, with- 

out delay." ■

" Indeed !" said Saxon. " Is it still so great 

a secret ?" ■

" It b a greater secret than ever." ■

"Oh— good-bye." ■

" You are always in haste when business is 

the topic," said Mr. Trefalden. " Where are 

you going now?" ■

towers. ■

" You are making a long stay. What about 

theColonnas?" ■

But Saxon was already half way down the 

stairs, and seemed not to hear the question. ■

He then went direct to the Erectheum, where 

he no sooner made his appearance than he 

found himself a centre ot attraction. The 

younger men were eager for news of Italy, 

and, imowing whence he came, overwhelmed 

him with questions. What was Colonna doing? 

Was he likely to go out to Garibaldi? What 

were Garibaldu's intentions ? Was Victor Em- 

manuel favourable to the Sicilian cause ? Would 

the war be carried into Naples and Home? 

And, if so, did Colonna think that the Emperor 

of the French would take arms for the Pope ? 

Was it true that Vaughan was about to join the ■

tie club; and then back to Castle- ■
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army of liberation? Was it true that Lord 

Gastletowers would command the Enfi^lish con- 

tingent ? Was it true that Saxon had himself 

accepted a commission ? And so on, till Saxon 

stopped his ears, and refused to hear another 

question. ■

" I am not in Signor Golonna's confidence,'^ 

said he, " and I know nothing of his projects. 

But I do know that I ha^e accepted no such 

commission, and I believe I may say the same 

for Gastletowers." ■

"And VaughanP" said Sir Charles Bur- 

goyne. ■

'*Yaughan is going. He starts for Genoa 

to-night." ■

" I felt sure thait was true," observed Greatx)- 

rex, with a significant laugh. "Perhaps the 

fair Olimpia has promised to take pity on him." ■

Saxon turned upon him as if he had been 

stu ng. ■

"What do you mean?" he said, hotly. 

"What should Miss Colonna have to do with 

the matter ?" ■

" Perhaps a great deal," replied the banker. 

"The gentleman gives his arm to the cause, and 

the \&ay rewards him with her hand. 'Tis a fair 

exchange." ■

" And Yaughan has worshipped for years at 

the Olimpian shrine," added Sir Charles. ■

" Besides," said another, " what else does he 

go for ? We all know that he doesn't care a 

straw for Italy. It may be a forlorn hope, you 

know." ■

" More likely than not, I should say," replied 

Burgoyne. "Olimpia Colonna is a clever 

woman, and knows her own market value. 

She'll fly at higher game than a major of 

dragoons." . ■

Saxon's face was burning all this time with 

anger and mortification. At last he could keep 

silence no longer. ■

"All this may be true," he said. "I don't 

believe it's true ; but at all events it is not in 

mjr power to contradict it. However, of one 

thing I am certain — that a crowded club-room 

is not the place in which a lady's name should be 

passed from mouth to mouth in this fashion." ■

"Your proposition is quite unexceptionable 

in a genend way, my dear fellow," replied Bur- 

goyne ; "but in the present instance it does not 

apply. When a lady's name has figured for 

years in despatches, petitions, committee-lists, 

and reports of all kinds, civil and military, it 

can surely bear the atmosphere of a crowded 

club-room." ■

"I don't think that has anything to do with 

it,'* said Saxon, sturdily. "Despatches and 

petitions are public matters, and open to general 

discussion." ■

"But the probable marriage of a charming 

woman is a private matter, and therefore open 

to particular discussion," laughed the Quards- 

man. "For my part, I can only say that I 

mean to hang myself on Miss Colonna's wed- ■

ding-day.' 

Tken t ■

len the conversation turned again to Gari- 

baldi and Victor Emmanuel; and presently ■

Saxon made his escape, and was on his way to 

the station. ■

He felt very moody and uncomfortable, as he 

leaned back in his Hansom and sped along the 

Strand. He had heard much that was infinitely 

disa^eable to him during the brief hour spent 

at his club ; much that he could not refute, but 

which he had been obliged to endure with com- 

parative patience. That Olimpia's name should 

De thus familiar to every idle h'p seemed like a 

profanation ; but that it should be coupled up 

with that of Yaushan and Gastletowers, and 

perhaps— who could tell ? — ^with the names of 

a hundred other men whose political sympathies 

necessarily brought them into communication 

with her, was sacrilege pur et simple. ■

What man on earth was worthy of her, to 

begin with? Certainlv not Major Yaughan, 

with his surface morality, his half-cohoealed 

cynicism, and his iron-grey beard. Not even 

Gastletowers, brave and honourable gentleman 

as he was. No — the only fit and appropriate 

husband for Olimpia Colonna would oe some 

modem Du Guesctin or Bayard ; some roan of 

the old heroic tjpe, whose soul would' bum 

with a fire kindred to her own, who should do 

great deeds in the cause she loved, and lay his 

splendid laurels at her feet. But then lived 

tfiere such a hero, young, handsome, daring, 

ardent, successful in love an^ mighty in battle, 

a man of men, sans peur et sans reproche ? ■

Perhaps Saxon was secretly comforted by the 

conviction that only a preux chevalier would 

be worthy of Miss Colonna, and that the preux 

chevalier was certainly not forthcoming. ■

In the midst of these reflections, however, he 

found himself once more at the station, witli 

the express on the point of starting, and not a 

second to lose. To fling down his shillings, dash 

alon^ the platform, and spring into a first-class 

carriage, just as the guard was mnnmg alon^ the 

line and the driver beginning his preliminary 

whistle, was the work of a moment. As the door 

closed behindhim,and he dropped into the nearest 

comer, a friendly voice called him b^ name, and he 

found himself face to face with Miss Hatherton. ■

GHAFTEB, XLIX. ON THE PLITFOBH. ■

" Well met by— well, not exactly by moon- 

light, Mr. Trefalden," said she, with that hearty, 

almost gentlemanly way of proffering her hand 

that always put Saxon so delightfully at his- 

ease in her society. " Have you been shooting 

any more weathercocks, or winning any more 

races, since I saw you last ?" ■

" No," replied Saxon, laughingly ; " I have 

been more usefully employed." ■

" I rejoice to hear it. May I ask in wliat 

manner?^' ■

" Oh, Miss Hatherton, if you want particu- 

lars, I'm lost ! I'm only pleasantly conscious 

that I have been behaving well, and improving 

myself. I fear it's rather a vague statement to 

put forward, though." ■

" Terribly vague. At all events, you have 

not yet donned tne red shirt?" ■

"The red shirt!" echoed Saxon, with an ■
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inTolantary glance at the little blae horseshoes 

besprinkling the bosom of that garment in 

which his person happened to be adorned. 

« What do you mean?" ■

" I mean, that you have not gone over to 

Garibaldi." ■

Garibaldi again ! It seemed as if the air was 

full of the names of Garibaldi and Italy to^a^ ! 

" What you, too, Miss Hatherton 1" he said. 

"I have heard more about Italian aifairs since 

I have been in town this morning, than I 

ever hear at Gastletowers. The men at the 

Erectheum would talk of nothing else." ■

" I dare say not," replied the heiress. " The 

lookers-on have always more to say than the 

workers. But has not Miss Colonua enlisted 

you?" 

" Indeed, no." ■

" You amaze me. I could not have believed 

that she would show such incredible forbearance 

towards a man of your inches. But perhaps 

you are intending to join in any case ?" ■

" I have no intention, one way or the other," 

'said Saxon ; " but if any of our fellows were 

goinff, I should like to join them." ■

'* There is nothing 1 should enjoy so much, 

if I were a man," said Miss Hatherton. '* Bo 

you know how the fund is getting on ? I )ieard 

they were sorely in want of money the other 

day, and I sent them something— not much, but 

as much as I could spare." ■

" Oh, I believe the fund is getting on pretty 

well," replied Saxon, with some embarrassment. 

" You are a subscriber, of course ?" 

" Yes — I have given something." 

Miss Hatherton looked at him keenly. 

" I should like to know what that something 

was," said she. " I heard a strange rumour to- 

day .... but I suppose you would not tell me 

if 1 were to ask you ?" ■

Saxon laughea, and shook his head. 

" A rumour is generally nothing but a polite 

name for a lie," replied he ; " you should never 

believe in one." ■

" Perhaps not," said Miss Hatherton, gravely. 

'* I should be sorry to believe all . . . ." 

She checked herself, and added : 

"If you do go to Italy, Mr. Trefalden, you 

must be sure to let me know. I only marvel 

that Miss Golonna's eloauence has not been 

brought to bear upon vou long since." 

"Well, I'm not an Italian." 

Miss Hatherton smiled compassionately. 

"My dear sir," said she, "if you were a 

Thug, and willing to make your roomal useful 

to the cause, the Colonnas would enlist you. 

Nation is nothing to them. All they want is a vo- 

lunteer or a subscriber. Besides, plenty of your 

countrymen have gone over the Alps auready." 

"Are you sure of that?" asked SiaoD, 

eagerly. ■

" As sure as that you never read the papers." 

" You are quite right there," laughea he, " I 

never do." ■

"An English volunteer company is already 

formed," continued Miss Hatherton, " at 

Genoa," ■

"Yes-I know that." ■

"There will also, I hear, be a German corps ; 

and both Swiss and Hungarian corps are talked 

about." 

Saxon nearly bounded ofP his seat. 

"A Swiss corps!" he shouted. "A Swiss 

corps, and nobody ever breathed a word of tliis 

tome!" 

"It's very odd," said Miss Hatherton. 

"And Miss Colonna was talking to me so 

much about Italy yesterday morning I" ■

" Perhaps they do not care to make a soldier 

of yon, Mr. Trefalden," said the heiress. ■

"But they want soldiers!" ■

"True; but " ■

"But what?** ■

"Perhaps they stand more in need of the 

sinews of war just now, than of your individual 

muscles." ■

" The sinews of war I" stammered Saxon. ■

" You might get killed, you see." ■

" Of course I might get killed ; but every 

volunteer risks that. Yaughan may get killed." ■

"He may ; but then Major Yaughan has not 

ever so many millions of money." ■

Saxon looked blankly in Miss Hatherton's 

face. ■

" I — I really don't understand," said he. ■

" Do you wish me to explain my meaning ?" ■

"Undoubtedly." ■

" There— excuse the illustration— it might 

not be politic to kill the goose that lays the 

golden effgs." ■

Saxon s face flamed with rage and morti- 

fication. ■

" Oh, Miss Hatherton!" he exclaimed, "how 

can you be so unjust and so uncharitable ?" ■

Miss Hatherton smiled good temperedly. ■

" I am a plain speaker, Mr. Trefalden," said 

she, "and plain speakers must expect to be 

called uncharitable sometimes. You need not 

be angry with me because I speak the truth." ■

" But indeed you're mistaken. It's not the 

truth, nor anything like the truth." ■

" Nay," she replied, " I know the Colonnas 

better than you know them. Giulio Colonna is 

insatiable where Italy is concerned. I do not 

deny that he is personally disinterested. He 

woiud give the coat off his back to buy powder 

and shot for the cause ; but he would strip the 

coat from his neighbour's back for the same 

purpose without scruple." ■

"But, indeed . . . ." ■

" But, indeed, Mr. Trefalden, you may believe 

me when I tell you that he would regard it as a 

sacred duty to fling every farthing of your for- 

tune into this coming war, if he could get the 

handling of it, You will do well to beware of 

him." ■

"Then I am sure that Miss Colonna is 

not . . . ." ■

" Miss Colonna is utterly dominated by her 

own enthusiasm and her father's influence. "You 

must beware of her, too." ■

" You will tell me to beware of yourself next, 

Miss Hatherton," said Saxon, petulantly. j ■

" No, my dear sir, I shall do nothing of the I ■
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kind. I like yoa verj mach; bat I neither 

want your money, nor ... - Do you know 

what people are saying about ^ou and Miss Go- 

lonna r JBy the way, is not this your station ?" ■

" About me and Miss Golonna !" said Saxon, 

breathlessly. ■

" Ye6 — ^but this is certainly Sedgebrook. You 

must be quick, for they don't stop one moment.^' ■

"Eor Hearen's sake^ Miss Hatherton, tell me 

first!" ■

" No, no— jump out, or you will be carried 

on. I'll tell you when you are safe outside." ■

Saxon jumped out, but dung to the window 

with both hands. ■

"Now!" said he. "Now!" ■

"Well," replied Miss Hatherton, speaking 

somewhat slowly, and looking him full in the 

face, " they say, Mr. Trefalden— they say you 

are going to squander your fortune on Italy ; 

marry Olimpia CkxLonna; and break Lord 

Castletowers^ heart." ■

But Saxon never heard the last five words at 

alL Before Miss Hatherton could bring her 

sentence to an end the shrill whistle drowned 

her voice, and the train began to move. The 

young man stood looking t&et it for some mo< 

ments in blank bewilderment. ■

" Squander your fortune on Italy, and marry 

Olimpia Golonna !" he repeated to himself. ■

"mj to Gastletowers, sir ?*' said the solitary 

fly-driver of the place, recognising the Earl's 

visitor. ■

But Saxon preferred to walk; so he took the 

short cut through the fields, and strode on with 

Miss Hatherton's words still ringing in his ears. ■

"Marry Olimpia Golonna 1" he said, for the 

twentieth time, as he sat down presently upon 

a stile, and proceeded unoonseiously to cut off 

the heads of the nearest dandelions with his 

cane. " Marry Olimpia Golonna ! Good God ! 

there isn't a prince on this earth half ^od 

enouffh for her! As for me, I'm only just 

worthy to be one of her slaves. What a mad 

notion ! What a mad, preposterous notion !" ■

Mad and preposterous as it was, however, he 

could think of nothing else ; and every now and 

then, as he loitered on his way through the 

pleasant meadows, he repeated, half alou(C those 

wondrous words : ■

" Marry Olimpia Golonna !" ■

OUR COLONIES. ■

Deak old Mrs. Britannia has a family of 

forty-six children. Some members of the family 

are infantine ; some are in lusty early manhood ; 

while others are so matured in age, wealthy in 

pocket, and self-governed in general economy, 

that the tie that binds them to home is a very 

s%ht one. ■

Recently, for the first time, these forty-six 

children, her colonies, have sent in their accounts 

in such form that the mother country knows 

how each has thiiven for fourteen consecutive 

years. ■

Collectively, these colonies and foreign posses- ■

sions of Britannia cover an area of considerably 

more than four million square miles — equal to 

the whole of Europe, and a great deal to spare. 

India claims one of these miSions, and Western 

Australia nearly another; and so they go down, 

down, down in size, to Gibraltar, which is a 

distinct and isolated British possession although 

not a colony, and barely covers two square miles. 

Several of tne others are very small ; such as St. 

Helena with its fifty square miles, Hong-Kong 

with thirty, Bermuda with twenty-four, ana 

Gambia with twenty; but small as tbey are, 

each has its own governor. ■

Then, as to population, we make up not 

much less than thirty million souls in the 

British islands; and yet Britannia's posses- 

sions over the seas contain two hundred mil- 

lions. India so overwhelmingly exceeds all the 

rest in this particular, that we must leave that 

out if we would compare the growth of the 

colonies proper, between the years 'fifty and ^ 

'sixty-three (the two years which begin and 

end the series). We then see that the North 

American colonies increased from two and a half' 

to three and a half millions. But far more 

wonderful were the Australian colonies.; they 

liad less than half a million inhabitants col- 

lectively in the first of the two years ; tiiey had 

a million and a quarter in the second. When 

we consider that^ exception made of the babies 

bom on the spot, most of these seven or eieht 

hundred thousand additional persons travefied 

ten thousand miles and more to c^t there, we 

cannot help regarding it as a rea&y wonderful 

migration— not so wonderful as that of the 

Irish to America in regard to numbers, but 

more so in regard to the immense distance. 

The world presents few contrasts more remark- 

able than that between the density of population 

in two of these foreign possessions of our old 

mother. British India and Western Australia 

are not far from eaual in size; yet the one 

contains as many inhabitants as two-thirds of 

the whole of Europe ; while the other does not 

contain one quarter as many as Clerkenwcdl 

parish. In the one, the people are obliged to 

pack nearly two hundred to every square mile ; 

in the other, every man, if the population-were 

spread evenly, would stand alone m the middle 

of a renon of sixty s(}uare miles. ■

The torty-six colomes have, neariy all of them, 

spent more than they have earned. They have not 

taxed themselves tx> the extent of their annual 

expenditure ; and, as a consequence, they have 

had to borrow, at a much higher rate of interest, 

too, than the old country pavs. India owed 

sixty millions sterling just before her troubles 

began in connexion with the mutiny; by the 

time they were well over, she owed one hun- 

dred millions— a token that mutinies are rather 

expensive proceedings. New South Wales 

boasts of six millions of debt, Yictona of eight, 

Canada of twelve millions. Big Western Aus- 

tralia, the most sleepy and stagnant of all our 

colonies, sets down her debt at precisely seven- 

teen hundred and fifty pounds. Koundly speak- 

ing, nobody does anytning in this last-named ■
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place, nobody has any money, nobody bays or 

sells, nobody lends or borrows, nobody wants 

any workmen, and nobody could find them if 

he did; bat eveiy body wants to go away, unless 

the government will continue to support the 

place as a penal settlement. ■

A great many ships of course visit the forty- 

six colonies in a year, mostly sent out from the 

home country. Lidia doubled the tonnage of 

ships, enterea and cleared, between 'fifty and 

'sixty-three. So did Ceylon, and Mauritius, 

and i^ew South Wales, and the North American 

cobnies ; but so did not the West Lidies, which, 

somehow or other, have never recovered from 

the effects of negro emancipation. New Zea- 

land much more than doubled this item ; while 

Victoria took a giant stride, despatching and 

receiving seven times as many ships, or tons of 

shipping, at the end as at the begmuing of this 

p^od of fourteen years. Only think of ten 

million tons of British shipping, irrespective of 

forei^ and colonial, entering and leaving our 

colonies in a year, all of it having to make 

voyases from three to twelve thousand miles to 

get there ! ■

Now what have these children bought from 

the old country during the fourteen years? 

How far have they spent their money or bar- 

tered their goods in a way to benefit ker t Here 

the importance of the gold discoveries becomes 

very manifest. Four of the colonies, at any 

rate, have had nuggets and dust to give in 

exchange for bonnets, boots, Bass, buttons, 

brandy, and brad-awls ; and they have shown a 

wonderful capacity for appropriating these and 

other commodities. India and Ceylon, not 

owing to any gold discoveries in those countries, 

but owing to the natural development of every 

kind of commerce, increased tneir import of 

British cargoes from eight millions to twenty 

millions sterling in three years. The North 

American colonies increased theirs from three 

to six millions. But look at the wonderful 

Australian groun. New South Wales bought 

fourfold as mucn from us in 'sixty-three as in 

|fifty, Yictoria fourteen times as much. Only 

imagine that, in one single year, cargoes were 

shipped from the United Kingdom, to go eleven 

or twelve thousand miles over the ocean, and 

landed at some or other of the Australian ports, 

to the value of eighteen millions sterling; only 

imagine this, and we shall set some remote idea 

of the extent of the trade relations between 

England and those distant colonies. From the 

Tear when gold was discovered in Australia, 

English manufacturers derived almost as decided 

and sudden an advantage as if the precious metal 

had come to light in our own tiny island. All 

the implements for extracting and working the 

gold came from hence; and when the nuggets 

snd dust were exchanged for coined sovereigns, 

these were readily and even lavishly exchanged 

for comforts and luxuries brought from the old 

country. ■

How strikingly the prosperity of the colonies 

tcUs upon the old country is shown as much by 

the negative results in the West Indies as by ■

the positive results in Australia. In the former 

no gold has been discovered, no new industrial 

resources developed; the negro will not work 

hard, now that he is a freeman; the planters 

have not in them the dash and daring of English 

capitalists; they are frightened at what Cuba 

can do in competition with them ; their sugar 

and rum and molasses do not bring them in so 

much as in bygone years ; they have not much 

money to spend on English commodities ; the 

condition of their islands is not such as to 

attract emigrants from the old country; and 

thus it happens that our dealings with the 

West Indies collectively are not advancing. 

We actually sent over less to Jamaica, Antigua, 

Dominica, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Barbadoes, 

Grenada, and Tobago, in 'sixty-three than in 

'fifty. There was one enormous exception to 

this stagnation; the Bahamas imported thirty 

or forty times as much as was her wont. But 

Bahama wanted very little of these good things 

for herself, and could not have paid for them 

if she had; the game of blockade-running 

was being played in 'sixty-thred ; and Bahama 

was a house of call for ships whose owners 

and crews were quite ready to make profit 

out of the troubles between Federals and 

Confederates. ■

Of course it follows naturally that the same 

circumstances which enable some of the colo- 

nies to import more largely than heretofore 

operate in au^enting their exports likewise. 

Victoria, for instance, which exported to the 

value of about a million sterling in eighteen 

hundred and fifty, rose to the magnificent figure 

of thirteen millKms in 'sixty-three ; and of tliis 

total more than seven raiuions were in gold, 

actual gold, either already refined, or in a more 

or less quartzose or granular state. The other 

colonies did not tell up so brilliantly ; but still 

they showed what gola deposits can do : seeing 

that New South Wales raised her exports from 

two to seven millions. New Zealand from a 

mere drop to three millions. South Australia 

from half a million to two millions and a half. 

The Australian group altogether made up thir- 

teen millions sterlii^ of tiieir exports m the 

shape of gold. This is a marvellous thing, cer- 

tainly, in one year. And even British Columbia, 

in America, is beginnii^ to tell upon the gold 

market in Europe. ■

Almost equal in commercial interest to the 

Gold question is that which relates to Cotton. 

Here nave we been, for four years, hungering 

and thirsting for those delicate little white 

fibres ; the planters of the United States were 

forbidden to send their cotton to us ; and as 

four-fifths of our supply had for many years 

been obtained from them, the result was a 

veritable famine in this coftimodity. How 

nobly the Lancashire operatives bore their 

sufferings; how liberally the other classes of 

the country came to their assistance; how 

wildly the Liverpool merchants soeculated on 

the rapidly-rising value of the small quantity of 

cotton — it is not here to tell. But it may 

fittingly be told how astonishingly the calamity ■
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benefited such of our colonies as were able 

to grow thb much -coveted substance. In 

eighteen hundred and fifty, three millions 

sterling was paid for all the cotton we obtained 

from the colonies, including India ; whereas in 

'sixty-three we paid six times as much to that 

one country alone. Nearly twenty millions 

sterling value of goods and silver (they do not 

want much gold currency in India) were sent 

out in exchajoge for (say) five hundred million 

pounds of cotton. India ought to have bene- 

fited greatly by this unexpected chance. There 

is too much reason to fear, however, that the 

actual cultivators, the ryots or peasant proprie- 

tors, obtained but a very small share of the 

enormously increased price for this cotton ; it 

was filtered among a number of dealers and 

middlemen, and gave enormous profits to the 

native Bombay merchants — Messrs. Booboojee, 

Eumtumjee, Jamtoljee, Wacfoljee, and the rest 

of them. Let the reader remember tiiat cotton 

used to be sold at a fair profit for twopence ]^er 

pound at Bombay ; let him calculate what price 

is denoted by twenty millions sterling for five 

hundred million pounds of cotton ; and then he 

will see how much reason Bombay has had to 

rejoice at the shot which the Southerners fired 

on Fort Sumter. Provoking it is, certainly, to 

be told that in the West Indies, which used 

to send us a respectable quantity of cotton, the 

commercial arrangements of the planters, and 

the laziness of emancipated negroes, have caused 

the cultivation almost to die out. In our dire 

and sore distress, when we wanted cotton from 

anywhere, everywhere, the West India Islands 

sent us only driblets, telling little in the great 

account, ta the Australian colonies labour is 

too high-priced to render the cotton culture 

profitable, except as a partial experiment ; and 

somehow or other, most of the other colonies 

failed in coming to the rescue. Thus it hap- 

pens that India is almost the only foreign pos- 

session of England which has responded to our 

cry for cotton during the late crisis. ■

Gold and Cotton— thirteen miUions* worth of 

the one, twenty millions' worth of the other; 

these are the mighty items which the forty-six 

children sent to us in one year. But there 

were great doings in other commodities like- 

wise. The Australian colonies sent us wool to 

the value of two millions in eighteen hundred 

and fifty ; but so rapidly did their sheep grow, 

aud so well were they attended to, that the ex- 

port more than trebled bv the year 'sixtv-three ; 

while that of hides and sxins multipliea seven- 

fold. Go we to India; there we find that dyes, 

hides, skins, opium, jute, rice, saltpetre, seeds, 

silk, sugar, and wool, made up a magnificent 

total of twenty-five millions sterling — not all 

sent to us, certainly; for Pooh Pooh Whang 

Chop is the buyer of the chief item, opium. Go 

we to Ceylon ; there we find coffee and cocoa-nut 

oil, the two chief items, rising nearly threefold 

in amount in the stated fourteen years. Go we 

to Canada, and the other North American 

colonies; there we find that the chief items 

sent to us are timber, dried fish, potash, com, and ■

flour, — ^treble as much in the last-named as in 

the first-named year. So completely fishy is 

Newfoundland, that all the chief articles of exr 

port smell of fish in some form or other. Look 

at the list : — ^two million cwts. of dry codfish, 

three hundred thousand seals (we beg pardon 

for calUng a seal a fish, but he mil paddle about 

in the water), three thousand tons of cod-oil 

(perhaps not all cod-liver), and four thousand 

tons ot seal oil. Go we to the West Indies ; 

there we find coffee, rum, su^ar, molasses, and 

cocoa. The three principal islands send us a 

little over two millions' worth of these com- 

modities; but this was not such an increase 

beyond the year 'fifty as ought to have been 

exhibited, or as would have been exhibited if 

those islands were well managed. ■

The reader will not be wearied by the above 

few round numbers. It really is interesting to 

see what are the chief articles which our forty- 

six children can sell to us, and how far they 

differ from each other in this matter. ■

Nor will it be a waste of time to see what 

sorts of things they are willing to buy from us in 

return. Clothing, and the materials for cloth- 

ing, figure in a remarkable degree. Apparel and 

slops, millinery and haberdashery, hats and 

bonnets, boots and shoes, silks and woollens, 

linens and laces, the work of the needle and 

the spindle and the loom — what would the 

reader suppose our colonies took of these in 

sixty-three r Twenty-five millions sterling. 

It really is one of the most astonishing thii^ 

in our commerce ; for these are not merely the 

raw materials of. industry ; they are articles on 

which millions of fin^rs have been employed 

in the old country, millions of mouths fed or 

partially fed. Every throb of success or failure 

in India or Australia is sensibly felt by those 

who work upon textile goods in England. If 

we do not all form one family, more shame to 

us ; for our colonies will buy of us as much 

and as rapidly as we of them. And then, if 

twenty-five millions are spent upon clothing, 

how much upon food and dnnk P About 

eighteen millions sterling. Not that it costs 

less to fill the belly thain to clothe the back ; 

but that the colonies can do more to grow their 

own food than to grow and make the materials 

for their clothing; and thus the money thej 

spend to buy the former from other countries is 

relatively less. The colonials are either thirsty 

souls, or else they think English beer and ale 

paramount to all others ; for they swallow these 

famous beverages to an astonishing extent. Mr. 

Bass, and Mr. Allsopp, and Burton-upon-Trent, 

would be great sufferers if India were suddenlv 

swamped ; she takes more than three million gal- 

lons of ale and beer from us yearly ; most of it, we 

may be sure, in the form of pale ale. New South 

Wales swaUows two million gallons; Victoria 

two million and a half; New Zealand a million; 

Queensland and South Australia half a million 

between them. Even supposing those colonists 

not to be able to make good malt or grow good 

hops, the freight of those articles from England 

would of course be very much less than that of ■
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the beveragea brewed from them ; and \re might 

suppose that the foaming tankards would reason- 

ably be obtained in this wajr. But no ; free trade 

allows ale and beer to flow mther and thither as it 

will ; and the East Indians and Australians seem 

more willing to pay the market-price for Bass 

and Barclay than to turn brewers themselves. 

Clothing materials, food and drink, metals in 

yarious forms and st-ages of preparation — ^these 

are the three great cmses ot imports from the 

old country ; and considering how weighty 

metals are, we may well be surprised that it 

should be worth while to send them so far and 

in such large quantities. Iron and steel, cooper 

and brass, lead and tin, plates and sheets, oars 

and rods, castings and forgings, cutlery and 

tools, mUlwork and machines, manufactured 

^oods — from tin-tacks up to steam-engines — 

three millions sterling worth of these went to 

India in 'sixty-three ; and indeed all the 

forty-six children show that they understand 

the productions off Birmingham, Sheffield, Low 

Moor, and Wolverhampton, as well as those of 

Lancashire, Yorkshire, and Burton-upon-Trent. ■

BIRD-FANCIES. ■

CoKsiDEKiNG the really marvellous character 

of the instinct of migration in birds, and the 

curious circumstances which have been observed 

as resulting from it, it is not wonderful that 

Strang conceits sliould have arisen among 

theorists. ■

In the Harleian Miscellany, a curious collec- 

tion of documents printed irom some of the 

manuscripts of that name, may be found (vol. ii. 

p. 5S3) a paper which, although it bears neither 

name nor date, appears to have been written 

about the middle of the last century, by a person 

of no less scientific pretensions than Dr. Charles 

Morton, at that time secretary to the Eoyal 

Society. It is stated to be the production of an 

eminent professor, for the use of his scholars, 

and>now published at the earnest desire of some 

of them ; 80 that his theor^f, wild and extraya- 

gant as it was, not only received the countenance 

of his scientific position, but found supporters 

ready to pm their faith to their professor's 

sleeve. Tue paper is entitled. An Inquiry into 

the Physical and Literal sense of that Scrip- 

ture, Jeremiah viii. 7 — ** Yea, the stork in the 

heaven knoweth her appointed times ; and 

the turtle and the crane and the swallow ob- 

serve the time of their coming." The author 

commences by a critical examination of the 

passage, and discovers that the expression '' the 

stork in the heaven," is proof that the bird had 

left the earth. He also calls attention to the 

phrase, "the time of their coming," remarking 

that it mi^ht more properly be rendered tempus 

itineris — ^tne time of their journey. He then 

n>es on to remind his readers that the 

Birds had never been seen upon that journey, 

and hence deduces this marvellous result: 

" Therefore the stork (and the like may be said 

of other season-observing birds, till some place ■

more fit can be assigned to them) does go unto, 

and remain in some one, of the celestialbodies; 

and that must be the moon, which b most 

likely, because nearest, and bearing the most 

relation to this our earth, as appears in the 

Copemican scheme; yet is the distance great 

enough to denominate the passage thither an 

itineration or journey." Very true. ■

However we may be disposed to look upon 

the theory, this last position may safely be 

panted, and even Hans Ffall, in Edgar Foe's 

ingenious story, who is the only person whose 

journey to that satellite we have distinctly 

traced, was supposed to have consumed nearly 

nineteen days m the transit, even by means 

of his swiftly-moving balloon. The astute 

professor, however, felt himself bound to meet 

certain objections and difficulties which oc- 

curred even to his aspiring mind. He pre- 

sents them manfully before nis disciples, and 

meets them boldly, if not scientifically. And, 

first, the distance—a serious matter, truly, but 

not such as to daunt him. The distance is un- 

doubtedly formidable. It is calculated, however, 

that the extreme velocity of a bird's flight would 

accomplish it in two months; the travelers 

would spend three months in the moon, and two 

more months in their descent to this sublunary 

sphere ; and then there would remain just five 

months which they could pass with us. Could 

anything be more neatly calculated, and does 

it not bear the impress of truth upon the very 

front of it ? But an objector might be so bold 

as to remark that they would surely starve upon 

such a long journey or itineration. Why, no, 

observes the professor. For it is to be noticed 

that '* at their departure they are very succu- 

lent and sanguine, and so may have their pro- 

vision laid up for the voyage in their very 

bodies." Objector remembers that hibernating 

animals do thus consume their owii fat, and the 

professor, perhaps, bearing in mind the same 

tact, goes on triumphantly, "besides, they would 

probably be asleep all the way, which spares 

provisions." Objector being so satisfactorily 

met by the theorist in that quarter, timidly ven- 

tures to imagine that the poor birds could never 

go on flying for two months at a stretch ! Well, 

It does appear an extraordinary flight. But let 

us meet that difficulty by supposing that there 

are between this and the moon *' many globules 

or ethereal islands," of which we can take no 

cognisance, but of which the birds might well 

avail themselves as so manv landings in their long 

aerial staircase. Suddenly the oojector remem- 

bers an insuperable obstacle, and triumphantly 

reminds the theorist that the moon revolves 

round the earth every twenty-eight days, and, 

fly iCs fast as they ma^ , the biras would never 

catch it. Dolt ! exclaims the professor, fairly 

losing his temper at the puerility of the objec- 

tion ; do you not perceive that if they set out 

at full moon, they wHl, after flying just two 

months, arrwe also at full moon, when the 

satellite is just in the same position with regard 

to the earth as when they started ? After this, 

objector falb into despai^jind makes no further ■
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attempt to shake the firmly settled fency. The 

eminent professor has it all his own way, and 

his pupils earnestly desire that his extravagance, 

thus triumph an% vindicated, may be immor- 

talised. ■

A theory, which is little less physically im 

possible than that of Dr. Morton, has long 

found acceptance with dispassionate and scien- 

tific observers, and even now is not so thoroughly 

exploded but that it exercises influence over 

the minds of some. The fancy is, that in winter, 

some birds, at all events the swallow tribe, re- 

tire to the bottoms of lakes and rivers, and 

pass the dead months in a torpid condition 

under water. Olaus Magnus was one of the 

earliest, if not the first to adopt this strange 

notion. He was followed by Etmiiller, and 

afterwards by Derham, who c^uotes in confirma- 

tion of the theory a communication made to the 

Royal Societjr in 1712, "from Dr. Colas, a per- 

son very curious in these matters. He, speak- 

ing of their way of fishing in the northern parts, 

by breakii^ boles, and drawing their nets under 

the ice, saith, that he saw sixteen swallows so 

drawn out of the lake of Samrodt, and about 

thirty out of the king's ^at pond in Hose- 

neilen ; and that at Schlebittin, near an house of 

the Earl of Dohna, he saw two swallows, just 

come out of the waters, that could scarce stand, 

being very wet and weak, with their wings 

hanging on the ground; and that he hath 

observ^ the swallows to be often weak for 

some days after their appearance." The Swedish 

naturalist, Alexander ibereer, in the Calendar of 

Flora, kept at Upsal, speiucs of the swallow re- 

tiring unaer water as a matter of course, and to 

be expected at the proper season like any other 

eveiy-day event. September 17th, he enters, 

"Hirundo submergitur." The swallow goes 

under water. It has been suggested, indeed, 

that the Upsal naturalist meant to write the 

leech (Hirudo) and not the swallow (Hirundo), 

in the entry in question, but we fear that 

this is the su^^estion of some wag, for the 

evidence is too strong to be ^t over by 

a mere printer's error. That wise and good 

old naturalist, Gilbert White, half inclined to 

the same opinion, and when he was residing at 

Sunbury, on the banks of the Thames, he tells 

us that in autumn he could not help being much 

amused with the myriads of the swallow tribe 

which assemble in those parts. ''But what 

struck me most," he adds, '' was the fact that 

from the time they began to congregate, for- 

saking the chimneys and houses, tney roosted 

every night in the osier-beds of the aits of the 

river. Now this resorting towards that ele- 

ment, at that season of the year, seems to give 

some countenance to the northern opinion 

(strange as it is) of their retiring under water." 

Even the illustrious Cuvier appears to have 

added the weight of his authority to the notion 

of submergence, for, speaking of the martin, he 

says : " That it becomes torpidduring the winter, 

and even passes that season under water at the 

bottom of marshes, appears to be certain." ■

It is scarcely necessary to use many argn- ■

ments to convince unbiased persons of the un- 

tenability of this fancy. It is true that certain 

animals hibernate ; that is, remain in a state of 

torpidity during the cold weather. But they do 

so under peotuiar circumstances, having first 

secured a warm and sheltered retreat in whieh 

their animal heat is economised, and which is 

within full reach of the effects of the returning 

sun of soring. If such an animal be disturbed 

during tlie cold weather, it may be prematurely 

revived by the approach of warmth, or if le& 

exposed to the cold, it would infdlibly die^ 

without recovering from its torpid condition. 

The torpidity of nibernation, therefore, is a 

natural physiological condition dependent upon 

the diminution of temperature up to a certain 

point, beyond which it is fatal. Nor could such 

an animal revive in spring if its retreat were in 

such a situation that the gradually increasing 

heat of the sun in spring could not be felt. 

Now, it is an established fact, that all places 

situated at eighty feet below the surface of the 

earth are constantly of the same temperature. 

In these situations, therefore, the sun can have 

no influence, and nothing else could call forth 

dormant organs into action. The same cold 

which benumbed them would evidently per- 

petuate their slumbers. ■

But perhaps the best way to show the 

fallacy of such a fancy is to examine the 

statements of those who honestly believe that 

they have been eye-witnesses of the supposed 

fact ; and such there are even now. It was 

only five or six years ago that a lady of respect- 

able social position, living at Stockton-on-Tees, 

wrote to the Darlington and Stockton Times, 

asserting, that without any preconceived 

opinions concerning the submergence theory, 

she was herself a witness of the fact, and goes 

on to relate that she, and a person with her, 

saw a number of swallows dip under the water 

at Middleton, a village on the banks of the 

Tees, never rising from under it again. She 

watched them most closely for a great length of 

time, and was certain of the fact. Now, here 

we have a positive observation, made by an 

educated laay, who, however, confesses that 

"she is no adept in natural history," and 

nothing can convince her that she was in any way 

deceivwl, inasmuch as she not unnaturally pre- 

fers the testimony of lier own senses to the 

dictum of closet naturalists. ■

Now, in examining into this statement, the 

first thing which strixes us is the positiveness 

of the observation. It is not easy to prove a 

negative. We may say that the thing is im- 

possible. We may declare that no air-breathing 

animal could exist beneath an element so un- 

fitted for its respiration as water. We may 

strengthen our argument by calling to mind the 

very active respiration of the class of birds, and 

their very exalted animal heat. We may dwell 

upon the necessary suddenness of the change 

from air to water. We may argue that no ani- 

mals known to hibernate are believed to sub- 

merge themselves ; and we may clench the 

matter by appealing to John Hunter's assertion. ■
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that independent of any obserration the sub- 

mergence of birds in a living state was not a 

possible tidng. Still, if any properly and duly 

aathentioatea case, which, when rigorousW ex- 

ammed, proves to be out of the reach of fallacy, 

ahonld occni, then b^r the laws of just evidence 

must theory fall like ice before the son. ■

Let ns, therefore, briefly examine the cir- 

onmstantial account given by a credible witness, 

and corroborated by a second. Is it possible 

that it can be without foundation? Imperfect 

olnervation, arising from a want of special in- 

formation upon the subject observed, has per- 

petuated many an error, and retarded mnnj a 

truth. Let us onl^ recal the circumstantial 

account of an eye-witness, given us by the good 

old Gerarde, in his Herbal, with regard to the 

origin of Barnacle geese : "But what our eyes 

have scene, and what our hands have touched, 

we shall declare." And after this solemn pre- 

amble, he goes on to tell how, in an island in 

Lancashire, are found cast up the trunks and 

bodies of old rotten trees, whereon is found a 

certain spume or froth, that in time breedeth 

unto certain shells, wherein is a lump which in 

time cometh to the shape and form of a bird, 

which, after it cometh to full maturity, &lls 

into the sea, where it gathereth feathers and 

groweth to a fowl big^r than a mallard, and 

lesser than a goose ! wmch the people of Lanca- 

shire call bv no other name than iree-goote. 

And he ends his account by asseverating: 

'Tor the truth hereof, if any doubt, may it 

please them to repaire unto me, and I shall 

satisfie them by tne testimonie of good wit- 

nesses.'' Great names might be brought for- 

ward in support of this portent even, for Saxo 

Grammaticus, Scaliger,Torquemada,01aus Mag- 

nus, and others, no less than Gerarde, were 

profound believers in this tree origin of Barnacle 

geese, and in order that there mav be no mis- 

take, the Herbal contains a wooacut of the 

tree with the geese falling from it, and some of 

them already swimmmg aoout in safety beneath. ■

Returning now to tne swallows, and bearing 

in mind that the fair disputant disclaims any 

special knowledge of natural history, let us 

hear her further. She next goes on to say 

triamnhantly, *' I can give yon the exact day 

indeed ; it was the 6th of September." Now, 

here she has proved too much in her anxiety to 

support the credit of her statement. In the 

Swedish Calendar of Alexander Berger, kept at 

Upsal, in latitude sixty degrees, it is not pre- 

tended that the swallow goes under water until 

September 17th. Why should English swallows 

take to their water-bed eleven days sooner than 

their brethren six and a half degrees further 

north f Indeed, it is well known to ornitholo- 

gists that the swallow does not leave us until 

the beginning of October. Jenyns, from twelve 

Years' observations, deduces a mean of October 

14th — ^the earliest date being September 28th. ■

It is not difficult to offer an explanation of 

this and other stories of the kina which are 

prevalent among certain classes in«this country, 

and which are widely spread and deeply rooted ■

among the common people of Sweden. The 

University of Upsala has long offered large 

rewards for the discovery of submerged birds, 

but, notwithstanding the prevalent belief, they 

have never been claimed. That swallows dip 

in the water in their rapid flight is certain, and 

it is said, upon the authority of Mr. Couch, that 

they are capable of resting for a few seconds 

with outstretched wings upon the still surface 

of the water, and then flying off again. Let us 

suppose now that it is kite on an autumnd 

afternoon ; the shades of evenmg are gathering 

round, and the active birds are skimming the 

surface of a quiet pool or river, crossing and 

re-crossing, interweaving and intertwining m the 

maees of thdr rapid flight. Under the most 

favourable circumstances, it is difficult to trace 

the course of any particular bird. But if dusk 

imperceptibly steals over such a scene, how 

easy would it be for an observer to imagine 

that the birds, when they dipped or rested 

themselves upon the water, really submerged 

themselves. It would be next to impossible to 

rec(^se these birds among the rest upon re- 

suming their flight, while, as they retired by 

degrees to their roosting-places for the night, 

the gradual diminution or their numbers would 

most readily confirm the impression that those 

birds whion were in reality only momentarily 

lost to view, had sunk beneath the protective 

bosom of the still, deceitful pool. ■

A modification of the submergence fancy, 

but which was an improvement upon it, inas- 

much as it did not at once drown the birds, has 

for that reason received wider credence, as 

being more in analog with reoo^sed pheno- 

mena. This was the idea: that migrating birds, 

during their absence from us in winter, went 

into hiding after the fashion of hibernating ■

Suadrupeds. This fancy is at least as old as the 

ays of Aristotle, who tells us that ''many 

birds, and not a few, as some imagine, hide 

themselves in holes," and he enumerates the 

swallow, kite, thrash, starling, owl, crane, 

turtle, bUckbird, and lark, as undoubtedly thus 

disposing of themselves. Pliny also infers that 

kites lie concealed in holes for some months. 

Nor has the doctrine of hibernation been with- 

out support from more modern naturalists. 

SchoDffer, Hevelius, Derham, Ellis, Daines 

Barrington, Pennant, Gilbert White, and the 

Swedish naturalists, Kleni and Kalm, may be 

mentioned as all more or less in favour of their 

hiding rather than migrating. .White, an ex- 

cellent specimen of a philosophic observer, 

mentions that the sight, early in April, of some 

sand-martins playing in and. out, and hanging 

before some nest-holes in a sand-hill, gave him 

great reason to suppose that they do not leave 

their wild haunts at all, but are secreted amidst 

the clefts and caverns of those abrupt cliffs 

where they usually spend their summers ; for, 

since the previous weather of that year (1793) 

had been very severe, he thought it not vety 

probable that they should have migrated so 

early from a tropical region, through all the 

cutting winds and pinching frosts. But, he adds. ■
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" It is easy to suppose that they may, like bats 

and flies, have been* awakened oy the influence 

of the sun, amidst their secret haunts, where 

they have spent the uncomfortable foodless 

months in a torpid state, and the profouudest of 

slumbers." Still he speaks cautiously, for im- 

mediately after he remarks: "That they can 

retire to rest,and sleep away these uncomfortable 

periods, as bats do, is a matter rather to be 

suspected than proved." But the great Lin- 

naeus himself lent his countenance to this fancy, 

and it became in the last century a common 

mode of expression among those who were 

accustomed to derive their ideas from contem- 

porary authorities. Thus Sturm, in his Keflec- 

tions (April 28), says : "The mild air of spring 

awakens the swallow from his benumbed state. ' ■

It is worthy of remark, however, that, al- 

tliough numerous stories are recorded of torpid 

birds beinii^ turned up from their winter retreats, 

they are always, or nearly always, upon hearsay 

evidence, and doubtless have lost nothing in 

the transmission from one person to anotner. 

There is scarce an instance of a person describ- 

ing such a circumstance from his own observa- 

tion, unless, indeed, it were " a great many vears 

ago, when he was a Ijoy," and probably, tnere- 

fore, incapable of judging of the evidence before 

him. Wtite tells us two such tales—one of a 

clergyman of an inquisitive turn, who assuredhim 

that when he was a great boy, some workmen, in 

pulling down the battlements of a church tower 

early in spring, found two or three swifts among 

the rubbish, which were, at first appearance, 

dead, but, on being carried towards tne fire, re- 

vived. And another " intelligent person" (every 

one is an intelligent person who nas seen some- 

thing that no one else has seen) stated that while 

he was a schoolboy at Brighton, a great fragment 

of the chalk cliff fell down one stormy winter 

on the beach, and that many people found 

swallows among the rubbish ; but, adds White, 

" on my Questioning him whether he saw any of 

those birds himself, to my no small disappoint- 

ment he answered me in the negative, but that 

others assured him they did." Althoujgh, there- 

fore, he leaned to the theory of hiding, he is 

forced to confess that he never heard any such 

account worth attending to. And with re^rd 

to the other soft-billed and short-winged birds 

of passage, against the possibility of whose 

migration there seemed to be maji;ir difficulties, 

he declares that, . " as to their hiding, no man 

pretends to have found any of them in a torpid 

state in winter." He himself tested the truth of 

the theory by digging out the nest of the sand- 

martins from the holes in a bank, and satisfied 

himself that they were entirely deserted. ■

Markwick, a contemporary of White, and who 

was rather disposed to put faith in the hiding 

of birds in winter, very candidly reviews the 

circumstances which have led to that idea. In 

very early spring, and sometimes immediately 

after very cold, severe weather, on its growing 

a little warmer, a few swallows suddenly make 

their appearance long before the generality of 

them are seen. These appearances, he observes. ■

certainly favour the opinion of their passing the 

winter in a torpid state, but do not absolutely 

prove the fact; for who ever saw them reviving 

of their own accord from their torpid state, 

without being first brought to the fire, and, as 

it were, forcS into life again P Soon after which 

revivification they constantly die. This is, indeed, 

the key to any occasional cases of benumbed 

birds which maypossibly have been found early 

in the season. Their condition is not a natural 

and physiological one, but an unnatural and 

dangerous one, produced by unwonted cold, from 

which the probability is they cannot recover. ■

The real state of the case is, that migrating 

birds are subject to certain evils arising from 

their instinct, which are of two kinds — one 

met with on their arrival in this country, an- 

other likely to be encountered at the time of 

their departure— one, that is, in early spring, 

the other in late autumn. We cannot in the 

present paper indicate the principle of migra- 

tion at any length ; but it will be sufficient to 

remark that the movements of birds being regu- 

lated by the seasons, and proximately oy the 

heat of the sun, and both our climate and solar 

heat being proverbially uncertain and liable to 

variation, the delicate birds, which winter in a 

warm climate, return to this country only to 

encounter the unseasonable weather, cold, wet, 

and it may be frost and snow, which occasion- 

ally make their appearance even iu April. To 

such inclement weather they soon succumb, and, 

retiring to their roosting-places, become be- 

numbed and thrown into a helpless condition, 

which is only the precursor of their death ; and 

in that condition they may have been sometimes 

found. Or it may even happen that they have 

arrived in March, or mucli earlier th»i the 

usual time, owing to an advanced season in the 

country they have left, when the results would 

be still more marked. Occasionally, the bad 

weather bemg transitory, they may be little 

seen for a few days after their first appearance, 

when, fine and mud weather returning, they re- 

cover themselves, and come out as usual. ■

With regard to the accidents of their autumnal 

migration, they are of a more limited character, 

and do not affect the species in the wholesale 

manner of those just alluded to. That it fre- 

quently happens tnat a bird has been seen long 

after its companions have quitted their summer 

residence, there can be no doubt. Such a cir- 

cumstance, indeed, is one of those exceptional 

cases which prove the rule. Some defect of 

flight may have prevented it from accompany- 

ing the main body, recovering which, it would 

make the attempt to follow them, for the in- 

stinct is strong upon them at that season of the 

year; but we may safely conclude that such a 

bird, if it was forced to remain, would not be 

able either to subsist or to exist through the 

winter. The swallow produces two and even 

more broods during the season, the second 

brood being brought out about the middle or 

end of August. But if the second brood be re- 

tarded from any cause, or if a third brood be 

hatched late in the season, the imj^ulse of fni« ■
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^tion will not be stayed by the other great 

impulse^ usually so powerful, of love to their 

ofrspring; aad such late broods are left behiad 

if Uiey are not matured enough to accompany 

their parents. In these cases, then, the young 

are pitilessly deserted, and, if very helpless, 

they necessarily and rapidly perish, and their 

putrid carcases or mouldering skeletons may be 

sometimes found on searching the nests in late 

autumn. If, on the other hand, they are more 

advanced, though not sufficiently so to under- 

take migration, they may subsist for some 

weeks, if the weather remain mild, for food is 

in sufficient abundance. But ultimately, if still 

unable to leave, they succumb, and fall into the 

torpidity, which is not, as has been imagined, 

theu: protection during winter, but only the 

first stage of their certain destruction. ■

MOTHERS. ■

Some one has said, that a young mother is 

the most beautiful thing in nature. Why 

qualify it ? Why young ? Are not all mothers 

beautiful? The sentimental outside beholder 

may prefer youth in the pretty picture; but I 

am inclined to think that sons and daughters, 

who are most intimately concerned in the mat- 

ter, love and admire their mothers most when 

they are old. How suggestive of sometliing 

bolv and venerable it is when a person talks 

of his " dear old mother." Away with your 

mincing "mammas," and "mam-mas" sug- ■

§estive only of a fine lady, who deputes her 

uties to a nurse, a drawing-room maternal 

parent, who is afraid to handle ner offspring for 

fear of spoiling: her fine new gown. Give me 

the homeljr motner, the arms of whose love are 

all embracing, who is beautiful always, whether 

old or young, whether arrayed in satin, or 

modestly habited in bombazine. Though I have 

lately glorified aunts somewhat at the expense 

of mothers, I am not insensible to the supreme 

claims which the latter have upon our love, our 

gratitude, and our respect. There are more 

ways than one of iookins at things : and there 

are many aspects of mothers which are entirely 

beautiful. ■

Maternal love is a mystery which human 

reason CBp. never fathom. It is altogether above 

reason ; it is a holy passion, in which all others 

are absorbed and lost. It is a sacred flame on 

the altar of the heart, which is never quenched. 

That it does not re(|uire reason to feed it and 

keep it alive is witnessed in the instinctive 

maternal love which pervades all animal nature. 

Every one must have instinctively felt the apt- 

ness of the scriptural illustration of maternal 

solicitude, which likens a great love to a hen, 

which gathers her chickens under her wing. 

The hen's maternal care, so patient, so unsel- 

fish, is a miniature replica of Nature's greatest 

work. No doubt, it is carried on and on ad 

infinitum, until wo want a microscope to see it. 

There are myriads of anxious mothers in a kaf, 

whose destiny is to live for a single day and then ■

die for ever ; as there are millions of anxious 

mothers in the human family whose span of 

life is threescore years and ten, with a glorious 

eternity Wms beyond. The mother is the main- 

spring of all nature, the fountain of all pure 

love— the first likeness on earth of God himself. 

Man did not deserve to have the first entry 

into the garden of Eden. Bums, with his great 

sympathetic soul, seems to have felt this when 

he sang of Dame Nature, ■

Her 'prentice han* ■

She tried on man, ■

And then she made the lasses, ! ■

It was the only way of explaining the matter 

while adhering to the Mosaic history. If I 

were a follower of Dr. Colenso, and ventured 

to interpret these things in my own way, I 

should say that if the writer of that history 

had been a woman, she would have brought 

Eve on the scene first and devoted a rib to 

Adam; and if I were a Frenchman, I should 

say, that it was not polite of Adam to take the 

pas of a lady. But I am neither, and I will 

say none of these things, for I am ■

Orthodox, orthodox, ■

Wha cam' in wi' John Knox, ■

and I will not sound an alarm to my conscience 

with any " heretic blast," whether it come from 

the " west" or the south. I will not even say 

that ■

What is nae sense maun be nonsense. ■

The theory that we derive our intellectual 

qualities from our mothers, while we are in- 

debted to our fathers only for our physical 

attributes, is roost agreeable to all the natural 

instincts of man. It is so rational a theory 

that one wonders why those clever old fellows 

the " ancients" did not perceive it. It is upon 

thb theory that we trace the genius of our 

great men to the influence of tneir mothers. 

The same theory, taken inversely, would also 

account for the fact that great men very rarely 

have great sons. Genius is not hereditary 

througn the fathers, but through the mothers. 

The popular perception of this law of nature 

finds expression in the common remark that a 

child is " the ima^e of his father," and has the 

" amiable disposition of his mother," or perhaps 

vice versa as to the disposition. ■

It is not altogether because our mothers are 

of the " gentle?' sex that we fly to them for 

sympathy instead of to our fathers. It is be- 

cause there is a more intimate relationship 

between us, because the strings of our nature 

are more in unison ; because we are more nearly 

fiesh of their flesh, and blood of their blood. In 

the old patriarchal times the father was the 

principal person, the sole and undivided head of 

the family. The mother was a secondary person 

altogether. One cannot help feeling that the 

mothers of the Old Testament occupied a some- 

what undignified position in the family. The 

state of afl'airs in patriarchal society is fully ex- 

plained when we call to mind that the head of 

the family was generally a-^*sad Turk." ■
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It is a fact, which may not be generally known, 

that a remnant of the patriarcnal system still 

liners in the midst of the new dispensation 

which inculcates loye and equality. And the 

country (of all countries in the world) where 

this autocratic paternal government is to be 

met with is Scotland. In the Catholic countries 

of Europe, the love and duty of children centre 

in the mother. In Spain, Italy, and Gcnnany, 

and particularly in France, the mother is the 

^iding star of the family. The German mother 

IS a sacred idea ; the French mother is a poetical 

one. When a Frenchman gets sentimental, he 

never fails to rave about his mother. When he 

goes into battle, he invokes the name of ''ma 

m^e." When he lies dying on the field, his 

last words are for "ma mke." When he 

escapes tbis fate and returns to France, vie* 

torious, his first desire is to embrace "ma 

m^re." When he gets tipsy — which, to his 

credit, is seldom — he maunders about "ma 

m^re." Toujours ma mire! The German is 

not so high-fiown on the subject, but possibly 

he is more in earnest in his affection. When 

you meet him abroad in the world, he has 

always pleasant recollections of his " moder" to 

impart to you. How rarely you hear him talk 

about his "fader!" ■

As you come north, however, among Celts, 

Saxons, and Scandinavians, the father rises in 

importance and the mother sinks. I cannot 

believe that race is the sole cause of this diffe- 

rence in feeling ; for while in Scotland you find 

the father pre-eminent in the affections of the 

children, in Ireland it is the mother who attracts 

the largest share of attachment. In England 

the mother is of less importance than in France, 

less even than in Ireland. This may be ex- 

plained partly by the difference in religion, 

partly by the laws of succession and primogeni- 

ture. In the Catholic religion, the materiafidea 

is quite as sacred as the patemsd one, while it 

has the additional attributes of humanity im- 

parted to it. Tlie Virgin Mary, with the 

Saviour of the World at her breast, is the ever ■

})resent symbol of maternal origin and maternal 

ove. In Protestant England tnis is wantmg to 

the great mass of the people ; and the aristocracy, 

who set the fashion even in social habits, incul- 

cate the idea of inheritance from the father, 

naturally inviting duty, if not love, towards the 

male head of the family. In English aristo- 

cratic society it matters little — so far as name 

and property are concerned— who your mother 

is. She may be a washerwoman or a dancing- 

girl. Tou, the eldest son, are as much a Duke 

and a Montmorency as if your mother had been 

a scion of the noblest house in the land. It is 

your father from whom you get all your glory 

and all your possessions. Such is the sub- 

ordination of tne sons of the aristocratic classes 

to the paternal idea, that they will even take 

their politics from their fathers, against their 

own convictions. In a purely domestic way, 

however, the English mother occupies a most 

honourable position. She is loved, respected, 

and looked up to, and the usages of society, no ■

less than the dictates of natural reverence, esta- 

bh'sh her claim to the most delicate and chival- 

rous consideration. In one department of the 

household she is all supreme. ■

This is not quite the case in Scotland. The 

Scotch father is sternly patriarchal. The wife 

is in a great measure subordinate to him even 

in domestic matters. In England and Ireland, 

and indeed in most other Cnristian countries, 

the children take their religion and their piety 

from their mothers ; in Scotland they take them 

from their fathers. This is chiefly to be observed 

among the middle and lower classes. You will 

find many Scotch households in the rural dis- 

tricts, where the father is a sort of potentate in 

his house. He has the best room, the best 

chair, the best knife and fork, the silver spoon. 

The tit-bits and the luxuries are reserved for 

him. His wife speaks of him with awe and 

reverence, and calls him " Mister," even to her 

own relations. T^lien this majestic father ex- 

presses his views, his wife sits mum, never 

daring to put in a word. If he be ^iven to 

religion, he will have his wav in' that ; if he be 

given to whisky-toddv, he wul have his way m 

that also. He will aecide the doctrine of pre- 

destination, and equally determine for himself 

how many tumblers are good for him after 

dinner. Education, I fancy, is at the bottom 

of this Scotch singularity. The men are better 

educated than the women. Intellectually thejy 

are not companions for each other. The result 

of this state of things is, that the children " take 

to" the father rather than to the mother. You 

will rarely see a Scotch boy kissing his mother ; 

yet it is common to see him caressing his 

father. I believe tlmt, if a Scotch father and 

mother were to come out from their home to 

seek fortune elsewhere, and one were to turn to 

the right and the other to the left, the children 

would, in most cases, follow the father. In 

Ireland and France, I believe they would follow 

the mother. In England, probably some woold 

follow the father aiul some the mother. Bat 

the influence m each case would be different. 

Tet in all Christian countries the primary idea 

of a mother is one that instiuctivelv associates 

itself with love and tenderness ana sympathy. 

However important the father may niake him- 

self, there are matters which he cannot assist 

us in. We may consult him on the afTairs 

of life and the world, but it is to the mother 

that we go for advice, sympathy, and consola- 

tion in the affairs of the heart and the sensi* 

bilities. It is on her bosom that we pillow 

the weary head, into her ear that we pour 

the tale of our soul's woe, from her lips that 

we hear the sweet spoken words of comfort and 

consolation. ■

And how little can we return to her for all 

her patience with us, all her care, all her love 

for us. When we are young unfledged birds in 

the nest, we cling close to her, taking her warm 

breast and her protecting wings as our birth- 

right — as vet unconscious of our debt of gratis 

tudfe. And when our feathers grow, we fly away 

and leave her— fly away to build nesls of our ■
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own. We pass from one care to another, neyer 

sharing it, out alwajs the objects of it. ■

When we consider what the life of a mother 

is from first to last, we should learn to be grate- 

ful, and striye to show our gratitude. It seems 

almost a hard doctrine that a man should leave 

his mother and cleaye to his wife. As a matter 

of social polity, it may be necessary that he 

should do so ; but in purity and sacredness, no 

love can exceed that which a man feels for his 

mother. No other loye should be allowed to 

interfere with this. It is the love of Heaven 

itself. ■

When we reflect upon what mothers have to 

endure, we may allow that novelists are right in 

making the culminating^ point of happiness the 

marriage of their heroines. After that their 

trouble begins. Man, in his self-importance, 

has Applied the proverb to himself; but it should 

be, ** When a tcomaa ma^rries her trouble begins." 

It is she who feels the needles and pins of life. 

Man it is, rather, who sharpens their points. 

Woman's is a subjective life from $rst to last. 

Ko man knows what a woman suffers in bearing 

and bringing up a family of children. Only 

Heaven knows— Heaven which has endowed 

her with that wondrous love which redeems her 

e^dstence from bein^ an intolerable slavery. 

And when the task is done, and the children 

have gone forth into the world, how hard it is 

to be left alone with a full heart — with love 

still warm and sympathy still unexhausted. Ah 

me ! ah me ! my heart bleeds when I think of 

the widowed mother wafting her loving thoughts 

across the seas upon the wings of sighs, nursing 

us again in thought, fondling ns once more in 

the arms of her imagination. This is the 

mother's fate often ; the father's seldom. The 

father, when he becomes a widower, is never too 

old to begin his life all over again. The mother, 

in most cases, holds the old love too sacred to 

pollute it with another. She is content to live 

upon the memories of the past — to wait patiently 

until God calls her to that land, where the love 

of the mother is known, thou^ there is neither 

marrying nor giving in marriage. ■

CHINESE THOUGHTS. ■

Next to Confucius stands Mencius, in the 

estimation of the Chinese. Like Confucius, he 

was a grmtt traveller, and visited many of the 

states adjacent to and dependent upon China. 

He was generally accompanied by his disciples. 

Eemusat says that his style, though less con- 

cise and elevated than that of " tne prince of 

letters," is equally noble, and more adorned and 

elegant. His conversations have more variety 

than is to be found in the apophthegms and 

maxims of Confucius — ^who is always ^rave and 

sometimes austere. He raises virtue into ideal 

regions, and repulses vice with cold indignation. 

Mencius, with an equal love of virtue, speaks of 

vice with more of scorn than of horror; he 

reasons with it, even seeks to make it ridiculous. 

He has a sort of a Socratic irony. He ventures ■

to ntter the boldest and bitterest truths to 

princes and grandees who sought his laudation. 

He exhibits nothing of Oriental servility. He 

is rather Diogenes than Aristippus, but vrith 

more of sagacity and decorum ; he is always in- 

spired by zesl for the public good. Extracts 

from his writings are to be found in the second 

volume of the M61anges Asiatiques, and some 

of them will serve to illustrate nis merits, and 

at the same time the highest reach of wisdom 

in the thoughts of the Chinese. ■

"If you will have robes of silk, you must plant 

the mulberry-tree." A Chinese proverb prettily 

says, "A splendid garment is in the leaf of the 

mulberry." Mencius thus reproved a prince: 

"What avails it that your kitchen overflows 

with food, and that your stables are fiUed with 

fat horses, if your people are pale with hunger, 

and their famished corpses cover your fields r" ■

" As water subdues fire, the humane prin- 

ciple subdues the non-humane. But if a man 

threw without effect a cup of water to extin- 

guish chariots filled with burning wood, can he 

say, * Water will not subdue fire P* The 

humane must not bring feebleness to the rescue 

of those who suffer. Humanity must, therefore, 

not be weak, but energetic." ■

"Gold is heavier than feathers. Is a cart- 

load of feathers, therefore, weightier than a 

button of gold?" ■

Mencius thus describes the habits of his day : 

"In the spring-time the emperor visits the 

labourers who prepare the soil, and assists 

those who are in want. In autumn he vtsits 

the harvesters who gather in the fruits, and 

aids those who have not a sufficiency." ■

"When the emperor entered the boundaries of 

his (vassal) princes, if he found the land free 

from weeds, if the fields were well cultivated, if 

the old were provided for from the public re- 

venues, if the sages were honoured, if^the most 

distinguished were called to public employments, 

he rewarded the prince by an extension of his 

domains. ■

" But if he found none of these things, he 

punished the (vassal) princes. If thev fauedto 

pay their visit of homage, and to produce their 

accounts and tribute, he lowered them one de- 

gree in dignity; if they failed twice, he di- 

minished the extent of their territory; if thrice, 

he sent six military bodies, who removed them 

from their government. ■

"The federal compact was proclaimed by the 

highest of the vassal princes, in the presence of 

the rest. The victim was tied to the sacrificial 

altar ; the book containing the compact was 

placed upon the victim. These were the de- 

crees : ■

" 1. Let the children who are wanting in filial 

piety be put to death. Deprive not the legiti- 

mate son of his inheritance to give it to another. 

Make not a wife of your concubine. ■

" 2. Honour the sages. Give recompenses to 

the men of talent and genius. Bring forward ■

virtuous men. C"ni(^n]o ■
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'' 3. Eespect the aged. Cherish little children. 

Be hospitable to guests and travellers. ■

"4. Let theLiUraii have no hereditary charges 

or magistracies. Let not different (inconsistent) 

functions be imposed upon the same person. In 

selecting pubUc officers, let merit alone deter- 

mine your choice. » Let not the administrators 

of cities be put to death by your arbitrary au- 

thority. ■

" 5. Let there be no dirt-heaps in your fields 

(i.e. ^-aste no manure). Prevent not the sale 

(transfer) of the fruits of the earth (free trade). 

Confer no principality without imperial au- 

thority. ■

"A*fter the compact, the principal vassal 

prince said, 'You who with me have bound 

yourselves by this treaty, sanctioned by all, 

carry each with yon sentiments of concord and 

harmony.' " ■

" Seek and you will find ; neglect anything, 

you will lose everything ; but we must seek what 

is to be found within (our grasp), for we shall 

not find what we seek if we seek what is beyond 

(our reach)." ■

" If your lessons are listened to, preserve 

your serenity ; if they are not listened to, pre- 

serve your serenity, for if you know your truth- 

fukcss, why should you not be serene ?" ■

''The (intellectual) nature of the superior 

man is fixed and immutable, not augmented by 

a wide sphere of action, not dimmished by 

poverty and nakedness." ■

"If with five acres you cultivate the mul- 

berry-tree, if your women raise silkworms, your 

old men may be clad in silken garments ; with 

five fowls and two sons, and watching the 

seasons, your old men will have food. One 

labouring man will suffice for eight mouths." ■

" He who looks upon the ocean thmks little of 

streams and rivers. He who has passed the 

portal of the saints (who has been instructed 

oy the saees), will not value highly the teach- 

ings of ordinary men." ■

" Yan^ thinks only of himself ; he would not 

pull a hair out of his head for the public good. ■

"Su6 loves everybody; he would bend his 

head to the dust if by so doing he could render 

any benefit to the emperor." ■

Mencius quotes with hin^h praise the " man 

of eminent virtue," the Emperor Yaou, who 

said to his brother, " Go, comtort ye the people, 

gather them around you; correct them, assist 

them, teach them to be prosperous, encourage 

them by their own impulses to return to good- 

ness. Shower upon tnem many benefits." ■

It was of Yaou that Confucius said, " What 

is so great as Heaven P Who but Yaou ever re- 

sembled its greatness P" ■

"Sages have been known to change the 

manners of barbarians, but a sa^e was never 

converted to barbarism by barbarians." ■

" To dwell habitually in the great domicile of 

humanity, to sit constantly in the becoming 

seat (i.e. to be observant of the appropriate ■

ceremonies), to walk in the broad pathway (i.e. 

to obey the great moral rules), to spread among 

the people the harvests of your own good for- 

tune, and if good fortune fail you, to confer ail 

the benefits at your disposal, to be incorruptible 

by riches, impassible under poverty and numi- 

liation, to show no fear in the presence of danger 

and of an armed force, this is to be a great 

man." ■

Tlie prime minister of the kingdom of Sung 

consulted Mencius, and told him that being 

convinced of the oppressive character of a tax 

that bore heaviljr upon the people, he thought 

he shoidd diminish it, and at the end of the 

year abolish it altogether. Mencius answered, 

"There was a man who was accustomed to 

steal every day the poultry of his neighbours, 

and was reproached for his dishonesty. * Well,* 

he answered, * I will amend little by little. I 

will only steal one fowl a month for a year to 

come, and then I will abstain altogether.' No/' 

said Mencius, "no, when you know that what 

you do is unjust, cease at once to do it. Why 

wait a year P^' ■

"Men talk idly about empire, nation, family. 

The foundation of the empire is in the nation, 

of the nation in the family, of the family in the 

individual; in fine, government is founded on 

the people, the people on the family, the family 

on its cnief." ■

" Win a people and the empire is won ; win 

their hearts ana their affections, and you win the 

people ; vou win their hearts by meeting their 

wishes, by providing for their wants, and im- 

posing upon them nothing that they detest." ■

" As the fish hurries away from the otter to 

the protection of the deep waters, as the little 

bird flies to the thipk forest from the hawk, so 

do subjects fly from wicked kings." ■

" You cannot reason with the passionate, you 

cannot act with the feeble or the capricious." ■

" Sure and sincere truth is heaven's pathway ; 

to meditate on truth in order to practise it is 

to discover the pathway and the duty of man." ■

"No man who has been consistently true and 

sincere has failed to win the confidence and 

favour of other men. No man in whom tnith 

and sincerity have been wanting has ever long 

possessed their confidence and lavour." ■

" The good man needs not impose on himself 

the obligation of truthful words (truth being 

natural to him), he needs no special resolution 

(in a particular case), for equity and justice are 

his hahitual guides." ■

"The benevolent man loves mankind; tlie 

courteous man respects them. He who loves 

men will be loved by them; lie who respects 

men will be respected by them." ■

" If I am treated rudely, let me examine into 

the cause, and if I cannot discover any sort of 

impropriety in my own conduct, I may disregard 

the rudeness, and consider him who displays it 

as no better than a brute, and why should the 

I conduct of a brute disturb me ?" OQlC ■
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When Mencioa was asked his opinion as to 

the conduct of two individuals, one of whom 

had fled» and the other had remained at home 

when their house was attacked by robbers, and 

the person who had taken flight was severely 

condemned by the questioner, Mencius went 

into all the circumstances of the two cases, and 

declared that each had been influenced by the 

same prudential considerations, and that each 

would have acted as the other did had their 

positions been changed. ■

Mencius relates what follows, and it is cha- 

racteristic of the manners and customs of his 

time. ■

" There was a man of Tsi who had a legiti- 

mate wife and a concubine, who dwelt together 

in his house. ■

"Whenever the husband went out he re- 

turned gorged with wine and food, and when 

his wife inquired where he bad been eatine and 

dxinking, he answered, ' With the rich and the 

noble.' ■

"The wife said to the concubine, ' Whenever 

my husband ffoes out he returns satiated with 

wmc and food. If I ask him with whom lie eats 

and drinks, he answers, "With the rich and the 

noble." Now, never has one illustrious person 

visited our abode. I will secretly learn where 

he goes.' ■

" So she rose eai-ly, and followed her husband 

to the places he visited^ He passed through 

the locality, but not a soul saluted or spoke to 

him. Reaching the western suburb among the 

tombs was one who devoured the remains of the 

ancestral sacrifices, but without being satisfied. 

He went to other places and did the same, and 

thus he habitually gratified his appetite. ■

" His lawful wife returned home, and said to 

the concubine, * We placed our future hopes in 

our husband, and lo, what are we doing ?' She 

told the concubine what she had seen, and they 

wept together in the women's apartment (over 

the profligacy of the man). He returned — not 

knowing what had taken place — with a gay 

countenance, boasting of his good fortune to 

the wife and the concubine. ■

"Such are the means," says the sage, "by 

which many pursue wealth and honour, profits 

and advancement. How few those are who 

blush and moan for this misconduct 1" ■

"Who by a tortuous example has ever made 

men straightforward and sincere P Who by dis- 

honouring himself can render others honour- 

able ? Holy men do not necessarily resemble 

one another; some seek solitude and retire- 

ment ; others exhibit themselves, and approach 

the neighbourhood of authority; some are 

exOed, others remain at home. The object of 

all perfect men is to be pure, free from stains, 

and this alone." ■

Mencius thus describes a good public func- 

tionary : "Lien did not blush to serve a worth- 

less prince, nor disdain a petty magistracy. But 

in the exercise of his functions he drew forth 

sages from their obscurity, and himself walked 

in the straight path. If he was disesteemed or ■

neglected he felt no resentment; even when 

suffering from want and misery he neither com- 

plained nor was afflicted. If he dveit in a 

village he was always satisfied, had a serene 

look, and sought no ot^er abode. His language 

w5s, *You are you, and I am I* (i.e. we all 

pursue our own purposes). 'You approach me 

with naked arms, your bodies* unclad (it is un- 

becoming), but to me it is no defilement.' The 

reproof thus conveyed has given courage to the 

pusillanimous, and the cold and insensible have 

become earnest and affectionate." ■

He gjave the following description of one of 

the ancient governments of China (Khi) : ■

" The people were taxed to the amount of one- 

ninth of their earnings, the public functionaries 

were regularly paid, the trontiers were well 

guarded, but no (import) duties were levied. 

There was no interference with the fisheries in 

the lakes and ponds, criminals were not punished 

in the presence of their wives and children. 

Widowers, widows, and those who had lost their 

parents, were under the special charge of the 

state." And he quotes the verse from the Book 

of Odes: ■

Riches and power are blessings but to those 

Who soothe tlie widow's and the orphan's woes. ■

Upon which the king exclaimed, "What ad- 

mirable words!" And the sage replied, "O 

king ! if you find them admiralue, wtiy do you 

not practise them ?" ■

" Some labour with their intellect, some with 

their hands. Those who labour with their in- 

tellect govern men, those who labour with their 

hands are governed by men. Those who are 

governed by men produce the food of man, and 

those who govern men have their food produced 

by men." ■

" Not by superiority of age or honour, not bv 

the virtues and power of your brother, is friend- 

ship to be secured. Priendship must be allied 

with virtue. Virtue is its only bond. ■

" The virtuous literate of a village sponta- 

neously links himself in friendship with the 

(other) virtuous literates of that village; the 

virtuous literate of a kingdom allies nimself 

spontaneously with the virtuous literates of that 

kingdom, the virtuous literate of an empire with 

the virtuous literates of that empire. But this 

is not enough ; he must mount higher ; he must 

study the works of the ancient sages, recite their 

verses, read and explain their books, and he 

must make himself acquainted with these sages 

to accomplish this. He must examine the era 

in which they lived (to learn what they accom- 

plished). It IS by ascending ever higher that the 

noblest friendships are accomplished." ■

When the King of Tsi consulted Mencius as 

to the mutual duties of princes and ministers, 

he replied : ■

" If the prince commit great faults, the mi- 

nister should remonstrate. If he repeat them, 

if he turn a deaf ear to these representations, 

the minister should replace him, and deprive him 

of his power." ■
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The kms chan^d colour when he heard these 

words, and Mencios added : '' The king must 

not deem my words extraordinary. If tke lung 

interrogate his subject, his subject dares say 

nothing which is opposed to right and truth." ■

Once he said to the prince : '' If a man were 

commanded to carry off a great mountain and 

fling it into the sea, he might well answer, ' I 

cannot do this ;' but if he were told to tear away 

the branch of a young tree, and replied, ' I can- 

not,' he would exhibit indisposition, but not im- 

potence. Now a monarch who goyems amiss 

should not compare himself to the man who is 

expected to throw the big mountain into the 

ocean, but to one who refuses to pluck the 

branch from the tree.'' ■

Again he told his sovereign: "There was 

little substantial ^lory in splendid repasts or 

in costly robes, in crowds of vassals, or in 

military renown ; but in good government, in 

the choice of virtuous ministers, in the en- 

couragement of the labourers in the field, and 

the artisan in the workshop, in the courtesies to 

foreign guests, in the pure administration of jus- 

tice, m the education of the people, and in the 

strengthening of all the social and domestic re- 

lations." ■

A^ain he said : " The love of music is be- 

commg, of the chase is blameless, but he is the 

best ruler who enables his people to participate 

in his pleasures. If the prince rejoice in the 

joys of his people, the people will rejoice in his 

jo^. If he oe saddened with their sadness, they 

will be sad when he is sad; and if he rejoice 

with everybody, everybody will rejoice with 

him." ■

In a conversation withMendus, Kaou*tze said : 

" The nature of man resembles running water, 

turn it towards the east it runs towards the 

east, turn it towards the west it runs towards 

the west. Man's nature does not distinguish 

good from evil, any more than the water custin- 

guishes the east from the west." ■

Mencius : ** True 1 the water does not distin- 

^isli the east from the west, but can it not dis- 

tinguish height from depth P Man's nature is 

naturally good, as the water runs naturally 

downward. There is no man who is not natu- 

rally good, as there is no water that does not 

natui^y descend. ■

" But if you stop the course of the water 

you mav make it mount above vour forehead. 

JPlace obstacles in its way, it wiu flow back to 

its source, nay, you may canr it over a moun- 

tain. But is this the nature of the waters ? No ! 

it is constraint. ■

"And so men may be constrained to evil, this 

their nature permits. ■

''Man's natural tendency is towards good. 

Our nature is good. If we commit vicious acts, 

it is not because the faculty (of doing ^od) is 

wanting. All men have the feelings of mercy 

and pity, all the sense of shame and hatred of 

vice. AU have the sentiments of deference and 

respect, all the sense of praise and blame. ■

" The sentiment of mercy and pity is hu- 

manity, that of shame and hatred of vice is ■

equity, that of deference and respect b urbanity, 

that of approbation and blame is wisdom. Hu- 

manity, equity, urbanity, and wisdom are not of 

outward growth, they are in us and from within 

us, thou^ we do not think of this." ■

" If," says Mencius, " in abundant years good 

actions predominate, if in sterile years evil 

actions, it is not that man's nature is different, 

but that passion has attacked and submerged 

the heart and led it away to evil." ■

" The passions which cause man to abandon 

the noble sentiments of the heart are like the 

axe and the scythe, wliich cut down the beau- 

tiful vegetation of the mountain." ■

** Princes have their precious possessions, 

their territory, their people, and a good admi- 

nistration. Those who consider pearls and 

precious stones as their treasures will be over- 

taken by calamity." ■

"All men have the sense of commiseration. 

To extend it to aU pain and suffering is huma- 

nity. All men have the sentiment of what is 

not right to be done. To extend this to all they 

do is equity." ■

" Simple words of sound sense are the best." 

"Men abandon their own flelds to remove 

tares from the fields of other men." ■

"When pulse and corn are as plentiful as fire 

and water, what should prevent the people from 

being virtuous ?" ■

" While you listen to a man's words, watch 

the movement of his eyes, and you will pene* 

trate his disguises." ■

" Being without blame, he went forth to be 

executed."* ■

"Diffuse knowledge, interchange employ* 

ments, so that the deficiencies of some may be 

filled up by the superfluities of others." ■

" Sacrifice not in an unclean vessel." ■

" A be^ar will not value what is trampled 

on." ■

"The courage of the impetuous is far less 

virtuous than the courage of the thoughtful." ■

* Self-sacrifioe for the benefit of one's family or 

coantry, is held in China to be a merit of the 

highest order. In cases where substitution is 

allowed, there is no difficulty in finding an innocent 

man to be executed, who sells himself for about a 

hundred ounces of sQver (80L to 40/.), and so pro- 

vides for his widow and family. I knew of a ca$o 

in which a diBtingnished literary graduate wrote a 

petition to the emperor representing the grievances 

of his people, who were in a state of insurrectbm. 

The grievances were acknowledged and redressed, 

but their eloquent exponent delivered himself over 

to the Mandarins to be dealt with as the authorities 

should deem fit The nails were torn from his 

fingers as a punishment for having written the 

petition, and he was ordered for execution, and was 

decapitated. A temple was built in his honour, a 

pension was awarded by the people to his iamily, 

and evervbody seemed satisfied that everything 

risht and-proper was doneon the^^^j^ ■
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"All men have in them the sentiments of 

compassion and sympathy. In a crowd that 

shomd see a child tailing into a well, there 

wonld not be one who would not feel fear and 

pity." ■

"NotMag IS nobler than to afford to others 

the means of exerobing their nrtnes." ■

''Markets were established to enable men to 

exchange what they possessed for what they did 

not possess. He was a worthless man who first 

le^ad taxes upon this interchange." ■

HOBBY-HORSES. ■

Is there anyone among ns who does not keep 

a hobbj-horse P — ^to whom the pleasure of parad- 

ing a iavonrite toy, material or intellectual, is 

nmcnown ? If there is I should like to see the 

man, as a curiosity not equalled even by a livii^ 

specimen of tiie dodo, or a yearling ichthyosaurus 

making its first clumsy essays towards am- 

phibious perfection. But I do not believe in 

niffl, and will not allow that a h&ng absolutely 

hobby4u>r8ele8S exists ; that there lives the man 

or woman wliose days pass away without the 

indulgence of a toy, or the dandling of a doIL 

No, we may be sure that, whether we confess 

it or deny it^ we all have our particular beast 

at home, our dapple or our roan, our black, our 

chesnut, our mousfr^lonr, or our bay. capering 

somewhere about the establishment, though we 

aU choose different keeping-places, and have 

idioayncrasics in the matter of airing«rounds. 

Some of us, for instance, keep our hobby-horse 

under lock and ke^, in the closet opposite to 

that wherein the family skebton lives, taking 

him out to aur oocaaionallv— privately and sur- 

rq>titionsly as it were — ana nnder dose diagnise, 

so that be may pass for a dog or a sneep, 

perhapa for a wolfor a lion ; for something use- 

lul and to be encouraged, or for something 

dangerous and to be put down; but in no wise 

to be discovered as a hobby-horse with two 

false Im and a ewe neck stuffed artistically, 

good omy as a plaything and pastime. Others, 

on the oontraiy, have him in the oourt-yard, 

caiacolling about the premises without the least 

attempt at ponoealment; the first thing seen 

by a stranger, the bst bv a guest ; the whole 

domain giren up to hobDy-horsemanship, and 

the whde world his pasture-ground. And 

others again show him wsurily to private friends ; 

just the tip of his nose snuifii^ the morning 

air, or the end of his tail whisking off the flies 

from Ins housings ; but honestly, it warily, con- 

fessing him for what he is, and not masking him 

in pasteboard yizors sheepish or leonine, and 

making believe that his entertainment means 

aacrifice or cmsadefor the world at large. This 

kind air him in home-paddocks well defended, 

with only a chosen few to see the fun, and cry 

bcavo ! at the proper moment. Too honest to 

deny that their hoboy is just a hobby and nothing 

more, they yet are sensitive as to the ridicule 

the poor oeast may get; and so they keep him ■

to close quarters and private airing-grounds, and 

put plenty of water into his soup. But whether 

close or open, confessed or denied, walled pad- 

docks or public thoroughfares, we all do keep 

a hobby-horse if not horses, and aJl do feel 

supreme deli|j;ht when we get inside the trap- 

pings, and display our horsemanship to frienos 

and not impartial judges. ■

One of the most charming bits of hobby- 

horsemanslup on record was that of my Uncle 

Toby and Cforporal Trim, when they besieged 

forts and cities in the back garden, and fought 

out extinct battles, with different issues, on the 

tablecloth. They were of the class which keeps 

its hobby-horses undisguised, and is not ashamed 

of its stable — is indeed rather proud of it than 

otherwise, and gentler solicitous for all friends 

to witness the dexterity of its man^, and the 

ease with which it can take flying leaps and 

clear all manner of five-barred gates. The world 

would be somewhat the gainer if all hobby- 

horses were of the same innocency of com- 

plexion as that of mj Uncle Toby and Cor- 

poral Trim, and if notbiug more vicious or ae- 

gressive ever stood on its hind legs and made 

snaps at the passers-by. ■

Louis the Sixteenth of Erance^lnckless 

Louis ! — had his hobby-horse Called in a black- 

smith's shop, and was never so happy as when 

filing at locjcs and keys, and dabbling his royal 

fingers in sweet-oil and blacklead ; whde Danton 

and Robespierre, Marat and Saint-Just, were 

sketching out their grim hobbv in garrets and 

court-yards, in a short time to hammer him out 

of the wood and iron of the guillotine, cemented 

with the tears and blood of the best in France. 

Charles the Eifth of Spain had his swinging to 

innumerable pendulums — ^trying to make time- 

pieces synchronous, with the distracting results 

usudJy allotted to the would-be reguuitors of 

circumstance and the meddlers with undis- 

covered laws. And all through history we find 

the footprints of various hobbies which the 

ffreat ones of the earth bestrode and made to 

aance upon high places. Sometimes they were of 

rather nercer aspect and rougher manners than 

was quite agreeaole to the beholders ; as Nero's 

for one example; Procrustes' for another; 

Gessler's hobby done up in an old hat for a 

third; the Duke d'Alva, bestriding one cut out 

of the same block as Charles the Fifth's but 

with different garniture and bloodier pasturage, 

trying to make souls uniform instead of time- 

pieces synchronous, for a fourth ; while Cathe- 

rine de M^dicis, the Marchioness de Brinvilliers, 

the Borgias, and the Thugs, are a quartet taken 

at random from amon^ the thick-coming memo- 

ries of hobbv-horses historical. Our own " far- 

mer Geor^. had one of a peaceful and bucolic 

order; which is more than can be said of the 

hobbies owned by Carlyle's favourite Fritz and 

Fritz's papa, by that slovenly old witch-finder 

King James, by Tippoo Sahib, or, in later days, 

by the Nana. But the Eastern hobbies gene- 

rally are of the tigerish order; though it is not 

for us to cast stones at our neighbour's stable 

windows, when our own roxeal such ugly brutes ■
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tied up by the head and tail to the steps of the 

imperial throne. ■

Many are the hobby-horses of men — ^passing 

away from history and going now into private 

pastures to note what toys and playthings 

are attached to domestic and personal establish- 

ments. One man has the hoboy-horse of fishing. 

He will sit on a rock the whole day through, get- 

ting sonbornt and blistered, throwing a minnow 

at the end of a line into the water and watching 

the rare bobbing underneath of a float, or whip- 

ping a stream with an artificial fly, and getting 

a wet jacket for the pleasure of a handful of 

trout weighing an ounce and a fraction each. 

Another man wears out his strength and his 

buckskins in the saddle, and thinks life not 

worth having without a fox scouring across the 

country and a pack of hounds in full cry after 

him. A third nangs his hobby-horse about with 

old masters, with which the first requisite is 

faith and the desideratum a picture-cleaner. 

He has a Rembrandt as black as soot and 

utterly impossible to decipher, which he yalues 

next tiling to his life, but about which Wardour- 

street could tell some aueer tales if it chose ; 

he has a Jordaens loaded with fleshy fruit not 

half so good as Lance's, and dotted about 

with flowers as fleshy as the fruit which Miss 

Mutrie would be ashamed to own ; yet his Jor- 

daens comes only second to his Kembrandt, 

though a trifle more authentic. Then he has 

an ugly bit of ugly life by Jan Steen, also un- 

approachable ; and an olive-green landscape by 

Berghem, for which in his estimation a king's 

crown would not be too much to pay ; all of 

which pieces of canvas make the garniture of 

his hobby, whereof he cannot be sufficiently 

proud or appreciative. This was dear old 

Savage Lander's hobby; as was the possession 

of rare books and Spanish manuscripts that of 

Sonthev. Another man has his hobby of pictures 

certainly, but pictures of all ages and bothkinds — 

modern and ancient — ** my collection, sir," as if 

his copies of La Cenci ana La Seggiola, and his 

originals by Brown and Smith, represented the 

last results of civilisation and tne extremest 

point of human knowledge. However, these are 

innocent hobbies, if a little wearisome to us the 

spectators by the monotony of their caperings. ■

Another man drives his hobby mto the 

fields and hedges and makes it browse on 

ferns and wild flowers — botany in the con- 

CTcte ; parading his Wardian case, or his iiortus 

siccus, or his open-air fernery with the latest 

varieties which need a magnify ing-glass to see 

how they are varieties at ^1, or his newly dis- 

covered species of stinging-nettle, as the finest 

and most Ibeautiful of the hobbies cherished by 

man — as, indeed, the only hobby worth dandling, 

and almost the onl^ object in life worth living 

for. Another has his stuck all about with but- 

terflies' wings and beetles' backs; another 

clothes his with feathers ; another with horns ; 

another with skins of foreign beasts ; and a few 

devote theirs to the raising of monster rhubarb 

or magnificent cabbages — to roses as big as 

peonies^ and to strawberries as fat as plums. ■

Any of these are better than the hobby of 

grand ^ends which afflicts certain people—the 

" my lord" and " my lady," and " the eminent 

Mr. This," and ** the celebrated Mrs. That," 

whose names are hung like bells round the col- 

lar of the hobby, making a fine jingling and a 

tinkling in the ears of the grosser multitude. 

This is not at all an uncommon hobby, but one 

of which it is no ill nature to say, that the sooner 

it is cut up into firewood whenever found caper- 

ing and braying, the better for all rational in- 

dividuals withm earshot and eyeshot. Moral 

philosophy makes also a hobby of formidable 

dimensions, and with a collar of jangling bells 

heralding its approach, of ^ver tones and 

heavier metal tuan those which tell the world 

that we are snobs and patronised by swells. So 

does physiology ; so does phrenology ; so do, in- 

deed, all the 'ologies when used as hobbies and 

not as carriers — as playthings wherewith to 

amuse a vacant hour, and not as cart-horses for 

ploughing up the stiff loam and preparing good 

ground for the reception of fertile seed. Per- 

haps of these phrenology, as a hobbf, ia the 

biggest bore of all, and tne most irritating; ex- 

citing in one an ardent desire to knock the 

rider down — the organ of combativeness being, 

as a rule, pretty well developed behind most 

Anglo-Saxon ears, and its manner of action law- 

fully demonstrable to men riding their phreno- 

logical hobby over one's own skull. One of the 

greatest bores I know, or eyer wish to see, is a 

man who is always astride a phrenological hobby, 

and to whom the most subtle and complex work- 

ings of character are so many cut and dried 

manifestations of organs with no more mystery 

about them and no more wonder, than that a 

thread ierked across a loom should present it- 

self in tne result as so much cloth, with or^^ith- 

out pattern according to the cards. It may be 

so ; out to those who are not phrenologists this 

exposition of the genesis of character is but a 

cold study and a comfortless side-blow of Fate. ■

Their health is a grand hobby with some 

people ; or rather their belief in their diseased 

and unhealthy condition, and their proximity to 

and fitness for "the bourne whence," &c. I 

know certain people, who, if they were sud- 

denly translated to a state of health so robust 

and vigorous that even they themselves could 

not possibly bemoan their afflicted state, woulid 

have positively nothing to do, nothing to talk 

of, and not the ghost of a hobby to ride. These 

hobby-riders are terrible companions, even to 

doctors accustomed to the hospital and the 

" theatre ;" but to the uninitiated, who speak 

of symptoms and ailments with a lowered yoioe 

and the undefinable accent belonging to a for- 

bidden subject, they are appalling; habit in- 

ducing a familiarity with painful subjects (re- 

volting would be a oetter term), from which we 

who are exempt shrink in dismay. And the funny 

part of the matter is, that the more horrible the 

disease, and the more distressing the symptoms, 

the prouder they are of their hobby ; the higher 

the capers they make him cut, and the louder 

his neighings and his biayings : distmction, in ■
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fact, being the foremost passion of the human 

mind, so tnat when we cannot be distinguished 

for wit, beauty, wealth, or renown, we grasp 

even at the pitiful deooration of monstrous dis- 

ease — ^that being better than the dead level of 

an undistinguishable likeness with the vulgar 

crowd. ■

Another hobby of a kind akin is our own 

woeful sorrow. Heaven help us ! we have all 

of us material enough to make that hobby from 

mane to tail, if we have a mind, though we may 

not all desire such public riding as what some 

of us delight in. The black housings of death, 

the tattered ones of poverty, the tear-laden of 

disappointment, the flame-coloured of domestic 

strife, the crushed and crumpled of oppression 

and injustice, — who is without one or other, 

and some with all at once, and more to the 

bade of them — shut up in the closet with the 

skeleton, and able to be made into the trap- 

pings for a hobby at a moment's notice, if so 

wilung? Women are, for the most part, the 

riders of this hobby — ^men not often breaking 

down the home fence to show off the family 

skeleton in the court-yard, pranked out as a 

hobby, and ridden about the roads for the whole 

outside world to see. But women, to whom 

concealment is a thing abhorrent from Fatima's 

time and before, build up a hobby out of the 

dry bones; and when they do so, they are 

second in unpleasantness only to those who 

dandle their diseases like pet dolls, and drag you 

through a pathological museum every time you 

spend half an hour in their company. £*or 

sorrows make up the pathology of the soul; 

and suffering is a disease, whetner of the mind 

or the body. ■

Another hobby capers about with a pill-box 

at the saddle-bow and black draughts in the 

holsters, where the pistols of fighting men should 

be. Fortunately for mankind, many of this sort 

(also generally women) have of late years taken 

to Hahnemann and iimnitesimab, so that they 

are not likely to do the amount of grave mischief 

common in the days when men ana women were 

prescribed for like horses, and little children 

underwent the treatment which would now be 

considered too severe for a Life Guardsman. 

Else, if not homoeopathic, thev are great patrons 

of patented medicines, and nave always some 

wonderful salve or pill on hand, able to heal all 

sores and to cure all disorders. This is a useful 

hobby enough if held with a tight rein and 

given but scanty housings; also if pastured 

among the poor, to whom a doctor's bul would 

be destmction, and self-management worse de- 

struction still ; else, if suffered to go caracoUing 

about unchecked, and with a generous profusion 

of silver trappings, it is one of the runaway 

nuisances of the hobby genus to be caught hold 

of and tethered in the pound the soonest and 

most rigorous possible. ■

Akin to this, in a far away sense, is that pro- 

voking creation which goes about the world put- 

ting things to rights. Some people think that 

they have a mission to set their neighbours' 

houses straight; that they were bom to sweep ■

souls clean with their own moral brooms ; and 

that whatever they think to be good and wise — 

what special Numbo Jumbo tney vow to be 

Apollo and Jove in one, is so absolutely, let 

who will hold opinions diverging. These are 

the people who, while hotly combating for 

truth and its ri{;hteous absolutism, change their 

creed twenty times in their lives, yet who are 

passionate and perhaps intolerant proselytisers 

for each and all in turn, learning nothing by ex- 

perience, and learning self-diffidence least of all ; 

yet so passionate and so intolerant that thej will 

denounce the wilful blindness of even their own 

former disciplesj who have remained faithful to the 

special hobby to whose tail they were the means 

of attaching them. These are the people who 

take up every superstition and every delusion as 

it appears, and who alwavs go beyond their 

master, out-Herodin^ Herod, moreLutneran than 

Luther, and Galvimstic beyond Calvin; they 

form the pabulum on which each new craze feeds, 

and change their hobbies as often as new delu- 

sions arise. But they keep faithful to one — ^their 

hobby in chief, and the bell-wether of the rest 

— namely, reforming and converting every mise- 

rable individual for ill luck fallen within their 

sphere ; attempting to clothe all in the special 

livery adopted at the moment, and signing them 

to the creed which is to be the re^neration of 

the world. They are a well-meaning set, these 

hobby-riders ; but truth, if not politeness, com- 

pels me to assign them to the region of illimi- 

table bores; and were I compelled to make a 

choice — ^from which the kind fates defend me 1 

— I would rather accept the quack medicines 

than the quack faiths, and would prefer to 

swallow strange pills by the hundred than new 

faiths by the score. The riders of the hobby 

ticketed Moral Physic, have had a fine field in 

that Salt Lake city we have all heard some- 

thing about ; also in certain other cities nearer 

home, where the banner of new lights has been 

unfurled for crazy fools to gather under its 

folds. ■

A hobby-horse made after the pattern of a 

wiU-o'-the-wisp, jumping here ana there and 

everywhere, capering up and down over every 

kind of pasture, even over places usually held 

sacred, and sometimes running down hill with 

the bit between his teeth masterless, is the 

hobby-horse of the punster. I know a man with 

whom the habit is so inveterate, the hobby so 

domesticated, that he would pun at the funeral 

of his own mother, and find occasions for flashes 

of wit on the most sorrowful event of his or any 

other person's life. It is not that he is heart- 

less—on the contrary, he is a warm-hearted, 

genial fellow — but that he has ridden his hobby 

for BO long he cannot dismount now; hobbies 

having a certain power of adhesion when one 

has t^en long inside the housings. It is an 

irritating kuia of hobby, and plagues one as 

much as the buzzing of a fly, or the shrill piping 

of a gnat, or anything else that is restless, pur- 

pose&ss, and intrusive. For the punning hobby 

IS never stilL Go where you will, or do whi^ 

you will^chant psalms, sob threnodies, make ■
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battle speeches or love -songs, whatever the 

work in hand — grave, earnest, tender, mournful, 

no matter what----the punning hobby thrusts his 

snub nose into your face and neighs out a jingle 

that scatters all your threads of thought or 

snatches of song like broken cobwebs to the 

wind. Yet on occasions this is a merry hobby 

enough, and one to be patted and fed with sweet 

food liberally; and when ridden by sueh men 

as Sydney Smith, Ingoldsby, Hood, Hook, or 

Jerrold, is worth a golden field for pasturage. 

But in general it is a hobby with impertinent 

proclivities, and to be ridden warily, and with a 

rein well gathered up in hand. ■

Politics is a graver-visagcd hobby and often 

ends in a game at thumps more vigorous than 

pleasant— « hobby to be a little afraid of, and 

not ride openly in an enemy's camp, nor aggres- 

sively anywhere. Of late days we have had 

many such of ferocious aspect enough ; and even 

now there are caracollings in drawing-rooms, 

with the irrepressible ne^ holding one bridle- 

rein, and the representatives of state rights the 

other, which make a stir and a pother little 

suited to the ordinar^r character of those locali- 

ties. Critieism too is much ridden by certain 

men, who expect that all the world shall bow its 

thousand necks for their hobby to caper over at 

its pleasure, and who carve the wooden legs 

into sceptres, which every human mind must 

recognise and obey. The riders of the critical 

hobby count among the bores of society, being 

generally gifted with a loud voice, a dictatorid 

manner, a profound acauaintance with unplea- 

sant adjectives, and a setf-complaoency which if 

it have a beginning, has assuredly no end. ■

Then come a crowd of smaller hobbies, such 

as the hobby of dreaming dreams and telling 

them ; the hobby of collecting old china— Japa- 

nese, \Yedgwood, old Chelsea, Dresden, Oris de 

Mandre, or what not ; the hobby of tuminjg the 

house into the bad likeness of an old curiosity 

shop, which be sure you call brie a brae ; the 

hobby of my family — my daughter's beauty, or 

my son's talent, the mie match tha^ Emily 

Jane has made, and the one still finer that Mary 

Anne is about to make— the hobby, inslrart, of 

all our own my geese being swans superiativdy 

white; the hobby of good dinner-sivin^ : the 

hobby of expensive party-giving; the hooby of 

^iDe dressing, and that of the newest fashions. 

Tlie running after preachers and preachments, 

and the belief that salvation is to be secured by 

taking sittings in a certain church, is also a 

hobby much bestridden by many, but one of 

' a grave and sober manner of being ; to read all 

the magazines the instant they appear, ttd to 

have the first cut of a new novel oefore any one 

else has seen it, and before it has even been 

reviewed, is a hobby. A hobby is lion htnUmg, 

both of the social and feral sort ; thoagh just 

now I am thinking of the social kind, ana of 

all the pitiful shifts to wfaidi the hunters are 

put in spreading their nets and stalking out 

their runs. To be seen at cerU^ gfaoiec 

houses is again a hobby not unknown to the 

dwellers in the ninetecBth oenturf ; and to be ■

able to stick cards of invitation and visiting 

cards, coroneted, on one's chimney-piece is a 

hobby the softness of whose sleek velvet muzzle 

few are Spartan enough to withstand. In fact, 

society is peopled and overrun with hobbies ; 

but we are not always honest enough to confess 

that what we are riding is a hobby only — ^a 

stuffed thing made of wood, and for the most ■

Eart useless and without meaning; whieb we, 

owever, do our best to persuade our neigh- 

bours is a real and undeniable charger, bearing us 

to battle or to the plough-field, as our pretence 

is heroism or usefnlness. Hobbies I hobbies, 

my friend I almost all things well bestridden; 

but why not confess the parenta^ and acknow- 

ledge toe plaything honestly, without pretence 

and without disguise ? ■

SPANISH POLITICAL TIPES. ■

Omt reason why so little interest has been 

directed towards Spani^ affairs by t^e poli- 

tical information sent firom Spain, has been the 

ignorance of what section of pubUc opinion was 

meant by the terms Moderado, Neo-Catholie, 

ftc. As we have been favoured byDainagas 

with a definition of these and other term vtois 

ignoranee need exist no longer. To begin : ■

The Liberal de Gorazon is a citizen with a 

severe expression of countenance. SQs hair is 

rough and straggiinjc, and covers a large skull; 

he siiaves all the hair off his fiioe, witn the ex- 

ception of his moustaches. His eyes are sombre. 

His neck moves freely in the unstarehed, turned- 

down collar of his shot ; hia olothea fit him 

loosely ; he walks gravely and slowly. Ton are 

in doubt whether you see in him the good, 

honest, and methodical workman, or the r&red 

soldier ; sometimes he is an artisan, possibly he 

is a capitalist. ■

He IS brave and self-denying. You will see 

him in the street defending an irratkmal animal 

against the rational brute his master. At a fire 

he is the first you will see in the midst of the 

fiames, endeavouring to save whatever there is 

to save, whether life or property. His house is 

well known to borrowers and the unfortamate. 

His sympathies are inexhaustible, and his purse 

is not unfrequently drawn upoi, even by the 

holder of state seenrities, and he who is deaf to 

matters afileieting his own interests feels keenly 

for thooB of others. His political ideas con- 

verge round' a single principle, that of ficater- 

nity, of wha6h Uberty and equality are the ine- 

vitable consequences. As to tlie fovn of go- 

vernment he desires, he is undecided. He has 

an ideal, but he does not like to pain his queen ; 

on the other hand, he does not wish it to rest 

entirely with the people. His mind is con- 

stantly engaged in tro consideration of thb 

matter, to the neglect of his personal interests. ■

The Moderado. He is somewhat advanced 

in years. He gets himself up with care and 

taste, but without pretension ; he is commonly 

bald ; wears bristling moostaches and whiskers, 

after the pattern worn by the Freaehman of ■
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1830. Hia eyes are quick and penetrating, 

and Ms forehead broad. This citizen, if he was 

not a Liberal de Corazon ten years ago, has the 

most advanced political ideais. But he was, 

probably, a capitalist, interested in business, 

and has been subdued by their influences ; or 

else he held some post in the public seryice, 

and had to consider his advancement; or he 

was an artisan, or foreman, required privileges 

from the government, and had, therefore, to 

submit to the influence of those who had the 

conferring of these privileges, and had need of 

his services. He has earnest desires, but they 

aie kept down by the exigencies which weigh 

upon him. He quibbles in stating his opinions, 

and while letting you see that he is neither fish 

nor flesh nor good red-herring, he loudly pro- 

claims hia independence. He utters sounding 

platitudes on tJie advantages of a constitutional ■

government, but never defines what he means, 
e declares he does not like all priests, but he 

does not consider them dangerous; he goes to 

mass, and allows his wife to go to confession. 

He proclaims equality before the kw, but not 

before the privileges it confers. At bottom, he 

is a fairly honest man and agood citizen. ■

The Eed Eepublican. His physiognomy is 

severe, but you can see very little of it, on 

account of the hair with which it is covered ; 

which neither scissors nor razor ever touch. 

His eyes are oval and expressive, and gleam 

beneath a pair of thick eyebrows. His mouth 

is invisible, and the sounds which issue from it 

are of a deep bass; he generally speaks slowly, 

but when he is excited and speaks quickly, the 

deep utterance of his words has an imposing 

and powerful effect. ■

He will not hear of tergiversation in politics, 

he has no sympathy for any form of government 

but one — toe republican. The Neo-Catholics, 

the Catholics who would resort to the old system 

of burning opponents, he regards as vipers, and 

he asserts that the oidy way of preventing them 

from stinnng is to crush them. His politics 

are of the nomoeopathic kind ; he would destroy 

those who would zejoioe in destruction. To 

attack public liboty, to force society back to- 

wards the middle ages, are crimes which he 

considers worthy of aeath. He will not yield a 

hair's breadth to the arf;uments of his friends 

the Progresistas, he is immovably opposed to 

anything which looks like reactionism. For the 

rest, he emnlates the probity of Maiat the French- 

man, the scrapnlousnoss orEobespieaee,andthe 

bravery of men like Kp(die and Mareeau. Faces 

like his'mnst have been seen looking out tlirough 

manv a loophole in the walls of Saragossa. ■

The Socualista. His face woula be pro- 

nounced haggard on account of the expression 

of his eyes, which show how deeply he revolves 

the libend ideas of the first type described. Like 

the Liberal de Corazon, his movements are free 

and tmcoostrained, his dress is simple ; his hair, 

often rough and unkempt, denote the constant 

occupation of his mind on an absorbing idea. 

He seldom shaves, except when he is more 

content than usual ; this philanthropic thinker 

is constantly seeking the solution of one of the ■

greatest problems of humanity— the extinction 

of pauperism. His ideas revolve in this laby- 

rinth, and he suffers keenly before a frightful 

conviction which he constantly repels ; he sees 

and understands that egotism, ambition, and 

greed, are the great obstacles to the friendship 

and welfare of peoples ; he is alarmed by the 

evils which these maintain; he dwells on the 

misery which elbows riches, and foi^s his own 

in the efforts he makes in seeking a remedy 

for these evils. His manner becomes fierce, 

and he terrifies the fortunate of Madrid, who 

endeavour to debase him by asserting that his 

desire is to plunder them. ■

Progresista. He is the extinct volcano. He 

is generally as much of a republican as the 

Liberal de Corazon, but he mamtains that the 

Socialisfca does not endeavour to solve the most 

urgent (luestions. He desires to moderate the 

Republioano Eojo, or Red Eepublican, but he 

does not hke the Moderado. He tells you that 

the time has not come for attacking the evil at 

its roots. His labours must yield prompt and 

peaceful results. He is not exclusive; he will 

occasionally admit liberty and progress in union 

with ancient traditions. He will be a monarchist 

with the Bourbons or any other, while waiting for 

the republic suited to the manners of his coun- 

try. The ottlv methods he will consent to are 

pacific, while he will be severe on ministers and 

institutions. He avers that in Spain there are 

questions requiring immediate solution of far 

greater importance than those which engage the 

attention of other liberals. He has a ely and 

confident smile when he says that it ia impos- 

sible to construct a monument by beginning at 

its summit. His appearance is indicative of the 

methodical man ; hia hair ia carefully attended 

to, and his beard is rounded off in a particular 

manner; he wears a satin necktie, which he 

fastens with care, and has a preference for white 

waistcoats and black clothixig; ■

Unionista. Ambitious of territorial aggran- 

disement, he would like the kingdom of Spain 

to include the whole peninsula. He considers 

the difference in the characters of the Spaniards 

and Portuguese of no account He avers that the 

moral soldering of Portugal and Spam is possible 

under the sceptre of the king of the former 

country. This citizen has, prob^ibly, been at 

Lisbon, he has seen Hesler, and kissed the hand 

of the Lusitanian Dubarry, and vowed to her a 

solemn fidelity. To say that the celebrated 

courtesan has given him her hand to kiss, implies 

that he is a lion : he parts his hair in the fashion- 

able style, and is particular as to his whiskers and 

moustaches. He attempts to be fascinating in 

his manner, and while waiting for the union of 

the two peoples, he mingles the soents of Bar- 

celona with those of Portugal, and uses them 

profusely. ■

PanciBta. The indifferent. He is immense, 

never bald, fleshjr in body and mind. His hair 

is combed over his large ears and gives him the 

appearance of a horsedealer at a fair. He wears 

a flowered waistcoat, tmd a red or blue era- 

vat. Financial companies are brimful of his 

species. He tells you with a fatuous air that ■
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public affairs are matters of little moment to 

him provided bis private affairs prosper. ■

Tiie Dissidente. He has a targe head and 

nose, and a mouth to correspond. His eyes 

are round, and move from side to side beneath 

arched eyebrows. He wears his hair curled, 

and thus gives a distinctive character to his 

head« It might be supposed t)iat he labours 

under an infirmity of some kind, for he has 

a constant habit of clearing his throat, and 

disputing every statement made in his presence. 

With him nothing goes ri^ht; his political 

opinions may be summed up m the one word — 

contradiction. Tell him he is unjust, and ask 

him the reason whv, and he will be troubled 

with his usual husluness, and growl out some 

disconnected words of which you cannot by 

any possibility catch the meanmg. If he be a 

deputy, he is the terror of the chamber. The 

most careful estimate of the number who will 

vote on a particular side on a division is upset 

by the unexpected manner in which he gives his 

vote. Remonstrate with him, and you will get 

no more satisfactory answer than — " You must 

make the best of it— the thing is done." Some- 

times he is more or less of an orator, generally 

a good deal less than more, but the questions 

he takes up are mostly trivial, and he will work 

himself into a high state of excitement on the 

subject of a new frame for a Velasquez or a 

Murillo, or some matter equally unimportant. ■

Carlista. He is dry, rough, and tanned to 

an olive colour. His forehead is low, and his 

black greasy hair is flattened down on it after 

the fashion of Hogarth's line of beauty. His 

whiskers are enormous, and united to his mous- 

taches. He has deeply-set eyes, which gleam 

on each side of an enormous aquiline nose. He 

He has a large heart, and his ideas are exalted, 

but they are narrow. He is devoted body 

and soul to his cause, which be believes good 

because it has root in the doctrines of legiti- 

macy. The true Garlist is for one alone, whom 

he believes to be impeccable. So long as the 

father lives he does not acknowledge the son as 

his king. He construes hereditary rights in the 

strictest manner ; for him there is but one Carlos, 

and the Carlos whom the Neo-Catholics pro- 

pose to him has none of his sympathy. Apart from 

uis obstinacy he is not much to be feared, except 

in the hands of others more cunning than he. ■

Neo-Catholic. He has straight black hair, 

which he combs straight down over his forehead. 

He is not precisely a hypocrite, nor has he the 

cunning of a man capable of setting the Thames 

on fire ; he is an incarnate nonjpossumus. ■

Absolutista Inquisitorial. This is merely a 

fuller development of the preceding. His hair 

is sleek and thin, his complexion of a reddish- 

brown, and his face bon^ ; his eyes are deeply set, 

and arc constantly moving from side to side. His 

aspect is stem, and no child would be tempted 

to pUy, stiU less to offer to play with him. ■

All his inclinations are towards the middle ■

ages, and he would feel the greatest satisfaction 

in seeing the Inquisition and the stake in full 

work; burnt flesh would be a sweet-smelling 

odour in his nostrils. He is a leader who has 

the Neo-Catholic for his officer, and the Carlista 

for his soldier. He despairs of hooking the 

Dissidente, despises the Fancista, and has hopes 

of, one day or another, harpooning the Moderado. ■

There is one more type which is more or 

less common among all continental nations; 

the man who is secretly paid by the govern- 

ment. Sometimes he is a journalist, or he 

may be a barrister, or employed in a public 

office, or a member of the chamber; in the 

latter case he is bought, if he be clever, of 

necessity ; if he be a nonentity, because his liead 

counts on a division. In his dress he is neat 

and precise, wears a Ratazzi necktie and a 

Prince of Wales collar. He parts his hair in 

the middle, after the style in fashion at Madrid, 

" frizzes" the ends, and puts them behind his 

ears. As the recognised creature of Narvaez 

or O'Donnell, he is met with everywhere in 

society, but is generally regarded as a bore. 

Occasionally, however, he tells an anecdote 

worth listening to, such as the following, for ex- 

ample. A grand dinner was given by the queen 

just previous to the departure of O'Donnell for 

the war, at which she spoke as follows in a 

voice of deep emotion : ■

'* Genera], my heart beats impatiently for the 

arrival of the news of the victories you are 

about to gain; you will shorthr return to us 

with fresh laurels for our beloved country. How 

great would be my jo]r if I could command the 

valiant army who awaits your arrival with such 

great ardour. Oh I how deeply I regret that I 

am not a man ! " ■

The emotion of the queen overpowered her. 

She was silent, and everybody else was silent 

too, waiting for her to recover herself and 

continue her address. AH at once the deep 

silence was broken by a soft voice, tremulous 

with emotion, which exclaimed : " Ah ! so do 

I !" It was the king who spoke. ■
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As Saxon's cab turned in at the gates of the 

South-Westem Railway station^ Mr. William 

Tre&lden, who chanced to be in the occupation 

of a very similar Hansom, was driying rapidly 

down the Waterloo-road. The two vehicles 

with their unsuspecting occupants had been 

almost side by side on Waterloo Bridge, and, 

by one of tnose curious coincidences which 

happen still oftener in real life than in fiction, 

the one cousin was going down into Surrey as 

the honoured guest of Lady Castletowers, wnile 

the other was rattling over to CamberweU 

in search of her ladyship's disinherited half- 

sister. ■

« Six, Brudenell Terrace." ■

Mr. Trefalden took the card from his pocket- 

book, and read the address over once or twice. 

It was the same card that Miss Riviere had 

given to Saxon, and which Saxon had entrusted 

to the lawyer's keeping a couple of hours 

before. Mr. Trefalden was a prompt man of 

buamess, and was showing himself to be, in the 

present instance, better than his word. He had 

promised to act for his young kinsman in this 

matter ; but he had not promised to set about 

the task that same afternoon. Yet here he was 

with his face already turned southwards, and 

Miss Eivike's address in his hand. ■

The fact was, that Mr. Trefalden took more 

interest in this piece of family history than he had 

chosen to express, and was bent on learning all 

that might be learnt about the Rivieres without 

an hours unnecessary delay. No man better 

appreciated the value of a family secret. There 

might, it is true, be nothing very precious in 

this particular specimen; but then one could 

never tell wliat might, or might not, be useful 

hereafter. At all events, Mr. Trefalden was 

not slow to see his way to possible advantages ; 

and though he had asked time for consideration 

of what it might be best to do, he had half a 

dozen schemes outlined in his mind before 

Saxon left the ofiBice. Mr. Trefalden*s plans 

seldom needed much eUboration. They sprang 

from his fertile brain like Minerva urom the 

bead of Zeus, aimed at all points, and ready for 

the field. ■

Leaning back thoughtfully, then, with folded, 

arms, and a cigar in his mouth, Mr. Trefalden 

drove past the Obelisk and the Elephant and. 

Castle, and plunged into the very heart of that 

dreary suburban district which might with 

much propriety be called by the general name, 

of Transpontia. Then, dismissing nis cab at a 

convenient point, he proceeded in search o£ 

Brudenell Terrace on foot. ■

Transpontia is a district beset with diffi- 

culties to the inexperienced explorer. There 

dust, dissent, and dulness reign supreme. The- 

air is pervaded by a faint odour of universal 

brick-field. The early muffin-bell is audible at- 

incredible hours of the day. Files of shabby- 

genteel tenements, and dismal slips of parched 

front-garden, follow and do resemble each other 

with a bewildering monotony that extends for 

long miles in every direction, and is only 

interrupted here and there by a gorgeous gin- 

palace, or a depressing patch of open ground^ 

facetiously called a " green," or a ** common." 

Of enormous extent, and dreary sameness, the 

topography of Transpontia is necessarily of the. 

va^niest character. ■

Mr. Trefalden was, however, too good, a 

Londoner to be greatly baffled by the intricacies 

of any metropolitan neighbourhood. He pursued 

his wajT with a Londoner's instinct, and, after 

traversing a few small squares and by-streets, 

found himself presently in face of JBrudenell 

Terrace. ■

It was a very melancholy terrace, built ac- 

cording to the strictest lodging-house order of 

architecture, elevated some four feet above the 

level of the street, and approached by a dilapi- 

dated flight of stone steps at each extremity. It 

consisted of four-and-twenty dingy, ei^ht-roomed 

houses, in one or other of which, take them at 

what season of the year one might, there was- 

certain to be either a sale or a removal goiog 

forward. In conjunction with the inevitable van, 

or piece of stair-carpeting, might also be found 

the equally inevitable street organ— that " most 

miraculous organ," which can no more be 

silenced than the voice of murder itself; and 

which in Transpontia hath its chosen home. 

The oldest inhabitant of Brudenell Terrace 

confessed to never having known the hour of 

any day (except Sunday) when some interesting 

native of Parma or Lucca was not to be heard 

grinding his slow length along from number 

one to number twenty-eight. On Ihe present ■
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occasion, however, when Mr. Trefalden knocked 

at the door of the house for wliich he was bound, 

both vam atd Italian boj were at the fur&erend 

of the it)W, ■

A slatternly servaiil of hostile bearing opened 

six inches of the door, and asked Mr. Trefalden 

what he wanted. That gentleman intimated 

that he wished to see Mrs. JSavike. ■

"Is it business?" said the girl, planting 

her foot sturdily against the inner side of the 

door. ■

Mr. Trefalden at once admitted that it was 

business. ■

" Then it*s Miss Rivers you want,** said she, 

sharply. *' Why didn't you say so at first ?** ■

Mr. TreMden attempted to explain that he 

should prefer to see Mrs. Rifi^re, if she would 

receive him; but the belligerent damsel re- 

fused to entertain that proportion for one 

moment. ■

" It*« nothing to me what you prefer," said 

she, with prompt indignation. *' You can't ace 

Mrs. Rivers. If Miss Rivers won't do, you 

may as well go away at once." ■

So the lawyer was fain to enter the citadel 

on such terms as he could get. ■

He was shown into a front parlour, tiery 

poorly furnished. The window was partially 

darkened by a bladL blind, and dose beneath 

it stood a table strewn with small photographs 

and drawing materials. A bonnet and sfaawl 

lay on the sofa behind the door. Three or four 

sbght sketches in water-colours were pinned 

a^inst the walls. An old-fashioned watch in 

a Dronze stand of delicate foreign workmanship, 

occupied the centre of the mantelshelf; and m 

the farther comer of the room, between the 

fireplace and window, were piled a number of 

old canvases with their faces to the wall. Mr. 

Trefidden divined the history of these little 

accessories at a glance. He knew, as well as if 

their owners haa told him so, that the watch 

and the canvases were reKcs of poor Edgar 

Riviere, and that the little water-colour sketches 

were by the artist's daughter. These latter 

were very slight— mere outlines, with a dash of 

colour here and there— but singularly free 

and decisive. One represented a fragment of 

Cyclopean wall, tapestned with creeping plants ; 

another, a lonely medijeval tower, with ragged 

storm-clouds drifting overhead; another, a group 

of stone pines at sunset, standing up, bronzed 

and bristling, against a blood-red sky. All were 

instinct with that open-air look which defies 

imitation; and in tne background of almost 

every subject were seen the purple Tuscan hills. 

William Trefalden was no indifferent judge of 

art, and he saw at once that these scrawls had 

genius in them. ■

While he was yet examining them, the door 

opened noiselessly behind him, and a rustling 

of soft garments near at hand warned him that 

he was no longer alone. He turned. A young 

girl, meanly dressed in some black material, 

with only a slip of white collar round her throat, 

stood about half way between the window and 

the door— a girl so fair, so slight, so transparent ■

of complexion, so inexp ■

that the lawyer, for the first moment, couFd ■

only look at fcer as if she were some delicate ■

ttarvel of art, neither to be touched nor spoken ■

to. ■

" Tou asked to see me, sir f " she said, with 

a transient flush of colour ; for Mr. Trefalden 

still looked at her in sdence. ■

" I asked to see Mrs. Rivifere," he replied. ■

The young lad^ pointed to a chair. ■

'* My mother is an invalid," she said, " and 

can only be addressed through me. Will you 

take a seat?" ■

But Mr. Trefalden, instead of taking a seat, 

went over to the corner where the dustv 

canvases were pQed against the wall» and 

said: ■

" Are these some of your father's pictures ?" ■

Her whole face became radiant at the mention 

of that name. ■

*' Yes," she replied, eagerly. *' Bo you know 

his works?" ■

Mr. Trefalden paused a momcBft before an- 

swering this question. Then, looking at ker 

with a grave, almost a tender courtesy, lie 

said: ■

**1 knew his works, my dear young lady — 

and I knew him." ■

^' You knew him P Oh, you knew a good 

man, sir, if you knew iqy dear, dear father !" ■

'' A good raan,*^ said Mr. Trefalden, " and a 

fine painter." ■

Her eves filled with sudden tears. ■

" If tne world had but done him justice I" 

she murmured. ■

Mr. Trefalden thought he had never seen 

eyes so beacdtiful or so pathetic ■

'* The world never uoes justice to its finer 

spirits," said he, " t^l they nave passed beyond 

reach of its envy or hearing of its praise. But 

his day of justice will come." ■

" Do you think so P" she said, drawing a 

little nearer, and looking up at him with the 

half-timid, half-trusting candour of a child. 

" Alas 1 I have almost given up hopbg." ■

** Never give up hoping. There is nothing 

in this world so unstAok as its injustice — ^no- 

thing so inevitable as its law of reward and 

retribution. Unhappily, its laurds are too often 

showered upon tombs," ■

" Did you know him in Italy ?" ■

" No— in England." ■

" Perhaps you were one of his fellow- 

students P'* ■

Mr. Trefalden shook his head. ■

" No ; I am a true lover of the arts," he 

replied, "but no artist. I had a sincere adr 

miration for your fether's genius. Miss Riviere, 

and it is that admiration which brings me here 

to-daj. I am anxious to know what pictures 

of his mav still be in the possession of his 

family, and I should be glad to purchase some, 

if I miglit be allowed to do so." ■

A look of intense gladness, followed by one 

of still more intense pain, flashed over the girifs ■

le face at these words. ■

" I trust I have said nothing to annoy you,** ■
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said Mr. Trefalden, as deferentially as if this 

fragile jODiig creature were a stately priucessy 

clad in cloth of gold and silver. ■

"Oh no, thank you," she replied, tremulonsly. 

"We shall be very glad to — to sell them." ■

"Then I have your permission to look at 

these r ■

"I will show them to yon." ■

But Mr. Trefalden would not suffer Miss 

Bivito to show him the pictures. They were 

too heavT, and too dusty ; and he was so glad 

to have mb opportunity of seeimr them, that he 

considered nothing a trouble. Then he beeged 

to be allowed to remove the black blind urom 

the window; and when that was done, 

he dragged out the first picture, dusted 

it caref^y with his own vrhite handkerchief, 

and placed it in the best light the room 

afforded. ■

*'That was one of his kst," said the daughter, 

with a sigk ■

It represented Apollo and Daphne — ^Apollo 

in an attitude expressive of despair, looking 

veiy like a fine ^ntleman in an amateur play, 

el^antly ^ot up in the Greek style, and rather 

proud of his legs; with Daphne peeping at him 

coquettishly from the leaves of a laurel-bush. 

It was not a vulgar picture, nor even a ekringly 

bad picture ; but it had all the worst Taults of 

the Erendi school virith none of its vigour, 

and was academic and superficial to the last 

degree. ■

Mr. Tre&ldea, who saw all this distinctly, 

retreated, nevertheless, to the further side of 

the room, shaded his eyes with his hands, and 

declared that it was an exquisite thing, full of 

poetry and classical feeling. ■

Tbixi came a Cupid and Psyche on the ivoint 

of leading off a pas de deux; a Danee in a 

cataract ^ yeUow ochre ; an Endymion sleeping, 

evidently, on a stage-baxik, bv the light of a prac- 

ticable moon; a Holy Famuy; a Gephalus and 

Procris ; a Garactacus before Claudius ; a Diana 

and Galisto, and about a score of others — 

enough to fill a gallery of moderate size; all 

aft«r the same pattern; all re{)eating the same 

dreaiy round of hackneyed subjects ; all equally 

correct and mediocre. ■

Mr. Tre&lden looked patiently through the 

whole c6llection, opening out those canvases 

which were rolled up, and going through the 

business of his part with a naturalness that was 

beyond all praise. He dwelt on imaginary 

beauties, hesitated over trifling blemishes, re- 

verted every now and then to his favourites, and, 

in short, played the enlightened connoisseur to 

such nerfeotion that the poor child by his side 

was aunost ready to fall down and worship him 

before the exhibition was over. ■

" How happy it would have made him to hear 

you, sir," she said, more than once. " No one 

ever appreciated his genius as you do !" ■

To which Mr. Trefalden only replied with 

sympatiietie courtesy, that he was "sorry to 

hear it." ■

^ Finelly, he selected four of the least objec- 

Honable of the let, and begged to know on ■

what terms he might be permitted to possess 

them. ■

This question 'was referred by Miss Rivi^ to 

her mother, and Mr. Trefalden was finally en- 

treated to name his own price. ■

" Nay, but von place me in a very difficult 

position," said he. " What if I offer too small a 

sum ?" ■

" We do not fearthat," replied the young girl, 

with a timid smile. ■

"You are very good; but . . . the fact is 

that I may wish to purchase several more of 

these paintings—perhaps the whole of them, if 

Mrs. Riviere should oe willing to part horn 

them." ■

" The whole of them I" she echoed, breatii- 

lessly. ■

"I cannot tell at present; but it is not im- 

probable." ■

Miss Bivike looked at Mr. Trefalden with 

awe and wonder. She began to think he must 

be some great collector — perhaps Eothschild 

himself ! ■

" In the mean while," said he, " tliese being 

only my first acquisitions, I mus^ keep my ex- 

p^diture within a moderate limit. I should 

not like to offer more than two hundred pounds 

for these four paintines." ■

Two hundred pounds 1 It was as if a tribxitary 

of Pactolus had suddenly flowed in upon that 

humble front parlour and flooded it with gold. 

Miss Bivi^re could hardly believe in the 

actual existence of so fabulous a sum. ■

" I hope I do not seem to under-estimate their 

value," said the lawyer. ■

"Oh no— indeed!" ■

" You will, perhaps, submit my proposition to 

Mrs. Bivi^rer ■

" No, thank you — I — ^I am quite sure— your 

great liberality. . . ." ■

"I beg you will call it by no such name," 

said Mr. Trefalden, with that little deprecatory 

gesture that showed his fine hand to so much 

advantage. " Say, if you please, mj sense of 

justice, or, better still, my appreciation of ex- 

cellence." ■

Here he took a little roll of bank-notes &om 

his pocket-book, folded, and hiid them on the 

table. ■

" I trust I may be permitted to pay my 

respects to Mrs. Eivi^re when I next call," he 

said. " She will not, perhaps, refuse the favour 

of an interview to one who knew her husband 

in his youth." ■

" I am sure mamma will be most happy," 

faltered Miss Eivi^re. " She is very delicate ; 

but I know she will make the effort, if possible. 

We — ^we are going back soon to Italy. ■

And her eyes, as she said this, wandered 

involuntarily towards the packet of notes. ■

" Not very soon, I hope P Not immediately?" ■

"Certainly not immediately," she replied, 

with a sigh. " Mamma must be much better 

before she can travel." ■

Then Mr. Trefalden made a few politely 

sympathetic inquiries; recommended a famous 

West-end physician; suggested a temporary ■
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sojourn at Sydenham or Norwood ; and ended 

by requesting that the hostile maid-servant 

might fetch a cab for the conveyance of his 

treasures. He then took his leave, with the 

intimation that he would come again in the 

course of a few days, and go over the pictures 

a second time. ■

The door had no sooner closed behind him, 

than Miss Bivi^re flew up to her mother's bed- 

room, with the bank-notes fluttering in her 

hand. ■

" Oh, mamma! mamma!*' she cried, flinging 

herself on her knees beside the invalid's easy- 

chair, and bursting into sobs of joy, " he has 

taken four of papa's paintinf^, and given-^oh ! 

what do you suppose? — given two hundred 

pounds for them ! Two hundred pounds, all in 

oeautiful, real bank-notes — and here they are ! 

Touch them — look at them! Two hundred 

pounds— enough to take yon to Italy, my dar- 

ling, six times over !" ■

CHAPTES U. BEA.DSHA.W'S GUIDE POB MARCH. ■

WiLUAK Tbefalden sat alone in his private 

room, in a somewhat moody attitude, with his 

elbows on his desk, and his face buried in his 

hands. A folded deed lay nnread before him. 

To his right stood a compact pile of letters 

with their seals yet nnbroken. Absorbed in 

profound thought, he had not yet begun the 

Dusinessof the aay, although more than an hour 

had elapsed since his arrival in Ghancery-kne. ■

His meditations were interrupted by a tap at 

the door ; and the tap was instantaneously fol- 

lowed by Mr. Keckwitch. The lawyer started 

angrily from his reverie. ■

" Why the deuce do you come in like that P" 

he exchumed. " What do you want ?" ■

" Beg your pardon, sir," replied the head 

derk, with a rapid glance at the pile of unopened 

letters, and the unread deed. "Messenger's 

waitin' for Willis and Barlow's bond ; and you 

said I was to read it over to you before it went 

out." ■

Mr. Trefalden sighed impatiently, leaned back 

in his ofaair, and bade his clerk "go on;" 

whereat the respectable man drew the back of 

his hand across his mouth, and began. ■

" Know all men by these presents that we, 

Thomas Willis of number fourteen Charlcote- 

square in the parish of Hoxton in the County 

of Middlesex and John Barlow of Oakley villa 

in the parish of Brompton in the county of 

Middlesex Esauire, are jointly and severally 

holden and firmly bounden unto Ebenezer Foster, 

and Bx)bert Grompton of Comhill in the parish 

of St. Peters upon Comhill in the County of 

Middlesex Bankers and copartners in the sum 

of five thousand pounds of lawful British money 

to be paid to the said Ebenezer Foster and 

Robert Crompton their executors administrators 

and assigns or their lawful attorney and attor- 

nies for which payment to be well and faithfully 

made we bind ourselves jointly and severally 

and our and any two or one of our heirs execu- 

tors and administrators firmly by these presents ■

sealed with our respective seals. Dated .... 

which I have left blank, sir, not knowing when 

the signatures will be made." ■

"Quite right," said Mr. Trefalden, dreamily. 

"Goon." ■

The head clerk then proceeded in the same 

thick, monotonous tone, wading on from stage 

to stage, from condition to condition, till he 

came at length to — ^" Then and in suc^ case the 

above written bond or obligation shall become 

void and of no effect, or else shall remain in full 

force, power, and virtue ;'' having read which, 

he came to a dead pause. ■

And then again, for the third time, Mr. Tre- 

falden said : ■

"Goon." ■

Mr. Keckwitch smiled maliciously. ■

" That's the end of the deed, sir," he replied, ■

"The end of the deed?" ■

" Yes, sir. It struck me that you didn't hear 

much of it. Shall I go through it again ?" ■

Mr. Trefalden bit hb lip with unconcealed 

annoyance. ■

"Certainly not," he said, sharply. "That 

voice of yours sends me to sleep. Leave the 

bond with me, and I will glance over it my- 

self." ■

So saying, he snatched the paper from the 

hand of his clerk, pointed to the door, and com- 

pelled himself to go through the document from 

beginning to end. ■

This done, and the messenger despatched, he 

dropped again into his accustomea seat, and 

proceeded mechanically to examine his diurnal 

correspondence. But only mechanically; for 

though he began with the top letter, holdmg it 

open with his left hand, ana sliadbig his eyes 

with his right, there was that in his thoughts 

which blotted out the sense of the words as 

completely as if the page were blank before 

him. ■

By-and-by, after staring at it vacantly for 

some ten minutes or more, William Trefalden 

crushed the letter in his hand, flung it on the 

table, and, exclaiming half aloud, " Fool that I 

am !" pushed his chair hastily back, and began 

walking up and down the room. ■

Sometimes fast, sometimes slowly, sometimes 

stopping short in his beat for a minute at a 

time, the lawyer continued for the best partof an 

hour to pace to and fro between the window 

and the door, thinking earnestly. ■

Of what ? Of a woman. ■

He could scarcely bring himself to confess it 

to his own thoughts ; and yet so it was — a fact 

not to be evaded, impossible to be ignored. 

William Trefalden was in love for the flist time 

in his life ; utterly, passionately in love. ■

Yes, for the first time. He was thirty-eight 

years of age, and he had never in his life known 

what it was to feel as he felt now. He liad 

never known what it was to live under the 

despotism of a single idea. He was not a good 

man. He was an unscrupulous and radically 

selfish man. A man of cultivated taste, cold 

heart, and iron will. A man who set his own 

gratification before him as the end for which he ■
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lived, and who was content to labour for that 

end as nntiringlj and steadfastly as other men 

labour for honour, or freedom, or their soul's 

salvation. A man who knew no law save the 

law of his own will, and no restraint save the 

restraint of his own judgment. ■

Up to this time he had regarded love as a 

taste, and looked upon women much in the same 

light as he looked upon fine wines, fine pictures, 

costly books, or valuable horses. They were 

one of the enjoyments of life— rather more 

troublesome, though perhaps not much more 

expensive than some other enjoyments ; need- 

ing to be well dressed, as books to be well 

bound, or pictures well framed ; needing^ also, 

like valuable horses, to be kindly treated; but, 

like horses, to be held or changed at the pleasure 

of their owners. ■

Such was the theory, and such (for the secret 

may as well be told here as elsewhere) was the 

practice of William Trefalden's life. He was 

no gamester. He was no miser. He was no 

usurer. He was simply that dangerous pheno- 

menon — ^a man of cola heart and warm imagina- 

tion ; a refined voluptuary. ■

And this was the secret which for long years 

he had fi;aarded with such jealous care. He 

ioved splendour, luxury, pleasure. He loved 

elegant surroundings, a well-appointed table, 

well-trained servants, music, pictures, books, 

fine wines, fine eves, and fine tobacco. For 

these things he had toiled harder than the ■

rrest clerk in his employ. For these things 

had risked danger and disgrace; and yet 

now, when he held the game on which he had 

staked his whole life already in his hand — now, 

in the very moment of success — this man found 

that the world contained one prize to obtain 

which he would willingly have given all the 

rest — ^nay, without which all the rest would be 

no longer worth jpossession. ■

Only a girl 1 6nly a pale, pretty, dark-haired 

girl, with large, timid eyes, and a soft voice, 

and a colour that came and went fitfully when 

she spoke. A girl with ancient blood in her 

veins, and a certain child-like purity of bearing, 

that told, at the first glance, oow she must be 

neither lightly sought nor lightly won. A girl 

who, though she might be poor to beggary, 

could no more be bought like a toy, than could 

an angel be bought from heaven. ■

It was surely madness for William Trefalden 

to love such a girl as Helen Riviere ! He knew 

that it was madness. He had a dim feeling 

that it might be ruin. He struggled against 

it — he fought with it — he flung hiraselt into 

work, bnt all in vain. He was no longer master 

of his thoughts. If he read, the pa^e seemed 

to have no meaning for him ; if he tried to think, 

his mind wandered; if he slept, that girlish 

face troubled his dreams, and tormented him 

with despair and longing. For the first time 

in his life, he found himself the slave of a 

power which it was vain to resist. Well 

might he pace to and fro in utter restlessness 

of mind and body ! Well might he curse his 

fate and his folly, and chafe against the chain ■

that he was impotent to break ! He had known 

strong impulses, angiy passions, eager desires, 

often enough in the course of his undis- 

ciplined life; but never, till now, that passion 

or desire which was stronger than his own im- 

perial will. ■

In the mean while the soul of Abel Keckwitch 

was disauieted within him. His quick ear caught 

the, restless echo in the inner room, and he felt 

more than ever convinced that there was " some- 

thing wrong somewhere." Mr. Trefalden had 

not opened his letters. Mr. Trefalden had not 

read the deed which awaited him upon his desk. 

Mr. Trefalden had not attended to a word of 

the important bond which he, Abel Keckwitch, 

notwithstanding his asthma, had laboriously 

read aloud to him from beffinning to end. Nor 

was this all. Mr. Trefalden looked pale and 

anxious, like a man who had not slept the night 

before, and was obviously troubled in his mind. 

These were significant facts — facts very per- 

plexing and tormenting; and Mr. Keckwitch 

sorely taxed his ingenuity to interpret them 

aright. ■

In the midst of his conjectures, Mr. Tre- 

falden, who had an appointment in the Tem- 

ple for half-past twelve, came out of his 

private room, and, glancing round the office, 

said: ■

" Where are those paintings that I brought 

home the other day ?" ■

Mr. Keckwitch tucked his pen behind his 

ear, and coughed before replying. ■

" In the cupboard behind the door, sir," said 

he. " I pnt 'em there — ^to be out of sight." ■

Mr. Trefalden opened the cupboard door, saw 

that the pictures were safe within, and, after a 

moment's hesitation, said : ■

" 1 took them for a bad debt, bnt they are 

of no use to me. You can have them, Keck- 

witch, if you like." .' ■

" I, sir !" exclaimed the head clerk, in 

accents of virtuous horror. "No, thank 

you, sir. None of your heathen Venuses for 

me. I should be asnamed to see 'em on the 

walls." ■

" As yon please. At all events, any one who 

likes to take them is welcome to do so." ■

Saying which, Mr. Trefalden, with a slightly 

scornful gravity, left his clerks to settle the 

question of ownership among themselves, and 

went on his way. The pictures were, of course, 

had out immediately, and became the objects of 

a good deal of tittering, tossing up, and wit of 

the smallest kind. In the mean while, the head 

clerk found a pretext for going to his master's 

room, and instituted a rapid search Cor any 

stray scrap of information that noight turn up. ■

It was a forlorn hope. Mr. S^ckwitch had 

done the same thing a hnndred times before, 

and had never found anything; save, now and 

then, a few charred ashes in the empty grate. 

But it was in his nature to persevere doggedly. 

On the present occasion, he examined the papers 

on the table, lifted the lid of William Trefalden's 

desk, peered between the leaves of the blotting- 

book, and examined th^table drawers in which ■
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the lawyer kept his stationery. In the latter he 

found oat one unaccustomed article — an old 

continental Bradshaw for the month of March. ■

" It wasn't there this morning/' mused this 

amateur detective, taking up &e Guide and 

turning it over inquisitively. " It's the same 

he had when he went to that place in Switzer- 

land — page turned down and alL" ■

And then Mr. Keckwitch uttered a suppressed 

exclamation, for the turned-down page was in 

the midst of the Italian itinerary. ■

" Lucca — Magadino — Mantua — Mentone — 

Milan." ■

What, in Heaven's name, could William 

Trefalden have to do with Lucca» Magadino, 

Mantua, Mentone, or Milan P How was it 

possible that anv one of these places should be 

mixed up with tne cause of his present restless- 

ness ana preoccupation? ■

The clerk was fjEurly pujuded. Finding, how- 

ever, no further clue in any part of the volume, 

he returned to his desk, and applied himself to 

a diligent search of the financial columns of the 

Times. ■

He would have been still more jrazzled if, at 

that moment, he could have seen William Tre- 

Mden, with the same weary, half-impatient look 

upon his face, leaning over the parapet of the 

Temple Gardens, and staring down idly at the 

river. It was just one o'dock — ^the quietest 

hour of the day m nursemaid-haunted squares — 

and the lawver had the place to himself. All 

was still and dreamy in the old gardens. Not 

a leaf stirred on the trees. Not a sound dis- 

turbed the cloistered silence. The very sky 

was grey and uniform, unbroken by a sxmbeam 

or a cloud. Presently a barge drifted by with 

the current; while &r away, from crowded 

bridge and busy street, there rose a deep and 

distant hum, unlike all other sounds with which 

the ear of man b familiar. ■

' It was a dreamy day and a dreamy place, and, 

busy man as he was, Mr. Trefalden was, to all 

appwance, as dreamy as either. But it is 

possible to be dreamy on the surface, and wake- 

rul enough beneath it; and Mr. Trefidden's 

dreaminess was of that outward sort abne. All 

moody quiet without, he was all doubt, fever, 

and perturbation within. Project after project, 

resolution after resolution, kept rising like 

bubbles to the troubled surface of his thoughts 

— rising, breaking, vanishing, and givine place to 

others. Thus an hour went by, and Mr. Tre- 

falden, hearing the church clocks strike two, 

roused himseu with the air of a man whose 

course is resolved upon, and went out through 

Temple Bar, into the Strand. His course was 

resolved upon. He had made up his mind 

never to see Helen Riviere again ; and yet ... . ■

And yet, before he had reached the gates of 

Somerset House, he had hailed a cab, and de- 

sired the driver to take him to Brudenell Terrace, 

Gamberwell. ■

In the mean while, Mr. Keckwitdi, who had 

been anxiously studving the closing prices of all 

sorts of Italian Railway, Banking, Telegraphic 

and Land Companies' Stock, bdieved that he ■

had found the key to his employer's trouble 

when he read that the Great Milanese Loan and 

Finance Company's Six per Cent Bonds were 

down to sixteen and a half in the official Ust. ■

AN OGRE. ■

Theke are two kinds of leopards found in 

India. ^ One is the cheetah, the common leopard 

of the*plains of Hindostan. This creature con- 

fines his attacks chiefly to small antelopes, bark- 

ing deer, and jungle-sheep. He is frequently 

caught when young, and tamed hj the native 

shikarees, who teach him to assist them in 

hunting and driving game within shot of the 

guns of the sportsmen. The other kind of Indian 

leopard is the '' luckabugga," a much larger and 

fiercer animal, who, when he has once tasted 

human blood, becomes an ogre, with a frightful 

appetite for diildren. He is chiefly found m the 

lower ranges of the Himalayas and vast jungles 

of the Tend. ■

One summer's evening I was out with a 

couple of friends on a shooting excursicm, from 

Almora into Nep&l. Our tents were pitched 

on the banks of the Kala-nuddee, a river which 

parts the British possessions in the hills, from 

those of tiie NepM rajah. We were getting our 

guns ready to go out after some black par- 

tridges for supper, when the head man of the 

neignbouring JBritish villa^ of Petoragorii 

came up to entreat our assistance in killing a 

leopard, which had haunted some neighbouring 

villajges for many months, and haa already 

carried off twelve children. Traps and pitfaJa 

had been set for him in vain. He had evaded 

all. A poor Zemindar had just come into 

the vills^ with a woful story about his 

six-year-old boy — his only boy— who, when 

playing before the door of his father'a hut in 

the dusk of the evening, had been seised by 

the leopard and carried off before his father^ 

eyes. The poor man followed the animal 

and struck it repeatedly with an iron hoe, but 

it held on and vanished in the jungle. At day- 

light he had hunted on the tracx with some 

friends, but found only a few bones and some 

bloody hair, remains of his child, that a jackal 

was picking at, and a vulture watching. The 

man said he had watched the place every night, 

but had never again seen the leopard. ■

The recital of this tragedy excited us, and we 

pledged ourselves not to leave the district until 

this cruel ogre was destroyed. Ram Bux, our 

head shikaree, was called, and ordered to make 

every inquiry as to his present whereabouts, 

and to offer a reward of ten rupees to any native 

who should ffive such information as would give 

us ashot at nim. ■

It would be endless to relate the many false 

alarms we had. We sat up all night in trees, 

with a coat tied below as a bait, near the place 

where the leq>ard had been last seen. One nighty 

while sitting in a tree with a gun-coolie who 

hekl my weapons, I fell into a doze. A friend 

in a tree about twenty yards off-^th a goat ■
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below, Fouaed me by tiie discharge of his rifle. 

My coolie seized me by the arm, and shrieked, 

"bahib, sahib, luckabagga aya!" ''Where, 

where ?" I asked, seising the doable rifle he h|^d 

oat to me. "There," said he, pointing to a 

dark object moving through the trees about 

thirty yards off. Bang— bang— went both my 

barrels, followed immediately oy unearthly yells. 

We descended from our trees, and found a 

large rough yellow pariah dog shot through 

both hind legs. He was yelling like a fiend, 

and snapping like a crocodile. I borrowed 

a large Ghoorkha kookrie from our shikaree, 

and, biaring my right arm, brought it down with 

all my wei^t on the dog's neck, behind the 

head, in the way I had seen Ghooikhas kill 

oxen. The dcM^ was at once out of his pam. ■

One of my mends was yeiT fat, ana, as he 

fonnd a branch of a tree rather incouTement,, 

had a common native charpoy (sort of bed- 

stead) fixed u]) in a fork of a tree. On this 

he reclined, with a gon-cooli^ and a huge 

double-barrelled gun loaded with skgs. We 

were tired of the goat bait, so he had got a 

monkey, thinking taat a child-eater might be 

more readily tempted by its flesh. I was 

posted in a tree, from which I could watch 

the approaches to my friend's post. About 

midnight the moon went down, and it was 

almost dark. Half an hour later I heard the 

monkey begin to chatter, so I cocked both 

barrels, and vratched the foot of my Mend's 

tree. The chattering increased. Then came a 

blaze of light and a loud report, followed by 

breaking of branches, and a perfect Babel of 

noise. I had a pine-torch with me, and, clam- 

bering down from my tree, lit it and rushed 

to the spot. Ther^ on his face, lay my friend, 

screaminff o«t for me. He had upset his bed. 

(kk his back sat the monkey, teariiiff at his 

hair like a wild-cat. A few yards off lay his 

coolie, with the charpoy on him smashed in half. 

He was roaring out, '*The leopard is eating 

me." A little rarther on lay a jackal, vrrithing 

with a dosen sluss in him. I kicked up the 

coolie, and helpea my friend by knocking the 

monkevover with the broken leg of the charpoy. 

After this little upset we lit cheroots and walked 

back to our tents, which were pitched about 

two miles off. ■

Bam Box, our shikaree, had given notice to 

all the natives round about that if the leopard 

appeared and carried off anything, information 

was to be sent to our camp before any pursuit 

was made. One evening we were at our tent 

doors after dinner, smoking, when we observed, 

on the other (Nepal) aide of the river, a 

Ghoorkha coming down the hills at great 

speed. At the river bank he inflated a sheep- 

skin which he carried, and crossed the rapid 

stream on it — ^just as we see on their wall 

carvings that the old Assyrians did — being car- 

ried down about a quarter of a mile by the 

current. On landing he was met by Earn Bux, 

who had run out on seeing him approach. They 

walked towards us, the Ghoorkha gesticulating 

violently, and we heard the following story : ■

The Ghoorkha lived in a hut about a mile 

from our camp, higher up the river, and only a 

hundred yards from the water. He had been 

out for the day on his duty, which was that of 

a government runner, leaving at home his wife, 

a baby in arms, and a little girl about six years 

old. The wife had gone to the stream for 

water, leaving the two children at the hut door. 

As she returned she had heard a scream, and, 

throwing down her pitcher, ran forward, and 

found at the hut door only her baby. The 

little girl had disappeared, and, without doubt, 

had been carried off by the leopard. The 

Ghoorkha found its footmarks on a soft bit of 

ground, and hastened to us without attempting 

a pursuit in the dense jungle. Ram Bux de- 

cided that it waa too late to start that night, 

but asked us to be ready one hour before day- 

light. Li the mean time he sent to the next 

vulage for twenty coolies, who were engaged 

as beaters at fourpence a head. ■

On turning out in the starlight next morn- 

ing, I saw that our followers and beaters had 

each got some instrument for making noise. 

There were tin-kettles, tom-toms, bdh, and an 

old matchlock or two. I and my two friends 

crossed the river on a plank lashed across two 

inflated buffalo skins, which kept our guns and 

powder high out of water. The beaters came 

over in all sorts of ways, some swimming,, some 

dinging to inflated sheepskins. ■

When we reached the Ghoorkha's hut, the 

whole of our beaters were extended in a Ime, 

I standing in the middle, at the spot where 

the Ghoorkha had found traces of the leopard. 

The poor Ghoorkha himself, and Earn Bux, 

leading a Brinjarry dog in a string, were with 

me: each of them carried a spade^ At a 

given signal thewhob line started. The beaters 

yelled, whistled, rang bdls, and beat tom-toms, 

making noise enough to dxm away every leo- 

pard within five mfles. The dog kept steadily 

to the scent; but our progress at times was 

very slow through the dense bamboo jungle. ■

After proccfSing about a mile, the dog 

became very ea^, dashed forward, and was 

not easily held in. Li fifty more vards we 

came to the place where the brute had been 

supping. The mangled remains of the little girl 

lay about, only half eaten, and the ogre must 

have been scared by our noise. Without losing 

a moment, the Ghoorkha and Bam Bux set to 

work and dug a trench under a tree to lee- 

ward of the child's remains, piling up some 

branches between them and the trench. Ram 

Box and I jumped into this trench. The 

Ghoorkha departed with the dog in the direction 

taken by the rest, of our party ; who kept up 

the same discordant din as they moved away. ■

Ram Bux now told me that the leopaid — 

doubtless listening a mile off— would think, 

from the passing away of the noise, that the 

whole party haagone on, and would be sure 

to return in an hour or two to go on with his 

interrupted feast. We must be quiet, for the 

brute was very cunninsr. and tiie slightest sound 

or smell would send him^off and, destroy our ■
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•chance of getting a shot at him. After waiting 

an hour I pulled out my cigar-case, but Ham Bux 

forbade smoking by energetic gestures ; neither 

of us speaking. 1 had a large double-barrelled 

smooth bore No. 12, loaded with slugs, at full cock 

in my hand. Ham Bux had my breech-loading 

rifle, with a large conical shell in it. In addition 

to these, I and Bam Bux had each a Ghoorkha 

kookrie, and I a revolving pistol. It was now 

nine in the morning. Tne noise of our party 

4iad died away over the hills for an hour or 

more. I had my eyes fixed on the movements 

of a regiment of white ants, that were piling 

themselves over a bloody fragment of the poor 

child that lay about ten yards before me. 

Suddenly Ram Bux put one finger on my lips, 

both as a sign to look out and to keep per- 

fectly still. My fingers sought the triggers, 

and my eyes were strained in every direction. I 

«oald see nothing, until, in about two minutes, 

I discerned that the grass waved, and the next 

instant, with a tread of velvet, the leopard 

glided in front of me. The suddenness of his ap- 

pearance took my breath away for some seconds, 

•but, recovering myself, I raised my gun to the 

-shoulder, and m doing this snapped off a little 

'twig from a branch of the brushwood we had 

piled in front of us. ■

The leonard turned his face full on me. 

Thinking tnat he would jump off, I pulled 

at his chest, letting off, m my nervousness, 

hoih. barrels. He sprang into the air with a 

yell, and fell backward. Ram Bux was out 

and by his side before I had risen from my 

Inees, and had discharged the rifle in the direc- 

iion. of his heart. When I got up with revolver 

in one hand and kookrie knife in the other, the 

6rute was tearing up the grass and roots with 

all four paws, and dangerous to approach. My 

slugs had entered his chest and eyes, and he 

was blind. I discharged my revolver at his 

liind quarters; but he writhed and leaped 

about so violently, that it was impossible to 

take good aim. Ram Bux, with his kookrie 

drawn, was dodging about for an opportu- 

nity of coming close enough to cut at the 

dangerous hind legs and sever the tendons. I 

went back to the trench to load my gun. As I 

was ca][)ping, the grass opened, and the Ghoorkha 

with his dog rushed up. He had evidently 

been waiting near, and hearing the guns fire, 

4iad hurried to revenge his child, ae gave a 

shout of joy when he saw the animal kicking 

and bleeding, let go his dog, who darted at the 

throat of the leopard, and then himself, disre- 

garding claws and teeth, rushed in upon him. 

With two strokes of his kookrie he cut the 

hind tendons, and the formidable hind legs were 

harmless. At the same moment I stepped up 

and discharged one barrel into the monster's 

gaping and oleeding mouth. This shot killed 

it. Ram Bux and the Ghoorkha began skinning, 

while I lighted a cheroot. On taking the skin 

off the back we came upon two fresh-healed 

cuts which went right through the skin, and re- 

membered what the poor Zemindar told us a 

vfoek ago of his following and hacking with a ■

hoe at the monster, who was carrying off lib 

child. ■

After a hot march of an hour or more, we 

got into camp before noon, and had an ovation 

from the people of the adjacent villages. Every 

one who had lost a child by the leopard asked 

for one of its claws, which was hung round the 

neck of the mourner as an amulet. ■

The skin now lies on the floor of the billiard- 

room of a castle in the North of England. ■

ILL IN A WORKHOUSE. ■

Ill in a workhouse! How many of our 

readers are there, we wonder, who would form 

a guess, even near the truth, as to the num- 

ber of the unfortunates who might be thus 

described. The eighteen London voluntary 

hospitals provide three thousand seven hundred 

and thirty-eight beds; but the metropolitan 

workhouses contain, according to the Lancet, 

twenty-six thousand six hundred and twenty- 

two sick and infirm persons, besides one thou- 

sand six hundred and eighty-three insane. 

Humanity demands that these poor creatures 

should be rightly tended ; and, even if we could 

lose sight of humanity altogether, the dictates 

of policy would guide us in the same direction. ■

We all know that the great requisites for the 

sick are skilful medical attendance, good food, 

good nursing, and pure air. These thii^ are all 

so essential that it would be dificult to estimate 

their relative importance ; but perhaps pure air 

ought to come first. In the Toluntaiy hospitals 

of London the number of cubic feet of space al- 

lotted to each patient ranges from one thousand 

three hundred to two thousand, in different in- 

stitutions. In military hospitals one thousand 

two hundred feet is the regulation minimum; 

but, in workhouse hospitab for some unex- 

plained reason, the Poor Law Board sanctions 

a minimum of &ve hundred cubic feet. It is not 

too much to say that sick persons cannot get 

well in so confined a space. They may survive. 

They may struggle through tlie acute stage of 

disease, or through the earlier effects of an 

accident, into a state of chronic feebleness ; but 

they will never get icell, not even if they are 

kept tolerably clean. Windows may be opened 

in the daytime, if the weather be fine ; but the 

patients will poison one another at night. ■

The wisdom of the l^islature places the 

practical administration of the poor law into 

the hands of guardians, who are mostly elected 

because they are prominent men as local poli- 

ticians, and who very seldom have any know- 

ledge of what is really involved in the ques- 

tions withi which they have to deal — no real 

practical knowledge of the poisonous effect of 

foul air upon the sick, or, for that matter, 

upon the sound. But they know perfectly 

well that space costs money, and they are 

apt to think that their office of guardianship 

calls upon them to guard the poor's rates, 

rather than the poor themselves. The Poor 

Law Board order ^re hundred ci^bic feet of ■
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space, and the guardians' think they can save 

a few pounds hy Keeping a little below this very 

humble standard. We have heard somewhere 

that the whole workhouse space of the metro- 

polis gives an average of only three hundred 

cubic feet to each inmate. According to the 

Lancet, which medical authority has been doing 

vast service in this matter of late, there are 

many wards in which the space does not exceed 

four hundred and fifty feet per bed ; and some 

in which it falls to four hundred and twenty- 

nine; aud, in such places as these, cases of 

contagious fever are scattered about among the 

other patients. ■

In the voluntary hospitals of London, the 

number of surgeons and physicians, for the in- 

patients alone, ranges from eig^ht to ten for each 

institution, and these find their duties to be no 

sinecure, although assisted in their performance 

bv an army of house-surgeons, dressers, clinical 

clerks, and pupil-assistants of various kinds. 

A workhouse hospital, containing, perhaps, 

one hundred and nfty or two hundred beds, 

will be under the sole charge of a "medical 

o£Scer," who is sometimes a general practitioner 

in the vicinity, sometimes a voung man debarred 

from private practice and nolding his appoint- 

ment only until something more eligible offers 

itself. In the former case, the meoical officer 

cannot have the time, and in the latter case 

he can scarcely ever have the knowledge, ne- 

cessary for the proper management of the 

various and numerous forms of sickness that 

fall under his care. Medical officers of work- 

houses are only human ; and, when liuman 

creatures are placed in such a position that 

their duties altogether transcend their powers, 

they invariably fail as much below the standard 

of what is possible, as their ideal or nominal 

standard is placed above it. No man can 

undertake a hospital with two hundred inmates, 

and really exercise his mind about them all, 

watch the changes in their conditions, and trace 

out the causes of their sufferings. If he be^in 

by an honest attempt to achieve this utter im- 

possibility, he will soon break down ; and will 

m most cases speedily reconcile himself to a 

merely formal discharge of his duties in out- 

ward show ; going among his people and asking 

them trivial or customary questions, without 

bringmg his faculties to bear upon the signifi- 

cance of their replies, and giving them only the 

deceptive seeming of attendance, in lieu of the 

living reality. ■

In all cases of serious illness, the best efforts 

of the medical practitioner will be of no avail, 

unless seconded by proper and careful nursins;; 

and the necessity for such nursing will be 

greater, the less the doctor is able to superin- 

tend the manner in which his orders are carried 

out. In voluntary hospitals, where such super- 

intendence may be constant and unremitting, it 

has been found necessary or useful to supersede 

the paid nurses of a few years a^o by a higher 

class of persons, specially trainea to the right 

discharge of their respective duties, and fitted, 

by intelligence and moral character, to exer- ■

cise authority and maintain discipline in their 

wards. In the majority of cases, the so-called 

(and sadly mis-called) " nurses" of a workhouse 

hospital are simply some of the able-bodied 

paupers who happen to be inmates at the time. 

As a rule, able-bodied paupers, male or female, 

are persons who, by some kind of misconduct, 

have ceased to be able to maintam themselves 

honestly. Either they are too stupid, or too 

lazy, or too immoral, to earn a livmg at the 

business to which they have been brought up. 

And on this account they are employed by 

guardians on a business which requires a special 

training, a trustworthy character, and an apti- 

tude lor obtaining a moral ascendancy over 

others. It appears, however, that a system of 

paid nursing is gradually creeping in and gain- 

ing ground at several workhouses, and that it 

must in time supersede the present arrangement.. 

The chief fear is lest the paid nurses. Tike the 

paid doctors, should be numericallv insufficient 

for the discharge of their onerous duties. ■

With regard to the question of proper food 

there is no difficulty with the actually sick, if 

the doctor will assert and use the power which 

the law gives him. It not unfrequently hap- ■

Eens that verv ^reat difficulties are thrown m 

is way by officials whose primary object is to 

" keep down the rates," and who are not suffi- 

ciently far-sighted to discover the eventual loss 

entailed by the careful saving of the present 

sixpence. The master of a workhouse has much 

power to thwart and annov a medical officer, 

and the guardians have still more. Any con- 

tests with these officials on the question of diet 

or extras seldom fails to impair the efficiency 

of the medical service of the institution, aud^ 

to recoil at last upon the sick. Where the 

medical officer possesses tact and firmness io 

use his authority without giving offence, he 

may in most cases succeed in obtaining any 

diet he pleases for cases actually iu the hos- 

pital ', but, where he is wanting in these im- 

portaint qualities, it is not at all uncommon to 

find a considerable official pressure brought to 

bear upon ** sick diets." ■

The diet of the so-called *' infirm" is, in most 

cases, very unsuitable. " At present," says the 

Lancet, " the mischievous anomaly remains of 

allowing the guardians to pretend to feed aged 

and feeble persons upon tne tough boiled beef 

and the indigestible pea-soup and suet-pudding 

of the house diet." ■

And again : ■

" Having carefullv observed the infirm pa- 

tients of many workhouses at their dinners, we 

are confident that the charge agamst the ordi- 

nary house dinners — that, irom one cause or 

another, a very considerable portion of th& 

materials is rejected by infirm persons — is cor- 

rect. In one workhouse we were very much 

struck with a perfect heap of leavings which 

the nurse of an infirm ward was collecting at 

the end of dinner-time ; and we have heard many 

bitter complaints of the pea-soup as causing 

pain and spasm in the stomach. Now clearly, 

whether the house diet be or be not theoreti- ■
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cally adequate to support ordinary nutrition, it 

will not bear any serious diminution (from the 

rejection of a portion) without becoming en- 

tirely insufficient; and it is certain that such 

diminution will happen in the case of all persons 

who from any cause are at all delicate. It is 

true that the surgeon has the power to order 

for all such persons a proper special diet ; but 

the labour or carrying this out in large woA- 

houses is reiy great, and the temptation is 

consequently strong to adopt the laissez-faire 

system, and allow these poor folks to struggle 

with their nutritive difficulties as best tney 

may." ■

"An objection has been raised, in our hear- 

ing, to the idea that the infirm are at all fre- 

quently underfed, on the score of the very great 

age to which many of them attain in work- 

houses. The fact of the frequent longevity of 

the infiim is undeniable, but the inference 

drawn there&om is a mistaken one. True, 

these persons live long, but they live a life of a 

most low grade, with the minimum of mental 

and bodily activity ; in fact, they subside more 

and more into a vegetative existence; and a 

part of this change is distinctly traceable to the 

persistent under - nutrition which they expe- 

rience. An intelligent workhouse master has 

described to us a most interesting phenomena, 

which we have ourselves subsequently recog- 

nised, and which he calls the 'ward fever.' 

This is neither more nor less than a low febrile 

excitement which marks the transition from 

their old habits of occasional plenty and occa- 

sional starvation to the grim monotony of a 

diet which is, for the reasons above given, uni- 

formly insufficient." ■

The first of the above-cited paragraphs con- 

tains an allusion to one great cause ot dietetic 

mismanagement; namely, the trouble that all 

alterations or extras estail upon the medical 

officer. ■

The Poor Law Board is not sparing in the 

amount of book-keeping and form-filling exacted 

from all its officials ; hut, in very many cases, the 

books required answer some useful purpose, and 

are essential to the framing of some necessary or 

desirable account. The Workhouse Memcal 

Relief Book is, however, little more than an in- 

genious contrivance for wasting the time of the 

surgeon. It professes to contain the name of 

every sick person, with the days on which he has 

been visited, and with the diet ordered for him ; 

and it is so arranged that one entry of the name 

suffices for visits and diets for a week. It is sup- 

posed to be kept by the surgeon himself; and he 

IS, at all events, required to initial evety separate 

entry in it. In a workhouse where there are 

nine hundred sick the sureeon has to sign his 

initials in this book nine nundred times every 

week ; and as the smallest change of diet would 

render it necessary to put the name of the 

pauper upon this dreadful list, there will seldom 

oe any disposition to make the nine hundred into 

nine hundred and one, so long as even that small 

increase can be prevented. The ordinary plan 

is for the book to be kept by a clerk in the ■

master's office, or by one of the inmates, the 

surgeon paving some gratuity to this irregular 

assistant. When the book-keeper hears that the 

doctor has "been round the house," he puts 

down a visit against the name of every sick in- 

mate (although perhaps not one-fourth of them 

have been spoken to), and he also records all 

changes of diet, of which information is sent to 

him from the wards. Then, before the " board 

day," he waylays the doctor with, ** Please, sir, 

to initial the book before you go." To " initial" 

nine hundred entries takes some time, and that 

time is deducted from the period allotted to the 

patients. ■

So much is the augmentation of the list 

dreaded, that it is the practice in many work- 

houses to provide the master with a big bottle 

of ** house medicine," of " cough mixture," of 

"chalk mixture," and of other abominations, 

and to make every one who aspires to the dignity 

of being ill submit to a sort of probationary 

physicking from one or other of these bottles 

before be is admitted as a bon& fide patient, 

and permitted to appear upon "the book." 

Common sense suggests that if a register of 

medical visits be required, it should not be kept 

by the doctor himself, and that the master is the 

person upon whom the registry of diets should 

devolve. If an authoritative medical order were 

required, it might be written (as in voluntary 

hospitals) upon a card at the bed-head of each 

patient. ■

A writer in the Lancet affirms that at St. 

Leonard's, Shoreditch, "Medicines are admini- 

stered with shameful irregularity. Our in- 

quiries showed that, of mne consecutive pa- 

tients, only four were receiving their medi- 

cines regularly. A poor fellow lying very 

dangerously ill with gangrene of the leg, bad 

had no medicines for three days, because, 

as the male " nurse" said, his mouth had been 

sore. The doctor had not been made ac- 

quainted with the fact that the man's moutJi 

was sore, or that he had not had the medicines 

ordered for him. A female, also very ill, had 

not had her medicine for two days, because the 

very infirm old lady in the next bed, who, it 

seemed, was appointed by the nurse to fulil 

this duty, had been too completely bedridden 

for the last few days to rise and give it to her. 

Other patients had not had their medicines be- 

cause they had diarrhoea; but the suspenwMi 

had not been made known to the doctor, nor 

had medicine been given to them for their 

diarrhoea. The nurses generall}r had the mort 

imperfect idea of their duties in this respect 

One nurse plainly avowed that she gave me- 

dicine three times a day to those who were venr 

ill, and twice or once a day as they improvedf. 

The medicines were given all down a ward in a 

cup ; elsewhere in a gallipot. The nurse said 

she * poured out the medicine, and judged ac- 

cording.' ■

" In other respects," continues the report, 

"the nursing was equally deficient;" and we 

regret that the details of the deficiencies are too 

graphic to be reproduced. In a general review ■
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of the questioii, however, there occnis the fol- 

lowing passage : ■

" Cet us picture to ourselyea an infirmaiy 

where many of the wards are withoat tMes, 

even for the dinners ; where the medicine 

bottles are kept in a mass at the end of the 

ward with the food ; where there are no pre- 

scription cards over any of the beds ; where the 

sole medical officer, in addition to the cares of 

his private practiee^ has to perform, unaided, the 

whole m^cal service of about three hundred 

and forty side patients, besides an equal total 

number of imbeciles and infirm — prescribing for 

them, dispoksing for them, and being solely 

responsible for toeir entire medical care; being 

non-resident, and without eith^ assistant or 

dispenser. Let any human being, who will 

calml]r consider the case, suppose the position 

of patients in such a state of affairs : the medical 

officer having, in the course of the time which 

he can daily spare for his round, some three 

hours, to pass through all the wards, to carry 

in his memnv the actual treatment employed, 

sav for the tnree hundred and forty )Mitients 

only, to determine what changes are necessary, 

to remember the alterations which he desires to 

make, and then set to work in his dispensary to 

send up the medicines. If the wretched state 

of the patients conseqaent upon the inevitable 

and a&re failure of any one man to perform 

duties so extravagant were not terribly tragic, 

there would be something almost ludicrous in 

the assumption of the guardians that these poor 

sick people could possibly be tended by the 

ignorant (and usually lacy and vicious) pauper 

nurses uiiaer such a system. It is not to be 

wondered at that, in such an infirmary, abuses 

of the most saddeninij^ character are the rule 

rather than the exception." ■

When we know tnat the workhouse doctor 

is evojwhere overworked, that the workhouse 

nurse IS everywhere incompetent or scanty, that 

decent comforts for the sick are scarcely ever 

provided, that the occasional external cleanliness 

IS the cleanliness of a whited sepulchre, it is 

surely time for the legislature to intervene be- 

tween the sick poor a^ their so-called " guar- 

dians," who err, probably, in most cases, more 

from ignorance than from cruelty. The Question 

b one of great importance to the public, on 

gronnds of utility as much as on grounds of 

numanity. While the sick do not get well, the 

sound languish, and children pine and dwindle, 

among the noisome smells, the confined atmo- 

sphere, the unscientific diet, and the intolerable 

monotony, of workhouse life ; and all these evils 

are of the most oostiy character to the commu- 

nity. A labouring man, working at a distance from 

home, falls ill and is sent into the house. There 

he either dies, or at best makes a tedious and 

imperfect convalescence, which still leaves him 

unable to maintain his family. His wife and 

children follow him ; the first to lose all self- 

respect and self-reliance, the latter to exchange 

the liberty, and the comparatively wholesome 

dirt of the street and the gutter, for the 

confinemeut and the unwho&some dirt of ■

a place from which they at last emerge, 

verminous and blear-eyed, with stupid faces» 

cadaverous skins, and shambling walk, unwilling « 

to labour, unable to learn, and only fit, paupers 

themselves, to be the parents of paupers like 

unto them. If the father had chanced to go 

into a voluntary hospital, his family and the 

public might have been spared this evil and 

this cost If the original sufferer were not a 

man, but a girl — ^some poor servant sent to the 

workhouse by her employers as soon as disease 

attacked her — ^then we can only draw a veil over 

the probable consequences of her admission, 

and say thi^ sometmies, perhaps, death would 

be a greater mercy to her than recovery. ■

In conclusion, we have only to mention the 

waste of material for teaching medicine which 

the present system involves. The cases ad- 

mitted into a workhouse infirmary are types and 

patterns of those met with in daily life. In a 

voluntary hospital the cases are ablove the ave- 

rage of severity, they are discharged if they are 

found to be incurable, and large classes of 

disease are alto^ther excluded. A voung sur- 

geon or physician who has been educated, at 

unusual cost, entirely at a hospital, mav have 

distinguished himself greatly in some depart- 

ments, and may enter upon practice with a high 

reputation, without having ever seen a case of 

measles or of whooping-cough, withoat being 

familiar with the treatment of many of the 

slight maladies that make up so much of the 

sum of human discomfort, and without havmg 

any practical bedside knowledge of the methods 

of relieving and palliating a variety of chronic 

and incurable ailments. These deficiencies 

would not exist if workhouse hospitals were 

available for the purposes of medical instruction. 

To make them avmUble, they must be raised 

from their present state of dirt and squalor, 

and must be made to approximate, in cleanli- 

ness, in diety in nursing, in medical and surgical 

attendance, to those noble hospitals, which are 

as much a national glory as our workhouses are 

a national disgrace. ■

SIXTY YEARS* CHANGES. ■

Ajcong the happiest hours of my happy youth 

were those spent at a farm-house m Devonshire, 

near tiie mysterious mountain called Blackin- 

stone, a huge granite tor, on whose top stands 

an enormous separate crowning stone, of which 

tradition says it was flung there by the Devil 

from Moreton Hampstead, being the result of 

a game at quoits, to which he was challenged 

by some bold fellow— thev called him Dr. 

Faustus— who denied or doubted his satanic 

power, but whose defeat and humiliation are 

testified by another granite (juoit, weighing 

some tons, which lies milf way in the valley be- 

tween the town and the tor. its shape no doubt 

closely resembles that of the stone which his 

infernal majesty lodged safely on the Blackin- 

stone's head. ■

The heathery, furzy, stony ridge of Dartmoor ■
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runs down to the farm, whose name is Kin^- 

well. It has its traditions too, and the monarch 

who honoured it with his visitations was no less 

than the King of the Fairy Elves, yclept 

Pixies in this neighbourhood. The oral re- 

corders of tbeir presence and their prowess are 

departed and almost forgotten now, but it was 

not so "when I was. young — O woful when!" 

which I re-echo to the plaints of the Devonian 

poet, who, being of an earlier generation, knew 

more about the Pixies than L ■

But in this region of romance I have seen 

the heaven-roofed hall in which the Pixies as- 

sembled, the green turf on wliich they danced, 

the g;ranite fountains in which thev bathed, and 

the battercaps out of which they drank. I have 

heard from the lips of the believing peasantry 

tales of their moonlight gatherings, their sportive 

wicked tricks; and though to my childish, 

and half-credulous inqniries, somewhat timidly 

urged, "Have you seen them, jou yourself?" 

the answers were somewhat pitying and re- 

proachful, as if doubt were sin: "Zure, us 

have yeard aU about 'em from our vathers — ^it 

is as true as truth !" In later life I have known 

grave men, great authorities, look down upon 

Doubters as these rustics looked down upon me, 

and who have added to the nity and the re- 

proach the condemnation and tne anathema ! ■

Brightly shone the sunshine when the tenant 

of Kingswell came to my father and asked him 

to allow me to pass part of my holidays at the 

farm. In those days a journey to Moreton 

(Moortown) was a somewhat perilous under- 

taking. No wheeled vehicle hact ever traversed 

the road to Exeter. The " well-to-do" farmer 

came on horseback, generally carrying his 

wife or daughter on a pillion behind, who held 

themselves fast by a leathern belt round the 

waist of the rider — indeed, every precaution 

was needful to their safety, for the ways were 

rough, steep, and stony; slips from the high 

banks often brought down roots, earth, heavy 

blocks, and heaps of pebbles to interrupt the 

passage, which was sometimes darkened by the 

mtertanglings of the branches above. Some 

of the hills to be ascended or descended 

were so sharp and abrupt, and the ground so 

shaky and stiifting, that it was the custom 

to dismount and lead the horse. All com- 

modities were then conveyed in "crooks" or 

"panniers," which were attached to wooden 

pack-saddles. They brought potatoes (highly 

valued for their superior quality, for they are 

said to flourish best in an ungrateful arid soil), 

barley, and other agricultural produce, to be sold 

in the uncovered market then held in the main 

street of Hexon, or Hexter, the name by which 

the provincial city was usually known. The 

manufacturing interest was not unimportant. 

In the times I speak of, the productions of the 

loom were nearly equal in value to those of the 

land. In every cottage the noise of the shuttle 

was heard, and when father, or mother, or 

grown-up children were not enga^d in the field, 

they were occupied in the spinning of yarn, or 

the weaving ot woollens — ^principally long ells ■

for the trade with China, where they have re- 

tained their reputation to the present time. The 

same farmer wno employed the labourer on his 

estate, distributed to nim the weft and the warp, 

and collected the woven stuffs for account of the 

manufacturer and merchant in Exeter, who 

fulled, dyed, dressed, and packed them for ex- 

portatiouT The honest farmer, whose name was 

Smaie, was one of my father's representatives, 

and every Friday the results of the week's gather- 

ing were brought to our nulls. My affections had 

been warmed towards our friend hj his hearty, 

loud-voiced greeting, the grasp of ms hard hand 

was like that of a vice, and his "How bee 'e? 

How glad I be to zee 'e !" had all the ring of 

eloquence in my ears. Moreover, he frequently 

brought in a bag of what he called " waste stuff," 

which was barley, excellent for the use of my 

cocks and hens, andwhioh I calculated gave me 

a considerable number of pence, when, having 

been paid by my mother for all the eggs con- 

sumea in the nunily, I made up the debtor 

and creditor account of the poultry-yard, which 

I was allowed to manage for my own personal 

pecuniary benefit. ■

Consent being obtained, and some clothes 

tied up in a pocket-handkerchief, I was 

trotted off, gay and happy as a goldfinch in 

spring, to the inn in the St. Thomas outskirt of 

the citv, where a pack-saddled horse was se- 

lected for my accommodation. Off we trotted, 

but it was not long before I found the sharp 

wooden ridge of the saddle somewhat uncom- 

fortable. I fancied it would be cowardly and 

unbecoming to utter a word of complaint ; but 

a shaking and stumbling, and mv balance more 

than once nearly lost, and a hand suddenly 

placed now behind and now before me for the 

sake of a little extra support, and no doubt a 

visible anxiety in my counteuance, induced my 

protector to ask whether I might not like to* 

walk a little : and great was my joy to think 

that the suggestion should come from him and 

not from me. I walked and walked till I was 

weary — made many an excuse for not getting 

up again — but in utter exhaustion consented 

to resume my seat on the uneasy edge, whose 

painful impressions did not abandon me for 

many a day. ■

After about eleven miles of weary travel we 

came to a narrow lane, which, opening from the 

highway, led to the valley below. We crossed 

a crystal brook filled with water-cresses, passed 

through a rude gate or two, reached the form- 

yard, and at the door of the house two rosy- 

cheeked damsels were waiting to welcome us 

with a welcome so cordial, that their bright eyes 

looked brighter, their faces glowed witn a still 

richer red, and their smiles, how sweet, how 

very sweet, how very kind they were ! Scarcely 

seated, when a plate of bread and cream was 

produced ; they said the rule of the house was, 

that the bread was not to be thicker than the 

cream. that rich clouted Devonshire cream ! 

The Phcsnicians (many thanks to them !) taught 

our forefathers to make it, and I can say, from 

personal knowledge, that the scholars nowJar ■
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outstrip their masters in the art and craft. The 

depth of the slice from the loaf exceeded half 

an inch, covered with solid substantial cream. 

The rest may be fancied. ■

How^ I ran after the rabbits amon| the rocks, 

how I gathered whortleberries and blackberries, 

what nosegays I made of heath and honeysuckle, 

what a friend I found in the dog " Shepherd,** 

who had a tail so short that it could scarcely be 

called a tail, and who was the most liaking, 

lonnff, docile creature in the world, how I re- 

joiced in the blaze of the dry gorse which I was 

allowed to fling into the kitchen chimney ; above 

all, how I obtained the favour of the good old 

father of the family, seated in his arm-chair by 

the rustic fire— is it not all written in the book 

of memory ? ■

Many were the jokes which our Moortownian 

country cousins had to bear from the more re- 

fined citizens of the county capital, who some- 

times honoured *' the outer barbarians'* with a 

visit, or more rarely invited them " to see life*' 

in the western metropolis. " Why, you know 

very well who built your place, and how he for- 

got to make any road to it after the boiiding !'* 

"Who taught your fathers to make the cob 

walls, and brought the clay and the straw and 

the mortar to help you, long befpre you had a 

paved street or a glass window P** And then 

the rude rough idiom of Dartmoor was flung 

fflto the crucible of criticism by those whose own 

mother-Engjlish was not of tue purest. " What 

d*ye call this P*' said a younfif Etonian vagabond, 

wnen running away with a nandful of oats from 

the sample-bag of a Moreton farmer, who 

vociferated to the passers-by : " Hurn ! burn 

arteren ! he*th steyld my wets !" ■

It IS a pity the hundreds of old Saxon words 

and forms of speech have been so imperfectly 

collected from the rural regions of Devon. 

Here is a conversation between a judge on the 

Exeter bench and a witness from Dartmoor : ■

Witness. Thof the doctor komm'd wei the 

trade (medicine), but a kudn' zee*n vur the pillem. ■

Judge. Pillem, man! What d*ye mean by 

pillem ? ■

Witness. Lor ! Not knaw what pillem be ? 

Why, pillem be mucks a drow'd. ■

Judge. Mucks a drow'd ! What's that ? ■

The man lifted up his hands, astounded at his 

lordship's ignorance, which he thus helped to 

enlighten : " Why, mucks be pillem a wet 1'* ■

Once, when sitting on the bench, I noted 

down more than twenty obsolete words from 

the evidence of a single shepherd on a case of ■

But again lookins^ back over two generations, 

I know not how order was preserved or autho- 

rity maintained. I never heard of police, con- 

stable, nor watchman. Crimes were committed 

with which the devil— he has not yet disap- 

peared from our indictments — or the witch — 

who is still a living existence in Devonshire — 

had always something to do. Yet everybody 

trusted everybody, and the doors of the houses 

were seldom locked or bolted by day or by 

night. Sheep-stealing was a common offence ; ■

hanging followed as a matter of course ; and at 

every assize men suffered for it at the Exeter 

" new drop.** Here the farmers combined their 

detective operations with infinite zeal, and were 

delighted to help one another's servants to the 

gallows which they had so well " desarved.'* I 

recollect seeing a poor wretch hanged, of whom 

it was given in evidence that his tamily was in 

such a state of starvation that they aevoured 

the mutton raw when he brought the sheep 

into his hovel ; but even for him there was no 

pity or sympathy. A farmer returning from 

market one day, reached Moreton in a most dis- 

tracted and disordered state, his horse at full 

gallop, his waistcoat torn open ; they said his 

hair stood on end. He declared that he had been 

riding quietly on in the dark, when the devil 

jumped up behind him, seized him round the 

waist, and treated him in the most unbrotherly 

way. He was reported to have lost his money, 

ana not to have been moderate in his tipple at 

the inn where he had "put up,;'* but nobody 

doubted his veracity, and many liew frights aud 

fears accompanied the farmers on their lone- 

some, gloomy, homeward way. Sometimes a 

murder took place, generally committed by a 

stranger, a wandering pedlar, a hanger-on about 

country fairs, and now and then a woman was 

convicted of poisoning her husband or killin|^ a 

child; but there were no newspapers seeking 

sensational pabulum for their columns, and the 

surface of the social stream was not much or 

long rippled by these disturbances. ■

A stove or grate was a rare luxury then. Stone 

coal was never seen ; charcoal rarely. Turf from 

the marshes, gorse from the moor, and now aud 

then a wooden log, were the materials of the 

cottage fires. Peonle generally sat on stools 

within the chimney-iiearth, where the scorchiug 

from the blazing furze was sometimes intole- 

rable ; but the occupiers of the inner seats — 

especuJly in winter-time — were more disposed 

to put up with the annoyance than to surrender 

their places. Li truth, the vicinity of the moor 

is often bitterly cold, the snow lies deep, the 

hail and storm rage furiously. Persons well 

off in the world ate barley bread, and tea 

was made of balm or peppermint. A cat 

and a dog usually formed part of the fireside 

group. The old men wore scarlet nightcaps, 

the women mob caps tied under their chins. The 

labourers took their meals with their masters, 

but at a respectful distance. The pay of the 

out-door peasant did not exceed a shilling a day ; 

a hale girl might gain a shilling' a week. ■

The principal sports of tue people were 

Fives played against the church tower, foot- 

ball in the sentry field, and ninepins in the 

barns. Each had their distinguished repre- 

sentatives, who were becomingly honoured. 

But bell-ringing seemed the great ambition, for 

here the contest-s extended beyond the paro- 

chial bounds, and the prowess of the More- 

tonians was to be contrasted and compared with 

that of other adjacent belfries. The names of 

the prize-winners — are they not chronicled in 

the annals of the past P ■
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Other great men there were few. There was 

a gentleman rejoicing in the name of Bragg, who 

kept a pack of hounds, but of whom 1 never 

heard anything boastful or pretentious; and 

there were generations of clergyhien called 

Clacks, the echoes of whose outpourings were 

not known to resound beyond the aisles of the 

church in which they hereditarily ministered. ■

In the veryfirst house on entering the town 

of Moreton Hampstead there was a maniac 

woman, whose screams and howls were heard at 

a great distance, from a barred window. ■

Whence she came, or how she fared, 

Nobody knew and nobody cared. ■

There were no commissioners of lunacy, no 

asylums then accessible to the poor, no intru- 

sive inouirers ; it was nobody's business. " Every 

man's nouse is his castle. Why should I get 

into trouble for what don't comam me F" ■

So in the streets there were idiots wandering 

about. Their names were familiar — such as 

Crazy Fan and Foolish Bett. They served to 

amuse the children, who played with them, 

laughed at them, tormented them; but the 

older passengers looked on as if they enioycd, 

as they sometimes encouraged, the ribaldry of 

the younger. Benevolence has now directed its 

solicitude even towards these unfortunates. ■

Moreton had its celebrities. What town has 

not ? Our school cobbler was a man of mark. 

His name was Ptolomy ; he wrote it Tollomy ; 

but we insisted, and he did not deny it, that he 

was directly descended from the great astro- 

nomer. We discovered in him an innate dimity 

betokening illustrious ancestry, and while he 

vigorously beat his leather on his lapstone, he 

smiled and said that perhaps we might not be 

far from the truth. ■

There were two rival barbers, brothers. They 

neither agreed in politics nor in religion. One 

was grave, the other gay. They were leading 

men in their separate motions. One had a 

singularly emphatic way of laying down the 

law. It was, "Dip my head, sir, if it is not 

so !" Had he heard of Sterne's grandiloquent 

coiffeur ? " Dip my wig, sir, in the ocean, not 

a hair will turn !" But the whiggtn was on 

the side of the serious Presbyterian. The other 

was a jolly churchman. ■

It is a remarkable circumstance in the reli- 

gious history of our country, that while the 

Independents, who in the time of the Common- 

wealth were the most liberal and the most 

heterodox of our dissenting sects, have become, 

in the progress of time, one of the most ortho- 

dox and exclusive, the Presbyterians, who 

were Calvinistic, intolerant and even persecu- 

ting, are now the representatives of the most 

advanced of the Christian creeds. The religion 

of the staple woollen trade of the west — ^that 

professed oy the leading merchants and mana- 

facturers — was Unitarianism or Arianism under 

the Presbyterian name. There were three 

churches, called meeting - houses — George's, 

James's, and the Mint — in Exeter, where the 

great Dissenting schism, which repudiated the ■

doctrines of the Trinity, broke out neariy a 

century and a half ago, and almost CTety town 

in the neighbourhood had its Unitarian ehapel, 

most of which have endowments, due to the 

prosperity of the now decayed, but then most 

prosperous, woollen manufacture, under the 

central patronage of a company holding royal 

charters as the '"incorporated Guild of Tuckers, 

Weavers, and Shearmen," who still possess a 

hall in Exeter. Moreton Hampstead had two 

such meeting-houses, one called the Presby- 

terian, the other the Baptist. A vacancy had 

taken place in the firs^ and a young man, 

J. H. B., was elected to fill the post. He 

determined at the same time to open a school, 

and I was not displeased when my father 

told me that I was to return to the old 

haunts which were very dear to me— 'to the 

tors, the moors, and the mountain streams, with 

which I had become familiar. The first sermon 

of the new minister was like the outburst of a 

first love. The text was, " Fulfil ye my joy," 

and it spoke of links never to be broken. Alas ! 

for human frailty; its name is not always 

Woman : for withm a few short months, " before 

the shoes w^re old" whic^ had so glibly 

mounted the pulpit stairs, ''a wider field ol: 

usefulness," to say nothing of a larger sahuy, 

enticed the faithless one away to Duifley, where 

he afterwards came to grief, and his history had 

better be buried in oblivion. But the good 

people of Moreton were very anpy — somewhat 

oitter in their condemnaticm. The Baptist con- 

gregation was under the care of a gentle Wdah- 

man, named Jacob Isaacs. His father may 

have been Isaac Jacobs, for shiftings and trans- 

positions of christian names and surnames were 

then, and may still be, a Cambrian usage ; but 

he was not without his renown. He hadwritten 

a book called The Apiarian, and was very fond 

qI a quiet joke, declaring that he was one of the 

most ancient of monaxehs, being king of the 

Hiviies^ though their associations with the 

patriarch Jacob were not of a very creditable 

character. On grand occasions a cupboard was 

opened for his guests, and the produce of the 

hive introduced— honey, mead, methe^in — ^and 

he carefully explained the essential <ufferenoes 

between the two drinks, which I believe are 

absolutely the same — the one being the Saxon, 

the other the Welsh name. Howerer, he in- 

sisted that the bee furnished the daasical 

ambrosia and the nectar of the gods, and that 

neither gourmand nor gourmet could have 

tasted anvthing superior to either. Yet, strangle 

to say, though so much of his life and his 

thoughts were devoted to his bees, they ex- 

hibited no affection, no partiality, but much ill 

will towards him. Instead of a protector and a 

friend, they deemed him an intruder and a foe^ 

and when he aoproached his hives, he always 

covered his hanos with gloves and his facevrith 

a veil, and did not hesitate to call his subjects 

unjust and ungrateful. Have bees no more 

discernment ? Have they their preferences and 

tbeir prejudices ? For I have lately seen a bee- 

master open his hirefl^ take outejrery separate ■
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Gomb^ lay them on the ground, hunt out the 

queen, and having discovered her amidst the 

bustle and the buzz of thousands, restore the 

combs to the hive, and again close it on- 

stung £^id unmolested bj any of the commu- 

nity. ■

Onr school consisted of eight boarders, all of 

Unitarian families, of whom Exeter furnished 

four, Bridport two, and Sidmouth two. One- 

half of them— the three oldest and the jonngest 

— have been gathered to their fathers. One 

died lately : Joseph Honnsell, a most lovable 

and excellent man, to whose memory his fellow- 

townsmen have erected a laudatory monument. 

Another, Edmund Butcher, was the son of the 

author of some of the most beautiful hymns in 

our language, among which is that beginning — ■

St«nd stni, nAJgent oib of day, ■

A Jewish hero cries, 

So shall at list «a aagel say, ■

And tear it firom the skies. 

A flame, intenaer than the sun, ■

Win melt the golden uxn. ■

The school was not without its recommenda- 

tions, but the teaching was carried on at one 

house, while we were domiciled and were fed 

(under contract) at another. But unfortunately 

our roaster fell in love with the daughter of the 

Apiarian. She was no favourite, and the rude 

rustics sometimes in(}uired of the enamoured 

minister, •*How'z Miss Saucer-eyes P** I re 

member a dreadful burst of indignation when 

one of his own congregation put to him the 

question; but the "love-affair" did undoubtedly 

tend to the neglect of the duties of the school. 

The boys were hypercritical ; on one occasion, 

when the master did not msike his appearance 

at the proper time, they blackened all tlie desks 

with ink, and when he entered and inquired 

what it meant, a boy had the boldness, the 

effrontery, to say : "They have gone into 

mourning for your absence, sir!" Another 

time a still graver practical joke ^ve a more 

emphatic lesson to the teaeher. He was, as 

usual, non inventus — *' gone a courting." Under 

the schoolroom was a cellar, to whicn you de- 

scended by a dark steep flight of stairs. In the 

coitre was a pump, used to supply the wants of 

the house, and in one comer a heap of coals 

fOT winter use. To the cellar the boys re- 

treated They cut off the two bottom steps, 

and pumped and pumped till there was a foot 

or two of water m the cellar. They then en- 

sconced themselves on the coal-heap, and waited 

for the master's return. He came at last : it was 

night ; found the school vacant, and, hearing a 

noise below, seized a candle and dashed down 

the staircase ; he of course fell face foremost 

into the water, which was thoroughly saturated 

with coal-dust. The candle was extinguished ; 

the boys escaped in the darkness, and left their 

drenched, disordered, and dismayed master to 

recover himself and reach the upper regions as 

best he could. He had his revenge, as far as 

a good flogging of the whole school could give 

it, but I thought the boys almost enjoyed the ■

castieation, and consoled themselves with having 

had the best of the sport. ■

How are discipline and dignity lost in schools t 

Mainly by ^ant of firmness and truthfidness. 

Eespect always, affection generally, must con- 

nect the scholar with the teacher. One more 

example in illustration — it may be traced to 

the blindness of love. ■

We were accustomed, accompanied by our 

master, to take country walks, and those walks 

had rare attractions. Ihe beauty and brightness 

of the Devonian rivers, of which the pebbly Teign 

was in our immediate neighbourhood; the charms 

of tracing the brooks and streamlets to their 

sources in the hills ; the wild woodland scenery ; 

the cascades, of which one of the most pictu- 

resque is that of Beckyfall, reached through the 

pretty village of Manaton; the many crom- 

lechs and dolmens, with their Druidical associa^ 

tions ; the lofty tors ; the granite boulders which 

seem to girdle the edges of the moor; Cran- 

brook and its supposed Eoman intrenchment ; 

ruined bridges ; perilous fords ; mountain passes, 

known to local but not to general fame : all in 

turn were visited— those afar on our half- 

holidavs — ^those near in our every-day rambles. 

One afternoon the master led us off for a long 

excursion. When about a mile from the town, 

he told us that he had slipped over a stone, had 

seriously sprained his ankle, must return home 

without aelay to seek some appliance for 

the mitigation of his suffering; and, having 

strictly enjoined us to return over the same 

road by which we had come, he left us, limping 

and with an expression of sore anguish on his 

countenance. What evil genius tempted us to 

dbobedience I know not, but fearing no be- 

trayal and no discovery, we circumambulated 

the road to enter it by the very opposite end 

to that through which we had made our sortie, 

when, coming near a stile, we heard the words, 

"Humid seal of soft affection!" and saw — 

strange and perplexing discovery, equally so to 

him and to us, — saw our late-disabled master 

with his arm round the waist of his beloved, 

reading to her, with touching emphasis, the final 

lines of Rogers's charming song: ■

Lore's fiist snowdrop — ^virgin kiss ! ■

There was more blushing than kissing on that 

memorable occasion. We received no repri- 

mand for our aberrations. Our sin was covered, 

if not by charity, by condonation. Our master, 

in fact, was at our mercy. ■

And yet I never think of those meannesses 

without a certain sneaking fondness for the 

man. I remember the encouragement he gave 

me when, in an essay on Deatb, he found the 

line, ^'Monarchs must die as well as meaner 

men." I had pilfered the phrase from a book 

I had been reading; but though I was half 

ashamed of the unaeserved praise, I had not 

courage enough to own the plagiarism. But 

I do remember how one of the boys was put 

to open shame when, after receiving enthusiastic 

eulogiums for an autograph MS. poem on 

orchard robbery, which he read vehemently as ■
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bis own, the printed orip^al was discovered, 

with one only variation, that apples had been 

introdnced instead of pears. ■

WILL YOU TAKE MADEIRA? ■

St££TCHIKG out my hand in a desultory 

manner the other morning towards a mass of ■

rriodicals which lay on tne table beside me, 
was attracted by the title of a paper in 

one of the Reviews, on The Dangers of 

Madeira. Having passed five months daring 

the winter and spring '63-64 in that island, mv 

curiosity and interest were awakened, and I 

turned eagerlj to the page indicated. I must 

confess, the title in no way prepared me for the 

contents. My experience led me to believe that 

the chief dangers of Madeira consisted in the 

risks incurrea by break-neck expeditions on 

steep and stony mountains, or difficult landings 

and embarkings from pitching and tossing 

steamers, in the unsheltered little bay we accept 

as an apology for a harbour. I had yet to learn 

that the island of Madeira was dangerous 

because the medical profession in Enjgland 

"heedlessly" and "recklessly'' send tbeir par 

tients, and the resident practitioners "attract" 

them thither, through " a professional system of 

puffing," founded on self-interest. ■

That there are physicians who are both super- 

ficial and mercenary, I doubt not ; but my own 

experience, and the evidence of competent wit- 

nesses, have inclined me to believe that the 

leading characteristics of the class (so far as the 

characteristics of any one class may be admitted) 

are skill, devotion, and charity. Most assuredly 

a residence in Madeira has confirmed me in this 

belief, as, in so confined a space, it is difficult to 

hide good works, however willingly the right 

hand that efi'ected them would do so. That 

there are some cases of pulmonary disease to 

which the climate of Madeira is unfavourable, 

I have heard asserted over and over again by 

medical men; but that physicians are not to be 

found in England who have made climate their 

especial study, and that there are none suffi- 

ciently disinterested in Madeira to let the 

patient stay, or go, without 'reference to their 

own pockets, I stoutly deny. Also, from per- 

sonal experience and observation, that the 

healthy suoject becomes enfeebled and depressed, 

although, like all other climates, that of Madeira 

is suitable to some constitutions and unsuitable 

to others. That Madeira is six hundred miles 

distant from Europe at the nearest point, I 

take for granted, as my globe and quadrant are 

not at hand; that the invalid — alK>ve all, the 

hypochondriacal invalid — who contemplates 

passing a winter there, should bear this in mind, 

and several other stubborn facts contingent on 

this one fact — such as the scarcity of posts, the 

intervals that must elapse between tne arrival 

of the Times, the Morning Post, and other 

periodicals — ^I am willing to admit, although, 

having carefully studied my Postal Guide before 

my departure, I was not unprepared for the ■

conditions. But that there is "no society," 

" no public questions to discuss," that all is 

"stagnation,'* once more I enter my protest 

against such assertions. ■

So far, indeed, from nothing being heard of 

the "public questions of the day," the American 

war, tor instance, the gentlemen in our quinta* 

heard the latest news from North and South 

on board a Eederal and a Confederate ship the 

same day ; and their pugnacious propensities 

were greatly excited by the prospedb of a bona 

fide fight between the Florida ana the St. Louis 

men-of-war, through the best telescopes in their 

possession. ■

Lengthened questions of a pecuniary nature 

would be misplaced here. Every kind of habita- 

tion is let by the season. The traveller, on alight- 

ing at hotel or boarding-house, is allowed a week 

to make up his mind whether he will remain 

there, or go away. Ten pounds a head per 

month with bedroom and general sitting-room, 

an extra charge for private ditto of from three 

to five pounds — these are the hotel terms. 

Private houses vary from fifty to one hundred and 

fifty pounds for the season; rayne or Wilkinson, 

the principal tradesmen, will provide everything,, 

servants, food, &c. (linen and plate excepted), 

at the rate of twenty-five pounds per month for 

two persons; one child not counting. Hire 

of horse, hammock, or bullock-car (an English 

invention), fifteen-pence per hour. Custom- 

house duties are enormouslv high. The travel- 

ler should, as far as possible, take idl requisite 

clothing with him. The writer of the article I 

complam of gives us his experience of a tedious, 

wearisome dav in Madeira ; we will make a few 

annotations tuereon. The physician visits you 

early, makes observations on your health, and 

probably reports on that of your friends and 

acquaintance. One might imagine this a subject 

not devoid of interest to those who have tra- 

velled so far in search of health ; although in 

what we might term a sick colony, it is not ukely 

to form a cheerful topic. Whether it might prove 

profitable in any defi^ec, to consider the changes 

and chances that surround you, and the noble in- 

stances of skill and sympathy and warm human' 

love which " sorrow, sicxness, and death" daily 

and hourly elicit, is a grave question ; perliaps 

it may be considered an impertinent one. ■

To proceed. You come down to, or after 

breakfast, and if you reside in a quinta (although 

the name of the month may be December) you 

find the windows open to the ground, the air frag- 

rant within and without ; the girls have brought 

down baskets full of violets and wood strawber- 

ries from the mountains, and the invalid steps by 

the side of his healthv companion into the gar- 

den, or, if he be unable to do so, his chair or 

hammock is settled for him in a sheltered nook, 

to breathe the air, to inhale the perfume, to 

read or converse with his fellows. Even if 

suiTering, or at best languid, he finds himself 

doing more or less as others do ; neither cruelly 

cut off, nor excommunicated (as is necessarily the ■
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case in a chilly uorthern climate), not only from 

the pursuits and occupations, but often from 

the society of his healthy associates. This, in 

my oj^iuion, is one of the many advantages of 

Madeira to the invalid. " About mid-day," the 

writer goes on to say, " you proceed in your 

hammock to the Commercial Rooms." That de- 

depends mainly on the orders yon give your 

bearers; you might bid them carry you up a 

winding road between hedges of sweet gera- 

niums and thickets of cacti, under arches that 

connect rival gardens, golden with the hanging 

branches of bignonia, or purple with the regal 

blossoms of the Bougainvilloeas, to a spot as 

sheltered as your own verandah, and there you 

may read or listen (if fortunate enough to have 

a companion) to something more genial than 

** the conversation of Brown, Jones, and Robin- 

son." We take it for granted we are speaking 

to a traveller who has provided himself with a 

few books for his edification in " exile." More 

especially as we are told, that conversation turns 

on the same melancholy subject which your 

physician exhausted in the moruing. Although, 

oe it remembered, in Madeira there is a daily 

struggle for life goin^ forward, and it is no 

more surprising that the results should be dis- 

cussed, tnan that soldiers should count up the 

numbers of those who fall, and who survive, in 

a military campaign. The question naturally 

arises, Wny repair to the reading-room at all ? 

The joys of a small reading-room in any small 

place appear to ns problematical, even m that 

island we proudly call our home. At all 

events, this daily visit is optional. '* The 

same two miles of level ground," although 

the view it commands is ever varying, ever 

new, must, we should conceive, become weari- 

some on the one hundred and tenth repeti- 

tion of the ride ; but, as a good canter is 

usually the chief reason adducea for frequenting 

the new road, I should advise the invalid who 

is restricted to a foot's pace, to turn his horse's 

head up one or other of the innumerable roads 

which intersect Madeira, and I promise him that 

every new point of view, will offer some new and 

startling feature of picturesque beauty. ■

The nights are balmy, the sky usually so dear, 

that the heavenly bodies gain in apparent size 

and brilliancy. It is true that the invalid is 

usually ordered home a little before sunset, and 

of course if he be so unfortunate as to have 

contracted no domestic ties before, or formed no 

friendships since his arrival, his evening will be 

solitary, as it would be in any other latitude 

— with this difference, that in Madeira (on most 

evenings) his chair may be placed within reach 

of the open window, where the breath of 

the night-smelling flowers is laden with soft 

messages from the sweet season, even on the 

vi^il of the holy Christmas festival. ■

The town of Eunchal is squalid and poverty- 

stricken. Beggars abound, and lepers are in- 

deed plentiful i but if the invalid be too hypo- 

chonariacal to bear such sights, let him turn his 

horse's hoofs, or his bearers' steps, away from 

the town altogether. ■

And now I would be allowed a few words on 

the subject of hired horses, which the article 

calls " miserable hacks from the livery-stables 

at Lisbon" — ^where it happens that there are no 

livety-stables. In the quinta where I resided 

there were several Englishmen, good judges of 

horses ; and although we changed our nacks 

once or twice before we were suited, yet at the 

expiration of a very short period our stable 

boasted a very (for hired horses) fair stud. As 

to the hammock, naturally this is. a matter 

of opinion, whether as a means of transport it 

be tedious and wearisome, or luxurious. ■

But to proceed to the meteorological and 

scientific observations adduced by the writer, 

who appears to regard the late Dr. Mason 

as the only reliable authority respecting the 

climate of the place. He talks of personal 

abuse and futile objections, as the only an- 

swers vouchsafed to Mason's statements. The 

critical remarks I have met with on the 

subject, tend to show what the doctor him* 

self wished to be clearly understood — that 

the results of bis hypromctrical observations, 

the principal point at issue, cannot be regarded 

as applicable to Funchal in general, but only to 

the locality where they were made. For infor- 

mation respecting this locality, I would refer 

the writer of the article, and my readers, to a 

very able pamphlet on the climate of the island, 

by James Mackenzie Bloxam, who, be it observed 

is neither a " principal tradesman," nor a "pro- 

fessional puffer." In this essay. Dr. Mason's 

inferences are discussed and reduced to their 

true value in a calm and philosopMcsd spirit, 

worthy of imitation. For our present purpose 

it suffices to state, that it is fully proved that 

Mason's hygrometricai results most certainly do 

not apply to the parts of Funchal, or the class of 

tenements, in which invalids are now recom- 

mended to reside. Dr. Mason's observations were 

noade in 1835, and since the posthumous publica- 

tion of his book in 1850, many able men have 

been at work, the result of whose labours may be 

found in White's excellent guide-book, and the 

well-known works of Barral, and Mittermaier. 

None of these writers deny that the climate 

of Madeira belongs to the moist section, but 

they fully prove Dr. Mason's inferences as to 

its extreme humidity, to be overrated. The 

author of the article, in a paragraph nearly 

copied word for word from the same source, 

speaks of iron oxydised, of boots and shoes 

covered with fungus, and of damaged clothes. 

He gives an extract, showing how Dr. Mason 

suffered from extreme lassitude, and many 

other symptoms of malaria, when resident at 

Funchal ; but, from some unaccountable cause, 

he entirely suppresses the latter part of the 

paragraph, in which the doctor himself as- 

cribes ail this mischief to the existence of the 

tank in his own garden, and complains that his 

landlord would not believe that the water which 

had been kept in it for two months, could pos- 

sibly become offensive. This is what we should 

call half evidence. The climate of Madeira is 

humid; but (let it be clearly .understood we ■
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are speaking m general terms, and not o£ the 

occasional seasons of heavy rains, and conse- 

qnent close muggy atmosphere, which visit 

Madeira in common with all semi-tropical cli- 

mates) there is none of the danger and discomfort 

of damp ; dampness does not cling to us or to 

our clothes. ■

A friend of my own (not an invalid) wrote 

from the island : *' I feel as if I were floating 

in liquid velvet." Dr. Mason himself says : "It 

would he difficult to persuade many of the resi- 

dents that the climate is damp, notwithstanding 

the instrumental indications of a considerable 

per-centage of humidity." To this I can bear 

witness, as I was rather obstinate on tliis 

point for some time, and was always feeling my 

own silk gown or my own hair to corroborate my 

assertions. Also my own experience goes to 

prove that in all the various materials of silk, 

finen, woollen, and velvet that go to famish a 

woman's wardrobe, the least si^ of damp was 

never detected ; nor was one particle of rust— the 

medical friend who resided under the same roof, 

assures me — ever detected on his surgical instru- 

ments; although in our respective apartments 

there were no fire-places, ana the windows were 

left open day and night for five months, with the 

exception of one or two nights during some 

heavy rains. ■

A word more, and we have done. One of the 

concluding paragraphs in the article speaks in 

anch favourable terms of the hygienic properties 

of Iceland and Greenland, that we cannot but 

fancy the writer may be induced to escape " the 

dangers" of a winter in Madeira, by a visit to 

one of these countries. If so, we sincerely 

trust he will favour us with bis new experiences, 

written in a more genial and less hypochon- 

driacal spirit, than that which charactenaes his 

notes on the Flower of the Atlantic ! ■

COLONEL AND MRS. CHUTNEY. ■

m FIVE CHAPTEB5. CHAFTSE I. ■

"It won't do, Wilson," said Mrs. Chutney; 

"five and nine are fourteen, and seven are 

twenty-one ; the currie powder three shillings, 

and the chillies three and fourpence. You are 

eightpence short." And she looked up into the 

severe functionary's face anxiously. ■

" Well, 'm," returned the injured cook, "I 

have lived in the best of families, and kep' the 

books, and I must say it's discouraging to have 

insinuations " ■

"I am sure, Wilson," interrupted Mrs. 

Chutney, timidly, " I have no intention of in- 

sinuating anything. I am rather nervous this 

morning. I cannot count up coollv now, for 

Colonel Cbutnev will be down directly. I will 

try again after breakfast. And oh, Wilson, do 

make the toast crisp." ■

" The toast !" repeated Wilson, in a high key. 

"Well, 'm, I did think you knew as that's the 

page's business." ■

"Oh! it is the page's business? I didn't 

know," said Mrs. Cnutney, slightly humiliated. ■

"You may go now, Wilson, and take those 

books with you." ■

But before Wilson could obey, Colonel Chut- 

ney entered and cut off her retreat. ■

The colonel was accurately attired in a morning 

suit of dark brown ; a fresh-looking, dark-haured» 

dark-eved man» with broad shoulders and a 

powerful frame. A quick frown came and went 

nabitually on his brow, against which was often 

balanced a smile of some sweetness. A super- 

ficial observer would say he was a ver]^ energetic 

person. A deeper insight suggested irritability 

and preciseness. ■

He walked silently to the breakfast-table, 

while Mrs. Chutney ran^ the bell, and then 

hastily regulated her writing materiids. ■

"Louisa," began the colonel, portentously, 

"whose duty is it to attend to my dressing- 

things, hey f' ■

"Why, Sophia's, dear. Nothing wrong, I 

hopeP" ■

" Wrong 1 When is anything right in this 

house P There are my boot-hooks on the wrong 

side of the table again — a second time, by Jove ! 

If I had these lazy vagabonds in the East, egad, 

I'd give them stick enough. But I was a fool 

to leave Rudnuggadhar tor the misery and ne- 

glect of this wretched rat-hole !" ■

" But, my love, I am sure evervone tries all 

they can to make you comfortable. Do not 

talk of that horrid hot place. See how nice and 

cool >' ■

" Cool P" repeated the colonel " I tell you, 

I never suffered so much from heat in all mj 

life, as I endure in England. Everything is 

arranged here for winter, and, when a few hot 

days come, phew ! you are melted, scorched, 

burnt up. Hot clothes, hot streets, hot houses, 

and, confound it, worse than all, hot beer 1" ■

Disgusted, be seated himself at the breakfast- 

table. ■

"Where is that confounded boyP And" 

(pointinffto cook) " what is she doing here ?" ■

Mrs. Wilson, who had been waiting for her 

turn to come, hastily retreated. ■

" You see," began Mrs. Chutney, hesitatingly, 

"I thought I should have time to go over the 

books with her before you came down, dear." ■

" Ha ! Just your usual way. Everything 

out of place ; everything out of time. There 

you are, hurrying over your books that require 

the utmost cfeliberation, keeping Wilson acre 

while the hall is in disgraceful confusion." ■

The paije entered and set on the breakfastu 

while tlie irate colonel continued : " I stumbled 

over a broom and a mat ! a mat and a broom, 

by Jove ! as I came down. Lift this," pointing 

to the cover, and addressing the page. "Ha ! 

bloaters again !" ■

"But you said you liked bloaters," urged 

Mrs. Chutney. ■

"Who said I didn't?" returned her hus- 

band, "but the next time I get them twice 

in the same week, I'll go and breakfast at the 

clnb." ■

Tiic repast now proceeded in peace — ^that is, 

silence— for a while, when the page re-entered, ■
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and iufonned Colondl Chutney that his tailor 

had waited on him by appointment. ■

" Show him into the aining-room. I will be 

with him directly," returned the colonel 

" Louisa,'' he oontinned, '' write a note to Sam- 

perton ; ask him to come and dine on Thursday, 

or to fix his own day. We'll get Thompson 

and Mango, and Mr. and Mrs. Bullion to meet 

him. Nice woman Mrs. Bullion I Quite a woman 

of the world ; has her wits about her. I would 

not mind laying long odds that Bullion never 

stumbles oyer mats and brooms when ie comes 

down to breakfsst." ■

** I wish Tom was in town ; he is alwa^rs so 

agreeable at dinner," said Mrs. Ghutney, wisely 

ignoring the disparaging conclusion of the 

coloners speech. ■

** Where is that scamp of a brother of yours P' 

asked her husband. ■

** Oh, he is improTiBg greatly I He has gone 

out of town somewhere to study; and is so 

determined to work, that he will not give his 

address to any one, fearing to be interrupted." ■

^ Ha I he may have other reasons. How- 

erer, you haye finished breakfast, so sit down, 

write to Samperton, and I will post the note 

myself." Mrs. Chutney rose obediently, and 

seated herself at the writing-table. *' Don't 

foiget," continued the colonel, '' to ask him for 

IB answer." ■

** Why, of course be will send an answer 

if " ■

** There's no of course in the case," said 

Colonel Chutney, sharply. ' ''Just write as I 

tell you ;" then turning at the door, he added, 

"ana be sure you urite to Deal about that 

ottoman. It is too big. It is disgraceful!" 

And he left the room. ■

Mrs. Chutney dipped her pen in the ink and 

began. She was a gentle timid woman, and 

had been early left an orphan to the care of a 

seyere^ strong-minded maiden aunt, her father's 

sister. Although she had a trifling independence, 

enough to pay for her maintenance and educa- 

tioo, lier aunt, neyertheless, treated her as if she 

was the most abject dependent. Her brother, 

a ye«r or two older than herself, had, for no 

uurtioular reason, selected medicine as his pro- 

reasion, and was the yery type of a medical 

student. He was a source of constant anxiety 

to his sister, whose principal comfort lay in the 

society of her cousin, Mary Holden, a girl about 

her own age, who was also a ward of the for- 

midable aunt. Miss Barbara Bousfield. ■

Both these girls had been placed at the 

respectable establishment of Mrs. and the Misses 

Monitor by their guardian while yet children. 

Han they remained for nearly ten years, happy, 

with the inalienable joy of youth, despite the 

frowns of Aunt Bousneld, the monotony of 

school life, and the absence of future prospects ; 

especially for Maiy Holden, whose little all did 

not afford more than enough to pay for her 

nrraaration for more mature years, when she 

naa nothing but her own exertions to look to. ■

Yet so much more depends on character than 

circumstance, that Mary Holden, the poorer of ■

the cousins, successfully held her own against 

the formidable aunt; while both Louisa and 

Tom Bousfield trembled eyen at the shadow of 

her coalrscuttle bonnet. ■

Mrs. Chutney had scarcely finished one of 

her notes when the door opened, and a young 

lady entered in bonnet and shawl — a graceful- 

looking girl, shorter and slighter than Mrs. 

Chutney, with large dark grey eyes, shaded 

by black lashes, and brown, wayy, glossy hair, 

a pert little nose, and a mouth so red-lipped, 

so arch, so changeable in expression, and 

parting to show such radiant teeth, that you 

readily forgaye it for being larger than regu- 

lation beauty admits. She wore a delicately- 

tinted summer dress, and a bar6ge shawl draped 

a la Parisienne. Miss Holden had, by much 

courage and dexteritj, obtained leaye to spend 

the last year in a Parisian '' pension," for sundry 

educational reasons, and that she mi^ht, a few 

months hence, be justified in puttmg forth, 

"French acquired on the Continent," as one of 

her recommendations when commencing the 

real battle of life. She had now settled as a 

parlour boarder at the old school ; which had 

the adyantage of being in the neighbourhood to 

her cousin Louisa. ■

Mrs. Chutney's face brightened, as she rose 

to loss her yisitor. ■

" Oh, Mary dear ! I am so glad to see you ! 

How is it that you are so early P' ■

"Well, Aunt Barbara called for me this 

morning," replied Miss Holden, "and hurried 

me along in her usual rapid style; then she 

stopped suddenly near this, and exclaimed, 

' There, I forgot, I took you out too soon ! I 

don't want you — go see your cousin, and say I 

will call about luncheon-time.' " ■

"No matter what reason," said Mrs. Chut- 

ney, affectionately ; " I think it good if it brings 

you here." ■

" What is the matter with you, Louisa?" was 

Mary's not yery releyant reply ; " you look as 

if you were in some kind of trouble." ■

" Oh ! nothing particular, only I am always 

wrong about something or other, and I fear I 

shall neyer be right." ■

"No, you never will be right as long as 

you think so. Loo dear. Just belieye firmly 

you are neyer wrong, and the chances are, that 

two-thirds of the world wUl agree with you. 

You are a dear good soul, woi^h a dozen of me ; ■

but you let every one put you aside. You are 

always fancying you nave staked your kst 

throw. Pooh, loye, there is no such tning as a 

last throw ! Life is Fortunatus's purse--while 

there is life, there is hope." ■

Mrs. Chutney's reply was interrupted by the 

colonel's loud voice outside : " No, sir, certainly 

not ! you agreed to fit me, and you have not 

fitted me. A waistcoat ! Nothing of the sort, 

sir. I say it's a bag — a bag, sir. No altera- 

tions for me, O no. A new one, or nothing." ■

"Oh, Mary 1" exclaimed Mrs. Chutney, "I 

have not finished my notes. Speak to him, 

dear, when he comes in — ^keep him engaged." ■

She had hardly re-seated herself when the ■
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colonel entered. " Ah ! Mary !" he said, 

blandly, " blooming and bright as ever ! Come, 

Mary 1 a kiss — ^you know we are cousins." ■

"Ab, you wicked man!" returned Mary, 

offering her cheek, "when will you get rid of 

yonr wild soldier ways ?" ■

*'Poob, my dear girl," said the colonel, 

smoothing his cravat, " I am tamed now— the 

old pleasant devil is exorcised, and the rover is 

turned into the slave of the ring— eh, Loo ?" ■

Mrs. Chutney was too busy writing even to 

pretend to hear. ■

"There is a large slice of the— a — the 

gentleman you named-— left for all that, colonel," 

replied Mary. "I saw an old friend of yours, 

a tew days ago — Captain Peake. He came to 

see a couple of little Indian orphans at Mrs. 

Monitor's. He had tea in the drawinc-room, 

and," peeping through her fingers, "told such 

tales of you, colonel." ■

" What the deuce could he tell," returned the 

colonel, feipiing to be a little alarmed. " He 

knew very little of me, and— ah— oh! I remem- 

ber Peake, he commanded the Hastings in the 

second China war." ■

"Did heP I should not have thought him 

old enough for that. But Mrs. Monitor will 

never let you inside the doors again. She thinks 

you such a dangerous character !" ■

" Oh, she does P" said the colonel, complai- 

santly. "Well, once it would not have been 

easy to keep me out where I wanted to get in. 

Loo, we must have Peake to dine some day. 

Have you finished your invitations ? for I must 

be off." ■

"I shall be ready directly," replied Mrs. 

Chutney, sealing her notes. " There !" ■

The colonel took out his glasses to examine 

the directions. " That's all right," he observed. 

" I shall send the boy with this one to Deal. 

Keep Marv to dinner, Loo." And, with a general 

wave of the hand, Colonel Chutney departed. ■

"Ah, Mary," exclaimed Mrs. Chutney, "I 

wish I could manage him as well as you do !" ■

" Loo dear," returned Maiy, laying her hand 

impressively on Mrs. Chutney's arm, " I have 

one tf-normous advantage over you." ■

"Pray, what is that P" ■

"I am not his wife. But, Loo, dear, I 

have not seen you for three days, and have not 

been able to have a real talk since the morning 

Tou left me at Mrs. Bullion's palazzo in E^gent's 

tark, and O, I had such an adventure." ■

"An adventure?" repeated Mrs. Chutney. ■

" You shall hear." Her cousin's eyes 

sparkled with fun and mischief. " I had not sat 

five minutes before some one was announced by 

the palazzo valet a name so utterly distorted 

that I haven't a notion what it is, and there 

entered a tall, aristocratic, well-dressed, good- 

looking man." ■

"A stranger?" ■

" I never saw him in my life before. After 

the first greetings he scarcely spoke to the 

hostess, but addressed himself much too exclu- 

sively to me. That did not embarrass me so 

much ; only while uttering common-places he 

would look tenderly at me!" ■

"Your fancy, Mary, depend upon it," re- 

marked Mrs. Chutney, gravely. ■

"Fancy or not, he shortened my visit; and 

I had hardly walked to the end of Portland- 

place before I/elt him coming after me." ■

" What nonsense !" ■

"The instinct was a true one," continued 

Miss Holden, "for presently he was at my 

side, lifting his hat gracefully, and turning all 

sorts of compliments. Of course I felt a Fitile 

frightened. Still I could not resist the fun of it, 

somehow." ■

" You surely did not encourage him ?" ■

" To the extent of asking him to be so very kind 

as to call a cab for me, in order to get rid of him. ■

" And you did get rid of him ?" ■

"Not altogether; for yesterday morning I 

was returning from Kensington with a book for 

Miss Monitor, and, when near to the Old Palace, 

mv fashionable admirer suddenly presented him- 

self and addressed me again." ' ■

" Mercy, Mary !" cried Mrs. Chutney aghast, 

"what did he say?" ■

"Well, nothing worthy of death or bonds; 

only that I had never been absent from his 

mind, and all that, you know — ^the usual formu- 

lary. I fear I laughed." ■

" Oh, Mary !" interrupted Mrs. Chutney, in 

a distressed tone, " how could you be so impru- 

dent ! What will that gentleman think of you P" ■

" Nonsense, love," returned Miss Mary with 

a sauc^ smile, " don't grudge me a little barm- 

less diversion. Eemember what a dull life I 

lead. And this man ! Why, I shall never see 

him again ; if I do, trust me to take care of my- 

self. Now put on your bonnet and let us take a 

stroll in the gardens while the morning is cooL" ■

CHAFTEB. II« ■

The same bright morning which shone upon 

the gorgeously furnished house in Eichmond- 

gardens, Bayswater, was lending more than 

ordinary effect to the various costly buhl and 

marqueterie tables, cabinet-s, and rich textures 

displayed in the renowned show-rooms of Messrs. 

Deal, Board, and Co., upholsterers, Piccadilly. ■

It was yet too early for any of their distin- 

guished customers to drop in. Mr. Adolphus 

Deal— who had become the head of the firm 

on the death of the honest old cabinet-maker 

his father— had not yet appeared above the 

visible horizon. He was an exaggerated spe- 

cimen of the modem fashionable tradesman who 

incongruously combines the fine gentleman with 

the eager shopkeeper. He had a profound belief 

in himself as a man of taste, a man of business, 

and a man of pleasure. ■

A few shopmen were dotted about, and a 

grey-headed did clerk occasionally addressed a 

remark to them through a pigeon-hole in an 

enclosed desk where he was shut up like a 

parrot in a cage. ■

" Half-past twelve !" he ejaculated, " and no 

Mr. Deal. It would be better," coming out of 

his box, his pen behind his ear — "it would be 

better if he left the concern to Board alto- 

gether." ■

The shopman thus addressed.winkecjl. " Don't ■
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you know where he's gone to ? Why, to Rich- 

mond-gardens, to be sure, about Colonel Chut- 

ney's orders." ■

" And ft pretty bash he has made of them !" 

the clerk added. *' What with false measures, 

and contradictory orders, the fitting up of 

Colonel Chutne/s house has been more bother 

than profit," ■

*' Ah !" remarked the shopman, lowering his 

▼oice, "that don't matter to Deal He'd go 

there every day if he could. Why, when the 

colonel's wife knocked down the 'leven-guinea 

Tauze here, didn't he pick np the pieces and 

say it warn't of no consequence ? 0, ue's deadly 

sweet upon her, he is !" No form of impudence 

is 60 thoroughly intense as the assumptions of 

a certain cIms of young shopkeepers who see 

enough of their aristocratic customers to imitate 

their dress, manners, and external vices-^x- 

cept the insolence of their shopmen, who imitate 

ikem. The clerk's reflection on his master on 

the matter took this form : " Well, them 'spec- 

table, smooth, elegant, soft-spoken sort, never 

has no kind of morals to speak of." ■

At this moment enter Mr. Adolphus Deal in 

an exquisitely fresh summer morning costume 

of li^ht grey, with turned-down collar, a moss 

rose m his button-hole, a bunch of charms at 

his watch-chain, and a flaring red and mauve 

cravat drawn tlurough a massive ring, luxuriant 

whiskers and moustache of auburn tinge, and 

nnexceptionably small Balmoral boots. ■

Deal, on removing bis hat, passed one hand 

meditatively through his hair. ■

** Briggs," he said, " where are those frag- 

ments? I mean the pieces of the jar Mrs. 

Chutney broke the other day P" ■

" Oh ! I sent them to Pasticci, the china- 

mender, sir, and he says he will make it a real 

antique now," answered the shopman. ■

*' Ah !" returned Mr. Deal, pensively. " Some 

one must go to Richmond-gardens about that 

ottoman. Perhaps, though " ■

He was interrupted by an errand-boy, who 

with much respect handed him a delicately ad- 

dressed note bearing a crest and monogram. Mr. 

Deal gazed at it with aifected indifference, and 

finished his sentence before opening it—" Per- 

haps, though, I had better go myself, Briggs." ■

His patience could carry him no further, and 

hastily retiring to a dingv sanctum reserved for 

the head of the firm, he tore open the en- 

velope, and scarcely could he beheve his de- 

lighted eyes as they showed him what follows : ■

" My dear Sir. Knowing your time is much oc- 

cupied, I venture to ask the pleasnre of your com- 

pany to a quiet dinner here on Thursday next, with 

some hesitation. If, however, that day is inconve- 

nient, pray name one most suitable to yoursell 

Excuse my fixing the early hour of six ; but you 

know Colonel Chutney's peculiar habits, and I 

must study him. ■

" Tours truly, ■

" Louisa Chutney. ■

" 28, Richmond-gardens, Monday." . ■

The effect of this simple note upon the sus- 

ceptible Adolphus was electric. There is no 

knowing what vagaries his ecstasy may not have ■

prompted him to commit in the presence of his 

entire establishment, had not a summons sud- 

denly arrived from the largest show-room. A 

lady had asked to see him, and him alone, de- 

clining to transact any business save with the 

principal. Mr. Deal had to descend from the 

supreme altitude to which Mrs. Chutney's letter 

had raised him. In the centre of the apartment 

he beheld a tall thin elderly lady, destitute of 

crinoline, attired in a skimpy black silk dress, a 

bonnet more suited to a museum of defunct 

fashions than modern wear, a small white shawl, 

stout walking-shoes tied on the instep, white 

stockings, and black gloves with long empty 

finger-ends. ■

"Hum — ha!" said Miss Bousfield, poking a 

complicated arm-chair with the large and baggy 

umbrella, which, together with a steel-rimmed, 

steel-chained capacious bag, she invariably car- 

ried. "What's that ?"^ ■

"This is a very curious mechanical contri- 

vance," replied Mr. Deal, blandly [the enraptur- 

ing thought crossed him, "The angel's aunt !"], 

but with that assumption of scientific knowledge 

which high-art salesmen assume. " Only out 

yesterday, and not yet named. We intend to 

denominate the chair ' The Loungiensis Multi- 

farium.' You touch this spring, it lowers the 

back to recline the head. You touch that, and 

(click) out comes a footstool. Press the other, 

and an elbow spontaneously projects itself. 

Here you observe is a ^" ■

"That will do," interrupted Miss Bousfield. 

" I am neither a cripple nor a lunatic." Mr. 

Deal bowed. " I want something" — she paused 

— "something as a present for my niece, Mrs. 

Chutney." ■

Every fibre in Deal's frame quivered at the 

mention of that name. He said, fervently, that 

the entire resources of his establishment should 

be placed at Miss Bousfield's command for so 

delightful an object. ■

" Of course they will," said Miss Bousfield, 

tartly, '* if I am ready to pav for them. But I 

don't want any costly rubbish. Show me some- 

thing sensible for about six pound ten." And 

she made a short mental calculation of the pro- 

bable cost of a circular dumb waiter lately pre- 

sented to her by Colonel Chutney, beyond the 

value of which she was determined not to 

advance. Miss Bousfield considered presents as 

debts, and always paid them at the rate of 

twenty shillings in the pound. ■

" Sometliing sensible for six. ten," repeated 

Mr. Adolphus Deal, thoughtfully. ■

Here Mr. Deal despatched his men for several 

inlaid cabinets, buhl work-tables, bronzes, and 

ormolu ornaments. Miss Bousfield touched 

each of them dangerously with her umbrella, 

and Deal did not even wince. ■

"Pooh! Mere finery! Have you nothing 

of a teapoy, or a writing thing ?" Several such 

articles were produced. " What's this ?" asked 

Miss Barbara, examining a teapoy. ■

" The new garde ih6 — registered," replied an 

attendant. ■

"The price!" demanded Miss Bousfield, ■

fiercely. Digitized b- ■
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I* Oh, it's a cheap article, madam. Fifteen 

guineas." ■

"I don't know guineas. Fifteen pounds 

fifteen for a toy that would come to pieces 

in a couple of months near a fire ! Nonsense ! 

What is this?" asked Miss Bonsfield, nearly 

overturning a work-table with her umbrella. ■

"Twenty guineas. I mean twenty -one 

pounds," rephed Deal, examining the ticket. ■

"Where do you all expect to go to?" ex- 

claimed Miss Bousfield, with sudden energy. 

"I'd see every stick of furniture in Lonaon 

burning before! would give way to such extor- 

tion. Let me out of this." And she made a 

sudden rush to the door. ■

" Stop, madam," cried Deal, " Stop, I entreat. 

We must find something for the adorable — ^I mean 

the most interesting— object ^ouhave in view." ■

"K you please, sir," said the old cleik, 

coming out of his desk at this critical moment, 

" there is a davenport up-staira, returned by Sir 

Frederic Samperton after he had had it a week 

or two, as not solid enougL We might put it 

at eight guineas.'^ ■

" Be seated for a moment, madam,*' entreated 

Deal. "Here it is," he said, "at your own 

price." ■

Miss Bousfield frowned upon the article 

severely. Her scrutiny was satisfactory. "You 

know my price; six, ten." ■

"Then six, ten be it, madam," returned Deal, 

bowing, and washing lus hands in the air. ■

"Kow call a cab, and I will take it away 

with me," said the customer, counting the 

money out of her massively-steeled bag« ■

CHAPTER TTT, ■

Mbs. Chutitet and Mary Holden had re- 

tamed from their morning walk, and, having 

thrown off their bonnets, sat down quietly in 

the drawing-room to await the colonel's return to 

luncheon. They had greatly enjoyed the morn- 

ing's companionship. Mrs. Chutney, timid and 

confused when flurried by the colonel, always 

felt support and encouragement from her cousin's 

fearless spirit and her ready sympathising affec- 

tion. She held a complicatea whity-brown web 

to which she occasionally added a few stitches 

with the crochet-needle, while Miss Holden 

appeared to be reading the Times. ■

" These have been very happy hours, dear," 

said Mrs. Chutney, laying down her work, and 

resting her arm on the table beside her. " I 

wish you could come oftener." ■

" You see the day is hardly Ions enough for 

all I have to get through," replied Mary. " You 

know that, like yourself, I have no money ; but, 

unlike you, I have not a rich husband. I sup- 

pose ;^ou would cut me if I followed my own in- 

clinations ?" ■

"How, dear?" asked Mrs. Chutney. ■

"Well, I do not fancy the legitimate line for 

distressed gentlewomen — ^the meek, ill-treated 

governess, with some hard-hearted matron for a 

task-mistress, half a dozen unruly pupils, and a 

scampish young nobleman making love in the 

background. Though I should rather like that 

part of it." ■

"Mary, Mary! how wildly you talk!" said 

her gentle cousm. ■

"No," continued Miss Holden, "I would 

prefer trying on cloaks at Marshall and Snel- 

grove's ; or. Loo dear, selling tarts at a pastry- 

cook's in a garrison town. That would be 

joUy!" ■

Mary was the orphan daughter of a captain 

in a marching regiment, whi(m may account for 

some of her eccentric tastes. ■

"Ah! Mary — a good husband, and a com- 

fortable home !" ■

" But show me them ! You have both, vet 

there was a brighter smile in your eyes, and a 

happier repose on your lips, in the old days whea 

we turned our frocks, sponged our silks, washed 

our ribbons, darned our stockings, «id mended 

OUT gloves together." ■

"DonH ta& of it," exclaimed Mrs. Chutney. 

" I seem somehow to have lost my courage. I 

cannot please my husband— and then, you l^now; 

I had no fortune — at least nothing to speak of. 

I am the creature of his bounty. And I am 

alw^s afraid of his finding out my mistakes ; 

for I have grown, oh! so stupid." ■

"My dear," cried Mary, "you are a goose. 

No money ! Hadn't he plenty? Did you not 

give him yourself — ^your tender true heart. I 

know you love him. Don't you care for his 

comforts with a watchfulness no money could 

purchase or reward P Money is all very neoes* 

sary, but there are things to which money is 

dross. I say. Loo, do not be so down-hearted. 

Just show the colonel your value; contradiet 

his whims, disregard his storms in a teacup; 

don^t give him a kiss when he asks for one." ■

"But he never does ask for one," said Mn, 

Chutney, dejectedly. ■

"Gracious!" exclaimed Miss Holden, -with 

strong emphasis, "I really thought better of 

him 1 But hush ! I hear a ring. It mav be the 

colonel. There, I have pulled the tablecloth 

crooked, and mind you stand up to him like a 

woman — nothing secures peace like an armed 

neutrality." ■

"Well, I'll try," returned her cousin, as 

Colonel Chutney entered. ■

"Phew!" he exclaimed, "it's terribly hot. 

Loo, I want some brandy and soda-water, ioed, 

mind — iced." ■

Mrs. Chutney rang the bell and gave direc- 

tions to the T>age, while the colonel continued 

addressing Mary : " I see you have been out ; too 

lazy, I suppose, to eo up-stairs" (pointing to 

their bonnets, which lay upon a sofo) ; " I must 

say" (with an irritable laugh), "I do not approve 

of amalgamations— drawing-rooms and dressing- 

rooms are better kept apart." ■

" Well, I do not agree with you," said Mary, 

carelessly ; " by minglmg two good things you 

increase the sum total of excellence." ■

" God bless my soul !" exclaimed the colonel ; 

"Loo, look at that table-cover !" ■

" Form square, repel cavaby, said Maty, in 

an emphatic whisper to her cousin. ■

"What is the matter ?" asked Mrs. Chutney, 

quietly. ■

"It is crooked— it is infernally crooked. If ■
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there is one thine more than another which 

shows a total indifference to appearance, a cnl- 

pable negligence of duty on the part of the mis- 

tress of a house, it is a crooked table-cover." ■

''You had better pat it straight, love^" said 

the wife, quietly. ■

" What do you mean P" cried the ezaspemted 

coloneL ■

Mrs. Chutney laid down her work and half 

rose. Mary threw herself on her knees and 

held her down by her dress, liaking an ima- 

ginary search on the floor, she exdairaed, " You 

hare dropped your thimble." Here tl^ page 

entered with the desired soda-water. ■

" Please, 'm, cook says the fishmonger has not 

sent the ice." ■

"I knew it. I expected it I" ejaculated the 

colonel, walking up and down the room ; " when 

was ice producible in this house in proper time 

-—or anything else fit for a gentiemui ?" ■

"If I had known," began Mrs. Chutney, 

apologetically—- ■

•* "So explanations," whispered Mary; **charge 

bwne." ■

" Go for some ice instantly," continued Mrs. 

Chutney to the pa£;e^ " Do not excite yourself, 

my dear, it will oe nere directly." ■

"Why do you not hare an ice-house in the 

garden, colonel ?" said Mary, " and then you 

could cool yourself there sometimes." ■

The colonel stopped short in the act of wiping 

hb brow, and stood transfixed. Miss Holden 

laughed, and adroitly changed the subject. "Do 

you know, colonel, I like your new morning suit 

mimensely. Turn round. Why, Louisa, how 

could you say it was unbecoming F" ■

" Did she say so?" asked the colonel anxiously. 

" You ought to have told me, Loo. What is your 

olgection P" ■

The colonel surveyed himself in the glass, 

feeling an uncomfortable sort of uncertainty 

some mischief was brewing. What if his much- 

enduring Louisa was going to be rebellious, to 

object to systematic annihilation, and develop 

ideas, wants, and wishes of her own ! He must 

seem amiable, to avert such a calamity. ■

" I have been detained rather longer than 

I expected, Mary," he began, blandly, " by an 

interesting visit. You were Uie tq>ic of a very 

flattering conversation." ■

" Dear me," said Miss Holden, ** an ambas- 

sador to ask the honour of an alliance !" ■

" Better still, the contracting party himself, 

I suspect." ■

" lou are not in earnest !" exclaimed Mrs. 

Chutney. ■

" It's a fact, though," said the colonel. " I 

was leaving the dub, when Captain Peake came 

up to me; and« after a little talk about the 

past, and our mutual acouaintances there, he, 

in a very manly and straightforward way, stated 

that he had. met you at Mrs. Monitors : that 

the esteem in which you were held, the regard 

shown for you on all sides, had made an impres- 

sion on him, which ^Bv-the-by, ' what's for ■

luncheon? for Peake said he would be here at 

one thirty, and," looking at his watdi, ''he is 

due now." ■

Mary, who had listened in silent astonishment, 

now broke in: "But, Colonel Chutney, the 

man must be mad 1 I never saw him but three 

times, when he had tea with Mrs. Monitor, and 

then he stared so, and seemed so nervous, that 

he made me nervous too. How could you let 

him come here P" ■

" You nervous ! thafs a good joke !" repeated 

Colonel Chutney ; " and as for Peake, he was one 

of the most courageous fellows in the Indian 

Navy. I spoke to one or two men in the club 

about him after he left me, and heard the highest 

character of him. Why, he was noticed in 

despatches for a daring rescue of a merchant 

crart from some piratical Chinese junks in 'fifty- 

three." ■

"Pooh!" retained Mary. "There is no 

great heroism in facing a l^on of Chinese. I 

uincy I could put an army of them to flight 

myself." ■

" Oh, Mary !" interrupted Mrs. Chutney in 

a tone of remonstrance, when the door was 

thrown open, and the page announced " Captain 

Peake;" whereupon entered a broad-shouldered, 

good-looking man, probably forty years of age, 

with small whiskers and thick drooping black 

moustache. His complexion and clothes were 

deep brown, as if sunburnt generally all over ; 

his hands (he wore no gloves, though a brilliant 

diamond tins spaiided on his little finger) 

partook of the general tint; he had a broaa 

nonest face, with gra.ve dark eyes, a quantity 

of dark hair, and a sailor-like look. ■

During luncheon the captain's performances 

were precisely those of a man painfully in love* 

He did not say much, and seemed afraid to 

look up when he did speak. Chutney rallied 

him so boisterously, that even Mary Holden 

blushed, and Mrs. Chutney broke in with timid 

remonstrances. After luncheon the two gentle- 

men retired to the bow-window, and, entangling 

themselves in the gorgeous window-curtains, 

held a whispered conversation. Nothii^ was 

overheard but an anxious question from reake, 

which seemed to ask " if there was any other 

fellow in the wayP' What this meant could 

not be guessed; for at this moment the door 

was opened violently, to admit Miss Barbara 

Bousfield. " Steacfy ! Mind what you are 

about," she exclaimed. "Don't scratch the 

walls or break the banisters ;" and she slowly 

backed into the room, followed by a cab-driver 

and the page carrying a davenport. They set it 

down, and a short, sharp, and decisive coaflict 

ensued, ending in the discomfiture of " cabby,'* 

and his grumbling departure. Then, and not 

till then, did Miss Baroara lower her umbrella 

from its threatening position, and standing at 

ease, addressed Mrs. Chutney. " There, Louisa, 

I have brought you a present; so don't say 

you got nothing from me towards your furnish- 

m^. It's a useful concern, not the sort of 

fnppery that is generally made up for women. 

There — there's a desk to write at; here are 

drawers to keep your account-books and papers 

in ; here are accounts paid ; here unpaid — ^hope 

you'll have very few there. I believe there are 

some secret drawers, too, but you'll not care ■
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about them. Married women should have no 

secrets." While Aunt Barbara spoke, Colonel 

and Mrs. Chutney examined the davenport with 

exclamations of delight. Captain Feake looked 

on with quiet attention; meanwhile the page 

entered, unperceived bj all save the last-named 

personage, and delivered a letter to Mws Holden, 

which she looked at with much attention and 

curiosity, but still without opening it. ■

" My dear aunt," exclaimed the colonel, " I 

am touched ; by Jove ! I am a ^od deal affected 

by your kindness and generosity in making my 

wife so very handsome a present. I know she 

shares my sentiments." Shakes hands with 

Miss BousOeld. ■

"I am sure. Aunt Barbara, I am greatly 

obliged," chorused Mrs. Chutney; "and I 

shall try and keep it very nice and tidy." ■

''I hope so," said the colonel, more emphar 

tically than hopefully. And, glasses in hand, 

he proceeded to pomt out the beauties and use- 

fulness of their acquisition to his wife. ■

''It looks more like a man's affair, colonel, 

doesn't it ?" said Mary, carelessly. ■

" What do you mean P" asked Aunt Barbara, 

fiercely. ■

"Why, the sort of solid heavy thing that 

seems to suit a man's chambers." ■

"I am not offering it to fou," said Aunt 

Barbara, striking her umbrella on the floor. 

" What business have you with opinions P Wait 

till you are in a position to uphold tbem." ■

"As an intelligent being " began Miss ■

Mar;f. "Don't make faces at me, Loo," she 

continued, in reply to some signals from her 

cousin. " As an intelligent being, I cannot help 

forming opinions ; ana, being blessed with the 

faculty of speech, I can't resist uttering them. 

A beneficent Providence may in time lend them 

weight in the shape of a rich husband, and then, 

aunty dear, they will be better worth your atten- 

tion." ■

Chuckles of delight from Captain Peake. ■

"I tell you what," retumea Mjss Bousfield 

with suppressed anger, " you will come to no such 

good ena. You are too conceited and shallow ; 

out I wash my hands of you. You value neither 

opinions nor appearances." ■

While these sentences were exchanged, Mary 

opened and glanced at her letter, which seemed 

of no common interest ; for she changed colour, 

put it back in its envelope, and thrust it into 

the folds of her dress. ■

" And conceal your letters when you get them 

— a very suspicious circumstance," continued 

the aunt, maliciously. ■

" I have a right to mr own letters, free from 

your interference," replied Mary, with some 

serious displeasure. ■

The moment poor Mary got home and found 

herself alone, she hastily drew forth her letter, 

and read as follows : ■

***Dear little Coz. Ton have so much courage 

and judgment, that I am determined to confide a ■

difficult task to your management I dare not write 

to Louisa, the tiger would infallibly bone my epistle, ■

and then the d to pay, with the usual scarcity of ■

combustibles, so I want you to read this to her, and 

soon, mind, for I am in an awful fix. About six 

weeks ago I bad an awftil run of bad lock — so bad 

and so long, tbei^ was no reasonable probability of 

its lasting ; but being in immediate want of funds, 

and Louisa very selfishly refusing to apply to 

Chutney, I was imprudent enough to put Samper- 

ton's name to a bUl, fully intending, on my honpur, 

to chalk up before it became due.' ■

"Ahl" groaned Mary half aloud, "be has 

forged Sir Frederic Samperton's name; what 

shall we do — what ghall we do !" ■

" * Luck has, however, been inexorable,* continued 

the elegant letter, * and I could as soon pay the 

nationid debt as the fifty pounds I drew for. I have 

reason to believe that Samperton has the bilL Now 

Loo must find me the money; PU repay her, on my 

word ! Let har tell Chutney she has a milliner's 

bill, or something, to pay. Then she must see 

Samperton and give him the money — ^women can 

do these things so well ! Above all, do not let pro- 

ceedings be undertaken against me, which would be 

utter rain. I swear, if you both help me now. 111 

reform ; if not, 111 cut my throat, and youHl oil be 

disgraced by a coroner's inquest. Tour afiectionate 

cousin, " * Tom Bou8fikli>. ■

" ' P.S.— Look sharp ! No time to be lost! Write 

to Y. Z., Post-office, Radclifi^'highway.' ■

" No time to be lost," thought Mary, sinking 

down on the sofa in bewildered despair, and 

striving to tbink. " What shall I do P Torment 

my poor dear Loo P No ! she shall not know a 

word of it. She has stood by me many a time 

— many a weary hour she has comforted me — 

and I am the strongest, too. Where, where 

shall I turn P Aunt Barbara is out of the ques- 

tion. Perhaps Sir Frederic Samperton would 

give him time. But who will ask himP I 

might go myself and entreat him. Why should 

I fear P Sir Frederic has some humanity about 

him. Fifty pounds ! what a deal of money ! 

Oh, what an odious, selfish, weak creature a ' gay 

young man is' — 'a good fellow,' as his com- 

panions call him." ■
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CHAPTER I. lAB, AWAY. ■

Tbe marriage of Gilbert Penmore with Ghibri- 

elie Descartes was certainly an impradent one, 

and threatened, at the time of the opening of 

this story, to turn out very ill for botn the one 

and the other. ■

Gilbert Penmore was the youngest son of his 

Excellency Thomas Gilbert Penmore, who, in 

consideration of great losses incurred at the 

time of that swift depreciation in West Indian 

property, by which so many unoffending persons 

were suddenly reduced to comparatiTc poverty, 

was entrusted by the Colonial Office with the 

governorship of one of our West Indian Islands. 

Soon after the birth of his youngest boy, Mr. 

Penmore had the misfortune to lose his wife, 

and then it was that he determined upon keep- 

ing his last-born son and one daughter with him 

in the West Indies, while he sent his other 

children to be educated in England. Our 

governor's appointment was not a good one, and 

the facilities tor educating children in the West 

Indies are but few, so that when it was proposed 

to him by his old friend and distant connexion. 

Monsieur Descartes, who was governor of one 

of the French West Indian Islands, that the boy 

Gilbert should be sent over to be brought up 

along with his own sons, Mr. Penmore deter- 

mined, though much against his will, to let the 

lad go, and kept only his daughter, to be his 

little housekeeper and compamon. "The boy 

will have an onportunity of getting instruction, 

which it woula be impossible for me to afford 

him," Mr. Penmore said to himself; "and he 

will pick up a knowledge of French into the bar- 

gain." And he did pick up a knowledge of French 

with a vengeance, as wiU be hereafter seen. ■

The familj^ of Monsieur and Madame Descartes 

consisted of two boys and a girl, and their edu- 

cation was conducted, in the first instance, by a 

eovemess, and subsequently by a learned young 

frenchman, whom M. Descartes caused to be 

exported from St. Omer, and who was ready to 

make himself useful, partly as secretary to the 

governor, and partly as tutor to his children. 

These boys of M. Descartes wer^ stupid idle lads 

enough, and it was partly pnerhaps with a view 

of stimulating them to exertion, that the French 

governor had proposed that young Penmore ■

should be associated with them in their studies. 

The lads, however, were not to be deidt with so 

easilv, and were more ready to avail themselves 

of their young friend's good example in their 

hours of play, than in those devoted to study. 

Gilbert himself was an industrious youngster 

enough, and very often had to prepare his com- 

panions' lessons as well as his own. ■

I have spoken of Mademoiselle Gabrielle, the 

daughter of Governor Descartes, as being asso- 

ciated with her brothers in their studies, and, 

indeed, to a considerable extent this was the 

case, nor is it necessary to conceal the fact, that 

in many branches of education this young lady 

managed quite to outdo her indolent brothers, 

and almost to keep pace with Gilbert himself. 

Between these two, as might rationally be ex- 

pected, a wonderful attachment was not long in 

springing up. They were continually together. 

They nelped each other with their lessons, and 

when these were over, and the time came for 

such play as the climate permitted, or for an 

evening ramble by the sea-shore. Mademoiselle 

Gabrielle was sure to be of the party. Nobody 

interfered much with the young lady's liberty. 

Her papa was always busy with his duties as 

governor, and her mamma was simply a fine 

uidy, a petite maitresse, who was ready to depute 

the care of her family to anybody who would 

mercifully relieve her of it. In the time of the 

governess our yomo^ lady was certuniy more 

looked after, but when that lady was superseded 

bv the ex-pensioner of St. Omer, Mademoiselle 

Gabrielle was left prettv much to her own devices 

and to the following of her own instincts. ■

Luckily, these were in the main excellent. 

She had mherited her father's rather than her 

mother's nature, and Governor Descartes was as 

fine a gentleman, and as good a fellow into the 

bargain, as ever governed an island, Sancho 

Panza himself not excluded. He was impulsive 

and affectionate, with rather a warm temper, and 

a verv warm heart. And in these qualities his 

daughter certainly took after him. Both of them 

were sound in the ^eat things, and if the eo* 

vemor was a little irritable at times when nis 

liver was affected, and if Mademoiselle Gabrielle 

vras during the earlier years of her life a bit of 

a tom-boy, there was not much harm done after 

all. She was not what would be called a pretty 

child. She was thin and sallow, this last quality 

being, perhaps, the effect of the climate, but 

there was a certain innocence and unworldlinesa < ■
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about her expression, which through all the 

changes which her face underwent, as she grew 

from a child to a gjrl, a&d fiom a. girl i% aa 

almost wduaa, nevet left feer. Che was lix years 

old, and Gilbert was ergbt, vhen they fiwi 

plighted their troths to each other» and when 

the two grew to be sixteen and etighteea rcspee- 

tively, they had in no reM)ect wearied of each 

other's society. Bow tfcose ten yean were ■

Eassed I have not time to teU. I wish I had. The 
ffl (A that boy and girl on that West Lidian 

Island, had somethi^ of Paul and Virginia 

about it which it would be Tcry pleasant to 

follow, did not the main incidents of my story, 

to be hereafter developtd^ demand ail the spaeo 

1 hsre alt oommasd. ■

Of course it is uimeceBsary to say tlvat daring 

thn period ef ten years the ktenxmrse between 

these younjr people was firom time to time sns- 

pendecr. Giloert'ff father would send for him 

at intervals for the pleasure of having the kd 

by him, and giving him a holiday, as ne called 

it. I am afraid that G^bert's real hoUday — 

though he was warmly attached to both his 

father and sister-^-wBs rather spent at school—- 

such school as was kept by toe ex-student of 

8t. Omer, in the house of Cfovemor Descartes. ■

It was on the occasion of one of these vbits 

to his father that Gilbert, not knowing exactly 

what to do with himself, and beinff a boy always 

eager for tnformation, |^t hda of certau 

English kw books, of wbch his fieither bad a 

good collection, to help him in the duties of his 

office, and settHng himself down with his head 

in his hands, began to pore over the volumes by 

the hour together. And he had two reasons for 

thus proceeding. Eirst, a wish to im^ow Mm- 

sel/tn tie English language; and next, veiy soon 

after he had made the first plunge into kw, the 

science and logic of the thine bqg;an to exereise 

such an influence oyer him— -he being now a kd 

of some sixteen years* standing— that he eould 

not abandon the study he had voluntarily taken 

up without something of an effort. ■

It has been said a&yve that he wanted first 

to improve himself in the English language, and 

this brings me to an announcement of a rather 

startling natmre, which will be fodnd to affect 

our hero's career not a little. Gilbert Penmore, 

though of English birth, having been brought 

up almost entnrely among French people, and 

in a French colony, had attained to a most 

perfect knowledge of the Frendi langua^, and 

m doing so had to some extent let go his own. 

In his occasional visits to hk home thk had of 

course been frequently observed and knghed at, 

but as tbe boy £^ew up to be about the age I have 

spoken of, the joke began to be rather too good 

a[n one, and his mistakes and his accent began 

so much to distress his father, that the worthy 

gentkman at last spoke seriously to his son upon 

the subject, and entreated him to remember bow 

much it might stand in hk way in life if he, an 

Englishman, was found to be imperfectly ao- 

ouamted with his own language. '" A language," 

the worthy gentleman adde^ "as superior to 

the other as light k to darkness— *a language [ ■

which can deal with the highest subjects as 

well as the most trivkl — a language into which 

even the Biiile nmy be^ as it has been, fitly 

translated, and \i4ucl^ being capable of l^e 

digffity of bku^ verse, can give us wlieft we 

require it poetic dialogue free from the French 

}ii4:k of perpet«MLl rhymes." Gilbert promised 

m the vilest English that he would remember 

this hint and set upon it, and goinff back to 

''schooV talked French incessantly for six 

months. ■

It was soon after this time that an incident 

occurred which wrought a great change in our 

youngster^s Hfe. Hk little friend and playfellow 

tell very skk of a fever such as abound in 

those chmates. and though she recoyered from 

it ultimately, the medical authorities pronounced 

it indkpensably necessary that she should at 

once be sent off to Europe for the more com- 

pkte restoration of her health. There may 

have been, and I believe thoe was, another 

reason for thk journey. Madame Descartes^ 

who had n^lected her children while they 

were children, now that her daughter was grow- 

ing up b^an to take some interest in ii^r wel- 

fare, and, more especially being a very worldly 

woman, to feel a strong wish that the future of 

her daughter might be a brilliant one. It began 

then to strike her that the growing intimacy 

between GabrieUe and young Feafflore, a kd 

of eighteen, not even started yet in life, could 

hardly lead to the fulfilment of her ambition, 

and this proposal of the doctor's that the invidid 

girl should travel to Europe without delay, met 

with the greater approyalof Madame Descartes, 

because sne felt that it woidd, at all evei^ be 

the means of separatoig her daughter frosa thk 

young man, who, at thk time, certainly did 

seem to be anything but the kind of person who 

could ensure a prosperous future to Mademoi- 

selle GabrieUe Descartes. ■

The news that Gabiidle was goiuff away 

descended upon poor Gflbert Uke a thunder- 

dap. The continual iateroenrse between the 

two, which had now ksted so long, had got to 

be regarded by both as a tiling of course, and 

which was never to be interrupted. Indeed, 

the despair of the two young peopk was so 

little to be hidden, that Madame lost no time in 

hurrying her daughter's departure. Thk, how- 

ever, was not aocomplkhea tiU after the lovers 

had effected a stoloi meeting, and had, not 

without many tears, ence more renewed that 

pledge which thev had given to eadi other when 

a couple xA children. What else were thev 

nowP What did they know of the world? 

What of life, and its difficulties, and necessi- 

ties f Heaven help them, that Imowkdge was 

all to come. ■

The parting between the lovers took i^aoe 

some little time before that of Gabridle's de- 

parture, for Gilbert was now to co back to hk 

lather for a time, having reachea an age when 

it was necessary that he should be(^m to think 

how he was to spend the tong life which, humanly 

speaking, lay before him. ■

It was not long after Gilbert'sretnm to hk ■
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father's toU that the news reached him that 

JAJademoiselk Gabrielle had started £or Europe, 

u&der the eare of an English ladj who was a 

very old friend and schoolfellow of Msdawe 

Descartes, and who bad undertaken the charge 

of the jOBBg girl for the next few jean. Bncng 

that time she was to live in EnglMMJ. ■

I believe that never onoe from the tiae of 

that parting which has jnst been alhided to 

between the k>ven» did yovoe Fenmore for (me 

moment doubt that QabrieQe was to be bis 

wife. On this sabjeot his mind was tole- 

xsbly tran^. That thsbg was to ba The 

onlj thing to be done now was to faring it about 

as soen as possible. And that meant worL 

Gilbert's fatoer, with his family to nro^e iar, 

and bis means comparatively small when the 

expenses ol his position are oonsidered, eonld 

do nothing for him pecuniarily. The jroung 

nan himsdf had a very small sum left mm by 

}u& mother, and which was to come to him on 

his majoritv, but it was rather a sum which 

might help him to make a start in life than a 

fo^une to be looked to as a source of income. 

It was necessary, tlien, that he shoold adopt 

some profession without delay, and embark him- 

self in it as soon as possible. ■

And now there oame to him the remembrance 

of those books on law which he had found in 

his fi^er^s library, and to these he returned 

with a purpose, studying them with a degree 

of success which seemed to show that he reallj 

had some aptitude for the acauirement of this 

IMffticnlar oraneh of knowleoge. No doubt 

it was because those books came in his way that 

he took, up with the study of the law, but how 

many iUostrious persons have th^ e not been 

whose dboiceof a profession has been influenced 

— and with the best results — ^by what eame in 

their way at the critical period of passing from 

boyhood to man's estate. ■

The small collection of books on legal sub- 

jects in Governor Fenmore's librarv, and such 

othecs on the same topic as were to be obtained 

on the island^ were in due time exhausted, and 

our young gentleman being still bent on be- 

ooBung Lord Chancellor, it was at length de- 

cided that Gilbert should set sail for the mother 

country, to be entered at one ^of the Inns of 

Court, and to prosecute his studies under 

professional guidance. His father could get 

him a free passage to England, and would 

provide the fees wMch would be required for 

lus entrance at Lincohi's Inn and his education 

in banisters' chambers. More than this he 

could not do, and it was arranged that, till he 

came of age, Gilbert should live on money 

borrowed on the sum left him by his mother, 

and afterwards on the money itself, till such 

time as he should be in the recrapt of a pro- 

fessional income. " Not long," Gilbert thought^ 

poor fellow. ■

At last a certain night came when the kd 

fbuod himself actually standing upon the deck 

of an Eb^h man-of-war bound for home, and 

as he stood with his hand upon the bulwark in 

the stOl* tropical night, he gaied with fixed ■

eyes into the darkness before him like one who 

would hm see lus destiny in the future. ^'I 

will do great thinj^" he said; ''I will go moie 

and more deeply into this calling, whiim to me 

seems so fascinating. I will undertake some 

great defence, which I will conduct so as to be- 

come celebrated everywhere. I will rise to be 

Lord Chancellor, and Gabrielle shall be my wifo 

to cheer and help me through it aH" ■

CHAFTEa n. AT HCOCS. ■

Two young people are sitting at breakfast in 

a small room in anouse in the suburbs of Lon- 

don. They are rather an odd-looking^ couple, 

and, curiously enough— though this does some* 

times happen with married people— they are 

rather alike. Both are sallow, both have lai^ 

dark eyes and dadc hair, both incline to be 

thin, sjid both, but especially the lady, talk 

English with a slight accent. This, however, 

will not be reproduced here; nor, indeed, could 

the thing be done, as their knowledge of the 

language in which they are conversing is too 

perfect to permit of their making mistakes in 

the choice of words, or in grammar, and is^ in 

fact, a matter only of tone and accent. ■

The breakfast would appear to be of anything 

but a luxurious sort. Part of a stale loa^ 

some pieces of dry toast, and the d6bris of an 

egg, decorate the tables wliich is covered with a 

ratner dirty tablecloth. ■

I have said that these voux^ people were sal- 

low, and dark, and thin, but I shall liave chosen 

my words very ill if I have conveved the im- 

pression that they were either ill favoured or 

sicldy. Both were straight and well grown, 

and the man gave good evidence of that kind of 

wiriness whiSi is so superior to mere fleshy 

strength. So with his laee. It was nervous, 

lively, intelligent, but it was not what would be 

called handsome. His expression was some- 

what of an anxious kind, perhaps a little un- 

happv, but when he addressed the lady opposite 

to him it lit up directly, and was singularly 

pleasant to see. ■

I have said that between the man and his 

wife there was a certain resemblance, and I have 

spoken of their being both of a sallow com- 

plexion, but I believe that with regard to the 

lady, at any rate, I have chosen the word ill. I 

ought rather to have said that her complexion 

bore evidence of her having been bom in a 

climate where the sun is less merciful than in 

these temperate regions. But it was a clear 

and healthy colour, and her eyes, whieh were 

grey, said nothing of iUneas or languor. 

They were a very young couple ; the husband 

did not appear to be more than two or three and 

twenty, and the wife was two or three years 

younger. ■

At the time of this their introduction to the 

reader, it appeared that the two were sitting in 

solemn conclave over a letter whieh lay on the 

table before them, and the contents of which 

appeared rather to have puzzled them. ■

''You see we must do something,'' said the 

young man. ^ That money left me by my poor ■
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lotlier is nearly gone, and what I can make by 

Titing for newspapers and law magazines is 

ertainly not enougn for the expenses of even 

[lis small establishment." ■

" And the attorneys ?" said the lady, who was, 

ideed, none other than our former friend 

fabrielle Descartes, only we must now call her 

rabrielle Penmore. " Those cruel wicked at- 

)meys ! Are they still as little ready to help 

3u as ever P" ■

"I might as well never have been 'called,' 

)r anythmg I can get to do from them." ■

"The wretches!" ■

*' Gabrielle, they actually laugh at my foreign 

ccent, and sav that so ridiculous an idea was 

ever heard or as a man getting up in a court 

f law and pleading in doubtful English." ■

" My poor Gilbert, what are we to do ? Such 

life as you lead, you ought to succeed. You 

re always working and striving, and you have 

o enjoyments, and such poor clothes, and— oh, 

rilbert, you are not sorry that you married 

le?" ■

" Sorry ! Well, in one respect. I am sorry 

3r having brought you into such a scrape." ■

"We shall get out of it yet. Look here, 

rilbert, suppose I commit some crime, and 

hen get you to defend me. I will, if you 

ke." ■

They both laughed heartily at this idea. Then 

bey came back to the original subject which 

ad been under discussion — the letter. ■

" It is curious," said Gabrielle, " this proposal 

f your cousin's to come and live with us arriving 

ist at this moment. It would help us very 

luch, no doubt. What sort of a person is she, 

Jilbert?" ■

" I hardly know. I have heard my father 

ay that she is excessively vain, and rather 

piteful." ■

"Oh, Gilbert." ■

" Her father and my mother were first cousins, 

she and I are what lawyers call first cousins 

noe removed. I have only seen her once, and ■

found her to be very much my senior — ^ten or ■

dozen years, I should say—very carefully made 

p, though, and with some pretension to good 

3oks. She told me that I nad inherited per- 

onaliy all the defects of both my parents, and 

.one of their beauties." ■

" What a dreadful woman." ■

" I don't think you could stand it, Gabrielle." ■

" Yes, but T Intend to stand it. Look here, 

lilbert, we have jgot our way, and are married, 

nd together, which was whiat we wanted, and 

^iuch is a thing that few people attain to so 

oon. Surely it would be very wromr for us 

complain and grumble at this small incon- 

enience. You say she's very well off, so with 

fhat she contributes we shall get on better in 

ur housekeeping, and then you'll be able to 

lave all sorts of comforts, and " ■

Her husband tried to interrupt her, but she 

rent on. ■

" — and so shall I. And you won't have to 

lave so hard, and you can devote yourself more 

law, which you like. And tnen you'll be ■

more in court and ready for anything that might 

come in your way. And you'll get a chance, 

and we shall become illustrious, and live happy 

ever afterwards." ■

Yes, they were married. That boy and girl 

att^achment of the West Lidian Island bad come 

to something at last. Gilbert Penmore was not 

long — after he had once set foot on English 

ground — in finding out his old playfellow, and 

as every possible obstacle that could be devised 

was put m the way of their intercourse — ^by the 

special stipulation of Madame Descartes, extend- 

ing at last to an order consigning the younjB^ 

lady to the care of an aunt living at Paris — ^it 

came to pass that the young peonle took their 

own way out of the dimculty, ana on the veiy 

day previous to that on which Gabrielle was to 

have started for Paris were united by banns in 

the parish church of St. Benet Fink, m the City 

of London^the bridegroom having taken care 

to occupy lodgings in that parish for a good 

three weeks beforehand. ■

It was vrrong, no doubt. It was a clandestine 

act. They were flying in the face of parents 

and friends. They were wanting in patience, 

and truthfulness, and prudence. They did 

wrong — and they suffered for it, as is commonly 

the case. ■

They were very poor. Poor enough to have 

to undergo many privations. Their poverty was 

always staring them in the face, and meeting 

them at every turn. Then they were living upon 

their capital, such as it was. It was very little 

now, and getting less every day. There was a 

source of misery and anxiety at once. To know 

that their little store was continually diminish- 

ing, and to be miunly ignorant how it was to be 

replenished. ■

The gaps and apertures in that small income 

were not replenished, they were only patched 

and gagged tor a time by all that poor Gilbert 

Penmore could do. After he was called, he sat 

in his place in court day after day, the picture 

of hope deferred. He knew that he. was a 

lawyer, that he had worked harder at law, and 

studied its intricacies with greater perseverance, 

than half the men whom he saw strutting into 

court with their briefs conspicuous in their 

hands. He knew that they were often shallow 

and unsound in their arguments, superficial in 

their apparent eloquence, brazen in their inso- 

lence, and wron^ in their facts, and yet, such is 

the benumbing influence of non-success, that he 

had at times to summon all the man within him 

not to feel cowed before these men who he 

knew were his inferiors. Still he worked harder 

and harder. He watdied the course of every 

case, noted its peculiarities, observed what pre 

cedents were quoted in connexion with its 

details, and laid up precious matter for his own 

future guidance. He never gave in. Sometimes^ 

indeed, it did seem rather hard to him th<it he 

never got a chance, that he was never employed 

as a junior to get up the particulars of a case, 

or that when a prisoner on circuit was unde- 

fended^ the judge would never catch his anxiously ■
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expectant eye, and say, "Mr. Penmore, will 

^ou have the kindness to watch the case for the 

prisoner." ■

And then, his wretched day in court over, 

there was hard, hard work to be done afterwards, 

hard writing on kw questions, hard newspaper 

work on subjects of the day, and (perhaps 

hiurdest of all to a fastidious man) the struggle 

to be amusing, to produce what is called "light 

literature," articles for magazines and periodicals, 

demanding new choice of subjects, and new 

ideas contmually. Nor were his labours always 

crowned with success even in these departments 

of literature. Sometimes, when he had prepared 

a newspaper article on a subiect whicn he 

thought a good one, he would oe told that it 

was just a day too late, or that it was not a 

matter which the editor thought it safe to inter- 

fere with. Or the magazine would send him 

back his "light literature," with a bewildeiiug 

announcement that it was exceedingljr gooo, 

but "not suitable" for publication in that ■

geriodical. All these are mishaps which most 
terary men have to go through at first, but 

they get through them when they are single 

men, and such failures are not very destructive, 

but in this present case every such misadven- 

ture was a serious loss, and Penmore would 

often find it very hard work to possess his soul 

in patience when so severely tried. ■

As to getting any assistance from friends or 

relatives, the Uiing was impossible. Gbvemor 

Penmore could do nothing for liis son beyond 

writing to his solicitor to mtroduce Gilbert as a 

young barrister seeking employment; while as 

to GabrieUe's relations, ner motlier had declined 

all intercourse with her from the moment of her 

contracting a marriage so entirely opposed to 

her views, and her father was so afraid of his 

wife that he could only send her a present now 

and then, abstracted, as it were, from his own 

income with the greatest difficulty, for Madame 

kept a rigid eye on all her husband's pecuniary 

doings, and required so much for her own ez- 

pencuture in dress and luxury, that it was with 

the greatest difficulty that Uie poor governor 

could manage to get hold of a lew pounds at 

rare intervals to send to his dear Gabrielle. 

Gilbert, for his part, did not take much by that 

introduction to the solicitor. Mr. Brick dale 

was a cautious and entirely conventional old 

gentleman, and Penmore's accent and queer 

yellow complexion under the white . barrister's 

wig made him quail before the idea of putting a 

case into his hands. ■

There was one good thing, however, got out 

of this connexion. Mr. Bnckdale was in a po- 

sition to give out a good deal of work in the 

shape of law copying, and at this the two would 

work when nothing else was to be done. I say 

the "two" advisedly, for in due time, and after 

much kbour, Gabrielle attained to a consider- 

able proficiency in round-hand, and in due time 

was able to relieve her husband of this sort of 

drudgery at any rate. ■

Li short, these young people were exposed to 

privations and troubles of the most harassing ■

and miserable kind, and which their bringing 

up and earlier habits had in no sort fitted them 

to undergo. It was a terrible ordeal, and one 

which it reauired great patience and courage to 

pass through. ■

And all that dav which succeeded the con- 

versation described at the beginning of this 

chapter, Gabrielle pondered over these things, 

and thought of her husband and his disappoint- 

ments and privations, and how these last might 

at least be alleviated by accepting his cousm's 

proposal, and so at last her mmd was made up, 

and she repeated to herself, " We have got our 

happiness of being together, and we would not 

exercise patience and wait, and so we must not 

think it a great matter that we have some need 

to be patient now, and bear together, instead of 

bearing apart." ■

So when her husband came home, she told 

Iiim in the most wilful manner that the thing 

was settled, and that he was to write off to his 

cousin, and inform her that rooms would be 

prepared for her reception, and that of the ser- 

vant who was to accompany her, and that every- 

thing would be ready at the commencement of 

the ensuing week. ■

CHAPTER in. AN ABBIVAL. ■

Ths day appointed for the arrival of Miss 

Garrington was not a pleasant one. It was a 

stormy November day, windy, with gusts of 

rain. Everything went wrong in the house 

in Beaumont-street. The chimneys smoked, the 

doors banged, a looking-glass was blown down 

by the wind and smasned to j^ieces, and poor 

little Mrs. Penmore's heart quailed at the omen 

even more than at the loss. Then the servant, 

the one servant, had a sulky fit, and refused to 

be comforted. Moreover, she took to disap- 

pearing. ■

It requires some experience of domestic dif- 

ficulties to enable any person to appreciate the 

full horror of this proceeding. Something is 

wanted below, and the maiden is despatcned 

promptly to get it. Instead of returning, how- 

ever, she remains below, and is not unearthed 

without much calling and ringing. At last she 

appears without the object in search of which 

sue was sent, and disappears again in search of 

it. Then the area-bell rings, and a tradesman 

holds the young woman spell-bound on the 

kitchen-steps, where, of course, she cannot hear 

a summons from the bedroom. At last — for 

this is a windy day, let us remember — the door 

bangs, our damsel is shut out, and her mistress, 

having reached the stage of desperation, de- 

scends to the kitchen to see what has become 

of "Charlotte," and finds her tapping at the 

window for admittance in a manner sufficiently 

aggravating. Even now, however, she is not to 

be considered as a secure property. She disco- 

vers that it is the right day for needlework, 

and when everything is in the wildest confusion 

up-stairs, and she is wanted there every moment, 

she is continually relapsing into calm stocking- 

mending, or perhaps does a trifie in the way of 

washing and ironing on her own account. Nor ■
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muBt it be forgotten that this is the day when 

discoTeries are made that "we have no fire- 

wood," or that «*we are ont of potatoes,** and 

fio disappearances on quite an extended seale 

in searcn of these luxuries, become not only 

indispensable, but meritorious. It would be 

difficult, in this particular instance, to say whe- 

ther this young woman's sulkiness or her dis- 

appearances was the most trying. ■

Of course, the larger part of the work up- 

stairs fell to the share of the mistress of the 

house. It was upon her that devolved all the 

trouble of plannmg which rooms were to be ■

S>en to her guest and to her servant (I believe rs. Penmore dreaded this last most of the 

two), and how they could be arranged most 

satisfactoitly. She it was who had to twist and 

turn the poor furniture about so as to make it 

sliow to the best ad?antage, and to execute 

wonders with bits of pink calico showing 

through cheap muslin. As to her own bedroom, 

she literally despoiled it, taking all the articles 

that had any esthetic pretensions at all up-stairs 

to Miss Garrington's room, and leaving herself, 

as Charlotte elegantly put it, "without a stick.** 

The room prepared lor Miss Carrtngton pre- 

sented at last quite a pretty appearance, so 

much wiU taste do in these cases even with a 

very small expenditure of capital. ■

Altogether, it was a day of many fatigues 

and difficulties, and besides all thes*e, it was 

necessarv to get up some sort of meal for the 

lady, ana anotner for the dreaded servant, both 

of whom were to arrive at about eight o'clock 

in the evening. Moreover, the butcmer did not 

send what was re(|uired of him, and Charlotte 

disappeared, as might have been expected, to 

remmd him of his neglect. ■

But the worst trouble of all that poor Ga- 

brielle had to bear that day, was her husband's 

absence. He must be away at the time when 

the formidable lady was to arrive. That evening 

he had work to do at a newspaper office, and 

work, in his case, could never be neglected. It 

would be necessary, then, that Mrs. Penmore 

should receive her new guest alone and unsup- 

ported. Alone she must race this utter stranger, 

and encounter all that mi^ht be awkward^ or 

even unpleasant, in connexion with this first m- 

terview. There was nothing for it, however, 

but to endure and go through it, so Gabrielle 

made up her mind— a proceemng which enables 

us to get through a great manv things which 

appear to be absolutely unendurable. ■

The day and part of the evening were eon- 

Bumed in preparations, and it was not till the 

time for tne arrival of Miss Carrinffton drew 

very near, that Mrs. Penmore found time at 

last to stt down, almost for the first time that 

daj^, and await with many nervous qualms the 

arrival of her guest. The tea-things were spread 

comfortably upon a white doth, and there was 

a fowl (awful extravagance) cooking" at the fire 

below. It had been cuscovered, at the eleventh 

hour, that there was no fresh butter in the 

house, and Charlotte had been despatched in 

search of that luxury, so Gabrielle sat in an ■

agony of dread lest the new amraJs should 

come before the wretched handmaid had re- 

turned from her errand. ■

Of oourse it happened so. The Fates are 

merciless in these cases, and Charlotte had not 

returned from this, her last disappearance, when 

Mrs. Penmore, s^ho had been listening with 

strained attention to every sound that came 

from the street outside, distinctly hesurd the 

rattle of wheels on the pavement, heard them 

draw nearer and nearer, heard a female voice 

screaming the number of the house to the 

cabman, upon whidi the vehicle suddenJly 

stopped and drew up at the door, while a 

funotts peal at the street bell announced thai 

the hour had arrived which poor Gabrielle had 

so long and so keenly dreaded. ■

Ana now there was nothing for it but to go 

and open iiie door. The servant had not re- 

turned, and it was ouite impossible to keep her 

visitor waiting outsiae. While she had hesitated, 

the bell had sounded again, and it was still 

ringing when she at length opened the door, 

and found herself face to face with a middle- 

aged female of a fierce and add countenance, 

who was standing on the door-step. Behind 

her was a cab, the door of which was held open 

by the driver, while a lady was dimty seen 

within, waiting to emerge, till it had been tjer- 

taiuly ascertained that this was the right house. ■

" Does Mr. Penmore live here ?** asked tiie 

acid one. ■

Gabrielle answered timidly in the affirmative, 

and she of the fierce visaj^ having conveyed 

the information to the lady in the cab, this last 

descended without more ado and came into the 

house. She looked sharply at Gabrielle, who 

now advanced with extended hand, as if she 

doubted her genuineness, and then, takin^g the 

offered hand in a hesitating manner, exclaimed ; ■

"What! are you Mrs. Penmore, aud don*t 

you keep a servant P** ■

"Oh yes, we have a servant, but she was 

obliged to go ont on an errand just now. Prav 

come in here and warm yourself," she added, 

opening the dining-room door. ■

" Oh !'* said Miss Carrington, with a little 

scream, as she entered, " what a funny little 

place.** ■

" Funny !** what a terrible word that was. 

The room was little, but it was neat. It was 

even prettily arranged, but the furniture was 

not of the conventional dining-room sort, and, 

alas ! it must be owned that, in the get-up of 

that apartment, subterfuge was not unknown. 

But to say '* funny**— oh, that was a cruel 

word. ■

Meanwhile the servant, for such was the acid 

lady who had originally confronted Gabrielle on 

the door-step, foUowed her mistress to the door 

of the room, into which she looked for a mo- 

ment, and then, with a slight toss of the head, 

she returned to superintend the unloa&ig of 

the cab, honouring Gabrielle as she passed with 

a prolonged and exhaustive stare. ■

'While the bumping and bursting noises in- 

separable &om the introduction of mgQ luggage ■
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into a small hoase W€Te|;oiiig on in the passage, 

Mrs. Penmore and her gnest were left confront- 

ing each other in thedining-rooiB, and GaforieUe 

saw, to begin with, and, as a matter of oonrse, 

that the newly airived lady was not in the least 

the sort of person she had expected. Miss 

CarriBgton, to begin with, was handsomer, as 

far as features went, than Gabrielle had expected, 

bat hor complexion was not by any means a 

good one, and she had an uneasy, dissatisfied 

expression, which made one feel uncomfortable 

in her presence. She seemed to be aboat 

thirty years of age, or perhm a year or two 

more, was thin and haggard-looking, and had 

the art of Bayinjgf disagreeable things in a sharp, 

aggravating Toioe. I believe she could not help 

this, for when she tried to be agreeable — ^whid), 

it must be owned, was seldom enough— then it 

was that the most spiteful things of all would 

come out. ■

''Ah, one could teU that you were of foreign 

Uood," said Miss Carrington, ''only by looking 

at you, and without hearing you speck. You are 

so very dark." ■

Gabrielle excused herself under this accusa- 

tion as well as she could, by intimating that the 

sun, whoce she was brought up, was rather a 

powerful one, and that the ionabitamts of the 

West Indian IsUnds were generally gifted with 

darker complexions than fdlto tae lotof En- 

ropeans. At this moment there was a smart 

rap at the door, and the form of the sour- 

Tisaged serrant appeared. She seemed to be 

chewing yenoiD, trom the expression <xf her 

mouth. ■

''WeU, OuBitanker, what is itP' inquired 

Miss Carrington. It is needful to mention that 

tlie name ox this agreeable-looking female was 

JaneOantanker. Destiny had, by a strange freidi:, 

fitted, in this ease, the name to the woman in a 

mnarkable manner. ■

"I merely wished to ask,'' said Miss Can- 

tanker, with the gurgling of suppressed fury in 

her Toioe,'^' where I am expected to set in fiie 

erening?^ and she kokea in(|itiringly round 

the room, as if she rather expected to see an 

open door, with a luxurious apartment beyond, 

to be devoted to her special serriee. ■

Miss Carrington looked at her hostess. ** You 

can answer that best, I think," she said. ■

*' Well,'* replied the poor little woman, with 

much hesitation, "I thought— I thot^ the 

kitchen — I was not prepared." ■

" There, Cantanker, do you hear,'' said Miss 

Oarrington. "Fot the woman had remained like 

a block of marble, and had taken no notice of 

what Mrs. Penmore had said. ■

''Begging your pardon, miss," she now re- 

marked, admressing ner mistress, "I shall set in 

no Buch place, for, besides that the floor is of 

stone ana the cheen bare Windsor ones, the 

servant-nrl is but an ignorant maid-of^Jl-work, 

and not nt company for decent people.'^ ■

There was an awkward pause after this. ■

" Well," sfldd Miss CurmgtoD, " what's to be 

doner ■

Poor Mrs. Penmore hesitated more than e^er. ■

**I am sure T don't know, unless," she added— 

" unless you would like to sit in your bedroom." ■

" Do yon hear ?'* asked Miss Oarrington, for 

Cantanker had again become marble. ■

"I hear, miss," said this relentless person, 

condescending to answer her mistress, but look- 

ing steadily at Gabiielle, as she had done from 

the first. " I haye not yet seen it." ■

"You had better ask Charlotte, as she is 

come back, to show it you," said Mrs. Penmore, 

timidly. ■

Miss Cantanker remained fixed and sta- 

tionary. And again her mistress had to inter- 

pret. ■

"You had better ask Charlotte to show it to 

you." ■

Very Mowly, and with her eyes still fixed 

upon Mrs. Penmore, the accommodating Miss 

Cantanker backed towards the door, and, after 

consuming as much time in the act as was pos- 

sible, opened it, and yanished slowly. ■

" Is not my cousin at home P" inquired Miss 

Carrington, as soon as this aneeable person had 

disappeared ; and the lady looked inquisitively 

about the room, as if she expected to see the 

unfortunate Gilbert concealed in some corner. ■

" He was very sorry,* Mrs. Penmore replied 

— "very sorry indeed, but he was obliged to be 

away tcHsight." ■

"1 thiiuk he might fa«ye stretched a point 

under the circumstances," said the lady, m an 

injured tone. ■

"I do assure you,'* urged poor Gabrielle, 

"that nothing but a matter of business, which 

could not be put off, would have taken him out 

on such an occasion." ■

After this there was a pause of some consi- 

derable duration. It was only broken by the 

information eonyeyed by Miss Carrington to 

her hostess that " she never took tea ;" and as 

the meid which had been prepared for her special 

benefit was tea, this was richer diseoncerting. 

There was nothing for it but to get out a bottle 

of Marsala and decant ft then and there. Miss 

Caarington watched the performance of this 

process with a cold and somewhat crael stare, 

and then came another long pause, and then 

another sharp tap at the door, followed without 

ceremony by the entry of Miss Cantanker with 

an expression of countenance which it was not 

good to behold. ■

"Well, Cantank— •" Miss Oarrington was 

beginning, when her maid interrupted her. ■

"I wisn to know, miss, whether I have come 

here to be insulted, and put in a dog-hole to 

sk«p?" ■

This tremendous question, which was put io 

Miss Carrington, but ai the luckless Gabrielle, 

was on so fearful a scale, that poor Mrs. Pen- 

more was struck entirely speechless by it. ■

" Explain yourself, Cantanker," her mistress 

interposed. " Do you mean that your room is 

not what you like P" ■

" Like !" echoed the maiden. " Like !" and 

she spoke with awful slowness and solemnity. 

" It IS a garret. It has a sloping roof. The 

cheers is Tush4)ottomed. There are no curtains ■
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to the bed, which itself is a turn-up ; there is 

no carpet but a 'bedside.' There is not a mossul 

of fire, and, what is more, there is no grate to 

put one in." ■

"Really, I think " Miss Carrington com- 

menced in an injured tone, and addressing 

Gabrielle. But Cantanker had not done yet. ■

" Andhif Mrs. Penmore thinks," she went on, 

still, however speaking to her mistress, "hif she 

thinks that I am going to put up with a dog- 

hole, and that I am come here tamely to be in- 

sulted, she will find that she is mistaken, and 

that Jane Cantanker is not the woman to be put 

upon." ■

Here the lady relapsed into silence, and 

stood looking defiance at a photographic por- 

trait of Mr. Penmore which hung ag^unst the 

wall. ■

'' I really think," resumed Miss Carrington, 

" that you might have provided a little better 

for the comfort of my servant, Mrs. Pen- 

more." ■

'' I thought it was very comfortable," urged 

the wretched Gabrielle. '' I know that it is all 

nice and clean, and as to the fire, I had no idea 

that your servant would expect such a thing. 

Surely it is very unusual." ■

" Jane Cantanker is more than a servant to 

me. She is a companion, and I look upon anv 

alight put upon her as an injury done to myself." ■

"There is an apartment next to mv mis- 

tress's, and it is that which I shoula wish 

to occupy," remarked Miss Cantanker, senten* 

tiously, and still looking at the photograph. ■

" Oh, that is my husband's study," cried Mrs. 

Penmore, aghast. ■

" Studj^ or no study, that is the room which I 

should wish to occupy," repeated Cantanker. ■

" Eeally," Miss Carrington remarked, with a 

slight toss, ''I think that studies are all very 

well, but under the circumstances — ^when people 

get a good price for their rooms *' ■

Gabrielle started at that stuig, and the West 

Indian element in her blood was all on fire. 

But presently she remembered how much was 

at stake, and called up her newly-formed resolu- 

tion to endure. ■

"If you could put up with it just at first," 

she said, " we mieht see afterwards what other 

arrangement coula be made." ■

But Miss Cantanker was not to be dealt with 

so easily. She hastened to remind the assembled 

company that she was not going to be put upon, 

tliat to 'sleep in a dog-hole was a thing she would 

not consent to do. Moreover, she stated that 

she had never been so treated in the whole 

course of her life, and this consideration appear- 

ing to strike her in a piteous light, and to nil her 

with great commiseration for herself, she finally 

asserted that she did not think to have lived to 

be thus cruelly dealt with, and bursting into a 

volley of sobs, sank into a neighbouring chair, 

and took to hysterics. ■

After tills there was a £[reat commotion. 

Every consolatory topic was tried, and for a time 

in vam, till it occurred to somebody — possibly 

because the lady herself, with a glased eye fixed ■

upon the decanter, stammered forth that "she 

felt a sinking"— it occurred to somebody to 

administer a glass of Marsala, followed by a 

second, a course of treatment which was at- 

tended with such success, that at last this 

angelic martyr, after much flattery and cajolery, 

so far gave way as to consent to occupy the 

"dog-hole" for one night, and one night only, 

on the condition, distinctly understood, that she 

was never asked so much as to pass its detested 

threshold again. ■

And this difficulty disposed of, there remained 

the mistress to appase as well as the maid. 

Miss Carrington did not like her room. It was 

small and stuffy, and the pattern of the chintz 

was hideous. Then there was no cheval-glass, 

and that, mind, must be remedied the very next 

da^r. The room had not a sunny aspect, a con- 

dition of affairs which could not be remedied so 

easilv. Then the bed was not placed north and 

south, and that was an unpardonable piece of 

negligence, and must be set ri^ht at once, 

thougn it implied the moving ot every article 

of furniture in the room. Moreover, shewbhed 

for a night-light, and the unhappy Charlotte 

had to be despatched at a late hour to get some. 

Finally, she was very much disappointed that 

there was no broth in the house, as she alwavs 

liked, not taking tea, to have a cup of broth tne 

last thing at night. ■

That night, when, at last, the house was 

quiet, and ner guests, for a time at least, dis- 

posed of, poor Mrs. Penmore fell into a paroxysm 

of bitter grief> and wept till her pillow was wet 

with her tears. It was past three o'clock in 

the morning when her husband came back, and 

when she saw how tired and worn he looked, 

and thought how much he went through for 

her, she determined that at least for that night 

he should not be distressed by anything that 

she could tell him. So as he leaned over the 

bed and showed her the money that he had 

earned, she put her arms about his neck and 

smiled upon nim, and told him how his cousin 

had arrived, and how they had had a nice fowl 

for supper, and a bottle of Marsala — as Miss 

Carrington did not take tea— and how the lady 

and her servant were both made comfortable for 

the night. ■

WRITING POE PERIODICALS. ■

It is curious that, although periodical litera- 

ture is almost the daily bread of millions, the 

popular mind should still be so ignorant of 

many of the particulars of its production. ■

In the first place, it is supposed to be the 

simplest thing in the world. The writers, the 

editors, and the publishers, have no more trouble 

in sending it out, than the subscriber has in 

taking it in from the postman. It is the spon- 

taneous growth of progressing tune. It comes 

as regularly and naturally as Saturday and Sun- 

day. Like the ceaseless rivers, the beds are 

there, and the water has nothing to do but to 

flow. As certainly as sunrise is the consequence ■
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of sunset ; as sorely as the old-worn-out moon 

is followed by a bright bran-new one ; so surely 

is to-day's, this week's, this month's number 

succeeded by to-morrow's, next week's, next 

month's ; while the Quarterlies come out in their 

▼ariously tinted covers as inevitably as summer 

pushes spring overboard, and winter treads on 

autumn's heels. If you wish to realise how 

quickly time flies, ]put your name to a bill, or 

look at the perioaicals accumulated on your 

book-shelves. ■

The same thoughtless feeling, or the same 

ignorance, exists on the other side of the Chan- 

nel, as in England. Hard-working French 

citizens h&ve little sympathy with the labours 

of artists and literary men — whom they con- 

sider as an idle race. The idea, of course, is 

based on. a misconception. With many folks, 

head-work does not pass for work, but merely 

for amusement. Turning a wheel, carrying a 

load, that indeed is really work. But to sit 

down in front of a quire of paper, and to write 

on it " all that comes into your head," is just 

the pastime of a person with nothing to do. It 

is equivalent to cards, backgammon, and ama- 

toiy epistolary correspondence. George Ste- 

phenson going to bed in broad daylight, to solve 

in his head complicated engineering problems, 

and Rossini dashing off his operas in a similar 

recumbent position, would be alike included in 

the category of sluggards taking their ease in 

the Castle of Indolence. There are people who 

cannot understand that writing should oe paid 

for ; on the contrary, they think the writer should 

pay for the pleasure of seeing himself in print. 

The legends respecting Scribe, for instance, 

the great French dramatic author, received by 

the small Parisian bourgeoisie, would be amusing 

to collect and put on record. In the first place, 

many believed that he caused to be performed, 

in his own proper name, all the dramatic manu- 

scripts that were left at his door. As to the 

handsome fortune he acquired, some persist in 

attributing its origin to gambling at the Bourse, 

or to speculations in land. " It is not by play- 

writing," observed a respectable shopkeeper, 

"that a man can earn tnree or four million 

francs ; far if he could, evert/body else would do 

iheiamer ■

But if people who earn their bread, or increase 

their income, bv literature and its sister arts, 

do not work, at least th^ suffer from the effects 

of work, as is proved m Tissot's excellent essay, 

De la Sant^ des Grens de Lettres. For be 

holds that the arrangement of a picture, or the 

composition of a grand piece of music, requires 

as strong a mental effort as the pursuit of the 

most abstract studies. ■

Their diseases, he says, have two principal 

causes : assiduous labour of the mind, and con- 

tmual repose of the bodv. He quotes our 

English Adventurer, to the effect that "the 

multitude, who live bjr bodily labour, .imagine 

that study does not fatigue. They are under a 

mistake. Thinking is work which fatigues no 

less than the artisan's or the labourer's toil, 

without having its advantages. The latter ■

gives health, strength, cheerfulness, sound sleep, 

and a good appetite; whereas a studious and 

sedentary life produces exactly the contrary 

enects. ■

While thought goes on, the brain is in action. 

But every bodily or^an, set in action, tires at 

last; and if .the action be too long continued, 

its functions become deranged. When the 

mind, by protracted intellectual exercise, has 

impressed too energetic an action upon the 

brain, it is no longer mistress of its movements, 

and loses the power of stopping it. The per- 

sons who are the soonest put out of health by 

mental exertion, are those who are incessantly 

occupied with one single subject; only one 

portion of the sensorium is strained, and that 

is always in a state of tension. Over-exei-tion 

of the brain, moreover, causes a determination 

of blood to the head. I refrain from frighten- 

ing the reader with a list of the diseases which 

are the result of leading a sedentary life. Over- 

activity of mind, combined with inactivity of 

body, IS the cause of not a small proportion of 

the evils which learned, literary, and artistic 

flesh are heirs to. ■

''It is picking up money in the street," 

remarked a person who was present when I 

received a cheque for contributions to a pe- 

riodical ■

"Is itr I said; "then try to pick up a 

little yourself in the same way." ■

" I haven't the time. I have other things to 

attend to. It is not in my line. You have got 

into the way of it. You are on the editor's 

or the publisner's good books," and so on, are 

the usual rejoinders to the above reply ; and a 

slight disillusion' is freauently felt when the 

aspirant, hitherto a reader, thinks of writing. 

Tlie manuscripts that have been shown for my 

opinion ! Luckilv, not multitudinous in num- 

ber, but wondernil in quality. With neither 

head, tail, nor middle. Editors see more of 

those curiosities in a month than any isolated 

literary man can in a year. In vol. vii. of 

Household Words, pa^ 145, is an article 

headed " H. W.," describing some of the ma- 

chinerv by which that journal was produced, 

and also a few of its correspondents' eccen- 

tricities. No doubt, in the dozen years which 

have since elapsed, such a stratum of oddities 

and absurdities must have been showered 

upon the conductors, that, if allowed to remain 

in situ, it would be thick enough to bury them 

out of sight. ■

When! have ventured to observe to intending 

contributors, " It is not usual to send in articles 

written in old copy-books between the round- 

text, nor on both sides of the paper, nor with 

all those manifest blunders, nor marked with 

blots, grease-spots, and the circular bottoms of 

pewter pint-pota— " ■

"It was a coffee-cup did that." ■

"Well, a coffee-cup. I don't say it wasn't. 

But suppose you first carefullv look your paper 

through, correct every fault you discover, 

remedy the tautology and the mistakes in 

spelling, aoid then copy it out fairly and neatly, ■
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wrifcing on one side of the paper only, — I 

will look at it again, and see now it pro- 

mises." ■

A not nncommon answer is, that that sort of 

thing is a great deal too mueh trouble. It 

would seem that it leally is intended to 

pick np money in the strBets^-for^esswnsts o£ 

this elasa mostly expect to be hanosomely 

paid. YoUaiie might well call correcting 

other people's manuscripts *' washing dirty 

linen." ■

Thie journal once returned to me an artiiOle 

in type, with the suggestion that, as it touched 

on two topics, it wouki be improved by being 

cut in two, and giving each portion a more 

developed treatment, so converting it into 

a couple of distinct and homogeneous trea- 

viseSk ■

^ Do they take so much painsi with articles 

as that !" exclaimed a friena of some attain- 

ments, to whom I showed tiie slips. ■

*' Ton see they do." ■

An article may be likened to a drawing. It 

may be either a mere sketch, or a finished 

picture. All the better if it can combine the 

accuracy of the photograph with tiie spirit of 

the stuay from nature ; but the delineation of 

something must be there. The subject is the 

plain canvas on which the artist traces the 

ouUinea of his ooneeption. The work grows. 

He brings out certain important features, while 

he throws others into the shade, or, perhaps, on 

second thou^^ts, suppresses them utteiiy ! He 

avoids fidse perqieotive and inharmonious 

colouring. He puts everfthing in its proper 

place, and displays it m its proper H^. 

When he is satisfied that it' represents wnat 

he means, he passes over the whole the varnish 

of correct and polished style; and then it 

eoes to the exhibition, to be rejected by 

the hanging committee, or to throw the pic- 

tures besL& it into the shade. Tha simile 

is chidly applicable to narrative or descriptive 

papm. . ■

We sbaH not be much farther from the truth 

in comparing the writing of an argamentative 

or logical paper, to the eonstmetion of a mar 

ehine intended to perform some work. When 

the whole is put toother, we try it privately, 

find out wh^e it mtches^ lengthen thia lever, 

tighten that screw, add a wheel here, eatract a 

cog there, until we fully grind out our desired 

conclusion. With a httle oil or uiti-friction 

grease, the machinery is then fit for public 

service. ■

After a literarv afl(>ir8nt has taken every 

pains, and done all in ma power ik> ensure suc- 

cess, let him not be discouraged by a first 

rebuflL C'est le premiev pas qui eoate. He 

auiy find fiivouca#MOfM?tune ; anidso the secotad 

or third attempt may be hU premier pas. In- 

dustry and perseverance have an effectual in- 

fineaee in hterature, as well as in every other 

career of life. Most periodicals have their 

special character, which may render some siven 

article (quite meritorious in itselQ perfectly 

unsuitable for their acceptance* The first pa^^ ■

I sent to this Tovmal was declined; the second 

publiriiied. With, the exception of the Qaar- 

terly Review (with which topica were agreed 

upon before they were undertaken), I have not, 

I think, written for any journal which has not 

published something wnich some other journal 

had dedined. One editor's poison may be 

anothor editor's meat. Two journals have, oil 

second thonghta, published papers which tiiej 

had themselves declined. ■

' Then, again, there is the question of room. 

A certain number of pages, of a given type, can 

contain only a given quantity of matter. You. 

cannot put a bushel of wheats however first-rate 

in quality, into a peck measure. The super- 

abundant quantity must remain outside. It caa 

wait, you say, till the next measuring occurs ; 

but how wiU you like the indefinite delay? 

And if the supply continue, what is to be 

done F Moreover, an editor must seise pass- 

ing eventa by the foreloek. An article, well* 

timed to day, may have lost all its intereat 

this day month. And thus a discussion of 

present occurrences may push aside a really 

superior essay possessing merely pure literary 

merits. ■

It is impossible to quite lose sight of the 

mercantile aspects of hterature — of periodical 

literature especially. It must eibher pay, or 

must cease to exist. It is art ; and its object 

is to instruct and dbvatc: but its agents 

and instruments must live. Even if a i^un- 

teer army of amateur ecmtributors were forth- 

coming, paper«-makers, printers, and publishers 

cannot afford to amuse and enlighten the 

nation gratis. The periodical must sell ; that 

is, it mnst contain taking and attractive 

matter which the reading public will eladly 

purdiase for copper or silver coin of the 

realm. ■

There is a class of beings of whose existence 

certain literary candidates do not seem to be 

aware. Still tney are men of like feelings with 

ourselves, similarly constituted ui aU their 

limbs and organs. They have eyes like ours, 

only somewhat sharper, and fingers like ours, 

only quicker and nimbler. They have heads 

that can aehe, when overworked, and tempers 

that can fret, when overtried. I mean com- 

positors and printers' readers. A writer should 

surely have some thought of iiem; for it is 

solelv through their medianical aseney that his 

lucubrations are given to the woud. A writer, 

sitting at an open window in the country, may 

be indifierent as to the (quality of his ink; 

knowing what he has written, ks can read 

it, be it of the palest grey.. But remem* 

bering that it has to be put in tvpe by per- 

sons working in smoke-darkened cities, or 

often by gasu^ht^ he wiU surelv save all un- 

necessary stram of their eyesigot, bv emplov- 

mg no liquid that is not decidedly legibly 

bkick. ■

Of handwriting, it is more difficult to speak ; 

it is a matter, often, of inveterate habit. Its 

defects are less easily corrected, being intimately 

connected witii the penman's individuality. ■
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Not a few eminent literary men have been emi- 

nentlj illegible penmen. Still, in practice, the 

inconvenience is lesa than njght at first sight 

appear. The scrawla thrown off b j hard-pressed 

jonmaUsts or editors fidi into the haods of 

persons who are in the habit of decipherinjg 

them. Some editors do not prcmonoce their 

final judgment on the commnnications of well- 

known and tried, contributors until they have 

perused them in type. It shows, however, the 

great importance of seiidiii|f is a first essay in 

perfectly legible handwriting, e?en if it be 

necessary to empby a copyist. In the long 

run» the poor compositors are the greatest 

sofferenr from ilkgioility. One great author 

was their nolorions tormentor. T? hat with the 

blurs, blots, and pothooks in his manuscript, 

and whai with, his interminable alterations, 

correetions» transpositions, and interpolations 

in the proof itself, the Paris printers stipulated 

not to nave more than so many hours per day of 

Balzac ■

And if the contributor feels bound to 

remember the compositor when he sends 

in his copy, what consideration ought he 

not to show in bia dealings with the editor 

*— witb the man at the helm of a popular 

periodical? ■

The contribator xnay take his ease. He may 

wait for the fit of inspiration, or the whim of 

the moment, before putting pen to paper. If 

he send in no article that week, or that month, 

he puts no great interest of his own in jeopardy. 

If he be idle^ he misses earning a few guineas — 

of which he is well aware, ana takes tlie conse- 

quences—and that is all Unless he write 

leaders for the Times, or do other pressing, 

promptly-to-be-executed work, he need not even 

reside in town— unless he like it best. He may 

pitch his tent in pleasant places, on the brow of 

a cliff or on the verge of a forest; in summer, 

aloft amidst the hills; in winter, below in 

sunny nooks. Even when close kept " on^ a 

jounud, he frequently gets a {[ood annual holi- 

day-run or two. There are missions which may 

be pleasant as wdl as profitable. The editor, 

on the contrary, who has often not only the 

responsibilitjr of, but often a heavy stake m, his 

publication, is tied by a tether of very definite 

ehortness. When London is empty, and re- 

spectable people are ashamed to be seen remain- 

ing in it^ cabmen and editors cannot ooit. Sep- 

tember shines no holiday for them. The forth- 

coming number has to be made up, and subse- 

quent numbers to be projected, provided for, 

and prepared. There are never-ceasing accept- 

ances to be made, decisions arrived at, and 

refusals conveyed. And the correspondence? 

Have you any idea of an editor's correspon- 

dence? ■

Periodical writers will occasionally have to 

handle topics with whieh they are little 

familiar, exactly as barristers are liable to be 

called on to plead in causes of whose technical 

details they are completely ignorant. But some 

people hold that a person of education and 

litecuy halnts ought to be able (with time and ■

preparation^ to speak and write on any subject. 

A writer, lixe a bairister, may take the trouble 

to get up his subject, "crammine'* for it, in 

examination phrase, making himselt acquainted 

with all the minutiss^of the matter in dispute, 

before addressing the conxt or the public. 

Each individual advocate may have hii own 

particular method of working out the task 

before him. Not a bad plan is, first to get 

together all available evidence and information — 

bushels of books, packets of documents, plans, 

maps, drawings-**not neglecting personal visits, 

inspection, and inquiry, should such be needed 

;;— and then mentaUy to digest the whole, apply- 

ing to the work suoIl common sense and acute- 

ness as one happens to be ^fted with.^ It will 

often happen tnat a fresh mmd, exercising itself 

upon questions which, to it, are unfamiliar and 

unhackneyed, will see things from a clearer 

point of view than persons of older experience, 

to whom they are a matter of daily routine. 

And the result is, that several clever im- 

provements in machinery have been made bv 

lawyers, who never would have dreamt of such 

inventions had not the details been brought 

before them in the conrse of their professional 

duties. ■

In this branch of literature, it is quite a 

mistake to go to work on the "exhaustive" 

principle, ik article-writing, as in extempore 

preaching, the great difficulty is to know when 

to stop. "How» with such a theme in hand, 

can you possibly limit yourself to four or five 

pages? You mi^ht write &Ye hundred, and 

not have done with it," is a question I have 

frequently heard. But Voltaire exclaimed, 

" Woe be to the man who says about a subject 

all that can be said !" With printed discourse, 

as with personal companionship, it is better 

that your friend should regret the shortness of 

vour visit than that he should yawn at its 

lengthiness. ■

Some few anxious candidates for the honours 

of type would gladly offer their manuscript 

gratis, so that it could but appear. They would, 

however, be no great gainers by yielding to the 

temptation of making, that offer. Now that 

authorship has become a diatinct and recognised 

profession, experienced editors find that con- 

tributions offered fornothin«rare worth no more 

than the value set upon uiem. A little con- 

sideration will make it clear that it is more to 

their interest to pay adej[uately for a well- 

written paper, than to pubbsh a poor one with- 

out payment. It is upon the broadest basis of 

public favour, esteem, and respect, that a 

permanent prosperity can alone oe founded; 

and those objects can only be attained by 

paying well tne most capable writers whose 

abilities lie within the range of that particular 

periodical's scope. It may even be laid down 

as a general mle, that authors who may happen 

to be wealthy ought not to make a practice 

of writing for nothing; because, by so doing, 

they would tend to take the bread out of the 

mouths of their professional brethren. Th^ 

may do so occasionally— to oblige a dear lriend« ■
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to perform an act of charitj, or to return an 

oblifijation; wliich, in fact, is not writing for 

nothing. ■

THE CRT OF THE mNOCENTS* ■

Fbou out the depths of misery 

There comes a feeble, wailing cry : 

'TIS faint at first, and scarcely heard, 

Like the last note of dymg bird, 

When all the forest boughs are bare, 

And winter reigneth erery where. ■

Again it comes ; it gathers strengtbi 

As though throughout the breadth and length 

Of this our land— so rich, so bright, 

So glorious in her Christian light- 

Some woe repressed had found a yent| 

In utterance wild, of discontent. ■

And yet again, on every side ■

We hear it rising* like a tide ■

Of shame and sorrow, fear and dread: ■

Is it the living, or the dead, ■

That ask for succour and redress ■

In accents full of wretchedness? ■

True mothers of fair babes possessed, 

Clasp them more tightly to the breast, 

And shrink with terror, when they hear 

That wail of anguish and of fear. 

Which tells how far, and deep, and wide» 

Hath spread the crime — ItifarUidd^! ■

It cometh not from Ganges' shore. 

Where woman kills the babe she bore. 

And stifles all a mother's love, 

Devotion to her gods to prove ; 

Nor from the isles, where palm-trees wavo 

Above the infant victim's grave : ■

From haunts of vice, and homes of sin, 

Where most the Tempter souls may win ; 

From squalid hovels, where no ray 

Of light divine bath found a way ; 

Like beasts where human beings herd, 

By vilest passions only stirred. ■

Yet not alone from scenes like these 

Cometh that cry, the blood to freeze; 

From homes of comfort, where disgrace 

Of secret sin may find no place ; 

From stately dwellings, where no blame 

May rest upon a spoUess name. ■

The reeds that rustle in the mere 

Whisper unto the startled ear 

The ghastly secret, and the leaves 

Tell how the sighing forest grieves 

O'er man's depravity, and all 

The sad results of woman's fall. ■

The stream that through the meadow flows 

Singeth low dirges as it goes ; 

And to the shore the angry main 

The lifeless form flings back again. 

While gentle breeze, and stormy gale. 

Bear east and west that piteous waiL ■

Of murdered inuoocnts the cry ! 

As when beneath the midnight sky 

Bligrating flocks from icy north, 

Their shrill complainings utter forth, 

Which sound, amid ihe impervious gloom, 

like warning voices from the tomb. ■

And let them not unheeded be ; 

They come, my country, unto thee, 

To warn, admonish, and refrain ; 

Shall the old tale be told in vain, 

Of luxury and crime, that lead 

The way to ruin down with speed? ■

Of murdered innocents the groan. 

To Him upon the great white throne 

Goes up, and all those blossoms fair. 

Crushed upon earth, are cherished there. 

To stand as witnesses, and say, 

<* Thou didst it I" in the Judgment Day. ■

HALF A MILLION OF MONEY. ■

BT TBB AUTHOS OF ** BASBABA'S BISTOBT.*' ■

CHAPTEB LII. HELEN BIYISBB. ■

BoBN and bred on the top floor of a (^ 

old house in a still gloomier by-street of Florenc^ 

Helen Bivi^re had spent her childhood in a 

solitude almost as far removed from the busy 

press and shock of ordinary life as if she baa 

oeen reared in a Highland bootby, half way be- 

twixt the earth and sky. All the circumstances 

of her home and her home-life were exceptional. 

She had known none of the companionsnip and 

few of the joys of childhood* rfo rambles in 

g;reen fields and nurple vineyards^ no pleasant 

rivalry of school-class and playground, no early 

friendships, with their innocent ioys and sorrows, 

had ever been hers. Her mother was her one 

playmate, instructor, and friend. The flat house- 

top, with its open loggia, its tubs of orange- 

trees and myrtles, and its boxes of nasturtiums 

and mignonette, was her only playground. From 

thence she saw the burning sunsets and the 

violet hills ; from thence looked down on dome 

and campanile, crowded street and mediaeval 

palace. This bird's-eye view of the rare old 

city, with such echoes of its life as found their 

way to her upper world, was almost all that 

Helen knew ol Florence. Now and then, at 

veiy distant intervals, she had been led down 

into that busv lower world, to wander for a few 

hours through streets and piazzas stately with 

fountains and statues, or galleries so radiant 

with Madonnas and angels that they seemed 

like the vestibules of heaven; but this was very 

seldom. ■

Yet the child had, as it were, breathed all her 

life in an atmosphere of art. She could not 

remember the time when its phraseology and 

appliances were other than figimiliar to her. Her 

father's dunly-lighted studio, redolent of oil and 

varnish, and littered with canvases and casts ; 

her father himself, in his smeared blouse and 

velvet cap, painting his unsaleable Nymphs and 

Dryads year after year with unabated enthu- 

siasm; the lay fiffure in its folds of dusty 

drapery; the shablby student! with their long 

hair and professional jarffon, who used to drop 

in at twihght to smoke their cheap cigars upon 

the terraced roof, and declaim about art and 

liberty; the habit of observation insensibly 

acQuired, and her own natural delight in form 

ana colour, all combined to mould ner inclina- ■
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tions and train her taste from earliest infancjr. 

Ab a little child, she used to scrawl in pencil 

till her father taught her the radiments of 

drawing. Bj-and-by, as she grew older and 

more skilful, she learned to colour prints and 

photographs for sale, and, some few months 

oefore her father died, had begun to study the 

art of enamd-painting. ■

Isolated thus in the heart of an ancient city ; 

looking down upon the alien throng in street 

and market-place; watching the golden sunlight 

fade and change on Giotto's bell-tower and 

Branellesco's rusty dome ; listening to the clang 

of beUs at matins and even-song, and catching 

now and then faint echoes of chanted hymn or 

military march ; growing daily more and more 

familiar with the glories of Italian skies ; read- 

ing few books, seeing few faces, and ignorant 

of life and the world as a cloistered nun, this 

young girl spent the first years of her solitary 

youth. And they were very happy years, 

although— nay, perhaps because-^ihej were so 

solitary. Having few ties, few tastes, few oc- 

cupations^ her character became more intense, 

her aims more concentrated than those of most 

very young women. She loved her mother with 

a passionate devotion that knew no limit to 

obedience and tenderness. 8he rcTcrenced and 

admired her father with so blind a faith in 

his genius, that, despite her better knowledge, 

she believed even in the Nymphs and Dryads 

with all her tender heart. If her reading 

bad been circumscribed, it had at least been 

thorough. Shakespeare and Milton, Dante and 

the Bible, made the best part of her library; 

bat she had read and re-read these books, 

thought about them for herself, treasured up 

lon^ passages from them in her memory, and 

gathered from their pages more poetry, wisdom, 

and knowledg:e than ever came off the shelves 

of a modem circulating library. Nor were these 

the only advantages ot her secluded life. Never 

haying known wealth, she was poor without 

bcmg conscious of poverty— just as she was 

innocent, because she had seen no evil— just as 

she was happy, because she coveted no blessings 

which were not already hers. ■

But at length there came a time when this 

simple home was to be made desolate. The un- 

successful painter fell ill and died, leaving his 

wife to the cold charity of Lady Castletowers. 

In an evil hour she travelled home to England, 

thinking so to conciliate her haughty sister and 

serve her child. But Lady Castletowers declined 

to see her ; and the bitter English winter smote 

upon her delicate luligs and brought her to the 

verge of the grave; and for this it was that 

Helen Riviere went down to Castletowers, and 

prayed her haughty aunt for such trifling suc- 

cour as should take them back in tune to the 

sweet south. ■

Just at this crisis, like a prince in a fairy 

tale, Mr. Trefalden made his appearance in their 

dreary London lod^ng, bringing with him hope 

and liberty, and his cousin Saxon's gold. If 

his storv were not true, if he had never known 

Edgar &vi^re in his life, if he despised the pic- ■

tures he affected to praise, how were they to 

detect itP Enlightened connoisseur, muniE- 

cent natron, disinterested friend that he was, 

how should the widow and orphan suspect that 

he purchased his daim to those titles with an- 

other man's money P ■

CHAPTE& LIU. SAXON CONQUEROS. ■

Saxon Tbepaldbn, writing letters as he sat 

by the open window in his pj^asant bedroom at 

Castletowers, laid his pen aside, and looked out 

wistfully at the sky and the trees. The view 

over the park from tliis point was not extensive ; 

but it was green and sunny ; and as the soft air 

came and went, bringing with it a faint perfume 

of distant hay, the youn^ man thought of his 

pastoral home in the ola Etruscan canton far 

away. ■

lie knew, as well as if he were gazing upon 

them from that tiny shelf of orchara-muna at 

Botsbeig, how the grey, battlementea ridge of 

the Bingel was standing out against the deep 

blue sky ; how tenderly the shadows lay in the 

unmelted snowdrifts in the hollows of the Ga- 

landa; and how the white slopes of the far-off 

Julian Alp were jplittering in the sun. He 

knew, as well as if he were listening to them, 

how the goat-bells were making pleasant music 

to the brawling of the Hinter Khine below; 

and how the pmes were Ming every now and 

then with a sullen crash beneath the measured 

blows of the woodman's axe. And then he 

sighed, and went back to his task. ■

A pile of hastily scribbled notes to London 

acquamtances and tradesmen kiy on one side, 

ready for the post-bag; and he was now writing 

a long letter to bis uncle Martin-^a long, lon^ 

letter, full of news, and bright projects, and 

written in Saxon's clearest and closest hand. 

Long as it was, however, it was not finished, 

and would not be finished till the morrow. He 

had something yet to add to it ; and that some- 

thing, although it could not be added now, was 

Eerplexinf him not a little as he sat, pen in 

and, looking out absently at the shadows that 

swept over the landscape. ■

He had made up his mind to propose to 

Olimpia Colonna. ■

He had told himself over and over again that 

the man who aspired to her hand should be a 

prince, a hero, a soldier, an ardent patriot, at 

the least ; and vet, modest as he was of his own 

merit, he could no longer doubt that his pro- ■

Eosal would be accepted whenever he should 

ave the courage to make it. Lady Castle- 

towers, who had shown a great deal of conde- 

scending interest in him or late, had dropped 

more than one flattering hint with the view of 

urging him forward in his suit. Colonna's 

bearing towards him, ever since the day when he 

had gi^en in his subscription, had been almost 

significantly cordial ; ana Olimpia's smiles were 

lavish of encouragement. Already he had been 

more than once on the brink of an avowal; 

and now, as the last week of hit visit was 

drawing to a close, and his letter to Switzeriand 

awaited despatch, he had feirly reviewed his ■
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position, and oome to tine ooncluaion tkai he 

would make Miss Coloxma a formal offor of his 

hand in the coarse of that same day. ^ ■

*' If she really doesn't loro me/' stud he, half- 

alond, as he sat biting the end of his pen and 

staring down at the unfinished pa||[e» "she'll 

say BO, and there will be an end of it. If she 

does lore me^and, somehow, I eannot believe 

it ! — ^why, althon^ she is a million times too 

good, sm too b<»ntifuJ, and too hidh*boni for 

an unoivilised mountaineer sueh as I, I will do 

my best, with God's help, to be worthy of her ■

And then he thought of all the intosdcating 

looks and smiles with which Olimpia had re- 

ceived his awkward homage ; and tue more he 

considered these things, the more dearly he 

saw, and marvelled at, the distinction that had 

befEdien him. ■

And yet he was by no means beside himself 

with happiness— <perhaps> becanse^ if the truth 

must be confessed, he was not very deeply in 

love. He admired Olimpia €k>lomiA intenaelv. 

He thought her the most beautiful and high- 

minded woman under heaven; but, after all, he 

did not feel for her that profound, and tender, 

and passionate svmpathy which had been the 

dream of his boynood. £ven now, when most 

completely under the spell of her influence, he 

waa vaguely ccmscious of this^ want. Even 

now, in the very moment of anticipated triumph, 

when his heart beat high at the tnought of wior 

ning her, he found himself wondering whether 

he should be able to make her hxppj — whether 

she would love his uncle Martin — whether she 

would always be ^ite aa much absorbed in 

Italian politics andltaJiaa liberty P ■

When he had arrived at this point, he was 

interrupted by a tap at the door, kdA a voice 

outside asking if there was " any admission P" ■

"Always, for you," replied Saxon; where- 

upon the Earl opened the door and eame in. ■

''There!" said het, ''you're writing letters, 

and don't want me." ■

" On the contrary I have written all that 

are to be posted to day» and am glad to be 

intetrupted. There's the roekiag-chair at your 

service." ■

"Thanks. May I take a dgar P" ■

" Twenty, if you will'. And now» what news 

since breakfast r" ■

" A good deal, I suspect," replied the Earl, 

moodily. " Monteouculi's here. ■

"moisMontecuculi?" ■

** One of our Central Committee men — an ex- 

cellent fellow; descended from the Montecu- 

culis of Ferrara. One of his ancestors j)oiaoned 

a Dauphin of France, and was torn to pieces for 

it by four horses, ever so many centunes ago." ■

" He did no such thii^," said Saxon. " The 

Dauiihin died of inflammation brou^ on by his 

own imprudenee ; and Montecuculi waa barba- 

rously murdered. It was always so in those 

hateful middle a£;es. When a prince died» his 

physicians iwariaoly proclaimed that he was poi- 

soned ; and then some wretched victim was sure 

to be broken on the wheel* or torn to pieces." ■

« The physicians did it to excuse their want 

of skill, isuppose," remarked the Earl. ■

"Or else because princes were too augqat to 

catch colds and fevers, like other uhqil" ■

"There spoke the republican." ■

" But where is thia Monteoiouli P" ■

" Shut up with Signer Colonna^ in his den. 

He brings important news from, the seat of war j 

but at present I only know that Qarihaldi has 

achieved some brilliant success, and that our 

guests are leaving us in all haste." ■

"What, the ColonnaaP" ■

"Yea, the Colounas." ■

"Bq*notto4ajP" ■

"This evening, immediately after dinner." ■

Saxon'a countenance felL ■

" That is quick work," saidhe. " Where are 

thfiy_going P'^ ■

"To London." ■

" Is anything the matter P" ■

" Nothmg-^except that a Genoese deputy Is 

hourly expected* and our friends are summoned 

to meet him." ■

" Then they will come back to you a^^ain ?" ■

" Not a chance of it. The present' is an im- 

portant crisis, and we have a whole round of 

speoial committees and public meetings coming 

on in London and elsewhere. No — ^we shall 

not see them down again at Castletowers this 

year. They will have more than enough of 

active work on hand for the next week or two ; 

and then, no doubt, th^ will be off to Italy." ■

Saxon was silent. Having once resolved on 

a course of action, it was not m him to be turned 

aside by small obstacles ; and he was now think- 

ing h0w, in the midst of all this hurry of depar* 

ture, he should obtain his interview with Mias 

Colonna. ■

"This place will be aa lively as a theatre by 

dayli^t when you are aU gone," observed the 

Ettfl, presently. ■

" You must come up to town," replied Saxon.. 

" I had a note from Burgoyne this morning, in 

which he says that Loncbn is fuller than ever." ■

Lord Castletowers shook his head. ■

" I sh^run up occasionally for afew hours at 

a time," said he, " while these meetings are being 

held ; but I shall not be able to make any stay»" ■

"Why not P" ■

" Because I cannot afford it." ■

" Nonsense ! What do you mean P" ■

" Simply what I sa^. I am a poor man. my 

dear fellow— which fact* I believe, vou nave 

heard me state before— and althoudi I look 

upon a good London hotel as the flrsi stage on 

the roaa to Paradise, and upon a fortnight in 

town during the best of the season as pure 

beatitude, i can seldom afford to indulge mj 

taste for either." ■

" But I should have thought, with a pkce 

like this .. . ." ■

" That's just what it is !" replied the Earl, 

knocking off the ash from his cigar, and rockinff 

himself dismally to and fro. " It's a dear ola 

place, and I wouldn't exchange it for Aladdin's 

palace of jewels ; but it costs me every farthing 

of my income merely to live in it, I waa lef ^ ■
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joxL sea, ynA aa exummbered eaUte ; anfll, in 

order to dear it^ I wa* obliged ix> sell three of 

tiie best little fsrms in the count j. I ercnsold 

a slioe of the old park» and that ^aa thegreatast 

aonow of my life;" ■

" I can well believe it^** said Saxon. ■

" Consequently; I am now obliged to do the 

best I can with a large house and a small 

income/' ■

''Still yoa have cleared off the encnm- 

branoeaP" ■

The Earl nodded. ■

"All of them P' ■

" Yes, thank Heaven I all.'* ■

Saxon drew his chair a little nearer* and 

looked his friend earnestly in the &oe. ■

" Prav don't think me impertinent/' sud he ; 

<< but— but I've seen you looking anxious at 

timea — and somehow I have fancied . . . . 

Would you mind telling me, Castletowers, if 

you have really any trouble on your mind F Any 

outstanding claim, for instance, that — that . . ." ■

" That a generous fellow like yourself eould 

hdp me to meet ? No, Tre&lden — not one. I 

thank you heartily for your kind thought, but I 

owe no man a pennv." ■

Saxon drew a deep breath of satisfaction. 

He would scarcely have liked to confess, even 

to himself, with how keen a sense of relief he 

found his couain'a statement corroborated. ■

"I rejoice to hear it," he replied. "And 

now, Castletowers, you must promise that you 

will go up with me the day after tcHa<»rrow, 

and niakejny rooms your hotel. I have three 

there in St James's-etreet, and I can have a 

couple more if I like ; and you don't knoW how 

lonely I feel in them." ■

" xon are good nature itself," said the Earl ; 

"but indeed. . • ." ■

" It's act good nature-^ it's piure selfishness. 

I like London. I am intensely interested in 

its multitudinous life and intellectual' activity ; 

but it is a terrible place to live in all alone. If, 

however, I had a couple of rooms which I might 

call your rooms, and which I knew you would 

occupy whenever you were in town, the place 

would seem more like home to me." ■

"But, my dear fellow . . . ." ■

" One moment, please I 1 know, of course, 

that it is, in one sense, a monstrous presump- 

tion on mv part to ask you to do this. You are 

an English peer* and I am a Swiss peasant ; but 

then you have received me here as your guest, 

and tpei^ed me as if I were your equal . . . ." ■

" TrefaJden, hear me," interrupted the Earl, 

vehemently. " You know my political creed — 

you know that, setting friendship, virtue, edu- 

cation aside, I hold ail men to be literally and 

absolutely equal under heaven?" ■

" Yes, as an abstract principle . • . ." ■

" Preinselv so— as an abstract principle. But 

abstract and concrete are two very different 

things; and permit me to tell you tnat I have 

the honour and happiness of knowing two men 

who, so £Eur as I am competent to juq^ myself 

and them, are as immeasurably superior to me 

in all that constitutes true nobility, as if there ■

were no such principle as equality under the 

sun. And those two men are Giiilio Colomia 

and Saxon Trefalden." ■

Saxon laughed and coloured up. ■

" What reply can I make to such a magnifi- 

cent compliment P" said he. ■

" Beg my pardon, I should think, for the 

speech that provoked it." ■

" But do you really mean it P" ■

" Every word of it." ■

" Then I will go up to town a day sooner, 

and prepare your rooms at onoe. If that's your 

opinion of me, you can't refuse to grant the 

first favour I have ever asked at your hands." ■

The Earl smiled and shook his head. ■

" We will talk of that by-and-by," he said. 

" If I have not acceded at once, it is through 

no want of confidence in your friendship." ■

" I should look upon it as a strong proof of 

yours," said Saxon. ■

" I came to vour room to-day, Trefalden, to 

give you a much stronger proof of it," replied 

the Earl, gravely. ■

The words were simple enough, but some- 

thing in the tone in which they were uttered 

arrested Saxon's attention. ■

" You may be sure that I shall value it, 

whatever it may be," said he; and waited for 

Lord Castletowers to proceed. ■

But the Earl was, apparently, in no haste to 

do so. Swaying idlv to and nro, and watching 

the light smoke of nis cigar, he remained for 

some moments silent, as it hesitating how and 

where to begin. At lensth he said : ■

" I do believe, Trefalden, that you are the 

best fellow breathing." ■

" That I certainlv am not," replied Saxon; 

" so pray don't think it." ■

" But I do think it ; and it is just because 

I think it that I am here now. I want to tell 

you something." ■

Saxon bent liis head, and listened. ■

" Something which I have been keeping to 

myself for years, because — weU, because I have 

never had a friend to whom I could confide it— < 

I mean a really intimate friend whom I could 

trust, as I know I may trust you." ■

" Thank you," said Saxon, simply. ■

" I have felt the want of such mi one, bit- 

terly," continued the EarL ^ "It's hard to be 

for ever brooding over one idea, without being 

able to seek sympathy or counsel." ■

" I should think it must be," replied Saxon ; 

" but I've never had a secret of my own." ■

"Then, my dear felbw/' said the Earl, 

throwing away the end of his cigar with a very 

gloomy look, " you have never been in love." ^ ■

Saxon made no reply. He had fully antici- 

pated some confidence on the subject of money, 

and his friend's rejoinder took him by surprise. ■

Had he been asked, he could not have told 

why it was so; but the surprise, somehow, was 

not a pleasant one. ■

" The truth is, Trefalden," said the Eari, " I 

am a very unlucky, and a very miserable fellow. 

I love a woman whom I have no hope of mar- ■
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"How is that?" ■

" Because I am poor, and she has nothinjj^ 

because I could not bear to act in o)>position 

to my mother's wishes^because ... in short, 

because the woman I love is Olimpia Colonna." ■

Saxon's heart gave one throb--just one — as 

Gastletowers spoke the name; and then his 

breath seemed to come short, and he was afraid 

to speak, lest his voice should be unsteady. ■

** Had you guessed my secret P" asked the 

Earl. ■

Saxon shook his head. ■

*' I feel sure my mother has guessed it, long 

since; but she has entire confidence in my 

honour, and has never breathed a syllable to 

me on the subject. All her hope is, that I 

may repair our shattered fortunes by a wealthy 

marriage. Proud as she is — and my mother is a 

very proud woman, Trefalden — she would rather 

see me marry that rich Miss Hatherton whose 

father was a common miner, than Olimpia Co- 

lonna with her eight hundred years of glorious 

ancestry !" ■

"Eight liundred years!" repeated Saxon, 

mechanically. ■

" It is one of the noblest families in Europe," 

continued the Earl. " The Colonnaa were sove- 

reign Dukes and Princes when the Pierrepoints 

were Norman Counts, and the Wynncliffes simple 

Esquires. They have given many Cardinals 

to llome, and one Pope. They have repeatedly 

held the rank of Viceroys of Naples, Sicily, and 

Aragou ; and they have numbered among them 

some of the ^eatest generals and noblest scho- 

lars of the middle ages. I tell you, Trefalden, 

it is incomprehensible to me how my mother, 

who attaches such profound importance to birth, 

should weigh gold against blood in such a 

question as this !" ■

He paused, beating the floor with his foot, 

and too much absorbed in his own story to pay 

much heed to his listener. ■

" But then, you see," he continued presently, 

"money is not the only obstacle. The man 

who marries Olimpia Colonna must go heart 

and soul, hand and fortune, into the Italian 

cause. I would do it, willingly. I would melt 

my last ounce of plate, cut down m^last timber, 

mortgage the roof over my head, if I had only 

myself to consider. But how is it possible P 1 

cannot reduce my mother to beggary." ■

" Of course not." ■

And then there was another pause. At length 

the Earl looked up suddenlv, and said, ■

" Well now, Trefalden, wnat is your advice P" ■

"Advice!" stammered Saxon. "You ask 

me for advice ?" ■

" Undoubtedly." ■

" But how can I advise you ?" ■

" Simply by tellin* me what you think I 

ought to do. Should I, for instance, talk it over 

witli my mother, or speak to Colonna first P 

He is her oldest friend, and his opinion has 

great weight with her. There lies my chief 

hope. If he were with me, I do not think she 

would persist in any lengthened oppositfon. 

Besides, I vould do anything to make up for ■

Olimpia's want of fortune. I kaow I could 

work my way in parliament, if I chose to read 

up facts, and stud^ home-questions. Or I 

would cultivate nay influential friends, and try 

to get some foreign diplomatic appointment. 

In short, give me but the motive, and I will do 

anything t" ■

" But these are matters of which I know 

nothing," said Saxon. ■

" I am not asking you how I shall push my 

way in the future, my dear felldw," replied the 

Eail, eagerly ; " but how you think I ought to 

act in the present. What would you do your- 

self, if you were in mj position P" ■

Saxon, sitting a httle away from tlie light, 

with his elbow resting on the table and his head 

supported by his hand, looked down thought- 

fully, and hesitated before replying. His friend 

hadgiven him a hard problem to solve — a bitter 

task to perform. ■

" Are you sure that you love herP" he said, 

presently, speaking somewhat slowly. ■

" As sure as that vonder sun is now shining 

in the heavens ! Why, Trefalden, she was the 

ideal of my boyhood; and for the last four 

years, since she has been staying with us sa 

often, and for so many months at a time, I have 

loved her with the aeepest love that man can 

give to woman." ■

" And do you think that — ^that she loves you ?" ■

Do what he would, Saxon could not quite 

keep down the tremor in his voice as he asked 

this question ; but the Earl was too intensely 

preoccupied to observe it. ■

"A year ago — ^nay, three months ago," said 

he, " I was certain of it. Latterly, I cannot 

tell why, there has been a constraint— -a cold> 

ness — as if she were trying to crush out the 

feeling from her own heart, and the hope from 

mine. And yet, somehow, I feel as if the 

change went no deeper than the surface." ■

"You believe, in short, that Miss Colonna 

loves you still P" ■

"By Heaven, Trefalden, I do!" repUed the 

Earl, passionately. ■

" You have not asked her P'* ■

" Certainly not. She was my guest." ■

Saxon covered his eyes for a moment with 

his hand, as if in profound thought. It was an 

eventful moment--a cruel moment — ^the first 

moment of acute suffering that he had ever 

known. No one but himself ever knew how 

sharp a fight he fought while it lasted— a fight 

from whicn he came out wounded and bleeding, 

but a conaueror. When he lifted up his face, 

it was pale to the very lips, but steady and 

resolved. ■

" Then, Gastletowers," he said — and his voice 

had no faltering in it — "I will tell you what I 

would do if— if I were in your place. I would 

learn the truth from her own lips, first of all." ■

" But my mother . . . ." ■

" Lady Gastletowers will acquiesce when she 

knows tliat your happiness is involved. It is 

but a question of fortune, after all." ■

The Earl sprang to his feet, and began pacing 

to and fro. /^ i ■
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" It is welcome counsel," said he, " If I 

only dared — if I were but sure .... and yet, 

is it not better to know the worst at once ?" ■

" Par better," replied Saxon, drearily. ■

Lord Castletowers went oyer to the window, 

and leaned out into the sunshine. ■

" Why should I not f " he mused, half aloud. 

"If I fail, I shall be no poorer than I am now 

— except in hope. Except in hope ! But if I 

sueceea .... Ah ! if I succeed !" ■

His face grew radiant at the thought. ■

"Yes, Trefalden," he exclaimed, "you are 

right. Why set rovself to overcome so many 

obstacles if, when all is done, I am to find that 

I have had my toil for nothing P I mil ask her. 

I will ask her this very day— this very hour, if 

I can find her alone. It will be no breach of 

hospitality t^ do so now. Thanks, my dear 

fellow'-thanks, a thousand times !" ■

SAxon shook his head. ■

*' You have nothing to thank me for, Castle- 

towers," he replied. ■

''For your counsel, * said the Earl. ■

" Which may bring you sorrow, remember." ■

"Then for your friendship !" ■

" Well, yes — for my friendship. You have 

that, if it is worth your thanks." ■

"' Time will show what value I place upon 

it," replied the Earl. "And now, for the 

present, adieu. I know you wish me success." ■

With this, he grasped Saxon warmly by the 

hand, and hurried from the room. When the 

last echo of his foot had died away on stair and 

corridor, the young man went over to the door, 

locked it, and sat quietly down, alone with his 

trouble. ■

And it was, in truth, no light or imaginary 

trouble. He saw, clearly enough, that lie must 

accept one of two things — both equally bitter. 

Either Olimpia Golonna had never loved him, 

or he had supplanted his friend in her affections. 

Which was it ? . His heart told him. ■

ETNA AWAKE. ■

Trltklldsq in Sicily not far from Catania, 

and it being announced to us that lava was 

issuing from Mount Etna, we started with two 

guides to see the spectacle. Fortunately the 

spot where the liquid rolled out was on the 

verge of a piece of level ground, so that though 

the quantity which came pouring out was very 

great, its progress appeared to be slow ; but in a 

few hours it had spread so far, that, finding there 

was no appearance of a relaxation of the activity 

of the mountain, the people who lived on its 

sides in a line with the direction which the lava 

was taking, were seized with the wildest terror. 

This we found to increase as we ascended the 

mountain, and was heightened by the statements 

of the chaieoal4)umer8 and others who were 

employed in the higher regions, and who had 

beoi compelled to fly before the burning torrent. 

It was a areadful sight. The whole of that side 

of the mountain where the lava was descending 

seemed to be on fire; tremendous exploaionB ■

shook the ground, and in the villages we passed 

through the people were all out of doors ; some 

crying and prayin|j[ to the Virgin and saints of 

various denominations for help in their affliction, 

others blasphemin{^ as if the vocabulary of oaths 

among them were mexhaustible. To tliis uproar 

was added the sharp chins of bells ringing from 

the numerous churches and convents, under the 

absurd impression that this noise would check 

the progress of the eruption. Processions headed 

by priests in their vestments, carrying images of 

saints, on their way up the mountain, were fre- 

({uently seen. Tet the lava continued to descend 

in obedience to that law which causes all fluids to 

seek a level ; for neither the saintly images nor 

adiurations checked its progress. Still we were 

told of some remarkable instances of the course 

of a stream of lava having been changed by a 

few trees. In one instance, some trees at the 

entrance of a narrow gulley prevented the lava 

from entering, and thus saved a large amount of 

property which would otherwise have been en- 

tirely at its mercy. It was not owing to the trees 

being planted closely together, but is supposed 

to be Que to the repelling force of the vapour 

which issued from them ; where, however, trees 

stood in such a position that the molten liquid 

could reach them, it made short work of them ; 

it shrivelled the leaves, bit deeper and deeper 

into the trunk, which its weight finally over- 

threw, and what was once a flourishing orchard 

of olive-trees could only be distinguished by 

charred trunks. ■

Frequently during our ascent we met people 

coining down with loads on their heads ; others 

not o^y carrving loads themselves, but bring- 

mg down laden mules. As we ascended, the 

grandeur of the spectacle increased ; but to get a 

full and comprehensive view of the eruption, 

one ought to have been above it, or in a balloon, 

the number of channels into whidi it was divided 

rendering it impossible for a person on the side 

of the mountain to see more tluin a portion of the 

streams. According to those wlioee judgment 

can be best relied on, the volume of lava vomited 

forth during the first six days was at the rate of 

eighteen thousand cubic feet per minute, and its 

advance near the mouths at the rate of as many 

feet in the same time. The farther from the 

orifice, the less the velocity ; but of course this 

depended principally on the slope of the ground. 

In some places it moved downwards with alarm- 

ing rapidity ; in others its progress was barely 

perceptible. The width of the principal current 

varied at one time from three hundred to five 

hundred yards, and its depth was estimated at 

fifteen yards. This enormous torrent of liquid 

fire plunged down a precipice fift;^ feet in 

depth in we form of a cataract, until it entirely 

filled the basin into which it fell, and gradually 

raised it to a level with the side of the moun- 

tain, the Surplus portion, which continued to 

flow over it, running away down the bed of a 

river. Fortunately lava solidifies with so much 

rapidity on contact with the atmosphere, that 

the further it proceeds from the place whence it 

is Erupted, the slower its progress becomes, ■
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until motion finally ceases altogether, and the 

fresh matter which comes forth finds Jtafaander. ■

The most magnificent speotade of all, hoirerer, 

daring this eniption, was when the fiety tonnBt 

leached a forest composed ehieflj of some hun- 

dred thousand oak, pine, and eheanut trees. 

Graduidly, the hi^a ceased to flow, and the 

general (pinion was that the eruption was at 

an end, and there was ne farther cause of 

fear, when, all of a sudden, it hurst forth 

with greater ▼ioleaoe than erer; bat from an 

opening on the western slope of the mountain ; 

and speedily spread over a district whidi had 

till that time escaped with trifling damage, 

presenting the appearance of a lake of fire. 

Long i^er this second eraption was at an end, 

and the surface had hard^d, an opening here 

and there enabled one to see that the mass 

below it was still in a molten condition, and in 

some places l^e surface might be seen rising 

and falling like the sea when there is a gentle 

swell. This was probably caused by the gases 

generated below being mmUe to find a vent. ■

But though the serious eruption was at an 

end, the mountain was far from quiet ; a pro- 

longed rumbling sound was foUowed by an ex- 

plosion, which tnrew large quantities of stones 

and ashes in the air, mingted with dense masses of 

vapour, which, on being liberated, expanded into 

enormous volumes, and floated away mtothe at- 

mosphere. The din and uproar could hardly have 

been equidled if the Cydops of old had been still 

hard at work there with thousands of Nasmyth's 

steam hammers. The extent of the atnoaphere 

is such that we can hardly admit that it can 

be affected by any quantity of gas that can be 

poured into it from any source ; yet it does not 

seem improbable that the incalculable quantity 

of poisonous gases whidi have issued from the 

mountain since it commenced active operations 

must have been sui&eient to aieet iquiiously 

the health of the inhabitants over a large cBstrict ■

An imecdote current respecting a Glerman who 

ascended the mountain and looked into the in- 

terior through x>ne of the openings, will assist in 

conveying tne impression it produees on tiiose 

who follow his example. He was seen ascendmg 

the mountain alone, and, alter an absence of 

several hours, returned ; y«t not a word would he 

utter in reply to t^e questions addressed to him. 

The next day he was found drowned on the edge 

of the sea. Aeoor&g to the statement of a friend 

of his, he had long meditated suidde, and it is 

supposed that he had ascended the mountain 

with the intention of throwing himself into the 

molten lava, after the fashion oi the well-re- 

membered man of old, whose suicide was dis- 

covered by the mountain throwing out his 

sandal, but that the German's mind wis so over- 

powered by the horrors of the scene he witnessed, 

that he could not cariy out his intention, and de- 

scended to find a grave in a cooler and more 

tranquil fluid. ■

The effect produced by the decompoeition of 

water during a veloniic eruption may be gathered 

from an occurrence which took pbiee about 

twenty-five years ago. A large number of ^- ■

sons had assembled to wateh the descent of a 

current of lava, when, all of a sudden, the end of 

it was seen to swell into a huge dome. A terrific 

explosion instantly ensued, which scattered an 

immense quantity of burning vapour and red- 

hot stones in every direction. Nearly seventy 

persons were killed, and every object in tiie 

neighbourhood levelled with the ground. The 

cause was attributed to one of tiie residents 

having omitted to let the water run out of his 

tank. Ever since that time, one of the first 

things a man does after he has decided on 

abandoning his house, is to empty his reservoirs 

of water. ■

We observe from the newspapers that Etna is 

still fearfully and dangerously awake. ■

COLONEL AND MRS. CHUTNEY. 

IN nvz cnASTxas. chapter iv. ■

The day but one after the events last recorded. 

Sir Frederic Samperton, M.P., had prepared 

himself for his morning rid^ and was seated at 

his new davenport, making one or two entries 

in his note-book, and issuing directions to a 

smooth valet who stood respemully beside him. ■

Sir Frederic's chambers were not only luxuri- 

oui^y furnished, bat in excellent taste. The 

pictureswers few; busts and stotuettesabounded, 

and if some of the latter would ha;ve appeared 

unsuitable in a lady's boudoir, their classical 

grace redeemed them from being too suggestive. 

There were books, and looking-glasses, and a few 

pieces of rare china. On the wh<^ a slightlr 

feminine tone pervaded the apartment, which 

yet contrasted strong with the owner's appear- 

ance. ■

Sir Frederic Samperton was a taU, fam 

man, eminently Engnsh and aristocratic, wiUi 

small hands imd feet. No nMustaches, but 

long tawny whiskein, and keen grey eyes. 

He was a healthy, well-tempered man, with 

large credit as a "good fellow." He never 

offended any one ; never was known to have 

lost anything by feelings displayed in any 

particular direction. He was peculiarly alive 

to hetiutj in every form, and a little eager in 

the pursuit of a new whim. As a psdilie man, 

he adopted a business aspect and common-sense 

tone; which, like most of bis adaptations^ 

answered very weU. ■

*'This is a much more convenient daveifport 

than tlMB first they sent me— Itore was no room 

in it for anything," he said. "This one looks 

better too. Don't you think so. Bowks f" ■

"Much better, Sir Frederic." ■

" Let me know if the horses are at the door.*' 

The valet left the room, and Samperton con- 

tinued to open and exanpine various drawers 

with a thoughtful tar, "It's very odd," he 

murmured at last. " I can't fiiid that promissoir 

note. Where the deuce can I have put itr* 

pulling his whiskers meditatively. ^* What an 

mfemal young scamp to let me in for fifty 

pounds, and I havenH met him three times. 

I'orgery tool Men oug^t not to aek theao ■
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unkBOwii felkyws to meet g^tlenen^ becAuse 

they wng a good song, or ^' ■

The Talet re-entered holding a salver on 

which lay a note. ''Lady waiting for an an- 

swer, sir. ■

«*LadT/' said Sir Frederie, startled. *Tromig P** ■

''Wefi. sir, a joimgish lady. Black dress, 

thick Teil, speaks nerrons-like/' ■

*'S^e magr go,** said Sir Fredferic. "I will 

send an answer— or, stop ! I may as well see 

what she says.'* And^ op^ung the note, he 

read: ■

u * Though I have not the honour of knowua^: you, 

I venture to «Bk for a few minutes of your raluable 

time. I am a connexion of Cofcnel Chutney, and 

tmst you will receive me for his sake.* ■

*' WM has old Chutney been np to ?** asked 

the baronet of himself. " Show the lady in.'* ■

The serrant left the room, and returned, 

ushering in Mary Holden. As she threw 

baek h^ yefl, ana her eyes met those of the 

haronet, she started as if inelined to run away, 

and tiien eidaimed only half alond: "Shr 

Frederic Samperton? I am so surprised. So 

Sony!" ■

''Soiryf* said 1^ IVaderio, insinnatiiiglT, 

" for the fulfilmest of my most ardent hopes.*' ■

"BecauscL" retamed Mary, strong m her 

purpose, and reeoverim^ henelf, ** I spoke to 

you heedlessly aad gidoily the other day; and, 

now that I eome to yon with an anzions heart, 

yon wifl not perhans treat me with" — e4ke 

paused, UuaM, and hentated— " with the 

gravity which " ■

«" What the devoe is she at P" tiwught 8am- 

peitott, wlnle he interrupted her with much 

deferenee ^ manner. ^ Whatever yon do me 

Ae honofoi of oommunioating, will leoeire my 

serious and mpeoiful attention." ■

'* Thank yoo, tiiank yon !" said Mary, rnneh 

reKeved, her bright frank smile ^ghting up eve 

and bnnr; "yon put me at my ease." The 

banmet, soppiessmg all signs of admiration, 

handed her a chair, and taking one hnnself, 

waited for her to sprak* ■

" I hardly know how to b^;in," sud Mazy; 

''bnt Mrs. Ghntaey is my wst eonsin;" Sir 

Frederie bowed ; '^and more — ^a very dear friend." 

An embarrassed pause. " Mrs. Chutney^ name 

was Bonsfield. Oboerve, Bousfield." ■

"Ah!" said Sir Frederic. ■

"I see," continued Mary; "yes— 4he— the 

wretched boy who forged your name to that 

terrible bill is my eouatn, Louisa's only 

brother." ■

" No, really! What an unpleasBnt Telatirel 

But I presume Chutney will pay up. I will 

direct my lawyer to eommunicate witli the 

colonel before proceedings are commenced." ■

** Proceedings !" repeated Mary, hidf rising 

in an agony or eagerness. ^ Oh, Sir Frederic ! 

Golonel Chutnej^ must know nothiaff whatever 

about it. Promise me this, on yourlionour." ■

*'Eeally," replied Samperton, smiling, **I 

should be sorry to disoblige you, but—" ■

" I do not ask you to lose the money," said ■

MaiT, cageriy, "I only ask for time^ and it 

shall be repaid." ■

" I must say that seems extremely proble- 

matical. What seeurity have If You will ex- 

cuse this bu8ines&4ike question. What security 

can vour cousin offer P' ■

Meutt anxiously exclaimed, " Mine ! It may 

take a lonff time to pay it. I hare been calcu- 

lating, r could manage to my you fifteen 

pounds a year, and," hanging ner head rather 

sadly, ** that would take more than three years." ■

" And vour worthless oousin would get off 

scot free,'^ said Sir Frederic, gazing at hSt with 

admiration. ■

" Oh 1 1 think he would help me. At any rate, 

it would be better than to let his sister suffer. 

She has borne so much ; and now, whm she 

is just beginning to learn hew to manaee the 

colonel, it wouki be sad to have her &own 

back ; she does so want to make her husband 

love her." ■

"What a remarkable woman I" observed 

the baronet. ■

" Yes," returned Mary, with sincerity. " I 

tell her she is very fooiisli ; for the more you 

want a man to do anything, the more he won't 

doit." ■

" I see you are a keen observer," ■

*• Oh ! Sir Frederic, this may be play to you, 

it will be death to me. Promise me a year's 

time, at any rate," putting forward her hand 

imploringly. ■

Samperton dasped it in botii of his, ex- 

claiming, '* I can refose you nothing. Let us 

trouble ouTsel?es no more about this worthless 

young scamp. We'll have a little dinner at 

lUehmond together, talk tiie matter over, and 

take a stroll in the park afterwards ! Bichmond 

Park looks lovdy toese May enrenings. It does, 

I assure vou !" ■

Marf oisengagedher hand, and went on with- 

out doicning to notice Sir Frederio't invitation : 

** Surefy you are chivalroas enoogh to vield 

time for paving this money, to save a thnia wo- 

man from blushing before her lmd)and for ber 

next of kin!" ■

She had scarcely uttered the words, when Sir 

Frederic's servant entered hastily. ■

''Oolonei Chutney mid Captain Peake coming 

up, sir !" he said. ■

" By Jove, how awkward ! My dear giri, 

you bad better go into the ianter room; tbey 

will not stay kng, and you can escape after they 

are gone." ■

Mary turned very pale. " No, no," she said ; 

" I haa best be brave. Concealment looks like 

guilt." She involuntarily drew bade as Chutney 

and his friend came in. ■

"Brought a friend of mme to ask your 

parliamentary interest. Sir Frederic," began the 

colonel He suddenly stopped short as if 

choked, and exclaimed : " Bless my soul ! Mary 

Holden P Why, what brings you here, Mary ?" ■

"Urgent private aflair%" returned Mary, 

trying to assume a tone of badinage, while she 

coloured to the roots of her hair. " And now 

I hare to thank you, Sh: Frederic, for your ■
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courtesy to a total stranger, and shall intrude 

no longer." She tried to pass Colonel Chutney 

as she spoke, but lie stopped her. ■

" Come, come," he said, sternly, ** I have a 

right to demand an explanation of your pre- 

sence here. I am not going to allow my wife's 

nearest female relative to peril her fair fame 

without knowing the reason why." ■

" Sir !" returned Mary, indignant, frightened, 

yet striving gidlantly for self-possession. " Has 

your friend Sir fredcrio Samperton fallen so 

low in your estimation that a lady cannot seek 

a business interview with him without sus- 

picion?" ■

" Don't talk nonsense to me," retorted the 

colonel, now in one of his passions. " I'll have 

the whole truth out. I'll lock you up. I'll 

hand you over to your aunt !" ■

''Pray, Colonel Chutney, exercise a little 

self-conto>l," said Samperton, mildly; "but, 

aboye all, as this young lady justly observes, do 

not asperse my character." ■

Peake also suggested that the affair was, he 

felt sure, perfecuv explicable. ■

"I do not believe a word of it," shouted 

Chutney, now scarlet with rage. Turning to 

Mary, he added : " And you— I think you ougot 

to be ashamed of yourself," ■

"I do not care what you think," returned 

Mary ; '* 1 know I haye nothing to be ashamed 

of. I shall not break my heart if no one believes 

me." And she burst into tears. ■

''/believe you, Miss Holden," said Captain 

Peake, soothingly, coming to her side; he 

would haye said more if he had known what to 

say, but he didn't. ■

"Let me go away," wept Mary. "I will 

explain nothing." ■

" Yes, I'll take you away, and see you safe 

home," cried the colonel, seizing her. " Peake, 

you must tell your stcwy about your seamen 

and their prize money to Samperton yourself. 

As for you, Sir Frederic, I'll see you to-morrow." ■

Colonel Chutney then departed, vindictively 

leading out the culprit. ■

CHAJHEBT. ■

Thb next evening Mrs. Chutney sat alone in 

the library, expecting the return of her lord to 

dinner, and hoping eamestljr he would fulfil his 

intention of bringing Captain Peake with him, 

a t^te-^tlte under existing circumstances being 

a trial which was almost more than her weakened 

nerves could bear. ■

Mrs. Chutney looked very pale; traces of 

tears dimmed her soft eyes. She had passed a 

most distressing day. She had been early de- 

spatched to extract the truth from Mary Holden, 

who had been left in durance yile with the re- 

doubtable Aunt Barbara. But tears and caresses 

were as unavailing as threats. Mary seemed to 

harden under Miss Bousfield's taunts and re- ■

£ roaches. Poor Mrs. Chutney was in despair; 
uctuatinff between her unbounded confidence 

in, and admiration of, her cousin, and the un- 

doubted evidence of her indiscretion— for Mary ■

admitted that her unknown admirer proved to 

be Sir Frederic Samperton; a fact wlucb, al- 

though Mrs. Chutney carefully suppressed, 

filled up the measure of her uneasiness. Mary 

herself too, though angry, and putting on a bold 

front, was, Mrs. Chutney coula see, frightened 

and anxious. "If she would but open her 

heart to me !" thought the teaiful Louisa. " It 

must be something yery strange, or she would 

tell me. I trust it will all come right br 

Tuesday next, or I do not know how I shaU 

manage the dinner — perhaps, indeed, the colonel 

will put Sir Frederic off, though he has fixed 

the aay himself." ■

At this point in her cogitations a ring at the 

hall-door bell set her heart beating. She glanced 

at the dock. Ten minutes to six — ^it was Colonel 

Chutney, of course, and she shuddered in an- 

ticipation of the well-known doud upon his 

brow, and inevitable outbreak of indignation 

with which, whatever and whoever first en- 

countered him, would be greeted. It was, thue- 

fore, a certain relief, though a great surprise, 

when "Mr. Adolphus Deiu" was. announced; 

espedally as that gentleman presented himself 

in accurate evening costume — ^a waistcoat with 

jewelled buttons, elaborate sbiit-front, a mere 

thread of a white tie, pateut leatber boots, and 

a crush hat. ■

"He has evidently o»me to dine," Mrs. Chut- 

ney thought. " Some mistake. How ikaU I 

get rid 01 him before Colonel Chutney arriyesf** 

She then advanced a step or two, and said inter- 

rogatively, with an air of polite surprise, ■

"Mr. Deal P" ■

" Yes," replied the exquisite upholsterer, with 

a amile and bow ; both marred by nervousness. 

" I am here in obedience to your lightest wish. 

I have selected the earliest moment you named* 

and trusted to your delicate taoi to manage 

everything— all— a— in short— all serene." ■

"Mad I" thought Louisa. " I am sure, Mr. 

Deal," she said fdoud, " I am mueh obliged by 

the promptitude with which you have executed 

all our orders; but did you not get a note 

from me this morning, in which I explained 

that — r ■

Deal foresaw something unoomfortable, and 

stammered hastily, " No, I received no second 

communication." ■

" I really do not understand you," said Mrs. 

Chutney, almost peevishly. "But, after sending 

you that note on Monday, I found that I had 

unconsciously mistaken " ■

" Then he does not dine out to-day P" inter- 

rupted Deal, eagerly. "But fear not, I shall 

vanish at your subtest wish. Perish every con- 

sideration except your happiness !" ■

This dramatic burst bewildered Mrs. Chutney 

more than ever. " You see," she returned in- 

coherently, " I put them into wrong envelopes, 

and saw immediately the danger of Colonel 

Chutney discoyering the error— in short, Mr. 

Deal, iie is rather peculiar, and I wish you 

would be so good as to go away." ■

" I am ffone," replied Adolphus, with what 

he intendea for an air of chivalrous devotion* ■

nigitiypH 1;^ ■
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"Yes> do go; you can call to-morrow^ you 

know, aboat the ottoman." ■

** The ottoman P" Adolphus lan^hed satiri- 

cally. "Oh! woman in thine hour ofease— " ■

"Theie» pray be calm, my dear sir," cried 

Mrs. GhutneT, now convinced of his insanity, 

and greatly alanned. |' But oh," she continued, 

in despair, " that is his ring ! And if he sees 

you, i would hardly answer for your life, or 

mine either." ■

" Put me somewhere— anywhere ! Dispose of 

me as you will," said Deal, with an uncom- 

fortable recollection of the stout frame and irate 

temperament of the ooming yeteran; and he 

turned hastily to the libranr door. ■

''No, no," whispered Mrs. Chutney, eagerly, 

"not there. Go into the garden. John," she 

continued to the page, " show Mr. Deal into the 

garden. Then, after your master is safe in, 

take him the key of the lower gate. Make 

haste — oh ! do make haste." ■

In the midst of his dread and timidity Adol- 

phus dropped his hat, and made an ineffectual 

effort to recover it. " Do not delay, Mr. Deal ~ 

pray do not," implored Mrs. Chutney ; and the 

next moment the French window leading to the 

garden closed upon the hatless upholsterer. ■

A second funous ring at the oell, and Mrs. 

Chutney retreating hastily towards her fauteuil, 

tripped over the lost head-gear, picked it up, 

and dropped it into an obscure comer between 

the window and the piano, where the ample 

curtains effectually concealed it. ■

Colonel Chutney entered, seething with wrath. 

He wiped his brow and U)ck a turn up and 

down the room, unable to find words suffi- 

ciently expressive of his indignation, while 

Mrs. 'Chutney sat trembling. In this con- 

dition violent-tempered people consider they 

are calm, turbulently insisting that they are 

so. When the words came that the colonel had 

been vainly seeking for, he spoke them slowly and 

solemnly : *' Look here, Mrs. Chutnev, I have 

been kept five minutes at that infernal aoor with 

the sun blazing full upon me ! How can a man 

stand these repeated insults P Insults I call 

them, by Jove ! when a man's wishes are disre- 

garded, and— and " ■

"Well, never mind, dear," said Mrs. Chutney, 

in a soothing tone, and nerving herself with the 

hope that her difficulties were nearly over. " Go 

up and wash yoar hands. There is such a nice 

curryfor dinner." ■

"That is all very well," replied the husband, 

suspioiouBty, "but I would lay two to one you 

have foqrotten the cocoa-nut !" ■

" You nave lost, then," cried his wife, attempt- 

ing a playful tone. " Come" — trying to snatch 

a kiss — "I consider you owe me a pair of 

gloves." ■

The colonel, a good deal surprised, submitted 

awkwardly, and,, slightly mollified, continued his 

quarter-deck walk over the carpet. "Now, 

Louisa," he began, " what have you done with 

Mary to-day P" ■

"Nothing, dear. I could make nothing of 

her. Not a single syllable of explanation could ■

I extract from her. So I begged Aunt Barbara 

to bring her over to dinner." ■

"You haveP Then you have done very 

wrong. I have asked Feake ; and as I do not 

wish him to be dragged into the same miserable 

position I have been, I should prefer—" here 

he stopped short and stared fixedly at the 

windows. "I say," observed the colonel, 

intensely, "/o0it at those blinds; one of them 

is a foot higher than the other. How any right- 

minded person with an eye in head can enchire 

such a dreadful obliquify, is more than I can 

fftthom." He began to untwist the cord, when 

he again made a sudden pause and looked out 

intently into the garden. " Who is that lunatic 

walking about without his hat P" he asked, at 

kst. "Gad, it's Deal, the upholsterer. What 

the deuce is Deal doing there P" ■

"It is all over,"^ thought the wretched 

Louisa, her heart sinking within her. ■

"John," shouted Colonel Chutney to the 

"come here"— -pointing to the garden. 

10 is that maniac P" Jonn appeared like 

jc, troubled with a bad oon^, and looked 

is mistress for directions. She shook her 

head despairingly. John's couj^h got worse. ■

"Stop that confounded hacbng!" cried the 

colonel, sternly, " and come here. Look ! Tell 

me, who is that in the garden P" ■

"Please, sir," returned the page, with an air 

of unhesitating certainty, "tnat, sirP that's 

Misa Jemimar Ann, as lives at Number Twenty 

— her young man. I see him often of a evening 

walking under her balcony, and he never do wear 

his 'at." ■

" Do you mean to tell me yon do not recognise 

him as that ridiculous imot. Deal, the up- 

holsterer P" ■

"Well, sur," looking out carefully, and with 

a tone of great candour, " now I look closer, it 

w Mr. Deal." ■

"There is some infernal mischief here," cried 

the colonel, a dark suspicion rushing to his brain. 

" Why was I kept so long at the door P Why — 

why— Mrs. Chutney P" ■

" My dear Felix, believe me " ■

" I will beUeve nothing ! Go, John, go this 

moment, and bring me that wretched imoecile. 

I will get to the bottom of this, and if I find you 

have been compromising me with expensive 

orders, I will post a warning against you in all 

the public papers to-morrow." ■

The colonel paused for want of breath, the 

page rushed away to execute his wishes, and 

poor Mrs. Chutney, roused to indignation at 

fast, stood silently watching the scene, unutter- 

ably humiliated at being placed in such a posi- 

tion for so insufficient a cause. The colonel 

threw open the window, and, re^dless of public 

opinion, shouted out hu directions and orders in 

stentorian tones. ■

Meanwhile, the wretched Adolphus, finding 

the garden gate locked, had lingered about in 

search of succour, and his hat. On first seeinj^ 

John fiying with the most ostentatious speed, 

he imagined he was coming to his aid, and 

hastened to meet him, tilLwarned by an injunc- ■
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tion from the faithful page, in as loud a tone 

as he dared, "to cut t*otBer way I Tm seat to 

catch ye alive;" whereupon Deal, hia wits 

aharpened by a dread of C!oloiid Chutney'a 

wratn, and a suspicion that (as he wofiiKd him^ 

self have phrased it) he was in the ''wrong 

box," turned sharply and dived down another 

walk ; while, under dkelter of a friendly tree, 

the page unlodLed and left open the (garden 

gate, then rushed towards Deal, ahoutin? to 

him to come " bade, as master wanted him." ■

The colonel stood at the half-open window in 

his eagerness, and Mrs. Chutney, fearing the 

neighbours' comments, endeavoured to darag him 

back. "That's right, Johnl dod^ under the 

willow-tree, and you wiU lutTa him I Doable 

round the nujgnonettB ph>t. Tnin'kis flank by 

the garden-seat. Podoce 1 police I" ■

"For Heaven's sake, Colonel Chutney," 

said his wife, alarmed and scandalised at these 

outcries, "compose you^elf 1 People will think 

youmadl"* » . ■

By this time several Sawrt parimir-niaidB had 

assembled at both the basekaiM front emtranoeS) 

with fidendly messa^ to inquire if tke hofuse 

had been robbed ; if " master ooidd be of ai^ 

use ;" *' if .missis should come and stay with 

Mrs. Chutney,'-' who was popularly supposed to 

be in violent hysterics after witnessing a despe- 

rate hand to hand eonfliet between her husband 

and a truculent housebreaker. ■

In the midrt of this excitement Captain 

Peake presented himself, with the intention oi 

dining according to invitalion with, the hos- 

pitable owners of the house. ■

Mrs. Chutney* fM>w thoronghly roused to 

self-assertion, had surmonntad a strong incli- 

nation to a fit of crying, and receive Ciwtain 

Peake with wonderful Qamposurc. " What is 

the matter P" asked that gentleman, witb natural 

curiosity. " There's a bevy of uncommon smart ■

girls in caps on the door-steps, and they say 

hutney has been obliged to cat somelx>d;f's 

throat in self-defence. Where is your cousin, 

MissHoldenP" ■

" Thank Heaven P' returned Mrs. Chutney, 

" there is one sane individual in the bouse at 

last 1 Captain Peake, I can explain this matter 

in a few words^ and the colonel will not hear 

me." ■

Cantain Peake looked mudi distressed, and 

pulled his long moustaches meditatively^ as the 

cok)nel panted on a ohaur, flushed and heated 

from unusual exertion. ■

"Sorry to give you so strange a reception, 

Peake," he said, in an injured tone; "but I 

have partly unearthed a disgraceful mystery of 

some kind." ■

"Come^ come. Chutney, you are in a passion, 

and will not hear reason. Let Mrs. Chutney 

explain." ■

" Two days ago," said Jdrs. Chutney, onietly, 

"at the colonel's request I wrote to Sir Fre- 

deric Samperton, asking bun to dine here to-day, 

or to name any other day on which he could dine 

with us, and I stupidly nut his note into an 

envelope directed to Mr. Deal, at the same time ■

enolosing a note intended for Mr. Deal about the 

exchange of an ottoman, to Sir Frederic. Mr. 

Deal consequently thought he was invited to 

dmner, mid arrived at six o'dodc. While I, 

knowing Colonel Chutney's irritability and im- 

paticaoe with my short-eoinin{;s» fooliobly strove 

to bide mj mistake by sending Deal mto the 

garden." ■

Farther explanation was oat slKMrt by the 

abrupt entrance of Miss Bousfield, who dragged 

rather than led Mary Holden after her. ■

Poor Mary looked much less brilliant than 

usunL Her AcAb were pale» anda dark shade 

under the eyes bespoke ktigne or anxiety. 

Still the mouth looked reselut^ and the larfj^ 

speaking eyes were even lNri§^er thm ever in 

their sadness. ■

Mrs. Chutney stepped forwaid hastily and 

var^df embraced the culjirit* who endeavoured 

to brush away a tear furtively. ■

"There," said Miss Boua&eld» "is a recep- 

tion for a modest woman to give one with — 

with a oloud on her reputation, to say the least." ■

" Aunt Barbara i" cried Mary, stung to self- 

possession by this oonrse attack. " I know you 

will try to dmade and insult me in every way ; 

but, for all tmt, the motives which took me to 

Sir Frederic's chambers were pure and good." ■

"Nevertheless, you don't like to diaclosc 

them," said Miss Bousfield, sneeringly, ■

"Excuse Bie» Miss Boasfield>" said Cdwel 

Chutney, scdettnly. "but I have some very 

queer suspicions — ^there's some ugly work going 

on somewnere. Now, Miss Mary ! you decline 

positively to say what business took yon to Sir 

Frederic Samperton's; will you assure me it 

was not in any way eonnected witk Mrs. Chut- 

ney P" ■

" With me P" exclaimed his wife. ■

"Mrs. Chutney was perfectly unaoauainted 

with my visiti or its object," replied Mary, 

steadily. ■

"Oh I" cried Miss Bousfield, exasperated to 

find how jyittle her severity or condemnation 

was valned by her pennileas niece. " You may 

say what you please, but it's my opioiea iim 

the truth isn't in you*" ■

At this moment Colonel Chutney's eye was 

atUacted by the comer of an envelope which 

neeped out of Mrs. Chutney's little work-basket 

Without more ado he drew it forthi and while 

Peake was trying to soothe the aunt and to 

comfort the niece, read its eontents. Then, 

with a withering look of indignation^ jepeated it 

aloud: ■

"< My dear Mn. Chutney.' 

"Ha! Dear Mrs. Chutney would have been 

enough for all purposes of civility." 

" < Tour churning note ' 

"Oh, a charming note !" ■

" *h«s joflt reached me ; quite in time to prevent 

any mischief.* ■

"Query, who was the bearer of that note, 

ehP' 'Sae he glared at Maiy with all his ■
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*' *■ Jorgive m« if I tzpreoi » wiah to trace in 

wliat direction youi gentle tbongbts could havB 

been floatiog when jon made tke mistake.' ■

^ Wlist isfenai^ nonaense ! It ian't correct 

Eoglbby hmg me if it is !" ■

** * It will give me infinite pleasure to accept your 

hospitality on Tnesdaj next. I well know Colonel 

Clintney's pecsHsrities.' ■

" Gobnel Chut-ney'spe-cu-liarities, Ha ! my 

peculiarities I Wliat inremal impudence I Whj, 

what peculiarities have I^ I should like to 

know?^ ■

M • Tovr secret Is perfectly safa' ■

'• Is it P Egad ! we'll worm it out, somehow." 

" ' Toursy as ever, most truly, ■

" Pray, Colonel Chutney," began his wife ■

"C<mfound it» Mrs. Chutney! What are 

my neculiarities P Is this the way a man is to 

be aiscussed by the wife of his bosom, to — ^a 

mai^-Hh man al)out townP" ■

''Ahl" put in Miss BousEeld, still tri- 

umphantly, " there is a pair of them I I wash 

my hands of them. I never did expect grati- 

tude ! But I was fool enough to belieye that 

creatures without any stake in the game would 

at least play fair.'^ ■

"What We we to be grateful for?" asked 

Mary, composedlv, " What have you ever done 

but look on, and prophesy evil, while strangers 

held out the rope to pull us struggling orphans 

through Ihe surf of life P" To Colonel Chutney: 

" I h3i nothing to do with that note — ^my busi- 

ness was my own, and I do not choose to reveal 

it— let me go!" Bursting; into tears : "TU ad- 

vertise to-morrow for a situation as governess 

to go abroad, to the colonies, or Kamschatka, 

and never oome back again !" ■

"Stop a bit, Miss Holden," said Captain 

Feake, who had been edging closer to her. ■

" How dare you speak to me in that manner, 

you penniless chitP" cried her enraged aunt. 

** Bo not you know I can cut you off with a 

shilling P" ■

"I may be penniless. Miss Bouslleld,'' re- 

plied the niece^ " but I am a capitalist for all 

that. I have my share of tlie great original 

capital — ^youth, health, industry, and patience. 

If I can provide for my own wants, I am as in- 

dependent and as rich as Crcnns." ■

Captain Peake here made a timid exdama- 

tion, and, asking Mary to listen to him^ drew her 

aside, and proceeded to whisper insmuatingly 

into her ear. ■

" Where Is aU this to endP" asked Chutney, 

observing this, and ceasing to pace the room m 

his fury. "What devilish schemes may not 

now be plotting under ny very nose ! Butl will 

be blind no longer. No, by Jove^ ne ! Your 

keys, madam ! ill see the contents of that da- 

venport!" ■

Mrs. Chutney, still keeping an air of indif- 

ference, handed over her keys. ■

Colonel Chutney opened the davenport, and 

pulled out account-oookfl^ notes^ papers, a ■

ready reckoner, some haK-finisbed embroidery, 

Johnson's Dictionary, receipts for various 

corriesL " Ha ! butcher's book-^oue fortnight 

unpaid! Baker's-— a week owing! Eobbed 

and betrayed, both. Madame Eriselle's ac- 

count unpaid !" He struck his hand vehe- 

mently on one side of the davenport, where- 

upon a secret drawer flew open. "Another 

paper," cried the distracted husband. "A 

man's writing ! What ia this P'-— loid he read : ■

" 'London, May iSth^ 186— 

" * Two months after date I promise to pay to the 

order of Thomas Bousfield, Esq., Flfly Pounds, for 

value receSred. ■

" ^Fbcmcrio Samfbbtoh.*" ■

"WhatisthisP How came it here P" ■

" I have done with explanations," said Mrs. 

Chutney ; " but I will aaj I was not aware that 

such a drawer as that existed." ■

"Good Heavens!" exclauned Mary, "how 

could the bill have got therep Has dear Loo 

paid and concealed it P" ■

"Let me see," said Miss BouafieU, patting 

on her glasses and compressing her lips. "This 

is a strange business ! A promissory note to 

Tom Bousfield, signed by " ■

"Sir Frederic Samperton," announced the 

pi^ throwing open the door. ■

The fresh uid smiling baronet appeared, like 

the eenins of order ana good bceousg, to the 

eonmctbag assemblage. ■

" I am particulariy anxious to assure you," 

addressing himself first to Mra. Chutney, 

"that Miss Hdden's visii of yesterday was 

simply ?* ■

" Sir,"mternipted Colonel Chutney, solemnly, 

and holding Sir Frederic's letter towards him, 

"this is no time for trifling. A question or 

two, if you please," striking open the epistle. 

" Is that your handwriting P" ■

"Itlodttlikeit." ■

" And here, sir, did you, or did you not, ad- 

dress this note to my wife P" ■

" I did. Colonel Chutn^." ■

"Is that jrour signature P" continued the 

colonel, ahowii^ him Tom Bousfield's pro- 

missory note. ■

" That is a question I decline to answer," 

cried the astonisned baronet. " Bat where did 

you find itP I have been hunting for it in- 

ceaaantly foe the last four dajrs," ■

" Lost or found, I suspect it to be a forgery," 

said Chutnqr- ''A drop or two more or le^s 

of disgrace is of small imnortanee in such a 

bumper as this," said the colonel, bitterly. ■

"Really, Chutney," began Samperton, in a ^ 

tone of severe common sense, "you must excuse * 

me, but I am a good deal surprised to see a man 

of your standing and knowledge of the world 

so knocked over b^ a simple contretemps. 

Mra. Chutney very kindly invites me to dinner, 

at the same time she writes to Deal, Board, 

and Co. about s(Mne furniture, and puts the 

notes in wrong envelopes. I get Deal's billet, 

and write immediately to know what assistance 

I am expected to rendo:^ in the case of your ■
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ottoman. Mrs. Chutney writes to me a«im 

that it is all a mistake, but 'to say nothing 

about it, as you know how particular Colonel 

Chutney is/ 1 reply thus/* pointing to the 

letter still held out oy the colonel^ who seemed 

transfixed. ■

"Well," said Captain Peake, rubbing his 

hands with an air of relief, "I think that is 

cleared up." ■

" But how about this ?" said Colonel Chutney, 

slowly, and taking up the promissory note. ■

" Oh !" replied Samperton, in a tone of easy 

generosity, 'Hhat is easily settled. I could 

never thmk of wounding the feelings of this 

young man's charming relatives. The bill I 

must have put into the secret drawer when 

I exchanged the davenport for another I liked 

better. 1 have told my solicitor to stop pro- 

ceedings for the present, and you will pav me 

the fifty pounds when convenient. Don t Be in 

a hurry. Next week will do." ■

"What!" roared Colonel Chutnej, "am 1 

to be betrayed by my wife" (by this time Deal's 

hat had been kicked away from the curtains, 

and prompted a new and dreadful suspicion), 

" ana fleeced by a worthless brother-in-law P' ■

Here Captain Peake, who had been doing 

nothing but whisper very eagerly into Mary 

Holden's ear, exclaimed aloud : " Yes, you must, 

to oblige me !" Then addressmg Sir f rederic : 

"Miss Holden desires me to say she will be 

most happy to place fifty pounds to your credit 

at your Dankers to-morrow morning, and so 

this unpleasant matter may be closed." ■

" Miss Holden has suddenly become rich," 

said the colonel, sarcastically. ■

"You accept my offer?" observed Peake, 

earnestly addressing Mary. " It is a mere trifle ! 

Don't think twice a})out it." ■

" I do accept it ! and I accept yon too, you 

dear, kind, generous man," cried Mary, warmly, 

passing her arm through his. Captain Peake's 

dark eyes blazed out one flash of delight, and 

then nodding triumphantly to Sir Frederic, con- 

tented himself with patting the little hand which 

lay on his arm. ■

A shade of disappointment passed over the 

baronet's face, but ne soon banished it, being 

too philosophic not to bow before the Inevitable. 

Then, a new light breaking in upon him, as he 

observed the tender expression of Peake's coun- 

tenance, the generous side of his character broke 

out. "My dear Peake!" he exclaimed, "I 

cannot allow yon to bear all the loss !" ■

" I do not intend to lose anvthing," replied 

Captain Peake. "The young lubber shaU re- 

pay me. I'll put him in the way of doing it, 

and repayment shall be the salvation of him." ■

"I hope, now, all misunderstandings are 

cleared up ?" said Samperton. ■

" Not all," answered Mrs. Chutney. " From 

the total want of confidence and consideration 

Colonel Chutney has shown me, I foel that my 

society no longer gives him pleasure." Here ■

the colonel, not wishing to compromise his wife 

before strangers, showed her the rim of Deal's 

hat, which ne held partially concealed. But 

this had no terrors for the speaker, who con- 

tinued : "I live in terror of his temper, and in 

unsuccessful endeavours to please him. Mary, 

I shall leave this house with you." ■

" Come, Loo 1" said the colonel, "these thea- 

trical airs will not impose on me." ■

"Let me go in peace," returned Mrs. 

Chutney, so resolutely that all were astonished, 

and the colonel dropped Deal's hat, and turned 

pale. "Keep Wilson," continued Mrs. Chut- 

ney, in the same tone of settled determination; 

"she understands a curry, and is tolerably care- 

ful. I shall send to-morrow for my large black 

portmanteau and bonnet-box." ■

At this crisis, Wilson, the page, and house- 

maid, who, by some mysterious means, seemed 

fully aware of every tittle of what was passing, 

entered tumultuously, the women weeping. 

"D'ye think, 'm, I'd stay behind with such a 

raging lion of a master, without you, *mP" eried 

Wilson. "No! I hereby give notice I leave 

this day month." ■

"And I'd be wore to an atomy in a fortnight 

if the mistress wasn't here to soften the 'sperities 

of the place," added the page. ■

" I leaves with Mrs. WiSon," concluded the 

housemaid, emphatically. ■

"Leave? Leave the room this moment!" 

cried the colonel, broken down by this unani- 

mous testimony against him. "But I say. 

Loo! this — ^this is absurd. I — ^I'm sorry I 

vexed you. I— oh! don't leave me— I love 

you — ^by Jove, I am more in love with you than 

ever I was." ■

"What!" asked Mrs. Chutney, "do you 

openly entreat me to stay, and promise to put 

up with my short-comings, and try to make the 

best of me ?" ■

" Yes, sta^ on any terms ; I do ask you. I 

won't find mult any more; and nothing that 

happens in this house shall put me in a passion 

again." Several tender adjurations to his " dear 

Loo!" followed, and the colonel finished by 

holding out his arms to her. ■

"You darling old tiger," said his wife, falling 

into them. " Have we filed your claws at last ?'*^ ■
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Thx shop of Mr. Comeliiu Yampi stood in a 

Doiay crowded thoroughfare in the vicinitT of 

Tottenham-court-road. The street in which 

Mr. Yampi's residence was situated was one of 

tiioee which are only to be found in poor neigh- 

bourhoods, and which are characterised by 

extreme sta^ation during the daytime, and a 

mighty oonmsion and stir after nightfall. It 

was one of those streets in which itinerant 

vendors of vegetables, fried fish, periwinkles, and 

other necessaries of the poor man's life, have 

constituted to themselves the right of estabUsh- 

ing their stalls in a long line on the edge of the 

footway, with a distinct intention of rivalling 

their competitors in the shops, at whose very 

doors they have planted their barrows, and 

underselling them as far as it is possible in so 

cheap a neighbourhood. ■

Tnere seem to be, however, customers 

enough for both. On a Saturday night the 

shops on either side of the •way, and the two 

lines of stalls facing the shops, have both of 

them plenty of customers, and appear both to 

be doin^ a brisk business, if a cheap. Perhaps 

the stalls get on the whole the most custom. 

Their owners make so much noise, are so confi- 

dent in the goodness of their own wares, are so 

importunate with the passers* by, have such an 

insinuating way of thrusting a handful of 

onions, or a bunch of greensj under the noses 

of hesitating housewives, that it is almost im- 

possible to resist their wiles, without at least 

falling a victim to the extent of a few lettuces, 

or a bundle of turnips. It is a curious bewilder- 

ing scene, and the flare of the candles, screened 

with paper, which belong to the itinerants, and of 

the gas-jets, with no screens at all, which bLize 

and roar in the open shops, make the place qnite 

as light as it is in the (November) dayUght, 

not to say a good deal lighter. Meantime, the 

costermongers roar to yon as you pass, the 

butchers in front of their houses solicit your 

patronage in most emphatic terms, and the 

oallad-singer, with the eroup of children and 

the watchful eye, contributes his dismal notes 

to swell the general uproar. ■

It has been said that, in the thoroughfisre with 

which we have to do, the rows of stalls are ranged ■

in front of the shops, and are distinctly intended 

to compete with theni for public favour and 

patronage, and it is in this point that Mr. 

Ck)melius Yampi has an advantage over his 

neighbours. Tnere are no costermongers in 

Mr. Yampi's line, for Mr. Yampi is a herbalist 

and a seedsman, and a seller of com-plaisters 

and of all sorts of drugs^ and he has even a 

plaster-cast of ahorse in his window to intimate 

that medicines adapted to the stomachs of the 

inferior anunals may be obtained at his emporium, 

while as to the lozenges for coughs and lozenges 

for dyspepsia, and for any other human or in- 

human adment which can be conceived, they 

even rival the collection of boxes of ointment 

which always abound to so alarming an extent 

in the poorer neighbourhoods of the metropolis. ■

But it must not be supposed that Mr. Yampi's 

shop was, in the strict sense of the word, a 

chemist's shop. There were no red and green and 

amber-coloured bottles in the window, nor was 

there any coloured lamp over the door, nor any 

intimation in words to su^^gest that the business 

was a druggist's. "Cornehus Yampi, Herbalist," 

was all that was inscribed, and that in letters 

which were obscure from dirt and antiquity. 

Nor was the inside of the shop more sugg^tive 

of pharmacy than the exterior. Where were 

the rows of brilliant bottles labelled " Sp : 

Mind :" or " Tinct : Ammon :^' or the drawers 

" Pulv : Col :" and " Garb : Sod :" ? Where 

were the glass-cases full of perfumery, and 

soaps, and dentifrices, and pastilles? There 

were none of these. No china jars of leeches, 

no maliogany Aall chain — always for inexpli- 

cable reasons— so much affected by chemists, no 

lemonade bottles, nor gazogene ready to pump 

out soda-water for the thirsty. Lastly, there 

was no pale, mild-eyed, ^ntlemanly creature, 

dressed in black, and wearing a white apron and 

spectacles, behmd the counter, ready to give 

you advice gratis, or to pull out your teeth in 

the back shop. ■

Mr. Cornelius Yampi's shop was a herbalist's 

shop, and this you certainly felt very strongly 

when you got inside it. The herbs stared you 

in the face in every direction, and look where 

you would. They nung— these were the com- 

moner kinds — in masses from the ceiling. They 

reposed on shelves all round the shop in bundles, 

neatly labelled. You felt that all the little 

drawers were full of them, indeed most of these 

drawers were inscribed-*and that in plain £ng- ■

TOL. XIY. ■
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lish — with names that left no donbt : St. John's 

Wort, Hedge Hyssop, Celadine, Monkshood, 

Rue, Holy Thistle, and the like. Nor were these 

the only cmriosities in which this strange ware- 

house abounded. There were bones shadowed 

forth in obscure comers, bones of the elk, skulls 

of horses and dogs, a complete skeleton of a cat, 

and sundry glass jars containing objects impos- 

sible to identify preserved in spints. All seemed 

jumbled, too, m inextricable confusion, but yet 

it is a fact that Mr. Cornelius Yampi knew per- 

fectly well where to lay his hand upon anything 

that hewantedy from the stuffed alligator to the 

jar of snails to which his celebrated com-plaister 

was so largely indebted. ■

But not more different was Mr. Ck>melius 

Yampi's shop from that of a chemist and 

druggist than was Mr. Yampi himself, from the 

smug gentleman who has been described above. 

He was a tall, powerfully-built man, with a large 

abdomen, and the jolliest red face that ever was 

seen. It did you good only to see him smile 

and to hear the rich loud tones of his jovial voice. 

This man had been gifted with a perfectly well- 

ordered nature, and all the wheels of ms ma- 

chinery worked so glibly and so easily, that a 

degree of serenity was the result which compelled 

him at times— as he once informed an intimate 

friend — "to wear a scrubbing-brush next his 

skin because he was too happy." ■

And perhaps it would be a difEicult thinff to 

find a happier man than our friend the herbalist. 

Entirely absorbed in a number of occupations, 

all to him of surpassing interest, distracted by 

these and by the numerous experiments of a 

medical sort connected with the herbs in which 

he dealt, and in whose virtues he was a profound 

believer, applied to continually by the poor 

people in this poor neighbourhood for advice in 

their ailments, for they all believed in him im- 

plicitly, and ^t benefit from the very tone of 

the man's mind if not from his medicaments, 

Mr. Cornelius was occupied every moment of 

his life, and that in a manner entirely congenial 

to his tastes. Nor was this all In addition to 

his medical studies, there was another kind of 

knowledge in the pursuit of which our friend 

was even more ea^r than in hunting out Uie 

hidden virtues of his favourite herbs. Cornelius 

Yampi was an astrologer. ■

Strange as this announcement may appear, it 

was nevertheless true that here was a man keep- 

ing a shop in a poor street in the metropolis, and 

in the nineteenth century, who was yet a pro- 

found believer in the stars, and in theur influence 

for good or evil on the lives of his fellow- 

citizens. ■

He had, at the top of that very house of which 

the herbalist's shop formed the lower part, a 

garret which he had converted into a sort of 

observatory, and from which^ on dear nights, he 

was able to study all the planets, making his 

combinations and deductions therefrom entirely 

to his own satisfaction. Here, too, and on his 

favourite hobby, he had not hesitated to lay out 

money. He had got a telescope of very fair 

power mounted on a stand, a celestial globe, and ■

all sorts of expensive instruments, while the 

walls were decorated with charts showing the 

situations of the heavenly bodies, besides a row 

of book-shelf es, on which wer« displayed the 

works of Copernicus and Newton cheek-by-jowl 

— for Cornelius combined the sciences of 

astrology and astronomy — with his favourites 

Albertus Magnus and Comdius Agrippa. ■

All the time that our good friend Yampi 

could spare from his shop duties below was 

devoted to the prosecution of his favourite 

studies in the observatory above. Here he sat 

late in the night at work, for he could do with 

little sleep, and his herculean strength seemed 

to set weiuiness at delanee. Here be studied 

the stars in the interests of those persons — 

a much more numerous class than might have 

been supposed — who came to consult mm as to 

their future careers. Here, having once got 

the day and hour of the nativities of bis different 

clients, he was able to ascertain what fortunes 

and misfortunes were in store for them, when 

and under what circumstances their matrimonial 

career was to begin, and how it was likely to 

prosper, when danger was to be apprehended, 

and when an avalanche of prosperity and happi- 

ness. He would seriousljr warn one against 

going near water on a certain day, for instance, 

and would quote his own example as corrobo- 

rative of the warning, relating how, on a certain 

day, when his own horoscope had forttold that 

he should be in danger by water, he had shut 

himself up in his room determined not to stir 

out of it all day ; how he had been sent for at a 

certain hour to the shop to attend to a matter 

which was beyond the province of fals assistant ; 

how he had in his haste kicked over a pail of 

water which was standing on the stairs, and, 

being kept some time with no opportunity of 

changing his wet shoes and stockings, iiad 

caught an inflammation of the lungs wmch had 

well-nigh finished him. He would tell another, 

that on the day after to-morrow he must be on 

his guard against the animal creation, which was 

dead against him on that day, and would caution 

his client not so much as to get into an omnibus, 

or cross over the street, or caress a dog or a cat 

during the twenty-four hours. ■

All these predSctions and warnings be would 

back up by quotations from the horoscope of 

the particular individual with whose destiny he 

happened to be concerned— quotations couched 

in terms wholly uninteliigible to the many, 

mystifying statements about ** Mercury breaking 

into the house of Mars," and other jargon of 

the craft. Nor did it in the least affect the 

reputation of our sage, or diminish his own con- 

fidence in his powers of vaticination, when these 

prophecies failed utterlv to be fulfilled. For 

was it not always possible to say — yes, and to 

believe, for Cornelius was an honest man->that 

adverse infiuenccs had been suddenly brought 

to bear, or that his client had, under bis direc- 

tion, been able so to act as to defeat the malig- 

nant intentions of the inimical planets P ■

Such was the individual whose ruddy oountc- 

showed behind the counter of the herb- 
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alist's shop which has just been described, on a 

certain Saturday evening in early December. 

It was a wet, sloppy evenini^, when all the lamps 

in all the shops and at all the stalls, besides the 

street-lamps themselves, were reflected in the 

pavement and the puddles, giving a doable 

brilliancy to the scene. Evening, and specially 

Saturday eyening, was a busy time in the herb- 

alist's shop, and Doth Cornelius himself and his 

assistant — a youth of eighteen whom our friend 

would insist on calling "boy" — were kept ac- 

tively at work till a late hour in the evening. 

On Saturday evenings such streets as that in 

which Yampi resided are so full of booths where 

not only the necessaries, but the luxuries of poor 

life are retailed, that they look almost as if a 

fair were being held in them, and the poor are 

lured on to commit wild excesses in the excite- 

ment of the moment, indidging in sheep's trot- 

ters for supper, even with the prospect before 

them of a roast joint from the " bakeus ' next day. 

And on this particular night, too, the poor man 

has time to think of his ailments. This is the 

night when the &ct that he is " bad in his in- 

side" may be confronted, and it is now that the 

rheumatic limb may get a chance of being duly 

embrocated. ■

Our herbalist's shop was pretty well filled. 

Here was a gardener wanting to duv seeds, a 

boy with a swelled face looking rueful. By the 

counter stood a ^rave worn-looking woman with 

an empty bottle m her hand; another, with a 

sick (mild in her arms, was exhibiting the little 

thing's wasted leg to the learned astrologer. ■

"She don't seem to get a bit stronger," the 

poor woman said. ■

** No, poor little morsel," replied our philo- 

sopher, sympathetically, "nor ever will, while 

you bring ber out on such a night as this. Why, 

if s death to her, my good woman. Take her 

home, take her home, as fast as you can go, and 

^ her warm, and give her a cup of warm broth, 

if YOU can manage it. Ah ! you can't P" ■

The poor woman shook her head sorrowfully. 

*'No,Mr. Vampi; not to-night, I'm afraid." ■

"Ah, then, give her a little gruel; here's a 

packet of grits ; you can pay for it next week, 

you know. And here, take these herbs" — the 

astrologer had been making up a collection all 

this time — " anctlet them boil gently for a couple 

of hours in a quart of water, and then pour it 

off, and give her two table-spoonfuls three times 

a day, and be sure you keep her in-doors and 

warm, and don't bring her next time you come. 

Now, ma'am, what's for you ?" ■

Tins was addressed to a very little girl, who, 

speaking in a yery loud voice, and producing a 

very large empty bottle, imperatively demanded : ■

•• Ha'p'orth of klorrid of lime, please : and 

Pre been to Mr. Squills's, and he said he didn't 

make ha'p'orths, so I thought I'd come here." ■

•* Well, I don't know, I'm sure, but what he 

was right," replied Cornelius, good humouredly ; 

•■a ba'p'orth will be uncommonly little, you 

know, miss.'* ■

Tbe young lady was nothing abashed. " Well, 

make as large a ha'p'orth as you can," she ■

said, " for mother says the dmins is awful, and 

she feels quite sick.'' ■

And having received what she wanted, and 

paid for it on the spot, the little woman departed 

m triumph, buying her bottle. ■

A young girl, who might have been a milliner's 

apprentice, or perhaps the daughter of a small 

tradesman, was waiting her turn. Mr. Vampi 

was occupied with the gardener for the mo- 

ment. ■

"Ah, you'll find those bulbs turn out maj^- 

nificent, I know. I wish I could find time to 

^ out to your place and see them when they're 

m flower; yes, and here's the mignonette-seed ; 

and here, boy," he continued, addressing the 

assistant, " get down some of those Dutch bulbs, 

and show them to Mr. Green, while I attend to 

this yoiing lady. Ah, my good girl, I haven't 

had time yet to finish yournoroscope, but I've 

begun it.'' ■

"And how do you think it looks, Mr. 

Vampi?" ■

" Well, you know, it seems a pretty good 

average one. There's a difficult bit or two to 

get over. Mercury's sadly against you, but I'm 

just seeing my way to an intervention on the 

part of Jupiter, who's very friendly, and as long 

as there's no coalition with Taurus, you may do 

very well yet ; but you mustn't be m a hurry, 

you know; I always like to do these things 

thoroughly, and I'm a ^eat deal occnpied jast 

now, besiaes being in difficulties myself with the 

Ursa Major, who s got a regular spite against 

me ; so you see you must be patient, ana you 

mustn't hurry me." ■

"And when may I come again, Mr. Vampi P" ■

"Oh, in about a week, ana perhaps then it 

may be ready ; and, in the mean time, I'd caution 

you against having anything to say to anybody 

with red or even reddish hair, for Mars is look- 

ing uncommonly antagonistic, I can tell jom" ■

The young lady gave a little start at this last 

suggestion, and went on her way sorrowfully. 

However, she consoled herself as she crossed 

the threshold. " James is fair," she said, in a 

low key, "but liis 'air is not red, it's haubum." ■

More and more customers came pouring in, 

and our friend was applied to for aavice as to 

the treatment of "my good man's bad leg," or 

" Charley's measles,'' or " Sarah Jane's" rash, 

or "Betsy Slovinger's" hair that was falling 

off, and all sorts of other tragedies and dilemmas. 

Out of all these our learned friend came tri- 

umphantly, but it was always when consulted 

upon matters of a less earthly nature that he 

seemed the most oracular, and the most in his 

element. Nothing could exceed the certainty 

of conviction which characterised his expres- 

sions of opinion, or the zest with which he 

entered into the subject. Nor were his dis- 

ciples few in number, or always of the weaker 

sex, though it mast be owned that these pre- 

ponderated, and that such lords of the creation 

as were desirous of prying into hidden matters 

were generally afraid of the shop, and apt to 

seek out secret interviews with tne astrologer 

m his observatory up-stairs. *OqIc ■
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On that Saturday night with -which our narra- 

tive is concerned, and while the ^ herbalist was 

most busy, the figure of a lady might have been 

ieen, if any one nad taken the trouble to notice 

it, gazing in at the shop window in an uneasy and 

wistful manner, and then looking about her as if 

undecided how to act. The lady was muffled up 

closely in a woollen shawl, and her face was 

covered with a veil, the pattern of which was so 

thick and spreading that it was impossible to 

judge of her features with any accuracv. She 

seemed to want to enter the shop, and yet to 

hesitate about it, and would sometimes even 

walk a little way in another direction, and then 

return. On one of these occasions of her re- 

turning to the shop, she seemed at last to have 

made up her mind, and, not waiting to think any 

more about it, she turned swiftly m at the door 

and advanced to where the wise man — ^in a 

temporary lull of custom — was standing behind 

his counter absorbed in thought, and mounted, 

no doubt, upon his favourite hobbv. ■

The lady made straight up to him, and they 

were soon engaged in a conversation apparently 

of some interest, but it was conducted in so low 

a key, that only a word occasionally pronounced 

in the louder tones of the stalwart herbalist 

was at all audible. Ultimately, and after a 

great many pros and cons, some preparation, on 

which a p;reat deal of care had been bestowed, 

was handed over to the lady, who paid for what 

she had received at once, and left the shop 

closely veiled, a^ she had entered it. ■

CHAFTES T. KEEPINQ HOUSE. ■

The scene in the herbalist's shop commemo- 

rated in the last chapter is represented as having 

t^iiken place in the month of^ December, whilst, 

on reference to the chapter which preceded it, it 

will be found that the arrival of Miss Carriugton 

in London occurred in November. There had 

been time in the interval for all the disagreeable 

qualities possessed by Miss Carriugton and her 

amiable domestic to become fully developed; 

nor was it possible, after that first night, that 

Mrs. Penmore could keep her husband in igno- 

rance of what was going on. ■

Li the first place, it was indispensable that the ■

Suestion of the little study up-stairs, and its ab- 

icationby the legitimate owner, should be dis- 

cussed, and this implied the necessity of touching 

on Miss Gantanker's peculiar temper, as shown in 

her announcement tnat she neither could nor 

would remain in the apartment which had been 

originally prepared for her. So, by degrees, it 

came out that this good-natured person was 

likelv to be then and always a source of ereat 

trouble and annoyance in the house. The Tuck- 

less Gilbert, reclconing without his host, sug- 

gested that if Miss Cantanker. did not like her 

quarters. Miss Cantanker might go ; but here 

his wife was in a condition to set him ri^ht. 

" Her mistress," she said, '* would as soon think 

of partmg with her right hand, as of dismissing 

her attendant, who had managed to get an 

ascendancy over her about which there could be ■

no doubt. The two must eo or stay together — 

there was no doubt about tnat." ■

And so it ended in the little study being con- 

fiscated, and poor Gilbert had to execute such 

work as he did at home, either in his small 

dressing-room which had no fireplace, or in the 

dining-room, when it was not wanted for other 

purposes. ■

Our ^oung people were, unhappily, not suc- 

cessful inprovioing either mistress or maid with 

meals which were suited to their respective 

palates, and it must be freely acknowledged that 

the unfortunate Charlotte did seem to have 

been struck with a sort of paralysis ever since 

the arrival of Miss Carrington and her con- 

fidential maid. This last especially appeared to 

have the power of reducing the poor servant-of* 

all-work to a state of temporary insanity, by the 

mere fact of her being at times present in the 

kitchen. " Vm that flurried, mum," shc^aid to 

her mistress, when trying on one occasion to 

excuse one of her worst failures, "Vm that 

flurried when she comes nigh me, that I don't 

know a rump-steak from a mutton-chop." The 

consequence of this state of things was, that cer- 

tainly some very remarkable specimens of 

cookery did, from time to time, appear on 

table at the little house in Beaumont-street. 

Joints strangely combining a burnt-up outside, 

revealed at the very first cut a raw inside; 

potatoes mealv without, but resembling bullets 

when attacked with the spoon ; semolina pud- 

dings, whose semolina had coagulated into hard 

lumps, refusing to have anything to say to the 

mysterious ana whev-like liquid which formed 

the main body of the pudding. The fact is, 

that the treatment applied by our artist to the 

raw material on whicn her powers were to be 

displayed, was always of too fierce and rapid a 

sort. Purious heat was applied, such as no food 

could stand long and exist. It did not stand it 

long, and, in consequence, was not done through. ■

Hence, the fiesh of the fried sole was inse- 

parable from the bones, while the cauliflower, 

beautiful to look at, was found, on inquiring 

within, to be raw and indi^stible. ■

The wily Cantanker, indeed, was not the 

woman to allow her digestive faculties to be 

thus tampered with. Sue took all her meals in 

the room which she had succeeded in abstracting 

from its hapless owner^ and as she prepared 

them with her own hands below, was continually 

to be met on the stairs carr^ring up some savoury 

and succulent morsel, wearing at the same time 

the expression of countenance of a martyr in some 

great cause. This remarkable person was also 

always ready to take in hand the preparation of 

any article or articles of food of which it was 

distinctly understood that her mistress abne 

was to be partaker. She would make Miss 

Carrington's breakfast in the morning, poaching 

her eggs, and cooking her toast with the 

greatest care, and she would also insist on 

making the broth, a cup of which her mistress 

always consumed the last thing at night, but 

with the dinner she would have nothing to do. 

"Mr. and Mrs. Penmore," she would si^, ■
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"partook of that meal, and she was not going 

to roast herself before the fire for them,'' So 

the dinners were handed over to be exclnsiirely 

eared for bj Mrs. Penmore's cordon-bleu. ■

It was the practice of Miss Carrington at 

times entirely to ignore the deficiencies of the 

seryant«of-all-work, and to act upon a precon- 

eeived idea that there was a professed cook in 

the honse. Thus she would send for Gabrielle 

in the morning, and, saying that she felt 

rather poorly just then, would ask it as a favour 

that the dinner might be one tolerably suited to 

a delicate stomach. '* I don't want anything 

very wonderful," she would say ; " a little clear 

soup, a croquette, and some game, I really feel 

as if that would do me good, and as if there was 

nothing else that I could eat." Then would Mrs. 

Penraore descend into the lower regions, and 

would herself— for it got to that at last-^at- 

tempt, with the aid of a cookery-book, and with 

Charlotte to do the rough work, the compilation 

of the delicacies demanded by her guest. But 

the cookery-book bewildered instead of helping 

her, and left so much unsaid, besides saying so 

much that was unintelligible, that poor Qabrielle 

was at times almost inclined, in her desperation, 

to go off in search of the author, to put a few 

questions to him or her on matters left nnex- 

plained in the text. And then this cookery- 

t)ook seemed to expect that those who consulted 

it were to be possessed of such enormous wealth. 

Tlie author tliought nothing of directing you to 

" take the breasts of fire partridges," to form 

only one ingredient in a dish which would also 

require "the yolks of twelve plover's eggs, a 

handful of truffles," and sundry other dehcacies 

equallycostlv; whilst as to the amount of chicken- 

broth and of beef-stock which you must have by 

you before you even attempted a clear soup, 

that alone implied a princely income. Also, the 

book expected too much knowledge in the reader, 

and tool it for granted that he was acquainted 

with things of which, in the present case at any 

rate, **the reader" was totally ignorant. ■

The conseauence of all this was, that our in- 

experienced little housewife was fain to make 

the most hazardous compromises in obeying the 

instructions put before her. Any particular 

process which she could not' understand she 

omitted. An^ peculiarly extravagant element 

in the composition with which she was engaged 

she left out, or. administered homoeopathicaliy ; 

while those ingredients which were withm 

the reach of her small means would be enforced 

with such undue emphasis as to interfere sadlv 

with the harmony of the whole. As to appeal- 

ing to Charlotte for advice in any of these diffi- 

culties, that was leaning upon a broken reed 

with a vengeance. ■

"Look here, Charlotte," the poor lady would 

say, helplessly, "they tell us to 'take a table- 

spoonful of Sauce No. 2, see page 16,' and then 

a 'tea-spoonful of Sauce No. 8/ see some other 

page, but what are we to do if we haven't got 

them?" ■

" I'm sure I don't know, mum." ■

"Do you think you could make No. 2 ■

while I prepare the rest ? Let us see : ' It is 

best to prepare this sauce in rather a large 

quantity, so that you may have it by you. Take 

a bottle of the best claret wine and pour it over 

half a dozen trussed ortolans, which you will 

have ready in the bottom of a saucepan ; add 

the juice of two limes — ^be particular that they 

are not large ones—and a handful of pistaccio- 

nuts tied up in a bag. Then grate a nutmeg 

over the whole, but in this (as a little more or 

less than the right amount will spoil the sauce) 

you must be guided by your own discre- 

tion ' " ■

" Oh, if you please, mum, I'd rather not try 

that." ■

"No, I should think not, Charlotte. I'm 

afraid we must give that up altogether. But 

the worst of it is, that they all seem one as im- 

possible as another, and so expensive. What 

are we to do ?" ■

" I'm sure I don't know, mum." ■

" Well, I suppose we must do as well as we 

can." And then commenced the system of 

compromises spoken of above. ■

But the great canons of art are not to be 

thus lightlv trifled with. ^ When the dishes 

which had been prepared in so unprincipled a 

manner came to taole, they were apt to be 

entirely wanting in flavour, and to present an 

ugly and unapi^etising appearance to the eye. 

Now, Miss Carrington was not the person to eat 

what was set before her and make no complaint ; 

far from it. One of two results invariably 

attended these culinary failures; either Miss 

Carrington viewed the meal at which she was 

assisting in a ludicrous pomt of view, and lashed 

the different dishes, so to speak, with sarcasms ; 

or she declined to eat at all, and assumed the 

airs of a martyr who is being gradually starved 

to death. ■

"Why, what on earth is this?" she would 

say, after turning the contents of her plate over 

for some time with her fork. It was in this 

case a dish of Gabrielle's own invention, a mince 

up of veal and ham enclosed in batter, like 

fritters, and fried. Poor thing, how she had 

thought over it in the night, and determined to 

make it a chef-d'oeuvre. ■

" Is it fish?" inquired Miss Carrington, inno- 

centlv. ■

Gaorielle mentioned the nature of the com- 

position, and felt wounded to the core. ■

"I'm sure it's exceedingly nice," remarked 

Gilbert, who always stood by his dear West 

Indian. ■

"Do you know, it really is rather nice," ob- 

served Miss Carrington, in a patronising tone. 

And she actually managed to eat a little bit, 

leaving half a plateful untouched, of course. ^ ■

Penmore, in a somewhat vindictive spirit, 

called for the dish again, and helped himself 

freely. ■

" I'm afraid you don't like it/' said Gabrielle, 

addressing her guest. ■

"^Oh, on the contrary, I assure you it's quite 

nice. Fau seem to like i^ at any rate, Gilbert," 

she said, addressing her cousin. ■
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"Ido, IcanteUyou." ■

"The fact is," continued the lady, "that I'm 

not very hungry to-day. Not fww, at any 

rate." ■

Such words as these would have the effect of 

irritating in an excessive degree the temper of 

the unhappy Gilbert, and it often took him some 

time to get round sufficiently for purposes of 

general conversation. ■

"Why, you are eating nothing," he said, 

presently. ■

"I really have no appetite," replied the 

martyr. " 1 dare say I shall be hungry by-and- 

by, and you'll bring me some broth, Jane» won't 

you?" ■

This was addressed to Miss Cantanker, wliom 

her mistress, when she wished to be particu* 

larly amiable, would address by her christian 

name. ■

"Yes, miss,'* replied the acid one, highly 

satisfied, " cup of nice 'ot broth." ■

Thia good lady sdways waited upon her 

mistress at table, but on no one else. In 

fact, it was her business to ignore Mr. and 

Mrs. Penmore altogether, and to act as if 

she was not aware of their existence. And, 

as far as Gabrielle was concerned. Miss Car- 

rington followed on the same side, always 

addressing herself to Gilbert in conversation, 

and especially when there was anything that 

she wanted done. The yonn(( lawyer was, how- 

ever, too much for her in this way, invariably 

referriDg the matter, whatever it might be, back 

to his wife, and so making it oompulsoty on 

Miss Carrington to reco|;nise tiie presence of 

her hostess, whether she liked it or not. ■

"Oh, Gilbert," she said, on one occasion^ 

"I've got such a hard pillow up-stairs. 

Wouldn't it be possible to let me have a softer 

one?" ■

"My dear Dianft"^4hi8, by -the -by, was 

Miss Carrington's enphonious christian name — 

" my dear Diana, I must remind you that 

Gabrielle is the proper person to apply to about 

such matters." ■

But it would be an uncongenial task to me to 

record at length all the humiliating and painful 

things which our poor Gabrielle had to put up 

with at the handa of her tormentor, knd yet 

it would be difficult to say whether Mrs. Pen- 

more felt them more keemy than her husband. 

It was he, certainly, who resented them the 

most, and who retaliated the most severely in 

words. Gabrielle had her husband to think of, 

and that helped her to bear it, and only once or 

twice waa she betrayed into an angry word or 

two under excessive pressure. She had to ask 

Miss Carrin^n, for instance, on one occasion, 

to speak to her when she had any complaints to 

make about household matters, and not to apply 

to Gilbert, wbo had troubles enough already of 

his own. Then Miss Carrington, who shared 

her domestic's hatred for the wretched maid-of- 

all-work, would pounce out upon tiie unhappy 

Charlotte on the staircase, $m tell her not to 

make so much noise in the zoom overhead, as 

really her nerves ocrald noti stand it. Or she ■

would send down hostile messages to this func- 

tionary through Miss Cantanker, and Mrs. Pen- 

more would find the girl in floods of tears, with 

her head buried in her arms, and these supported 

on the kitchen table. Thb, of course, had to 

be spoken about^ and " miching mtdlicho" was 

naturally the result. Miss Carrington would 

complain, too, from time to tbie, of the want of 

servants in the house. She had had no idea 

that they only kept one domestic, and it was 

extremely ineonvenient, because, in consequence 

of this deficiency of attendants, so much addi- 

tional trouble fell to the lot of her faithful Can- 

tanker. The faithful Cantanker waa always 

present on these occasions, and ever ready to 

put her oar in, on her mistress's side, till called 

to order by the lady herself, when she was fain 

to fall back upon mah'gnant glaring. Indeed, 

in this she excelled to an uncommon extent. 

Her eyes were never off Mrs. Penmore when 

they were in the same room, and she seemed to 

listen with a fixed and venomous intensitT to 

every word that the poor lady uttered. Nor 

was it only when palpably present that this 

amiable woman listened. She was continuaJly 

being discovered outside doors and in passages 

where she had no business ; but she wore ever 

on these occasions such a look of indicnant 

virtue, and presented at sueh times-His always 

-—so injured an appearance, that it was auite 

impossible that any suspicion could attacn to 

her. ■

So the days passed, and every day that 

dawned brought with it its full measure of 

trouble. Meanwhile, our young couple consoled 

themselves and each other with tbdr great 

mutual love, and were not all unhappy. ■

CHAPTB& VI. KASTE& A2ID MAK. ■

GnAiBT PxNMOBii had a friend, to whom he 

really did not hesitate to apply that much- 

abused title, in the person of Julius Leth* 

waits, of the Inner Temple^ barrister-at-law, 

not practising. Penmore had become acquainted 

with him when they were both eating their 

terms together, and they had gradually got to 

be, first, acquaintances* and ultimately, even 

friends. Lethwaite had a great belief in 

Gilbert, and was firmly oonvinced that one of 

these days he would certainly distinfluish 

himself and rise to eminence. For hims^ he 

did not care. He was only nomiually a 

barrister, and had never intenoed to nractise, 

having, indeed^ a share in a certain business 

which was carried on, as he would say, " some- 

where in tJie City," and in the conduct of which 

he never interfered. He had a confidential 

clerk who watched his interests in connexion 

with that same business, aud who demanded 

occasional interviews with his patron, in the 

course of which he would put a great many 

very difficult questions to Mr. Julius, as the old 

man called him, and finding his superior quite 

unable to answer them, would be under the 

necessity of providing the replies himself, which 

he invariably did. ■

It was one of Mr. Lethwaite's most remark- 

Digitized b^ ■
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ablediaracieiistics tbat he always impugned^ or 

pretended to impugn, hnman motive. lie said 

that he did not oelieTe in an action done with a 

good motive, and he would sometimes puzzle him- 

self by the hour together, and bewilder all his 

fisculties, in his endeaTOurs to find oat what 

— whether in his own case or that of others — 

could have been the real actuating cause of 

some act which wore a fair outside, but which 

he pretended must really have been performed 

witn a selfish intention. It was a sort of mono- 

mania this with him, and how it originated no one 

could teil, though there were those who could 

not help believing that a feeling so little in 

accordance with Lethwaite's real good nature 

must have been generated by some act of 

treachery of which ne had once been the victim. ■

This man's nature was an uncommon one. 

His unbelief as to the parity of the motives 

which actuated the conduct of his fellow-men 

had not by any means the effect of maJdng him 

either gloomy or morose ; on the contrary. He 

seemed to have made up his mind to the thing. 

It was in his opinion one of the conditions of 

our existence — ^tlus defectiveness of motive— 

and we must just put up with it. Sometimes, 

too, he would puzzle himself by the hoar 

t(^ther in trying to find out what could be at 

the bottom of some act of courtesy of which he 

had been the object "That fi^ow was most 

extraordinarily eivil to me to-day," he would say 

to himself, reflecting on the behaviour of a 

certain gnunpy servant who held office in his 

Iim of Oourt— " most remarkably so. I wander, 

now, what he could have been driving atP 

There must have been some reason for it, for, 

ordinarily, he's a beast. I wonder what he's 

after ?" And so he would go on twisting and 

turning the subject over in his mind, till at last 

a solution would suddenly flash upon him, 

"Ay, ay, ay,'' he would then exclaim, with 

some of the jo;|r which a hunter feels when he 

has succeeded in tracking his game — ** I see it 

all. We are in the month of December, and 

it's e:etting near Christmas." Such a solution 

of the difficulty as this — ^probably in this case 

the right one — ^wouhl afford the keenest satisfac- 

tion to our friend, eonfirming him in his theory 

more fixedly than ever. ■

As to his own bad intentions, Mr. Lethwaite 

had no sort of doubt about them. If he was 

sometimes put to it to discover those of others, 

being impeded by their unwillingness to come 

forwi&rd openly and acknowledge them, he had 

no such difficulty in his own case. Here, at any 

rate, was his own heart open to him. He could 

gaze down into it with piercing eves, and hunt 

among all its darkest comers for the vile traitor 

who sought to avoid him. There shoukl be no 

deception here, he thoujght, at any rate. Alas ! 

there was more deception here, perhaps, than 

anywhere ebe. Here, perhaps, were nis sus- 

picions applied the most cruelly of all. For it 

was a good heart tbat he injured when he ran- 

sacked its every comer in his determination to 

find out that it meant badly, and he often de- 

ceived himself, in a manner to which most of us ■

are little prone, in arriving at conclusions in- 

finitely derogatory to his own better nature — 

condasions which made him out a perfect villain 

in his own eyes. ■

Nor did even this habit of self-suspicion tend 

altogether to sour or embitter the disposition of 

this singular individual. He had made up his 

mind tluit he was incapable of doing anything 

except, at best, Irom a nixed motive, and be 

most jast bear it. If he had had an ugly nose, 

he would say to himself, or if he had been marked 

with the sinall-pox, he would not have ignored 

the truth, or smashed the looking-glass tlmt iiM 

him of the fact ; and so it should be with the 

defects of his character. At least he would face 

them. And he did face them, and, in doing^so, 

in hunting oat these half-chimerical deformities 

and disfigurements, he lost sight entirely of a 

handred rare and unselfish quiiities whicli any 

unprejudiced person would have been able to 

point out to hinu ■

On the morning with which we are now con- 

cerned, Mr. Julias Lethwaite sat in his chambers 

reading the newspaper after breakfast, and ex- 

pecting a visit from his confidential clerk. Mr. 

Jjethwaite was a good-looking, though not what 

is called a handscnne man. He was rather tall, 

and rather thin, he had no colour, and though 

his features were irregular, his was yet a per- 

fectly successful appearance ; more ao than that 

of many a man who b called — and on examina- 

tion really is — handsome. He was not liable to 

disastrous chances as re^rded his personal ap- 

peannce— and by this it is meant that he did 

not freckle, that ne never had a red nose, that 

he did not splatter forth into fits of laughter, 

thoagh he had a sufficiently keen sense of 

humour, as was evidenced by the lines of his 

mouth, and a little wrinkle near one comer of 

that feature which was permanent, and very fuU 

of expression. He was older than his friend 

Gilbert by many vears, and had reached years of 

discretion ; by which I mean that he was now 

thirty-five. ■

The room in which our cynic was seatedwas an 

essentiBlly comfortable one. There were hardly 

any chairs but easy ones. . There were striped 

AxaJb curtains to the windows. There were 

plenty of books on the book-shelves, periodicals 

and new^apers everywhere, a blazing fire, and 

the remains of a very satisfactory breakfast on 

the table. In one comer of the room, close to 

a window, was a small table on which were all 

the materials used in the trade of watch-making, 

for it was one of our friend's peculiarities that he 

had a great fancy for tbat occupation. Indeed, 

he had been engtu|;ed off and on in the construc- 

tion of a watch for about eight years, and had 

made nothing of it yet. ■

Mr. Lethwaite was sitting in a large leather 

chair turned round towards the fire, and was 

taking occasional doses of the newspaper, rest- 

ing Mtween whiks to reflect; an oocupation 

which I can strongly recommend to those who 

have got nothuig f^ do. ■

'* I cannot think," he said to himself^ in the 

coarse of one of these pauses, "I cannot think ■
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what can make this man/' and he mentioned the 

name of a well-known philanthropist, "give np 

his time to such infinitely disagreeable pursuits 

as poking about in poor neighbourhoods, in- 

haling nasty smells, enoountennj^ nasty sights, 

talking to people an inch thick in dirt, and full 

of disease into the bargain, so that he runs the 

risk of infection continually, when he really is 

sot obliged to do any of these things. It is 

very extraordinary— «mw/ extraordinary," he 

continued, musingly. " I'll tell you what/' he 

went on, sitting up suddenly in his chair, " it 

must be that he likes it. There's no other way 

of accounting for it. He likes bad smells and 

horrible sights — ^that's it. I knew a man once 

who liked having his teeth out. Just as I like 

watch-making— and then these people flatter 

him, and '* ■

Here he was interrupted in his reflections by 

a lively tap at the door, and on his calling to 

the tapper to come in, a little man, about sixty 

vears of age, with twinkling spectacles, came 

briskly into the room, smiling and bowing, and 

pulling off his brown gloves as he advanced 

towards the fireplace. ■

« Good morning, sir, good morning," said the 

little man, as Lethwaite rose and shook him by 

the hand. " Studying our commercial interesU 

in the newspapers, I see. Can't do better, sir. 

Can't do better." ■

He was a small, neat, liighly-finished old man 

this, with eyes that were verj bri^^ht, and beamed 

kindly over his glasses, while his mouth, which, 

when he was not speakmg, was tightly closed, 

was ornamented with a continual placid smile. 

He was buttoned up tightly in a small great- 

coat, if the expression may be permitteo, and 

had left a pair of goloshes on the mat outside, 

so that his shoes were as dean as if he had just 

come out of his bedroom, though it was a muddy 

day outside notwithstanding. His name was 

comfortable, like his appeanuice. It was Good- 

rich — Jonathan Groodnch. ■

"Nothing of the sort, Goodrich, nothing of 

the sort," replied his patron, in allusion to the 

strong commercial feeling which the man of 

business had given him credit for. "On the 

contrary, I was reading just what came upper- 

most, and especiallv aU the most frivolous 

matter that I could by any possibility pick out. 

Why don't you sit down?" ■

" Ah ! never tell me," returned the little man. 

obeying his employer's suggestion. " Never tell 

me. lou wouldn't be al3e to give such im- 

portant hints as you do in connexion with the 

business, if you didn't give your attention to 

commerce, ay, and that pretty closely too, sir. 

But oh, sir f how I do wish that you'd come 

down now and then to the office, and superintend 

things a bit yourself. There's many a question 

turns up there in the course of the day which 

I ain't competent to give an opinion on, and then 

Mr. Gamlin he acts in it on his own responsi- 

bility, and it isn't right, sir. It isn't, indeed, for 

you're the principal, as you know; it's 'Leth- 

waite and Gamlin,' and not ' Gamlm and Leth- 

waite * " ■

" But, my dear Groodrich," u^ed the sleeping 

partner, " you know it's to Mr. Gamlin's interest 

to engage only in what's profitable to the firm, 

just as much as it's mine." ■

"Ah, sir, that's all verv well, but you ought 

to be on the spot, sir, indeed you ou^ht. For 

there isn't always time, when a question has to 

be answered, for me to come up nere and put it 

before you; and then, as I said, Mr. Gamlm has 

to act simply on his own responsibility — ^and 

he's too fond of speculating, sir, that's what I 

say, and too fond of American securities, and 

it's a country, is America, where you may have 

a crash at any time, and then where are you ? 

That's what I say, air." ■

" And you speak with considerable prudence, 

no doubt, my good Jonathan, though with too 

much mistrust of your namesakes over the 

water. But you may depend upon it that Mr. 

Gamlin knows well enough what he's about." ■

" Well, then, Mr. Julius," the old clerk went 

on, " he's been and bought up ever so much 

American cotton, and it's left there in warehouse, 

and it's dangerous, sir, you may depend upon 

it, with things looking so queer over there. And 

now he's proposing to buy I don't know how 

many bales more, and I thought that teanaac- 

tions on such a scale ought not to go on, and 

you, the head partner, knowing nothing about 

it. So I thought I'd just step round and speak 

to ^ou on the subject, and warn you of what's 

gomg on, sir, and that we are involved much 

too deeply in these American undertakings." ■

"Well, Goodrich, I am disposed to think 

you're right in that idea, and I authorise ^rou, 

if there is still time, to enter my protest against 

any further transactions with the Yankees just 

at present." ■

"There, now.!" cried the old man, triumph- 

antly, "there's an opinion worth having. 

Nobody like the head of the firm for right 

thinking and right acting. That's what I say.** ■

"Don't give me credit for it, youold goose," 

replied the patron, good humouredly; "you 

know that it was your own idea, and that you 

are praising yourself all this time." ■

"Nothing of the sort, sir — ^nothing of the 

sort. You come in and knock the nau on the 

head directly you take the hammer in hand. 

Ab, sir, if you would but make the Leth- 

waite, in ' Lethwaite and Gamlin,' the working 

partner instead of the sleeping partner, we 

might do then." ■

" Nonsense, Goodrich, nonsense ; we do very 

well as it is. I should spoil everything; and 

do remember, once for all, my good friend, that 

it's Mr. Gamlin's interest as much as mine that 

we should prosper; and there's nothing like 

self-interest." ■

" I don't know that, sir," replied Jonathan, 

doggedly. ■

"lou do, you aggravating old rascal; you 

know that everything's done in this world with 

a selfish motive." ■

" I don't know anything of the kind, sir." ■

"Yesvoudo." ■

"No I don't. And I'll tell you what, sir. ■
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as I've often told you before, that the sooner you 

ffet these notions ont of your head the better, 

for they're misleading you, air, ifyou'd allow 

me the liberty of saying so. Why, do you 

mean to tell me, Mr. Julius, that when I nad 

that long illness, and Mr. Gamlin thought it 

was useless keeping me on, as I couldn't at- 

tend to my duties, and you came forward and 

insisted that I should be left in my post,— do 

you mean to tell me that that was done with a 

selfish motive P" ■

''Yes I do. You're obstinate, and unma- 

nageable, and pig-headed ; but, in spite of all 

that, you are useful to me, and you under- 

stand me, and you may depend upon it that 

that was at the bottom of any effort I may 

have made to keep you in your place." ■

" Ah, sir, it's no use talking to you, as I well 

know," replied the old boy, in a despairing tone ; 

*' and I suppose it was with the same selfish 

motive that you came to look after me so 

often?" ■

" Why, of course it was." ■

"And that you brought all sorts of good 

things, like fowls and jellies ?" ■

" The same motive, beyond a doubt." ■

'• And sherrr wine P" ■

"Always the same, Jonathan, always the 

same. I wanted you, and was anxious to see 

you back at your desk, so of course I did what 

I could to get your strength up." ■

"There, there, sir, Ive done. And now, 

with Your leave, I'll Uke my departure," ■

" Not till you've had a |;lass of that same 

' sherry wine,' Jonathan, which did you so much 

good before." ■

"Not a drop, sir, not a drop. At this time 

of day ! why, 1 should be good for nothing all 

the afternoon. No, sir, 1 11 just go back to 

the office as fast as I can, and express the views 

with which you've kindly favoured me. So 

good morning, Mr. Julius, good morning. And 

mav you think better of it, sir, and come down 

and pay us a visit in the City before many days 

are over." And the old clerk trotted away 

through the peat bustling town, with a counte- 

nance in which were depicted great cunning 

and importance. For was he not the deputed 

ageut of the head partner in Lethwaite and 

Gamliu's ? Did he not actuallv represent the 

principal in the firm ? And was he not now con- 

veying a message from no less a person than 

Mr. Julius Lethwaite to no less a person than 

Mr. MorlevQamlinP ■

So the old boy might well wear an appearance 

of astuteness and mystery, as indeea he did, 

looking on the passers-by with a feeling almost 

of commiseration for their lot in not bemg 

engaged like himself in matters of so much 

moment. ■

Meanwhile, his employer had sunk back once 

more in his great leathern chair, and had fallen 

into one of his accustomed reveries. " I won- 

der," he said to himself, " what can make that 

old fellow so much in earnest about my affairs P 

Is it gratitude for what he was talking of iust 

now— gratitude for the sherry and the calf s- ■

foot jelly— a real interost in my welfare ? Ah, 

I wish I could think so, but I'm afraid it won't 

do. His own interest is bound up with mine ; 

if I prosper, he prospers ; if I go down, he goes 

down. It's no use trying to ignore it, that 

diabolical self-mterest shows itseu everywhere, 

and ruins everything." He sat a little while 

longer occupied with similar reflections, and 

then he started up suddenly and prepared to 

go out. ■

" I'll go and pay Cornelius Vampi a visit," 

he said, as he put on his hat, "ana get some 

philosophy out of him." ■

For it must be known that Mr. Lethwaite 

and Cornelius Vampi were great allies. ■

GRANDFATHERS AND GRAND- 

MOTHERS. ■

To my thinking, the most interesting periods 

of human life are the two extremes — infancy 

and old age. There is nothing on earth so pure, 

so beautiful, so innocent, so kissable, as a bright- 

eyed, laughing, dimpled baby ; nothing except a 

very old man, sans eyes, sans taste, sans teeth, 

sans everything but a good conscience and a 

sound heart. ■

I often wish that Shakespeare had not put 

that speech-picture of life mto the mouth of 

Jacques. Jacques was a mehincholy man, and 

took a melancholy view of things. If he had 

not been a misanthrope, a baby mi^ht have pre- 

sented itself to his mind as chucklmg and crow- 

ing in his nurse's arms, and not as muling and 

piuing. In like manner, he miffht have drawn 

a pleasant picture of a green and happy old age, 

instead of insisting so much upon leanness and 

slippers and shrunken shanks. The seven ages, as 

Jacques depicts them, may be in accordance with 

a certain rule of life ; but, for my part, I have met 

with many beautiful exceptions, and I love to 

dwell upon them. It has oeen my good fortune 

to know many old men, who, after the toil and 

strife of life, retained all the original innocence 

and simplicity of their earliest chUdhood. I have 

seen them— and I can see them now — sitting 

in their easv-chairs, their gums as innocent of 

teeth, and tneir heads as innocent of hair, as when 

they lay in their mothers' hips— sitting there 

bidmg the Lord's good time patiently and cheer- 

fully, while sons and daughters and grandsons 

and granddaughters hovered about them, and 

patted them and smoothed their pillows, and 

spoke to them in those simple words which seem 

as well adapted to the old man as to the child. 

There is a purifjinghifluence in old age which 

we all recognise. We may know that the old 

man has led a wicked life ; but when old age 

comes upon him, wrinkling his brow, blanching 

his hair, and bowing him to the earth, it seems 

as if he had been redeemed and purified by Time. 

I can understand why the patriarchs prayed so 

frequently and so earnestly for length of days ; 

praved for life until the passions and the vanities 

of human nature should have passed over like a 

cloud, leaving the heart to beat its kst throb on ■
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tiie peaceful fthore of etermt j. It always seems 

to me that at fonvsoore a man is seitker in this 

worid nor in the next^ but that he is in a posi- 

tion between the two, and ean look cahnljupon 

both. ■

I wonder if I am rxffht in my impression that 

Tery old men are mootly cheerful, i hope I am ; 

for I love to think so. It is pleasant to believe 

that hitmaa natare can work out its own purifi- 

cation on earth and return to its original inno<- 

oenee, with only such sins on its heaa as it can- 

not help and is not responsible for. Eight or 

wrong it is certain that this is the impression 

which most of us have of persons in extreme 

old age. We fondle them as we fondle children, 

we ttuk to them as we lead them about by the 

hand, as their parents talked to them when they 

were first learning to walk. Tliey need help and 

care now just as they needed them then. There 

is grandfather sitting in his ciiair by the fire, 

seeing things dinly, hearing things vaguely, as 

hesanr and neard from his mother's knee. And 

we sit by and talk of him as if he did not hear 

US and understand what we say. ''Poor old 

^andfather," we say, looking towards him ; *' he 

15 fa^i^ yerj mmcfa. He ean't see to read now 

even with hisspeeS) and that is a great depriva* 

tion to him. But he is cheerfid for all that. 

Ain't Tou, graadfiHiher dearP' ■

Abo the dear old baby knows by the sound of 

root fviee and the look thai you mrect towa^ 

hiai that you are addressing him ; and he en- 

dearoQvs to guess your meaning, and says some- 

thing in reply, aceompanjtng it with a pleasant 

chuckle^ to si^inify that he is quite happy. ■

He drofps his handken^uef or his speelaeles, 

JQst as a baby drops its spoon or its ivory ring, 

and you go and ptidc them up and put them baR» 

into his old hcora, patting him on his bald head, 

and making him comfortable in fads chair. As 

he sits there mumbling, and gazing with Ms 

viewless eyes into the Are, yon wonder if that 

feeble old man could ever have been the rest- 

less, fidgety, madeap schoolboy, the ardent lover 

sigtuDg like furnace, the fierce soldier, bearded 

liife tie pard, full of strange oaths, seeing the 

bubble reputation at the cannon's mouth? 

Where be his pnmks now, where his sighs, his 

big loud voice? All these things have passed 

awa5 iik^ & dream, and in old age he awakes 

again to infancy. ■

I think it must be pleasant to sit upon the 

last shore thsfs and wait for the boat, not im- 

patient for, neither dreading its coming, pleasant 

to hear the plash of the oars and tbe distant 

song of the rowers as they come to bear you 

away to that golden land where youth is etemaL 

I should find it difficult to talk of old grand- 

fatthers otherwise than in this strain, for I have 

never known an old grandfather who, whatever 

his previous life, did not wear an aspect <^ 

innocenee. Age is not altogether unkind. 

While it withers the beauty it also expunges the 

traces of the evil passions. The film that comes 

over the eye is a veil to hide the glare of anger ; 

the wrinkles that score the brow are strokes of 

Time's pen designed to obliterate the frown and ■

the seowl that Passion has written there so 

boldly. I can recal many grandfathers who 

were a practical testimony to the soundness of 

the theory which I have just broached with re- 

gard to the purifying iiifiuenoe of age. I re- 

member one, a fittfe feeble, cheerj; merry- 

hearted old fellow, who had been a terrible Turk 

in hn youn^ days. He had been passionate, 

imperious, violent, a constant source of trouble 

to nis wife, and a terror to his children. When 

he became an old grandfather he was trans- 

formed into the most docile creature imaginable. 

His own little grandehildren could rule him and 

make him do just as they liked. ■

"Do you remember, grandfather," one of 

them would say, ** when you used to give it to 

your boys all round with the horsewhip ?" ■

"No, no, my dear," he would answer, "I 

hope I never did that." ■

" Oh, but you did, grandfather, and grand- 

mother says you used to get drunk and Dreak 

the chimney ornaments." ■

" Oh, fie, fie, no, my dear,'* says the old man, 

"it eouldn't have been me; it must have been 

somebody else." ■

And granny strikes in and affirms that he did 

the deed, completely smashing two china shep- 

herdesses that had been in the family fora century. 

Which relation sends the old man into a fit of 

laughter so hearty and good humoured that you 

cannot conceive he could ever have been capable 

of the violent conduct imputed to him. I dare 

say he ean scarcely believe ithims^now, when 

age has east the devil out of him. ■

I remember another grandfather whose ninety- 

second birthday was celebrated not many years 

ago in tbe hoase of his granddaughter. He was 

a picture of aged innocence, gentle, patient, 

affectionate, and dodle as a child. But he had 

been, as he hhnself confessed with a sigh, a 

"roarer" in his day — a sad dog among the wo- 

men, sir, a six-bottle man, a beater of the watch, 

a night-brawler, a swaggerer, ever ready to eat 

fire and resent the slightest insult with lead or^ 

steel. ■

And there he was, on his ninety-second birth- 

day, propped up at table, with a napkin tied 

round his neck. The swa^erer, who was so 

ready with sword and pistol, cannot now be 

trusted with a knife and fork. His food^ has 

been cut up for him, and he is eating it with a 

spoon. The six-bottle man is meekly drinking 

toast-and-water, weakly flavoured witn brandy, 

from a mug. He cannot grasp a tumbler now, 

and finds it convenient to have a drinking vessel 

with a handle. He who had been a sad dog among 

the women, sir, and ruined so many reputations, 

grows faint before the feast is over, and feebly 

calls to his granddaughter to come and support 

him. And there he lies, like a weak child, 

nestling his palsied head on her bosom — ^the gay 

Lothano ! ■

I sometimes wonder what is meant by the 

commandment which says, " Honour thy father 

and thy mother : that thy days majr be long in 

the land which the Lord thy God giveth thee." 

Does it mean that they who honour father and ■
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motker will lire long f Can it be that those 

otherwise wicked persons, who Utc to be happy, 

old grandfiHtherB, attain length of daTS beoaase, 

in their Toath, ther hononred their fathers and 

mothers r It is pieasani to think so, pleasant 

to see how bread thus eariy east npon the waters 

comes back, after many aays, to the generous 

hand which originally bestowed it. How seldom 

do we meet on the hig4iwaj of Hfe with a gret> 

headed grandfather trndgbg the last miles ot the 

journey, friendless and atone. Nearly always 

ne has children or grandchildren hj his side to 

ease his burden, and take him by the hand, and 

help him up when he faints by the way. ■

With regard to grandmotliers ! Is it not a 

laet that we are accustomed to associate a cer- 

tain idea of worldlinees and selfishness--of 

wickedness, in hot — ^witk grandmothers, which 

does not arise in our sunds when wepioture to 

onrselTCS an aged grandfather ? We are in- 

debted, in a great measure, to the novel writers 

for this impression ; but we have no reason to 

question the faithfulness of the picture. We 

rardiy hare the idea oi a wicked old grandfather, 

bat we often, I am afraid, have the idea of a 

wicked old grandmother. There is the popular 

id^ of the wicked old woman in a wig, walking 

with a crutch-stick, match-making for worldly 

goods, scheming, lying, telling improper stories, 

gambling at cards, and cheating sometimes. Is 

It a true picture^ a faithful likaiess ? I am 

afrud sometimes it is. There are good grand- 

mothers^ of course ; bat there are bad ones, and 

they are more often bad than the grandfathers. 

But we must make reasonable allowance for 

them. A man in his young and middle-age 

days can have his fling, his fill of pleasure. He 

can sow his wild oats to the last grain. The 

wide scope of his indulgence enables him to see 

the fdlf of things. Not so with a woman. Her 

young days are a period of restraint ; her married 

life is one of subjection. If she be wickedly in- 

clined, it is not until she becomes an old grand- 

mother that she can haye her fling. The old 

grandfaiber has done with tiie fioward ways of 

tiie world, the old grandmother begins to take 

them in hand. ■

There are certain outward attribates of the 

grandmotlMT which accord with this view of her 

character. While the old grandfather humbly 

bows his bald head or blanched hair to the 

stroke of Time, the old grandmother endeayonrs 

to bear up against him with a wig or a false 

front. She is a skittbh creature sometimes, and 

will go out into the field when the harvest is 

fully ripe, and coquette with the old gentleman 

who wields the scythe. She beguiles him to 

drop his gleaming blade and sit down beside 

her, and sne is auite firee with him, and ta|)s 

him oyer his old knuckles with her fan. This 

grandmother tricks herself into the belief that 

the old man will continue polite, and will not 

suddenly rise up, take his weapon in hand, and 

out her down with the rest. And so she ffoes 

on pursuing worldly traffic to the very mst. 

This, of course, is only true of some old women ; 

but it is true of them all, that they are more ■

troubled about the world's afl^rs than men; 

that when they are disposed to any vice, they 

follow it with a stronger passion; that when 

they are the victims of any weakness^ they are 

more complete^ under its influence. Avarice 

has been called a good old gentlemanly vice. It 

is rather, I think, a good old gentlewomanly 

vice. There is an extreme period of age when 

a man drops the money-bags ; but a woman 

clings to them to the last, and will die with her 

finders clutching them. Not that she is natur 

rally more avancious than man, but her life of 

dependence has filled her with an inordinate 

dread of poverty. She is afraid of being alone 

and friendless, without money. The old man 

has not this dread. At a certain stage he cares 

little what becomes of him. He will go to the 

workhouse cheerfully, while the woman will, of 

all last resources, avoid that. ■

The drop of dew which glistens under the 

sunlight like a diamond, reveals under the micro- 

scope a mass of writhing, wriggling worms, fear* 

some to look at. Let us then stand a little 

back from our grandfathers and grandmothers. 

Let us shut up the microscope tmd view them 

under the sun. Going down the hill t(^ther 

hand in hand, they are a spectacle to fill the 

heart with gratitude to Heaven that such a 

peaceful fate is man's on earth. What a privi- 

lege for a grown man to have an aged grand- 

father and grandmother !— to be their stay and 

support in their old days, to stand by at kst 

and close their eyes. What happiness to the 

aged to be tlius lovingly tended, and have their 

own old care repaid to them. Truly, length of 

days are a blessed portion to old people, who 

liye to see their children and their children's 

children spring up around them with a constant 

increase of affection — giving assurance that man 

can never die, and love can never fkde. ■

HALF A MILLION OF MONET. ■

MX TEB AUTHOm <IF **BASBAXi^ flIStOaT.** ■

CHA.PTEK LTV. ■ HOW THE £ABL 8F£D IH HIS 

WOOING. ■

It was a hurried, uncoBofortable afternoon at 

Castletowers, and Signer Colonna's visitor had 

brought nothing but confusion to the house. 

The news was really important news to those 

whom it concerned; but there was nothing 

which Lad^ Castletowers disliked so much as 

excitement, nothing in her eyes so undimified 

as haste, and she was therefore not a little dis- 

pleased by this sudden breaking «P ^f,^? 

party. It was nothing to her that Gan^ldi 

was in occupation of Palermo. It was nothmff 

to her that an armistice had been concluded 

with the Neapolitan government, or that ^ 

army would be likely to march next in the di- 

rection of Messina. She only knew that the 

Walkingshaws and Miss Hatherton were coming 

to dine with her that very day; that Signer 

Monteonculi would make one too many at the ■
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table ; and tliat tbe departure of the Colonnas 

immediately after dinner would spoil the even- 

ing. ■

in the mean while Signor Colonna was deep 

in consultation with the new comer ; Olimpia, 

assisted bj one of the maids, was busy packing ner 

father's l}Ooks and papers ; the Earl was wander- 

ing disconsolately to and fro, seeking his oppor- 

tunity ; and Saxon Trefalden, mounted on Ms 

swiftest thorough-bred, was galloping towards 

the hills, determined to leave a clear field for 

his friend, and not to come back till the first 

dinner-bell should be ringing. ■

At lengtl), as the afternoon wore on, the Earl 

grew tired of waiting about the drawing-rooms 

and staircase, and sought Olimpiain her lather's 

quarters. There he found her, not in Golonna's 

own den, but in the room immediately beneath it, 

kneeling before a huge army trunk more than 

half filled with pamphlets, letters, despatches, 

maps, and documentary lumber of every de- 

scription. More books and papers littered tbe 

floor and table, and these the servant was dust- 

ing previous to their being sorted and tied up 

by Miss Colbnna. ■

" Can I be of any service P" asked the Earl, 

as he peeped in through the half-opened door. ■

Olimpia looked up with a pleasant smile. ■

"Are you really in want of something to 

do?" said she. 

. "GreaUy." ■

" Then you may help to sort these papers. 

Among them are some dozens of last year's 

reports. You can arrange those accordmg to 

date, and tie them up in parcels of about 

eighteien or twenty." ■

The Earl set al)out his task with much seem- 

ing alacrity. ■

" We owe Montecuculi a grudge for this," he 

said, presently. ''Who would have thought 

this morning at breakfast that vou would strike 

your tents and flee away into the great London 

desert before night P" ■

"Who woulahave thought that we should 

have such glorious cause for breaking up our 

camp ?" retorted Olimpia, with enthusiasm. ■

'* No one, indeed. And yet I wish the news 

had not travelled quite so quickly." ■

"Good news cannot fly too fast," replied 

Olimpia. "I scarcely dare trust myseu to 

think what the next may be." ■

"At least, do not hope too much." ■

" Nay, I have desponded long enough. Hope 

has been for so many years a forbidden luxury, 

that I feel as if I could not now drink of it too 

deeply. I hope all thinj^. 1 expect all things. 

I beheve that the hour is come at last, and that 

miracles will be accomplished within the next 

few months.'* ■

The Earl, thinking more of his own hopes and 

fears at that moment than of Italy or the Italians, 

wished with all his heart that a miracle could be 

accomplished then and there for the translation 

of the nousemaid to any convenient planet.. ■

" I should not be surprised," continued 

Olimpia, "if I heard to-morrow that Garibaldi 

was m Messina— or that he had crossed the ■

straits, and carried Naples by a coup de ■

!" ■

" Nor I," replied Castletowers, abstractedly. ■

And then for a few moments they were both 

silent. In the midst of their silence, a bell rang 

long and loudly in some part of the ofiioes 

below. ■

"What bell is thatP" asked the Earl, who 

had heard it thousands of times in the course of 

his home-life, and knew its import perfectly. ■

"It's the servants' hall bell, my lord," re- 

plied the housemaid. ■

"And what does it mean, then«-the servants' 

tea?" ■

"Yes, my lord." ■

OUmpia took the Earl's Uttle bait imme- 

diately. ■

" X ou need not mind the rest of those papers 

now, Jane," she said, good naturedly. "Go 

down at once, and come back when you have 

had tea." ■

Whereupon the housemaid, duly grateful, left 

the room. ■

And now Lord GastletoWers had only to 

speak. The coveted opportunity was his at 

last ; but it was no sooner hb thiui he lost his 

presence of mind, and found himself without a 

word to say. ■

Presently Olimpia looked up, and spoke 

again. ■

"How hard a thing it is," said she, "to be a 

woman — a mere woman ! How hard to sit down 

tamely, day after day, listening to the echoes of 

the battle-field — listening and waiting !" ■

" I am very gkd you are listening from so 

safe a distance." ■

" And I pray that that distance may soon bo 

lessened," she retorted, quickly. "We shall 

undoubtedly go to Genoa in the course of the 

next fortnigot; and if mv father crosses to 

Sicily, I do not mean to be left behind." ■

"But the Mediterranean swarms with Nea- 

politan war-steamers !" exchumed the Earl. ■

Olimpia smiled. ■

" Besides, of what service could you be when 

there P You will perhaps say that you can do 

hospital work ; but the hospitals do not want 

you. Ten per cent of our volunteers are medical 

men, and I will venture to say that every woman 

in Sicily is a willing nurse." ■

" I would do any work that my head or hands 

could be trusted to perform," said she ; " whether 

it were at the desk, or the bedside. Oh, that I 

could give my blood for the cause I" ■

"Alen give their blood," replied the Earl; 

" but women the tears that make death ^weet, 

and the smiles that make victory worth achiev- 

ing." ■

Olimpia's lip curled scornfully. ■

" Our soldiers have nobler enos at stake than 

women's smiles !" said she. ■

The Earl was in despair. Nothing that he 

had said seemed to find favour with Miss Co- 

lonna, and all this time the minutes were slipping 

away — the precious minutes for which tnere 

would be no recal. ■

" True friend to the cause aS I am, Olimpia,'* ■
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said he, desperately, " if I were to go out, it 

woald be as much for your sake as for the sake 

of yoQT coimtrT ; but I hope you would not 

scorn my sword for that reason." ■

Miss Golonna was taken by surprise. She 

had never been blind to the young man's admi- 

ration; but, haying tacitly discouraged it ior so 

long, she had taken it for granted tluit he would 

not venture on a declaration. Even now, though 

he had spoken words which could bear no other 

interpretation, she determined to put the thing 

aside, and prevent him, if possible, from speak- 

ing more plainly. And vet her heart stirred 

strai^ly when be called her by her name ! ■

" lours is almost the only sword we should 

decline to enlist on any terms, Lord Castle- 

towers," she replied, gravely, "You are an 

only son, and the last inheritor of a noble name. 

Your duties lie here." ■

"You would not think thus if I were an 

Italian r ■

'' Certainly not. I should then say that your 

first duty was to your country." ■

The Earl came and stood before her, pale and 

earnest, and not to be turned from his pur- 

pose. ■

" Hear me, Olimpia," he said, passionately. 

"I love you, and you know that I love you. I 

have loved you for more than four years. I will 

not say that I have dared to hope. If I had 

hoped, I should not, perhaps, have kept silence 

so long ; but I may have thought that you read 

my secret, and that silenee might plead for me 

more eloquently than words. I know how heavy 

the chances are against me — 1 have weighed 

them all, long since. I know that he who would 

aspire to your hand Ihust love your Italjr as if 

he wore a son of the soil, must throw in his for- 

tunes with her fortunes, and deserve you through 

his devotion to her cause. I also know that the 

man who had done all this would only have ful- 

filled those primary conditions without which 

the humblest red-shirt in Graribaldi's wake would 

stand a better chance than himself. Am I not 

right ?" ■

"Perfectly; but '' ■

" Do not reply yet, I implore you ! You say 

that I have duties here. It is true ; and I am 

prepared to fulfil them to the utmost. I will 

settle this house and half my income on my 

mother for her life. All else that is mine, land^ 

revenue, strength of body and will, personal in- 

fluence, life itself, shall be Italy's. Your country 

shall be my country— your people, my people — 

your God, my Qod. Can I say more, except 

that I love you ? That, deeply and dearly as I 

love you now, I believe from my soul I shall 

love you better still in years to come. In my 

eyes you will never be less young or less beau- 

tiful. Should sorrow or sickness come upon 

you, I will do all that man may do to cherish 

and comfort you. If you are in peril, I will die 

defending you. The love of my youth will be 

the love of my age ; and what you are to me 

now, Olimpia, whether you reject or accept me, 

that you will be till my last hour !" ■

He paused. His manner, even more than his ■

words, had been intense and esufer, and now 

that his passionate appeal was lul poured out, 

he waited for his sentence. ■

And OLimpia? Did she listen unmoved? 

She strove hard to do so ; but she could not 

quite control the colour tliat came and went, 

or the tears that would not be stayed. One 

by one, as his pleading grew more earnest, they 

bad slipped slowly over the dark lashes and 

down the oval cheek ; and the Earl, who had 

never seen her shed a tear before, believed for 

one wild moment that his cause was won. ■

Her first words undeceived him. ■

"I am very sorry for this. Lord Caslle- 

towers," she said ; and her voice, which was a 

little tremulous at first, became steady as she 

went on. "I would have given much that these 

words had never been spoken; for they are 

spoken in vain. I believe that you love mo 

sincerely. I believe that I have never been so 

well loved— that I shall never be so well loved 

again; but— I cannot marry you." ■

" You will, at least, give me a reason !" ■

" To what end ? That you might combat it ? 

Do not ask it, my lord. Nothing that I could 

teU, nothing that you could say, would alter my 

decision." ■

The Earl turned his face aside. ■

"This is cruel," he said. "I have not de- 

served it." ■

"Heaven knows that I do not mean it so," 

replied Olimpia, quickly. " I should be more 

or less tlian woman if I did not regret the loss 

of such a heart as yours." ■

" You have not lost it, Olimpia^" he replied, 

brokenly. " You will never lose it. Witli me, 

once is always." ■

She clasped her hands together, like one in 

pain. ■

"Oh, that it were not so!" sheexchumed. ■

"Areyou,*hen, sorry for me?" ■

"Bitterly— bitterly!" ■

" And yet you cannot love me ?" ■

Olimpia was silent. ■

Again the hope flashed upon him — again he 

broke into passionate pleading. ■

" I used to think once — madly, presumptu- 

ously, if you will — ^that you were not quite so 

indifferent to me as you nave been of late. Was 

Imistidcenin so thinking? Or is it possible 

that I have done anything to lessen your re- 

gard ? Have I ever ofTenaed you? Or pained 

you? Or manifested my admiration too openly?" ■

" Never — never." ■

"Then, did you never carp for me? For 

Heaven's sake, tell me this before we part." ■

Olimpia became ashy pale and leaned upon 

the table, as if her strength were failing her. ■

"Lord Castletowers," she said, slowly, "you 

have no right to press me thus." ■

" Not when the happiness of my whole life is 

at stake ? Give me but the shadow of a hope, 

audi will be silent I" ■

"I cannot." ■

The Earl put his hand to his forehead in a 

bewildered way. ■

" I don't 8e^jtj||(/f, I co^d helieve it," he ■
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said. "But— if I only knew whj, perhaps it 

would not be so bard to bear.'^ ■

Miss Colonna looked down, and for some 

moments neither spoke nor stirred. At length 

she said : ■

**I will tell you whj;. Lord Castlctowers, if 

yon mvst know. It is possible that I may 

never marry ; bat if I do, it most be to one 

who can do more for Italy than yourself. Axt 

yon satisfied ?* ■

The yonng man conld not trust himself to 

speak. He only looked at her ; and a dark ex- 

pression came into his face — snch an expression 

as Olimpia had never seen it wear till that 

moment. ■

•* Farewell,* she said, almost imploringly, and 

pnt out her hand. ■

*' Farewell," he replied, and, havii^ held it 

for a moment in his own, disengaged it gently, 

and said no more. ■

She remembered afterwards how cold her 

own hand was, and how dry and hot was the 

palm in whidi it rested. ■

But a few moments later, and she was kneel- 

ing hj her bedside in her own far-away chamber, 

nlent and self-reliant no longer, bat wringing 

her hands with a woman's passionate sorrow, 

and crying aloud: ■

' " On, that he could have looked into my heart 

— that he could only have known how I love 

himr ■

CHAPTEB LV. AT ABM's LBHGTH. ■

Thsbb was no superfluons guest at Lady 

Castlctowers' table, after all ; for Miss Colonna 

excused herself on the plea of severe headache, 

and Signer Moteeueuh opportunely filled her 

place. But the dinner proved an effet manqu6, 

notwithstanding. The Earl, though as host 

he strove to do his best, played the part lan- 

guidlv, and was bitterly sad at heart. Saxon, 

who bad come in covered with dust and foam 

about five minutes before the dinner was 

served, looked weary and thooehtful, and all 

unlike his own joyous self. Gnuiio Colonna, 

fbll of Italian politics, was indisposed for con- 

versation. And so, what with Olimpia's ab- 

sence, and what with that vague sense of dis- 

comfort inseparable from any kind of parting 

or removal, a general dreariness pervaoed the 

table. ■

Miss Hatherton, however, was lively and 

talkative, as usual. Finding Saxon unwontedly 

silent, she consoled herself with the stranger^ 

and questioned Signer Montecuculi about Sicily 

and Naples, Calatafimi, Palermo, Gkribaldi, and 

Victor Emmanuel, to her heart's content. ■

In the mean while, Colonna, sitting at Lady 

Castletowers' left hand, had been lamenting 

the non-fulfilment of certain of his plans. ■

" I had hoped," he said, in a low tone, "that 

something would have come of it ere this." ■

"And 1 had hoped it too, dear friend — for 

your sake," replied Lady Castletowers, benevo- 

lently. ■

'* I had made certain that, knowing how un- ■

expectedly we are called away, he would have 

spoken to-day; but, on the contrary, he ordered 

out his horse quite early, and has been in the 

saddle all day.^' ■

"That looks strange.'* ■

** Very strange. I wish to Heaven we could 

have remained with you one week longer." ■

''But it is not too late to reverse your 

plans,'* ■

Colonna shook his head. ■

"I can no more reverse them,** he said, 

''than I can reverse the order of the pknets.'* ■

" Then leave Olimpia with me. She is not fit 

to go up to town this evening.'' ■

"Thanks — ^I had already thought of that; 

but she is det^mined to accompany me." ■

To which the Countess, who was much more 

deeply interested in procuring Miss Hatherton's 

fortune for her son than in securing a wealthy 

bridegroom for the daughter of her friend, re- 

plied, " I am sorry, amico," and transferred her 

conversation to Mr. Walkingshaw. ■

But Colonna had not yet played his last card. 

When the ladies retired, he took the vacant seat 

at Saxon's right hand, and said : ■

" Ours is an abrupt departure, Mr. TreUden ; 

but I trust we shall see yon in London." ■

Saxon bowed, and murmured something about 

obligation and kindness. ■

•* lou are yourself returning to town, I un- 

derstand, the day after to-morrow." ■

Saxon beHeved he was. ■

" Then you must promise to come and see us. 

Ton wHl find us, for at least the next fortnight, 

at the Portland Hotel ; but after that time we 

shall probably be bendi]i|^ our steps towards ■

Saxon bowed again, and passed the decanters. ■

Colonna began to see that there was some- 

thinewrong. ■

"When friends wbh to ensure a meeting," 

said he, "and we are friends, I trust, Mr. 

Trefalden— their best plan is to make some 

definite appomtment. Will you dine with us 

on Thursday at our hotel P" ■

"I am afraid . . . ." began Saxon. ■

" Nay, that is an ominous beginning." ■

"I have been so long away from town," con- 

tinued the young man, somewhat confusedly, 

"and shall have so many daims upon my time 

for the next few weeks» that I fear I must make 

no engagements." ■

Giulio Colonna was utterly confounded. But 

yesterday, and tiiis young millionnaire would 

have grasped at any straw of invitation that 

miffht have brought him nearer to Olimpia; 

and now .... Was he drawing off P Was ha 

offended? He laid his hand on Saxon's arm, 

and, bending his most gracious smile upon him» 

said: ■

"I will not part from you thus, my dear sir. 

Those who serve my country serve me; and you 

have been so munificent a benefactor to our 

cause, that you have made me your debtor for 

life. I will not, therefore, suffer ydu to drop 

away into the outer ranks of mereaeqaaintsoce* 

ship. I look upon you as a friend^ and as a ■
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friend joa must promise to break bread witii me 

before 1 leave England." ■

Saxon would have given the best thoroogb- 

bred itt his stables-^nav, eveij horse that lie 

possessed, and the mail phaeton into the bargain ! 

— only to know at that moment how the Earl 

had prospered in his wooing. Being ignorant, 

however, on this point, he made the best reply 

he conld, nnder the chrevmstanees. ■

"I will dine with you, if I can, Signor 

Col(»ma,*' he said, bhmtiy. '^At all ev^ts, I 

will call upon you at your hotel ; but, until I 

know how I am situated with — ^with regard to 

other friends— I can say nothing more positive." ■

"Then I suppose I must try to be content," 

replied the Italian, pleasantly; but he felt that 

Saxon Trefalden was on his ^ard, and holding 

him at arm's length, and, in his heart, he cursed 

the adverse power that instmct told him was at 

work against hira. ■

Later in the evening, when they were all 

gone, and Ladv Castletowers had retired, and 

Saxon remained the only guest in the bouse, the 

two young men went down to the smoking- 

salon — a nrge, comfortable room adjoining the 

library, and opening upon the same quiet 

garden. ■

"Well?" exclaimed Saxon, eagerly. "What 

speed?" ■

The larl closed the door before replying; 

and then his answer was signifieant enough. ■

"None." ■

"What do you mean P* ■

"I mean, Trefalden, that the sooner tiiat 

yacht is found and we are on the high seas, the 

better pleased I shall be. She has refused me." ■

Despite the dasme of friendship and his own 

generous resolves, Saxon's heart gave a joyous 

bound. ■

"Refused you!" he aasd. •'On what 

grounds P" ■

The Earl flung himself into a chair. ■

" On patriotic grounds," he replied, gloomily. ■

" Do you mean beeause you are Ei^giiBh ?" ■

"No — nor yet because she does not love 

me; but because if she ever gives her hand in 

marria^, it must be to a man who ean *do 

more for Italy' than Gervase Wynueelyffs." ■

"Do more for Italy!" repeated Saxon, 

slowly. ■

" Ay — do you know what that means ? 

Why, man, it means that Olimpia Colonna, with 

all her beauty, purity, and pride of birth, will 

some day sell ihersehf— edl herself, wrong her 

husband, and sacrifice me — ^for her country's 

sake ! If I were as rich as you are, she would 

marry me. If you were to propose to her to- 

morrow, she would marry yon. If you were 

old, ugly, ignorant — anything, in short, save a 

Bourbon or a Hapsbnrg— she would probably 

marry you all the same. And yet sue loves 

me!" ■

" Are you sure of that P' ■

" I am as certain of it as that she lives and 

breathesw" ■

"Did— did she admit it r ■

" No— but she could not deny it. Besides, ■

I saw it— I felt it. There are times when all 

men are dairvoyant; and I was clairvoyant 

then." ■

Saxon was sSent. ■

" And this is patriotism !" ejaculated Castle- 

towers, bitterly. "I have heard it said that 

virtues carried to excess become vices ; but till 

now I never believed it. As for the Italkn 

eause .... I hare been a true friend to it, 

Trefalden — a true and earnest fricnc^. as yxiu 

well know ; but now— I hate it." ■

And he ground the words out slowly between 

his teeth, as if he meant them. ■

After this, they sat together with books and 

maps before them, planmng maaj things, and 

talking far into the ni^t. ■

CHAPTEB. LTL GOING TO KOEWAT. ■

"Wb are going to Norway — Castletowers 

and I!" ■

The words were in Saxon's mouth all day 

long, and Saxon himself was livmg in a fever of 

preparati<m. The men at the Erectheum took a 

good deal of languid interestinhis plans, and were 

lavish of advice in the matter of Norwegian 

travel^^specially those who had never crossed 

the Skager Back m their lives. And Saxon was 

grateful for it all, buying everjthin^ that every- 

bodv recommended, ana stoelung mmseif in the 

wilotest way with meat-essences, hermetically 

preserved game and fish, solid soups, ship's 

biscuit, wines, spirits and Kqueurs, fishing- 

tackle, wading hoots, patent tents, poly^ot 

washittj^books, Swedish and Norwegian gram- 

mars^ dietionaries and vocabularies, pocket 

telescopes, pocket microscopes, pocket re- 

volvers, waterproof clothing, and a thousand 

other snares oi the like nature: Then, besides 

all these, he ordered a couple of nautieal suits, 

and a gorgeous log-book bound in searlet mo- 

rocco, aiul secured by a Chubb's lod:; for 

Saxon had scorned to hire his yacht — he had 

bought it, naid for it, christen^ it, and now 

meant to play ^e nart of captain and owner 

thereof, under the aue jurisdiction of a com- 

petent master. ■

In all this, Mr. Laurence Greatorex had made 

himsdf particularly useful and c^linng, having 

taken the trouble to go down with S^xon to 

Portsmouth for the purpose of introducing him 

to a ship-building acquaintance who happened, 

luckily, to be able to hdp them to the very 

thing oi which they were in search. It was an 

American yacht, slight and graceful as an 

American 1>eauty ; and as her owner was anxious 

to sell and Saxon was eager to buy, the bargain 

was soon concluded. ■

Then came the hiring of a competent master 

and crew; the shipping of Saxon's multitudi- 

nous stores; the trial trip round the Isle of 

Wi^ht ; and all the rest of those delightfully 

busmees-like preliminaries which make the game 

of yachting seem so much like earnest. And 

throughout the whole of this time, Mr. Greato- 

rex — who, to do him justice, was really grateful 

to his benefactor, and anftomLto, serve him in ■
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anj way not inTolvlDg the repayment of a cer- 

tain modest loan — ^posted backwards and for- 

wards between London and Portsmonth, helped 

Saxon throngh innumerable commercial diffi- 

culties, and proved himself an invaluable ad- 

viser. ■

It was a busy time for Saxon. He had no 

leisure for regrets, and perhaps no overwhelming 

inclination to indulge m them, either. What 

was his disappointment, after all, compared with 

the EarFs ? A mere scratch beside a deep and 

deadly wound. Castletowers had loved Olimpia 

Golonna for four long years — Saxon had been her 

slave for about as many weeks. Castletowers had 

confessed to him, in a manly, quiet way, and 

without the slightest semblance of affectation, 

that he believed he should never love any other 

woman — Saxon had no such conviction; but 

felt, on the contrary, that the best love of his 

life was yet to come. All these things con- 

sidered, he was so grieved for his friend that he 

came to be almost ashamed of his own trouble 

— ^nay, was somewhat ashamed to regard his dis- 

appomtment in the light of a trouble. Olimpia 

had never cared for him. She had cared for 

nothing but his wealth ; and only for that on 

account of Italy. Miss Hatherton was right. 

She had spoken only the literal truth that day, 

when she compared him to the goose that laid 

the golden ^gs. It was a humuiating truth ; 

but, after al^ was it not well for the goose to 

have escaped with only the loss of an ege or 

two P So Saxon tried to be philosophic ; kept 

his secret to himself; hurried on the yachting 

preparations with a will; and set himself to 

efface Olimpia's beautiful image from his heart 

as rapidly as possible. ■

At mt all was ready. The yacht rode 

lightly at anchor in Portsmouth harbour, only 

waiting for her lord and master to embark; 

and Saxon, having made his last round of in- 

spection and seen that everything was in order, 

from the glittering swivel-gun on the forededc 

to the no less brilliant pots and pans in the 

caboose, was speedingup to London, to spend 

hb last evening with William Trefalden. ■

** Isn't she a little beauty, GreatorexP" said 

he. ■

It was the first word that had been spoken 

since they left Portsmouth. ■

" Fll tell you what it is, my dear boy," 

replied the banker, with that engaging familiarity 

to which so many of his West-end acquaintances 

had the bad taste to object, " the Albula is just 

the tautest and trimmest little craft that ever 

scudded under canvas. If she had been built 

for you, you could not have had a better fit." ■

" I wonder what Castletowers wiU say when 

he sees her P" ■

" If he has but half the taste I give him 

credit for, he will endorse my verdict. Do you 

meet in London or Portsmouth P" ■

"In London; and go down together. We 

hope to weigh anchor about three o'clock in 

the afternoon." ■

" And you will be away — ^how long ?'* ■

" From two to three months." ■

Mr. Greatorex looked thoughtful, and lit a 

cigar. ■

** If I can be useful to you while you are out 

there, Trefalden, you know you may command 

me," said he. *' 1 mean, if you have any stocks 

or shares that you want looked after, or any 

interest got in.''^ ■

" Thank you very much," replied Saxon ; 

" but my cousin manages all those things for 

me." ■

" Humph ! And you have no other lawyer P" ■

" Of course not.'^ ■

*' Would vou think it impertinent if I ask 

how he has disposed of your property P Under- 

stand, my dear boy, that I aon't want you te 

tell me if you had rather not ; but I should like 

to know that Mr. Trefalden of Chancery-lane 

has done the best he can for you." ■

" Oh, you may take that for granted," said 

Saxon, warmly. ■

" We take nothing for granted, east of 

Temple Bar," replied Greatorex, dryly. ■

But of this observation his companion took 

no Notice. ■

" More than half my money was left in the 

Bank of England," said he, ''in government 

stock." ■

" Safe ; but only three per cent," remarked 

the banker. ■

*' And the rest is invested in — in a company." ■

''In what company P" asked Greatorex, 

quickly. ■

"Ah, that I may not tell you. It's a secret 

at present." ■

The banker looked very grave. ■

"I am sorry for that," he said. ■

" Don't be sorry. It's a magnificent enter- 

prise—the grandest thing of the present half 

century, and a certein success. You'll hear all 

about it before long." ■

" Not the South Australian diamond mines, 

I hope?" ■

"No, no." ■

"Did Mr. Trefalden advise the investment P" ■

"Yes ; and has put all his own money into it 

as well.'* ■

" That looks as if he had some faith in it." ■

" He has perfect faith in it. He is the com- 

pany's lawyer, you see, and knows all about it." ■

" And wno are the directors P" ■

" Well, I believe I'm one of them," laughed 

Saxon. ■

"And the rest P" ■

" I haven't the slightest idea." ■

" But you have met them on board-days ?" ■

" Never. I don't think there have been any 

board-days at present." ■

The banker shook his head. ■

" I don't like it," said he. " I tell you frankly, 

my dear boy, I don't like it." ■

" I really see no reason why you should dis- 

like it," replied Saxon. ■

Mr. Greatorex smoked for some time in ■

silence, and made no replv. After that, the ■

conversation went back to the vacht ; and then ■

they talked about Norwaj, and salmon-fishing, ■

I and a thousand other topics connected with the ■
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voyage, till they shook hands at parting, on the 

platform of the London terminas. ■

" I wish, upon my sonl, Trefalden, that yon 

^onld entrust me with the name of that com- 

pany," said the hanker, earnestly. ■

"I cannot." ■

"It would enahle me to keep an eye on your 

interests while you are away." ■

"Yon are most kind," replied Saxon; "bnt 

I have promised to keep the secret faithfal%, 

and I mean to do so. Besides, I have absolate 

confidence in my coasin's discretion." ■

The City man shrugged his shoulders signifi- 

cantly. ■

" To tell you the blunt truth, my dear fellow," 

said he, " I would not trust William Trefalden 

one inch further than I could see him. There 

•—don't look at me as if I were proposing to 

blow up the Houses of Parliament. It is a rude 

thing to say, no doubt ; but I am not the only 

man livingwho is of that opinion. I don't like 

William TTrefalden. Perhaps you will say 

that I have good reason to dislike him— and 

so I have ; but that is not it. I am not speak- 

ing now from my prejudices, but through 

my regard for you. Yott did a very frienaly 

thing by us, m spite of your cousin; and 1 

should rejoice to do something for you in re- 

turn." ■

"Also in spite of my cousin, I suppose," 

replied Saxon, half in jest, and more than half 

in anger. " No, I thank you, Mr. Greatorex. 

Yon mean well, I am sure; but you cannot 

serve me in this matter — unless bv dismissing 

an unjnst prejudice from your mind." ■

" Wilful man-— et ceetera ! Well, then, Tre- 

fidden, good-bye, and bon voyage." ■

'* Good-bye, Mr. Greatorex.'*^ ■

And 80 they parted. ■

GOING TO THE "BAD." ■

** Will yon walk into my Eaisaal ?** said the Sfaazper 

to the Flat; ■

" 'Tis the richest, gayest Korsaal that ever you 

were at. ■

The way into my Kursaal is up this granite stair, ■

And IVe got many curioos things to show you when 

you're there." ■

''Ob, no, no," said the Flat, " because Tve some- 

times heard it said, ■

Ton oft, in change for golden coin, give bullets made 

of lead." ■

Said the cunning Sharper to the Flat, " Dear IHend, ■

what can I do 

To prove the warm and tme regard IVe always ■

felt for yon? 

I have within my Knrsaal good sto^ of all that's ■

nice, 

I'm sure you're very welcome. 'Us hot, pray take ■

an ice! 

Now do walk in," the Sharper said, "for here ■

you're sure to find 

A host of wealtiiy beauties ; all the gems of woman- 

kind. 

I'm sure youll make a conquest there among their ■

flntt'ring hearts, ■

For they seek for men of noble mien—for gentlemen 

of parts. ■

Win freely at your pleasure from my heaps of 

glittering gold, ■

And find that Fortune lundly gives her favours to 

the bold!" ■

" I thank you," said the stranger, " for what you're 

pleased to say, ■

And wishing you good morning now, I'll call an- 

other day." ■

The Sharper turned him round about, and went into ■

his den, 

For well he knew the silly Flat would soon come ■

back again: 

So he made a comer ready at his table of roulette, 

Where, dose by, a brother Sharper winning rapidly ■

was set ; 

Then he came out to his door again and said with ■

winning wile, 

" Come, try your fortune, noble sir, and win this ■

golden pUe." ■

Alas, alas ! how very soon this very verdant Flat ■

Came sidling to the Kursaal, and at the table sat; — ■

With wistful eyes he saw the prize the cunning 

Sharper won, ■

When, heedless of the web of craft that round him 

had been spun, ■

Thinking only of bis " noble mien," and winning 

wealth untold, ■

Forgetting many brother Flats before him had been 

"sold,"— ■

He staked his cash, " small by degrees and beauti- 

fully less,"— ■

But who the end of all his hopes— his blighted 

hopes !— Hsould guess ? ■

The cunning Sharper, ambushed in his roulette- 

table lair. ■

Relieved him soon of all he had, then laughed at his 

despair ; ■

He plucked him at his table, and he fleeced him in 

his den, ■

Reduced him to a beggar, and then— drove him out 

again! ■

And now, ye Flats who travel, and this sad story ■

read. 

To idle, silly, flatt'ring hopes I pray you ne'er give ■

heed; 

When Kursaal harpies tempt you, forget not what ■

they're at, 

But take a lesson from this tale of Sharpers and the ■

Flat. ■

HERMIT BOB. ■

" I woiTDEB what was the correct pattern of 

the scrip P" said my friend Bobby Lvnn, 

thoughtfully, as we roamed, an idle pair, along 

the Ladies' Mile. ■

"Scrip! What scrip?" ■

"Bag, satchel, wallet, shoulder-thing, you 

know," said Bob. " 8orip-*from the Swedish 

' skrappa'— whence we have 'gripe;* in the 

vulgar, 'grab.' Jj^actip, Such, for instance, 

as hermits usually carry for roots, and — and 

that sort of fun." ■

*' The last new thinff of the scrip sort," I 

observed, "is announcea by Toozeley Brothers, 

of Eoae Conduit-street, as an immense improve- ■
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ment on their celebrated Tient-Tout, which al- 

ready, as its name implies, held everything. 

Divided, say the Brothers, into five compart- 

ments, thus: a place for your dress-boots, 

sKppers, and gibns. A collar-cell. A " ■

"Pshal" said Bob; "I mean the regular 

hermit machine, plain, grave, capacious, water- 

proof, adapted, in short, to its sober purposes, 

and the usefid and innocent pursuits of the 

contented wearer." ■

" Hallo ! Are you going to turn solitaiy ?" I 

asked, with considerable surprise. ■

•'Harry," said Bob, «I Stop. Take ■

a sweep round here. It's quieter. I have 

arrived at a very extraordinaiy determiuation. 

Although not recent, it is in a manner asso- 

ciated with an incident that occurred under 

your eyes not ten minutes ago. We met a 

low-bodied light-green phaeton, drawn by a 

pair of nice free-stepping things, silver harness, 

the whole conducted oy a lady in a mauve 

bonnet, carrying on her whip-shaft a delicate 

blue toadstooL' ■

" I remember.** ■

" As she shot past, and our e^res net, the 

toadstool sank between us. Noticing this, the 

spirit of mischief prompted you to remark, with 

a pretence of ignorance that would have been 

absurd if it were not malignant, 'I thought 

you knew Grace Kersmere — that is. Lady Grace 

Tattershore.* • Knetff her !' I responded, using 

my chest-notes. There I stopped." ■

"All this I accept as history. Proceed.'* ■

" /," resumed Mr. Lynn, after a deglutition, 

as if he had suocessfully bolted a sm«dl apple, 

*' I, sir, was the tenth man jilted by that lady. 

She was, as you are aware, an heiress, in- 

dependent of her parents; a circumstance 

wBch does not, in practice, fortify the autho- 

rity of those parties. Grace, in fact, was accus- 

tomed to do pretty much as she pleased. 

Engagements were her monomania. To such a 

degree did she indulge the predilection for 

betrothment, that, at the period when I found 

an explanation absolutely necessary, Miss Kers- 

mere was regularly affianced to no less than 

three individuals, irrespective of a conditional 

understanding with a cousin in New 2iealand, 

and an extensive range of general flirtation at 

home!" ■

" Did she propose to marry the three .^' ■

" I cannot say," replied Bob, calmly. " Per- 

haps the difficulties of a threefold engagement 

miglit have been enough for her. Genius, 

however, will do a great deal. Accident — 

treachery, the called it— lalone brought matters 

to a crisis. We three unconscious rivals, hap- 

pening to be all in town at the same time, it 

became expedient to appoint us our respective 

beats, morning, afternoon, evening. 1 was 

myself on afternoon, or cro<iuet duty, when, 

by the merest chance, happening to drop in in 

the morning man's time, I became aware that 

she was affianced — iu addition to myself and 

Charley Sartorius — to Sir Talbot Tattershore 

— whom, in the perplexity arising from this 

unlucky dash, she, unintentionaUy, mamed. ■

You heard of the singular, not to say preter* 

natural incident, that attended the ceremoayP" ■

"No, I did not What was it?" ■

" They were married, by the united efforts of 

several of the clergy, at St. Winifred's the 

Less. Just before the appointed hour, a gen- 

tleman, not, perhaps, strictly handsome, but of 

highly prepossessing aspect and demeanour, 

stni more improved by a touch of sadness, 

acjiosted the pew-opener with a request for a 

seat, at a convenient distance from the altar." ■

" Say frankly it was yoursdf." ■

" Ha ! Well guessed,**' said Bob ; " but you'll 

hardly foresee what follows. The pew-opencr, 

after a moment's irresolution, arismg perhaps 

from her knowledge of Miss Kersmere's mstoi^, 

and a fear that I might attend for the purpose 

of forbidding the banns— ended by placing me 

in a commodious pew, but slightly removed 

from the interesting scene. Scarcely was I 

seated, when I noticed a second gentleman, evi- 

dently preferring a similar request. He, like- 

wise, wore a subdued and mournful air, and Uie 

vergeress — probably esteeming us fit compft- 

nions — led the way to my pew, and introduced 

into it Jacob Protheroe — ^the man she was 

engaged to at Naples! Well, sir, we had 

barely exchanged nods, when, by Jove! our 

party was augmented by the entrance of Lord 

Edward Snitcher, and his long cousin, Tom 

Preedy, who fought about her at Bruges, and 

were both pinkef— and jilted. Them loUowed 

little Contrebasso, the mnsio-master, to whom 

it was said Miss had given a written oontraot 

of marriage. Presently, at the end of the 

pew, I became aware of the long visage of old 

Witherspin, of the Blues; and, finally, to crova 

all, the indefatigable female hitched into the ■

Eew a tall ungainly youth, with large ears, 
lushing to their very tips, whom Protheroe, in 

a choked whisper, pronounced to be young 

Quentery, the son oi one of Kersmere's Shrop- 

shire tenants, whose bucolic heart Miss Kers- 

mere had broken, as the Laureate hath it, 

*for pastime, ere she went to town.' There, 

sir, we sat — the pew-opener standing sentij 

over us, with a half-pitying, half-disdainful air 

— as if we had been convicts, or a batch of 

doubtful sheep in a separate pen. I have often 

wondered whether the placing us all together in 

that conspicuous position, when there were 

scores of pews vacant, wis the jade's joke or not ! 

Escape was out of the question, for hardly 

had youn^ Quentery's left ear shown symptoms 

of r^aimng its natund hue, when ite relapse 

into the deepest crimson announced the approach 

of the wedding-party. Grace leaned upon her 

father^s arm, looking radiant as the day, and 

—(shameless flirt and jilt!) the impersona- 

tion of artless innocence. Whether she re- 

garded our presence as a compliment or other- 

wise, it was impossible to say. I think I know 

which party looked most fodislL I am wre I 

know which felt most embarrassed. As Tatter- 

shore led her from the altar, she suddenly stopped, 

faced round, surveyed us with one slow, sweep- 

, ing glance of scorn, dropped a stately curtsey. ■
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and vanished. At that moment, a resolution^ 

already flickering in mj mind, became fixed as 

fate. I determined to quit for ever the haunts 

of a social polity where such treachery as this 

can be practised without penalty or reproach — 

is tolerated, smiled at, foi^iven. Harry, it is 

my intention to become, in the completest 

sense of the word, a hermit." ■

" Are you in earnest ? A hermit ? My dear 

Bob, in these days " ■

''Is an anachronism," interposed Mr. Lynn, 

calmly. "I will meet that as I may. £ut^ 

Hairy, an expression that has just escaped you 

reminds me of a little point. You are among 

the few who will be e?er welcome to my cell. 

I shall take it as a great favour if you will use 

a somewhat less familiar mode of address^— no 

recluse (and I have given some attention to the 

point) having, so far as my inquiries lead, been 

usually accosted as 'Bob,' 'Bobby,' or any of 

the diminutives of that name, which I shall, on 

the contrary, extend to B>oberto — Fra Bx)berto, 

the SoUtary." ■

" Rely upon it, old boy '\ ■

" Old boy," interrupted tlie intended hermit, 

"is open to the same objection." ■

" Excuse me. But really, Lynn, this is the 

most singular resolution. And as sudden as it 

is strange." ■

" Strange, if you like," said Bob, " but not 

sudden. It was my boyhood's dream." ■

" Very likely. But manhood's reality—-" ■

** I have made it the subject of much anxious 

consideration," said Bob, " even to the minutest 

details. My dress, my habitation, my diet, my 

line of life, m;^ course of meditation. Hence- 

forward — ^that IS, from Tuesday fortnight, when 

I dine with my Aunts Pentwhistle, at Twicken- 

ham — ^I take cognisance of this world exdu- 

sively tiirongh the loopholes of retreat-Hur one 

of them," concluded Mr. Lynn. ■

" Snug lurking-places enough," said I, 

"though not absolutely warranted against the 

chance of a splinter in the eye." ■

""If there be anything ironical concealed in 

that oboervation," said Bob, stiffly, "permit me 

to remind you that there is no di^race in re- 

fraining from a conflict in which you are not 

specially invited to participate." ■

"Granted. Should you, however, light upon 

a fnend, in that sta^ of garrotte which might 

prohibit his conveymg to you that special invi- 

tation— how then ?" ■

"That," said Bob, impatiently, "is a parti- 

cular case. I never heara of shame or discredit 

attaching to those who have voluntarily quitted 

the conffict of the world." 

' " Nor I either. It's a matter of taste and 

personal comfort. Still ^" ■

" Still, foAatr* ■

"Why, you see, a man may perch himself on 

a windmill, beyond shell practice, and very 

much enjoy a battle. But tliat gallant exam{)le 

has been rarelv found to exercise any beneficial 

influence on Lis fellow-men; and, hence, the 

public tributes (at least, of a gratifying nature) 

paid to such warriors have been few." ■

" I don't want any public tributes," said Bob. 

"The world doesn't want me, nor 1 the world. 

Society is based on the falsest principles. It is 

planted in a slough, from which all the moral 

sewerage, perpetually in action, cannot with- 

draw the noxious elements. The entire fabric 

being in an advanced state of decomposition, I 

hope I may be excused for making my bow be- 

fore I am stifled in its fragrant fall." ■

"Better stay, and help to reconstruct it 

on sanitary principles of your own, Bobby," 

said I. ■

"We had better part — f(a the moment — ^I 

think," said Bob, gravely. "This is not a 

scene, (How do, WopshottP) nor are you 

(Good morning. Lady Dunsandle) in a mood, 

to discuss sucn matters (Ha! Twisken) in a 

fitting tone." We were now at Hyde Park 

Corner. " Call in Half-Moon-street, if you 

think proper, to-morrow," added Bob, " about 

four, and you shall then see whether I am in 

earnest, or not." ■

" Good. This time to-morrow." . ■

"Four, in the morning" said Lynn. ■

" In the wwrning .'" ■

" Certainly. I am in training for my recluse 

habits," said Bob ; " and what I may be ex- 

cused for terming the ' dress rehearsals,' take 

place at that hour. However, twelve hours later 

will suit me as well— andjrow, it maybe, better. 

I shall expect thee, son. Benedicite. Hansom !" ■

And, in one of those rapid conveyances, Bob 

departed. ■

The apartments at this time occupied by the 

misanthrope were singularly luxurious. Bath- 

room, chamber, library, breakfast-room, divan — 

all and each were the perfection of comfort, ele- 

0uice, and taste. Anything less suggestive of 

the simple habits of the hermit's cell I had 

never seen. Lynn was an inveterate smoker, 

uul when, punctual to my appointment, I en- 

tered the familiar doors, the future anchorite 

was reclining on his Persian couch, dad in a 

rich brocade dressing-robe, smoking a narghile, 

and sipping a cool glass of Beaujolais. ■

My first idea was that the recluse fancy bad ■

away. Far from it. Bob at once 

plunged into the subject. ■

"I have sold all these ^imcracks," he said, 

ghincing at his superb furniture with an eye of 

scorn, " and let the shells" (rooms, I concluded^ 

' ;le packing-case is comprised all ■In that sin ^ 

that 'little' wliich man — in his recluse state- 

is poetically supposed to 'want.' Cast your 

eye over it.*^ ■

Kailed upon the open lid was a list of the 

contents, which appeared to be these: Iron 

bed-frame, small oaken table, three-legged stool, 

wooden spade, six wooden platters, a wooden 

spoon, a salt-box, and a stewpan. ■

Simplicity itself. But why, I asked, this 

predominance of timber P ■

Mr. Lynn replied that he preferred that ma- 

terial, as combining the three characteristics of 

cleanliness, portability, and innocence. No- 

thing approaching to a weapon, even of defence, 

should oe found in the dwelling of one who^ ■
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having resifmed everytliiiig pilferable, could no 

longer dread his brother-man. ■

"Behold my simple apparel," said Bob, 

twitcbinguside a curtain that hung against the 

wall. "Winter gown, summer gown." ■

Both were coniiortable-looking robes enough 

—with ample folds, reaching nearly to the feet, 

hoods, and girdles. ■

" I think, sir, this is about the article," said 

Bob, with some complacency, as he threw the 

wide skirts across his arm. "One sole depar- 

ture I have permitted myself from the accre- 

dited costume. Not to be confounded with the 

new order of B. F. B.s — ^barefooted boobies — 

I shall retain my socks and Balmorals." ■

"Whatever morals you leave behind, I should 

certainly keep the bals," I observed, lightly. 

" But now— how about eating P" I hastened 

to add. ■

"Behold my kitchen!" replied Bob, patting 

his stewpan encouragingly. ■

"Ha! you do mean to cook, it seems ?" ■

" Why— slightly," said Bob. "There are 

herbs, and roots also (I may, I think, include 

the potato), which are improvable, for table 

purposes, by the agency of fire. By-the-by, 

lookatthiV^ ■

He unfolded a sort of scroll, something re- 

sembling that which records the names of the 

" thousand-and-three" victims to Giovanni's 

fatal love. ■

" Here are one hundred-and-thirty-seven dis- 

tinct methods of dressing the potato." ■

" It is not the fact, then, that hermits confine 

their eating to the natural products of the 

soil?" ■

" In a crude state, no. The coats of a hermit's 

stomach are not expressly lined for the pur- 

pose," said Mr. Lynn, with some impatience. 

^' I stick to my text. Hoots. Well, potatoes 

are roots. On the other hand, peas, beans- 

broad and French — asparagus— and a lot be- 

sides—are excluded from my larder, simply 

because they are not 'roots.' " ■

" A radicad defect indeed !" said L ■

" I shall get on very tidily," said the intend- 

ing hermit. "There are fruits, you know. ■

[y scrip, with herbs and fruits' (you perceive) ■

ippUed.' Ah— my friend!" ■' suppu ■

*'l would not tdj upon the 'mountain's 

mrassy side* for much in thai line," said L " By 

the way, how about the Beaujolais P" I added, 

sipping the fragrant fiuid. ■

" * And water from the spring,' " quoted 

Bob ; for the present, however, following my ex- 

ample. ■

"There could at least be no objection to 

Hei^mitage !" ■

** * And water from the spring,' " repeated 

Bob, firmlv, ignoring my little jest. "The 

water in tne neighbourhood of my retreat is 

exceedingly fine— a light, dry, pleasant, sto- 

machic water, sir. That was one of my reasons 

for selecting the spot I have chosen." ■

" You have not told me where it is." ■

" Let me explain at once, my dear boy," said 

Bob, "and be you one of the earliest to lift the ■

ever-ready latch of the recluse's cell. There 

will alwavs be a ham, or a tongue, a grouse-pie, 

or something of that sort, in cut." ■

" Hallo, anchorite !" ■

"For my guests— my guests," said Bob, 

hastily. " Never shall the famished and belated 

traveller be chidden from my door !" ■

" Is the place so wild and isolated P" ■

" It is in one of the loveliest and most popu* 

lous of our western counties." ■

" Indeed I And yet secluded P You are 

lucky, in these days, to have hit on such a 

spot." ■

"Well, it was no easy matter," replied Bob. 

" Listen, Harry. You consult your Bradshaw. 

You find that a branch of the Great Southland 

Railway conveys you to Tibbley Junction, from 

whence you take the eastern portion of the loop- 

line as far (remomber this; as Burngallows. 

Hence, a short branch conducts you to Bishops- 

P;^ewaU-road ; after whichyou nave it all plain 

sailing to Hawbridge. Hire, by order, two 

days before, you can, provided it be not market- 

day in any of the neighbouring towns, obtain 

some species of trap to take you on to Chan- 

dler's rord, ten miles and a half. You may 

then consider yourself at home, since there re- 

mains but a six-mile ferry to Sea Palling, where 

you first enter upon the outlying portion of my 

friend Sir Quigley Quantock's property, in some 

eligible nook of whose very extensive woods I 

propose to take up my permanent abode. Yoa 

understand P" ■

" Perfectly. Stay— let me see. I take my 

Bradshaw — ^and I— humph — my Brads '* ■

" There's a shorter way by sea," interrupted 

Bob, "discovered by some Columbus, on his 

way to Babley-Patterton regatta." ■

" I think I should prefer the sea way," said 

I. " Shall you be there in August P" ■

" Only for the remnant of my pilgrimage," 

replied Bob, relapsing into sentiment. ■

" What if you Uyc to a hundred P Hermits 

generally do. My dear old boy, what upon 

earth wul you do with yourself P" ■

"My existence," answered Bob, "will be 

one of child-like innocence. I shall smoke and 

meditate." ■

" Without disparagement to those truly in- 

fantine pursuits, one must at least be thanxfnl, 

for the sake of progress, that the ^neral body 

of mankind are not seised with a similar fancv. 

But, you yourself— without companions— with- 

out ** ■

"Companions!" exclaimed Bob. "What 

better companions can thoughtful man desire 

than the ever-changing, soul-entrancing aspects 

of nature P The babbling brooklet— the neeoj 

cloudlet *' ■

" Portending the stormlet," I put in. ■

" The— the whole lot of meteorological phe- 

nomena," said Bob, frowning, "and that sort 

of thinff; such will be my associates. They 

cannot betray." ■

"I beg your pardon. For treachery and 

mendacity I'll back your barometer ^" ■

"Psha!" said Bob. "These exhausted, I ■
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tam me to my sheltering woods— >mj neighbour 

oaks— mj — other thingamies — and, fixing my 

gaze npon some gnarled trunk, I— I shall— 

think;' said Bob. ■

" One mode of taking a coarse of bark!" I 

ventured to observe. " But even that source 

of mental vigour mxj be exhausted. Thet^?** ■

" My resolution is unshaken," replied Bob, 

with a mournful smile. " Out of the world I 

go— on Wednesday fortnight." ■

'* WeU^ my friend, I am sorry for this deter- 

mlnation, and the more so, as I cannot but feel 

that the cause is most inadequate." ■

*' / am the best judge of that," said Bob. 

"Harry — «b was the only woman I ever 

loved.'*^ ■

'* But, dear old boy, did everybody who is 

jilted take to the woods, what a sylvan popula- 

tion we should have !" ■

** I am not influenced ^leh by the-^the 

circumstance to which you, not obscurely, refer," 

said Bob. "Bany, I am the victim of a 

noble discontedl. I am an ambitious man. 

Possessed of talents above the average, but 

rendered infructuous through a certain difficulty 

of ascertaining in what direction they lie, I find 

myself condemned to an insignificance abhorrent 

to my soul. Were I rich, old fellow, all would 

be welL My abilities would at once command 

the respect they deserve. But here again I fail. 

I have six hundred a vear. Disgusting income ! 

Of all the peddling little prizes in fortune's 

wheel, six hundred a year is the most embar- 

rassing. I wish it were practicable to toss up 

with the blind goddess whether it should be six 

thousand or nothing ! You're for ever dodging 

about the tail of it, neither actually out of debt, 

nor plunging honestly into it. in embracing 

solitude, L resign all the dreams of love and 

ambition. I owe nothing. My very tailor is 

paid. Disarmed, stingless, he melts into the 

common herd, and is forgotten. My frame 

will be covered by two gowns— my other needs, 

by thirty pounds a year. The riesidue of my 

property will accumulate, so as to form a fund 

which, after my decease, will be devoted to 

the outfit, biennially, of six hermits, of disap- 

pointed views, but irreproachable character. 

Ton will allow me to name you as one of the 

trustees?" ■

I pressed my friend's hand in token of ac- 

quiescence, and, shortlv after, took my leave — 

not (to say truth) without a painful suspicion 

that the (usappointmeut poor Lynn had expe- 

rienced had acted more unhealthily upon iiis 

mind than his friends were aware. ■

Engagements prevented my revisiting London 

for t£ee weeks. I then found Lynn's rooms 

empty and dismantled. He had, I was informed, 

sola every individual article he possessed— save 

only the clothes he stood in and his favourite 

pipe— and departed, with the packing-case, 

leaving no address whatever. It was manifest, 

therefore, that he had actually carried his 

singular project into effect. ■

This conclusion was shortly rendered certain, 

by my receiving a letter from the recluse him- ■

self. Although I could distinguish the post- 

mark of Sea falling, it seemed to have made an 

extended tour in Devon, Cornwall, and the 

Scilly Isles, and was at least six weeks old when 

it reached my hands. ■

Bob — ^I beg his pardon, Fra Roberto— wrote 

in the most enthusiastic terms of his new mode 

of life. His bower was a woodcutter's aban- 

doned hut, situated in an oaken glade, well 

sheltered from the colder breezes, yet within a 

few minutes' walk of points whidi commanded 

a noble stretch of sea, while, in other directions, 

a tolerably dense woodland district invited the 

recluse to those sylvan contemplations from 

which he expected to derive such solace. ■

The seclusion, he declared, was all he could 

possibly desire — the nearest hamlet being four 

miles distant, and, so far as he. Bob, knew, the 

nearest dwelling not within three. ■

" Quantock,'*^ continued the solitary, *' has 

been most kind, prohibiting his keepers, wood- 

men, ftc, from approaching my haunts, while he 

gives me ' carte blauche' to do what I please in 

the forest. I am, in fact, 'monarch of ail I 

survey,' and have literally seen nothing but ' the 

fowl and the brute,' including, in the latter term, 

a poaching vagabond whom, thinking him belated, 

I welcomed to my cell. I had, it happened, 

nothin£f but my own frugal feast— a lettuce and 

some bhuskberries, with some excellent water 

— ^to set before him. With this ' euiltless' fare 

he did not seem bighlv satisfied, ana, probably as 

an indemnification, wnenhe departed, took away 

my boots, and, what I feel severely, my stewpan. 

Irrespective of this little accident, I am as 

happy as possible. I have not a fear or a care 

in the world, and the confidence that I shall 

never again see a human face, except yours, my 

friend, and, say, a couple more, completes my 

felicity. Come and witness it. — ^Robebto. 

P.S. You will remember the directions I gave 

you as to the road. Once witliin the Qoantock 

property, steer S.S.W. half W. Perhaps the 

enclosed plan of sheep-tracks may help you 

across the hills. But, for goodness' sake, no 

guide. My retreat must not be known." ■

The enclosed "plan" resembled nothing so 

much as the skeleton of an umbrella with the 

ribs entangled. In the centre was a huge (dis- 

connected) blot, meant, I suppose, to represent 

the hermit's abode. ■

Now, I had agreed to spend some weeks, 

that summer, yachting with a friend, and as 

Smijlhe (he was very particular about his j) 

was rather addicted to dawdling about the 

coast, within easy reach of fresh butter and the 

Times, I expected that an opportunity might 

occur of attacking Sea Palling on its water- 

face. It did. ■

On a lovely noon in August we ran into a 

small estuary, flanked by higher cliffs than I had 

thought existed in those parts, and dropped 

anchor off a little village. Its only visible in- 

habitant—an exceedinglv inflrm and ancient 

mariner— paddled promptly off in a canoe, and 

asked if we wanted any nice fresh fish— heaving 

into view, as a temptatioua^what we should have ■
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taken for a younger brother of the sea-serpent, 

had not our stews^ pronounced it to be a conger, 

weighing at least ninety pounds ! ■

"Chaps like he** the venerable aborigine 

assured us, "was frequently took in the 

bay.- ■

Declining the wallowing monster, even at 

the reduced price of one-and-nine, and leaving 

the ancient mariner to chat with the crew, 

Smiithe and I jumped into the dingy and 

sculled ashore. ■

Arrivals by sea were evidently not common ; 

for several natives, who had been slumbering on 

a fragrant couch of compost, in which sea-arift 

and mussel -shells freely intermingled, arose, 

stretched themselves, and came down to meet, 

or rather stare at, us. ■

"Was this Sea Palling P' ■

"No; 'twere Falcombe." ■

"Then where teas Sea Palling ?" ■

" ¥our mile t^ the westward." ■

"Was it difficult to find?" ■

" Tends on what we was a-looking for.'* ■

"Why, the town." ■

"Town! Sea Palling ain't a town. There's 

a pot-hus and a post-bus, but not much else. If 

the gents wished to go anywhere on squire's— 

Sir Quigley Quantock's— land, one of them 

could show the way." ■

Bemembering Bob's caution, I was on my 

guard. ■

"I— I am going to Sir Quigley's ; but as to 

a guide " ■

"Squire's in Hitterley," put in a native. 

'* If he wam't, he's never here. There ain't no 

house, you know." ■

"I know — that is, I suppose so. The fact 

is, I wish to make a hasty sketch or two 

in the woods. The thicker woods. If one of 

you will put me in the path, that is all I re 

quire." ■

A hasty consultation ensued among the 

natives, in the course of which, if there be any 

significance in the rise and fall of a halfpenny, 

I was submitted to the arbitration of fortune, 

after which, bidding my friend a temporary 

farewell, I set forth with my g^uide. ■

Avoiding, as I found we might, the village, 

we were auickly on the wild down, and follow- 

ing a track which seemed to point towards a 

well-wooded district, on the landward slope 

of the hills, about five miles off. This, my 

guide remarked, was all on the squire's pro- 

perty. ■

It was a wild quest, but, faithful to Bob's 

injunctions, I here dismissed my native, and 

proceeded alone. ■

Scarcely a sign or sound of life interrupted 

my meditations as I strode along, until, feeling 

a little fatigued, I sat down upon a large 

boulder, and consulted Bob's "plan." I mi^ht 

as well have consulted the works of Confucius 

in the original manuscript ! One track, how- 

ever, took my fancy, and, as it bore in the 

direction Bobhad told me to " steer," I followed 

that. ■

On, and on— I was passing trees, and dumpe | ■

of trees ; but as the woodland became denser 

my difficulties increased. Where, in this track- 

less forest, was I to seek my hermit ? ■

Not trackless ! I became suddenly conscious 

of wheel-marks, and the dint of horse-hoofs cross- 

ing hither and thither. Wood-wains? No. 

The traces were too narrow, and too light, and 

the horses that drew these vehicles had small 

and shapely feet. The recluse, then, has not 

been able to isolate himself so utterly as he had 

hoped. Perhaps he has retired to some still 

remoter spot m the heart of the sheltering 

wood, where not even the chance wayfarer 

HaUo! ■

A distant bugle: "Bright chanticleer pro- 

claims the mom." Undoubtedly — ^but why Apr^, 

and nowf The air suddenly glided, with astonish- 

ing dexterity, into "Oh the roast beef of Old 

England," with the usual supplementary assur- 

ance, in a varied form, that the /institution is 

peculiarly British — and, round an angle of the 

wood, came swingii^, at ten.flnles an hour — 

can I believe mj eyes? — a well-appointed, 

rather rakish-lookmg, four-horse 'bus! From 

certain streamers disposed about the horses, and 

a little banner fluttering on the vehicle itself, it 

had all the appearance of being on its way to a 

fair — especially as the fourteen passengers on 

the outside, not to mention the twelve within, 

seemed to be in the highest possible merri- 

ment. ■

As the phenomenon swept past, I had time to 

read, in large characters on the panel, " The 

Hebhtt. Twice a day. There ima back : Haif- 

a-crown— driver included." ■

In passing, several of the mirthful party had 

waftea affectionate greetings towards thesolitary 

traveller ; but the driver, with a civil gesture, 

pointed backward with his whip. The move- 

ment was presently explained bj the appearance 

of a second conveyance — ^this time a pair-horse 

sta^-coach, of the species now so nearly 

extmct. ■

Laden as it was, the coachman pulled up, and 

touched his hat. ■

"'Ermit, sir? 'Ermit? Hake room for one 

a side o* me** ■

I shook my head. ■

"T'other's coming, sir,'* said the driver, 

"if you likes he oetter. He've got one 

pkce." ■

He drove on. On the back of the vehicle was 

its name :— " The Fbiab Tuck." (Ah, Bob !) 

"One Shilling." ■

T'other one was not far off. IU>und the 

comer came, jolting and jingling, a rickety 

burlesque of that obsolete form of London cab, 

in which the driver balanced himself on a perch 

at the side, two passengers occupying the oody. 

It was drawn by a broken-down hack, which 

embraced the first opportunity of stopping, as 

the driver, checking mm, pointed to the vacant 

seat. I shook mv head. The vehicle tottered 

forward. At its back there dangled a placard 

— its name, "The Pea Robebto. Nine- 

pence." ■

It was but too Clear. Lynn's haunt had been ■
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discovered^ and the sensitive recluse was being 

exbibited at haif-a-crown, one sbilling, and nine- 

pence each ! ■

I could not approach my poor friend in aucb 

company, but, noting the direction taken by the 

*baSj it struck me that, by making a dive through 

the thicket, I might possibly anticipate their 

arrival. Hardly had I entered, when a familiar 

voice pronounced my name. I started round. 

It was Bob himself ! ■

He was ensconced in a sort of arbour made 

of boughs, so closely interwoven that I had 

passed him almost within arm's length without 

notice. ■

'' 'Sh 1" said Bob, with his finger on his lip ; 

"I've sold them splendidly. How luoky you 

cut through here ! Sit down, Harry, my boy, 

and ril tell you all about it." ■

The hermit wore his summer robe— a by no 

means unbecoming garment. His hair and 

beard had grown to an inordinate length, and he 

himself was so n^ch thinner as to convince me 

that his root-and-water diet had been no mere 

pretence. ■

" We are safe now'* said Bob. "Harry, you 

were in the right ; 1 am" (with a melancholy 

smile) " an anachronism. The world has recog- 

nised that fact, and comes twice a day (besides 

pic-nics) to remind me of it. You remember the 

poacher I spoke of? That villain betrayed me. 

Within a few days of his visit, I began to be 

conscious of the occasional vicinity of my kind. 

Cigar-ends, sandwidi-papers, a battered umbrella, 

are not the ordinary products of a wilderness. 

Distant human voices mingled inharmoniously 

with the sylvan sounds. At least, I am aware 

of no British beast— man excepted — that is in 

the habit of insisting, in chorus, and for a con* 

siderable time together, that he is a 'jolly dog.' 

It was plain that these intruders purposely 

haunted my locality. I believe they peeped at 

me througu the boughs. Guessing this, I se- 

einded myself more. Then came messages, im- 

provised, of course: 'Best compliments— could 

the hermit oblige some ladies with the loan of a 

rolling-pin?' 'A party of tourists, having 

forgotten the mustard, would the Era»" &c. 

&c, ■

"1 thought Sir Quigley had expressly for- 

bidden such intruders.** ■

« He had," said Bob. " I therefore wrote to 

him on the subject. Answer returned by agent 

—a Mr. Bobbery, or Bolberiy. Poor Qui^ was 

lying dangerously ill at Milan. A retired so- 

hcitor had settled at Falcombe, and, wanting 

something to do, stirred up an old auarrel as to 

right of way across Quantock's wooos. By Jove, 

sir, they carried it^ and the first result was the 

establishment of the cavalcade you beheld, 

' working,' as they call it, from Falcombe to a 

most romantic spot in the heart of the forest, 

and, says the bill, ' within a stone's throw of the 

celebrated Hermit's Cave.' I was sorely tempted 

to test the truth of this latter announce- 

ment by practical experiment," concluded my 

friend. ■

"What shall you do, now?" I asked. ■

"Come back, I hope, with me. You have had 

your fancy. Enough." ■

" Never," said the hermit. " I am content, 

if they would only let me alone. Yesterday 1 

came to the resolution to abandon my cell 

during the day, and conceal myself here. When 

they find there is no chance of seeing me, the 

'jolly dogs' may hold their orgies elsewhere. 

My door has but the latch, but I think they 

will respect iJiai. At six o'clock we may go 

home." ■

Dear old Bob had judged too much by his own 

heart, which, eccentric as he was, was that of a 

true gentleman. Whether in thoughtlessness, 

or in mischief, the sanctity of his bower had been 

rudely violated. The jolly dogs bad dined 

there, and, to all appearance, passed a very 

jolly time! Nothing, indeed, had been ab- 

stracted; on the contrary, the corks, bottles, 

broken plates, &c., not to mention pie-crust, 

bones, lobster-shells, &c. — bequeathed to the 

anchorite-Hnight have filled a small wheel- 

barrow. ■

I was yet gasing on the relics, when I heard 

Bob utter an exclamation. He had clutched a 

fragment of newspaper on which his eye had 

fiedlen. His face was pale and agitated. ■

"I — I had striven to forget ner," he stam- 

mered, " and here, even here, like a ghost, she 

haunts me still !" ■

The paragraph to which he pointed an- 

nounced that Lady Tattershore, who (readers 

would remember) had become a widow some 

time before, during a residence at Cairo, would, 

at the expiration of her mourning, bestow her 

band, ana her twenty-five thousand a year, upon 

the Marquis of Queerfish. ■

"Tattershore was a brute, and Queerfish is a 

worse," groaned Bob, dropping the paper from 

his hand. ■

His passion had never been eradicated. He 

had, as it were, forcibly banished this woman's 

image from his mind ; out the circumstance so 

singularly brought to his notice caused it to 

return with such force, that poor Bob, already 

worried and perplexed with the invasion of 

his solitude, could not regain his tranquil 

mood. ■

One thing was plain — ^that all hope of peace, 

in his present retreat, was at an end. 1 have 

not space to tell by what arguments I prevailed 

upon Bob to accept the loan of a spare suit I 

bad fortunately brought in my knapsack, to cut 

his hair, to pack up his hermit attire, and, aban- 

doning all else, embark with me in the hospitable 

bark of my friend Smijthe ; nor how the hitter 

received him with the greatest kindness, and, 

conveying him to Dieppe, put him on the way 

to his new destination — Switzerland. ■

From the latter country Bob wrote once, in- 

forming me that he had pitched his tent, or 

cabin, this time Tas he hoped) above the world, 

on a mountain-siae, above Marti^y. In vain. 

A path had been found, outflanking and over- 

topping the hermit, and a huge telescope, 

mounted, like a gun, swept his position at all 

hours of the day. Bob went higher. A mem- 
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ber of tbe Alpine Club assailed bim by a new 

route, and discorered a platform so convenient, 

that a small neat edifice was at once erected 

tbere, and tbe H6tel de I'Hermite became a 

favourite excursion from Martign^. ■

In despair, poor Bob travelled mto a secluded 

district of Westphalia, and here occurred the 

strange event that concludes this narrative. ■

My. friend^ the Baroness d'Ubique, haying 

kindly offered me the use, for some months, of a 

residence of hers, something between a farm- 

house and a castle, in Westphalia, I set forth to 

occupy it. It was haunted (hence, perhaps, 

the easy terms of my tenancy) ; but i rather 

like ghosts, and the baroness knew it. ■

Halting to sleep in a certain village, the 

name at once struck me as having been men- 

tioned by Lynn in his first letter from these 

parts, in the second, and last, he bad given 

me no address whatever. ■

Sending for the landlord, I asked him if 

British travellers often came this road. ■

Not unfrequently, was the answer. (Poor 

Bob !) There were even English residents at no 

great distance. On one side tuere lay a large pro- 

perty belonging to an English miladi. On the 

other, there was— or there might be, for he was 

said to be dead, or, at least, dying— a British 

gentleman, mad, but harmless as a child, who 

wear s ■

"A gown? A beard?" ■

"Both." ■

I was in the saddle in five minutes, and, well 

guided, was, in thirty more, by Bob's bedside. 

Not too soon. The dear old fellow, worn to a 

very shadow, hy, as it seemed, expecting his 

end. An old peasant woman, his sole attend- 

ant, crouched in a comer of the hut. ■

Bob recognised me, but his mind perpetually 

wandered. He believed that he had been many 

years a recluse, and, identifying himself in his 

mental weakness with Goldsmith's Hermit, 

talked [constantiy of his ** Angelina," avowing 

his persuasion that she, who had been the star 

of his life, would once more visit bim, if but 

to receive his last breath. ■

In spite of poor Lynn's debilitated condition 

there was something in his appearance that 

seemed to encourage hope. I must obtain 

medical advice, and that as promptly as possible. 

He had fallen into quiet slumber, and I galloped 

back to the inn. ■

There was no good medical advice near at 

hand ; but, said the landlord, the English miladi 

(who arrived at the eastle last Monday) always 

brought with her her own English doctor. 

Doubtless, Ae might come to his compatriot. ■

" The miladi's name ? Quick." ■

It was not to be said quickly. "Trek — 

Thwack— Trek— Trak—Tattersh *' ■

"Tattcrshore!" ■

" Yes— wcU— so— Tatlershore !" ■

I had no time for wonder at this strange 

fatality. I despatched a note to miladi, sup- 

pressmg, of course, Bob's name. It was 

answered by the doctor in person, a gentle, 

^ey-haired man, but with clear intelligent eyes, 

in which, occasionally, there sparkled a touch 

of hnmour. ■

We became such friends, that, on our way 

back from a visit to tbe hermit, I told him all. 

Dr. Thurgood listened with attention, and fell 

into deep thought. ■

"I am muck in Lady Tattershore's confi- 

dence," be said. " I know more of her feelings 

than — than I have a right to tell. I may tell you 

ihU — she has been for years a cbangedi woman. 

Her unhappy married life did that good for her. 

Qentle, auiet, loving, if ever she marries again 

—(how lucky she refused Lord Queerfish !)— 

happy will be the man ! There is but one way 

of dealing with this case of ours," added the 

doctor, with a laughing gleam in his eye. "As 

I'm a man and a doctor, I'll try it ! Ask no 

questions, and express no surprise." ■

He wrung my nand and vanished. ■

Next day a carriage drove up to the inn, 

and Lady Tattershore, accompanied by the 

doctor, receiving me with a sweet, and, I 

thought, grateful smile, invited me to go with 

them to the hermitage. Arrived there, Thur- 

good bep^^ me to sit by my friend until he 

should join me. Poor Lynn was very weak 

and wandering. ■

" I am dying, Harry, and she will not come. 

Oh, she will never— never come !" ■

That statement was instantly falsified. His 

next words were : " My life ! My all in life l" 

Kneeling, weeping, the lady was there, clasping 

his wasted hand. ■

Mr. Lynn did not die. He resides princi- 

pally at Florence, where, in his beautiful palace, 

adored by his wife, whom be has a ftocy for 

calling Angelina though her name is Grace, 

he sees a good deal of the world he has abjured, 

and bears it remarkably well. ■
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CHAPTER Vn. NEITHER A DINNEH 01 HEBBS NOB 

A STALLED OX. ■

It was reallj a curious thing as a study to 

obseiTe how profound a mistress of the art of 

being disagreeable was our friend Miss Carring. 

ton. To her own friends who came to see her 

she would complain (whenever she could do so 

before the unfortunate Gabrielle) of the incon- 

yeniences which she had to endure. Miss Car- 

rington's friends in London were not numerous^ 

but they made up for it in spitefulness. They 

were perpetually trying to make her alter her 

plans, and one lady especially, who was known 

by the name of Preedy, was always persuading 

her dear friend to remove to a certain boarding- 

house near at band, where she — ^Miss Preedy 

— had resided for upwards of a twelvemonth. ■

" You've no idea," Miss Preedy would say, 

"what good company we are. We're never 

duU, our meals are feasts in season with the 

flowing bowl." There seems reason to believe 

that in saying these words Miss Preedy imagined 

herself to be making use of a well-known quo- 

tation. '* And then," she would continue, "we 

are all well connected, you know ; people with 

whom you would not be ashamed to be seen 

talking. There's General Scrope, who heads 

the table — a man whom anybody might be proud 

to know. And such conversation — such flow 

of anecdote as that man possesses. Then 

there's Lady Groves, charming person, hires her 

brougham almost every day, and keeps it stand- 

ing at the door a good three-and-sixpennyworth 

of the time, and giving quite a distinguished 

aspect to the house. Though as to carriages, 

there are times when you'll see as many as three 

or four before the door at once, and the horses 

champing their bits make it all feel quite aristo- 

cratic. Now come and live among us, Diana 

dear, and jon'tt see how you'll be understood 

and made much of, and I'm sure Mrs. Penmore 

wouldn't mind* would you, ma'am. You know 

you'd easily get another lodger." ■

To which Mrs. Penmore, turning very red, 

would reply, " That Miss Carrinffton was a rela- 

tion, a cousin, indeed, of Mr. renmore's, and 

that if she saw any reason for changing her 

place of abode ahe would have no successor;" ■

and then Mrs. Penmore would take an early 

opportunity of getting away out of the room, 

and would break her heart by herself in private. ■

" Seems rather proud, your relation,'* Miss 

Preedy would remark. " Ah, you may depend 

upon it you'd be better with us in Wira pole- 

street, and so much more cheerful." ■

Or another kind of temptation would be held 

out by another of Miss Carrington's friends, a 

widow this time, and one not bred at St. 

James's. ■

" Take a little 'ouse," this lady would sug- 

gest, "that's what I'd do, if I were you — a 

nice little 'ouse, with your own things about 

you, and your own servants, and your own 

way. I've got a little 'ouse myself, and I find 

it answer, and therefore it is that I recommend 

you to get one too; and here's Mrs. Cantanker 

here, I'm sure you agree with me, Jane, don't 

you?" ■

" Ah, mum," would be the reply of the per- 

sonage thus appealed to, " and that you may be 

sure 1 do, ana many and many*s the time that 

I've begged and implored my mistress to have 

a place of her own, and not be at the mussy of 

anybody, be it who it may." ■

But Miss Carrington would always reply, 

with the air of a martyr, "That it could not oe ; 

that Mr. Penmore" — she never alluded to Ga- 

brielle, who, however, in this case would not be 

present — " that Mr. Penmore was her relation, 

that his circumstances were somewhat embar- 

rassed, and that she would not, on any account, 

withdraw her assistance, unless, indeed, any- 

thing should occur that might make it inevitable. 

That she was altogether comfortable, or that 

her good Jane Cantanker was altogether com- 

fortaole, she could not, consistently with truth, 

assert, far from it. But she was determined to 

stick by her relative to the last, though if, 

indeed, circumstances should occur rendering a 

separation unavoidable, then she would cer- 

tainly think of what her friend Miss Preedy, or 

her friend the widow lady" (as the case might 

be), " had so kindly suggested." ■

Then at dinner-time, the period selected 

always for agreeable remarks. Miss Carrington 

would retail the substance of what had recently 

transpired, taking care to show plainly what an 

estimable character she was, and how she was 

sacrificing her own comfort and advantage to 

that of her relatives. And here the virtuous 

Cantuiker would be brought into the conversa- ■
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tion, wheneyer her influence seemed likelj to 

assist m bailing her mistress up. This was. 

one of the things which Penmore found the 

most difficolt to endure of aU^ His detestation 

for Jane Cantanker . was something ferocious, 

and hardl^y^ to be concealed. He said it took 

his appetite away to see her standing there 

behind her mistress's chair watchins^ evei^thiog 

and listening to everything, with her mistress 

appealing to her continu Jly, and seeming to 

receive every word she said as if it fell from the 

lips of an oracle. ■

" I've had a gentlemaa visitor to-day/' said 

Miss Carrin^ton one day at dinner-time, and 

speakin^^ with an infernal and aggravating 

sprightLness. " Haven't I, Cantanker?" ■

"Tes, miss," replied the lady, slowly and sen- 

tentiously, "a terew gentleman." ■

It is impossible to say how it was done, but 

it is certain that Miss Cantanker managed to 

convey in these words the impression that Gilbert 

was not a " terew gentleman." ^ ■

" 1 thought I heard a heavier footstep than 

usual on the stairs," remarked Grabrielle, who 

was always ready to talk on any subject that 

promised peacefully. ■

" What sharp ears you have,*' retorted Miss 

Carrington; and then with restored cheerfulness, 

"and a military gentleman, too — ^wasn't he, 

Jane?" ■

" Capting Shaver, 'alf-pay," replied Cantanker, 

in the same solemn tone» ''and a terew gentle- 

man." ■

"He's withdrawn from the service," con- 

tinued Miss Carrington, " and has made quite 

a study of health ana medicine, and that sort of 

thing, and is really an authority. And he tells 

me that the aspect of my room is all wrong, 

and that I can never be well unless I am front- 

ing the sun." ■

'' I am afraid, as the house isn't upon castors, 

that we can't turn it round to the souths even 

to please Captain Shaver." This was the remark 

of Mr. Penmore, who, if the truth most be 

owned, was disposed to be rather rude to his 

cousin at times. But then was there not cause, 

and was not the presence of Cantanker enough 

in itself to justify a small amount of incivility P 

"There's your bedroom has the morning sun 

upon it. You might make that your sitting- 

room, and use the other for a bedroom." ■

" Ah, but Captain Shaver says that a sunny 

aspect for one's bedroom is even more impor- 

tant than for one's sitting-room. Doesn't he. 

Cantanker P" ■

"That was his remark, miss," replied the 

domestic. ■

Gilbert, in confidence to hia plate, expressed 

a wish that Captain Shaver might be some- 

thinged. Aloud he intimated that that made it 

veiy difBcult, certainly. ■

" If you olease, miss," remarked Cantanker, 

" there was likeways sometliing which the gentle- 

man observed with regard to the position whidi 

should be occupied by the bed oi any one who 

was wishful to enjoy repose. Something about 

the pole — ^the curtam-pole, was it P" ■

" Oh yes, of course there was, Cantanker, but 

it wasn't the curtain-pole, it was the Korth 

Pole. Gilbert, Captain Shaver says that it is 

impoBsible to be in cood health nnleae your bed 

lies along the line of the polar current, running 

north and south. And then he got out a little 

compass, and I showed him, bv means of the 

sofa, how my bed was placed (u>r of course I 

was not going to admit him to my bedroom), 

and then he got himself in line with the sofa, 

and he eonsnlted his compass, and then he cried 

out, turning quite pale as he spoke, ' Whv, bless 

my heart. Miss Carringtoxi, the article of furni- 

ture * he was too dfelicate to call it a ■

bed ^" ■

"A terew gentleman," remarked Cantanker, 

sotto voce. ■

" 'The article of furmture under discussion,' 

he said, 'lies in a direct line east and west. I 

wonder. Miss Carrington, that you are alive.' 

That's what he said. His very words, weren't 

they, Cantanker P" ■

"Tea, miss, he said he wondered you was 

aUve.'» ■

"Now, Gilbert, what's to be done.*^' asked 

the lady, as if she believed that another night 

of it would kill her. ■

" I should think that nothing was easier than 

to torn the ' article of furniture,' as your friend 

calls it, round at a right angle, but I must 

remind you that these are matters out of my 

province." ■

"Ah," said Miss Carrington, coldly. ■

" If you'll explain what you want to me, I 

will try to set it right," said poor Gabrielle. 

"But I do wish," she added, with pardonable 

irritability, "that you would apply to me about 

such things, and not to my husband." ■

Madame Cantanker made ^ a note of these 

words, fixing her eves on Gabrielle with a deadly 

venom. Meanwhile, Miss Carrington remarkea 

that "She reallv couldn't stop to consider every 

word, and to whom it ought to be addressed." ■

That night, when the youn^ couple were 

alone, Gill^rt cried out, in the bitterness of his 

spirit, " This cannot go on^that woman must 

be got rid of." ■

But they were hardly alone, for Jane Can- 

tanker was listening at the door. She heard a 

good deal that night. She heard Mrs. Penmore 

say, "Oh, Gilbert, she is so spiteful, and she 

says such bitter thmgs on purpose. She makes 

me feel so wicked, almost as if I could kill her 

sometimes," and she heard her burst out sobbing 

and crying. These things Madame Cantanker 

heard, but she did not hear—because she got 

tired of waiting— how, half an hour afterwards, 

Gabrielle said to her husband, "Oh, Gilbert, I 

didn't mean that I really was angrv with her, 

and I wouldn't hurt a hair of head, and you 

know that, don't youP It's not much to bear, 

isitP'* ■

It was one of Miss Carrbgion's peeoliaritics 

that she was extremely variable, and so different 

at different times, that, to use a familiar phrase, 

"there was no knowing where to have her." ■
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She seemed of late to have taken a wonderful 

ftaitj for her cousin, taking every opportoiuty 

of ahowmg her predilections too, and remaining 

qnite nnsnaken by the numerous rebuffs and 

snubs with which, as we have seen, Gilbert was 

in the habit of receiving her remarks. Eor he 

really disdiked the lady with a forfcy-oousin 

power, and })robably her presence was almost 

more distressing to '^ him than even to Gabrielie 

herself. ■

It may have been that this sudden regard that 

Miss Garringion began to manifest for her cousin 

was, to some extent, assumed and put on, in 

order to nve annoyance, if possible, to Mrs. Pen- 

more. Iffiss Carrmgton was, as has been said, 

good looking, and she was aware of it. She bated 

GabrieUe— though why, it would be difficult to 

say — and if it had been possible to inflict a pang 

m that direction, she would undoubtedly have 

been only too glad. ■

One day she produced a photograph of herself 

for which she nad been sitting. It was a good 

likeness, but what the artist who took it had 

gone through, who shall describe P Of course 

tne man knew something of what he was about, 

and, in arranging her attitude, had to consider 

the defects inherent in the instrument, and to 

bear in mind that any part of the sitter which 

came nearer to his lens than another, must needs 

be exaggerated to twice its real size in the 

picture. This is why we all have to submit to 

be pinioned into all sorts of ungraceful positions 

when we sit for such likenesses. This is why 

we are fain to be so very unassuming in the pose 

of our 1^, and to keep our elbows well back, 

lest our hands should assume gigantic propor- 

tions, and ruin the natural refinement of our as- 

pect. But Miss Garrington was not to be 

easily drilled into submission. 8he had views of 

her own on the subject of attitude. She had a 

fine hand ; and determined to give prominence 

to this elegant extremity, she insisted on so 

pladng it, that it came out in the photograph 

■about the size of the wooden hand which dangles 

still over the fronts of some of our metropo- 

litan glovers' shops. The photograph had of 

course to be cancelled, and so had another, in 

which the lady appeared with a pantomimic head, 

not to speak of^ another with a gigantic nose, 

and yet another, where the skirts of the dress 

claimed a monopoly of space, so that the head 

and body of Miss Garrington was only seen in 

the cBstanoe, and bore no proportion at all to 

her lower extremities. In snort, it was a photo- 

graph of the hdjf 's feet, and vei^ large feet they 

seemed, too, which, to do her justice, was not 

the case in reality. At last. Miss Garrington was 

obliged to submit to professional knowledge, 

and the result was a very striking likeness of 

the lady in a somewhat constrained and un- 

natural attitude* ■

''There, Gilbert," said Miss Garrington, in a 

sentimental tone, and handing him one of the 

portraits. ** There is something which I hope 

you will keep for old acquaintance' sake." Sue 

was always trying to hmt that there had been 

some teBoer passages between them in former ■

times, for which there was not the slightest 

found[ation in fact, as indeed they had not 

met half a dozen times till now. Mrs. Pen- 

more gave a little start as those words were 

spoken, but on Gilbert himself they were en- 

tirely lost. ■

" Ah, oh yes," he said. ** Dear me, what a 

good likeness ; who did it P* ■

Miss Garrington replied that it was the work 

of a dreadful wretch named Grouper, in the 

Tottenham-court-road. ■

" Well, at any rate it's a very good likeness, 

isn*t it, Gabrielie P' and he handed the work of 

art across to her, adding, in entire good faith, 

" and you'd better take care of it, as I should be 

sure to lose it." ■

Mrs. Penmore was just beginning to cor- 

roborate her husband's opinion, when Miss Gar- 

rington suddenlv started up from her place, and 

exclaiming, " Well, I think you might have pre- 

tended to care about it, at any rate," went away 

to her room. ■

She was closely followed by Jane Gantanker, 

who, however, turned a destructive glance in 

the direction of poor Gabrielie as she passed 

through the door. ■

** Is she mad ?" inqmred Gilbert of his wife, 

when both the ladies had disappeared. ■

"Tou never cared for her r* asked GabrieUe. ■

Her husband burst into a roar of laughter. 

** I should think not," he said. '* Nor she for 

me; why, I've only seen her two or three times 

in my me." ■

"It's very extraordinary," said Gabrielie. 

*' She's been so odd lately, sometimes violent and 

excited almost, and sometimes quite heavy and 

stupid, and refusing to come down stairs or let 

any one see her but her maid. I hope she is not 

going to be ill. She certidnly gets more capri- 

cious every day." ■

CHAPTS& Vm. COlUnELnTS YAHPI AT HOICE. ■

Thkke were retained in the service of Mr. 

Gomelius Yampi, besides the youth who assisted 

in the herb shop, an old man and his wife. 

These looked after the house, did what was ne- 

cessarv in the way of cooking, and made the 

beds, functions which were performed by either 

one of them indifferently — as the case might be. 

CHd Smagffsdale, or, as his master called him, 

"Smajgg,' could make a bed or cook a dinner 

at a pinch as well as his wife, and would some- 

times have to turn his hand to such matters 

when his better-half was engaged in cleaning 

the house down from top to bottom, which she 

invariably did whenever she felt disposed to be 

low in her spirits. There was, however, one 

function which old Smagg had entirely to him- 

self and with which his j^ood hidy was in no wise 

disposed to interfere. The observatory up-stairs 

was entirely under the charg;e of the husband, 

and he it was to whom the privilege of assisting 

the great philosopher in his experiments was 

alone accorded. ■

The fact is, that Mrs. Smaggsdale, who, as 

her way of curing low spirits amply testifies, 

was a person of practical mmd entirely dia- ■
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believed in eveirthing that went on in the 

laboratory. Could any good come of a room 

that was never dusted ? Could anything done 

in such an apartment prosper ? Could science 

which required to be prosecuted under such 

conditions be worth twopence ? She had been 

forbidden to enter that room. Once, many 

years ago, impelled by a sort of frenzy of clean- 

liness, to attacks of which she was liable, she 

had entered the room and carefully dusted 

everything she could lay her hands upon, and 

had felt a lightness of spirit afterwards of an 

unparalleled kind, for she said to herself that now, 

for once, all the house was clean and sweet. 

Her hilarity, however, was not of long duration. 

The astrologer found out what had happened, 

and denounced her with imprecations oi so un- 

known and incomprehensible a sort, as nearlv 

frightened her to death. He called upon all 

the most vicious of the planets to set them- 

selves against her. He handed her over to the 

Great Bear to be hugged, to the Little Bear to 

be torn and lacerated. He brought the signs 

of the zodiac to bear upon her. Scorpio and Leo 

were let loose for her benefit. The Crab was to 

nip her with his claws, and Taurus was to impale 

her on one of his horns. In short, such a com- 

bination of horrors were to accumidate upon her 

devoted head, that life itself would hardly be 

worth the having on such terms. What was left 

to the wretched woman after this but to depre- 

ciate the science which was so much against her ? 

And she did so with all her misht, and even 

tried to make a sceptic of her husoand as well. ■

With regard to that good man, I am afraid 

that it must be stated tnat he was of a weak 

disposition. He temporised. In the laboratory, 

and under the influence of his master, he was a 

profound believer. In the kitchen, and with 

his wife's sarcasms ringing in his ears, he 

doubted. Smagg was a little, seedy, mouldy 

old man, with a crestfallen carriage, and a 

shuffling 0iit. His appearance was wonderfully 

like his character, ana both were evasive, in 

consequence, no doubt, of this double part 

which ne was always playing. To do him jus- 

tice, I believe that he had not the least idea as 

to the state of his own mind in connexion with 

his master's pursuits, and that he was for the 

time perfectly sincere, whether in his belief or 

in his doubt. ■

In pursuance of that system of having all 

duties in common which prevailed througnout 

the arrangements of this worthy couple, it 

happened that Mrs. Smaggsdale was not unfre- 

quently called upon, when there was a press of 

business, to serve behind the counter, where she 

was, indeed, extremely serviceable. Here, too, 

her husband would occasionally officiate, and on 

him would devolve the duty of communicating 

with the head of the establishment when that 

remarkable character was too much engaged 

with the stars to be able to attend to the shop. 

This seldom happened, however, except in the 

evening, a season when the philosopher thought 

he had a right to devote his time to his favourite 

pursuits. ■

It is with evening time that we have now to 

do. The evening of the day on which Mr. 

Julius Lethwaite came to the conclusion — aa 

stated in a previous chapter — ^that he would go 

and have an interview with the astrologer. ■

" I was just occupied with jour affairs," said 

that jolly individual as Lethwaite entered his. 

sanctum. '' You have been a good deal in my 

thoughts lately." ■

" And I suppose you knew I was coming this 

evening ?" remarked the cynic, with something 

of a sneer. ■

"You sent a premonitory current in this 

direction, which reached me about five minutes 

since," replied the philosopher, in perfect good 

faith. " I said to myself, ' He'll be here pre- 

sently'" ■

"What an impostor you are, Vampi !" ■

"Ah, sir, you know better than that," replied 

Cornelius, not in the least disconcerted. *' But» 

as I was sayinjf, I've been occupying myself 

with your affairs lately, and that made me, 

perhaps, particularly^ accessible to any influence 

of an atmospheric kind coming from you." ■

"And may I ask why I've oeen so fortunate 

as to occupy your attention lately ?" ■

" WeU, sir, to tell you the honest truth, your 

affairs are not looking so well as I could wish, 

and thaf s why I've been trying hard to pry 

into them a bit." The philosopher turned over 

a good many bits of paper with all sorts of hiero- 

glyphics, and queer figures, and mystic words 

upon them, and scratched his head with the 

blunt end of a pair of compasses in much per- ■

glexity. "From the time when you first con- 

ded to me the particulars from which I was able 

to construct your horoscope," continued the 

astrologer, " I've been «ble to put you up to 

more than one coming event, now, haven't I ?" ■

" WeU, you've made one or two good guesses, 

certainly," replied the other, in a provoking 

manner. ■

"Ah, you may call them guesses, but I know 

better than that, and so do you." The philo- 

sopher was used to his client s sceptical way of 

talking, it being Lethwaite's habit always to 

act as if he believed in Yampi, but to talk as if 

he did not. The astrologer himself did not really 

much care ; he believed in himself, and that was 

enough. ■

" Uuesses !" he continued. " Ah, you little 

know the certainty of Science and the extent of 

her revelations. It is with us that the un« 

certainty Ues, and the difficulty. The truth is 

all there," he said, pointing to the starlit sky, 

" if we poor mortals could but read it. But we 

^e with dazzled eyes, and read with falter- 

ing vision, and hence it is that we are liable to 

mistakes. If I could venture— which I dare 

not — to trust my mental vision altogether, I 

could tell of things yet to come of which we see 

no hint even, in the events which are going on 

around us." ■

"And where do you see all these things?" 

asked the disciple, for such he appenced to be 

at the moment. ■

"There," replied the ^epi pointing again to ■
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the heayens. "The nations have their horo- 

scopes as the indiyiduals have of whom the 

nations are made up. There are signs in the 

sky which those who study long and reverently 

can read, warnings that threaten, combinations 

which, indicating the fusing together of bodies 

which may not peacefully amalgamate, must 

surely end in discord. These, and the like of 

these, we can see, though, as I have said, with 

dazzled eyes, and the meaning of these we can 

partly make out, but with hesitating and doubt- 

lulperception only." ■

There was a pause here of some duration, apd 

Yampi occupied himself again with his cabalistic 

papers. ■

** And do you really believe in these things, 

Cornelius ?*' asked Lethwaite, whose cynicism 

seemed for a time to have deserted hun, " or 

are you only making a pastime of things that 

sound too serious for play f " ■

" Pastime ! Play !** echoed Vampi. " How 

can you even use such words. Why, my life is 

given up to the study of these thmgs. This, 

far more than the trade which I am obliged to 

follow, is the real business of my existence. 

And my reward is great. Detached from the 

thin^ of this world, alone in this nirret, with 

nothmgbutthe air between me and the heavenly 

bodies which it is my delight to watch, I have 

as little to do with the busue and noise of this 

great town— am as utterly alone in it and as 

little affected by it, as a solitary in the desert. 

And so, like a solitary, I see strange visions 

here, and sometimes with the aid of this glo- 

rious invention," and he laid his hand upon the 

telescope as he spoke with something of affec- 

tion, "I seem to be on the point of making 

such discoveries as one day shall make my name 

immortal. Nay, my very sleep is less a sleep 

than a transition into another and more spi- 

ritual world, where I mingle with the shades of 

those whose written thoughts have been my 

guidixig study in my waking hours, the shades 

of Aristotle, of Newton, and of Herschel, of 

Albertus S^bgnns, and my namesake, Cornelius 

Agiippa." ■

"And what do these tell you — what do they 

bid you do ?" asked Lethwaite. ■

" They bid me go on, and by no means to be 

discouraged. In a society entirely occupied 

with facts they bid me deal with what the world 

calls fancies, and study still to bring to perfec- 

tion those neglected arts by which it is possible 

to foretel the future, to warn men of coming 

misfortunes, or congratulate them on the ap- 

Broach of a prosperity of which they can as yet 

juow nothing," ■

" And it is a prediction belonging to the first 

of these sections which affects me just now?" 

asked Lethwaite. ■

"It is so," replied the adept. "There is 

some risk to be apprehended in your case. 

There are adverse influences at work, and which 

will be at work for some little time to come, by 

whicK vour undertakings will run the risk of 

being uitally opposed. You were born under 

Saturn, and there are some even more powerful ■

than he whose machinations are just now much 

to be dreaded. Therefore, I say, be wary." ■

"Then what would you advise, Cornelius P" ■

" I would advise you to practise the greatest 

caution," replied the sage. " I would advise 

you for some time to eome to engage in no 

enterprise or transaction of unusual importance, 

and to regard every proposal that may be made 

to you with the greatest suspicion ; to walk, in 

fact, with an especial caution, and as one does 

who knows himself to be surrounded with pit- 

fals. I suppose," he continued, after a pause, 

" that you nave no reason yourself, and from 

anything you know, to apprehend any risk P" ■

" Of what kind P Do you mean of a personal 

kind P" asked Lethwaite. ■

" No, as far as I have been able to make out, 

it is not a personal risk that you have to appre- 

hend. There is no single indication of anything 

of the sort." ■

Julius Lethwaite turned over what the astro- 

loger had said in liis mind for some time. It 

had made more impression upon him than he 

could account for. He generally played with 

life as if it were some instrument ot music, and 

that with so light a touch that the full sound 

was never got out of the deeper and more 

solemn chords. He was not much used to being 

in earnest. Trouble and he had had but little 

to say to each other. ■

Suddenly he thought of that visit from old 

Goodrich. He remembered that the old man 

had seemed to be very much in earnest, and 

that he appeared to speak as if there was some 

special risk at hand. He had binted that his 

master's partner, Mr. Gamlin, had been specu- 

lating in an injudicious manner, and that con- 

sidering the state of things in America — the 

reader is reminded that we are speaking of a 

time when the American war was impenaing — 

that considering what thoughtful men were say- 

ing in the City, Mr. Gamlin was much too fond 

of dealings with the then United States of 

America. These were disturbing thoughts, or 

rather they would have proved so to any one 

who had mirboured them. But they were un- 

welcome guests in the mind of Julius Leth- 

waite. His motto was " Sans souci," and in a 

very few minutes after these unpleasant re- 

flections had passed before him, he had managed 

to become his old self again, and was ready for 

all sorts of unprofitable speculations about the 

corruptness ot humanity, or indeed anything 

else tnat did not concern his prospects. ■

He had got rid of every uneasy feeling, and 

was preparing to probe the astrologer with 

more questions, when he was interrupted by an 

undecided sort of tap at the door. ■

"Come in," shouted the philosopher, who 

recognised the sound. " Come in, Snuigg." ■

The Uttle man obeyed, and closing the door 

after him as he entered, shuffled up close to his 

master's chair, and made the following announce- 

ment: ■

"Here's the lady, master." ■

"And does she decUne to do business with ■
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*< Declines to do business vith any one bat 

yoursdl" ■

"Oh^ very well, then yoa may tell her that 

I'm coming down directly." ; ■

" Upon my word/' remarked Mr. Lethwaite, 

as the door dosed, " I think that's pretty well 

for a philosopher. Mysterious ladies coming 

here, and insisting on seeing Mr. Vampi, and 

quite sure that nobody ebe will do." ■

The philosopher smiled. ** Ah, it's all inno- 

cent enough, poor thing," he said. ■

They descended the stairs together, and Leth- 

waite passed out at the private door» Cornelius 

impressing upon him once more as he did so the 

necessity of caution. ■

As Mr. Lethwaite passed the door of the 

herbah'st's shop on his way home, he saw the 

figure of a lady standing by the counter. But 

she was muffled up in a snawl, and closely veiled, 

and her back was turned towards him. ■

CHAPTEE nu KOT TO BE PTT DQWS, ■

It was one of Mr Lethwaite's fpreni objects in 

life to find some means of pushing his friend 

Gilbert, and winnin|f for him the oluuiice, at any 

rate, of distinguishing himself. Our cynic had 

some acquaintances among solicitors, and might, 

no doubt, if he had chosen, have got for himself 

some experimental briefs £rom these gentlemen, 

who, like a large portion of their fellow-crea- 

tures, are ever ready to help those who are not 

in need of assistance. To secure their good 

offices for a friend who was in need of as8ist<anoe, 

was not so easy. And here, it may be remarked, 

was a case in which the discovery of a carruot 

instigating motive would have been sufficiently 

difficult, if Mr. Lethwaite had set himself the 

task of finding one out. Of course, he would have 

said that he had been actuated by that love of pa- 

tronising which is inherent in the human breast, 

but few of his friends would have been found 

ready to endorse such an opinion. ■

It was, then, with a view of giving his friend a 

chance, that on a certain day aboat this time, 

our analytical friend thought that he would in- 

vite some of his leval acquaintances to pass the 

evening, and that £b would ask Gilbert Penmore 

to meet them. And this was something of a ■

E'ece of self-denial in itself, for these same 
wyers were by no means the oompanions whom 

he would naturally have chosen, unless he had 

some special object in view. Be that as it may, 

the thing was decided on, and the young gen- 

tleman who held the nearest approach to a 

sinecure which is to be had in these severe 

times-— or in other words, Mr. Lethwaite's clerk 

— was despatched in search, first of Mr. Jeffrey, 

of Searle-street) and then of Mr. Gregg, of New- 

square, and then of Mr. Craft, of Lincob's Inn- 

fields, and finally of Mr. Phipps, of Fumival's. 

M these gentlemen were luckily disengaged, 

with the exception of Mr. Gre^, who was busy 

pre^arin^ the defence of a genueman who had 

distinguished himself by an extraordinary power 

of imitating the handwritings of capitalists, and 

affixing the same to divers cheques drawn in his 

own favour. ■

This case was making quite a sensation in the 

profession, and the legal gentlemen assembled 

at Mr. Lethwaite's chambers were full of it. ■

''It's the cleverest thing you tvec saw in 

your life," said Mr. Craft, as if hA were talking 

of a work of art, and chuckUng as he spoke. 

He was a little cheerful man, whom, to look at, 

or knowing him only slightly, yon would have 

thought so good natured that he oould be 

brought to do anything; but touch him on a 

matter of business, and you would find that, still 

with the most jovial manner, he could watch 

his own interest as well as another. ** Here's 

one of the cheques, look !" ■

The other two attomejrs pressed eagerly for- 

ward to look. The writing was in so remark- 

able a hand that every one felt that it auui be 

like. Of these other two legal gentlemen, by- 

the-by, Mr. Phippa was of a smooth and some- 

what evasive character, and Mr. Jeffrey was 

almost entirely speechless, and, having an 

asthma, wheeaed instead of talked. It was 

mnch less compromising, he found. ■

" It's a most remarkable circumstance," re« 

marked the smiling Mr. Phipps, "the prodinty 

of some natures towards eviL Now, if tins 

misguided individual had bestowed half the 

labour and thought which he has devoted to the 

prosecution of iQegitimate studies, on perfecting 

nimself in some useful art, he might nave been 

a valuable member of society, and would never 

have found himself in his present painful pre- 

dicament." Mr. Phipps always spoke in this 

elaborate mamier, and in an unctuous voice. In 

his own opinion, he liad made a mistake in early 

life in not having adopted the bar as his pro- 

fession — ^wouldn't he have touched the juries up, 

he thought to himself, with eloquent phraseology 

and flowinff periods. However, it was too liSe 

to think of that now, so there was nothing for 

it but to bring his phrases to bear upon the 

exigencies of private life. ■

*' I suppose the counsel on both sides are re- 

tained already P" remarked Gilbert, ever on the 

look-out ■

"Ah, I believe you," chuckled the hihuriona 

but somewhat vulgar Mr. Craft ''First-rate 

hands, every one of them, I can tell you." ■

"I hope he'll get off," remarked Lethwaite, 

Iftuguidly, between two puffs of cigar^smoke. ■

"Hope he will!" oned Messrs. Craft and 

Phipps, while the other attorney utUxed a 

wheue of astonishment. ■

•• Yes I do," retorted the cynic. " There are 

always a certain number of people in a ^reat 

society who can't stand the routme of orduary 

business life, and who require adventure and ex- 

citement to keep them going. This was probably 

one of them. JBesides, he only practisea on the 

purses of commercial people, and you know, aa 

well as I do, that they are all cheats, quite as bad 

as himsel f ■ " ■

«< Come, I say," interrupted Mr. Graft, " that 

won't quite do ; why, you are in the commercial 

line yoursdf, ain't you ?" ■

"And I was just going to say, when you 

stopped me, that we cheat so at our place thai ■
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I was obliged to gWe up going to the office, lest 

m J conscience should prevent me from sharing 

the profits of the concern.^' ■

" lou will permit rae to remark, Mr. Leth- 

waite," put in the elaborate Fhipps, '' that in 

the days of special pleading you would have 

attained to the greatest distinction, had your 

career led you into the intricate mazes belong- 

ing to that defunct institution." ■

**By-the-bjr," broke in the impetuous Craft, 

addressing hia host, " if you're got such a strong 

feeling for clever rogues—'* ■

" I have/' interrupted the cynic. ■

"Well, then, you'll be interested in a case 

which is beginning to make no end of a sensation 

in West-end cireles, and which I believe is look- 

ing my way^ for the defence." ■

" An," ejaculated Lethwaite, becoming inte- 

rested at once as he thought of his friend. " Let'a 

hear about it." ■

Poor Gilbert pricked up bis ears also. Was 

there a chance? ■

"I'm disposed to imagine," remarked the 

smiling Phipps, "that I have likewise heard 

something oi the case to wluch you refer. Is it 

not that of Godfrey de St. Aubyn, as he calls 

himself?" ■

" The same," replied Craft, " and a precious 

deep customer, I can tell you, as you shall hear. 

Well, he's another of the gentlemen who *can*t 

stand the routme of ordinary business' that you 

were speaking of just now, Mr. Lethwaite. He 

came over to this country with some good intro- 

ductions, which are now thought to nave been 

forged, and having very insinuating manners^ and 

a jueasant way with him, he gets on by degrees in 

English society, and in time gets to have a lot 

of acquaintances among all sorts of smart people, 

and more especially among such as ne nad 

reascm to know were well represented at their 

bankers. All this^ no doubt, took time, and he 

had to live as well as he could upon a little moaiey 

which he had, the result probably of some 

swindling transaction, and upon the credit 

which the tradespeople, seebg him always 

among ric^ people, were ready to give him. 

Besides, he had tne intention of making a fortune 

at one stroke, and he looked forward to that. ■

"Well, gentlemen, beinff a good-looking 

fellow, with plenty of impuaence, and the gift 

of the gab very strongly developed, and, more- 

ovei^ having a fine voice for singing, he really 

made a great many friends, and got to be much 

liked, so that when he announcS one fine day 

that he had received letters requiring his return 

to France immediatelv, everybody who knew 

him was m despair, and his partmg request, that 

his kind frienas would favour mm with their 

photographs, was promptly eompHed with. ■

" But that was not enough for this affectionate 

gentleman," Mr. Graft went on. " As soon as be 

Bad got the i^tographs he discovered that there 

was stiU somethi^ wanting, and that he should 

never know a moment's happiness unless the 

autograph of each of the onginals was written 

undemeiath his or her portrait. So he invites 

them all, or all he could get of them, to come on ■

a certain day to take luncheon with him, as a 

sort of farewell meeting, when they covld give 

him their autograj^ Now, four of his guests 

were men of great wealth, and this Godfrey de 

St. Aubyn had made it his business to find out 

where they banked in the course of some of the 

familiar conversations in which he'd been en- 

gaged with them before this time; then he'd 

got his information all read^, and by the day of 

the Inneheon had made all his preparations. ■

" * And now, dear ladies ana ^ntlemen,' he 

said, as soon as the meal was over, ' I will speak 

of that which is next my heart, and I will 

ask you to give me those precious autographs 

which will make my portnuts so much more 

precious, and on whidi I shall gase with delight 

when I am far far away.' And with that 

he leads the way to a table in rather a dark 

comer of the room, where were pens and ink 

all ready, and a book of photographs lying wait- 

ing for their signatures. A beautifully neat book 

it was too, ana under each of the likenesses there 

was a liitie piece of the pasteboard cut away, 

and a different kind of paper appeared under- 

neath ready for the name tnat waste be written 

there. St. Aubyn explained that it had been 

necessary to prepare the book in this way, as 

the pasteboara on which the photographs were 

stuck was absorbent, like blotting-paper. He 

convinced them of this bv making a mark at 

the side of the leaf, and showing them how the 

ink would run out of all form. ■

"Well, they all signed their names in the 

little openings left for them, and then away they 

went, wishing the young man good-bye, and 

hoping they would soon see him again, and all the 

rest of it. Directly their backs weie turned, 

up jumps aaossu, and gets to work at his photo- 

graph book." ■

"Ah, I aee," cried Gilbert, quickly. "He 

had let in slips of paper at the back, and having 

got the si^ture oi each of these capitalists 

exactly in its right place, he bad nothing to do 

but to draw out the papers and turn them into ■

"Whait an ingenious fellow to be sure," 

remarked Ijethwaite. ■

" He sat up all night at work," continued the 

attorney. "By means c^ the signature at the 

foot of each slip of paper, and with the help of 

certain notes and letters which he had contnved 

at different tames to get from his friends, he was 

able to forge cheques to various large amounts 

--£1000, or £600, or any sum that seemed to 

him a siie one, till he hkd made up a gross 

amount of not less than £6000. Then, as soon 

as the banks were open in the morning, there 

be was at the counter, receiving packets of 

notes and shovelsful of gold with tne calmest 

air imaginable. ■

"What an extraordinary fellow," remarked 

Lethwaite again ■

" Yes, but the ' extraordinary fellow* made a 

mistake at last. There was one sismature which 

he had obtained from a very rioo gentleman, 

with whom he had had no previous c<Mrrespon- 

dence of any kind, who had a very short name. ■
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which of coarse I can't mention, but I may say 

that there were no more letters in his signature 

than there would have been in that of Paul 

Pry; so naturally our friend was venr much 

puzzled, and found it very difficult to form the 

theory of a handwriting with so little founda- 

tion to go upon. He succeeded, however, tole- 

rably to his own satisfaction ; more so, indeed, 

than to that of the cashier to whom he handed 

it for payment. This gentleman bestowed one 

searching glance upon the draft and another 

upon the individual who presented it. This 

last was conscious that his severest test had 

now come, and may, perhaps, have worn some- 

thing of an evasive air. ■

" ' Have the kindness to take a seat for one 

moment,' said the cashier, very politely, and 

retiring with the cheque in his nand towards a 

door leading to one of the inner offices. As he 

j^ot to the door, however, he paused for an 

iustaut, doubting whether he wouldn't pay the 

draft at once, and not bother the partners about 

it, when, looking back to where he had l6ft our 

gentleman, he sees him very quietly sneaking 

out of the office. That was enough ; off goes 

the cashier in pursuit, calls to the policeman 

who was always at the door, gives St. Aubyn 

in charge, and there's an end of it." ■

"But what was it that had aroused the 

suspicions of the cashier?" inquired Mr. 

Phipps. ■

"Well, he doubted about the handwriting. 

Tlie look of the cheque was very different from 

any he had previously seen cominff from the 

same Quarter, and the sum demanded was so 

large tnat he thought it best not to act upon 

his own responsibihty." ■

"Suspicious beast!" muttered the cynic; 

" not half so clever as the other chap." ■

" And you have to ^t up this man's defence P" 

inquired renmore, with considerable eagerness, ■

" Yes, sir," replied the attorney, a little 

coldly, " it's coming my way." ■

*; Now I'll tell you what. Craft," said Leth- 

waite, sitting up in his chair, and thoroughly in 

earnest, "you must give our friend Penmore 

here a chance as junior." ■

"Ah, sir," returned the other, quite a diffe- 

rent man now from the genial sto^-teller of a 

few minutes since, "I couldn't do it." ■

" WeU, but why couldn't vou do it ?" ■

"Why, to begin with, Mr. Lethwaite, you 

see the case is, between friends, not a good one, 

and every one engaged by me mtut be a person 

of tried ability and considerable experience." ■

" How is a man to get experience," pleaded 

Gilbert, taking up his own cause, " unless some- 

body will trust him to begin with P" ■

" Yes, that's very true, sir," replied the other, 

" but this is not the sort of case to be^in with. 

The slightest oversight^ the least omission to 

push an advantage, would be fatal" ■

" Ticklish defence, I should say, vezy ticklish," 

wheezed Jeffrey the silent. ■

" Well, I think this is an unfriendly act on 

your part. Craft," said Lethwaite, speaking 

quite m earnest. ■

" Now, don't you be hard upon me, Mr. Leth- 

waite," replied the attorney. "I've got my 

clients to satisfy, remember, in the choice of 

the barristers who are to represent their interests, 

and they like well-known names." ■

"Don't press it, Lethwaite," said Gilbert, 

rather drearily. "Mr. Craft would rather not 

try the expenment, evidently." ■

"Yes, but I do press it, and I think it's very 

unfriendly." ■

" Well, then, look here, Mr. Lethwaite," Mr. 

Craft broke out, desperately; "if you must 

know, there's another reason." ■

"And what's that?" ■

The attorney hesitated a little, and then he 

blurted it out all tiie more roughly that he was 

shy of what he had to say. ■

" Why, the fact is, sir, that your friend speaks 

with a foreign accent, as you must have observed, 

and that would go very much against him in an 

English court of justice." ■

rew things could have been more awkward 

than an announcement such as this. It was 

awkwardly said too, and an unpleasant silence 

followed tne attorney's speech. As for Penmore 

himself, he had been prepared for it ; it was not 

the first allusion that had been made to that 

disaster, which was the result of his bringing-up. 

His friend Lethwaite felt it almost^ worse than 

Gilbert did. He was a great partisan. ■

" I never heard such nonsense in my life," he 

said. " Mr. Penmore is an Englishman by birth, 

has an English name, and speaks the language 

as well as I do. The whole question is about 

a trifling accent, a matter of pronunciation, 

which will improve every day. I dare say he 

knows the grammar of the language better than 

you do, Mr. Craft, and I'm sure he knows it 

better than 7 do." ■

"Very likely," retorted Craft, "butthat'snot 

the question. The grammar ain't much, as we 

see every day in letters to the newspapers, and 

in Queen's speeches, and the like. Juries don't 

mind a few faults in grammar, but a foreign 

acoent would set them against a man, and against 

his argument, directly." ■

" Nonsense," retorted the partisan. " What 

do you say, Mr. Phipps P" ■

" I am afraid," replied that polite gentleman, 

"that it will be indispensably necessary for me 

to give it against you. In England there is a 

most powerful conviction in the public mind 

that foreigners are, as a race — shall I say bam- 

boozlers? I really am unable to think of a 

better word at the moment — ^bamboozlers. And 

if they were to hear your friend speaking with 

a foreign accent, thejr would not pause to con- 

sider whether he miffht or mignt not be of 

Engb'sh extraction ana birth, but would say at 

once, * Now we are going to be bamboozled.' " ■

"The fact is, again," continued Mr. Craft, 

" that a court of justice is a very queer concern. 

Once now, for instance, give them a chance of 

lattghing ^" ■

"Of laughing P" cried Lethwaite. ■

"Of laughing ?" echoed Gilbert, savagely. ■

" Yes, gentlemen, I'm obliged to^yjt^ They ■
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might take it into their heads to laugh— and then 

where arejou ?" ■

Mr. Jeffrey was understood to wheeze forth 

the announcement that '* they'd laugh if you so 

much as held up one of your fingers to them." ■

"Now rU tell you what/' said Mr. Craft, as 

he filled himself a fresh glass of brandy-and- 

water, and kindled a fresh cigar. ''Suppose, 

in order that we may form a candid opimon, and 

a fair one, that pur friend Mr. Penmore was 

to give us a specimen of his speaking. WeVe 

only heard him in the course of conyersation, 

you know, as yet, and if he was to nuke a 

regular set speech, it might be different. Here, 

you've got a lot of law-books here, Mr. Lettb 

waite — not that you make much use of them, 

I susDCct — and there are speeches of Lord 

Brougham's and Lord Campbell's, and lots of 

other law swells. Suppose, now, that Mr. Pen- 

more was to take one of these and recite it to us ; 

or maybe he has something of the sort bjr heart, 

something he may have learnt to build his style 

upon ; let him give us a speech of that sort, and 

we might, perhaps, form a more favourable 

judgment." ■

"Oh, you can't expect a man to do a thing 

of the sort in cold blood," said Lethwaite, with 

rather an anxious look towards his friend not- 

withstanding. ■

Gilbert was silent. Such a proceeding as 

that suggested by Mr. Craft was peculiarly re- 

pugnant to him. To attempt such a thing in 

cold blood, as his friend had said, was terrible. 

How could he do himself justice ? Was it not 

sure to be a failure ? But then he thought of 

Qabrielle, of the comforts she stood in need of, 

of the privations she had to put up with. He 

thought of his own ambition to excel in the 

law, and of all he had already sacrificed to that 

desire. And then he determmed that he would 

endure yet this annoyanee also, and do the 

thing that was required of him. ■

He turned over the leaves of one of his friend's 

books, containing various reports of trials, till 

he came to one containing a speech of Lord 

Stowel's, which it happened that he knew to a 

l^reat extent by heart. And in this, after paus- 

ing a little while, as a bather delays before de- 

scending into the cold water, he fairly embarked, 

while the attorneys, prepared to criticise, were 

encamped over against him in formidable array. ■

The speech was one of those in which great 

eloquence and the soundest logic and the most 

astute reasoning were combined together. In 

short, it was a model of what such an address 

ought to be, and, truth to say, it was really done 

justice to by Gilbert Penmore, in spite of his 

accent. A more enlightened set of judges than 

our three solicitors must have perceived this, 

but to them the peculiar pronunciation of some 

of the words was the only thing worthy of 

note, and even when the address, as it advanced 

increased in strength of language and eloquence, 

when men of a less matter-of-fact sort would 

have been carried away by the earnestness and 

intelligence with which the speaker made his 

point^— even then it was of the accent with ■

which the words were uttered that the lawyers 

thought, far more than of the meaning which 

those words conveyed, and the power with 

which that meaning was enforced. ■

It may have been that Gilbert felt the critical 

attitude of his audience, and saw that he had to 

fight against a hopeless amount of prejudice. 

For a time he contended against this feeling, 

and indeed throughout he never gave in to it, 

but it annoyed him, and made nim nervous 

nevertheless, and that caused him to make one 

or two mistakes, at every one of which he could 

see his auditors exchange glances, manifesting 

at the same time a strong desire to laugh, pro- 

bably only kept in check by the imperturbable 

gjavity of their host, who saw that his friend 

wba beginning to f^t into difficulties, and did aU 

he could to give him nerve and courage. ■

Gilbert went through to the end, sustained by 

the determination with which he had started, 

but he felt that he had not succeeded in winning 

the favourable opinion of his auditors, and when 

he had got to the end of the speech, he said so 

in so many words. ■

" Now, look you here, Mr. Penmore," said 

Craft. ** You take the advice of a man who's 

been engaged in the practice of the law for 

something like twenty years, and 50U turn your 

attention to some other branch of the profession 

than that which you're now aiming at. As a 

conveyancer or a chamber counsel there's a vast 

deal of money to be made; your law studies 

would not be thrown away, and any defects of 

speech, such as we've been talking about, would 

not j;^ of so much consequence. But as to your 

going into court in the capacity of advocate, as 

you seem bent on doing, take my word for it, it 

won't act, and the sooner you give up the idea 

the better for you." ■

** And is that your opinion, Mr. Phipps P** 

asked Gilbert. ■

" Well, sir, I am constrained to admit that it 

is," replied that ^ntleman. ■

"And yours, sir," continued the young bar- 

rister, addressing Mr. Jeffrey. ■

Mr. Jeffrey wheezed assent. ■

" Well then, gentlemen," said Gilbert, nothing 

daunted, ** I have only to say that I'm very much 

obliged to you for your advice, and for the 

patience with which you have heard me, and for 

the restraint ^ou have put upon yourselves when 

you have felt inclined to laugh at me ; but as ta 

my giving up the object which I have kept 

before me for so manv years — as to my pursuing 

some other branch of the profession than that to 

which I am at present devoted — ^nothing shall 

induce me to think of so acting till I have had 

the opportunity, once at any rate, of pleading 

in open court, and brin^pg this (|uestion which 

you nave settled so quickly against me among 

yourselves, to the test of what may, to some 

extent, be called public opinion." ■

** Bravo !" cried Mr. Lethwaite. " Well said. 

You shall prove them all wrong yet." ■

"Yerr good, gentlemen— very good," re- 

torted Craft, with a grin. " AU I can say is, 

that-we shall s^/^'^ GoO^Ic ■
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"Yes, gentiemen," cried Gilbert, stoiiHy, 

" we skaU see. And may the time of triil not 

be far off." ■

But, for all his brave words, the poor fellow 

went away that evening with a heavy heart ■

ALL THE WOBLD AKIN. ■

Th£B£ is a French word, " soUdarii^" which, 

on account of its meaniDe and its uaefulness, 

might be naturalised into English without rais- 

ing much objection or opposition. It indicates 

the connexion, the oneness, the intimate union, 

the non-isolation implied by one member of 

society being bound for, and affected by, the 

welfare of the whole. The fact that all manlcznd 

are akin and are nothing but an inaumcrable 

brotherhood inhabiting one vast many-roomed 

tenement, has become apparent from recent 

discussions respecting the cholera, of which M. 

Victor Borie has given a summary in the Si^le. ■

For the last thirty yearsjpeople have been 

asking. What is cholera? Whence oomes it? 

How can its return be prevented ? What is the 

best defence against its attacks P When occur* 

rinpr, how can they be cured? ■

We may feirly pass with slight consideration 

any hypothetieal, dreamy, or superstitions no- 

tions respecting its final causes. We cannot 

believe it to be the hand of Providence punish- 

ing us for our evil deeds. Because Providence 

is just ; and so many honest folk have died of 

the cholera, mkl so many rogues have escaped 

or survived it^ that thai pious supposition |[iust 

be discarded. Nor can we believe the cholera 

to be a natural means of keeping down a super* 

abundant population. Men have been foolish 

enough to say, "We want a good war; we 

shall soon not know where to stow ourselves ; 

Europe is too thickly inhabited." B«t there is 

KG good war. War is one of the most sense- 

less acts which our infant humanity commits. 

Moreover, there are not too many inhabitants, 

neither in the United Kingdom, nor ia France, 

nor in Europe, nor elsewhere. We cultivate 

only one-tenth part of the habitable ^lobe, and 

we set-to to cut each other's throats instead of 

cultivating the remainder. Truly, mankind is 

an inteliigent race I ■

It is poverty, and the weakness which it en- 

genders ; it is debauchery and selfishness, which 

undertake the task of limiting the population. 

There is no need for either war or the chokra 

t^ give them a helping hand. War ia quite a 

thing of human invention; and "the God of 

Battles," if not a scrap of heathen mythology, 

is certiunly an abominable and absurd piece of 

blasphemv. It is now held that the diolera is 

an evil aue to the same initiation; that the 

cholera, like the plague, is the consequence of 

human stupidity and folly ; that, although we 

cannot exactly say what the chdera is, at least 

we know whence it comes. And, when once 

we know the cause, can we not avert its conse- 

quenoes by the effectual suppression of that 

cause? ■

The cholera is batched in, and takes its flijjht 

from, the great delta of the Ganges, winch 

throws itself mto the Bay of Bengal throu|;h 

seventeen prmcipal mouths, and by an infinity 

of smidler secondary ohannds. The mud, sus- 

pended in the stream of the Gaages, precipi- 

tated by mixtuns with the salt waters of Uie 

ocean, forms along the coast shifting bars and 

banks and pestilential marshes. The population 

of those districts is very dense. The Hindoos 

do not bury their dead ; they confide them, on a 

bed of ieaves, to the stream of the Ganges, who 

is commissioned to conduct them to " t£e celefr- 

tia2 domams." Wretches at the point of death 

are sent adrift in similar style, in order that no 

time may be lost. ■

The bodies are cast ashore at the mouth of 

the river, in the midst of vegetable rubbish of 

every kind, and the remains of animals heaped 

together by the carnivores who abound in that 

country. The mud of the river, acting like paint 

or plaster, partially preserves the corpses ot men 

ana animals from the dissolving influences of the 

water, and converts them into a sort of glutinous 

organic soap. Then comes the dry season, says 

Dr. Selim Ernest Maurin, in the interesting 

essay which he has published at Marseilles, 

Prophylaxie du Cholera. The marshes, exposed 

to the heat of a tropical sun, soon yield to 

evaporation all the water at their surface. But 

the heat incessantly draws upon the moisture ; 

the mud is laid bare, and in turn gives up all the 

liquid which it has to yield. It tnen splits and 

cradks in all directions, and the earth pours forth 

mepfaitical effluvia, of whose offensiveness those 

ndio have smelt the cadaverous odours issuing 

from a vault can form but a faint idea. ■

Is it a fact that the yellow fever is attributed 

to tiie miasms produced by the marshes of the 

Antilles P Is it a fiact tkstParisot has demon- 

strated that the plague is caused by the efluvia 

exhaled from the Egyptian cemeteries when 

sodden and soaked by the watera of the Nile? 

Why, then, should not Dr. Maurin and his 

colleagues be right in declaring that the delta 

of the Ganges contains the fountain-head of 

choleric invasious? Cholera exists in perma- 

nence throughout all Bengal, but in the endemic 

state. At certain epochs, whether in conse- 

quence of a disease amongst cattle, or in conse- 

quence of the excessive heats, it becomes 

epidemic. The river is laden with masses of 

corpses on the way to their heavenly abode, as 

the idiotic natives stupidly believe, and the delta 

again reaches its maximum of infection. ■

Then the poisonous effluvia carried away by 

the grand atmo^heric currents, whoee existence 

is proved by the marvellous investigations of 

Commandant Maury and Lieutenant Julien, and 

which travel from the equator to the pole and 

from the pole to the equator — are spread over 

the greater portion of the earth^s surface. 

Mauiy speaks, and that without exaggeration, 

of taflyiog the air, and putting labels on the 

wind, to '* tell whence it cometh and whither it 

goeth ;" by means of cholera, the breezes which 

reach tas from the delta of the Ganges are ■
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labelled Foibov. Th» high road folloirad by 

the epidemic i» indioated l:^ the currents. The 

moTement of tmslation towards the TK>le, |)er- 

foraied by the hot air expanded in the tropics, 

is accomplished in a norai-westerly direction. 

Hence we see the cholera sucoessLYely attacking 

Arabia, Effifpt, Persia, Tarkay^ and the Eussian 

Empire. Tae atmospheric cutrenti towards the 

close of its coarse, experiences a check which 

lasts two or three months. A deyiation then 

takes places towards the west, namelv, in the 

direction of Denmark* Prussia, and Great 

Britain. Then the atmospheric column returns 

towards the south, and France, Spain, Tunis, 

and Algeria, are attacked by the disease. Ever 

since 1817 the dbolera has inTariably followed 

this route. ■

The cholera, thus pouncing down upon its 

victims from the upper regions of the atmo- 

sphere, explains sporadic or dispersed cases 

which appear here and there without apparent 

reasoD, ^uite unconnected with other cases, and 

in locsdities reputed healthy. An unseen whirl- 

wind, a restricted boiling up and down of the 

atmosphere, a hole drilled in a stratum of air by 

sudden heats or electrical action, may allow 

the descent of sufficient mephitio atoms to in- 

troduce cholttu where it id least expected. This 

eireumstance alone suffices to demonstrate the 

ibUy of running away. The fogitive is just as 

likdy to exchange the frying»pan for the fire, or 

to quit seourity for danger, as to escape effec- 

tualW from an evil which is onl^r apprehended. ■

With reference to this, a sensible letter in the 

Times wrgea that the most powerful predi8|)os- 

ing occasion, if aol cause, of an attack daring 

the e^denup, is fbar. It seems to depress the 

▼hole physical syateni, and to place it at the 

meroy of the dominmt plague. It does not 

create the disease, bat it laya the suierer open 

to the eninwie and action of its poison. Its 

earliest ▼iotins are the tenor^tricken. We are 

grogaiiotts creatures. One aota upon another, 

ana iaeluig is contagious* Each soldier in a 

re^(iment derives stimulus to his courage or his 

fears from bii comradee. An intrepid and self- 

possessed officer is as ^jood as a battalion. 

Whaterci; therefore, sustains the hearts of the 

people during the visitation of aa epidendc is of 

greater value than physio. Every man of rank, 

clergyman, physician, and ever^ chief of depart- 

ment shouJa, therefore, be at his post when the 

epidemic strikes. Immunity does not lie in 

flight. This is a very practical fact. Be it 

that the fbffitives carry in them, or with them, 

the seeds of disease, or are predisposed by being 

depressed by fear, or otherwise affected, cannot 

be affirmed ; but that many runaways fall vic- 

tims to cholera, is fact. Perhaps they that re- 

main become inured, are, so to speak, vacci- 

nated, and gain the day. Whatever be the 

solution, this is certain, the post of duty is the 

poet of safety. ■

In the beginning of bst August the disease 

made its first appearance in Ancona, and it 

immediatelv ^read widely and rapidly, in con- 

aeqaeaoe of the impradenoe of persona who ought ■

to have known better. Several most indiscreet 

medical men raised the feare of the population 

to nanic-pitch by trumpetiag as loudly as they 

could the newB of the mala^'s arrival. Out of 

a population, reduced by emigration to fifteen 

thousand in the town itself, and ten thousand 

in tbe environs, the deaths in the course of the 

first ten dkn amounted to more than fif(;een 

hundred. The mortality, there can be little 

doubt, waa occasioned quite as much by fHght 

as by cholera. The syndic, or mayor. Count 

Fasioli, set the example of devotedness, in which 

he was secoDded by his secretary, a stout- 

hearted young Piedmontese ; but, of the other 

municipu functionaries, Assessor Marinelli was 

the only one who did not quit his post, bearing 

the burden which ought to have been shared by 

others. Nor did the fugitives gain murfi by 

their cowardice. At Loretto, Sinigaglia, and 

Civita Nuova, indeed, thej were received with 

brotherly hospitality ; but in other neighbouring 

towns they were very coldly looked upon, while 

elsewhere indifference was carried to the point 

of cruelty. At Porto Recanati, the captam of 

the National Quard headed those who pursued 

the fugitives. Several other towns distinguished 

themselves in this crusade against the unwel- 

come immigrants. At Monte Santa the muni- 

cipality ordered domiciliary visits, to discover 

and expel the Anconitans who had taken refuge 

in certain houses; at Ertona and Gullanara 

their entrance was repulsed by gentle pressore 

with the bayonet and the revolver. ■

And now for the solidarity of Europe and 

Hindostan. We believe that we know where 

cholera comes from. How can we prevent its 

return ? Bengal is the most fertile country in 

the world. The mud of the Ganges, the source 

of terrible epidemics, may serve still further to 

increase its fertility. Instead of spending hun- 

dreds of thousand of pounds, and saonficing 

thousands of men in useless and ruinous expe- 

ditions, why should not Europe form a coalition 

against the scourge which periodically decimates 

it, and, by canalising the delta of the Ganges, 

render it cultivable, and, by means of the con- 

sequent drainage, healthy, or, at least, no longer 

a focus of pestilential emanations P ■

Have we already so much rice, tobacco^ in- 

digo, cotton, and sugar in the world that more 

is utterlv superfluous, even if raised within easy 

reach of water-carriage? Bv the opening of 

tlie Isthmus of Suez, Bengal will soon be in 

direct communication with Europe. The centre 

of infection might be made to become an inex- 

haustible source of wealth, whereas it is at pre- 

sent an implacable instrument of death. The 

tribute paid to King Cholera, since 1817» 

amounts to forty-seven millions of corpses! 

Admitting that a man's life is of the same 

money-value as that of an ox, namely, some 

twenty pounds, or thereabouts, the total loss 

amounts to not much less than one hundred 

millions of pounds. ■

' As to prophylactic measures: melons, peaches, 

and other especially-laxative fruits, should be 

abstained from, as well as excessively oold or ■
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iced beverages, during the heat of the daj. 

Symptoms of diarrhoea should at once be at- 

tended to. As to those who abuse strong 

liquors, or carry dram-drinking to excess, their 

fate is certain. One essayist on the cholera of 

1832 has written : "The drunkard is condemned 

to death by cholera." In short, cleanliness, 

with temperance and sobriety in aJl things, are 

the most efficacious preservatives against this 

terrible affection. ■

As to curative means, doctors differ. A 

grand point is, for the patient to have faith in 

his doctor. The premonitory diarrhoea of cholera 

is almost always curable by remedies c^uite 

within the doctor's reach ; it should, therelore, 

never be neglected during the continuance of 

the epidemic. To place the patient immediately 

in a warm bed, says Dr. Maurin, to keep up by 

gentle, dry friction the action of the skin, and 

to provoke a general perspiration, wiU be so 

much assistance rendered to the medical man 

during the incubation of the disease ; but non- 

medical attendants should attempt no more. 

To do more, without calling in professional ad- 

vice, would be great imprudence. Li fact, the 

adoption of a decisive course of treatment re- 

quires a knowledge which cannot be communi- 

cated in general terms ; there must be a practical 

tact and perception which the acutest intellects 

can only acquire by long clinical experience. ■

We may also permit ourselves to indulge in 

the hope that the nations of Europe, on sober 

reflection, and convinced of the world's solida- 

rity;, will cut off the evil at its root by culti- 

vatii^ an extraordinarilv fertile region, which 

woola give us in return Doth health and wealth. 

Must we wait another thousand years before 

such an incendiary proposition can be enter- 

tained? ■

NEW MOVE IN THE LIEFBT 

THEATRE. ■

Sexikg that there is a temple to love, and 

brotherhood and peace in, full work in Ireland, 

and doing a good peace and brotherhood busi- 

ness, it is gratifying to me to find the Eotal 

LiTTEY Thzatbe sharing in the general pros- 

perity of the hour. It is, so to speak, in full 

swing; that is, if there ever was swing in 

lavish pink and yellow posters, and plenty of 

flaring fiery-looking gas, and an eager crowd 

about the yellow door at the end of the lane, and 

a bouquet of its own, not yet " extracted" by 

Messrs. Piesse and Lubin. There is such a 

theatrically thriving air about the whole, that I 

cannot resist, and, wishing to contribute my 

little mite to peace and brotherhood, enter by 

the yellow door. ■

And yet, when I think that not so long ago 

the Koyal Liffey Theatre was a sort of howling 

wilderness, where bats, and things more un- 

pleasant than bats, might have their carnival ; 

that it was given over to slow decay and desola- » 

tion; that no happier personification of mildew 

and dry rot could be conceived— the present ■

transformation seemed almost bewildering. The 

oldest theatre certainly in the kingdom— >for here, 

in the year 1741, Handel tinkled the Messiah at 

his harpsichord, and Signora Avoglio sang ^'I 

know that my Redeemer liveth," and Mr. 

Dubourg, the state composer, led off the fiddles. 

It must have tumbled into sure ruin, gradually 

mouldered into a nuisance, and have been taken 

down and cut out of the street, like a gangrene, 

to prevent its corrupting the houses about it, 

unless — unless my friend Mr. Malacht had 

stepped forward, secured a lease on easy terms> 

and opened to peace and brotherhood at "one 

shilling private boxes, with access to the stage,** 

and prices judiciously graduated to a penny. ■

Mx. Malachy had taken deep thought, and, 

like an inspiration, it had entered into his brain 

to produce the piece I was now looking at ; that 

drama—like Pope's Kitty, "ever fair and young," 

the Vicar of Wakefield of the stage— The Col- 

leen Bawn ! — on a grand new principle. ■

Seated in my private box — which is so' far 

from being private, that there are three other 

persons occupying it— I find that we are well on 

in the fortunes of the ill-fated Eily. I look round 

the house, and find it crammed to the ceiling. I 

make out the old rococo shape, the remains of 

fossilised pilasters, and mouldering bits of florid 

stucco, which is so far good, for it helps me back 

to the old magnificence of a hundred and twenty 

years ago, when " Mr. Handel" was sitting down 

below me, there where the four fiddlers are, 

'^ thrumming" away at his harpsichord, of which 

I have now actually a fragment before me; and 

when the "lord-lieutenant" and his eourt were 

all crowded together where the ragamufiEms are; 

and when Mr. Dubourg was leading off his 

fiddlers to the Hallelujah chorus, then heard for 

the first time. And using my right of access to 

the stage, I find my way to the ancient saloon, 

awfully damp and green, with the plaster peel- 

ing off, known then, as it is known now, as the 

" Grove Room," and which has an air of the old 

quality and spaciousness of the old days when 

the lord-Ueutenant and his nobility came— the 

ladies without hoops, the gentlemen without 

swords, to give more room to Mr. Handel— and 

waited here while the " chairs" and coaches were 

called.' And surely this is some ghost of that 

ancient Messiah of a hundred and forty years 

ago I No. It is only Myles singing the Cmis- 

keen Lawn, which he is not allowed to sing long, 

for here is the whole house coming in in obstre* 

perous and frantic chorus, shrieking their satis- 

faction in their " li-li-li-tle Cruiskeen Law— n !" ■

Myles, I must confess, is scarcely as efficient 

as the original representative of the character, 

neither in his dress (he wears an old white hat 

without brim or crown, which gives him the air 

of a house-painter), nor in his bearing. At the 

same time, as the audience take so much part in. 

the drama^ acting, in fact, as a sort of classical 

"chorus," it is hard for him to work up his 

points properly. Thus, at one of the finest 

situations in the play, when ^ityles. expfs* ■
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tulating with Hardress, has thrown the painter's 

eap upon the ground, and is advancing on that 

gentleman, desiring to know "wonld ye make 

hnr yer misthriss ?" and is about to deUver the 

well-known burst about his (Myles's) retaining 

the "old spark of virtue," notwithstanding the 

temptation his peculiat course of life has exposed 

him to :— I say, at this crisis, it w disturbing to be 

encouraged by cries of " Give it to him !" " Hit 

him, Myles 1" and I sympathise with that honest 

actor (Mr. Earrell, I think) when he stops and 

silences the unruly throng with a look of scorn 

and anger. At the same time, I cannot but admire 

his readiness, for when encored unreasonably over 

and over agam in that " Cruiskeen Lawn" (from 

motives of pure selfishness in the audience, who 

only want to encore themselves), with singular 

tact he substitutes for the last verse, " And when 

grim death appears," &c., which even I was grow- 

ing a little weary of, some lines to this effect : ■

And when your hearts are sore, ■

Te need bat look before, 

And come here when ye can-an-an ; ■

Here Malacht you'll find, ■

And Farreix's not behind, ■

(Pointing to his own waistcoat) 

With the heart of a thrue Ire-rish man, man, man 1 

The heart of a thme Ire^ish scam ! ■

But for little eccentricities I know well that 

Malachy is not responsible. He has his mind on 

greater things. He is unconsciously preaching 

Ruskin and Mr. Carlyle, and we are now drawing 

on to the water cave, where these principles will 

be revealed. ■

It came on me like a surprise. I was not 

prepared for such Kealism. As the scene drew 

aside, to my astonishment and delight I found the 

stage three-quarters covered with a dark gloomy- 

looking pool. The necessities of the stage had 

indeed compelled him to a slight concession to 

some of the popular conventionalities : for the 

margin of the pool had to be masked by a canvas 

bank, and simUarly the approaches at each side, 

where the hill leads down to the edge of the 

water, had to be lined with profile declivities. This 

fiction was unavoidable. But there below us was 

the fM/ water, cold, still, deep, impenetrable, and 

looking perfectly black, Stygian, and uncomfort- 

able. ■

I joined cordially in the praise given in the 

bill to the author of this arrangement, where it 

is stated that "the tank was under the arrange- 

ment of Mr. Malone." Thus, thou^ the idea 

was Malach/s, the carrying of it out— often the 

most difficult of the two— was Malone's ; and it 

gave me a better opinion of human nature to 

see how generously Malachy allowed to Malone 

the full credit of his exertions. ■

Hush ! they come now at last. More Realism. 

A real punt, with Danny Mann and the (Eileen— 

ah, in her old red cloak !— -on board. Yet more 

Realism : for it will be recollected that the Damiy, 

in order to stifle the sense of the crime he is about 

to commit, has almost stupified himself with 

liquor; and it seems to me, from a certain un- ■

steadiness in the management of the punt, that the 

conscientious actor has been " priming** himself. 

This would be quite in keeping with what I know 

of Malachy's character. Onward they move over 

the dark water, amid the cheers of the audience ; 

but the punt is ill trimmed and ill managed, and 

rocks fearfully, and just as they touch the centre 

rock, the Danny is overboard, and the Clolleen is 

prematurely submerged up to her middle. With 

infinite presence of mind the Danny rights the 

punt, has clambered on board, has landed the 

Ck)lleen Bawnon the rock, and has proceeded to 

execute his purpose according to the prognunme. 

I am ashamed to say that indecent laughter 

greets this casualty. ■

Now, comes the weU-known murder of the 

girl ; and, having a commanding position, I see 

that a sort of dry wooden cell, or caisson, has been 

contrived next the rock, into which the poor 

struggling thing is plunged. Another conces- 

sion to old prejudices, or rather to the Colleen's 

own private feelings, who, for no consideration 

of salary, could be induced to consent to realistic 

immersion! And I can make all allowance, 

seeing a wasted -looking neck over the red 

cloak, and a very spare figure, and something 

like a consumptive chest, and I can very well 

excuse Miss Lydia Rooney. ■

Now comes the retribution. Myles is at hand 

on the canvas bank, swings himself over by the 

rope—but mark how different the effect of swing- 

ing across real wcUer instead of across "some 

ribbons of blue muslin,'* as Malachy puts it, for 

here is the ^etue qf danger^-^t^ that otter we 

all know of, and fires his— pistol in this case. It 

misses, but Danny, wishing to save the situation^ 

plunges backward into the water, is seen 

struggling there for a time, and is got off at the 

wing somehow. ■

Then comes the '' Header"— mark you, a true 

header. Nothing finer could be conceived. A 

splash of water that goes up to the ceiling. 

Even the very noise is satisfactory, for we always 

missed tJuU in the other performance. Myles is 

an accomplished swimmer. For we can all see 

him paddUng about ; and not content with these 

exertions in the holy cause of rescuing the 

drowning, he comes out, and "goes in" again 

with yet another plunge. But it is a cold night, 

and the spectacle becomes really almost as 

heroic as the original philanthropy, for both are 

done in the cause of duty. At last he gets near 

to the dry caisson, out of which he draws the 

hapless Eily, raising her to the surface, and he 

gasping and leaning on the rock for support in 

the traditional way. Poor Eily ! She has her 

wet probation in the cause of duty also, and not 

the least unpleasant portion must be that damp 

embrace. ■

Talkmg the matter over with Malachy after- 

wards, and I need hardly say congratulating him 

on his exertions, he tells me the difficulties he 

had to encounter were most dispiriting. The 

construction of "the tank," even with the 

aid of Malone, was almost disheartening. The ■
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water ipoM come tiurongh ; and for a long tine 

there was a ateadj ooze, which defied dis- 

eoTery, until it waa found that the pit was n^idiy 

becoming an unredaimed hog: This element* 

however, was baffled— perhaps by the ingenuity 

of Malone. He bore generous testimony to the 

"willingness" of Myles, who was ready on any 

ni^t, no matter what the weather. Even last 

March, when every one was enjoying his skating, 

this devoted gentleman went through his duty 

as usual; but the performances had to be sus- 

pended, owing to Myles, not unnaturally, con- 

tracting a rheumatic fever. ■

Taking it all in all, it is a move in i^ right 

direction, and the least I can wish .Malachy is a 

•^coDarofgold." ■

A HARBOUR OF BJEFUGE. ■

The time of year has now arrived when most 

people have formed all their plans for the 

autumn months, and have settled where they 

will spend the season of general relaxation. 

Some are gone to Scotland, some to the German 

watering-places, some to the English coast, and 

some to foreign sea-side stations. They are 

bound, for the most part, in search of pleasure, 

rest, and change. Good luck be with tnem ! ■

But there is another class of persons who are 

beginning to think of flight about this time, in 

favour of whom our sympathies should be the 

most strongly enlisted of ail. These are they 

who, in forming their plans, have something 

besides pleasure to think of, who are preparing 

rather for the winter season than the autumn, 

and who have before them a period of absence 

from their native country of many months' dura- 

tion. Exiles these, banished by no human au- 

thorities, but by a Power before which human 

authoritv must now in unresisting humilitf, I 

speak of the (^ironically sick and enfeebled, and 

of those who watch over them and direct their 

movements. ■

And whither are all these individuals bound P 

They are all going in search of health ; are they 

all going to the same place? By no means. 

They are goings some to Madeira, some to Al- 

geria; others to Egypt, and yet others to the 

less distant shores of the Mediterranean, to 

Hyeres, Cannes, Nice, Mentone, or other settle- 

ments on the Riviera. Of that last-named place 

of residence, Mentone, the author of this paper, 

having had something more than four months' 

experience, will sav a word or two. ■

It is a ^ood deal the custom among those who 

are acquainted with the south of France to draw 

comparisons between Nice and Mentone. Now, 

except in the matter of climate, it is hardly 

possible to do this reasonably, the two places 

being so very different. The one is a town, a 

sort of small capital, a place of fashionable 

resort, where people ^t themselves up very 

ma^ificently, ana drive about in handsome 

equipages with stepping-horses and liveried 

servants, where calls are made and visits paid at 

the canonical hours, where balls are given, and ■

dinnets, and where smart people from SngUmd, 

and prinoesses fiiom Rusna, and leaders of ton 

from Paris, congregate in considerable munbos, 

dressuig themselves in splendid itiktire, and 

driving, and riding, end dancing, and flirtug 

yery mnch as they might in Belgravia, or in the 

Ofaamps Elys^es. ■

This is Nice. Mentone, cm the other hand, 

separated from Nice only l^ some twentv mUes 

of MJEuriiime Alps, is little more than a village of 

erne street; is quiet and unsophisticated in the 

extreiKst degree, and alter ten o'clock at night 

lies steeped in a lepose which is only broken on 

rare occasions by the appearance in the main 

thoroughfare of some Englishman of unwonted 

hardihood^ who has been guilty of the frantic 

dissipation of having a game of billiards at the 

Cercie. ■

How can these two stations be compared P 

At Nice there are two distinct elements dis- 

cernible in the local society: the fashionable 

element, and the invalid element. At Mentone 

the invdid element is altogether predominant, 

and a certain seriousness and unworldliness, so 

to speak, is observable about the tone of the 

plaoe^ which is remarkable, and perhaps— con- 

sidering the cause of it— somewhat toaohing. 

At Nice you may spend your winter in gaiety 

and, if you like, in dissipation, and you may 

manage to fight pretty successfully i^nst 

reflection; but at Mentone you muii lead a 

quiet life, you must fall back, to some extent, on 

your own resources, and you must think. ■

The superiority of the Mentone climate over 

that of Nice has oeen established by the almost 

universalopinion of those who have made this sub- 

ject a study. The violent storms of wind which are 

so common at Nice are only found at Mentone in 

a very modified form, and are of more rare occur- 

rence. The Nice wind is indeed a thing amurt, 

and can hardly be appreciated bv any who have 

not themselves bad experience of it. It is arid, 

furious, withering, and is accompanied by suoh 

whirling doads of fine dust, that the unhappy 

wayfarer who happens to be out of doors wnen 

the storm oomes on, is involved, in a moment, 

in a dense cloud of infinitesimal sandy particles, 

which, like a London foff, renders the objects 

about him entirely invislole, even if he aared 

open his eyes, which it would be the height of 

imprudence to do. ■

The first intimation which he reoaves of 

mischief brewing, is a peculiar one. A sort of ■

darkness suddenly comes on when the dayliglit 

should be at its brightest, and (this when ■

yet inaudible) all the ■tne wma itseit is as yet inauuioicj au tne 

doors, which are most likely numerous, belong- 

ing to lus apartment begin to rattle. The effect 

of this is very peculiar, and in no wise exhila- 

rating. A terrific roar is presently heard out- 

side; then the jalousies oegin to flap and 

rattle, then the wind makes a rush at the build- 

ing in which our stay-at-home friend is- sitting 

before a wood fire, and finding ingress by the 

chimney, crams the smoke down it (as the 

ramrod drives the charge into a gun-barrel) 

and discharges it into the room in a massive ■
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honooBial coIvwb, blindiiigonr wretched infalid 

in m moonent^ and in tlie same moment cohering 

everr ofaject m the apartment^ chairs, tables, 

eatoibies, if there happen to be any about, with 

a penitential gantteat of dust and ashes. Nor 

is it smoke alone which is thus forced into the 

room ; Tolkys of apatks and embers fly out of 

the Replace as wdl, and you find yonrself 

without warning in a pertect "chamber of 

horrors," and with yoor eyes fuU of irrepressible 

and bitter tears. And the storm once oegunin 

this terrible fashion, the hurricane will ocmtmue 

to blow, the smoke to pour down the chimney, 

the chimney-boards, if there is no fire^ to be 

driven into the rooms, the doors to rattle, and 

the outside blinds to flap, for a dosen hours at 

a stretch. ■

These winds are known doubtless at Mentone 

as at Nice ; but at the fomrar place the storms 

are of shorter duration, and the dust is less 

overwhelming. Mentone is a wonderfully shel- 

tered place. It is situated in a bay, and par- 

tially surrounded by a ring of mountains, which 

foftifT it against some of uie fiercer winds very 

completely. ■

Tnere can be no doubt that this health station, 

as one may venture to eall it, is blessed with a 

rarely beautiful and senial (^ate. That you 

have unpleasant weather to encounter at Men- 

tone in the course of the winter and spring 

months, is a thing about which there can, as a 

xnatter of course, oe no doubt. You have occa- 

sional fierce winds, you have con^paratively cold 

days, and you have a fair share of rain, M you 

haoe *o winier. You have autumn and sprmg, 

and you must encounter some of the inclemency 

which belongs to both those seasons, and expect 

it; but the intermediate link — ^the ice-link — 

which, in our northern climates, holds the 

autumn and the spring together in bitter union, 

is wanting. Ail through that grim period, 

between November and March, inclusive, you 

are blessed with abundant sunshine. It is 

broken at intervals sometimes for four or five 

days togethet^— thongh this very rarely indeed 

— oj doudy or rainy weather, but the sunny 

days come back, and sunshine is the rule here, 

and not, as with us in the winter, rare exception. 

There is, indeed, hardly a month in the year 

wh^i you may not need to put up an umbrella 

to protect you from the force of the sun's rays. ■

This excessive power of the sun during the 

winter months is one of the peculiarities of the 

climate in these r^ons, and is said to be fraught 

with some antount of danger to persons in deli- 

cate health. It is dangerous for this reason : 

that the contrast between the sunshine and the 

shade is so great, that the passage from the one 

to the other is apt to give a deaiUy chill to those 

who make such a transition too suddenly. It 

is a wonderful sun Uiat shines on these shores 

of the Mediterranean. It is scorching, and 

seems to have a kind of sting in it that almost 

^ves you pain. The shade, on the other hand, 

IS in its way equally remarkable. There is a 

sort of blue-black chill about it that makes vou 

shudder. If you have to pass under the shadow ■

of a row of houses in the course of your walk, 

you compare tlie suidit road on this side of it 

where you are standing, and on tiie other side 

of it to which you are going, and quidl at the 

idea of the chilly space between. It is not 

possible to exananU« this difference between 

sunshine and sluftde at Mentone. When the 

sunset takes place here, that same chill comes 

on in an instant. In fact, the shade has it all 

its own way then, and the medical authorities 

assure their patients that this is a moment when 

they should all be in doors. But, taking it 

even at its worst, it must still be admitted that 

the winter climate of Mentone is one of extra- 

ordinary demeney. It is a port for wrecked 

humanity to put into. There is safe anchor- 

age to i)e found in this harbour of refuge, and 

every facility for the executing of repairs. 

There are eases known of very battled wrecks ■

Eutting in here with scarcely a spar standing ; 

ut wnich^ after remainiiM^ in port some time, 

and being diliffently patched and mended up, 

have actually oeen able to stand out to sea 

again, and able to encounter rough weather 

without damage. For the most part, however, 

the vessels which put in here to n^t go out 

only capable of sailing in smoothest seas and in 

fair weather, and even then are obliged to 

return to port very often, to go through a 

course of repairs. Let us be grat^ul that such 

harbours of refuge exist ! ■

The beauty of the country round Mentone, 

and dose about it too, is something wonderful. 

The Maritime Alps surrounding the bay on the 

shore of which the little town is built, all sorts 

of gorges and ravines give access to these moun- 

tains and to the hill-country beyond. On the 

sides of the hiUs and in the valleys are planta- 

tions of orange and lemon trees, on terraces 

raised one over the other, and on the lower 

ground, and where the shelter is the greatest, 

you can wander among the groves of olive-trees, 

wondering as you pass along at the grey in- 

distinct mystery which seems to gather about 

and beneath them. These olive groves are 

ghostly places. Underneath the trees, which 

grow here to a ^;Teat height, there lies, when they 

are planted tiuckly, a strange filmy shadow, in 

which the tree-tnmks and aU other objects show 

like spectral appearances rather than realities^ 

so faint and unreal do they appear. In that dim 

shade, too, the gnarled and twisted arms of an 

occasional fig-tree planted here and there, and 

bare of leaves, writne like fantastic snakes, and 

seem to threaten you as you walk beneath them. 

Such places, lying low in the valleys, with the 

mountains girduo^ them about, remind one 

continually of the wood where Dante wandered, 

where the wolf came out from his lair to meet 

him, and where Yirgilb's pale figure moved 

ghostlv among the ghostly trees. ■

And often, as the year advances and the 

spriuff "comes slowly up," you chance upon 

some londv spot still in the ouve shade, where, 

unnurtured by any human hand, and altogether 

uncared for and forgotten, the red anemones 

blaze forth in fullest beauty. As you come ■
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upon a bed of these, you take note of the utter 

seclasion of the place in which they grow, jou 

look around in search of Bome human dwelling- 

place, to whose inhabitants the flowers may owe 

their existence ; and, finding no such thing, and 

marking the almost oppressive solitude which 

reigns over all the shadowy re^on round about^ 

a sort of fearfnlness mixes with your wonder, 

ovL snatch a handful of these splendid creatures 

Lurriedly, and hasten away, looking back from 

time to time, and as long as it is still in sight, 

to that isolated spot where the flowers wliich 

you have left behind wave and bend in solemn 

fashion before the spring breeaes. Thej|;loriou8 

things of nature seem most glorious m this : 

that they do not need our applause, or court 

our admiration. We must seek them out if we 

want to see them, and they are still prodigies of 

finished beauty, whether there is any one by to 

admire them or not. ■

In this beautiful land there are regions where 

the narcissus grows in such profusion that the 

ground seems to have a pattern on it like a 

carpet, and mixed with these are legions and 

legions of violets, which throw over the old 

stone walls and banks of earth where they grow 

the thickest, a sort of halo or mist of purple, 

infinitely grateful to the eye. And other flowers 

there are which grow by the beds of the moun- 

tain torrents, and which the learned can call by 

their proper names, wliile the unlearned can 

admire them, thank Heaven, none the less, 

though they may know nothing about them. 

But many of these you must know well where 

to look for or you will never find them, growing 

as they do in retired, and sometimes almost 

inaccessible places. ■

And besides this scenery of the mountain and 

the valley, besides the olive groves, and the 

terraces where the orange and lemon trees 

grow, there is searside loveliness hereabouts, 

such as the shores of the Mediterranean can 

alone provide. Enormous headlands of magnifi- 

cent form, promontories where the pine-trees 

and the myrtle-bushes grow down to the sea's 

ed^, and uttle deep bays, enclosed by these, in 

which the water, of profoundest blue, lies some- 

times motionless as a sea of glass, or gently 

chafes among the coral rocks, or in the waving 

of a wand, wnen the sudden storm arises, dashes 

against the very rocks which it was but now 

caressing, in whirling fury, its colour changing 

in a moment to livid grey in the passion-fit to 

which it has suddenly given way. ■

Wonderful, wonderful beauty, both of sea 

and land. Beauty of sunshine, and of calm, of 

a glowing earth, and a still blue sea. Beauty 

of the storm wluch changes both in a moment, 

the land lying veiled in a j^loomy and fitful 

shade, and the water raging in dark ungovern- 

able fury. Beauty of the mountain langes, 

when the snow has fallen upon them in the 

night, and when the morning sunlight reveals 

them, in still and pure relief, against the blue 

atmosphere behind. ■

The lovely scenes in the neighbourhood of 

Mentone are within easy reach of those who can ■

onl V do but a very little in the way of walking ; 

and. here again the place may be favourably 

contrasted with Nice. About this latter place 

there is beautiful country in all directions, but 

then it is not close at hand. ' There is a eon* 

siderable extent of weary suburb to traverse 

before you can get to it, and unless you are 

strong— which, generally speaking, when you ■

go to Nice you are «o/— you are apt to 

nd yourself at the end of your physical 

resources while you are yet amon^ the villas 

of the Caraba<^el, or scaling the heights of St. 

H^l^ne. At Mentone it is altogether diffe- 

rent, and you may be in the midst of the most 

beautiful scenery ftve minutes after you have 

turned out of your own doors. This is by no 

means a small consideration to invalids and con- 

valescents who can crawl as yet but a very little 

way daily, and who do not wish that small 

diurnal excursion to which thev are limited, to 

be made where there are villas enclosed in 

walled gardens on either side of the way. ■

It is very well that the walks about Mentone 

are so beautiful, and that many lovely scenes 

are within easy access, for locomotion, except 

by means of one's own legs, is both inconvenient 

and expensive here. There are no stands of 

public carriages to be hired at a moment's notice, 

and if you want a vehicle, your only course is to 

apply to a proprietor of carriages for it, giving 

him due notice of your need, and making up 

your mind beforehand that you will have to pay 

somewhat heavily. Even the donkeys here— 

which are very large and fine — are only let out 

at a price which in manv cases is quite exorbi* 

tant. Indeed, it must oe frankly owned tluit 

there is, on all sides, a very strong tendency 

towards extortion on the part of all the native 

purveyors of every kind of commodity. But 

then where is the watering-pUce, containing 

any special attraction of its own, where you are 

not plundered? We must not look for it on 

British soil, at any rate. ■

The speciality here is the climate, a peculiar 

air is in the market, and the invalids must bid 

for it and pay the market price. The place, in 

a manner, belongs to them. You see them 

creeping about in the sunshine, with large white 

umbrellas to shelter them from the very heat 

which they require, with black box-shaped 

spectacles which must be worn because of the 

glare, with respirators, and camp-stools, pre- 

senting — and more especially the young men 

among them, who are very numerous — an ap- 

pearance which cannot fail to excite very sad 

feelings. Sometimes, too, you miss one of these 

well-known figures that you have been accus- 

tomed to meet in the course of your daily walks. 

In a few days more there is a new grave in the 

English cemetery. ■

In the matter of church accommodation, 

Mentone is particularly well provided. The 

little town is built on a sort ot promontorv or 

cape, in the middle of a very laige bay, which 

by this promontory is subdivided into two — an 

eastern and a western bay. The houses in which 

visitors reside extend round both these in a ■
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scattered line something like two miles long. 

Formerly there was only one church here, situ- 

ated in the eastern bay, but recently another 

building has been opened at the other end of 

the town, where the English service is con- 

ducted under the excellent superintendence of 

the Rev. W. Barber, of St. John's, Leicester, 

so that no one^and this is a point of consider- 

able importance to sick people— has far to go 

to church. ■

The town of Mentone itself is not by any 

means a nice town. For an ex-Italian settlement, 

it is considered to be rather exceptionally clean 

and well kept, but this is not saying much. There 

are odours, and apparently there are not drains. 

Some say that the town is drained into the sea, 

some that it is drained into the country by means 

of an ingenious system in which casks and 

doi^ey-|)orterage are combined. There are, in 

^ct, various theories extant as to how this little 

settlement is drained, but that which seems to 

force itself most strongly upon the convictions 

of all dispassionate noses, is the theory that it is 

not drained at all. Be the system what it ma;^, 

it is unquestionably odoriferous. But then, is 

not this the case with every Italian town, and 

have we not here the delicious perfume of the 

orange-blossom to drown that other and less 

agreeable smell P ■

Some, then, there are who would call this 

town odoriferous, and some who would call it 

dull ; and doubtless, regarded from the point of 

view taken by those who are fond of excitement, 

iffld given to the pursuit of pleasure, it is dull. 

If vou cannot be satisfied with beautiful scenery, 

and restorative air — warm but not relaxing — if 

you cannot provide yourself with some occupa- 

tion which shall engage you for a certain numoer 

of hours dailv; if you cannot get recreation 

enough out of country walks, excursions to the 

neighnouring towns and villages, and a certain 

amount of intercourse with the visitors to the 

place, who are ^nerally exceedingly well dis- 

posed to be sociable — ^then it seems probable 

that Mentone is not the right place for you, and 

that you had better settle elsewhere for the 

winter. ■

An attempt has been made lately to provide 

some amusement for those who are capable of 

availing themselves of it, bv the inauguration 

of a sort of casino at some little distance from 

the town. Here you can read the newspapers, 

and play at billiards, on condition of paying a 

certain monthly subscription. Now and then, 

also, a concert is given at these rooms, and some- 

times a few adventurous spirits will even attempt 

to get up a dance. Such efforts, however, are 

somewhat spasmodic in character as yet. It is 

possible that they may prosper better heresdfter. 

The fact is, and this should always be borne in 

mind, that everybody who comes here is either 

an invalid, or is in constant attendance upon 

somebody who is so. If you have got a leg to 

stand upon, you feel as if jon were a sort of 

interloper who has no business in the place, 

like an irregular customer who gets into an 

omnibus full of commercial gentlemen who are ■

bound for the City, and all know each other— 

"What the deuce business have you here?" 

they seem to say by their looks. There are 

some here, however, who have come with sick 

friends or relatives, and who, being themselves 

almost exceptionally strong and robust, wear so 

defiant and sturdy an air as they march along, 

prepared with baskets slung round them, and 

alpenstocks in their hands to ascend the moun- 

tains, that their carriage seems almost unfeeling 

and entirely inconsiderate towards the weaker 

Mentonists. It is certainly not the place for 

strong and energetic people. There is nothing 

going on, no theatre except a sort of booth with 

a pay place outside, and which is never open. 

There are, indeed, no evening amusements of 

any kind, for the place is intended for invalids, 

and ihej must not go out after dark. So the 

friends in health are apt to find themselves a 

little low in their spirits, and are apt to look 

frequently at their watches, and to express 

astonishment that it is stiU so early. The 

sources of excitement are certainly not many. 

There is the departure and arrival of the dili- 

gence which travels daily between Mentone and 

Nice, and there is nothing to prevent you from 

looking on at these ceremonies, when you will 

observe that all the horses have raw places ou 

them, and that all the raw places have buckles 

rubbing against them. Perhaps it is this cir- 

cumstance which makes their tempers fractious, 

but certain it is that you must mmd where you 

stand, or you may chance to get a kick. Then 

it is possible to walk to the frontier, which is 

not far off, and to stand in front of the stone 

which marks it, with one leg in France and the 

other in Italy. This is quite a grand sensation, 

and he who so stands will invariably feel that 

he has done something exceedingly clever, 

something to be mentioned afterwards to his 

grandchildren. The change of language is pro- 

claimed at once upon that stone. " France" is 

on the French siue of it, but on the other is 

inscribed the euphonious word "Italia." ■

The two nations are in this neighbourhood 

greatly at loggerheads, and the French annexa- 

tion is somewhat unpopular with the Italians. 

Even the names of the towns are being Gal-, 

licised ; Villa Franca has become Yille Franche, 

and Mentone, Menton. The pronunciation of 

this last word has become quite a badge of 

party. The Italian faction, adhering to the 

original spelling, and pronouncing the final " e ;" 

while the French appear sometimes not to 

understand you unless you pronounce the word 

in accordance with the French idiom — ^Menton. 

Mentone is by no means a gourmand's para- 

dise, and a sojourn in this town should never be 

recommended to those who depend much upon 

the pleasures of the table. It is not merely 

that there is great difficulty in getting hold of 

a cook with clean and wholesome views in con- 

nexion with this great art, but that the materials 

with which the culinary artist has to deal are 

to so great an extent defective. There are no 

vegetables at Mentone, only some very bad 

oranges in the way of^uit, scarcely any fisb^ ■
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though the town is almost i» the sea, and the 

beef and mutton are poor in the extreme. And 

how should it be otherwise ? There is literally 

no pasturage bere^ and both sheep and oxen 

are kept in stables, cellars, dwelling-houses, 

anywhere, in short, out of the way. ■

The sheep at Mentone are animals such as—* 

thank goodness— one does not meet with erery 

day. Indeed, at first yon hardly reeo^se them 

as being sheep at ail. They are ahoekingly tail ; 

they have long attenuated legs^ lar^ hooked 

noses with a great prominent bone sticking out 

in their midst, they possess mangy dangling 

tails, with a great knob or tassel at the end, 

and are altogether so revolting in appearance, 

that they deprive yon of your appetite for 

mutton from the time when you first encounter 

a flook of these spectres entering the town. 

These sheep are taken out for walks at re- 

gular hours, like a school. They walk for 

ue most part on the beach close to the sea, 

and there is a shepherd in attendance, like 

an usher. The mutton, which is the result of 

such a state of things as this, is very much 

what might be expected. It ia tasteless, thei^ 

is not much of it, and it is defective in nutri- 

tive qualities. The sheep pass an abnormal 

existence, and Nature enters her protest with 

much propriety. The oxen are perhaps even 

taller m proportion than the sheep. Their 

stature is elephantine, they are exceedingly 

thin, their eyes are mild and wobegone, they 

are of a strange pale colour, and present an 

appearance calculated to excite pity even in the 

heart of a drover. They are fed to a large 

extent, as are also the sheep— in the desperatiQn 

of a populace unpossessed of grass— <on lemons I ■

As to the manner of living it is much the 

same at Mentone aa at Nice, only a little less 

extravagantly dear. There are hotels. There 

are peusioM <a boarding-houses, and there are 

villas or suites of apartments. Lodgings, sveh 

as abound at our English watering-places, where 

the landlady supplies the service, and doea» or 

superintends, the oooking, are not to be found. 

Ton must either take a villa or ''appartement," 

and set up an establishment of vour own with 

hired servants, the best plan prooably for at all 

a large party, or else yon must stay at an hotel 

or boaroing-house. These last are on a large 

scale here, and are much frequented. They 

have their advantages. Yon have no trouble 

vrith servants and housekeeping. You can 

leave at a day's notice if vouareunoomfortable, 

and are not troubled witn agreements and in- 

ventories, and all the disputes which are so 

common between landk^ and tenant abroad. 

These immunities yon must^ however, purchase, 

as all immunities are purchased in this world, 

at the expense of certain annoyances of another 

kind from those experienced by the householder, 

but annoyances nevertheless. The table d'hote 

dinner, unobjectionable— attractive, even, in 

some ways— when von are travelling about and 

know nobody at table, becomes not unfrequently 

a bore when you meet the same people every day 

for four numths, and cannot easily make your ■

election which of them yon will know, and 

which not. At an hotel you can, of course, dine 

in your own room if yon choose, and choose to ■

Siy some small amount extra for the privil^e. 

n the whole, unless your party is a large one, 

it is best to stay at one of the hotels. Two 

peo{>le can live very tolerably at one of these — 

a private sitting-room and fires, when you want 

them, included— -for from six to seven pounds a 

week. There is, at any rate, no trouble. As 

to the dinners, there is always the bouilli and 

excellent poultry to fall back upon if other things 

M; and if things are not as clean as they might 

be, why, after all, there is that peck which wo 

must sll of ns swallow, sooner or later. You 

get it over quickly in the south. ■

One or two additional peculiarities of Men- 

tone should be put on record, in order to make 

thb brief notice of the plaoe in any sort com- 

plete. It should be stated, for instance, that a 

list of visitors is published weekly. As a novice, 

you fly to it eagerly on the look-out for names 

of your friends. After a little experience, how- 

ever, of the kind of names printed in th^ list» 

you lose all confidence in it. The amount of 

fancy spelling exhibited in these catalogues may 

amuse, but it does not inform. Who could 

place any confidence, for instance, in such an 

announcement as that " Smifwick and fitmily" 

had arrived, or that ''Porkson and suite" were 

at the YiUa Marina? ■

Some of the manners and cnstoms of th» 

people are objectionable. The native funerals 

are conducted in a very grisly fashion, and the 

performers and lookers-on seem to revel in their 

ghastlineas. They take plaoe in the dark. 

There is a long processioA of exceedingly dirtj 

persons who belong to a brotheriiood <x Peni- 

tents, some of whom are white Penitents, and 

others black. They are dressed in ^rments 

which cover the head and £aoe, leavmg only 

great itaring eye-holes for the Penitents to see 

t^orouga. Toe costume of the black Penitents 

is the most horrible, but it does not show the 

dirt ; that of the white Penitents does show the 

dirt. This remark applies equally to the vest- 

ments of the priests and to the surplices of the 

etffitnts de chisur. The procession is a very long 

one, with the body borne on a sort of bier in the 

midst. Everybody carries a candle of the most 

attenuated and flidkering kind, and everybody 

joins n a discordant, tuneless chant. The effect 

of all this carried on in the dark, or, worse stilly 

in the dusk, is exceedingly disconcerting. ■

It is a trying thing, again, that when any work 

has to be clone at A^tone, such as unloading a 

ship, for instance, which has newly come into 

port, the inhabitants think it necessary to get up 

in the middle of the ni^ht. Such work as this is 

accompanied by a considerable amount of noise, 

and by a vast deal of sereaming, so that if you 

happen to be quartered at all near the port, your 

night's rest is liable to be affected not a little. ■

The extent to which the heaviest loads are 

carried by the Mentone women on their heads, 

is again apt to affeet strangers with dismay. 

ThiB is the method by which the^ost enormous ■
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baskets full of oranges and lemons are broogjlit 

into the town from the neighbouring lull- 

conntry. The peasants walk barefoot under 

these terrible loads, and as eaoh foot is 

set down the woman's whole frame quivers with 

the shock. The strange thing Is that the women 

themaelres do not seem to mind their own suffer- 

ings—for surely they must suffer — and would 

probably strongly resent any attempt which 

might be made to ameliorate their condition. ■

The author has sought in this paper, as far as 

the space at his disposal permitted, to represent 

Mentone as it is, neither extenuating anything 

nor setting down aught in malioe. Th6 truth is, 

that in treating of a place such as this, the 

greatest care ought to oe taken, in order that 

no risk of giving false impressions may be run. 

This is no ordinary watering-place, one among 

others. It is, as has been said above, & sort of 

harbour of refuge, and it is very important liiat 

the exact nature of such harbour should be 

known to those who think of putting into it. 

The journey to Mentone is a long one, and the 

reaofotion to make it should not be taken — 

especially by the weak and suffering— without 

some forethought. The merits and demerits of 

the phice have been plainly stated here, but in 

''summing up,'' it seems only fair to say that, 

in the opinion of one who has passed an excep- 

tionally nard winter at Mentone, and seen it at 

its worst, the good side preponderates greatly 

over the evil; for though the place is dull — 

melancholy even, if you will, — ^though you may 

have some amount of discomfort and dirt to 

encounter, in connexion with household arrange- 

ments generally, and those which belong to the 

kitchen particuJarly— still it is certain that what 

those, for the most part, who come here seek 

they will most sureh find— « place of refuge, 

namely, from the fuU bitterness of a northern 

climate, a sheltered nook where they may hide 

themselves securely till the winter has passed 

away« ■

HALF A MILLION OF MONET. ■

BT TB> AUmOS or ** BABBASil'B BJSTOST.** ■

CHAFCES LVn. A DINKBE tAtE-A-tAtB. ■

Fob the first time since he had come into 

his fortune, Tdemachus had succeeded in per- 

suading Mentor to take dinner with him. He 

had invited him to gorgeous club dinners, to 

Bichmond dinners, to Blaokwall dinners, to 

snug tete-it-tete dinners at the St. James's-street 

chambers, and Mentor had systematically and 

inflexibly declined them, one and all So the 

present was quite an eventful occasion; and 

Telenuichus, wno had become rather famous for 

the way in which he entertained his friends, 

had provided a very recherch6 little dinner, in 

honour of his cousin's society. ■

They met at Saxon's chamliers, in St. James's- 

street. There were flowers on the table, and ■

various kinds of wine in and out of ice on the 

sideboard, and a succession of the most delicate 

courses that the most fastidious gourmand could 

desire. These latter, being supph'ed by a first- 

rate house in the neighbourhooci, kept continu- 

allv arrivii^ in cabs, so that the poet was lite- 

rally right for once, and each dish came " not as 

a meat, but as a guest.'' ■

" Education is a wonderful thing, Saxon," said 

Mr. Trefalden, when the business of the meal 

was over, and they were amusing themselves 

with some peaches and a pine. "The last time 

you and I ained together, it was at Keichenau. 

You were then very much surnrised because I 

would not let you drink Lantte and water, 

and you had never tasted truflles. You called 

them 'nasty black things/ if I remember 

rightly." _/ ■

" ijid now I can discriminate between white 

Hermitage and Chateau Yquem, and appreciate, 

as I ought, the genius of the Or eeks, who made 

sixty-two kinds of bread !" ■

"I fear your newly acquired wisdom will be 

of little use to you m Norway. By the way, 

you owe me five nundred and sixty pounds." ■

"What for?" ^r . ■

" For eight oil paintings, worth about two 

pounds apiece." ■

And then Mr. Trefalden, laughing at his 

cousin's astonishment, told him that he had 

purchased these pictures from Mrs. Riviere. ■

" I have called upon them twice or thrice," 

he said, "and each time I have freely paid away 

your good coin of the reahn. I bought four ■

{)ictures the first time, two the second and so 

brth. They seemed very poor, and very glad 

to get the money.** ■

"They are not more glad than I am," said 

Saxon. " When did you see them last ?" ■

" About four or five days ago. They were 

then just starting for Italy, and are by this 

time, I suppose, some way upon the road. The 

mother looked ill. She is not in the least like 

our friend Lady CSastletowers." ■

" To what part of Italy are they gone P" ■

"To Nice ; where I am to write to them, in 

case I hear of a purchaser for any more of the 

paintings. Shall I hear of a purchaser, or do 

you conceive that you have thrown away enough 

money for the present ?" ■

" Mind the purchaser, by all means,'* replied 

Saxon. "Five hundred and sixty pounds are 

soon spent." ■

"Out of your purse— yes; but such a sum is 

a little fortune in theirs.'* ■

" I want them to have a hundred a year,'* 

said Saxon. ■

"Which means that our imaginary con- 

noisseur is to spend two thousand pounds. My 

good fellow, they would never believe it !" ■

"Try them. It is so easy to believe in 

pleasant impossibilities." ■

" Well, I will see what I can do— after all, 

they are but women, and women are credulous." ■

"Don't you think her very pretty?" asked 

Saxon, somewhat irrelevantly. ■

To which Mr. Trefalden, holding his wine* ■
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glass to the light, replied, with great indif e- 

rence : ■

** Why, no — ^not particularly." ■

**She is like a Raffaelle Madonna!" said 

Saxon, indignantly. ■

" Perhaps — ^but I am no admirer of Madonnas. 

Olimpia Colonna is ten times handsomer." ■

Saxon was silent. ■

•* Have you seen the Colonnas since they left 

CastletowersP" asked Mr. Trefalden, looking at 

him somewhat curiously. ■

" No— I have not had time to call upon them. 

And now tell me something about the Com- 

pany." ■

Mr. Trefalden had a great deal to t6ll about 

the Company — about the oflBces that were in 

course of erection at Alexandria and Sidon ; about 

the engineers who were already at work upon 

the line; about the scientific party that nad 

started for Hit, in search of the hoped-for 

coal strata ; about the deputation that was on 

its way to Bagdad ; and, above all, about the 

wonderful returns that every shareholder might 

expect to receive in the course of some six or 

eight years more. ■

"If I were not bound for Norway," said 

Saxon, " I would take a trip up the Mediter- 

ranean, to inspect the works and report pro- 

gress." ■

. "It would scarcely repay you at present," 

rephed hia cousin. " A year hence there will be 

more to see. And now farewell to you." ■

Saxon saw his cousin to the door, and parted 

from him with reluctance. A few months back 

he would have kissed him on both cheeks, as 

on the evening when they first met in Switzer- 

land ; but oivUisation had rubbed off the bloom 

of his Arcadianism by this time, and he re- 

frained. ■

He had scarcely returned to his room, 

scarcely rung for lights and seated himself at 

his desk witn the intention of writing a few 

leave-taking notes, and arranging his scattered ■

Sapers, when he heard a cab dash up to the 
oor, a hasty footstep in the ante-room, and a 

familiar voice asking if he were at home. The 

next moment Lord Castletowers was in the 

room. ■

"You here to-night!" exclaimed Saxon. 

"Has anything happened ?" ■

" Only this," replied his friend. "Colonna 

is summoned to Palermo, and musi go. He 

had intended to cross to Sicily from Genoa; 

but some cabal is on foot, and he has been 

warned that he is liable to arrest if seen in any 

French or Sardinian port. Now I come to ask 

it^ou will take him over ? ■

"To Sicily P" ■

" Yes — round by Gibraltar. It is Colonna's 

only safe route; and we could steer northwards 

as soon as we had bnded our man. Do yon 

mind doing this ?" ■

" Not in the least. I would as soon sail in 

one direction as another — nay, I had far sooner 

steer southward than northward, if that be all !" ■

"Then it is settled?" ■

" Quite— if Signer Colonna will meet us at ■

Portsmouth to-morrow. But I thought you 

hated the cause, Castletowers, and would do no 

more for it !" ■

The Eari smiled sadly. ■

" One may qnarrel with liberty as often as 

Horace with Lydia," said he ; " but one can no 

more help coming back to her than one can 

help loving her." ■

GHAPTEB LYIU. SCYLLA. AUD CHABTBDIB. ■

Day by day the Albula spread her white 

wings ana skimmed like a sea-bird over the face 

of the waters. The picturesque Channel Isles ; 

the cloudy cliff of Finisterre; the rock of 

Gibraltar, blinding white in the glare of the 

mid-day sun ; Mount Abyla, shadowy and stu- 

pendous, standing out from the faint line of the 

African coast; the far peaks of the Sierra 

Nevada ; and the Spanish islands, green with 

groves of orange and citron, rose one by one 

out of the blue sea, glided past, and sank away 

a^ain in the distance. Sometimes no land was 

visible on either side. Sometimes the little 

vessel sped along so close under the lee of the 

wooded headlands, that those on board could 

hear the chiming of the convent-belb, and the 

diallenge of the sentinels pacing the ramparts 

of the sea-washed forts. But for the most part 

they kept well off the shore, steering direct for 

Sicuy. And all this time the two friends mainly 

lived on deck, acquiring nautical knowledge, 

growing daily more ana more intimate, and 

leaTing Signor Colonna to fill page after page 

of close and crabbed manuscript in the cabin 

below. It was a delicious time. The days were 

all splendour and the nights all stars, and the 

trayellers slept to the pleasant music of the 

waves. ■

" Lend me your glass, Trefalden," said Lord 

Castletowers. " I want to look at that steam 

frigate. I can't make out her flag." ■

They had been several days at sea, and were 

within about eighteen hours' sail of Palermo. 

A faint blue headland far away to the left 

marked the southernmost point of the island of 

Sardinia ; while straiffht ahead, trailing a banner 

of pale smoke behind her, came the frigate tliat 

had attracted Lord Castletowers' attention. ■

"She seems to be coming our way," said 

Saxon. ■

" She is bearing right down upon us," re- 

plied the Earl. " And she carries guns — ^I 

don't quite like the look of her." ■

" Do you mean it ?" ■

"I do." ■

And Lord Castletowers went to the top of 

the cabin stairs and called to Colonna to come 

up. ■

" I want you just to glance at this steamer 

through Trefalden's glass," said he. " Will 

you mind giving your pen a moment's rest ?'* ■

"Not at all,'^ replied the Italian; and came 

at once on deck. ■

His brow darkened at sight of the approach- 

ing steamer. He took the glass ; adjusted the 

focus; looked for some ten seconds silently and ■
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steadily ; and returned it with but a single word 

of comment. ■

"Neapolitan." ■

" Good God !" exclaimed Castletowers, 

"what is to be done?" ■

Sij^or Ck>lonna hesitated a moment before 

leplymg ; but when his words came, they were 

quick and decisive. ■

"If the captain has a motive in bearing down 

upon us, I am the object of his search. But 

he cannot be alongside for at least ten minutes. 

I will hide my papers at once. If Mr. Trefalden 

will lend me one of his pilot coats, and you will 

both call me Sir Thomas Wylde, I have no fear 

of detection. I speak English quite well enough to 

deceive any Neapolitan. I have done it before, 

in worse emergencies than this. Remember — 

Sir Thomas Wylde. I have a passport made 

out in that name, in case it is asked for." ■

And with this he plunged back into the cabin ; 

gathered his letters and papers into a handker- 

chief and hid them in a corner of the caboose ; 

slipped on one of Saxon's blue over-coats gor- 

geous with anchor buttons; lit a short daj 

pipe; pulled his cap a little forward over his 

orow ; lay down at full length on a sofa in the 

cabin ; and waited patiently. ■

" She has signalled for us to lie to !" cried 

Lord Castletowers down the cabin stairs. ■

" Lie to, then, by all means,'* ■

"And her captain seems to be coming on 

board." ■

" He is very welcome." ■

Lord Castletowers smiled, in spite of his 

anxiety. ■

" That man is as cool as an iceberg," said he 

to Saxon. "And yet he knows he will be 

swinging from the topmost tower of St. Elmo 

within forty-eight hours, if these people recog- 

nise him !" ■

And now the great frigate towered alongside 

the tiny yacht, frowning down with all her port- 

holes, and crowded with armed men. ■

A ladder was then lowered over the ship's 

aide, and the Neapolitan commander and one of 

his officers came on board. ■

The Neapolitan was perfectly polite, and 

apologised for his intrusion with the best-bred 

air iu the world. He requested to know the 

name and destination of the yacht, the name of 

her owner, and the names of aU persons on 

board. ■

Lord Castletowers, who assumed the office of 

spokesman, replied in fluent Italian. The name 

of the yacht was the Albula ; she was the 

property of Mr. Trefalden, who was cruising in 

the Mediterranean with his friends Lord Castle 

towers and Sir Thomas Wylde. They had no 

object whatever in view, save their own pleasure, 

and could not say in what direction they might 

be going. Probably to Athens. Quite as pro- 

bably to Constantiuo[)le or Smyrna. Tneir 

passports were at the signer capitano's disposi- 

tion, should he desire to see them. ■

The aignor capitano bowed, and inquired if 

Milord Trefalden had any intention of landing 

inStciiyP | ■

The Earl replied that Mr. Trefalden would 

probably put in at Marsala for fnesh water. ■

" Milord carries no arms, no gunpowder, no 

munitions of war?" ■

" Only the brass swivel which the signer 

capitano perceives on deck, and its appurte- 

nances." ■

The Neapolitan explained that he was under 

t]|6 necessitv of requesting permission to glance 

into the hold, whicn was accordingly opened for 

his inspection. He then asked leave to see the 

cabin, and went down, accompanied by Trefal- 

den and Castletowers, leaving his lieutenant on 

deck. ■

"Our friend Sir Thomas Wylde," said the 

Earl, with an introductory wave of the hand. ■

Colonna, who was stiU lying on the sofa, with 

his pipe in his mouth, and an old Times supple- 

ment in his hand, lifted up his head at these 

words, rose lazily, made a very stiff bow, and 

said nothing. The Neapolitan commander re- 

turned the bow, made some pleasant remark 

on the gentilezza of the pretty little cabin, 

and again apologised for the trouble he had 

given. ■

The present insurrection, he explained, com- 

pelled his Majesty's government to keep strict 

watch upon all vessels sailinj^ towards Sicily. 

It was not an agreeable service for the officers 

of his Majesty's navy ; but it was a very neces- 

sary one. He believed that he had now but 

one duty left to perform. He must trouble 

milords to hear him read a little proclamation 

containing the description of one Giulio Colonna, 

a noted political offender, for whose apprehen- 

sion his Majesty the King of the Two Sicilies 

offered a reward of two thousand piastres. The 

said Giulio Colonna, he might add, was supposed 

to be even now on his way to Palermo. ■

He then drew a paper from his pocket-book, 

and, removing his hat, read aloud in the name 

of his sovereign a very minute and accurate 

inventory of Signor Colonna's outward man, 

describing his eyes, nose, mouth, teeth, hair, 

beard, moustache, height, and complexion ; to 

all of which Signor Colonna listened with a placid 

composure that might have deceived Mepoisto- 

pheles himself. ■

" What is all that about P" said he in English, 

when the officer had finished reading. " I do 

not understand Italian, you know." ■

Saxon could hardly forbear laughing outright 

while Castletowers gravely transIatecT the pro- 

clamation for the benefit of the supposed Sir 

Thomas. ■

Colonna smiled and shrugged his shoulders. ■

"Pshaw!" said he. "A hopeless quest* 

They might as well try to catch a swallow on 

the wing !" ■

Whereupon the signor capitano, understand- 

ing the tone and gesture, though not the words, 

drew himself up, and replied, with some little 

assumption of dignity, that the man in Question 

was a notorious traitor, and certain to fall into 

the hands of justice before long. ■

He then left the cabin somewhat less gra- 

ciously than he had entered it^ and Lord Castle- 
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towers, following him upon deck, took occasion 

to apologise foruis friend. ■

" Sir Thomas is bmsqpie,'* he said ; " but 

then the English are brusque.** ■

To which the Neapolitan replied by a well- 

turned compliment to himself, and took his 

leave. He then returned to his ship, followed 

by his lieutenant; the ladder was drawn up; 

final salutations were exchanged; the steam 

frigate hove off with a fiery panting at her heart ; 

and in a few minutes the strip of blue sea 

between the two vessels had widened to the 

space of half a mile. ■

"Hurra!" shouted the Earl.^ "Come up. 

Sir Thomas Wylde, and join me in three cheers 

for Francesco Secondo! You are safely past 

Scylla this time," ■

••And Charybdis," replied Colonna, divesting 

himself of Saxon's blue coat, and answering 

from below. "Do you know why I did not 

come on deck P'* ■

"No." ■

"Because I eauf|;ht a glimpse of that lieu- 

tenant's face as he jumped on board." ■

** Do vou know him ?" ■

" Perfectly. His name is Galeotti. He used 

to profess liberalism a dozen years a^ ; and he 

was my secretaiy in Borne in 'forty-eight." ■

OHAPTEmUX. PAISBUO. ■

A oiOAHTic curve of ripplmg blue sea--«n 

irregular crescent of amber sand, like a golden 

scimitar laid down beside the waves — a vast 

area of cultivated slopes, rising terrace above 

terrace, plateau bevond plateau, all thick with 

vineyards, villas, and' corn-slopes— here and there 

a solitary convent with its slender bell-tower 

peeping over the tree-tops— great belts of dusky 

olives, and, higher still, dense coverts of ehesnut 

and ilex — ^around and above all, circling in the 

scene from point to point, an immense amphi- 

theatre of mountains, all verdure below, all 

barrenness above, whose spun strike their 

roots into the voluptuous sea, and whose purple 

peaks stand in serrated outline against the soft 

blue sky. ■

« The bay of Palermo!" ■

Such was the exclamation that burst from 

the lips of the two younger men as the Albula 

rounded the headland Si St. Gallo about four 

o'clock in the afternoon of the day following 

their encounter with the Neapolitan frigate. 

Colonna, who had been waiting on deck for the 

last hour, silent and expectant> held out his arms, 

as if he would fain have emto^ed the glorious 

panorama, and munnured something which 

might have been a salutation or a prayer. ■

•• Yes, the bay of Palermo !" repeated Lord 

Castletowers, with enthusiasm. •' The loveliest 

bav in Europe, let the Neapolitan sav what he 

win ! That furthest point is Cefala — here is the < 

Monte Pellegrino, crowned with the shrine of 

Santa Eosdia— yonder, in that mountain gorge, 

lies Monreale ; and this piurt which we are now 

passing is called the Conca d'Oro. See, there 

are the domes of Palermo already coming into 

sight!" ■

"And there," said Colonna, pointing to a 

flag flapping languidly from the battlements of 

a little tower close down upon the strand, 

"there, Heaven be praised, is the tricolor of 

Italy!" ■

And now, as the yacht drew nearer, a compact 

forest of spires and pinnacles, glittering domes 

and white-tront^d palaces, rose, as it were, out 

of the bay at their approach. The sentinel on 

the Molo flung up his cap and shouted "Viva 

Garibaldi!" as they passed. The harbour 

swarmed with large and smidl craft of every 

descrintion ; speronaroes, feluccas, steamers, and 

open Doats, every one of which carried the 

national flag conspicuously on mast or bowsprit. 

The quays were crowded with red shirts, 8ar« 

dinian uniforms, and military priests ; and close 

against the landing-place, unaer the shadow of 

Fort Galita, stood a large body of Garibaldians, 

perhaps a thousand in number, leaning on their 

muskets, and chattering with the most undis- 

ciplined vivacity imaginable. As Saxon's tiny 

yacht riided in under the bows of a great un- 

gainly English steamer, some ten or a dozen of 

the red shirts stepped coolly out of the ranks, 

and came to the verge of the quay to reconnoitre 

these new comers. ■

At that moment, an Italian officer leaning over 

the side of the steamer eried : ■

"Eccoil Colonna!" ■

The name was heard by one of the soldiers on 

the quay. It flew from lip to lip ; it swelled into 

a shout ; the shout was taken up, echoed, re- 

peated, redoubled, till the air rang with it, and 

the walls of the fortress gave it back again. In 

an instant the landing-place was surrounded; 

the deck of ever^ vessd m the harbour became 

suddenly alive with men; and still the mighty 

welcome gathered voice : ■

"Colonna! Colonna!" ■

He bared his head to their greeting; but 

scarcelv one in eadi thousand could see him 

where he stood. Thus several seconds passed, 

and the shouts were g;rowing momentarily more 

passionate and impatient, when the aoeommoda- 

tion ladder of the great steamer was suddenly 

lowered, and a young officer oame springing 

down. ■

"Honoured signore," he said, cap in hand, 

"his Excellency Genml Garibaldi is on board, 

and entreats that you will step on dedc." ■

Pale with emoton, Colonna turned to Saxon 

and the Earl, and said: ■

" PoUow me." ■

But they would not. ■

"No; no," replied Castletowers. "Go op 

alone— it is better so. We will meet by-aad-by. * ■

"AttheTrinacria,then!" ■

"Yes— at the Trinacria " ■

So Colonna went alone up the side of the CSty 

of Aberdeen, and from the midst of a groop oiT 

red-shirted officers upon her up|per de^ there 

stepped forth one mcure bronzea and weather- 

beaten than the rest, who took him by both 

hands and welcomed him as a farotber. ■

At this sight, the shout became a loar— 

windows were thrown up, and balconies thronged ■
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in all the houses round about the harbour — ^the 

troops on the quaj fell back into position, and 

presented arms— and the first of an impromntu 

salute of twenty^one guns was fired from Port 

Galita. ■

The two young men looked at each other, and 

smiled. They had been shouting like the rest> 

till they were hoarse; and now, when Saxon 

turned to his friend and said, "Shall we get 

quietly away, Castletowers, before the storm has 

subsided ?" — the Earl caught at the idea, and 

proceeded at once to act upon it. ■

They then sheered off from the City of Aber- 

deen; moored the yacht close under the quay; 

beckoned to the nearest boatman; and were 

rowed, unnoticed, to a ]anding>place a little 

further down the harbour. ■

•'And now, Trefalden," said Lord Castle- 

towers, when they presently found themselres 

on shore, "now for a race over Palermo !** ■

" Scusate,*' said a pleasant voice ; **but will 

you accept of a guide r** ■

It was the young officer of the City of Aber- 

deen, who had followed them unseen, and over- 

taken them just as they hmded. ■

In a moment the;^ had all three shaken 

hands, and were chatting as joyously and freely 

as if they had known each other for weeks 

alr^dy. ■

" mve you ever been in Palermo before ?" 

asked the Sicilian. ■

"Once, about four years ago/* replied the 

Earl. ■

"Ah, Bio ! it is sadly changed. You cannot 

see from this point wbat the cursed bombard- 

ment has done ; but up by the Piazza Nuova 

the place is one heap of desolation— churches, 

convents, palaces, all destroyed, and hundreds 

of corpses yet lying unburied in the ruins ! 

Bat we mean to take our revenge at Me- 

la»o." ■

"At Melazzo?" repeated Saxon. "Where 

is that?" ■

" What ! Do you not know P»* ■

"We know nothing," said Castletowers, 

eagerly; "nothing of wliat has happoied since 

we left England. What aboui Melazzo ?" ■

They had been turning their backs upon the 

harbour, and proceeding in the direction of the 

Strada Toledo; but at these words, their new 

friend seized them each by the arm, and hurried 

them back to the quay. ■

" You see that great steamer ?" he exclaimed, 

pointing to the City of Aberdeen. "That 

steamer on board of which his Excellency in- 

vited the Colonna P* ■

"Yes.- ■

"And those troops doiwn np against the 

landing-place?" ■

"Ye8,ycs.*» ■

"Well, they are all picked men; the last 

twelve hundr^ of the expedition. They are 

now waiting to go on board, and by ten o'clock 

to-night will steam out of the harbour. Greneral 

Cosenz and his Cacciatori are already ^ue — ^they 

went last evening; but Ghtfibddi liimself goes 

with us in the City of Aberdeen. Melazzo is ■

not far— -we shall be there before daybreak; 

but they say there will be no fighting till the 

day after to-morrow.** ■

" Why, this is glorious !'* cried Saxon. ■

"Yes, you are in luck to drop in for a siege 

the day after your arrival,** replied the Siciliim. 

" I have been here for nearly three weeks, and 

have had nothing to do yet, except to assist in 

the demolition of the CasteUo, and that was not 

amusing. It was all well enough for the first 

hour or two ; but one soon gets tired of pulling 

down stone walls when there are no Regi 

behind them." ■

He then led the way back to the Toledo, 

pointing out those places where the struggle 

had been fiercest, asking and answerinir ques- 

tions, and pouring forth his pleasant talk with 

the simple vivacitj of a boy. ■

His name, he said, was Silvio Benl. He was 

the second son of a Palerraitan landowner on 

the other side of the island, and held the rank 

of aide-de-camp in the Garibaldian armv. ^ He 

had fought last year as a volunteer at Sofferino ; 

but hadTno intention of becoming a soldier by 

profession. Fighting for libertv was one thing ; 

but fighting for four pauls a day was another. 

He meant to cultivate olives and vines, and live 

the pastoral life of his forefathers, if he did not 

happen to get shot before the end of the cam- 

paign. ■

Chattering thus, he led Saxon and Castle- 

towers through the chief streets of the city ; 

and a terrible sight it was for eves unused to 

the horrors of war. Here were the remnants of 

the famous barricades of the 27th of May; here 

the shattered walls of the University, thePretorio 

pitted with shot-holes, and the monastery of the 

Seven Angels, of which a mere shell remained. 

Then came a stately palace, roofless and window- 

less— the blackened foundations of a church 

once famous for its archivesr— a whole street 

propped, and threatening to fall at every mo- 

ment — ^the charred fragments of a convent in 

which the helpless sisters had been burned alive 

beyond the possibility of escape. In some 

places scarcely one stone was left standing on 

another. In some, the fiery storm had passed 

by and left no trace of its course. ■

Presently, from a broad space of indistin- 

guishable ruin, pestilent with unburied dead« 

they emerged upon a quarter where the streets 

were gay with promenaders and the caf^s 

crowded with idlers; where the national flag 

floated gaily from the roofs of the public build- 

ings, and all the butterfly business of South 

Italian life was going on as merrily as if the 

ten-inch shell were a phenomenon the very 

name of which was unknown to Sicilian ears. ■

Saxon could not comprehend how these 

people should be eating ices and phi^ing at 

dominoes, as if nothing had happenea or late to 

disturb their equanimity. It seemed to him 

inexpressibly shocking and heartless;^ and, not 

being accustomed to conceal his opinions, he 

said so, ver^r bluntly. ■

The Sicilian snuied and shragged his ■
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" ThejT are so happy to be free," he replied, 

apologetically. ■

"But what right have they to be happy 

wbile their dead lie uaburied at their very 

doors?" asked Saxon, indignantly. "What 

right have they to forect the hundreds of inno- 

cent women and chiloren crushed and burned 

in their homes, or the Neapolitans who mas- 

sacred them ?" ■

" Ah, gli assassini ! we will pay them ont at 

Melazzo," was the quick reply. ■

And this was the Sicilian temperament. 

Sights which filled Saxon and the jBarl with 

pity and horror, brought but a passing cloud 

upon the brow of their new acquaintance. He 

had seen them daily for three weeks, and grown 

familiar with them. He talked and laugned in 

the very precincts of death ; scrambled up the 

barricades; showed where the Regi had been 

repulsed, and at which point the Garibaldians 

bad come in; chattered about the cession of 

Nice, the probable duration of the war, the 

priests, the sbirri^ the forei^ volunteers, and 

all the thousand-and-one topics connected with 

the revolutionary cause; and thought a great 

deal more of the coming expedition than of the 

past bombardment. ■

At length, just as they came out upon the 

Marina, a gun was fired from Tort Galita, and 

their Sicilian friend bade them a hasty farewell. ■

" That is our signal for assembling on board," 

sud he. "If you reach Melazzo before the 

work is be|?un, ask for me. I may be able to 

do something for you. At all events, I will 

try." ■

"We won't forget that promise!" replied 

Saxon, eagerly. ■

" Addio, fratelli." ■

And these young men who looked forward to 

the coming fight as if it were a pleasure-party, 

who were total strangers to each other one 

short hour a^o, but who were brought into 

contact bv accident, and into sympathy dv their 

love of liberty, their careless courage, ana their 

faith in a common cause, embraced and parted, 

literally, as brothers. ■

The friends then went straight to the Triuacria 

Hotel, and, learning that Colonna had notyet 

arrived, turned at once towards the quay. Here 

they found a dense crowd assembled, and the 

City of Aberdeen with her steam up, and all the 

troops on board. ■

Tne people were frothing over with excite- 

ment, and so densely packed tliat the young 

men might as reasonably have tried to elbow 

their way through a stone wall as through the 

solid human mass interposed between them- 

selves and the Lmding-place. They gathered 

from the exclamations of those around them 

that the troops were drawn up on deck, and 

that Garibaldi was known to be in the saloon. 

Now and then a shout was raised for some 

officer who appeared for a moment on deck; ■

and sometimes, when nothinj^ else was doing, 

a voice from the crowd would give the signal 

for a storm of vivas. ■

Presently an officer of Cacciatori, with the 

well-known plume of cocks' feathers in his hat, 

came hurrying down the quay. The crowd 

parted right and left, as if by magic, and he 

passed through amid a shower of £snedictions 

and addios. ■

" Do you know who that is?" asked Saxon 

of those around. ■

** No — God bless him !" said one. ■

" We only know that he is going to fight for 

us," said another. ■

" The Holy Virgin and all the saints have 

him in their keeping !" added a third. ■

At this moment the crowd surged suddenly 

back again — a great roar burst from the thou- 

sand-throated throng — a gun was fired — and 

the City of Aberdeen was under weigh ! ■

In another second the mass had wavered, 

parted, turned like a mighty tide, and begun 

flowing out through the rorta Felice, and fol- 

lowing the course of the steamer along the 

Manna Promenade. The soldiers on board stood 

njotionless, with their hands to the sides of their 

hats, saluting the crowd. The crowd raced 

tumultuously along the shore, weeping, raving, 

clapping its hands for the soldiers, andshouting 

" Viva Garibaldi ! Viva k Liberta !" One woman 

fell on her knees upon the quay, with her little 

infant in her arms, and prayed aloud for the 

liberators. ■

Saxon and the Earl stood still, side by side, 

looking after the lessening steamer, and listening ' 

to the shouts, which grew momentarily fainter 

and more distant. ■

" Good Heavens !" said Castletowers, " what 

a terrific thing human emotion is, when one 

beholds it on such a scale as this ! I should 

have liked to see this people demolishing the 

GasteUo." ■

Saxon drew a deep breath before replying, 

and when he spoke his words were no answer 

to the Earl's remark. ■

" I tell you what it is, Castletowers," he 

said ; " I feel as if we had no business to remain 

here another hour. Por God's sake, let us buy 

a couple of red shirts, and be after the rest as 

fast as the little Albula can get us through the 

water'" ■
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The specimen which was given in the last 

chapter of this narrative of Gilbert Penmore's 

failure to make a favourable impression on the 

fraternity of attorneys, was by no means an 

isolated one. He was not the man for them. 

They did not onderstand what was in him, it 

came out so grudgingly, as it seemed to them. 

There were plenty of lawyers of much less 

ability to whom the attorneys would take their 

work in preference, and renmore would see 

himself passed over continually, while others of 

much less knowledge and discernment, but glib 

of utterance, were full of business. ■

It is half the battle in this profession of the 

law, as in not a few others, to nave a reputation 

for being extraordinarily busj. The awful truth 

— fresh confirmations of which come before us 

daily — ^that " to him that hath shall be given," 

seems to be powerfully illustrated in a case of 

this kind.. It is a fact that the man who has 

ah*eady much to do receives even more and more 

employment continually. Everything in the 

shape of business comes his way. He is invited, 

nay implored, to undertake wnat he really has 

not time to do justice to, while the very excuses 

which he makes, the mere announcement that he 

has already more to do than he can attend to pro- 

perly, only makes his employers more and more 

anxious to secure his much-coveted services. ■

"I understand," says somebody who knows, 

" that Scruncher the dentist is obliged to retire 

from his operating-room six times daily, in order 

to empty his pockets of the inconvenient weight 

of ffuineas which accumulate in them." Away 

rushes any one who hears the announcement, to 

be tortured forthwith by Scruncher. " Chalkey 

the artist," says somel)ody ebe, " has commis- 

sions, I am told, which will occupy him for the 

next seven years at least," and off darts the art- 

patron to make sure of Ghalkey's services during 

that eighth year which is still to let. ■

£ut our young lawyer had other things to 

trouble him oesioes professional neglect. Vexa- 

tions of a more domestic sort were not wanting ; 

and, as if those words which we have quoted 

above were true of what troubles us as well as 

of what brings us profit, accumulation of 

domestic perplexity came upon our friend in ■

addition to his professional difficulties, and as if 

these last were not enough. ■

It was one of the leading features of Miss 

Garrington's peculiar character that her moral 

vision was somewhat obliq^ue in the matter of 

truth. Not only was she in the habit oi " em- 

broidering," or in other words decorating what 

professed to be fact with fictitious ornamenta- 

tion, she weat beyond this, and would some- 

times even deal in fictbn such as had no foun- 

dation whatever in £act, the fruit of a powerful 

imagination only. Indeed, so powerful was this 

lady's imagination, that after any idea had been 

presented to her by that function two or three 

times, she would get to think that it really was 

something more than a fancy of her mind, and 

would speak of it as nothing less than a reality. ■

To wnat extent this lady believed that Gil- 

bert Penmore had once been in love with her, it 

would be difficult to say. She certainly went on 

as if he had, as was shown in the matter of the 

photograph, nor did she let slip any opportunity 

of impressing this fiction on the mmd of her 

hostess, always taking a tone as if she conceded 

to Gabrielle the right to associate, indeed, with 

her husband, and to live in the house, but as if 

she were the person who really understood him, 

and whose life should, by right, have been asso- 

ciated with his. She was a woman, not a mere 

girl like Gabrielle. She would have understood 

his character, entered into his thoughts and his 

ambition, and would, in short, have been in all 

respects the right person for him. ■

Now of course it was not likely that Miss 

Carrington would put all this into words. Yet 

she managed somehow or other to insinuate it 

all, by dark hints, and gestures, and covert allu- 

sions. Gabrielle knew that this woman was 

vapouring and talking nonsense. She knew that 

when her husband first came over to England he 

had passed a few days at the house of Miss Car- 

rington's father, who was since dead, that he had 

spent the time almost entirely in fishing*, and 

that no idea ef Miss Carrington, except in the 

light of a somewhat disagreeable young woman, 

had so much as entered his head. And yet, 

though she knew all this, and knew that the 

image of his dear West Indian had never for a mo- 

ment been supplanted in his mind by that of any 

other woman, still the preposterous conduct of 

this lady in asserting a sort of tone of superiority 

over her, and of proprietorship in her own Gilbert, 

did, at times, annoy and irritate her vastly. ■
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And she had to encounter these thin^ to a 

great extent alone. It was seldom that (Gilbert 

conld be bj to help ker. When he was tkere 

he always took her part^ aad kopt the eneniy in 

order, but at other thnes she suffered muoli. ■

They were two to one against her, for Miss 

Carrington's aide-de-camp, the faithful Can* 

tanker, was always on the spot and reader to 

back her mistress up on all occasions, and, m eo 

far as opj^rtunity served, to put our poor yooDg 

housewife down. She would always address 

her — and she ne?er did so except when abso- 

lutely obliged — as "Mrs. Penmore," never 

using the generally inevitable term, •* ma'am," 

or even^mun.'* By this means she avoided 

any expression of alleeiance, and retained that 

dignitv whioh. was so dear to her, at the same 

time toat she ignored all claim on the part of 

the yoong lady to be the mistress of the hoose. 

It was well and skilfully done. ■

All the unpleasant messages, too, came 

through the Gantanker medium, and certainly 

lost nothing by being entmated to her for 

delivery. '^ My mistress,'' she would say, ap- 

pearing at breakfast-time, and, as her habit was, 

closing tiie door behind her before she began to 

speak, ^my mistress will take her breakfast 

up-stairs, ]ius.Penmore, and, she was wishful for 

me to say that she would feel especially obligated 

if the tea could be sent up warm, as yesterday 

it was but stone cold." It was not very unusual 

for Miss Carrinj^ton to take her meals, and break- 

fast especially, in her own room, and those weie 

days of jubilee for our youm^ couple when she 

did so, as they were free uom her company, 

and that of her amiable attendant. Thia last 

was abnost sure, however, to appear in the 

course of the meal with some message about the 

coldness of the tea or the toughness of the toast, 

or perhaps, if lunch rather than breakfast was 

in hand, she would meekly request that the 

broth "might not have its surface covered with 

circles of erease floating thout on the top like 

islands." Miss Gantanker was too well pleased 

when a spiteful simile came to her aid to inquire 

whether the image was a correct one, or she 

might perhaps have hesitated at the idea of float- 

ing islands ind changed the metaphor to ahros. ■

Miss Carrington seemed determined to lose 

no opportunity of showing her disapproval of 

poor Qabrielle, and her wish to hold an inter- 

course with Gilbert, from which his wife should 

be excluded. She wopld send down messages 

to him to the effect that "she was expecting a 

few friends that evening, and she had no gentle- 

man to meet Captain Scraper, and would he 

come up and join tne party P" or she had got two 

orders for the opera, could he make it convenient 

to escort her? "It would be so nice," she 

would write on a slip of paper. Or would he 

come up and play a game or piquet, she fdt so 

' very dull. Or she had a matter of business to 

consult him about, could he manage to ** step" 

up-stairs for half a minute P ■

No doubt she had got hold of the wrong 

person in Gilbert Penmore. Not only hjtd he 

a powerfully developed antipathy towards the ■

lady herself, and a very strong objection to find- 

ing himself in her society, out he felt very 

keenly the intentional sligats, which» by every 

one ti her acts, was being put upon his dear 

Gabiielle. And this was touching Mm upon a 

tender point indeed. With every day that 

passed it seemed as if the love between these 

two increased. No slight that was offered to 

her, no repulse that met his efforts to get on, 

but seemed to bind them more and more 

together,^ and to invest each with nobler 

qualities in the other's eyes. ■

Over and over again would Gilbert insist on 

brining the thing to an end, and giving his 

cousm warning come of it what might, and it 

was only the entreaties and tears even of his 

wife that prevailed with him to let it go on a 

little longer. A Uttle longer, she said, and then 

he wbuldget to be acknowledged, and would be 

a great man, and then they would take a new 

house, and become quite distinguishedcharacters. 

Meanwhile, he must be patient and put up with 

Miss Carrington's provocations^ and not suppose 

that she minded tnem in the least And she 

would even press him sometimes— but not very 

much — ^to do what his cousin asked of him, to 

go and give her the benefit of his advice in 

business mattersi or even to escort her to the 

nlay. But here, even she could not prevail. 

Her husband was adamant. He compromised 

the matter by promising that he would not give 

her warning, out his mvariable answers to all 

Miss Carrington's overtures was, that he was 

" much too busy^ to accept them. ■

Our lives are made up of small things, and I 

cannot develop the tale which I have got to tell 

without dwelling l>n a multitude of matters 

which appear to oe small, but which, when com- 

bined, make a lai^ a^regate.^ It is my pre- 

sent business to showhow this young couple 

were aggravated, past endurance almost, by the 

vs^aries of a spiteful and tiresome woman, and 

a loolish person into the bargain^ which, perhaps, 

was the worst part of it all* ■

There was mdeed, as the saying goes, no 

knowing where to have this vexatious lady. 

She was always complaim'ng how dull she was, 

but she would accept no alleviation of her dul- 

ness. If they sent her up some book or 

periodical in the wish to amuse her, she was sure 

to send it down again with an intimation that it 

was trash, and thaii she eould not read it If a 

friend came in the evening^ and our young 

couple, thinking a change mi^^ht enliven her, 

sent to invite ner to spend tne evening, she 

would either decline to come at all, or comings 

would make herself profoundly diflagreeable, 

letauDing a forced gravity when others were 

disposed towards merrimenl^ and settii^ herself 

in an xmmistakable manner against the unfor- 

tunate fiiend, whoever he might happen to be, 

contradiotinff every word that dropp^ from his 

lips, generally insulting him grossly, and altoge- 

ther throwing a wet biuiket over the little part j. ■

Or perhaps something might be attempted in 

the way of a visit to some public place of enter- 

tainment On one occasion Mr. Lethwaite — ■
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whom she detested — sent some tickets for a 

ooDoert ffiTcn by a musical society to which he 

belonged and one of these was presented to Miss 

Oarrington, the other two being retained hy^ her 

bost and hostess. It was a w<mderfal society. 

Bs members were as proficient as professionals, 

and ten times as technical. They were entirely 

absorbed in music. Their real professions — 

when they had any — ^were comparatively as 

nothing to them. They must get through Uieir 

business, whatever it might be, and then to 

fngne. When two of them met, no matter where 

it might be, one took the other aside, and it was 

a (piston of music directly. He had been to 

Germany or to Fans ; had heard an old piece 

fay Spplir, or a new piece by Wagner. ■

*' There's a movement, my dear fellow, goes 

iiketiiia. Ma, la, la, ri, ta, ta, ra.' Oh, the 

divinest thing you ever heard in all you life ; 

and then it goes on, 'ta, la, ra, ti, ui, ri, la.'" 

And so they would oontinve for half aa hour 

together, in short, thehr souls were in it, and 

ther went at it with a will. ■

But the hanrnmr produced by the combined 

talent of this wondrous society made no impres- 

eion upon Miss Garrington. When the first 

violin, coming forward to the front of the 

orchestra, ana, getting his instrument well un- 

derneath his ohm, caused it to emit sounds 

so prodigious in volume — considering its size — 

or so tenderly plaintive as to move the greater 

pait of the audience alternately to wonder and 

to tears, the sounds produced by this brilliant 

performer awakened no response in Miss Caorring- 

ton's bosom. Even when it came to the strong 

passages, and Mr. Julius • Lethwaite took his 

place behind two brilliantly polished copper 

drums, lookinj^ as eager as rieschi may have oone 

behind his in^nial machine, and keeping his eye 

upon his eonductor as fixedly as if he were going 

to let the said drums off at him at a given 

moment, and when the moment did come, and 

the machines were let off, and, instead of dts- 

oharging volleys of grape and slugs and crooked 

nails, emitted a low rumblins somid like distant 

thunder-— even then, and when the drums, at a 

later period, got excited and rattled their veiv 

loudest, till the conductor was compelled to look 

towards Mr. Lethwaite with a slight £rown— • 

even at these times, let it be frankly owned. Miss 

Garrington was never moved to admiration, but 

only to say, in reference to Mr. Lethwaite, and 

his exertions in the orchestra, that she '^wondered 

any man could make such a fool of himself." ■

Now all this was not agreeable. And then 

she was so fidgety that there was no possibility 

of keeping- her quiet for ten minutes together. 

Mr. Fesmore had arranged, with considerable 

skill, that his wife should sit between him and 

Miss Garrington, as he knew that if she sat next 

to him she would not let him alone the whole 

evening. This state of things was, however, hj 

no means agreeable to the lady, and in due tune 

slxe began to agitate for a change in the relative 

positions of the party. ** There was a gentle- 

man sitting next her," she said, **who would 

hum tiie music to himself as the orchestra played ■

it, and it was too dreadfol.** And then came the 

request — " would Mrs. Penmore mind changing 

places with her, as the effect upon her nerves 

was such that she must either get out of hear- 

ing of the obligate accompaniment, or leave the 

concert-room." Of course poor Gabrielle had 

to give way, and we all know what such a change 

of position involves in these dajp of distended 

costume. Then, of course, having gained her 

point, she would begin ear-wigging the unfortu- 

nate Gilbert, much to Ids annoyance and to that of 

their neighbours, who were all fierce amateurs, 

eager to catch eveiy note of the performance. 

Lideed, these at last beffan to look round and 

frown to such an extent, tnat Gilbert was obliged 

at last to call his cousin's attention to tJie fact, 

upon which the lady lapsed into sulkiness, and 

then fell asleep, and, waking shortbf afterwards, 

declared that she was feeling very ill, and that 

*' she was very sony, but she must go away that 

aioment." The first violin was at the time in 

the middle of a eolo^ impregnated with so much 

foeltng as to be hardly amdiUe, and it may be 

imagined that the looks of the amateurs were 

not very amiable as our little party swept out, 

disturbing everybody in the vicinity, knocking 

down opera-glasses, dragging books of the score 

in their wake, and spreading rain and desolation 

in all directions. ■

"Could not you have waited till there was a 

strong passage with the dnuns to cover our 

retreat ?" asked Gilbert, with pardonable irrita- 

bility, when they got outside. ■

Miss Garrington intimatod that she should 

have fainted if she had stayed another moment, 

but said that she felt pretty well again now. ■

And so poor Gabrielle, who seldom got a 

change, was dragged aw^T; just as she was en- 

joying the music most* Yet there was consola- 

tion even in this, for it vexed her always to see 

Miss Garrington making that dead set at her 

cousin Gilbert. ■

** We are just talking over our remembrances 

of a certain conoert that we went to a^s ago," 

Miss Garrington had whispered to Gabnells some 

little time after that chaxige of seats had tdceu 

place, which has been spoken of above. ''Such fun 

we hwl, and such a nice drive home," Miss Gar- 

rington added. " By moonlit, you know." ■

Now all this, I am sorry to say, was pure 

fiction — ^that sort of fiction which came so natu- 

rally to Miss Garrington, as has been hinted at 

in the beginning of this chapter. The fact had 

been, that when Gilbert Penmore visited his rda- 

tion, Mr. Garrington, a pairty had been made to 

attend a concert which was got up in the neigh- 

bouring town. The company had driven some 

miles to the town-hall, where the concert was 

held, had been bored to death by some exceed- 

ingly dull music, and hod then driven back 

again. The carriage in which Bfiss Garrington 

had performed that delightful journey, having 

contained, besides her &ther, the dei^ymau of 

the parisl^ and young Peiunore, the latter slum- 

bering peacefully all the time. Sachwas the 

fact. But Miss Garrington's remembrance of it 

was somewhat different. ■
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*' We had an. eveninj^ of the intensest enjoj- 

ment of the most delicious music," she vnis- 

pered to Gabrielle. ** Italian singers down from 

London, all in their ?ery best voice ; a delightful 

moon to light us home ; your husbaoid and I had 

a carriage to onrselves, and he in such spirits all 

the way— very different to what he is now." ■

It was thus that this estimable lady songht 

to entertain her friend, and thus it is that a 

powerful imagination will decorate incidents in 

themselves dull and common-place* ■

CHAFTESXI. STILL ICUSICAL. ■

Ms. Julius Lsthwaits was, as we have just 

seen, a member of an embodied association of 

musical amateurs. The gentlemen of whom this 

association was composed were many of them 

most skilful performers. They made up, when all 

assembled, a full orchestra, and the dfuty of dis- 

charging not the least arduous function in that 

bandof harmony devolved on no less a person 

than our cynical friend. In a word, he was the 

artist on the kettle-drums. And this is a much 

more difficult part to play than one would at 

first imagine. ■

There is, for instance, a vast amount of count- 

ing to go through. The performer has to know 

his place and keep to it. One touch of the drum- 

stick at an unexpected moment would ruin a 

whole overture. Beautiful and inspiriting as 

are the notes of this charming instrument, tneir 

effectiveness is yet pre-eminently dependent on 

their coming in in the right place and at the 

right moment. An absent-minded drummer, or 

one but imperfectly acquainted with the art of 

countiog, has been known to rattle suddenly in 

an unexpected place, and by so doing to bring 

confusion and shame upon himself, involving at 

the same time lus fellow-performers, engaged at 

the time in developing a soft cadence with 

exquisite feeling, in ignominy and contempt. 

Nor must this important functionaiy ever oe 

"backward in commg forward" when he is dne. 

Let him be lost in thought, or absorbed in the 

melody made hj his companions, at the moment 

when nis services are required, and all is over 

— the effectiveness of the passage is lost, and 

when he is brought to his senses bv the furious 

glance of the conductor withering nim from the 

leader's desk, it is ten to one tlmt he instantly 

sets to work to make up for lost time, and ruins 

everything with inopportune rattlings. ■

Aud this — ^this is the instrument which we 

have all of us no doubt at times been disposed 

to conceive lightly of. This is the instrument 

on which, as ooys, we have believed we could 

perform without difficulty, only wishin|[, indeed, 

that we could get the chance. On this instru- 

ment men have ventured to confer a name almost 

characterised by levity, associating it with kettles 

and the like ignoble utensils. ■

Our good friend Mr. Lethwaite was fully 

sensible of the dignity attaching to the instru- 

ment to which he had devoted himself, and of 

the difficulties which beset the performer who 

would achieve the art of drumming witli effect. 

He was continually at work, early and late. ■

The fact is, that he was afraid of his leader. 

That gentleman was Mr. Letfawaite's inferior in 

every respect, except in musical proficiency. 

There he was his superior. He was a severe 

gentleman, too, and had had occasion more tiian 

once to reprove the kettle-drum, alternately fw 

too great haste and too great tardiness, botn, as 

has been ahready shown, defects of the most 

radical sort. To please this leader was very 

difficult, and therefore it was that Mr. Lethwaite 

worked early and late. ■

Our friend was sitting on a certain momingv 

soon after the day of that concert, in the course 

of which the conductor had looked upon him 

with a frown, and was practising the kettle^ 

drums in his luxurious rooms. The scene 

was one suggestive of the greatest comfort. 

Corof(Nrtable sofas and settees were againat the 

walls, and fauteuils, right in their construction 

to half an inch of wood-work and half a grain of 

stuffing, were drawn round the fireplace. The 

walls were hung with a few ^ood pictures, and 

various cedar boxes, containing not a few good 

cigars, were scattered about upon the different 

tables. There had been no " reasoning of our 

need," as King Lear expresses it. The results 

of careless expenditure appeared everywhere, 

and most of the objects which met the eye in 

all directions were such as a man could do with- 

out perfectly well. How much had been spent 

on that watch-making freak alone. What ffood 

materials, what admirable instruments had been 

got together. In how manv holes was not that 

watch to have been jewelled, what escapements, 

what compensation balances had there not been 

prepared tor its more perfect completion P" ■

And the other hobhf, there was money spent 

upon that too. Mr. Lethwaite had got a bran 

new pair of drums on which to operate. German- 

silver drums were these, none of your ordinary 

copper or brass. The leather shdes by which 

the cords were tightened were of spotless buck- 

skin, and the parchment was white as snow, 

and smooth as an ivory tablet. That parch- 

ment was tightened up to concert pitch, and 

the tone imparted by those metallic basins, 

across which it was strained, was really some- 

thing ravishing. The drumsticks had inlaid 

hanoles, and were a study in themselves. ■

Our friend was not alone as he sat behind 

these two masterpieces of art, and with his 

music-book on a desk before him. In his desire 

to eet everything right for the next performance, 

he nad ^t a certain other member of the society 

(the third fiddle, in short) to come round and 

practise with him, in order that he might 

the more readily acquire the important art of 

coming in in the ri^ht place, and keeping out of 

the wrong, in which he felt himself to oe still 

somewhat deficient. The third fiddle was a 

most obk'ging creature, and never so happy as 

when he had a bow between the fingers and 

thumb of his skilled right hand. ■

'' It's very difficult. It's much more difficult 

than people would imagine," said Mr. Leth- 

waite, during a slight pause in the performance. ■

" I think you're rather in a hurry, do you ■
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know," remarked third fiddle. « Now, if you'll 

count steadily on from this place— one, two, 

three, four, and then come in, I think it will be 

all right. Shall we tiy it again ?" ■

"By all means," repliol Mr. Lethwaite, 

letting one of his drumsticks fall upon the 

resounding parchment after a fashion which 

would have made a "surprise symphony" of 

any piece of music into which the ornament had 

been introduced. " By all means — ^now then." ■

"Wheen, squee, rhepe, twiddle," went the 

third violin. ■

"One, two, three, four," and "r-r-r-rap a tap 

a rap a tap a rap tap rap rap rap rap," chimed 

in the drum. ■

" Well, that's right enough," said the violin, 

encouragingly. ■

"Yes, I thmk that was better," remarked the 

other, and he went on again. " One, two, three, 

four. Won't you play the passage P" ■

"Oh yes, I beg your pudon. Where shall 

webeginr ■

"Oh, the old place, one, two, three, four— 1 

beg jour pardon, weren't you a little slow P' ■

" No, i think not. The passage goes like this, 

you know, one, two, three, four. I was think- 

ing yoy were a little fast, if you'll excuse me." ■

" Oh, by all means. Now we'll try it again." ■

" Wheep, squeen, wheen, twiddle," quoth the 

violin, once more whining with the most intense 

feeling. ■

"One, two, three, four, rattle tattle tattb 

tattle r-r-r*rap tap tap tap tap," uiged the drum, 

with as much feeling as could be expected. ■

"How did you like that?" demanded the 

drum. ■

"A very little more will do it now," replied 

the fiddle. "But I think I would try another 

passage, if I were you. Here, for instance," he 

continued, after turning the leaves of the music- 

book over two or three times, " is & purt where 

you come in at intervals, which is difficult." ■

" Difficult ! I imagine it is di£|cult. You re- 

quire to be as eagerly on the watch as if you 

were shooting pigeons out of a trap. I never 

thought," remarked Mr. Lethwaite, "that I 

should take so much trouble about anything." ■

"Well, if I were you, I'd stick to that part 

exclosively for a time. Suppose you tiy it over 

now." ■

"You're risht," replied our artist on the 

drums ; " we'll go at it at once." ■

"Are you ready f" asked the fiddle, bow in 

hand. ■

Mr. Lethwaite was so absorbed in readiness, 

with a drumstick in each hand, and his eyes 

fixed upon the score, that he could not speak. 

But he nodded an eager assent, and the other 

started off. ■

It certainly seemed to be a vervdiffioult passage 

this. It was fitful and brilliant, full of change, 

and thepace, as the sporting phrase goes, ter- 

rific. The drums were wanted constantly, at 

very short intervals — a veiy rapid burst and no 

more. Then a flourishing bit for the fiddles, 

and then a bit of drum again. The effect, too, 

was rendered the more astounding in the present ■

case because the third vidin naturally and i 

did not play the main air, the melody of the 

piece, but only his own part, which played thus 

as a solo was altogether mysterious and inex- 

plicable. Mr. Lethwaite actually perspired with 

the severity of the mental exercise in which he 

was engaged. His counting was so violent, that 

it resembled the puffing of a steam-engine. He 

was absolutely out of breath with his efforts to 

keep pace with his companion's flourishes. ■

"One, two, three, four— K>ne, two, three, four 

—rap, tap— one, two— rap a tap, a tap, a tap- 

one, two, three, four— rap — one, two — rap a 

tap a rap a tap a r-r-r-r-ap tap, tap, tap, tap. 

Stop. What was that?" ■

" I think it was a knock at the door," replied 

third fiddle. ■

" One, two," Mr. Lethwaite was beginning, 

when the knock was repeated. " Come in," he 

called, and the servant came into the room. ■

"Mr. Goodrich is below, sir," said the man, 

" and wishes to speak with you very particular." ■

"Ask Mr. Goodrich to walk up," replied 

Lethwaite, beginning to, count again. "We 

can go on just the same," he continued, address- 

ing his companion ; " it's only my clerk. Now 

then. One, two, three, four. Ah, Goodrich, 

how d'ye do? All right? One, two. I'll speak 

to you directly, if you'll sit down. Now, once 

more. One, two, three, four, rap, tap, rap a tap 

a tap, tap." And off they went again. ■

lie had not noticed how pale the old clerk 

looked, nor observed that the expression of his 

face was changed and anxious. ■

" If you please, sir," said Jonathan, " I wished 

to speak ^" ■

" Ah, yes ; wait a bit though— rap, tap rap a 

tap a tq) tap— one, two, three, four^iap a tap 

a tap." ■

"It's veiy particular." ■

"Yes, yes, I know. Now then. Scroop — 

one two.'' And off went Scroop, "wheep, 

squeen, twiddle diddle diddle didfdle diddle," 

and the drums "rap, tap, rap a tap a rap a tap 

a rap tap tap tap tap tap." ■

"If you please, sir, interrupted Jonathan, 

eagerly, "it's most important." ■

"Yes, I know. It always is. One, two, 

three, four." ■

"I should take it as a great &vour, sir—" ■

"One, two, three, four." ■

" Sir," said Jonathan Goodrich, coming for- 

ward and laying his hand on bis employer's arm, 

" I must speak to you, and that at once." ■

Lethwaite turned suddenly round, and saw 

by the expression of his clerk's £EU)e that it 

reaUy was something important which the old 

man had to commumcate. ■

"Why, Jonathan, man," he said, "what's 

the matter?" ■

"Well, sir, I've come to tell you what's the 

matter, but— ^" ■

"But what?" ■

"Sir, I should be very sorry to say anything 

that might seem rude or unmannerly, but, but 

— might I ask the favour of speaking to you 

alone?" ■
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" Oh, yoQ needn't mind my friend ; it's odIj 

Mr. Scroop." ■

The old clerk still hesitated. " In uftttefs of 

business " be began. ■

The third fiddle got up and proposed to go. ■

'^ Not a bit, not a bit, interposed tbe other; 

" we must practise all that over again before 

Ton go. Since I must be tormented about 

business, PU get it over. Come into tbe dining- 

room, Jonathan." And suiting tbe action to 

tbe word, be led tbe way into an adjoining 

apartment, the old man following, and closing 

tbe door after him. ■

Mr. Scroop began to amuse bimself wiib bis 

Tiolin. It is one of tbe privileges of musidans 

tbat they need never know ennui. ■

He " tried," as the fraternity say, all sorts of 

favourite bits over and over a^ainon bis instru- 

ment, with his bead on one side, and frowning 

profoundly. He went from these to tbe stuck 

of bis part in that very compoeition in wbich 

Mr. Letbwaite was also pr^anng to distmguisb 

himself. Then he went off again to morsels of 

different classical composers, snatches of Bach, 

and glimpses of Mendelssohn, and finally he 

put down his instrument, and walked slowly 

about the room with bis hands behind him, 

looking at tbe prints and photo^aphs on the 

wall, and humming softly to himself all the 

time— a depressing occupation enough. ■

At last, when he was beginning to think tbat 

tbe hour had come when he might legithnately 

take up his hat and go, the door of the dining- 

room re-opened, and llr. Letbwaite entered the 

room, foUowed by his derk. ■

"My dear Scroop," he said, quite calmly, "I 

am perfectly overwhelmed with shame to think 

that you snoukl have been left all this time 

alone, and that our important occupation should 

have been intercepted by so trivial a matter as 

the arrival of my clerk with his budget full of 

business. Now, Jonathan/' be continued, 

addressing the old man, whose anxious and 

depressed appearance showed m wonderful con- 

trast to the gallant bearing of his patron, ''will 

you stop and hear a duet performed by Mr. 

Scroop and myself on two instruments seldom 

heard together alone, or are you bent on going 

back to that horrible place — the City f* ■

The old man shook nis Itead. '^ I'd rather go 

back to-day, sir, with your permission." And 

with that he made his best bow, and retired, still 

with tbe same anxious eountenance with which 

be had arrived. ■

•' I would give a great deal,'* said Lethwsate, 

as soon as the door was closed, "to be able to 

believe in that old man as completely as I feel 

inclmed to do. He is one of the few people who 

have borne the test of time— one of the few in 

whom I have been unable to detect anything un- 

worthy even after years of intimate association. 

I almost wish that something might occur 

which might enable me to test his fiddity un- 

mistakably." ■

" Perhaps something may," said Mr. Scroop, 

whose retorts were ever of the brilliant sort. ■

" Not unlikely— and now let's try the difficult ■

bit again." And our imperturbable friend seised 

his drumstidcs and eommeneed a faiiUiant 

flourish on his instrument. ■

And at it they went onee more with renewed 

enerji^. Mr. Scroop's mind went at onoe into 

his violin, and wonoeifDl results ensued, while 

JuHus Letbwaite tried hard to get his mind into 

his dnuns, and rattled away with prodigiooa 

force, and sufficient regard to time, to satisfy 

even so good a musician as his present coadjutor. 

They went on fiur full half an hour more, the one 

whining and twiddling, and the other rattting 

and thumping, till at last tbe third fiddle dis- 

covered that it was time for him to go, as he had 

promised to " try " something else, wkh some* 

oody else, in the oouise of t\at same afternoon. ■

" Have you any idea," asked Mr. Letbwaite, 

as the third vioHn was on the point of departing, 

" have yon any idea, as to wlmt is the salary of 

' the drum,' in a j<ood orehestra P' ■

"I should think about from two to three 

guineas a week," replied Mr. Scroop, " but I am 

not sure." ■

'^ As much as tbat^" said our friend, quietly. ■

" Oh, I should think, at least," answered the 

other. " Have you any idea of implying for tbe 

post P" he added, smiling. ■

"More unlikely tilings have happened." ■

"Very well, I'll make inquiry," quoth the 

other, still smiling. And with that he got up 

to go, thmking what a ^od ioke it was. The 

luxurious Mr. Letbwaite drumming m an 

orcbestra for a living. "I can see you," be 

said, "coming; through tbe little door under 

the stag^ ^npiog Jour mouth after having' 

partaken of a pint of porter." ■

Mr. Scroop took his leave, still smiUng at this 

conceit, and made off tokeep his appointment. As 

he descended the stairs on his way to the street 

he could hear his musical frirad still drumnuag 

away with prodigious energy. The sounds were 

audible even in the street, and as long as the third 

fiddle remained within range they mi not eease 

for so nrach as a single instant ■

LONDON IN BOOKS. ■

Wben I think over the past histoiy d this 

enormous metropolis, I seem to be present at 

some grand drama, in which the actors are kings, 

queens, prmces, nobles, prelates, wits, poiSs, 

philosophers, statesmen, soldiers ; the great and 

the little, the good and the wicked, the happy 

and tbe unfiDrtunate, tbe wise and the foobsn; 

men and women who have really lived and died, 

enjoyed and suiered, triumphea or fallen, in the 

very localities ^here I go aoout my daily work, 

or even in some of the actual buildings which I 

still behohL The early soenee of that drama 

are in £aky-land. I see fabulous Brutus and his 

Trojans landing in ancient Britain, conquering 

giants, winning their way to the fair river which 

we now eali Thames, and founding on its banks 

a city which, in its name and its traditioaa^ 

should preserve the memory of vanished Troy : ■

And Troynovaat was baik of old Troy's aahfls cold« 
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Then, entering the historic period, I find thia 

London of ours a Roman citr, stately with 

temples to all the cods and goddesses m Hea- 

thendom — a city mere the mailed legions of 

the Gftsars paced sternly on the rampsots, and 

held the native sarages in awe within the 

oralis, or droTC them forth into the outer 

marshes. The scene shifting aran, I behold 

the narrow streets of Saxon London, with their 

relics of Roman splendour lurking among the 

rude timber honses of the Northmen. That, in 

its turn, gives place to the medi»ral town — a 

wild, beautifol dream of richly-carved and orna- 

mented honses, lookinc^ out between clustering 

trees ; of pinnacled eatnedrals and churches ; of 

palaces and mansions ; of streets crowded with 

^ye merchants and gay 'prentices, and flash- 

ing with the brightly-coloured processions of 

chivalrr. Passing on into later times, as the 

great orama unfolds itself, I find myself in the 

gallant ruffling London of Shakespeare's day, 

and of the age immediately succeeding : whidi 

I watch with my mind's eye until I see it darken 

under the gloom of Puritanism ; spring forth 

a^n into tne glow and revelry of the Restora- 

tion; become ^lastly at the hvid touch of the 

Plague; sink, with a crash, and tumult, and 

toppling of ancient towers, into the red and 

roaring abyss of the Great Fire ; rise once more 

into power beneath the creative cenius of Sir 

Christopher Wren; take its noue stand for 

Liberty in the days of 1688 ; sparkle in the 

witty levity of the reicns of Anne and of the 

first two Georges ; ana so pass through various 

moods into the metropolis of our own ttmea. 

Such are the chief (Aases of our London drama 

— a drama extending over nearlj two thousand 

years ; and what a wealth of life, action, and 

passion fills up the scenes ! What tenderness 

of love, and rage of terror ; what beatia^ of 

hot blood, long stilled in death ; what plots and 

conspiracies, hatched secretly, or suddenly ex- 

ploding in wrath and flame; what revolutions, 

making kings and unmaking them ; what crimes, 

private ana public, leaving a stain of blood 

behind; what wrestling of individual nan with 

overwhelming circumstance ; what summer blos- 

soming of genius, often from roots of bitterness, 

and out of dusky places; what roystering in 

taverns, and dalliance in palaces ; what myste- 

ries of death, and dim si^^stions of the some- 

thing after death; what joys, what agonies, 

what despair! ■

Of all the cities of the modem world, none 

can emial London and Paris for their vast, 

manifold, and prolonged accumulation of human 

experiences; and to the Englishman London 

is necessarily the more interesting of the two. 

To the bookish man, this sombre, prosaic 

London is a territory of romance. Por him 

the treasured memories of the past remain 

for ever. Por him, the Arab maiden who mar- 

ried Thomas h Becket's father still walks 

through the alien streets, after her wear^ voy- 

age from the Holy Ijand, crying, "Gilbert, 

Gilbert!*' Jane Shore does penance in the 

public ways, and Charles the Second talks ■

with Nelly in the MalL Raleigh sits in the 

Tower a prisoner, writing his History of the 

World. The fires are alight in Smithfield, 

and (Varies the First steps out of that fatal 

window at Whitehall upon the scaffold which 

his own obstinate and untruthful nature had 

prepared for him. Shakespeare acte again 

at the Bankside, and the nine-and-twenty 

pilgrims set out from the Tabard on that April 

morning. Chaueer beats a Mar in Meet-street : 

occasion of said beatmg unknown, but doubtless 

impertinence on the part of the friar. The 

poets gather about the throne of Ben, at the 

Mermaid or the Devil. Rochester dispenses 

quack medicines as an Italian mountebank in 

Tower-street. The wits of the succeeding gene- 

ration flutter in the coffee-houses. LilJie the 

perfumer sells the Tatler at that corner of 

Beau!brt*bui)dittgs and the} Strand where once 

more we find the sale of perfumes, but no 

Tatler. Pope takes the water for Twi^enham ; 

Addison writes the forthcoming Spectator, with 

the help of a bottle of wine placed at each end 

of the long room at Holland House ; Steele 

jests, writes love-letters to his wife, and 

drinks, in defiance of the bailiffs; the bucks 

and bloods and maccaronies sport their velvets 

and their lace, their flowing wigs and their gold- 

hilted swords, at Ranelagh and Vauxhall ; and 

Johnson — ^vast, burly, and awful— dominates in 

Fleetetreet, or, clinging to a post by Temple- 

bar, wakes the echoes of St. GObment Danes 

with sudden midnight laughter. ■

It is htcky, in these days of continual change 

— of metropolitan railways nhmging through 

streets and squares, and knooldng whole neign- 

bourhoods to pieces; of gigantic hotels swal- 

lowing up a score or so c? old houses — ^that 

there are industrious compilers who preserve 

far us the reccMrds of the past. Old London 

will soon exist only in books, excepting for 

a few such buildings as Weirt;minster Abbey 

and Westannster HaII. ^'London in Books,*' 

therefore, is every day becoming more and 

more interesting. I, for one, am grateful for 

all cdleetions which enable me to realise what 

this vast city was, in times k>ng gone bj-4imes 

distinguished from our own bv man^ differences 

of manners, of m(mds, and of architecture. ■

One of the pleasantest works of this kind 

with which the public have recently been fa- 

voured, is the ilomance of London, by Mr. 

John Timbs— -three volumes of " strange stories, 

scenes, and remarkable persons of the great 

town." Mr. Timbs has alreadjr published a 

book, under the title of Curiosities of London 

(1855) ; but that is more purely antiquarian in 

its character— this, more light and entertaining. 

The work through which I now propose to 

scamper is as charming a miscellany for *' dip- 

ping into" at leisure moments as any that could 

be named. It is a compilation, certainly ; but 

a good compilation gives us the wit of many men 

compacted. This coUection of the Romance of 

London contains the quintessence of a whole 

circulating library of novels, historical and do- 

mestic. Open it anywtoe, and vou find some ■
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strange story of old times— some fact or some 

tradition with which you are glad to make ac- 

quaintance, or to renew your aoqnaintanee if it 

be an old friend. London has been a famous 

ground for strange adventnres during more cen- 

turies than one could count upon the fingers of 

both hands; and Mr. Timbs tells them in a 

manner bsief, intelligible, and sufficing. ■

When next the reader goes over London 

Bridge, and looks at the beautiful church of St. 

Mary Oyeries, let him think of themiserlv ferrjr- 

man and his lo?ely daughter who plied there in 

the remote Anglo-Saxon times. In those ages, 

there was no bridge o?er the Thames, and old 

John Orers, who ferried people across from the 

city of London to the borouffh of Southwark, 

prospered at a great rate. John rented the 

ferry of the City ; but so many people crossed 

from side to side, together with horses, cattle, 

and market produce, that he made a very 

large profit by his work, and, waxing rich, 

put out his money at usurious interest, and so 

waxed richer. In time (according to the oM 

tract in the British Museum from which Mr. 

Tunbs quotes) he acquired an estate eoual to 

that of the best alderman in London ; bat he 

always li?ed in abject poverty, though, for pur- 

poses of business, he kept several servants and 

apprentices. He had an only daughter, beau- 

tiful and pious, whom he took care to have 

liberally eaucated, but "at the cheapest rate." 

When, however, ^ grew of age to marry, " he 

would suffer no man, of what condition or 

quality soever, by his good will, to have any 

sight of her, much less access to her." (n 

course, all his fine precautions were in vain, 

You may shut up Danae in a brazen tower, but 

Jupiter will find his way in somehow. The 

Juoiter of this particular legend was a young 

gallant, who certainly did not effect his entrance 

into the maiden's bower in a rain of gold, for he 

seems to have rather sought that commodity 

than to have brought it with him; but who 

managed in some way to obtain three interviews 

with Danae while her father was rowing to and 

fro on the river. Einally, a match was agreed 

on; hut an unlooked-for circumstance pre- 

vented the desired nuptials. Old John took 

it into his miserly head that he could save 

something worth having, by starving himself 

and all his household for a daj; he therefore 

feigned to be dead, and caused his daughter (who 

reluctantly consented to the trick) to wrap him 

in a sheet, and hiy him out in his own chamber, 

with a taper burning at his head, and another at 

his feet, as the manner then was. He took it 

for granted that all the people in his house 

would fast during the whole day, in sorrow at 

the event; but, watching narrowly from his 

sheet, he was horrified to find that everybody 

sanff and danced for joy, and, breaking into the 

lar&r, began feasting without cbecL He bore 

it as long as he could without moving ; but at 

length the agony of seeing so much waste going 

on about him became greater than he could en- 1 

dure, and, says the tract, "stirring and struggling 

in his sheet, like a ghost with a candle in each { ■

hand, he purposed to rise up and rate 'em for 

their sauciness and boldness ; when one of them, 

thinking that the devil was about to rise in his 

likeness, being in a great amaze, catched hold of 

the butt-end of a broken oar which was in the 

chamber, and, being a sturdy knave, thinking to 

kill the devil at the first blow, actually struck 

out his brains." The sturdy knave was after- 

wards tried for murder, but acquitted, doubtless 

to the satisfaction of all reasonable men. The 

ferryman's daughter inherited the old man's 

estate ; and the lover, hearing of the news in the 

country, where he then was, posted up to Lon- 

don as hard as he could, but on the way was 

thrown from his horse, and broke his neck. The 

body of Overs the ferryman was denied Christian 

interment, on account of his extortions and 

usury; and when the friars of Bermmidsey 

Abbey consented, for a money consideration, to 

give a little earth for the reception of the re- 

mains, the abbot, who was away at the time, no 

sooner learnt the fact on his return, than be 

caused the body to be taken up, and put on the 

back of an ass, which was then turned out of 

the abbey gates, the abbot praying that the beast 

might carry the corpse of the ola usurer to such 

place as he would best deserve to be buried in. 

The ass thereupon paced solemnly along Kent- 

street, and so to a certain pond wnich was then 

the common pUce of execution, and there he 

shook off his burden immediate^ beneath the 

gibbet, and the body was put under the ground 

without any kind of ceremony. These lamentable 

events seem to have permanently shadowed the 

spirits of fair Mary Overs, and to have turned 

her thouffhts from this world to the next ; for 

she first dedicated her wealth to the building ot 

the church of St. Mary Overies (so called alter 

her), and then retired into a convent. In the 

church, a monumental effigy represents a skele- 

ton in a shroud; but the xiame given to the 

ferryman in connexion with this figure b Audery, 

not John Overs, and the workmanship is said to 

be of the fifteenth centurv. ■

A different story is told of the original of the 

effigy; namely, that he was a fanatic who 

attempted to fast fortj days in imitation of 

Christ, and who died in the attempt. There 

are many such effigies in other cburcnes. ■

I will next filch from Mr. Timbs's repertory 

a narrative of a murder, and of the strange way 

in which it was discovered after many years. 

Dr. Airy, provost of King's College, Oxford, 

from 1599 to 1616, was one dav passing with 

his servant through St. Sepulchre's Church- 

yard, London, while the sexton was makinff a 

grave, when he observed a skull move. The 

sexton examined it, and found a toad inside, 

but remarked that a tenpenny nail was stuck in 

the temple-bone. The doctor, inferring from this 

fact that the possessor of the skull had been 

murdered, asked the sexton if he remembered 

whose skull it was, and was told that it was 

that of a man who had died suddenly two-and- 

twenty years before. Dr. Airy advised that 

the matter should be inquired into; and 

the sexton, after his departure, thinking ■

Google ■
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xnnch oyer the circumstances attending the 

man's death, recollected that the deceased's 

wife, then alive, and married to another person, 

had been seen to go into her first husband's 

chamber with a nail and hammer. Accordingly, 

he went to a jastioe of the peace and told him 

the storj, toother with his discovery of the 

nail in the sknll. The wife beinf sent for, 

witnesses came forward, who testified to varioiis 

suspicious circumstances; and the woman, 

being confounded by the discovery of her guilt, 

confessed, and was hanged. It will be observed 

that this incident took place during the life of 

Shakespeare, and it may have suggested to him 

that passage in Macbeth : ■

It will have blood; they say, blood will have ■

blood; 

Stones have been known to move, and trees to ■

speak; 

AngnrB, and understood relations, have 

By magot-pies, and choughs, and rooks, brought ■

forth 

The secret*st man of blood. ■

Also, the very similar lines in Hamlet : ■

For murder, though it have no tongue, will speak 

With most miraculous organ. ■

Equally remarkable was the discovery, during 

the protectorate of Sichard Cromwell, of the 

muraer of Mr. Fussell, by Major Strange- 

ways — a story which was relatea at full in 

No. 182 of this JoumaL The means of discovery 

in that case was a ffun which one of the jury- 

men at the inquest had lent to the major, and 

which he recognised bv certain marks on see- 

ing it a^ain. Here, also, the murderer con- 

fessed his crime, on finding so strange and un- 

expected a piece of evidence suddenly confront- 

ing him. Mr. Timbs seems to have overlooked 

this striking story, though in his account of 

criminals pressed to death for not pleading, he 

mentions Strangeways as having so suffered. 

It appears that there are records of this atro- 

cious torture as late as the year 1770. ■

Of course Mr. Timbs tells the story of George 

BamweU and the fair and free Mrs. Millwood — 

though there seems to be great doubt whether 

the legend was originally a London legend at 

all, the scene of the crime being laid by the old 

ballad in Percy's Reliques at Ludlow, in Shrop- 

shire. It was apparently Lillo, the writer of 

the celebrated tragedy, who transferred the 

locality to Gamberwell and Shoreditch, and ever 

since then the story has been identified with 

the metropolis, though even in the ballad Barn- 

well is spoken of as a London apprentice, who 

committed his great crime far away in the 

country. Some difference of opinion, however, 

seems to exist among the various writers on the 

subject as to which is tfie correct account, and 

the period when Barnwell Uved has been re- 

ferred to the reigns both of Queen Elizabeth 

and Queen Anne. Though Lillo's play is now 

seldom or never performed, it was customary, 

even up to a recent date, to act it at Covent 

Garden and Drury Lane on ''Boxing Night" 

and Easter Monday, as a moral lesson to the ■

young shopmen and apprentices who were 

supposed to be present at the theatres in 

strong force on those two occasions. Dr. Bar- 

rowby, physician to St. Bartholomew's Hos- 

pital, used to relate he was once sent for by a 

young gentleman in Great St. Helen's, appren- 

tice to a merchant in a large way of business. 

He was very ill. The nurse had observed that 

he frequently sighed 'profoundly, and she told 

the doctor she was sure that something lay 

on his mind. Dr. Barrowby accordingly sent 

every one out of the room, and earnestly 

solicited the young man to inform him what 

oppressed his mind so much, assuring him 

that unless his spirits could be relieved, no 

medicine could possibly do him any good. The 

youth confessed that something aia indeed lie 

very heavy at his heart, but that he would 

sooner die than divulge it, as it would be his 

ruin if known. The doctor, however, by kind- 

ness of manner, and protesting his desire to 

serve, and not betray, his patient, persuaded him 

to relate the circumstances which distressed him. 

It appeared that he was the second son of a 

gentleman of good fortune in Hertfordshire ; that 

he had got into an intrigue with the mistress of 

the captain of anindiaman then abroad ; and had 

misappropriated cash, drafts, and notes, to the 

amount of two hundred pounds, belonepng to 

his employer ; and that a few nights before, at 

Drury Lane Theatre, he had been so moved by 

the performance of Boss and Mrs. Fritchard in 

the parts of George Barnwell and Mrs. Mill- 

wood, that he had not had a moment's peace 

since, and had wished to die, to avoid the 

shame hanging over him. The kind-hearted 

doctor, on hearing that the young man's 

father had been wntten for, and was expected 

every minute, bade his patient make himself 

perfectly easy, as he would undertake that his 

father should supply the money, or, if there 

were any hesitation on the part of that ^ntle- 

man, that he, the doctor, would provide it him- 

self. The father shortly afterwards arrived, and, 

on being privately informed of the cause of his 

son's ilLiess, said, with many thanks to the 

doctor, that he would at once go to his banker's 

and get the cash. On communicating this joy- 

ful intelligence to the young fellow, the doctor 

found that his pube, without the administration^ 

of any medicine, was greatly improved ; he 

rapidly recovered, and in subsequent years 

became an eminent merchant. " Dr. Barrowby," 

continues Ross, writing to a friend, "never 

told me the name, but the story he mentioned 

in the green-room of Drury Lane Theatre; 

and after telling it one night, when I was 

standing by, he said to me : ' You have 

done some good in your profession— more, 

perhaps, than many a der^man who preached 

last Sunday;' for the patient told the doctor 

that the play raised sucn horror and contrition 

in his soul, that he would, if it would please- 

God to raise a friend to extricate him out of 

that distress, dedicate the rest of his life to 

religion and virtue. Though I never knew his 

name, or saw him, to my knowledge, I had, for ■
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nine or ten jean, at my benefit, a note sealed 

np, with ten ffniDeas* and these words: *A 

tribute of gratitude from one who was highly 

obliged, and saved from ruin, by seeing Mr. 

Ross's performance of Barnwell.' " Romantic 

aa this story sounds, there is no reason for dis- 

believing it. A very similar incident occurred, 

two or three years ago, to a young man whose 

conscience was awakened by seeing Mr. Tom 

Taylor's Ticket-of-Leaye Man at the Olympic 

Tlieatre, and who thereupon returned a portion 

of some money he had embeszled. Uaimet was 

right. "The play's the thing" with which to 

touch the conscience of a great many pec^le. ■

Ihavebeaid 

That gnflty creatures, sitting at a play, 

Have by the very dmning of the soene 

Been stmck so to the soul, that preiMrtly 

They have proclaimed their maleraetmis. ■

One of the wildest of London legends is that 

having reference to *' the Field of Forty Foot- 

steps.^* The neighbourhood of Bloomsoury is 

not externally suggestive of romantic, shadowy, 

or grim associations. Its formal streets and 

squares^ and its heavy brick mansions, are pro- 

saic in the extreme ; yet a stranf^ tradition is 

connected with the ground on which now stand 

the streets to the east of the northern end of 

Tottenham-court-road . In the rear of Montage 

House, which occupied the site of the British 

Museum — and was, in fact, the edifice in which 

the Museum was first established — ^lay a great 

stretch of land, not built over until the com- 

mencement of the present century. The house 

and gardens occupied seven acres, and the latter 

were laid out in grass-terraces, flower-borders, 

lawns, and gravel-walks, and were open to Fad- 

dington westward, to Frimrose-hill, Hampstead, 

and Hig:hgate, northward, and eastward to 

Battle-bridge, Islington, and Fanoras. Aubrey 

relates that at midnight, on St. John the Baptist's 

Day, 1694, he saw twenty-three joung women 

in the parterre behind Montague House^ look- 

ing for a coal under the root of a plantain, to 

put under their pillows, that they might dream 

of their future husbands. In 1780, the troop 

hastily brought up to London to quell the 

(Gordon riots, were quartered there, the house 

having at tluit time become the depository of 

the national scientific and art treasures, and 

being, therefore, government property. To the 

north of the grounds of Montague House were 

certam fields, called the Long Fields, and after- 

wards Southampton Fields. Up to 1800, when 

the land was covered with houses, these fields 

were the resort of depraved characters, who 

fought pitched battles there, especially on Sun- 

days; and there it was that tne famous duel 

occurred which gave to one particular field the 

name of "the Field of Forty Footsteps." Ac- 

cording to the story, two brothers, in the reign 

of James the Second, about the period of the 

Duke of Monmouth's rebellion (1685), fell in 

love with the same lady, and, being equally un- 

willing to give her up, and the fair one declining 

to express a preference for either, determin^ ■

to decide the matter by mortal conflict in the 

fields at the back of Montague House. The 

combat, which was prolonged and ferocious, 

and which was rendered still more horrible by 

the lady looking on, ended in the death of both 

brothers ; and the footsteps made by them in 

advancing and receding were said to be in- 

effaceable. They were forty in number, and it 

was alleged that no grass would grow over 

them, and that even if tJbe ground was ploughed 

up the fatal im])res8ions were sure to reappear. 

Southey, who visited the field a little before it 

was covered, says tliat the place where the 

brothers are supposed to liave fallen dead was 

still bare of grass, and thai a labourer who 

directed him to the spot also pointed out a bank 

where the lady who was the cause of the fratri- 

cidal struggle sat to see the combat. It seems 

that Southey fully believed in the supernatural 

character of the footprints. He had been re- 

commended by a friend to examine them, as 

being "wonderful marks of the Lord's hatred 

to duelling." Tiie field in which they were to 

be seen, he describes as about three-auarters of 

a mile north of Montague House, ana five hun- 

dred yards east of Tottenham-oourt-road. "The 

steps," says Southey, "are of the size of a lar&[e 

human foot, about three inches deep, and lie 

nearly from north-east to south-west. We 

counted anfy seventy-six; but we were not 

exact in counting." Southey appears to have 

been unaware that the legend speaks of no more 

than forty. This throws great doubt on the 

story, ana renders it highly probable that the 

marLs, as suggested by another writer, were 

caused, or at least perpetuated, by the throngs 

of persons constantly visiting the field. Tne 

legend, however, is a very striking one, and 

was made the subject of a romance by Miss 

Jane Porter, and also of a melodrama performed 

several years ago at the Tottenham-street 

Theatre — ^lately the Queen's, and now the Prince 

of Wales's, and a charming and admirably con- 

structed little theatre. ■

One of the most famous duellists of the pre- 

sent century was theprofligate and riotoua peer. 

Lord Camelford. He was not only a dueOist, 

but a boxer^ and a wild fellow upon town, 

notorious for his encounters with watchmen, 

and for his universal pugnacity towards high and 

low. He was a veritable representative of the 

Mohocks of a century earlier. In 1799, he 

savagely assaulted ana wounded a gentleman in 

a riot at Drury Lane Theatre. Soon afterwards, 

he headed an attack on four "Charleys" in 

Cavendish-square, ftnd maintained the struggle 

for an hour, when be and his associates were 

carried off, guarded by twenty armed watchmen. 

At the general peace of 1801, he came into col- 

lision with the mob, because he refused to light 

up his apartments in New Bond-street. He had 

a regular pugilistic encounter with a naval 

lieutenant in the lobby of the Boyal Circus 

(now the Surrey Theatre), owing to the lieu- 

tenant having knocked off his hat, which he 

had neglected to remove when God save the 

King was being sung; and he became so great ■
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a tenor to the town, tliftt whea a foppisk yoang 

fellow: who had had some «ort of eaooimter 

with him in a cofEee-honse^ lennt from the 

waiter who the stianf^er was, he speedily sub- 

aided £rom hia vapouring into a tone of extreme 

terror, and stole out of the place, leaving the 

wine he had ordered, untasted. It waa after the 

enconnter at the Gircos, that James and Horace 

Smith, who had seen the proTOcation his lord- 

ship had really received, called on him to say 

that they were ready to testily to that fact in 

any legal proceediaga that might be taken. 

Ther found the mautelpieee adorned with 

blnq^eons, horsewhips, and other weapons of 

offence; and the noble lord, who received them 

with gitat cordiality, expressed his gratitude in 

a very characteristic manner. " AU I can say 

in return is thisy" he exclaimed. " If ever I see 

vou engaged in a row, upon my soul I'll stand 

by you?' Not very long afterwards, his violent 

career came to a violent close. He got into a 

quarrel with one Captain Best, about a woman 

of notoriously bad character, and a meeting 

was arranged to take ]^laoe the following 

morning in the fields behmd Holland House. 

Best, who was his old fnend, frequently en- 

deavoured to come to an amicable understand- 

ing with him ; but the other pertinaciously re 

fused. The encounter resulted in Lord Oamd- 

ford being mortally wounded. He was carried 

to Little Holland Houses not far ol^ and there, 

alter three days' suffering; he expired. With 

all his ruffianisn^ there must have been some- 

thing geaeioufl in his nature for, after he had 

falk», he took the captain by the han4 and 

aaid, ^Beet» i ama dead man; you have killed 

me; but I fiedy forgive you ;" and he reproved 

eome labourers who ran to the spot, lor endea- 

vouring to stop his adversary, saying that he 

himself was the aggressor. Best had the repu- 

tation of heinff the first shot in England ; and, 

though Lord Uanelford knew himself to be in 

the wrong, he had refused to retract, fearing the 

imputation of cowardice. The somf^ was mere 

vanity ; but it serves to illustrate the half-insane 

character of the floan. This was in 1804. Little 

Holland House still krks coyly behind its 

muffling trees up a green lane at the side of 

Holland Park ; but the fidda at the hack of the 

older mansion have lon^ been built over. ■

Mr. Timbs relates a smgular story of recovery 

from death. A youth of seventeen was found 

guilty in 1740 of a criminal assault, and was 

hanged at Tyburn. After remaining suspended 

for two-and-tweuty minutes, he was cut down, 

and taken to Surgeons' BDdl. that the body 

might be dissected. On being laid on the table, 

however, he was heard to ^an ; he was there- 

upon bled, and after a whUe was able to rear 

himself UD, though at first he could not speak 

articulately. The sherifia were then communi- 

cated with ; but, the news having spread abroad, 

so great a mob collected about the Hall that the 

sheriffs were afraid to take the wretched creature 

back to Tyburn, and again hang him, as, with 

the customary hardness of those times, they 

seemed well dtspoaed to dcw They aooordingly ■

kept him at the Hall till midnieht^ when, all 

bemg quiet, he was recommittea to Newgate. 

Two days M'terwards he was reported to be 

"fully recovered in health and senses;" but all 

recollection of his execution, or even of his 

trial, had gone— *a fact partly accounted for by 

his having been in a state of fever and delirium 

ever since hb origmal commitment to prison. 

To thb fact idso, was attributed his extraordinary 

escape from death. Bems unconscious at the 

time of his execution, and therefore having no 

fear, his blood, it is thought, circulated with 

greater quickness and force than it would other- 

wise have done, and thus saved him from suffo- 

cation. It m>pears that the hid was ultimately 

transported for Ufe. There are several stories 

extant of recovery from seeming death — some- 

times under the verjr knife of the anatomist. 

One of the strangest is that of a man in Ireland 

who was hanged for sheep-stealing, and who 

"came to life again" in the hands of a medical 

operator. The latter had the good feeling not 

to give information to the authorities, and the 

malefactor, by a strange application of logic, 

used afterwards to force the doctor to support 

him, saying he was bound to continue that Ufe 

which he mul restored, and threatening that, if 

he did not^ he, the culprit^ would give the 

authorities information of his own escape from 

death, and of the medical man's complicity in 

that evasion of the law. Hie friends ci Br. 

Dodd, the clerical forger, hoped to be equally 

suocessfol with him. The body was conveyed 

to the house of an undertaker in Qoodge-street, 

Tottenham-court-road, where bo less a man than 

John Hunter was waiting to see indiat could be 

done ; but the eriminal had been almost in a 

state of coHapse when he mounted the scaffold, 

and what litue life there was then in him could 

sot resist the stricture of ih» rope. At the 

undertakers, he was placed in a hot-bath, and 

every exertion was made to save him, but in vain. 

A great deal of time had been lost, through the 

pressure of the crowd, but it would probably 

nave been a hopeless attempt in any case. ■

A good many supernatural stories are told in 

these volumes. St. Paul's Cathedral is asso- 

ciated wiUi a strai^e delusion, of which an ac* 

count is given by Dr. Amould, of CamberweU, 

who had charge of the gentleman suffering from 

it. He stated that one afternoon, while looking 

m at a print-shop window in St. Paul's Church- 

yard, he was addressed by an elderly gentleman, 

who, after chatting about Sir Christopher Wren, 

proposed that they should dine together,and then 

ascend the cathedral; that he consented, and 

that, having entered the ball just below the cross, 

and being quite alone, the elderly gentleman 

pulled out of his pocket something liKe a com- 

pass, with curious figures round the edges, and 

placed it in the centre of the ball. His com- 

panion then felt a ereat trembling and horror 

eome over him, which was increased by the 

mysterious person asking if he would like to see 

any relative ? He said ne would like to see his 

father, and a vision of his parent was at once 

presented him in a mirror. Overcome with ■
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fear, and feeling very ill, he begged to be allowed 

to descend, and the stranger, in parting from 

him under the northern portico, said, "Re- 

member ! yon are the slave of the man of the 

mirror!" When he afterwards consulted Dr. 

Amould, he was completely possessed with the 

idea that this diabolical old gentleman had entire 

command over him, could see him at everj 

minute of the day, hear all he said, and read his 

inmost thoughts. ''In some part of the build- 

ine which we passed in coming away," said the 

simerer to his medical adviser, *' he showed me 

what he called a great bell, and I heard sounds 

i^hich came from it, and which went to it ; 

sounds of laughter, and of anger, and of pain : 

there was a dreadful confusion of sounds, and, 

as I listened with wonder and affright, he said, 

* This is my or^ of hearing ; this great bell is 

in communication with all other bells within the 

circle of hieroglyphics, by which every word 

spoken by those under my control is made 

audible to me.' " The poor man was of course 

insane. He was sent to a private asvlum, and 

in about two years was dischargea in good 

mental health. His delusion was full of a 

grimly fantastic spirit, but it had one element 

of the ludicrous. The unfortunate gentleman 

said that the enchanter's hieroglyphics consisted 

of the words " Dav and Martinr' and " Warren's 

Blacking," and that these, inscribed on walls 

andpalings, marked the limits of his dominions. 

The Tower is the most haunted ground in 

London, and it would be strance if it were not, 

remembering the tragedies uiat were acted 

there during many successive centuries. An 

old tradition affirms that the mortar used in the 

original construction was tempered with the 

blood of wild beasts; and certainly a bloody 

spirit seems to have brooded heavuy over the 

old building throughout the dark ages, and even 

as late as the time of the Second Pretender, if 

we may not say up to 1820, in which year 

Arthur Thistlewood, of the Gato-street con- 

spiracy, was imprisoned in the Tower, previous 

to being hanfi^d at the Old Bailey. Not only 

have many miserable wretches lain within th9se 

walls, eating their hearts in despair until tliey 

have been taken out on to the scaffold and be- 

headed, but a list of six persons secretly mur- 

dered there — beginning with Henry YI., and 

ending with Arthur Gapel, Earl of Essex (1638) 

— ma^ be derived from its annals. The gloomy 

old fortress, with its Bloodv Tower and its 

Traitors' Ciate, ought to be, and is, the 

stronghold of ghosts. It is beUeved by some 

that the spint of Baleigh yet glides about 

the place; and a chamber in the Bloodv 

Tower, the walls of which are adorned with 

paintings representing men put to the tor- 

ture, is said to be permanently haunted. Ke- 

oently, Mr. Edwara Lenthal Swifte, formerly 

keeper of the crown ieweLs in the Tower, has 

put forth an extraordinary narrative of an ap- 

pearance which he saw in the Jewel House in 

the year 1817. One night in October, about 

twelve o'clock, as he, his wife, their little boj^, 

and his wife's sister, were aitUng at supper, his ■

wife, when about to drink a glass of wine-and- 

water, suddenly exclaimed, "Good God I What 

is t^t ?" Mr. Swifte looked up, and saw a 

cvlindrical figure, like a glass tube, seemingly 

about the thidcness of his arm, hovering between 

the ceiling and the table. It appeared to be 

filled with a dense fluid, white ana pale asure, 

incessantly rolling and mingling within the 

cylinder. In about two minutes it moved to- 

wards Mrs. Bwifte's sister, then passed before 

the boy and Mr. Swifte, and ultimately floated 

behind Mrs. Swifte, who instantly crouched 

down, covered her shoulders with both hands, 

and exclaimed, in the utmost terror, **0h, 

Christ ! It has seized me 1" Mr. Swifte caught 

up his chair, and struck at the wainscot behmd 

her; then rushed up-stairs into the children's 

room, and told the nurse what he had seen. The 

phantom had previously crossed the upper end 

of the table, and disappeared. The strangest 

part of the business is, that neither the sister- 

m-law nor the boy saw anything of this ap- 

pearance. Mr. Swifte says he is tound to state 

that, shortly before the event, some young lady 

residents in the Tower had been suspected of 

making phantasmagorial experiments at their 

windows; but he alleges that those windows did 

not command any in his dwelling, and on the 

m*ght in question the doors were all closed, and 

heavy dark oloth curtains were let down over 

the casements. The onlv light in the room was 

that of two candles on tne table. Very shortly 

after this strange affair, one of the nieht sentries 

at the Jewel Office was ahirmed by tne figure of 

a huge bear issuing from underneath the door ; 

he thrust at it with his bayonet, which stuck in 

the door, and he then dropped in a fit, and 

in two or three days dlecl. The sergeant 

declared that such appearances were not un- 

common. The sentry, it is alleged, was not 

asleep nor drunk at the time; but he may have 

been on the eve of a fit from natural caus«iy 

and the vision may have been the result of his 

state of health. Mr. Swifte's vision is moto 

difficult to account for, from the fact of its 

having been seen by two of the persons present, 

and not by the two others ; yet one cannot very 

well give a supernatural interpretation to so 

absurd and purposeless an appearanoe. ■

NO FOLLOWERS. 

What's the hardest of all things to follow ? ■

An ostrich, I'm told, tries our mettle ; 

Bat there's something that beats that qaito hollow^ ■

As, in shiging, a lark beats a kettle. 

A chamois, they say, 's not a trifle ■

In steep Alpine passes to follow, 

But a chamois yoall " down" with a rifle, ■

There's that beats the chamois quite hollow. 

A fox is a puzzle sometimes, ■

That baffles the best in a chase ; 

Or, sound-led by fer-away chimes, ■

One wanders a wearisome paee, 

A lady's a hard thing to follow, ■

Coquettish and full of vagaries, ' ■

Who feeds you with snubs, hard to swallow, ■

And acU by " the rule of eontrfcrie^QQ^Tp ■
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To follow proressional starving, ■

Is very hard following, I ^ess, 

Yet harder than mere want of carving ■

Is the thing on your notice I press. ■

To follow a Nimrod is hard, ■

When plashing through puddles yon spank it ; 

Or to foUow a lead, when the card ■

Is not in your hand— the deuce thank it. ■

And Tve heard that a flea in a blanket ■

Is a very hard matter to follow ; 

And very hard driving they rank it ■

A certain brute given to wallow. ■

'TIS hard *hind a huge van to ride 

In a Hansom, studc fiut till you swear. ■

In the midst of a jam in Gheapside, 

WhUe you're anxious to reach Grosv'nor^uare. ■

I know many hard things to do : ■

•Tis hard, when you're wrong'd, to say " thankee," 

'Tis hard to bamboozle a Jew — ■

fint very much harder, a Yankee. ■

And hard 'tis to take np your bills 

Without money ; and hard to get credit ■

When yotar failure the newspapers fills, 

And all your acquaintance have read it. ■

Tis then hard to follow, I grant, ■

The remains of a wealthy relation, 

Who has left his "own people** in want. ■

And his millions has willed to tbe nation. ■

But I see you are wearied with guessing, ■

I'll tell you what 'tis and be done, 

ppxplexity's always distressing, ■

So here is the answer my son : ■

Of all things we know, great or small, ■

In sea or in air, hill or hollow, 

On this-here Urcestrial ball. ■

Good advice is the hardest to follow. ■

BACK TO SCOTLAND. ■

I WONDBR how long the facetiouB cockney 

will fpi on making jokes about the Scotchman's 

aTersion to going back to his native land ! This 

sharp sauce Das oeen kept now for nearly three 

centuries^ and it is as pungent and hot i' the 

month as when it was first bottled in the Eng- 

lish vials of wrath. We have sunk many diife- 

Fences, forgotten many animosities^ buried deep 

in oblivion many bones of contention which 

have long since crumbled to dust; but this 

taunt is still readv on our tongues even after all 

sense of its truth and applicability has faded 

from our minds. Nothing seems to last so 

long as a national prejudice, especially when it 

finds expression in a popular witticism. When 

our enemies or rivals are concemed» we are apt 

to love a joke better than the truth, and often 

to sacrifice truth to the petty purpose of raising 

a laugh. I wonder how many centuries of 

opportunity the world has lost through joking 1 

liook back to Italv in the fifteenth century, and 

note how the seeds of political and socisd dis- 

union were sown in that country by the 

Pasquinaders. Venice made jokes at the ex- 

pense of Naples, Naples at the expense of Rome, 

Aome at tne expense of Milan. A score of ■

states and districts in Italy were kept apart by 

the habit of ridiculing each other's provincial- 

isms. The empire of the Ceesars was split into 

parishes by the laughter excited by village wits. 

Grand-dudiies and duchies, with their petty 

princes and paltry pretensions, were the results 

of this badinage, and all the might of France 

has not been able to bind up the bundle of sticks 

which was thus shaken asunder. How long 

have feelings of jealousy and hatred been sus- 

tained between England and France by facetious 

recriminations, by senseless jokes, and extrava- 

gant caricatures. What were the sort of notions 

that so long estranged us P That Frenchmen 

were frog-eating foreigners, poor, half-starved 

despicable creatures, who could not stand up 

before an Englishman for a moment. Did we 

not boast that our Englishman could thrash 

three Frenchmen any day? The idea of a 

Frenchman managing a ship, or training a race- 

horse, sent us into convulsions of laughter. 

Then, from the other side, John Bull was viewed 

as a big fat beast, who swore loudly and drank 

deeply, and sold his wife at Smithfield. We 

held these notions, and held them so long, 

because we studied each other in the pages of 

the caricaturists. Even now, when the French 

have an iron-clad fleet equal to our own, and a 

horse from France has won the highest honours 

of the Eng^sh turf, the idea still ungers that a 

Frenchman is a ridiculous person, to he laughed 

at, and caricatured, and despised. ■

Among Uie wrongs which Engknd has in- 

flicted upon Ireland, may be reckoned the jokes 

which have been coined and passed into currency 

at the expense of poor Paday. How few of us 

know anything of the serious aspects of Irish 

life ; how few of us have been across the Channel 

to see the country and the people for ourselves P 

Who ever reads the history of Ireland P Wc 

get our ideas of Irishmen from collections of 

Irish bulls, from newspaper pan^;raphs about 

evictions and the shooting of landlords, from 

jig dancers at music-halb, and from pathetic 

stage peasants in frieze bobtail coats and caved- 

in£its,who twirl shiUela^ andshout "hurroo!'* 

We have loked about Faddy until we regard 

him entirely as a comic person, addictea to 

poteen, potatoes, and sedition. Fat will come 

trom Cork with his eoat buttoned behind to the 

end of the chapter ; and I am sure if he were to 

appear with his coat buttoned before, we should 

all be much disappoiuted, and refuse to recog- 

nise him. ■

Scotland can well afford to be joked about. 

She is apt to say, " Let those laugh who win." 

With her armour of thistles and self-esteem she 

is proof against the petty shafts of aimless 

ridicule. One good reason for her self-com- 

placency, b the fact that those petty sliafts fp 

very wide of the mark. We cannot admit this 

joke about our steps being always turned to- 

wards Enghmd, and never going back, into our 

heads, because we are a matter of fact people ; 

and the matter of fact is simply this — hear it 

ye Saxon jokers — that there are more English- 

men in Scotland than there are Scot-chmen in ■
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finglaad ! If you vant proof of thia, oosBult 

the returns of the last oensus. Then, as to 

going back. There are no people on the faoe of 

the earth so attached to thar natire conntrj, or 

so anxious to end their davs among their own 

kith and kin, ab the Scotch. Eyeir day of the 

year Scotchmen are ooming back from forei^ 

climes to enjoy the fruits of their enterpnse 

amid the scenes of their youth. You meet with 

instances of thb in ever? town and Tillage, on 

every hill-side, on the bordera of every loyed 

river and lake. A handsome villa stands 

yonder among the fir-trees. Who owns it? "Oh, 

that belongs to Sandy Macpherson, who went 

to India, or America, or Australia, or where 

not, and made a fortune. He came back the 

other year and bought the land there and built 

that house, and made all his relations ladies and 

gentlemen as far as siller could make them." 

True, a Scotchman is not apt to go back until 

he has made his money. He is too proud for 

that. He went away a poor laddie to seek his 

fortune, and he does not like to return unless 

he has fulfilled his ambition. I lately visited 

the spot where General Brown was gathered to 

his humble Scottish fathers. All round about 

was a handsome suburb of villas and mansions 

peopled by Scotehmen who had " gone back." 

I met one who had been away in Mexico for 

nigh forty years, and the native Doric was as 

strong on his tongue as on that of any laddie 

who had never left the spot. His talk was all 

of the old days, and the friends and companions 

of his youth. In yon old house he had spent 

many a happy night; in yonder stream he had 

fished for trout ;— how often had he fished there 

in his dreams far away in Mexico, sleeping at 

the bottom of a mine ! — he remembered the 

number on the pew door opposite his old seat 

in church. He bad not seen it for forty years ; 

but it vnis 32, and the tail of the 9 turned up 

like a rabbit's. Yes, there it was. It had been 

renewed, possibly, but the quaint character of 

the figures was still preserved. He remembeied 

everything; the inscriptions on the tombstomes, 

and the ways and sayings of those who lay still 

and dumb under them. The forty yean of his 

striving Mexican life and its triumphs had 

almost faded from his memory, and the life of 

his boyhood was joined on to that of his old 

age, and his Sootdi habits, feelings, and sym- 

pathies were come back to him in all their 

original simplicity. No, my Saxon friend, your 

joke is neither true nor well found. A Scotch- 

man loves to go back, and the dearest ambition 

of his heart is never fulfilled until circumstances 

permit him to return to the land of his birth 

with honour to himsdf and advantage to his 

kith and kin. Why he is so ready to leave it in 

the first instance should be obvious to every 

one who has travelled for days and days in the 

Highlands and seen nothing but bare rocks and 

barren hill-sides. Not even a Scotchman can 

live upon moss and heather; and would you 

have him lie down and die among the rooks 

while there are fresh fields and pastures new in- 

viting him to the sunny south? Scotland is ■

but a birthplace,^ and the infaentanoe of her 

children is necessity. ■

With this preface, I proceed to relate how I, 

a Scotchman, recently went back. It was so 

delightful an expedition to me that I am tempted 

to think some account of it may not be unin- 

teresting to others. I cannot nope that any 

Englishman will fully credit what I say, when i 

declare that my feeliiig, on quitting my adopted 

home in the sunny south, and setting out for my 

native hills in the cold north, was one of delirious 

joy. Well, let me humour any incredulity of 

this kind by confessing that my feeling on quit- 

ting my native hills to come flou% was exactly 

of tlie same nature. It was not that I was re- 

joiced to leave SootUnd, but that I was eager 

to see England. So, it was not that I was re- 

joiced to leave England, but that I was eager to 

revisit Scotland. ■

How exhilarating the air was that mominj^ ! 

What deep draughts I took of i1^ and how in- 

toxicated 1. was ! As I rolled away from my 

door in a cab, to take ship at Wapping, I cast 

Care from my shoulders, as a frisky young colt 

throws a cumbersome rider. There lay the olack 

monster sprawling in the London mud, while I, 

with a ligntened heart, held my face towards the 

norths and sang " Auld lang syne, my dear," at 

the top of my voice. I declare, upon my ho- 

nour, that laid not care a straw what might 

become of the household gods that I had ga- 

thered round my hearth in tne land of my adop- 

tion. Let the house bum, let the bank breax, 

let others scramble to my perch on Pamassos, 

and fling me down to the Tcry bottom of the 

hill. What cared IP I was going to Seotlaiid, 

bonny Scotland, land of the mountain and the 

flood, my own, my native land 1 The bootmaker 

in the Strand, of whom I bought a pair of shoot- 

ing-boots, with brown tops, which subsequently 

rendered me illustrious, must have thought me 

demented. The cabman, I have good reason to 

believe, thought I was intoodoated, and he vras 

right. But it was not with liquor ; it was with 

patriotism. And is % not a noble thing to be 

intoxicated with patriotism? Get intoxioated 

with drink, and the magistrate wiH fine yon Are 

shillinjgs ; get intoxicated with patriotism, and 

the king will cut your head off. I was more 

fit for the notice of the Privy Councti than 

of Sir Thomas Henry, of Bow^re^. I was 

actually humrning "Wha wadna' fedit for 

Charlie r ■

In the midst of this patriotic outburst I 

was suddeidy troubled for the safety of my lug- 

gage on the roof. Charlie was dead, but my 

portmanteau had still an existence, and contained 

a change of linen. My luggage was all right. 

No sneaking London thief had scrambled up 

behind and abstracted it. I ascertained this in 

a moment without moving from my seat. I will 

tell you how. It may be useful to you some 

day. Keep your eye on the shop-windows, and 

you will see cab, luggage, and all reflected 

therein. I am not ^ing to boast that I was so 

clever as to find this out for myselt; somebody ■

told me. Digitized by Kj( ■
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My instructor wm the driTer of a twopenny 

'bus. In his love-affairs he had been cut out by 

his own conductor, the bow-legged young man 

who mairied PoUy Perkins of Paddington-green. 

The driver had earned on with PoUy ''pre- 

vious." They weie in a swell family togetner, 

he as footman and Polly as lady's-maid. One 

day they accompanied their mistress in the 

carriage to ih& London Bridge railway station, 

the bving {lair sitting in the ramble behind. 

When the mistress got out at the station she dis- 

charged them both with a month's wa^, bat 

without a character. Joe and Polly, unmindful of 

the laws of reflection* had been larlang outside in 

the rumble, and the mistress had be^ a witness 

to all their goings on by means of the shop 

windows. "It was a lesson to me, sir ; and it 

may be a lesson to you, as regards luggage, if 

not as regards love. ■

The most difficult and tedious part of the 

journey from Charing-cross to John o' Groats, 

IS the short distanoe-*little more than three 

miles — which lies between Temple-bar and the 

wharf at Wapping. When I am brought to a 

stand-still in Gheapside by a gaping crowd look- 

ing up at the figures of Gog and Msigof; on Mr. 

Bennett's clodc, and nearly come to gnef there, 

I am reminded of a Scotchman who, on making 

his first appearance in London, actually did 

come to ^ef through beug attracted by a 

similar spectacle in fleet-street more than two 

hundred vears ago. Here is the scene over 

again. Iticfaard Monoplies, gapmg at the 

images on St. Dunstan's, and Yin Jin and 

Prands Tunstall (turned pickpockets in the 

nineteenth century as the result of having been 

idle apprentices in the seventeenth) easing him 

of the very few bawbees he has brought from 

Scotland with him. And, by the way, those two 

nickums (oipital Scotch word for mucj young 

scamps), Vin and Prank, had the first scatter- 

ing in the eyes of Scotchmen of that pungent 

chaff to which I have alluded at the opening of 

this paper. It was a sore subject with them. 

They were reckless young dogs, who, at the cry 

of *' Apprentices," would leap over the counter 

and fly to join their companions in anv devil- 

ment that might be going on, leaving the shop 

to take care of itself; whereas the staid Sootcn 

loons who came south with Jingling Geordie and 

David Bamsay, stopped their ears to the cry, 

and went steAoily on with their work. The icUe 

apprentice always makes sport of the indua- 

trious one ; and so we have the saucy cockney 

saluting the raw Scot with "Buy a watdi, most 

noble northern Thane ; buv a watch, to count 

tke hours of plenty since the blessed moment 

you kit Berwick faiehind you; buy bameoles, to 

see the English £;old lies ready for your gripe ; 

buy what you will, and have credit for three 

days, for were your jpockets as bare as Father 

Pergua's, you're a Scot in London, and you 

will be stocked in that time." Thus the chaff 

began, to be revived and renewed when Lord 

Bute further aggrayated the southron by be- 

speaking favour at court for Sir Pertinax Mac- 

sycophant and the new race of Scots who had ■

learned to *' boo." If you regard this as a 

digression, a halt on my joumej back, I must 

plead Mr. Bennett's images, which, for the last 

twenty minutes, have stopped the way. ■

I would as soon steer a steam-boat through 

the Hebrides as drive a cab through the laby- 

rinth of narrow streets that lies between the 

Minories and the Aberdeen Steam Company's 

wharf at Wapping. If you ever elect to travel 

northward by this route, be in time, n the 

steamer be advertised to leave her moorings at 

three p.ic, start in your cab, say from Charing- 

cross, two hours earlier. There are sevend 

dock-bridges to cross, and it may happen that 

you will find these bridges swung back to eive 

egress to vessels proceeding to sea. [This 

Johnsonian style that I am falling into is the 

result of a peep at the Tour to the Hebrides : 

good English, no doubt, but bad feeling; ill- 

conditioned book; shall seize an opportunity 

to take Johnson down a peg.] An Inoiaman at 

every bridge will detain vou perhaps an hour, 

and the block of vans ana carts in tne road w^ 

divert your course and send you round through 

a series of narrow and dirty streets, where the 

misery and saualor of the inhabitants will aet 

like a reproach to your joyful spirit, and make 

you irritable and uxmappy. So, if you are eager 

and axmous to catch tne Aberdeen boat, be in 

time! ■

Let me mention an odd feeling that came 

ov^ me while I was being jerked along at a 

snail's pace across these bndges and through 

these alleya. I remembered them all well, but 

I had not seen them for nigh twenty years. I 

had not seen them since t£» night tl^t I first 

arriyed in London. I saw no alteration in any of 

their dingy features, and this unchanged aspect of 

the pkoe annihilated all the years I nad hved in 

the south, and I was a beardleBs Scotch laddie 

again, stepping for the first time on EngliiEdii 

soil, with anreast full of hqpe and a pocket full 

of emptiness. At the gates of the wharf a dirty 

little public-house presented itself as an old ac- 

quaintance; on my arrival I had gone in there 

to taste real London porter. I thought it nectar 

then, fit for the gods. I went in now to see 

if I had preserved that impression. Alaa^ I 

hadn't ; I thought it wash, not fit for the pigs. 

Was it Barclay and Perkins who had degenerated, 

orl? ■

Th^re was a pleasant surprise for me when I 

got upoa the wWf. The vessel advertised to 

sail that day for Aberdeen, was the Gambia^ a 

terrible screw ; but, lo and behold, the vessel 

which lay alongside was the magnificent paddle- 

steamer the City of London ! Was I in a dream, 

or was some enchanter practising upon meP 

Why, this City of London was the very vessel 

I came up in, nigh upon twenty years ago. 

Could it be the same; could a ship knock 

about the seas for twenty years and still ap- 

pear so young and so fresh F Time had set his 

mark upon si^— had scored my brow a little 

with that indelible hard pencd of his; had 

satisfied my youthful ambition by growing me 

a beard, and now was mocking me by blanching ■
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it ; but this ship was as trim and taut, as agile 

on her iron legs as when she first began her sea- 

life. Alas, that iron and wood should last so 

long and flesh and blood so soon decay ! Even 

the useless willow surmes us, living on to scatter 

its leaves in sport upon our graves ! ■

Yes, it was the same ship, with the same smell 

of toddj coming up the cabin stairs, the same 

pictures in the saloon, the same huge chest 

of a snufF-box on the mantelshelf. She had 

been out in the wars since I was last on board 

of her ; had tossed in the Bay of Biscay, ; 

had thundered before Sebastopol ; and here she 

was, unchanged, unscathed by all the turmoil of 

the world, peacefully waiting to carry me back 

to Scotland. I was dreaming of the changes 

that had taken place in the mean time ; of the 

empires which had fallen and risen, of the wars 

which had devastated the nations, of the famine 

and pestilence that had passed over manv aland, 

of the great lights that nad gone out, of revolu- 

tions which had changed the face of the earth — 

and all these events had happened, and this slip 

of wood had defied the rage of the sea, and was 

as sound and as buoyant as ever. And when I 

was dreaming, the bell rang, the paddles began 

to plash in the water, and we were off— North- 

ward ho ! for Bonny Scotland. ■

It gives one great importance to sail down 

the Ihames in a big ship. The little river 

steamers, fussing about, greet us with cheers, 

and take off their hats to us as we glide majes- 

tically onward. The big ship is a great lord 

of the sea; those smaU craft are the poor 

and humble, trudging on some pettv errand 

to the nearest market-town, while the great 

lord is setting out in state to make the grand 

tour and visit the capitals of the world. 

High up here on the broad quarter-deck we look 

down upon those poor people with lofty conde- 

scension, pleased to think that they are humble 

and know their station. We sweep past such 

insignificant places as Greenwich and Graves- 

end with disdain, smiling at the simplicity of the 

humble classes, to whom these tea-and-shrimpv 

resorts are the golden goal of a da/s travel. 

There is that home-keeping youth. Citizen A, 

lying pantin|^ with fatigue at Gravesend, rest- 

ing and taking his breath before he starts to 

return home to his wife and faroilv, anxiously 

waiting tea for him at Hungerford. But our 

path is over the ocean wave, our home is on 

the deep ; and presentlv we shall sit down to a 

(prand banquet in a gilded saloon, the captain, 

in a swallow-tailed coat and black velvet waist- 

coat, presiding, and making a great effort to 

combine the aspects and attributes of a lands- 

man with those of a commanding naval officer. ■

This is a peculiarity of Scotch captains. Li 

the river, and during the early part of the 

voyage, they affect evening dress, chimney-pot 

hats, and gentlemanly manners. Having thus ■

S'ven all the passengers an impression that 

ey are in every respect fit for genteel society, 

they suddenly dive into their cabins, and pre- 

sently come up, dressed in pea-jackets and 

gkzed caps, leaving all their politeness below ■

with the chimney-pot and the swallow-tail. 

Tou scarcely know your captain i^ain, when 

he comes up transformed in this fashion. The 

quick change reminds you of the clever en- 

tertainer, who, enacting the part of a mild per- 

son, disappears under the flap of a desk and 

comes up the next instant as a gruff person. 

Your captain who carries passengers is a sort 

of Janus, with one face for the paddle-box and 

another for the grand saloon, with one tong[ue to 

consign the mate or the helmsman to perdition, 

and another to ask a blessing, and say '* With 

much pleasure," when the deeply-impressed pas- 

senger asks him to take wine at dinner. ■

It is an exceedingly pleasant journey from 

London to Aberdeen per City of London. It is 

short enough not to be tedious, and long enough 

to enable you to realise all the sensations of 

being far, far upon the sea. Starting from 

Wapping on Saturday afternoon, the vessel, 

weather permitting, heaves in sight of Aber- 

deen early on Monday morning. Going to bed 

as yon leave the mouth of the Thames, you 

awake next morning to find yourself out of sight 

of land. You would not be more completel;^ at 

sea, if you were in the middle of the Atlantic. ■

But though vou are on the ocean, and in a 

vessel bearing the name of the English capital, 

you feel that you are in Scothmd all the time. 

There is a strong Scotch flavour pervading the 

City of London, from stem to stem. The cap- 

tain, the mate, the steward and stewardess^ 

the sailors, the engineers, the cabin-bov, all are 

Scotch. Then you have Scotch haddocks 

for breakfast, and Scotch broth for dinner, 

and more Scotch haddocks for t«a, with the 

addition of jam and marmalade, and Scotch 

whisky-toddy, in the Scotch fashion, afterwards. 

Your fellow-passengers, too, are mostly Scotch, 

a few of them wearing kilts and Glengarries, 

and the majority encumbered with guns and 

fishing-rods. The ship holds her waj quietly 

and steadily, and the effort of navigation seems 

to be entirely subordinate to the exertions 

of the cook and the stewards. " A life by the ■

ley fire" is a constant reminder to you that ■

flesh is grass. All day long the ship b pervaded 

by an CMdour of frizzling victuals, that of the 

haddock running through the whole perform- 

ance like a culmary fugue. The stewards are 

very imperative in their maimer towards you ; 

so much so that you cannot resist the impres- 

sion that they have been appointed by a lunacy 

commission to take charge of you. Lin^r for 

a few minutes on deck, after the prandial bell 

rings, and a steward will come and tell you 

gruffly that you'd "bettor to go doon to your 

aenner." His tone seems to imply that if you 

don't go down to your •* denner** when you arc 

told, he will lock you up in the padded room, 

and punish you with bread and water. And 

when you do go down to your " dcnncr," your 

keeper stands behind your chair and tells you 

what you had ** better" have. ■

"Here, sir," he says, "you'd better have 

some boiled beef." You are afraid to express 

a preference for venison or grouse-pie, lest he ■
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might be angry and do something to yon. I 

was so unreasonable, one afternoon, at five 

minutes to five tm., as to ask for a tumbler of 

toddjr, and I was rebuked with the intimation 

that it was " tay-time." I tried the effect of 

half-a-crown upon that Scotcb steward ; but he 

would not relax in the least. Pive minutes 

afterwards he told me sharply that I had 

''better take some greens/' and I was afraid to 

offend him» and took greens — ^thougb I can't 

a-bear that form of vegetable. ■

There was one astonishing exception to the 

Scotchness of ever^rthing on board this vessel 

— there was no service on Sunday. We waited 

for a bell to ring us to prayers ; but it rang us 

to hotch-potch and haunch of mutton. So we 

passed a most un-Scottish Sabbath, travelling 

and feasting. How is it that the Sabbatarians, so 

strongly />pposed to the trains, have overlooked 

the steam-ooats F ■

Another night upon the waters, and when I 

wake in the morning, and look through the port- 

hole of my cabin, my eyes rest upon the granite 

towers and spires of Aberdeen, glittering under 

the sun, like a city of crystal. How eager I was 

to leave them ; how joyful I am to see them 

once again ! Yonder nse the white towers of 

my Alma Mater. I remember with what a 

sense of relief I broke from her apron-strings. 

I am goin^ back now, to weep over her ^rave. 

The nag is run up from the ship, and is an- 

swered from the shore, we bound over the 

bar, run alon^ side the quay, and the next in- 

stant my foot 18 on my native heath, though my 

name (I am bound to add) is noi MacGregor. ■

PERPETUAL POULTRY. ■

A PAS8EN6ZB bv the London, Chatham, and 

Dover Railway runlimited), if he looks out at the 

right window of the carriage at the ri^ht time, 

may see a bran new board perched up m a field 

near Bromley, with the inscription National 

Poultry Company. Near it, are some new 

buildings, chiefly a very long narrow shed with 

a gkss roof, something like a greenhouse with 

a strip of garden hj the side. ■

This is the first instalment, the letter A, of a 

scheme which (let us suppose, as a pleasant 

gness) is to supply us all with poultry and egffs 

on the shortest notice and the most reasonable 

terms. Beeves and muttons are at a premium, 

and we must either pay high, or dispense with 

batcher's meat. ■

What can we do in the poultry line, some 

people ask, in this emergency P Can poidtry be 

made nearlv as cheap as mutton and beefP 

A hen thinxs nothing of laying a hundred eg^ 

in a year ; and as each egg contains within it, 

what Br. Johnson would have called the potenti- 

ality of a chicken, it looks like a power in every 

hen to supply us with a large amount of excellent 

food. Or, if we desiderate e^ as well as 

chickens, we can dispense witn the incuba- 

tion, and consign some of the eggs at once to 

the cook. But this, like most other good things in ■

which money is concerned, depends on the ratio 

of prices, or the ratio between the cost of the 

food for the fowb and the price obtained for the 

produce. ■

The French have the credit of understanding 

this matter better than we. After having sup- 

plied all their own wants (they eat much more 

poultry and eggs than the English), they sell us 

nearly a million eggs per day (last year the 

import was three hunored and forty millions, 

mostly from France). Many reasons have been 

assigned for this ; but the chief is, that French 

farms being smaller than English, large grazing 

operations are not so successfully adopted, and 

there is more facility as well as more time to 

attend to what may ,be called domestic farming, 

or the rearing of the smsdler animals. Then the 

farmers' wives and daughters are not so stvlish, 

not 80 much given to pianofortes and silxs, as 

the farmers' wives and daughters in our own 

country ; they do more in the farm-yard, piggeiT, 

poultry-yard, and dairy. Moreover, a poor light 

loose sou is better for poultir than richer land ; 

and perhaps we may take the liberty of supposing 

that French soil is, on an average, less rich than 

that of English. Be all this as it may, how- 

ever, the French pay more attention to poultry, 

and the accessories of poultry, than we go. If it 

be true, as some allege, that our neighbours make 

away with four thousand millions of eggs every 

year, this would give a hundred eggs or so 

to every French man, woman, boy, girl, and 

baby, all round ; and we can only say that we 

envy chem. In Lreland there are egg-runners, 

boys who run or walk many miles every day, 

buying up the eg^ from the peasantry, taking 

them to a dealer, and receiving so much per 

hundred for their trouble. ■

Poultry fanciers are not poultry farmers, 

seeing that they look more for praises and 

prizes on account of the beauty of the animals 

than for commercial profit in the market. They 

can tell you about tne merits and demerits of 

all the several breeds of fowls :— Dorkings, 

Bredas, Cochin-Chinas, Shanghaes, Spanish, 

Minorcas, Normandies, Creve Coeurs, Brahma 

pootras, Bruges, Chittagongs, Hamburgs, Po- 

lands, Russians, AnconaarRaJogoons, Malay, Bra- 

zilian, and the rest. They can tell you that 

the common barn-door fowl is a sort of scamp 

or Bohemian, of no breed in particular, but 

a good useful fellow nevertheless; that the 

bantam is a pretty little chap of a pound 

weight or so, liked rather for liis pluck and his 

prettiness, than for his poultry value ; that the 

silky fowl is next larger than the bantam, 

weighing perhaps a pound and a half or two 

pounds; inat the game fowl, cock and hen 

alike, are too fond of fighting to be peaceful 

poultry; that the HamJourg hen is a prime 

favourite, presenting her owner with two bun- 

dred eggs or more in a year; tliat, take them 

all in ail, fowls present a medium weight of 

from five to seven pounds each, and that their 

eggs vary from one and a half to two and three- 

quarter ounces each. Then, besides the gaUi- 

naceous kinds, there are others — turkeys. ■
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geese, dncks, pigeons — ^which come within the 

designation ponltry ; and each has its long list 

of fancy names. And then the breeder or 

fancier can tell yon something about the 

maladies that poultry-flesh is heir to : such as 

baldness, white comb, cramp, apoplexy, hard 

crop, bumble feet, leg weakness, roup, panes, pip, 

and other unpleasant ailments ; or if he does 

not understand these thinp, so much the worse 

for him — his property will fall oflF, and he will 

not know the reason why. Some of the amateur 

poultry-houses are fine affairs ; such as the 

royal poultiy-house at Windsor, with its walks 

and paths for the fowls, its elegant comfort all 

around, and its looking-glasses for the pigeons 

to view themselves in. ■

It must come to a matter of statistics in the 

long run, to determine whether poultry-keeping 

on an extensive scale will be a permanently pro- 

fitable adventure, and whether cottagers can 

share with general farmers in this profit. Like 

as in a railway company, there ih a capital ac- 

count and there is a revenue account, and both 

must be studied before you can know how you 

are getting on. You construct your poultry- 

house and yard, and buy fowls to stock it : this 

is your invested capital. You buy daily food for 

the fowls : this is your current outlay. You 

sell eggs and chickens, or perhaps grown- 

up fowls: these are your current receipts; 

finally, out of the last two items (or rather 

out of aJl three items) you calculate your net 

profit. ■

The journals which devote a portion of their 

pages to this kind of lore, give numerous 

examples, tending to show whether poultry- 

keeping is profitable, and to what extent; 

whether some breeds are more porofitable than 

others; whether each hen snould be en- 

couraged to sit upon her own egg8> or 

whether some hens are better fitted for sitters 

and others for layers. A mysterious instinct is 

this, of brooding or sitting upon several eggs 

untfl the chicks within become vitalised. The 

patient hen sits upon the eggs for three weeks 

or so, never leaving them for more than about 

half an hour a day. Her soft body keeps them 

warm, for they are all iucked in under her, as 

snugly as Thumb and his seven brothers were 

tucked into the big bed. She does it because 

she likes it, and that's all we know about it. 

The eggs may not be hers ; they may be of an- 

other family, belonging to the nen living next 

door, or over the way, or round the corner. 

The hens are warm blai^ets, eider-down 

quilts, for Uie time being. The temperature 

of their bodies, as they sit covering ana hiding 

the eggs, is just that which is best suited 

for developing the chicks; and when each 

chick is strong enough to break through its white 

prison-house and strut forth into the world, 

the work of the sitter is done. The period of 

sitting, about three weeks for fowls, is four 

weeks for ducks and turkeys, and a little more 

for geese. Sometimes, hens will voluntarily sit 

upon eggs which are not their own ;. at other 

times they need to be solicited or coaxed to ■

this duty. A capon (generally known to us as 

a plump addition to the good things of the 

table) can sometimes be induced to sit upon 

^gs ; his services in this way are as useful as 

those of a hen, if his body be as warm and his 

patience as great. Eeaumur mentions a French 

lady who regulariy employed capons to brood 

over the eggs ; the hens laid more eggs when 

relieved from this duty ; and a capon can sit upon 

more eggs at one time than a hen, being larger 

and fatter. ■

One kind of experiment, patiently waitin? to 

know its fate, is that of artificial hatching, 

developing the chicks without any brooding 

whatever. Continuous warmth for three weeks 

being almost the only necessary condition, men 

have asked whether this warmtn cannot be sup- 

plied in some other way, and at a less ex- 

pense. The heat of bakehouses has sometimes 

oeen employed; but what with the attention 

needed by the bread, and that needed by the 

eggs, the result in most eases has been — a 

muddle. The Egyptians are credited with a 

system of incubation on a large and com- 

plete scale. Certain persons undertake this 

work for all the poultry-re^tfcrs in a particular 

district. They build brick ovens, called mamals, 

each comprising passages, chambers, fireplaces, 

flues, ana man-holes. A temperature, never 

varying far from one hundred degrees Fahren- 

heit, is constantly maintained, by burnmg fuel 

made of cakes* of dried cow-dung mixed with 

straw. The eggs are laid upon &x or mats in 

the warm chambers. Half a million eggs can 

be hatched in one mamal in a year. The 

mamalJceeper has board and lodging, a certain 

amount of money wages, and all above a speci- 

fied number of chicks that he can hatch out of 

a given number of e^ : — an arrangement that 

holds out to him an inducement to do his best. 

M. Babry, French oonsul at Hankow, has 

lately published in the Bulletin de la 8oci^t6 

d'Acclimatation, an interesting account of the 

^stem of artificial incubation practised by the 

Uhinese; by a careful arrangement of fuel, 

earthenware dishes, and thick cotton c[uilts, in 

close mud-huts called pao-jang, they liberate 

about seven hundred chicks from a thousand 

eg^. Whether the artificial mother svstem, 

as it has been called, will succeed in the humid 

and variable climate of England, has long been, 

and still is, a disputed question. In whatever 

way constructed, these mothers are virtuallr 

trays on which eggs can be kept warm tiU 

the chicks are developed. Some years ago, 

Mr. Bttcknell invited all the world to come 

and see his Eccaleobion, or^'Invoker of life.** 

It was an oblong box, nine feet long, three 

feet wide, and about the same in height; he 

had the means of maintaining an equable 

temperature withm it, and of providing shelf- 

room for two thousand eggs at once. Yet the 

Eccaleobion went, we know not whither. And 

then there was Mr. Cantelo's hydro-incubator, 

exhibited in his model poultry-farm at Chis- 

wick. A covering of waterproof cloth was laid 

upon the eggs; warm water was kepj; constantly ■
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flowing oyer tbe cloth; aad the i^Dace under- 

neath was 80 arranged as to aecotnmodate the 

movements of the young chicks, liter the 

three weeks of inoabation were ended. It is 

admitted that the end was aefaiered ; but per- 

haps the cost was too mai. At any late, the 

hydro-incnbator went the same way as the £c- 

caleobion. ■

Tbe long bnHding seen from the railway, is a 

pooltry-honse of the new Poultry Gonpany, be- 

tween three and four hundred feet in length by 

twenty in width ; the adjacent land is being laid 

out for five other similar buildings. There will 

be strips of maiiiet gardens between the several 

buildings^ and there will be courts of various 

kinds tor the chicks to take their plrasore 

in. There will be tanks surmounting water 

towers, for the sunply both of the poultry 

houses and the manet gardens. In the one 

poultiyhouse at present ooostnicied, tboe 

are wne-parted oompartments on. both sides 

of a eentral avenue, perches for the fowls when 

they want to go to loost, food and drink 

reeepiaeles ooDveniently placed, a steady tem- 

perature maintained by hot4ur pipes, doors 

through which the fowls can go out from 

their own apartment to a strip of open-air 

garden, boxes with open sides neiU to the ooops 

or hutches, nests conveniently placed withm 

the boxes, facilities for the hen to go in and e«t 

of the nest, brooding places ior iueubating the 

eggs, artificial mothers for the diicks to creep 

under when thev want to be warm and snug, 

and all sorts of ingenionis little oontrivanoea. 

The company say they mean to adopt hen- 

hatcMne, steam-batching, or hot-air-hatching, 

or all three, in order to give each system a fur 

trial. Th^ are gomg to supply us with ecgs, 

chickens, fowls, and capons, out of numoer. 

Everything is to be done on a large scale. 

Tbe market garden will help to feed the poultry, 

and will help Covent Gardca Market besides. 

There will be dndcs and pi^ fiattened on refuse. 

There will be ranges of killing, plucking, and 

dressing, rooms for the poultry. l?here will be 

a market found for the fowls' feathers^ combs* 

kidneys, heads, neeks, and feet; all these things 

being worth money to persons who know how 

to deal with them. Poultry manure is said by 

chemists to be among the richest of all ferti- 

lisers ; and a money value will be found for what 

is wasted by most English poultry keepers. 

The owner of the land is a partner in the com- 

pany; and the presiding genios, Mt» Geyelin, 

nas made himseu acquaintoi with what is doing 

by poultry rearers on the Continent. There are 

blaiik forms to be filled up every day, showing 

cost price, number of eggs, weight of eggs, 

quantity of food, cost of food, &c. The enter- ■

Erise deserves a fair trial ; and if the share- 

olders gain, it can only be because «v, the 

public, gain— that is, it will be worth our while 

to buy largely, and so to return a good dividend 

to the shareholders. ■

Who knows P While Mr. Frank Buckknd is 

working hard to improve our fish supply, this 

or some similar company may be able to show ■

how wvnay become an ecg-eating and a poultry, 

eating people. They could not do it at a better 

time than m a time of scarcity. ■

HALF A MILLION OF MONET. ■

BT IHK ADTHOX OV '^BAXBAJKA'S HlBTOXr.** ■

CHAPXEK LX. UPOX TH£ SEA. ■

OuMFU had said truly when she averred 

that Lord Castletowers was the only volunteer 

whom her father would refuse to enlist on any 

terms. When the yonn^ man met him presently 

at the door of the Tnnaoria, and he learned 

that they were about to follow the troops to 

Melacso, he used every argument to turn them 

from the project. ■

"Think of Lady Castletowers," he said. 

" Eemember how she disapproves of the cause." ■

"It is a cause which for the last seven years 

I have pledged myself to serve," x&piied the 

Earl. ■

"But you never pledged yourself to serve it 

in the field!" ■

"Because I never intended (through respect 

for my mother's prejudices) to place myse^ in 

a position that should leave me no alter- 

native. I had not the remotest intention of 

coming here three weeks ago. If Montecuculi, 

or Yaughan, or yourself had urged me to take 

up arms for Sicily, I should have refused. But 

circumstances hmt brought me here; and 

having set my foot upon the soil, I mean to do 

my duty " ■

"It is a false view of duty," said Golonna. 

" You aro peeuliarly situated, and you have no 

right to act thus." ■

" You must blame fate— not me," replied the 

EarL ■

^And you, Mr. Trefalden, have you asked 

yourself whether your adopted fatner would 

approve of this expedition?'^ ■

"My adopted father is a man of peace," 

replied Saxon, "and he loves me as he loves 

nothing else on earth ; but he would sooner send 

me to my death than urge me to behave like a 

coward." ■

" Giod forbid that I should urge any man to 

do that," said Colonna, earnestly. ''If the 

en^nies' ffuns were drawn up before these 

windows, 1 would not counsel you to torn away 

from them ; but I do counsel you not to go 

fifty miles hence in search of them." ■

" It is just as disgraceful* to turn one's back 

upon them at fifty miles' distance as at fifty 

vards," said Saxon, who happened just then to 

be thinking of Miss Hatherton's hint about the 

goose and the golden eggs. ■

" But you were going to Norway," persisted 

Signor dolonna. " You only came out of your 

way to set me down in this place, and, having 

set me down» why not follow out your former 

plans?" ■

" Shall I tell you why, caro amico ?" said the 

Earl, gaily. "Because we are young*-because 

we love adventure, and danger — and, above ail* 

because we smell guuMwdec 1 There—it is of ■
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no use to try discussion. We are a c<yipl6 of 

obstinate fellows, and our minds are made up." ■

And Colonna, seeing that they were made up, 

wisely said no more. ■

General Sirtori had been made Pro-Dictator 

during the absence of Qaribaldi ; and Colonna, 

though he declined any recognised ministerial 

office, remained at Palermo to lead the revolu- 

tionary cabinet, and supply, as he had been 

supplying them for the last five-and-twenty 

years, the brains of his party. So the young 

men bade him farewell, and set sail that evening 

at about eleven o'clock, taking with them a 

Palermitan pilot who knew the coast. ■

It was a glorious night, warm and cloudless, 

and lighted Dy a moon as golden and gorgeous 

as that beneath which the Grecian, host sat by 

their watch-fires, " on ' the pass of war." A 

li^ht but steady breeze filled the sails of the 

Aibula, and crested every little wave with 

silver foam. To the left lay the open sea — ^to 

the right, the mountainous coast-line, dark and 

indefinite, with here and there a sparkling 

cluster of distant lights marking the site of 

some town beside the sea. By-and-by, as they 

left Palermo further and further behind, a vast, 

mysterious, majestic mass rose gradually above 

the seaward peaks, absorbing, as it were, all 

the lesser heights, and lifting the pale profile of 

a snowy summit against the dark blue of the 

sky. This was Etna. ■

The young men passed the night on deck. 

Unconscious of fatigue, they pacS to and fro 

in the moonlight and talked of things which 

they had that day seen, and of the stirring 

times to come. Then, as the profound beau^ 

and stillness of the scene broug:ht closer confi- 

dence and graver thoughts, their conversation 

flowed into deeper channels, and they spoke of 

life, and love, and death, and that Hope that 

takes away the victory of the grave. ■

"And yet," said Saxon, in reply to some 

observation of his friend's, " life is worth having, 

if only for life's sake. Merely to look upon 

the sun, and feel its warmth— to breathe the 

morning air — ^to see the stars at night — ^to 

listen to the falling of the avalanches, or the 

si^hi^ of the wind in the pine forests, are 

enjoyments and privileges bevond all price. 

When I hear a man say that he does not care 

how soon he walks out of the sunshine into his 

grave, I look at him to see whether he has eyes 

that see and ears that hear like my own." ■

"And supposing that he is neither blind nor 

deaf^et still persists — what then P" ■

"Ijien I conclude that he is deceiving him- 

self, or me— perhaps, both." ■

" Why not put a more charitable construction 

upon it, and say that he is mad P" laughed the 

Earl. " Ah, Saxon, my dear fellow, you talk as 

one who has never known sorrow. The love of 

nature is a fine taste— especially when one has 

youth, friends, and hope, to help one in the cul- 

tivation of it ; but when youth is past and the 

friends of youth are gone, I am afraid the love 

of nature is not alone sufficient to make the 

fag-end of life particularly well worth having* ■

The sunshine is a pleasant thing enough, and 

the wind makes a grand sort of natural music 

among the pines ; but you may depend that a 

time will come when the long lost light of a 

certain pair of eyes, and ' the sound of a voice 

that is still,' will be more to you than either." ■

" I have never denied that," repUed Saxon. 

"I only maintain that life is sucn a glorious 

gift, and its privileges are so abundant, that it 

ought never to seem wholly valueless to any 

reasoning being." ■

"That depends on what the reasoning being 

has left to Uve for," said the Earl. ■

"He has life to live for— life, thought, 

science, the glories of the material world, the 

good of his fdlow-men." ■

" The man who lives for his fellow-men, and 

the nuuL who lives for science, must both begin 

early," replied the EarL " You cannot take up 

either philanthropy or science as a pis alier. And 

as for the glories of the material worlds my 

friend, they make a splendid mise enscdne; but 

what is the mise en scene without the drama F" ■

" By the drama, you mean, I suppose, the 

human interests of life ?" ■

"Precisely. I mean that without love, and 

effort, and nope, and, it may be, a spice of 

hatred, all the avalanches and pine woods upon 

earth would fail to make the burden of life 

tolerable to any man with a human heart in his 

body. Your first sorrow will teach you this 

lesson — or vour first illness. Eor myself, I 

frankly oonfess that I enjoy, and therefore prize, 

life less than I did when . . . when I beficTed 

that I had more to hope from the future." ■

"I am sorry for it," said Saxon. "For my 

own part, I should not like to believe that any 

Neapolitan bullet had its appointed billet in my 

heart to-morrow." ■

" And yet you risk it." ■

"That's just the excitement of the thin^. 

Eighting is like {^ambling. No man gambles in 

the hope of losing, and no man fights in the 

hopo 01 bein^ killed ; but where would be the 

pleasure of either gambling or fighting, if one 

placed no kind of ^ue on the stakes ?" ■

The Earl smiled, and made no reply. Pre- 

sently Saxon spoke a^ain. ■

"But I say, Gastletowers, a fellow might get 

killed, you know; mightn't he?" ■

" If the castle of Mebizzo is half so strong a 

place as I have heard it is, I think a good many 

fellows will get killed," was the reply. ■

" Then— tihen it's my opinion . . . ." ■

"That the stakes are too precious to be 

risked r ■

"By Jove, no! but that I ought to have 

made my wilL" ■

" You have never made one P" ■

"Never; and, you see, I have so much 

mone^, that I ought to do something useful 

with it, in case of anything going wrong. Don't 

you think so?" ■

"Undoubtedly." ■

" Can you help me to write it ?" ■

" I, my dear boy ? Not for the world. We 

should be only sowing the seeds of a fine ■
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Chancerj suit between us, if I did. Wait till 

we reach Melazzo — ^there are plenty of lawyers 

in Qaribaldi's army." ■

"I shall leave some of it to you, Castle- 

towers," said Saxon. ■

*' Oh kmg, live for ever ! I want neither thy 

money nor thy life." ■

SflOLon looked at his friend, and his thoughts 

again reverted to the words that he had heard 

in his cousin's office on the day when he first 

made aequaintanoe with Signer Nazsari, of 

Austin Friars. ■

" Can you give me any idea of what a mort- 

gage is P" he asked, presently. ■

<'No one better," replied the Earl, bitterly. 

'* A mortgage is the poison which a dying man 

leaves in tne cup of his successor. A mortgage 

is an iron collar which, while he wears it, makes 

a slave of a free-bom man, and, when he earns 

the right to take it off, leaves him a beggar." ■

" You speak strongly." ■

" I speak from hard experience. A mortgage 

has left me poor for life ; and you know what 

my poverty has cost me." ■

" But if means could be taken to pay that 

mortgage off ... ." ■

"It 18 paid off," interrupted Lord Castle- 

towers. "Every penny of it." ■

" Would you mind tellinjg me how much it 

was?" asked Saxon, hesitatingly. ■

" Not at all. It was a very large sum for me, 

though it may not sound like a very large sum 

to you. Twentv-five thousand pounds." ■

Saxon uttered a half-suppressed exclamation. ■

"Will you let me ask one more question?" 

he said. " Did vou owe this money to a man 

named Behrens ? ■

"How do you know that?" ■

"Never mmd — only tell me." ■

"Yes. To Oliver Behrens-*-a London man 

— ^the same who bought that outlying corner of 

our d«ir old park, and—confound him! — ^had 

the insolence to bmld a modem villa on it." ■

** And you have really paid him ?" ■

" Of course I hive paid him." ■

"How long ago?" ■

''Two years ago, at the least. Perhaps 

longer." ■

&xon put his hand to his forehead in a be- 

wildered way. A doubt«-a dark and terrible 

doubt that had never been wholly banished— 

started up again in his mind, and assumed for 

the first time distinct and definite proportions. ■

"And now, having answered aO your ques- 

tions by the book, I shall expect you to answer 

mine," said Lord Castletowers. ■

"Fray do not ask me any," said Saxon, 

hurriedly. ■

" But I must do so. I must know where you 

heard of Oliver Behrens, and how you came to 

know that he was my father's mortgagee. Did 

Mr.TrefaldenteUyou?" ■

Saxon shook his head. ■

" And this is not the first time that you have 

asked me whether I am in debt," urged the 

Earl. "I remember once before — that day, 

you know, at home, when Montecuculi came — ■

you seemed to think I had some money trouble 

on mv mind. Surelv it cannot be Mr. Trefalden 

who nas given you this impression ?" ■

"No— indeed, no." ■

"Because he knows my affairs as well, or 

better than I know them myself." ■

"He has never spoken to me of your affairs, 

Castletowers— never," said Saxon, earnestly. ■

" Then who else has been doing so ? Not 

Yaughan? NotColonnaP" ■

But Saxon entreated his friend not to urge 

any more questions u|>on him, and with this re- 

quest, after one or two ineffectual remonstrances, 

the Earl complied. ■

And now it was already dawning day. The 

moon had paled and sunk long since, and a 

faint mist, above which the great mountain 

towered, ghost-like, with its crown of snow and 

smoke, had spread itself along the coast. Pre- 

scatly the light in the east grew brighter and 

wider, and a strange, glorious colour—a colour 

compounded, as it were, of rose and gold — 

flushed suddenly over the snow-fields of Etna. 

For a moment the grand summit seemed to hang 

as if suspended in the air, glowiujg and trans- 

figured, like the face of the lawgiver to whom 

the Lord had spoken as a nuin speaketh unto 

his friend. Then, almost as suddenly as it had 

come there, the glory faded off, and left only 

the pure sunshine in its place* At the same 

moment, the mists along the coast began to rise 

in long vaporous lines about the sides of the 

mountain; and, by-and-by, as they drifted slowly 

away to the leeward, a long rocky promontory 

that looked like an island, but was, in fact, con- 

nected with the Duunland by a sandy flat, 

became dimly visible far away at sea. ■

"Ecco, signore— ecco la rocca di Melaszo !" 

said the Palermitan pilot. ■

But this announcement, which would have 

raised Saxon's pulse to fever heat half an hour 

before, now scucelv quickened the beating of 

his heart by a single throb. He was thinking 

of William Trefalden; vainly regretting the 

promise by which he had bound himself to repeat 

no word of Mr. Behrens' conversation; and 

endurb^ in silence the flrst shock of that vague 

and terrible mistrust which had now strack root 

in his mind, hereafter to flourish and bear bitter 

fruit. ■

CHAPTEELXI. HEAD-QUAKTEKS. ■

Thb promontory of Melazzo reaches out 

about four miles into the sea, curving round to 

the westward at its furthest point, so as to 

form a little |^ay, and terminating in a light- 

house. Consisting as it does or a chain of 

rocks varving from a mile to a quarter of a mile 

in breadth, and rising in places to a height of 

seven hundred feet, it looks almost like some 

sleeping sea monster heaving its huge bulk half 

above the waters. Towards the mainland, these 

rocks end abruptly over against the little isthmus 

on which the town is built; and upon their 

lower terraces, frowning over the streets below, 

and protected by the higher cliffs beyond, the 

castle stands, commanding hmd and sea. It is ■
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a composite structare enough, eonsistiiig of an 

ancient Norman tower and a whole world of 

outlying fortifications. French, English, and 

Neapolitans haye strengthened and extended 

the walls from time to time, till much of the old 

town, and even the cathedral, has oome to be 

enclosed within their rambUng preemcts. Li 

the year eighteen hundred and nxt j, this castle 

of MelazEO mounted fortj guns of nravy calibre ; 

so that the fanciful speetator, if he had began 

b}r comparing the promontoiy to a sea moaBter, 

might well hare pursued his compaijaon a step 

further, by likenmg the castle to its head, and 

the bristling bastions to its dangeorons j&wa. ■

On the £i below, lookiiig westward towards 

Termini, and eastward towards Mesooa, with 

its pier, its promenade, and those indispensable 

gates, without which no Italian town eoold pos- 

sibly be deemed comply stands modem MewiEno 

—a substantial, w^-built phioe, washed on both 

sides by the sea. Immediately b<^ond the town 

gates, reaching up to the spurs of the iniand 

mountains which here anptoaohthe shore, opens 

out a broad angle of kvel countr^r, some six 

miles in width by three in depth. It is tnuFeised 

by a few roads, and dotted over with three or 

four tiny hamlets. Here and there, a detached 

farm4iou8e, or negleeted vilhi, lifts its flat roof 

aboTc the rineyards and olive groves which 

oover ever^ foot of available grooiid between 

tiie mountfluns and the sea. Divided by broad 

belts of cane-brake, nad interseeted by ditches 

and watet^ouises, these plantatioiiB alone form 

a wide outlying series of natural defences. ■

Such is the topography of Melasso, where 

Garibaldi fought the hardest and best-contested 

battle of his nunous Neapolitan eampaign. ■

Havinff anchored the httb Albda in a narrow 

creek well out of sight and rsadi of the Neapo- 

litan guns, SuLon and Castletowers shouldered 

their rifles and made their way to Med, a village 

about a couple of miles inland, built up against 

the slopes of the nurantaini, and ont off from 

the plain by a broad water-course with a high 

stone wall on either side. It was in this Tillage 

that Qenend Medici had taken up his position 

while awaiting reinforcements from Palermo; 

and here the new comers found assembled the 

main body of the Garibaldian amy. ■

The City of Aberdeen had arrived some hours 

before the Albula^ and flooded the place with 

red-shirts. There were horses and mules feed- 

ing on trusses of hay thrown down in Uie middle 

of the narrow street; groups of volunteers 

cleaning their rifles, eating, drinking, smoking, 

and sleeping ; others hastily piling up a barricade 

at the further end of the village; and some 

hard at work vnth mattresses and sand4Nig8 

strengthening the upper rooms of those houses 

that looked towards Melazzo. A strange medley 

of languages met the ear in every diceddon. 

Here stood a knot of Hungarians, there a group 

of French, a little further on a company of raw 

German recruits undergoing a veiy necessary 

course of drill. All was life, movement, expec- 

tation. The little hamlet rang with the tramp 

of men and the rattle of arms, and the very air 

seemed astir with the promise of war. ■

Arrived in the midst of this busr scene, the 

friends came to a halt, ando^umlted as to what 

they should do next. At the same moment a 

couple of ofiicerB in the Elfish military undress 

came by, laden with provisbns. They carried 

between them, a huge stone bottle in a wicker 

coat with handles— one of those iU-fonned, 

plethoric, modem anuihartt, holding about six 

gallons, in which the Italian wine-seler delights 

to store his thin vii^bages of Trani and Scylk — 

and besides tins dividol burden^ one was laden 

with black bread, and the other with a couple 

of live hens tied op in a pocketJisindkemhief. ■

"By Jove!" exclaimed the owner. of the 

hens, "* GasUetowers and Treiialden !" ■

It was Manor Yan^han. ■

They shook. hands cordially, and he mvited 

theaa to aeoompany him to hu qnartera. ■

** I am eanitaliy bdged," he said, "at the top 

of a hooae down yonder. We have bron forag- 

ing, you see, and can give you a splendid supper. 

Yo<L can pluck a fowl, I suppose^ npon occa- 

sion?" ■

<a will do my best," laughed the Earl; 

*^ but I fear vour poultry is no longer in the 

bloom of youth." ■

^ If for ten days you. had eaten nothmg but 

green figs, with an oocasional sorap of olack 

bread or sea^biseuit, you would be superior to 

all such prejttdioes," replied the dra^don. 

"Now it is my opinion that age cannot wither 

the oldest hen that ever laid an egg. Bo yon 

see that nan on the roof of yonder high house 

behind the vineyard? That is Ganbaldi. He 

has been up there all day, surveying the 

gfoundk We shall have some seal work to do 

to-morrow." ■

"Then you think there wiH bo a battle to- 

morrow !" said Saxon, eacerly. ■

^No doubt of it---and fioseo is aboat the 

only good general the Neapolitans have. He is 

a thorough soldier, and his troops are all picked 

men, weU up to fightii^." ■

"If you command a corps, I hope yoawili 

take us in," said the EarL ■

" I do not command a corf» — I am an the 

staff; that is to say, I do ai^ythingthat is useful, 

and am not particular. This morning I was a 

drill-sergeatnt— yesterday, when Boeoo tried to 

dislodge our outposts at Corriola, I took a turn 

at the guns. To-moitow, perhaps, if we get in 

amongthatooBfiouBded cane-brake down yonder, 

I may take an axe, and do a little pioneering. 

We are soldiers-of-ail-work here, as you wul 

soon find out for yourselves/' ■

" At all events you must give us something 

to do." ■

The dragoon shrugged his shoulders. " You 

will find p&nty to do," said he, " when the time 

comes. It is too late now to enrol vovl in any 

special regiment for to-morrow's worL But we 

will talk of this after supper. In the mean 

while, here are my Quarters?' ■

So they followed him, and helped not only to 

pluck, but to cook the hens, and afterwards to 

eat them ; though the last was, perhaps, the 

most difficult task of the three; and after 

supper, having seen General Cosenz inspect a ■
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thousand of the troops, thej vent round with 

Tanghan and visited the outposts. When at 

length thej got back to Men, it was past ten 

o'clock, and the same glorious moon that had 

lighted them on their way the night before, 

shone down alike upon castle and sea, vineyard 

and village, friend and foe, wakeful patrol and 

sleeping soldier. ■

CHAPXBB T«Xn, HOW THB BAZTLB SEOAS AX 

KELAZZO. ■

The bugle 4sounded before dawn, and in the 

first grey of the morning, Men was alive with 

soldiers. There had been no absolute stiilnesfr, 

as of universai rest, all the night throt^ ; but 

now there was a ||reat wakefulness about the 

place — a stranffe kmd of subdued tamult» that 

had in it sometaing very solemn and exeitiog. ■

By five, the whole Garibaldian body wae 

under arms. The village street^ the space 

about the fountain, the open slopes between 

the houses and the torrent of Santa Lucia, 

and part of the main road beyond, were literally 

packed with men. Of these the Cacciaton, 

oronzed with old campaigns and wearing each 

his glossy plume of oocks' feathers, looked the 

most soldleriy. For the rest of the troops, the 

scarlet shirt was their only bond of uniformity, 

and but for the resolute way in which they 

handled their anna, and the steady composure 

of thehr £soe8, manv a well-trained soldier might 

have been disposed to smile at their incongruous 

appearance. Tbere was that about the men, 

however, at which neither fiieEBd nor foe could 

afford to make merry. ■

''How many do you number altogether?" 

asked Saxon, as they passed along the lines to 

the tittle piazza. Major Yaughan leading his 

horse, and the two others following. ■

'* Taken en masse, Caoeiatori, Tuscan, Pied* 

montese, and foreign volunteers, about four 

thousand four hundred fi|diting men." ■

"No more?" ■

'*0h yes, about two thousand more," replied 

the dragoon, ''if you oount the Sicilian squadri 

—but they are only shouting men. Look — 

here comes Garibaldi !" ■

A prolonged murmur that swelled into a cheer, 

ran from line to line as the Dictator rode slowly 

into the piazza with his staff. He was smoking 

a little paper cigarette, and k>oking exactly 

like his pcotraits, plaoid, good humoured, and 

weather-besteo, with his ^d chain festooned 

across the breast of his red shirt, and a black 

silk handkerchief knotted loosely round his neck. ■

''That IB Medici at his right hand," said 

Yaughan, sprin^png into the saddle, " and the 

one now speaking to him is Colonel Dunn. 

Now the best thing you two fellows can do, 

will be to keep with the main bodv, and as near 

the staff as you can. lou will then see what- 

ever is best worth seeing and have the chance 

of using vour rifles aa well. By Jove ! Malen- 

chini has his orders, and is moving off already." ■

As he spoke the words, the l&oan general 

marched by at the head of his battalion, taking 

the westward road towards Santa Marina, where 

the Neapolitans had an outpost by the sea. ■

"One word more," said the dragoon, hurriedly. 

'* If I fall, I should wish Miss Colonna to have 

Gttlnare. She always liked the little Arab, and 

would be kind to her. Will either of you re- 

member that for me ?" ■

"Both— both !" replied Saxon and the Earl, 

in one breath. ■

"Thank»— and now &re you well. I don't 

suppose we shall find ourselves within speaking 

distance spin for the next five hours." ■

With tua, he waved his hand, dashed across 

the piazza, and fell in with the rest of the staff. 

At the same moment General Cosenz, having 

orders to conduct the attack upon the Neapolitan 

left at Archi, rode off to take the command of 

hb veterans; whUe Fabrizi and his Sicilians— 

a mere boyish impulsive rabble, of whom no 

leader could predict half an hour beforehand 

whether they would fight like demons, or run 

away like children — ^bore off to the extreme 

right, to intercept any Neapolitan reinforce- 

ments that might be advancing from Messina. 

Finally, when right and left were both en rout^ 

the main columns under Medici were set in 

motion, and began defiling in excellent order 

along the St Pietro road, leaving Colonel Dunn's 

renment to form the reserve^ ■

Following Yaughan's advice, the two voung 

men shouldered their rifles, and marched, with 

the centre. It was now about six o'clo^ 

The sun was already gaining power ; but a ireeh 

wind was blowing from the sea, and the vines on 

either side of the road were brieht with dew. 

As they passed over the little brioge beyond the 

village, and looked down upon the flats below, 

they could see Malenchini's division winding 

alon^ to the left^ and Cosenz' men rapidly disi^- 

pearmg to the right. Then their own road 

sloped suddenly downward, and they saw only a 

continuous strram of scarlet shirts and gleammg 

rifles. On it rolled, to the measureo, heavy, 

hundred-fold tramp of restate feet, never ceas- 

ing, never pausing, with only the waving cane- 

bnike on either side, and the olue sky overhead. ■

Li the mean while the enemy's forces were 

known to be drawn up in a great semicircle 

about half way between Meri and Melazzo, 

reaching as far as Archi to the right, and down 

to the sea shore beyond Marinate the left. But 

not a man was visible. Completely hidden by 

the cane-brake and the vines, favoured by the 

flatness of the ground, prepared to Call back 

upon the town ifnecessary, and, if driven from 

the town, to take refuge in the castle, they oc- 

cupied a poaitiott little short of impressible. ■

rresently, as the Garibaldians descended 

further and farther into the phiin, a distant 

volley was heard in the direction of Sauta 

Marina, and they knew that Malenchini's men 

had come up with the extreme right of the 

Neapolitan semicircle. An eager murmur ran 

along the ranks, and a mounted officer came 

riding down the line. ■

" Silenzio !" said he. " Silenzio !" ■

It was young Beni. Seeing Saxon and 

Castletowers marching aa outsidfers, he smiled 

and nodded, then rose in his stirrups, and re- 

connoitred ahead. ■
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In the same instant the sharp report of a rifle 

rang throngh the canes, and a ball whizzed by. 

Eeni laughed and held up his hat, which was 

pierced in two places. ■

" Well aimea, first shot I" said he, and rode 

back again. ■

And now the plantations on either side of the 

road seemed all at once to swarm with invisible 

foes. Ball after ball whistled throngh the canes, 

gap after gap opened suddenly in the forward 

ranks. Those in the rear flung themselves by 

Imndreds into the vineyards, firing aknost at 

random, and guided onlv by the smoke of their 

enemies* rifles ; but the front poured steadilv on. ■

Every moment the balls flew thicker and the 

men fell faster. A German to whom Saxon had 

been speaking but the instant before, went 

down, stone dead, close against his feet, and 

Saxon heard the cruel *' thud" of the ball as it 

crashed into his brain. Medici's horse dropped 

under him ; Beni came dashing past aetdn, with 

a bloody handkerchief bound round nis arm; 

Garibalai and his officers pressed closer to the 

front — and still not a single Neapolitan had yet 

been seen. ■

Suddenly the whole mass of the centre, quicken- 

ing its pace in obedience to the word of command, 

advanced at a run, firing right and left into the 

cane-brake, and making straight for a point 

whence the balls had seemed to come thickest. 

Then came a terrific flash about twenty paces 

ahead — ^a rush of smoke—- a roar that shook the 

very earth. The men fell back in oonfusion. 

They had been running in the very teeth of a 

masked battery ! ■

As the smoke cleared, the ground was seen to 

be literally ploughed up with grape-shot, and 

strewn with deaa and dying. ■

Castletowers flung down his rifle, rushed in 

among the wounded, and drajo^ed first one, then 

another, into the shelter of the cane-brake. ■

Saxon clambered into an olive-tree beside the 

road, and, heedless of the balls that came pepper- 

ing round him, began coolly picking on the 

Neapolitan gunners. ■

In the mean while Medici's columns had re- 

coiled upon those behind, and the whole mass 

was thrown into disorder. To add to the con- 

fusion, a cry went up that Garibaldi was 

wounded. ■

At this critical moment, while the road was 

yet blocked with men. Major Yaughan came 

galloping round by the front. Despatched with 

orders to the rear, and unable to toree his way 

throngh, he had chosen this perilous alternative. 

Dashing across the open space between the 

battery and the Garibaldians, he at once be- 

came the tar^t of a dozen invisible rifles, was 

seen to reel m his saddle, sway over, and fall 

within a foot or two of Saxon's olive-tree. ■

In less than a second the young fellow had 

leaped down, lifted the dragoon in his strone 

arms, carried him out of the road, and placea 

him with his back against the tree. ■

"Are you much hurt?" he asked, eagerly. ' ■

Yaughan bent his head feebly. ■

'* Take my horse," he said, speaking in broken 

gasps, and keeping his hand pressed close against 

his side. " Ride round to the rear — bid Dunn 

bring up the reserve— and charge the battery — 

in flank." ■

" I will ; but can you bear to be carried a few 

yards further P" ■

" Tell him there's a wall— to the left of the 

guns — under cover of which— -he can bring up 

—his men." ■

"Yes, yes; but, first of all ... .'• ■

" Confound you ! — go at once — or the day 

—is lost!" ■

Saying which, he leaned forward, pointed im- 

patiently to the horse, and fell over on his face. ■

Saxon just lifted him — ^looked at the white 

face — ^laid the head gently back, sprang into 

Gubare's empty saddle, and rode off at full 

speed. As he (ud so, he saw that Medici's men 

had formed again, that Garibaldi was himself 

cheering them on to the attack, and that Castle- 

towers nad fallen in with the advancing co- 

lumns. ■

To rush to the rear, deliver his orders, dis- 

mount, and tie up the Arab in a place of safety^ 

was the work of only a few moments. He then 

returned with Dunn's rej^ment, threadiuff his 

way through the vines like the rest, ana ap- 

proaching the batterv under cover of a wall and 

ditch away to the left, as Yaughan had directed.. ■

Coming up to the battery, they found a sharp 

struggle already begun— the iHeapoUtans de- 

fending their guns at the point of the bayonet 

— ^Mecuci's men swarming gallantlj over the 

earthworks, and Garibaldi, sword in hand, in 

the midst of the frajr. ■

The word was given; the reserve charged 

at a run; and Saxon found himself the next 

moment inside the battery, driven up against a 

gun-carriage, and enga^d in a hand-to-hand 

fight with two Neapolitan gunners, both of 

^om he shot dead with his revolver. ■

" Drag off the guns !" shouted Colonel Dunn. ■

The men flung themselves upon the pieces, 

surrounded, seized, and put them instantly in 

motion — the Neapolitans fell back, opened out 

to right and left, and made way for their 

cavalry. ■

Then Saxon heard a coming thunder of hoo& ; 

saw a sudden vision of men, and horses, and 

uplifted sabres ; was conscious of firing his last 

cartridge in the face of a dragoon who seemed 

to be bending over him in the act to strike— 

and after that remembered nothing more. ■
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CHAPTEB Xn. THE AKT MYSTIC. ■

We are not always most ia earnest when we 

speak most gravely, nor is it by any means 

in?ariably the case that onr meaning is a light 

one when we speak triflingly, and cover what 

we have to say with a joke. There are men 

whom nothing will induce to speak in a solemn 

tone, even when they are dealing with questions 

which, to themselves at least, are of vital im- 

portance. A man of this sort will speak of 

some great battle in which he has been engaged 

as a " nasty scrimmage," and as he seizes the 

shell which has fallen, but not yet exploded, and 

hurls it over the battlements, will very likely 

address the terrible missile with some slang 

phrase, as if he were dealing with a schoolboy's 

firework. Mr. Julius Lethwaite was a man of 

this sort. ■

The news brought by Jonathan Groodrich, 

and communicated by him to his employer in 

the dining-room — wmle Mr. Scroop occupied 

his leisure as best he might in the sanctum- 

was of the most startling and disqdieting sort, 

and the old clerk was not always able to control 

his emotion as he told his tale. Owing to the 

continued indifference manifested by Mr. Leth- 

waite as to all matters of business, and his 

obstinate determination not to interfere in his 

own affairs except by deputy, and through the 

agency of Mr. Goodrich, it had come to pass 

that the acting partner in " Lethwaite and 6am- 

lin" had managed to possess himself of an undue 

influence in the management of the concern, 

and did, indeed, pretty much as he liked. There 

is no substitute to be found in this world for 

personal supervision. The eye of the master 

must be over every work that is to prosper, and 

the deputed authority which Jonathan Goodrich 

sought to exercise on behalf of his chief would 

not do. While Lethwaite drummed at home, 

or consulted Mr. Cornelius Yampi in his obser- 

vatory, poor old Jonathan strove hard to look 

after his interests in the City, but strove to 

little purpose. Mr. Gamlin was too much for 

him. He had bought his way into the firm with 

the conviction that he was to be the managing 

partner, and he meant to be so, and was. ■

Now this gentleman had been very much ■

tempted by certain Amencan investments which 

had come m his way, and had (as it will be re- 

membered was hinted by old Groodrich on a 

former occasion) dabbled in them to an alarm- 

ing extent. He had gone out of his way, too, 

to make large purchases of cotton, and this 

even to a greater extent than Goodrich himself 

was aware of. Then came a panic. Men began 

to talk gloomily about American securities, and 

of the impossibility of getting cotton from the 

Southern States if there should be a blockade of 

their ports. And all this time the old clerk was 

constantly coming to his master with entreaties 

that he would take some active part in the 

management o^affairs so nearly concerning him, 

and beseeching him to stir before it was too late. 

One such interview we have already described, 

and it will serve as a specimen of many others. 

Mr. Lethwaite was not a man of business, and 

nothing — not even self-interest, the motive 

which he always spoke of as the sole instigator 

of all human action-^could make amanof ousi- 

ness of him. And now the crisis, so long pro- 

phesied of by poor old Groodrich, had come. 

The tidings which came by each American mail 

were worse and worse, and at length it had 

come to pass that on one fine Monday morning 

Mr. Gamlin had not made his appearance at the 

office in the City, and that on inquiry made at 

his private house, it transpired that he had not 

been seen or heard of since the previous Satur- 

day afternoon. Eurther examination into the 

amdrs of the firm went to prove that this gen- 

tleman had, previous to his departure, collected 

into his own hands all outstanding debts, and 

drawn out every penny standing at the banker's 

in the name of Lethwaite and Gamlin, besides 

turning every security on which he could lay his 

hands into hard money. This done, he had dis- 

appeared. ■

And tliis was the news which the poor old 

clerk had come to break— he hardly knew how 

— ^to his employer, on the occasion when he had 

found him, as we have seen, so busy with his 

musical studies, that he could hardly be got to 

attend to the old man's tale. He had got used 

to " Jonathan's panics," as he used to call them, 

and thought at first that this was only one of 

the series, and it was long, even after he had 

succeeded in getting bis master's ear, before 

Goodrich could make him believe what it was 

that had happened, and that Mr. Gamlin had 

shown himself so little >nnder the influence of ■
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self-interest, as to be guilty of the extreme folly 

of turning out a rogue. ■

When the evil news was at length bronght 

completely home to him, one of the yery first 

things he had said was this : ■

" My poor old Jonathan, what will become of 

you?" ■

"VVe have seen how lightly this blow fell upon 

Julius Lethwaite, Perhaps he did not perfectly 

realise it. Perhaps his verymcapacity for business 

did him service iiere. He had vague ideas that it 

would "all come right." He had heard of so 

many instances of people " under a cloud," as it 

was called, for a time, and then emerging again 

not ao much the worse for that temporary over- 

shadowing. He had known men obliged to give 

up their establishments, and live very quietly for 

a time, and till they coald tide oyer certain 

business embarrassments, who had still kept on, 

and managed to emerge at last, ri^ht side upper- 

most. But the old clerk shook his head. They 

would keep things quiet, and go on as long as 

they could. The nead clerk was a very superior 

man, and those two would work and ao all they 

could, but stDl he had little hope. It did not 

matter for him so much; if things came to the 

worst he had saved a little money, and he 

could most likely get other employment. But 

with Mr. Julius it was different.' He had been 

used to luxury, had never knovm what it was 

to do without anything that he wanted. What 

was he to do ? ■

And when our cynical friend was alone be did 

for a moment think of these things, but, as has 

been said, hardly understanding them. He had 

a vague idea that he ought to do something. 

He looked round his room, and thought that 

he musft certainly, at any rate, reduce his 

expenditure. He saw all the luxurious things 

that surrounded him, and summed up what they 

were worth ; the pictures, the plate, the china, 

and knick-knacks. He dalled to mind the enor- 

mous rent that he was p^riDg> &ud determined 

that that must be reduced at once, and that he 

must make a move to less fashionable quarters. 

He even sat down at once and wrote a letter 

giving warning to his landlord^ and he felt as if 

he were quite doing business, and perhaps even 

was not without some sense of enioyment. ■

Then he got up and took a spell at the drums 

again, and finding that he got on better, began 

to reflect upon wnat his friend Scroop had told 

him of the earningsr to be made out of that 

instrument. Pinally, he reflected that since the 

predictions of Mr. Vampi had been in this par- 

ticular case so wonderfiulv verified, he could not 

do better than go and tell him about it. ■

Cornelius Yampi satin his observatory deeply 

engaged in study. It was evening, and he had 

had a busy day of it. To judge by appearances, 

his labours had been of a mixed diameter, 

partly medical and partly astrological. Por 

besides the papers wnich lay before him, and 

with which ne was now en^piged — ^besides the 

books and the globe, all evidently recently in 

use, there was a small fire alight in the chemist's ■

stove, and various vessels used in the concoc- 

tion of medicine stood about, some full, some 

empty, some heated, some allowed to get cold, 

while in a great earthen jar dose at hand were 

quantities of herbs, still damp and smokine, 

from which all the virtue had been extractea, 

and which were waiting Mr. Smaggsdale's 

leisure to be thrown away. Other members of 

the same family were placed in convenient posi- 

ti(Mis ready for use. ■

Mr. Smaggsdale was certainly not at leisure 

just now. Surrounded by pots and pans and 

earthenware pipkins, he was engaged, under his 

master's direction, in watching the different pre- 

parations as they simmered and bubbled through 

different stages, ready, when the "moment of 

projection" arrived, to proclaim the fact, in order 

that the adept himself might take advantage of 

the important crisis when his drugs should be 

in the fittest state for combination with each 

other. So " old Smagg" had to keep constantly 

on the look-out, prying and peering into the 

different vessels one after anotiier, now lifting a 

cover with caution, now tilting a lid so as to 

modifjr the heat of the lijuid which it covered, 

removing this compound into a cooler place, and 

that to a warmer, adding a little distilled water 

here, and a pinch of herbs there, and stirring 

with a wooden spoon everywhere. ■

His master had evidently deputed all this in- 

ferior kind of labour to "old Smagg," with 

perfect confidence in his will and ability to dis- 

charge it. The philosopher himself kept to his 

papers, occupied with such mental exercise as 

he could trust nobody but himself to engage in. 

He had had a busy day of it, as has been said, 

and besides his ordinary work in the shop, had 

had visits respectivdy from an old lady, who 

believed, as did Yampi faimsdf, in an dixir of 

youth — at which, indeed, Mr. Smaggsdale was 

then at work — and also from a youn^ lady, who 

had brought back her horoscope in disgust, and 

«ot liking her destiny, had requested to have it 

altered. The astroloffcr had replied, with some 

show of reason, that he did not profess to con- 

struct destinies to order, but only to tnmsmit 

to those who sought his services, the revelations 

which he was able to read in the heavenly 

bodies. On hearing this, the young ladv had 

cast, as it were, her destiny from her, and fall- 

ing back upon incredulity, had torn her written 

fate to pieces before the astrologer's eyes, say- 

ing that the young man bestowed upon her by 

the document was not "her sort," and finally 

expressing her belief that our philosopher was 

little better than an impostor. ■

The infamous accusation seemed to glance off 

our great man without harming him. Nay, he 

could even afford to treat the calumny with 

ridicule. ■

"An impostor, Smagg," he said, smiling 

benignantly, as he addressed himself to his 

colleague. " That's what the wench called me. 

We must remember that, Smagg." ■

Mr. Smaggsdale had newly come from an 

interview with his wife, in the course of which 

the good lady, hearing from her husband of the ■
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epithet bestowed on the astrologer by this irre- 

verent joung woman, had endorsed it with the 

greatest energy. Fresh from his wife's tirade, 

old Smagg, who, as we know, had no opinions 

of his own, was, for the time, in somewhat a 

sceptical mood, and he had not been long 

enough among the retorts and crucibles for the 

influence of the observatory to react upon his 

credulity. So he confined himself to his own 

immediate occupation, and holding the lid of 

one of the pipkins in his hand, and peermg into 

the vessel to which it belonged, he said : *' Ifs 

on the bile, master." ■

*'I am sorry for that poor girl, Sma^g. I 

could have told her mucn that it would have 

been well for her to know." ■

"It will bile in another minute," resumed 

Smae^. ■

^ "Eemove it to a little distance, and let it 

simmer for half an hour," replied his master. 

•*Do you know, Smagg," he continued after a 

while, leaning back in his chair, and seeming to 

expand in a sense of his own exaltation, ** I feel 

at times as if I should shortly be able to see 

into futurity merely by an act of the will, and 

without having recourse to the stars at all." ■

Mr. Smaggsdale, in his transitional state of 

belief, did not seem to know what to say to this, 

so he merely replied : ■

'* Ah, that loould be nice." ■

*' The very future of the human race seems 

sometimes to be spread out before me, Smag^/' 

continued the philosopher, without noticing this 

prosaic remark. ''With the advance of time, 

and the progress of education^ I believe that it 

will get gmually better and better^ and wiser 

and wiser, and at the same time more and more 

practical. I should not wonder if a time were 

to come, for instance, when people ceased to 

say ' Good morning' at meeting, or ' Good night' 

at separating for the evening, saying to them- 

selves, ' So and so will not have a better morn- 

ing or a better night for my saying these words, 

nor will he fare the worse for my leaving them 

unsaid.' On the same principle the lawyer may 

abandon one day his wig, tne lord mayor his 

mace^ and the common council-man his gown. 

Then as to war, Smagg, do you mean to teUme 

that that madness can go on much longer? 

Why, such engines of offence and defence will 

be invented by modem ingenuity as will shortly 

render it impossible. We have got rid of the 

duello, Smagg, which is a battle between man 

and man; and war, which is only a duello be- 

tween nations instead of individuals, must follow. 

Public opinion settles which man is right in the 

case of a private quarrel, and public opinion 

will settle which side is right in a quarrel 

between nations. It gets more influence every 

day, and as to the man who will not listen to it, 

why, society will have nothing to say to him, and 

that is a punishment which he can't bear. Oh, 

there are wonderful times coming, Smagg. I 

don't sav that vou or I will live to see them ; 

their full development we certainly shall not 

live to see unless one of us is the Wandering 

Jew." ■

•* And that's not me, sir," interposed Smagg, 

beginning, under the influence of all this pro- 

phesying, to yield his belief. ■

"Very well, then, you can only hope to see 

the beginning of the great times, Smagg ; but 

the beginning you may see, and then you'll find 

that my words are confirmed, and then you'U 

beUeve." ■

"Oh, sir, don't imagme for a moment that I 

dof^t believe." ■

" You vacillate, old Smagg ; you know you 

vacillate, at times." ■

** Ah, sir," replied the old man, in the tone of 

one who deprecates well-merited wrath, "it's 

only for a moment now and then. Bo you 

never doubt yourself, when the things don't 

happen as you've foretold them P" ■

"J doubt!" cried his master. "Doubt the 

influence of the stars! Doubt the sublime 

theories that great minds have, after years of 

study, so painfully and laboriously eliminated 

from a continuous contemplation of the move* 

ments and combinations of the heavenly bodies ? 

Why, Smagg, what are you talking about? 

And what ao you mean, pray, by talking about 

' things not happening as I've wretold them ?' 

Wheh was that, Smagg P When was that P" ■

"Oh, sir, I (udn't mean any offence." ■

"Offence! no; I know you didn't. But 

what did you mean P" ■

"Well, sir, for instance, just now, there was 

the young woman who wouldn't have her horo- 

scope at anv price. She said it was all wrong." ■

The wratn of Gomdius rose at this to a pitch 

almost of subHmitv. ■

"You miserable, hesitating fnnkard," he 

burst out, coining a word in the fiuy of the 

moment. " What ! Influenced by the opinion 

of that insensate lump of idiotcy which — ^I do 

not say who but whichr—hsa just left us ? What ! 

You would set the reckless assertion of that 

profane wretch against the dicta (the deliberate 

opinions) of one who has devoted his life to 

study and research ! But you had better go on 

a step further, in endorsing the opinions of that 

enligktened personage, and call me as she did — 

an impostor !" ■

"Ob, sir, don't. You make me shudder." ■

** Shudder on, you child of Saturn, and may 

the evQ influences of that dark and sinister 

planet, under which vou were, as the poet has 

it, 'littered,' descend u][>on you unmitigated by 

the protecting interposition of any less malignant 

celestisd influences. For shame, Smagg, for 

shame ! To think that I should have lived to 

see the day when the very flesh and blood that 

I have nourished turns against me, and joins 

with a sordid scullion to braud me with the 

title of impostor !" . ■

Poor old Smag(|^ was firm in his belief again 

now. The matrimonial influence was weak; 

that of the philosopher was in the ascendant, 

and he was full of remorse. ■

"Oh, Mr. Vampi, sir," he cried, •• forgive 

me. It was only a slip of the tongue, and it 

was but for a moment. I know it was foolish 

and ungrateful too, to be in doubt eyenjbr a ■
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moment. I know that jou*re right, sir, and 

that if things don't come as you say, it's the 

things' fault, and not yours. I know that you 

can read the stars, and make out what they're 

up to with a mere cock of the telescope here. 

I know that you can do what you like with 

them, and that when Yenus is breaking into the 

bloody house of Mars, or Jupiter is up to some 

dreadfulness in his second chamber, that you 

can come forward and get Orion to tackle them 

with his belt, or Saturn to enclose them with 

his ring, or some other lady or gentleman to 

interfere and make things all square again. 

Ob yes, sir, I'm aware of all this, and how jou 

forewarned me when Pisces was dead a^^amst 

me, and how the fish-bone stuck in my throat 

that Tery day, and I was near to choking. I've 

seen the Tery stars wink as you've looked at 

them, sir ; and the ivinly bodies come out from 

behind a cloud when you've been in wants of 

them. And I've seen you overcome by evil in- 

fluences, too; and I remember the day when 

Mercury was one too many for you, and you 

said you was sure he'd play jou a trick, and, 

sure enough, that very evemn^ the telescope 

fell down with a crash and broke every bit of 

glass in its body. Oh yes, sir, I've known all 

these wonderful things, and have had experience 

of 'em, and yet at times the unbelieving fit will 

come upon me strong and make a beast of me 

in spite of all the advantages I have had. But, 

sir, it ain't mj fault, I ao assufe you, and if 

ever such a thmg should happen again — which, 

if possible, it shan't — I do entreat and hope, 

with all my heart, that you'll believe that Sa- 

turn — ^under whom I was a-littered— is at fault, 

and that it is all his doings, sir, and none of 

mine." ■

This extraordinary profession of faith and 

jargon of second-hand astrology seemed to ap- 

pease our philosopher to some extent, and 

master and man were both settling down again 

to their respective occupations, when a knock 

came at the door, and Mr. Julius Lethwaite 

entered the sanctum. ■

"Ah, Mr. Lethwaite, glad to see you, sir," 

said the astrologer. "I've been looking into 

your affairs up there," and he pointed to the 

skvlight, "ana I don't like the look of them 

stul. But how are you, sir? You don't look 

quite the thing." ■

" Oh yes, I'm all right enough : a little 

weighed down, as usual, by a sense of the cor- 

ruptness of human nature; but I'm used to 

that. And so you still don't like the look of 

my prospects P" ■

"rlo, sir, I don't," replied the sage. "It's 

no use my saying I do if X don't, is itP" ■

"Not a bit," said the other, carelessly. 

"And you can't hold out any better prospect 

for the future ?" he continued. ■

"Not for the present, sir," was the reply. 

"But we must hold on, sir, and be hopeful. 

You've got some good friends up there," and 

he again pointed towards the skyhght, "as well 

as some fierce enemies, and so I say we must 

hope." ■

Mr. Lethwaite was silent for a time, and sat 

staring in an absent manner at the adept, as if 

he had really hardly noticed before what a re- 

markable individual this was with whom he had 

come m contact. It was a warm night rather, 

and the little room was made especiallv hot by 

the stove at which old Smagg was cooking his 

herbs. Cornelius had taken off his coat — ^his 

flesh alone kept him warm enough, he said — 

and was puffing and blowing over his studies^ 

red-hot with the exertion, and with his joUy 

face suffused with perspiration. Every now 

and then he threw his huge form back in his 

chair with a gasp, making the fabric creak 

again as if it must give way. At such times, 

too, he would take the opportunity of mopping 

his brow with his handkerchief, and would 

emerge from behind it, looking happier, and 

smiling more radiantly than ever. ■

"And this is the man," thought our cynic to 

himself, "who consumes the midnight oil in 

study. This is the ' pale student' who wears 

himself out m profouna speculations concerning 

the unseen world; who would fain pry into 

futurity and extort their secrets from those 

mysterious planets which whirl above our heads. 

It is inconceivable." ■

Lethwaite sat staring at the adept in speech- 

less astonishment for some time, and then, when 

next the philosopher leant back in his chair to 

take breath, said abruptly : ■

"You make some good guesses, Yampi> 

sometimes." ■

" Ah, Mr. Lethwaite, the old phrase again — 

guesses." ■

"Yes ; and, curiously enough, they've turned 

out right in my case. I've come to grief." ■

" What do vou mean ?" asked the philosopher, 

laying down nis papers, and pushing his spec- 

tacles up upon his forehead. ■

"I mean what I say," replied Lethwaite. 

And with that he proceeded to lay before the 

astrologer some of the circumstances relating 

to the present embarrassment of his affairs, and 

the future difficulties in which he was likdy to 

be involved, with which the reader is already 

acquainted. ■

it was impossible to ignore the fact that as 

this recital went on an expression of something 

very like triumph became developed upon the 

countenance of our corpulent astrologer. Now 

and then he would even direct a glance towards 

old Sma^g, who was still at work at the stove, 

which glance said, as plainly as eyes can speak, 

"I hope you hear this, and observe its bearing 

on what we were talking of just now." No 

doubt — for our philosopher was a good fellow 

at heart— no doubt he was sorry for the misfor- 

tunes which threatened his friend, but still, what 

a thing to have his predictions come true; 

what a thing to have them borne out by facts ! ■

Mr. Lethwaite did not fail to observe the con- 

dition of self-complacency into which the great 

man had fallen. Mere was a case of motive for 

him. " He is actually glad of my misfortunes," 

he said to himself, " because through them his 

I prophesies are verified." r^ r^r^r^]r> ■
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"Well, sir," began Cornelius, when he had 

heard all, "Fm extremely sorry for what l&s 

occurred— grieved, I may say ; still you must 

remember that we've no reason to despair, 

having some good friends among the planets to 

espouse our interests. But, sir, you'll allow 

me, in the mean time, to make one observation 

— ^I do hope, after this, that you'U not talk again 

about guesse^.'' ■

Lethwaite had opened his mouth to reply, 

when there came a low tap at the door, which 

was then opened a very little way, and a voice 

was heard to pronounce in a hoarse whisper the 

dissyllable, ■

"Smaggsdale." ■

The gentleman thus appealed to got up from 

his place, and, shuffling across the room, went 

out for a moment, and, after holding a whbpered 

conference with some one outside, reappeared, 

and, closing the door behind him, uttered these 

words : ■

"It's my wife, sir." ■

"Well, and what does she want?" asked the 

philosopher. ■

"It's the lady, sir." ■

" What lady P" asked Cornelius again. He 

had hardly coUected his faculties. ■

"The strange lady, sir. Mrs. Smaggsdale 

wants to know if she shall send her away ?" ■

"Not by any means— not by any means," 

answered tne astrologer, getting up and putting 

on his coat. " I'll come down directly." ■

Mr. Vampi stretched and wriggled himself 

into his coat with considerable effort, having 

previously, out of a feeling of intense deference 

to the sex, a member of which he was about to 

confront, arranged his scant hair with a pocket- 

comb before a scrap of looking-glass which 

stood in a corner ot the room. Mr. Leth- 

waite could not repress a smile as he witnessed 

this small ceremonial act ; but it must be owned 

that, if the smile was meant to be a cynical one, 

it was a distinct failure. ■

CBAPTEB Xm. THS STBAKGB LADT. ■

CoKNELius Vampi was no ordinary fortune- 

teller. The vulgar arts of reading the future 

prospects of his clients by means of palmistry, 

or by the combinations to be made with a pack 

of cards, were altogether beneath him. Indeed, 

his feeling with regard to all such practices was 

something more than negative. He looked upon 

tliem as sacrilegious— as bringing discredit on 

a great cause. " What," he would say, " read 

a man's future by consulting the marks upon 

his hand ! Lines which can l)e affected by the 

habits of his body, by the use he makes of his 

limbs, as he grows to maturity. The peasant- 

boy who handles the plough will, by its use, 

acquire one set of lines, while the student, who 

is for ever writing or turning over the leaves 

of his beloved volumes, will have another. But 

these cannot show the future of his life ; while, 

as to divination bv the cards, it is even more 

vile and more vulgar still. An invention of 

man — a set of signs put together to please a ■

foolish king of France ; a thing that once was not ; 

why, it is preposterous ! But the stars," quoth 

Cornelius, gazing at them through the open 

window of his garret, "ah, with them it is 

widely different. Man has had no hand in their 

construction, nor can he by his strength or his 

wisdom affect their movements by the fraction 

of a degree. They can assist him, but he can- 

not influence them." ■

Strange to see that great ponderous creature, 

with his bulky frame, his florid countenance, 

and his mighty capacity for enjoyment, leaning 

against the framework of his open window, 

rapt in contemplation of those wondrous bodies 

which live in that eternity of space to whose 

extremity our gaze tries vainly to penetrate. 

That window was to him so much. It seemed 

to give him access to another world. Yes, this 

house, whose foundation was laid in the dirt, 

rose, as it seemed to this strange man, to the 

very gates of heaven. Not more superior in his 

eves was a man's head, in which such glorious 

tnoughts and noble aspirations dwell, to his 

feet, that are for ever in contact with the mire, 

than was the upper region of that poor dwelling- 

place of his to that lower part wnich came m 

contact with the very mud and sewage of the 

town. ■

Who can tell what that window was to Cor- 

nelius Yampi ? It was a link between him and 

the heavens, between the terrestrial and the 

celestial worlds. The town in which our eutliu- 

siast lived, the squalid neighbourhood which 

surrounded him, could not spoil his prospect 

from that window, nor take away from the 

splendour of that scenery which he loved so 

well to look upon. That celestial scenery was 

everything to this man ; and not the Chaldean 

peasant, who gazes on the heavenly bodies as 

ne lies out upon his native plains, had more free 

access to the ^ods of his idolatry than had Cor- 

nelius Vampi m his London garret. ■

What do we, who are entirely reasonable, know 

of such happiness as was enjoyed by this en- 

thusiast P He had a great faith. He knew no 

anxieties. His life was pure. It never crossed 

his mind to fear that he should have less to 

live upon than his daily wants necessitated. 

His business was a good one, and brought 

him all that he required. His astrological 

studies were outside and beyond it altoge- 

ther, for it must never be supposed that these 

were profitable to our philosopher. Not one 

penny did Vampi gain by his vaticinations. 

Not from his richest clients, not from Leth- 

waite himself, in his most prosperous days, had 

Vampi ever taken money. These things were 

too sacred in his eyes to be made subservient 

to lucre. When he predicted the events which 

the future had in store for a rich man, or cast 

the horoscope of a servant-wench, he was en- 

ga|<ing in a solemn act, to associate which with ■

gim would have been nothing less than a crime, 

e would have expected the power which he 

believed dwelt in him to have deserted him if 

he had thought of such a thing. To believers, to 

those who consulted him gravely and in earnest. ■
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what he had to give was given freely, and for 

nothing. ■

And let no one suppose that Yampi was an 

impostor. An impostor is one who, with an 

eye to profit, or, at any rate, to his own advance- 

ment in some way or other, professes a thing 

in which he does not really believe. Now, 

Yampi believed. He was in many respects a 

child, and he was a child in his belief in those 

occult arts to which he was devoted. He had 

this great and rare quality of belief to a most 

wonderful and comforting extent, and this it 

was that made him so completely the oracle of 

the poor people in his neighbourhood. He be- 

lieved in the advice which ne himself gave. He 

believed in his own drugs, in his herbs, and his 

com-plaisters. And so, in like manner, he had 

confiaence in the horoscooes which he cast, and 

in those strange house-oreaking propensities 

which, in the parlance adopted hj the astrolo- 

gical fraternity, are so freely attributed to the 

different planets. ■

That visit of Julius Lethwaite to the philo- 

sopher which was described in the last chapter, 

lelt Cornelius in a high state of triumph. It 

was not often that such rapid success followed 

his labours. It was not often that his predic- 

tions were fulfilled in such a remarkable 

manner as tliey had been in the case of our 

cynical friend. It was too often the case that 

counter-influences would get to work and make 

his prophecies break down in the most grievous 

fashion. But here was a case in which he had 

predicted a great danger, nay, had almost spe- 

cified it, ana liad bidden him over whom tnat 

danger hung to exercise an especial care and 

caution, if possible to avert it. And upon this 

man whom ne had thus forewarned, suddenly, 

and almost immediately after the prediction 

had been uttered, behold there had fallen heavy 

losses, and great trouble had come upon him. 

" It is prodigious,'' said Cornelius, " and, except 

for the poor gentleman's own sake, eminently 

satisfactory." For though our philosopher was 

an entire believer in his predictions, as has been 

said, he believed in them and in his art, perhaps, 

even more fully when those predictions came 

true than when they did not. Eor Yampi was 

human. ■

"I wonder why I could not tell him the pre- 

cise nature of what he had to fear, but only 

that there was something. Ah, I shall be able 

to read more clearly soon, to see more and 

more distinctly." ■

It was immediately after Lethwaite had left 

him that our philosopher fell into this course 

of reflection. It will be remembered that he 

had been summoned to attend "the strange 

lady" in the shop below, but had forgotten all 

about it in the triumph of the moment. He 

now remembered that the lady was waitine, and 

was just leaving the sanctum to attena her, 

when he encountered the faithful Mr. Smag^- 

dale on the stairs. He had come up to remmd 

bis patron that the lady was getting impa- 

tient. ■

" She said she was to see yon particular to- ■

night, and that you know it," said Mr. Smaggs- ■

" Yes, it's all right. I'm going down now." ■

"The other party abont the elixir of youth 

was here to-day. She savs she's taken one 

bottle, and that it hasn't aone much for her;, 

for that she met an old acquaintance of forty 

years' standing in the street, and he said, ' Ah, 

ma'am, you and I both begin to show our 

years;' and she ain't best pleased." ■

"Ah, she must have patience, Smagg — she 

must have patience," said the philosopher, as 

he descended the stairs. ■

The strange lady was waiting for |iim in the 

shop. She had taxen up her accustomed posi- 

tion in the darkest comer that was to be found, 

and the furthest away from the door. She had 

even got the stuffed alligator between her 

and the light, and his shadow fell npon her. 

She was dressed as nsual, her veil was dosely 

folded over her face, and her figure was greatly 

concealed by the folds of her dark woollen 

shawl. ■

She was standmg, impatiently tapping the 

counter, as people do when they are kept wait- 

ing, and when Cornelius at length appeared, 

she seemed to reproach him for having oeen so 

lon^ in coming to her. Then the usual trans- 

action took place between them, she handing 

to him something wrapped in paper, and he 

retiring to the back shop, and reappearing with 

a similar package, which he handed to her with 

a bow, and addressing to her some words, 

spoken in an under tone. ■

"And now, madam," he added, aloud, "if 

you'll follow me, I'll show you the way to my 

observatory, where we can talk of matters of a 

more spiritual sort." ibid so SBjiiu^, he led the 

way to where there was a oivision in the 

counter, and lifting a portion of it which moved 

upon hinges, he made way for the lady to pass 

behind. Then he opened the door at the back, 

which gave access to the staircase, and they 

both ascended together. ■

The lady had to pause more than once on the 

way up, and when she at length reached the 

sanctum, was very much out of breath. ■

"You are in weak health," said the philo- 

sopher, speaking gently to her. '* Those stairs 

ought not to have distressed you so much. 

Look at me!" And he stood before her as 

calm and unmoved as if he had just risen from 

an easy-chair, and his breath came as quietly as 

that of a sleeping child. ■

"Ah, you are used to it," said the lady; 

and she liiegan to look about the strange place, 

and to examine it with an appearanoe of cu- 

riosity. ■

"What a curious room," she said, as she 

warmed her hands at the stove. " It is like the 

laboratory of some alchemist. Do you seek for 

the philosopher's stone P" ■

"No, madam. I do no such mad thin^ as 

that," replied our herbalist. It was a cunous 

thin^ in his character that he would have 

nothmg to say to alchemy, and» indeed, treated 

its pretensions with contempt. ■
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He had seated himaelf by this time in his 

accustomed place, and ffot out his papers and 

instruments, and with these he busied himself 

for a while, niuttering all sorts of incoherent 

words from time to time, and writing down a 

great many unintelligible and cabalistic signs 

upon paper. He referred, too, to different ca- 

lendars, and other documents already written 

out on parchment, and to some papers covered 

with strange signs and drawings, figures of 

animals, birds and fishes, extraordinary combi- 

nations of circles one within another, mathema- 

tical figures, and numbers without end. Over 

these he nored for a long time, appearing to be 

exceedingly puzzled and perplexed by his 

studies. At last he pushed up his spectacles 

upon his forehead, and, heaving a deep si^h, 

which was a very unusual proceeding with him, 

leaned back in his chair and fixed his eyes upon 

his companion. ■

"I have never had such difficulty with any- 

thing," he said, after a while, "as with the 

attempt to read your future. Ever since you 

gave me the first necessary particulars, I have 

been trying to arrive at some certain conclusion, 

and have oeen unable to do so. Are you sure 

that the year, day, and hour of your birth were 

given me accurately? The slightest mistake 

woold throw everything out." ■

"They were accurate," answered the lady. 

"I can answer for them." ■

" It is so strange," continued Cornelius. "I 

can go a certain distance. I have told you, 

as you admit, particulars connected with your 

girlJiood and subsequent life up to this time — 

particulars which I could only Itnow by means 

of my art." ■

" They were all correct," said the lady ; 

" though, I thought, somewhat vague." ■

"Vague!" repeated the astrologer. "What 

would you have ? ' De minimis non curat lex ;' 

and, in like manner, you would not have the 

sublime science of astrology become a thing of 

trivial detail* It condescends not to small 

matters. It gives forth its hints in mystic 

language — a language intelligible only to the 

adept." ■

"And, as I understand you," replied the 

lady, " even the adept is now puzzled ; and 

my destiny is revealed in characters which 

even the initiated cannot decipher! How is 

that?" ■

"There were stormy influences at work, 

madam, at the time of your birth," said the 

philosopher, evading, for a time, the lady's 

question ; " and, as I have had the honour of 

submitting to you, those influences were sure 

to have power over your whole life." ■

" And how about its termination ?" asked the 

strange lady, abruptly, and with a certain 

tremor in her voice. ■

" Of that, at present, I know nothing." ■

"'At present;* and when are you likely to 

know more ?" ■

"Whenever I am able to see more clearly 

than I can do at present." ■

" And when is that likely to be ?" ■

"That, madam, I cannot say," answered the 

astrologer. ■

These words were followed by a silence of 

some duration. The astrologer seemed to be 

occupied in pondering over something that he 

wished to say. He referred a^ain to his papers ; 

and then he held his head in his hands, and 

with closed eyes and a puckered brow seemed 

to be engaged in straining that spiritual sight, 

which, when we seek to use, we mechanically 

suspend the action of our bodily eyes, as if the 

mental sight and the corporeal could not be 

exercised simultaneously. ■

"It seems," said the astrologer, speaking 

slowly, in a low key, and without altenng his 

position or opening his eyes — "it seems as if I 

had embarked on a journey, had pursued it a 

certain distance— a considerable distance, even 

—as if the road, winding through obscure val- 

leys sometimes, and sometimes over rugged by- 

paths and ill-defined ways, had reacfled at last a 

place where it was no longer marked at all, and 

beyond which I seek in vain to pursue it. I 

have come to the edge of some steep declivity, 

down which I look in vain for the track which 

I have lost, and all beyond is darkness. I have 

had no such experience before. I have seen 

things vaguelv before. I have seen shapes and 

forms of which I could make no certain thing, 

and then beyond I have again seen clearly. 

But now I can see nothing at all. I use all 

the skill I know, and endeavour, with all the 

resources I have at command, to throw some 

light forward into this dark abyss. A barrier 

seems to erect itself even now as I gaze be- 

tween me and the future. The stars throw no 

light here— not even an uncertain one — and all 

is darkness !" ■

Again there was silence. The astrologer's 

eyes were closed no longer now, and he seemed 

as one who had woke up from some trance. ■

"You own yourseLT defeated?" asked the 

strange lady. ■

"for the time I do," answered Cornelius. 

" It may be that I am not just now in good 

health. It may be that my eyes are wearied 

with straining into darkness; and that here- 

after my mental vision may become clearer. 

At present, I can see nothing." ■

" Then, there is nothing that need detain me 

longer ?" asked the lady. ■

" Nothing — except that I have a favour to 

ask of you," answered Cornelius. "I feel — 

it may be a fancy — but I feel as if I could 

engage in this work with more confidence if — 

if " ■

"If what?" ■

" If you would let me see your face." ■

The lady answered not a word, but raised 

her veil, and, putting it back, stood before the 

astrologer motionless as a statue. ■

Cornelius looked long and earnestly at her. 

"Thank you," he said very gently, "that is 

enough." And he took the lamp to light her 

down the stairs. " If you could come again 

very shortly," he said, " I might know more — 

to-morrow, perhaps, or the day after." ■
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" It shall be the day after," said the strange 

lady. ■

"The day after to-morrow, then," said 

Vampi. ■

MILITARY PUNISHMENTS. ■

As an old non-commissioned officer of twenty- 

five years' service, I may be allowed to say my 

say respecting military punishments in the 

English army. I have gone through the ordeal 

of barrack-room life, and know what it is to be 

punished as well as rewarded in the army. 

Nor am I ignorant as to what produces the 

more serious crimes we read of being committed 

in the army. When Major de Vere was mur- 

dered the other day, there was hardly a man or 

woman in all England that was not horrified at 

reading the detaus of this fearful crime in the 

papers. In^ommon justice to the soldiers of 

the army, I must say that the indignation of the 

rank and file throughout the empire was quite 

equal to that of any other class. In every regi- 

ment, every troop, and every company, tne 

fearful crime whicn Currie had committed was 

loudly expressed and sincerely felt by the 

soldiers or even the humblest rank. It cannot 

be denied that every corps in the service 

contains many thoughtless, careless, drunken, 

and vicious men. Considering the class from 

which our army is chiefly recruited, this can- 

not be wondered at. But it is one thing to 

be a loose, or even bad, soldier, and another 

to be a murderer. Men may grumble at the 

discipline of the regiment; complain of the 

never ending routine of duty ; be annoyed, and 

even angry, at the way in which they are occa- 

sionally spoken to hj some few officers, who seem 

to think that it is impossible to maintain their 

power over men unless ihej address them like 

dogs. But to dip one's hands in blood — to murder 

an officer coolly and deliberately as private 

Currie did in Brompton barracks — ^is a crime of 

which, thank God« there are but very few men 

even amongst the very worst of our worst 

soldiers would contemplate for a moment. ■

Still it cannot be denied but that the serious 

military offence of striking non-commissioned 

officers, and even occasionally of attemptmg the 

lives of superiors, is becommg more common 

than it was in the English army. Formerly, even 

the comparatively trivial offence of wilful direct 

disobedience of orders was rare in the service, 

but now it is daily getting more prevalent. Bad 

conduct in a regiment, troop, or company, does 

not, however, spread like the cattle disease in a 

herd of bullocks. When soldiers have passed 

through their drill, they generally take their 

stand for good or bad amongst their companions. 

In every barrack-room there are the really good 

soldiers who take a pride in their work, and 

like to be as smart as possible in their duty. 

Then, again, there are what I may call the 

medium soldiers, men who are neither very 

good nor extremely bad, and who get over 

their work with a certain amount of grumbling, ■

although they still do get through it. Lastly, 

there are the men who are altogether bad, whose 

names are seldom out of the defaulters' book, and 

who, whenever they have a little money in their 

pockets, invariably get drunk. Of these there 

IS a degree worse still : the sullen bad violent 

men : soldiers who have, or believe themselves to 

have, a grievance against the whole army in 

general, and against their own officers in par- 

ticular. These are few in number, but it is from 

among the few that our military prisons are filled, 

and, when serious crime is committed, the 

criminals are always from the ranks of this par- 

ticular class. ■

How is it that, with so few incentives to bad 

behaviour, and so many inducements to good 

conduct, there are soldiers given to violent 

crimes ? I attribute most of this evil to the 

military punishments we have in the English 

army. When a soldier commits himself seri- 

ously, for the first time even, his punishment 

is invariabl V one which so degrades liim, in the 

eyes of both himself and his comrades, that he 

does not care, and does not try, ever to redeem his 

character. And when he advances in crime — 

when he gets so hardened as almost to glory in 

the very shame of what he knows to be wrong 

—the penalty he has to pay for his offences 

serves to strengthen still more his evil resolves, 

and causes him to walk, as it were, in military 

disgrace for the rest of his days. ■

Let me relate a case in point. I have 

served in several regiments. One of them was 

a verv crack hussar regiment, which was sta- 

tioned for twelve months and more at Houn- 

slow, near London. I was troop sergeant-major 

of E troop in that corps. In the same troop 

was a young fellow named Vincent, who had 

enlisted about a year previously, when we 

were quartered at Manchester. Vincent was 

a fine young soldier, and a gck>d-hearted lad 

as ever lived. For more than twelve months 

after he joined us, that man was never reported 

even to a sergeant, far less to his captain or the 

colonel. But soon after we got to Hounslow, 

Vincent became entangled with a young woman, 

who was certainly a great deal worse than she 

ought to have been. More than once, he came 

home at night very drunk; but the sergeant 

of his sauad was a good-hearted man, and 

as the lad always went to bed quiet enough, 

he managed never to report him. I often 

gave the young man a little private advice to 

shake off his female companion, to keep closer 

to his duty, and more clear of drink; but 

it was of no use. At last, one day when 

the trumpet sounded for "stables" at eleven 

o'clock, Vincent was so drunk that the orderly 

sergeant of his troop was obliged to send him 

to the guard-room, rfext day he was brought 

'up to the orderl^r-room. Our old colonel, 

wno was a most kind-hearted, though a very 

strict officer, happened to be away on a fort- 

night's leave, and the prisoners were taken 

before the major : a very young man for the rank 

he held, and who never could open his mouth, 

to a soldier without an oath or a wo^d of abuse. ■
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Like some other officers in the English army» 

he thought that this detestable habit showed 

signs of manliness and officer-like qualities. 

When Vincent was brought up before him, he 

had not long held the rank of major, and this 

was the first time he had ever presided at the 

orderly-room. No sooner had the complaint 

against the prisoner, " drunk at stables," been 

read out by the adjutant, than the major 

opened a torrent of abuse against him, which so 

taunted Vincent that he was mad enough to 

reply to the major in the most insolent manner. 

As a soldier, I could but condemn the man's 

act, though, as a man, I am bound to confess 

that, under similar circumstances; I should, 

in all probability, have done the same. The 

major ordered him to be tried by a regimental 

court-martial for " being drunk at stables," and 

for " insolent and insubordinate conduct to his 

superior officer." The cpurt sat the same fore- 

noon ; the prisoner, who by this time had had 

leisure to repent and recollect himself, pleaded 

** guilty." He was sentenced to receive fifty 

lashes, and to be imprisoned in the cells for 

twenty-eight days. He was flogged that after- 

noon before the whole regiment, and, when he 

went into the cells, his hair was, by order of the 

major, clipped so very close that he looked like 

an escaped convict. When his term of imprison- 

ment was over, he joined the troop a^ain, but he 

was an altered man. No evil spirit had been 

flogged out of him, but seven spirits more, worse 

thfiun the first, had been flogged into him. A 

more utterly useless, worthless soldier I never 

saw. If he had a shilling in his pocket, and an 

hour's leave into town, he managed to return 

drunk. He lived in the cells and the guard-room, 

much more than in the barrack-room. At last 

the quantity of spirits and beer he drank, had 

such an effect upon him, that he really was 

seldom quite sooer. One day, not drunL 

but half muddled with drink, he turned out 

very dirty for a foot parade in Island Bridge 

Barracks, Dublin. The orderly-sergeant of his 

troop reproved him, and sent him to his room 

to brush his clothes, hair, and boots. The ser- 

geant was not in the least to blame. But the 

wretched man, hardly knowing what he did, 

rushed at the sergeant, and, before he could 

be hindered, struck him two heavy blows in the 

face. He was overpowered in an instant, and 

sent to the guard-room, from which he only 

issued to be tried by a general court-martial, 

by which he was condemned to ten years' penal 

servitude. He is now working out his time at 

Portland. I am quite sure that, if at the com- 

mencement of his folly this Vincent had met 

with kind but firm treatment, he would have re- 

formed, and would have risen to be a good sol- 

dier. He was one of the handsomest young 

fellows I ever saw, and, when mounted, was the 

picture of an English hussar. I went to see him 

on the day when he was sent up to Loudon to be 

made over to the civil power ; and he told me that 

the lash had caused him to form a deep-seated re- 

solution never to behave well again, and always 

to give as much trouble as he possibly could. ■

I am not only quite sure tiiat no soldier was 

ever reformed by the lash — that not only have 

good men become bad after its infliction, and 

that no bad man ever became good after being 

flogged — but I am also equally convinced that 

the sight of this punishment is very far indeed 

from being a wholesome example. The non- 

commissioned officers of a regiment hear and 

see a very great deal of which the commissioned 

officers are in utter ignorance. In the English 

army there are so very few officers who have 

been promoted from tne ranks, that between 

the officers' and sergeants' mess-rooms there is 

a gulf which it is almost impossible to span. 

However well meaning and professionally zeal- 

ous an officer may be, he knows nothing what- 

ever of the feelings or the opinions — the pre- 

judices, if you like— of the men he commands. 

There is an idea among officers that the example 

of the lash is good, and will deter many from 

evil. I know as a fact that the exact contrary 

is the case. I never yet heard even the best- 

behaved soldiers say among themselves that any 

man condemned to be< flogged had deserved his 

sentence. But I have heard, not once, twice, 

nor a dozen times during my long term of ser- 

vice, but every time a soldier was tied up to the 

triangles, no matter how great a scoundrel he 

had been — ^no matter even if he had robbed his 

room-mates, which, in the soldier's code of laws 

and morality, is the greatest crime of which a 

man can be guilty — I nave invariably heard his 

comrades, from the moment of his being con- 

demned to be flogged, regard him as an object 

of the deepest pity. ■

But the lash is not the only punishment we 

have, which de^des a soldier to such an extent 

that he feels himself lost. When a man deserts, 

after he is caught he is very frequently (almost 

invariably) sentenced to be branded on the 

shoulder or back with the letter D. When I 

first joined the — th Light Dragoons (since 

transformed, as all light dragoon regiments 

have been, into the — ^th Hussars), the corporal 

of my squad was as gentlemanly a young man 

as you would wish to see. It was rare to 

meet with a young fellow of such good ad- 

dress and correct manners in the ranks of the 

English army. His father was a poor clergy- 

man, and had not the means to buy him a com- 

mission, and so the lad enlisted into a cavalry 

regiment. He had a brother-in-law in London 

who was well-to-do in the world, and he obtained 

permission to spend ten days at Christmas (the 

regiment was then stationed in Dubhn) with 

his relatives in the metropolis. The Christmas 

dinner was good, the wine was better, and one 

invitation to dinner followed another from the 

friends he met at his relative's. Whether he for- 

got his leave, or whether he got too much " on 

the spree," he over-stayed his leave by seven days 

— at the end of that time, returning to the Royal 

Barracks in Dublin, where he reported himself, 

and was put under arrest. He wrote out a state- 

ment, and showed how, though he had been 

guilty of over-staying his leave, he never for 

a moment intended to^esert. ^ut the culoucl ■
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thought othenrifle. This was not the kind- 

hearted old geitfleman who commanded ns 

some six yean later* but a ^tleman who 

had yery reeently exchanged into onr regi- 

ment from hatf«pay unattached. He ordered 

the corporal to be tried by a garrison court- 

martial, and this tribnnal sentenced him to be 

imprisoned for three months, and to be " bianded 

with the letter D in the usual manner/' besides 

bdng reduced from the nmk of corporal to that 

of a prirate dragoon. The sentence was carried 

out, and the uittortunate man never held up his 

head agam. To drown care, he took to drink- 

ing, and in two years died of delirium tremens 

in the Beltorbet Hospital, after having spent 

more days in* than out of, the regimental cells, 

and being tried more than once by a regimental 

oonrt-mutial for intoxication. ■

It is not of the actual severitj^of the punish- 

ments in the sendee that I or my soldier need 

complain. It is not a less severe hut a less de- 

graoin^ code that is required in the army. 

There is hardly any punishment we have, which 

does not carry degradation with it to a certain 

extent. Thus, if a soldier is for some compara- 

tively trivial offence ordered to be confined 

seven days in the cells, it is generally made a 

point to order his hair to be clipped so short, 

that for six weeks or two monthis after his pu- 

nishment, he looks like a tioket*Qf-leave man just 

got free from jail. His punishment is ordered 

for, say a montn, but it hangs about him for four 

or five months, as during all that time he is 

ashamed to uncover his head, and will not enter 

any public place where he would have to take 

his cap off, lest the shortness of his hair be 

observed and laughed at. In many of our large 

garrison towns side-locks are sold, which the 

soldier who has had his hair clipped close to 

his head on entering the cells, purchases, and 

attaches to the sides of his cap. ■

Another source of much onme in our army is 

the way in which some— not all, but still too 

many — officers address their men. It does not 

proceed from any wilful intention of hurting the 

feelings of the men so addressed* but from a 

aillv idea that it denotes an officer-like bearing, 

ana a strict disciplinarian. I have seen mere lads 

of seventeen or eighteen, who were yet under 

the hands of the riding-master and adjutant, 

speak to old soldiers wno wore the Crimean 

and Indian medab on their breasts, as if they 

were really inferior beings to themselves. It 

is not so much teAai these commissioned youths 

say, as the loay in wkick ih^ May it. The fault 

is very seldom to be found among titled officers 

or men of undoubted good breeding. For, a 

true gentleman always respects the feelings of 

others, in the arm;f as elsewhere. ■

My own experience in the army does not 

teach me that officers who have risen from the 

ranks, speak roughly, or behave ill to soldiers 

under tneir commuid. I have often seen it 

stated that they do, both in parliament and else- 

where, but I have never found it so. ■

The young men who join direct from home — 

the officers who merely go through an examina- ■

tion at Chelsea, and then are sent to learn their 

duties in the regiment, to which they should 

come to teach, and not have to be taught — often 

make the greatest possible blunders, and know 

nothing whatever of true work for at least two 

years siter they have been receiving the Queen's 

pay and wearing the Queen's uniform. And these 

are almost invariably the very men who speak 

to soldiers in the harshest terms. I remember 

well a case of this sort a few years ago. In the 

regiment to which I belon^d, there was a young 

cornet who had but lately joined, and who was, 

perhaps, as awkward a specimen of unfledged 

numanit;^ as ever put on uniform. He had been 

months in the riding-school, but the riding- 

master could mak^ nothing of him, and when at 

foot drill he was the despair of eveir instructor. 

At field-days he was quiet and civil-spoken, for 

he was in such mortal dread of hischtfger, that 

all his attention was given to keeping himself 

from falling off; but, at dismountea parades, he 

bullied the men of his troop whenever he had 

a chance : that is, whenever the captain was 

absent, and he commanded in his place. There 

was in the troop, a man called Benson — Bill 

Benson. Bill was one of the best riders in the 

British cavalry, and as fine a specimen of an 

English dragoon as ever was seen. He had 

been twenty-five years in the army, but had 

never been promoted; for he coudd barely 

read, and wnting even his ovm name was, to 

poor Bill, as the unknown ton{;ues. He had 

served in the Crimea, ridden in the famous 

Balaclava charge, and, when his regiment came 

home from Sevastopol, had volunteered to go 

out to India with a regiment ordered to that 

countrv at the time of the mutiny. Bill had two 

English medals as weU as that given by Turkey 

for the Crimea upon his jacket, wore three good- 

conduct marks on his sleeve, and was looked 

upon as a pattern soldier. For some reason or 

other, the young comet took a great dislike to 

Benson, and used to '* naggle" him whenever he 

got a chance. There was a foot parade one 

afternoon, and, in his captain's aosence, the 

comet commanded the troop. In passing down 

the ranks, he thought he saw, or ne pretended 

that he thought he saw, a spot of dirt upon Ben- 

son's pouch-belt, and asked him in tne most 

bullying tone possible, " Why the devil he 

appeared on parade so dirty ?" Now, to call 

Bill Benson dirty, was something like accusing 

Coutts's or Glynn's of being insolvent. Benson 

coloured, and replied respectfully enough that 

he had not seen the spot of dirt : which, by the 

way, was behind his shoulder, and not so big, 

after all, as the size of a large pin's head. The ■

cornet told him to "hold his d d tongue, ■

and not to answer." Bill replied again, "I 

thought you asked me a question, sir." The 

man standing next to Bill began to titter at 

this, and the comet ordered both men to the ■

rrd-room, where they were confined all nieht. 
the morning, they were brought up before 

the command!^ officer, charged with inso- 

lent conduct in the ranks. The colonel was 

a good officer and a man of judgment ; he at ■
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once S8W the folly of wkich the comet had been 

guilty, bnt he was obliged to uphold the authority 

of that officer. The latter magnified the offence 

as much as possible, and, t« make a long story 

short, the oolonel ordered Benson to be confined 

in the cells for seyen days. The -sentence was 

carried out, for, although tiie colonel gare the 

comet sercnral broad hints to beg the man off, 

he would not take them. From that day forward. 

Bill became one of the most careless soldiers in 

the r^m«it, and was never out of the defaulters' 

list. He took to drinking, lost his good-conduct 

marks, and was discharged about two years after- 

wards with a pension of threepenoe a day less 

than he would have had if the comet had never got 

him into trouble. I don't defend his conduct tor 

answering an officer in the ranks. I am too old 

a soldier for that. But I maintain that Bill's 

>unishniftnt was brought about quite as much 

the iiritating language of the comet as by 

any &nlt of his own. ■

when I read in the papers how difficult it 

b now-a-days to induce men to enlist, or how 

many men take their discharge after their ten 

years are oyer, I am often tempted to take up 

my pen, uid tell the Secretary at War, or his 

Boyal Highness the Commander-in-Chief, some 

of my experiences. For stealing, repeated dis- 

obedience of orders, insolence to a superior, and 

such crimes, dismiss a soldier publicly and with 

great ignominy; if a man be careless, slothful, un- 

willingto do ha dnty,tumhim out of the regiment 

shamerally; increase the pension a soldier can 

earn, to a shilling a day after fifteen years' service, 

and a penny a &y for every subsequent jear he 

is in the rniks; reduce the term of enlistment 

from ten years to seyen; let every year in India, 

the West Indies, or any other oad climate, 

count as double time towards pension; do all 

this, and the country will never want recruits for 

the army, mx wiH many good soldiers leave 

the service after thdr mst term of service is 

over. ■

The non-commissioBed officers, in their way 

of addressing their men, are often as much to 

be bkuned as the officers ; and yet if they did 

otherwise, they would be set down by their su- 

periors as wanting in smartness, and perhaps 

would sever rise to nifffaer rank. This is, however, 

the one great aim of many amongst the non- 

commissioned ranks, and is the cause of an im- 

mense deal of evil in the service. I have re- 

peatedly heard corporals and sergeants speak 

to the men--or to some particular man upon 

whom, in the language of the barraek-room, 

they are ** down"— in a manner that would not 

be tolerated in the humblest employment of civil 

life. ■

That the punishments of our army should be 

severe, I have already expressed my opinion ; 

but I hold that they ought not to be so vexing 

to the men, nor so degrading as many of them 

now are. Even if a sMdier has taken a glass too 

much, but is not on duty, and, when he returns 

to barracks, goes to bea guietly, why interfere 

with him F I have seen in some infantry regi- 

meniB — in cavahy corps they are not so fidgety ■

orderly corporal of each company at the bar 

rack-gate, stationed there to observe and marli 

down the names of any men who returned ii 

the least the worse for liquor. Very often the mai 

was just drunk enough to be quarrelsome il 

medtiled with ; and, before he was captured, h( 

would, perhaps, knock down the men of the 

guard, and use language the reverse of com 

plimentary to his superiors in general, and th( 

sergeant of the guard in particular. Here there 

would be a clear case for a court-martial ; and 

the soldier would be sentenced to three or foui 

months' imprisonment, and loss of any good 

conduct marks he might have obtained in the 

service. ■

Extra drill, extra riding-school, and such-like 

punishments, should never be resorted to when 

it is possible to avoid them. Because the in 

variable effect of these is to make a soldier hate 

what he should take a pride in. I don't think 

we have any mode of punishment so good aa 

what I have heard described in the French army 

as the salle de police. This is simply a place of 

detention, to wnich a soldier is ordered for one, 

two, three, or any number of days up to a month, 

The prisoners are kept together dfuring a part 

of the day, but are not allowed to speak one 

to another. For refractory men I would have 

solitary cells, in which they might be confined 

at the discretion of the commanding officer, 

from one to fifteen days. If that did not bring 

them to their senses, it would be far cheaper to 

dismiss than to keep them. Our cumbersome 

machinery of militaiy^ prisons I would abob'sh, 

They cost a very great deal, and do very little 

good. In these establishments the men are 

exercised at what is called shot drill — ^that is, a 

man has, in company with half a dozen or more 

of his fellow-prisoners, to lift and carry shot, by 

word of command, from one socket to anothex 

in the same square. The continual stooping, lift- 

ing the shot, stopping again to deposit it, facing 

about, marching a few steps, and then stooping 

again to renew the process, goes on for two hours 

at a time, with two out of fifteen minutes to 

rest. The drill takes place three times a day, and 

is so severe, that the men are perfect cripples 

for the first week or two, owirip to the most in- 

tense agony from racking pains in the loins, 

legs, arms, and chest. The punishment is toe 

severe for military offences, and not severe 

enough for deliberate crime. I have known 

many men ruined in health for the rest of their 

lives by five or six months of this work ; but I 

never yet knew a soldier reformed by his so- 

journ in one of our military prisons. For the 

money these cost, or for less, I believe wc 

might establish, in Canada or elsewhere, a regi- 

ment to which soldiers sliould be sent for the 

purpose of reforming them : thus living them 

a chance of reeovermg themselves apart from 

their former comrades. ■

A great mistake is made in supposing that a 

soldier when off duty must at al( times be per- 

petually steady, always sober, even staid. There 

are young men in our ranks, just as there are 

in the nayj, or among any set of men. If ■
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in a large gurrison town^ like Chatham, Ports- 

mouth, Dabliii, or Plymouth, or near the camps 

of Aldershot or the Curragh, half a dozen 

drunken soldiers are seen every night, civilians 

exclaim against the army, and cry what a 

drunken lot we are. But they might see four 

times the number of artisans or navvies the worse 

for liquor, and not say a word. Not two months 

afi;o, I happened to be standing at the Great 

Eastern Railway station in London when the 

train arrived from Colchester, and out of it got 

an infantry soldier, who, although quite able to 

look after himself, was certaiiuy by no means 

sober. In five minutes he was surrounded by a 

score or more of people, looking, as he told 

them, " as if they never had seen a poor fellow 

the worse for liquor before." He found his way 

to a cab, and made oiF. Half an hour later, m 

excursion- train arrived, filled with a number of 

Foresters, or Odd Fellows, or other beings 

wearing aprons, badges, paper bands round their 

caps, and all the parapliernalia which free-born 

Britons are wont to parade on such occasions. Of 

the " Ancient Order" there present, I saw some 

two score in all the various stages of intoxica- 

tion, from "slightly screwed" up to very drunk. 

But no one seemed to think it at all extraordi- 

nary that working men, when out on a very hot 

dav, and for their one annual holiday, shoiild 

take a little too much ; though they had stared 

at the poor soldier with all their eyes, and made 

very frequent allusions to "those drunken fel- 

lows in the army." The same spirit prevails in 

our military rules and regulations, as well as in 

the Mutiny Act. They all appear to think that a 

soldier should, in his conduct, be little below an 

angel, and that the slightest failure in the path 

of duty should be visited with the utmost 

severity. ■

THE FENIANS. ■

We have to go very far back to discover any- 

thing about the true Fenians, who were a very 

different class of heroes from those who have 

been recently trying to revolutionise Ireland, 

and whose head-office must surely be in some 

Dublin Tooley-street. Some fourteen or fifteen 

hundred years ago, Ireland was distracted 

by the battles of two enormous clans, who 

represented both halves of it pretty fairly 

— the Clan Boisgne, which included the Lein- 

ster and Munster warriors, and the ClanMoma, 

those of the north. Moma sets us thinking of 

Ossian; and, indeed, the whole of that poem is 

strongly tinctured with Fenian colouring and 

manners. In these disturbances, figured Con of 

the Hundred Battles, Art the Melancholy, Cum- 

hail (pronounced cool), and other poetically- 

namea chiefs. The struggle was-carried on by 

an enrolled standing army massed over the 

country in regular oattalions, and called the 

Fionians. Finnians would be, therefore, a more 

correct representative of the Irish word than 

Fenians. "Cool," the father of "Fin," was 

killed in battle by a general called Goll, but ■

who had a more showy name in " The Son of 

Moma," who was succeeded by young Fion^ who 

became the famous Finn Mac-Cool. ■

Such a leader would have been invaluable 

at the present crisis. The origin is easily ex- 

plained. He watched seven years at the Boyne 

for the Salmon of Knowledge, and when he nad 

caught that invaluable fish (now-a-dajs the Fe- 

nian salmon are in deserved repute), his patience 

was rewarded by being appointed leader of the 

Fenians. Never was a simple act — in itself its 

own reward — so handsomely recompensed. 

Epicures mieht certainly wait seven days for 

a " cut" of Boyne salmon. ■

The strange body of men over whieh this 

youth was called to rule, were surprisingly dis- 

ciplined. They are the men who wore those 

elegant and exauisite golden ornaments that are 

dug up now ana again. Their proceedings were 

as chivabous as King Arthur's court. The 

whole picture of those days, as displayed in the 

Irish poems and romances of the Ossianic period, 

are so rich in the colour of the figures, the 

dresses, decorations, actions, and exploits — so 

entertaining and amusing — ^that it is quite sur- 

prising they should not have attracted more 

attention from the general reader. The postu- 

lant was obliged to nave certain physical quali- 

fications, ana "pass" satisfactorily in the fol- 

lowing branches : He had to parry nine javelins 

throicn at once, with only a hazel stick. He had 

to run at full speed through a wood, and tie his 

hair up so as it should not come down. He 

was to run under a stick as low as bis knee, 

and jump over a stick as high as his chin, while ■

Eursued at full speed by the examiners. He 

ad to tread on a rotten si^ck without breaking 

it, and to pull a thorn out of his foot when 

running. He bad to be musical, to write verses^ 

and to recite poetry. He had to take an oath 

to relieve the poor, and never to offer an insult 

to a woman. Nothing more chivalrous than the 

Fenian behaviour to the " fair sex" can be con- 

ceived. Anything a lady ordered her lover to 

do, must be done—such as leaping across a fatal 

chasm. Finn was once required, by a lady he 

admired, to jump over a piUar as high as his own 

chin, with anotner pillar of the same height in 

tlie palm of his hand. He succeeded ; bu^ in a 

private conversation with his father-in-law, he 

afterwards owned that it was the most ticklish 

thing he had ever attempted. ■

A Fenian had great privileges, as indeed such 

an accomplished fellow deserved to have. He 

was at free quarters wherever he went. Sahnon, 

deer, and game of all sorts, were kept strictly* 

for hunting and shooting. If -a common fellow 

killed a stag, he had to replace it by an ox, and 

was well off if he did not fare worse. The 

Fenian knights had all sorts of accomplishments, 

were fond of playing chess, kept paid bards to 

sing to them, and could do feats (or some of 

them could) that rivalled professors at Fran- 

coni's. We ail have seen the gentleman with 

the symmetrical legs and fleshings, and with the 

silver fillet about his head, who keeps his footiufl^ 

on a large globe as it rolls dowD^BSk inclined ■
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plane. It is sometimes happily called a " star 

teat^" and the professor himself "a daring 

equilibrist." But Diarmid was before him by at 

k^t fifteen hundred centuries, and went up a 

hill and down again, on a large tun of wine, to 

the amazement of a sort of open-air circus. A 

conceited voung man, who thought he could do 

the same ^at, and was invited into the ring to 

do it, was crushed under the barrel. ■

They seem to have been sumptuously ap- 

pointet^ and to have lived magnificently — feast- 

ing, drinking, and fighting. " Tell me," said 

Conan, an Irish gentleman, at whose house Eion 

was on a visit, *' what are the sweetest strains 

you ever enjoyed P" Fion answered him in a 

song that breathes the spirit of poetry : ■

*' When the seven battalions of Fenians 

assemble on our plain, and raise their standards 

over their heads ; when the howling whistling 

blast of the dry cold wind rushes through tiiem 

and over, that is very sweet to me. When the 

drinking hall is set out in Almin, and the cup- 

bearers hand the bright cups of chaste worlc- 

manship to the chiefs of the Fenians, the ring 

of the cups on the tables, when drained to the 

last drop, that is very sweet to me. Sweet to 

me is the scream of the seagull and of the heron, 

the roar of the waves on Tralee, the song of the 

three sonsof Meardha, the whistle of Macluagh, 

and the voice of the cuckoo in the first months 

of summer." A couple of centuries later, we find 

the Fenians in possession of a code of laws more 

minute than, and quite as philosophical as, those 

of Justinian, illustrated by commentaries, glos- 

sary, and interpretations, divided into elaborate 

systems of the law of distraint, and debtor and 

creditor, of "fosterage," &c.* ■

Of a very, very different pattern are the mo- 

dern gentry who take to tnemselves the name 

of those Ossianic heroes. I wander through 

the city where the Fenian " centres" are sup- 

posed to exist in great force. I see the walls 

covered with great placards, headed ominously : ■

A PSOCLAMATIONI ■

WOODHOUSB. ■

VBLittzw, &c. (to an unlimited extent of what 

lawyers call "recitals"). ■

And whereas (more " reciting") . ■

Now we, the Lord-Lieutenant-General and 

Qeneral Grovemor of Ireland, do hereby, &c. ■

Given at our Council Chamber, Dublin 

Castle. ■

Round these awful documents little crowds 

are gathered, who read and pass on : some with 

that curious and significant gesture of lifting 

the "caubeen" a little to one side from the 

back, to allow of a kind of puzzled scratch of 

the head, and leaving the caubeen in that posi- 

tion. Some go their way with a muttered " Be- ■

* See the carious portion of the Brehon Laws, 

JDSt pablished by the government, and ably and 

carefully edited by Doctor I^incoclc. One of the 

remedies of a creditor against ids debtor was " fast- 

ing" at his gate until he paid. ■

dad I" Down Parliament-street, not a hundred 

yards from "The Castle," there is a gaudy office, 

ostentatiously painted a bright green, but its 

shutters are up, and a policeman, like a gend- 

arme, standing at the door. This is the " Ibish 

People" office, sacked and rummaged only the 

other night. There is a great deal of newspaper 

reading, and "sensation" advertisements, and 

a little dramatic incident or two. Here is a 

specimen. For as I enter a large house of 

business, emploving some five or six hundred 

clerks and workmen of all grades, two very 

gigantic gentlemen, with heavy walking-sticks, 

bearded and moustachioed, and looking so 

uncomfortable in their costume — intended to 

represent easy affluence in the shopkeeping 

class — that they seem to be theatrical, and to 

be coming^ on in a pantomime. I here request 

a private interview with the head of the house, 

and I have no difficulty in identifying* them as 

members of the B division, who are the detec- 

tives of the force, and who, for some mysterious 

sort of detection, must be over six feet high. 

As I go out, I see another gentleman in a new 

frieze coat, and a heavy oak walking-stick, 

dressed evidently as his ideal of an opulent 

country shopkeeper, walking carelessly up and 

down, looking at the clouos and chimney-pots 

with an abstracted air; and on the opposite 

side of the street are two police fi&neurs in their 

real dress, crossing each otner, and with an over- 

done air of lounging, and a blase manner, as 

though the force was getting a bore. Putting 

" this and that together," it is evident that there 

is a Fenian inside, who is about to be " drawn." 

My friend, Mr. Malachy, whose exertion in 

the reformation of the drama has been described 

not very far back,* has, I see, seized on the 

popular thought, and, with an aptitude wliich is 

Lis characteristic, has embodied it in a grand 

national drama. One would have thought that 

Harry Munro, whom he happily described as 

"that Eenowned Son of Momus," and as "the 

King of Comedians," would alone have been a 

sufficient attraction. But Malachy is never con- 

tented by the meagre and exact measure of duty. 

He goes beyond it, and has announced a real 

national dnuna on the grand stirring subject 

of "BoBEBT Emmett," with such characters 

as the ill-fated Lobd Edwa&d Fitzgerald, 

the Chiep Justice, and a savage Sebjeakt, 

and yarious other important characters of 

that exciting period. It is remarkable, how- 

ever, that this drama should have been sud- 

denly withdrawn, owing, no doubt, to that 

reign of terror which now obtains in the 

unhappy city. But Mr. Malachy, with that 

readiness of resource which, I must again remark^ 

those that share in his private friendship have 

noticed as a special feature in his character, has 

compassed the same end by substituting the 

story of the unhappy " Wallace, the He&o qi 

Scotland," whose sentiments and misfortunes 

a quick-witted audience would know how to 

apply. ■

•ficeNa,837. . ,^;,.,, . ■
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Although England and Lreland are called the 

''United Kingoom" as re^da laws, yet the 

statutes of the two cotintnes run Terj often in 

opposite streams. In the Irish statute-hooks 

are some acts, kept, as it were, hung up in the 

dark armouries of the Castle like old muskets 

— a little rusty, perhaps, but still serriceable. 

In virtue of some of tuese, policemen can with 

perfect legality make a ** domiciliary visit'' at 

ni^ht, burst in upon a newspaper office, seize 

editor, writers, pnnters, type, presses, and paper, 

and *' cart" them all away : tne men to prison, 

the presses and materiel to the dungeons or 

cellars of the mysterious Castle. ■

Having secured a copy of the "seized" 

journal, which has acquired a kind of spurious 

value, Uke everything supposed not to oe pro- 

cured for " love or money," I turn it over to see 

if there ^are an;^ marks and tokens of special 

sedition about it. But it is, on the whole, 

harmless enough, though amusmg. First, for 

the advertisements. ■

A Mr. Archdeacon is at present in a cell, 

overtaken b^ justice, and it is a commentary on 

the proverbial uncertainty of human affairs to 

lead his hopeful announcement of starting in 

business only a few days before bis misforhine 

overtook him. He had experienee, he said, 

both in this countrj[ and the United States, of 

which he was a citizen. "Aichdeacon has 

already in stock," he goes on, " the National 

Works published by James Corrigan, consisting 

of Mitcnell's Jail Journal Recollections of John 

Mitchell; Spirit of the Nation; Memoirs of 

Tone ; Women of Ireland ; Anecdotesof O'Con- 

nell and Shamus O'Brien ; together with a few 

comes of the Priest Hunter." ■

There seems to have been some ungenerous 

behaviour as to " O'Donkell-aboo," which is 

B song considered important enough to infringe 

the laws of copyright in its behalf. For our Isibh 

People does not disdain to invoke the Saxon's 

vile laws when they can be found useful. It 

remonstrates : " The song known as O'Donnell- 

ABOO has never yet been publisked fite from 

error?* Was there evw so unlucky a sonffP 

"But it is now in course of preparation uncfer 

the author's superintendence, and will be ready 

immediately, with a partraii of the author^ and 

his autoaraph authorisation. It will be brought 

out in tne best style, with the music and correct 

words, and a beautiful title-page. Caution. — 

The version of O'Donnsll-aboo published by 

Messrs. Murray is incorrect, and has been pub- 

lished not only without my permission, but in 

defiance of my remonstrances. All authorised 

and correct copies are signed by the author, 

Mr. J. McCann, author of O'Dokwell-aboo." ; ■

I find another advertisement, the programme 

of "a grand national miscellaneous concert, for 

a distressed mechanic" — in which the splendid 

brass band of St. James was to perform " The 

War Galop," " The Brian Boroihme March," and 

the irrepressible " 0*Doi?well-aboo March;" 

besides the following attractions; a prologue, 

"written expressly for this occasion," by 

Mr. J. D. O'Loghlcn; an "opening chorus," by ■

the Manrland minstrels; the great barytone, 

Mr. M. Walsh ; a comic song, called " The Late 

Elections;" and Mr. John Heunon, the "favourite 

tenor," in some " choice seleotions from Moore." 

In the second part. Ma. Jameb de Ratkond 

CoTKE was to ang, " in character," The Pil- 

grims ; Mr. J. D. O'Loghlen " was to give" a 

recitation composed by himself, entitled "The 

American Ohila to his Iri^h Father;** and Mr. 

Nicholson was to recite *' Robert Emmett's last 

speech." "An efficient spring (sic) band" was 

to be in attendance. ■

In the "body" of the paper, there is a fair 

sprinkling of general news or inter^t ; but the 

journal seems to have adopted a rather novel idea 

m the shape of its opinions — ^for these were con- 

veyed through a large correspondence from all 

parts of the country, supposed to be addrased 

to the journal, but really mamifactured in 

the office. Every one is pouring in his or 

her suggestions, complaints, and advice, and 

this gives the idea of vast circuktion and 

great public interest. But what seems to 

cut the editor to the quick, and naturally so, 

are dismal accounts from genuine corre- 

spondents and agents of the sale of the paper 

being interfered with by the commands and in- 

fluence of the Catholic clergy. Howbeit, he 

protests — and, like Desdemona, almost too much 

— ^that this has the effect of doubling his cir- 

culation, and that he devoutly h(^ the clergy 

will redouble their efforts. Herein, it is easily 

seen that he is not speaking from his heart. ■

There is a long article on Infantry and Ca- 

valry, showing how the Soots beat the English 

at Bannockbum with lances, " whidi, as our 

readers are aware, is only a modification of the 

pike." The same was tne effect at Trichino- 

poli, where the British were terribly cut up. 

There was the same result when the French en- 

gaged the Mamelukes — those matchless horse- 

men not being able to break the squares. The 

moral inculcated by Ollajc Fodthla, the writer 

of this military essav, is, that pikes would still 

be useful. Bat he Las, unhappily and unfairly, 

left out all reference to the Enheld-rifle element. 

The inadequate pay of the police is then dwelt 

upon; but "still there are brave Iri^men in 

the police who would die for tiieir covntrj, and 

meet its foes, as we trust they shall, upon the 

glorious battle-fields of freedom." At a social 

meeting in Quarryville, Ulster, New York, Mr. 

Clark, "a centre," arrived to organise a " circle," 

when the "ladies, both young and old — God 

bless them l~did nobly encore the greeting of the 

men of Quarryville, so that those on the side 

walk, taking up the applause, in unison with 

those on the inside, made the welkin ring at Mr. 

Hugh BradUjfs Hotel*' Again, with straight- 

forwardness and candour, the Ibish Peopu 

copies a whole article, which very vigorously 

relates all its doctrines, and which winds up 

with the remark : " We look at the Fenians in 

the same way that a naturalist examines a co- 

lony of fleas ; veiy interesting, no doubt ;. but, 

then, we need not go too near them." The 

editor dismisses it with this commit: ^^Wfl ■
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have only to reply to this logical and gentle- 

manly production, that, if we frequenuj use 

polysyllables, we mostly know the meaning of 

them." ■

Leaving the seat of this ill-£ftted jonmal, I go 

a little turther, down a lane beside the Ex- 

change, where there is a narrow court, in which 

is the police-office. Here, the two black vans 

are waiting; and here, a great crowd is ga- 

thered, and a very curious crowd: not so 

much the usual unclean miscellany who wait 

every day, after the " night charges" are dis- 

posed of, to "see off" their firiends who are in 

trouble, but a far more respectable dass, with 

visible suspense and anxiety written on their 

faces — ^a kind of bewilderment that is very cha- 

racteristic. It is easy to see that these are some 

of the " brotherhoo(£" who are stunned bv the 

suddenness of the blow that has fallen, and who 

are in a little doubt where the next blow may fall, 

and are drawn bv a sort of fascination to this spot. 

A sijg;ht more deserving of compassion is a ga- 

thering of women — sisters, wives, and mothers 

— with faithful wistful faces, with most agonis- 

ing expressions — women, whose foolish " Pat" 

or " Andy" is inside, and who has been wakened 

from his childish dream of "uniforms, inde- 

pendence, circles," and what not, to the cold 

reality of a dirty cell and prison diet. As a 

string of these "state prisoners" is led out, it 

is almost amusing to see in some the faint 

attempt at carrying themselves with a political 

martjr air ; but the one who is pointed out as 

the editor of the sacked newspaper, and the 

promoter of all the mischief, seems to have a 

very hang-dog air indeed. The poor faithful 

women press forward with extraordinary energy 

and passion, with wailings and lamentations, 

and clasping of hands ana prayers, as the black 

door closes upon each. ■

Walking through retired streets, before the 

descent upon the degenerate Fenians of these 

davB, I had met large crowds gathered about 

ballad-singens of the usual type, but whose 

minstrelsy was of an unusual sort. The burden 

of one was something to this effect : ■

Thin Eyer-isbmin once more stbrike home, 

And fight with heart and hand \ ■

March to the battlers front agin, 

And sthiike for faAheriand. ■

Chokus— Thin Eyer-ishmin, &c. ■

Some songs of a more stirring kind enjoyed a 

yet greater popularity, and "drew" a ia^r 

audience : ■

TBB GKEXSSf FLAG FLTDTO OTEK VB» ■

Prepare, prepare with sifint care. ■

And trust to words no longer, 

We had enoagh of snch false stuff, ■

And find we are not the stronger. 

Those mountebanks who fill the ranks, ■

By lying all in thorns, 

Of ihim beware, and still prepare, ■

With the Green Flag flying ower us. ■

In days of yore, whin talkers bore 

, A sword, like min of valour, 

From every fight they led the flight, 

With base and coward troUor. ■

Such wreckless min, by voice and pin, 

With cursed and tore ui; ■

We^U strick thim damb with fife and drum, 

With the Green Flag flying ower us. ■

But the picture of the enrolled host marching 

to their tasx was better still : ■

THE VESdAS MBIT. ■

See they come over the red blossomed heather, 

Their green banners waving in the pure mountain ■

air; 

Heads erect, eyes to front, stepping proudly together. 

Sure freedom sits throned in each proud spirit there. ■

Their oolamns twining. ■

Their blades still shining, 

Like sparkles of beauty, they flaah from each man. ■

There is a grim spirit of ironical prophesy in 

these verses, and tney must come back very 

disagreeably on the patriots now incarceratea 

in small cells at the local Bridewell especially 

the ringing line, ■

Sure freedom sits throned in each proud spirit there ! ■

As usual, the old fondness for the theatricals 

of rebellion led to detection. Every one must 

have his " uniform," his arms, his nmk, and his 

commission. There was too much of " drilling" 

and "head centres." In the year 'forty-eight, 

when a similar plot was discovered, the chief of 

the police, an old soldier, received uiformation 

of the enrolment of numbers of the " assistants" 

in a large drapery house, and proceeded to the 

establi£^ent to arrest them. They were called 

in, one by one. In the mean time their trunks 

haid been searched, and a large number of officers' 

commissions in the new "rebel army" dis- 

covered. The old officer, a man of dry humour, 

received each with profound courtesy, address- 

ing them by their proper titles. "Very sorry. 

Colonel Maloney, but must send you away." 

" Regret so much. General, to put you to this 

inconvenience,. but " Then to his police- 

man: **You may remove the General." The 

poor drapers were more overwhelmed by this 

ironical reception, and the absurdity of the 

situation, than by even the discomfiture of their 

stupid little plot. It is needless to say that this 

fooling — ^which, however, was dangerous enough 

— was passed over, and that the drapers were 

sent back to their doth-yards. ■

It is constantly asked what is the aim, or what 

has been the ami, of this "movement" — ^the 

latest and most unlucky of all the manv mbve- 

ments that have disturbed Ireland. There are 

two nations to which Irish eyes and Irish hearts 

turn with feelings of strong and affectionate inte- 

rest. For the oeasant, the idea of " the French" 

seems to emoody ail that is romantic and 

spl^did ; and during the present century the 

dreun of Erench ships, and even the words 

"Bantry Bay" and French uniforms, had all 

the charm of a spell or a poem. No one who 

has not lived among the peasantry can con- 

ceive with what a reverence and sympatbv the 

name of Napoleon has been followed by them ; 

and it \b not too much to say that, if the pre- 

sent bearer of that name visited the country for 

pleasure and curiosity, the enthusiasm with ■
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which he would be met would be something 

incredible. ■

The writer of tliis knows for a fact that, at 

the time of the escape from Elba, inhere were 

districts in the far west where it was celebrated 

with bonfires and most tumultuous joy — where 

the hogshead, and, more welcome still, the keg 

of poteen, was set running — ^and this, too, in 

the houses and on the estates of squft-es hold- 

ing the king's commissions of the peace. The 

peasantry are highly poetical as a class, and 

have quite the taste of the French for military 

show. Consequently " a uniform" must figure 

in the proposition for every " rising ;" and the 

gentleman in Mr. Boucicault's play, who is 

always figuring along the coast, blazing in a 

French uniform and stars imperfectly concealed 

in the ample folds of a cloak, is only a type of 

this fancy of his countrymen. ■

Again, with every peasant, America is the 

grand ideal of strength and power and wealth — 

the Promised Land, the grand republic to which 

every one will hurry who can. Though there is 

no romance about it, it is the ideal of invinci- 

bility; it is the country of which England is 

supposed to stand in awe and terror. It is the 

kna from which the heavy reckoning is to come 

— some day ; it is the land from which many 

friends and countrymen return with great Mexi- 

can-looking trunks, studded over with brass 

bosses, and with coarse golden rings on their 

middle finger. There is no such objectionable 

character as this returned Irish-Amencan. The 

native goes out simple, courteous, intelligent, 

pious, and with sweetness of manner and address, 

quite Italian. He comes back familiar, swag- 

gering, "rowdyish," flashing, impudent, and 

irreligious^ In a county close to Dublin, a 

gentleman of this pattern has been living for a 

year or so, mystifying neighbours and police. 

He went out a miserable pauper, and returned 

with Mexican trunks, and gold rings, and a tuft 

to his chin. Nothmg could be ** made" of him. 

When the news of the arrests came, he had dis- 

appeared. But his work was done. It is known 

that nearly the whole of a militia regiment had 

become enrolled in the " body." ■

It is this indistinct idea of American power, 

and American chastisement for Englana, that 

gives the character to the present movement. 

AH through the last war, Irish sympathy went 

with the Northerns, with the great United States 

republic, against the South. The preposterous 

idea of Irisb-Americans coming in great Ameri- 

can ships, and Imcked by the great American 

government, is the background to the whole. 

The thing has been foolishly underrated, but 

few Engfishmen have a conception of the 

amount to which the ''organisation*' has ex- 

tended. Returned American soldiers, demo- 

ralised marauders, have been scattered over 

Ireland, inflaming the public mind. The figures 

of these loose ** loafersi" bearded, dressed in a 

kind of free-and-easy piratical fashion, with wide- 

awakes, long skirts, and half coats, have been 

familiar to many Dublin inhabitants ; and magis- 

trates and '' squireens," who have mixed much ■

with the people, have long suspected, and even 

known, tiiat some secret ajritation was at work. 

Even the old traditions of 'ninety-eight have been 

diligently evoked, and the story of New Ross, 

where the raw rebels, with only pikes in their 

hands, beat the king's troops again and again, 

has made the round of the country. The poor 

country peasant or Dublin journeyman tailor 

has not thought of the chances of pikes against 

Armstrong guns, or of the stand ol the magnifi- 

cent Brotherhood against twenty-six thousand 

soldiers, and twelve thousand Lincoln green 

policemen, who have Enfield rifles and sword- 

baybnets, and each man of whom is worth three 

soldiers, as being a trained, intellectual being, 

and not a machine.* ■

At the same time, it is not to be supposed 

that the mass of the people is disaffected. This 

has been more a coauetting with the vanities of 

rebellion, than a reoellion. One fact must be 

always expected, and seems next to impossible 

to be eradicated : that is, a steady dislike to 

the English. Some part of it (in the writer's 

opinion) must be set to the account of the 

English themselves— at least, of such English 

as come into the country and carry with them 

the tone of the true British supremacy. It is 

to be heard from the British contractor and his 

workman, who swear at the hodman as " you 

damned Hirishman," up to the official from 

Dublin Castle, who coolly tells his host, whose 

mutton he is cutting, that this or that is " so 

Irish." There is the fatal barrier of keligion ; 

there is the miserable confusion of the land 

question ; there is in the government a narrow 

red-tapeism which would in a dull way fit a 

chilling official coldness and constraint to im- 

pulsive manners and temperament. ■

THE GRANITE CITY. ■

I DO not know a more delightful sensation 

than that which we feel on revisiting after many 

ye(vrs the scenes of our boyhood. When I leapt 

on shore from the deck of the City of London, 

and set my foot upon my native heath— or more 

literally granite— I leapt back through twenty 

years into the past, carrying the present along 

with me. On these very stones I had stood when 

a boy, wistfully gazing after this very ship as 

she slowly steamed away, southward bound, for 

London ! I have watched her until she disap- 

peared round the headland, and still lingered 

there gazing at the trail of smoke which she 

left behind. I remember how I sighed as I 

turned away— sighed to think that I was not going 

with her ; how impatient I was with everything ■

* The Irish policeman must read, write, cast 

accounts, and pass &n examination in various 

branches. He is trained to act by himself, or with 

a fellow, is sent into a wild district on " a mission," 

and is thus taught to rely on himself and his own 

resources. He can chase a criminal a whole day 

over hill and valley, and is generally the best 

jumper and wrestler in the parish. Such a com- 

bination ought to make a wonderful sokUer. t ■
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about me ; how weary of mj college life; howl 

longed to see the grand world that lay beyond 

the hills ! Many a time I looked up into the 

heavens and marked the position of the Northern 

Bear, and, setting my back to it, I knew that my 

hce was towards the great city which' I longed 

to see. I envied the moon up there looking 

down upon it ! ■

But now when my ambition has been fulfilled, 

when my longing has been satisfied, when I have 

seen all the kingdoms of the world and the great 

cities thereof, I come back to the scenes of my 

early days with something of the chastened 

feelkg of the Prodigal Son. Not that I have 

wasted my substance in riotous living, or drunk 

too deeply of the cup of the world's pleasures ; 

not that I have proved to myself that all is vanity ; 

but because I am weary of the noisy trai&c of 

the great Highway and long for rest in quiet 

spots, where I can muse in peace amid the 

simple memories of the past. ■

Here amid the noise and bustle of this busy 

quay I am as much alone as if I were wandering 

in some secluded country lane. The old familiar 

houses speak to me with silent voices ; the stones 

that knew my footstep in days of old whisper 

pleasant greetings in my ear. The human faces 

I see are all strange to me, the voices unfamiliar. 

The onlyfaces that I know and that seem to 

know me are the faces of the clocks. They are 

not changed. Perhaps, being in Time's employ, 

their master favours them and exempts them 

from the tax which he levies upon everything 

else— on the principle of letting the "hands" in 

a business have goods at cost price. Ixl the 

days of my youth I have looked up at yonder 

clock and said, "Haste thee, haste thee; why 

so slow ?" I look up at it now and say, 

" Gently; gently ; why so fast P" When I have 

been conjugating "tupto" how I have longed 

for it to strike ! I would have it lingw now 

and not be so ready with those warning bells. 

Do you know the sensation of being in a state 

of complete sensuous happiness ; of being 

agreeably intoxicated with pleasant thoughts 

and feelings ! And did you never wish to be 

struck so — to be turned into a pillar of sweet- 

ness as Lot's wife was turned into a pillar of 

salt f I know the sensation well ; it is one which 

leaves no higher happiness beyond. It is a 

feeling that may come upon you in a cellar, or in 

a garret, and while it lasts you will not wish 

for heaven itself. Such a feeling did I have, 

while walking along in a dream, among the old 

familiar streets of Aberdeen. ■

Our loftiest thoughts are sometimes associated 

with very common things. The sublime and the 

ridiculous do not always walk a step apart ; they 

often go arm in arm. I come to a certain shop, 

and a philosophical turn is given to my thoughts 

by the sight of a meerschaum pipe in the 

window. It is fashioned in the form of a shell. 

Such a pipe as that did I envy when I was a 

boy, strictly forbidden by my parents ever to 

smoke. It was in this very shop window that ■

I saw it. I looked at it with longing eyes day 

after day for many weeks. I saved up my money 

to buy it; but I never saved enough. The 

coveted pipe never became mine. But now I 

would not give a fig for all the pipes in the shop. 

Yet, I don't know that I ever aspired to any- 

thing so eagerly as the possession of that shell- 

shaped meerschaum pipe which lay in this window 

twenty years ago. I have no desire in connexion 

with the pipe-shop at all now, except that the 

proprietor would let me sit down upon his door- 

step and have a good think. ■

What a long way it used to seem from the 

steam-boat wharf to Marischal-street. It seems 

very short now. I turn the comer before I 

know where I am, and straight before me I see 

inscribed on the front of a blue granite house, 

the words " Theatre Boyal." There I saw my 

first play. It was Pizarro. I went to the pit, 

and for three hours dwelt in aland of the wildest 

delight. Such handsome noble men; such 

beautiful majestic women ! And the fire from 

heaven ! How solemn and imposing that was ! 

I did not see the wire, and the bit of tow steeped 

in spirits of wine ; which I have subsequently 

become familiar with, and consequently learned 

to regard with contempt. Nor was I personally 

acquainted with the majestic Pizarro and the 

noble Bolla. Alas that I ever should come to 

know them personally, and find out that they 

were only five feet eight, and liked rum, and 

when in London were reduced to the sad ex- 

tent of playing general utility. There was a 

farce after the tragedy which gave me great 

delight. I don't remember the name of it; but 

I remember two officers in blue frock-coats and 

red trousers who sat at a table and drank, and 

a comic groom who sang a funny song about a 

fair, and a pretty actress — oh, such a pretty 

actress, who^weU, I only remember that I 

fell over head and ears in love with her and 

haunted her steps, and wrote letters to her, 

when I ought to have been writing my Greek 

exercises, and learning a moral from the little 

story of the pretty Grecian girls who laughed 

at Anacreon and called him a silly old man. 

Ah, how pretty she was ; how clever ! I 

am glad I never saw her afterwards, for I 

still retain the impression that she was the 

cleverest and prettiest actress that ever was. 

I carefully preserve a similar impression with re- 

gard to Pizarro— and believe that it is the finest 

tragedy that ever was represented, albeit I know 

that it is "down right booth at a fair." But 

nothing will induce me to be convinced of this 

by going to see another performance of the 

piece. I will adhere to my early faith. ■

I go across the road and look at the bill I 

notice the names of actors whom I know. No 

doubt tiiey are at this moment rehearsing the 

tragedy of King Richard III., which is to be 

performed this evening by special desire. Shall 

I call upon them ? What ! And see that the 

Peruvian altar is composed of an old egg-box, 

that heaven's lightning-conductor is a bit of bell ■
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wire, and that the lightning itself is paraffin ! 

Never. Let me keep at least one disendianted 

comer in mj memory of the theatre. ■

I bend my steps towards the street where I 

lived when I was a student. There is a railway 

station at the end of it now. The railway had 

not come so far north in my day, and when we 

travelled it was by the mail-ooacb, with a guard 

in a red coat blowing a horn behind. The rail- 

way, 1 see, has respectfully stopped at the end 

of my street, but whether out of regard for me, 

or in consequence of the elevated nature of the 

situation, I will not stay to inquire. Even with 

this alteration in the aspect of the place I could 

find my way to number eleven blindfold. This 

must be the hoose—yes, this is the house, not- 

withstanding that it has been converted into a 

shop for the sale of whisky to be drunk on the 

premises. Had it been otherwise, I might have 

had some delicacy about asking permission to 

view my old abode. As it is, I walk in and 

order hali a gill, which is brought to me in the 

very apartment where I was formerly accustomed 

to drink— I will not say deeply— of the waters 

of the Pierian spring. There was my grate : I 

knew its pattern: there was my brass gas- 

pipe : I knew its twist. There was the recess in 

which stood my box bed. It was a " iwress" now 

for whisky-bottles and gill-stoups ! What am 

I to make of this P The student's lodging- 

house turned into a shebeen. Bacchus sitting 

in the chair of Minerva. Is this a symptom 

of the decline and fall of Aberdeen? Well; 

no, I think not. The simple fact is, that a 

public-house was wanted here to accommodate 

the officials employed at the railway. But how 

easy it would be for me to say that it was the 

direct consequence of the decline of learning 

and morals. A university had been swept away, 

and there were no students to take lodgings. So 

grossness stepped in and turned the homes of 

the students into dram-shops. It would look 

very feasible. And is it not in such fashion 

that history is sometunes written? I have been 

walking through unfrequented by -streets in 

order to have my own company. You cannot 

muse when any one is by your side talking to 

you. A single word uttered by a known voice 

breaks the spell of your reverie, and presto! 

your pleasant waking dream has fled. Thus on 

turning the comer of my street, I am saluted 

with— "Ha, how d'ye do; welcome back to 

Scotland," and I awake at once to hard reali- 

ties. And the realities here are very hard indeed. ■

If the world last long enough, Aberdeen will 

assuredly come to be known as the Eternal City ; 

and, physically at least, it will have, as good a 

claim as Home to that title. If they escape fire, 

there is no reason why the houses in Union- 

street should not last for a thousand years. 

They are built entirely of granite, and the walls 

are three times as thick as those of the best 

brick houses which are now being built in 

London. And while they will last for many 

centuries, their outer walls will remain as white ■

and dean as when they were first erected. The 

smoke which settles upon them one day, is 

washed off by the ram the next. The boasted 

endurance of marble ia nothing to that of 

granite. MarUe crumbles and cracks after a 

century or two, and its whiteness is dimmed in 

a few short years. Ghranite lasts for ever, and 

every storm of wind and rain renews its pristine 

brightness. Houses which Dr. Johnson saw and 

admired are as stable and as wMte and clean as 

they were a hundred years ago. "They build 

almost wholly with granite," said tiie doctor; 

" which is well known not to want hardness.'* 

No, indeed, hardness is exactly what it does not 

want; and why the learned doctor, who was a 

Dictionary-maker, and prided himself upon his 

English, t;ould not have said in a straightforward 

manner that " it was very hard," I cannot imagine. 

"It is beautiful," haadds, and "must be very last- 

ing." Dr. Johnson was -three days in Aberdeen, 

and did not care to inquire what was the staple of 

its trade ; albeit he received the freedom of the 

dty, with liberty to set up shop within its pre- 

cincts. All that he says about the town is, that 

it has two universities and an English church, 

and that the women of the lower class are visibly 

employed in knitting stockings. Yet Aberdeen 

was no insignificant place even in Dr. Johnson's 

time. ■

Sir, let us take a walk down Dnion-street, 

and see what it is like to-day. This Union-street 

is one of the streets of the world. For the so- 

lidity, regularity, and beauty of its buildings, it 

has no equal, even in Paris. The roadway and 

pavements, formed of the same grey granite of 

which the houses are built, are singularly clean, 

and the (whole street for the length of a mile 

looks as if it had been cut and fashioned out of 

a long ridge of solid rock. From one end of the 

street to the other there is not a brick nor a 

single patch of stucco to be seen. All is solid 

granite, put together so nicely that even the 

mortar is invisible. The shops are splendid, 

most of them having large plate-glass windows in 

which all kinds of rich goods are displayed with 

much taste. The fruiterers* shops are particu- 

larly attractive, and the show of fruit in some of 

them is not inferior to that of the middle row in 

Covent Garden, London. The public buildings 

constructed of granite, and in the purest Grecian 

style of architecture, have a most noble appear- 

ance. There is financial stability in their very look. 

No one could have any apprehension, of such 

b^mks as those breaking. The market opposite 

the post-office is an immense building. The lower 

part is devoted to fish ; the upper part to fruit 

and vegetables; the side-passages to butchers* 

meat, poultry, game, &o., and the galleries to fancy 

wares of all kinds. In fact, the Aberdeen market 

combines Covent Garden, Billingsgate, Newgate, 

and Leadenhall markets, and the Lowther Ar- 

cade, all in one. It is a most commodious 

and well-contrived stmcture, and the Duke of 

Bedford might do well to run down and take a 

look at it before he decides upon the plan for a ■
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new market in Covent Garden. Aberdeen 

abounds with edncational and charitable insti- 

, tationa. It had until lately two nniyeraities— 

King's and Marisdial CJolleges— which, I regret to 

say, are now united. Its grammar-school—wliere 

Lord Byron began his early studies— is one of the 

most ancient and famous seminaries in Scotland : 

the nursery of many cultirated intellects, whose 

influence has helped to sway the destinies of the 

world. Among the philanthropic institutions 

may be mentioned the Bo3ral Infirmary, one of 

the most splendid granite buildings in the king- 

dom ; Gordon's Hospital, an institution similar 

to George Henot's in Edinburgh, for the main- 

tenance of poor and fatherless children; and the 

Orphan Asylum, built and endowed, at an expense 

of thirty .thousand pounds, by Mrs. Elmslie, a 

native of Aberdeen. In every respect, Aberdeen 

is as handsome, as well-to-do, and as clean a 

town, as is to be met with between Land's End 

and John o'Groat's. A stranger entering it for 

the flrst time will be reminded of Paris— I 

mean the new Paris of Napoleon the Third. It 

is like Paris in the whiteness and regularity of 

its buildings, and also in the picturesque character 

of the costumes of the market-women and fish- 

wiyes. There, howerer, the likeness ends. 

There are few "sights" or shows in Aberdeen. 

In that respect it is a very severe town indeed. 

There are only three monuments: one of the 

late Duke of Gordon, another of Prince Albert, 

recently erected, and a market cross. That 

of the Prince Consort is a monument of high- 

backed chair and jack-boots. Prom one point of 

view you cannot see the Prince for chair, from 

another you cannot see him for robes, and from 

a third you cannot see him for boots. The Prince 

is better represented in a sixpenny chimney orna- 

ment. There is a great lack of amusement' in 

Aberdeen. There is a theatre, and there is a music- 

h^ ; but neither of these temples is of a suffi- 

ciently high class to attract the better classes of 

the people. The result is, that when the better 

classes want a sensation, they go to preachings 

and revival meetings ; or if they are not disposed 

that way, they spend the evening over the toddy 

tumbler. I am more than ever convinced that 

the drinking habits of my countrymen, and their 

fematical character, are chiefly due to the want of 

rational amusements. Here in Aberdeen, which 

has a population of nearly eighty thousand in- 

habitants, there is no public amusement of any 

kind (except an occasional concert) which the 

respectable classes can venture to patronise. 

Ladies and gentlemen cannot go to a theatre 

where the boys smoke pipes in the gallery. The 

theatre has been pushed away out of sight in a 

cold steep street near the shore, as if the town 

were ashamed of it. It is not " the thing" to 

go to the theatre in Aberdeen ; and the better 

classes being deprived of the sensation play, 

must be content with the sensation sermon. 

Preachings are held every day in the week, and 

the sermon actually takes the phice of the play. 

It is offered as a sort of evening's entertainment. ■

As a centre of trade, Aberdeen is a town of 

great importance ; but if you ask me what is the 

chief article^f manuiacture in this " northern 

city ccdd," as the local poets call it, I answer 

you, not wool, nor flax, nor iron, nor paper, nor 

ships— though all these things are manufactured 

in high perfection— but men. The raw material 

is produced all round about in the lowlands of 

the south and east, and in the highlands of the 

north and west ; but here, in the grammar-school 

and in the university, it is made up for the 

markets of the world. ■

HALF A MILLION OF MONEY. ■

BT THX i.uTHoa ov " babbasa's bistobt.** ■

CHAPTEB LXIII. MR. PORSTTH. ■

Mb. Tbefaldek was, undeniably, a very gen- 

tlemanly man. His manners were* courteous ; 

his exterior was prepossessing ; and there was 

an air of self-possessed quiet about all that he 

said and did which made his society very agree- 

able. He talked well about what he had read 

and seen ; and if even his knowledge of things 

lying beyond the radius of his own profession 

was somewhat superficial, he knew, at all events, 

how to turn it to the best account. At the 

same time there was nothing of the brilliant 

raconteur about him. He never talked in epi- 

grams, nor. indulged in flashes of sarcasm, nor 

condescended to make puns, like many men 

whose abilities were inferior to his own ; but 

there was, nevertheless, a vein of subdued 

pleasantry running through his conversation, 

which, although it was not wit, resembled wit 

rery closely. ■

Most people liked him ; and it was a notice- 

able fact that, amid the wide circle of his busi- 

ness acquaintances, the best-bred people were 

those whose disposition towards him was the 

most friendly. Lord Castletowers thought very 

highly of him. Viscount Esher, whose legal 

affairs he had transacted for the last ten years, 

was accustomed to speak of him in terms which 

were particularly flattering upon the lips of that 

stately gentleman of the old school. The Duke 

of Doncaster, the Earl of Ipswich, and other 

noblemen of equal standing looked upon him as 

quite a model attorney. Even Lady Castle- 

towers approved of William Trefalden to a 

deme that was almost cordial, and made a 

pomt of receiving him very graciously whenever 

he went down into Surrey. ■

By mere men of busmess — such men, for 

instance, as Laurence Greatorex — ^he was less 

favourably regarded. Thejr could not appre- 

ciate his manner. So far, indeed, from appre- 

ciating it, his manner was precisely the one 

thing they most of all disliked and mistrusted. 

They coiJd never read his thoughts nor guess 

at his cards, nor gain the smallest insight into 

his opinions and character. They acknowledged 

that he was clever; but qualified the admission 

by adding that he was "too clever by half." In 

short, William Trefalden's popukrity lay, for 

the most part, to the west ot Temple-bar, ■
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Gifted, then, with a manner which was in 

itself a passport to good society, it was not 

surprising that the lawyer made a favourable 

impression upon the ladies in Brudenell-terrace. 

It suited him to call himself by some name not 

his own, and he chose that of Eorsvth ; so they 

knew him as Mr. Eorsjrth, and that was all. 

Resolved, however, to win their confidence, he 

spared no pains, and hesitated before no means 

whereby to attain his object. He traded un- 

scrupulously on their love for the husband and 

father whom they had lost ; and, skilfully fol- 

lowing up his first lead, he made more way in 

their regard by professing to have known Edgar 

Riviere in the days of his youth, than by lavish- 

ing Saxon's hundreds on the worthless pictures 

which had served to open to him the aoors of 

their home. ■

And this admirable idea had been wholly un- 

premeditated. It came to him like a flash of in- 

spiration ; and as an inspiration he welcomed it, 

acted upon it, developea it with the tact of a 

master. Careful not to overact the part, he 

spoke of the painter as of one whom he would 

have desired to know more intimately had he 

continued to reside in England, whose character 

interested him, and whose early gifts had 

awakened his admiration. He evinced an eager 

but respectful desire to glean every detail of 

his after-career. He bought up the whole 

dreary stock of Nymphs and Dryads with assi- 

duous liberality, carrying away one or more on 

the occasion of every visit. Nothing was too 

large, too small, or too sketchy for him. ■

An acquaintance conducted in this fashion 

was not difficult of cultivation. The munificent 

and courteous patron soon glided into the sym- 

pathetic adviser and friend. Frequent calls, 

prolonged conversations, unobtrusive attentions, 

produced their inevitable effect; and before 

many weeks had gone by, the widow and orphan 

believed in William Trefalden as if he were an 

oracle. Their gratitude was as unbounded as 

their faith. Strange to English life, ignorant of 

the world, poor and in trouble, they stood 

terribly in need of a friend ; and, having found 

one, accepted his opinions and followed his 

advice implicitly. Thus it came to pass that 

the lawyer estaolished himself upon precisely 

that footing which was most favourable to his 

designs, and became not only the confidant of 

all their plans, but the skilful arbiter of all their 

actions. Thus, also, it came to pass that at the 

verv time when Saxon Trefalden believed them 

to be already dwelling upon the shores of the 

Mediterranean, Mrs. and Miss Riviere were still 

in England, and temporarily settled in very 

pleasant apartments in the neighbourhood of 

Sydenham. ■

Hither their devoted friend came freouently 

to call upon them ; and it so happened tliat he 

paid them a visit on the evening of the very day 

that Saxon set sail for Sicily. ■

He went down to Sydenham in an extremely 

pleasant frame of mind. Ignorant of their 

sudden change of plans, he still believed that 

his cousin and the Earl were on their way to ■

Norway ; and it was a belief from which he 

derived, considerable satisfaction. It fell in 

charmingly with his present arrangements ; and 

those arrangements were now so carefully 

matured, and so thoroughly en train, that it 

seemed impossible they should fail of success in 

any particular. Perhaps had he known how 

the uttle Albula was even then gliding before 

the wind in the direction of the Channellslands, 

instead of tacking painfully about in the straits 

of Dover, Mr. Trefalden would scarcely have 

arrived at Mrs. Riviere's apartments in so com- 

placent a mood. ■

It was delightful to be welcomed as he was 

welcomed. It was delightful to see the book 

and the embroidery laid aside as he came in — 

to meet such looks of confidence and gladness 

—to be listened to when he spoke, as if all his 

words were wisdom — to sit by the open window, 

breathing the perfume of the flowers, listening 

to Helen's gentle voice, and dreaming delicious 

dreams of days to come. For William Trefal- 

den was more than ever in love — ^more than 

ever resolved to compass the future that he had 

set before him. ■

*' We thought we should see ][0u this even- 

ing, Mr. Forsyth," said Mrs. Riviere, when the 

first greetings had been exchanged. " We were 

saying so but a few moments oefore you came 

to the gate." ■

" A Londoner is glad to escape from the 

smoke of the town on such a delicious evening," 

replied Mr. Trefalden, " even though it be at 

the risk of intruding too often upon his sub- 

urban friends." ■

"Can the only friend we have in England 

come too often P ■

" Much as I may wish it to be so, I fear the 

case is not quite an impossible one." ■

"Mamma has been out to-day in a Bath- 

chair, Mr. Forsyth," said Helen. " Do you not 

think she is looking better ?" ■

" I am quite sure of it," replied the lawyer. ■

"I feel better," said the invalid. "1 feel 

that I gain strength daily." ■

"Thatiswell.^' ■

" And Doctor Fisher says that I am improv- 

ing." ■

"I attach more value, my dear madam, to 

your own testimony on that point, than to the 

opinion of any physician, however skilful," 

oDserved Mr. Trefalden. ■

" I have great faith in Doctor Fisher," said 

Mrs. Riviere. ■

*' And I have great faith in this pure Syden- 

ham air. I cannot tell you how rejoiced I am 

that you consented to remove from Camber- 

well.'^ ■

Mrs. Riviere sighed. ■

" Do you not tmnk I might soon go back to 

Italy?" she asked. ■

"It is the very subject which I have chiefly 

come down this evening to discuss," replied the 

lawyer. ■

The lady's pale £ace lighted up at this reply. ■

"I am so anxious to go," she said, eagerly; 

"I feel as if there were life for meiur Italvj"! ■
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"The qaestion is,, my dear madam, whether 

you are strong enough to encounter the fatigue 

of so long a journey/' ■

" I am sore that mamma is not nearly strong 

enough," said Miss Riviere, quickly. ■

"1. might travel slowly." ■

"To travel slowly is not enough," said 

Mr. Trefalden. "You should travel without 

anxiety — ^I mean, you should be accompanied bv 

some person who could make all the rough 

places smooth and all the crooked paths straight 

lor you throughout the journey." ■

" I should be unwilling to incur the expense 

of emi)loying a courier, if I could possibly avoid 

it," said Mrs. Kivi^e. ■

" No doubt : for a courier is not only a costly, 

but a very anomalous and disagreeable incum- 

brance. He is both your 8er?ant and your mas- 

ter. Might it not, however, be possible for you 

to join a party travelling towards the same 

point?" ■

" You forget that we know no one in this 

country." ■

" Nay, those things are frequently arranged, 

even with strangers." ■

"Besides, who would care to be burdened 

' with two helpless women P No stranger would 

accept the responsibility." ■

Mr. Trefalden pausea a moment before reply- 

ing. ■

" Given an equally suitable climate," he said, 

" I presume you are not absolutely wedded to 

Italy as a place of residence P' ■

'* I love it better than any other country in 

the world." ■

" Yet I think I have heard you say that you are 

not acquainted with the southern coast P" ■

"True; we always lived in Florence." ■

" Then neither Mentone nor Nice would pos- 

sess any charm of association for vou P" ■

"Only the association of language and 

climate." ■

'^ And of these two conditions, that of climate 

can alone be pronounced essential ; but I should 

say that you might make a more favourable 

choice thui either. Has it never occurred to 

you that the air of Egypt or Madeira might be 

worth a trial, if only for one winter P" ■

" Mamma has been advised to try both," said 

Miss Riviere. ■

"But I prefer Italy," said the invalid. 

" The happiest years of my life were spent under 

an Italian sky.'^ ■

"Pardon me; but should you, my dear 

madam, allow yourself to be influenced by pre- 

ference in such a case as thisP" asked Mr. 

Trefalden, very deferentially. ■

" I can offer a better reason, then — poverty. 

It is possible to live in Italy for very, very little, 

when one knows the people and the countir so 

well as we know them ; out I could not afford 

to live in Madeira or Egypt." ■

"The journey to Madeira is easy, and not 

very expensive,^' said Mr. Trefalden. ■

mn. Bivi^re shook her head. ■

"I should not dare to undertake it," she 

replied. ■

" Not with a careful escort ?" ■

"Nay, if even that were my only difficulty, 

where should I find one P" ■

" In myself." ■

The mother and daughter looked up with 

surprise. ■

"In you, Mr. EorsythP" they exclaimed, 

simultaneously ■

Mr. Trefalden smiled. ■

" You need not let that astonish you," he 

said ; " it is my intention to spend all my fu- 

ture winters abroad^ and I am greatly tempted 

by much that I have heard and read lately about 

Madeira. I am a free man, however, and if 

Mrs. Riviere preferred to venture upon Egypt, 

I would quite willingly exchange j^unched for 

the Nile.'^ ■

" This is too much goodness." ■

" And, if you will not think that I take an 

unwarrantable liberty in saying so, I may add 

that the question of expense must not be al- 

lowed to enter into your calculations." ■

"But " ■

" One moment, my dear madam," interrupted 

the lawyer. " Fray do not su{)pose that I am 

^resuming to offer you pecuniary assistance. 

Nothing of the kind. I am simply offering to 

advance you whatever sums you may require 

upon the remainder of Mr. Riviere's paintings 

and sketches ; or, if you prefer it, I will at once 

purchase them from you." ■

" In order that I may have the means of going 

to Madeira P" said Mrs. Riviere, colouring pain- 

fully. " No, my kind friend ; I begin to under- 

stand you now. It cannot be." ■

"I fear you are beginning only to misunder- 

stand me, replied Mr. Trefalden, with grave 

earnestness, "If you were even right — if I 

were only endeavouring to assist the widow of 

one whose memory and genius I deeply revere, 

I do not think you ought to feel wounded by 

the motive ; but I give you my word of honour 

that such is not my prevailing reason." ■

" Do you mean that you really wish to pos- 

sess . . . ." ■

"Every picture from which you are willing 

to part." ■

"But you would then have from twenty-five 

to thirty paintings from the same brush — many 

of them quite large subjects P" ■

"So much the better." ■

"Yet, it seems inconceivable that . . . ." ■

"That I should desire to make a Riviere col- 

lection P Such, nevertheless, is my ambition." ■

*' Then you must have a spacious gallery P" 

Mr. Trefalden shook his head. ■

" I have no gallery," he said, " at present. 

Some day, perhaps, if I ever fulfil a long-che- 

rished dream, I may settle abroad, and build a 

house and gallery in some beautiful spot ; but 

that is only a project, and the destinies of pro- 

jects are uncertain." ■

He glanced at Miss Riviere as he said this, 

and seemed to suppress a sigh. She was look- 

ing away at the moment ; but her mother saw 

the glance, and Mr. Trefalden intended that she 

shoiud see it. /^ i ■
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" In the mean while,'* he added, after a pause, 

'^ I am not sure that I shall be so selfish as to 

hoard these pictures. The world has never yet 

recognised Edgar Riviere ; and it would be only 

an act of justice on my part if I were to do 

something which should at once secure to his 

works their proper position in the history of 

English art." ■

" What can you do ? What do yon mean ?" 

faltered Mrs. Riviere. ■

"I scarcely know yet. I thought at one 

time that it would be well to exhibit them in 

some good room ; but that plan might have its 

disadvantages. The most airect course would 

be, I suppose, to present them to the nation." ■

The mother and daught/er looked at each other 

in speechless emotion. Their eyes were full of 

tears, and their hearts of gratitude and wonder. ■

" But, in any case," continued Mr. Trefialden, 

" the pictures need cleaning and framing. No- 

thing could be done with them before next year, 

and they must be mine before even that amount 

of progress can be made." ■

"They are yours from this moment, most 

generous friend and benefactor," sobbed the 

widow. '' Oh, that he could have lived to see 

this day!** ■

But Mr. Trefalden would not suffer the ladies 

to express their thanks. He was proud to be 

regarded by them as a friend, ana still more 

proud to be the humble instrument by means 

of which a great name misht be rescued from 

undeserved obscurity ; but ne protested against 

being staled their benefactor. He then ad- 

verted, with much delicacy, to the question of 

price, stated that he should at once pay in a 

certain sum at a certain bank to Mrs. Riviere's 

credit ; touched again upon the subject of Ma- 

deira; and, having of course carried his point, 

rose, by-and-by, to take his leave. ■

"Then, my dear madam, I am to have the 

honour of escorting you to Funchal in the course 

of some three or four weeks from the present 

time P' he said at parting. ■

"If Mr, Forsyth will consent to be so bur- 

dened." ■

**I think myself very happy in being per- 

mitted to accompany you," replied Mr. Tre- 

falden; "and if I have named too early a 

date . . . ." ■

"Nay, a day hence would scarcely be too 

soon for me," said Mrs. Riviere. " My heart 

aches for the sunny south." ■

To which the kwyer replied by a courteous 

assurance that his own arrangements should be 

hastened as much as possible, and took his de- 

parture. ■

" Mr. Forsyth has quite what our aunt, old 

Lady Glastonbury, used to call tbe 'grand air,' " 

said Mrs. Riviere, as Mr. Trefalden took off his 

hat to them at the gate. "And he b hand- 

some." ■

" I do not think him handsome," replied her 

daughter ; " but he is the most liberal of men." ■

"Munificently liberal. He must be very 

rich, too ; and I am sure he is very good. Let 

me see, there was a Forsyth, I think, who mar- ■

ried a daughter of Lord Ingleboroufh ia the 

same year that Alethea became La^ Castle- 

towers. I should like to ask whether lie belongs 

to that family." ■

"Nay, darling, why put the question? Our 

Mr. Forsyth may come of some humbler stock, 

and then . . . ." ■

" Tou are right, Helen ; and he can afford to 

dispense with mere nobility. Do you know, my 

child, I have sometimes thought of late " ■

"What have you thought, my own dear 

mother P" ■

*'That he — ^that Mr. Forsyth is inclined to 

admire my little Helen very much." ■

The young girl drew back suddenly, and the 

smile vanished from her lips. ■

"Oh, mamma," she said, "I hope not." ■

" Why so, my child ? Mr. Yorsyih. is rich, 

kind, good, and a gentleman. His wife would 

be a very happy woman." ■

"But I do not love him." ■

"Of course you do not love him. We do 

not even know whether he loves you ; but the 

time may come . . . ." ■

"Heaven forbid it !" said Miss Riviere, in a 

low voice. ■

" And I say. Heaven grant it," rejoined her 

mother, earnestly. "I would die to-morrow, 

thazikfuUy, if I but knew that my child would 

not be left alone in the wide world when I was 

gone." ■

The girl flung her arms passionately round 

her mother's neck, and burst into tears. ■

"Hush, hush!" she cried, "not a word of 

death, mv darling. You must live for me. Oh, 

how glad— how glad I am that you are going to 

Madeira !" ■

The invalid shook her head, and leaned back 

wearily. ■

" Ah," she sighed agam, " I had rather have 

gone to Italy." ■

CHAPTEK LHV. the BAEBICAOS IN THE 

VIA LOMBABDI. ■

DiSAGBEEABLT consdous of being roused, as 

it were, against his will from something heavier 

than sleep, of a painful struggle fw breath, 

and of a sudden ^duge of oold water, Saxon 

opened his eyes, and found Lord Gastletowers 

leaning OTer him. ■

" Where am I P* he asked, staring round in 

a bewildered way. " What is the matter with 

me?" ■

"Nothing, I hope, my dear fellow," replied 

his friend. " Five minutes ago, I pulled you 

out from under a man and a horse, and made 

certain you were dead ; but since then, having 

fetched a little water and brought you roand, 

and being, moreover, * unable to find any holes 

in your armour, I am inolined to hope that no 

damage has been done. Do yon think you can 

get up r ■

Saxon took the Earl's hand, and rose without 

much difficulty. His head ached, and he felt 

dizzy ; but that was all. ■

"1 suppose I have been stunned," he^d, ■
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looking roimd at the empty battery. " Is the 

battle won and over ?*' ■

The guns were gone, and the ground was 

ploughed with their heavy wheel-tracks. Dark 

pools of blood and heaps of slain showed where 

the struggle had been fiercest ; and close against 

Saxon's feet lay the bodies of a cuirassier and 

two Neapolitan gunners. At the sight of these 

last he shuddered and turned away, for he knew 

that they had all three been shot by his own 

hand. ■

" Why, no ; the battle is not over," replied 

the £arl; '* neither can I say that it is won; 

but it is more than half won: We have taken 

the guns, and the Neapolitans have retreated 

into the town ; and now a halt has been sounded, 

and the men are taking a couple of hours' rest. 

The bridge over the Nocito, and all the open 

country up to the very gates of Melazso, are 

ours." ■

"There has been sharp fighting here," said 

Saxon. ■

"The sharpest we have seen to-day," replied 

the Earl. " Their cavalry re-took the guns, and 

drove Dunn's men out of the battery ; but our 

fellows divided on each side of the road, re- 

ceived them between two fires, and when they 

tried to charge back again, barred the road and 

shot the leaders down. It was splendidly done ; 

but Garibaldi was in imminent danger for a few 

moments, and, I believe, shot one trooper with 

his own hand. After that, the Neapolitans 

broke throuj^h and escaped^ leaving the guns 

and battery in our hands." ■

" And you saw it all ?" ■

^AIL I was amon^ those who barred the 

road, and was close behind Garibaldi the whole 

time. And now, as you seem to be tolerably 

steady on your le^ again, I propose that we go 

down to some more sheltered place, and get 

something to eat. This Sicilian noond^ sun 

is fierce enough to melt the brains in one's 

skull; and fighting makes men hungry." ■

Some large wood-stores and barns had been 

broken open for the accommodation of the 

troops, anid thither the friends repaired for rest 

and r^eshment. Lying in the shelter of a 

shed beside the Nocito, they ate their luncheon 

of bread and fruit, smoked their cigarettes, and 

listened to the pleasant sound of the torrent 

hurrying to the sea. All around and about, in 

the ^lade of every bush, and the shelter of 

every shed, lay the tired soldiers — a motley, 

dusty, war-stamed throng, some eating, some 

sleeping, some smoking, some bathing their hot 

feet in the running stream, some, witn genuine 

Italian thoaghtlesaness, playoig at morra as 

they bj side by side on the Knea sward, ges- 

ticulatmg as ea^ly, and ku^oing as gaily, as 

though wc reign of battle and bloodsned had 

passed awa^ baa. the earth. Now and then, a 

wounded man was oairied past on a temporary 

litter; now and then* a Ne^K^tan prisoner 

was brought in; now and tlien, a hanntess gun 

was fired from the fortress. Thus the hot noon 

went by, and for two brief hours peace pre- 

vailed. ■

" Poor Vaughan !" said the Earl, now hear- 

ing of his death for the first time. " He iiad 

surely some presentiment upon his mind this 

morning. What has become of the horse ?" ■

Saxon explained that he had sent it to the 

rear, with orders that it should be conveyed 

back to Meri, and carefully attended to. ■

•* I do not forget," he added, " that we are 

the repositories of his will, and that Gulnare is 

now a legacy. I think it will be wise to send 

her to Palermo for the present, to the care of 

Signer Colonna." ■

"Undoubtedly. Do you know, Trefalden, 

I have more than suspected at times that — that 

he loved Miss Colonna." ■

"1 should not wonder if he did," replied 

Saxon, gloomily. ■

"Well, he died a soldier's death, and to- 

morrow, if I live, I will see that he has a 

soldier's burial A braver fellow never entered 

the service." ■

And now, the allotted time having expired, 

the troops were again assembled, ana the 

columns termed for action. Garibaldi went on 

board the Tuckori, a Neapolitan steam-frigate 

that had gone over to him with men, arms, and 

ammunition complete, at an early stage of the 

war, and was now lying off Melazzo in the bay 

to the west of the promontorv. Hence, with no 

other object than to divert tbe attention of the 

garrison, he directed a rapid fire on the fortress, 

while 1^ army advanced in three divisions .to 

the assault of the town. ■

Medici took the westward beach; Gosenzthe 

road to the Messina gate ; and Maienehini the 

Porta di Palermo. This time, Saxon and Cast 1 e- 

towers marched with the Cacciatori under 

General Cosenz. ■

By two o'clock, they found themselves under 

the walls of Mehizzo. The nnison had by this 

time become aware of the advancing columns. 

First one shell, then another, then half a dozen 

together, came soaring like meteors over the 

heads of the besiegers, wiio only rushed up the 

more eagerly to the assault, and battered the 

more desperately against the gate. A shot or 

two from an old twelve*pounder bronji^ht it down 

presently with a cra^ ; the G^ibaldians poured 

through; and, in the course of a few seconds, 

almost without knowing bow they came t^ere, 

Saxon and Castletowers found themselves inside 

the walls, face to &oe with a battalion of Nea- 

politan infantry. ■

Ba&k bodies fired. The Neapolitans, having 

delivered their volley, retreated up the street. 

The Garibaldians followed. Presently the Nea- 

pditans turned, fired again, and again retreated. 

They repeated this manoeuvre several times, the 

Ganbalaiaas always firinff and following, till 

they came to the market-place, in the centre of 

the town. Here they found Colonel Dunn's 

regiment in occupation of one side of the quad- 

rangle, and a considerable body of Neapolitan 

troops on the other. The air was full of smoke, 

and the ground scattered over with groups of 

killed and wounded. As the smoke cleared, 

they ooiild aee the Neapolitans on the one hand, ■
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steadily loading and aiming^n the other, 

Dunn's men running tumultuoualy to and fro, 

keeping up a rapid but.irregular fire. ■

No sooner, however, had the new comers 

emerged upon the scene, than a mounted officer 

came galloping towards them through the thick 

of the fire. ■

" Send round a detachment to the Via Lom- 

bardi," he said, hurriedly. *' Thev have thrown 

up a barricade there, which must be taken !" ■

The mention of a barricade was enough for 

Saxon and Castletowers. Leaving the com- 

batants in the market-place to fight the fight 

out for themselves, they started with the detach- 

ment, and made their way round by a labyrinth 

of deserted by-streets at the back of the piazza. ■

A shot was presently fired down upon them 

from a neighbouring roof — they advanced at a 

run — turned the angle of the next street — were 

greeted with three simultaneous volleys from 

right, left, and centre, and found themselves in 

the teeth of the barricade. It was a mere pile 

of carts, paving-stones, and miscellaneous rub- 

bish, about eight feet in height; but, being 

manned with trained riflemen, and protected bv 

the houses on each side, every window of which 

bristled with gun-barrels, it proved more for- 

midable than it looked. ■

The detachment, which consisted mainly of 

Palermitan recruits, fell back in disorder, re- 

turning only a coiiiused and feeble fire, and 

leaving some four or five of their number on 

the ground. ■

" Avanti !" cried the officer in command. ■

But not a man stirred. ■

At that instant the Neapolitans poured in 

another destructive volley, whereupon the front 

ranks fairly turned, and tried to escape to the 

rear. ■

"Poltronil" shouted their captain, striking 

right and left with the flat of his sword, and 

running along the lines like a madman. ■

At the same moment Castletowers knocked 

down one defaulter with the butt-end of his 

rifle, while Saxon seized another by the collar, 

dragged him back to the front, drew his revolver 

from his belt with one hand, and with the other 

carried the man bodily up against the barricade. ■

It was a simple act of streng[th and daring, 

but it turned the tide as nothing else could 

have done. Impulsive as savages, and trans- 

ported in a moment from one extreme of feeling 

to another, the Sicilians burst into a storm of 

vivas, and flung themselves at the barricade like 

tigers. ■

The Neapolitans might pour m their deadly 

fire now from house-top and window, might in- 

trench themselves behind a hedge of bayonets, 

might thrust the dead back upon the living, 

and defend every inch of their position as des- 

perately as they pleased, but nothii^ could 

daunt the courage of their assailants. The men 

who were running away but a moment before, 

were now rushing recklessly upon death. Shot ■

down by scores, they yet pressed on, clamber- 

ing over the bodies of their fallen comrades, 

shouting " Viva Garibaldi !" under the m\izzles 

of the Neapolitan rifies, and seizing the very 

bayonets that were pointed asainst them. ■

The struggle was short and bloody. It had 

lasted scarcelv three minutes when the Paler- 

mitans poured over in one irresistible wave, 

and the Neapolitans fled precipitately into the 

piazza beyond. ■

The victors at once planted a tricolor on the 

summit of the barricade, manned it with some 

thirty of their own best riflemen, and proceeded 

to dislodge such of the enemy as yet retained 

possession of the houses on either side. ■

In the mean while, the Garibaldian officer ran 

up to Saxon with open arms, and thanked him 

enthusiastically. ■

"Grallant Inglesel" he said, "but for you, 

our flag would not be flying here at this mo- 

ment." ■

To whom Saxon, pale as death and pointing 

down to the pile of fallen men at the foot of the 

barricade, replied : ■

"Signer capitano, I miss my friend. For 

God's sake grant me the assistance of a couple 

of your soldiers to search for his body I" ■

It was a ghastly task. ■

The Neapolitans had escaped as soon as they 

found their position untenable ; but the loss of 

the attacking party was very great. Most of 

the men immediately under the barricade had 

been cruelly bayoneted. The dead wore a ter- 

rible expression of agony on their colourless 

faces; but many yet breathed, and those who 

were conscious pleaded piteously to be put out 

of their sufferings. One by one, the dead were 

flung aside, and the wounded carried down to 

the shade of the houses. One by one, Saxon 

Trefalden looked into each man's face, helping 

tenderly to carry the wounded, and reverently 

to dispose the limbs of the dead, and watching 

every moment for the finding of his friend. ■

At length the last poor corpse was lifted — 

the search completed — the frightful bead-roll 

told over. Thirty-two were dead, five dying, 

eleven wounded; but amongst all these, the 

Earl of Castletowers had no place. Saxon could 

scarcely believe it. Again and again he went 

the round of dead and dying ; and at last, with 

bloodstained hands and clothes, and anxious 

heart, sat down at the foot of the barricade, 

and asked himself what he should do next. ■
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CHAPTER XIY. lOSCHTEF BBEWIKG. ■

"Congratulate me, Gilbert," said Mr. 

liethwaite, as he sat himself down one evening 

in the room where our yonng friends the Pen- 

mores were at work, the husband turning out a 

copy of verses for a certain periodical, and the 

wife eno^aged in knitting the lieel of a stocking, 

which IS as critical a proceeding as any other 

that can be mentioned. She had intimated by 

a shake of the head to Mr. Lethwaite when he 

came in that he must not speak to her or ex< 

pect her to shake hands. Then she went on 

counting with all her might. ■

"Ah, I see it's as bad as playing on the 

drums," said Lethwaite; and the wife, being 

thus absorbed, he went and sat himself down by 

the husband, and besan to talk to him, as we 

have seen. But Giloert lifted his hand in de- 

precation. His eye was in a fine frenzy rolling ; 

tie was in agonies over a difficult line. ■

"Hang it," muttered Mr. Lethwaite to 

himself, "I have chosen the wrong moment." ■

Fenmore entreated him once more by a ges- 

ture to forbear, and, presently finishing the last 

line with a flourish or the pen, and then repeat- 

ing the words of his friend, which he had heard 

but vaguely, asked, ■

" ' Congratulate you ' on what P On having 

cveirthing that this world can give ?" ■

" On having nothing," replied the other, quite 

imperturbably. ■

Mrs. Fenmore looked up from her work, con- 

cluded that he was joking, naturally enough, 

and went on knitting. ■

"Yes," replied Gilbert; "we all know that 

that's the case." ■

" I assure you that it is the case," continued 

Lethwaite in the same tone. " Mv partner has 

bolted with everything he could fay his hands 

on, leaving us nothing but our embarrassments." ■

"What do you mean?" asked Fenmore. ■

The astonishment of the husband and wife, as 

Lethwaite unfolded his tale, was altogether un- 

bounded, as indeed was their sympathv. Feople 

must have seen something of poverty themselves 

to be able to feel for the pecuniary troubles of 

others. Lethwaite himself seemed to be the 

least moved of the party. ■

" One of the advantages of having no feel- ■

ing," he said, "is, that I really don't seem to 

care about this business." ■

"Not care about it ?" repeated husband and 

wife in a breath. ■

" Upon my honour I don't at present," re- 

plied this remarkable personage. " I don't know 

what I may do hereafter." ■

" Well, but what do you mean to do P" asked 

Fenmore. ■

"Do? Oh, I shall drum." ■

" Drum !" ■

" Yes ; my musical friends tell me that there's 

a yery respectable income to be made out of 

dexterous drumming." ■

"Dear me!" ejaculated Gilbert,' somewhat 

bewildered. ■

" Oh yes," continued Lethwaite, " consider 

what a power of destruction lies in the hands of 

the drummer ; how easily he may destroy every- 

thing. It is worth any money to secure a man 

who, with tight parchment before him, and drum- 

sticks in his hands, is capable of self-control, 

and can keep himself within bounds." ■

"I can conceive that," said little Mrs. Fen- 

more. ■

" But do you mean to say," asked her hus- 

band, " that you actually contemplate turning 

your drumming powers to account P" ■

" I do most distinctly. Oh, I assure you I'm 

under no uneasmess whatever. Then there's 

the watch-making." ■

"You're rather slow at that, am't vou ?" said 

Gilbert. ■

" Well, I am a little. Then there are one's 

relations. Mine are an infernal set ; but then 

they're proud." ■

" Is that a Quality which is likely to help you 

just now P" asKed Fenmore. ■

"Most undoubtedly. They'll hear of my 

losses; then thej'U say, 'Suppose he should 

destroy himself, what a disgrace to the family !' 

and then they'll come down. Here's one of the 

advantages, you see, of an insight into motive ; 

I can tell at once what thejll say and what 

they'll do. But I'd rather do without them." ■

" You take a cheerful view of things, I must 

say, Lethwaite." ■

" One of the advantages of having no feeling. 

By-the-by, there's one thing I don't take a very 

cheerful view of. I'm very uneasy about the 

look-out of my poor old clerk ; I can't think 

what will become of him." ■

" What, old Goodrich P" said Fenmore. " I ■

vouxrv. ■
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don't think you need trouble yourself about him. 

I've heard some mercantile friends of mine speak 

of him as quite a wdl-knowB eharacter in tlie 

City, and one who nttgbt Ikive bettered, himself 

years ago, if he had chosen."' ■

"You don't mean to say that?" asked the 

cynical man, brightening up considerably. " Hs 

never even hinted that to me. ^ Why, he must 

have been stay ins on against bis own. mterest,. 

in order to look wter my affairs. But no, that's 

impossible " ■

"The dear, good old man," said Gabrielle. ■

"No, no; it s impossible, I tell you," cried 

the sceptic. " What can \m motive have beenP' ■

"Why, attachment to your service, of 

course," answered Mrs. Penmore* ■

" Lnpossible," replied the other- "The 

world is not constituted like that." ■

"Some part of the world is not, I dare sav," 

replied the lady, " but I am quite suxe that 

good old man is." ■

" I wish to Heaven I could think so" said 

Lethwaite; "but I daren't. The finding out 

that one has been duped, after giving any one 

credit for along course of disinterestecT conduct, 

is so very dreaof ul." ■

" I had rather be duped over and over again," 

said Gilbert, " than never be able to allow my- 

self the luxury of belief." ■

"Gilbert," said his wife, reproadifuUy, "I 

thought you had given him up. You know that 

he hates us and all his fellow-creatures, and 

himself too, and glories in it." ■

Lethwaite laughed. "Not so bad as thal»" 

he said, "and it's no new doctrine. Some an- 

cient writer has said that he challenges the 

world to produce, from the time of the creation 

down to toat moment when he spoke, one single 

action the exciting cause of wnich should oe 

altogether pure. Now, what do you think of 

that statement? I think it is one of the 

Fathers who says it." ■

" The Fathers may say what they like," said 

Gilbert. "My firm conviction is, tliat it won't 

do to pry into motives and exciting causes. To 

peer into the defects of what is, on the whole, a 

fine character, is much such an act of madness 

as if I should take you and clap you in the sun- 

light, and then examine your countenance with 

a microscope. What specks and blotches and 

defects of every sort and kind I should dis- 

cover " ■

" Gome, I say," isterpoeed the subject of this 

imagmary examination. ■

" Oh yes, but I should find such flaws," con- 

tinued renmore, " in the finest skin that ever 

covered a human anatomy ; while as to going 

below the skin, do consider what ugly things 

we should come to then ; yet this is what you 

want to do. You want to take the skin oS one's 

mind and dissect that; and I tell you, again 

and again, that it won't do." ■

There is no telling how much longer Gilbert 

might have gone on trying to drive his friend 

out of his intrenchments, had not the domestic 

attached to the service of Miss Carrington — 

Jane Cantanker by name — made known her ■

presence in the room by a protesting and in- 

jured cou^h. She had knocked, and entered 

unobserved ■

" If you please, Mbs. Pingmore," she said, 

takiig advantage o£ a pause in Gilbect's flawing 

eloquence, " my mistress would be glad if you 

would take the trouble to step up-stairs for half 

a moment, as she have something which she 

' wishes to say very particular." ■

And with that, and a prolonged stare at Mr. 

Lethwaite, whom she looked upon as a worthless 

and dissolute character, and hated accordingly, 

the beautiful maiden left the apartment. ■

It is impossible to describe the chilling effect 

of this interruption upon our little party. They 

were under a cioud directly, and silence de- 

scended upon them from that moment. To hare 

continued their discussion would have been im- 

possible. ■

" I suppose I must go," said the devoted Mrs. 

Penmore at last, and speaking in a whisper. ■

"Poor thing," said her husband, "it all falls 

upon you." ■

"Shall I go?" asked Lethwaite, laughing. 

"Look here, Mrs. Penmore; give it to her." ■

Gabrielle smUed. " It's she who gives it to 

me," she said. All this time, she was lingering 

near the door, putting off the mauvais quart 

d'heure. Suddenly, there came a sharp ring at 

the bell up-stairs. Mrs. Penmore heard it, and 

vanished. ■

The two men sat there together and waited. ■

" You talk about my affairs and my difficul- 

ties," said Lethwaite, after a while, " but what 

are they to yours ? I have only myself to think 

of. You are differently situated." ■

"The two ends are alarmingly far apart," 

answered Penmore, trying to make a joke of it, 

"and the brining them together is a gjmnastic 

exercise requiring considerable strength and 

activity. By-the-by, I have not thanked you 

for giving me that chance with the attorneys. 

What a feilure it was." ■

"The vulgar brutes," replied our partisan. 

"How I hated them. I should have liked to 

kick them down stairs." ■

"Assaults are expensive luxuries, and you 

can't afford them now." ■

"But tell me, Penmore," said our cyuic, 

*' you arc not discouraged?" ■

" No, not jet," replied the other. " But why 

don'tyotf go m for it, old man, now you have your 

way to make ? Fou have no foreign accent ?" ■

"Oh, out of my way altogether. The drum's 

the thing for my intellectual calibre, and that 

taxes it to the uttermost, I can tell you." ■

Then these two lapsed once more into silence. 

They had been talking in a light tone, and treat- 

ing "things, that were serious enough, as jokes ; 

and yet, if their inmost feelings at that moment 

could iiave been subjected to inspection, it is 

much to be questioned whether any great amount 

of light-heartedness would have oeen discover- 

able. They had each been making an effort, and 

now for a little while each gave it up, and gave 

way to a curious sad feeling — a sort of blight, 

which seemed to have entered the^oom with ■
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Miss CantaDker, and to have remained behind 

when that hdj took her departure. Such in- 

fluences do descend upon us at times, and it is 

to little purpose that we fight agdnst their 

force. Sometimes the^ mean something, some- 

times they mean nothing; but they are suffi- 

ciently distressing while they last. When that 

interruption came which haa been alreadjr men- 

tioned, our little party oC three were enjoying 

themselves quietly enouffh. Thej had partaken 

together of that meal whose praises have been 

sung already in more eloquent terms than any to 

which I can give utterance, and as they sat round 

the tea-table, it seemed as if they had respectively 

reached one of those periods iu life's journey 

when there is a pause, when we draw the boat out 

of the current and moor it to the bank, and get 

out and rest ; then the messenger came, and they 

must begin living again; they must get back to 

their places on the thwarts, and row for dear life. ■

I have dwelt a little on the quietness of that 

evening, and have, if I may venture to say so, 

almost enjoyed it myself, partly, perhaps, be- 

cause I know that for. many a day to come my 

characters would enjoy no more such calm mo- 

ments, or such peaceful, friendlv intercourse. ■

There is trouble at hand, and I have sad and 

harrowing things to tell of, and from the narra- 

tion of which I feel inclined to shrink. So I linger 

over the memory of that pleasant evening, and 

hesitate to go on to other and more painful scenes. ■

But men, and women too, require other than 

pleasant scenes and happy experiences if they 

are to attain to the glories of heroism. The 

noblest steel has no easy time of it as it pro- 

gresses towards perfection. It is beaten with 

bitter blows. It is thrust into the furnace to be 

heated, and then into the ice-brook to be chilled ; 

and some metal there is that cannot bear the test, 

and some that comes out of it — impregnable. ■

There are different grades iu life, and each 

involves a different preparation for its right de- 

velopment. There is the common iron with which 

we scrape the mud from off our feet, and there is 

the quivering steel which makes a Toledo blade ; 

so there is l£e high-bred race-horse, and the nag 

on which the farmer's wife can jog to market ; 

and in all these cases, and manv more that mi^ht 

be cited, it will still be found that, in proportion 

to the magnificence of the result, will oe the 

fierce seventy of the preparation. ■

" She has been more cruel, and more strange 

than ever," said poor Gabrielle, coming back 

after an interval into the room where sue had 

left her husband and his friend. ■

"Why, you have been crying, Gabrielle?" 

said Penmore. ■

" Yes ; I could not help it. I have been so 

angry with mvself, for I quite lost my temper 

for a time, ancl that horrid woman, the servant, ■

was there and seemed so pleased ^Wliat do ■

you think she sent for me aoout ?" asked Gabri- 

elle, interrupting herself. ■

She paused for an answer, but neither Gilbert 

nor Lethwaite seemed disposed to hazard a 

guess, so she went on : ■

" She sent for me because she felt very poorly, 

she said, and very sleepy, and I must say she 

looked both. But there was no chance of her 

going to sleep, she added, while we made so 

much noise down stairs in the room underneath." ■

" Well," exclaimed Penmore and his friend, 

simultaneously. ■

"Yes," Mrs. Penmore went on. "She said 

that she had never heard such a noise in her life. 

And then she asked who we had got here, and 

was it not that 'horrid' Mr. Lethwaite." ■

" She's sincere, at any rate," remarked the 

gentleman thus flatteringly alluded to. ■

" And then," continued GabrieUe, ** she 

wanted to know if you were going, or whether 

you meant to stop here all night ?" ■

Lethwaite got up immediately and made for 

his hat. ■

"No, no, no," cried Gilbert, forcing him 

back into his chair. " Nothing of the sort." ■

" Well, it was when she said that," Gabrielle 

went on, " that I lost my temper a little. I told 

her that it was bad taste and wrong to talk like 

that ; that people were more sensitive about their 

friends than about themselves^ and a great deal 

more, and I went out of the room, still auite 

angry ; and that horrid Cantanker said, ' Upon 

my word I' as I went away, and then I could not 

help crying, because I was so vexed with myself." ■

" I think you were perfectly right to be a 

little indignant," said Lethwaite, "and I should 

have thought less highly of you if you had not 

fired up a little in defence of a friend." ■

"And she said worse thau all that," said 

Gabrielb to her husband when their friend was 

gone. " She actually said that she believed I 

was in love with Mr. Lethwaite, and that that 

was why I defended him. Gilbert, my darling, 

do you wonder that I was an^v ?" ■

" This cannot go on," replied her husband, as 

if talking to himself. ■

CHAFTBE XT. A CRISIS. ■

Penmoke was right. It was not possible that 

such a state of things should go on. But how 

was it to be put a stop to ? tnat was the diffi- 

culty. Were they to intimate to his cousin, 

without beating aoout the bush, that the pre- 

sent state of things was unsatisfactory, and that 

it would be better that it should come to an 

end ? They could hardly do that. What were 

they to do r ■

Gilbert perplexed himself with such questions 

all through the night. Questions to which no 

answer came kept nim awake and troubled him. 

Alas, he little knew what an answer to them all 

might have been given if he could but have 

rem the short future contained in the next 

twenty-four hours. What we call Pate moves 

at such an unequal pace. For weeks and 

months and years things ^ on with a wonderful 

monotony, and the condition of our affairs un- 

dergoes no change whatever. And then a daj 

comes, and in the space of a few hours all is 

altered. Some one event takes place which in- 

volves change in aU the rest. One stone slips 

in the fabric that has^ood so long, and lo ! in ■
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an instant the whole building tumbles to pieces. 

The change takes place so suddenly, too. The 

Gordian Imot is cut, not untied, and the whole 

condition of our affairs is so utterly different in 

the evening to what it was in the morning, that 

we can hardly, as we lie down at night, recog- 

nise ourselves as the same beings who got up 

in the morning with such widely different pros- 

pects. At last Gilbert fell asleep towards morn- 

mg, and dreamed that he had to make a speech 

in court ; that he did not know one single point 

of the case ; that he could not get his gown on; 

and that his wig had turned into a coal-scuttle, 

for it is with refreshing imaginings of this 

sort that we are sometimes reinvigorated after 

passing a bad night. ■

Then when he went to sleep his wife awoke 

and lay there a prey to dismal thoughts and 

grim forebodings, such as most of us have at 

times been acquainted with in the early morning 

hours ; and she thought of their prospects and 

quailed. A day pregnant with fate had begun 

when that morning dawned, thoug:h she knew it 

not. There was no sign of a day in which more 

than usual might be expected to happen. ■

It was a dim morning when Gilbert got up to 

his day's labour, and he felt jaded and unfit for 

anything in consequence of his bad night. Still, 

what he had to do must be done, and the day's 

labours, profitable or unprofitable, must be gone 

through. And so he went away without having 

come to any conclusion as to the course of con- 

duct to be pursued with regard to his cousin, 

but only resolved that sometning must be done. ■

** We will talk about it this evening, Gabri- 

elle," he said, as he left the house. Me went 

and sat in court, briefless, and, for a time, well- 

nigh hopeless. How he envied those judges on 

the bench, so calm and so prosperous. How 

simple their lives seemed, now assured were 

their prospects. There were no signs of care, 

or anxiety upon their faces. They were there 

to do their duty, and they did it scrupulously, 

but their responsibility seemed to sit more 

lightly upon them than mi^ht be expected. 

Public cares, however pressing, do not eat a 

man's heart away as personal anxieties do. ■

Our friend Mr. Craft had a case that came on 

in court that day, and Gilbert could not help 

watching it with curiosity, and thinking how 

much he wished that it haid been entrusted to 

him. He saw his way to such a distinct view 

of it, too, it was quite tantalising. Li the 

course of the defence an opportunity occurred 

of making a very important point, but the 

counsel engaged by Mr. Craft failed altogether 

to take advantage of it, nor did the attorney 

himself seem to be struck by it. Our briefless 

friend could not resist. He wrote down his 

thought hastily on a slip of paper, which he 

conveyed secretly into Mr. Craft's hand, and 

presently he saw that gentleman get up and 

whisper eagerly in his advocate's ear. There 

was a brief whispered conference between these 

two, and then the barrister, seeing at once the 

importance of the suggestion, which came, as 

he supposed, from the attorney, seized hold of ■

it, and indeed used it to such purpose, that from 

that moment he had it all his own wav, and ul- 

timately got his verdict with ease. Mr. Craft 

made his way to where Gilbert was standing 

when the court was breaking up. ■

" Very good 'int that, Mr. renmore, very good 

indeed, wSi much obliged, I'm sure. Showed a 

good knowledge of law, and what's almost 

more, a good knowledge of what'd do. Ah, sir I 

if you was to take to chamber practice, depend 

upon it you'd make a 'it yet. You've got the 

head for a lawyer, though you haven't got the 

tongue." And the attorney laughed at his own 

conceit, and bustled back to taUc over the case 

with his recent client. ■

It was not much this, but it gave a sort of 

encouragement to our friend — ^a little encou- 

ragement goes a great way with those who are 

not used to it. Gilbert thought that he had 

caught a glimpse of something hopeful in the 

future, for he was of a sanguine nature, and as 

he walked home he went over the case which 

had just been tried once more, and thought if 

he had had the chance of defending, how he 

would have done it. The issue of the case so 

evidently turned on that suggestion of his, the 

prospects of the defence were so instantly 

affected by it, that he even allowed himself to 

hope that the judge on the bench might have 

observed what had occurred, and might make 

such inquiries as would lead to the discovery of 

who it was that had given Mr. Craft what that 

gentleman called " a 'int." Poor Gilbert ! The 

ludge had noted the point at the time, and seeing 

how it was pressed, nad given Mr. Craft's welE 

known acuteness the credit of the suggestion, 

as had everybody else in the court. " Sharp 

fellow that Craft," the gentlemen of the robe 

had whispered to each otner. " I'd rather have 

him for me than against me, any day." ■

So Gilbert Penmore went home to dinner in 

a hopeful mood, and with a good appetite. ■

He went up the steps quite gaily, and put 

his key into tne door, and opened and shut it 

with such unaccustomed briskness, that his 

little wife, who was always on the look-out 

about this time, noticed instinctively to what a 

gallant measure her husband was marching, and 

went out into the passage to meet him. ■

''Has anything particular, happened?" she 

asked. I believe they were both always expect- 

ing that something particular would happen. ■

" No, dear ; nothmg very particular,'* replied 

her husband, carelessly, but with the pardon- 

able vanity of an ill-understood man. "I had 

the luck to make rather a good suggestion to- 

day, that was all." And he told her now it had 

all happened. And Gabrielle thought she saw 

him Lord Chancellor, and that the berth was 

inadequate to his deserts. ■

And so they infected each other with their 

good spirits, and were ready to sit down to 

(tinner in a sanguine mood. Some will have it 

that these — ^rather than the seasons of gloom v 

foreboding — are the moments in our Uves which 

are to be looked upon with apprehension and 

alarm. Undoubted^, it does nanpeiuxiQt_ ■
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frequentl^r that our misfortanes are heralded in 

bj sensations of auaccustomed happiness. If 

the reverse of this holds true, we majr venture 

to be the less disturbed by sad presentiments. ■

When Miss Carrington made her appearance 

at the dinner-table that day she seemed to come 

provided with the means of casting a shadow 

over everything. The very tablecloth seemed 

to take a lower tone, and tnere was not a bit of 

sparkle left in the electro-plate. She had a 

dreadful way of establishing herself at table as 

if for some serious business, and was always 

at this time fostered with especial care by her 

attendant, who had an aggravating way of 

ducking under the table witn a footstool, and 

coming to the surface again with a determina- 

tion of blood to the head and an expression of 

martyrdom very trying to witness. This done, 

Miss Gantanker woula place by her mistress a 

decanter of a peculiarly hideous character, con- 

taining some wine which had been specially 

ordered for her by Captain Scraper, and in 

which she had the most implicit confidence. ■

" I don't think I shall want any to-day, Jane," 

said Miss Carrington, rather faintly. ■

" Begging your pardon, miss, yon do want it, 

- and this day most particular. For you are low, 

and must be kep' up." ■

It certainly did seem to be the case that Miss 

Carrington was in want of some assistance from 

without in the way of a stimulant. She looked 

both depressed and ill, and appeared to be not 

in the sweetest of tempers. As the meal ad- 

vanced, and under the influence of certam doses 

of Captain Scraper's cordial, she seemed to 

tally, however, a little, and was able to make 

herself generally agreeable by keeping up a 

running conversation with her domestic. ■

''You heard from my former servant, your 

married niece, to-day, Jane, didn't you ?" ■

•' Yes, miss," replied Miss Cantanter. "I did," ■

'* Good news, Jane, I hope P" ■

"No, miss. The news was not good; and 

coming from that quarter it very seldom is. 

The Imby is taken oad with croup, and the 

youngest but one have got the measles at the 

same time. Her husband, miss, is out of work, 

and has taken to drinking, because he says his 

home's so miserable." ■

" Oh, that is bad," said Gabrielle, ever ready 

to conciliate. She was not to be allowed, how- 

ever, to sympathise in this case, as Miss Can- 

tanker took care to insinuate, by continuing to 

talk to her mistress, and taking no notice of 

Mrs. Penmore's remark. ■

" The rent is all behind, miss," continued the 

fair creature ; " and the bailiffs is to be put in 

possession immediate." ■

" Well, Jane," remarked her mistress, with a 

soupcon of annoyance in her tone, "when I 

askea for news of your married niece, I ex- 

pected something very different from this." ■

"Ah, and so did I, miss, and many's the 

bitter tear I've shed over that very letter, as 

goodness knows." ■

There could be no doubt that this was an 

exhilarating kind of thing. It was an exhila- ■

rating thing for Miss Carrington, who had her 

domestic with her all day long, to take this 

opportunity of discoursin|^ witn her, and, in 

addition to this, the subject of conversation 

which had been chanced upon was one eminently 

qualified to raise the spirits of persons not over- 

burdened with pecuniary resources. ■

Fenmore tried hard to turn the conversation 

into some more satisfactory channel ; but not to 

much purpose. We all know what turning a 

conversation is. Stemming a mountain torrent 

is child's play to it. ■

The conversation turned itself presently, but 

the new channel was rather a muddy one, it 

must be owned. ■

There came up a dish that was not so fortu- 

nate as to find tavour in the eyes of Miss Car- 

rington. This is a faithful history — an attempt 

to present things as they really are— and it must 

be frankly acknowledged that the dish was a 

failure. It was of the nature of a hash, or 

vamp-up, and he who should have said that it 

wasbotli watery and tasteless, would only have 

spoken the words of truth, bitter though such 

words might have been. ■

" Jane," said Miss Carrington, laying down 

her knife and fork, " what did my last medical 

attendant say was the kind of nourishment best 

suited to my constitution?" ■

Miss Cantanker's answer was oracular. ■

" ' Your mistress,' he said, taking me aside as 

he left the house, 'is of a delicate constitution, 

and requires nootriment — nootriment, Mrs. 

Gantanker,' he says, 'in everything, if you 

please. The best of roast and tlie best of biled ; 

out always fresh meat, and never anythink in 

the way of 'ashes or kickshaws of any sort or 

kind.' Those, miss, was his very words." ■

"I'm Tery sorry," put in poor Gabrielle. 

"But the fact is, there was so much of the leg 

of mutton left yesterday, that I didn't know 

what was to be done with it. I gave the 

servant the most particular directions, and it 

ought to have been quite strong and nice." ■

" Don't attempt to eat it, miss. I can do 

you something with nootriment in it for sup- 

per," whispered Miss Gantanker. ■

" Oh, this is not all," said Gabrielle, quickly. 

She had heard the Gantanker utterance, as had 

indeed been intended. " There is a fowl coming," 

she added. ■

There was a fowl coming — somethiiu^ like a 

fowl— with bones that would have biDcn big 

enough for the substructure of an eagle, with 

legs that no mortal hand could dissever, with 

muscles and tendons that must have made the 

animal the terror of the dunghill, and a mature 

fowl, too ; none of your paltry little unfled^d 

chicks with nothing on them. After wresthng 

with this veteran for some time, and till his 

arms actually ached, Gilbert at last laid down 

the knife and fork one on each side of the 

animal, and fairly burst into a roar of laughter. 

He had been annoyed inexpressibly by what bad 

been goinie: on during the meal, had had the 

greatest difficulty in keepmg his temper, and 

now the pent-up fedi^g had found a rent — it ■
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didn't matter what — a vent. The worst of it 

was, too, that Gabrielle caught the infection, 

and, after resisting as long as she could, went 

into fits also. Miss Carrington became on the 

instant a perfect monument of gravity, and this 

made the other two so much worse, that it 

seemed as if they would never recover them- 

selves. It soon became painful to both of them, 

but still there was no stopping it. They left 

off, and began again. They tried to talk, but 

to no purpose. They even, as each confessed 

to the other afterwards, thought over all their 

troubles and sources of anxiety — of which. 

Heaven knows, they had enough — but, Strang^ 

to say, even thit was of no use, but seemed, if 

anvthing, to make them laus^h morobthan ever. ■

!Now such laughter as this generally, if not 

always, occurs at the wrong moment, and the 

very feeling that it is so makes it the more un- 

controllable. This was certainly not the right 

season for such mirth. Miss Carrington was 

sitting by, as has been said, a monument of 

gravity, and her colleague was standing behind 

her chair erect and solemn. Each fresh burst 

of laughter was evidently regarded by both as a 

fresh insult, whHe, so far from being infected by 

it, their gravity increased every moment. ■

At length Miss Carrington condescended to 

ask her attendant what Mr. and Mrs. Fenmore 

were laughin? at. ■

"It is such a preposterous piece of illluck," 

stammered Gilbert as well as he could, for the 

fit was not over. He was now engaged in saw- 

ing off a sort of flake of what is called white 

meat from each side of the breast-bone. One 

of these, when they were at last amputated, he 

sent to his cousin, and the other to his wife. 

Then he went to work heroically at a leg on his 

own account — a great, stringy, scaly, black leg. ■

" I cannot possibly cut this," said Miss Car- 

rington, abanooning her flake after a single in- 

effectual attempt to cut a piece off it. ■

"Don't attempt it, miss," urged the lovely 

Canlanker ; " yon was to partake of nothing, 

you know, but what was easy of digestion." ■

"It is very unfortunate," began Gabrielle, 

still twitching a little with suppressed laughter. ■

"It is, indeed," replied Miss Carrington; 

" one gets nothing to eat. There must be some 

means of knowing whether a fowl is fit to eat 

or not before it comes to table." ■

" It is very difiicult to tell. I thought this 

looked quite a fine one; but I don't think I 

shall be taken in again." ■

There was a pause here broken by nothing 

but the sound ot Penmore's knife coming into 

violent collision with his plate, as the weapon 

glanced off from impregnable positions in the 

neigiibourhood of the drumstick. ■

" Don't you think that it would be possible for 

you to get a better cook ?" suggested Miss Car- 

rington, after a time. ■

" I am afraid we could hardly afford it," said 

Gabrielle, and then she added, "just yet," with 

an eye to futurity. ■

There was another pause after this, disturbed 

by the same music as before. When it had ■

lasted some time, it was once more broken by 

Miss Carrington. ■

"I really— had— no— idea," she said, as if it 

had just occuiTed to her for the first time, 

" how poor you were." ■

"We don't complain," said Gilbert, trying 

to speak cheerfully, though he fdt rather indig- 

nant. " We don't expect first-rate cookery or 

first-rate attendance. We intend to attain to 

both in due time, don't we, Gabrielle? and in 

tne mean while we wait with such patience as we 

have at command." Fenmore looked across at 

his wife, and saw that she was fuming under 

his cousin's allusion to their poverty. ■

"But it really was such a very courageous 

thing — in both of you, I mean, of course — ^to 

go and set up a household without the means, 

and against everybody's consent. I really ^uite 

admire it. It was romantic, and there is so 

little romance now-a-days." ■

" It was courageous on somebody s part, though 

not on mine, that I can see," said Gilbert ; and 

he looked encouragingly across at his wife, who 

was keeping down her indignation at the turn 

which tne conversation had taken, with diffi- 

culty. She smiled at him, but it was tlirough 

her tears. ■

This determination on the part of Penmore 

to stick to his colours, and his entire indiffer- 

ence to her suggestions, enraged Miss Carring- 

ton to fury pitch. ■

" Oh, but I hold that it teas courageous and 

romantic too," she said, still with the same 

sneer, " because you might have had all sorts of 

opportunities, you kno w " ■

She got no rarther. Gabrielle had controlled 

herself, and fought against herself thus far with 

all her might. But this last was too much. 

This insinuation, before her too, was more than 

she could bear. We have said that there was 

West Indian blood in her veins, and that, al- 

though she was so gentle and affectionate, that 

blood could at last be roused. It tingled now 

in every vein : ■

"Por shame— for shame!" she cried, hastily 

rising, and flying to her husband's side. " You 

must be wicked, worse than wicked, to say such 

words. Such hints come ill from any woman's 

lips, and worst of all from yours — yours, that 

would have given such a glad assent, if Gilbert 

— OTy Gilbert, had but spoken to you the words 

which he spoke to me." ■

" Hush, Gabrielle — ^hush, my pet. It is not 

worth while—" ■

" No, Gilbert, my darling, let me speak. Yon 

don't know her, and how sne's always trying to 

hint at what I've said. It was for you she 

came here. I see it all now. You cannot ask 

me to bear such infamy, or even to check any 

lon^r the anger which I feel Oh, she is too 

wicked— too wicked to live." ■

And the girl sank down on her knees beside 

her husband, bursting into an agony of tears. ■

Gilbert drew her towards him, and, tried to 

quiet her; but the tempest was wild and sudden 

as the storms which rage in the seas where the 

girl was bom, and the calm was stiU^far off. j ■
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As for Miss Garrington, she had at first abso- 

latelj quaQed before that most righteous indig- 

nation. She tamed from white to red, and from 

red to white again; nor did she trust herself to 

speak till she could regain that sarcastic tone in 

which she had spoken at first. ■

*' After such a display of emotion, to call it 

by a mild term, as this, I think it will foe better 

for me to retire. If I am unworthy to lire at 

all, I am certainlr especially unworthy to live 

in the presence ot sucn injured purity. Mean- 

while, I must frankly own that 1 am sorry for 

you, Mr. Penmore." ■

"Oh, let her so — let her go," murmured 

Gabrielle, still sobbing convulsiyely on her hus- 

band's breast. ■

"Afler what has happened " Gilbert ■

began addressing his cousin. ■

''Oh, you need not be afraid," she answered. 

" After what has happened, it is, as you were 

going to say no doubt, better that all in- 

tercourse should cease between us. The in- 

tentions with which I originally came here have 

been misinterpreted, and the foulest aspersions 

have been cast upon my character. There is 

an end of everything between us.** ■

It is not to be supposed that a scene of such 

a painful nature as tnis which I have attempted 

to describe could reach its termination without 

the introduction into it of some element of the 

more grotesque sort. Miss Cantanker, who 

had remained silent all this time, and who had 

indeed worn the appearance of one so utterly 

paralysed and overwhehned with astonishment 

as to have lost all power of speeeb, now when 

she saw her mistress about to leave the room, 

burst out into a tirade of freoEied eloquence, 

suoh as is not often heard. ■

"Yes," she exclaimed, looking nound her 

with flashing ejes, "and if my mistress had 

lirtened to me, it's long enough ago that all this . 

would have been brought to an end. To oame 

to a 'onse like this, mere the very beds is of 

iron like a workus or a prison in place of her 

nice four-poster with hangings like a Christian's 

should be, and valanoe roimd the bottom— ^to 

get nothing to eat but what's unfit to set before 

a dog, and she ordered in a special way to have 

her nootriment of the daintiest and the best — 

to have all this to undergo, and her own devoted 

servant also annoyed and put upon at every 

tuni with a dog-hole offered her to sleep in and 

required to taSLe her meals with an ignorant 

servant-of-all-work that couldn't spell her own 

name — and besides all this to be insulted and 

told she wasn't fit to live— why, 'tis enough to 

make one's very spirit bust with rage and leave 

the 'ouse at wanst without so much as waiting 

for a cab." ■

At this point. Miss Cantanker's address was 

cut short by her mistress, who, telling her to be 

silent, and to follow her immediately, made at 

once for the door. Before she passed through 

it, she turned round, and addressing Gilbert 

again, said : ■

" It will be necessary that I should see you 

once more, in order to make a final settlement ■

of a business nature. If you please, we will say 

at nine o'clock to-morrow." 

And with that she left the room. ■

TO-MOEEOW ! ■

EXETER SIXTY YEARS AGO. ■

MAiTUTACTUKni G was, in former times, a term 

far more appropriately applied to the great la- 

bours of our country than it can be now— for these 

immense productions were once almost wholly the 

result of hand labour. Machinafactures would 

be a more becoming name for the outpourings of 

our immense establishments, now that engines 

have to such an extent superseded manual toil. 

In the ancient staple trade of England, from the 

shearing of the wool to the packing up of the 

finished cloth^ the very simplest appliances were 

employed, and almost every stage was confided to 

the personal charge of individual and isolated 

man. The shearer clipped the sheep's wool, which 

was delivered over to the washer to be cleaned 

and dried; the solitary comber sat by his oven 

and puUed it into smoothness; the spinner in 

her cottage twisted her distaff, and turned and 

reeled the threads, of which the weaver took 

charge to feed his lonely loom. In early days 

the fulling was merely the treading under feet — 

the Norman word fouler still betrays its origin— 

the dyer dipped the fabric into the vat, the ca- 

ienderer gave it a gloss from heavy press^ire, 

the tucker folded it up, and the padter corded 

the finished article. Little by little, invention 

facilitated, simplified, and improved, the various 

processes; combined intelligence superseded 

separate labour. Machinery, directed by a few, 

did the work of many ; and all the engineering 

arts were brought to ecouomise the cost and 

to perfect the production. ■

Sixty years ago, the woollen manufacture 

was in a transition state; there existed a con- 

stant rivalry between the north and the west of 

England; but the north had many advantages 

in the competition. Engineering genius exerts 

itself most successfully where it finds an abun- 

dance of the raw materials with which it works. 

Devon was, and is, rich in water power, but it has 

neither coals nor iron; and the cheapness of 

these, especially of the former, settles many a 

question where steam can be made the motive 

power. Added to this, the woollen trade of 

Exeter was the child of protections and privi- 

leges. ■

Threescore years ago, in the city of Exeter, 

almost every other man you met, wore an apron 

of emerald green s*?rgc, girded and tied with a 

scarlet woollen band—they all belonged to the 

"Guild of Incorporated Weavers, Fullers, and 

Shearmen," who were alone permitted to exer- 

cise their craft within the precincts of the 

city, and to their body no man was admitted 

who had not served an apprenticeship of seven 

years in order to learn the "art and mystery" 

of the said craft. Various royal charters con- 

finned the monopoUes^^ while they led to the ■
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downfal of the manufactories and of the work- 

men. They were manacled men who were 

running a race with others whose limbs were 

free, and the result could not be doubtful. Yet 

it is curious to see what tender care these an- 

cient kingly grants express for the well-being and 

the well-doing of " our subjects" engaged in the 

making of woollen stuffs— how, in consequence 

of humble representations of benefits to be de- 

rived from this and the other interference, the 

sovereign is graciously pleased to concede to 

such and such corporations such and such rights 

and immunities. The Exonian tuckers, like the 

Spitalfields weavers, hugged their banes as bless- 

ings ; and a manufacture, wbich yielded at one 

time half a million sterling, silently departed 

from the banks of the Exe. ■

The merchants and master-fullers were really 

directing fellow-workmen among their depen- 

dents, taking a part in their manuid labour. The 

language in which those dependents were inva- 

riably addressed was soee (socii). The city is 

crowded with endowed almshouses, whose pious 

founders devoted large portions of their gains 

to provide comforts for their dependents in their 

old age. Time has introduced many abuses, and 

made these trusts the instruments of personal 

patronage, the exercise of which neither the Com- 

missioners of Charities, nor the powers of public 

opinion, have been able effectually to control 

Formerly, the great merchants and manufacturers 

were the sole distributors of the gifts intended 

for the labouring people employed in the woollen 

manufactures. A few of these and their direct 

descendants are still left, but among the present 

corporate court there is scaroely.a representative 

now of that great staple trade which was pa- 

tronised by monarchs, founded the fortunes of 

the local aristocracy, and gave employment to 

multitudes of the labouring poor. The fore- 

fathers of no less than three of the existing di- 

rectors of the Bank of England were engaged in 

the woollen trade of Exeter. ■

The charities of these prosperous men were 

not only liberally conferred upon the places 

where they had amassed their fortunes, but often 

brought the benefits of education, and provided 

asylums for the aged and the poor, by the endow- 

ments of schools and hospitals in the humbler 

places of their birth. The founder of Blundell's 

School, at Tiverton, was a "fuller.'' In the 

small town of Eingsbridge, the principal public 

school is due to the munificence of Thomas 

Crispin, a "fuller," who also contributed largely 

to the charitable foundations of the Devonian 

capital. One may notice, in passing, two curious 

epitaphs, one in the Eingsbridge churchyard, 

and another at the neighbouring cemetery at 

West Alvington. At the portal of the first are 

these lines : ■

Here lie I at the chancel door; ■

Here lie I beeaose I am poor. ■

The farther ia the more you pay, ■

Bat here lie I as warm as they. (1793.) ■

The second shows that the harmony between the ■

clergyman and his parishioners must have been 

sorely disturbed. There is a slate stone erected 

to the memory of one John Jeffreys, who died in 

1748, which tells the following story : ■

This yoath when in his sickness lay, Did for 

the mmister send, That he would come and with him 

pray, But he would not attend. But when this 

young man baried was, The minister he did admit, 

That he should be carried into the church. That he 

might money geet. By this you see what folks 

will dwo, To geet money if they can, For he did 

refose to come and pray^, By the foresaid young ■

It would not be easy to find a more emphatic 

explosion of indignation. I have heard the in- 

scription denounced as calumnious. It is very 

likely that the clergyman did not visit the sick 

young man ; it is quite probable that he was paid 

his burial fees ; 1)ut the reason for non-attendance 

silently insinuated in the one case, and the bold 

proclamation of his motive in the other, " that 

he might money geet," do not display much 

Christian charity. ■

One day of the year (Ascension-day) was occu- 

pied in local fights. It was osHe^proueuiomMg, 

or beating the bounds, day. The boys of the 

different localities were assembled in the parish 

church. Every one received a white willow 

wand and a bun, and, accompanied by the beadle 

or the sexton, the boys were marched round the 

parish boundaries, which they were expected to 

defend against all intruders and invaders. Such 

invaders there were— the boys of the neighbour- • 

ing parish. There were some places where the 

line of demarcation was the middle of a pond, or 

the centre of a water-course, and there, tiie fix)n- . 

tier not being exactly defined, the territorial 

combats raged most fiercely. There was a remote 

pari^— that of St. Sidwell's-^the claims of 

whose ** boys" to the right of citizenship were 

doubtful. They were contumaciously called Ore* 

cians ; but the parish being large, and its war- 

riors numerous, the citizen lads were accustomed 

to combine against ''the outer barbarians^" and 

the battles raged furiously, and black eyes and 

bloody noses were left to exhibit the results of 

the fray. Each parish had in turns suffered the 

ignominy of defeat and reaped the laurels of vic- 

tory. Each had its heroes and its poltroons— 

the leaders of the forlorn hopes and the lingerers 

in the rear. ■

Most of the green open spaces within and near 

the city of Exeter were then tenter-grounds, 

locally known as rack-fields, which were employed 

for stretching, measuring, and drying the great 

variety of woollen cloths woven in the scat- 

tered cottages of the husbandmen, or in the 

villages and towns of the neighbourhood, and 

brought to the western capital to be milled, and 

burled, and carded, and rowed, and singed, and 

shorn, and dyed, and racked, and calendered, 

and pressed, and tucked, and tilloted, and packed, 

and corded, and marked, and shipped for expor- 

tation. The brightest colours stratified the rack- 

fields— hues of dazzling scarlet, blue» yellow^ ■
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green, purple — of every tint; for in those 

days the sober shades of % modem fashions had 

not driven out the gayer and morepietorial hues 

of the past. The very names of the various 

fabrics have for the most part passed away from 

memory. Among many others were baizes, baye- 

tones and bayetillas, serafines and sempitemas, 

segathees and duroys, linsey woolseys, templars, 

and worleys, druggets and castors, estamenes 

and Franciscans (used for the clothing of the 

Peninsular monks), and, above all, long ells, 

which were sent by the East India Company by 

hundreds of thousands, and are still supplied, 

mostly by Yorkshire, to that country where 

fashions change so little. ■

Of the localities, many of the ancient names 

are left. Some are found in Doomsday Book, 

showing their Saxon or Norman origin. There 

are Larrochbere (now Larkbear), Linhays 

(woollen walks), Bonhay, Shilhay, Northemhay, 

Southemhay, Triemhay (the walk of the friars). 

The castle is called Rougemont (mentioned by 

Shakespeare). The changing titles of the city 

itself may be traced through its many stages of 

Keltic, Roman, Saxon, Norman, and modem 

history, Gaer Isca, Isca Danmonioram, Exonia, 

Exceancester, Exon, Exeter. ■

The tenter -fields are turned into garden- 

grounds, and covered with villas now. Tnere is 

scarcely a vestige left of the ancient glories of 

the woollen trade. ■

The quay was crowded with vessels of many 

nations. The principal trade was with Spain, 

Portugal, France, Italy, Germany, and Holland. 

The merchants of Exeter, most of them tra- 

velled men, were thorough masters of the lan- 

guages of the countries with which they had to 

do. Their correspondence was carried on, not 

in English, but in the various European tongues, 

and the captains and crews of the vessels from 

the Continent were quite at home when they 

were anchored in the Exe. Quarrels with the 

Courtenay family had intermpted the navigation 

of the river ; but they were enabled to reach the 

heart of the city by a canal which presented 

none of the obstractions of bars, sand-banks, or 

weirs. A serge-market was held every Friday 

in the open street, where merchants, manufac- 

turers, ship-masters, and others congregated, 

gave or received their orders, made their pay- 

ments, and settled the business of the week. 

The place of recreation was '' Moll's Coffee- 

house"-— a curious gable-faced old building, 

which still stands in the cathedral-yard. There 

they played at chess, cards, or dominoes, or held 

confabulations on passing events, or vibrated 

backwards and forwards in the then unenclosed 

space, in whose centre rises the venerable edifice, 

with its two massive towers, and that western 

front of almost unparalleled beauty, whose mul- 

titudinous and ruined statues have become pic- 

turesque in their niches, and whose noble Gothic 

window is equally attractive even now, seen from 

without or within. One of the prettiest, the most 

picturesque of ecclesiastical edifices in Devon- ■

shire, was the chapel of St. Leonard's. It has been 

replaced by perhaps the very ugliest of modem 

architectural abominations. The ancient build- 

ing was covered and crowned with ivy, through 

which portions of Gothic arches were here and 

there visible; but over the tower the green 

branches rose like a self-supported tiara, which 

was swayed backward and forward by the wind 

and numerous birds made their nests and found 

shelter in its recesses. There are traditions 

enough connected with the chapel and its ceme- 

tery to furnish materials for a novel of the 

middle ages. There lived in a cave, hewn out 

of the bank opposite the entrance to the belfry, 

which had one cracked bell, a holy woman, 

whose steps never led her further than to the 

church-altar, or to a miraculous spring called 

Parker's Well, only a few hundred yards dis- 

tant. < This well had the reputation of restoring 

sight to the blind, and, even in my recollection, 

was visited by multitudes afflicted with eye 

diseases, who still attached supernatural virtues 

to the waters. A subterranean passage was said 

to give access from this neighbourhood to the 

galleries of the cathedral; and the road bears 

even to tliis hour tl^e name of " Holloway." I 

have been often bidden when a child to listen to 

the rumbling echoes of the carts and waggons 

as they passed above, giving undoubted evidence 

of the existence of the ancient communication 

below. The fact is, that one of the common 

sewers of the city has its passage beneath the 

street. In former days a red-stone tower pro- 

jected into the road, which was so narrow that 

two vehicles could with difficulty pass one 

another; and, as there was a rapid ascent and 

descent on both sides, accidents and interrap- 

tions frequently occurred. There is indeed a 

marvellous contrast between the business and 

bustle and urging ever forward which charac- 

terise the present time, and the lazy indifference 

and slothfulness which then seemed to influence 

both man and beast. Near to this spot, at the 

top of the hill, was a bank— though the hill has 

been lowered, and the bank walled up— over* 

shadowed by enormous elms, of which a few still 

remain. Upon that bank a row of peasants and 

waggoners were almost always to be seen, their 

teams standing still, while they enjoyed their 

barley bread, and drunk their rough cider out of 

the little babels. These were filled from timo 

to time by their employers as part of their wages. 

Comparing the condition of the peasantry now, 

with what it was sixty years ago— wages ad- 

vanced sixty per cent, instruction spreading, 

crime diminishing, domestic comforts, food, 

dress, furniture, wonderfully improved— who 

would venture to say that the former times were 

better than these! ■

The churchyard was as remarkable as the 

church ; it was the common receptacle for the 

neighbourhood. It had never been consecrated, 

at least in Protestant times, and the dead of 

many (tisoorcUmt sects repose in peace under its 

once daisied turf. In fact, the place is full of ■
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buried heresy. There, sleeps James Peiroe, the 

greajt hercsiarch of tlie west — ^the leader of free 

thought in Exeter a century and a half ago, 

when the great Presbytenan schism convulsed 

the ChurclSs; a library might be filled with its 

tracts and sermons of the time, most of them 

dogmatical and furious, and few of them chari- 

table or convincing. Mr. Peirce died with 

the stains of heresy upon him; but though 

it was not possible to deny him burial in the 

common homestead, the clergyman refused to 

allow the inscription which his friends and 

family had prepared to celebnte the virtues 

of their "reverend, leamedi and pious" pas- 

tor. "Never," said the clerical bigot, "shall 

he be called reverend, for he was a schis- 

matic; learned, for he was not educated in a 

university; nor pious, for he did not worship 

the Trinity" ! And so, though the monument 

was one of the most prominent in the cemetery, 

it bore the simple words, "Mr. James Peirce's 

Tomb." No more. Some reckless hand has 

removed the tomb— whether under the inspira- 

tions of bigotry, I know not; but, after 

years of absence, I sought the old memento, 

and found it not ; but tiiere still exists a 

marble tablet in the vestry of George's Meeting- 

house, in which, after recording the many ex- 

cellences of the good, learned,, and reverend 

James Peirce, the inscription proceeds to re- 

cord that he was interred in St. Leonard's 

ohurdiyard, and " after death denied a just eulo- 

gium by the clergyman of that parish." The 

name of that clergyman is buried in the oblivion 

to which he would have condemned a name that 

stands out prominently among those who, in 

dark and dreary dsys^ fought the battles of re- 

ligious freedom, and taught their descendants 

how to struggle and how to succeed. ■

Tombs more distinguished were those of 

the Baring family— the foundations of whose 

fortunes were laid^ as most of their mortal re- 

mains were deposited, in this locality. Over 

their resting-places towered some of those mag- 

nificent elm^trees whiohthe Devonian soil, as has 

been often remarked, raises inunpar^eled beaul^ 

and grandeur. I remember well that, when those 

tombs were supposed to be imperilled by the 

destruction of the dd, and the construction of 

the new chapel, my father built a. hut over them 

for theii proteetiom No vestige of them now 

remains. They have been replaced by & simple 

square of stone, which concentrates in a Ime 

the names and dates of the founders of a family 

whose mercantile success and political eminence 

have given them a world-wide fame. ■

They came to Exeter from Bremen, and Mat* 

thew fixed himself at I^irkbear (the Larroch- 

bere of Saxon times), to carry on the woollen 

trade with foreign lands—a trade of which in the 

west of England Exeter was the centre. ■

The reputation and success of the house of the 

Barii^ was mainly owing to the business habits, 

the prudence, and the activity of the wife of 

Matthew, whose name was traditionally known ■

as Madame Baring. The ladies, in those dafa, 

took an active part in the managesMnt of tliasr 

husbandd' afEairs. They superintended the la> 

■hours of ike women engaged as burkra^ who 

■^pulled the "goods" over benches^ and with 

barling-irons, a sort of krge shainply-pointed 

tweezess held in the right hand^ picked out the 

blachy the knots, and other de&cta left by the 

weavers, which, with a whisk in the kft hand, 

they swept into open bags at their sides. It was 

one of the duties of the mistress^ now and Uien, 

to go from one end to the other of the kmg 

line of burlers, encouraging the diligent, uid re- 

prehending the lasy. Matthew Banng fully ap- 

preciated the services of his wife, and buik for 

her on the banks of the river, a handsome fishing- 

house of brick, from whose windows she oould 

uninterruptedly and comfortably indulge in pisca* 

tonal amusements. Pollutions have driven away 

the fish, the fishing-house has been ia£Bd to 

its foundations^ the fisher lady has been long 

slumbmng under the turf of the St Leonard's 

I cemetery, and the memento raised over her 

burial-plaoe by her eldest son, John, the senior 

* partner of t\ie great house of John and Francis 

Bahng, has v^lly disappeared. Moat of the 

members of the family are interred in the 

! churchyard just described, which was separated 

.from their domicile of Mount fiadfoid only by a 

j bridge thrown across the public road, but some 

of them repose in the "Saint's Rest" of the 

Exeter Presbyterians^ and others in a voy pretty 

ibut obscure buiiaL-plaoe attached to a Unitarian 

chapel a few miles from the dty. ■

John and Francis Baring were both men of 

singulai! sagacity. Perhaps they foresaw the 

dedine and decay of that staple trade v^on 

which their father had laid the foundations of 

his own and their prosperity— at all evoits, they 

sought a wider field than Eieter offered. I had 

in. my possession a copy of a tender £or pert of a 

loan to the British government, in the reign of 

George the Third, in which the ambition of the 

great house of the Brothers Baring wee limited 

to the adventure of three hundred pounds ster* 

ling. Two peerages and a baronetcy, and what 

miOions upon millions have been since associated 

with the name! The history of Francia, hie 

connexion witii Dunning, his influence with 

William Pitt, how he sent his sons to travel in 

the Eastern and the Western world, the reputa- 

tion they acquired, the alliances they formed, 

may be stud^d elsewhere; but of John, the 

Exonian, the future representative of his native 

city, a word or two may here be said ■

He became almost the sole landed proprietor 

of the parish in which he lived, and in which he 

built his country-seat. The lands, which were 

afterwards sold, are now covered with houses ; 

but in my boyhood it was a boast, my father 

being one of the Baring tenants, that in our com* 

munity we had neither hiwyer, nor parson, nor 

doctor, nor pauper, norpoor^rate, nor pound, nor 

barrack, nor soldier, nor tavern, nor alehouse^ nor 

onj^ing which would be called a nnisance. The ■
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few labouring people were connected with the 

trade, and employment was never wanting^. ■

John Baring established a bank ; it enabled 

him to render valnable services to the freemen 

in whose hands was the representation of the 

city, and they returned him to parliament. His 

dress was singular. Ck)at, waistcoat, breeches, 

of a light spedded colour— it was called pepper 

and salt — silk stockings of the same, small steel 

buckles at his knees, large steel buckles on his 

shoes. He was a tall thin man, with powdered 

hair, and a sharp penetrating look, who seemed to 

measure with his gold-headed cane every step as 

he walked. The people called him "Old Turkey 

Legs." Almost everybody had a nickname in 

those days ; but he could smile at the jest, as 

those legs, with the assistance of the electors, 

took him to the honourable House, and there 

and then and thus were sown the seeds of future 

greatness. The family adopted for their crest a 

bear (German, baer) with a silver ring in his nose. 

It would probably have been of gold had Matthew 

Baring been able to look into coming times. ■

Endeavouring to recal some of the personages 

who have passed away like shadows "from the 

sonshine to the sunless land," a crowd of figures 

present themselves' characteristic of a state of 

society which has wholly departed. I have some 

difficulty in selecting from the multitude. The 

other day, looking over the old portfolio of one of 

the Exeter bankers and merchants, who was the 

terror of his circle, as his faithful but caricatur- 

ing pencil recorded the " veritable effigies*' of 

the time, I could hardly fancy that pretty girls 

whom I well recollect, had ever been clad in 

garments so absurdly grotesque— such enormous 

bonnets, waists as high as their armpits, short 

petticoats to exhibit their flesh-coloured clocked 

silk stockings, high-heeled shoes, black patches 

on their face ; or that gentlemen wore cocked- 

hats, cauliflower wigs or pigtails, ruffles, shorts 

and silks, buckles, and metal buttons. ■

But BD they werB, and so they are not now. ■

Magnates, magistrates, kwyers^ doctors, divines 

— oaa they ever have been so zuiicQlous ? Yes ! 

I recognise their old familiar faces. There is 

S. E. M., with the president's arm-ohair sticking 

to him. He never entered an assembly without 

exhibiting intense anxiety to be called upon to 

fiUit. WiU Mr. M. do us the favour? Thena 

complacent smile npon a visage naturally solemn 

and severe, a succession of courteous bows, and 

a slow hesitating march towards the head of the 

room. There is D. P., his hands behind him in 

his coat-podoets, looking at the stars, and certam 

to stumble over the first stone in his way. Alder- 

man D.-^was he really so perfect a picture of an 

owl, so sedate, and so stupid ? And the clergy-- 

Anglican and Dissenting— did they truly exhibit 

SQch expressions of polemical bitterness, of self- 

satisfied complacency? Was the cushion so 

vehemently thumped? Were the eyes so im- 

posingly uplifted ? Magna est Veritas. 

Two oentuiiea ago, when there was an insuf- ■

ficient supply of small change and copper coinage 

issued from theBoyal Mint, merchants and traders 

were in the habit of issuing brass halfpenny 

tokens for the convenience of their dependents, 

which were changed for silver when collected in 

sufficient amount. They generally bore some 

device indicative of the trade of the issuer; and 

trade was generally an inheritance from father 

to son. There still exist coins bearing the device 

of a wool-comb, with "John Bowring, of Chulm- 

leigh," (near Exeter,) "his halfpenny, 1678." 

This family had for many generations, as manu- 

facturers and fullers, been engaged in the woollen 

trade. C. B. was one of the last of its represen- 

tatives in Exeter. He died half way between 

fourscore and fourscore years and ten. Many 

remember his serene and smiling countenance, 

his long silvery hair, his gentle voice, and how 

impossible it was to be near him without feeling 

happier in the mere reflection and reaction of 

goodness from his presence. He saw in his own 

person and property all the marks of decay, but 

hung to the fragments of a departing industry 

till it slipped wholly away from his keeping. 

First, one mill was abandoned, then a second. 

The number of milhnen and tuckers was di- 

minished by death, and with the departure of 

the trade from Exeter, they emigrated to other 

places, or took to other labour. C. B., who was a 

lover of music, was a friend of William Jackson, 

the organist of the cathedral, some of whose 

pieces, such as "Time has not thinned my flow- 

ing hair," live in many a memory. He was a 

lover of books, and no line of Shakespeare was 

unfamiliar to him. In his old age, while seated 

in his arm-chair, it was delightful to hear him 

constantly quote some passage appropriate 

to the daily events of life. But he lived on 

the past, lingering amidst the scenes of his 

early activity, and for years before his death 

(except to attend the religious services at the 

Unitarian meeting-house) scarcely ever wandered 

beyond the limits of his garden and paddock. ■

In Exeter, as in many other important seats 

of industry, the Dissenters, who were excluded 

from municipal dignities, took to money-making, 

as persecuted people frequently do, and found 

compensation and consolation in doing better, 

in a worldly point of view, than most of their 

neighbours. The mayor and corporation, grandly 

robed and furred, marched in stately style to the 

cathedral, headed by the sword-bearer, who wore 

a broad-brimmed copper hat, richly adorned, and 

the parade was the object of great awe to the 

little boys and girls who accompanied the pro- 

cession. The civic dignitaries — and most digni- 

fied they were !— were composed mostly of the 

well-to-do shopkeepers, who were considered to 

represent the grandeur of Church and State; 

while those who failed in reverence for these 

time-honoured institutions and self-elected ma- 

gistrates, were designated Jacobins, and in periods 

of excitement were burnt in effi^ by the same 

classes who mastered the city on every fifth of ■
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Up with the ladder, and down with the rope, 

And give me a penny to born the old Popk 

In those days a few phrases coming from the 

L'ps of the ruling few were supposed to be a 

sufficient answer to the grievances of the sub- 

ject many. "The people have nothing to do 

with the laws but to obey them ;" " If they don't 

like their country, let them leave it ;" ** Glori- 

ous constitution ;" *' Envy and admiration of the 

world;" "Don't pretend to be wiser than your 

ancestors ;" or, to confound all malcontents, and 

crush all sedition, the terrible weight of a Latin 

quotation, "Nolumus leges Anglis mutari," was 

hurled at the head of grumblers. ■

I owed much to R. E. He was a man of 

kindly nature, somewhat slovenly except when 

powdered and puffed for company. I was ever 

discovering in him new proofs of intelligence (the 

monomania apart) and benignity. He had been 

a traveller, well acquainted with Spain, Italy, 

Portugal, and Erance, and their languages. He 

had a library rich in stores of Castilian and Tuscan 

literature. He introduced me to Don Quixote 

in the original, and taught me to pronounce 

the jotas and the thetas of that tongue. He was 

familiar with the distinctions between the Anda- 

hisian and the court idioms; and, finding me 

somewhat apt, and very grateful, took much 

trouble to solve my difficulties, and encourage 

my inquiries. In some of his oddities, he 

resembled the hero of La Mancha; and he 

had an old gardener— the father of Dowton 

the comedian— who might have passed for a 

Devonian Sancho Panza. Great controversies 

were carried on as to horticultural management, 

when the master, in very ancient and very loose 

slippers, in his flowing matinal garments, 

pointed out certain things to be done, which 

the vicegerent thought was an interference with 

the government of his own Barataria. Some- 

times I was asked to dinner, and foreign luxuries 

were brought on the table— Spanish olives (they 

are larger and richer than the Erench) ; Chinese 

ginger (it is sweeter than the West Indian); 

and there was talk of pucheros andoUapodridas, 

and fascinating descriptions of MantUlas and 

Basquifias, and the bright-eyed, small-footed 

maidens of the Peninsula. I imbibed a love of 

travel, which I was afterwards able to indulge ; 

and so well was I taught by my kind patron, that, 

when launched on the Peninsula during the 

great war, I was so much at home that I ob- 

tained the name of El Espafiol Ligles. So easily 

are languages learnt, if properly taught. His 

brother was a stiff and solemn gentleman, who 

had a termagant wife. I was once sent to the 

lady with a request from her husband that she 

would let him have the newspaper, if she had 

done with it. I had innocently knocked at the 

front door, and was conducted to the drawing- 

room. " Was it pou who had the impertinence to 

knock at the front door? The proper way for boys 

28 through the servants' passage. What do you 

want P" I answered very humbly, " Mr. K. will be 

obliged to you, ma'am, for the newspaper, if you 

have read it." ''Oh, oh ! he wants the news^ ■

paper, does he ?" shouted the irate lady — ^" wants 

the newspaper, does he? Then he shan't have 

it." Upon which she flung the newspaper upon 

the sofa, and seated herself upon it, with all the 

dignity of a conqueror. I took the message to 

the master, (?) who received it in meek qui- 

escence. Yet he was an able man, was thought 

a superior writer, and whenever " the house" re- 

quired any very important letter to be forwarded, 

was the chosen scribe. There was another 

merchant, J. C, who was of obscure peasant 

origin, bom in the locality which George Bid- 

der has since illustrated, but who owed his 

good fortune (for he became afterwards a part- 

ner with one of the Barings) entirely to the 

excellence of his commercial epistles. The or- 

dinary state of mercantile correspondence was 

dull and common-place, such as may now be 

seen in the Complete Letter-writers of the time. 

The youth took to the study of Junius as a 

model; and, as everybody is really pleased with 

what is graceful and emphatic, his advancement 

followed as a matter of course. J. M., an 

energetic and ambitious man, endeavoured to 

associate imports from Russia and the north, 

with exports of woollens to the south; but his 

sagacity took him to a wider field. His descend- 

ants still retain possession of the local banking 

field, which the Barings, in their bolder and 

higher flight, abandoned long ago. ■

While R. E. was learned in the languages of 

the south, S. C. was equally master of those of 

the north, and most willing to aid the youths 

who were studying German and Dutch. The 

merchants were rather proud of their linguistic 

acquirements, and sought opportunities of 

showing how much they were at home when 

abroad, and abroad when at home. Languages 

are learnt easily by the instrumentality of the 

tongue, and, where neither bad grammar nor 

false pronunciation has ever been heard, a 

learner is not likely to fall into mistakes^ 

any more than a child when taught its mother 

tongue correctly. S. C. was a Quaker, but re- 

presented the transition period, when the Quaker 

just began to accommodate himiself to the fashions 

of the world, and when the ancient How art thee P 

and How do thee do? wexe replaced by im^ 

proved syntax. The Quaker women were stiffer 

than the men, but when the change came over 

them, the passage from the grey and the grave 

to the gay and the gaudy, from the staid and 

sober to the brighter and the lighter coloursy was 

more striking. ■

While the old staple trade was taking its 

flight from Devonshire, other manufihctureSk 

driven by the outrages of the Luddites and 

other secret combinations from central England, 

were established in the neighbourhood of Exeter. 

They found cheap and abundant water power, 

wages low, labour abundant, and, above all, 

peace and security against those interruptions 

which ignorance and violence directed against 

the mechanical improvements that diminished 

the cost and perfected the products of industry. 

The sagacity of John Heathcoat transferred to ■
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Tiverton the beautiful tulle fabrics whose pros- 

perity and progress in Nottinghamshire were 

menaced by the machine-breakers of his day — 

those workmen-conservatives who brought into 

the field of labour the determination to resist all 

innovations. The fulling-mills on the Exe have 

been turned to the grinding of corn, the breaking 

of bones, the sawing of timber, the manufacture 

of paper, and, for the most part, have become 

auxiliaries to agricultural interests. ■

On the whole, the results have been beneficial. 

Capital has sought, labour has found, and enter- 

prise has encouraged, new engagements and em- 

ployments, more profitable and productive than 

those which have been abandoned. Though the 

value of some species of property has been 

deteriorated, there has been a great augmenta- 

tion in the value of the whole. The wages of 

labour have been raised, the population has 

doubled, and the sum total of social happiness 

has undoubtedly received a large addition. ■

The Devonshire woollen trade, though it has 

abandoned its old central seat, is still success- 

fully carried on in some of the neighbouring 

localities, where manufacturers have availed 

themselves of the many modem mechanical im- 

provements which, though they have superseded, 

or rather supplemented, manual labour in some 

of its applications, have given it additional and 

more remunerative employment in others. Eman- 

dpation and freedom, instead of privilege and 

protection, are becoming the watchwords of all 

industry. The legislative props which supported 

the rottenness of old monopolies are one after 

another removed ; the dams and sluices which 

diverted the free waters from social to sinister 

interests, are gradually disappearing ; ■

all the past ■

Melts, miflt-like, into brighter hours, and these ■

Are mom to more. ■

THE STRENGTH OP A LITTLE FLOWER. ■

THIS DtOIDEMT IS RBLATBD IN THS " BZFBBISNCE8 

OF A PRISON MATRON." ■

From the wicked woful streets ■

The prisoner is come 

To do penance for wicked and wofol deeds, ■

With the prison for a home. ■

She is callous, hard, and bold, ■

Reared in the ways of sin, 

From her soul the woman seems driren ont ■

And the devil entered in. ■

She has no belief in love, ■

Ton can rule her but by fear, 

Speak to her gently in Christian-wise, ■

The reply is an oath or jeer. ■

Dark night had fallen down ■

On the darlcer night within 

The prison*s hard onflinching walls ■

That enclosed that world of sin. ■

I, in my nightly round, ■

Paused by that woman*8 door. 

The silence of her stormy cell ■

Astonished me far more 

Than oath or ribald shout or song ■

Her lips were wont to pour. ■

Propped on her sturdy arms ■

Her dark and sinful face 

Was bent above the table bare ;— ■

At once I marked the place ■

Whereon her gaze was fixed, ■

And there before her lay, 

A daisy she had plucked by stealth ■

From out the yard that day. ■

And while I gazed, her face ■

Contracted as in pain, 

And o'er her coarse and swarthy cheeks ■

Down fell the tearful rain. ■

And on her linked arms ■

Her heavy head fell low, 

And sobs convulsed the woman*s frame, ■

Bent with its load of woe. ■

Honths upon months went by, 

When one day I, by chance, ■

Took up the Bible in her cell, 

And through the leaves did glance : ■

Between the pages spread, ■

The withered daisy lay. 

God has a language of His own ■

We cannot write or say. ■

TWO GENTLEMEN USHERS. ■

Oins day, in the neighbourhood of Regent- 

street, I was attracted by a lamp, projected 

from one of the houses, bearing the words 

" Scholastic Agency " upon it. Although diffi- 

dent as to the hi^h class of appointments 

likely to be met with here, I maae bold to 

enter, for I had been told that the b^t way 

to read quietly and grind for Oxford was to ■

fet quarters as tutor in a school Up-stairs 

went, as directed by a hand and writing on 

the wall, and in a room upon the first landing 

found many persons assemoled. There was a 

table in the middle, at which sat a gentleman, 

who reminded one of the men we occasionally 

see playing the comet-a-piston on the edge of 

the pavement. He had a round head, covered 

with long dirty black and grey hair, a moustache 

and imperial. Near the window was a desk, at 

which was seated a youth, busily engaged in 

making entries into a book which lay oefore 

him. The sofa and chairs were entirely occu- 

pied by persons of depressed aspect, who looked 

like foreign patriots awaiting sentence, vet un- 

certain as to whether they were to be nanged 

for treason or restored to freedom by a noble- 

minded conqueror. The gentleman at the table 

was "Professor Crotter;" the youth was his 

clerk; the company assembled were members 

of the noble army of ushers ; or, as they would 

put it, "gentlemen of the scholastic proKssion,'* 

waiting to be engaged by ** principals" who were 

in other rooms, and had at the moment other 

gentlemen with them under examination. ■

The whole company of the unoccupied {gentle- 

men stared at me when I entered; their pas- 

sive countenances making a faint and melan- 

cholv endeavour to express astonishment. ■

Tne gentleman at the table rose, made a 

respectable shopman's bow, and desired me to 

take a seat. I did so, and began to state my ■
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business, observing that I had a very attentiye 

audience in the regfiment of despondents. I 

said that I had called on accoont of a person, in 

whom I was much int«%8ted, who wished to 

get a situation in a school. I was aaked if he 

had been " out" before, to which I answered No. 

This was a drawback. I was informed that 

there were many lucrative and desirable ap- 

pointments on the books, and a paper, headed 

" College of Tutors," was handed to me to be 

filled up by my friend. It contained a series of 

questions as to Greek, Latin, mathematics, and 

so forth; and whether "of any nuiversity." 

Also a notification that five per cent would be 

charged upon the year's income upon the 

applicant obtaining a situation. I asked what 

sort of schools they had on their books, and was 

told " vcrjr high ones." Thereby emboldened, 

and by this time having shaken down, I said 

that I'was thinking of taking something of the 

sort myself; and, dropping my friend, began to 

inouire upon my own account. ■

The situations exactly suited to myself ap- 

peared to be very numerous, and I had a list of 

fentlemen given to me, upon whom I was irected to call. First stooa the name of Dr. 

Clackmannan, of South Aberdeen Collegiate 

School, Surrey. "Evidentlv highly respect- 

able," I said to myself. "1 will make it my 

business to call at once." I paid a shilling to 

the principal of the College of Tutors, to duray 

any exnense that he might be at in writing to 

me, ana took leave. ■

By the time I arrived at " South Aberdeen 

Collegiate School" it had become dark ; but I 

saw by the gas that I was before a large old 

house of the reign of Queen Anne, built of red 

brick, with a fore-oourt and high iron gate. On 

either side was what appeared to be a carriage 

entrance, composed of green doors like those 

of a coach-house. Upon them were written, in 

large white capitals, the imposing words : " Col- 

legiate School." I pulled a bell-handle ; a tre- 

mendous bell just inside rang close to my head, 

and presently came out a prim servant in a 

clean white apron. ■

She showed me into a dining-room. Before 

the fire was drawn a sofa» upon which reclmed, 

smoking a pipe» a fat gentleman dressed in 

blade Dj the side of the fire sat a little old 

lady. Upon one side hung an enormous por- 

trait of a complacent youth in cap and gown. ■

The doctor was certainly very fat: and 

was dressed in the old clerical style, with 

tremendous collars and aa expansLve white 

cravat. Ba didn't ask me to take a seat; 

so I sat down, and told, in a few words, 

npon what business I had called. The doctor 

smiled, and bent his head. He informed 

me that he had had applications from several 

gentlemen; that the master was required to 

teach Latin^ Greek, French, English, &c., to 

live in the house, and to share the work and 

supervision with another gentleman* the recom- 

pense for the same being thirty-five pounds a 

year. T asked what the holidays were, and was 

informed that the vacation amounted to about ■

twelve weeks in the course of the year. I said 

that I had been in her Majesty's service, but 

had left it to go to the Bar when I had taken 

a degree at Oxford; for which university it 

was my object to read up. He inquired, " What 

regiment?" I replied, "No regiment, but the 

Boyal Navy," and that I had been in the Russian 

and Chinese wars. He said, "Oh, indeed!" 

smiled, and said I should hear from him. ■

The next name on my list was that of Mr. 

Hypotheneuse, of Apennine-grove. To reach 

tbis academic shade, I took, next momiag, a 

long caravan passage in an omnibus, yesterday's 

headache still clinging to me ; and, after much 

subsequent wandering, I found myself in a 

drawing-room "replete with every elegance," 

and which it was painfully apparent was never 

used except for the reception of parents and 

guardians. Entered to me Mr. Hypotheneuse. 

We looked each other over as I returned his bow. ■

This gentleman was an unassuming great 

man. Tlie efi'ect of his remarks was that he 

was a high and mighty person; but humble 

minded. He wished his masters to look upon 

him as a senior friend. It was his desire that 

they retired to bed at ten o'clock ; and, although 

he did not order them to leave off smoking, he 

nevertheless forbade it on or near his premises. 

Like Dr. Clackmannan, he took my address, and 

said I should hear from him. ■

I shortly afterwards got a letter to say that 

he had made up his mind to emplov a "native" 

to teach foreign languages. I concluded that he 

meant an oyster, as a human being can but teach 

one native language ; that is to say, his own. ■

Upon the same day I received a note from 

another great man who diffused knowledge at 

Brighton. It ran as follows : ■

Sm, — ^Toa can, if you like, see me panctaally at 

eleven on Wednesday, at my tailor's, Mr. So-and- 

so, Leadenhall-street, with regard to applying to ob- 

tain the vacant situation in my establishment. ■

I also received a notice from the Professor of 

the College of Tutors to attend at that institu- 

tion upon a given day to see Mr. Shrimp, of 

Margate. I did so, and had to wait until another 

suppliant had been examined. This individual 

came forth depressed and crestfallen. ■

Mr. Shrimp seemed diffident as to whether 

his situation was suited to me, informing me 

that he gave but twenty pounds a year. The 

duty, he said, was to teach English, arithmetic, 

and Latin grammar, and never to lose sight of 

the young gentlemen (who were all respectable). 

I asked him how the country was looking, and 

withdrew. ■

On reaching home, I received a note from 

Dr. Clackmannan, saying that he had accepted 

the offer of my services. 1 thereupon bethought 

me of taking a cruise to South Aberdeen to find 

out something more about my preferment. ■

When I was shown in to the doctor, he was 

monnting some drawings in his dining-room, and 

smoking a cigar. He did not rise, but said, 

"Ah, so you've come down." I replied that 

I had done myself the pleasurerof calling on ■
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Hm to inquire more particularly what my duties 

were to be. ■

He saidi *'(Jiiifce riclit — quite right," and 

still went on with what ue was doinff . A parcel 

of schoolboy drawings were before him, consist- 

ing of " Fishermen Mending their Nets/* ** The 

War Horse on the Eve of Battle/' and such like, 

together with a pot of paste and some cardboard. ■

THie drawings were presently all finished, and 

Dr. Clackmannan rose. I began to cross-ex- 

amine him. He was evidently a good fellow. 

He £iswered all my queries at once, and in the 

most straightforward manner. His degree was 

LL.D., but of some university with a strange 

name. I presumed, from his talking of bis 

"late wife," that he was a widower; but he 

said no, that he found he could not get on 

without a wife, and that he was married to the 

lady whom I had seen on my former visit. ■

The doctor having informed me that it was 

usual for himself and masters to wear the college 

cap and gown (and that the boys also wore the 

cap out of doors), I made a pilgrimage into 

Holy well-street and inauired £or a gown. Dr. 

Clackmannau had supplied me with a cap from 

his store, at six and sixpence, observing that he 

didn't want to make a profit out of me. In the 

first old-clothes-shop I entered, I was offered 

the gown of a Q.C., and Moses Levy seemed 

surprised that it didn't suit my views. I tried 

another shop, and was here shown the gown of a 

Cambridge M.A., inclining towards a russet 

^reen from age. The Jew said' that the price of 

it was a guinea, and asked me whether I wanted 

''the 'at," adding, that he concluded I was going 

to ^t married. I didn't exactly like the gown, 

ana also thought a guinea too much for it, so I 

crossed the road (in consequence of a hint) to 

a certain College, where I found the porter, and 

asked him whether he had any gowns on hand. 

He bad not, but knew somebody who had. 

He disappeared, and presently returned with a 

small gown on his arm. So I closed the bar- 

gain at seven and sixpence, taking the gown 

away with me wrapped up in brown paper. I 

was now thoroughly caparisoned, and when, 

shortljr afterwards, term commenced, was in 

marching order for South Aberdeen. ■

Mrs. Clackmannan, upon my arrival, fetched 

the college cap I had bought, and said that 1 

should mid ''the other master" in the dining- 

hall. I was rather anxious to see what ''the 

other master" was like, for I am of a com- 

panionable disposition, and like to have some 

one to talk to over a smoke in the evenings. 

In the dining-hall I saw seated near the stove 

a thin little man, squinting horribhr behind his 

spectacles. He was reading out of a book to a 

little boy on his knee, a pleasant mildness in the 

action and the manner of it. The little boy at 

once rose and shook hands witii me, and asked 

me " whether I were the other new master." ■

The gentleman rose diffidently and made a 

bow, observingthat he thought it likely that it 

would rain« He spoke very respectfully, and 

said " sir." I concluded that he looked after 

the wardrobes, and presently left the room. ■

thinking I mieht find " the other master" (per- 

haps an Oxford M.A.) in the piavgroimd. ■

JBut no, there were only a few of the boys, who 

also came and shook hands with me. I asked 

to be shown to my room,, and was taken 

to a lean-to attic at the top of the house. I 

looked round in astonishment, and asked the 

handmaiden whether she were sure that that 

room was for me. She seemed to have ex- 

pected some such question, and grinned. The 

peculiu* dungeon-lixe feeling about the room I 

soon discovered arose from oamp. ■

I washed my hands and brushed mv bur, by 

way of doing something. Presently a bell rang ; 

then another ; and, on making my way to the 

dining-room, I found all hands had been piped 

for tea : grace being said as I entered. ■

There were three long tables, two at one end, 

one at the other. The two were covered with 

rows of cups and saucers, and plates of very 

thick bread and very thin butter. The one table 

had an old cover on it, and a large um. Finding, 

on closer observance, that Mrs. Clackmannan 

was behind the um, I advanced to the table. 

She said in a melancholy voice as she stirred 

the teapot with a spoon, " Oh, Mr. Hope, will 

you sit downP" and I presently found myself 

drinking a cup of weak tei^ with the gentleman 

of the squint sitting opposite to me. We were 

not introduced, biS I neard him called " Mr. 

Forfar," and discovered that he was my col- 

league. He and I were, therefore, "the staff 

of able and talented professors resident on the 

premises.'* ■

There we all were, then, weighing together 

about forty-three stone. Dr. Clackmannan 

twenty-four, Mr. Forfar seven, myself twelve; 

a pretty set of intellectual graces. After tea 

had been removed and the company had retired, 

I sat myself down on the deal table, and held 

discourse with the other able uid talented pro- 

fessor. He was an odd little man of thirty- 

something, dressed severely in black: black 

frock-coat, black open waistcoat, showing black 

glass studs. He was a very conceitea little 

man. (It is part of the busmess to be so in 

the scholastic profession.) He was about five 

feet four inches in height, with brown hair and 

whiskers, and a hatchet face. The squint was 

very horrible. One eye anchored to an object, 

while the other took a cruise about the ceiling. 

Mr. Forfar talked of his former engagements, 

and of the respect with which he had invariably 

been treated while holding them. ■

Supper was laid at nine, and we went to the 

table to await the coming of the doctor. He 

didnt arrive until half-past nine. When he had 

sat a little time after his supper, he retired, shak- 

ing hands, and wishing us good night. I imme- 

diatelv began to light up for a smoke, as did 

also the other learned nrofessor, when out went 

the gas, and we coula only see the lights of 

each other's cigars^ It seemed as if a fairy had 

suddenly transrormed us into two fire-fiies. The 

room was, like the pavilion of a sultana, in the 

open air, and was composed chiefly of windows 

and doors. I groped my way to the door ■
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nearest to the house, tumbling in my course 

over some boots, and knocking over the large 

school-bell. ■

Like the gentleman in Beauty and the Beast, 

I saw a U^ht ahead, and on making towards 

it, found it came from the kitchen door. 

Looking in thereat, I saw the servants sitting 

round a comfortable fire, and tapped the door 

with my fingers, when the servant whom I 

had first seen advanced towards me. She was 

in command, I asked for a light, whereupon 

she gave me a withering look, and said tnat 

if I wanted one I knew where to get it, and 

must fetch it myself. One of the other servants 

immediatelv rose, and was kind enough to take 

me up the kitchen stairs to a slab, where there 

were some very greasy tin candlesticks, without 

snuffers or extmguishers. I was then told that 

it was time for me to go to rest. ■

I had not been in my room five minutes 

before a tap came at my door, and, on open- 

ing it, I found two of the servants standing 

there, who immediately put up their fin|rers, 

and said "Hush!" Tney had come to tell me 

never to mind " Smith." That she was licensed 

and encoura^d by the master and mistress to 

offend and insult every one, and that when I 

wanted anything done, the other servants would 

be happy to do it for me. They also asked if 

I had been in a ''situation" before. ■

When I laid down to rest, I felt that I had 

something whereon to reflect. I had been at 

school as a boy myself— at a public school. 

There was not a master there to whom a ser- 

vant would have dared to be uncivil, much less 

would it have occurred to any servant to come to 

him in a clandestine manner at his bedroom door. ■

I began to think that as they were masters, 

therefore I could not be a master. What was 

IP Was I an "usher?" 

• Neit day, I felt that it was only due to 

myself to mention to the doctor the rudeness of 

his servant. He didn't seem astonished, but 

smiled, and said that he could quite understand 

my feelings. He added, that the servant was 

only pointing out to me my duty. He then 

smuea again, and walked away, putting an end 

to further remonstrance. ■

The doctor, after dinner, explained to my col- 

league (whom I dboovered to be also a new 

oomer) and myself that we were to take "duty" 

alternately. Duty implied the supervision of 

the young gentlemen out of school. It con- 

sisted in getting up in tbe morning at half-past 

six, working for an hour and a half before 

breakfast, and never losing sight of the young 

gentlemen all day until they were in their beds. ■

I happened to notice at tea that the doctor 

watched me when I took butter, and then 

looked round at his wife with an mjured ex- 

pression. Prom that moment he was an altered 

man to me. ■

The system of the school was rather subver- 

sive in its practice. The boys could do every- 

thing they hked ; the masters nothing. I tried 

to introduce discipline and obedience, but was 

very soon remonstrated with by my superior, who ■

said that the pupils would all be taken away if 

not indulged. Ilere was a prospect! Order 

had to be kept and a control maintained over 

young gentlemen who would be taken away if 

order and control were enforced. ■

One day while "on duty," I happened to 

dirty my hands with the football, and so re- 

Quested Mr. Forfar to come out and look after 

the young gentlemen for a few minutes. I was 

not long absent, but when I returned I was 

accosted by Dr. Clackmannan, who came«Iose 

up to me, and looked straight in my face, as 

though he were going to box my ears. Fortu- 

nately he did not do so, but said, in a loud 

voice, " Look here, sir, let it be distinctly under- 

stood that when I pay gentlemen for theu: 

services, I expect them to ao their work." ■

When we met tbe next day, his manner was 

decidedly cordial, and he went so far as to 

make a remark about the weather. I fancied 

that perhaps he felt some slight pangs of remorse 

racking his bosom ; but was soon undeceived. 

When we sat down to breakfast, I perceived 

that poor Mr. Forfar had been eoing wron^, 

even though it were "so early in the morning." 

The poor little man had neglected something 

which should be done at that early hour. Conse- 

quently Mr. Forfar appeared so bad a sinner 

upon this occasion, that I became a saint by 

contrast, and was consequently in possession of 

the great man's high esteem. ■

The doctor's time for settling matters was, 

generally speaking, at meals, and we had not 

been seated long, when he began on his new 

grievance, looking round repeatedly at his little 

wife for her approval. ■

"I beg to point this out to you, Mr. Forfar," 

said he. " lon've not been in my house long, 

and if you're not more careful you won't be. I 

see that you're inclined to shirk your work, but 

I'll make short work of you, I can tell you." ■

Poor Mr. Forfar I He fixed one eye on the 

mustard-pot, while the other took a cruise 

round the table, and finally settled on the salt- 

cellar. He spoke not, but was the very picture 

of a squinting penitent. After breakfast the 

doctor caught me, and took me for a stroll 

round his garden. He was remarkably friendly 

and confidential. ■

" I find I've been nicely taken in witl^ that 

gentleman," he observed ; " but if he tries any 

of his tricks with me, I'll kick him out of my 

house summarily." ■

A couple of hours after this, I had occasion 

to find fault with a young gentleman whom no 

means of persuasion would induce to attend to 

what was goine on. I called him up, looked 

severely in his lace, and addressed to him a few 

words of admonition. This mode of proceedmg 

caused the voung imp to burst fortn in a tor- 

rent of grieL Dr. Clackmannan, disturbed by 

the unusual sounds, looked up and called across 

the schoolroom that I was "not to do that 

again." He came to me afterwards in an apolo- 

getic manner, but I said that he injured him- 

self, not me, by such displays. He thereupon 

informed me that if the boy were removed from ■
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the school, he'd make me pay for it. I sug- 

guested that we should leave that an open ques- 

tion, and came to the conclusion that I could 

not stand much more. ■

That day I was on duty, so little Mr. Forfar 

took a walk in the evening, and did not return 

until after supper. He then happened to be 

rather thirsty, and took the liberty of asking 

for a gkss of beer. The confidential servant 

thereupon went scuttling up to the doctor, and 

communicated to him the startling request. 

I should mention, that the only place we had 

to sit in was the large school dining-room. 

Little Mr. Porfar took off his useful Welling- 

ton boots, put on his carpet slippers, put 

his little feet up in a chair, and oegan tell- 

ing me where he had been, when tne door 

opened, and Dr. Clackmannan's stomach en- 

tered, followed by Dr. GUckmannan himself. 

He stood a mass of dignity, glaring through his 

enormous spectacles at my poor little compa- 

nion, who grew nervous under the glance, 

fidgeted in his chair, and put his feet to the 

ground. He then took out his handkerchief, 

and Wan to rub his nose. ■

"Well, I'm sure," at last said Dr. Clack- 

mannan, " are we in America, gentlemen P" ■

"No, sir. South Aberdeen,'* answered poor 

little Mr. Porfar, approaching the great man, 

and quivering from head to foot. ■

"Look here, Mr. Forfar," said the doctor. 

" Fve come down to tell you that I keep neither 

a lodging-house nor a public-house, and that if 

you're not in at meals you'll just go without. 

That's all I have to say to you.^' ■

The door closed, and we were alone. ■

The next morning at breakfast my poor little 

friend was again in dire trouble. "I can assure 

you, sir, that's the reason," he was saying, as I 

took my seat, ■

"Don't tell me anything of the kind, Mr. 

Forfar." ■

"Well, sir, I should really have been down in 

time if it hadn't been for that : you can ask the 

boys if it is not so." ■

"The fact is, Mr. Forfar, that I consider you 

such a despicable little liar, and so utterly de- 

void of honour, that I wouldn't believe you on 

your oath !" ■

That was what Dr. Clackmannan said. I am 

detailing actual experience, without colouring or 

inventing any incident Poor little Forfar looked 

indeed the picture of penitent misery. ■

"Well, sir," said he, "Tm sorry that you 

should have formed that opinion of me." ■

I must confess that I was startled as much 

by the replv as by the insult. ■

Mr. Forfar was evidently becoming very ill, 

and in a highly nervous state. The constant 

insult preving upon his weak mind made him 

totalljr unnt for work. His friends advised him 

"to give warning." The doctor, however, had 

such terrors for nin that he had not the courage 

to say he would not stop. At last he wrote a 

notice, with the help of a relation who was a 

lawyer's clerk. It was a strictly legal document, 

and elaborately worded, looking very lengthy and ■

formidable. The thing to do, however, was to 

deliver it. That was the push. The poor little 

man lay awake all ni^ht with the heavy busi- 

ness on his mind, and mthe morning looked like 

a person in the last stage of consumption. He 

was " all of a twitter." When the doctor came 

in and said " Good morning," I saw a cap and 

gown bolt fairlv out of the room. ■

Mr. Forfar did not reappear ; so, after break- 

fast, I made a pilgrimage to find him. He had 

thrown himself on his bed. His movable eye 

was wandering round the room in search of some- 

thing; probably the "happy land of Canaan." 

I rushed to my room for some brandy, as he 

seemed in a fit; and, having poured some down 

his throat, his eye came to anchor, and he recog- 

nised me. At length Mr. Forfar returned to duty. ■

A few evenings after, I was walking round 

the playground, when I perceived' some one 

running rapidlv across the fields towards me. 

He presently threw himself at my feet on the 

grass. He was a "parlour boarder," a fellow as 

Dig as mvself, and nearlv as old. He asked me 

if 1 would kindly give him my advice. I said 

that as far as was consistent with my position I 

should not object to do so. ■

It appeared that he had met in the village a 

young lady of "considerable personal attrac- 

tions, to whom he ventured to give looks of 

admiration and a sweet smile. This mode of 

proceeding having been noticed by a couple of 

neavy brothers m attendance, they assaulted 

and drove him away, much discomfited. I 

looked grave, said it was a foolish affair alto- 

gether, and, as to advice, that he must make 

the best of a bad job. ■

THe first time the doctor went out he heard 

of< the whole affair. Now it so happened that 

the father of this young fellow was in India, 

and, moreover, did not pay up, so he was liable 

to the penalties of his misconduct. The doctor 

came fuming in, and gave me a full account of 

the discovery he had made. He presently asked 

me if I had heard anything of the matter. I 

replied that I had. Upon which I was attacked 

for not having repeatea it. One or two remarks 

followed, when Dr. Clackmannan observed: ■

"If I did as I ought, I should honewhip 

you, sir." ■

I controlled my immediate impulse, and told 

him that if he were inclined for real " business" 

in that line, I would put down five pounds on 

the event. He thanked me in an altered tone, 

and said that he didn't want to appear in the 

papers. I said that I would keep it very quiet 

if we could come to terms. I then wrote him 

a notice, which I forwarded at once. ■

The next day he did not wish me good morn- 

ing, and lookea remarkably black as we sat down 

to breakfast. There happened to be a cold roast 

round of beef before nim, which he set about 

carviiuf. He helped every one but myself, and 

then filled his own plate. I sat very quietly 

for a few minutes, until I saw the first mouthful 

go into his capacious mouth, when it became 

evident that he meant me to go without. This 

was unpleasant, to say the least of it. ■
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Now, there happened to be several ][oung 

gentlemen in the school who, for the considera- 

tion of thirty shillings a quarter, were allowed 

meat for breakfast, and these young gentlemen 

were standing round the doctor, plate in hand, 

waitinc until ne had taken the edge off his appe- 

tite and was at leisure to help them. ■

I said, "Til trouble you for some beef, 

doctor i — ^you haven't the politeness to ask 

me." ■

The doctor replied, "No, Mr. Hope, until 

you've apologised to me for your conduct yes- 

terday, vou mustn't expect any of the courtesies 

of life 6om me." ■

" CJourtesies, indeed!" said L "You've 

omitted what any person with the slightest feel- 

ing of decencv would not think of overlooking." ■

"You shall not have any beef." ■

"Won't I?" said L ■

I seized the dish ; the doctor clawed the beef, 

and in making too sure of it, plum]3ed it into 

his own lap. I, on the other hand, in the ful- 

ness of my eloauence, flourished the carving- 

knife, at which tne doctor seemed to wince, and 

his little old wife said, with a whine, " Oh, how 

venr dreadful, (fetf— ar." ■

1 immediately prepared for action. The doctor 

rose, the mass of underdone beef fell with a thud 

upon the floor, when the door opened and in 

walked poor little Forfar, late for fcreakfast, and 

all unconscious of what was going forward. 

He approached his seat, which was unfortu- 

nately next to the doctor, and tried to advance 

a small remark about the weather. It was of 

no use. The doctor turned on him. ■

" You're another of the same sort," vocife- 

rated the great man. " What do you mean by 

coming down late to breakfast ?" ■

" I'm very sorry, sir." ■

"Sorry! Yes; but you shan't be sorry 

again, for out of my house you go this very 

mommg: get out of the room." The poor 

little creature recoiled, and left the room. I 

quietly sat dawn and finished my breakfast, 

when I said calmly to the doctor, "Well, 

I'm off now ;" to which he made no answer. I 

went to my bedroom, and was putting up my 

things, when I heard sounds of the doctor's 

voice in Mr. Forfar's room : " Now then, look 

alive and be off, for the sooner I see you and 

your traps out of my house the sooner I shall 

feel comfortable." I fancied he would pay me a 

visit next, so I took off my coat, but he did 

not come. I carried my traps down stairs, and 

returned to my room for something left behind. 

I again heard the doctor's voice. This time it 

was outside Mr. Forfar's door: "If you can't 

hurry yourself, I'll help ^ou." There was then 

a loud noise like something rolling down stairs, 

and I was fearful that mv poor little brother 

master was being "helped" down. I went to 

the scene of action, and burst out laughing; for 

there stood the gigantic fat doctor at the top 

of the stairs, and the little Mr. Forfar quivering 

in every muscle, trying to dodge past him and 

get away. The doctor had kicked his port- 

manteau from the top of the stairs to the ■

bottom, and had frightened the poor little man 

out of what few wits he had left to him. ■

I got a cab, and, as we drove off, waved my 

hand to the doctor (who stood at the top of 

the steps), with a " Good-bye, old fellow ! You 

can go to the ' College of Tutors' and get some 

more resident professors !" ■

WILD-BOAR HUNTING IN INDIA. ■

This sport is far supedor to fox-hunting in 

England. Perhaps in fox-hunting more skill is 

required to " pick" the fences and choose a good 

line of country, but an old and experienced boar- 

hunter will tell you that it is not an easy task 

to give a good account of a " long lean tusker" 

with the eondition of a Derby favourite, and the 

cunning of a Derby favourite's owner. You must 

in most cases follow his line of country, whieii is 

invariably the worst he cam choose ;— over rocky 

ground intersected with deep nullahs and ravines, 

and not unfrequently, if he can find it, throngh 

short thorny jungle, or over black rotten soil, 

riven and cracked in all directions. A gallop at 

racing pace over such ground, with a long spear 

in the rider's hand, and the prospect of a charge 

from the foe in the rider's mind's eye, require 

nerve and skill. ■

The low price of grain, and the moderate rate 

of servants' wages, enables most ofiioers in India 

to keep two or three horses, and a " tattoo :" a 

most useful and enduring little animal, that fully 

supplies the place of a cover hack. In most 

" pig-sticking" countries the horses are reserved 

solely for that purpose, and are kept in race- 

horse condition, for the pace they have to main- 

tain, although rarely extending beyond four 

miles at a stretch, is such that good condition 

is absolutely indispensable. The tattoo carries 

his owner to the meet (not unfrequently tiiirty 

miles distant) ; to parade in the momiqg ; and 

to the mess<room at night. ■

In most stations where the neighbooiing 

country affords " pig-sticking," a tent dab is 

constituted; eadi member subseribiiig a £bw 

rupees monthly, and so forming a fund, oat of 

which the "slnkaree" and beaters are paid. 

In general the villagers are very ready and 

willing to give every information in their power 

conoeming the haunts of the boar, for the 

damage he does in the sugar-oane, kates, and 

cholum-fields is very great indeed. A ** sounder" 

of hog will very frequently travel ten or fifteen 

miles in a night in search of food, and will canter 

the same distance back in the morning; but oc- 

casionally, in quiet parts, they will lie down in 

fields that have grain high enough to afford them 

shelter, and will remain there. ■

The best hunting-grounds are the large sandy 

plains, with here and there a narrow long belt of 

toddy jungle. In these jungles the wHd-boar 

delights. The club "shikaree" is constantly 

away on the look-out for marks or news of hog, 

and, as soon as he has obtained authentic intelli- 

1 gence of a sounder, he returns inunediately to ■
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give infonnation to the ** sahib log." The next 

day is fixed upon for the hunt, and away goes 

the "shikaree" again to the villages near the 

appointed rendezvous to collect beaters. Tents, 

servants, provisions, and beer (the last a most 

indispensable adjunct), are sent on by each 

sportsman, and in the evening all start on their 

" tattoos" for the meet. Tlese meetings are 

by no means the least agreeable part of the 

business^ when all are seated outside the tents 

after dinner, imbibing brandy-pawny and smoking 

cheroots. But many cheroots and much brandy- 

pawny are not beneficial to the nerves^ so the 

wisest and best sportsmen retire early. ■

Betimes in the morning the camp is all alive. 

Horses neigh, horsekeepers shout to one another, 

and cries for coffee and boots resound on all 

sides. Daylight in Lulia bursts suddenly with 

a flash upon the sight, and, though a man bas 

begun to dress in the dark and with the aid 

of candles, before he has finished it is broad 

bright day. ■

On coming forth under such cironmstaDcea^ 

the sight is pretty and exMlazating. The snowy 

tents pitched here and there among the green 

and shady mangoe-trees ; the pidceted horses in 

the act of being " marlished" and prepared for 

the hunt ; "boys" boiling coffee at a fire made 

under an old mangoe, and at which three or four 

followers are toasting their hands and squatting ; 

a small bonfire, around which are seated some 

two hundred individuals of all ages and descrip- 

tions, but nearly all alike as to squalor and dirt, 

the sweat caused by former days of toil being 

apparent on their bodies in the form of a dry 

white scurf, so that they remind one of a cab- 

horse that has dried in the wind. It is not cold ; 

there is a nice cool soft and refreshing breeze; 

but natives, even in the heat of the summer, in- 

variably crouch round a fire in the mornings. ■

A cup of coffee and cheroot, and we are ready 

to start for the cover, but before doing so we 

may glance at one or two of the most prominent 

men in the hunt, most of whom are out now, 

looking to their horses and gear : a precaution 

never to be forgotten by a careful huntsman. 

The first to attract attention, is a tall good- 

looking young fellow talking to his horsekeeper 

in a jargon he fondly supposes to be Hindostanee, 

but which sorely puzzles his man, who has the 

strongest possible idea that it is not, and the 

weakest possible idea what it b. The rosy 

colour of his cheeks, and the incipient down upon 

his lip (which he is constantly stroking as he 

speaks), denote the youngster coming under the 

denomination of " griffin." This is his first essay 

at pig-sticking, and all laat night he disturbed 

the other occupants of the tent he slept in, by 

jumping up, over and over again, to see if it 

were nearly morning. Yesterday, too, his un- 

fortunate tattoo, with exceedingly nobby-looking 

legs, was made to go nearly double distance by 

reason of his rider's constantly rushing off after 

some jackal or antelope, with a wild hope of 

spearing the creature— and at other times he ■

carried his spear always poised and unpleasantly 

near to the small of his next neighbour's back. 

But time and practice will correct that, for his 

heart is in the right plaee. He is lookmg with 

admiring eyes upon a wiry bull-neoked Persian 

horse, which no amount of argument will per- 

suade him is not an Arab of the purest breed. 

It looks sulky just now, probably foreseeing a 

hard day's work. At a little distance from this 

ardent young sportsman is a small spare wiry 

man of about fifty years of age, as straight as 

an arrow, dressed in an old-fashioned but neat 

brown coat and trousers to match, and a flat 

low-<jrowned hat nearly the colour of his 

coat. His features are sharp, and tanned with 

exposure to the climate, but he has a bri^t 

piercing eye. He has been some thirty years in 

the service, only three of which have been passed 

in England. But he is as hard as he loc^s, and 

would outlive any younger man in a hard day's 

work. He is as good a sportsman as he is an 

officer, and he is eonsidered to be one of the 

best in the service. The grey muscular Arab 

that he is mounted on, is the very counterpart 

of its rider, and in condition to gallop for a 

man's life. All its equipments are in &*st-rate 

order — so is his horsekeeper, who is just now 

shouldering a serviceable Joe'Manton, and a 

spear with a head so bright that it glistens again 

in the sun. The next person, with a face like 

Don Quixote's, barring the beard, and with a 

complexion perhaps a little more ruddy than the 

famous knight, has an immensely long body and 

very short legs, and is clothed in a large-pat- 

terned check cotton doth jacket, of a cut pecu- 

liarly its owner's. He is smoking a huge Trichino- 

poly cheroot, and is amighty collector of cheroots. 

Also, of boots : rows upon rows of which, in im- 

mense numbers, decorate all his rooms. ■

But the coolies, headed by the " shikaree," are 

moving slowly forward in the direction of a long 

narrow belt of toddy jungle : a most likely look- 

ing spot. The " shikwree" has an old single-barrel 

gun, his badge of office, and a large broad-bladed 

knife stuck in his ginUe. Each coolie is armed 

with a thick long bamboo, and very many of 

them have tom-toms, cholera horns, and rattles. 

The toddy bund, which extends nearly due east 

and west, is about a mile long, and a quarter of 

a mile broad. On the north side there is a sandy 

plain stretching away some three or four miles, 

and boimded by a low range of rocky hills covered 

with cactus and thorn-bushes. Thu is the direc- 

tion the boar wiU most probably take, and as 

there are beaters enough to extend along the 

whole line of the bund, it is decided to beat it 

from south to north. A short council is held as 

to where the different horsemen shall place them- 

selires, and soon the signal for the commencement 

of the beat is given. Then arises most unearthly 

noises; noises calculated, one would say, to 

frighten the most courageous of beasts, and 

noises that no human beings but natives could 

make. But to the '* pig-sticker" it is a charming 

noise, and as melodious to him as the whimper ■
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of the fox-lioond is to the English sportsmau. 

Unearthly as the uproar is, the boar but sulkily 

responds to it, and jogs slowly and stubbornly 

but silently along the undergrowth. Just pre- 

vious to breaking cover he stops, as it were, to 

consider his line of country, then suddenly leaps 

forth with a long lobbing canter that does not 

seem to be fast, but which will try the speed of 

the fleetest horse in the hunt. A shriek of 

" Gone away !" and some twenty horsemen burst 

forth from the cover like so many devils. The 

boar slightly increases his pace, and the race 

fairly sets in. A little to the right it is rather 

rocky, and there are some ugly dry water-courses 

which he thinks will puzzle his enemies, so he 

makes for them. But all his tactics are of no 

avail. A grim-bearded old stager, mounted on a 

flea-bitten grey Arab, that bounds over the rocks 

and nullahs like an antelope, has been slowly but 

surely creeping up ; and before the boar has 

completed two-thirds of his journey, he finds this 

cool and determined-looking customer riding 

alongside of him. Such presumption makes him 

whet lus tusks again with rage, and turning short 

round with a couple of savage grunts, he chaj^es 

ferociously, but it won't do. The spear is down 

in an instant, and by his own impetuosity he has 

stabbed himself deeply just above the shoulder- 

blade; and the gallant flea-bitten grey, with a 

light bound forward, has kept dear of his tusks. 

]£s fate is now sealed, for the delay occasioned 

by the charge has letup some of the other hunts- 

men. He charges first on one and then on the 

other, receiving deadly wounds each time. At 

last, exhausted by loss of blood, without a groan 

or a grunt, he sighs his last breath away. It is 

useless to attempt to beat the same piece of 

jungle over, for those hog that remained in when 

the first broke cover have long ago sought refuge 

in flight in another direction ; but the "shikaree" 

knows of another likely spot some three miles 

distant, and it is immediately decided to proceed 

thither, '^is time a whole sounder break forth 

at once, and the hunting-party is broken up into 

two or three different lots. Two huge tuskers 

and one sow are the result. ■

HALF A MILLION OF MONEY. ■

BT TBB AUTBOS OV " BABBASA'S HISTOBT.** ■

GHATTIB LZV. THE LAST OF THE BATTLE. ■

It was now nearly four o'clock in the after- 

noon. Throughout the search at the barricade, 

Saxon had seen the shells flying at a great 

height overhead, and heard the battle going on 

unceasingly in the streets of the town. Some- 

times the sounds advanced, sometimes retreated ; 

but never ceased for one minute together. Find- 

ing at length that neither friends nor foes came 

round in their direction, the men posted at the 

barricade became impatient, and dropped awav 

one by one ; and presently Saxon, bem^ to all 

appearance no more likely to find his fnend in 

one place than another, followed their example. ■

He traversed one whole street without see- 

ing a living creature ; then, coming to a cross- 

road, paused and listened. The musketry now 

seemed to be very distant, but he could not tell 

precisely from what quarter the sound pro- 

ceeded. While he was yet hesitating, a couple 

of Neapolitan soldiers came running towards 

him. Seeing an armed Garibaldian, they stopped 

short, as if doubting which wav to turn; and 

Saxon called to them to surrender. ■

At that moment, some six or eight red-shirts 

made their appearance at the top of the street, 

in full chase. The Neapolitans immediately 

fired upon Saxon, flung away their rifles, and 

fled down a by-street to the left. ■

But the balls glanced harmlessly by, and 

Saxon, anxious to know how the great interests 

of the day were farinfj^ elsewhere, went on his 

way, and left the fugitives to their pursuers. ■

A few steps further on, he fell in with a 

detachment ot Tuscans led by young Beni, now 

on foot. ■

" Hola ! amico," cried the Palermitan, " where 

do you come fromP" ■

"From the barricade in the Via Lombardi. 

AndvouP" ■

" £^m the beach, where those cursed Begi 

have been pouring down shot and shell as thick 

as flre-stones from Etna." ■

" How goes the day P" ■

" Triumphantly. We are driving them up to- 

wards the castle from all sides. Come and see !" ■

So Saxon fell in with the Tuscan company ; 

aud as they pressed up against the hill, winding 

round by a steep lane on the eastern side of the 

town, the voung men, in a few hurried sentences, 

exchangea such news as each had to tell. ■

"The whole of the lower part of the town is 

ours," said Beni. "Medici's men have done 

wonders — the Genoese carabineers have lost 

half their number — Feard's company has pos- 

session of an old windmill on the heights above 

the castle, whence they have rifled tne enemy 

clear out of the northern works." ■

"This is great news!" ■

" It is great news. Before another hour is 

past, we shdl have them all shut up in the 

castle, like mice in a trap." ■

" Where is your horse ?'* ■

" Shot under me, half an hour ago. Where 

is your friend P" ■

" Safe, I hope. He vanished in the mel6e 

down at the barricade. I have not seen him since." ■

" Silence I I hear a tramp of feet. Halt !" ■

The column halted, and in the sudden silence 

that ensued, the approaching footsteps of a con- 

siderable body of men were distinctly audible. ■

It was an exciting moment. The lane was 

Winding, steep, and narrow. On one side rose a 

stupendous cuff of solid rock; on the other ran 

a low wall, overhanging the poorest quarter of 

the town. A worse place for a hostile en- 

counter could scarcely have been selected; 

but the young Palermitan, unused to command 

as he was, at once saw the di£Bculty of his 

position, and prepared to meet it. ■

Silently ana promptly, he drew-nphis little ■
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troop across the road — the front row lying down, 

the second kneeling, the third standing — all 

ready to greet the enemy with a deadly ore as 

soon as they should come in sight. ' In the 

mean while, Saxon had slung bis riBe over his 

shoulders and begun climbing the face of the 

cliif. Where there was footing for a goat there 

was always footing for him ; and almost before 

Beni knew whatnad become of him, he was 

posted behind an oyerhanging bush some twenty 

leet aboTC. About a dozen others immediately 

followed his example, till every shrub and pro- 

jecting angle of rock concealed a rifle. ■

The Ganbaldians had but just completed their 

preparations, when the white cross-belts of the 

Neapolitans appeared at the turn of the road^ 

some sixty yards ahead. ■

Evidently unprepared to find their passage 

resisted, they recoiled at sight of the Garibsd- 

dians, who instantly poured in their first volley. 

They then fired a few shots and fell back out of 

sight, as if hesitating whether to advance or re- 

treat. The nature of the ground was such that 

neither party could see the extent of the'other's 

strength; and Beni had been careful to turn 

this circumstance to the best advantage. In 

the mean while his men had re-loaded, and were 

waiting in the same order as before. ■

They had not to wait long. In another 

second there arose a shout of "Viva il R^!" 

and the royalists, cheered on by their officers, 

came back with fixed bayonets, at the pas de 

charge — a narrow, compact, resolute torrent, 

whicn looked as if it must carry all before it. ■

Again the Tuscans delivered their deliberate 

and deadly fire— again, again, and again ; and 

at each discharge the foremost Neapolitans 

went down like grass before the scythe. There 

seemed to be a charmed line drawn across the 

road, beyond which they could not pass. As 

fast as they reached it, they fell ; as fast as they 

fell those behind rushed up, and were shot 

down in their turn. ■

And all this time the tirailleurs on the cliff- 

side dropped their unerring bullets into the ad- 

vancingcolumn, bringingdown thehindmost men, 

and picking off each officer as he came into sight. ■

Mowed down by an irresistible fire, little 

guessing by what a mere handful of men they 

were being held in check, and left almost with- 

out an omcer to command them, the Neapoli- 

tans all at once desisted from the attack and 

retreated as rapidly as they had charged, drag- 

ging off some SIX or eight of their wounded, and 

leaving a rampart of their dead piled up half 

way between themselves and their opponents. ■

"Viva Graribaldi!" cried Saxon, swinging 

himself lightly from bush to bush, and leaping 

down into the road. ■

"Viva Garibaldi!" shouted Beni's troop, 

eager to pursue, but held back by their young 

leader, wno knew that they would have no 

chance if once they betrayed the insignificance 

of their numbers. Throwing himself before 

them, he forbade a man to stir. At the same 

time the tramp of the enemy, broken, hurried 

and disordered, died rapidly away, and the Gari- ■

baldians, only two of whom were slightly 

wounded, remained in undisputed possession of 

their little Thermopylae. ■

In high spirits, they presently resumed their 

march; but they saw no more Neapolitans. 

When the lane opened presently upon a broad 

platform overlooking the town, they halted. 

Above them rose the castle ramparts, apparently 

deserted. Below them lay the streets and 

squares of Melazzo, with the open country be- 

yond. A strange silence seemed suddenly to 

have fallen upon the day. There was no echo of 

musketry to be heard upon the air — no smoke- 

wreath visible even in places where the combat 

bad been hottest half an hour before. Save a 

distant shouting here and there, and an occa- 

sional shell thrown from some part of the forti- 

fications far away to the westward side of the 

castle, the tumult of battle seemed to have 

passed magically away. ■

" What does it all mean F^' said Saxon, breath- 

lessly. ■

" Well," replied Beni, " I suppose it means 

that the battle is over." ■

At that moment a detachment of Malenchini's 

brigade made its appearance at the further side 

of the platform, shouting, " Viva Tltalia !" and 

planted the tricolor on uie highest point of the 

parapet overlooking the town. ■

The battle was indeed over ; the long day's 

fight, fought gallantly out, was crowned with vic- 

tory. The whole of the town, up to the very gates 

of the castle, was in the hands of the liberators. ■

CHAFTEK LZYI. SAXON PUBSUES niS SEAECH. ■

The battle over, orders were issued for the 

construction of barricades in all the approaches' 

to the castle. Weary as they were after their 

long day's fighting, the Uaribaldians then 

stacked their muskets and went to work with a 

will. Pavements were hastily torn up, carts 

dragged from the sheds in wliich their owners 

had left them, and doors taken from their 

hinges. Before sundown, a chain of extempore 

defences was thrown up at every point of danger, 

and the royalists were effectually imprisoned in 

their own stronghold. ■

Then, guarded only by a few sentinels posted 

upon the barricades, the army . dispersea itself 

about the streets and piazzas,and lay down to rest 

by hundreds in the churches, the deserted houses, 

and even the open doorways along the streets. ■

In the mean while, Saxon went about firom 

barricade to barricade, seeking his friend and 

questioning every one he met, but seeking 

and questioning in vain. One Garibaldian re- 

membered to nave seen him with the Pavia 

company during a sharp skirmish up in some 

gardens near the castle. Another thought he 

had observed him down on the Marina. A third 

was certain that he had been killed by the 

bursting of a shell ; while a fourth no less posi- 

tively asserted that he was with Peard's com- 

pany in the windmill above the castle. Con- 

fused by these contradictory statements, Saxon 

wandered hither and thither till the twilight 

came on ; and then, utterly exhausted, stretched ■
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himself upon a bench in the market-place sod 

fellprofoundly asleep. ■

His sleep lasted only a couple of hours. He 

had lain down full of anxiety and apprehension, 

and no sooner had the first torpor of excessiye 

&tigue passed off than he woke^ oppressed 

by a vague uneasiness^ and, for the nrst few 

moments, unable to remember where he was. ■

He looked round upon a spacious piazza deep 

in shadow, and scattered over with groups of 

sleeping soldiers^ and stands of arms. ■

Mek^o taken; Castletowers missing; per- 

haps wounded — ^perhaps dead ! He sprang to 

his feet as these recollections flashed upon him, 

and half stupified with sleep, prepared to resume 

lus quest. At the first step, he stumbled over 

the corpse of a Neapolitan grenadier, lying as 

if asleep, with his wliite face turned up to the 

sky. A few paces further on, he met a couple 

of Garibaldians, preceded by a torch-bearer, 

bearing away a wounded man upon a shutter. ■

Learning from thAe that there were several 

temporary hospitals in the town, as well as others 

beyond the gates, he resolved to visit all before 

pursuing his search in other directions. He 

then foUowed them to a church close by, the 

stone floor of which had been laid down with 

straw for the reception of the wounded. The 

torches planted here and there against the walls 

and pillars of the building served only to make 

visible the intense gloom of the vaulted roof 

above. All around, more or less dangerously 

wounded, lay some sixty soldiers ; while, glid- 

ing noiselessly to and fro, were seen the surgeons 

and nurses, busy on their work of mercy. ■

Pausing at the door, he asked the sentry if 

he knew anything of an English nobleman — 

Lord Castletowers by name — whom he had 

reason to fear must be among the wounded. ■

"An Englishman?" said the sentry. "Si, 

aroico, there was an Englishman brought in 

about two hours ago." ■

So Saxon went up the nave of the church, 

and preferred his inquiry to one of the nurses. ■

She shook her head. ■

"Alas !" she replied, " his case was hopeless. 

He died ten minutes after he was brought in." ■

"Died?" ■

" His poor body has not yet been removed. 

It lies yonder, close under the pulpiL" ■

Half in hope, half in dread, the young man 

snatdied a torch from the nearest scpnce, and 

flew to the spot indicated. The shattered corpse 

lay placidly enough, with a smile upon its dead 

lips, and the eyes half closed, as if in sleep; but 

it was not the corpse of Lord Castletowers. ■

With a deep-(L:awn breath of relief, Saxon 

then turned away, and passing gently along the 

line of patients, looked at each nale face in 

turn. Having done this, he inquirea his way to 

the next ambulance, which was established in 

the ground floor of the Folizia. In order to 

reach this place, he had to re-cross the piazza. 

Here he met three or four more torch parties ; 

for the Garibaldians were still anxiously search- 

ing for their wounded in all parts of the town. ■

At the door of the Folizia he accosted the 

sentry with the same question that he had been ■

asking at every barricade and outpost in the 

place. » Could lie give him any information of 

an English gentleman, Lord Castletowers ? ■

The sentrjr, who happened to be a French- 

man, lifted his cap with the best-bred air ima- 

ginable, and asked, in return, if he had the 

honour of addressing Monsieur Trefalden. ■

Saxon replied in the affirmative ; but . . . ■

"Alors, que monsieur se donne la peine 

d'entrer. 11 trouvera son ami, milord Castle- 

towers dans la premiere salle a gauche." ■

Scarcely waiting to thank the friendly Gaul 

for his intelligence, Saxon rushed in, and almost 

the first face on which his eyes rested was the 

face of his friend. ■

He was sitting on the side of a bench that had 

been serving him for a bed. He had a large cloak 

thrown over his shoulders, and looked rather 

pale ; but was, nevertheless, tranquilly smoking 

a cigar, and chatting with his nearest neighbour. ■

" So, Trefalden," said he, as Saxon burst into 

the room, "you have found me at last! I 

knew jovi would be looking for me all over the 

place, if you were alive to doit; so I left word 

at the door that you were>to apply within. Ex- 

cuse my left hand." ■

"I am so glad, Castletowers!" exclaimed 

Saxon. " I was never so glad in my life !" ■

" Gently, my dear fellow — gently ! You need 

not shake one's hand quite so vehemently." ■

" What is the matter ? Where are you hurt ?" ■

" In the right arm— confound it !' ■

"Verybacfly?" ■

" No. That is to say, I am not doomed to 

amputation; but there's an end, so far as I am 

concerned, to glory and gunpowder — and that is 

quite bad enough." ■

CHAPTEB LXVn. IN DUBA-ITCB VILE. ■

The mystery of the Earl's disapnearance was 

sufficiently simple when it came to be explained. 

He had been carried over the barricade in the 

last ^reat rush, and, instead of remaining on the 

spot like Saxon, to figlit it out to the last blow, 

had dashed on with some twenty others, in pur- 

suit of the first fugitives. Having chased the 

Neapolitans into a olind alley, taken them pri- 

soners, and deprived them of their arms, the 

Garibaldians then fell in with the Favia com- 

panv, and shared with them some of the hottest 

work that was done in Melazzo that day. ■

It was while with this gallant company, and 

at the moment when he was assisting to plant 

the tricolor on the top of a summer-nouse in a 

long-contested garden, that Lord Castletowers re- 

ceived two shots in the right arm, and was forced 

to go back to the ambulances in the rear. ■

His wounds, though severe, were not in the 

least dangerous ; one bullet having lodged in the 

biceps muscle of the upper arm, and another 

having fractured the ulna bone of the forearm. 

Both, however, had been already extracted 

before Saxon found his way to the Folizia, and the 

surgeon in attendance assured them that Lord 

Castletowers would, in time, regain the use of his 

arm as completely as if no mischance had ever be- 

fallen it. in the mean while, to be sure, the re- 

sults were sufficiently inconvenient. The Earl's ■
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military career was brought to an abrupt conclu- 

sion, and his hope of doing something brilliant — 

something that even Miss Colonna should be 

forced to admire— was nipped in the bud. These 

things were hard to bear, and demanded all the 

patience that he could summon to his aid. ■

Their campaign thus unexpectedly ended, the 

young men would gladly have gone back at once 

to their little yacht, and set sail in search of 

" fresh fields and pastures new ;" but to that pro- ■

Eosition the medico would not listen. So they 
ngered on in Mekzzo day after day, keeping 

for the most part beyond the walls, and passing 

the hot and weary hours as best they might. ■

It was a dull time, though enliyenedl)y the 

surrender of the garrison. They saw the Nea- 

politan transports steam into the bay, and wit- 

nessed the embarkation of Bosco and his troops. ■

When this interlude was played out, the Gari- 

baldians began to look towards Messina and 

speculate eagerly on what might next be done. 

Then came rumours of a general evacuation 

of the royalist strongholds; and by-and-by they 

learned l)eyond doubt that the tedium of success 

was not likely to be relieved by any more fight- 

ing in the island of Sicily. ■

Somewhat comforted by this intelligence^ and 

still more comforted by a note which the Earl 

received from Signer Colonna the fourth day 

after the battle, the young men submitted to 

the semi-imprisonment of Melazzo, and saw 

Garibaldi depart with the main body of his army 

somewhaii less regretfully than they might other- 

wise have done. ■

Brief as a military despatch, the Italian'a note 

ran thus: ■

" Caro Gtervase. The victory which has just 

been won terminates the war in Sicily. Dissen- 

sion and terror reien in the cabinet at Naples. 

Months will probably elapse before another blow 

is struck; and it is possible that even that blow 

may not be needed. In the mean while give 

ear to earnest counsel. Sheath thy sword, and 

pursne thy journey in peace. This in confidence 

from the fnend of thy childhood. G. a" ■

It was something to receive this assurance 

from a roan like Colonna— a man who knew 

better than even Garibaldi himself the proba- 

bilities and prospects of the war. So the friends 

made the best of their position, and amused them- 

selves b V planning what they would do when they 

received the medico's order of release. ■

Norway was now out of the question. By 

the time thev could reach Bergen the season 

would be nearly past ; besides which, the Earl was 

forbidden to expose his wounded arm to so severe 

a change of temperature. They therefore pro- 

posed to confine their vovage to the basin of^the 

Mediterranean, seeing whatever was practicable, 

and touching, if possible, at Malta, Alexandria, 

Smyrna, Athens, r^aples, Gadiz^ and Lisbon, by 

the way. To this list, for reasons known only 

to himself, Saxon added the name of Sidon. ■

At length Lord Castletowers was pronounced 

fit for removal, though not yet well enough to 

dispense with mcdiczu care. So Saxon cut the 

knot of that difficulty by engaging tke services ■

of a young Sicilian surgeon ; and, thus attended, 

they once more went on board the Albula, and 

weighed anchor. ■

CHAPTBB LXVni. LEPB IN THE EAST. ■

A unZiX yacht rides at anchor in the har- 

bour of Alexandria, and two young Franks, one 

of whom carries his right arm in a slin^, are 

wandering to and fro, drinking deeply of that 

cup of enchantment — a first day in the East. ■

These two younff Franks roam hither and 

thither in a state of semi-beatitude, conscious 

neither of hunger, nor thirst, nor fatigue, nor 

hardly of the heat, which, though it is but nine 

o'clock in the morning, is already tremendous. ■

First of all, having but just stepped aaliore, 

they plunge into the Arab quarter ot the town, 

passing tkrou^h a. labynnth of foul lanes 

fenced in on either aide by blank, windowless 

dwellings, that look as if they had all turned 

their iMcks to tlie street; and coming pre- 

sently to thoroughfares of a better class, where 

the tall houses seem almost toppling together, 

and the latticed balconies ail but touch ; 

and the sky is narrowed to a mere ribbon 

of vivid ultra-marine high overhead. Here are 

beggars at every comer, calling loudly upon 

Allan and the passer-by, donkey-boys^ vagrant 

dogs, now and then a mounted Arab riding like 

mad, and scattering the foot passengers before 

him right and left. Mere, too, are shops with open 

fronts and shadowy backgrounds; some gorgeous 

with silks and shawls ; some rich with carpets 

some fragrant with precious gums and spices 

some glittering with sabres and daggers of Da 

mascus. In each shop, sitting cross-legged on 

floor or counter, presides the turbaned salesman, 

smoking his siiver-Udded pipe, and indifferent 

alike to custom and fate. Now comes a Moorish 

arch of delicate creamy stone, revealing glimpses 

of a shady court-yard set round with latticed 

windows, and enclosing a palm-tree and a 

fountain. One slender, quivering shaft of sun- 

shine falls direct on the green leaves and 

sparkling water-drops, and on an earthen water- 

jar standint^ by— -just such a jar as Morgiana 

may have filled up with boiling oil in the days of 

the good Caliph Uaroun al Baschid. And now 

comes a string of splay-footed camels, noiseless 

and dogged-looking, laden with bundles of 

brushwood as wide as the street, and led by 

shiny Nubian slaves, with white loin-cloths and 

turbans. Avoiding this procession, our two 

Franks plunge into a dark arcade of shops, 

lighted from above. This is a bazaar. Here 

are alleys^ where they sell nothing but slip- 

pers ; alleys of jewels ; alleys of furs, of to- 

oacco, of silks, of sweetmeats and drugs, of 

books^ of glass and ivory wares, of harness, of 

sponges, and even of printed Manchester goods, 

Sheffield cutlery, ana French ribbons. Here 

crowds a motley throng of Europeans and 

Asiatics ; impatient Arabs, with the camel's-hair 

thread bound upon their brows ; stately Mos- 

lems, turbaned and slippered; Greeks, in crim- 

son jackets and dingy white kilts; dervishes, 

in high felt caps; magnificent dragomen, in 

huge muslin trousers^ Armeniansa CoptSj Sy- ■
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rians, negroes, Jews of all climates, and tra- 

Tellers from everv quarter of the globe. The 

water-carrier, with his jar of sherbet on his 

head, tinkles his brass drinking-cups in the 

ears of the passers-by ; the tart-seller offers his 

melon-pnffs ; and here, just leaving the fruit-shop, 

where she has doubtless been buying " Syrian 

apples and Othmanee quinces, peaches of Oman, 

and Egyptian limes," comes the fair Amine her- 

self, followed by that identical porter who was 

" a man of sense, and had perused histories." ■

Wandering on thus in a dream of Arabian 

Nights, the young men, having fortified them- 

selves with sherbet, presently mount a couple 

of very thorough-bred, high-spirited donkeys, 

and set off for the ruins of ancient Alexandna. 

These ruins lie out beyond the town walls, amid 

a sandy, dreary, hillocky waste that stretches 

far away for miles and miles beside the sparkling 

sea. Here they see Pompey's piUar, and Cleo- 

patra's obelisk, and a wilderness of crumbling 

masonry clothed in a ^reen and golden mantle 

of wild marigolds all in flower. Here, where 

once stood the temple of Serapis with its plat- 

form of a hundred steps, the wild sea-bird flits 

unmolested, the jackals liave their lair, and the 

travellers talk of the fflories of the Ptolemys. ■

At last, fairly tirea out, our Pranks are fain 

to strike their colours and go back to the town. 

Here they put up at an English hotel, where 

they bathe, dine, and rest till evening ; when 

they again sally forth— this tune to call upon 

the English consul. ■

CHAPTER LZIX. IN SEABCH OF ▲ COMFANT. ■

The consul was not at his office when the 

travellers presented themselves ; but his repre- 

sentative, a very magnificent young clerk, re- 

splendent in rings, chains, and a fez, was there 

instead. They found this official in the act of 

writing a letter, humming a tune, and smoking 

a cigar — aJl of which occupations he continued 

to pursue with unabated ardour, notwithstanding 

that Saxon presented himself before bis desk. ■

"I shall be glad to speak to you, if you 

please," said Saxon, " when you are at leisure." ■

" No passport business transacted after two 

o'clock in the day," replied the clerk, without 

lifting his eyes. ■

''Mine is not passport business," replied 

Saxon. ■

The clerk hummed another bar, and went on 

writing. ■

Saxon began to lose patience. ■

"I wish to make a simple inquiry," said he ; 

" and I will thank you to lay your pen aside for 

a moment, while I do so." ■

The peremptory tone produced its effect. 

The clerk paused, looked up, lifted his eyebrows 

with an air of nonchalant insolence, and said : ■

" Why the dooce, then, don't you ask it P" ■

"I wish to know in what part of this city I 

shall find the offices of the New Overland Boute 

Railway and Steam-Packet Company." ■

" What- do you mean by the New Overland 

Route P" said the clerk. ■

"I mean a company so-called — a company 

which has lately established an office here in 

Alexandria." ■

"Never heard of any such company," said 

the clerk, " nor of any such office." ■

" Where, then, do you suppose I can obtain 

this information?" ■

"Well, I should say — ^nowhere." ■

"I thiiJc it is my turn to ask what yon 

mean P" said Saxon, haughtily. ■

" My meaning is simple enough," replied the 

derk, taking up his pen. *' There is no iVw 

Overland C!ompany in Alexandria." ■

"But I know that there m a company of that 

nanie," exclaimed Saxon. ■

The clerk shrugged his shoulders. ■

" Oh, very weU/' said he. " If you know it, 

that's enough." ■

And with this he resumed his triple occu* 

pation. ■

At that moment a little 'glass door opened at 

the back of the office, and a bald-headea gentle- 

man came out. He bowed. ■

" You are mquiring," he said, ",fbr some com- 

mercial office, I believe P If you will permit 

me to offer, a suggestion, I would advise your 

calling upon Mr. Melchisedek. Mr. Melchi- 

sedek is our great commercial authority in Alex- 

andria. He xnows everything, and ne knows 

everybody. A man of universal information, 

and very courteous to strangers. Yon cannot 

do better than call on Mr. Melchisedek." ■

"I am sure," said Saxon, "I am very much 

obliged to you." ■

"Not at all— not in the least. Mr. Melchi- 

sedek — ^any one will direct you. The viceroy is 

not better known. Good evening." ■

So saying, the bald-headed G;entleman bowed 

the travellers to the door, and closed it behind 

them. ■

" Why, Trefalden," said the Earl, when they 

were once more in the street, "what interest 

can you possibly take in an Overkind Company P 

It is' some obscure undertaking, depend on it." ■

"It won't be obscure for long," replied 

Saxon, complacently. "It is a magniDcent 

affair ; and it the a^nts out here are keeping it 

quiet, they have their own reasons for doing so." ■

" You seem to know all about it," said Castle- 

towers, with some surprise. ■

" I know a good deal about it." ■

" And mean to take shares ?" ■

" I have taken shares already," replied Saxon, 

" to a large amount." ■

Whereupon the Earl only looked grave, and 

said nothing. ■
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CMAPTEB XVI. DOWK IN THB VOKLD. ■

On that same evening, the commencement of 

which was signalised bv that painful scene in 

the house in Beaumont-street which was nar- 

rated in the last chapter, Mr. Julius Lethwaite 

sat in his new lodgings, smoking his pipe and 

talking over business-matters witn that devoted 

personage Jonathan Goodrich. ■

The new rooms formed a striking contrast to 

the old, and were situated on the third floor of 

a house in the neighbourhood of Lincoln's Inn. 

These rooms were small and poorlv furnished. 

Only two or three articles, special favourites 

with their proprietor, had been retained bj him 

when the St. James'a-street rooms were given 

up ; an easy-chair, a small clock that would go, 

and one or two prints. He had kept a certain 

number of law oooks, too, and these, together 

with the engravings before alluded to, gave the 

apartment at any rate a humanised look, and 

prevented it from being utterly bare and deso- 

late in appearance. A small door led into a 

bedroom, which adjoined the sitting-room ; and 

these two apartments formed the modest resi- 

dence of Mr. Julius Lethwaite. ■

There were tea-things on the table, and there 

was a tin kettle on the fire, at which Mr. 

Goodrich was in the act of toasting that deli- 

cious engine of destruction, a muffin. ■

*' I bought it myself," said Mr. Lethwaite, 

lajing aside his pipe as a preliminary step to be 

taken before it was possible to engage in the 

meal before him. "I mean to live upon them. 

They are very cheap, and eiceedingly satisfying." ■

" Ah, sir ! Don't you talk like that, even in 

joke," said noor Goodrich, as he turned the 

deamv morsel. ■

" But it's not a joke. Jonathan. I always 

wanted to live upon muffins when I was a boy, 

but parents and guardians, schoolmasters, and 

other oppressors, wouldn't stand it. Now there's 

nobody to stop me, thank goodness, so I'll try 

the experiment." ■

** Ah, sir, you'd soon have to drop iJkai" said 

the old clerk, who had not the power of takmg 

in a pleasantry. ** No digestion could stand a 

diet of muffins. Even one now and then's a 

trial." ■

VOL. XIV. ■

" You're an authority on matters of health, '. 

know, Jonathan." ■

'* Yes, sir. I generally have an eye to matters 

of that sort in my diet, and as to physicking 

I do somethinff in that way too, now and then 

But I never take a drop or a grain of any son 

or kind except on Saturdays, because it mighl 

otherwise interfere with business." ■

"But you couldn't stick to that, yon know, i 

jovL had a serious illness," said Lethwaite, will 

mg to draw the old fellow out. ■

" Well, sir, I believe that was how I fell int< 

that illness which I had when you were so gooc 

to me. It was a bad illness that," said the ok 

man, in a retrospective tone, " and it began tc 

threaten me on a Monday, and on the Tuesday 

I had to go to the doctor on my way intc 

business. 'Now, instead of going into busl 

ness,' he says, 'you iust go straight home 

and get into bed, and put on half a dozes 

leeches, and get this prescription made up, and 

take the mixture directly, as indicated.' That's 

what he said, quite energetic. 'I thank you 

kindly, sir,' I said in answer, 'but I never dc 

anything in the way of physicking and thai 

except on Saturdavs, lest it should interfere 

with business.' He seemed quite aghast ai 

that. ' Why, man,' he said, almost irritably, ' you 

are suffering from the premonitory symptoms oi 

inflammation of the lungs ; and if you put of! 

the legitimate treatment you nuiy kill yourselfj 

while, if you have recourse to it at once, you 

may avert the inflammation, and get well again 

in no time.' 'Thank yon kindly, sir,' was my 

answer, ' but not till Saturday. I never kav6 

taken medicine except on Saturday, and please 

goodness I never will.* ' Veiy well,' says he; 

' I've done my duty, at anv rate, and I wash my 

hands of it.' Ah well, I fought on and fought 

on for a day or two longer, but I was forced to 

^ve in at last, and b^ the Thursday night I was 

m a fever, and out of my mind, as nobody knows 

better than you, sir." ■

"Yes, and wanting to g^ down to the office 

in your raving fit, and erjinf out that it would 

all go wrong unless yon did. And now you 

see, you old goose, it's all gone wrong in spite 

of your being there every aay of your life. So 

yon see you've been no good after all." ■

" Not much, I'm afraid, sir," said the poor old 

fellow. ■

" But sehoosly, Jonathan. Is it all up with 

us?" ■
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'Tm afraid, sir, it's no use our attempting 

to go on — but ob, sir, wbere are all your watch- 

makinc things f You've nerer been and parted 

with tlemP^ He ipoke as one would to a 

child of its playthings. ■

"Yes, Jonathan, I have. The fact is, tbey 

were worth money, and I never rfjould have 

made anything of it." ■

''Oh dear, ob dear! What a dreadf«l Vasi- 

ness it is. And your drums ?" ■

"My drums I've got still, only they're not 

set up yet. My drums are different, Jonathan; 

I'm going to get a living out of them." ■

** Get a living out of tkem—only to think !" ■

" Yes, to be sure, I shall play on them in an 

orchestra. At a theatre, you know. You've 

been at a theatre ?" ■

" Oh yes, years ago, though, and I remember 

thinking that the drums made such a noise that 

they spoilt it all. You couldn't hear the rest 

of the music for them." ■

" Ab, the man who played had not sufficient 

self-control, probably. You shall come and 

hear me perform one of these ni|^hts." ■

" No sir, no, I thank you," said the old man, 

sadlv. '' I abouldn't like to do that at aU. The 

head partner in Lethwaite and Gamlin — no, no. 

But what am I talking about F Lethwaite and 

Gamlin won't be in existence soon. Ah dear 

me, ah dear me." Jonathan leant his head for- 

ward and covered his face with his hands. ■

" Gome, Jonathan, old man, this won't do, you 

know," cried his employer, in a cheery tone. 

" Why, it's you that ou^ht to be keeping my 

courage up, not I keepmg up yours." Our 

light-nearted friend was r^lv more sorry for 

old Goodridi than he was for himself. ■

"Yes» eir, yes, that's true enough, that's 

quite true ; but oh, sir, to think of your watch- 

making things being parted with, that's upset- 

me more tbtm all the rest. And then to near 

you talk about drumming in an orchestra, and 

living on muffins — the head partner in Leth^ 

waite and Gamlin blowing himself out with 

muffins — oh, sir, it's too much, it's too much." ■

"But I wasn't in earnest, you know that 

well enough, Jonathan. You can't take a joke." ■

" Oh yes I can, sir, but tiiis is no joke — ^no 

ioke at alL These rooms ain't like rooms 

belonging to you, sir — no drums^ and no watch- 

making things ; and then where'a — ^where'a the 

picturs ?" ■

"Well, you needn't ask." ■

" What, they gone too ? Why, there was one 

of the red house at Roehampton where your 

revered father used to live, and where you your- 

self was brought up, sir." ■

"Oh, I've kept that back, Jonathan." ■

"Ah well, I'm glad to hear that, at any rate. 

An uncommon pretty piotur that was. But law, 

sir, this is but a poor place. These chairs are 

only covered with cotton damaak, and they're 

so hard and stiff tiiat you'd think they didn't 

want vou to sit down upon them ; and here's 

this table, it's only veneered, and not firm either, 

as these elaw-ta^les seldom are. And that's 

your bedroom, is it ?" continued the old man, ■

who was going, candle in hand, round the rooms. 

"Ah dear, what a change. Oh dear, oh dear, 

no cvrtaiuB, and aa iwn. bedstead that rattles 

like a bunch of keys, llie legs of tht clntrs all 

different lengilta^ cmd ao waidrM)» for all your 

clothes and things. And as to this chest of 

drawers,** oontinued the old man, approaching 

one of which all the drawers were more or less 

opei, ^ I oan see by the look of it that it will 

go nigh to break vour heart before you've done 

with it. Yes, I tnought as much," ne went on, 

after trying some ot the drawers and finding 

that thiey would neither open nor shot — *'i 

thought as much. Those drawers alone are 

enough to drive you mad, sir, you that are used 

to have things so diffeirent." ■

" The chest of drawers is a trial, Jonathan, I 

confess," said Lethwaite, "and the language 

into which I have been betrayed already in con- 

nexion with it, would frighten you." ■

" It's damp weather just now, sir. Perhaps 

they won't stick so mucn when it's dry." ■

And so they went round the rooms, the old 

clerk shaking everything, and poking at every- 

thing, and disparaging everytning, as utterly 

unfit for the use of the head partner in Leth- 

waite and Gamlin's. ■

" There's neither head partner nor tail part- 

ner now," said Mr. Lethwaite, in reply. " You 

forget that, Jonathan." ■

"No, I don't forget anything about it, air; 

but I do think that you've been a little bit pre- 

mature in selling off and parting with all your 

things, and getting rid of vour rooms in St 

James's^reet, ana ooming down in the world 

like this. There was no need for such a sudden ■

EuU up, I do assure you. You've no idea, sir, 

ow ready every one would have been to help 

you — ^in the City, I mean." ■

"Better as it is, Jonathan, depend on it. It 

would be all verv well at first ; but I know hu- 

man nature, and when they found that there 

was no money forthcoming, they would begin 

to look disagreeable at us." ■

" You're mistaken, sir ; you are, indeed," 

urffed the old man, eagerly. " There are 'ousca, 

and first-rate 'ouses, too, that would stand by 

you well, if it was only for your late father's 

sake, and tlie respect they bore him. Ah, sir, 

you don't know the City." ■

"I know human nature." ■

"Well, sir, I wouldn't be too sure of that, 

if you'll excuse me for saying so. You know 

one side of human nature~4he selBsh side ; but 

there's another, and one better worth studyiag, 

and that's the generous side. Ah» sir, they d 

trust your father's son in the City." ■

"Yes; and then, when my father's son, as 

you call him, couldn't pay, what would tliey 

say P No, no— my father's son will pay every- 

thing off as far as his money will go, and then 

he'll go and drum in an orchestra, and get more. 

And he'll think there's nothing derogatory to 

his father's name in earning an honest penny in 

that way or any other, provided it is honest." ^ ■

The old man shook his head, and turned up his 

eyes in horror. He was quite unable to get over ■
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the dromming part of the business. It stuck 

in his throat as the muffins did — fiffuratiTely. ■

" Oh, you obstinate old yiilainT" oontinued 

Lethwaitey breaking out as usual into the lai^ ■

Siage of affectioiiate Titnperation. '* 1 dedare 
a^ if I didn't feel confinoed that it would be 

no use, and that jou woaldn't go, Vd turn you 

out of my empkljiient this yerj day. By4h6» 

by, though, now I think of it, you mrntt go. 

ifliere wiU be no office for you to attend soon ; 

Fm so 1^ ! and you'li bs obliged to accept 

some comfortable appoiBiment somewhere else." ■

" Not if I can hdp it, sir. IVe sa:red a little 

money — ^thanks to your liberality and that of 

your revered fathor; and as kog as that will 

last I shall wait." ■

'' Wait, and for what, jou Qld--flj|^pra¥ator ?" ■

"Wait for voii» sir, m case ^ou want me. 

There's no telling, air/' be eontmoed, anxious 

to prevent " Mr. Julias" from getting in a word 

edgeways. ''There's no tellm^; something may 

come of those Ameriean securities yet." ■

*^ You hear this man," interrupted Lethwaite, 

calmly, and addieasiDg an imaginary jury of 

mad aoctors» or Lunacy Gommissioneis. '' lou 

hear this man, and allow him to be at large." ■

'^Ah, it's all very well, air; but something 

may come of them, and all that cotton that's 

ware'oused at Augusta may be got at ;et ; and 

then we might go on again still; yes, and then 

(for all he's an old gooae, and an old aggra- 

yator, which I wont dony), you may want the 

senricea of Jonathan Goodrieh yet; and then 

where should I be, if I'd got some o4her occu- 

pation and couldn't come ? Why, it would go 

near to break my heart— that it would." ■

"Ah, Jonathan, you're building castles in 

the air to an extent which, at yoiur time of life, 

ia disgraceful. I'll tell you what, if ever what 

you have said should come about the firm shall 

have a new name in it, and shall be Lethwaite and 

Goodiich instead of Lethwaite and Gamlin.'^ ■

There is no need to ^ye the good old man^ 

replj. The conversation, whidi turned upon 

buameas-matters. was soon after interruptea by 

the arrival of Gilbert Penmore. He was pass- 

ing from one newspaper office to another, and, 

his friend's new lodgmgs being all in the way, 

had come in to make a prop^al whidi he aiid 

Gabrielie had concocted between them. ■

"I've just snatched a moment," said Gflbert, 

" in passing, to come in and have a look at your 

new iodjfings. WeU, I don't know, I'm sure," 

he continued, looking about him. "They're 

rather dingy, aren't they? Perhaps it's the 

comparison whidi they suggest with the old. 

What do yon say, Mr. Goodndi f ■

" Well, sir, rve just been expressing to Mr. 

Lethwaite my opimon that he's gone to work 

too suddenly, and come down too rapidly. IVs 

a sad pokey phioe, sir ; and there's a ehest of 

drawers '*^ ■

"Oh, never mind the cheat of drawers,^ said 

Lethwaite, laughing. ''I can give them up 

altogetlier, if the worst comes to the worst, and 

live out of my portmanteau." ■

"The fact is/' said Gilbert, 'Tye rather an ■

interested motive in disparaging these room^ 

because I want you to oome and take ours." ■

"Yours? Why, they're taken ahready. Haan't 

Miss Ganrington r" ■

"Miss Camngton m going to leave. We have 

had rather an unpleasant scene with her, and it 

was agreed that we had better part." ■

"And when does ahe goP' ■

** To-morrow." ■

" Oh, I'll come, of comae. I shall be onily 

too delighted. Jonathan, any day after ta- 

moirow you'll find me at Mr. Penmove'a. You 

know where P" ■

" I don't know whether we can be ready so 

soon as that," said Gilbert; "but, if not, you 

shall hear. It's very kind of yoo, though, to be 

ready to fill up our yacancy ao quickly." ■

" So far from that, it is one of the profoundesl 

pieces of selfishness which could be conceived. 

i shall be in dean and comfortable ouarters. 

I shall be incomparably better looked after than 

I am here, and I shaU have the society I like 

without going across the threshold for it. Oh, 

dooH imagine that you've caught me at a good 

action, whatever you do." ■

" I've caught you at a good many before now." ■

" Never—nor anybody else. I get more con. 

firmed in my opimons as to the depravity of 

human motive evefy day I live. There's only 

this old file,^ he continued, pointing to Mr. 

Goodrich, ''whom I can't make out. I can't 

conceive why be doemH throw me overboard, 

and secure some better berth while he can." ■

The old man shook his head, and said smiling : 

"You're always at your jokes, Mr. Julius." ■

CEAITER XVn. A FATAL MISTAKE. ■

Ths eyening which followed that painful scene 

previously narrated, when the feeling, so long 

pent up in Gabridle Penmore's breast, at length 

found vent, was one of those which Gilbert was 

compelled to pass away from home. ■

Poor Gabrielie then was left alone, and with 

plenty of leisure to reflect upon the miserable 

circumstances which had just taken place. She 

was not sparing in self-reproach, though. 

Heaven knows, there was small enough ground 

for it What provocation had she not received P 

How long and how patiently had she endured 

belore her brief anger was allowed to have its 

way! But there are consdences and con- 

sdences^ and a v^y small load will weieh more, 

on some minds, than a very great one wul do on 

others. There are some whose consdences will 

not allow them to look over the hedge, and 

some who bmiv steal the horse, and yet feel 

quite comfortable, only an anxiety as to whether 

tney will be found out or not. ■

Gabridle fell to brooding over this matter. 

Had her husband been present, it would have 

been otherwise, bat there was no one to comfort 

her, and tell her how justifiable her irritation had 

been. A judicious frieood would have been in- 

valuable; but Gabrielie had at this time few 

frieads. The fact that both she and her husband 

had been brought up and had lived among those 

far-distaat islands during the ^»e when friend- ■
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ships are mainly contracted, wasone reason of this, 

^hile another was to be found in their poverty. 

Since the time of their marriage they had been 

so continually engaged in the struggle necessary 

to make both ends meet, that they had had little 

leisure for forming acquaintances, which could 

also only be kept up by means of an increased 

expenditure. An English ^vemess, who had 

lived with the Descartes family for many years, 

and who was now settled in London, was idmost 

the only friend whom Gabrielle possessed. ■

So, being alone that evening, poor Mrs. Pen- 

more brooded over her troubles, and made them 

out in consequence much worse than they were. 

Miss Carrington was her guest, she reflected, 

and, as such, had the greatest of claims on her 

forbearance. Then, she had lately appeared to 

be in very indifferent health, and that mi^ht 

very well be partly the reason of her bemg 

oross-erained and unkind. Then, Gabrielle 

thought of the advances which this ladv had 

made to Gilbert, and this, certainly, could not 

be accounted for, or excused by, illness, or 

aught eUe; but then came another considera- 

tion — ^might not she herself have been mistaken 

about these same advances, and might she not 

have attributed to Miss Carrington feelings 

which had never entered that lady s head P She 

was Gilbert's cousin, and did not that justify 

her in adopting a somewhat affectionate tone P ■

And now this gentle soul began to think to 

herself how much she should like to be recon- 

ciled to her enemy, and to speak to her some 

few words of a more kindly sort than those 

which they had last exchanged. And yet what 

a difficult thing this would be to manage 1 They 

had parted in anger. Such words had passed 

between them as would make their next meeting 

a very awkward one, to say the least. Indeed, 

she had no reason to believe that Miss Carring- 

ton would consent to another meeting. How 

could it be arranjj^ed P Should she send up and 

ask whether Miss Carrington would receive 

herP The probable answer would be that she 

was too much indisposed to do so. ■

Mrs. Penmore pondered for a lon£[ time over 

all sorts of different schemes of reoonciliation, re- 

jecting one after another. At last she hit upon 

one that found favour in her eyes. ■

It has been mentioned, in a former diapter, 

that it was always Miss Carrington's custom to 

partake of some refreshment — something in the 

shape of supper— the last thing at night. Some* 

times it would be a basin of broth, sometimes 

cold meat, or sometimes only bread and cheese 

and porter. This last was never omitted, as it 

had been medically rescribed for her. ■

This meal was always taken up-stairs by the 

faithful Miss Cautanker, and at nme o'clock 

every night she was to be encountered on the 

stairs bearing the tray;, and in a state of great 

importance. It was in connexion with this 

ceremonial that an idea entered the mind of 

Mrs. Penmore on which she determined to act 

without delay. She rose from her chair, and, 

openinj^ the door of the room in which she had 

been sitting, passed out into the little passage. ■

Ah, Gabrielle Penmore, go back ! Abstain 

from that which you are about to do. Cast 

from vou, as you would a dangerous reptile, 

that thought which has come into your mind. 

Act not upon it ! Go back and shut the door 

of the room upon yourself, and sit there quietly 

till your husband comes ; for know, that if you go 

on with that which you are about to do, the conse- 

quences will involve both you and him in misery 

such as you have, neither of you, known before. ■

But Gabrielle went on her way without mis- 

givmg or fear. She descended the stairs, and 

arrived before the kitchen door, paused for a 

moment ; for she was, as many young house- 

keepers are, rather afraid of the kitchen. Then 

she tapped gently at the door, and went in* ■

Miss Cantanker, with a yety red face, was 

standing over the fire preparing some eggs, 

while the wretched Charlotte, with her mouth 

wide open, as it always was when in the pre- 

sence of her tormentor, stood by holding the 

light, and, indeed, evervthing dse that was 

likely to be wanted for tne culinary process in 

which the Cantankerous one was engaged. ■

Cantanker turned hastily round when Mrs. 

Penmore entered, and Charlotte dropped the 

extinguisher, the snuffers, and a buttery knife 

with a crash like a salute. ■

" You are preparing Miss Garrington's sup- 

per, are you not ?'' asked Gabrielle, addressing 

the heated lady. Miss Cantanker had Charlotte 

to reprove before she could trouble herself about 

Charlotte's mistress. ■

^ ** Ton stupid, gawky owl," she said, " drop- 

ping things about like that — how dare you P — 

Yes, Mrs. Pinj^ore, I ham," she added, after a 

pause, and gom^ on with what she was about. ■

"It has quite a good smell," remarked 

Gabrielle, anxious to be agreeable. To this 

observation, however, she received no reply. ■

There toat a good smell, no doubt. Jane 

Cantanker was an artist. She had about her 

everything she was likely to want. The pieces 

of toast on which the eggs were to repose stood 

crisp and ready, and the eggs themselves showed 

a golden tint through their whiteness which 

was irresistible. ■

'' I want to ask a great favour," said Mrs. Pen- 

more, hesitatingly. '< It is that I may be allowed 

to take Miss Carrington's supper up-stairs." ■

If Gabrielle had offered to take Miss Can- 

tanker up-stairs in her arms, that worthy ladr 

could hardly have been more wildly astonishea. 

She stood with the frying-pan in one hand, and 

the kitchen spoon in the other, staring at Mrs. 

Penmore with a stony gaze, as if for the time 

she really could not get the nature of her re- 

cjuest into her head. As to making any reply, 

it appeared as if nothing could be further from 

her tnoughts. ■

*' Wel^ what do you sayP" asked Gabrielle 

again, after this silence had ksted some time. ■

" * Say,' " repeated the handmaiden. " Why, 

I hardly know what to say. You must be out 

of your mind, Mrs. Pingmore." And she stared 

harder than ever. ■

"But surely there is nothing so very extra- ■

imtt ■̂Qk ■
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ordinary in my request," replied Qabrielle, 

smiling. '*I want to say sometliinff to Miss 

Carrin^OD, and to wish her good night-— and— 

And this wonJd be a good opportunity." ■

** ' Say something/ yes, I should think you 

^d, aft^r what passed at dinner-time." ■

Gabrielle turned crimson at this rough allu- 

-sion; but she was prepared for disagreeables, 

and stuck to her point. ■

" Well," she said, " what do you say F Will 

you let me have the trayP" ■

Cantanker again took time to consider this 

cutraseous proposition before she replied. ■

" I ve taken up my mistress's meals ever 

■since she was old enough to want meids at all ; 

and it's my place, and 1 can't, for the life of me, 

see what business — ^if you'll excuse me, Mrs. 

Pingmore — it can possibly be of yours. I have 

no wish to let others than myself attend upon 

my mistress, and more especially when those 

others is not well disposed towards her, as is 

certain in the present case, after what has oc- 

4;nrred this Tery day." ■

This, one would naturally have concluded, 

was likely to be final, the more especially as 

XDantanker was concluding her preparations, 

and getting everytliing ready for her ascent to 

her mistress's bedroom. But Gabrielle was in 

earnest, and was not to be put off so easily. ■

*^ Bat I just told you," she urged, smiling in 

ihe most bewitching manner she could, " tliat 

it is because of what occurred to-dajr that I want 

jou to let me have my way in this. I don't 

want to supersede you in your legitimate office. 

Yon can come up afterwards and see that Miss 

€arrins;ton is comfortable for the night. But 

what i do want is, to have this opportunity of 

paying Miss Carrington a little attention, and 

of telling her that Il)ear no malice, after what 

has occurred to-day." ■

" ' Bear no malice,' " retorted this crabbed wo- 

man, not willing to lose an opportunity of carp- 

ing ; " no, I should think not. It's them that 

are injured and insulted that has the right to 

bear malice, or to let it stand over." ■

Mrs. Fenmore allowed this amiable speech to 

i)ass unnoticed, but she felt it, nevertheless, 

keenly. ■

" And how do you know, or how do / know," 

continued Cantanker, " that mv mistress would 

wish to see you, or be attended by vou?" ■

"Yes, but the only way to find that out is to 

try," said Gabrielle, with another smile. ■

Importunity and perseverance, and the great 

system of refusing to take "No" for an answer, 

were doing their work as usual, and Gabrielle 

began to think that she saw symptoms of a 

tendency to relent in her grim antagonist. ■

" I am sure you will not continue to refuse 

me what I wish so much?" she said. ■

"It's mv place," reiterated the handmaiden, 

iakinff up ner former position, but more faintly 

than before, " and I cannot, for the very life of 

me, think why I should be asked to go out of my 

place, at this time of day, for a fancy." And 

this amiable woman looked exceedingly resolute 

and exceedingly indisposed to yield the point. ■

" Yes, I know it is a fancy," replied Gabriell 

" and I know it is your place to take up Mis 

Carrinston's supper, and that you like to c 

so, and that she likes you to do so," addc 

the flatterer; "but I thought that just f< 

once " ■

" It's the stranj;est thing I ever heered of i 

mjf life," said the icy one, perhaps half a degrc 

thawed by Mrs. Penmore*s little complimen 

She was standing with the tray, which was noi 

prepared, in both her hands, and staring c 

before. ■

"Come," said Gabrielle, and she took tl 

tray in her hands, and smiled as they both hel 

it. It looked a very inviting tray, with a snow 

napkin spread over it, the eggs hidden und( 

their bright metal cover, the symmetrical piec 

of bread cjr the side, ana, lastly, the stout roan 

ing in its jug. ■

" Come," said Mrs. Penmore, "you must k 

me have the privilege for onpe." ■

Cantanker still looked very sulky. ■

"Well, I wash my hands of it," she sale 

" If my mistress is angry, Fm not to blame." ■

But Gabrielle had |^ot the tray, and lost n 

time in making off with it. ■

** 1 never heered ^of such a thing in my life, 

said Cantanker, again looking after ner viciouslv 

and she went on muttering, with a sound lik 

distant thunder, and so she remained standin^ 

in the stone corridor outside the kitchen. ■

Charlotte held a candle at the foot of th 

kitchen stairs to light her mistress. After tha 

there was the lamp in the passage. ■

By the time that Gabrielle had reached th 

first floor, she was so out of breath, between th 

stairs and her agitation at the thought of wlia 

she was doing, that she was obliged to go int 

the drawing-room, trav and all, to recover hei 

self a little. After that she proceeded on h% 

mission. She paused affain when she had reache 

Miss Carrington's landing, and, putting the tra 

down on the floor, knocked for admittance. ■

A rather faint voice bade her " come in," an( 

she entered. ■

The room was dimly lighted. Miss Carring 

ton was seated before the fire in an easy-chau 

with her back to the door. ■

" You are later than usual, Cantanker, aren' 

vou ?" she said, in a languid voice, and witkou 

looking round. ■

Gabrielle felt the awkwardness of the situs 

tion very keenlv. Her last parting with Mis 

Carrington, ana that but a few hours before 

had been certainly in anger. That parting wa 

to be final, and the next day this most unma 

na^eable lady was to leave the house. No doub 

this present meeting must be an awkward one. ■

"I'm afraid you will be disappointed," Ga 

brielle began. At the sound of her voice, Misj 

Carrington started, and turned swiftly round. ■

"Wliere is Jane?" she said. "Is anything 

the matter?" ■

"Nothing whatever. I asked for leave t< 

bring you your supper to-night, and obtained i 

with great difficulty." ■

Miss Carrington appeared much bewilderec ■
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at first, like one newly aroused from sleep. She 

lemained silenft, and watched all the moTements 

ti €hibfielle, as she spread the stipper-things on 

the table. At length she seemed to realise what 

iras going on, and perhaps to remember that last 

stormy interview. ■

*May I ask/' she said at last, "to what I 

must attribute all this attention, and why yon 

hare taken upon yon this menial office ?" ■

** Well, I wanted an opportunity of coming 

np to speak to you," said Gabrielle, ^and I 

thought this would be a good one. The last 

time we met our parting was a rery distressing 

one, and I cannot bear to think of it.'' ■

*' Then why should yon want to break it all 

up s^ain by speaking of it P" said Miss Oaning- 

ton, rather peevishly. ■

"I only wanted to say that I am sorry that 

any unpleasant words should have passed be- 

tween us. I didn't like to go to bed without 

saying good night." ■

Miss Garrington made no answer. She was 

engaged now with the supper-tray, but slie 

seemed rather to be playing with the food tiian 

eating it. She swallowed a few mouthfuls, and 

then pushed the plate away; but i^e drank the 

beer eagerly, and with a sort of feverish thirst. 

"What horrid stuff!" she said, as she finished 

it. Then she seemed to remember what Ga- 

brielle had said. ■

''You must not imagine," she answered at 

last, ** that I am going to give up my intention 

of leaving. If you have come with the idea of 

persuading me to remain, you have troubled 

yourself uselessly." ■

"Oh no, I never thought of such a thing for 

a moment," was the answer to this somewhat 

ungracious speech. ■

"I shall certainly leave to-morrow," con- 

tinued Miss Carrington. "After what has 

happened, I should not think of remaiuing 

longer." ■

" Yes^ but you won't go away in anger P It 

is better, no doubt, that we should part, buiwe 

may part without being enemies." ■

Miss Carrington did not answer for tbe mo- 

ment. She rang the bell, which was responded 

to in due time bv the fair Gantanker. ■

"You may take these things down, Jane," 

said her mistress. ■

"Why, if you haven't been and left tliem 

beautiful eggs almost untouched!" said the 

maiden. "It's positively a sin and a shame.** ■

"Fve no appetite this evening," answered 

the lady. "By-the-by, Jane, where did you get 

that beer?— it'^s the nastiest I ever tasted." ■

"Well, miss, I tried a new public round the 

corner. The tap at Mr. Giles's where we have 

dealt previous was not a good one, so I thought 

I would try the other." ■

"Ah, well* it's worse than the first; but it 

doesn't matter — it's the last we shall want." ■

Gantanker retired with the tray, staring, as 

usual, at Gabrlelle, and seeming to wonder very 

much what she was still doing in her mistress's 

apartment. ■

She did not stay there much longer. ■

"I won't keep you from your rest now,** sl»e 

said. "You look tired." ■

"I am v«ry tired to-night.*' ■

" Good ni^t, then," said Gabrielle, holding 

out her hawi cordially, "Good night, and 

good-bye!" ■

Miss Carrington toolc the proffered hand. 

She seemed haff asleep already. "Goodnight," 

she said. "Time enough for good-bye to- 

morrow !" ■

And so they parted. ■

Gabrielle went down stairs more satisfied 

than she had gone up. She had done what she 

could. She and her guest were not enemies, at 

any rate. Still, she felt oppressed and melan- 

dioly. What were they to do P Jfiss Carrington 

gone, they would be in the same straits to which 

they were reduced before her arrival. If what 

had happened that day might have been averted, 

things might have gone on tolerably at any rate, 

and they might have kept their heads above 

water tiu Gilbert got that chance which must 

surely come at last. ■

Gabrielle was determined to sit up for her 

husband. She was indeed in no humour for 

rest. A great anxiety for the future had taken 

possession of her. She tried to look onward 

and peer into that future which is so mercilully 

hidden from oar gaze. Could she fancy a very 

different state of things? Could she see her 

husband and herself in a comfortable home with 

an assured income — in a word, prosperous and 

secure F Of course she could not. Can any 

one, when the immediate prosnect is daric, ana 

the way to something more brilliant is not dis- 

cernible, believe that that vayis still there, 

though invisible at present? When the dark 

side of the cloud is turned towards us, can we 

realise fully the silver liuiug? Lastly, can any 

one take a cheerful view of anything when 

sittinfi" up for somebody in a lonely house ? ■

At last, Penniore's Key was heard turning in 

the lock of the street door, and at that sound 

the little woman's spirit woke up again. Help, 

protection, comfort, seemed to oe at hand. It 

was a cheerful sound that, somehow. The hand 

that turned that key was full of strength and 

energy. That hand belonged to her, as did the 

man who owned it. And he had come back to 

help her and take care of her, and the house 

was lonely no longer. ■

"Why, how cold you are, and pale like a little 

gliost 1 And what business have you to be up 

at this time of niglit ?" said Gilbert, as his wife 

came out into the passa^ to receive him. ■

"Oh, I couldn't go to bed," she answered, 

" till you came. I nave been so nervous and 

miserable." And then she told him of all that 

had happened since he left — ^how she had re- 

pented of having let her anger get the better of 

her, how slie had sought a reconciliation with 

Miss Carrington, and how it had all ended. ■

" Why, you little goose," he said, as he drew 

her towards him, "you have just reversed the 

right order of tilings. It was you who were in- 

jured aud insulted, and it was Miss Carrington ■
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who ouglit to have made peace overtures to 

yoa, not yoa to her. I'm quite ashamed of 

you." ■

And Gabrielle felt happj nov, and was soon 

at rest, and all the house was quiet and stilj. ■

TO VENEZUELA. ■

SAILING ON A FRIDAT. ■

" Needles indeed ! they look more like Grind- 

er ; and, k prc^os of that, if this confouxtded 

wind continues dead in our teeth, we shall pitch 

bows under as soon as we get outside." I 

uttered these words without addressing myself 

to any one in paiticular, for I knew no one on 

board, and^ in fact^ there was no one near enough 

to hear me but my servant, who, like mysdf, 

was leaning over the taffrail, watching the pilot 

drop astern. I looked at my watch; it was 

seven minutes past seven, on the 17tk of June 

(I like seven, it is a lucky number); we were oS 

the Needles ; the pilot had just left us; there 

was a strong breese right ahead, and the weather 

did not look altogether so luropitious as it should 

do on a midsummer evening. My servant^ Juan, 

was a fine specimen of a Santa Crua man. He 

stood six feet five inches in his boots^ was 

an excellent valet^ never drank, smoked, nor 

swore, spoke Spanish and Ikiglish, loved England 

withidl his heart, and, like most natives of Santa 

Gru2 and Saint Thomas, fully considered himself 

an Ei^lishmaa. I knew litUe of Juan, who had' 

been in my service only a few days, and was now 

to learn one of his peculiarities. He was sub- 

ject to an extraordinary fiow of spirits on the 

occurrence of anything which others regarded as 

depressing. A simple contretemps put him in a 

good humour ; but a disaster made him jocular, 

and the graver the case the more be was elated. 

On heari^ my exclamation he turned round 

approvingly, and said, " Yes^ no fears, sir, but 

we'll have a rough night of it ; I never hur-red 

no good oi sailing on a Friday." " Pooh, pooh, 

Juan," said I, " that's a mere prejudice. Why, 

on Friday, the 9th of August, 1493, no less a man 

than Crist6val Colon suled from Lagos to dis- 

cover the New World, these very West Indies 

to which we are now going, and o<^ IViday, the 

12th of October, he did discover San Salvador, 

not so very far from where you were bom ; and 

on Friday, the 1st of March, 1493, he saw knd 

on his return— that is, he ought to have seen it 

if the weather had not been rather thick." I 

said the last words with some hesitation, for, in 

fact, I recollected that Colon, on his homeward 

voy^e, encountered a regular tormenta off Por- 

tugal, and was near foundering; so that ike 

third Fridi^ was rather against me. Juan, how- 

ever, as beeamea man of his inches, was not to 

be beaten from his opinion, and said: "I don't 

know nothing about Columbus^ sir, but my £EU;her, 

who was a better man, leastways made more 

voyages 'tween 'Merica and Europe— for he was ■

a ship's steward, and spoke English as well as I ■

do— said he never hur-red no good of sailing on I voyages, at all seasons, are performed, deserve ■

a Friday.'* So saying, and laying a peculiarly 

grating emphasis on the wonl hur-red, Joai 

stalked off. ■

'* Confound the fellow !" said I to myself, ** li't 

absurd, but he makes me melancholy with his 

forebodings. Yet, imagine anything like rbk ii 

a grand vessel of three thousand tons and up 

wards! Why, the wretched cajrvel m whicl 

Columbus made his voyages, was hardly so large 

as the long-boat there. It is no exaggeration tc 

say that she would scarcely have carried the 

admiral's potted meats, which the steward tells 

me weigh over twenty tons. It is true, howeverj 

that though the voyage from Lagos to Guana- 

hari was three thousand and forty miles— nearly 

as long as from Southampton to Saint ThomaSj 

which is but one hundred and forty-seven more- 

yet, as Humboldt says, *A voyage from the 

coast of Spain, and thence to South America^ 

is scarcely attonded with any event which de- 

serves attention, especially when nndertaken in 

summer. The navigation is often less dangerous 

than crossing one of the great lakes of Switzer- 

land.' Whereas in our voyage there is that 

odious Bay of Bbcay to be crossed, and a still 

worse sea on the homeward passage ; and steam* 

crs, however grand, have risks of their own. 

Well, who knows 1 Juan's forebodings may be 

justified." So, after finishing my reverie, I went 

to smoke a cigar in the allowable place before 

the funnel, and next to arrange my cabin, and 

so, in due coui-se, to bed. ■

I was awoke in the morning by a hideous 

jabber of several small voices crying all at once, 

" Steward I steward I for ,vy I say call I you 

many times ? Yy you by your own selves not 

ask me vat I vant?" This reminded me of 

TroUope's grinning Frenchman and his rotten 

walnut ; and incontinently 1 laughed somewhat 

loudly, wliich had the effect of shaming my neigh- 

bours and stilling the clamour. On leaving my 

cabin I was astonished to see outside the next 

cabia door four such Lilliputian pairs of half- 

boots that I could not but come to the conclu- 

sion that my neighbours must be all children, and 

yet their voices were the voices of middle agcw 

Afterwards I discovered that the Spanish Creoles 

have feet as tiny as those of Chinese ladies, but 

of a natural tininess, and without deformity. ■

Travelling per steamer is a trite affair. People 

thixik little more of crossing the Atlantic in one 

of the gigantic vessels of the Royal Mail Steam 

Packet Company, or of the Cunard Une, than of 

passing a river on a bridge. " The river," says the 

old Sanscrit proverb, "is crossed, and the bridge 

is forgotten." Fourteen days, or so, of short whist 

and long flirtations, of bad cigars and pleasant 

yams, of hot calms and cold gales, a transfer of 

cash and billets, and the voyage is over. But 

the utility, wealth, and importance of such an 

association as the Royal Mail Company, the ad- 

mirable system organised for the performance of 

the duties of every individual serving under it» 

and the consequent safefy with which so many ■
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more consideration than is usually given to the 

subject. Li my first lounging fit I took up the 

prospectus and the book of regulations of the 

company, which dates from 1830; and setting 

myself to calculate, found that this one company 

now owns a fleet of twenty-three steamers, of 

forty-five thousand eight hundred and four tons, 

and eleven thousand four hundred and seventy 

horse-power. These vessels, I calculated, convey 

on an average some thirty-five thousand pas- 

sengers yearly, and over twenty million of dollars 

in specie, besides other valuable cargo. There 

are prizes in such a service. The superintend- 

ents make from one thousand five hundred to 

two thousand pounds a year. The senior captain 

draws one thousand two hundred in cash, and 

has his living and lodging free. The other cap- 

tains, with like advantages in other respects, get 

one thousand per annum. The junior officers 

are proportionably well paid. There is a home 

for them at Southampton, where they live at free 

quarters. Li the large steamers there are four 

or five officers besides the captain, and their 

duties are strictly defined. The chief officer 

keeps the log, the second has charge of the trea- 

sure, and accompanies the Admiralty's agent on 

shore with the mails, the third and fourth stow 

the cargo. A junior officer is never left in charge 

of the ship at night. There is a goodly crew. 

On board my ship, which I will call the Name- 

less, were fifty-thiee seamen, fifty-four engineers, 

and twefity-three servants. One might well feel 

at ease in a vessel so provided. ■

I soon became acquainted with most of the 

passengers. There were several naval officers of 

rank, a handsome admiral with a fine bold nose, 

a baronet with a romantic name, a captain of the 

race of England's naval demi-gods, several West 

Lidian planters, and not a few pretty planters' 

daughters, some, too, without chaperones; a 

shabby Columbian general, a few lively Erench- 

men, and a score of Creole nondescripts. I 

passed my time in playing chess and learning 

Spanish. Unfortunately, there were no sefidhis 

or se&oritas of whom to be taught. There was, 

however, a yoimg aide-de-camp to the President 

of Peru, who possessed so much patience and 

amiability, that he would talk to me in pure 

Castillano by the hour, though at first I did not 

comprehend more than one word in a hundred. 

Nevertheless, by the time we reached the Azores, 

I had made some progress, and had even once 

asked publicly at the dinner-table, in Spanish, 

for the mustard. It was the 23rd of June, at 

4 A.U., that we passed the islands, and sighted 

two of the group. They lie directly in the course 

out, but homeward, a very great circuit is made 

to the west. The outward-bound captains like 

to see the islands, for the currents in the Atlantic 

are so strong and so various that no reckoning 

can be perfectly true. There is an equinoctial 

current from east to west, and there is the Gulf 

Stream, which is a hot current, from west to 

cast ; and there are local currents and abnormsd 

currents, and a great-circuit-currcut, compounded ■

of all these, which has a periphery of three thou- 

sand eight hundred leagues, and a log of wood 

dropped into the sea opposite Senegal would go, 

as many other sticks do, "on circuit," and re- 

turn to its starting-place in two years and ten 

months. ■

We passed, I say, the Azores on the 23rd of 

June, and forthwith the weather waxed hot. We 

had not yet caught the trade-winds, and, though 

there were occasional squalls, on the whole it 

was sultry, with a rather lurid sky at night. On 

the 25th it was particularly close and oppressive. 

I had been playing chess all the morning. It 

was two F.V., and I was lazily talking to my 

late antagonist, a good-looking Frenchman, who, 

though he was,' he informed me, thirty-five, 

looked like a mere youth, owing to an entire 

absence of beard, whiskers, and moustache. 

Groups of people, some reading, others playing 

chess or draughts, sat or lounged around us. It 

was a dead calm, and the polished mirror of the 

sea gave back the sun's rays with interest. 

*' Monsieur voyage pour son plaisir on pour les 

affaires ?" I inquired. " Pour men plaisir ?" re- 

peated the Erenchman, with some surprise, " da 

tout, du tout, monsieur. Je suis m6decin, mon- 

sieur, et j'ai aussi une fabrique de bottes & Lima." 

" Quoi, monsieur,** said I, raising myself a little 

on my elbow, "m6decin et marchand de bottes 

k la fois—vous plaisantez!" The Frenchman 

opened his lips to reply, but just at that moment 

there was a tremendously loud crash, followed 

by a strange whizzing noise, and almost imme- 

diately afterwards by a succession of terrific 

thuds, as if some Cyclops had suddenly com- 

menced hammering in the engine-room. At the 

same time showers of splinters came flying from 

the starboard paddle-box, and a dense cloud of 

steam and smoke burst all along the deck, so as 

almost to hide the funnel from sight. Great 

confusion of course ensued. Chess-tables and 

chairs were overset; screams of ladies, questions 

of men shouted in various languages, rushes of 

sailors amid the cloud of steam, oaths and scuf- 

fling, added to the din. It was curious to see in 

that moment of terrible uncertainty, when an ex- 

plosion, or some other catastrophe was expected 

by aU, how some of the foreigners who had been 

sneering at religion aU the way out, suddenly 

betook themselves to prayer. For myself, I felt 

exactly as I did some years ago in a railway 

accident. In both cases I expected every mo- 

ment to be killed, and yet the most trivial cir- 

cumstances did not escape me, while my general 

thought was, as I looked at the bright sun and 

quiet sleep of Nature, that a violent death was 

dl the more shocking with everything around so 

quiet and peaceable. ■

Half a minute, perhaps, had passed, but it 

seemed a long time, and I was rushing forward to 

see what really had happened, when I felt myself 

stopped by a powerful arm, and the huge figure 

of Juan blocked the way. " Best stop here," he 

said, with a grin; "1 have got finely scalded my- 

self, without being of no use. Now^io ensmcs ■
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are stopped, the captain will soon put matters 

to rights, if any one can ; but, Caramba ! this all 

conies of sailing on a 'Fnd&y, I never hur-red 

of no good from sailing on a Friday/' Destiny, 

however, was for this time to let us off with only 

a fright. The thundering blows ceased with the 

stoppage of the engines, the steam and smoke 

gradually cleared away, and the hubbub abated. 

It was then we learned that the great shaft 

which connects the paddle-wheels with the ma- 

chinery had suddenly snapped, and, starting up 

like a snag, had caught some ponderous gear, 

which it whirled round with each revolution of 

the engines, smashing the paddle-box and every- 

thing near it. In the coiif usion there had been 

an upset of hot coals and an escape of steam, 

which scalded several men, and drove the others 

out of the engine-room. ■

The danger of the late accident was soon for- 

gotten, and some of those who had been most 

alarmed were unmercifully quizzed. About one 

short ht Creole in particular the jokes were never 

ending. He was in his cabin when the crash took 

place, and fancying from the smoke and steam 

which entered his quarters that the ship was on 

fire, he actually contrived to thrust his corpulent 

body through the round window, though one 

would have thought it too small for the passage 

of a fat rabbit. From the window he somehow 

scrambled on deck, and made his appearance, 

steaming with perspiration, with one sleeve of his 

eoat torn off, and with a face and figure, as every 

one declared, considerably elongated by his 

squeeze through the bull's-eye. ■

How the damages were repaired I know not, 

but, in a few hours, we were going on much as 

usual ; so much so, indeed, that the Frenchman, 

who had told me he was doctor and bootmakerat 

once, could now finish his story and explain him- 

self. " When I commenced my career," said he, 

** I found that no one would trust me to prescribe, 

on account of my juvenile appearance. In de- 

spair, I consulted a friend, who said to me, 

' My dear fellow, with that child's face of yours, 

Tou will never have a patient. But stay I I 

I310W a certain college in which a Greek professor 

is wanted. Tou shall be the Greek professor ; 

you shall have the place I' In vain I protested 

that I knew nothing of Greek. ' I make it entirely 

my business,' replied my friend ; ' you shall have 

the place.' Accordingly, I found myself at the 

college, with a letter of introduction to the 

lecturer, who had been temporarily discharging 

the duties of the defunct professor of Greek. I 

had counted on several days to prepare myself, 

but on banding him the letter, he said, in a sharp 

voice, ' Charmed to see you, and to resign my func- 

tions. The students will be ready for you in ten 

minutes. I will send a man to show you the 

lecture-room.' At that moment I felt my knees 

tremble under me, and my uneasiness was so 

great, that I almost resolved to jump into an 

omnibus I saw pass, drive to the station, and 

return to Paris. Somehow, I found myself at the 

lecture-room, and just then a lucky thought oc- ■

curred to me. ' Eange yourselves,' I said to 1 

students, ' as you ranked at the last examinati 

Now,' I continued, when they had done so, * 

the lowest read fint.' When he had finished 

said to the next, ' What mistakes has he ma 

and how do you correct them P' He mentioi 

one or two blunders, and I then put the sa 

question to others, till no one had anything .1 

to say. The reading and the corrections occup 

a long time, at the end of which I said, ' Tl 

wiU do for the first lecture ; at the next I si 

have more to say to you.' In fact, when 1 

next sdance came, I had, by great industry, p 

pared myself a little, and managed to delivei 

discourse, and, in the mean time, I had the sal 

faction of hearing that my fame was great amc 

the students, who were tickled with the nove 

of my system, insomuch that my senior colleaf 

congratulated me on abandoning the career o 

physiciaa, and assured me that I was bom to 

a professor ! I longed, however, to return to 

original employment, and, as I did not see 

way in France, I went out to Lima, when 

married a Creole, fell ill of dysentery, and, a 

could not recover my health in Peru, I opene 

shoe-shop, left my wife in charge of it, and 

turned to Pans, and I am now going out 

bring home my daughter to be educated." . ■

Next day we arrived within the influence 

the trade-winds. We had now frequent squi 

and thunder and lightning till the 30th, 

which day, at seven f.m., we made, as 

sailors say, the little island of Sombrero, 

"Hat Island." It is only three-quarters o\ 

mile long and nine hundred feet broad ; is a p 

fectly flat rock, about twenty feet above the le 

of the sea ; and derives its name from its fane 

resemblance to a cardinal's hat. In 1850 it ^ 

uninhabited, except by sea-fowl and bhick lizar 

the only place of landing was at a bight 

the west side : and getting on shore was wi 

Yankees would term a caution to snak 

"Under very favourable circumstances," sa 

a nautical writer, "by watching an opp 

tunity, you may jump on to a flat ledge to i 

cliff, and with some difficulty ascend to i 

summit." The almighty dollar, however, woi 

make a landing anywhere, and as there ^ 

abundance of guano on the rock, the Americi 

had taken possession of it, and we saw th 

hard at work with cranes and carts loadi 

vessels with the precious deposit. ■

At three f.u. on the 1st of July we anchoi 

in the harbour of St. Thomas. I looked in vi 

for the little steamer which I expected would 

ready to convey me to La Guaira. Instead of i 

was shown a schooner of about eighty tons, wh 

was to sail next day for that place. Viewed fr 

the decks of the gigantic Nameless, she lool 

like a cockle-shell. Spite of the heat, I landed 

once, and went straight to the store of a you 

merchant, whose family I knew. He was a hai 

some fdlow of about two-and-twenty, with bri{ 

blue eyes and curly hair, and with such an ov 

powering share of good nature that all his otl ■
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qualities seemed absorbed by iir. He produced 

some excellent brandy, and still better dgars, 

and we b^an to diacoss bow I should amuse 

myself till the schooner was ready to staErt. Of 

eoQxse I had a list of commissions, all of which it 

was agseed should be eneented at a cooler hour 

next morning. Then we began to talk about the 

harbour, and I happened to ask if there were many 

sharks in it ? Hereupon my host brightened up, 

and said: "If you would like to see a few, ril 

show you some. A horse of mine was taken ill 

last night, and is just dead. We'll tow the 

carcase off with a boat to the mouth of the 

harbour, take a eoupk of rifles and a harpoon, 

and it's odd if we don't haye some sport." 

No sooner said than done. Orders were at 

once given to drag the dead horse to the water's 

edge, and my host, foltewed by myself and a 

big negro, who carried the riftes and the harpoon, 

walked down to the boat. It was a large boat, 

with four rowers and an awning, and as the 

boatmen, notwithstanding the heat, pulled with 

a willy we made way rapidly, and before long had 

got past the steamers^ and were nearing the 

lEiouthof the harbour. As yet I had seen nothing, 

and was becoming rather impatient. '* Why/' 

said I, "I doa't believe there are any sharks. 

I haye not seen a single back fin aboye water." 

In reply, my host checked the rowers for a 

moment, when^ as the surge we made subsided, 

several dark lines showed themselves just astern 

of the horse. "Give way," said he to the boat- 

men; "we have not yet reached the place where 

we can fire safely, and if we stop another half 

minute the horse wiU be torn to ribbons." When 

the boat had gone a few huiuhred yards furtiwr, 

he sffiid to me, " Now cock your rifle, and bok 

out 1 The instant we stop, the sharks will rise, 

and the first that turns to seize the hors^ fire 

right into his belly. I'll give him both bamis 

too, and four conicat pills shoukl settle him! 

Are you ready P" " Quite ready," I replied^ and 

the boat stopped. ■

In an instant the dark lines were visible 

again, but this time they eame rapidly up to the 

surface, and five monstrous sharks showed them^ 

selves. The apparition was so sudden, and the 

^arks were so huge» so much hurger than any I 

had seen before, that I started, and, had I codced 

my rifle as I had been told to do, there k no know- 

ing where I might have sent my random shot. But 

it has always been my practice not to oock tiU I 

see the object ; and ths has prevented my making 

many a bad miss. In a moment I recovered my- 

self and, as the foremost shark turned on lus 

back and darted at the eaicase, I took good aim, 

and fired nearly at the ssaat moment with my 

friend. All our four balls told : one of them^ as we 

afterwards found, going right through the heart. 

The smoke came full across my eyes, but there 

was a tremendous splash, and I caught an indis- 

tinct glimpse of the monster as he sprang half 

out of the water and fell back. Almost at the same I 

instant, the big negro who had the harpoon sent I 

it into the shark just below the lower jaw with 1 ■

such force, that, had he had more life in him 

than remained, he would hardly have escaped. 

Meantime the other sharks, who sank for a 

moment when We fired, had risen, again to 

the surface, and one of them had already torn a 

great bit o«t of the horse, %mng such a violent 

jerk to the boat, that one of the niggers took 

fright, and before we could see what he was 

about, undid the rape by which the carcase was 

bein^ towed, and it was immediately jerked into 

the water as the other sharks fastened on the 

prey. This they did in such numbers, and with 

such right good wiU, that before we could re- 

load and prepare for another shot, they had 

dragged tlie carcase under water, and we could 

only tell by the bubbles aad bloody foam what a 

worry was going on below. However, we had 

got one monster safe, and retumed towing 

him in triumph. When we reached the land- 

ing-place there was quite a erowd to receive 

us. It took eight or ten men to drag the shark 

on shore, and we found he meaanved over sixteen 

feet long, and nearly six feet in eircumference* 

His stomach was quite empt?, which aooounted 

for his being ravenous. ■

I was g^dt of a bath and a change of toilet^ 

after which my friend drove me in his earriage 

round the west part of the island, ef which some 

deseription may be aeee^tablcL To begin tlica 

with the beginning, be it known that, between 

the eighteenth and nineteenth degrees of north 

latitude, a little to the east of Porto Eico, in an 

almost oontinnous duster, lie the Ylrgia Islands^ 

so called by Columbus from the elevea thousand 

of sainted memory, with whom in number tbese 

islets seemed to vie. £xactly in the centre of 

the group, is 8t. Thomas^ and next to it, on the 

east, is §t. John. All the islands to the east of 

St. John belong to the English, and all to the 

west belong te the Banes. You xaBg tell the 

English possesaioxu by the rougbneai of the 

nomenclature and the ittter want of high-flown 

titles. There is, for exaDnpIe, Salt Island^ foL* 

lowed by Ginger, Gooner's, and Beef Island 

Next we come to Camanoe, Scrub, Ghiano, and 

Jost-vash-Dykes Isles. Then there ia Anegad% 

or "Drowned Isismd," famous or infamoaa for 

wrecks, where mauy a galknt seanuia haa gone 

to his rest beneath the waters. It is a curious 

place that Anegadow It lies allawash with the 

sea, and when the mist cornea up, as it does 

very often, one would fancy the waves were 

rolling dean over it. Anef^ada is ten miles 

long, and has a reef to the south-east of nine 

miles more, mid upon this reef many scores 

of vessds have gene to pieces^ But to the west 

there is good anehorage, and abundance of f uimel* 

shaped wells, full of fresh watei^ in which, 

curiously enough, the freak water rises with the 

salt ti^. The bays there in the old time 

swarmed with buccaneers. When they were 

gone, came gangs of wreckers and colonised the 

island, and reared stock, and grew cotton; but 

their true market-day waawhen a vessel struck 

on the reef, azMl many a rich priae they gotg and ■
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perhaps do get CTen uov. A eorious proof of tbe 

strong westerly current in the Atlantic is to be 

seen at Anegad% wkere tke fishermen find suffi- 

cient cork drifted to them from the coast of 

Spain, to supply tbeirnets. Bottles, too, launched 

in the Biver Gambia^ have been picked up in the 

Virgin Islands. Between these islands them- 

selves» the cucrents are in many places most vio- 

IgdL To row from islaatd to island is a most 

dangerous and aknost impossible undertaking'. 

Many boats have been swept away, aod their 

crews drowned in the attempt. Between the 

eastern part of St. Thomas and the Island of St^ 

John, in particular, there is a furious current, 

and the waves rise in huge surges. When the 

southern tide is in its strength, it would be im- 

possible for any small vessel to encounter that 

terrible sea. ■

Twelve miles to the west of Anegada is Virgin 

Gorda^ or ''Fat Virgm" Islamd, nine miles long 

and a mile broad» with some ten thousand in- 

habitants, who export sugar, rum, and tobacco. 

On the north-east is a good harbour, called 

Gorda Sound, and another to the north-west, 

called West Bay, and a third, Thomas's Bay, to 

- the south. Three miles west of Virgin Gorda, is 

Tortola, nine miles long and three broad, with a 

populatiou of eleven thousand,, and a good har- 

bour at Eoad Town, the capital. Moreover, 

here» withTortola to the north, St. John's to the 

west. Virgin Gorda to the east, and a dozen little 

islands to the south, nature has formed a mag- 

nificent basis, fifteen miles long and three and a 

half broad, land-locked and sheltered from every 

wmd, where all the navies of England might ride 

in safety. Why not choose Tortola as the 

station for the Boyal Mail Company's vessels P 

Wliy go to St. Thconas, that nest of yellow fever, 

where fresb water ii hard to get, and which be- 

longs to a foreign power ? ■

Not being dble to answer this same why, I 

return to St. l^iomas. The island is twelve mUes 

long &om east to west, and three broad; and 

across the whole lei^h of it runs a range of hills, 

the highest point of which maybe eight hundred 

feet above the sea. These hills were once covered 

with woodfi^ and the island was then watered by 

rivulets; but tke improvident Danes cut down 

the woods, the streams dried up, and the inhabi- 

tants now suffer from drought, insomuch that 

the captains of steamers are enjoined to husband 

their fresh water, lest none should be procurable 

at St. Thomas. Charlotte Amalia^ the capital 

and harbour of St. Thomas, Iks on the south 

coast, and opens to the south, so that vessels 

coming from Europe or North America have to 

make a half-circle to ent^ it. The approach is 

not without its dangers. There is, first of all, a 

rock called Frenchman's Cap, seven miles from 

the harbour's mouth, and four miles further on 

there is Buck Island. Between these you steer, 

but in mid-channel is a danger called *' Scorpion 

Eock," with only twenty-one feet of water on it. 

Having cleared that (and there is a buoy on it to 

hd^p yon), yon enter the harbour : having on your ■

right, at its mouth, the lighthouse, the red lig 

of which, being ninety-five feet above the se 

can be seen fifteen miles off. Near it is a fo 

called Mehlenfel's Battery. On. the left a 

Prince Frederick's Battery, and the Great G 

renage, where vessels can be moored during hur 

canes. At the very entrance, however, ate thr 

other dangers. Th^re is, first, on the west, 

shoal whidi juts out the length of a oable fm 

Frederick's Point ; and then, a little east of t! 

mid^hannel, is Prince Bapert's Eoek; and fi 

ther east^ and close to Mohlenfel's Battery, a 

the rocks called the Triangles. Lastly, tiie 

are coral rocks in the harbour itself. ■

The panorama of the harbour of St. Thorn 

has been extolled by a well-known writer, ta 

with justice. The port itself is of a horse^h 

shape, and, having entered, the town is rig 

before you, rising in three triangles, with a g^ 

tenng white building to crown eadi apenj an 

above all, the hills are of the brightest gree 

rendered morQ dazaling by the clearness of tl 

atmosphere. To the left, the harbour runs o 

into a long creek, too shallow to be crossed e 

oept by boats. On the right of the town 

Christiaaa Fort, garrisoned by half a r egimei 

of Danes, and some artillerymen. Above, on tl 

hills, is a tower, where in the good old tim 

lived a notable buccaneer. Close by the fort a 

the King's Wharf and a hotel, and all about ai 

around are such lovely bunches of fioweru 

shrubs and trees^ as almost to make one in ky^ 

with the " white man's grave." ■

I had been amused with my expeditirai again 

the sharks in the afternoon, hoX now it was ov< 

nqr sgints went down. There is something fen 

fuiiiy dq;Hressing in St. l^omas and its associ 

tiona. Sharks and yeUow fever in the huboti 

yellow lever and grinning black men in the tow 

the heat stifling, and the smdls unbearable — ^th 

is the progranune; and the talk is all of so-an 

so who died on yester-night, and sueh-a-oi 

who is like to die to-monrow. Oar drive wi 

not exhilarating. On the left, was the shallo 

stagnant creek, with a row of miaersJble hut 

interspersed with shambles at the water's edg 

On the rights were more huts and numy cem 

teries. There was the Moravian GensuBtery, wil 

all the slabs of exactly the same height am 

size; and there was the Jews' Cemetery, ai 

the Catholic Cemetery, and what might 1 

called the Omnibus Cemetery, for what the we] 

known writer before referred to irreverent 

terms the Hispano-Dano -Yankee- doodle -ni| 

gery-population-in-generaL My host, the best < 

good fellows, who was never hipped himseli^ ha 

no idea of comforting a man who was in lo 

^;iirits. On my asking, out of the gloominess < 

n^ heart, " Is there any yellow fever here jui 

now?'* he replied, "Well, the yellow fever i 

always here. Just at present, however, we ai 

considered rather dear. It is true there have bee 

a few scattered eases— there have been five, fc 

instance, in the house next mine— but only thic 

died, and, for myse^^ have no sort of apprehei ■
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aioD, for I am a bora St. Thomas man, and natives 

seldom suffer. In general, it is the new comers 

who get in for it." I could only mutter, '* CJon- 

solatory, certainly ! " and change the subject. I 

asked about the state of the colony. *' Well," he 

said, '* the American war has been pumpkins to 

ns. Our house alone has cleared upwards of fifty 

thousand pounds since it began, and two or three 

other houses have been doing nearly as well. It's 

pretty, too, to see the blockade runners lying 

under the very noses of the Northern men-of-war. 

They see 'em load, up anchor, and off, and they 

mustn't chase 'em for four-and-twenty hours, 

though they know if they've a good start there's 

no chance of taking them. The times have been 

lively, too, with the sailors. The crews of the 

Confederate vessels have had so many fights with 

the Federal men, and the English have joined in 

with such jolly good will, first on one side, and 

then on the other, that now the Danes won't let 

any Americans land." "And pray," said I, 

" besides these rows, how do you amuse your- 

selves here P" " Well," was the reply, " we don't 

amuse ourselves. We trade 1" ■

After our drive we dined at the hoteL The 

dinner consisted of all the most indigestible 

dishes conceivable, and at St. Thomas it is de 

rigueur to eat of them all. I went to bed vrith 

a racking headache, and in a state highly favour- 

able for yellow fever. Morning came at last, 

however, without an attack, and released me 

from the tender mercieaof the mosquitoes. I went 

round with my friend to several shops to make 

my purchases, posted my letters to England, and 

by noon was sailing for La Guaira in the schooner 

Yfiez. Juan came on board at the last moment^ 

having deserted me all the time I was at St. 

Thomas. He merely said, "Friends on shore, 

sir ; you'll excuse my being late." I said, "Of 

course ;" and begged him to release me from the 

importunity of the negro boatman who brought 

me on boani, and who asked two pounds for the 

job, though the legal charge was only one dollar 

and eighty-two cents. We got rid of him at last 

for three dollars. ■

We ran out of St. Thomas's harbour on the 

2nd of July with a fine breeze. The crew of the 

Yfiez consisted of a captain, five men, and a boy, 

each blacker than the other, and all of an ex- 

tremely hang-dog look. As I had thirty thousand 

sovereigns onboard, it seems a miracle that they 

did not tumble me quietly into the water when 

I was asleep. The crew of the Ynez, however, 

were pirates only in look, and I lost among 

them nothing more important than a gold 

pencil-case. We slept on deck in a sort of hen- 

coop, in which were not more vermin than are 

usually in hencoops. Our meals, over which the 

captain presided in his shirt-sleeves, were princi- 

pally of land-tortoise, hard sour cheese, pickles, 

dried fish, pastels filled with nameless ingredients, 

and quimbombo : an excellent vegetable, and al- 

most the only thing I could eat. It is the okro hi- 

biscus, has somewhat the look of a young cucum- 

ber, and is full of a cold gluten, very pleasant 

in a hot climate. There was a Creole lady, with ■

two or three small children, who lived in the 

cabin or hold of the vessel, and never made her 

appearance on deck throughout the whole pas- 

sage. Once or twice, during a squall, I descended 

to this cabin, and found it full of ants, cock- 

roaches, and rats. The Creole, half undressed, 

lay gasping with the heat, wWle her children, in 

a state of perfect nudity, scrambled over her. 

Besides this lady, myself, Joan, and an American 

doctor, there was also another passenger : a thin 

feeble old man, who was brought on board with 

great care. I heard him ask his servant for a 

cigar, which turned out to be strymonium, for 

the man was too ill to smoke tobacco; and to 

say this of a Spanish Creole, is saying a good 

deal ■

About 5 P.M. we were passing the island of 

Santa Cruz, belonging to the Danes. The go- 

vernor of St. Thomas shows his appreciation of 

the healthiness of his own island by living at 

Santa Cruz, which is thirty-two miles south of 

St. Thomas. Santa Cruz is nineteen miles long 

and five broad, and contains a population of 

fifty thousand souls. In general it is much 

fiatter than St. Thomas ; but there is one hill. 

Mount Eagle, which rises to one thousand one 

hundred and sixty-two feet above the sea, and 

another near it, called Blue Mountain^ which is 

but sixty feet lower* There are two towns,. 

Christiansted to the east, and Fredericksted to 

the west. At the former there is a harbour very 

difficult of access, but safe enough when once 

entered. The island is well cultivated. We 

passed Santa Cruz; the sun set; and after 

smoking a last cigar, I turned into my hencoop 

and slept soundly, except for a few minutes 

about midnight, when I soon went to sleep again 

with an indistinct idea of something disagreeable 

going on. The red horns of the sun were just 

showing above the horizon, when Juan came and 

woke me, under pretence of asking me if I would 

bathe ; but I could see by the grin on his features 

that there was something wrong. Presently, not 

being able to contain himself any longer, he ex- 

ploded into a chuckle, and said, "There's a dead 

man on board, sir." ■

" Indeed P" replied I, by no means gratified. 

"And pray who maybe be, and what does her 

come on board for, if he's dead ?" ■

" Well, sir," said Juan, "it's the old man, the 

passenger who seemed so iU. About midm'ght 

he got worse, and called the captain, and asked 

to be thrown overboard, he was in such pain.. 

The captain said he could not accommodate 

him in that way, but he would get some hot 

fomentations, and see if that would ease the- 

pain in his chest. 'It's no matter,' says the 

passenger. 'Whereabouts is the moon?* When 

the captain had showed him where the moon 

was, he said very quietly, 'When the moon goes- 

down I shall die.' And so he did, sir. Yotr 

would hardly believe it, but at the very moment 

the moon went down, the old man died." ■

" Did he ask for the doctor P" I inquired. ■

" Ask for the doctor ! I should think not,** 

said Juan, in high disdain. "Why, all the ■
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doctors in New York couldn't have saved him; 

nor they couldn't have done him much harm 

neither. He was too far gone for that." ■

I walked forward to bathe, and there I saw a 

sad bundle, which told its own tale. It was the 

corpse sewn up in a hammock, with some six- 

pound shot belonging to the one gun of the 

schooner, attached, to sink it. An hour after- 

wards, a short prayer was said by the captain, 

and the body was launched into the sea. I 

watched it go down. It went fast— so fast 

that it was gone before a dolphin that had 

been playing about the bows, and darted out 

to see what the splash meant, could reach the 

spot. ■

The incident was a painful one, and conjured 

up melancholy reflections. There were only 

about a dozen of us in the schooner, reckoning 

crew and passengers together, and one was 

gone. I could not help thinking how wretched 

it would be to lie ill on board that little vessel, 

with only a hencoop to rest on, and only the 

American doctor for a medical attendant. The 

heat was overpowering, and, considering where 

we came from, it would have been no great 

wonder if we had had a visit from the yellow 

fever. Right glad was I, then, when at two p.m. 

on the 4th we passed the rock of OchiUa^ one of 

the Aves Islands, which lies only eighty miles to 

the north of La Guaira. OchiUa is about ten miles 

in length, and a very dangerous reef projects from 

it for two miles in an easterly direction. Twenty 

miles off is a sunken rock, not given in the maps, 

on which a small vessel was totally lost about a 

year before we passed. Her crew had scarcely 

time to take to the boats when she foundered. 

There are from two hundred to three hundred 

tons of guano on OchiUa, which may be worth 

twelve pounds a ton. The place had some inte- 

rest for me, for one of the claims I was going 

out to settle was called the Aves Island claim. 

The Americans had gone to a rock of that name, 

nearer St. Thomas, to collect guano, and had 

been stopped by the Venezuelans, who maintain 

that the Aves Islands belong to them. For the 

loss caused by this demurrer, the Americans 

now claimed one hundred and fifty-five thousand 

doUars of the Venezuelan government : a sum 

sufficient to have plated the whole rock with 

silver instead of guano. ■

Two hours after passing Ochilla, we saw the 

great mountain called La Silla, or "The Saddle," 

which overhangs La Quaira. The Silla is eight 

thousand six hundred feet high, and we saw it at 

aeveaty miles' distance. As the sun set, we dis- 

cerned the lights at La Guaira, but the wind now 

fell, or came only in fitful gusts. At one moment 

we were running at the rate of nine knots an 

hour, straight, as it seemed, on shore ; for the 

land, being overshadowed by this stupendous 

mountain, appeared much nearer than it was. 

The next instant we were becalmed, with all sail 

set, and flapping so heavily as to bamsh sleep 

from my eyes. The nigger captam and his crew, 

however, being used to it, lay like logs, and we 

might have drifted on shore for all they seemed ■

to care. Morning came at last, and with it a 

gentle breeze, which carried us to our anchoragft 

at La Guaira. ■

THE SAYINGS OF SAADL 

BosE-LEAVsa the paper on which Saadi wrote, 

His ink red wine from a gold beaker's throat, 

Mixed 'with a lover's tears, distilled from eyes 

Which a first love illamined like sunrise. 

His magic pen a nightingale's thin beak, 

From angel lips Saadi had learned to speak. 

These sayings, wisdom, mixed with music's sweety 

He poured like pearls at Giamschid's princely feetr ■

AacBmosr ■

Two dervishes in peace upon one carpet sleep, so 

Sajib sings, ■

Bat Asia, yea, the world's too small for two con- 

tending kings. ■

8UOCBB8. ■

A mby is a raby, though it's hid in dust or mire, 

But sand's still sand though Uown to heaven or 

higher. .,. ■

▲ BLAMDEH. ■

A lie's a feeble weed, till it take root and sprout; 

Once grown, and full of fruit, it needs ten yoke of 

bulls to drag it out. ■

▲TARICB. ■

Were all the universe a board heaped up with ■

plenteousness. 

It would not satisfy the eye of hungry avarice. 

Like a rich fruit he'd slice the sun, and ere the meal ■

was o'er. 

Would frown and whet his eager knife, and strught- ■

way ask for more. ■

The envious hate the very sun; but though tie ■

blessed light 

The owls and wolves and bats detest, shall we then ■

wish for night? ■

83IALL BKOonrnias. 

The spring a single peasant's Jug can throw in ■

shade. 

Feeds the great rolling stream through which no ■

elephants can wade. ■

LOVB. ■

The thorn of parting, red and keen, though it be ■

hidden, grows 

Beneath the inner heart of hearts of every summer ■

rose. ■

SBPlBATIOir. ■

As dripping planks that wash together, and then ■

drift away, 

So I and thou, my buried love, were parted one ■

dark day ■

A BUNDLE OP SCOTCH NOTES. ■

The greatest glory of Scotland is her system 

of education. Like the constitution of the 

French army, which encourages every private 

soldier to feel that he carries in his Knapsack 

the baton of a field-marshal, the system of edu- 

cation in Scotland opens the gates of honour to 

the very humblest in the land. Opportunities 

of education are the birthright of every Scot. 

He is bom to a share in the teaching of a 

parochial school, as he is bom to a share in the 

air of heaven; and perhaps, all things con- 

sidered, the teaching costs him less than the ■
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air, which, among the northern MtU, is some- 

times far from geoial. The word " parochial" 

is suggestive to the English mind of pauperisn^ 

of poor's-rates, a board of guardians, and the 

workhouse. As designating the character of 

Scotch schools, it has no sndt meaning. The 

parochial school is simply tite public sdiotrf of 

the parish, and in Scotland every parish has its 

pubfic school, as in England every parish has it« 

church. As in England, the rich and poor meet 

together in church on the common ground of 

reugion, so in Scotland; the rick and poor meet 

together in the pari^ sehocd on the eom^maa 

ground of education. Education is so sacred a 

thing in tiie eyes of Scotchmen, that the son of 

a laird will not disdain to. receive it sitting on 

the same form with the son of a labeuier. 

Elsewhere in the world the "Republic of 

Letters" is but a phwae; here it is a reality. ■

The parochial school system of ScotkyMl is 

founded upon true philosophy and a wise 

economy. It charges the property of the coun- 

try with a share of the du«y of educating the 

people. The charge faHs directly upon the 

lanaed proprietora, but indirectly every inhabi- 

tant of the parish is a contributor to the same 

object. It 18 an indirect tax, included in the 

aggregate amount of the reirt, which no one 

feds, Dccause it is not set down as a separate 

item. Possibly in the lapse of time rents have 

come to be assessed witbont any regard to the 

school tax, and their amount would be neither 

more nor less if the system did not exist. The 

owners of the soil in each parish (the ''heri- 

tors," as they are called) are bound by law to 

provide a school-house, and to pay a properly 

qualified schoolmaster a certain annual salary. 

This law was enacted in the reign of James the 

Sixth, and was one of the first fiiiitsofthe Scot- 

tish Reformation. The institution to which it 

gave effect was intimately bound up with the 

scheme of the Presbyterian Church, and to the 

clergy of the presbytery was assigned the duty 

of appointing the schoolmaster. ■

Tne emoluments of a Scotch parochial school- 

master are not large; but they are in most 

cases sufficient to enable him to five in comfort^ 

and to maintain the position of a gentleman. 

His salary in money, derived from the heritors, 

at one time varied vkh the priee of com. This 

custom had its origin when man in Scotland 

lived, or was soppoeed to live, on oatmeal bread 

alone ; but it is out of date now. Wboi corn 

was high, the schoolmaster, like the minister, 

got more monepr to buy it with, and n^en it was 

low, he got less. ThQ salaries of parochial 

schoolmasters range from thirty-five to sixty 

pounds a year, wim the school fees, which, in 

some instances, bring them up to a hundred 

pounds; the amount in many cases being in- 

creased bv the mterest of sums of money be- 

queathed by benevolent persons for the speeial 

purpose of encouraging tne work of education, 

either generally, or in particular localities. 

The bequests and ''mortifications" (or mort- 

main devisements of property) which have been 

made at various times for the purposes of edu- ■

cation, are without xnunber. There is scaroelj 

a school that does not benefit by one ; there is 

not a coiiege that does not possess scores. la 

England, posthumous philanthropy is apt to 

manifest itself in an almshouse ; in Scotland 

it takes the more fruitful form of a bursary, a 

scliolarship, or a schoolmaster's fund. ■

With forty or fifty pounds a year and the 

school fees, a free house, a garden to grow 

his fruit and vegetables, and possibly the liberty 

Of pasturage for a cow, the parochial school- 

master is passing rich. As a gentleman and a 

scholar, he moves in the best society, and is 

looked up to as one of the magnates of the 

parish. ■

His scholars are of every degree, of all ages, 

of both sexes, and tliey come from far and near. 

The minister's sons go down from the manse to 

learn Latin and Greek; the sons of fanners, 

large and shmiII, of eottars, and even servants, 

g^itfier together from the distant hills to learn 

snb by side with them in the ssbm classes. 

As some of them oome from a distance owf three 

or four aules, it is necessary that they should 

bring their darners with them. Those dinners 

generaliy eonsist of oatmeal cakes luid miUc 

A Scotch schoolboy, making a pilgrimaee to the 

Temple of Leamu^, is somewhat o£lly fiu> 

nished foe his journey. In the sujauner he 

prefers to eo barefoot, with his shoes and. 

stockings sung over iis shoulders; besides 

this encumbrance, he carries two b^is and a 

tin can. One bac contains his mental pakdum, 

in the shape of Lennie's Grammar, Eudiman's 

Rudiments of the Latin Tongue^ and Gssar'a 

Commentaries; the other bag contains bis. 

pliysical |)abuluro, which is simply oat cake; the> 

can contains milk. ■

The course of study comprises reading, writing^ 

arithmetic, English grasunar, Latin, Greels^ and 

mathematics. The fee for the whole course 

avenges five shillings a Quarter, or one pound a 

year ! Excluding Latin, Greek, and matbematicsa 

it b sometimes less than that amount Thus^ the 

education of a boy, supposing him to remain at 

school for eight years, is, at the utmost, eight 

pounds, and for this amount he maybe quaHfied to 

p«9S the matrienlatioft examination at the nniver- 

sity. The examination of the sohoe^naster by tiie 

ministers of the presbytery is a gnarantee for 

his eompeteney, and it is a rule thai bo one 

shall be appomted to the post of paroehiai 

sehoolmaster unless be has been frar vears at 

college. Many of the schoolmasters are Masteta 

of Arts^ and highly accomplished scholais. ■

There is an extraordinary ambition among 

parents of the lower class to give their sons a 

daasicftk eduoatkn. Jjl the old days; when the 

honourable office of the ministry was the highest 

prize within their readli, it was the dearest Jio]>e 

and ambition of poor parents to see one of their 

sons "wag ha head in the poopit;" bat now. 

when so many ajppointments in the civil and 

military service oi the countrv are thrown open 

to competition, there is a wioer inducement to 

[ualify more than one male member of tha 

'ly for such various opportunities of ad- ■

qualify 

family ■
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vancement as the Hew system affords. The 

result is tliat a large proportion of the scholars 

at the parochial schools now leani Greek and 

Latuir and it will be found that rnanj of tlie 

sttocessfal candjdates in the reoent competitive 

examinations for government appointments, are 

Scotchmen of humble parentage, who received 

their early education at the parochial schools. ■

English grammar i» very thoroughly taught 

in. the Scotch schools. In fact, English is 

taught as a foreign tongue, and leamiug it in 

this way, the pupus acquire a precise and inti- 

mate kjiowledge of the rules by which it is 

governed. The Latin and Greek grammars are 

also well taught, and it is no uncommon thing 

to 6ud a boy of twelve years old who can con- 

strue a passage in Virgil or Ovid with the 

greatest accuracy, and with a clear and intelli- 

gent perception of the laws of Latin compo- 

sition. I have known a flashy Oxford graduate, 

with Latin verses at the tip of his tongue, stidc 

dead at such a test. ■

Tlie poor in Scotland covet education as some 

people covet money, with greedy avidity ; and 

the ciuldren, no less than the parents, are fully 

alive to its value and importance. You will see 

sheplierdrboys conm'ng the Latin grammar while 

tendiug the cattle in tlie fields. The cow i» m 

the com, but the little Scotch Boy Blue is not 

asleep. He is absorbed in a problem of Euclid. ■

Tlie parochial school estabushed by Isw, and 

supported cluefly by the- owners of the land, is 

in most cases supplemented by another seminary 

established by tne General Assembly of the 

Churcb, and supported hj public subscription. 

It may be mentioned, in iUustration of the 

primitive eharacter of these temples of learning, 

that the scholars in th& ^nnter-time bring their 

own firings and instead of sending a load of fuel 

to last for a month or quarter, each scholar 

brings a peat in his hand for the day^a use. 

Fancy a London schoolboy going along the 

streets carrying a lump of coal for the school 

fire! But primitive as these schools are, and 

plain and rough as are all their appomtments, 

the education the;|[ impart is sound and prac- 

tical, and there is scarcely any one in the 

parish so poor that he cannot afford to avail 

himself of their advantages. To put the case 

in a familiar form, a plain education in Scotland 

costs about threepence a week; a classical 

education about sixpence! There is nothing 

eleemosynary in the constitution of these 

schools. Tlie education which they afford is 

the right of every Scotchman, and all classes 

resort to them without scruple. As to the 

eleemosynary idea, I quote the remark of 

Canon Moseley, who, recently at the Church 

Congress, advocated the introduction of the 

Scotch educational system into England. **The 

education of every member of parliament," 

he said, "has been in some degree eleemo- 

synary, and had it not been so it would not 

have been so good." And he adds, with equal 

trutlK that every class in England has help with 

its education, except the middle class. 

At fifteen or sixteen yearaof age— sometimes | ■

earlier— a Scotch boy is ready to go to college ; 

but supposing him to be the son of very poor 

parents^ how is he to be sent there ? how is he 

to be maintained there? Hitherto, while at- 

tending the parochiid school, he has lived at 

home, sharing the poor and often scanty fare 

provided for tne family ; but now, when he goes 

to Aberdeen, he will need a lodging; he will 

have to pay money everv day for his food; he 

will require to dress better than at home; 

he will be under the obligation to purchase a 

gown; and his fees will be eigiit times the 

amount of those of the parochial scliool. A 

glance at the constitution and endowments of 

the Scottish Universities will show how the 

humblest of the Scottish youth, witliHttle or no 

means of their own, are enabled to go to college 

and maintain themselves there, until, at the end 

of four years, they step forth into the vride arena 

of the world, armed at all points for the battle 

of life. While English youths of the same class 

sigh for one single helping hand to be held out 

to them, the Scotch youths are embarrassed b^ 

a number of helping hands, and their only diffi- 

culty sometimes is which to choose. Every- 

thing in Scotland has conspired to afford oppor- 

tunities of education. The King's College and 

University of Aberdeen was instituted by the 

Pope of Kome at the instance of James the 

Third ; Marischd Gollee;e and University was a 

child of the Eeformatioo* The one was en- 

dowed by the CathoKc Cliurch, the other was 

founded on its ruins, and nourished upon its 

spoils. Happen what would, the Scottrah youth, 

as regards ecnication, was idways a gainer. The 

anxiety of the people to build and endow schools 

and colleges, amounted almost to a mama, and 

everj change of government or religion, though 

it might create a revolution in other affairs, 

only tended to give further impetus to the pro- 

gress of edueation. Hie Pope, Episcopacy, John 

Knox, Oliver Ch)mwell, all tne contending 

political and ecclesiastical elements of more 

than three centuries, combined to favonr the 

cause which Scotchmen had so much at heart. 

Men of wealth and learning seemed to live with 

no other purpose than to die and leave their 

possessions to be •'mortified*' for the benefit of 

schools and colkges. Many mortified a portion 

of their estates during their lifetime; some 

favouring King"^ College, others Marischal's. 

[Until the year 5869, the two colleges were 

separate and distinct uiuversities, eacn having 

its own set of professors, its own bursaries, ana 

its own complete curriculum of study. The 

union of the two was effected in direct opposi- 

tion to the wishes of the Scottbh people, by 

the influence in parliament of half a dozen per- 

verse individuals, who daimed, without any 

warranty whatever, to rqi^esent the interests of 

their countrymen. The red gowns are no longer 

to be seen in the quadrangle of Harisehal's ; its 

class rooms are vacant (except such as are occu- 

pied by students of medicine), its corridors 

silent. And so it is that I have come back to 

mourn over the irrave of my Alma Mater.l 

While the colleges were thus endowed with ■
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lands and grants of money, similar bequests and 

mortifications were constantly being made to 

provide scholarships or bursaries, as they are 

called in Scotland, for the students. Some 

were handed over in trust to the college, to be 

offered to the competition of ail comers ; others 

were devised to the members of certain families, 

or persons of a certain name, or were placed at 

(he disposal of professors, ministers, or magis- 

trates of towns. The deeds of "mortification" 

executed by Highland lairds are written in quite 

a regal style. Thus McLitosh, or Mclvor " of 

that ilk," begins with We, and goes on to dis- 

pense 80 many merks, or pounds Scots, to found 

a bursary, to be presented by the lairds of that 

ilk to youths of tneir name or ckn. Many bur- 

saries liaye been founded for the benefit of any 

youth bearing a certain name; and such bur- 

saries may be enjoyed at one time by the son of 

a laird, and at another by a cow-boy. Some 

have been left without any conditions as to 

name or clanship. As, for example. Sir John 

McPherson bequeathed two thousand five hun- 

dred pounds of his Camatic stock to afford an 

annual bursary to any Highland student who 

might be selected to receive it. And this he 

did in gratitude for the education which he re- 

ceived at the University of Old Aberdeen. The 

bursaries range in amount from five pounds per 

annum to thirty pounds. Thus it happens tnat 

a poor Scotch boy has several strings to his 

Apollonic bow. He can go out to Aberdeen 

and enter for the general competition, or it may 

be that his name is Mackenzie, or Mac-what> 

not, and a bursary is his by right; or he may 

have interest with some patron, or he may be 

entitled to a scholarship simply because he is 

the native of a certain parish. A lad will some- 

times go out to Aberdeen with a presentation 

bursary in his pocket, enter the general com- 

~)etition, and wm another. He is not allowed, 

iowever, to retain two, and being obliged to 

relinquish one, he, of course, relinquishes the 

one of lesser value. ■

The original constitution of the Scotch col- 

leges was monastic; that is to say, the students 

lived within the precincts of the college, took 

their meals at a common table, and were con- 

stantly under the government and discipline of 

the college officers. This system was abolished 

more tlucn two centuries ago, and the students 

now reside where they please, being only ame- 

nable to college authority during the hours of 

study. This plan is mucn more convenient for 

students of limited means, whose poverty will 

sometimes afford them no better loaging tnan a 

garret. Professor Blackie, who was Professor 

of the Latin Humanity in my time at Maris- 

chal*s, used to tell a story of a Highland student 

who was charged by his fellows with having so 

far desecrated the academic gown, as to have 

perambulated the streets with a barrow and 

cried "Haties." The Highlander admitted 

hawking the potatoes, but denied desecrating 

the gown. He had been careful to put off his 

gown while he cried 'taties. The curriculum of 

study at Aberdeen extends over four years, at ■

■

the end of which time the student, if he can 

pass the examination, receives the degree of 

Master of Arts, when he proudly writes A.M. 

(not M.A., as in England) after his name. ■

(And here, I opine, as in the pronunciation 

of the vowels, the Scotch are classically correct, 

and the EngL'sh wrong.) ■

The first session is devoted to Greek and 

Latin ; the second to Greek and Latin, with 

the addition of mathematics and natural history ; 

during the third session, the classics are sub- 

ordinate to mathematics and natural philosophy ; 

and in the fourth the students, while continuing 

the study of mathematics, devote a portion c« 

their time to moral philosophy and logic. The 

matriculation examination is a very easy one ; 

and there is seldom an instance of a boy being 

rejected. It is enough to be able to translate 

and construe a chapter in CsssaPs Commenta> 

ries. Less Greek is looked for, and if a boy 

have some acquaintance with *'tupto," be wili ■

f>ass. I believe the standard has oeen raised a 

ittle lately, and perhaps this was necessary for 

the credit of the university. It is possible, 

however, without going far in this direction, to 

go too far. The very essence of the Scotch 

universities are their applicability to the wants 

of the middle and humbler classes. If the ma- 

triculation examination were raised so much as 

to require the poor student to spend another 

year at the parochial school, there is no doubt 

that many lads would not be able to go to the 

university at all. ■

Student life in Aberdeen runs in a very quiet 

current. If it were not that the lads wear 

scarlet gowns, their existence in the commu- 

nity womd scarcely be observed. The majority 

of them are poor, and they have neither the 

means nor the inclination to indulge in the 

roystering kind of life which prevaus at the 

English universities. They are all more or less 

impressed with the importance of making the 

roost of their time and opportunities. They do 

not forget that they have fathers and mothers at 

home, who have exercised self-denial, and made 

great efforts to send them there ; nor are they 

unmindful of the honour of the parochial school 

at which they received the elements of their 

education. Above all, they have an ambition 

to rise in life, and be something better than 

their forefathers. ■

The expenses of the five months' session at 

Aberdeen are exceedingly moderate. A student 

may lodge pretty comfortably for five shillings 

a week; for this sum he can rent a large room, 

with a recess in the comer for his box-bed. 

The fees to the professors amount to no more 

than seven or eight pounds for the whole session. 

Food is comparatively cheap in Aberdeen, and 

much is done upon oatmeal and fish. A boy, 

with a bursary of twenty-five pounds, can pay 

all bis expenses for the session, including the 

fees. Those who have less, receive what assist- 

ance their friends can afford, and this assistance 

generally takes the form of a box (sent in 

monthly by the carrier), containing oatmeal, 

fowls eggs, &c. What wouidra fine gentleman ■
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of Oxford or Cambridge say to the daily life of 

the humble student ofAberdeen ? A breakfast 

of porridge and milk, to begin the day; then 

away through the- streets, in a red cloak, with a 

strapfal of oooks at his side; four hours of 

Greek and Latin ; a sliort interval for dinner 

(consisting rather often of tea, with a haddock), 

back again in the red cloak to more dead lan- 

guages and dry mathematics ; andtlien the even- 

ing spent at home, getting up the tasks for the 

next day. Few of the stucfents can afford to 

have the assistance of private tutors, and it is 

often very hard work for the young students, 

whose preliminary education has been conducted 

in a hurry, to keep pace with the progress of the 

classes. I should mention that the salaries of 

the professors range from three hundred to six 

hunared pounds a year. ■

The education received at the Universitv of 

Aberdeen is not as high as that of Oxford or 

Cambridge ; but the chief reason of this is the 

early age at which the students are allowed to 

matriculate. A lad who goes to college at 

fourteen is necessarily but little advanced in 

learning, and with the same opportunities for 

the next four years, it is not to be expected 

that he will come out at eighteen with the same 

amount of knowledge as an Oxford or Cam- 

bridge man of three or four-and-twenty. Still the 

Aberdeen universities have produced some very 

sound and accomplished scholars. On four 

occasions in succession lately, the highest bo- 

nours of Cambridge have heen carried off by 

Aberdeen students. ■

Scotland has done all this upon a little oat- 

meal. Could not England do something of the 

kind upon her roast beef and plum-pudaing ? ■

From Aberdeen, I betook myself further north- 

ward by a railway which has only a single line 

of rails. This is a peculiarity of all niilways 

running north of the Granite City. They haye 

been constructed with a due regard to economy, 

but with little regard to speed. The distance 

from Aberdeen- to Banff is only forty-six miles, 

and the journey occupies more than three hours. 

I have a very strong impression that the Scotch 

are not so enterprising at home as they are 

abroad. There is lack of spirit shown in making 

shift with a single line of rails on the great high- 

way which connects the capital of the lowlands 

with the capital of the highlands. Like want of 

enterprise is manifested in minor matters. At In- 

veramsay there is a junction, where the trains 

going north wait for the trains coming south, 

and yice versa. Tliis dehiy in both journeys is 

caused by the single line arrangement. But 

at this junction, where passengers are waiting 

at all hours of the day, there is no refreshment- 

room. Is this being canny, and having a keen 

eye to business ? At eyery turn in this country, 

so celebrated for its thrift, and industry, and love 

of the bawbees, I notice many little opportunities 

of making money, which the people neglect, either 

because they don't see them, or because they 

despise them. Here, at this junction, where I am ■

kicking my heels for half an hour, I want a bottle 

of ale, and I cannot haye it ; I want a newspaper, 

and I cannot have it ; I want a time-table, and 

I cannot even have that. ■

There is another peculiarity of these northern 

railways. There are only two classes of car- 

riages, first and third. There is no second class. 

I have a theory that this arrangement corresponds 

with the state of Scotch society. There are 

only two classes in Scotland, the upper classes, 

and another class immediately below them. 

The distinction which the Scotch railways make 

has reference to means, not to station. Those who 

travel third class in Scotland are equal in re- 

spectability and intelligence to the middle class 

of England ; but they are not so well able to pay 

the middle class fare. Third class is merely 

written on the doors of the carriages to meet the 

proyision of the act of parliament for carrying 

passengers at a penny a mile. When I go north 

of Aberdeen, I prefer to trayel by the third class. 

Your first class Scotchman is a yery solemn 

person, yery reserved, yery mucb occupied in 

maintaining his dignity, and while saying little, 

appearing to claim to think the more. The people 

whom you meet in the third-class carriages, on the 

other hand, are extremely firee. There is no re- 

serve about them whatever. They begin to talk, 

the moment they enter the carriage, about the 

crops, the latest news, anything that may occur 

to them. And they are loll of humour and 

jocularity. ■

My fellow-passengers on this journey were small 

farmers, artisans, clerks, and fishermen. They 

discussed everything, politics, literature, religion, 

agriculture, and even scientific matters, not in 

the heavy style of the Mutual Association for 

the Diffusion of Usefdl Knowledge, but in a 

light and airy spirit of banter and fun. An old 

fellow, whose hands claimed long acquaintance 

with the plough, gave a whimsical description of 

the parting of the Athmtic telegraph cable, 

which set the whole carriage in a roar. ■

" Have you ony shares in it, Sandy P" said one. ■

"Na, na," said Sandy. "I've left off specu- 

latin' since my wife took to wearing crinolines. 

I canna afford it noo«" ■

"Eat d'ye think of the rinderpest, Sandy P" 

inquired another. ■

" Weel, I'm thmking that if my coo taks it, 

Tibbie and me winna ha' muckle milk to our tay." ■

The knotty question of Predestination came 

up, and could not be settled. When the train 

stopped at the next station, Sandy said : ■

" Bide a wee, there's a Doctor o' Deveenity 

in ane o' the first-class carriages. I'll gang and 

ask him fat he thinks aboot it." And out Sandy 

got to consult the doctor. We could see him 

parleying with the eminent divine over the car- 

riage door, and presently he came running back, 

just as the train was starting, and was bundled 

in neck and crop by the guard. ■

" Weel, Sandy," said his oppugner on the Pre- 

destination question, " did the doctor o' de- 

veenity gie you his opinion?" ,qq1^ ■
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"Ay, did W . ■

" And £Kt did he saj aboot it ?" ■

" Weei» he jnai said he didnaksa and he didna 

care." ■

The noitoii of a doctor of divinity Mther 

keiming nor earing about the highly important 

doctrine cf Predestination^ so ticlded the ianoy of 

the company, that they went into fits of laughter. ■

A fieotcUmaa is nerer surprised at anything, 

and soon gets used to a change of circoantanoeB. 

M^e him a king to-day, and to^norrow he will 

feel that he has been a king ail his bfe. Here 

uraa this auld carl Saady, who had never seen a 

railway until he was half a oentury old, eom- 

. plaining of the slowness of the travelling. After 

havmg expressed many wishes for a bottle of Bass, 

and kaviag teetiously reproached the directors 

for not laying Bass on in pipes for the free use 

of the passengers, he launched into a severe criti- 

cism of the engineering skill which could devrse 

nothing better than a locomotive. And Sandy 

Qonduded by wondering " when they were going 

to blaw us through pipes." ■

When Bandy seemed to have exhausted him- 

self one of the young men (eridently a shop-lad) 

took up a book, and begaa to read. ■

"Eat hake's that you've gotf" said Sandy. ■

" It's a woik by Laurenee Stone,'^ said the 

youth, rather pompously, evidently thinking that 

Sandy had never heard of Laorenoe Sterne. ■

"Ay, ay," said Sandy ; " wisn'a he the chiel 

that grat ower a deed cuddy, while he was leav- 

ing luis puir auld mither to stecve f Maybe if s 

Tristram Shandy you're reading P" ■

The youth, a little abashed, owned that it was. ■

You eannot sit long in a railway carriage in Soot- 

land without being invaded by a missionary, gene- 

rally a semi-derical-looking youth, with a bagful 

cf tracts, who no sooner enters than he takes 

out a book and addfcsses the passengers as 

O my fdenda It is the practioe of these 

emissaries to pass fpom carriage to carriage, so 

that, in the oonrse of the journey, they nay be able 

to bring all the passeagers under the influence of 

the " truth ;** always proceeding* upon the gra- 

tuitous peesumption that nobody knows the 

"truth" but themselves. It farod ill with the 

young evangelist who came into our carriage. 

Sandy immediately tackled him on many afostrase 

points of theological dispute, of whidi the poor 

boy had never heard ; and, following these up with 

a whimsical description of Jonah's adventures 

with the whale, he so far got the best of the con- 

troversy that he caused the missionary to drop 

I his mask of solemnity, and burst into a laugh, in 

spite of himself. ■

And here I take the opportunity to remark 

how frequently Scotch fumiy stories are founded 

i^^n Biblical subjects, and have reference to 

ministers, precentors, and odd things that have 

occuned in church. There are thousands of 

stories current in Scotland about ludicrous mis- 

takes tliat have been made in the pulpit, and 

not a few of them make rather free with the 

personages of sacred history. ■

It is earious how Scotchmen will Scotchify 

the names of petsons, places, and things, which 

were originaBy Scotch. There is no rule for the 

process. Ruthven is called Rdffan, and here we 

are slackening speed at a little town, whidi is 

spdt Turriff, and is adled Turra. Peterhead 

lies on this route— Peterhead, which is known 

throughout the world for its red granite. It is 

also famous in Scotland for its fleet of whalers ; 

and the names of many of its sldppers figure in 

the history of the Ai'otie expeditions. I have 

no inducement to turn aside to Peterhead, and 

hold straight on to Banff. Modem tourists do 

not often take this route, at which I am sur- 

prised ; for the eountiy is exceedingly beautiful, 

and the two little towns cf Banff and Macduff, 

opposite to each other on the shores of a 

lovely bay, with the river Deveron fsdlisg into 

the sea midway between them, present a soenie 

picture which will forcibly remind the taravelier 

of Naples. Like Naples^ Maeduff has a mono- 

tain, though it is not quite so high as Vesuvius, 

and does not send foith fire and satoke, except 

on grand national occasions, when the inha* 

batants cekbrate their joy with a bonfire. 

As bearing out the chissicid character of the 

place, the Hill o' Doon is sumounted by a 

Temple of Venus, ereoted by the late Eari of 

Pife— -who was a worshipper (rfthe goddess, as 

the last generatioti of Londoners may have 

heard. At the foot of this hill, the Deveron 

is spanned by the " bonny Brig o* Banff,* which 

the laddie cam' ower when he left the girl be- 

hind him ; and, away up the valley for miles by 

the Deveron side, stretch the gardens and 

grounds of Duff House, forming one of the most 

beautiful parks in the kingdom. The white 

Brig of Alvah, with its single ai«h, backed by 

towering rod^s, carpeted with fern, and nodd^g 

with the kaf-plumage of the silver birch, is a 

scene in a dream of fairyland. The soeaery of 

the highlands is grand, and stem, and rugged ; 

and the music that swiysps over it is the roar of 

the cataraet, and the thunder of the pines ; but 

here it is soft and sweet, and the breeae comes 

in a breath laden with the fragrance of lowland 

flowers, stirring the leaves gently. The eahn 

beauty of this scene on a summer's day is some- 

thing to be feit-^not described. ■

It is intensely interesting to me, while ap* 

proaching Banff by tiie railway, to look down at 

the old coach road, and think that along that 

very road Dr. Johnson, seated beside Bosw«il, 

in Pracer oiStriehen's cart, made his pilgrimage 

to the same town. ''At night we came to 

Banff," he says, "where I remember nothing 

that particularly claimod my attention." Seeing 

that the doctor came to Banff at night, and went 

away the next rooming early, I don't know how 

he could have seen anything at all but the in- 

terior of the tavern at which he put up. in- 

deed, this is all that he attempts to describe; 

and BO we have this about Banf^ or, as it was 

then called, Bamff: ■

" The art of joinmg squares of glass with lead ■

' Dipized b- ■
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is little used in Scotland^ and in some places is 

totally forgotten. Tbe frames of their windows 

are aU of wood." (Fancy accounting this as a re- 

proach to them, when it only showed that th^ 

were in advance of their time.) "These win- 

dows do not move upon hinges, but are pushed 

up and drawn down in grooves." (There again !} 

Now for a Adl sonorous biast of the trumpet 

"He that would have his window q[)en»must 

hold it with hb hand, unless, what may h% some- 

tunes found among good oontrivers^ there may 

be a nail which he may stick into a hole to keep 

it £ram fiilling." Lest ai^ one should thiak I 

am doing an " imitation of an emineat author/' 

I fac^ to make reference to page 23 of the cele- 

brated " Journey." ■

• Dr. Johnson might haire bad something more 

interesting to tell us. If, fior example, be had 

fpent a ctey at Bamff, be ndgfat Imre disoovwed 

that its sitaatioii was aingularty beantiful; that 

it was one <tf the oldest royal burghs in Scotland ; 

that it was once the site of a Carmelite monastery, 

the history of whose foundation is lost in the 

remote reeesses of tbe past ; that its castle was 

the birthplace and early home of Archbishop 

Sharpe ; imd that it was on its gallow bill that 

Macpherson, the bold outlaw, who *' robbed the 

rich and gave to the poor,*' ** played a tune, and 

Amced it roan' beneath the gtdlows tree." ■

But my heart is full as I *' come back** ower 

the bonny Brig o' Banff, and I can say no more 

at present. ■

FACES ON A BATTLB-HBLD. ■

The celebrated report of Dr. Chesu on the 

mortality caused by war, contains some in- 

teresting information eonceming the appear- 

ances presented l^ some who die a violent aeath 

on the fidd of battle. One sureeon savs that, 

wandering over the battle-field of the Anna, on 

the third day after the fight, he observed with 

astonishment a number of Russian corpses 

whose attitude and expression of countenance 

were precisely those of life. Some did cer- 

tainly present an aspect which showed that 

they had suffered severely just previous to dis- 

solution, but these were few in number compared 

with those who wore a calm and resigned ex- 

pression, as though they had passed away in the 

act of prayer. Others had a smile on their 

faoes, and looked as if they were in the act of 

speaking ; one in particular attracted his special 

attention ; he was lying partly on his side, his 

knees were bent under mm, his hands were 

clasped together and pointing upward, his head 

was thrown back, and he was apparently still 

praying— evidently he was in tbe act of doing so 

at the moment when death laid his hand upon 

bim. Another medical man relates that after the 

battle of Inkerman, the faces of many of the 

dead still wore a smile; while others had a 

threatening expression. Some hy stretched on 

their bacira as if friendly hands had prepared 

them for burial. Some were still resting on ■

one knee, their hands grasping their muskets. 

Li some instances, the cartridge remained be- 

tween the teeth, or the musket was held in 

one hand, and the other was uplifted as though 

to ward off a blow, or appealing to Heaven. 

Hie feces of all were pale, as thoneh cut in 

marble. As tbe wind swept across the battle- 

field it waved the hair, and gave the bodies audi 

an appearance of life, that a spectator could 

hardly help thinking they were about io rise to 

continue tae fight. ■

Another surgeon, describing the appearance 

of the corpses on the fidd of Magenta, says that 

they furnish indubitable proof that man may 

cease to exbt without suffering the least pain. 

Those strait on the bead generally ky with 

their faces on the ground, their limbs retaintag 

the position they were in at the instant they 

were struck, and most of these still held their 

rifles: showing that when a ball entered tbe 

brain it causes such a sudden contraction of the 

muscles that there is not time for the hand to 

loose its hold of the weapon before death. 

Another peculiaritv observed in the ease of those 

who were wounded in the brain, was, the sud- 

denness with which they died even when sus- 

pected to be out of danger. Dun'ng the battle 

of Solferitto, a rifleman was wounded in the bead 

by a ball which passed through the skuU and 

buried itself in the brain. His wound was dressed, 

and he was stretched on straw, with his head 

resting on his knapsack, like his wounded com- 

rades. He retained the full use of his faculties, 

and chatted about his wound, almost with indiffe- 

rence, as he filled his pipe and lav smoking it. 

Nevertheless, before he had fimsned it, death 

came upon him, and be was found lying in tbe 

same attitude, with his pipe still between bis 

teeth. He had never uttered a cry, or given 

any sign that he was suffering pain. ■

In cases where the ball had entered tbe heart, 

nearly the same appearances were presented as 

in the cases of those who had been struck in the 

brain ; death was what we term instantaneous, 

but it was not quite so swift as in the former 

case ; there was generally time for a movement 

in the act of dving. There was a Zouave who 

had been strucK full in the breast ; he was lying 

on his rifle, the bavonct was fixed, and pointing 

in such a way as showed that he was in the act 

of charging when struck. His head was uplifted, 

and his countenance still bore a tlireateninff 

appearance, as if he had merely stumbled and 

fallen, and were in the act of rising again. Close 

by him lay an Austrian foot soldier, with clasped 

hands and upturned eyes, who had died in 

the act of paying. Another foot soldier 

had fallen dead as he was in the act of fighting; 

his fists were closed, one arm was in the act of 

warding off a blow, and the other was drawn 

back in the act of striking. ■

On another battle-field, several French soldiers 

lay in a line, with their bayonets pointing in the 

direction of the foe they were advancing against, 

when a storm of grape mowed them down. On 

the left ^nk of the river Tessin, several 

Austrian olHcers lay dead. Some of them ■
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were remarkable for the noble expression of 

their faces, the extreme neatness of their dress, 

and the cleanliness of their persons. Most of 

them had fair hair, and their countenances bore 

the stamp of calm resignation. The best op- 

portunity of seeing the aspect of the masses who 

died on the field, was when they lay stretched 

beside the trenches which were destined to be 

their final resting-place. ^ So far were their faces 

from presenting the livid appearance and the 

expression of despair which painters are in the 

haoit of producing in pictures of battle-fields, 

that a spectator could hardly help calling to the 

burying parties to wait a httle before covering 

them up. They were so like Life. ■

HALF A MILLION OF MONEY. ■

BT THB AUTROS OF " BARBARA'S BI8T0BT." ■

CHAPTEB LXX. HK. GBBATOKEX IN SEJlRCH OP 

AN INVESTMENT. ■

While Saxon and his friend were yachting 

and fighting, and London was yet full to over- 

flowing, and Francesco Secondo was still, to all 

appearance, firmly seated on his throne, Mr. 

Laurence Greatorex bent his steps one brilliant 

July morning in the direction of Chancery-lane, 

and paid a visit to William Trefalden. ■

He had experienced some little difficulty in 

making up his mind to this step ; for it was an 

exceedingly disagreeable one, and required no 

small amount or effort in its accomplishment. 

He had seen and avoided the lawyer often 

enough during the last two or three months ; 

but he had never spoken to him since that affair 

of the stopped cheque. ^ His intention had been 

never to exchange civil speech or salutation 

with William Trefalden agam ; but to hate him 

heartily, and manifest his natred openlv, all the 

days of his life. And he would have done this 

uncompromisingly, if his regard for Saxon had 

not come in the waj. But ne liked that young 

fellow with a genuine liking (just as he hated 

the lawyer with a genuine hatred), and, cost 

what it might, he was determined to serve him. 

So, having thought over their last conversation 

--^that conversation which took place in the 

train, between Portsmouth and London ; having 

looked in vain for the registration of any com- 

pany which seemed likely to be the one referred 

to ; having examined no end of reports, pro- 

spectuses, lists of directors, and the like, he re- 

aolved, despite his animosity and his reluctance, 

to see William Trefalden face to face, and try 

what could be learned in an interview. ■

Perhaps, even in the very suspicion which 

prompted him to look after Saxon's interests, 

despite Saxon's own unwillingness to have them 

looked after, there may have been a lurking hope, 

a half-formed anticipation of something hke 

vengeance. If William Trefalden was not acting 

quite fairly on Saxon Trefalden's behalf, if there 

should prove to be knavery or laxity in some 

particular of these unknown transactions, would 

it not be quite as sweet to expose the defrauder 

as to assist the defrauded? ■

Laurence Greatorex did not plainly tell him- 

self that he was actuated by a double motive in 

what he was about to do. Men of his stamp 

are not eiven to analysing their own thoughts 

and feenngs. Keen-sighted enough to detect 

the hidden motives of others, thev prefer to 

make the best of themselves, ana habitually 

look at their own acts from the most favourable 

point of view. So the banker, having made up 

nis mind to accept the disagreeal)le side of hu 

present undertaking, complacently ignored that 

which might possibly turn out to he quite the 

reverse, and persuaded himself, as he walked up 

Fleet-street, that he was doing something almost 

heroic in the cause of friendship. ■

He sent in his card, and was shown at onoe 

to William Trefalden's private room. ■

"Good morning, Mr. Trefalden,'' said h% 

with that noisy affectation of ease that Sk 

Charles Burgoyne so especially disliked; " voa 

are surprised to see me liere, I don't doubt.'' ■

But William Trefalden, who would have 

manifested no surprise had Laurence Greatorex 

walked into his room in lawn sleeves and a 

mitre, only bowed, pointed to a seat, and re- 

plied : ■

*' Not at all. I am happy to see you, Mr. 

Greatorex." ■

" Thanks." And the banker sat down, and 

placed his hat on the table. *'Any news from 

Norway?" ■

" From my cousin Saxon P No. At present 

not any." ■

•'Really?" ■

''I do not expect him to write to me." ■

"Not at all?" ■

" Wh^, no~or, at all events, not more than 

once during his absence. We have exchanged 

no promises on the score of correspondence; 

and I am no friend to letter- writing, unless on 

business." ■

" You are quite right, Mr. Trefalden. Mere 

letter-writing is well enough for school-girls and 

sweethearts ; but it is a delusion and a snare to 

those who have real work on their hands. One 

only needs to look at a shelf of Horace Wal pole's 

Correspondence to know that the man was an 

idler and a trifier all his life." ■

Mr. Trefalden smiled a polite assent. ■

" But I am not here this morning to discourse 

on the evils of pen and ink," said Greatorex. 

"I have come, Mr. Trefalden, to ask your 

advice." ■

" Yon shall be welcome to the best that my 

experience can offer," replied the lawyer. ■

"Much obliged. Betore ffoing any farther, 

however, I must take you a little way into my 

confidence." ■

Mr. Trefalden bowed. ■

" You must know that I have a little private ■

Eroperty. Not much — only a few thousands ; 
ut, litue as it is, it is my own; and is not in- 

vested in the business. 

Mr. Trefalden was all attention. 

"It is not invested in the business," repeated 

the banker ; " and 1 do not choose that it should 

be. I want to keep it apart— snug— safe— ■
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bandy— wholly and solely at my own disposal. 

You understand ?'* ■

Mr. Tre&lden, with a furtive smile, replied 

that he understood perfectly. ■

'* Nor is this all. I have expensive tastes, 

expensive habits, expensive friends, and there- 

fore I want all I can get for my money. Till 

lately I have been lending it at — ^well, no matter 

at how much per cent ; but now it's just been 

thrown upon my hands again, and I am looking 

out for a fresh investment." ■

Mr. Trefalden, leaning back in his chair, was, 

in truth, not a little perplexed by the frailness 

with which Laurence Greatorex was placing 

these facts before him. However, he listened 

and smiled, kept his wonder to himself, and 

waited for what should come next. ■

"After this preface," added Greatorex, "I 

suppose I need scarcely tell you the object of 

my visit." ■

"I have not yet divined it," replied the 

lawyer. ■

'* I want to know if you can help me to an 

investment." ■

Mr. Trefalden made no secret of the surprise 

with which he heard this request. ■

"/help you to an investment!" he repeated. 

"My dear sir, you amaze me. In matters of 

that kind, you must surely be far better able to 

help yourself than I am to help you." ■

Upon my soul, now, I don't see that, Mr. 

Trefalden." ■

"Nay, the very nature of your own busi- 

ness . . • ." ■

"This is a matter which I am anxious to 

keep apart from our business — altogether apart," 

interrupted Mr. Greatorex. ■

"I quite understand that; but what I do 

not understand is, that you, a banker, should 

apply to me, a lawyer, for counsel on a point 

of this kind." ■

" Can you not understand that I may place 

more reliance on your opinion than on my own F" ■

Mr. Trefalden smilea polite incredulity. ■

"My dear Mr. Greatorex," he replied, "it is 

as if J were to ask your opinion on a point of 

common law." ■

Laurence Greatorex laughed, and drew his 

chair a few inches nearer. ■

"Well, Mr. Trefalden," he said, "I will be 

quite plain and open with you. Sui)posing, 

now, that I had good reason for believing that 

you could help me to the Very thing of which I 

am in search, would it then be strange if I 

came to you as I have come to-day P" ■

"Certainly not; but . . . ." ■

"Excuse me— I have been told something 

that leads me to hope you can nut a fine in- 

vestment in my way, if you will taxe the trouble 

to do so." ■

" Then T regret to say that you have been 

told wrongly.'*^ ■

"But my informant ....'* ■

"— was in error, Mr. Greatorex. I have 

nothing of the kind in my power— absolutely 

nothing." ■

"Isit possible?" ■

" So possible, Mr. Greatorex, that, had I five 

thousand pounds of my own to invest at tliia 

moment, I should be compelled to seek precisely 

such counsel as you have just been seeking 

from me." ■

The banker leaned across the table in such a 

manner aa to brinff his face within a couple of 

feet of Mr. Trefalden's. ■

"But what about the new Company P" said 

he. ■

The lawyer's heart seemed suddenly to stand 

still, and for a moment— just one moment— his 

matchless self-possession was shaken. He felt 

himself change colour. He scarcely dared trust 

himself to speak, lest his voice should betray 

him. ■

Greatorex's eyes flaahed with triumph ; but 

the lawyer recovered his presence of mind as 

quickly as he had lost it. ■

"Pardon me," he said, coldly; "bat to what 

company do you allude P" ■

"To what company should I allude, except 

the one in which you nave invested your cousin 

Saxon's money P" ■

Mr. Trefalden looked his questioner haughtily 

in the face. ■

" You Ubour under some mistake, Mr. Greato- 

rex," he said. "In the first place, you are 

referring to some association with which I am 

unacquainted . . "". ." ■

"But . . . ." ■

" And in the second place, I am at a loss to 

understand how my cousin's affairs should pos- 

sess any interest for you." ■

"A first-rate speculation posseoses the very 

strongest interest for me," replied the banker. ■

Mr. Trefalden shrugged his shoulders signi- 

ficantly. ■

"The law, perh»ps, has made me over-cau- 

tious," said he ; " but I abhor the very name 

of speculation." ■

"And yet, if I understood your cousin 

rightly, his money has been invested in a spe- 

culation," persisted Greatorex. ■

Tlie lawyer surveyed his visitor with a calm 

hauteur that made Greatorex fidget in his chair. ■

"I cannot tell," said he, "how far my cou- 

sin, in his iterance of money matters, may 

have unintentionally misled you upon this point ; 

but I must be permitted to put you right in 

one particular. Saxon Tretalaen has certainly 

not speculated with his fortune, because I should 

no more counsel him to speculate than he would 

speculate without my counsel. I trust I am 

sufficiently explicit." ■

" Exphcit enough, Mr. Trefalden, but . . . . " ■

The lawyer looked up inquiringly. ■

"But disappointing, you see— confoundedly 

disappointing. I made sure, after what he had 

told me . . . ." ■

" May I inquire what my cousin did tell you, 

Mr. Greatorex P" ■

"Certainly. He said you had invested a 

large part of his property, and the whole of 

your own, in the shares of some new company, 

the name and objects of which were for the 

present to he kept strictly private." ■

nirjiti^QH Ij^ ■
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"No more— «xeept that it waft to be the 

most brflliant thbf^ of the day." ■

Mr. Tie&lden smiled. ■

" Poor boyl" he said. " What a droll mistake 

•—and yet how like him !'* ■

Seemg him so unniffled and amnsed, the City 

man's belief in the success of his owa scheme 

was momentarily staggered. He bc^an to think 

he had made no such capital discovery after 

all. ■

"I hope yon mean to share the joke, Mr. 

Trefalden/' he said* imeasi^. ■

"Willing^. As is always the case in these 

misapprehensions, Saxon was a little right and 

a good deal wrong in his story. His money has 

been lent to a eompany on first-rate eeeuntjr— 

not invested in shares, or embarked in any kind 

of speculation. I am not at liberty to name the 

company — it is sufficient that he eould nowhere 

have found more satisfactorjf debtors." ■

" I suppose, then, there is no chance in the 

same direction for oatsiders P'* ■

"My cousin has advanced, I believe^ as much 

as the company desires to borrow." ■

" Humph !— just my luck. Well, I am much 

obliged to you, Mr. Trefalden." ■

" Not in the least. I only regret that I can 

be of no service to you, Mr. Greatorex." ■

They rose simultaneously^' and, as they did 

so, each read mistrust in the other's eyes. ■

'' Does he really want an investment P " 

thought the lawyer; ''or is it a mere seheme 

of detection from first to last P" ■

"Has he caught scent of my little gameP" 

the banker asked himself; " and is this plausible 

story nothing, after all, but a clever invention P" ■

These, however, were questions that could 

not be asked, much less answered ; so, Laurence 

Greatorex and William Trefalden parted civilly 

enough, and hated each other more heartily 

than ever. ■

There was one, however, who witoesaed their 

parting, and took note thereof^— one who marked 

the expression of the banker's face as he left the 

office, the look <^ dismay on William Trefalden's 

as he returned to his private room. That keen 

observer was Mr. Keckwitch ; and Mr. Keck- 

witch well knew how to turn his quick appre- 

hension to acoount. ■

GHAPTEB T.TTT THE GREAT GOMMEECIAL 

AUTHORITY. ■

The young men bad no difficulty in finding 

the mansion of Mr. Melchisedek. It was a large, 

white. Oriental- looking house, with inuumer- 

able lattices, a fountain playing in the court- 

yard, and a crowd of Nubian and Egyptian 

servants in rich Eastern dresses lounging about 

the gates. ■

Tvlien Saxon inquired for the master of the 

house, a grave Armenian in a long dark robe 

and lofty cap stepped forward and conducted 

the visitors across the court-yard, through a long 

corridor, and into a small room furnished Hke a 

European oounting-house. Here they were re- ■

ceived by a gentlemanly person seated before a 

large desk covered with papers. ■

"Mr. Melchisedek, I presume P" said Saxou. ■

The gentleman at the desk smiled^ and shook 

his head. ■

" I am Mr. Melchiaedek'a secretary," he re- 

plied. "At your service.'* ■

"I particularly wish to see Mr. Melchisedek 

himself," said Saxon, '*if he will oblige me with 

five muiutes' conversation." ■

The secretary smiled again; much as a vizier 

might smile at the request of a stranger who 

asked to see the sultan. ■

*' If you will do me the favour to state the 

nature of your business," said he, " I will ac- 

quaint Mr. Melchisedek with the particulars. 

He may then, perhaps, grant you an inter- 

view." ■

So Saxon explained aU about the inquiries 

which he was anxious to make, and the secretary, 

taking their cards with him, left the young men 

for a few minutes to themselres. ■

"The Commercial Authority seems to be a 

mighty man in the land," said Lord Gastle« 

towers. ■

"The Commercial Authority has a prinedj 

ffardcn," replied Saxon, lookLog out of the win- 

dow upon a maze of gorgeous flower-beds^ 

clumps of sycamores and palm^ and alleys oC 

shade \vy cvpress-trecs. ■

^Trinoefy, iadeed !" said the Earl ; and quoted 

a line or two of Tennyson : ■

** A nalm of ploasaimoe^ many a aound, ■

And many a ahadow-cheqaer*d lairn ■

FoiU of the city's sUUy sound, ■

And deep myrrh-^hickets bowing XDiuLd, ■

The stately cedar, tamarisks, ■

Thick rosaries of scented thorn, ■

Tall orient shrubs, and obelisks ■

Graveo with emblons of the time, ■

In honour of the golden prime 

Of good Haroun Alraschid ! ■

—by tlie way, Trefalden, what if the Commercial 

Authority keeps the Persian girl ' with argent- 

lidded e^es' hidden up behuxl yonder lattioes?" ■

At this moment the door aoftly re-opaied» 

and, instead of the secretary, the Armenian 

appeared. ■

He bowed almost to the ^und, and re- 

quested the effendis to follow hinu ■

Up a broad flight of marble steps they went, 

and through a long suite of rooms magnificently 

furnished m a semi-Oriental style, with divans 

and hangings, carpets in which the foot sank 

noiselessly, statues, massive bronzes, ornamental 

clocks, and large paintings in heavy Italian 

flames. Having lea them through five of these 

stately reception^ooms, the Armenian paused 

at the entrance to the sixth, held the Tclvet 

curtain aside, and stood back to let them pass. ■

A spacious room, still more Oriental, and, if 

possible, still more costly in its decorations, 

opened before them. The windows admitted 

the last crimson light of the setting sun. The 

air was heavy with a mixed perfume of orange- 

blossoms and roses, and the scented fumes of 

Turkish tobacco. ■

Cr ■
u i g i t i izoa ^ ■
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As the younjc men entered, a gaimt figure 

clothed a>l in white rose from a sofa at the 

upper end of the room, and stood to receive 

them. ■

This was Mr. Melchisedek. ■

The great Commercial Authority was, beyond 

doubt, a very extraordinary-looking individual. 

He was a Jew, pur et simple. It needed bo 

ethnologist to see that. A Jew of marked 

Arabian type, with deep-set fiery eres, a com- 

plexion almost the colour of a RoiLurgh bind- 

ing, a hi^h, narrow, intellectual forehead, and a 

'' sable-ailvered" beard and moustache. He 

wore a crimson fez, and a suit of fine white 

linen, that shone all over like the richest satin. 

The buttons of his coat and waistcoat were also 

of linen; but in his shirt he wore three superb 

brilliants, and Uie long, slender browA hand 

which held his chibouque was all ablaze with 

jewels. ■

Handing this chibouque to one of four gpi- 

geously attired Nubian slaves that stood behind 

his sofa, Mr. Melchisedek inclined his head, 

pointed to a couple of divans, and said, in the 

tone of a sovereign giving audience : ■

" Gentlemen, you are welcome." ■

^es and coiroe were then brought round in 

the Eastern fashion, and for some minutes the 

trio smoked and sipped in silence. ■

Mr. Melchisedek was tlie first to speak. ■

" May I inquire," he said, ** which gentleman 

I am to address as Mr. Trefalden ?" ■

"Myself, if you please," replied Saxon, 

bluntly. ■

The Commercial Authority removed Iiis pipe 

from his lips, and looked at him with some 

appearance of interest. ■

" I know your name well, Mr. Trefalden," he 

said. " You came lately into the possession of 

a fortune founded one hundred years ago.*' ■

" I did," replied Saxon, laughingly. " But I 

did not expect to find that fact known in 

i^t." ■

"AH remarkable financial facts are known 

among financial men," replied Mr. Melchisedek ; 

" and the fame of the Trefalden legacy has been 

considerable." ■

Hereupon he resumed his pipe, and a second 

round of coffee made its appearance. ■

Saxon and Castletowers exchanged glances. 

The semi-Oriental gravity of the man, the pecu- 

liarities of his appearance, the pacha-Uke splen- 

dour of his palace, and the train of slaves aoout 

the place, amazed and amused them. ■

In obedience to a sign from the Earl, Saxon 

left Mr. Melchisedek to conduct the conversa- 

tion according to his own pleasure. ■

Presently the Nubians removed the coffee- 

cups and brought round a silver bowl of rose- 

wafcer« and three embroidered napkins. The 

guests dipped their fingers in the one, and dried 

them on toe others. The slaves then closed the 

lattices, lit the lamps, and withdrew. ■

They were no sooner gone than Mr. Melchi- 

sedek turned to Saxon, and said : ■

" If I understand my secretary aright, Mr. 

Trefaldm, you have been informed that a second ■

Anglo-Indian Company, calling itself tlie Ne^ 

Overland Route Company, has lately been incor 

porated ; and you wish to know whether thai 

information be correct P" ■

"Not precisely," replied Saxon, "for I have 

reason to know that such a oompany has actuallj 

been formed ; but . . . •" ■

" May I inauire what that reason is P** said 

Mr. Melchiseaek. ■

" I have taken shares in iL" ■

"Will you permit me to see your deben- 

tures P" ■

" I have none — ^that ia tb say, they are doubt- 

less in the care of my lawyer. He takes charge 

of all my papers, and transacts all my busi- 

ness," ■

Mr. Meldiisedek looked at Saxon with some- 

thing like a grim smile hovering about the 

corners of his mouth, and said in his oracuki 

tone: ■

" Sir, (here is no such oompany." ■

"But " ■

" There is no such oompany. All joint-stoclc 

companies must be publicly registered as the 

act directs. They do not exist as companies tiU 

that registration has taken place, an4 being 

registered, the^ become ca{>abie of legally carry- 

ing on the business for which they are formed, 

according to the provisions of their deeds oJ 

settlement. No such companv as this New 

Overland Route Company has been registered 

in England or elsewhere —consequently, no such 

company exists." ■

Saxon changed colour, and was silent. ■

Mr. Melchisedek touched a ailver bell, and 

the Armenian chamberlain presented himsell 

upon the threshold. ■

"My volume of maps," said the master, 

Uconically. ■

The Armenian vanished ; but presently reap, 

peared with a huge folio, which Mj. Melchisedek 

opened at the Eastern Hemisphere. ■

" Be so good, MJr. Trefalden," said he, " as 

to show ifle this supposititious route." ■

Saxon drew his nnger along the map from 

Marseilles^ through the Straits of Messina, to 

Sidon on the coast of Syria; from Sidon to 

Palmyra; from Palmyra sdong the valley of the 

Euphrates, down the Penian Gulf, and over Ic 

Bombay, He explained the scheme as he pro 

ceeded. It seemed so brilliant, so easy, so per 

feet, that before he came to the end of his com 

mentarv his tone of voice had become auit( 

triumphant^ and aU hb doubts had vanishea. ■

But the great Commercial Authority onlj 

smiled again, more grimly than before. ■

"You have been grossly iinposed upon, Mr 

Trefalden," he said. " No omoes such as ym 

describe have been erected here or ebewher^ 

No surveyors have been sent out. No deputy 

tions have been despatched. The whole trana 

action is less than a bubble — a mere fign^nt o 

the imagination." ■

"But may it not be possible that, withoil 

your knowledge . . • ." ■

" No Oriental undertaking can be set on fo< 

wiUiout my knowle(%e/' replied Mr. MelcU ■
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edek, stiffly. "I employ agents throughout 

he East, whose business it is to keep me in- 

ormed on these subjects." ■

" Good Heavens !" murmured Saxon. *' I do 

lot know how to believe it !" ■

" Besidesj" added the Commercial Authority, 

' the thing is impracticable." ■

« Why 80 P" ■

"In the first place, the obstacles to the 

Euphrates route oy land are innumerable — 

pernaps altogether insurmountable. In the 

secona place, Sidon,^ which is to this scheme 

what Alexandria is to the genuine route, is one 

of the most dangerous points of the Syrian 

coast." ■

"Is that possible?" exclaimed Saxon. "I 

have read of the harbour of Sidon in Homer — 

in the Bible — in ancient and medissral history. 

Surely it is the seaport of Damascus ?" ■

« It was," replied Mr. Melchisedek ; " but it 

has not been a seaport for more than two hun- 

dred years. When the Emir Eakreddin de- 

fended his territonr against the encroachments 

of Amurath the fourth, he filled the harbour 

in order to prevent the Turkish fleet from ap- 

proaching the town. Since that time no vessel 

of size has dared to attempt an entrance." ■

Saxon stood bewildered, with his eyes fixed 

upon the map. ■

"I fear you have been defrauded to a con- 

siderable extent," said Mr. Melchisedek, po 

Utely. ■

" To be defrauded is, I suppose, the lot of 

the ignorant," replied Saxon ; "but it is not so 

much for the money that I care. It is for the — 

the . . . ." ■

"Precisely," said Mr. Melchisedek. "The 

swindle." ■

Saxon shrank from the word as if it stung 

him. ■

"I am very much obliged to you," he said, 

hastily. ■

" Fray do not name it, Mr. Trefalden. I am 

happy to have been useful to you." *. ■

And with this Mr. Melchisedek again touched 

the silver hand-beU, saluted his visitors in stately 

fashion, and remained standing till the Arme- 

nian had ushered them from his presence. ■

Back they went again, through the five mag- 

nificent rooms, down the marble staircase, now 

all ablaze with lamps of quaint and beautiful 

designs, and out across the spacious court-yard. ■

It was now dusk. A delicious breeze was 

blowing off the sea; the Erankish quarter was 

full of promenaders ; and a band was playing in 

Uie great square, before the Ereneh Consulate. ■

But Saxon strode on towards the H6tel de 

fEurope, observmg nothing ; and Castletowers 

bllowed him silently. Not till they were again 

lone in their own sittinf-room did he venture 

d break in upon his friend's meditations. 

' " I am afraid this is a bad business, Trefal- 

ien," he said. ■

"A terrible business !" replied Saxon, lean- 

Ig moodily out of the window. ■

The Earl laid his hand upon the youug fol- 

low's shoulder. ■

" Is your loss very heavy ?" he asked, gentlv- ■

" Nearlyhalf my fortune." ■

" Good Heavens, Trefalden !" ■

Saxon smiled bitterly. ■

"Yes," he replied; "it is a loss not to bo 

counted by thousands, or tens of thousands, or 

hundreds of thousands — but millions. I have 

been robbed of two millions." ■

" But not irrecoverably robbed I You have 

the law to appeal to !" ■

"The law can do nothing for me," replied 

Saxon. ■

"The law can do everything, if one has 

prompt recourse to it. Supposing that these 

swinalers have fled, you can set a hundred detec- 

tives at their heels ; you can hunt them down 

like vermin — you can . . . ." ■

" I tell vou, Castletowers, I can do nothing," 

interrupted Saxon, impatiently. ■

"Why not?" ■

Saxon was silent. ■

"Who laid the scheme before youP Who 

sold you the forged shares ?" ■

Still Saxon made no reply. ■

A foreboding of the truth flashed suddenly 

across Lord Castletowers' mind. ■

" Gracious powers 1" he faltered. " Surely— 

it is not possible— can it be that Mr. Trefal- 

den , , , , ■

" Don't ask me !" said Saxon, passionately ; 

"don't ask me!" ■

Then,, breaking down all at once, he ex- 

claimed : ■

" But oh, it's not the money, Castletowers ! 

it's not the money that I grieve about !" ■

" I understand that," replied the Earl, scarcely 

less a^tated than himself. " Who would have 

conceived that Mr. Trefalden could be so base ?" ■

"My own kinsman — my friend whom I loved 

and trusted!" ■

" The friend whom we all trusted," said the 

Earl. ■

Saxon looked at him with an alarmed, almost 

an imploring, expression— opened his lips, as if 

to speak — cliecked himself, and turned away 

with a heavy sigh. ■

He had now no doubt that his cousin had 

wronged Lord Castletowers of that twenty-five 

thousand pounds ; but he could not bring him- 

self to say what he suspected. Besides, there 

was still a hope .... ■

At all events, he would wait — wait and 

think. ■
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CHAPTER XVm. SOKETHING STRAK6E. ■

The outsides of oiir places of abode teU no 

tales. As we walk down a street in the silent 

night, and pass the dark shut-np houses that 

seem so quiet and secure, we forget how much 

may be going on in each one of them of which 

the outside gives no sort of indication. In one, 

there is sickness — deadly sickness— which can 

have but one termination. In another, the suf- 

ferer is writhing in intolerable pain— to-morrow, 

an eminent surgeon will arrive there to perform 

a ten-ible operation. His carriage will draw up 

here by the kerbstone, and he wUl go in at that 

door to do his fearful work. Here, again, is a 

house where care has taken up his abode, and 

the master lies awake thinking of his pecuniary 

difficulties, and of all those children who are to 

be provided for and brought up. That light in 

the window yonder comes from a room in which 

a young man is drawing his last consumptive 

breath; and that other ^rther down, from the 

chamber of a young girl, who is to be married to- 

morrow, and who is sitting up to write to an 

especial friend the last letter which she will sign 

with her maiden name. ■

But not alone do the outsides of our houses 

fail to tell what is going on within. Even in- 

side, the inhabitants of one room may be entirely 

ignorant of what is going on in another, and that 

other close at hand. You go to an inn to pass 

the night, everything looks bright and gay, the 

waiters bustle about to execute your commands, 

the gas is kindled in the oorridors, the fire bums 

brightly in your bedroom. In the next chamber 

to yours there lies a dead body waiting for inter- 

ment. Further down, in the same corridor, a 

newly-born child has just entered on the scene. 

You know nothing of these things. If matters 

are going well with you, and your mind is free, 

you sleep quietly, and eiyoy your rest. If you 

haye some personid trouble, you are restless and 

depressed, but it is not because of the death, or 

the birth, that you are despondent or cheerful. ■

So was it in the house in Beaumont-street. 

The night passed quietly, and the hours jbuc- 

ceeded each other in undisturbed silence; and 

then the dull, cold, London morning came, with 

a stilkest, at first» almost greater than that of ■

night, and showing a surprising emptiness in 

the street, which also wore a curious bare-swept 

look, which it had not at other times. ■

The policeman, in his beat, came to the comer 

of Beaumont-street, and looked up it and down 

it, and slowly smote his gloved hands together, 

for it was somewhat cold. He was not wanted. 

There was nothing going on, and there were no 

servsmt-maids about at this time to talk to. A 

very ill-looking cat was picking its steps across 

the street. He looked, and was, a bad subject, 

no doubt ; a cat which was up all night as a habit, 

and made unearthly noises under people's win- 

dows. But it was impossible to take him up for 

that, so the policeman only clapped his hands 

louder than before to startle the beast, which, 

however, he did not succeed in doing, the cat 

being a wily London one, and a sufficiently accu- 

rate judge of distances ta know that the police- 

man was too far ofP to do him an injury. If it 

had been a boy with a stone, I don't say— that 

would have been different. ■

The policeman and the cat— types, respec- 

tively, of order and disorder, of respectability 

and scampishness— had the street to themselves 

at this time. Soon they had both disappeared, 

the cat down his own area steps, the poHceman 

round the corner on the way to other parts of 

his beat;' and the street was bare again. Then 

an empty cab came mmbling and rattling along 

on its way to the stables, the horse dead-beat, 

stumbling at every step, the driver more than 

half asleep, but mechanically giving the reins a 

jerk at every stumble. After this, there was 

total stagnation again, till the inevitable little 

man, who is going somewhere early, appeared. 

Of course, he came, as he always does, briskly up 

the area steps of one of the houses, closing the 

gate carefully after him, stepping along with ex- 

ceeding briskness and cheeifulness, and carrying 

a small, glazed, black bag in his hand. He was, 

in due time, succeeded by a servant of early 

habits, who opened the door of one of the houses, 

and, throwing the door-mat out upon the steps, 

retired once more within the house. This is a 

proceeding much favoured by the sisterhood, and 

is suggestive of vigorous deansings to be carried 

on inside. Perhaps, it does instead of them. ■

By the time that the early servant has executed 

this performance, the day, though still in its in- 

fancy, may be said to have begun. More early 

servants soon begin to tiirow i)ut more door- j ■
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mats, whilst some of the tribe will take to bang- 

ing one of these useful objects against the area 

railingf qtite vicioudy, as if it was a *'iniafus.*' 

The ttveet is for some time now quite in the 

hands of the early domestics, who, speedily aban- 

doning that first mat, retire within and bring 

out other specimens of the same kind, which 

they fling upon the pavemenit, hang upon the 

area spikes, and subject generally to every kind 

of ignominious treatment. The maids-of-all- 

work do not labour much at this time, the mis- 

suses being in bed, bat are given to looking 

about them, to gaaing up at the windows of their 

own residences to make sure that the blinds of 

their oppressors are still drawn down, and to 

congregating in twos and threes at the differeat 

house doors, discussing their wrongs and the best 

ways of redressing their respective grievances. ■

This is the time when there is more business 

done on the ground floor than we, who are up- 

stairs, and asleep, iiave any idea of; and plea- 

sure, as well as business, is the occupation of 

that hour. The distributors of milk, undisturbed 

by conscientious scruples in connexion with the 

diluted nature of the article in which they deal, 

«re generally men of cheerful manners, and bril* 

liant conversational powers, and these are on 

their rounds now, and ready to make themselves 

agreeable. Then there is the gentleman who re- 

presents the pig- wash interest, and to whom the 

thrifty handmaid looks not only for light gossip, 

but for solid remuneration. He is a splashy Indd- 

vidual this, his cart is small and rickety, and his 

horse is diminutive, and lean, and crest^dlen, but 

he is popular, nevertheless, for he brings money, 

and money is another word for ribbons. Lastly, 

comes the policeman, and he is always welcome. ■

Since the policeman was last in the street, 

the thoroughfare has altered considerably in ap- 

pearance. Then he and the disreputable cat had 

it all to themselves. Since that time the street 

has come to life. When he was here a little while 

ago there was nobody to speak to ; now there is an 

embarras de lichesse in his way. He does what he 

can, however, and is not unsuccessful in pleasing. ■

A man, bearing the appearance of a navigator, 

has come into the street armed with a pickaxe 

and a crow. This individual pitches upon a par- 

ticular paving-stone, which looks like all the 

rest, but to whose disadvantage the labouring 

man seems to know something, for he proceeds, 

keeping his eye steadily fixed upon it, to relieve 

himself of his coat and waistcoat, depositing 

which on the kerb, he flies at the doomed paving 

stone, and loosening it with his pick, has it out 

of its place in no time. Then he becomes sud- 

denly inactive, and falls to feeling his arms, and 

looking about him. He has taken possession, 

and that is enough. Towards this personage the 

policeman makes his way, slowly and with dig- 

nity, in order to question him upon his projects 

with regard to the paving stone. ■

The two stand talking together for some time. 

They are stationed nearly opposite to the house oc- 

cupied by the Penxaores, which the policeman eyes | ■

from time to time, as it is his habit to eye 

everything. He observes that the inhabitants 

of t£e house are up and doing; but tibat the 

house itself wears raither a disordered aspect, 

some of the shutters being open, whilst others 

remain ebaed, and others again are half shut up. 

No movement is being made to arrange these 

matters in a more ordedty laanner, nor indeed 

are there any signs of movement or life about 

the house at all, till suddenly the street door 

opens, and Mr. Penmore, with a countenance 

expressive of great agitation and distress, appears 

upon the door-st-ep, and stands there a moment, 

apparently imcertam which way to turn. The 

policeman knows Mr. Pennore by sight, having 

often lighted him withhislantem when Gilbert has 

been letting himself into the house late at night. ■

Penmore, seeing the policeman, comes across 

to him at once, and, with every indication of ex- 

treme haste in his voice and appearance, says : ■

"Where can T find a doctor f* ■

" Well, sir," the policeman began slowly, "it 

depends upon what kind of doctor " ■

** Oh, quick, quick ! Any doctor— that is, who 

understands his business.** ■

"There is Dr. Giles, sir. He*8 medical at- 

tendant to the force ; he's " ■

''Where, where P there's not a moment to 

loser ■

" Close by, in Heniy-street— first house round 

the comer. Is anything the matter, sir ?" ■

But Gilbert is gone, and the last question is 

addressed to the empty air. ■

^ Seems as if there was," says the navigator, 

answering the policeman's inquiry. ■

" I shouldn't wonder," replies this last, with 

the quick perception peculiar to his class, ^' if 

there wasn't somebody ilL" ■

We have been outside the house long enough. 

It is time that we should look within, and ascer- 

tain what it is that has brought Mr. Penmore 

out so early in search of medicifi help. ■

While Gilbert was busy in his ftressing-it)om at 

an early hour, he became suddenly aware that 

something unusual was going on in the house. ■

There was the sound of hurried footsteps 

moving hither and thither, of the banging of 

doors, of the voices of persons talking eagerly, 

but in suppressed tones, and then of some one 

hastening aJong the passage outside Penmore's 

door, and uttering a kind of sobbing sound, in- 

termingled with various ejaculations of dismay 

and bewilderment. Presently these sounds 

ceased for a moment, and there was a hurried 

knocking at the dressing-room door. ■

" Yes— what is it— what's the matter?" asked 

Penmore. ■

"Oh, sir," answered the servant, Charlotte, 

breathlessly, " you're wanted— directly." ■

Gilbert opened the door» ■

"What is the matterf'tie aaked» eerioualy 

alarmed. ■

" Oh, sir. Miss Carrington— she*a— slie's ^ ■

"What?" cried Gilbert, ^ . ■
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" Oh, sir, she's dead !" ■

"Dead! — Miss Carrington — what do yoa 

mean?" ■

"I mean that, sir— that she's dead.^ ■

At this moment Gabrielle came ont of her 

room jnst in time to hear the announcement. 

She and her husband exchanged one look of oon- 

stemation, and both, without a word, ascended 

the stairs that led to Miss Garrington's room. ■

At the door Gabrielle paused. She laid her 

band upon her husband's arm, to detain him. ■

"Oh, Gilbert," she ejacokted, « what can this 

meanP" ■

Her husband ^ock bis head, and, pausing for 

a moment to press her liand reassuringly, softly 

turned the handle of the door, and entered the 

room, Gabrielle following him. ■

One ^aooe tdd them both that they were in 

the presenoe of Death. ■

The room was darkened, and in considerable 

disorder. Everything was as it had been left 

overnight, or pushed aside in the morning con- 

fusion. The chair (« whieh Miss Cairington 

had been seated when Gabriele last saw lier was 

in the same spot. The small table on whieh the 

supper-tray bad been placed was dtmm up beside 

it. Articles of apparel weK Bcattered Iwre and 

there, and the dressing-gown which Miss Gar- 

rington had worn on the previous i^ght lay on 

the great arm-chair. The embers of the fire that 

had died out still encumbered the grate. ■

Anothef fire had died out that Bight> (x during 

the long morning which followed it. On the bed 

placed against the wall in the middle of the room 

— ^and this was ord^ly airanged at least— lay the 

body of Diana Ganrbgton. ALready the limbs 

had been composed by loving hands, which were 

even now fimshing the pious work. The servant 

was rendering the last service to the mistress 

whom she had loved— the last homage which one 

human bdng can offer to another. ■

It has not been our fortune in this narrative to 

see much of \h.t good side of either of theaft two, 

but we have seen enough to feel sure t^al at 

least they were attached to each other. ■

On the features of the dead lady theie was sel 

that stamp which gives a dignity of its own tq 

every face on which it is impressed — the stamp 

of death. No one could look upon that coun- 

tenanee and bear malice, or remember wrong 

or indignity. The majesty of deat^ was there, 

and GabrieUe felt it, as she stood and gazed upon 

the corpse from a distance, and alone. ■

Alone, for her husband, after one hasty glance 

at the dead woman, had whispered hurriedly that 

lie would go to seek a medical man, and had left 

the room, while as to ha who was BtUl engaged 

about the body, she was at present too much ab- 

sorbed in her awful task to make Qabrielle's soli- 

tude less isolated. Indeed, for the time, this 

woman seemed uneonfloiaus that she was not 

al(»e in the room. Great gasping sobs burst 

from her as she proceeded with her woric, and 

the tears, like an extreme unction of love, fell 

fast upon her mistress's body. ■

She had been the nurse of the woman who lay 

there dead, and she had carried her in her arms 

and ministered to her so incessastly and carefully, 

that she had got to look upon her as a daughter, 

and to love her with that sort of fieree affection 

whieh bekmged to her tigerish nature. The 

work she was now engaged in was oongeRial to 

her, and she would have died herself rather than 

have flJlowed another to do it. No bands but 

hers for iM work. ■

And GabrieUe stood and looked on, hardly 

knowing what she had best do. She was sfhnd 

to come forward lest she should seem to atrude, 

while she felt as tf to remain still was to appear 

unfeeling and almost insensible. Ai last her 

kind nature settled the question. Th» woman's 

sorrow touched her heart, and she made a step 

or two forward, intending to speak some words 

of sympathy and kindnese. ■

Her first nKFrement seemed to disturb Jane 

Gantanker at her work, and she tuned hastily 

round. The very tears seemed to dry up in her 

eyes as she looked at Gabrielle, and as she stood 

between her aitd her dead mistress. ■

"Keep back," she said, m a hoarse voice. 

"You shaU not oodm nigli her. What do you 

want here at all f ■

Gabrielle's consternation was utter. She was 

not.prepared for this. Such fierce anger, and in 

the very presence of the dead, too. ■

" I only came because I thought I might be of 

some use, or some comfort, at any rate?" she 

said. ■

" Comfort ! What do you mean by comfort P" 

cried the woman, still striding before the bed in 

a menacing attitude. " I hate the sight of you, 

I tell you. What right have you to come into 

the room where she is? It's insulting the dead. 

I wonder you have the boldness to do it. But 

111 be revenged upon you yet. I know some- 

thing, and I'H be avenged, and so shall $ke, poor 

Iftmb,*' she added, pointing to the corpse. 

■^ I've watched you, watched you dosely, and I 

know what's been in your mind this long time, 

with your quiet, creeping ways, and I know, too, 

what^ been in mp mind, and what's there etill, 

mind you." ■

The woman had changed. There was nothing 

of the ridiculous about her now. She was a 

Fury, a Sybfl of old denouncing vengeance. We 

have laugphed at Jane Gantanker before now, but 

there wsbb no hnghing at this. It was too dreadful. ■

" What hand have you had in this ?" the furi- 

ous woman broke out again, and pointing once 

more to the dead body. "Yes^ you may well 

start. Whst have you ha4 to do with it P You 

hated her, yon know yon did. You thought she 

wronged you, and you hated her according. And 

now she's dead, and you think yourself revenged j 

but who's to revenge her, think you? Oh, you 

shall hear of it again, whatever you may think, 

and l^at quickly." ■

This scene, so sudden, so unexpeeted, so ter 

rible, was almost too much for Gabrielle. She 

trembled, and her knees shook under her. ■
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"I don't understand you. I don't know what 

you mean," she said. *' You must be mad." ■

"Oh, you'll know what I mean soon enough. 

I'm strong and you're weak, and you'll know 

what it is to have a woman against you that's 

strong enough, and resolute enough, and obsti- 

nate^nough, if you like it better, to go through 

anything. We wasn't given to liking everybody, 

neither sbe nor I, but we did care for each other, 

I tell you. Oh, poor dear, poor dear," cried the 

mourner, throwing herself down by the bed and 

burstiQg into tears. "I'm all alone now, and 

I've nobody to care for in the world." ■

It was a dreadful sight, this anger and sorrow 

mingled together, to which the poor wretch gave 

way. Gabrielle felt that this was no time to 

bandy words with the woman, or to take notice 

of expressions uttered in the madness of a first 

sorrow. What had been said was incompre- 

hensible, but this was not the time to ask for an 

explanation. So she took the opportunity of 

this burst of grief to steal noiselessly out of the 

room, and going down stairs into the little room 

on the ground floor, sat there with the door open 

listening for what might come next. 

^ She had not ?at so long, before she heard the 

house door opened swiftly from without, and 

then the sound of footsteps passing hastily along 

the passage and up the stairs. ■

She stole out just in time to see her husband 

and a strange gentleman ascending the staircase. ■

The strange gentleman was the doctor. ■

GHAPTEB XIX. OABBIEILE'S DANGEB. ■

The doctor, in company with Mr. Penmore, 

went up-stairs and entered the room where his 

services were required, with a soft professional 

tread. Jano Cantanker was still there, seated 

by the side of the bed. She had put the room in 

some sort of order and partly closed the shutters, 

and then she had sat down to wait and watch. ■

Doctor Giles, physician by appointment to ^e 

police force, was a gentleman of skill and pene- 

tration. Accustomed by the very nature of his 

function to deal with exceptional cases, accus- 

tomed to see death in its more violent and sudden 

phases. One glance at the form which lay there 

upon the bed, told him that his utmost skill 

could be of no service here, and that the duty 

which he had to perform was to the dead, and 

not to the living. He went, however, through 

the accustomed formalities. He felt for the 

pulse which beat no longer, he Ustened for the 

action of the heart which had ceased to palpitate. 

He lifted the eyelid which the w(Hnan who stood 

beside him had piously closed, and he placed a 

small mirror before the mouth and nostrils, and 

scrutinised it eagerly for any trace of mist or 

vapour which might have come upon its polished 

sui-faoe. There was no such thing. This for- 

mula gone through, Dr. Giles, with mechanical 

orderliness, hung up the looking-glass ea its 

nail, and, drawing Penmore aside into one of tlie 

windows, spoke thus: ■

"It is all over." ■

Gilbert bowed his head. "So I feared," he 

answered. ■

" Have you any idea as to the cause of death ?" 

asked the doctor. ■

"None whatever." ■

"That must be looked into later," said Dr. 

Giles. ■

" By all means," replied Gilbert. " How long 

do you think she has been dead?" ■

The doctor went back to the bedside, and Gil- 

bert followed him. ■

"There is still," said the doctor, "some slight 

degree of warmth underneath the body and on 

the crown of the head, always the last place 

which the vital heat deserts. She has not been 

dead very long." ■

These words seemed to put the fact of the 

death before the dead lady's servant with new 

reality, and she sobbed with a revived passionate- ■

" Who is this?" whispered the doctor to Gil- 

bert. ■

"She was the kdy's servant," answered Pen- 

more, "and was, I believe, much attached to her 

mistress." ■

Doctor Giles waited till the woman's grief 

had in a measure subsided, and then he spoke 

to her : ■

"You were in the service of the deceased 

lady?" ■

" Yes, sir," sobbed the woman. ■

"Were you with her at the time of her 

death?" ■

"No, sir. Poor dear—I wish I had been! 

When I came in this morning she was lying 

quite still, and almost as you see her now, and 

I let her be awhile, thinking she must have had 

a bad night, and was making up for it now." ■

" Was she in the habit of having bad nights ?" 

asked the doctor. ■

" Sometimes, sir, she was very fitfal-Hke about 

her sleep ; and, sometimes, she'd do nothing but 

sleep, and doze even in the daytime, as well as 

the night; and, at otlier times, she'd be con- 

stantly restless and wakeful." ■

"And, on this particular morning, you thought 

she'd passed one of these more wakeful nights?" 

inquired Doctor Giles. ■

"Yes, sir; and, as I said, I let her be a bit*; 

and then I looked towards her again, and some- 

thing scared me about the look of her face, and 

the jaw dropped open, that wasn't her habit; 

and then I went up nearer, and found— found 

her as you sec." ■

"And you have no knowledge of any illness 

under which this lady may have been suffering; 

and which might have caused her death ?" asked 

the doctor. ■

" No, sir, I have not." ■

" Had she any regular medical attendant ?" ■

" No, sir ; that is to say, not in London. Her 

last medical attendant was Doctor Hood, of 

Woodford." ■

Doctor Giles made a note of the name and ad- 

dress. He took out his card at the same timey ■
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and placed it on the chimney-piece : "In case 1 

am wanted," he said. ■

" I suppose," said Mr. Penmore, " that it will 

be desirable to make some examination aa to the 

cause of death." ■

"Oh, undoubtedly," answered the doctor, "in 

the course of this afternoon." ■

As if this had suggested something to him, 

the doctor turned round again as he was about 

to leave the room, and, addressing Jane Can- 

tanker, said : ■

"What food did the lady partake of last?" ■

" She had her supper sent up as usual, sir— 

a couple of eggs and some stout. She^ hardly 

ate anything, though." ■

"Did she drink the stout?" ■

"Yes, sir, every drop." ■

The doctor was [silent for a little while, and 

stood looking at the corpse, as if he were re- 

volving something in his mind. Presently, he 

stooped down, and, opening the lips of the dead 

lady, smelt them very carefully, as well as the 

mouth, which he also opened. This lasted some 

time; it seemed as if he had a difficulty in satis- 

fying himself. ■

"There is a smell of opium," he said. ■

A movement of surprise, on the part of Gilbert 

and Cantauker, followed this announcement. ■

"Was your mistress in the habit of taking 

opium, do you know?" asked the doctor, ad- 

dressing J^ne Cantanker. ■

"No, sir— certainly not, that I'm aware of." ■

"There is no doubt about the smell," con- 

tinued the doctor. "You can judge for your- 

self," he added to Gilbert. ■

Penmore bent over the body as the doctor had 

done. "The smell is there, decidedly^" he an- 

swered. ■

"I will return by-and-by," said Doctor Giles, 

"with an experienced surgeon of my acquaint- 

ance, and we will proceed to a further investiga- 

tion. Meanwhile, do not let the body be touched 

or disturbed in any way." ■

"Will it be necessary to have an inquest?" 

asked Penmore, who had, as we all have, a dread 

of that kind of inquiiy. ■

"I cannot tell," answered the doctor, "tiU the 

examination I have spoken of has taken place. 

After that, you shall know at once. And now," 

he continued, "I must leave you for a short 

time, but I will return when I have secured the 

assistance of my friend, and made what prepara- 

tions are necessary." And, so saying, the doctor 

went out of the room, attended by Mr. Penmore, 

and left the house as quietly as he had entered 

it. But not before he had once more repeated 

the caution: "Be very sure that no one meddles 

at all with the body, or attempts to cleanse the 

mouth or lips, while I am away." ■

Penmore went into the little parlour as soon 

as the doctor was gone, and found lus wife wait- 

ing eagerly to hear what the medical authority 

bad said. ■

"I am afraid," said Gilbert, after relating 

what had token phice, and how the doctor's sus- ■

picions had been awakened by the smell of opium, 

" I am so afraid that it will be thought necessary 

to have an inquest." ■

"Oh!" cried Gabrielle, whom the word 

frightened terribly, " I hope not. Why, surely 

that can't be necessary. It implies suspicion, 

doesn't it P" ■

" Well, not precisely. It simply implies that 

there are circumstances connected with the 

death which require to be investigated." ■

"Why, Gilbert," said his wife, "surely there 

can't be anything of the sort. I thought such 

things only took place in dreadful neighbour- 

hoods, and where deeds of violence and crime 

were common." ■

" An inquest may be held anywhere where a 

death tdces place which cannot be peifectly 

accounted for to the satisfaction of the medical 

attendant who is called in." ■

Poor Mrs. Penmore's mind was greatly dis- 

turbed by this dreadful word " inquest." There 

was something terrible to her about the idea of 

being thus brought into actual contact with part 

of the machinery organised by the government of 

the country as a means of detecting and punish- 

ing crime. What a dreadful chance was this 

which had brought such a possibUity, even, so 

near them. The events of this long morning 

(and it seemed a week since the moment of the 

first alarm) were surely bad enough already, 

without this new thing to make it worse. ■

"It surely cannot be necessary," said Ga- 

brielle. ■

"I hope it may not prove so," replied her 

husband. " I own that I should be very much 

annoyed if it were considered necessary." ■

And now Gabrielle had to tell her husband of 

that distressing interview which had taken place 

in the room up-stairs between herself and Jane 

Cantanker. Coming upon her so soon after that 

first shock caused by the death, this scene had 

shaken and disturbed her sadly, and it was a 

comfort to her to speak of it to Gilbert, and the 

more so as he seemed disposed to view the whole 

thing as simply ridiculous. ■

" You did quite right," he said, "not to bandy 

words with her about such folly. She is made 

up of spite and venom, and would only be too glad, 

no dcmbt, to do either of us a mischief if she could. 

I believe, too, that she is really made almost 

frantic with grief by this mberabie business." ■

" I think she was really attached to her mis- 

tress," said Gabrielle, "and her mistress to her." ■

" Not a doubt of it," replied Gilbert. " They ■

had the attraction for each other of being both ■

however, I won't say that," he added, interrupt- 

ing himself. " And so my little timid woman is 

to be called a murderess ?" he continued. " Well, 

you don't look much like it, at any rate." ■

And now it became necessary to think what 

friends or reUtives of the deceased lady it would 

be right to communicate with. Penmore knew 

of no relations nearer, or indeed so near, as him- 

self. His mother, who had been her father's 

first cousin, had loug4>een dead, and now the ■
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late Mrs. Penmare's children were next of kin to 

the children of Mrs. Penmore's first coasin. 

There were some remoter cousins yet, with wboip 

Miss Carrington had resided before she came to 

lire in London, and to these Gilbert wrote at 

once, annonncingf what had happened, and in- 

viting any member of the family who might be 

(tisposed to do so, to come np and look into the 

deceased lady's affairs. He wrote also to her 

solicitor to the same effect. After this, it was 

necessary for him to go out in order to find some 

one who conld relieve him for a day or two of 

certain pressing daties which for the time it 

would be impossible for him to attend to. ■

When Dr. Giles and Gilbert Pennore left the 

room up-stairs, after the doctor's usdess visit 

had been paid, the servant, Jane Oantaaker, re- 

mained behind. She sat herself down by the 

bedside, and began thinking, and, to judge by 

appearances, her thoughts were of a dark and 

dangerous complexion. Those words which the 

doctor had let drop at last, seemed to have made 

a powerfal impression upon her, for, after think- 

ing awhile, she also knelt down by the bedside, 

and made an attempt to detect that smell of 

opium of which the medical authority had spoken 

with so madb. confidence. ''I don't know what 

the smell of opinm is," she said to hersdf ; ** bat 

that there is the smell of some medical stuff or 

other there, is beyond the shadow of a doubt." ■

Then she got np and began to pace the room 

up and down, and then, as if suddenly remember- 

ing something, she stopped shoit, and going to 

the chimney-piece, took up the card wfaic^ it 

will be remembered the doctor placed there, and 

perused it carefuUy. After that, she resumed 

her pacing of the room once more, and then she 

opened the door softly and left the room. She 

came back in a minute or two, having put on her 

bonnet a^ shawl in the mean time, and went up 

to the chimney-pieoe, and once more read the 

address upon the oard, and that done, and having 

looked round again at the bed and what lay upon 

it, she finally left the apartment. ■

She went down stairs, and out of the house, 

and proceeded along the street, locking up ait all 

the comers, as if in search of some particniir 

turning. At last she came to one which waa in- 

scribed Henry-street. Here she paused, and, 

after looking about her once more, went up to a 

house which had a coloured lamp over the door, 

and two bells, one over the other, marked re- 

spectively " Night" and " Surgery." She gave a 

smart pull at this last, and the door was pre- 

sently opened by a tall, pale young man, with a 

blotchy countenance and a depressed appear- 

ance, who responded to her inquiry, " Whether 

Dr. Giles was at home," by simply holding the 

door back, and making a sign to her to enter, 

but without speaking a word. ■

Miss Cantanker, availing herself of this silent 

invitation, went into the house, and passed 

through a small door at once into the surgery. 

There was an inner glass door in this apartment. ■

wMoh was labelled "Consulting Room." But 

though the door was glazed, as to its upper half, 

there was a muslin curtain on the other side of 

it, so that no one oonld seethrongh to the room 

within. There was a dim sound of voices 

coming from this t^sartment. ■

"Dr. Giles is engaged for the moment," said 

the sorrowful-looking g^tleman ; " but if you'll 

sit down for a minnte or two, he wont be long," 

and with that the young assistant returned to 

the preparation of a mixture, of which " two table- 

spoonfuls were to be taken every four hom*s," 

with great zest and assiduity. ■

Miss Cantanker watched him as he went on 

with the preparation, hardly knowing that she 

did so. Yet if she had been examined after- 

wards, she could have told to bow many of the 

bottles on the different shelves he had had re- 

course, how large a dose he had got out of each, 

and what were the colours of tlie different liquids 

which were nsed. She had registered these 

things in her mind without there being the least 

necessity for doing so, and almost unconsciously ; 

f<nr there was present to her mind all the time a 

certain upper-room, not far off, with a bed in it, 

and someiiinff lying on the bed. The surgery, 

with its bottles, and its pestle and mortar, its 

glass door, and its umbreila-etand, ^e saw too ; 

but her sense of sight took in these much as our 

sense of hearing takes in the accompaniment to 

a sad song whose words are all the time riveting 

our attention whether we will or not. ■

By-and-by the ghuss door was opened, and a 

policeman, hard as a nail and stiff as a poker, 

came from within, accompanied by the doctor. 

Curiously they had just been engaged in tidking 

about an inquest, of all things in the world. ■

" It will take place at four o'clock, sir," said 

the polioeraaa, ^if that will be convenient to 

you." ■

«0h yes," said the doctor, "that'U do. By- 

the-by," he added, as his eye fell upon the figure of 

Cantanker, " I think most likely that the coroner 

will have to open another before long in Bteu- 

mont-stre6t." ■

The policeman had nothing to do with unofii- 

cial communications of this sort, so he stiffly took 

liis departure without another word, and the 

doctor, bustling back, intimated to Miss Can- 

tanka: that he was at liberty now to hear any- 

thing that she might have to communicate to 

him, and he led the way into the consulting-room. ■

" It is the servant who lives at the house in- 

habited by that angelic woman Mrs. Penmore," 

said the assistant, pausing as the door closed in 

the act of making up a black draught. ■

The young man was susceptible and senti- 

mental, and he had seen Gabrielle in his profes- 

sional excursions about the neighbourhood, and 

respectfully adored her. ■

Meanwhile, on the other side of the glass door, 

a conversation, which was likely to be fraught 

with serious consequences, was being carried on 

between Jane Cantanker and the poEce doctor. ■

** I have called," said the iormeiy'*in jx>n8e- ■
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qnence of something which dropped from yon, 

when yon were ronnd at onr place this morning. 

Your suspicions seemed to be aroused by that 

smell of opium which you were able to discoyer 

upon my poor mistress's lips P* ■

" Eh, what ! you think there's been foul play, 

do youP Ah, well, Fm not surprised.** ■

Surprised! No, indeed. That must be a 

strange case of iniquity, indeed, that could sur- 

prise Dr. Giles, surgeon to the police force. 

Squalor, crime, deceit, and concealment formed 

the very atmosphere in which this man lived. 

Yet he had not become a hard man either. Only 

he could not be astonished. He was bankrupt 

as to that original stock-in-trade of surprise with 

which we all start in life pretty well provided. ■

"I don't wish to say anything about 'foul 

play/ sir, as yet,'* said Gantanker ; " only there 

is circumstances oonnected with the case whidi 

I am free to own have awakened my suspieions, 

and which I should wii^ to communieate to you 

immediate.** ■

" WeH, my good lady, and what are those?** 

inquired the doctor, taking up. a pen ready to 

make notes of her answers. ■

" Well, sir, in the first place. The lady of the 

house in which my poor mistress wsa living was 

not on good terms with my mistress." ■

"Ay, ay, ay," ejaculated the doctor, making 

a note. ■

*' They had had a regular quarrel on the very 

day preceding her death, and Mrs. Fenmore had 

gone so &r as to say that my poor mistress was 

'notfittoKve.*'* ■

The doctor pursed up his lips and wrote again. ■

** But now comes the most suspicious part of 

aU, air,** Gantanker went on. "It is my custom- 

er rather it icat my custom— to take up my 

mistress's supper— poor dear thing— every night 

into her room. Well, sir, on this particiSar 

evening, just as I was preparing tiie meal, 

down comes Mrs. Fenmore into the kitchen, 

which she nerer did before in the evening, and 

begs and entreats me to give up my usual prac« 

tice, and to let her take up my poor lady's supper 

that once. Sir, I resisted and refused her over 

and over again, but she went on persisting^ and 

cajoling, and saying that she wanted to make her 

peace with my mistress after what had occurred 

in the afternoon— meaning the quarrel between 

them— in short, she was that persevering, that 

at last I gave way, though yeiy unwiUi^, and 

she actiudly took the tray out of my hands, 

though— you must know— smiling all the time 

in play-like, and carried it up-stairs. ■

" Sir, I stood and listened at the bottom of 

the stairs, for I couldn't rightly understand it all, 

and I heard her stop and turn into a room on the 

first floor, my mistress's apartments being on the 

second. She went into this room, tray and all, 

and stayed there some time, and then she came 

out and continued aseending the stairs, but 

slowly, and in a hesitating way like. She seemed 

to stop outside the door, too, for a short time, 

and then she knocks and went in.'* ■

"She might have stopped outside to gel 

breath, you know," said the doctor. "There is 

nothing in that." ■

/ " WeU, sir, I tell you what happened just as il 

did happen," replied Gantanker. ■

" Tdl me," said Doctor Giles, after thinking t 

little while, "what did this supper con&ist oil 

What was there on the tray ?" ■

"There was two eggs lightly poached on toast 

and a jug of stout." ■

"Did any remains of those artides come 

down?" asked the doctor. ■

" The eggs, sir, was nearly untouched, but the 

stout was idl drunk." ■

The next question was put very earnestly and 

quickly: 

"Have yott preserved what eame downP* 

"Sir, I have not. As to the eggs, feeling a 

slight sinking, I ate them myself. For the 

stout, it was all gone as I have said." 

" And has the jug been washed out ?" 

"Yes, sir, it has, and is as clean as when it 

was made." ■

"Ah, Uiat's unfortunate. You did not feel 

any ill effects after eating the eggs P" ■

"I had a severe heartburn in the night, sir; 

but to that I am accustomed, as it gnaws at me 

pretty well every night of my life." ■

"And when were your suspicions first ex- 

cited?" inquired the doctor. ■

"Directly my poor mistress died, sir. I thought 

then of the quarrel, and of Mrs. Fenmore's 

anxiety to take the supper-tray up, and putting 

all together, I began to suspect. For I knew 

what sort c^ terms they'd both been on almost 

ever since my mistress entered the house, and 

how my poor lady was no favourite with Mrs. 

Fenmore, nor never had been." ■

The doctor sat and reflected again, biting the 

top of his pen, and looking in an absent manner 

at Jane Gantanker. ■

" It is a pity," he said, at last, "that you 

washed out that jug." ■

"There is another circumstance connected 

with it that I should wish to mention," re- 

marked the woman. 

"Yes, and what is that P" 

" My mistress, when I went .up-stairs to take 

down the supper-tray, objected very strongly to 

the stout, and said that it was the nastiest she 

had ever tasted." ■

"She said that, did she?" asked the doctor, 

shrewdly. " That's very impwtant !" And he 

made a note of it forthwith. ■

"Well," said the doctor, rising— for his large 

experience of persons of Miss Gantimker's class 

bad taught him that they never know when to 

go, and always stc^ where they are till the pro- 

priety of a move is suggested to them from with- 

out— "I suppose there is nothing more to be 

said now, and I will come round and proceed to 

the necessary investigations this afternoon." ■

And with that he brought the interview to a 

close, and, after escorting his visitor to the 

door, went back to the surgery, and to a snug ■
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mutton-chop, which was always ready for him 

about this time. ■

Meanwhile, Miss Cantanker returned at the 

top of her speed, and entered the house modestly 

by the kitchen entrance. There was something 

of secresy now about all her actions. ■

STARTING THE RIO GRANDE 

RAILWAY. ■

OuE scheme was an excellenf one. A more 

" taking" prospectus was ne?er printed east 

of Temple-bar. There were originally but 

two promoters of the undertaking, Wilson and 

myself; but, as will be seen presently, we 

admitted a third party into partnership with 

us. We were both — Wilson and mVself — 

barristers, but barristers without briefs, and 

with no money to speak of. The long vacation 

was approaching, the heat of London made 

the Temple and Fleet-street no longer bearable, 

and yet we had not the means to leave town. 

Something had to be done. The sum total 

of my worldly wedth was two pounds six 

and fourpence, nor was I likely to receive any 

money until Michaelmas-day. Wilson was still 

poorer, for he had changed his last sovereign. 

We neither of us owed much ; but, to remain 

behind every one after the world had fled from 

town, was intolerable. Failing ever^ other 

resource, we determined to start a joint-stock 

company, of which I was to be the secretary, 

Wilson the general manaf^er, and the two of us 

together were to be the joint promoters. ■

For a long time we hesitated \ih ether we 

should start a bank, a financial company, a new 

mine, or a railway. We decided in favour of a 

railway. But m what part of the world? 

Europe was out of the question ; and, after 

sending for one of the first prospectus writers 

in the City, we invested every shilling of our 

own ready money in a prospectus for "The 

Rio Gbande and Mexico Grand Junction 

Railway Compant," on the " limited liability" 

principle. The amount of capital we fixed to 

be five millions sterling, divicfed into two hun- 

dred and fifty thousand shares of twenty pounds 

each, of which, as we announced,only five pounds 

was to be called up for the present. ■

It may be asked what made us fix upon the 

Rio Grande as the place where our imaginary 

railwav was to be constructed. All I can say 

in reply is, that one spot seemed quite as good 

as another to set up a concern which was really 

never to have life, except what it derived from 

the printed prospectus. Nevertheless, we chose 

to say that a railway was very much wanted 

from the banks of the Rio Grande to the city 

of Mexico, and that the two first sections of 

the line would be commenced directly. If 

any one attacked us and tried to prove that 

no railway was wanted in this region, we should 

sue him for libeL Besides, we Jcnew we were 

quite safe in every way. In England—on the 

Slock Exchange, and in the open market for 

shares — ^speculation has got to such a pace^ that ■

it does not care one iota whether an iinderiaking 

will eventually pay or not. Who now applies 

for shares as an investment? Provided the 

concern will rise to a premium, who cares what 

is its eventual fate ? To make it rise to this 

needful premium, all that is necessary is to 

have, or make people believe you have, men of 

influence and wealth connected with it. It is 

rather a nuisance, indeed, to have a really legiti- 

mate undertaking to praise up. It takes away 

half the zest of speculation. Like some of the 

hunting men of the present day — who often 

declare that hounds are rather in the way than 

otherwise, and that the pace would be all the 

better if they had not to think of do^ or fox 

— the great mass of speculators in England 

never dream of inquiring whether the concern 

is good or bad, provided always that it pays. 

vVe set to work. Our first business was to ■

fet up a board of directors. This we— or rather 

, for the experience in the preliminary part of 

the undertaking was mine, not Wilson's*— re- 

solved to doby a judicious admixture of the City 

and the West-end. I was wise enougii to know 

that as there is nothing which your regular busi- 

ness man likes so' well as having anything to do 

with a title, so lords, honourables, baronets, 

knights, landed gentjry, generals, admirals, 

colonels, and so forth, always believe them- 

selves to be quite safe when associated with 

City men. ■

There had been with me at Cambridge (for I 

am an A.M. of Trin : Coll : Cam :) a certain 

Honourable Francis George Albert Coburg 

Dunstraw, captain and lieutenant-colonel in the 

Guards, with whom I had kept up a nodding 

intimacy. His lordship had more than once 

dined with me at the Oxford and Cambridge, 

and I had partaken of bis hospitality at tlie 

Rng, of which, unlike most Guardsmen, he was 

a member. He was bv no means a fast man, 

although he enjoyed life, and had everything of 

the best that could be had. His income was 

larj^e, and his father's savings had left him 

quite enough ready money to get through the 

process of what is called sowing wild oats, to 

almost an unlimited extent. ■

I went to his lordship, and frankly explained 

what I wanted. I promised that his name 

should not appear on the printed prospectus 

of the company, unless seven or eight more, 

respectable persons, whose names should be 

submitted to him, could be published at the 

same time. I also informed him, what was 

really the case, that he would not be liable for 

more than the shares which he actually sub- 

scribed for, and that, even as a director of the 

company, I would not ask him to put down his 

name for more than twenty-five shares, which, at 

ten pounds each, would only be two hundred and 

fifty pounds, even if be lost everything. I did 

not mention the subject of profit to him, for I 

knew he did not care for that, and that if he 

consented to become a director, it would be 

solely out of kindness to me, and not with a ■

* See Ba2ik of Pataoomia, toI. xi^ page 48d. ■
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view of making money. He was difficult to 

persuade, but, after two or three interviews, I 

obtained from him the following written, 

although conditional agreement to do what I 

wanted. ■

86, Enfield'Square, W., 

. London, 8th July, 1865. ■

I hereby agree to beeome a Director, and the 

Chairman of ^' Ths Bio G&ahdb and Mexico 

Grakd Junction Railway Cohpant (Lhotbd),'' 

on the following conditions : ■

Ist. Not less than seven other gentlemen mnst 

have agreed to become members of the Board. ■

2nd. The names of these gentlemen must be sub- 

mitted to me before my name is published in the 

prospectus. ■

3rd. If I object to any of the other names, I am 

at liberty to cancel this agreement ■

4th. I will agree to qualify myself by subscribing 

for twenty-five shares. ■

5th. I 'will not be responsible for any part of 

the preliminary expenses. ■

6th. If my name is published in the prospectus, 

with my written consent, I agree to remain Chair- 

man and a Director' of the Board for at least one 

year from the time the shares are allotted, and not 

to sell any portion of my twenty-five shares during 

that time. ■

(JSiffned) DuNSTRAw. ■

What more could I ask ? Armed with this 

letter, I set off eastward on the following day, 

taking with me a note # of introduction to Mr. 

Wood, one of our City financial magnates, whose 

touch appeared to turn everything into gold. 

Mr. Wood was a vulgar and a proud man. He 

had an office, speculated largely in every kind of 

share, stock, and scrip, ana was universally re- 

spected as one on whom Mammon had showered 

her choicest favours. He had not begun life 

penniless, as is the boast of some men who 

now own their hundreds of thousands. His 

father had left him a respectable and lucrative 

haberdasher's shop in the west of Eneland ; but 

he had soon taken to speculating, and by degrees 

had made such large profits, that he sold all he 

had in the country, and settled in London. He 

was not easy to get upon the board of any com- 

pany was Wood. He had been offered untold 

sums^in shares, of course — to come upon the 

direction of many new undertakings, but he had 

refused all save three or four good concerns. ■

But Wood had his price. Money could not 

have bought him, but title could. He had been 

always unfortunate in his attempts to get into 

what he called the circles of Haristocraoy— 

chiefly perhaps from the great liberties he 

took witli the letter H. I knew my man, and 

felt sure of him. The only person with a 

handle to his name he could even bow to, was 

Sir James Cider, a retired Indian judge, who 

snubbed poor Wood most unmercifully when- 

ever he met him, but who was "Yes, Sir 

Jamesed," "No, Sir Jamesed," "Do j;ou really 

think so. Sir James ?" upon every possible occa- 

sion, until the unfortunate knight declared he 

would rather be back in the Supreme Court of 

Bombay than have to undergo two hours of any 

dinner-table at which Wood was present. ■

I was received ungraciously enough ; for 

my introduction was from one not much gifted 

with this world's wealth, the curate of a West* 

end parish, who had been at Trinity with 

me, and whose preyious curacy was close to 

Mr. Wood's place down in Essex. But when 

I opened out my business, and said I had come 

to ask him to sit as a director of the Rio 

Grande and Mexico Grand Junction Railway 

Company, he almost turned purple with rage. 

He join a company of which not one director 

was named yet P "No, indeed, not if he knew 

it. At last, without givin^^ him time to 

turn me out of the room, I said that the Earl 

of Dunstraw had agreed to join the board 

conditionally. His manner changed at once, 

first to astonishment, and then to almost 

civility. " Dunstraw I " said he ; " highly 

respectable man the earl. His father died 

and left him well off ; steady young man, too ; 

got an estate near my little place down in 

Essex. But are you sure of what you say, ray 

dear sirP" I replied by showing him Lord 

Dunstraw*s conditional agreement, and, after 

very few more words I got Wood to give 

me a letter to the effect that if Lord Dun- 

straw would agree to join the board, he (Wood) 

would at once do the same, and on the same con- 

ditions as his lordship. ■

From that time my task was easy. So 

anxious was Wood that the affair should suc- 

ceed, that he took the trouble of getting two 

first class City men on the direction, who gave 

their written agreement to join the concern 

provided Mr. Wood did so, and on condition 

that the bank of which they were both direc- 

tors should have the account of the Rio Grande 

and Mexico Grand Junction Railway Company 

(Limited). ■

I had four more names to get, but these 

were easy to obtain, armed as I now was 

with the conditioned promise in writing of 

four first-class men. For business, no person 

makes a better director than your retired 

Indian official, whether civil or military. His 

previous occupations fit him peculiarly for 

business, he is invariablv punctual, and seldom 

otherwise than honourable and honest to a fault, 

if the expression may be allowed. What I mean 

is, that he is too apt, both from his own respect 

for truth, and the feeling he has that every man's 

word should be believed until found out to be 

false, to make himself the victim of the first 

sharper into whose hands he may fall The fifth 

gentleman I got to sit on our board was one of 

this class. General Foster had, in the military 

pay or audit office of Bengal, acquired a know- 

ledge of business which is rare to find amoni^st 

military men, and, this being known to all Ihs 

old colleagues now in England, we felt sure that 

the appearance of his name upon the list would 

bring us many applications for shares from old 

Anglo-Indians wnen once we were able to come 

out with our advertisements in the public papers. ■

The next gentleman I applied to was a person 

of a very different stamp. A iudicious promoter 

of companies is obliged, if ne wishes to bring ■
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out a really good thin^, to arrange his board as a 

bouquet-maker does his flowers. The colours, 

and kinds, and sizes of the flowers must be 

kept distinct, although blended in one ; and the 

description, occupation, and antecedents of those 

\rho compose the other should be all con- 

sidered, arranged, and placed each in its due 

proportion. Put in too much of any particular 

ingredient, and you ruin the scheme. ■

What we now wanted was the country gen- 

tleman element, a little more of the Indian 

article, with a strong dash of the member of 

parliament — the mixture would at least bear 

two of the latter, and, therefore, I at once tried 

to secure them. ■

But in these days of joint-stock company 

speculations, a wealthy member of parliament 

is pretty sure either to "lock up his money and 

keep out of every undertaking of the kind, or 

else to have liis price, and only to sell himself 

to those who can pay what he asks. There was 

a kind of half City man^a German by birth, but 

who had, after long residence in England, become 

a naturalised subject of Queen Victoria, changed 

his family designation and set up for a highly re- 

spectable Briton — whose name would help us 

immensely, but 1 knew his price would be some- 

thing enormous. To get hold of some one that 

knew him, and to offer this gentleman a good 

round sum if he obtained his written consent to 

joining the board, was easy enough. Beady 

money I had none, and therefore was forced to 

make my baigain in shares, of whioh I was to 

have a very large slice as part of my share of the 

promotion money. ■

Mr. Grass — his name when he came from 

Leipsic twenty-five years ago, and set up as a 

toyshop-keeper in a very humble way in White* 

chapel, was Groeus — member of parliament for 

Inverstone, director of the Universal Financiid 

Association, of the Cleveland Banking Corpora^ 

tion, of the Discounting Credit Company, of 

the South Junction Railway, and ehamnan of 

the Lucknow Bank, was a typical man of a 

class which ten years ago did not exist in 

England. He had made a very hirge fortune 

entirely by speculations in shares ; and, having 

started without fifty pounds of capital, a stranger 

and a sojourner in the land, was now one of the 

magnates of fSashion (in a certain set, of course), 

a member of the first assembly of gentlemen 

in the wodd, and for whose name as a di- 

rector of any undertaking, the business world 

of financial London was wiUifig to pajr any ■

Srice. In order to ^t a simple letter of iatro- 

uction to this individual, I had to promise 

ten shares of my promotion fee, with ten 

pounds paid upon eaolu This letter I enclosed 

in one of my own, asking for an interview, at 

such an hour, on such a day, and in suoh a ■

flace, as Mr. Grass would find most convenient, 

received a reply in a week, written and signed, 

not by the M.P. himself, but by his private se- 

cretary, and saying very curtly that if I would 

call the following day at half-past eight in tlie 

morning, at his private residence, number 104, 

Edinburgh-square. Mr. Grass would see me. ■

On the appointed day I was to a minute at 

the place indicated in his letter. The square 

was a new one, in one of the new quarters, of 

a new district, in a new part of London. The 

house, of course, was new, and everything in it 

was new. I sent in my card, and— after being 

left standing full ten minutes in the hall— was 

shown into the dining-room, where the furni- 

ture looked, if possible, newer than anything 

I had yet seen, and the waUs were covered from 

top to bottom with pictures which smelt of var- 

nisb. The bran-new marble clock on the chim- 

ney-piece showed that it was a few minutes more 

tlian half an hour, from the time I entered the 

dining-room, until a half valet, half footman, an- 

nounced that, if I would step this way, Mr. 

Grass would see me. ■

"This way" led to the great man's study. 

Mr. Grass was a good-looking middle-aged 

man, trying veiy hard to hide his German pro- 

nunciation, wbch, however, appeared every 

moment above the surface of his English. 

Like most men who have risen from a low 

to a wealthy position, he seemed always 

afraid lest others should not pay him proper 

respect, and his tone was, perhaps uncon- 

sciously, overbearing and dictatorial. He ap- 

peared to know the nature of the business I 

had come upon, and at once gave me to under- 

stand that it was hopeless to think of getting 

him, the great Mr. Grass, to join the direction 

of any new company; but when I talked of 

"makii^ it a matter of business'* with him 

(which IS City English for paying a good round 

sum), and showed hhn the conditional consent 

of Lord Dunstraw, as well as of Mr« Wood, and 

the two bank directors, he changed Us language, 

and said he would think it over, and let me 

know. The earl's name charmed him, but the 

lucre charmed him still more. ■

Erom my club, I at once despatched a note 

to Mr. Grass, binding myself, if be would agree 

to act as a director of our board, that I would, 

on the day I received my promotion money, 

hand him Ave hundred pounds in cash, and a 

thousand pounds in shares of the company. 

To Hm I received a speedy answer, saying 

that the M.P. agreed to my terms; but that I 

must further give him an undertaking that, 

if the Bio Grande and Mexico Grand Junc- 

tion Eailway Company was obliged to bq 

to any of the finance c(unpanies to be brougnt 

out, ihuii the undertaking of which he was a 

director— the Universal Financial Association — 

should have the refusal of the job. Of course, 

I knew that this would be merely putting a few 

hundred more pounds in Mr. Grass's pocket; 

but, as I had no objecticm to offer, I at once 

wrote back, that, in this matter, he should have 

his own way; and upon this, he sent me his 

written agreement to join the direction of our 

eompany. ■

There could now be little doubt but what 

our undertakins: would prove a success. The 

same day that Mr. Grass consented to join the 

board, I obtained another director, in the person 

of a retired Lidian civil servant, who was known ■

Digitized b ■
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to be a loan o£ some means^ and was idready 

chairman of an Indian bank, so that the num- 

ber which Lord Danstraw had fixed on as the 

smallest of ^ich he could form one, was not only 

filled up, but they were all gentlemen of respect- 

ability, and some of them really great catches in 

the way of directors. The prospectus, as now 

printed for private circulation, stood as follows: ■

THE KIO GRANDE AND CITT OF MEXICO ■

GRAND JUNCTION RAILWAY ■

COMPANY (LIMITED). ■

(To be incorporated under the Companies Act 

^1862, wherebjf the liability of each shareholder 

is limited to the amount of his shares.) ■

CAPITAL jefi,000,000. ■

Divided into a Hundred Thousand Shares of 

£50 each, of which it is only intended to isaue 

Fifty Thousand Shares for the present; £3 per 

share to be paid upon applieation, £3 upon allot- 

ment, and the remainder bv iDstaiments of 

£5, at intervals of not less than three months 

between each payment, until £25 is paid up, it 

not being deemed necessary to call up more. ■

DrEECTOBS. ■

The Right Hokourable the Eael op Bun- 

STBAW, 36, Enfield-squai'e, "VT., Duustraw 

Castle, Essex, and Wakeham Court, York- 

shire. (Chairman.) ■

George Wood, Esq. (Messrs. A. C. Wood and 

Co.), 27, Chapmau's-oourt. ■

John Grass, Esq., M.P. (Director of the Uni- 

versal financial Association, of the Discount- 

ing Credit Company, and Chairman of the 

LucknowBank), 104, Edinburgh-square, S.W. ■

WrLUAM End, Esq. (Director of the Town 

Bank), 25, Great Martin-street, E.C.- ■

General Forster (late Bengal Army), Flinders 

Lodge, Kilbnrne-road, W. ■

E. S. Watson, Escl, M.P., The Temple. ■

Edmund Resteb, Esq. (Director of the Town 

Bank). 64, East.street, E.G. ■

Jauxs Cubrib, Esq. (late Bombay Civil Service, 

Chairman Bombay, Bengal, and Madras 

Bank), 446, Westboume-terrace, W. ■

Banksbs. ■

The Town Bank (Limited), the Bank of Luck- 

now (Limited), the Bombay, Bengal* and 

Madras Bank (Limited). ■

SOUOITOBS* ■

Mbssbs. Q|nxBiB and Quibce, 46, Manchester- 

street, E.C. ■

Bmkbbs. ■

MiBssRs. TuiSB, Haxx and Ttn^B, 6, Judas- 

oonrt, E.G. ■

AtTDITORS. ■

Messrs. Fbbhch and Goodwateb, 108, Helen- 

street. ■

Secretary (pro tem.) 

William Wilson, Esq. 

Temporary Olfices, 49, Great Henry-street, E.C. ■

Prospectus. 

This Company has been formed for the object of 

coDstracting a line of railway between the far-famed 

city of Mexico and the banks of the Ble QrandB, or 1 ■

Great River, which forms the natural as well as the 

political boundary betw een the new empire of Mexico 

and the United States of America. ■

The immense amount of traffic which now ex- 

ists between these points, must be increased tenfold 

by the establishment of a railway which, as is well 

known, always creates for itself the trade and com- 

merce upon which it afterwards feeds. The im- 

mense wealth of produce which the state of Texas 

possesses, and the great demand for thia In every part 

of Mexieo, thevaat mineral wealth of the latter 

country, and ita constant exportation of the precious 

metals to pay for the goods brought into the empire 

by the enterprising citizens of the States, are so well 

luiown as not to need recapitulation here. At pre- 

sent it is calculated that more than half a mUlion of 

laden mules pass each way every year, and each of 

these charge what is equivalent to about one pound 

seven and fourpence half-penny for the jonmey north, 

and about a third more on their retnni trip towards 

the south. Allowing that the railway will be able 

to carry these goods at even one-half the rates now 

charged (the public will gladly pay more, bat the 

minimum has been put down), here would be an 

annual income which would give a return of at least 

ten per cent upon the capital of the Company. ■

And 80 forth, for nearly a oolnmn of the 

Times. To read the prospectus, any one would 

imagine that it had been written by some one 

who had resided all his life in Mexico, and 

had most carefully made his calculations as 

well as his surveys whilst going over the 

ffround where the railway had to be constrncted. 

The truth being that neither Wilson nor my- 

self had ever been further west than Plymouth 

or LiTBipool in our lives. But like the editor 

of the Eatanswille Gazette, we read up to our 

Bubjeet. We studied carefuHy sereral of the 

novels of Captain Mayne !Reid, and thus 

got a smattering of life in Mexico, together 

with the names of a few towns and villages, 

whieh we interspersed here and there through- 

out the proepeetus. But of the distaaees from 

pkce to nlaoe we knew nothing whatever ; and 

even to this day we are in profound ignorance as 

to whether the distance between the Uio Grande 

and Mexico is three, or aefen hundred, or two 

thousand miles. ■

A few days after I had sueeeeded in getting 

Mr. Grass and Mr. Gurrie as directors, there 

was a preliminary meeting of the board, held at 

my cfaamberB. Being now very sanguine of 

snooess, and Lord Dunstraw (who, for my sake, 

and with his usual good humonr, began to take 

a real interest in the affiedr) having lent me two 

" tenners" until we had got matters straight, I 

provided an excellent cold hincheon, with plenty 

of good wine, from The London, in Fleet-street, 

and had a grey-haired seigeant of Gommission- 

naires, as well as the ooe-armed jHrivate of the 

same corps, to wait upon my guests and 

ran messages. His lordshio took the chair. 

The court Wood paid Lora Duustraw was a 

sight worth seeing. " Yes, my lord ;" " No, my 

lord;** "Your lordship is right;" *;What is 

your lordship's opinion F" " His lordship has jnst 

very truly remarked" — were repeated every two 

minutes. The chief questions mooted were 

whether we should bring the company out at ■
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once, and who was to be responsible for the 

advertisins^ expenses, &c. The tirst was decided 

in the affirmative; but as regards the latter 

there was much difference of opinion. One 

thin^ was very clear, that, although all the 

gentlemen present looked upon tlie affair as a very 

certain success, not above two — ^Lord Dunstraw 

and Mr. Wood, the latter agreeing to every- 

thing the former proposed — ^would either put 

down, or be responsiole for, a shilling of the 

preliminary expenses. This was rather a stopper ; 

out nothing could be better or kinder than Lord 

Dunstraw's behaviour. He offered to give his 

cheque for two hundred pounds towards the pre- 

liminary expenses, if his brother directors would 

put down naif that amount each. Although 

tacked up by Mr, Wood, who at once offered the 

same amount as our chairman, as well as by Mr. 

Wood's two friends, Mr. End and Mr. Eester, 

not another director would put his hand in 

his pocket ; and the majoritv of them, headed 

by Mr. Grass, strongly urg:ea that, in order to 

make our success a certainty, we should have 

the company J^rought out under the auspices of 

one of tlie financial associations. After a long 

discussion, this was agreed to. ■

As the promoter oi the undertaking, and as 

not having yet made over the company to the 

directors, I reserved to myself the ri^ht of 

doing whatever seemed to me best in the 

matter. The meeting broke up, all the di- 

rectors leaving except Mr. Grass, who asked 

leave to write a letter in my chambers. When 

his colieagnes had taken their departure, this 

^ntleman reminded me that I had promised 

if the undertaking had to be brought out by 

any of the financial companies, the preference 

would be given to that of which lie was a 

director, the "Universal Financial Association," 

and that he had my undertakins to this effect 

in writing. Of course I replied tnat he need be 

in no fear of my not standing by my words. At 

the same time I saw why he nad been so anxious 

to hinder the other directors putting down their 

names as responsible for the preUminary ex- 

penses. No doubt he had an interest in getting 

us into the hands of his financial association. 

However, I said nothing, but with seeming 

thankfulness accepted the letter of introduction 

which he gave me to the general manager of the 

Universal Finance, and the following morning I 

proceeded to present it. ■

Mr. Sooften, wlio was at the head of the 

.office, was a very great man in his own estima- 

tion. He kept me waiting at least an hour 

before he could, or would see me; and even 

then proceeded to " haw, haw" the whole affair 

in a way which I could not understand, and 

would not put up with. I left him abruptly, 

and going liome wrote an angry letter to Mr. 

Grass, saying I had been so slighted by his 

friend that I should the next day put myself 

in communicaticm with another office, and make 

what arrangements I could with them. This very 

decided note was the means of bringing the 

great man to his senses. Before I was dressed 

next morning, Mr. Grass was at my chambers, ■

and begged I would leave all negotiations with 

the Universal Finance in his hands. To this I 

consented ; saying that if in three clear days I 

did not get a decided answer, I should consider 

the whole affair as at an end, and would apply 

to some other finance office to take up the 

business, and bring out the Eio Grande and 

Mexico Qrwid. Junction Railway Company. ■

Twenty-four hours saw Mr. urass back at my 

chambers with the reply of the Finance Associa- 

tion. My astonishment at the quickness of his 

movements was nothing compared with the 

amazement with which I listened to what lie 

called ** the excellent terms" he had made for me 

with the Finance Companv. In the first place, I 

was privately to give to Mr. Scoften, the general 

manager, a tnfle of one thousand pounds, in shares 

of the Rio Grande, just to make matters pleasant 

for all parties. This was for himself. I was then 

to pay the Universal Finance Company the sum 

of five thousand pounds for bringing out the 

company. For this fee they so far ensured our 

success, that if the undertaking did not float, 

they would pay all the preliminary expenses out 

of their own funds. But if it did come out, and 

we did proceed to an allotment of shares, they 

were to get their five thousand pounds clear, 

and it was to be the first charge paid out of the 

deposit money. As a rider, tne Finance Asso- 

ciation promised not on\j to float the Rio Grande 

Railway, but to brin^ it out at not less than 

two premium, and raise it by degrees to four ■

Iiremium, when they would, at the proper time, 
eave it to fall again. How we tiius Worked 

the Rio Grande Railway shall be shown next 

week. ■

EVERY MAN'S POISON. ■

He was a pale fat man, in whose face self- 

sufficiency and querulousness struggled for mas- 

tery. Self^ufficient when dwelling upon his 

own merits, he became querulous directly we 

questioned him as to the conduct of the poor. 

He was the owner of small house property in 

this fever-stricken district ; and our party com- 

prised the late resident physician of the Fever 

Hospital, the parochial medical officer of St. 

Dragon-in-the-South, and their friend — ^myself. 

We had been up decayed and rotting stairs, down 

close and foetid passages, over ceuar kitchens 

where men and women slept, and into sleeping 

garrets where they woiiEid, and lived, and at^ 

and we were now pursuing our researches in Cum- 

min-street — A locality well known to the officers 

of the Ferver Hospital as furnishing them a con- 

stant and fertile crop of patients — when in the 

back yard of one of its miserable houses we 

came upon the pale fat man. ■

The air of injured innocence with which be 

vaunted the purity and abundance of the water 

supply, made the delicate sug^stion that perhaps 

he was the landlord, appropriate enough. Yes, 

seven of these houses were his — he was now col- 

lecting the weekly rent — and a nice expensive job 

he'd bad with them ! Taps to turn the water on. ■

Digitfeed b^ ■
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and lida to cover the cisterns with ? Ah ! that 

showed how little we knew the sort of people 

he had to deal with. Why, they'd steal the 

taps, and ham the lids for firewood, — that's 

what they'd do, hefore they'd been put there a 

week. Scam upon the water made it nnwhoie- 

some because it caaght the taint of the closet and 

yard P Well, there was a good deal of fancy in 

such things, leastwise he'd found so ; and if the 

gentlemen would taste it, he'd back tiie water 

out of that tank to be the best and sweetest in 

the street. Why, his houses had to supply all 

the neighbours with water for three weeks, not 

so long ago ; and he'd spent so much money 

on the property — fi?e pounds once on a 

single house — ^that there'd be very little hanging 

to it, very little indeed, at the end of the year. 

Ought to be a supply of water to the closet P 

Why, didn't we see that waste-pipe at the top of 

the cistern P Well, that pipe did supply water 

to the closet whenever it was over-full ; and if 

the mark there showed that the water hadn't 

reached the pipe for weeks, wliy the mark told 

lies, or else it was the fauU of the water com- 

pany; and he couldn't be expected to help that. 

Windows ought to open at the top, ought they P 

Did we know how much sashes and new panes 

had cost him since he'd bought the houses, 

which he wished he'd never seen them P And 

all for people who didn't like windows which 

were not broken, who smashed the tiles on the 

roof for mischief, and who'd make the place 

foul and dirtv again in a week, if you was to 

paint and wnitewash it from top to bottom. 

They liked dirt, and wouldn't use water not if 

it was tapped and messed into every room of 

the place ; and, as far as water went, he was 

bound to say — ^repeating it each time as if it were 

an original remark-^if that was all they wanted, 

his tanks were the very best in all the street. ■

The opinions of this excellent landlord are 

worth recording, because he was a not unfavour- 

able specimen of his class ; and his houses, bad 

as they are, are palaces compared to hundreds 

of others in the same parish. We had, in this 

worthy tradesman and house-owner, the raw 

material from which vestries are composed, just 

a^ in the foul water, in the damp and sodden 

yard, and in the open closet, we had the raw 

material from which typhus is manufactured 

wholesale. There is neither exaggeration nor 

straining after effect in the statements made con- 

cerning the fever-dens of certain metropolitan 

districts. Beds of typhus may be marked out 

with the same exactitude as the strata in a 

geological diagram, and in a single afternoon 

you may wtdk through street after street, and 

alley after alley, from which the fever-taint 

never departs ; where residenoe, deliberate and 

aforethought, would be as suicidal as if we put 

arsenic in our tea; and where every condition of 

air, water, and drainage, remains as it was twelve 

years ago, when the nation was panic-stricken, 

and cholera carried off thousands of rich and poor. ■

St. Dragon's, as every one knows, is on the 

Surrey side of the Thames ; and Cummin-street 

is quoted as a favourable specimen of what can ■

be accomplished by an intelb'gent vestry, reso- 

lute on local improvement. It is true that the 

progress of my friend the physician seemed like 

that of a very popular member visiting his con- 

stituency, so frequently was he recognised by 

people who had been in-patients of the hospital ; 

but this awkward circumstance, of course, be- 

longed to a past condition of things ; for has 

not Cummin-street been inspected, and swept, 

and garnished ; and is it not held up as a model 

of sanitary excellence ? Look at its roadway — 

can anything be morie comfortable, or more 

surely conduce to longevity, than its present 

condition P Foul blacK slime, aukle-deep in 

many places ; pools of stagnant filthy water ; 

heaps of offal, and heads and entrails of the fish 

being cured in the houses on each side of it; 

occasional dead dogs and cats cast in from 

adjacent courts ; lumps of dung, and hillocks 

of sodden straw; such is its still life. The 

scavenger comes occasionally ; but either our 

visits have been singularly unfortunate, and the 

people we have questioned particularly untruth- 

ful, or the appearance of that functionary is not 

frequent enough to affect the normal condition of 

the place. Children of all ages are playing in and 

with this filth. Somelittle faoes are not yet marred 

hj the pestilential influences, moral and physical,, 

with which they are surrounded ; others, notably 

that group of sickly girls languidly toying with 

the fish-heads just thrown out of the open door 

beyond them, look ripe for coffin and shroud; 

otners again, as the group of ragged youths 

playing at pitch-halfpenny, are the hardened 

ana acclimatised survivors of diseases wliich year 

after year have thinned their ranks. The street 

is full of workers. Lift the latch of any one of 

the doors, and you stand in a kitchen where 

chairs are being made, or brushes manufactured, 

or fish is salted, or old packin^-raffs and the 

lead linings from tea-chests are being dexterously 

manipulated for future use. Ask to see a 

back yard, or make inquiry as to trade, or 

number of family, or condition and calling of the 

husband, and you meet with unrepining answers 

and ready civility. It is passing strange, too, 

that the people who are, as your friend the 

landlord and possible vestryman insists, so 

irremediably addicted to mischief and dirt, 

should, out of their scanty means, have spent 

money in decoration. None of the houses but 

show some little effort at ornament ; few but 

contain one or two of the simple home relics 

women love to keep. We are evidently not- 

visiting the abodes of profligacy or idleness ; 

and the question will assert itself, are not these 

people somewhat maligned, and might they not 

be as capable of appreciating clear pure water, and 

less terribly unwholesome air, as the interested 

critics who deny them both P Meanwhile they 

sicken and die, and the fever-poison spreads. 

" I come from the country, myself, and I ve had 

the fever, because London does not agree with 

me," said a poor woman, whose hollow cadave- 

rous cheeks, and wasted form, spoke with touch- 

ing significance of the day when the poor little 

lame girl at Jier sfde would be motherless ■
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and alone. "We haven't had any water for 

three weeks, because our pipe wont act, and 

the man as eollects the rent says he'll see to it, 

and don*t do nothing," quietly observed a pallid 

brush-nudcer, whose yard we were in. " Yes, 

the sink's often stopped up like that, and it gets 

foul, and smells much worse than this; and if 

the neighbours didn't let us have some of theirs, 

we shouldn't have no water at all." In no case 

were the butts or cisterns, even of the hovses 

in which the supply was by comparison good, 

provided with a covering. In every instance 

they acted as traps for the foul exhalations from 

closet and yard ; and the Tvater they held — the 

sole supply, be it remembered, for drmking, cook- 

ing; and washing — bore a scum upon its surface 

which might be skimmed ofif and bottled as a 

drink for producing fever. ■

After exploring house after house in Cummin- 

street, finding the yards in every case ill-paved, 

in most cases with wide patches of black foul 

soil between the porous brick and irregular bits 

of soft stone; observing, too, that the poor tenants 

had g:enerally to provide the barrels and pans 

in which the water was kept, the house-owner 

making no such provision; noting that in. no 

one instance were the closets emoientljr ap- 

pointed; learning from my medical friends 

that the sloppy soil of the yards, and the 

exposed condition of the water, dose as it al- 

yr&js was to closet^ drain, and earth, were 

positive invitations to fever and death— I left, 

wondering, if this were a thoroughfare held up 

for admiration by the local autiionties, what 

could have been its condition before it be- 

nefited by their purifying hand, and how 

much worse might be the sights in store for me. 

We had seen cnildren at piay in yards &ve feet 

by three, where the oozings from the panless 

closets had saturated the black soil, where an 

open stagnant drain mingled its effluvia with 

that of rotting water-butts, and where an open 

dust^eap, with its oonoomitanis of cabbage- 

stalks and the heads and tails of long departed 

fish, furnished forth the tovs; and it became a 

curious problem what could be shown as more 

&tally destructive to healtL ■

Passing through long and narrow streets, 

where "fever at six and eight," ''cholera so 

bad in 1853 and nothing d<me since," " an open 

cesspool at the back of that house," "man and his 

wife and several children died of the fever in the 

room where those broken windows are," made 

up the notes by the way, we ^ned a small 

thoroughfare, a great part of which was rented 

by the greengroeer at the comer, who subkt 

it in sinf^le romns to the tenants we were 

about to Tiait. Ferer had raged here forioudy, 

a formal report had been made to the vestiy by 

the doctor six we^ before, and the result was 

that an officer of the parish had been instructed 

"to see what could be done;" the result of 

which enern^iio measure was, that the exalted 

functionary in question being very busy, " had 

sent his man to put a little lime down." The 

back yards here were so inconceivably horrible, 

that thoae of Cummin-stiteet seemed clean and ■

wholesome by eomparison. Here, the ooaiqg 

and soil from the closet comes through its wiiAs 

of rotten wood, permeates the bla» earth of 

the little yard on which there is not even a 

pretence of paving, and runs down to the open 

window of the dwelling-room, v^iere a box- 

maker and his wife are at work. Night and day 

this couple, type of the doaens of omer couples 

with which tne houses are orammed, inaale 

the stench and effluvia from closet, and from the 

dead dogs and garbage of the yard beyond. The 

woman told us they were compelled "to dose 

the window when the smell became unusually 

bad, and made them fed faint," but they were 

now working on unconoemedly, though its 

strength was powerfully Mjparent to noses less 

painfully acolunatised. The tubs or barrels in 

the yard were, of course, uncovered, and were 

lined with a thick green fungus, like the vrater- 

moss we think so pretty in an aquarium. On 

scraping the side ot one of these, the foul slime 

came off, inch thick, upon the finger; and on 

one of our party trying the experiment too 

hastily, a portion of the barrd itself was scooped 

out, for it was of the consistency oi touchwood, 

and crumbled in the hand. WindowB were 

opened, and invitations "to see the sort of 

place they chai^ three shillings and ninepence a 

week for," were freely given ua. A broken cdl- 

ing, through which the rain was dripping steadily 

in three places at once; walls rapidly crumbling 

through neglect and durt; a bedstead and two 

rude chairs; made up the home. Nothing spoke 

of the personal oecupannr of the tenant, save 

the few miserable rags ^ying on the string 

running across tiie room. What dothea she had, 

she wore; what clothes her husband possessed, 

were with him seeking work at the waterside. 

" Yes, she'd had dtUdren, bat they were all 

dead. Sae hadn't been here leng enough to 

speak about the water or the smeU. but her 

neighbours tdd her ik was bad, and she mipposed 

it wasn't hedthv* but what weie tfaejr to do 

with her husband wantuig to live near his work, 

which was looking out for jobs at the water- 

side F" So with her neighbour in the MtUe room 

opposite ; so with the old couple who were croon- 

ing over a small fire in a zoom bdow, ud whose 

folding hed was turned up, beoaoseof the simple 

impossibility of sitting or standing or dxAng any- 

thm^ but lying on it when it was pat down; 

so witk the decent woman witb a child in her 

arms, whose hulking, sleepii^ husband **was 

not drunk, but had been over-persuaded with a 

gkss of rum» which had been too much for 

nim;" all pajring from a fourth to a fifth of 

their weekly pittance — earned with what bitter 

difficulty God only knows — for the privily of 

being slowly and aurdy killed off by the douihr 

fever-taint oominr from vitiated water mSl 

poisoned air. In these houses tlie ehdera raged 

furiously in 1853, when the moat urgent repre- 

sentations were made to the vestry, of the 

necessity of prompt and decided action. In these 

bouses fever patients are perpetually found, and 

the report of six weeks i^ hai^ so far, been as 

unproductive of any practical in^ovement as ■
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the report of a dosen years ago. It was pitiable 

to talK with these poor people, to hear of the 

shifts and stroggles of their poverty, to see the 

wife patiently waiting for ni^ht in the bare and 

sqnalid room, and only anxious as to whether 

the water-side had given John a job, or whether 

he would perforce come home emptj-handed, 

as on the night before ; to mark their uncom- 

plaining attitude and the cheerfulness with which 

they met their lot ; and then to leave them, with 

the certainty that they were being as surely 

poisoned as any victim of the Borgias who smelt 

the fatal bouquet, or touched the deadly ring. ■

Up dark courts withpsstoral names, down foul 

alleys which babbled foolishly of green fields, by 

streets every one of which were as familiar to the 

hospital physician as the commonest drug he nre- 

scrioes — streets he had never seen, bat wnich nad 

sent him crop after crop of patients through long 

years, each crop heavier than the last ; past rows 

of houses where people lay dying, and where the 

whole popidation is, as was aptly said, ''in such 

a tindery condition that the Jeast spark of dis- 

ease would spread among them like wildfire, 

and carry offthousands in its train." ■

Leaving the bustle, glare, and noise of 

the leading thoroughfare, we come upon an 

alley where naked children disport themselves 

upon ^e flagstones, and where every house 

door bears tdcen of the teeminff life within. 

On entering one of these, we find its closet 

within a few feet of the front door, inside 

the threshold of which is an open sink, stopped 

up at the time of our visit, and ankle deep 

in ill-smelling water. The little girl with the 

wan cheeks, the bright eyes, and gentle smile, 

has just come home from the hospital, and, 

recognising the physician, follows us meekly 

from house to house, silently looking up at her 

friend, as if his presence reminded her that 

light, and air, and cleanliness, are existent in 

the world. Publicity having been recently given 

to the shameful condition of the first house we 

entered, efforts have been made to patch up or 

gloss over its most glaring evils. The closet has 

been mended, and the oozings which made the 

bedrooms on each aide of it common cesspools, 

haye been checked. Yet nothing has been done 

to the rooms themselves, and they remain with 

their flooring sodden and their walls saturated 

with filthj exhalations of the foulest refuse. ■

There is a ghastly monotony about such ex- 

periences as these. Kennels in which no sane 

man would allow the least valuable of his ani- 

mals to sleep, filled night and day with men, 

women, and children ; rooms seven feet by five, 

with four women working, living, and sleeping 

in them; a yard with a disused pigsty con- 

verted into a sleeping box, in whicn an old 

creature huddles herself every night between a 

reeking closet and an open water-butt ; houses 

where the waterspouts are consistently broken, 

and the rain bickles down walls, toad forces its 

way into beds and clothing; pipes which will 

not act, and water which will never come when 

wanted; make up the dreary round. In one 

street, which, like the whitened sepulchre of ■

old, is fair without (for it is comparatively wide 

and well kept), we found that a house notori- 

ously infected with fever, a house where a man 

and his wife and children died not very many 

weeks ago, was already full of new tenants, and 

that no steps had been taken to purify or dis- 

infect it. The yard was ankle-deep in foetid 

slime, which formed its onlj^ pavement ; the 

water-butt was so foul that its contents could 

not be swallowed, and a small wooden basin was 

put over it to catch the produce of the pipe; 

and the general condition of the property was 

so filth V that even the poor people themselves 

believedi that "something was going to be 

done !" Twelve mouths ago, the vestry of Saint 

Dragon's was persuaded by its medical officer 

to send a deputation to examine into and report 

upon these very houses. These gentlemen came 

back horrified at what they saw. An inspector 

must be forthwith appointed, and this dread- 

ful sin and crying scandal must be removed. 

Parishioners, eveu poor parishioners, must not 

be killed off with impunity ; and, for the honour 

of the vestry, it was essential that this matter 

should be taken in hand at once. But the 

meeting was adjourned ; the vestrymen, who 

themselves held small house property, said 

to each other that "there was no knowing 

where these new-fangled notions would end, if 

the parish inspector were allowed to put people 

to wnat expense he thought fit ;" and the end 

of all, is, that the houses remain in the exact 

condition now, they were in then ; and while one 

set of tenants have been fatally thinned, their 

successors in the same rooms are being ripened 

for a similar fate, even whUe they are hoping 

with touching simplicity that " something will 

be done." What that something is, and how 

iar it is likely to be effectual, will be readily 

estimated when we know it depends upon the 

liberality of a landlord who is to do as much and 

as little as seems right in his own eyes, and who 

has neither fear of parish interference nor dread 

of inspection before him. Among the vestry- 

men of Saint Dragon's are eight or ten owners 

of houses such as this ; houses with an allow- 

ance of two and a half gallons of water for 

each person per day, are plentiful in the 

pari^; houses where even this supply is ir- 

regular and uncertain are far from care; and 

on Sunday, the only day, in many cases, 

when there is time for a thorough cleans- 

ing, the water is not turned on at idl ! Prom 

Monk-street, where there were some forty deaths 

from cholera in 1854, eighteen cases of fever 

have been sent to the hospital within the last 

few months ; from Saint Dragon's New Town, 

the houses of which are built upon wet grouud, 

without any provision against tne rise of damp, 

and with filthy undrained yards, one hundred 

and twenty fever patients were sent from July, 

IS64, to September, 1865. The rule in this 

parish seems to be, to admit fresh tenants as 

soon as the late tenants have been finished off, 

and to do tliis without cleansing or other sanitary ■

Srecaution. The result is what I have shown, 
lisease and premature death are accepted as a ■
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sort of fate by tlie poor \yTetches themselves, 

and vestrymen and landlords make long speeches 

about the improvident and ill-conditioned lives 

of the poor. If a medical ofl&cer be oflTensively 

punctilious as to what he considers his duty, if 

lie be persuaded that human life is of more con- 

sequence than the prejudices or petty interests 

of guardians, and if he report accordingly, he 

soon finds himself a marked man. His opinions 

are laughed at, and his suggestions ignorea, while 

the vestry protests, like tne fat lancllord we met 

in Cummm-street, against beinff asked to protect 

such mischievous and degradea people as those 

with whom they have unhappily to aeal. ■

If the component parts of a metropolitan 

vestry be considered, and the position, education, 

and intelligence of its members be weighed, it 

becomes grotesquely horrible that an irrespon- 

sible power over life and death should be vested 

, in such hands. Let not the opulent or well-born 

content themselves with giving this matter the 

languid attention we too commonlv vouchsafe 

to other people's concerns. The fever poison 

is spreading far and wide, and its victims 

multiply jrear by year. lu Saint Dragon's alone 

its rate of progress has been as follows: In 

1861 there were twenty-five fever deaths ; in 

1862, forty-feight; in 1863, eighty-eight; in 

1864, one hundred and thirteen; in 1865, one 

Imndred and twenty-eight. Every one of these 

deaths represents on an average eight cases of 

fever, or about three thousand four hundred in 

one parish; and thbngh ihej occurred almost 

wholly among the poorest, it is impossible to fix 

a limit to the contagion they diffuse. From 

these fever-stricken houses, charwomen, slop- 

workers, porters, street stall-keepers, and thou- 

sands of humble workers, who live by minister- 

ing to the wants of the rich, come torih daily, 

clmrged with the fatal errand of visiting upon 

society the consequences of its most sinful supme- 

ness and its most shameful neglect. Head, father 

or mother, this extract from the Report of the 

Council of Public Health of the Citizen Asso- 

ciates of New York for 1865, and then, looking at 

the children smiling at your knees, ask how long 

they are to be exposed to dangers which could be 

easily obviated, and which are due to the dense ig- 

norance and narrow-mindedness of the people in 

whose hands you are content to leave your own 

fate, and the fate of those dearer to you than life : ■

" A young man, residing with his parents, 

in Thirty-second-street, contracted typhus at 

the bedside of a sick friend in another block ; 

his father in turn contracted the same fever 

from the son, and died; three other cases 

followed in the same family. From this family 

the poison spread to visitors from a family in 

anotlier block, in which family six cases occurred 

in succession, and two died. During this time 

the fever was communicated to two other fami- 

lies in the same house. In the mean time, some 

of these people being alarmed at the spread and 

fatality of the disease, removed to anotner block, 

and-carried the infection with them. The in- 

spector traced the same fever spreading throuf^h 

families in Twenty-eighth-street, and was able ■

to trace its introduction from the fountain of 

infection in Thirty-first-street. He found that 

seventeen cases of typhus, in five families, and 

in four distinct localities, resulted from the 

careless exposure of the fever patients to pro- 

miscuous visitors. And all this was but the 

beginning of an evil the records of which are 

still in progress." ■

There is no reasonable doubt that prompt 

removal, isolation, and cleansing, would have 

stayed this scourge at the first or second case ; 

any more than that con'inued neglect will cause 

it to progress with fearful rapidity and at 

compound interest. Saint Dragon's has fur- 

nished a larger number of fever patients in a 

given period than any other London parish 

or union, -but it is only a slightly exagge- 

rated specimen of many places of its class. . If 

the infected houses of this and other parishes 

were scrubbed and limewashed from top to 

bottom, and were afterwards kept empty for not 

less than ten days, they would become safe 

habitations ; if the commonest rules of decency 

were observed in their management, they need 

not become infected at all. That the Lodging- 

house Act is systematically evaded, and that 

beds are let by the night in unlfcensed houses ; 

that house refuse and dirt is not removed for 

days, often for weeks, and sometimes foinionths : 

the dustmen demanding money in addition to 

the contractor's parish pay ; that the parochial 

inspection is partial, inemcient, and inoperative ; 

that only one-tenth of the quantity of water 

essential to health is supplied to vast districts ; 

that out of seven thousand houses, four thou- 

sand are farmed or sub-let, and require close 

and authbritative supervision; that the result is 

a chronic pestilence, which will blaze up into a 

devastating plague as soon as an unwholesome 

season sets in; these are surely facts which 

justify a cry for reform. Local self-government 

IS a mighty pretty thin^, and centralisation is 

anugly Dugbear; but, inasmuch as you and I 

and every Londoner who reads this page, is in 

daily and increasing peril of bein^ sacrificed to 

the fine old conservatism of that obstinate block- 

head the British vestryman, I should like to ask 

if the country's institutions would be greatly 

endangered by its protecting mine, or whether 

it be beneath the dignity of parliament to check 

the wholesale dissemination of poison, and the 

recklessly indiscriminate dealing out of death ? ■

LITTLE PEOPLE. ■

Mek of moderate height have one solace under 

their disappointment. Although they are not 

run after and admired for their great or small 

stature, they are like giants and dwarfs in this, 

that two of them sometimes make a moderate 

pair. Add the ninety-three inches or so of 

Chang Woo Gow the great, to the thirty-eight 

inches of Chung Mow the small, and divide by 

two, and you get two men of medium stature ; 

and so you do if you adopt the same plan with 

people of any ordinary and familiar stature. ■
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Physiologists have discussed the question 

whether there are any causes in operation likely 

to produce a race of dwarfs, such as the pig- 

mies believed in by the Greeks, and such as 

those 111 tie people wnom travellers once asserted 

to be living in Abyssinia. Physiologists have ar- 

rived at a few general eonclusions as to persons a 

little above or a little below the middle height ;* 

but they disbelieve in any race exceedingly tall 

or exceedingly short. All the examples well 

authenticated are individual only. ■

We find plentiful notices of people less than 

four feet high. Even at and below forty inches, 

the list is formidable. Fabricius speaks of a 

dwarf forty inches high. Thomas Coates, who 

died about eighty years ago, was of this 

stature. Jolin Coan, the Norfolk dwarf, was 

thirty-eight inches. Gaspard Boutin speaks 

of one thirty-six inches nigh; and this was 

also the height of John Marshall, known as 

" Orutchy Jack," who died at Leeds about half 

a century ago, and wlio was the father of eight 

fine children. There was a little man exhibited 

in London, in the time of George the Fourth, 

whose thirty-six inches of height were clad in 

military attire, with top-boots ; " he strutted his 

tiny legs, and held his head aloft with not less im- 

portance than the proudest general officer could 

assume upon his promotion to the rank of field- 

marshal." Long before this, there was exhi- 

bited, "opposite the Mews^gate at Charing- 

cross, a little black man, being but three foot 

high, and thirty- three years of age, straight and 

proportionate every way, who is distinguished 

by the name of the Black Prince ; and with him 

his wife, the little woman, not tiiree feet high, 

and thirty years of a^e, straight and propor- 

tionate as any woman in the land, which is com- 

monly called the Fairy Queen." ■

Below three feet in height, a dwarf likes to 

descend, if he can. This makes him more famous. 

Lydia Walpole, a dwarf at Bartholomew Fair 

forty years ago, was thirty-five inches high. A 

brush-maker of Edinburgh, so short as to be 

known as the Town Steeple, married a girl who 

was a little shorter than himself: they averaged 

thirty-four inches each, and were generally 

known as being as broad as they were long. 

Eighty years ago, there died Mrs. rielly, known 

as the Iriph Fairy ; she was thirty-four inches 

high, and died in giving birth to a child. But 

the best specimen of humanity of this altitude 

was, perhaps, Madame Teresa, known as the 

Corsican Fairy, who was exhibited in London 

some years before the Irish Fairy. She was 

an elegant little creature, pretty, womanly 

and yet fairv-like; less than a yard in height, 

3he was still a lad^, if her portraits arc to be 

trusted. In the time of Sir Hans Sloane there 

was exhibited, at the Mitre and Rummer at 

Charing-cross, "a little wild man, aged twenty- 

seven, and thirty-four inches high." And '* at a 

coffee-house in Charing-cross" (a famous place 

for exhibitions was Charing-cross in those dap) 

*'a little man, fifty years old, two feet nine ■

* See Tall Peoflb, vol. xiL, page 489. ■

inches high, and the father of eight children ; 

when he sleeps he puts his heaa between his 

feet, to rest on by way of a pillow, and his great 

toes in each ear, which posture he shows to the 

general satisfaction of all the spectators." The 

Li^ge people boast of an old woman, who died 

about a century a^o, at the age of a hundred, 

and with the altitude of thirty-two inches. 

Mary Jane^ of the same height, died at TVeni, 

in Snropshire, ninety years ago ; but the poor 

thing was deformed and lame. An adycrtise- 

ment of the time of William and Mary tells of 

a German woman, "at the brandv-shop, over 

against the Eagle and Child, in Stocks' Market" ■

S where the Mansion-house now stands), "the 
iwarf of the world, being but two feet seven 

in height, and the mother of two childreu." 

This was also the height of " a man of the least 

stature that has been seen in the memory of 

man," at the Plume of Feathers in the same 

locality. One exhibition was of " a little Scotch- 

man, but two feet and six inches high, near upon 

sixty years old ; he sings and dances with his 

son; he formerly kept a writing-school, and dis- 

courses of the Scriptures and of manj eminent 

histories very wisely"— a pedagogue in a nut- 

shell. The Journal de M^decine notices a man 

twenty-eight inches high. Mr. Simon Paap, a 

Dutch dwarf, who attracted a good deal of at- 

tention in London fifty years ago, was about as 

many inches in height as he was pounds in 

wfeigiit and years in age — twenty-eight. In 

Queen Anne's time there was "a little fairy 

woman, come from Italy, being but two feet 

two inches high." There is a record of one 

Hannah Bounce, who, although only twenty-five 

inches high, g^ve birth to a ciiild. ■

Of course, if the attraction of a dwarf varies 

inversely as his len<^th, he will try to be less 

than two feet lon^ if he can ; and, equally of 

course, the narratives to that effect are all the 

more open to suspicion. Demaillet, the Fi*en€h 

consul at Cairo, says he saw a dwarf only 

eighteen inches high. Birch, in his Collections, 

speaks of one, omy sixteen inches high, and 

thirty-seven years old. M. Vircy, in -the Dic- 

tionnaire des Sciences, notices a German dwarf 

girl eighteen inches high, but then she was only 

nine years old. A girl was exhibited at Bartho- 

lomew Fair " not much above eighteen inches 

long, having never a perfect bone in any part of 

her, only the head ; yet she hath all her senses 

to admiration, and discourses, reads well, sings^ 

whistles, and all very pleasant to hear." At 

the Charing-cross Coffee-iiouse, comer of Spring- 

gardens, early in the last century, was to be 

seen "a man, sixand-forty years old, one foot 

nine inches high, yet fathoms six foot fiye inches 

with his arms." He must have been an oddity, 

seeing that " he walks naturally upon his hands, 

raising his body one foot four inches off the ■

f round; jumps upon a table near three foot 
igh with one hand." ■

Many dwarfs have had some degree of historic 

celebrity attached to their names, owing to the 

circumstances of their career. 

Jeffery Hudson, a Eutland man, was one of ■
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tliis small band of Httle people who have gained 

name and fame. At eight years old he was 

only eighteen inches high, and was taken into 

the suite of the Duke of Buckingham. When 

Charles the First and Queen Henrietta Maria 

were, on one occasion (which has become tire- 

some from being perpetually cited), entertained 

by the duke, Jeffery Hudson was served np 

in a cold pie, fully armed and accoutred. The 

queen was so delighted with the tiny creature 

tliat she begged him of the duke, and Jeffery forth* 

with enterea the royal suite. As he grew up he 

displayed much tact, and was employed in many 

delicate missions abroad and at home. During 

a masque at court the palace porter, a gigantic 

fellow, took Jeffery out of his pocket. He could 

bear jokes of this kind prepared for set occa- 

sions, bnt he was much irritated by the mocking 

raillery of the courtiers. While on a foreign 

mission, Hudson was so maddened by an insult 

of this kind that he challenged the offender ;- 

the courtier appeared, armed with a squirt; 

Hudson insisted that the affair should not end 

with this additional insult ; they met with pistols, 

and Hudson shot him dead on the spot.^ The 

little man (who was eighteen inches high at 

thirty jears old, and then grew till he was forty- 

fiye) bred to be invdved m suspicion concem- 

in^ a Popish plot, and died in prison a little 

while before the death of Charies the Second. 

Some years ago his slashed and bedizened satii) 

doublet and hose were in the Ashmolean 

Mnseum at Oxford. Are they there still ? ■

Another political dwarf, if we may so de- 

signate him, died only a few years ago. Galig- 

nani noticed the event in eighteen hundred and 

fifty-eight. The dwarPs name was Eichebonrg. 

He was only twenty-four inches high. When 

yonng he was in the service of the Duchess of 

Orleans, wife of the duke in the days of the 

French Bevolution, and mother of the duke who 

was afterwards King Louis Philippe. In the 

desperate troubles of those days JEtichebonra* 

was, on one occasion, dressed up as a baby, and 

carried in a nurse's arms, with important de- 

spatches concealed m his baby-cap. One would 

like to know more of this little fellow. That 

the Orleans family pensioned him off with three 

thousand francs per annum, and that he died 

in the Rue du Four St. Grermain at the vene- 

rable age of ninety, are the only additional facts 

mentioned ; but it would be pleasant to know 

how the manoeuvre succeeded, and whether the 

tiny diplomatist poked his small person into any 

other of the momentous events of those times. ■

There was a little couple in the time of 

Charles the Second, who compensated for short- 

ness of stature by length of days. They were 

Richard and Anne Gibson. Richard had been 

miniature-painter to Charles the First, and was 

also installed into the oflSce and dignity of court 

dwarf. Anne was, at the same time, court 

dwarf to Queen Henrietta Maria. The king 

determined that the little people should be man 

and wife. It was done, and ne gave away the 

bride. Waller, the court poet, celebrated the 

nuptials in the following lines : ■

Design or chance make others wive, * ■

Bat Nature did this match contrire; ■

£v« might u well have Adan fled, ■

As she deniod her littie bed ■

To him, £6r Heaven seemed to fimm.e ■

And measace eat this little darnel ■

• ••••••« ■

To him the fairest nymphs do show, 

Like moving mountains topp'd with snow ; 

And ev'ry man a Polypheme 

Does to his Galatea seem I , ■

The little people had a remarkabfy happy life 

of it— ^if not absolutely " healthy and wealthy 

and wise,'* at least, something uke it. They 

had nine children, ^vt of idiom Kved to be men 

and women, of the ordinary height. Richard, 

bom during the reign of James the First, saw 

the glories and the troubles of Charles the lirst, 

Cromwell, Charles the Second, and James the 

Second, and died early in the reisn of William 

and Mary. Rather late in life he oecame draw- 

ing-master to the Princesses Mary and Anne, 

afterwards queens. He died at the age of 

seventy.five, while his pocket-edition of a wife 

survived to eighty-nine. They were each under 

four feet in height ; it is even said that they could 

only muster seven feet of stature between them. ■

Peter the Qreat, who had something of the 

Rnssian bear in his disposition, on one occasion 

made meny with all the dwarfs living within a 

certain range of his capital. He collected 

seventy of them, and caused one horse to Hamw 

a dozen of them at a time in a carriage, to raise 

a laugh at their smallness. He ordered a mar- 

riage between two of the number. All tlie 

guests were served with small articles of food, 

small tables, small knives and s^joons. The 

bridegroom, thirty -eight inches high, danced 

a minuet, and the Czar was defa'giited. It is 

related that, when the guests were about to take 

their seats at the banquet, thev juanelled for ■

Srecedence, and maintained their individual 

ignity, as warmly as people of larger growth. 

Poland and Russia have oeen rather celebrated 

for dwarfs. Porter noticed the fact in the last 

centurv. In his Travels in Russia and Sweden, 

he said : ''Dwarfs are here the pages and play- 

things of the great, and, at almost all entertain- 

ments, stand for hours by their master^s chair, 

holding liis snuff-box, or awaiting his commands. 

There is scarcely a nobleman in this country 

who is not possessed of one or more of these 

freaks of nature. These little beings are gene- . 

rally the gayest dressed persons in the service 

of their lord, and are attired in a nniform or 

liverv of very costly materials. In the presence 

of tneir owner their usual station is at his 

elbow, in the character of a page ; and, during 

his absence, they are responsiole for the cleanh- 

ness and combed locks of their companions of 

the canine species. . . . They are generally 

well-shaped, and their hands and feet parti- 

cularlv graceful. Indeed, in the proportion of 

their figures, we should never (]^over them to 

be flaws in the economy of nature, were it not 

for a certain peculiarity of features, and the 

size of the heaa, which is commonly exceedingly ■
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large. Take Hiem in the wbole, they are 9ueh 

compact, and even pretty, tittle bemgs, that no 

idea of them can be formed from the damsy, 

defonned dwwfs which are exhibited at our 

faora in England. It is Tcry canons to observe 

how nearly they resemble each other; their 

features are all so alike that yoa might easfly 

imagine that one pair had spread theu progeny 

over the whole cooatry." ■

One of the moat notable of these P(^h dwarfis, 

in the last century, was Joseph Borokwski^ ge- 

neralljr known as Goant Borulawski. Bie was 

bom in seventeen hnndred and thirty-nine. 

He was one of six brothers and sisters. Three 

of the brothers were all about the middle 

height The eldest, bom eleven years before 

Joseph, was a strong and vigorous little fellow, 

only forty-two inches in height; he became 

page and then conQdential steward to Countess 

Inalawski. The sister was a much smaller speci- 

men of humanity ; perhaps the smallest woman 

who ever fell m love — for she did love, and 

secretly befriended the voung officer to whom 

she never told her love, lest he shoold ridicule 

her. Amiable and pretty, the tiny creature, who 

is credited with only twenty-six inches of 

stature, died in her twenty-second year. As to 

Joseph, he became an European celebrity. He 

was only eight inches long, when bora; and 

so determined did Nature seem to keep him 

small, that she only allowed him fourteen mches 

at one year old, and seventeen inches at six years. 

Having been neglected by his parents, the 

Coantess de Tamow educated him. Airather 

Polish lady, the Gonntess Humie^i, begged him 

of her, and he became quite a pet. He went to 

Podolia, and lived in a castle, where he attained 

a statnre of twenty-one inches at ten years 

old, and twenty-five inches at fifteen. His 

protectress took him for a tour to the Suropeaa 

courts. They went to Yienaa, where the 

£mf»%ss Maria Theresa wished to present him 

with a diamond ring from her finjser; but 

this being far too lar^ she gave him a ling 

from the finger of Mane Antoinette, afterward 

the unfortunate Queen of France, then about 

six years old. The little man was by that 

time twenty-eight inohes in his stockings. 

Count Xaunitz, the minister, very much petted 

him; but there was a feeUng growing up in the 

mind of Borulawski that, after all, he was only 

treated as a toy — an amusing curiosity — ^and hie 

had his moments of mortification. Then they went 

to Munich, and then to Paris, where the court 

chroniclers told of his symmetrical proportions, 

his fine eyes, his lively aspect, his healthy consti- 

tution, his temperate habits (rather a novelty in 

those days), his sound sleep, his graceful dancing, 

his polished manners, his smart repartees, his 

intelligent conversation, his ^od memory, his 

sound judgment, his susceptible feelings, his 

self-respect, his kindly disposition. One even- 

ing. Count Oginski served up Boralawski in 

a tureen, at a banquet, much to the surprise 

and amusement of the guests. At the age of 

twenty-five, Boralawski, then thirty-five inches 

high, settled at Warsaw with his patroness. He ■

fell in love with a French actress ; she pretended 

to favour his suit, but made merry at his expense 

behind his back — ^this was deeply wooiadingto the 

little man. At thirty years old he was thirty- 

nine inches high, and then he stopped growing. 

At the a^ of forty he again fell into the toils of 

love— this time with an amiable and beautiful 

woinan, who, after some hesitation, married him. 

This proceeding so offended the Countess Hu- 

mieski, that she dismissed him from her suite. 

He had to begin the world again, with his wife 

and a baby ; and hard work he found it, for the 

great (as they are called) did not look so smilingly 

upon him as Wore. He tnnrelled about Europe, 

first as a eonoert-giver, then as a supeiior kmd 

of showman, exhibitinjB^ himself for money. It 

was a sore wound to his fedings ; but there was 

no help for it. He fonght on bravely and 

hcNiourably. He was intrc^uoed to the English 

royal family at about the time when the elder 

acms of George the Third were growing up to 

manhood. ■

Borulawski was contemporary with another 

Polish dwarf, far inferior to nim in all bodily and 

mental characteristics. This was Nicholas Feny, 

who assumed the name of B^^. When bora he 

was only eight inches long, and weighed twelve 

ounces ; he was carried on a plate to church to 

be christened, and his first craole was his father's 

wooden shoe. At eighteen months he was able 

to walk, and at two years old he had a pair 

of shoes made for him, an inch and a half long. 

At six years old, when fifteen inches high, he 

was introduced to Stanislaus, King of Poland, 

who gave him the name of B^b6. The Prin- 

cess of Talmond was appointed to teach 

him ; but he was as small in intellect as in 

stature, and could leara very little. . Moreover, 

he was passionate. When Borulawski went to 

visit the king, the two dwarfs gazed at each 

other, and the king made a remark as to the 

mentfd superiority of Boralawski; this put 

B^b^ into sudi a passion that he tried to push 

the other into the fire— aproceeding that brought 

a flogging upon Bihi, He became prematurely 

old and withered, and died at the age of twenty- 

three; all acoonnts giving him a height of 

thirty-three inches at the time of his death. 

The king pknned a marriage between B^b^ and 

Anne Tiierese Souvray, a native of the Yosges; 

but B6b^ died before the union was effected. 

There were two sisters, Anne Therese and 

Barbe, one thirty-three inches high, and the 

other forty-one ; they lived to be old women, 

and danced and sang national songs in public. ■

Wybrand Lolkes, the Dutch owarf, acquired 

in his day some renown. He was one of 

eight children of a poor fisherman. He learned 

watch-making at Amsterdam, and then car- 

ried on the trade at Rotterdam. Failing in 

business, he resolved to get a living out of his 

smallness. He came to London in the time of 

old Astley, and was engaged at the Amphitheatre. 

His wife"(for he had a wife and three children) 

ased to lead him on the stage, and had to stoop, 

that her hand might touch his. He was clumsy 

I mod awkward, but agile and strong. When sixty ■
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years of age, be was only tvrentj-seven inches 

Ligb . There is a portrait extant of him, with his 

well-looking, good-sized wife beside him. ■

HALF A MILLION OF MONET. ■

BT THB AVTBOB OF " BA&BABA'S BUTOBT.** ■

CHAPTEE LXXII, WHAT TO DO NEXT. ■

Thebb are some emergencies in wbicb men 

must and can only turn to their own thoughts 

for guidance— emergencies in which the least 

experienced are better able to help themselves 

than others are to help them ; in which the 

wisest counsel from without is of less value than 

that counsel which comes from within. Such 

was Saxon's position when he made the cruel 

discovery of his cousin's baseness. He was 

stunned — crushed — bewildered. He neither 

knew how to act, nor what to think. A change 

and a shadow seemed all at once to have come 

over the face of the heavens. That simple faith 

in his fellow-man which had made wealth so 

pleasant, life so sweet, the present so sunny, and 

the future so fair, was shaken suddenly to its 

foundations. He felt like one who is overtaken 

by an earthquake. Where his home stood but 

a moment before, there is now a heap of fallen 

masonry. Where his garden lay, all bright with 

trees and flowers, there is now but a yawning 

chasm. He dreads to move, to stand still, to go 

backward or forward, lest the ground should 

open and swallow him. There is nothing before 

him, nothing behind him, but ruin. ■

As he had told Gastletowers in the first out- 

break of his trouble, it was not, indeed, " the 

money" that he lamented. He would have given 

more than he had lost to believe again in William 

Trefalden, and know him for " a good man and 

true." It was not the money. He scarcely 

thought of it. He was rich without it. Perhaps 

—for he was beginning to loathe the wealth 

which had wrought all this evil— he should have 

been richer still if he had never possessed it. 

No — ^it was that he had, in his simple, manly, 

hearty way, truly loved his cousin— loved him, 

looked up to him, trusted him implicitly. It was 

that he bad been, all along, the mere blind victim 

of a gigantic fraud, deliberately planned, merci- 

lessly carried forward, callously consummated. 

•Hiis was the blow. This was the vrrong. This 

was "the pity of it!" ■

He had to bear it, to fight through it, to thint 

it out for himself. He had, above all, to consider 

what he should do next. That was the great 

problem— what to do next. ■

For he was determined not to have recourse to 

the law. He had made up his mind to that from 

the first. The money might go— was gone, pro- 

bably. At all events, he would never foul the 

Trefalden name in a public court, or drag the 

man whom he had called by the sacred name of 

" friend" before a public tribunal. At the same 

time, however, might it not yet be possible to ■

recover some portion of the money ? William 

Trefalden beUeved him to' be in Norway, and, 

doubtless calculated on the three months whioh 

Saxon had laid out for his northern trip. Was 

it not, at all events, possible that the kwyerhad 

not yet taken flight P ■

The more Saxon thought about it, the more 

he became convinced that his wisest course would 

be to hasten back to London, confront his cousin, 

and wrest from him whatever might yet be re- 

coverable of the stolen millions. There were 

great improbabilities in the way ; but even in the 

face of these improbabilities, the effort was 

worth making. ■

And then there was the Gastletowers mort- 

gage .... but Saxon had already considered 

how that difficulty might be met. ■

Poor young fellow ! He lay awake all night 

turning these things over in his mind; and in 

the morning, as soon as Alexandria was awake 

and stirring, he went down without even knock- 

ing at Lord Gastletowers' door as he passed by, 

and out into the streets. ■

When he came back to breakfast, his faoe 

wore a bright look of decision and purpose. ■

"I have been down to the landing-place, 

Gastletowers," he said, "looking after the Albula, 

and making some inquiries of the people about 

the quays. I think I ought to give up this 

Mediterranean tour, and go back to England." ■

" I am sure of it," replied the Earl. " I was 

about to suggest it to you myself, if you had not 

proposed it." ■

"And *if 'twere well. 'twere done,'" said 

Saxon, " * 'twere well 'twere done quickly.' " ■

" You will go by steamer, of course ?" ■

" I would if I could ; but the Trench mail left 

yesterday, and the Overland packet will not be 

due till next week ; so the best and only thing 

to be done is to stick to the yacht for the present. 

The wind is direct in our favour ; the Albula 

will skim along like a gull ; and by pushing for- 

ward at once to Malta, we may catch one of the 

Italian boats. At all events, we shall not be 

standing still ; and even to be moving is some- 

thing, when one is so intolerably restless." ■

"I am ready to start with you thb very mo- 

ment," said the Earl. ■

"Thank you," replied Saxon, with a sigh. 

"You must come back here, you know, when 

you have got rid of me, and go on to Gairo and 

the Pyramids, as we had intended before this 

happened." ■

"Without you P" ■

"Why not? I shall, of course, leave the 

yacht in your charge." ■

The Earl shook his head. ■

"No, no, Trefalden," he said. "The yacht 

can be sent home in the care of the master; but 

you and I must certainly not part company, 

unless you feel you had rather be without me." ■

"That's impossible; but . . . ." ■

" But me no buts. Solitary travelling has no 

charm for me. If you reject my society, I shall 

simply go home to Gastletowers assist as I can.'* ■
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So it was agreed that the friends shotdd em- 

bark without aa hour's delay, makingr direct for 

the nearest port in which a Marseilles steamer 

was likely to be found. ■

CHAFTEA LXXm. HOMEWAED BOTTND. ■

TuAi fate is always adyerse to a man inhaste^ 

that nothing important in this world is ever to 

be had at the precise moment when it is most 

needed, that the train is certain to be half an 

hour late or the watch ten minutes slow, when 

every moment is more precious than gold and 

one's whole being seems to be concentrated on the 

one act of pushing forwardr-are facts which call 

for no eyidence beyond that which comes within 

the circle of each man's experience. ■

In obedience, then, to what may be called the 

Law of Hindrances, the Albula just missed the 

steamer at Yalettaby an hour and three-quarters. 

Being told, however, that by running before the 

wind to Messina without delay, they would be 

certain to catch the French mail steam-packet 

for Marseilles direct, the travellers crowded all 

sail, and went on. Arrived at Messina, they 

learned that their boat had started at noon, and 

would not be due again till that day week. 

There was now nothing for it but to go on to 

Naples. ■

They then landed their Sicilian surgeon, whose 

services were no longer needed, and again put to 

sea. ■

But the wind was no longer directly in their 

favour, and their progress was consequently so 

much the slower. Tacking laboriously along the 

Calabrian coast, they beheld all that wondrous 

panorama unfold itself before them as they 

passed. Pestum, Amalfi, Salerno, Vesuvius, 

and, at last, the glorious bay, with its sentinel 

islets lying out to sea. ■

They landed at the Molo Grande. The white 

flag of the Bourbon was flying from the twin 

castles down beside the quays, from the arsenal, 

and from the mastheads of the steam-frigates in 

the harbour. There, pacing to and fro upon the 

pier, were the Neapolitan sentries, with their 

white-cross belts— those same cross-belts at 

which Saxon and Gastletowers fired so many 

shots at Melazso. ■

They soon found that the boat which they had 

missed at Messina was, above all others, the one 

which they should have taken. No other went 

to Marseilles direct, and no other would go at 

all for at least forty-eight hours, from the time 

of their arrival in the harbour. It was now 

Thursday morning, and the order of depar- 

ture was as follows : there was the boat of the 

Messageries Imp^riales, which left Naples every 

Tuesday at tve p.m. ; there was the boat of the 

Two Sicilies Mail Steam Navigation Ck>m- 

pany, which went every Wedne^ay at the 

same hour; and there were two boats every 

Saturday, besides the chance of a merchant- 

steamer, which had no fixed dates for departure, 

but was expected to be ready about that time. ■

But every one of these packets, without excep- 

tion, touched at Civita Yecchia^ and some touched 

not only at Civita Yecchia, but also at Genoa 

and Leghorn. ■

In short, they could not possibly get off before 

Saturday at noon, and even then must suiTer loss 

of time by putting in at the Papal port by the 

way. ■

However, there was no help for it. Wait one 

whole day and part of two others, they must ; 

so they determined to make the delay as pleasant 

as possible, and the Earl xmdertook to show 

Saxon all that could be seen of Naples in the 

time. ■

How they rattled down to Pompeii by rail ; 

dined on the Chiaja; heard the "Barbiere" at 

the San Carlo ; supped in the open air on the 

terrace of the Albergo deUa Yilla di Roma; ate 

mattoni ices and maccaroni to their hearts' con- 

tent ; and wandered on the Molo, watching the 

red glow above Vesuvius long after those hours 

at which more reasonable travellers are in their 

beds— needs no recapitulation here. ■

To a stranger, the fair city seemed all careless 

security, all mirth, all holiday. Who that knew 

not every inflection of the popular voice, every 

flash of the popular humour, could have guessed 

that there was revolt at the heart of that shout- 

ing, laughing, noisy crowd P Who would have 

dreamed that the preacher holding forth in the 

Largo del Mercato was only kept from preach- 

ing the "movimento" by the sight of those 

cross-belts scattered, as if by chance, among the 

crowd ? Or that the Ganta Storia on the Molo, 

chanting his monotonous stanzas to an eager 

circle of boatmen and lazzaroni, was ready to 

substitute the name of Garibaldi for that of 

Rinaldo whenever the sentry was out of hearing ? 

Who would have supposed that in every coffee- 

shop and trattoria, round every lemonade and 

maccaroni stall, in front of every mountebank's 

pktform, and in the porch of every church, the 

one prevailing, absorbmg topic upon every lip 

was the advance of the national army? ■

Yet so it was. Garibaldi had crossed from 

Sicily, and landed in Calabria only a few days 

before, and all Naples was boiling over with 

hope and exultation. The wildest tales, the 

most extravagant anticipations were afloat. 

Every man wluspered " Viva Garibaldi !" in his 

neighbour's ear ; but none had yet dared to give 

voice to the popular watchword. In the mean 

whUe, an irrepressible under-current of revolu- 

tionary propagandism was beginning to agitate 

the surface of Neapolitan life. Though not yet 

apparent to the casual observer, this disposition 

was perfectly understood by the Neapolitan 

authorities, who were doing all in their power to 

keep it down by means of the strong hand. The 

guns of St. Elmo, the Castd Nuovo, and the 

Oastel dell' Oto were pointed ominously upon 

the town. Small bodies of military were con- 

stantly perambulating the principal thorough- 

fares, mingling in every crowd, -and loitering 

about the places of p^ular resort. Above all. ■
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tba little theatre Son Garlmo, in the Laigo dd 

Castello, was i^at u|^ Saron and Caetietoven 

had gone down there, on tiieir wajr to the opera, 

intending to pay a visit to Pulichinelle ; but 

they fonnd the doon closed, and a sentvy pacing 

before then. That witty md patriotie wppet 

had faUea a victini to his poliiieal (^imons* and 

was now a state prisoner in his own little 

theak& ■

Sach WAS the eonditian of Naples when Saxon 

made his irst aoqnaintanoe with the beautiful 

city. The kingr was still at the Palasso Eeale; 

the people wen in a f ennent ; and Garibaldi was 

on the march. ■

CHAPTMl IXXIT. COIOKICA'S HAITD. ■

Thet were going up Vesuvius ! 

Happy youth, which can forget its eares so 

easily, and float with every tide ! Here were two 

young men snatching a hasty breakfast on the 

terrace in &ont of their hotel, while the carriage 

which was to convey them to Eesina waited at the 

door. They had risen with the sun; they were in 

high spirits ; they talked more than they ate, and 

laughed more than either. Who wouldhave sup- 

posed that the one had been robbed of half his 

fortune^ and the other r^ected by the lady of his 

love P Who would have supposed that each had 

a real sorrow at heart? And, above all, who 

would not eovet that healthy elasticity of temper 

which enabled them to put their troubles aside, 

and make the best of the sunshiny present P ■

''Confound the aim r said the Earl. "Idan't 

know how I am to get up the cone without the 

help of it I" ■

"Yon must be carried," replied Saxon, vigo- 

rously attacking a fragrant " bifteck," surrounded 

by a golden fence of "pommes de terre f rites." 

"It's expensive and ignominious; but I can 

suggest nothing better." ■

" Consent to become a parcel?" exclaimed the 

Earl. "Never. Am I not a man and a biped ?" ■

"Men and bipeds must occasionally do what 

they don't like to do, I presume;, as well as women 

and quadrupeds," replied Saxon. ■

" There is one consolatory fact of which I am 

quite cert4un," replied theEaii; "and that is, 

that men and bipeds have the best of the bargain 

— ^at all events, in this world." ■

" Not a doubt of it. What splendid stuff this 

Lachryma is !" ■

"There's a poor wretch down there, however, 

who looks as if his worldly bargain had been bad 

enough!" said the Earl, tossing a handful of car- 

lini to a beggar who had been mumbling and 

bowing in the road below, ever since the young 

men bad sat down to breakfast. ■

The waiter in attendance shrugged his shoul- 

ders, and smiled, . ■

" Son' tuiti ladroni, signoxe," said he. " Tatti 

-tuttil" ■

The beggar picked up the coins with a great 

show of gratitude, and called upon a variety of 

saints to shower down blessings on the giv^ • ■

''GoodHnransP' exefaumed Saxon, setting 

down the glaiB which he had just raised to his 

lifiu ■

The Earl looked up in swpriae. ■

"Why, my good fellow," said he, "what is 

the matter with you? You look as ii yon had 

seen a ghost." ■

B«t, instead ef leplymg, Baxon turned to the 

waiter. ■

''Bring me a ofBp of strong oolfee,* he said. 

** Bring it immediately." ■

The waiter withdrew. Saxon st once laid his 

hand on his friend's arm, leaned dosertohim, 

and said in a hnmed whisper ; ■

" it's Signer Montecttculi--ih8t Monteeuculi 

whom I saw onoe at Gastletowers ?" ■

" Montecneoli ! Where? What do yon 

mean?" ■

*' Ther e t he beggar yonder— dont yon see? 

He has somethmg to say to ns !" ■

"But are yon certain?* ■

"Certain. I saw his face quite plainly. Ha ! 

What's this?'* ■

The beggar had withdrawn a Httle into the 

shade of the roadside trees ; but a stone came 

whirring through the air, and crashed down, as 

Saxon spoke, into the midst of the breakfast- 

table. There was a paper twisted about it, 

which the Earl had barely time to secure before 

the waiter eune beiok. As soon as that func- 

tionary conld be again dismissed, the young men 

hastened to examine it. ■

''Cdonna's hand!" exdaimed the Earl, as his 

eyes fell on the writing. ■

There were but throe or fow Hnes, and they 

nmtfaiis: ■

"/• gmii pmi* Concealed near the eeasL 

Ssiemiee cm ih9 alert. Bring a eailinff hoal, 

Jneior ef t^&re, im a line mih ihe ruim (f 

Ouma. Be prepared with ftm-ieat, and look OMi 

for eiffnah about dmsk,** ■

^'How hieky that we w«re detained here!" 

WW Saxw's first exdamation. ■

" We uMst not think of Vesuvius now," sud 

theEwl ^• ■

''OfeoMsenot!" ■

" We oat say tei we have (Ranged our minds, 

and pisfer a day on tiie water. It will be easy 

to cruise about the coast in that direction, fish- 

ing, or sketching, ■

" Nothing easwr.** ■

" And we'H get him ofi", som^w P* ■

*'Thait we will, in spite 6t Franoeseo Se- 

!" ■

CHAPTEE LXXV. OKTHODOX BBTTISa TOUBISTS. ■

Thx AlbnLi ooasted oatottatiously about the 

bay all the for^won, but shortly a^ mid-day 

rounded MMite ^My^da, and oast anohar at the 

point indicated in Cotenna's note. ■

Her crew was nowetieiigthened by the addi- 

ticm of a small, active, swarthy Italian sailor, 

with gold rmgs in his ears, and a scarlet cap 

«pon his head. He was an "odd hand," whom ■
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Saxon hBdt appaiently, picked up upon the 

quay ; and he had not been on board five minntes 

before he betrayed his utter incapacity to handle 

a rope. This sailor was MontecnoolL ■

I£an6elf proacrifaed and in hourly peril of 

recognition, he had been for three days vainly 

iryiag to get CbloBaa off £rom his hiding-pkee 

at Gumsk iinding it .iii^)0flsible, in conse- 

q«eaoe of tJhe vigilance of the harbour poHoe, to 

make the attempt by sea, he was in the aet of 

organising an armed eoLpedition by land when 

he heard that an English yadit had jost oome 

into port. Godng down hhnself after daric, he 

found, to his great joy, that the Alhala was Saxon 

Trefalden^ pn^rty, and that Lord Castletowers 

was with htm at the Hotel Qrsn' Breiagna. ■

" I tried to see you last eTemng," said he, as 

they leaned, ehatting, tnmr the side of the vessd ; 

** but though I heud of you at many places, I 

could find you at none, l^is morning, however, 

I was detennined not to be bafBed ; so I have 

been hanging about the Cfaiaja ever since day- 

break." ■

*' It was an act of great imprudence on Co- 

lonna's part, to venture over to dte mainland 

before Garibaldi was in Naples," said the Daii ■

''Lnprudence! It was madness. Nothing 

less. I have been in Naples myself for the last 

three wedcs, attending the meetings of our 

secret societies, and dutnbuting the Dictator's 

proclamations; bat then I am known only to 

our own people, aoid there ia no price upon my 

head. I heard some days ago that Colonna had 

been seen at Gaeta ; but I did not beitieve it." ■

"At Gaeta !" r^>eated the EarL "" Nay, what 

could he expect, save danger, in a royalist 

stronghold like Gaeta P" ■

"What, indeed! Ma ebe voletcP He has 

been running his head inl» -the liou's mouth all 

his m." ■

'* Heaven grant that he may not liave done so 

once teo oftoi !" ■

" Were it not that no hand on earth could 

imitate his writing," said Monteeuculi, '' I should 

have suspeeted a trap ; but of the genuineness of 

his note, there can be no doubt." ■

*' How did il feaeh you ?" asked the Earl. ■

"It was left for me, somewhat mysteriously, 

at the little tmttoria where I din^. The messen- 

ger was a boy whom nobody knew, and be merely 

gave it in without a word, and ran away.-** ■

"But what was Sigaor Ooionna doing at 

GaetaP" asked Saxon. ■

The Italian dvugged his shonlders signifi- 

cantly. ■

" Garibaldi has only to *eifter Naples by one 

gate for Franeesco to wA out by the other," 

replied he; "and Gaeta gave shelter to the 

Pope ten years ago. It is a difficult place to 

dci with, and, of course, if it could be gained 

over beforehand, our position would be mate- 

riaHy strengthened. But Colonna was not the 

man for such an expedition. A less precious 

life should have been hazarded." ■

" I wonder where he is now !" said the Earl ■

taking sa anxious surrey of the eoast tibiough 

his^^iass. ■

"I think I can guess," re#ed Monteoucnli. 

"You see that volcanic hill lying back yonder 

from the shoie? That is the Acropolis of 

CumsQ ; and a regiment might find hiding^room 

in the mysterious caves and passages with which 

it is perforated in every direction.** ■

" I think I eaa see them," exclaimed Saxon. 

" They look like ribbit-burrows." ■

"There ore hundreds of them— all hewn in 

the solid tufa. They were ancient beyond all 

record in the time of YirgH ; and no one knows 

wither they kad, or by what hands they were 

excavated.'' ■

It was now proposed that Saxon and Castle- 

towers should land on pretext of sketching, 

leaving the Albula at anchor about half a mUe 

from shore. They put off accordingly in the 

small boat, taking Saxon's English sailor with 

them, and leaving Monteeuculi on board the 

yacht. ■

The shore was fiat and manhy, Mnged with 

tall reeds, and scattered over wi^ fragments of 

very ancient masonry. Amottg these reeds they 

moored their boat, and, landing, found them- 

selves face to face with a Neapolitan sentry. ■

Up till this moment, no human creature had 

been visible along the lonely coast. Scanning it 

carefully from the deck of the Albulaand detect- 

ing no sign of life for miles on either side, they 

had said to each other that nothing would be 

easier than to bring off the fugitive in open day • 

yet no sooner had they set foot upon 1^ sand 

than thehr firiend's danger stood bodily before 

them in the shape of an armed sentinel. ■

The man neither challenged them nor opposed 

their landing; but stood by, leaning on his 

musket, quiet and observant. Saxon and Castle- 

towers, on the other hand, with an air of the 

utmost unconcern, Et their cigars, and begatt 

looking about for a favourable point of view. ■

Presently the Earl Went up to the sentry, and 

addressed him. ■

"Scusate, amico,'*said be, "but what hill is 

that yonder?" ■

"E hi rocca di Gumfe^ signore,** replied the 

soldier. ■

" Cams !" repeated the Xarl. ■

" Si, signore. Cum© antico." ■

" Grasie molte," said Castletowers, and imme- 

diately pulled a book from his pocket, and began 

reading. The book was Childe Harold ; but the 

kst edition of Murray could not have answered 

his purpose better. The sentry conchided it was 

a guide-book, set down the new comers as in- 

offensive tourists, and took no further notice of 

them. ■

They then wandered a little way up the shore 

till they cane to a clump of pines, in the shade 

of wMch they sat down. Here Saxon, who was, 

in truth, no artist, proeeeded to make a sketch. ■

Presently another sentry made his appearance. 

Like the first, he seemed to rise out of the very 

eaitii, and yet made no show of watchfulness. ■
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Having paced slowly past the pine dump twice 

or thrice, he withdrew to a point of rising ground 

about a quarter of a mile distant, and there took 

up his position. ■

" Trefalden," said the Earl, « we are watched." ■

"Evidently." ■

"What is to be done P" ■

" Heaven knows I" ■

"It is my belief that the place swarms with 

soldiers." ' ■

" And I feel as if the very air were full of eyes 

and ears." ■

"PoorColonna!" ■

Then, for a few moments, they were both silent. ■

" rU tell you what I think we must do, Castle- 

towers," said Saxon. " Seem to sail away, and 

then come back again at dusk." ■

Despite his anxiety, the Earl could not forbear 

a smile. ■

" Decidedly, my friend," said he, '*you have 

no genius for intrigue." ■

" Isn't my phrn a good one P" ■

" It is the most artless artifice that ever oozed 

from an hooflst brain. No, no. We must do 

something mueh mote cunning than that." ■

" Then I fear you will have to invent it." ■

" I think I have done so already. You must 

go on sketching for a few hours longer. We 

must then pretend to be hungry . . . ." ■

"No need for pretence on my part," said 

Saxon. " I am frightfully hungry now." ■

" You will have to fast for some time, then, 

because it is my object to prolong our stay here 

till dusk; and, in order to do that, we must 

drive off tiie dinner question to the last moment. 

Having, done this, we will go up boldly to one of 

the sentries, inquire our way to the nearest inn, 

and get something to eat. By the time we jtaye 

dined, it will be dusk. Colonna will then only 

have to steal down to the shore and hide himself 

in our boat ; and the object for which we are 

here will be triumphantly accomplished." ■

"It seems to me," said Saxon, "that we 

should have done better had we followed Co- 

lonna's own instructions more closely, and not 

come till after sunset." ■

The Earl'shook his head. ■

"Our only course,** he leplied, "was to land 

openly— to sketch, ftud idle, and play the ortho- 

dox British tourist. By doing this, we disarm 

suspicion; by stealing along the coast after sun- 

set, we should infallibly have aroused the suspi- 

cions of every royalist within half a dozen miles 

of the place." ■

" 1 dare say you are right," said Saxon ; "but, 

in the mean while, I am starving." ■

"I fear you must continue to starve for the 

present." ■

"Then, I beg you to understand that I decline 

to sit still under the treatment. Suppose we go 

over the ruins." ■

" Will you not finish your sketch first r ■

"My sketch!" ejaculated Saxon, contemp- 

tuously. "Pshaw! my sketches are the most 

unsatisfactory daubs in the world. The more I 

finish them, the worse they get. If I had put 

this down half an hour ago, it would have been 

ever so much better than it is now." ■

The Earl still hesitated. Not knowing where 

Colonna might be hidden, he doubted whether 

they ought to go up to the ruins or not. At 

last they decided that orthodox British tourists 

would be certain to see all that oould be seen; 

and so went across the broiling plain and up to 

the foot of the Cumsean Mount. Arrived, "how- 

ever, at the Arco Felice, they were met by a 

third sentry, who interposed his bayonet some- 

what unceremoniously between them and the 

gate. The ruius, he said, were closed to the 

public, and could only be seen by order of the 

Royal Chamberlain. ■

They tried expostulation, they tried bribery ; 

but in vain. The man was immovable. So 

Saxon had to make another sketdi, and then 

another, to pass the time away. ■

At length the day began to decline, and the 

Earl judged that they might proceed to the 

second step iu their plan. So they went back to 

the sentinel at the Arco EeUce, and inquired if 

he knew where they might purchase something 

to eat. ■

The soldier shrugged his shoulders, and be- 

lieved there was no albergo nearer than Patria. ■

"How far are we from PatnaP" asked the 

Earl. ■

"About eight miles." ■

" Eight miles ! Bui^ amico, we have not eaten 

•tnce breakfast— we are starving. Is there no 

farm-house near at hand P" ■

"Oh, sicuro. There is a podere about a 

quarter of an hour hence." ■

"In which direction?" ■

"Eollowing the coast-road towards Liter- 

num." ■

" A thousand thanks. Go9d •Tening, amico." ■

" Buona sera, signore." - ■

With this, the young men turned away, and 

hastened in the direction indicated. ■
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CHAPTEB XX. THE FEBIL INCBEASES. ■

At the appointed hour on the afternoon of the 

eventful day with which we have been so long 

occupied, the doctor of the police forpe arrived, 

accompanied by a surgeon of some eminence, 

who was to assist Dr. Giles in his investiga- 

tion. It lasted some houis, and all the time 

there was a strange and ominous quiet about 

the house, a silence which no one cared to 

break. ■

At last it was announced that the work was 

accomplished, and that the doctors had come 

down stairs into the dining-room, and wished 

to speak with Mr. Penmore. He found them 

looking very grave, and there was an awkward 

silence. ■

" I am sorry to say, Mr. Penmore," began Dr. 

Giles at last, after introducing his colleague, a 

pale, studious-looking gentleman in spectacles, 

"that both my friend Mr. Slade and myself have 

come, in consequence of the investigations in 

which we have just been engaged, to a some- 

what painful conclusion. There must be an 

inquest." ■

"An inquest?" repeated Gilbert, in some dis- 

may. "Is there any doubt, then, about the 

cause of death P" ■

"I am afraid, Mr. Penmore,** replied the 

doctor, "that, on the contrary, there is no 

doubt whatever that the cause of death has been 

the administration of poison." ■

"Of what P" cried Gilbert, surprised beyond all 

possibility of self-restraint. ■

"Of poison," repeated Dr. Giles, gravely. ■

There was a dead silence for some minutes 

afterthis. Gilbert required time to collect him- 

self a little, and no doubt both the doctors felt 

that this must be so, for they left him awhile 

undisturbed. ■

" What you have told me," said Gilbert at 

last, speaking in a few tone, " has so entirely 

taken me by surprise, and the announcement is 

altogether so terrible, that I hardly know what 

I ought to say or do." He stopped for a time. 

" Have you found out what the poison was P" 

he asked presently. ■

"We have no dtftbi whatever that the poison ■

which has been administered is opium. That 

is your opinion, too, Slade, is it not P" ■

" Beyond a doubt," replied Mr. Slade. " We 

have detected its presence quite unmistakably, 

and in somewhat large quantity." ■

Again there was silence. These men spoke 

with certainty and confidence. Yet Gilbert could 

hardly realise that what they said was truth. 

At last he spoke again : ■

"Have you formed any opinion as to how or 

by whom this poison haa been administered F" ■

Dr. Giles had formed an opinion, and a tole- 

rably strong one too, in his own mind, but he 

could not bring himself to give it tongue. It 

was too dreadful to be put into words. His col- 

league was not slow in coming to his rescue. ■

"As to that," said Mr. Slade, "it would be 

impossible, and, indeed, extremely wrong as 

well, to form any conclusion, or even to enter- 

tain a suspicion, till after the inquest has taken 

place." ■

" Quite impossible to say anything till thcn,'^ 

remarked Dr. Giles. ■

" And when shall that be P" asked Penmore. ■

" I think, if possible, it had better be to-mor- 

row," said the doctor ; " and, unless you wish to 

put the affair in any other hands, I will see the 

coroner on the subject myself, and save you the 

trouble and annoyance." ■

"You are very kind. I will ask you to do 

so," said Gilbert. ■

"I think to-morrow will probably be the day 

appointed," continued Dr. Giles ; " but you shall 

know in the course of the evening." ■

The two medical gentlemen rose to go, but at 

this moment the door opened, and Mrs. Pen-* 

more entered the room, foDowed closely by her 

evil genius, Jane Cantanker. Grabrielle made at 

once for the spot where her husband stood. She 

was deadly pale, and looked continually over her 

shoulder at this woman, with the appearance of 

one who is scared and tenified. ■

Both the doctors made way to allow Mrs. 

Penmore to pass. ■

"What is the matter, GabrielleP" asked Pen- 

more, kindly. "I am afraid that this affiiir has 

frightened you terribly." ■

Gabrielle could only press her husband's arm. 

Her eyes were still fixed upon the woman who 

hated her. ■

"I wish to know," said this last, addressing 

the two doctors, " whethew^"— and Cantanker ■
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pointed to Gabrielle— " is to be allowed to go 

at large P" ■

*'Most imciuestiDMbly/' replied both tke 

medical »utkorities, sfealing together •How- 

can you ask ? There is nothing against her, ftfc 

present." ■

" 'Nothing against her P' I tell you there is 

niy word against her. I accuse her— here, before 

you all ! Tou know," continued the inAmated 

woman, taming to the doctor — " yo^i know on 

what grounds I speak, and on those grounds I 

denounce this woman as guilty of having cauaed 

my mistress's death." ■

No person, of those present, heard those 

dieadfid words unmored. Both the doctors 

showed, by their feces and by gesture as well, 

that even to them, inured to seenes of wretched- 

ness, this was no common case. Fw Gabdelie, 

a deadly sickness came upon her, and, with a 

faint cry, so weak as to be hardly audible, she 

clung to Gilbert for support ; while, as to Pen- 

more himself, all other feeling now seemed to be 

utterly lost and merged in one' of furious and 

unmitigated indignation. ■

"What!" he cried; *' is this to be allowed P 

Is this abominable and shameless woman to stand 

here before me, and in my own house accuse my 

own wife of a crime, whieh, as eonneeted with 

her, I cannot even bring myself to name P Have 

I no remedy but slow recourse to processes for 

libel and suc^ creeping means of yengeanceP 

Because she is a woman, I can use no force. I 

eannof tear out the rery tongue with which she 

lies against this innocent. Oh ! it is horrible to 

be so tied and bound, to stand by, inactive, and 

listen to such words. But what folly is this P" 

he said, checking himself the neit moment. ''To 

treat this matter seriously, even for a moment, 

is nothing less than folly of the wildest kind. 

The woman is mad. Mad with grief— mad with 

hatred of my wife — which I could see she always 

entertained. Yes, she is mad, but it is a mad- 

ness with which I cannot bear that my wife 

should come in contact. Can she not be remoyed, 

sir P" he continued, addressing Dr. Giles. ■

" Nothing shall make me stir from this place," 

said this terrible woman, speaking for herself, 

'' till I have seen h^ in the way of being brought 

to justice." ■

" I am afraid," said Doctor Giles, ** that what- 

ever may be your own .convictions as to this 

person's state of mind, her accusations have been 

so serious, and she has altogether gone so far in 

what she has asserted, that it will be necessary 

for all parties concerned that she should have a 

hearing, and that her story should be proQOunced 

upon by some one who has the right to speak." ■

"And this you may rely on," the woman went 

on, '*in spite of all your words of scorn and talk- 

ing about madness, that when once I have got a 

hearing, it will be long enough before you hear 

the last of what I have to say. I tell you that 

your wifb — ^aud if she were twenty times your 

wife, or the highest lady in the land, it oould 

nukke no dilTeronoe— I teU you she is guilty. ■

Why, look," continued the illiterate wretch, " at 

what happened last night — she carrying up my 

nnalress's food the hiX thing, and the poor 

angel dead in Iho mctning. Ah ! you may well 

shnnk, ymmg woman, but youll shrink more yet 

before I've done— I can tell you." ■

It was impossible that this woman's denun- 

ciations should be allowed to go on. Doctor 

Giles came forward now, and, speaking to Jane 

Gantanker, said: ■

** I thixkk tkA it will be better for you to keep 

what you have to say till to-morrow, when you 

are certain of a hearing. You can do no good by 

speaking now." ■

The good doctor was gieafcly distressed at the 

scene in which he was perforce taking part, and 

he felt that if any additional pain could be spared 

to this lady and gentleman— for such he per- 

ceived them to be— such vexation ought cer- 

tainly to be averted. Mr. and Mrs. Penmore 

should be left alone at this time, he thought, to 

bear this trouble together. ■

** Come with me," he said, addresangthe relent- 

less woman once more. ** I have some additional 

questions of importance which I should like to 

ask you." ■

** Begging your pardon, sir, I will answer your 

questions at another time. What I have to do now 

is to see that this person is brought to justice." ■

Gilbert felt his wife's arm tremble as these 

horrid words were spoken. It maddened him to 

hear them, and to think that it was possible that 

they could be said in earnest. ■

"I say that I will not have this," he cried. 

"If this madness is to have its way— if this 

, woman is to be allowed to speak words which, 

if the subject were less terriUe, one might ahnost 

smile at— at least it shall not be here in my own 

house, but elsewhere, and before some fitly con- 

stituted tribunal In this house» at leasts I am 

the mastei. I bid hsi leave this room, and if 

she refuses, it being impossible to use force, I at 

least will leave it, uid tins lady with me, as I do 

not choose that my wife should any longer be 

brought in contact with a vnretoh who could 

apeak such words against her." • _, _ ■

" Which way is it to be P" continued Penmoie, 

after waiting a moment. ''Is she to go or ore 

weP" ■

The two doctors both came forward, and in 

earnest accents sought to turn this iron woman 

from her purpose. ■

She did not stir, however, and Gilbert, after 

giving her such time as he deemed sufficient, 

drew his wife's arm through his, and without 

anothef word passed swiftly from the room. ■

It was some time after they had got away from 

the room below, before either Gilbert or his wife 

uttered a.^ord. Strang^jmd terrible thoughts 

filled the minds of both. of them; & new aad 

dreadful impr^on was developing itself slowly. 

It was as if a scroU on wjuch some fearful thing 

was written, was l)eing onroUed gradually before 

their terror-stricken eyes. What waa written 

on that 8Q10U waa oot^aseA and uaiaeaning at ■
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first, bat as they gazed, the eharacters assumed 

a certain clearness and coherency, becoming at 

last intelligible. The forms seen dimly in the 

darkness took shape now, and grim and ghastly 

forms they were. ■

Gilbert was the first to break the silenee. ■

"What did that dreadful woman mean?" he 

asked. "What—what,'' and here he hesitated 

in spite of himself— "was that she said about 

last night r ■

The events of that past day and night were 

ranging themselres in order in Gabrielle's mind 

as her husband spoke. Every litUe thing thai 

had taken place was being repeated before her 

mental vision. ■

"Oh, Gilbert," sheened, "what hare I done! 

I do not even dare to think of what may come 

of it." ■

"Come of what?" he repeated medianically. 

He would not own to hiniself even that he 

knew. ■

"Of all that took place yesterday," continued 

Gabrielle; "of the words that passed between 

us— the angry words, and then what foLbwed. 

That last food which she partook of coming 

through my hands, and after that— her—her ■

DEATH." ■

Fenmore could not repress a groan of anguish. 

With his quick perception and legal training he 

could not help seeing how easily what had hap- 

pened on the previous day might be misrepre- 

eented, and what a fearful strength of evidence 

might thus be aceumulated against his wife. ■

"Will they kill me, Gilbert?" she asked. 

*' What will they do to me P" ■

Her husband gazed at her as if hardly under- 

standing what she said. ■

"They wiU suspect you, that is what I fear," 

he answered at last. "The hoirihle coherency 

with which these things hang together, may make 

them suspect you, and that is bad enough — bad 

enough," he repeated. ■

They sat side 1^ side silent for a while, their 

cold hands locked together. There was much of 

the boy and girl about them still. They had sat 

60 in the old West Indian time, when their first 

sorrow, the dread of separation, had come upon 

them. ■

The husband seemed now to be almost the 

greater sufferer of the two. Erom time to time 

a sort of shudder passed through all hk frame. 

He seemed unable to help dwelling on those 

dreadful and damning chrcumstanoes. " Great 

Heaven !" be cried, but faintly, and as if some 

hideous sight were reveakd -to his eyes, " what 

evidence in wicked hands ;" and then he repeated, 

as if it were some dreadful refrain, those words, 

"The last food partaken of at night, by her who 

was to die before the morning." ■

Gabrielle uttered a faint cry. The same 

thoughts which had passed through her hus- 

band's mind were in hers also. Link by link the 

great chain of evidence which might be turned 

against her, seemed to become developed before 

the ejes of both luufoand and wife; ■

"Oh, Gilbert," cried the latter after a time, 

"you will not hate me for what I have done. I 

don't mean what I have done ; you can't hate me 

for that, because I only sought to make my peace 

with her, but for the dreadful consequences, the 

disgrace that may come of it. Oh, Gilbert, dar- 

ling, whatever I may have to suffer, let it not be 

in one way, dear, not in losing you, my love. 

You will still love me and trust me whatever 

happens, will you not» and never let even one 

unkind thought come between ua to separate 

usP" ■

Gilbert caught her in his arms before she could 

say more, and reassured her with such loving 

words as made her happy even in the midst of all 

this anxiety and misery. They were together, 

and they loved each other, and while this was so, 

they could not be utterly unhappy. ■

They sat silent and full of thought for some 

time, and might have continued so much longer, 

had they not been disturbed by various strange 

noises below in the passage, and the sound of 

voices and of a suppressed sobbing. ■

CHAPTEE XXI. APPECTIONATE EBLATIVES. ■

It was just as the light was fading fast on the 

evening of this dreadful day, that a cab, heavily 

laden with luggage, drove up to the door of the 

house in Beaumont-street. The head of a good- 

looking gentleman was thrust out of one of the 

windows of the vehicle, and then, as if he were 

impatient, his arm followed, and his hand turned 

the handle of the cab door. ■

The contents of the cab seemed to indicate 

less that the occupant had come off a journey 

than that he was making a move from one place 

of residence to another, for, although there were 

not wanting certain boxes and portmanteaus on 

the roof of the cab, that vehicle was also loaded 

both outside and in with a great many such 

knick-knacks as sofa-cushions, chimney-piece 

ornaments, large meerschaum pipes^ and other 

similar articles, which people do not usually 

carry about with them loose, when travelling. 

Above all, there was in the interior of the cab a 

pair of very handsome kettlavdrums, and about 

these the owner wm bo solicitous that, as soon 

as he was out of the conveyanee!, he caused them 

to be brought out also, and pbiced beside him 

on the stone before the door, w^h a moment 

afterwards was opened by no less a person than 

Jane Cantanker. ■

Mr. Lethwaite, whom the drams have doubt- 

less already proclaimed to the reader, was so 

solicitous about these instruments, that^ without 

observing who had let 'him in, he at once bore 

tliem with the tendeiest care into the houae^ and 

depoeited them in a place q£ safety befcind the 

dining-i«om door. ■

"Are il» xooms ready for meP' asked Leth- 

waite, turning round as soon as he thought the 

drums were safe^and noi perceiving in the dusk 

of the evening whom he was addressing. . ■

" No, sir— they are not," repliad a voice, whidi 

Letiiwaite reeogniaad xWMWgdiJtely ; ^'aoa any- 
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thing so indecent as this, I could not have be- 

lieved would haye taken place, even in this ill- 

regulated house." ■

Mr. Lethwaite stood in great fear of Can- 

tanker. "I beg your pardon, Fra sure," he 

said, with his native politeness; ''I am ex- 

tremely sorry. I was told to come to^ay." ■

" Oh yes, no doubt ; thejf knew what was going 

to happen, and they didn't want to have their 

rooms unlet for so much as a single hour. But 

it's all of a piece— it's all of a piece. There, 

you'd better go up-stairs, hadn't you, and take 

your drums with you? You'll find them up 

there as you won't easily disturb. Oh, Lord ! 

oh, Lord ! that I should live to see this day." 

And the wretched woman burst into a. fit of 

suppressed sobbing, and disappeared down the 

kitchen stairs. ■

It was an unfortunate coincidence this, truly. 

Gilbert had told his friend that the rooms would 

be vacant, and had appointed him to come, and 

then, in the agitation and confusion of what had 

happened since, had forgotten all about it, as 

well he might. It was unfortunate, too, that 

the door should have been opened on this occa- 

sion by Cantanker herself. The fact is, that she 

had been waiting for some time in the passage, 

expecting the arrival of somethinff—9omethmg 

that generally arrives in the dusk of the evening 

— the last piece of furniture that any of us have 

need of in this world. Expecting that, she had 

opened the door, and then she had found Mr. 

Lethwaite with his drums. In this world the 

grotesque intrudes everywhere, cheek by jowl, 

with the terrible, and no true narrator of earthly 

sorrows is he who denies that ghastly element 

its place. ■

llie noise made by the arrival of Lethwaite's 

luggage, the sound of voices and of sobbing, had, 

as we have seen, reached— for sound travels 

easily in cheaply-built houses — ^to the room where 

Gilbert and his wife were sitting. ■

Penmore came out upon the landing to ascer- 

tain what new thing was amiss, and hearing 

Lethwaite's voice, the memory of what he had 

told his friend about the rooms being ready for 

a new tenant on this very day, flashed upon him, 

and, in one moment, he understood what was 

going on below. ■

He went down stairs at once, and found Julius 

Lethwaite in the passage, ignorant still of what 

had happened, and entirely confused and be- 

wildered at the reception which he had met 

with. '• ■

"Good Heavens, Penmore 1" he cried, alarmed, 

as well he might be, at his friend's altered ap- 

l^Qtamce" what can be the matter P" ■

It was soon told. It was not indeed necessary 

to speak of those alarming presentiments with 

which Gilbert and his wife had juifc been occu- 

pied. Time enough for those when it should be 

proved that there was grouad for such appre- 

hensions. Time enough to-morrow, when the 

jury should have assembled, and pronounced 

their verdict. 1i was enough now to teU the ■

sad story of Miss Carrington's sudden death, 

together with the cause to which that death was 

attributed by the medical man. ■

Lethwaite was sincerely distressed at what he 

heard. He foresaw hindrance, and trouble, and 

inconvenience— though of course, at present, 

nothing more— for his friend ; and his offers of 

service were so anxiously put, that Penmore ac- 

tually gave him some small commission to 

execute, in order to set him at rest. ■

Julius Lethwaite was a man of infinite tact, 

and he saw in a moment, that just for the 

moment, the kindest thing he could do would be 

to go. So in a very few minutes the cab whioh 

had deposited him in Beaumont-street was loaded 

again, and he was soon on his way^drums and 

all — back to the place from whence he came, and 

where he knew that he could still find shelter for 

the present. ■

And there were many demands made now upon 

Penmore's attention which served, perhaps use- 

fuUy, to distract it from those melancholy fore- 

bodings which had taken such a hold upon his 

mind. First came a messenger to announce that 

the coroner would hold an inquest on the morrow 

at a neighbouring publicrhouse, at two o'clock in 

the afternoon. The jury would have to visit the 

house in Beaumont-street, and it was requested 

that all things might be in readiness for their 

reception. ■

Soon after this message had been received. 

Captain Scraper made his appearance. Ramours 

of what had happened had reached him, and the 

boarding-house where, it will be remembered, the 

deceased lady had several Mends, was all in com- 

motion about the affair. Captain Scraper took a 

very important tone, and, horrible as it seems to 

say so, actually appeared to have a great relish 

for what was going on, and to find considerable 

consolation in uttering a great many big phrases 

about its being a " most mysterious affiur," and 

as to the " necessity of investigation." And he 

even seemed to be disposed to give Gilbert him- 

self a hint or two as to what had best be his own 

course of conduct, and how it would be right for 

him to "communicate at once with the late Miss 

Catrington's relations," and to "lose no time in 

applying to her men of business, whoever they 

might be," without once pausing to inquire 

whether or no some such steps might not already 

have been taken. There was a certain quiet dig- 

nity, however, about the manner in wUch Pen- 

more informed the captam that all these things 

which he had been kind enough to suggest, had 

already been attended to, whioh had a oonsider- 

able effect in subduing the military gentleman's 

tone. Gilbert Penmore was the kindest and 

gentlest creature breatliing, but from the moment 

that he had reason to suspect that any one was 

taking a liberty with him, he became a very dif- 

ferent person, and very difficult to deal with. ■

And lastly, the captain being disposed of, came 

no less a person than Mr. Jephson, of the firm of 

Jephson and Field, Miss Carrington's solicitors. 

Mr. Jephson, it will perhaps be^it^embered. ■
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was one of that party of attorneys whom Julius 

Lethwaite had got together to meet our hero, 

and who had laughed at his foreign accent as did 

the rest. The information brought by tliis 

asthmatic gentleman was not altogether satisfac- 

tory. He knew of no will. If there was one, it 

mus^ be among Miss Carrington's papers that 

had been in her own possession. There certainly 

was none among the documents in the possession 

of the firm which he represented. At the proper 

time it would be necessary to make an examina- 

tion of the deceased lady's papers with a view to 

the discovery of a will. In the event of no such 

document being found, her property would go 

to her next of kin. ■

A new source of uneasiness became revealed 

to Gilbert Penmore as those last words dropped 

casually from the attorney's lips. To the best 

of Gilbert's knowledge, he himself and his own 

immediate relatives would turn out to be the 

persons thus alluded to, and if thus a benefit 

should actually accrue to him from Miss Garring- 

ton's death, here would be more ground at once 

for those suspicions which ]^ad been insinuated 

by Jane Gantai^er ; a new link, in short, in that 

horrible chain which circumstances seemed to be 

winding around hjs poor Gabrielle, encroaching 

like the coils of a serpent on her freedom, and 

even— on what besides ?— on her life P ■

Oh! truly it might be so— who could tell? 

Who could say whither all these cruel indications 

were tending, or in what direction they pointed ? ■

This new feature in the case did really seem to 

be all that was wanting to complete it as a piece 

of the strongest circumstantial evidence that 

could be conceived. Here was additional motive 

for a crime brought forward in the shape of profit 

to be obtained by its commission. Before this 

new element had been iitroduced, the motive 

which might have been alleged was purely of a 

vmdictive character, but now here was a distinoi 

advantage to l^e gained by the death of this un- 

fortunate lady. Her life stood between a <!gftain 

person and gain, and that life had been success- 

fully assailod by a dose of poison. Such proof 

against the person to be profited by the death was 

damning, and would require oounter-evideuoe of 

the most powerful kind to set it aside. ■

And where was such counter-evidence to come 

from? .Before tUs supposition of guilt which 

was set up against Gabrielle could be got rid of, 

some other theory woulc^ of necessity, have to be 

put forward. The quantity of opium found in 

the post-mortem examination, how was it fb be 

accounted for? By some means or other that 

amount of poison had been conveyed into the 

system of the deceased lady. Some person or 

other had been instrumental in introducing that 

poison; now who was that person? Who had 

anything to gain by the lady's death ? Who had 

had access to her ? Who had had the opportunity 

of administering the deleterious drug? Was it 

her servant? So far from gaining by her mis- 

tress's death, the womat would be a great loser by 

it. Had Miss Carrington made a wUl, she would ■

in all probability have left some considerable sum 

as a provision for one who had so long been 

dependent upon her. But there seemed every 

reason to suppose that there was no will, and in 

that case Jane Cantanker would not inherit a 

single farthing. ■

The only other theory that was deserving of a 

moment's consideration was that of self-destruc- 

tion. Was this poison administered by the lady's 

own hand ? There was not one tittle of evidence 

in support of this view of the case. There had 

been nothing in the bearing or conversation of 

the late Miss Garrington to indicate that she had 

ever had such a thing in contemplation. There 

was nothing in her circumstances, pecuniary or 

otherwise, to lead her to it. She had never been . 

heard to express herself at any time as being 

weary of life, or having any sorrow pressing on 

her, the only remedy for which would be death. ■

No doubt, in the course of the inquiries which 

would now be set on foot, there would be every 

attempt made to ascertain whether Miss Garring- 

ton had bad any quantity of the poison by which 

she had died, in her possession, or whether she 

had recently purchased some at any of the 

chemists' shops in the neighbourhood. If none 

could be found, nor any indication gained of such 

purchase having been made, the supposition of 

her having died by her own hand would be very 

much weakened, and the opposite theory, that 

the poison had been administered by some one 

else, would be proportionately strengthened. ■

And then would return the old question, who 

was that some one else ? with the old difficulty 

of finding any satisfactory answer to it. That 

question came back from time to time in a sort 

of regular rotation to Gilbert's mind, and still he 

could make nothing of it. All through that 

night, while Gabrielle slept the sleep of pure ex- 

naustion, he kept weary watch, and sought, as 

best he might, to reduce this chaos of monotonous 

thought which racked his bcain, to some sort of 

order. It was a terrible niglit. Most of us have 

known something sufficiently like it to give us an 

idea, though a faint one, of what the poor fellow 

went through. ■

There is luckily a limit to our powers of endur- 

ance, and when the morning dawned, and showed 

him that sweet innocent face beside him, he said 

to himielf, "It cannot be but that she will be 

taken care of, and brought through this and every 

other trouble, to happiness;" and with that 

thought, and a certain uplifting of his heart with 

which it is not for us to meddle, he fell into a 

quiet sleep. ■

Such seasons of refreshment come to us from 

time to time, even in the midst of our worst 

troubles, and give us force with which to endure 

their renewed attacks. ■

That night Jane Cantanker kept a double 

watch— a watch on the living and the dead. 

She sat, indeed, by the bedside of her dead mis- 

tress, but it was with the door of the room partly 

open ; so that the slightest noise in the house. ■
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sncli as might be made by any attempt to escape 

on the part of Gabrielle Penmore, must certainly 

have caught her attention instantly. ■

And ever and anon she would steal to the 

door, and, with outstretched neck and suspended 

breath, would listen till the very stillness -seemed 

a sound* and the solitude a presence. ■

.CHAPTEB XXn. AV XnnXPSESSIVB CEBSMONT. ■

TsB inquest was held in the large upper room 

of the Duke of Cumberland public-house, which 

was not many doors off from the house in Beau- 

mont-street, with which we have had so much to 

do. The coroner was a gentleman of skill and 

'experience. The jury included among its num- 

bers, as usual, a few men of sense and discretion, 

and a good many exceedingly opinionated gentle- 

men, with thick skulls, and a great opinion of 

their own powers of discernment and obser- 

vation. ■

/Although the inquest itself was held at the 

adjacent public-house, it was, of course, neces- 

sary that the jury should visit the house in which 

the death had taken place, in order that they 

might go through the necessary preliminary of 

inspecting the body of the person whose death 

was to be the subject of inquiry. What a house- 

ful it seemed as they came crowding into the 

passage, and trooping up the narrow stair- 

case, and bulging against the banisters, that 

were so weak and yielding. They looked about 

them, too, as if they expected to see something 

bearing upon the case in every comer of the 

house. ■

In the room, the room, which they had come 

to visit, they were received by Jane Cantanker, 

and many were the furtive glances directed to- 

wards her by such members of the jury as had 

already heard rumours of the attachment of this 

woman to her late mistress, and of the suspicions 

of foul play which ahe was said to entertain. 

The woman's looks were terrible. The watch 

she had kept, the emotion she had undergone, 

had told upon her already. She was not weep- 

ing BOW, but her eyes were red and raw-looking, 

and fierce suspicion glared out of them, so that 

none of those present cared to encounter their 

glances. The jury had not much to say, nor any 

reason for remaining long where they were. 

This was not a case where there were wounds 

to inspect, or tracks of blood to foUow, or im- 

plements of violence to examine. Looking on 

that face, 'on which the awful majesty of Death 

had settled, it seemed a sort of impertinence 

almost to doubt about the manner of this unfor- 

tunate lady's decease— the expression was so 

cakn and so quiet. ■

The jurymen lingered about a little while, 

looked at the prints against the wall, and at the 

different objects on the Qhimney-piece,'and then 

they began to descend the stairs in tlie same 

order as they had come up, but with something 

more of alacrity. They had got over that sight 

which we all flinch from a little. They had got ■

out of the presence of Death, and, say what you 

will, it was a relief. ■

Before leaving, the coroner had ventured to 

make an inquiry : ■

"Had anything been found P* meaning any 

bottle or other vessel which mi^t have contained 

the poison. ■

"Every part of the room had been searched 

diligently," was the answer, " but nothing of the 

kind had been discovered." The woman stood 

glaring like a tigress by the dead body of her 

mistress. "It was not likely that anything of 

the kind would be found among her mistress's 

things," she said. ■

The coroner felt that this was not the moment 

to ask any more questions. He would shortly be 

able to put them more authoritatively in his pro- 

fessional capacity. So he withdrew to the Duke 

of Cumberland, where the jury was already as- 

sembled, and whither he was shortly followed 

by Jane Cantanker, who wa^ indeed one of the 

principal witnesses to be examined that day. ■

There are few ceremonials connected with our 

administration of jiihtice which are less impos- 

ing, less picturesque, if the expression may be 

allowed, than that first judicial inquiry which it 

is the business of the coroner Id institute in all 

cases of a suspicious nature, and which is called 

an inquest. It can be held anywhere, is held 

oftenest, perhaps, at a public-house, and seldom,, 

indeed, in any building where anything of archi- 

tectural pretension can give dignity to the scene. 

There are no court-ushers, no officials in cos- 

tume, no judges in scarlet robes, or even barris- 

ters in wigs and gowns. The coroner and jury 

sit at a table which was probably the night before 

used by the members Hf some convivial meeting, 

and is indented with t^e scars which have been 

left by pewter pots beaten against the board by 

enthusiastic gentlemen in token of applause. It 

is, for the most part, a squalid scene. Squalid 

people^ in the mam, are examined M such tribu- 

nals, ^d the oircumstanoes which are elicited 

are, for the most part, squalid also. ■

Gin, beer, stale tobacco, stunted forms, con- 

tracted foreheads, blackened eyes, greasy fustian 

clothing, servile grovelling, savage effVontery, 

drunkenness, violeuce, and crime in general, all 

these are important elements liuch go to make 

up, in the mass, the kind of life which it is most 

commonly the business of eoroners to look into 

in the course of their inquiries, and very grateful 

we ought to be to those who undertake to face 

such unpalatable things in the performance of a 

public duty. ■

This present inquiry, however, was of a dif- 

ferent sort ; and it is rare for a coroner's jury to 

be brought together to inquire into circumstances 

with which people in the station of life occupied 

by our various characters are mixed up. " Quite 

genteel life, you know," the beadle had said, 

when argumg with a gentleman in the green- 

grocery fine who didn't w|nt to attend. " Con- 

nected with the governments of our ^est India 

Hislands, and practising the bar as a profession* ■
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It's a case, sir, as you'll hear of again, and be 

proud to say, in after years, that you was mixed 

up with it from the first* ■

The inquest which was organised for the pur- 

pose of maldng due inquiry into the circum- 

stances attending the death of Diana Garrington, 

^ was not a more impressive ceremony than others 

of its class. The coroner sat at the end of the 

table, and was "faced" by the foremost juryman. 

The others were seated round the table in no 

particular order. There was that curious hard- 

ness about the manner of the coroner which is 

commonly observable in all persons who are much 

mixed up professionally with death and with 

scenes of horror and suffering. Brisk, energetic, 

little ready to be drawn aside into a consideration 

of collateral issues, destitute, apparently, of feel- 

ing, this man did his work well, and, in every 

practical point, tenderly and considerately. A 

smart man this, very particular as to his attire, 

and not ill-provided with chains and breloques. 

There was not a better watch in the parish than 

that which ticked against his healthy and spare 

abdomen. ■

"Well, gentlemen," began the coroner, after 

the inevitable sotto voce consultations with the 

beadle and one or two other officiab had been 

gone through, and after the invariable messenger 

had been despatched in search of somebody or 

something, and had then been called back for 

supplementary promptings, and then despatched 

again— "well, gentkmeD, we are met together 

to inquire into the ciroumstances attending the 

death of this lady^ J)iana Garrington, whose re- 

mains you have just seen, and who seems to have 

come by her death in rather a suspicious manner, 

the deceased having retired to rest in her usual 

state of health, and having been found next morn- 

ing dead in her bed. It will be your business, 

gentlemen, to ascertain how the deceased lady 

came by her death, and to examine such witnesses 

as are most likely to be able to throw some light 

upon the subject. Are the witnesses all here, 

Hobbina?" . ■

"Yes, your worship.** ■

"Who stands first on the list?** ■

"Jane Cantanker, your worship.'* ■

" Call Jane Cantanker," said the coroner. ■

Jane Cantanker was there already, with dry 

red glaring eyes, like a she-wolf deprived of her 

whelps. She was perfectly self-possessed and 

unembarrassed. Embarrassment belongs to those 

who are occupied with themselves. Cantanker 

was engrossed with other matters. Her mistress 

lay dead. How had she died P ■

The examination of this witness was about to 

commence, when it became understood that she 

had some preliminary observations to make. ■

" I wish to say something of importance before 

I am examined," said Cantanker. ■

" What have you to say P*^ asked the coroner. ■

"There is a person connected with this case," 

ahfi nid abruptly, " whom I suspect of foul play, 

and I wish to know whether any steps can be 

taken to ensure her being kept in custody while ■

the inquiry goes on. I speak of Mrs. Penmore, 

the lady of the house in which my mistress 

died." ■

"The lady will be examined at the proper 

time," said the coroner, referring to a paper in 

his hand. "In the mean time, the jury cannot 

listen to any denunciations on your part. You 

must give your evidence as the other wit- 

nesses will, and it will be for the jury to de- 

cide to whom, if to any one, suspicion should 

attach." ■

The evidence then followed. This is not the 

proper place in which to give it. It is enough 

to say that what the witness had stated previ- 

ously to Dr. Giles in his consulting-room, was 

again gone through, the witness dwelling, how- 

ever, with additional insistance upon the un- 

natural eagerness, as she called it, which Mrs. 

Penmore had mam'fested in her request to be 

allowed to supply Cantanker*s place jn taking the 

supper-tray up-stairs with her own hands. She 

dwelt on this, and made much of it, as al)e did of 

the fact that, in going up-stairs with those re- 

freshments, Mrs. Penmore had stepped fiside into 

the room on the fiis^lloor, remaining there some 

little time. It ^ evidently the wish of the 

witness to imply tnat in that interval Mrs. Pen- 

more had tampered with the meat and drink 

which she was carrying up-stairs, though of 

course this was not said im so many words» but 

only unmistakably hinted at. There was much 

sensation among the jurymen during the whole 

of this narrative, and they whispered together 

frequently during its delivery. ■

It was, perhaps, unfortunate for Gabrielle that 

her evidence came next, as that of the last 

witness had certainly not impressed the jury 

Sftvourably towards her. She was dreadfully 

nervous too, and agitated. The chrcumstances 

in which she found herself were so new to her. 

That laige tavern-room, with its smell of beer 

and stale tobacco; the rough, strange-looking 

people about the place ; the policemen, a dasfi 

with whom ahe had never thought it possiblo 

she could have any converse, unless it was to 

claim protection from them. All these things, 

together with the inquiriug looks of the mem- 

bers of the jury, which were fixed upon her with 

a eombination of curiosity and suspicion, served 

to fill her with such terror and collusion as ren- 

dered her evidence at first hardly intelligible.' 

The coroner, though, as has been said, rather a 

hard man, was disposed to help her, and give 

her time, but even he looked gravely on her, and 

evea his kindness had a Qold tone about it, she 

tliouglit. It seemed to her that this gentleman 

considered himself as examining a culprit rather 

than a witness.' It may be that he felt this 

himself. ■

Poor thing ! It seems likcdy that Gabrielle 

must have been conscious during her examina- 

tion how much her own evidence was telling to 

her disadvantage. All the facts seemed so 

strongly to point against her. Tliey all looked 

so different now to what they had done at the ■
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lime. The tale she had to tell was all so fatally 

against herself. Her conduct seemed incapable 

of explanation even in her own eyes, what would 

it appear in those of others ? ■

" Can you remember any circumstances which 

took place on the evening of the day on which 

the deceased breathed her last ?" ■

This was one of the coroner's first questions. 

Of course, he had not neglected to caution her 

very strongly that anything she said might be 

used to her disadvantage. ■

Gabrielle's answers throughout the inquiry 

were singularly imlike the evasive replies to 

which coroners are accustomed. Yet she was 

very frightened, and spoke in a low tone of 

voice: ■

"Yes: she dined with us as usual." ■

" Can you remember anything peculiar which 

took place P" ■

"Yes, I can remember everything. I am 

soiTy to say that the conversation turned in an 

unfortunate direction, and some angiy words 

were imoken on both sides." ■

" ' On both sides ?' By your husband and 

yourself, on tKe one sidCj sai by the deceased 

lady, on the other?" ■

" There were no angry woris spoken by my 

husband. Those that W0fv spoken came from ■

my lips, and from— from " She hesitated to ■

speak in apparent disparagement of the dead. 

" My husband tried to quiet me, but I was very 

angry." ■

"May I ask what had excited these unplea- 

sant feelings Y" ■

"I thought— perhaps I was mista]b^-:;that 

she spoke with a wish to raise herself in jnj 

Jiusband's esteem, at my expense, implying Chat 

he would have done well to have chosen 'her for 

his wife rather than me." . . ■

"And this led to high words, no doubt P Can 

you remember what you saidP" ■

" I spoke hastOy in the heat of the moment. 

I did not mean what I said." ■

"We have been told that you spoke of 

Miss Carrington as 'not fit to Uve.' Is that 

trueP" , ■ ■

"Iamafraiditis."_' ■

"I gather from th^ evidence of the previous 

witness that you were one of the last persons 

who saw the' deceased lady on the evening whieh 

preceded her death. Did you observe anything 

unusual in her manner or appearance P Did she 

seem to be suffering at all in health?" ■

"She seemed to be very sleepy and heavy, 

and complamed of being ived." ■

" Nothing more remarkable than that P" ■

"No. I remember notkmg." ■

" I must now ask you," resumed the coroner, 

after a pause, " whether your going up-stairs on 

this occasion with the deceased lady's supper was 

not an unusual proceeding on your partP Had 

you ever, in fact, done so before P" ■

This question was answered in the negative, a 

circumstance which seemed to impress the jury 

not a little. ■

"And how came it that on this occasion you 

departed from your usual practice P" ■

"It was in consequence of what took place at 

dinner-time. I wanted to take the opportunity 

of having some explanation, and of expressing 

my regret for what had occurred." ■

"And this was your only motive for acting as 

you did." ■

" Indeed it was. What other could I have ?" ■

What other indeed, poor soul P That was just 

the question. The jurymen looked at one 

another. There was a sort of artlessness about 

those words which for the moment quite dis- 

armed suspicion. Even the coroner paused for 

a time in his examination. ■

He resumed it after a while, endeavouring to 

extract all the particulars of that kst interview, 

but there was nothing more to be gathered 

from the evidence than what the reader knows 

already. ■

"And this interview which took place on the 

occasion of your ti^ung up the refreshments to 

Miss Carrington was the lastP You never saw 

her again?" ■

" 1 never saw her again alive ? I heard the 

tidings of .what had hap^pened from the servant 

next morning, and hastened up-stairs, but it was 

all over then." ■

It was not difficult to see that this evidence of 

Mrs. Penmore's was by no means satisfactory to 

the jury. Questions were put by some of the 

jurymen, with the view git eliciting more infor- 

mation in connexion with various parts of the 

inquirv, but as Qabrielie had told all she had to 

tell, the questions were put 1ft vain. In vain, 

also, did the coroner, versed in the examining of 

witnesses, seek in his turn to extract some ad- 

ditional facts. There were no additional facts to 

extract^ and Gkibrielle was at length released from 

this terrible ordeal. ■

Gilbert was close at hand waiting for her. He 

had not been admitted to the room during the 

examination of witnesses, because it had been 

thought possible that it might have been neces- 

sary for him to be included among them. His 

evidence, however, could only have been a cor- 

roboration of that last taken, so it was dispensed 

with, and that of the medical man was taken 

Q(ext. ■

It was very important, and, in this respect an 

exception to the general rule, very decisive. 

There was no hesitating opinions broached here 

as to what might, or might not, have been the 

cause of death. The traces of the poison were 

not difficult to find, nor was its nature doubtful. 

The cause of death was the administration of 

opium, and that in a considerable quantity. 

There was no doubt of it. The examination of 

the body after death had revealed no indications 

of mortal disease. There was slight congestion 

of the liver, and certain small deviations from a 

perfectly healthy condition of some of the other 

organs, but no sueh symptoms of organic disease 

tm could in any way account for death. lUI 

question now left for the jury tojjecide, wae ]io| ■
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the cause of death— that there was no doubt of. 

Laudanum, and that in a sufficient quantity to 

destroy life, had been found in the stomach of 

the deceased lady. The question that now le- 

maiued was—by whom was it administered? 

How did it get there P ■

Now, in order to arrive at a solution of this 

question, it became necessary to ascertain, first, 

whether the deceased lady had had any opium in 

her own possession, or had recently purchased 

any; and next, whether any quantity, large or 

small, of this drug had lately been in the hands 

of any of those persons who had had access to 

her in her last hours. The first of these two hy- 

potheses was that which it seemed desirable to 

examine first—already the room of the deceased 

had been searched, and her boxes and drawers 

ransacked for eyidences of her having had 

laudanum in her own possession. The search 

had, however, hitherto been in vain. It was 

necessary by all means to prove— in so far as a 

negative could be proved— that the poison had 

not been administered by the deceased's own 

hand, before stirring the question of its having 

been given by some one else. To accuse any 

other person, or even to suspect any other person, 

of having so administered it, was to accuse or 

suspect that person of nothing less than wilful 

murder, and such an accusation, it was felt on 

all sides (except indeed by one person), must not 

be brought hastily, or till all other theories con- 

nected with the case were exhausted and finally 

disposed of. ■

Had Jane Gantanker been a man, and formed 

one of the jury, she would have been for losing 

no time in considering that first hypothesis, 

whether the deceased lady might have died by 

her own hand, but would have proceeded at once 

to charge Gabrielle Penmore with the crime of 

wilfol murder, and to set the police to work to 

hunt for such additional evidenoi against her as 

.would complete that which was already in ex- 

istence, and leave her without a loophole to 

creep out of. But this woman's accusations 

were, as we have seen, not listened to, and Mrs. 

Penmore was to be left at liberty till the poUce 

had had time to make inquiry as to whether any 

of the different occupants of the house in Beau- 

mont-street had made any recent purchase of 

kudanum. ■

As to the private opinions of those who had 

listened to the evidence, as to what the coroner 

and each member of the jury secretly believed, 

that is another question altogether. That every- 

thing seemed to point to Gabrielle Penmore as 

the person most likely to have administered the 

poison, they probably would all and each have 

admitted, but they gave her the benefit of the 

doubt, so long as doubt was still possible, feeling 

that there wanted but one additional link in the 

chain of evidence to connect Gabrielle wiUi the 

crime. That additional link was to be supplied, 

alas, only too soon. ■

Meanwhile the inquest was adjourned, in order 

to give the police time to make the necessary in- ■

vestigations, and the medical evidence being 

quite complete, the order for the burial of the 

deceased was duly given. ■

WOBJKING THE BIO GRANDE 

RAILWAY.* ■

It need hardly be said that I wished at once 

to reject the terms proposed by Grass for the 

connexion of our Rio Grande Company with his 

FinandalCompanv. Thewhole amount of promo- 

tion money which 1 was to receive from the under- 

taking was to be ten thousand pounds, and I 

did not quite like the idea of giving five thousand 

pounds of this as a fee to the U niversal Financial, 

besides one thousand pounds as a present to the 

general manap;er, in addition to what I should 

have to pay for qualifying Mr. Watson and Mr. 

Grass. The last gentleman, however, settled 

the matter thus : ■

"Take my advice/' ho said; "accept th& 

offer of the Universal, call a meeting of the 

directors, and tell them you have done so, and 

at the same meeting I will propose and earry 

that, in consequence of your great exertions, 

and the success that has hitherto attended your 

endeavours to bring out the Rio Grande and 

Mexico Railway Company, your promotion 

money be increased from ten to twenty thou- 

sand pounds. This will give you a matter of 

upwards of twelve thousand pounds clear money 

to divide between you ana your friend Mr. 

Wilson. Only remember, that I require you to 

^ve me an undertaking now, that if I succeed 

m obtaining this increase of your promotion 

money, you will, so soon as it is paid to 

y«a, make over to me (beyond, and in addition 

to my shares, or any otner payment or moneys- 

I may-receive from you) the. sum of two thou- 

sand pounds sterling." ■

Before giving an answer to this very cool 

proposition, I asked for four-and-twenty hours 

to consider the matter, and the next morning 

found me early at Lord Dunstraw's, to consult 

him. r ■

" Talk of the welchers that hang on to the 

outer circles of the betting rings," he said, 

" there is not one amongst them that can hold a 

candle to these regular joint-stock promoting 

men." ■

Acting under his lordship's advice, and 

anxious to bring the preliminary affairs of the 

company to an end, 1 gave Mr. Grass the re^ 

quired "undertaking." ■

The day afler I had given it to him, there 

was a preiiminarv meeting of the directors at 

my ohambers. Here it was proposed by Mr. 

Grass, seconded by Mr. End, and carried unani- 

mouslv, that our solicitors, Messrs. Quirck, 

Quibble, and Quirck, be forthwith instructed to 

alter the articles of association, so that my pro- 

motion money be increased from ten to twenty 

tlionsand pounds. At the same time, I informed 

the board that our success might now be looked ■

* See the, ■
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upon as certain ; for the Universal Finaooe As- 

sociation had not only agreed to brinK out the 

company under their own auspices, out had 

also given a written guarantee that they would 

be responsible for aU the printing and other 

preliminary expenses, in case we bad not enou{^ 

shares applied for to albw of our proceeding to 

an allotment. Moreover, the said Universal 

Finance guaranteed that the company should 

come out, and at not less than two premium 

and that it should rise to four premium, and be 

maintained at not less than three premium, 

until after the letters of allotment were issued. ■

Accordingly, a few days after the meeting at 

which my promotion money had been increased, 

there appeared in all the papers a long pro- 

spectus, of which I gave the commencement in 

tne last number, but which commenced with 

the announcement that *' The Umivebsal Fi- 

KAHCIAI. AssocuTioii (Limixed)" invitcs sub- 

scriptions to the " Rio Gbai^ds and Mexico 

Eailwat Company (Limitkd)," to be ineorpo- 

rated under the Compames Act of 1868. John 

Clinch was advertised as general manager: salary 

eight hundred a year to commence with^ and to be 

increased two hundred pounds every year, until it 

reached two thousand pounds per annum. Wil- 

son's name was also in the articles of association 

as secretary : salary five hundred a year, in- 

creasing at the rate of one hundred a year, until 

it should reach a thousand; but, then, there 

was a private understanding between us — and, 

following the example of oar eraft, we passed 

" undertakings" to that effeot^-ihat all money 

received as salary by the pair of us was to go into 

a common fund, and be divided equally. ■

When the company came out, there was 

a perfect rush for the shares. In the int 

three days our bankers received deposits upon 

applications for no less than three kuadred 

thousand ; although there were only one hundred 

thousand in the whole company, and of these 

it was intended only to iesue one^al^ or 

fifty thousand shares. On the Monday after 

we came out, a notice was inserted in all the 

papers that the shaie-list would be closed ottthe 

Thursday, and this made the rush ^r shares all 

the greater. There was not a membor of 

the board but reeeived nnmerpus applications 

from his friends to put their names down, and 

use their interest to obtain shares for them. 

The Universal Financial Aasooiation did its work 

welL In six hours after the prospectus had 

been published, it was quoted at one and a 

half to two premium, and the next day was 

at two and a half to three and a half. These 

fictitious prices are in no way whatever the 

work of the Stock Exchange. The members 

of "the house" almoat invariablv set their 

face against ''rif^r the market r but they 

are powerless in toe hands of men who, 

with money at command, are determined to 

run up the value of anv named scrip. The 

operation is carried on bv outsiders, who go 

to a stockbroker, and tell him to sell, sar, a 

hundred Kio Grande shares, but at not less than 

one premium. At the same time a confederate ■

goes to another broker, and tells him he must 

Duy fifty or a hundred of the same scrip, as he 

has promised to deliver them, and will go as 

high as one and a half, or even two, premium. ■

Of course the brokers set to work. The one, 

anxious to do his best for his client, gets the 

highest possible price for the shares, the premiom 

on whicn will be paid back to the other party 

on settling day. When this operation is re- 

peated pernaps a hundred times in the day, and 

parties determined to run up certain shares are 

ever sending brokers into the market to buy 

this scrip for them at any price, the quota- 

tions must go up— it is impossible to be other- 

wise. In our case neither money nor energy 

was wanting to push our shares up in tne 

market, and so well did the Universal finaneial 

perform this part of their duty, that the suc- 

cess exceeded all their anticipations. The pre- 

mium increased to ten, twelye, fifteen, and 

eighteen premium. ■

It is only those who were present on the oc- 

casion that could form any idea of what took 

place in our temporarv board-room when the 

directors proceeded to alk)t the shares of the com- 

pany to tlie different applicants. I have men- 

tioned that not more than fifty thouaancl shares 

were available for distributioii, and for these 

there were at least five times the number of 

applications. ■

" I see, gentlemen," said Mr. Grass, with a 

strong Teutonic accent, '^ that if we havd to look 

ova all these names one by one, we shall never 

get to an end of our work. Besides, are we not 

fools to part with what is, no doubt, one of the 

best things that has come out in England for 

the last yearP Would any one of us ^ive a 

cheque to the first man that asked us m the 

street? Why. then, give these shares away? 

Why allow owers to profit by what is now 

our own? I therefore propose, that of the 

fifty thousand shares, forty-five thousand be 

distributed amongst us here equally, allowing 

our noble chairman to have a larger share than 

the rest, and that five thousand only be allotted 

to the general public. The shares are to-day at 

eighteen premium. Whenever it is known that 

only five thousand are in the market, they will 

rise to twenty-five, thirty, ni^ forty premium." ■

"My lord and gentlemen,'' said Mr. Watson, 

greatly to my astonishment, " I beg to second 

the motion which Mr. Grass has just made." ■

In the course of a rather adventurous life, I 

had heard of and met with a considerable deal 

of villany in the wcnrld, but the coolness of this 

proposition, I confess, staggered me. The chair- 

man seemed for a moment quite taken abad[, 

but, before anv one had time to speak, he re- 

covered himself and said : ■

" Gentlemen, — I am not mudi of a man of 

business, and this is the first company of which 

I have ever hekl shares, bx less been a director 

or chairman. I agreed to join the board for the 

purpose of helping an dd college friend, Mr. 

Clinch, the promoter of the undertaking. But, 

witih all due deference to Mr. Grass and Mr. 

Watson—I don't wish to offend them^but if ■
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their motion is cairied, I most at once resign my 

seat at the board, and shall publish in to-morrow's 

l^mes and Duly News the reason why I have 

left the company*" ■

These few words were spoken in that qniet, 

unpretending, npn-blustenng style, which says 

little, but means much. Mr. Grass had too much 

good sense t>o make a quarrel with the best man 

at our board. He was well aware that if the 

chairman of this company had resigned, the 

whole affair would suffer most derious^, and the 

shares go down to par, or even discount. ■

For a few minutes I thought that my last 

hope of making anything out of the company 

was gone ; but up rose Mr. Wood. He began 

by praising the "noble lord who so ably pre- 

sided oyer our meeting ;" and then he mentioned 

in the highest terms the *'two honourable 

members of the House of Commons, who had 

recently spoken." After a speech of twenty-five 

minutes, he pronosed that "although the number 

of shares which Mr. Grass proposed to be allotted 

each member of the board was too great, there 

could be no barm in such directors as wished 

having each three hundred shares allotted to 

them." He said that, " putting the premium 

on such sbares as only ten pounds, there would 

be a clear profit of three thousand pounds for 

each of them, and that, considering all things, 

they should 'rest and be thankfiu' wiUi tbit 

amount." ■

Eventually the struggle between honesty and 

the lust of gain was compounded thus:— the 

greedy party should have their three hundred 

shares, or nothing. Lord Dunstraw at once 

declared that if a motion in favour of each 

director getting three hundred shares was car- 

ried, he would not oppose it, although he for 

one would not accept of more than twenty- 

five, for which he had at first put his name down, 

and fifty extra shares which he had applied for 

apart from those he had taken to qualify him- 

eelf. ■

Mr. Grass looked like a hungry tiger de- 

prived of its prey. For a short time he tried 

what blustering would do; and with vulgar 

insolence declared that he, too^ could ruin the 

undertaking if he liked, and if he left the direc- 

tion the concern would certainljr not prosper. 

But he was met by Mr. Carrie, who very 

quietly reminded him that it was not the fact 

of this or that director resigning his seat at the 

board that would injure the company, but the 

reasons which could be brought forward as to 

the cause of their leaving. Still, Mr. Grass 

would be heard; but I happened to sit next him 

at the board, and whispered that he had better, 

to use an American phrase, "let things slide." 

Moreover, I reminded him that any damage he 

now did the company would be as much an injury 

to the Universal Financi^ Association as to us, 

for that office, having undertaken to bring us 

out, if the business turned out a failure, the Uni- 

versal would suffer to as great an extent as we 

should. Mr. Grass merely asked me to go 

aside with him into the outer room, and when 

ouce we were there he made me the following | ■

proposition, speaking in a voice shaking with 

passion, and in a language which was quite as 

much German as English. ■

"Look here," he said, " that chairman of ours 

is a fool, he is not a man of business, and would 

ruin anything. Now, I have a proposition to 

make. Iiet Lord Dunstraw, Mr. Currie, Gene- 

ral Foster, and the rest of that party, resign 

their seats. I will be your chairman, and I 

will bring in half a dozen City men of the right 

sort. We will then allot to each director bis 

three thousand shares, and each of us will 

make a fortune, yourself included." ■

The coohiess of this proposition certainly 

startled me. However, I saw at once it was 

of no use whatever to argue with him, and so, 

very curtly, declined entertaining his proposi- 

tion. Upon this, nothing abashed, he said, 

" You are a friend of the chairman's P" I 

replied that 1 was. "Well," he asked, "you 

want me to side with his lordship, and to vote 

as he votes P" I said that of course Mr. Grass 

was at liberty to vote as he pleased ; but that 

I thought Lord Dunstraw would always be 

found on the side of honour and fair dealing. 

" Now then," he said, "give me an answer— yes 

or no — in five minutes, to the following pro- 

position. If ^ou agree, in writing, to give me 

a third of all the promotion money you get for 

this company, direotljr or indirectly — Suit is. 

I must share equally with Mr. Wilson and your- 

self in all your profits— on this condition, and 

only on thifl^ I will undertake to vote at every 

bo^ meeting as you or the chairman wishes 

me to do, for one year from this date." ■

The audacity of Mr. Grass's first proposition 

astonished me, lus second amazed me. He 

had been thwarted in his expected feast, 

and this made him all the more ravenous. 

I therefore said to him : " Mr. Grass, if you 

give me an undertaking that you will vote 

as the chairman votes at every meeting of the 

board for the next twelve months,. I will 

give you, not a third, but a fourth of aU the 

promotion money we receive. I don't want 

your promise in writing, merely your word, ■

S'ven in the presence of my friend Mr. Wilson, 

ut, to set jrour mind at ease, I will give yon 

my undertaking in writing, without ascribing 

any reason for doing so, that I will pay you 

one-fourth of all I receive for bringing out this 

companjr." ■

To tins he agreed; his promise was ffiven to 

me in the presence of Mr. Wilson, and we re- 

turned to the board-room, where the busi- 

ness of allotting the shares was now going on. 

There were certain parties to whom we were 

almost obliged to allot shares— brokers, stock- 

jobbers, bankers, merchants, and such-like. As 

it was, not more than a tenth of the number 

of the shares applied for was given to any 

save a £avoured few. This^ of course, created 

a great deal of discontent ; but still it showed 

those who got any shares that there had been 

an immense demand for them, and thus served 

to run up the price. Li the list of appli- 

cations sent in by the Upiversal Financial Asso- ■
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ciation, of persons for whose intention to hold 

and not part with their shares that company 

would be answerable, there were the names of 

Albert Grass, Frederick Grass, Caroline Grass, 

Maiy Grass, Ann Grass, Jane Grass, Israel Grass, 

Isaac Grass, and Jacob Grass. All tiiese, I found 

out, were the children of our worthy director, the 

. eldest being a boy of fifteen, and the youngest a 

baby in arms. Amongst these nine young specu- 

lators a thousand shares were asked for, and, 

cominff through the Universal Financial, they 

were allotted in full. This made a profit of about 

ten thousand pounds for our Anglo-German, to 

say nothing of what he must make by the share 

he had had in the different other advantages he 

had derived from the company. At last, after a 

vast deal of trouble, and with Wilson and myself 

sitting up two whole nights at the work, the 

"letters of allotment and regret" were posted, 

to the number of not less than ten thousand. ■

The promotion money to which I was en- 

titled was twenty thousand pounds, and 

this I could take either in shares at par or 

in money. Seeing, however, to what a pre- 

mium our scrip had advanced, I, of course, 

elected to have the shares allotted to me. Ac- 

cordingly, each share being calculated at ten 

pounds paid up, two thousand were entered in 

my name. These I at once sold at a premium 

of fifteen pounds, so that in addition to the 

twenty thousand pounds, the value of the shares 

at par, I realised twenty-five thousand pounds 

premium, making altogether forty-five thousand 

pounds, which had to be divided between Mr. 

Wilson and myself, but of which, according to 

our agreement, the ever-present Mr. Grass 

claimed a fourth, he being now, in point of fact, 

a tbird 'promoter of the company. This, how- 

ever, I dfisputed. ■

So soon as the shares were allotted, the struggle 

to get them up to a higher premium than ever 

be^n. The Universal Financial Association, 

bemg lar^ shareholders, and having also nu- 

merous fnends who held shares, was greatly in- 

terested in running them up. The ody way to 

accomplish this was by not seeking or offering 

to sell them, and, as the great majority of our 

shareholders were wealthy, the plan was easy 

enough to carry out. In the mean time, 

their value had somewliat fallen, owing to a 

report — got up on purpose — that the com- 

mittee of the Stock Exchange had determined 

on refusing us a settling day. So insidiously 

was this story circulated, and so visible day 

by day was the decline in the quotation of 

our shares, that I congratulated myself upon 

having sold mine while they stood at fifteen 

premium. From fifteen premium to thirteen, 

ten, eight, and by degrees as low as one and a 

half to two premium, they declined, until one 

day they reached par, and were even quoted as 

low as one-eighth discount. Even I was com- 

pletely bewildered in my conjectures as to the 

reason of this. At last, one daj, by mere chance, I 

found myself in a railway carriage on theBrighton 

line, with a gentleman whom I had formerly 

known very well indeed, but of whom I had ■

for some years lost sight. As he took his 

seat, and shook hands with me, it flashed sud- 

denly across me that he was a member of the 

Stock Exchange Committee, and might, perhaps, 

give me some insight into the why and the where- 

fore of our settlement being refused. * I did not 

rush at the subject, but brought it about so 

gradually that we were well over more than half 

our journey before I put the question to him. 

Upon my asking whether it was true that we 

had been refused a settlement, he at once re- 

plied : "Refused ! No ; how could we refuse 

you a settlement P In the first pUce, it is barely 

a Meek since your application was sent in, and I 

am not breakmg confidence in telliog you, who, 

being one of the officials of the company, must 

be aware, that your papers are all correct, as 

far as we can see, and to-morrow or next day, 

as soon as he has time, the secretary will inform 

you officially that you have been granted a set- 

tlement, and that you are to be quoted on the 

daily official list." ■

Tliis reply staggered me; and the more so 

because all our airectors who were known to 

buy and sell scrip, had for the last three weeks 

been more desponding than any one else respect- 

ing our prospects of a settlement. I did not 

question my friend any more, but, upon 

reaching Brighton, at once sent a telegram to 

Wilson, telling him to purchase for the next 

settlement as many shares of the Bio Grande 

as he could lay hands on, even if he paid four, five, 

six, eight or ten premium for them. I did not see 

by whom the trick had been played,but I felt quite 

confident that there was fraua somewhere. In 

two days' time the truth got out that we 

were to be granted a settlement. There were 

then many persons who wanted to buy, and 

no one who would sell shares. It turned out 

after a little time that nearly all our shares 

had been bought up when they were at such 

low quotations, by Mr. Grass, Mr. Watson* 

Mr. Wood, and their friends, who had combined 

in a body first to run down, then to buy, after- 

wards to cry up, and to end by selling at a hand- 

some profit all our shares that they could lay 

hands on. The whole affair was left in the 

hands of Mr. Grass, who bought and sold the 

shares with the greatest nicety, never Icavinfi^ 

even the smallest margin by which he could 

be, to use his own elegant expression, "put in 

the pot." Of the general public, to whom a cer- 

tain portion of our shares had been allotted in 

the nrst place, very few indeed had not parted 

with their scrip. ■

But the devil is ever true to his own. It 

was found that nearly all the shares were in 

the one set of hands. A number of nersons had 

sold scrip for the settlement, ana now they 

could not find any to buy what they had sola. 

The prices went up faster than they had gone 

down. Still no sellers. Only here and there small 

parcels of scrip was to be nad. When the truth 

of the story got out, the outside share-jobbing 

public was furious. It was not so much that 

they objected to what had been done, as to 

having been done themselves, and those who ■
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had neither won nor lost by the transaction were 

angry that thej had missed so rare an oppor- 

tanity of niakinf^^ money. "It was no longer 

ago than last Friday week," said an old and 

wealthy stock-jobber to me, with tears in 

his eyes, *'that I was offered a hundred and 

fifty of those infernal Rio Grande shares at one- 

eighth premium, and to-day they are at eighteen 

to twenty; I should have made close on three 

thousand pounds at a stroke." ■

In the mean time, as settling-day drew nearer, 

the value of the shares increased, and still there 

were few if any in the market. It was a very 

dear case of "rigging," and ^et there was no- 

thing which could be positively laid hold of 

either in "the house," or outside. When the 

shares reached twenty-two to twenty-five pre- 

mium, a few thousands were let loose to be 

purchased, but as the oreminm sank, the supply 

stopped. It was evident that there was out 

one master-hand guiding the whole transaction. 

By slow degrees, the whole great number of 

wnich he had the management were sold, but 

none at a lower price than eighteen to twenty 

premium, and a gfreat many were bought at as 

nigh a figure as twenty-five premium. ■

in tlie mean time, whilst all this was going 

on outside, our board continued to meet weekly 

for the ordinary routine of business. I am 

quite certain that many of our directors had not 

tne most remote idea of the very profitable 

^ame which their colleagues were playinj; out- 

side. When the reports respecting the ng^ing 

of the market became publicly spoken of in 

the City, and even hinted at bv angry share- 

holders who corresponded with the papers. Lord 

Dunstraw, Qeneral Foster, and Mr. Currie were 

quite indicant, and wished that our secretary 

snould write an official letter to the papers, 

deiwing that any of our directors had bought or 

sola shares in any considerable numbers, and 

stating that upon ui inspection of our books, 

it would be seen that no member of our board 

held any shares beyond the number which as 

directors they were obliged to hold. But in 

that they were ovemiletC and were persuaded 

that all these malignant tales could be traced 

to persons who were disappointed at not 

getting as laige an allowance of our shares as 

they had hoped and expected. ■

fiy degrees the cry got louder in the City, and 

the accusations more defined. Our directors 

were 0]>enly accused of having rigged the market 

for their own individual profit. The chairman 

wrote an indignant denial to the papers, and the 

secretary was instraofced to do so in the name 

of the board. Still the believers in our innocence 

were few. Lord Dunstraw challenged inquiry, 

and was met by such a host of evidence respect- 

ing the dishonesty of certainly three of his col- 

leagues, that he resigned his sdftt, and left the 

company in disgust; Mr. Currie followed his 

example ; and Genend Foster went after Mr. 

Currie. Mr. Grass was then elected chairman, 

and he introduced two or three men of his own 

stamp as directors. He could afford to stick by 

it^ for he had made certainly not less in one ■

way and another than sixt^ or seventy thousand 

pounds by his connexion with the concern. Tet, 

spite of all he could do, the shares feU. Not 

that that hurt him at all, for he had already sold 

all he had, except the five-and-twenty which, as 

a director, he was obliged to retain. ■

I shortly found that to maintain my position 

and my self-respect under the new board was im- 

possible ; so, without waiting for the day when I 

should have been obliged to knock down our 

present chairman as he sat at the head of the 

board-room table, I resigned my situation. 

Wilson did the same. ■

In a short time, the whole affair went irre- 

trievably to the bad, and I see that a petition 

has been presented in Mr. Vice • Chancellor 

Wood's Court for winding it up. ■

WELSH HOLIDAYS. ■

I. THE IKN AT IHB FEBBT. ■

The hill-side of the ^preat Welsh island, 

and the lull-side of the mainland, sloping down 

steeply to the water's edge, make between them 

a kind of dell or valley, richly furnished with 

wooding ; only at the bottom run the straits, 

a quarter of a mile wide, and glistening tran- 

quilly like silver; up which we see tiny ship- 

ping, and a stray steamer or two, struggling 

slowly. Lower down, but high in the air, 

leaps across, the $\rj Menai-bridge, as light 

ana fanciful and fury-like as if some giant 

had thrown across his lady's lace shawl. It 

harmonises properly with the wooded hill, 

the leafy foliage, the small swelling and roll- 

ing meadows, and is itself one of the most satis- 

factory embodiments of the hacfkneyed soBg 

about "a thing of beauty !" For it "gfowT 

upon us more and more, and we are never tired 

ot gazing at its soft harmonious perfections. 

In an equal degree are we daily snocked and 

repelled by its ugly sister, the Amous "tube," who 

lumben clumsily across the straits lower down, 

a monument of architectural ironmonger)^. ■

By this spot, once ran the posting highway 

from Irelana to England. From here we can 

see across to the spot down to which the 

*' mail" and the travelling-chaise and four, came 

posting down to the water's edge, and where 

the great raft took aU on board and ferried 

them over. Sometimes it was rough and 

stormy, and there remains the tale of the great 

shipwreck of raft, posting-carriage, and nearly 

two hundrcMl passengers, all capsized, carried 

down by the torrent, and utterly lost. Under 

happier auspices, the weary passenger who had 

been "kuocxing about" between Holyhead and 

Dublin, in one of the " packets" which started 

from Howth or Ringsend, had come across the 

island cramped in a coach or carriage, and had 

now accomplished his second voyage on the 

raft, like the survivors in G^ricault's Wreck 

of the Medusa, wear^ and almost exhausted, at 

the threshold of his journey. ■

Toiling up from the shore-side at the bottom 

of the valley, it was surely a kindly and artful 

Boniface that thought oC!^laeing an inn here. ■
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Stepping from the raft to the little pier, glancing 

up at the leafy Welsh hills, rising and yet rising, 

watching the six horses being yoked to the post- 

carriage to draw it up the steep road, and for 

several miles toil over the barriers of the 

hills, until the smooth and musical high road 

was reached, sorely the traveller's eye would 

settle with delight on the little GhBonoB Ink, 

nestling among the trees, only a little way 

above nim, overgrown with ivy, with over- 

hanffing loof, low diamond-paned bow-windows, 

sanaed floors, red curtains, and not so much as 

the twig of "a bush," its wines being in excel- 

lent oondition. A moment's hesitation, and, un- 

less it were Irish anchorites bound for town, or in- 

tending Trappists with stones in their slippers, 

no one out must have ordered away the six horses, 

and put up for the night at the snug Geo&oe. ■

It is said Ths George has stood where it 

stands, for three hundred years. In course of 

time many srudged the ferry passengers this 

welcome, ana have come down the heights to the 

retired nook that overlooks the ferry. To meet 

this call, stuoeo, and the pride of coffee-rooms, 

and *' ssJles k manger," have risen up, but the 

old tenement still croaches modestly at the skirt 

of the new building, and there are those who 

prefer one of the ola rooms in the quiet older 

portion, though the waUs are a little swdled and 

awry, and the outline of the roof is marked 

enough. This preservation is said to be owing 

to its last hostess, who kept up the now fading 

tradition that the host, not the house, was to be 

the leading element in the jest's mind, and that 

guests were to be dealt with, not as nnmerals, 

out as friends, or at least acquaintances, to be 

jaade welcome. Many came down to The 

Georoe attracted by its mistress (now no more) 

as much as by its accommodation. ■

Already there is tdk of The Hotel Compakt 

(LiKiTEB, of course), who will presently come 

in with their glib architect, ''middle-aged" 

Jenkinson (so called from his attachment to 

medinval treatment), and gut and sack the 

place. Middle-aged Jenkinson will of oourse 

contcmptnoualy dismiss the old Eeny-house as 

*'that shed." And before another year we 

shall have battlements, and balustrades, and an 

enormous swelling roof, pierced all over as if 

for artillery, like a ship turned upside down, 

ladies' ooffee-room, and "gentlemen's ditto," 

with numbers, and bells that ring by machinery, 

and electric telegraphs, and, above all, " the lift." 

Defunct and buried hostess ! This would have 

broken her heart. ■

n. OUB UTILE TOWN. ■

HiOHSB up 19 another ferry, ingeniously con- 

structed, with a long wooden strip of planking, 

not three feet wide, running out nearly a quarter 

of a mile into the sea. On bluff days, we 

have to walk out to the very end of this wooden 

causeway, with the waves almost tumbling 

across the feet, and the wind blowing very 

stifflv, and Uie boards quite slippery with sea- 

weed. Poor stranger ladies of ton stop short in 

the middle of the passage, tottering before the ■

str<Mig gale, unable to go forward or backward, 

a spectacle of helpless terror. Sometimes, what 

with the shipping of seas, and the blowmg, and 

the flying away of ladies' hats and veils, and the 

wet, it becomes altofj^ether an adventure. But 

the native Welsh kdies oome tripping down the 

plank, far out in the water, with perfect secant j, 

and gather up their skirts, and show their red 

petticoats, as if taking great pride in the favour- 

able opportunity. Seen from the heights, they 

seem to be walking on the surface of the waters. ■

Our town has been pitched in a bowl of 

hills, and on the cold wintery autumn even- 

ing, seems to burrow and nestle itself with snug- 

ness and satisfaction under the shelter of the 

great hills — ^which good offices, however, it has 

repaid, after the usual fashion of the world, by 

encroaching on its benefactors. It has been 

steadily creeping up the skirts and sides, 

steadily spreading, stealthily encroaching in zig- 

sag lines, like flounces or trimmings, yet not 

such trimmings as an architectunil modiste 

would approve of; for it rambles about from 

this side to that, now up and down, now across 

and diai^nally, in a fashion that would give 

£lise a mghtmare. It is a queer little snake of a 

town ; for it is literally but one street, that 

curls, and struggles, and winds, crossed at in- 

tervals by little lanes, like vertebras, and it 

seems to be, not all shops and private houses, 

like other little towns, but all churches and 

innsi beginning with the Cathedral for a 

chief church, and the Red Lion as the chief inn. 

For thb is a bishopric, with a chapter and 

canons, and we may see a real right reverend fa- 

ther in God walking about with lower limbs that 

look invitingly cool in summer, and as painfully 

chilly in winter, and with a magnificent " shovel" 

upon his head. Sometimes we meet a heavily- 

built open carriage, grinding down the hills with 

the drag on, and are mystenously informed that 

it holds the bishop's lady. Another "shovel" 

is said to belong to the dean. Both deanery and 

episcopal palaces are pleasant residences down 

in the vallev, among old trees not yet out down 

to satisfy tne villa-building mania^ ■

But the "Establishment" is only coldly re- 

ceived here. A very Babel of religions ob- 

tains ; and the " 'Senters," as a Welshman, with 

Sxfect gravity, describes them to me, run riot, 
ere are Ck>ngregatioaali8ts, Wesleyans, In- 

dependents, ConneuonalLsts, Shakers, Metho- 

dists, housed in all the decent but barbarous 

shapes of '"Senting" architecture. As every 

street and path seems to run through a little 

valley, the oifficulty is to get fair levelstanding- 

room for these temples. You construct a 

sort of earthen shell or bracket, and perch 

your church or chapel upon it. And if there 

are chapels, so are there whole herds of 

ministers, excellent men, no doubt, in their 

calling, but whose claims to sanctity happilj 

do not rest on their faces and expressions. 

Over the cliimney-piece of my room hangs a 

large-framed lithograph, containing twenty-one 

portraits of these gentlemen, and which seems 

to have been intended as a sort q( affectionate ■
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memorial of a meeting known as "Cenadon 

Hedd." The study of these likenesses is one 

of growing interest for me eyery morning, for a 

more dreadful selectioa of human types cannot 

be conceiVed. Whether " Cenadon Hedd" be 

a meeting, or an association, or an anthropo- 

logical museum, or a gallery of " cuts" from the 

iaoBS of malefactors of various shades of guilt, I 

can only admire the abnegation of tbose good 

men who, by this exhibition, were careless of 

exposing themselves to such misconstruction. ■

There are magnates in the district, with 

bouses and castles of average merit, but wliich, 

in the deartb of excitement, become objects 

of extraordinary interest to visitors. The 

magnates are regarded by the population with a 

reverence and servility that is almost abject. 

Even the housekeeper of the arch magnate, who 

reigns in a small way when her principals are 

up in town for the season, enjoys a share of 

this awful respect. The arch magnate, the 

well-known Colonel Slater, has built himself a 

sham baronial castle (architect, "middle-aged" 

Jenkinson, whose skill in medisBval theatricals is 

well known), with solid towns and gloomy 

archwa;f8, and slits of windows, and whicn is as 

depressing!; and dark internally as the heartiest 

medisvabst would desire. We tourists can be 

admitted on certain days, when " the castle is 

ahown,** on payment of " three and sixpence," 

to Colonel Slater's housekeeper. On these oc- 

casions, the tourists are marshalled in flocks, 

and awed into a silent appreciation of the faTOur 

conferred on them, by the Prim and Grim house- 

keeper, who keeps her hands folded on her 

waist like a lady abbess, and utters a ''please" 

to every sentence, like the snap of a couner-bag. 

The Pnm and Grim leads the tunid and cowering 

flock, marching in front like a bell-wether. 

*'The principal s'loon, on right; grandfather 

of the present Colonel Slater; over the ire- 

place^ Lady Whilemina Slater, by Eenn'ls." ■

Herds of tourists stare these famous worthies 

out of countenance. Stray tourists from the 

manufacturing towns take ni^ a butterfly pen- 

wi{>er with much interest, trying to discover the 

action, but are promptly called to order by the 

Prim and Grim, who reproves them sternly, 

" Please not to touch the family things." ThcR 

the herd is driven on down dark ^leries, like 

cellars, stumbling and brushing ajgainat the walls, 

and being told that they are in " the western 

corridor," until they drift, one by one, with 

months open, and eyes on the ceiling, into the 

" grand dmin^-room," where there is the large 

sensational picture over the fireplace: "Mr. 

Jacksoa Slater, M.P., brother pt the present 

Colonel Slater, cutting the first" (some tourists 

from the manufacturing towns think she is going 

to add, "first tooth," and have a " well a deary 

me I" quite ready)--" the first sod of the Polla 

Wiska Ilailway.'' A splendid historical scene, 

crowded with figures. ^ Here curiosity is greatly 

stimulated by something like cold meat and a 

cruet-stand on a sideboard, and the tourists would 

like much to go over and " feel" the cruets, but 

the eye of the Prim and Grim is on thern^ and ■

they aie driven on to what they take for the 

vaults, but which turns out to oe the cbapeh 

Here the tourist eagerness to touch, can no 

longer be restrained, and many fling themselves 

on various volumes, until the Prim and Grim, 

immeasurably shocked and disgusted, calls out, 

" Please not to touch the family prayer-books." 

Our natives are a very primiti?e and simple 

race. Their only failing is ale and sweetmeats. 

There seems to oe but one polioeman: a stout 

person, who goes about, in a paternal way, with 

a walking-stick and a brass plate on his belt, as 

if he were a house door. He does a great deal 

of work with this walking-stick, leaning on it 

abstractedly ; but he mostly seems to be going 

on business errands, which perhaps he is. No 

doubt he sighs for real business, and is driven 

to madness as he reads in liis newspaper of the 

captures of burglars, shoplifters, and murderers, 

which other more favoured towns enjoy. Some- 

times he comes on a herd of little boys, who hare 

the same curious vendetta here with the guardian 

of the peace as they have at other places, whom 

he invariably routs with the curious cabalistic 

word "Poola ! Poola!" or with something that 

sounds like it. Wicked stone-throwers, makers 

of mud-pies, marble-players, and other abandoned 

children, quail before this mysterious symbol, 

" Poola, Poola I" and fly in disorder. A strange 

language, almost hopeless to think of mastering. 

As a specimen, a place called Trynan is to be 

sold, and Jones or Griffith, as auctioneer, in- 

vites attention to the following lots, quite ap- 

palling in their syllables and pronunciation: ■

Lor 1. CAe-tros-yJoB P«Ua. ■

Lot 2. Tke Houe and Land of B«wdy Newydd. ■

DiiTO* Caer.ola Neaa, lae-coed Lkmn-yr-odea, ad ■

part of Ddolhir. 

Lot 5. Drylly-Qawdd. 

Lot 7. Daf arndywyrcli. ■

These dreadful words would damp the enthu- 

siasm of the most ardent philologiat. So, 

havinghad some faint idea of " picking up a 

little Welsh," with as little trouble as one 

might pick up a fern or a pebble, I see the folly 

of such a hope» and dismiss it for ever. ■

The natives, it is to be noticed, always speak 

with a foreign accent, which, in the women's 

mouths, is pretty. Of the mouths themsdvee, 

so much cannot be said, nor of Webh eyes or 

noses. Why do they always persistently 

answer jowc questions with a " No, sir, sure, 

and a " xes, sir, sure" P Yet they can be witty 

too, as when I hear the " gig[man," driving over 

the suspension-bridge, angrily bid the herds- 

man take his cows out of the way : "After idl, 

they ain't so easy to drive ss a 'orse, sir," was 

his good-humoured expostulation. The donkeys 

here seem to have luxurious lives— as many are 

to be met with well groomed and even frisky, 

trotting along, carrying milk-cans deftly fitted 

to their bodies. One ot them, I observe, knows 

the houses on his beat perfectly, and, with un- 

usual sagacity, pulls up at his own proper gates 

and doors. Our bread comes to us in something 

like a perambuUtor, under charge of a baker 

about ten years old. ■
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PoB shows, raree and otherwise, we are tole- 

rably well favoured. Tliat yellow ring on the 

lonely field shows where, only a week ago, " Spo- 

lieni, pupil to the celebrated Franconi," had 

pitchea what he called the "Monster Camps 

Elys^es Circus" in the gigantic pavilion. This 

was, tdas, before my coming, or I might have seen 

Mr. Arthur Bridges, the " star" nder, and the 

"four great clowns," who were to "enliven the 

arena" with "their inimitable Shakespearean 

quips" and " chaste" humour. The bills are still 

pasted on the walls, so I can read of what I have 

lost. One of the " great" clowns is " little" Du- 

bosq, the " laughing-mo vinff French mime," be- 

tween whom and his Englisli " great" brother I 

know — as well as I know my catechism — that 

there rages a furious international jealousy. 

Most of all, I regret the elegant performance 

of Miss Ada Jacobs in Mazeppa, or the Wild 

Horse of the Desert, and admire the surprising 

good fortune of SpoUeni in securing a lady witn 

a name so nearly resembliftg that of the beau- 

tiful Ada Isaacs Menken. I should like, too, 

to have seen the whole party enter the town " at 

twelve, with the band sitting in the gorgeous 

gilded Car of Peace," and with Spolieni himself 

sitting aloft, and driving no less than six of his 

"unparalleled steeds." They were gone — 

there was no use repining — ^and they would not 

be here again for at least two " circuits" more. ■

So with the magician and ventriloquist, Mr. 

W. C. Darby, who, as we all must know, was 

"world famed," and had, of course, had the 

honour of performing before Her Most Gracious 

Majesty at Balmoral, and before His !Roval 

Highness the Duke of Cambridge. That Scottish 

fastness seems to be preyed upon bj magicians. 

I was fortunate enough to be in time for Mr. 

W. C. Darby. Stalls were tliree shillings; 

second seats two ; amphitheatre one ; and gallery 

sixpence. Carriages, l£r. Darby said cautiously, 

might be ordered at ten. A little van stood in 

the yard, which had brought the tin cups, the 

bowls, the balls, and that delicate woman with 

the Imby, who took the money for the stalls, 

amphitheatre, first seats, and everything; not 

alone took the money, but was ticket-taker also, 

and place shower. By eight, I was the only 

occiyiant of the stalls; by the same hour there 

was no one in the "first seats;" there were 

two or three persons in the amphitheatre, 

and there were about a dossen boys in the 

gallery. The sickW woman came m several 

times looking wistfully at the barren benches, 

the magioiairs head was thrust out now and 

again, to satisfy himself; but it was a quarter- 

past eight, and those who had paid^ with an 

arrogance arising from the knowledge of the 

value of their patronage,, began to clamour 

noisily. Never aid magician put a better face 

on so discouraging a prospect. He said he 

preferred (" it would be more convenient" was 

his expression) having all his audience near him, 

and in an instant had gathered together all his 

company in an indiscriminate mass close to him : 

a proceeding, I must say, a little unfair towards ■

the solitary tenant of the stalls, who had rallied 

round him so handsomely. Not that he showed 

himself, in other respects, ungrateful for this 

mark of sympathy; for I remarked that, through 

the night, he always selected him as the person 

to hold the cup, or ball, or fish, or to araw a 

card, or even to lend him balf-a-crown. Poor 

W. C. Darby I He went through it with 

wonderful spirit, and did not abridge us of a 

single trick, even of that plum-pudding made in 

a hat, whose ingredients mu^i have swept away 

at least all the stall money ; and only pleadec^ 

with great humility, to be let off the grand distri- 

bution of toys, which was to come out of the 

hat after the pudding had been given away in 

small pieces to the audience. "For," said he, 

"our audience to-night is not 80 large as I 

anticipated." The first morael of the pudding 

was handed to the stalls, and he really seemed to 

accept it as a genuine tribute to his powers of 

necromancy, when I said heartily, ana in a loud 

voice, " that it was one of the best I had ever 

tasted ;" a dechiration received, too, with cheers 

by the expectant boys, to whom it was thrown to 

be devoured. Poor Darby! Carriages, of course, 

might have been ordered at ten, but they never 

came at ten, or at any other hour ; and the first 

thing I saw the next morning was the magician 

drivmg away in his little one-horse or one-pony 

van, with his sickly wife sitting beside him. H« 

recognised his single "stall" at once, and with 

some cheerfulness raised his hat as he passed. ■

Nor let me foiget the grand national cantata 

— "The Siege of Beaumaris," or some such 

place— written by Ap Griffith, who is kindly 

allowed to teach the rudiments of music to the 

great Colonel Slater's gounger cMldren, and 

who is to be assisted by " the Amateur Union ;" 

but how much more by the "kind patronage" of 

the great Slater himself. Very likely he will 

not go, having my Lord Bishop, with Lord 

Penmenmawr, to dinner, but will send the house- 

keeper and the children, and, better still, a 

cheque. For all of which blessings Ap Griffith 

will DC very grateful, and ready, if required, to 

lay the Slaters heel upon his head. ■

In this vray Welsh holidays glide by. What 

with walks, and drives in the little carriages, 

and boating— and there has been many a pleasant 

expedition to Beaumaris from Thx Geobgb, 

with cheerful company aboard— the time is filled 

up very pleasantly. ■

AT LA GUAIRA. ■

Akghobiko in a harbour usually implies rest. 

It is not so at La Guaira. In fact. La Guaira is 

no port, but an open roadstead, where, though it 

seldom blows very heavily, there is ever a high 

swell, so high that landing is always difficult, and 

often dangerous. With the wind at north, the 

shore is directly to leeward, and a general smash 

among the shipping is then inevitable. Luckily, 

such winds are most rare ; but some time before 

the arrival of the Yfiez there was one, and every 

vessel at La Guaira stranded. Even with other ■
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winds the danger is sometimes great, and then a 

camion is fired from the fort as a signal that the 

rollers are setting in. Forthwith^ all anchors 

are weighed, and the ships run ont to sea 

till the swell moderates. Indeed, it is one of 

the inscrutable things that no one can under- 

stand, why La Guaira should be made the port 

for Carficas at all, when a mile or two to the 

west, on the other side of the next promontory, 

Cabo Blanco, there is the snug harbour of Catia, 

whence an easier road to Cardcas might be made 

than that from La Guaira. But no ; in spite of 

the swell wl^ch has caused the loss of so many 

vessels, which makes communication with the 

shore so troublesome, and which stirs up the 

sand in a fashion that renders it necessary to 

weigh anchors every eight days, lest the ships 

should become sand-locked ; in spite of the ravages 

of the barnacles, the teredo navalis, la broma, as 

the Spaniards call them, more destructive at La 

Guaira than anywhere else in the world, com- 

merce, which seems to be the only conserva- 

tive thing in America, still keeps to its old 

route. ■

" So this is Venezuela, Little Venice," thought 

I to myself, as we lay tossing ; "can't say I see 

much resemblance to Venice in these great 

mountains, tliat look as if they had been piled 

up by Titans to scale a city in the clouds!" 

Nor is there, thromgh all the vast region now 

called Venezuela^ much to remind one of the 

city or the doges. But it is at La Guaira 

that the unlikeness comes out most forcibly. 

It happens, though no one seems to have re- 

marked it, that La Guaira is the very ZfifaKos 

of the Venezuelan coast ; for it lies half way 

between Cape Paria, on the extreme east, and 

Ohichibocoa, on the extreme west, and just 

at La Guaira towers up La Silla^ the tallest 

mountain between the Andes and the Atlantic ; 

eo that, instead of thinking of Venice, one cries 

out with Humboldt, "The Pyrenees or the 

Alps stripped of their snows, have risen from 

the bosom of the waters." Venezuela is a mis< 

nomer. The first Spaniards who came to the 

American coast, the Conquistadores, found the 

Indians of Maraycabo living in huts on piles 

in the lake, and so called that locality Vene- 

zuela.; and the misnomer spread and spread 

till a region four times the size of Prussia 

came to be styled "Little Venice,"— a name 

which now comprehends a forest larger than 

Trance, steppes like those of Gobi, and moun- 

tain tracts which it would take many Swit- 

zerlands to match. ■

But for the abominable saltatory movements 

of the Yfiez, I could have passed hours very con- 

tentedly with a fragrant cigar in my mouth, 

gazing from the sea at La Guaira, which is 

one of the most picturesque places in the 

world. Humboldt says there is nothing like it, 

save Santa Cruz, at the island of Teneriffe, 

where, as at La Guaira, the town, perched on a 

little rim of shore, at the foot of a tremendous 

peak, seems like a world's finger-post pointing to ■

the littleness of man and the greatness of nature. 

Once landed, much of the effect is lost There 

is then no more such startling contrast be- 

tween the strip of white building at the sea's 

level, and the huge blue black and green masses 

of rock and earth heaped up into the very clouds ; 

and it is no longer so easy to trace the long line 

of fortification mounting from height to height. 

Moreover, a mountain that starts up all at once, 

eight thousand feet from the sea, into the clouds, 

is a wondrous sight, and I looked and mused 

long. But my reverie was interrupted by those 

common-pku», matter-of-fact fellows, the custom- 

house officers, who came on board punctually at 

six A.M., and showed at once that they had more 

of the Paul Pry than the poet in their natures. 

As nearly the whole revenues of the country, and 

the whole of their salaries (report says, some- 

thing more than the whole), are drawn from the 

custom-house, there was some excuse for their 

energetic proceedings, which would, no doubt, 

have terminated in a rigid scrutiny of my nume- 

rous boxes, had I not been armed with the name 

of commissioner and a diplomatic passport. At 

sight of that document, the official tartness of 

their aspect sweetened to a smile, and they in- 

vited me to go ashore in their large comfortable 

boat : no slight favour at such a place as La 

Guaira. ■

Watching the auspicious moment when the 

frolicsome surge pitched the bow of the boat up 

within a foot of the landing-place on the pier, I 

made a spring, and was effectually prevented 

from falling back by half a dozen arms and hands, 

which snatched at every accessible part of me ; 

one fellow, whose civility outran his discretion, 

giving me a sharp pinch as he clutched hold of 

my trousers. I was safe, however ; I had landed ; 

I stood for the first time on American ground, 

and I felt myself in a glow— but less, perhaps, 

from enthusiasm than from the intense heat con- 

sequent on the exertion of jumping from that 

tossing boat. There was, in reality, no great room 

for enthusiasm. Some dingy buildings now shut 

out the view of the mountains, and the atmo- 

sphere was so close, and so impregnated with the 

odour of decaying fish and other things still 

worse, that no enthusiasm could have withstood 

it. It would be well if the Venezuelans, so 

proud aa they are of their country, so sensi- 

tive to the remarks of strangers, would prepare 

a cleanlier landing-place for their visitors. In 

other countries, foreigners who are to be pro- 

pitiated are presented with bouquets of fiowers. 

Columbia welcomes the traveller with a bouquet 

of a different kind. They were working away at 

the wharf and breakwater, which had already, 

they said, cost one hundred thousand pounds, 

though I suppose a tenth of that sum would 

have more than covered the outlay in England. 

Earth was coming down in buckets, which 

travelled on long ropes fastened at a considerable 

incline to posts at an eminence across the road, 

where the men were at work. These buckets 

came along with an impetus sufficient, had they ■
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struck a passer-bj, to knock his brains out ; an 

accident which might easily hare happened, 

for the lopes were stretched jost at the height of 

a man, and no one gave any warning of their 

approach. On the left of the wharf was the 

harbour-master's house, and a nondescript build- 

ing—something between an office and a fort, 

where a lot of Creole clerks were idling. In 

fn»t, was the custom-bouse, and to the left of it 

the town. To the right, rose a long straggling 

line of filthy huts, swarming with naked darkie 

children. ■

We walked straight to the custom-house, a 

strong useful building, bat not picturesque. The 

superintendent, an official of no little rank, for 

the appointment is the usual stepping-stone to 

the portfolio of finance, received rae in his shirt- 

sleeves, with the inevitable cigarette in his 

mouth, and on reading the letter of introduction 

I had brought from a certain general, shook hands 

and told me he had been the general's A.D.G. 

in the war just concluded. The son was already 

disagreeably hot, and I was glad to harry on a 

few hundred yards up the principal of the two 

streets— -which, with a branch or two climbing 

the mountain's base, form La Ghiaura—aad take 

refuge in the hospitable house of the merchants 

to whom I was accredited. Having heard not a 

little of the wealth of the La Guaira merchants, I 

could not help venting my a8t<mishment ina hearty 

earamba, when I entoed the house. A huge outer 

door opened into a square court-yard, sradling 

strcmg^ of tarmeric, and half filled with bales of 

meiohiandise. The house was two-storied, the 

lower story containing a set of dingy offices, while 

the upper was divided into bedrooms, but the 

whole buikting looked so dirty and dih^^ated, 

that I asked myself, "Can this be the resi- 

dence of a merchant prince P*' One of the 

partners, in whose apartment I found a piano, 

books, and some neat furniture, exi^aineid the 

mystery. There are only three or four tolerable 

houses in La Guaira, and he had been in vain 

trying to get one. This was simply a ware- 

house, and the other partners lived at Caracas. 

Juan, a nmlatto servant, and a nigger boy, 

now set to work to get the spare room ready 

for me, and laased mu^ donds of dust as choked 

off for a time the mosquitoes, of which the at- 

mosphere was fnlL They are a peculiarly sharp- 

stinging sort at La Guaira : smidl, speckled, and 

inaatiaUe. ■

I was now fairly installed. The first thing that 

struck me was the intense heat. I had not then 

read Humboldt's Table, in which he compares the 

climates of Gnaira, Cairo, Habana, Yera Cruz, 

Madras, and Abushahr, but without his assist- 

anoe I airived at his conclusion, that I was 

now in the hottest place in the whole 

world. Perhaps the best way of conveymg to 

an European an idea of the heat, is to say 

that the mean temperature at La Guaira, in the 

coldest month, is four degrees of centigrade 

higher than that of the hottest month in Paris. 

If it be added that there are no appliances ■

whatever to make things bearable — no good 

houses, no ice, no cold water, no shade, and no 

breeze, it will be possible to arrive at a faint notion 

of the reality. I was peculiarly well ntuated for 

promptly realising a just idea of the climate, for 

my room had but one small window* and when 

I opened it, there came in a perfdme which 

obliged me to close it again instantly. Tlie 

k)cality was, indeed, not veiy agreeable. The 

house aLnost abutted on the mountain, which 

of course kept off every breath of ahr. On 

one side was a boys' school, from which arose 

an incessant jabber, and on the ridge above 

us was a long buildmg of very forfaidfing ap- 

pearance. ■

" What place is that?" said I to Juan. ■

** That, sir V replied he, with a beaming coun- 

tenance. ** That is the Small-pox Hospilal, but 

there ain't no great number of cases there at 

present." ■

It was some alleviation of our misery that we 

took our meals in a building mudi higher up the 

hill, and, consequently, cooler than the ware- 

house in which we slept. Thecuiainewaa tderablcL 

the poverty of the native supplies bdng eked 

out with European stores. The wine was hot; 

but there were good Clicquot and Ehenish wines 

in abmidance, and intense thirst made us indis- 

criminating. ■

There are no Englishmen at La Guaira, and, 

consequently, no out-of-door amusements. No 

one walks, rides, rows, nor sails, for pleasure. 

The Europeans, who are chiefly Germans from 

Hamburg, confine themselves strictly to smok- 

ing, drinking, playing whist and billiards. It 

would be quite easy to have a good place for 

driving and riding by the sea-shoie, but, every- 

body tries to make the approach to the sea as 

inaccessible as possible. ■

In my first walk I took a look at the hotel, 

and saw ample reason for congratulating myself 

that I had found other quarters. It was a 

very poor posada indeed, and the reek of garlic 

made me quite giddy. Garlic, by-the-by, is 

as dear to a Venezuelan as the shunrock to an 

Irishman, and one feels surprised that it is not 

adopted as the national emblem. I was assured 

l^ a traveler that he had exhausted his inven- 

tive powers in devising means to escape eating of 

dishes flavoured with this herb, but all in vain. 

As a dernier ressort, and when half starved, he 

determined to live on eggs, but the fatal fra. 

grance pursued him still, much to his astonish- 

ment as well as disgust. At last, on carefulljr 

examining an egg before attempting to eat it^ 

he found that the small end had been perforated, 

and some of the fovourite herb introduced by 

the innkeeper, who was resolved that the national 

taste should be vindicated, and that, too, ab ovo 

and in extremis. From the inn I went to make 

my first purchase, one naturally suggested to 

me by my visit to the posada. I went to 

buy some medicine at a botica, or apothecary's 

shop. As my Spanish was not very profound, I 

was glad to find a German in the shop, and to ■
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him I explained tlwt I wanted a blue pill. 

Hereapoa he took down* a book of prescrip- 

tions, and set to wotk to find out how to 

make it. After some search, he began con- 

ponndmg the pills with pestle and mortar. As I 

had no great faith in his knowledge, I thought I 

wonld take a peep at the book, which was in Spa- 

nish, for, to quote a certain adrer^ment, "I 

could read and write Spanish, though I conld 

not yet speak it." What was my horror^ 

when I discovisred that the apothecary was 

making me np a pill for leprosy ! '* Oh V I ex- 

claimed, "by-the-by, I think I won't trooble yon 

to compound that pill for me ;" and, snatching 

np a box, labelled *• Brandrcth's Pills," I 

paid him for it, and walked off, too glad to 

escape. This German had, no doubt, fidled in 

some other m^ier, and had taken up a trade 

in drugs without knowing mueh about them. 

Before I left America I saw empirics more than 

enough. ■

After experiencing the disagreeables of the 

sea-shore promenade at La Guaira, I took to 

climbing the mountain for a constitutional. 60 

disinclined are the Venezuelans to exercise, 

that I had the greatest difficulty in persuading 

a friend to accompany me. He was a very 

handsome, tall, well-made fellow, and the son 

of an Englishman, but, haying been bom in 

the country, bad much of the Creole indo- 

lence in his nature. We used to ascend about 

twelve hundred feet, and for that distance there 

was a succession of forts ; one of these, the 

Cerro Ck>lorado, completely commanded the town. 

These forts now lie in ruins, having been taken 

by the revolutionary forces in 1859. They had 

three columns of one thousand men eacl^ and 

came down from tiie heights to the attack. 

About one hundred and fifty men were killed on 

both sides, and the dead were all buried in one 

common grave. The man who fought best in 

the whole force engaged, was a gigantic negro 

artilleryman on the side of the aristocrats, who 

occupied the forts. He did a good deal of exe- 

cution with his gun, which, even after he was 

wounded in many places, he continued to fire. 

At last he was struck on the back by a large 

ball from a swivel-gun, while he was in the act 

of re-loading his cannon. When they came to 

collect the corpses for interment he was 

found still breathing, and was taken to a doc- 

tor, from whom I heard the whole story, and 

who assured me that, though tetanus super- 

vened, the negro recovered from his wounds. 

"This," said the medico, "was the only case 

of recovery from lock-jaw that I have ever wit- ■

After toiling up the mountiun by a steep zig- 

zag path, we used to descend a ravine, in which 

flows a rivulet dignified by the name of the Rio 

de la Guaira. This stream is usually about ten 

inches deep, but sometimes is swelled by the 

rains into a formidable torrent. Thus, in 1810, 

it swelled suddenly, after a heavy rain in the 

mountains, to a stream ten feet deep, and swept ■

away property to the value of half a million of 

dollars, as well as many persons, of whom forty 

were drowned. There is a sickly yellow-feverish 

smell in this ravine ; neverthdess, numbers of 

people bathe in the pools it formis at every 

broad ledge of rock. One of these pools is 

called the Consul's Bath, owing to a piece of 

scandid in which an Engb'sh Luriine was con- 

cerned. ^ Of the three routes to Carfeas from 

La Guaira» the shortest, but most difficult and 

dangerous, passes for some distance up this 

ravine. It is called the Indian's Path, and is 

actually that which was used by the Indians 

before the Spanish conquest. Between it and 

the present coach-road is the road which was 

in use when Humboldt visited tiie country. 

I was anxious to make trial of all three, 

but being invited to breakfast at the Bin- 

con, or Comer, a pretty country-seat beyond 

Maquetia, I deteimined to go by that road 

first. ■

It was nine A.tf ., on the 10th of July, when 

I left La Guaira, accompanied by my friend 

and Juan. The sun was terrifically hot, but the 

prospect of being jolted over the chaotic road to 

Maquetia being more terrible still, we resolved 

to walk to the Bincon, and let the coach, whiA 

we had engaged for our exclusive use, pick us 

up there. The said coach appeared to be con- 

siderably smaller than the smallest four-wheeled 

cab in London, and was so ramped up, and 

moved so heavily, and with such a flapping of 

doors, that I quite agreed with Juan, when he, 

unconscious of a pun, called out to the driver 

to get on with his vampiro. We walked, as I 

have said, to Maquetia, and turned gladly out 

of its dirty streets up a lane bursting with 

flowering shmbs, which led to the Eincon. 

Presently, we were aware of two female figures 

ahead of us, the figures evidently of two young 

and well-shaped Creole ladies. Before long, one 

of them dropped a kercliief and a prayer-book, 

which I picked up, and found they belonged to 

La Sefiorita Trinidad Smith. Not being used to 

Spanish nomenclature. Trinity struck me as a 

curious christiau name, but my friend told me it 

was nothing to what I should meet with. Thus 

Dolores, or Pangs, is a most favourite baptismal 

appellation; and even Dolores Puertes, Strong 

Pangs, is not uncommon. These strange 

chi-istian appellations sometimes yield a 

curious sense when added to certain proper 

names. C. gave me, as an instance, the 

case of a lady christened Dolores Puertes, 

who married a gentleman named Battiga^ thus 

the whole name stood Strong Pangs cdf the 

Stomach. ■

The Bincon is a pretty little country-house, 

very like an Indian bangla, at the foot of a deep 

ravine in the mountain. All around were trees 

and E^imbs in profusion, so that it was really 

"life in the bush." On my proposing to take 

a walk in the garden, the lady of the house 

said, very naively, that there were a great 

many snakes there, particularly rattlesnakes : an ■
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obseryation which rather damped my ardour. 

The breakfast. party was large; there were 

ourselves, several Creole ladies and gentlemen, 

two Trench officers, and five children. Among 

the things at table with which I was not fami- 

liar, were a pdrga fish weighing fifteen pounds, 

the alligator, or, as it ought to be called, advo- 

cate's pear, and the fruit of the passion-flower 

creeper, which is as big as a pumpkin, and not 

less insipid. The p&rga might be called the sea- 

perch for its colour, shape, and taste. It is 

common enough, and I had seen it before, but 

never of such a size. The alligator pear has 

been often described, and it is said that a good 

deal of practice in eating it is needed before 

a relish for it can be acquired. To me its 

flavour seemed to be a compound of the tastes 

of pumpkin, melon, and very mouldy Stilton 

cheese. ■

At two P.M., our shambling equipage, the vam- 

piro, cune flapping up to the door, drawn by 

three rat-like ponies, who, however, soon proved 

that they had some mettle in them. The road, 

which is about twenty-five feet broad, and not 

an intolerably bad one after fairly quitting Ma- 

quetia, skirts, in a perpetual zigzag, the eastern 

side of the great ravine called Quebrddade Tipe. 

The western side of this ravine, which is a mile 

or two broad, leads directly from Car&cas to the 

Bay (d Catia, already mentioned as a desirable 

harbour. Along this side of the ravine, surveys 

for a railroad were made by Stephenson, which 

have been repeated by -a gentleman who arrived 

at Caracas at the same time as myself. The 

difficulties of this route for locomotives are, 

perhaps, not insurmountable, but they seem at 

least to be greater than any that have yet been 

overcome elsewhere. ■

For the first thousand feet of elevation our 

progress was slow, as the clouds of red dust 

were literally suffocating, and the heat so great 

that even the case-hardened driver was fain to 

take things quietly. Besides, no little manage- 

ment was required in order to pass safely the 

strings of cattle, asses, and pedestrians, and the 

numerous carts we met or overtook. When 

once we had reached the elevation of a thousand 

feet, we perceived a marked change in the tem- 

perature, and began to be repaid for our pre- 

vious sufferings by a fine view over the Que- 

bdkda, the narrow line of coast and the ocean. 

The whole distance, between Maquetia and 

Caracas by this road, is about twenty miles, 

while, as the crow flies, from La Guaira to 

Caracas is not more than nine miles. Here and 

there we came to a venta, or poor inn, where 

the carters, carriers, and coachmen get a drink 

of aguardiente, or fire-water, as rum is here 

called, whUe their wretched animals take a few 

minutes' rest, if rest that can be called which is 

robbed of its solace by the swarms of flies. At one 

place our coachman, an Italian (it is curious that 

the principal Jehus on this road are Italians), re- 

quested us to hold our noses, at the same time 

applying the lash vigorously to his ponies. As ■

we galloped by, a flock of zamuros, or small vul- 

tures, rose from the body of a horse, which 

might very easily have been pitched over the 

precipice by its owner; but no South American 

would ever think of giving himself a little trouble 

to oblige the public. We stopped at a venta 

half way, and changed horses. Three or four 

rough-looking fellows, with guns and dogs, were 

smoking there. They said they had been out all 

day, and had killed four quail, and seen a few 

partridges. We had now ascenRled about five 

thousand feet, and it was comparatively quite 

cold. The road, too, was less steep, and we 

started with our fresh horses at groit speed. 

This rate of travelling is not so pleasant on such 

a road to those who cross it for the first time. 

The turns were so abrupt as to be quite invi- 

sible while one was approaching the precipice, 

from which they diverged almost at right angles. 

We seemed to be gcJloping straight into the 

abyss, and we did reach its very brink, and 

then swept round by a turn in the road, which 

only at that moment showed itself. Until 

habit deadens sensation, one cannot but feel a 

little nervous at such charioteering, and the 

more so as dreadful accidents have actually 

occurred. There are similar roads over the 

mountains in Peru, and it is said that a late 

president of that country got so alarmed on one 

occasion, that he shouted out to the youth who 

was driving, to stop. The mozo, however, 

rather enjoying the joke, drove pn faster 

than ever, till the president, drawing out a 

pistol, called to him that he would shoot 

him dead unless he pulled up instantly. This 

was a hint not to be disregarded, so the 

youth obeyed, but turned round and said, 

with the usual freedom or impudence of the 

country, "Truly you're a fine fdlow to be Pre- 

sident of Peru, if you are afraid at such a trifle 

as this." ■

Two miles from the place of changing horses, 

the road begins to descend, and we went on with 

increasing speed. The road now grew narrower 

and narrower at every turn, and the view more 

confined. At length, about half-past five P.M., 

we came suddenly in sight of Car&cas, which is 

not seen from any distance by this route. About 

fifty students, wandering in cap and gown along 

the road, were the flrst sign of our approaching 

the capital We next plunged into some dirty 

lanes^ and then suddenly emerged into the paved 

streets of the city. Along these, Erancisco, our 

driver, urged his ponies with all the speed they 

could muster, at the same time cracking his 

whip with reports like those of a pistol, to 

announce his arrival. The result of all this 

energy was, that we were pitched agiunst one 

another, and up to the roof of the coach, in a 

way that nearly dislocated our necks, and utterly 

destroyed any dignity that we might other- 

wise have assumed. The streets were full of- 

boles, over which we bounded in the most un- 

pleasant fashion, till we pulled up dead, with a 

jerk that nearly sent us out of the windows, at ■
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the door of St. Amande's Hotel, where the Brazi- 

liaa minister's rooms had been engi^ed for 

me. ■

HALF A MILLION OF MONW. ■

BY THB AUTHOB OF ** BlBBAKA't HUTOBT.'* ■

CHAPTER IXXYI. THB GET 07 THE GBIV. ■

Their path lay down bj the shore, and the 

snn was low before thej reached the honse of 

which they were in search. It was a large^ 

rambling, half-minons place, ^iththe discoloured 

plaster all scaling awaj from the walls ; an old 

stone trough standing oat in the road close bj, 

and bundles of stored hay and straw sticking 

out through the shutterless windows of the base- 

ment story. A few half-stanred oxen were 

lying about on the scant sward behind the house ; 

a cook strutted on the dunghill before the door ; 

and two sickly-looking women plied their distaff's 

under the shade of a yine in a cnusy little per. 

goletta, orerlooking the sea. ■

These women dropped their work with akcrity 

when accosted by Lord Gastletowers, and has- 

tened to provide the travellers with such poor 

fare as tne place aff^orded. And it was poor 

enough : an omelette, a loaf of rye bread, a plate 

of salted fish, and a Ultle fruit, was all they bad 

to offer ; but Saxon wMhstletowers had not 

fasted all day for ndM^kif. They feasted as 

heartily as if their table had been spread in the 

best hotel in Naples, and enwHtd a bottle of 

the thinnest country wine witn as keen a gusto 

as if it had been "long impriatMi Glw&an" 

or '* fiery Falemian." ■

• When at length thev had eaten and drunk 

and were satisfied, and bad recompensed the 

good women of the house for their liospkalttjr, 

it was quite dusk— the magical dusk of an earlv 

avtamn evening in south Italy, when the earth 

is folded to rest in a deep and tender gloom 

which scarcdy seems like night, and the grass 

is alighlf with glowworms, and the air kindling 

with fireflies, and the sky one vast mosaic of 

stars. . ■

The difficult part of their undertaking was 

now at hand. Even in traversing the coast- 

road between the podere and tiiat point where 

their boat lay moored, they had to exerdsd all 

the discretion of which they were mastem. It 

was important that they should neither attract, 

nor seem to avoid, observation. They had to 

tread lightly, without risking the appearance of 

caution ; to walk neither slow nor fast ; to avail 

themselves of the shelter of every rock, and 

waU, andbosh riong the road, andyet not to seem 

as if they were creeping in the shade; and, 

above all, to keep open eyes and ears, and silent 

tongues, for fear of surprise. ■

Going alouff thus, they soon left the solitary 

pcklere Dehino. There was no moon ; but the 

darkness was stianf^y transparent^ and the 

mountainous outlines m the twin ishiiids, Ischia 

and Procida, were distinctly visible on the £u: 

horizon. Where the languid sea just glided to 

the shore, a shifting phosphorescent gleam ■

faintly came and went upon the margin of the 

sands ; and presently, lying a little off, with her 

sails all furled like the folded wings of a sleep- 

ing bird, the Albula came dimly into sight. ■

They paused. All was profoundly auiet. 

Scarce a breath disturbed the perfect stiUness 

of sea and shore. Now and then a faint shiver 

seemed to run through the tall reeds down by 

the water's edge; but that was all. Had a 

pebble fallen, the voung men must have heard 

it where thev stoodf. ■

"I don't believe there's a living soul on this 

beach but ourselves," whispered Saxon. ■

••Heaven grant it !'* replied the Earl, in the 

same tone. ■

"WhatshaUwedonext?" ■

" I think we cannot do better than go down 

to the boat, and there lie in readiness lor what- 

ever may happen." ■

They found the boat iust where they had left 

it six or seven hours Wore, and their sailor 

lyinf^ in it at full length, fast asleep. Without 

rousing him, thev crouched down in the shelter 

of the reeds, ana waited. ■

'• Ton have your revolver, Trefalden P' whis- 

pered the Earl. ■

" Yes, in my hand." ■

" And you can pull an oar, if necessary P" ■

"Ofcourse." ■

The Earl sighed impatiently. ■

*'This cursed arm," said he, ''renders me 

more helpless than a woman. Hush ! did you 

hear a footstep on the sand P" ■

"No; I heard nothing." ■

"Listen." ■

They listened breathlessly ; but all was still, 

like death. ■

" There is something awful in the silence," 

said Saxon. ■

" I wish to Heaven we knew what the signal 

would be," muttered the Earl. ■

And then they lay a long time without speak- 

ing or moving. ■

" I feel as if my limbs were ossifying/' whis- 

pered the Earl by-and-by. ■

"And I never longed so much in my life to 

do something noisy," replied Saxon. " I am at 

this moment possessed by an almost irresistible 

impulse to snout 'Viva Garibaldi!' Hush! 

what's that P" ■

It was a fiiint, plaintive, distant cry, like 

nothing that the mountaineer had ever heard 

before ; but the Earl recognised it immediately. ■

" It is only the chiil/' said he. ■

"The what?" ■

"The chiil — a little summer owl common 

throughout Italy. I almost wonder we have 

not heard it before; though, to be sure, the 

season is somewhat advanced." ■

"The creature has an unearthlv note," said 

Saxon. " There, I heard it ajgain.^' ■

" It seems to be coming this way," said Gas- 

tletowers. ■

He bad scarcely spoken, when the melancholy 

call floated towards them for the third time. 

Saxon dropped his hand soddeidvupon his 

friend's shoulder. /CvT^ ■
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"Th«t is no owl'a cry/' he whispered. "It 

is a human voice. I would stake my life on 

it" ■

"No, no." ■

" I tell yon, yes. It is the si^aL" ■

The Earl would not believe it; but Saxon 

imitated the note, and it was echoed immedi- 

ately. ■

" There," said he, " I told you so." ■

"Nonsense; ail owls will do ihai. I have 

made them answer me hundreds of times/* ■

But Saxon pointed eagerly forward. ■

"Lookl" he said; "look, dose under that 

wall yonder. Don't you see something mor- ■

The Earl stared into the darkness as if he 

would pieroe through it. ■

" I uink I do^" ne replied ; " a something— 

a shadow 1" ■

"Shall we not show ourselves?" ■

"Suppose it is a sentry! Try the cry 

again/* ■

SaxoA tried the cry again, and again it was 

promptly echoed. He immediately roused the 

sleeping seaman, and stepped out osMiiously 

beyona the shelter of the reeds. ■

As he did so, the shadow under the wall be- 

came stationary. ■

Then he listened, advanced a few paces, 

treading so lightly and swiftly that the sand 

scarcely grated under his feet; and, having 

traversed about half the intermediate distance, 

came to a halt. ■

He had no sooner halted, than the shadow 

was seen to move again, and steal a few yards 

nearer. ■

And now Saxon, watching the appreaduna 

form with eyes trained to darkness amldistanc^ 

was struck with a sudden conviction that it was 

not Colonna. As this doubt flashed through 

his mind, the shadow stopped again, and a low, 

distinct, penetrating whisper came to him a& the 

air: ■

"Chi^P* ■

To which Saxon, quick as thooirfat, replied: ■

"Montecuculi." ■

Instantly; the shadow lifted its bead, encd 

aloud, ^ Chiil 1 ohiii 1 cliiii !" three times in sue- 

eession, and, leaving the gloom of the wall; 

came running up to Saxon where ht stood. It 

was not Colonna, but a slight, active boy, clad 

in some kind of loose blouse. ■

''All*8well,"heBaid,inItaliatt. "Wkmis 

your boat P" ■

"Close at hand." ■

"Is all ready P" ■

••All." ■

"Quick, then! He wfll be here uwtaatlT.*^ ■

Thej ran to the boat The lad jaropecl in, 

tiie sailor grasped his oars, Caatletowers kept 

watch, and Saxon stood ready to shoTc off. ■

Then followed a moment of anxious suspense. ■

Suddenly the sharp, stinging report cf a riie 

rantt through the silence. The boy uttered a 

ball-8U]^pressed cry, and made as if be would 

-fling himself from the boat; but Saxon, wi^ 

rough kindness, thrust him back. ■

"You yoQQg fool!" said he» authoritatively, 

"sitstilL" ■

At the same moment they beheld the gleam 

of a distant torch, heard a rush of rapid footfalls 

on the beach, and saw a man running down 

wiTdly towards the sea. ■

Saxon darted out to meet him. ■

" Courage !" he cried. " This way." ■

Bttt the fugitive, instead of following, stag- 

gered and stood stiil. ■

"I eannot," he gasped. ••! am exbansied. 

Save yourselves." ■

A tossing fire o^ torohes was now visiMe not 

a couple ofhundrad vards away in the direction 

of CumsQ, and more than one bullet cane whist- 

ling oi&c the heads of those on the beaoL ■

in the mean while, Saxon had tak^n Oolonna 

up bodily in his arms, and strode with hiss to 

the boat, like a young giant. ^ ■

As he did this, a yell of diaeovety broke from 

the lips of the pursuers. On th^ came, flrmg 

and flouting tumultuously ; but only in time 

to see the boat shoved o£^ and to find a broad 

gap of salt water between tlMmaelves and their 

prey. ■

"Viva Garibaldi I" skouted Saxon, firing his 

revolver triumpbantlv in their faees. ■

But the kd in the DlouiMMnatched it from his 

hand. i' ■

"Give me thcug^teU' lie sakl, "and help 

with the oars. S^iliL we tell that they have 

no boat at hammi ' - ■

The hoj ifUi^taott in English, but Suon 

scare^v nOtiisclrtq^t in the overwhebdiliig ex- 

citetMt <4blhi moriient. The voioe, hoover, 

sounded strangely familiar, and had a lii^ of au- 

iHmStS in it that eoamanded obedieaco. Saxon 

jpeiiteished the weapon instantly, and flung 

■iiawiyiiimtooars. The boy, heedless of the 

bulfete liiai oMs pattering into the water all 

about their wulre^ leaned over the gunwal»«ad 

discharged the whole round of cartndgea. Ilk 

soldlea on the beadi, looking gaunt and 

shadowy by the waving torohligli^ fifed a part- 

ing Tolley. In the mean while, the boat bounded 

forward under the double impulse, and in a few 

mere seeonds they were, if not beyond range, 

at all events beyond aim in the darkness. 

1 ■

.^ CSAFISB LXXrn. i. WEI SHBET Aim ■

• ". A. hjowivg sail. ■

Puumo swiftly and strongly, the rovers 

tbrew a fierce energy into their work that soon 

left the reedy shore far enough behind. Each 

moment the ^imte of the torduight grew fainter 

on the shore. Eadi moment the bull of the 

Albuhi seemed to beoome bigger and bUeker. 

In the mean while, no one spoke. The boy, 

havdng fired out all Saxon's cartridges^ crept to 

Colonna's side, and then crouched silew). 

The Italian had vak exhaostisd in the bottom 

of tlie boat, mud ky-wsthiHS Bcadand sboulders 

leaning no agaiast ikt flide; Caa^towen 

steered, M the twn olhets •Inat and rose upon 

their oars with tfao pMsision of anitomatoas. ■

Presently they shot dbngside the yaeht, and 

hailed by the familiar Toice of .teon.*s ■
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honest master. Then a light flashed overhead^ 

a rope was thrown and caught, a ladder loirered, 

and in a few seconds they were aH on board. ■

''Thaidc Heaves, you're safe!" eiclaimed 

Lord OMitletowen, tnmiiig io Coloima, as soon 

as his foot touched the deck. ■

Bat the Italian leaned hearily upon his shoul- 

der, and whispered : ■

** Huh I Take ne below. I am wo«nded." ■

-Wwadedr ■

••Not 8» hmd, i inploro you— not a word 

hcrer ■

"But not badly r ■

- 1 don*t know— I fear so." ■

"Gk»od God, Colonial" ■

The enm were basy hauling in the boat, and 

wsfuittng the sails. Bven the bor and Monte- 

eucuE were doing what they could to help ; for 

life and liberty depended now upon the speed 

with whi(^ they could put the yaeht before 

what little breexe was blowinr. They must get 

•way, no matter in whieh direetion. It was 

the one vitid, imperative, OTerruling necessity. ■

Under eover of the haste and confusion on 

decdc, LordCastlctowers helped his friend down 

the cabin stairs, assisted kin to the sofa, struck 

a light, and hastened to exatntne his wound. ■

'* Where are you hurt ?** he asked, eagerly. ■

"Lock the door first." ■

Wondering somewhat at the reijuest, the Earl 

obeyed. Then Colonna, with his own bands, 

opened the bosom of his shirt, and GasUetowera 

flaw that he was wounded just abore the left 

breast, about am inch below the coDar4)one. 

The spot where the ball had penetrated was sur- 

rownded bja broad purple margin; but there 

was Terr little blood, and seareely any laoeratkm 

of the flesh. ■

•• It does not look so bad," said the Dari, 

•• and seems scarcely to have bled at all" ■

" It is bleeding inwardly," repUeck Colonna, 

leeUy. '• Give me a little brandy." ■

The Earl hesitated. ■

" I am not sure that you ought to hare it/' 

he said. ■

"Imusthaveit— I— I . . . ." ■

His Toioe faltesed, and a ghastly look came 

upon his pallid face* ■

•< I wiU call Monteeueuli," said the Earl, with 

a throb of sudden, undefined terror, •' He uu- 

do^taada these things better than I do." ■

Colonna half ndaed hims^ upon the eoueh. ■

••No, BO," he gaiqsed; ♦•wait — do not 

alarm ,.♦.*• ■

Then, making a desperate effort j^o articulate, 

he pointed to his throat, and fell back insen- 

flible. ! ;•' . ■

At this j^Qment some one tried uie oabin ■

dogr on the outside, and» finding u Jbolted^ ■

-_tanped loudly on the panela. . « ■

The Sari rushadJij^MKit. . ■

'I'^'l^Jf^^^Sim k>7 whom they 

had jUflt^hrQ]iMi.off froimfeiu.; "fetdi some 

cold^EitojiH^ Quick— ■

the Colonna is badly woundeq, and has fainted 

away!" > ■

But the hd, iQatead..of obeying; throat the ■

Barl ande, uttered a piercing cry, and fiung 

himself upon his knees beside the sofa. ■

•• Mt father !" sobbed he, passionately. " Oh, 

my father 1" ■

Lord Castletowers drew back, full of amaze- 

ment and pity. - ■

•' Alas !" he said, in a low tremulous tone. 

"Miss Colonna!" ■

In the mean while, those on deck were moving 

heaven and earth to put as many miles of sea 

as might be possible between the yacht and the 

coast. The oreeee was languid and fitful ; but, 

such as it was, they spread their sails to it, and, 

tacking about, roaae some little progress. ■

By degrees, the shadowy outhne of the hills 

faded away in the darkness, and shortly after 

midnight a brisk south-west wind sprung up, as 

if on purpose for their service. ■

AU that night they ran before the breeze, 

making close upon fifteen knots an hour, and 

bearing ria;ht away for Corsica. All that night 

Giulio Colonna lay in the little cabin below the 

deck of the Albula, sometimes conscious, some- 

times unconscious, passing from fainting fit to 

fainting fit, and growing hourly weaker. ■

CHAPTES. LXXYin. " THE KOBIEST BOMAK 

OF THEM ALL." ■

Pale, silent, unwearied, Oiimpia sat beside 

her father's couch through all the hours of that 

dreary night» wiping the cold dews from his 

brow, battling his wound, and watching over 

him with a steady^oaposure that never fdtered. 

Sometitnes when he moaned, she shuddered; 

but that was all. ■

Towards dawn, the Earl beckoned Saxon 

quietly away» and they went up on deck. The 

morning was now ^rey above their heads, and 

thtte was no land m sight. The breeze had 

dropped with the dawq, and the Albida was 

agam making but little way. Both sea and sky 

looked inexpressibly dreary. ■

" How does he seem now P" asked Monteeu- 

euli, hastening towards them. ■

The Barl shook his head. ■

"•Sinking slowly, I fear," he replied. "The 

fainting fits are longer eaoli time, and eaeh time 

leave him weaker, llie last endured for twenty, 

seven minutes, and be has not spoken since." ■

The Eerrareso threw up his hands despair- 

ingly. ■

•<Dio!" he exdaimtd; ••tkatk^bmld end 

thus!" ■

••And that it should end now,'*addsdGistle. 

towers. ''Now, when the great work is so 

nearly accomplished, and the hour of his reward 

was doee at hand !" 

- '•Howddesthesignorabearit?" 

• *• Like «l^>lonna— nobl v.** 

:^<<)<#ii^ go down and snare her watch while 

^ remain on deck. It is sometiiii^ to look 

upon him while he is yet idive." ■

With this the youi^ Italian stole jmtly down 

the cabin stairs, leaving Saxon and Castletowers 

alone. ■

"Alas! Trefalden," said the Earl, after a ■
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long silence, "this is a calamitous dawn for 

liafy." ■

" Do you not think he will liye the day ont ?'' ■

" I think that he is goin^ fast. I do not 

expect to bear him speak again in this world— 

I scarcely expect to see him alive at noon." ■

" If we had only kept that surgeon with us 

one week longer !'* ■

"Ay— if we had I" ■

"PoorOlimpial" ■

" Poor Olimpia, indeed ! I dread to think of 

all she has yet to suffer." ■

And they were silent again. ■

" I cannot conceive what we are to do, Tre- 

falden, when— when it is all over," said Lord 

Castletowers, presently. ■

"NorL" ■

" He ought to rest with his own people ; md 

it must be my task to convev his poor remains 

to Bome ; but, in the mean wnile, what is to be- 

come of her ?" ■

" I can escort her to England." ■

" Impossible, my dear fellow ! You have not 

the time to travel slowly. You ought, even 

now, to be night and day upon the road ; and, 

do what you will, may still be in London too 

late!" ■

" Stay," replied Saxon, quickly ; " I can sug- 

gest a plan. I know of two ladies — Englisli 

ladies — who are now residing at Nice. My 

cousin knows them well; and if Miss Colonna 

would consent to accept their protection till 

such time as you had i^etumed from Rome, and 

could take her to Castletowttas ..." ■

" An excellent idea, Xrefalden— nothing could 

be better!" ■

At this moment Montecuculi came back, 

anxious and agitata* ■

" You had better come down," he said, in a 

low, awe-struck tone. " I think he is dying." ■

"So soon!" ■

"Tiideed, I fear it." ■

They went. Colonna still lay as when they 

saw him last, with his head supported against a 

pile of pillows, and a blanket thrown across his 

feet ana knees ; but it needed no second glance 

to see that a ^reat change had teJcen place 

within the last naif hour. A ghastly, grey hue 

had spread itself over his face ; his eyes seemed 

to have sunk away into two cavernous hollows ; 

and his very hands were livid. For two hours 

he had not moved hand or foot. For more than 

two hours h% h^d not spoken. His heart still 

beat ; but, so feebly, that its action could with 

difficultj be detected bv the ear, and not at all 

by the hand. .* He still breathed; but the lungs 

did thoir'wdrk so languidly, and at such long 

intervals, that a stranger would have taken him 

for one quite dead. Xhow and then, not oftener 

than once in every fifteen or tweal^ minutes, a 

slight spasmodic shudder, like the vieiiitnttf;^^ 

ruffling of still waters, passed over him aslie 

lay; but of this, aa of all else^ he was pro- 

foundly unconscious. ■

"Has he moaned of late?" asked Lord 

Gastlet-owers. ■

Olimpia^ with one of her father's cold hands 

pressed between her own, and her eyes intently 

fixed upon his face, shook her head silently. ■

"Nor moved P" ■

She shook her head again. ■

After this, the Earl stood for a long while 

looking down upon the face of his early friend. 

As he did so, his eyes filled with tears, and his 

heart with sorrowful memories — memories of 

days longgone by, and incidents till now for- 

gotten. Me saw himself again a boy at Go- 

lonna's knee. He remembered boyish pleasures 

promoted, and yacation rambles shared. He 

thought of cUssic readings under summer trees ; 

of noble thinss said, and done, and hoped for ; 

of high and heroic counsel solemnly given ; of 

privations uaoomplainingly endured ; of aspira- 

tions crushed; of arduous labour unreoom- 

pensed; of a patriotism which, however mis- 

taken in many of its aims, was as gallant and 

ardent as that of the noblest Ex>man of them 

all. Remembering these tbmjB;s — remembering, 

too, the open hand, the fearfess heart, the un- 

stained honour which had characterised the 

dyinff man in every reUtion and act of his un- 

selfish life, the Earl felt as if he had never done 

justice to his virtues till this moment. ■

"Alas, poor Italy!" he said aloud; and the 

tears that liad been slowly gathering in hb eyes 

began to fall. ■

l»ut at that word— that omnipotent word 

which for so many years had ruled the beatings 

of his heart, coloured his eyery thought, and 

shaped his eyery purpose— a kind cr strange 

andf sudden thrill swept over Golonna's face. A 

livid mask but the instant before, it now seemed 

as if lighted from within. His evehds quivered, 

his lips moved, and a faint sound was audible in 

his throat. ■

"Oh God!" cried Olimpia, flin^^ng hersdf 

upon her knees beside him, "he is about to 

speak 1" ■

The Earl held up his hand, iu token of 

silence. ■

At that moment the dying man opened his 

eyes, and a rapt, radiant, wonderful smile came 

upon all his face, like a glory. ■

" Italia !" he whispered ; " Italia ! " ■

The smile remained; but only the smile. Not 

the breath — ^not the spirit— not Giulio Golonna. ■
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The vindictiye spirit of Jane Gantanker waa 

quite insatiable in its desire for the consummation 

of Gabrielle Penmore's ruin. One would have 

said that already this poor lady was deeply enough 

involved in toils, partly of her own weaving, and 

partly of the Cantanker construction ; but it ap- 

pears Uiat she was not sufficiently compromised 

yet to satisfy her deadly enemy. ■

Miss Gantanker was gifted, among other quali- 

ties, with an amount ox superstition, which she 

took so much pains to conceal, that no one who 

knew her would ever have thought of giving her 

credit for its possession. Nothing would have in- 

duced her to sit down» under any circumstances, 

to any meal at which twelve other persons were 

to assist. She would never begin any undertaking 

of any sort soever on a Friday. If her nails had 

suddenly grown an inch long in the course of 

Thursday night, they would have had to remain 

as they were, at whatever inconvenience, till 

Saturday morning, as they must not, under any 

circumstances, be cut on a Friday, and that must 

have been, indeed, a desirable object of attain- 

ment which she would have passed under a ladder 

to reach. But strongest with her amongst all 

these convictions, waa a firm belief in tlie effi- 

cacy of charms, and the power which certain 

individuals possessed of bewitching others and 

working them mischief by means of speUs, in- 

cantations, and other similar engines of destruc- 

tion. Such a creed as this tends very materially 

to increase the difficulties of human life, it being 

no use to attempt even to prosper if you feel 

convinced that some invisible influence is at 

work to firustrate all your best efforts, and render 

them utterly unavailing. Leave undone what 

you may, . and you must still prosper, if favour- 

able influences hover over you. Work as you 

like, take all the means of succeeding within 

your reach, and make the most of them, and still 

you may fail, if the evil charm is at work 

against yon. ■

Now, such being the creed of Miss Gantanker, 

it is surely not to be wondered at that in a con- 

cern to which she attached so much importance 

as this of bringing poor Gabrielle Penmore to 

destruction, she should desire to enlist upon her ■

side those terrible influences in which she held 

such flrm belief. She did desire to avail herself 

of them, but there was a difficulty. ■

In a certain small court or alley which led out 

of a by-street in the neij^hbourhood of the 

Edgeware-road, there had hvcd formerly a cer- 

tain old woman with whom Gantanker had had 

dealings, and who could, horrible to relate, charm 

vou or counter-charm you out of house and 

home in no time. For the rest, she was a most 

fascinating specimen of humanity, with a hoarse 

voice, a brown wig, and fluffy grey hairs curling 

beautifully about her mouth and chin. She was 

the terror of all the neighbouring children, and 

had such a reputation for supernatural gifts, that 

when she died, at the ripe age of ninety-four, 

it was looked upon as quite a piece of self-denial 

on her part, as it was certain that, with her ca- 

pacity, she might have gone on for another 

hundred years or so, at least if she had thought 

proper. ■

Now, by the death of this good lady, it hap- 

pened that Jane Gantanker was cut off from all 

the resources of a spiritual nature to wliich she 

had been wont to have recourse, and on which 

she had been accustomed to depend. She could 

neither procure spells with wnich to confound 

her enemies, nor could she shelter herself under 

counter-charms fromv the devices which those 

enemies might practise against herself. It was 

terrible to be left thus unaided by supernatural 

influences, and unprotected from them as well. 

What was to be done? ■

Of course the natural way out of the difficulty, 

and that which common sense, supposing it to 

have anything to do with such an affair, would 

suggest, was to find a successor to the wise 

woman of the Edgeware-road, some one on whom 

her mantle might be supposed to have fallen. 

For such a person Miss Gantanker had long 

been on the look-out, and it seemed at last 

that the search was to be rewarded with suc- 

cess. ■

Miss Gantanker had a friend who kept a 

" general shop" not far from Beaumont-street, 

and with whom it was her habit to hold long- 

conversations over the counter whenever her oc- 

casions took her into the street in which the 

"general shop" was situated. This friend was 

also a believer in necromancy, and attached as 

much importance to the good or evil offices of 

those who dealt in it, as Jane Gantanker herself. 

There are more of these believers than people ■
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^nerally imagine, and even now, in this en- 

figfatened nineteenth century, we have only to 

study thai bricff epittme of the times— the news- 

paper-^to see how widely-extended aAon|^ our 

lower classes is the belief in witchcraft and iia 

terrible influences. ■

Now it so happened that this worthy general 

dealer, who had felt the loss of the wise woman of 

the Edgeware-road draest as mueh as any of her 

clientele, had been informed by some of her 

friends of the extraordinary powers of a super- 

natural kind possessed by our old friend Cornelius 

Vampi, to wnich powers rumour had, as usual, 

done something more than justice, gifting him 

not only with marvellous capabilities of vatieina- 

tionand fortune-telling, but also with such gifts, 

in the way of casting spells and bestowing 

charms, as rendered him at once the most 

desirable of allies and the most dan^rous of 

enemies — a man, in fact, who could wither up 

one of your legs, or cover ;f ou With sores from 

head to foot, oy simply scribbling a few words 

on a piece of parchment, or burning a handful of 

herbs in an old chafing-dish. ■

"Li short, dear," said the good lady in the 

" general" line, at the conclusion of a long dis- 

course on the subject of Mr. Yampi's qualifica- 

tions, " I should say— for I onlv know of him by 

hearsay, and have never consiuted him myself— 

that he's the kind of man whom, if you want 

any thinj^ to turn up tramps, you should get upon 

your side, while, if there's anything equally 

that vou'd like to see going to the aogs, you 

coul(m't possibly do better than set him agin it. 

And this I'm sure of, that Walter's little girl, 

which, as you know, is withered up like an^r 

mummy, was bewitched by this very Mr. Yampi 

from the first— as sure, ay, as sure as its parents 

was both first oouams, and eaten hup with 

scrofiler on both sides.*' ■

It was not likely that Jane Cantanker would 

be able to resist the opportunity of secoring the 

services of such a person as this, and so it 

happened that on that very evening of the day 

on which the inquest had been neld at the 

Duke of Cumberland, she set out with the 

distinct intention of finding out Mr. Cornelius 

Yampi and securing his services, as Balak 

sought to get those of Balaam, for the confusion 

of his enemy. ■

There was not much difficulty in finding, by 

the description which she had obtained from her 

friend, the abode of Mr. YampL If there had 

been nothing but the owl in spectacles which 

stood in the window to know it by, that would 

still have been enough; so Cantanker turned 

into the shop without much hesitation — indeed, 

she was not one of the hesitating sort— and 

looked about her for some one answering to the 

description which she had received of the 

astrologer. ■

He was evidently not there. So Cantanker 

went up to the counter to see if there was any 

one to whom she could apply for information as 

to when and where he could be found. The 

shop was, as usual, pretty full, and an old man 

and a lad behind the counter were both engaged ■

already two or three deep. An old woman — no 

other, indeed, than our friend Mrs. Smaggsdale 

— came forward to meet her. ■

'•Want Mr. Vampi, do youf" ske iaquired. 

*'Whatis-itl Corns?" ■

"Nq, certainly not." ■

"Bunions, then, or warts P" ■

'' No, no, nothing of the sort at all. I want 

to see him, Mr. Yampi himself." ■

"Oh, you want to see him himself do you? 

Ah, then, its 'oroscopes, or fortune-telling, or 

something of that sort. Here, Smagg," con- 

tinued the Sceptic, "if s somebody wanting the 

governor, and nobody else will do." ■

"Yery well," relied the other, "I'll step up 

and tell him. No particular message^ is there ?'' 

he added, addressing Cantanker. ■

" No, only that I want to see him, if it's only 

for a minute or two." ■

"There's pretty nigh everything about the 

business," said Mrs. Smamdale, acwessing the 

mysterious customer wiui something of con- 

tempt, " as I can attend to mysellL Herbs and 

seeds, and com plaisters, and purifying pills, 

and cures for the toothache, ana marking- ink, 

and what not. But when it comes to 'oro- 

scopes, I ain't no use at all, and what's more^ I 

don't care if I nevar am." ■

Meanwhile, Mr. Smaggsdale ascended the 

stairs which led to the ooservatory, and in due 

time found himself in the presence of the great 

astrologer himselL ■

" Please, sir, you're wanted below, if you can 

make it convenient," gasped the messenger, for 

he was considerably out of breath with the 

ascent. " Lady wants you," he continued, with 

another gasp. ■

" Lady f ^ echoed the sage, quickly. " What 

ladyP not " ■

" Not tke lady. No, sir, she haven't been." 

. " Strange," muttered the philosopher to him- 

self; " I never knew her fail to come when she 

had said she would." ■

"Ah, she loat a punctual one," remarked 

Sman;, corroboratively, " waa the stranse ladj." ■

"And this other kdy," inquired Comehos, 

" won't she tell you her buainess P" ■

"No," replied the Uttle man. " She ain't 

exactly a kay, vou know. But be that as it 

inay, it's you she wants to see, and nobody 

else." ■

" Well, then, you must ask her if she'll take 

the trouble to oome up. I can't leave what I'm 

about just now, as you see." ■

The philosopher did indeed seem to be most 

especiaUy busy. He was in the act of making 

some excessively intricate preparation over the 

fire. It was something which appeared to re- 

quire incessant stirring, and equally incessant 

additions of some boiling liquid, which was 

turned on by means of a tap from an immense 

copper caldron stewing over the fire. The 

philosopher wore a costume which was reserved 

for his chemical experiments — a sort of enor- 

mous pinafore with sleeves. The necessity for 

the adoption of some such dress while practical 

chemistry was being carried^on, was shown by ■
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the number of splasbes vith which the pinafore 

\ras decorated. Th& garment reached to the 

sage's heels, and showed his vast stature to the 

greatest advantage. He wore a white cap, more- 

over, and presented altogether a somewhat 

startling appearance. ■

" She's to come up, is she ?" inquired Smtggs- 

dale, hesitatingly. ■

" Yes, certaSoly. If she'll take the trouble," 

replied the astrologer, who was always courteous. ■

"Won't you — won't you take your gownd 

off?" ■

*' No, I couldn't do that, 8ma^. This mix- 

ture isn't half done yet, and I must finish the 

composition to-night, because it was begun 

under Saturn, and must, if possibk, be finished 

under the same conditions.'^ ■

Old Smagg was in one of his sceptical moods, 

60 he made no answer, and withdrew. ■

'* She never failed before," muttered Corne- 

lius to himself, reverting again to the subject 

which had just before occupied him. ** And she 

mentioned the day so particularly — and then 

there was her future, which I eouldn't get a 

glimpse of — another reason why she should be 

specially anxious to come. Not," continued 

the chemist, turning on a new supply of liquor 

from the caldron, and stirring more vehemently 

than ever, ''not that I've any more definite in- 

telligence for her if she does come. I've had no 

better luck, and what was a blank before is a 

blank still, and seems likely to remain ao, as far 

as 1 can see." ■

The philosopher was disturbed in his reflec- 

tions by a smart rap at the door— a rap, indeed, 

such as never could have emanated from the 

vacillating knuckles of the doubtful Smaeesdale^ 

In fact, it was that gentleman's better.halr, who, 

in consideration of her husband's breathless 

condition, had cons^ted to show Miss Can- 

tanker the way to the sanctum. ■

" Party for a horror-scope," said the worthy 

lady, flinging open the door abrupUv. ■

"Horoscope, woman!" retortea the philo- 

sopher. ■

" Ah, well. It don't much matter," ■

*' Yes, but I tell you that it does matter. These 

tilings are of t^oo great importance to be thus 

flippantly dealt with : where's your husband ?" ■

" He's trying to catch his breath. He lost 

it coming up here List time." ■

" Weu, tdl him to come up himself next time. 

You may go." ■

" Oh yes, I'll go fast enough. I don't want 

my fortune told," and she flounced out of the 

room, leaving Miss Cantanker staring in some 

astonishment at iJl that she saw and heard. ■

" That woman is a source of great annoyance 

to me," said the philosopher in an explanatory 

manner. " If it was not lor her husbana, I would 

g€t rid of her." ■

The person thus addressed remained speech- 

less. Indeed, she was too much astcmisaed to 

say anything. The novelty of the scene, and 

the extraordinary aspect presented by our expe- 

rimentalist, were too much even for Cantanker. ■

In truths it must be owned that the appear- ■

ance of the great man ipos a little out of the 

ordinary wa^. His costume sJone, coupled with 

his great size, would have been enough to 

starue anybody; but, in addition to this, it 

must be taken into consideration by the readerj 

who would form an idea of Mr. Yampi*6 appear- 

ance, that his countenance had at this time con- 

tracted somethin^i^ of the flaming oualit^ of the 

furnace over whxoh he had been oending, and 

was suffused with a hue of the deepest crim- 

son, thrown out in tremendous relief by his 

white robes and cap. It was a wondrous ap. 

parition, then, that stood belore Miss Cantan- 

ker, as the philosopher tamed round, pipkin in 

hand, to address ber. ■

"You wished to consult me, I think," said 

Cornelius, pulling off his cap to make a bow* 

"I am here, at your service." ■

Cantanker was a little puzzled how to begin. 

Cornelius Yampi was a very different person 

from the Sibyl of the Edg^ware-road. The very 

benevolence of his aspect made Cantanker's pro- 

posal all the more difficult How could she ask 

that innocent, philanthropioal-looking creature 

to cnise her enemy P ■

She looked round about the room in her per- 

plexity as to how to begin. There was a set of 

colossal drawings on pasteboard of the signs of 

the zodiac hung on the walls. They looked 

very large and truoulent, and as her eye lit upon 

Cancer and Scorpio, she seemed to get encou- 

ragement. The man ^ho could take delight in 

such things was not altogether without malig- 

nant capacity, she felt sure. ■

After once turning round to address her, Cor- 

nelius had returned immediately to the com- 

position on which he was enimged. Cantanker 

could speak without having nis eye upon her ; 

that was something. ■

"I took the liberty of calling," she be^an, 

"in consequence of ]iavin^ heara from a friend 

that you were in the habit of having dealings 

with things that are altogether out of the com- 

mon way, and in the supernatural line, the 

'eav^y bodies, and fortune-telling, and such- 

like," ■

" You have heard rightly, ma'am," replied the 

philosopher. " To stand upon the very verge 

and limits of the visible and tangible world, and 

^e forth into that world which is invisible and 

intangible, is the highest and most glorious 

achievement which belong to man, and I frankly 

own that studies of the kind which you indicate, 

have formed a great part of the business of my 

life." ■

There was not much encouragement in this. 

It was not to inquire into the secrets which are 

hidden under the veil of futurity that Cantanker 

had come to visit the astrologer. She had oome 

to enlist in his service an agency in whose effi- 

cacy she firmly believed, and which it seemed to 

her the extreme of foUj to neglect. ■

" I suppose," she said, after a little reflection, 

" that you don't go through all this study of the 

stars and the 'eavenly bodies, and what not, 

without its giving you some power like over 

your fellow-creatures ?" r" ^^^T^ ■
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" Power," echoed Vampi. " Of what sort P' ■

*• Why, power to benefit them, or— or— majbe 

to injure tnem." ■

The astrologer lifted his eyes from the elixir 

in whose composition he was engaged, and fixed 

them upon his visitor. The result of his scrutiny 

seemed hardly satisfactory. His face wore a 

dissatisfied look as he returned to his pipkin. 

** Now, what is this woman driving at ?" he said 

to himself. ■

"Power, both for good and evil I have un- 

doubtedly," he said aloud, and Cantanker 

brightened up at the words. "For good, in 

that I can direct those whose future I make the 

subject of study, what they should do in certain 

emergencies, how thev may make the most of 

the good chances which are to come in their way, 

and steer clear of dangers which menace them. 

Li that way I have certainly power for good." ■

"And for evilP" asked the woman, eagerly. ■

"Power for evil," replied the philosopher, 

eyeing her curiousJy, "I might have in this 

way. I might see my client in peril, might feel 

certain that some Sword of Damocles was hang* 

ing over him, might see him drawing nearer at 

every step which he took to the precipice over 

which, unwarned, he would certainly fall, and 

might abstain from uttering the words which 

would turn him aside from the path of danger. 

All this I might do certainly, and so exercise a 

power for evil which, though negative, should 

be still of deadly efficacy." ■

"But it is more than this that I want," the 

woman went on, wrought up now to a revelation 

of the real object of her mission. "There is a 

person in existence who has been guilty of a 

crime which I desire to see avenge^ who has 

struck at me, not indeed intentionally, but in 

striking at one whom I loved, and had loved for 

years, one whom it was my pride and happiness 

to serve, and who now lies dead and cold, mur- 

dered by the hand of this person of whom I 

speak, and against whom I would have you 

direct all the power of evil which you may pos- 

sess, or can by any means gain through some of 

those secret arts that you practise." ■

"But is this person guilty P" ■

"Yes, a hundred times yes." ■

" Then, let justice do its work." ■

"Yes, and so it shall. But justice may faD. 

I want to be secure of my revenge. These 

magistrates and coroners, these judges and juries, 

may fail. I have no beUef in them. They are 

fools, and a winning face and a seeming innocent 

manner may hooowink them, and turn them 

from the truth. I want something more, I tell 

you. Can you give it me ?" ■

"Give you what P* ■

"A charm, a spell — somethiDg that shall be 

as a curse upon this one of whom I speak — a 

curse under which she shall lie without power to 

rise— a spell that shall bind her hand and foot — 

a spell against her life, against the life of — 

you^U want her name; it's a French one, Gabri- 

clle, don't forget it — Gabrielle Penmore. Draw 

up a curse— awitchcraft spell against that name." ■

"Stop, woman, stop," cried Cornelius. "I ■

know nothing of such arts as these, nor wish to 

know." ■

"What! Have you given up your mind to 

studying the stars and learning all about their 

movements,- and their twistings and turnings 

this way and that, and one circumventing an* 

other, and all the rest of i^ and all to so little 

lurpose, that you can't bring what you know to 

lear upon something useftu, such as helping 

those you want to hdp, and crushing those you 

want to destroy? Are there no evil stars 

whose aid you can depend upon ? Have you no 

incantations which compels their services, no 

spells which they cannot resist ?" ■

Cornelius was almost terrified at the violence 

of his new client. In all his experience, no 

such person as this had ever come m Ids way. ■

"All these things that you spea^ of may be 

possible," he said at kst, for he was unwilling 

to limit the capabilities of his art. "All this 

power may be mine " ■

" ' May be ! ' " repeated the woman, scorn- 

fully ■

" Yes, ' ma^ be,* " repeated Cornelius, stoutly. 

"It is not tor me to say how mat are the 

resources of the art mystic, or what wondrous 

gifts it can confer upon its students. Twenty 

or thirty years is but a short time to have 

devoted to the arcana, and that is all the study 

I can boast of. It may be that additional years 

of research and thought might lead me on to 

additional discoveries, and to some among them 

which would impart such powers as those you 

speak of. But even were it so— were such 

capacity for evil within my grasp so that I 

should see the victim of my skill withermg 

under my curse, consuming to nothing beneath 

my spell—know that this gift should lie un- 

claimed for me, from day to day, and from year 

to year. My ambition is to do good to man, 

not evil, to work out the relief of suffering 

humanity, not to lay fresh loads of sorrow on it. 

You are mistaken, ma'am, and have mistaken 

roe. You have come to considt a Samuel, when 

you should have sought out a Witch of Endor." ■

The depression which developed itself upon 

the countenance of Jane Cantanker as she 

listened to this speech of the benevolent astro- 

loger, was one of the most profound and un- 

mitigated wonder, gradually merging into con- 

tempt and pity. For some time she remained 

silent, gazing at our stout philanthropist in 

speechless scorn. At last she rose to go. ■

"You are right," she said; "I have been 

mistaken. I came here thinking to find a man 

gifted with supernatural powers, and ready to 

turn them to some account ; for I have money 

here. I came to buy a spell, not to beg one." ■

" You can neither buy nor beg aught of me," 

said Cornelius, rismg in turn, and speaking 

with infinite dignity, " that shall do an injury to 

any member of the human race. You have mis- 

taken me, as I said before, and I will now ask 

you to relieve this poor workshop, in which you 

have not found the wares you looked for, of 

your presence, and leave me as you found me— 

harmlessly at work.** Digitized b ■
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And the astrologer took the lamp from the 

table and moved towards the door, ready to 

liglit his visitor down the stairs. There was a 

courtesy in his action which there was no re- 

sisting. His. appearance was calm and unruffled, 

but his countenance was more grave than was 

its wont, and those who knew the philosopher's 

face would have been able to see that he 

had been much hurt by what had just taken 

place. ■

Jane Cantanker passed down the stairs and 

out of the house without another word being 

exchanged between her and the astrologer, who 

escorted her to the last. He heaved a deep 

sigh as he closed the door after her, and paused 

a moment before he again ascended the stairs. ■

"What was that name," he asked himself, 

** against which she bore such hatred ? ' Gabri- 

die,* I remember, she spoke it twice. But I 

forget the other name. * Gabrielle' — ' Gabrielle' 

— ^no I have forgotten.** ■

CHAPTBB XXIV. THE CHUN COMPLETE. ■

Three days elapsed after the adjournment of 

the inquest before the inquirv was again re- 

sumed, and during this interval the police were 

hard at work trying to collect any additional 

evidence that might Dear upon the case. Their 

chief object, of course, was to find out where 

that poison by which it had been conclusively 

proved that Miss Carrington had died had been 

procured. Her rooms were searched most dili- ■

fently and thoroughly for any bottle or even a 
etached label which might indicate that she 

had bought the drug herself, and show where 

she had procured it. But no such thing could 

be found. It was then determined to Uke the 

different chemists' shops, beginninc; in the im- 

mediate neighbourhood, and gradually extending 

the operations to a wider radius, ana to make in- 

quiry at each, with a view of ascertaining whether 

any person answering to the description of the 

deceased ladv had been there with tne object of 

purchasing laudanum. The Trades Directory 

was consulted, and a list of the chemists and 

druggists extracted from it, a mark being set 

against the name of each member of the phar- 

maceutical fraternity as it appeared in the 

volume, thus: Roberts, James, ivory turner; 

•Groves, William, chemist ; Peterkin, Andrew, 

licensed victualler; Kopcr, Thomas, basket- 

maker; Voker, Alfred, herbalist and seedsman"; 

Snooks, Frederick, fancy stationer; *Drew, 

Jonas, chemist ; and so on. The names of the 

chemists were then extracted with great ease, 

and written down upon paper. ■

The inquiries made by the police were — as far 

as the discovery of any purchase made by the 

deceased lady was concerned — entirely in vain. 

They could find no trace of any purchase of 

laudanum having been made by any such person. 

It was not long, however, before their researches 

were turned into another channel. ■

Jane Cantanker could find no rest for her soul 

while haunted by the thought that the murderer 

of her dear mistress — ^which, it must be re- ■

membered, she fully believed Mrs. Penmore to 

be— was going about, at large, and unpunished. 

So she also set herself to work in imitation of 

the police authorities to visit the different 

chemists' shops, but with a different discovery 

in view. She was on another track, the track 

of Gabrielle Penmore. Had she had laudanum 

in her possession about this time ? Was it not 

more important to find that out than anything 

elseP Was it not possible for her — Jane Can- 

tankei<— to make that great discovery ? ■

It was so. She worked with a will, and very 

soon her efforts were crowned with success. At 

a chemist's shop not very far from the house in 

Beaumont-street, Cantanker discovered that Mrs. 

Penmore had been in the habit of dealing for 

medicine, and here she ascertained that on a 

certain day, some three weeks since, Gabrielle 

had made the damning purchase of a two-ounce 

bottle of laudanum! ■

Jane Cantanker's breath came thick and fast 

as she made this tremendous discovery, and her 

knees trembled so under her that she was hardly 

able to stand at the counter. ■

"Have you got that down in your book?" 

she said, as soon as she could trust herself to 

speak. ■

"Oh, certainly," replied the druggist, a smug 

gentleman in spectacles, who seemed much 

astonished. ■

" And there is no danger of it's, being lost P" ■

"How can there be?" asked the other, with 

a touch of contempt in his tone, and giving his 

ledger an affectionate slap. " The book's big 

enough." ■

Cantanker waited a little, trying to remember 

whether she had any other question to ask. ■

"What, it's down in the big book?" she 

asked, with a gasp of satisfaction. ■

"Yes," said the chemist. ■

••What sort of a bottle would it be in P" she 

said. " A krge bottle?" ■

"Two-ounce phial similar to this," replied the 

chemist, producing one, " made of blue glass, 

ribbed so as to affect the touch, orange label 

outside 'Poison,' and another 'for external 

use,* that being what it was wanted for." ■

"There's something up," remarked the 

chemist to his chief assistant, as Cantanker, 

after thanking him for his courtesy, and once 

more entreatm^ him to be careful of the entry 

which told so important a tale, left the shop 

with hurried steps and with considerable agita- 

tion in her demeanour. ■

Cantanker made the best of her way to the 

police-station, and there imparted her story to 

the inspector on duty. She was beginnftig to 

be known here, and to be highly respected as 

well, in consequence of the decided and uncom- 

promising manner in which she had conducted 

herself at the inquest. The inspector paid her 

a compliment or two on her energy anddevoted- 

ness, and, after taking down what she bad said, 

despatched one of his most trusted emissaries 

straight to the chembt's to take his deposition 

in form. ■

The policeman had a thick note-book bound ■
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in calf, and interleaved with blotting-paper, in 

his band when he entered the shop, ana as be 

stood apart in close eommone with tbe chemist, 

many a wandering^ elance, both on the part of 

tbe assistants behind and the customers oef ore 

the counter, was directed towards the two. ■

" And so you let the lady 'ave it merely for the 

basking ?" remarked tbe constable. ■

" Yes, sir, such being our custom when we 

know the party." ■

"When you know the party," echoed the 

policeman, "and not otherwise?" ■

"On no account otherwise," replied the 

chemist. ■

" And this party you did know P" ■

"Oh dear yes, sir. The lady's dealt here 

scores and scores of times." ■

"But not for hopium?" urged the myrmidon 

of justice. ■

" No, sir ; this was the first occasion of her 

making siich a purchase." ^ ■

Tbe policeman waited a little while, and looked 

over the notes which he had made, appearing 

verr well satisfied with tbem. Presently he 

spoKC a^in, as if making a final inauiry. ■

"And did the lady state what she wanted it 

for?" ■

" External use, sir, as I said. The lady had 

passed many years of her life in a very hot 

dimate, and it seemed that the chanee to our 

damp atmosphere and cold affected ner with 

pains about the arms and shoulders, which she 

found were relieved by rubbing with kudanom, 

more than hj any other means." ■

" ILl" said the policeman, " that was what 

she said, was it?" ■

"That was it» sir. So I made her up the 

two ounces and let her have it, merely caution- 

ing her to keep it shut up, and out ot the way 

of any person who might be injured by it. I 

bade ner be particularly careful that way," re- 

marked the chemist^ afraid of getting into a 

scrape. ■

The policeman seemed now to haTe'eained all 

the information that was necessary, anfl shut up 

his book. ■

" We shaU most likely want ^ou to repeat 

what you have just said in evidence, in the 

course of a day or two," he remarked, " so you'd 

better hold yourself in readiness." ■

"I'm not likely to get into any trouble about 

it, am IF" asked the drugjgist. ■

The policeman took time to eonsider the 

question, keeping the dnu^eist in a state of 

lionising uncertainty the while. ■

" Not that I can see at present," he said at 

last ; " but I can't say for certain." ■

The discovery of tnis purchase of Uudanum 

on the part of Mrs. Penmore — a discovery due 

rather to Jane Cantanker's yigilance than that of 

the police authorities— altered the whole posture 

of affairs, and added so much to the strength of 

tbe evidence against Gabrielle, as to justify the 

adoption of such measures as m%ht tend to 

decide at once the question of her guilt or inno- 

cence. ■

With this view, and without loss of time, a ■

warrant was obtained, and under its authority a 

search was instituted, having for its object tbe 

discovery of that bottle in which tbe laudanum 

sold by the chemist had been contained, and of 

which so minute a description had been given. ■

And now, indeed, the case did begin to wear 

a sinister aspect, and great and serious alarm for 

Gabrielle's safety began to weigh upon her hus- 

band's heart. She was suspected of a crime. 

One step more, and she might be accused. The 

ministers of justice were on her track. What a 

thought it was that these men should have the 

right to come into tbe house, into her room even, 

to invade tbe sacred precincts of her bed-cham- 

ber, and that he, her husband, must stand by 

and allow it, must remain inactive while the 

household gods were subjected to desecration. 

Yet it was so. Resistance was useless, and 

worse than useless. It might aggravate the 

evil, it could not palliate it. ■

As for Gabrielle herself, she seemed for the 

time entirely crushed and paralysed by the horror 

of her situation. All force, all presence of mind 

bad for tbe time deserted her. She seemed to 

herself, and looked to others, like one who lived 

and moved in a dream — a dream, and> most hor- 

rible one, and ffom icAieh $he did not tcake. ■

It was piteous to see how she clung to her 

husband too, in the fulness of her misery, with 

a s(»rt of mechanical feeling that he could save 

and help her. She followed him about. She 

dared not let him out of her sight. She held to 

his arm as if she dreaded lest they should take 

him from her. She looked up into his face for 

some sign of encouragement, some indication 

that he at least knew tnat there would soon be 

an awakemng from the horrible dream. She 

stood outside the room door while the men were 

conducting the search within. Her husband 

was in there with them. ■

"What are they doing, Gilbert?" she asked, 

when presently he came out to speak to her, and 

comfort her. ■

Gilbert told her of their search, and what it 

was they looked for: ■

Sometimes it did almost seem as if her head 

had given way under the heavy pressure,and could 

now receive no distinct impression of anything. 

There were times when she no longer appeared 

to realise her danger, and yet other times, and 

these oftenest in tne grey early mommg, when 

it seemed to be borne in upon her with an almost 

exaggerated force, and an anguish that was un- 

bearable. It was a horrible thing to wake to 

this, so horrible that sometimes the wildest 

schemes would come into her head in connexion 

with her situation. ■

She would at these times entreat her husband 

to fly with her before it was too late: "while 

there is time, while yet there is time," slie would 

cry, " let us go. Far away, Gilbert dear, far from 

this dreadful place. We two could be so bappr 

among the woods and rocks, away from wicked 

cruel men and women, happy and safe. Come, 

Gilbert, come, if we steal away now in the early 

morning, nobody will see us. I am afraid," she 

would say at such times, "I am afraid of that ■
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woman. Take me away, take me away where I 

can never see her, Gilbert. Take me, if you love 

me." ■

And then, when her miserable husband, hardly 

more reasonable than herself, besought her to 

remember that to do such a thing would be to 

throw away their last chance, and that it would 

proclaim her to be guilty before all the world, 

then would she fall into a worse state still, and 

would cry out that he, too, was deserting her, 

that he lielieved her guulty, and that his love for 

her was goneu ■

Worst horror of all, but not^ Heaven's mercy 

be thanked, of long continuance, ere long she 

would acknowledge the truth and justice of all 

that he said, and clinging round him once again, 

would entreat him that he would, at leasC ac- 

cord her this one favour, that if-— if it came to 

the worst, he would in some way convey to her 

the -means of death, that so she might die by his 

beloved hand. Such were some of the phaflea 

of affliction through which the suffering woman 

passed at this time. ■

On that critical day, when, in consequence of 

the discovery made at the chemist's, certain 

authorities came to search her room, she stood 

outside the door trembling in anticipation of 

some new horror. Her husband was inside with 

the men, but presently he came out to speak to 

her, and comfort her. ■

"What are they doin^, Gilbert?'' she asked, 

looking into his eyes for hope. ■

Gilbert told her of their seanfe, and what it 

was they looked for. ■

** And have they found it P' she asked. i ■

"Pound—found what r ■

"The bottfe, Gilbert Don't you remember, 

dcarP" ■

"RememfaeE," he repeated, mechanically. 

"No." ■

"Not remember. I got it to rub my po<« ■

shouldeK^-yCHB LAUDAjrUH." ■

Penmore uttered a cry of agony, as if in 

physical pain. ■

" Was there any left ?" he gasped. ■

"Yes, about half." ■

" And what did you do with it ?" ■

" I hid it. The chemist told me to keep it 

out the way of the servants. 60 I hid it." ■

" Oh, why did you do that ?" cried Gttbcrt, 

who had remainea for a moment stunned. " It 

will look worse than aU the rest." ■

" I was so afraid lest some one should get 

hold of it^" said Gabrielle, " and so there might 

be mischief done." ■

Agam there was a silence. Th^ were there 

on tlie landing outside the bedroom door. 

They could hear the men inside talking. They 

could hear them moving articles of furniture, 

opening and shutting drawers, and turning over 

ererTthing that came in their way. ■

"Where did you hide it, Gabrielle?" said 

her husband, takbg her hand, which was as 

cold as ice. ■

" In the box underneath the bed.** ■

"Is it locked?" ■

" Yes, and I have got the key. I thought to ■

keep it safe, Gilbert. You are not angry witJ^ 

mer" ■

"Angry? my poor darling. But you must 

give me the key." ■

"Oh, Gilbert." ■

"Yes, yes," he said, eagerly. "It is our 

only chance." ■

There was a pause in the movement that had 

been ^ing on within the room, and then a 

draga:ing sound as of some object drawn 

heavily across the floor. The husband and wife 

looked each other in the face. ■

"The key, the key," said GUbert again. 

Gabrielle took the buneh from her pocket, and 

with trembling handa dirided the key from the 

rest. ■

" This is it," she whispered. ■

At that moment the door of the bedroom was 

opened from withm, and one of the policemen 

appeared on the threshold. ■

"Here's a box here," the man said, respect- 

fully enough, "which we should wish to be 

allowed to examine. If you could oblige us 

with the key." ■

Gilbert handed the man the bunch of keys ■

i'ust as he had received it from his wife — the 

:ey in question separated from the rest. ■

" You win find what you are looking for in 

that box," he said. ■

AT CARACAS. ■

Th£ hotel was a square house of two stories, 

dose to the market-place, and not far from the 

centre of the city. All the rooms on the ground- 

floor were bedroosis. On the floor above was 

my apartment, a very large room divided into 

three by portitiona, and overiooking the street. 

On the side opposite my room was another very 

large one, where the table d'h6te was held. To 

the left were ttvee rooms occupied by the knd- 

lord sad Mt fao^^ and on the right were some 

more bedMKyots for travellers. The concierge 

was a huge negro, who, having been a custom- 

house officer, gave himself sdl the airs of a 

government official, and had grown so fat that 

he quite blocked up the doorway. The landlord 

had oome to the country as a savant, to collect 

articles for some museum, but, having married 

an English lady's-inaid, condescended to allow 

her to make Ms fortune by keeping this hotel. 

He wee the most silent man possible, and all the 

time I was there I never heard him say but two 

words, '* Mon Dieu !" An unmarried daughter 

lived in the house, and played the piano at a 

great rate. The establishment oonsisted of two 

Indian waitresses, and a mulatto stable-boy. 

There was also a cook, so enormously fat that I 

put her down as the wife of the fiit concierge. 

I was glad that I encountered her only once, and 

that at my departure, as I should never have 

been able to rdish my dinner after seeing by 

whom it was cooked. I found my apartment 

very neatly furnished, and beautifully clean, and 

congratulated myself on l^viug so comfortable a ■
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lodging. That night I dined at C.'s, and was 

apnreeably surprised at the elegance of his mdnage. 

His house was but one story high, but there 

were many fine rooms in it. The drawing-room, 

for example, was about sixty feet long and 

twenty-five broad, and furnished like a first-class 

saloon in Paris. In the centre of the court, 

round which the rooms were built, was a garden 

full of beautiful flowers, and a fountain of clear 

water. ■

I have said I was well pleased with my apart- 

ment, and I ensconced myself in my mosquito 

curtains about midnight, anticipating a long and 

pleasant slumber. However, about half-past 

three, I woke in the midst of a dream, in which 

I fancied mysdf in a belfry, with the bells play- 

ing triple bob-majors. On my awaking, sure 

enough bells were ringing furiously all round. 

The sound seemed to come from every direction. 

What could it beP ** Perhaps," thought I, 

"this is the way the Gsuraquenians announce a 

fire or an earthquake, or is it a popular 6meute P 

Oh, bother them ! I wish they would have their 

revolutions in the daytime, like reasonable 

people." Still the bells rang on, and presently 

there was a great noise of people passing in the 

street, and then a sound of firing and of rockets 

being let off. I should have gone to the window 

to reconnoitre, but a salutary awe of the mos- 

quitoes and the penetrating fleas kept me where I 

was until the day dawned, when I got up to dis- 

cover the reason of the hubbub. I then per- 

ceived that on the other side of the street there 

was a large convent, in which, although not a 

soul was to be seen, the bells were ringing in a 

way that reminded me of the Devil and the Old 

Woman of Berkeley. Purther down the street 

than the convent was a small square, and on one 

side of it a church, where again the bells were 

ringing at least as obstreperously. Li the direc- 

tion of this church, which was brilliantly lighted 

up, there was quite a crowd of people cOming and 

going, and from among them rockets shot up 

from time to time. On inquiry, I found it was 

the fiesta of the Islefios, or people from the 

Oanary Islands, of whom there is quite a colony 

at Caracas. In South America, every one has 

his patron saint, and the Isleflos have theirs, and 

in honour of their saint sleep was made to fly 

from the eyelids of all in the quarter of the city 

where I was, while our nerves were harassed 

throughout the day by a continued hubbub of 

beUs, fireworks, processions, and bull-fights, 

But even fiestas must come to an end, and I 

found solace in the hope that quiet would at 

length be restored. Alas ! the Catholic year at 

Cardcas is made up of feasts and fasts, and, fast- 

ing or feasting, the inhabitants are for ever ring- 

ing bells, discharging holy squibs and rockets, 

and walking in tumultuous processions. I lived 

weeks amid this din, and never could get accus- 

tomed to it, nor enjoy that hearty sound slumber 

which Sancho apostrophises as the best of 

wrappers. But, in fairness, it must be added 

that fiestas have their attractions for strangers ■

as well as their disagreeables. On these days, 

especially on notable holidays, such as that of 

Nuestra Senora de la Merced, the fair sex come 

forth in their gayest attire, and walk in bevies to 

the churches. It is then, if you are an impartial 

Paris, that you will resolve to bestow your golden 

apple on the Creole Venus in preference to all 

other beauties, so lovely are the faces that shine 

upon you from under the coquettish mantilla^ 

and 80 graceful the figures that undulate along 

the streets. There may, indeed, be rosier cheeks 

and fairer skins elsewhere, but not such large 

black eyes, teeth of such dazzling whiteness, such 

taper waists, and faultless feet and ankles, as 

belong to the Venezuelan ladies. As for any 

devout feeling, that, of course, is entirely out of 

the question. The women come forth to be looked 

at, and the men stand in groups on the church 

steps, or cluster inside, to look at them. AU 

round the churches are pictures, usually sad 

daubs, and a profusion of wax doUs, representing 

the Virgin, at various periods of her life. Any- 

thiog more contrary to common sense, to say 

notlung of good taste and devotional feeling, than 

these images, it is impossible to conceive. 

Among the absurd groups of dolls I was par- 

ticularly struck with one at the Merced fiesta, 

in which the Virgin, dressed in all the frippery 

imagmable, was kneeling beside a gigantic cruci- 

fix, while a six-year-old angel fluttered above the 

cross, dressed in silver-embroidered trunk-hose 

and tartan leggings of the royal Stuart pattern. 

About the middle of the day, when the heat is 

most trying, there is generally a procession, and 

the image or picture of the saint is carried about, 

amid a train of ecclesiastics, and with a body 

of soldiers as a guard of honour. Every now 

and then the host is elevated, and down go 

the people on their kneels, and anon guns and 

rockets are discharged, and the use even of 

squibs and crackers is sanctified on such occa- 

sions. ■

On seeing all this, my recollection went 

back to India, and the processions of Durg4 

and Krishnah. Indeed, the ydtrotsavahs of 

Hindustan, and the fiestas of South America, 

have a common origin. They are the resource of 

au idle people, and an excuse for putting on best 

clothes, loitering, gammg, and love-making. I 

was assim&d that at the grand fiesta at Santiago^ 

the Virgin receives some thirty thousand letters 

from the girls of the city and its environs. Some 

ask for husbands and lovers, others for ball- 

dresses and pianos, and, incredible as it may 

appear, the petitions are answered, and, where 

it is thought politic, granted. As for such trifles 

as husbands and lovers, one knows from Hero- 

dotus that such matters are easily arranged, but 

even a piano is occasionally sent. At Caracas* 

absurdity is not carried so far, but even there 

fiestas are no doubt the busiest days at Cupid's 

post-office. ■

The site of Caracas is one to please an Oriental 

sovereign. It is at about the same elevation 

above the sea as Tehran, the capital of Persia^ and ■
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resembles it in inaccessibflity. With a few bat- 

teries judiciously placed, the approach to Ga- 

r&cas from the coast might be completely closed 

against an enemy, excepting, of course, English 

sailors, to whom all things are practicable that 

imply prize-money and a fight. In the'beginning 

of June,1595, the renowned Corsair Dracke, as the 

Spanish historians call him, or Francis Drake, 

stood in with his 'squadron towards the coast of 

Venezuela, till he arrived within about half a 

league from La Guaira, when he embarked fire 

hundred men in boats, and landed. The inlia- 

bitants of La Guaira fled without resistance, and 

carried to Car&cas the news of the terrible Eng- 

lishman's descent on the coast. Then did the 

valiant alcaldes, Garci-Gronzalez and Francisco 

Rebolledo, assembling all the men who would 

and could bear arms, march out to repel and 

chastise the invader. They marched with ban- 

ners displayed along the royal road leading from 

Oardcas to La Guaira, leaving ambuscades in 

the less frequented passes of the mountains, 

where the thick trees and rough ground favoured 

such strategy. But Drake had found at Guai- 

camaento a Spaniard named YiUalpando, who 

was willmg to sell his country, and who led the 

corsair by an unfrequented route, perhaps that 

which is now called the Indian's Path, to Ca- 

racas. So, while the valiant alcaldes were 

marching down to the sea» and their gallant 

men in ambush were lying ensconced in the 

dank grass, the Englishman was hanging YillaU 

pando, for whom he had no further use, on a 

tree, and packing up, with great care and very 

much at his ease, all the valuables he could find 

in Car&cas. Now, who can adequately describe 

the fury of the alcaldes when they heard that, 

while they were guarding the stable-door, the 

steed had been already stolen ! So they marched 

back again to the capital, resolved to make a 

pastel of Drake and his merry men, and hoping 

to catch them with their pikes and their hangers 

and their arquebuses laid aside, and their hands 

full of plunder. But Drake was cautious as well 

as bol(C and had turned the municipal hall and 

the church near it into little fortresses, and the 

Spaniards had a presentiment that there was no 

ttdung these strong places without bloodshed, 

so they surrounded the city at a safe distance, 

and prepared to put every Englishman to death, 

who, not content with the booty he had already 

got, should go out to the villages round about 

to look for more. But one old hidalgo named 

Alonso Andrea de Ledesma, who was, perhaps, 

a native of La Mancha, mounted his steed, tuid 

put his lance in rest and an old target on his 

arm, and rode forth alone to drive out the Eng- 

Ush. The chivalry of the old don moved Drake's 

compassion, and he bade his men not to harm 

him ; nor would they, had he not charged them 

at fdl speed, and tried to do mischief with his 

spear. Hiereupon they killed him as gently as 

they could, and carried his body to a grave iu 

the city, and interred it with aU honour. So, 

when eight days were passed, Drake and his five I ■

hundred moved out of Caracas with their booty; 

and, after burning all the houses that they had 

not knocked down already, marched merrily 

away to their ships, and embarked without the 

loss of a singla man. ■

Gar^u»s is, as has been said, very inaccessible 

from the north— that is, from the side towards 

La Guaira and the sea; but, in the opposite 

direction, the slopes are easier. In order to 

form a correct notion of the site on which the 

city is built, one must keep in mind the direc- 

tion of the mountain ranges of the country. 

The'Andes alone run north and south, dividing 

South America Hke a backbone, but into two 

very unequal parts —the part paralld to the 

Pacific being infinitely narroV compared with 

the eastern portion that extends to the Atlantic. 

A number of Cordilleras descend from the Andes, 

and run from west to east, and that Cordillera 

which skirts the Caribean Sea forms quite an 

angle at La Guaira and Macuto, approaching 

there almost to the sea, and ending in a huge 

clump, the highest part of which is La Silla, a 

great double-peaked mountain, that towers up 

two miles to the east of Gar&cas. La Silla is, 

consequently, nearly opposite to Macuto, while 

the ridge which separates Gar&cas from La 

Guaira is called Gerro de Avila. This ridge ap- 

pears to swell on without a break until it termi- 

nates in La Silla, but it is in reality separated 

from it by the deep ravine of Tocume. On the 

south side, then, of Avila and La Silla is a plain, 

called the plain of Ghacao, with a steep slope 

from N.N.W. to S.S.E.— that is, from the 

mountains just mentioned to the La Guaira, a 

stream which fiows with a south-easterly course 

into the Tuy. The latter river falls into the 

Garibeaa Sea, sixty miles to the east of the town 

of La Guaira. The plain of Ghacao, which is a 

Lateral branch of the far larger valley of the Tuy, 

is about ten nules long £rom west to east, and 

seven broad from- north and south, and at its 

western extremity, where it is narrowest, stands 

Gar&cas. ■

Some authors have pronounced it to be mat* 

ter of regret that Gardcas was not bmlt further 

to the east, near the village of Ghacao, where 

the plain is widest. There is no doubt that 

Prandsoo Eajardo, who, in 1560, first built on 

the site which the capital of Venezuela now 

occupies, was led to choose the spot as being 

nearest to the coast, and also to the mines of Los 

Teques, which were the attractions that brought 

him into a locality then swarming with hostile 

Indians. In 1567, Don Diego Losada, who 

wished to make a permanent conquest where 

Fajardo had been little more than an explorer, 

founded a city on the site chosen by the latter, 

and called it Santiago de Leon de Gar&cas— thus 

giving it his own name Santiago, or Diego, the 

name of thevGovemor de Leon, and that of the 

Indians of the district, Gar^cas, which last alone 

survives. Losada^ of course, little imagined 

that his new city would ever become the capital 

of a great country, and in selecting the site he ■
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was probably guided by &6 aoddent tint Fa- 

jardo had chosen it before him. In fact, if ad- 

Tantages of site were to dedde the position of 

the cai)^, the gov^nment of Venezuela wonld 

be transferred from Car&cas to Valencia, a e^ 

which has the richest soil and tiie best seaport 

in all South America. In ther mean time, the 

Garaqn^nians are very proud of their native 

town, and boast nrach of its climate ; bat the 

question of its title to nsk first among Vene- 

zuelan cities is decided in the negative by Hum- 

boldt^ who says: '"From the position of the pro- 

vinces Caracas can never exert any pow^ol 

political influence over the cocmtries of which it 

is the capital." ■

I soon came to know Cadusas and its emrirOBs 

well, for fresh boises were lent me every day, 

and I rode somewhere or other every moining 

and evening. The horses of Venezuela^ be it 

said, en passant, though spirited and well shaped, 

are so small that one would certainly snub them 

as ponies, but for their self-assertion and hau^ty 

Mttle ways, which, it must be owned, are at 

times supported by worthy deeds in carrying 

their ridera bravely into iMittle, and in aiding 

in the slaughter of furious bulls twice as big as 

themselves. They do not understand high jump- 

ing, but they go very well at ditches, however 

broad and deep. Their fevourite pace is the 

pase-trote, a sort of quick amble, and they know 

very well that they are to go that way if the 

reins are held rather high, and the mouth is felt 

pretty strongly. Trotting is not fa^donable, 

and, altogether, the English style of riding does 

not seem to be admired, for it is usual to say of 

a bad rider ''he rides like an Englishman." 

The Creoles ride with excessively long stiimps, 

so as just to touch them with the toe, and the 

amblmg pace of their horses is well suited for 

that kind <^ seat, as well as for the paved streets 

of Car^MKis, for neither rider nor animal is shalDBa 

by it. ■

My first ride was to ^e east of the oity to 

Petard, a large village about seven miles from 

Garficas. In a few minutes after leavmg St. 

Amande's Hotel, I found myself in La Gran 

Plaza, the principal square, where the daily 

market is held. It is about the size of Povtman- 

square, but looks larger, the buildings tomd it 

being fJl very low, except the Government House, 

which is on the western side, and the cathedral, 

which stands at the south-eastom ang^e. Both 

these buildings survived the great eaitiiquake of 

18IS. I fotind nothing in the eathedrid, either 

externally or internally, worth noticing, except 

the tomb of Bolivar, which is of white marble, 

and tastefully executed. The Liberator is re- 

presented standing in his general's uniform, and 

below are three female figures, intended, I sap. 

pose, for the three states who owe their freedom 

to him. The inscription is : ''Simonis Bolivar 

oineres hie condit, honorat, grata et memor 

pattia. 1852." Somehow, on looking at this 

monument, a certain sentence would recur to 

my mind: ''He asked for bread, and they gave ■

him a stone." Bolivar, whose ashes are here so 

honoured in the cathedral of his native town, 

died &r away, starving, and an exile. ■

A little way from the cathedral is the theatre. 

Juxta-positiofi seems to be the rule as r^pards 

these edifloes in Venezuela. At La Gmura^ the 

theatre stands next a church. Things have 

so far changed for the better since the time of 

Humboldt^ that the theatre at Caracas, whidi 

was then open to the sky, ia now rocked. During 

my stay these was no operatic troupe, and the 

pieoes played were generally dull tragedies, in 

which idl the characters were killed in succes- 

sion;, apparently to the great satisfaction of the 

audience. ■

At ahcmt half a mOe from the cathedral, I came 

to a bridge over a stream whidi faUs into the La 

Ghiaira, and which bounds the town on this side. 

Here are two fine coffee plantations, and a mik 

further is another still finer, notable for bemg 

the point at which Humboldt commenced his 

ascent of La Silla. The soeneiy here is very 

beautiful, the valley being a mass of cultivation, 

while from no point inland does the great moun- 

tain look so imposing. However, that which 

interested me most was the Perto-Garril d'Este, 

or " Eastern Railway," the terminus of which is 

just beyfind the bridge already mentioned. I dis- 

mounted to inspect i£e station, and as it was quite 

deserted, I was obliged to clamber over a gate fif- 

teen feet hi|^ to get into it. I found that the rails 

had been laid down for about half a mile, but the 

grass and weeds were growing over thent ISiere 

were engines and caniages^ and joles of wood 

for sleepers, sad emblems of the slumber into 

which the whole conoem has fallexi, and from 

which it seems doubtful whether it will ever 

awake. I found the posada at Petar6 full 

ctf people smoking and idsyiag billiards, and 

the whole place had a more thriving, bustling ap- 

pearance than I eocpeeted. There ore about 

five hundred houses in the village^ and some 

fine estates near it. Still there never ooold 

be sufficient traffic to repay the expense of a 

railway, unless the line were continued to Va- 

lencia. ■

My next expeditioa was to the north of the 

town, and to the slope beyond lying immediately 

imder the Gerro d' Avila. The city of Garicas, 

as may be seen from this ak)pe, is in %ure a 

great square, with long pazaUel streets crossing 

it from north to south, and with tha principal 

squace of the mariEct-place in the centre. But 

at tiie nortii-east angle there has been a suburb, 

through whidi the old road to La Guaira passes. 

The " liud&ui Path," already mentioned, branches 

off from that road. I was astonished to see the 

destniotkm that the great earthquake of 1813 

caused in this direction. Not a house seems to 

have escaped, and though a few have be^ re- 

stored, the marks of the^Usaster are apparent 

eveiywhere, and whole lines of ruins still remain. 

In fact, the nearer the mountam, the greater 

seemed to me to have been the ^ock. I was 

ccmfinned in this opinion afterwards by the narrar ■
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tiye of an eye-witness^ Migor M., who still lives, 

and who was in officiid employment in Car&cas 

when the earthquake happened. MiQor M. was 

wiitiDg in his office with his clerk at fonr p.iCi^ 

on the 26th of Maidi, in that year. It was m- 

tensely hot, and no rain had £aUen for a con- 

siderable time. Being Holy Thursday, the 

chnrchea were crowded with ladies, dressed 

in their gayest attire. The chapels of the 

convents were filled with nuns^ and the streets, 

as is nsual on holidays, with people who had 

come in from the neighbouring villages. At the 

barracks of San Carlos, a regiment of six hundred 

men were mustering under the walls. There 

was not a cloud in the sky, sot a thought of 

danger in the heart of any one. All of a sudden 

the earth seemed to move upward, the church 

bells tolled, and a tremendous subterranean noise 

was heard. The perp^uQcular motion lasted 

four seconds, and was instantly succeeded by a 

violent undulatory movement, which continued 

six seconds more. Li those ten seconds that 

great city, with fifty thousand inhabitants, had 

become a heap of blood-stained ruins. ^Die 

ehurches of Alta Qrada and Trinidad, with towers 

one hundred and fifty feet high, were so com- 

pletely levelled, that in their place only shapeless 

mounds remained^ spread out to a great distance; 

but not more than five feet high. £?ery convent 

was destroyed, and of the inmates scarcely one 

escaped. The banack of San Carlos was hwled 

forward from its base, and of the six hundred 

soldiers mustering below its walls not a man 

was left alive. At the first shock, M&joc M. 

started from his seat and rushed towards the 

door, followed by his clerk. M. sprang into the 

street, but his cisrk was too late, anid was crashed 

to death by the faDing honse. The major had 

seen many terrific sights in his long residence in 

these regions of the volcana and the earthquake, 

and had been in many battlea both by sea and 

land, but he declared that the spectacle which 

Caracas presented at the moment of the great 

earthquake, was the moet terrible of alL A vast 

cloud of dust rose u|> to heaven, and with it 

ascended the ahrieka of more than twenty thou- 

sand hamaat beings dying w wounded in the 

ruins. Great rocks came thundering down from 

the mountains, and at interval* exploaioBs, l&e 

the discharge of innumerable pieoes of artillery, 

were heard b^ieath the earth. Major M. fled 

down to the nveir La Quaint andremained there 

without food till the next day. Even then it was 

difficult to proeoBe the means of satia^ring 

hunger, for the houses were ail fallen, and the 

streets so eneumbered with mine, that it was 

difficult to pass. So for many days the sad si|^ts 

were renewed of digging out the wounded and 

the dead. ■

Men's minds weie so affected with tenor, 

that for a long time thej could not retiun to 

their ordinary oooupations, but were continu- 

ally absorbed with prayer and religioua ceremo* 

nies. Then were inany maoiages performed 

between those who had iot yearn been living ■

together without that tie, and men who had 

defrauded others made restitution, appalled by 

the horrors of that tremendous day, and i^)pre- 

hensive of their recurrence. ■

At a few places in the Cerro d'Avila, I ob- 

served houses perched up at an elevation of 

several hundred feet, and among them one be- 

longing to the Dutch minister. Below it is a 

country-house, called the Paraiso, once the pro- 

perty of an Ihiglish minister, and which passed 

from him to a famous Creole beauty. But that 

which interested me most in this direction was 

the Catholic cemetery, said to be the finest in 

all South America, and well worth a visit. It 

stands on very high ground, and the view is 

magnificent. The singulaiity of the phice is, 

that the inner side of the very high walls by 

which it is surrounded is lined with a sort of 

gigantic pigeon-holes. They are eight feet deep, 

and three feet wide and high, and are used as 

receptacles for coffins. Persons who can afford 

to pay a fee of thirty-five dollars are allowed the 

privil^e of placing the coffin of a deceased re- 

lative in one of these receptacles for three years. 

The name of the deceased person is printed over 

the recess, and the coffin can be brought out at 

any time if required. Of course, it is thus pre- 

served from destruction, being quite dry, and 

sheltered from the weather, ayod also safe from 

the attacks of insects, eapeoiAlly the fonnidable 

black ant^ which is three-quarters of an inch in 

length, and devours everything it can get i^. 

At the expiration of three years coffins are taken 

down, and the remains of the deceased person 

are, i£ the family wish it, handed over to thenu 

Otherwise, they are thrown into a huge pit, 

called a camero. Poor people, and those who 

do not choose to pay for the three years' 

lodgment in the pigeon-holes, ae buried at 

once in the gron^ of the cemetery. I oh* 

served the words Qdentura Amarilla in many 

of the epitaphs^ which told phdnly of the 

ravages of the yellow fover. Humboldt men- 

tions that this disease had been known at 

La Quaira only two years before his arrival, 

and says nothing of its having appeared at 

Gartos. ■

After I had ridden past the cemetery a few 

hundred yards, I came to a mound about one 

hundred and fifty feet in lengthy and was t<Jd 

that this marked ,the spot where the pccsona 

who died in the great outbreak of cholera a few 

yean ago, were buried. The victims were so 

nnmeroufi that it was quite imposaible to inter 

them separately, so a very long deep trendli was 

dug, and the dead were brought in carts and 

cast into it. The English burial-ground and the 

German are on the southern outskirts of the 

city, and are very poor places as compared with 

the Catholic cemeteiy. They are both covered 

with weed3, bat, in the British burial-ground, 

the rank grass is so tall that it is impossible 

to see the graves* and the whole place is 

full of ant-hills several feet high. There is a 

chapel, with an inscription to say it was built ■
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by Eobert Ker Porter at his sole expense. 

I felt interested in seeing the name of a 

man who, like myself, had come from the 

Caspian Gates to this distant country of the 

West. ■

North of the city^ I found only one other place 

worth a visit. This is theToma, or reseiroir, 

which supplies Caracas with water. It is si- 

tuated in a thickly-wooded ravine, and a very 

narrow path among the bushes leads to it. It 

is necessary to tread with caution here, as, on 

account of the dense thickets, and the place 

being so little frequented, snakes abound in in- 

credible numbers. I was assured that, on a 

little rocky terrace where the shrubs will not 

grow, sometimes forty or fifty rattlesnakes and 

other serpents might be seen basking in the sun. 

With such protectors a human guard might 

seem unnecessary. There is, however, a super- 

intendent, and, on entering his cottage, I found 

his wife, a native of the Canary Islands, working 

with her daughter at making sandals. She said 

they could make two dozen a day, and got six 

and a half dollars, or about a pound sterling, a 

dozen. This is only one instance of many I saw 

of the enormously high rates at which labour is 

paid in Venezuela. ■

Westward of the city I did not ride. In this 

direction there is only the road to La Guaira, 

idong which I had come by coach. I took, how- 

ever, a walk to the Calvario, a hill on which the 

stations at Calvary ought to be marked by 

crosses, but I observed none. The hill, which 

being some hundred feet high, commands a good 

view over the city, is remarkable for a very 

severe action fought there on the 23rd of June, 

I82I, between Colonel Pereira, the Spanish com- 

mandant of Caracas, and General Jos6 Francisco 

Bermudez, of the patriot army. Bermudez, 

who had only fifteen hundred men, attacked 

with great fury the Spanish forces, though far 

outnumbering his column, and advantage- 

ously posted on the high ground, and was so 

completely defeated that he had great diffi- 

culty in escaping to Eodea with two hundred 

meiL ■

To the south there is a fine road, made by an 

European engineer, which leads to Los Teques, 

a village about twenty-five miles from Car&cas, 

where there were gold mines once worked by 

the Spaniards, and which, in fact, were the 

glitteiing bait that lured them into the pro- 

vince. The first station on this road, at about 

SIX miles from the city, is the pleasant village 

of Antemano, where Caraqu6nian beauties go to 

bathe and ruralise during the heats of summer. 

There is also a road more directly south, which 

leads across the river La Guaira into the hills, 

and so to the valley of the Tuy. There is a 

beautiful estate in this direction, belonging to 

Sefior Espino, whose income from luid may be 

about twenty thousand dollars a year. With a 

visit to his property I closed my survey of the 

environs of Carficas, and came to the conclusion 

that) were it not for earthquakes, epidemics, in- ■

sect plagues, triennial revolutions, and bell-ring- 

ing, tiiere would be few more deskable localities 

for a residence. ■

MORE SCOTCH NOTES. ■

The pretty little town of Banl^ pleasantly 

situated on tiie sea, six hundred and odd miles 

north of London, and within sight, on a clear 

day, of John o'Groat's, is as d^irable a resi- 

dence for the autumnal hob'days as is to be 

found in all Scothmd. The town and its im- 

mediate vicinity afibrd all the delights which 

the health and pleasure-seeker can desire. For 

scenery, society, sea-breeze, sea-bathing, and 

sport of every kind, it is a multum in parvo. I 

have come to anchor here among shops, and 

banks, and places of business; yet I am within 

five minutes' walk of* a park as large as the 

Begent's in London, and infinitely more pictur- 

esque. Every pleasure is within ^vq minutes' 

walk— rowing or sailing in the lovely bay, trout 

and salmon fishing in the Deveron, pheasant, 

hare, and rabbit shdOting (by permission of the 

Earl of Fife) in the woods and policies, bathing 

in the creeks on the links, harvesting in the 

fields, whose golden store almost encroaches 

upon the streets, Alpine climbing on the sides of 

Doon, with a view of fine countries from the top 

—what more would you have to give you an 

appetite for oock-a-leekie, andcollops, and toddy, 

and "wut?" If Banff, with its bay, ita river, 

and its surrounding scenery, were anywhere on 

the south or east coasts of England, it would be 

the gem of all watering-places, the paradise of 

pleasure-seekers. I don't say this because I was 

bom within a few miles of it, and passed many 

of the happiest days of my youth in the town 

itself. No. I was insensible to its rare beauties 

then. It was when I came back to it after many 

years that the charms of the phice struck me* 

with their full force. Going back over the 

"bonny brig," I thought to myself, "Far ha' I 

travelled and muckle ha' I seen. But a bonnier 

little toon than this has never met my een." 

One musi be poetical and lyrical on coming ower 

the bonny brig o' Banff. I defy even a Birming- 

ham scissors-grinder to be otherwise. ■

Yet, with all these advantages, Banff is little 

frequented by strangers. The county people, 

insensible to the beauty which lies witMn an easy 

distance, go far afield in search of health and 

pleasure. Thus Banff, like full many a beau- 

tiful home fiower, is bora to blush unseen, and 

vraste its sweetness on its natives, who are some- 

what disposed to vote it a dull little hole. ■

Well, it is dull. In the principal street of the 

town I never saw ten persons at a time. One 

market-day there were eleven individuals visible 

in the neighbourhood of the Planetanes, but one 

of them was a horse and another a dog. If 

it had been crowds of people I wished to see, I 

should have stopped in London and taken daily 

walks down Meet-street. Yet, at a week's end. ■
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I am cured of my home-sickness for Fleet-street. 

I don't want to see Fleet-street or London any 

more ; for the Cockney spirit has gone dean 

ont of me, and I am once more a true Scot. 

When I shall have to tear myself away, I know 

I shall " greet" (most expressive Scotch word 

for weep, past tense "grat") like a laddie 

going back to school. ■

The inflncnee of Scotch mnsic is quite as 

powerful as the influence of Scotch whisky. It 

intoxicates, makes delirious. A dear old lady 

whom I love plays Scotch tunes to me^ as few 

in Scotland can play them, and I am immediately 

possessed by a spirit of disloyalty towards the 

reigning House of Hanover. I want to put my 

foot on the table, flourish a claymour, and shout 

for Charlie ; albeit I know in my heart — ^no, not 

my heart, my head— that Charlie was a poor 

weak washed-out Frenchified creature, who 

shivered in his kilt, and did not understand a 

word of Graelic. Yet here am I indignantly de- 

manding of the circumambient air, " Wha wadna 

fecht for Charlie? Wha wadna follow him, 

Sing of the Heelan - hearts, bonnie Prince 

Charlie ?" And twenty times a day I am going 

" ower the water, and up the brae, and ower the 

water to Charlie." Toujours Charlie ! "Wonder^ 

ful is the power of music and song, and see what 

music and song did for Charlie. They made him 

the idol of a people, their darling, their darling, 

the gay chevalier, when he was in reality a veiy 

indifferent young man. The events of the ^Forty- 

• Rve offer a very remarkable illustration of the 

force of the saying, ''Let me write the songs of 

my country, and I care not who makes the laws." 

Jacobite songs set all the laws at defiance, and 

very nearly set Charlie down in Geordie*s chair. 

How lucky for Charlie and for us that it was 

only "very nearly!" If Charlie had got "his 

ain again," we might not now be thmking of 

him as all that was bonny and brave and chival- 

rous ; and we might not now be boasting of our 

free institutions and enlightened times. As it is, 

we can afford to look back to him through a haze 

of sentiment, and regard him cheaply and plea- 

santly in the abstract. I can still read Lord 

Mahon's rose-coloured history, and believe in 

Charlie ; nay, I can hope and wish against the 

happily aocomplished fact, that he may win the 

battle of Culloden. It is highly honourable to 

the feelings of the Scottish people that, while 

there are none more loyai to the House of 

Hanover, they still keep a comer in their hearts 

for the beautiful idea which found its personifi- 

cation in Charles Stuart. ■

A quaint old custom is still preserved in this 

little town of Banff. Every morning at five 

o'clock the town-drummer parades the streets, 

and beats a r^veill6— a reminder to the house- 

maids and 'prentice-boys that it is time to rise. 

An EngUsh drum says, "Rub-a-dub rub-a-dub 

mb-a-dub dub dub ;" but a Scotch drum, speak- 

ing in its native language, says, "Peter-Dick 

Peter-Dick Peter-Dick peat^jtack." These words 

had not been in my mind for more than twenty ■

years ; but they come back to me now in my sleep 

as the sound of the drum mingles with my dreams. 

The drum gives a new turn to my dreaming, and 

I am in great trouble about a proposition in 

Euclid, which I shall have to demonstrate next 

morning at school ; and presently I hear dear 

old aunty's voice calling me to nse, and I awake 

to the sad remembrance that aunty's voice has 

been hushed in death many a year; that I have 

more difficult problems to solve than those of 

Euclid, and that I have to furnish my pockets 

with other things than peg-tops and marbles. ■

The great " sensations" of the day in this little 

town used to be the arrival and departure of the 

mail-coach ; but the railway has run the coach 

off the road, and the only sensation is the Peter- 

Dick Peter-Dick Peter-Dick peat-stack of the 

town-drummer. All public announcements, ad- 

vertisements, articles lost and found, are made 

by tuck of drum. When I want to know 

what is going on in the town, I open the window 

And listen to the drummer. And one thing I 

find to be always going on— Revivalism. Every 

evening of the week there is a meeting for reli- 

gious exercises in the Masons' Hall, and Peter- 

Dick is instructed to inform us that *' all classes 

are invited to attend." This is the only evening's 

entertainment which the town affords, and tiie 

pious inhabitants flock to the Masons' Hall, as 

sinful Londoners flock to the theatre. In my 

young days, wandering players visited the town 

and did veiy well ; but players must not show 

their faces in Banff now. Nothing " profane" i» 

tolerated, except music, and that must be Scotch* ■

I attended a revival meeting one Sunday even- 

ing, and I will relate briefly what I heard and 

saw. The appetite of the people for religious 

exercises seemed to be insatiable. Being in 

Banff, I did as Banff did, and went to church 

three times a day. We came out of the free kirk 

at eight o'clock in the evening, and immediately 

turned in to the St. Andrew's Hall to hear more- 

preaching. I could not help the irreverent 

thought passing through my unchastened mind 

that we were all going upon the religious 

" drunk," rolling from one spiritual dram-shop 

to another. The hall filled very rapidly with the 

congregation of the free kirk, and in a quarter of 

an hour it was crammed to suffocation. A hymn 

was given out, and the people begaii to sing. 

Each verse began with : ■

0, revive us, 0, revive us. ■

And they sang at least twenty verses, the fervour 

of the singers increasing with each verse, until 

the chorus became a wild savage scream. Tlie 

heat, the oppressive atmosphere of the hall, and 

the impression, which I could not resist, that I 

was in the midst of a mob of maniacs, made me 

feel nervous and faint, and I was obliged to leave 

my seat and make my way to the door: If I had 

not done so, I am sure I should have fainted, 

which would probably have been taken to denote 

my conversion and revival. I fed justified in 

saying this, for on reaching the door, and peeping ■
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into an ante-room, I saw that cold water and 

smeUing-salts had been provided ia. anticipation 

of suck xBAD^estations ; and attendants were in 

readiness to cany oat those who might be pros- 

trated b7 the influence of the "tmih." The 

two yonng gemtlemen who were announced to 

conduct the exercises did not arrive at the ap- 

poo^^ time, and the people went on singuoig O, 

reviye us, until they made their appearance. I 

was not a little astonished to find that one of 

tb^mwas the very young man who had read a 

portion of the service at the Episcopal chapel in 

the morning. The othw young man was his 

brother, and I was infonned that they were 

nephews of a laird. The exorcises began with 

what was called '* prayer ;" but a strango: to the 

partumlar manner of suppMeation would have 

thought that it was a boisterous altercation with 

some one for whom the speaker had no great 

respect Every sentence began with a prdonged 

« O— o— o," which sounded a good deal like the 

howl of a dog ; and at regular intervals a gentle- 

man in the body of the hall came in with a groan, 

like an obligate note on the trombone. (I am 

describing exactly what took phioe^ without the 

slightest exaggeration.) After the prayer, the 

young man wiped his face and proceeded to 

preach. He was exceedingly voluble, and roared 

and bellowed at the top of his voiee in a most 

frantic manner. 1 had no dear impression of 

whttt he said. There seemed to be no context 

eoimecting the dieadful words which he hui&ed 

at us. The whole discourse rang with such 

words as '"sinnm," "death," ''damnation/' 

** hell," " fire," and frantic a]^«Js> r^eated over 

and over again, to'' ooMetpJee—sus." leonld 

see clearly that the iweacher waa eadeavouring 

to move Ids congregation, and produce masnfesta- 

tions. He tried every deviee. He raved, he 

stamped, he flung his anna in the air, he foamed 

at the mouth, he wept tears, and dried then with 

his podEet-handkerchief; he sobbed imtil he 

seemed to be choking. All this time the gentle- 

man in the body of the hall was groaning louder 

and louder. A young woman bursts into tears, 

sobSk screams, faints, and is catzied aui. The 

attendants are ready with cdd water and the 

8melling4)ottlB. "Death," "heU," "damna- 

tion." Another yonng woman eanied o«it> and 

treatment applied on the top of the stairs in sight 

of the congregation. More dreadful words, and 

at every salvo women faint and fall from their 

seats. The attendants have now their hands 

fnlL The ante-room and the landing are crowded 

with the prostrate and insensible forms of young 

women. The stones are spUshed with the 

reviving-water; the heavy atmosphere is pungent 

with the odour oT ammonia. The attendEmts 

make an effort to take the young women out into 

the air, and, supporting them in their arms» 

carry them down stairs. E&ch young woman 

drops her Bible, and the books bound from step 

to step, burst from their bindings, and lie in 

fluttering masses of leaves on the floor below. 

And still the preacher roars on, redoubling his ■

efforts to move the people— in other words^ to • 

frighten them into flts. When he has finished, 

he flings himself into a chair, covers his frice 

with his hands» and appears to be in a paroxjBm 

of excitement. And I do not doujbt that he is 

quite as excited as his heaz^rs. ■

I thought it was all over now, for the exercise 

had lasted for two hours, and it was ten o'dodc 

But I was mistaken. The other young man rose 

and began a second address, which (as I heard) 

was not concluded until eleven o'clock. I make 

no comment. I merely describe faithfully what 

I saw and heard. Alaijd was announced to con- 

duct the exerdaes in the following wed[, and 

an earl the week after. ■

The Sabbath ia very strictly kq^t in this 

quarter of Scotland. It ia not considered lawful 

even to take a walk on the Sabbath-day, except 

to church. I made the einmit of this little town 

one Sunday afternoon, passing through all the 

prindpal streets^ and I encountered only one 

person. The sup shoaei the flowers exhaled their 

perfume^ the birds sang upon the trees ; but the 

face of man was hidden. I sawit here and these 

at a window, gloomily bent over a book. ■

But let us get Sunday over, and we are 

very jolly here. I think we get up earlier on 

Monday moming than on any other, and I fani^ 

that we are more spdghtly, and more given to 

rub our hands qa this particular moming of the 

week. It may, posaiblj^ be the reviving effect of 

the exercise of the day before. And here let me 

demur to a certain diotamof the late Mr. Buckle 

—that next toSpain» Sootkmd is the most priestr 

ridden country o& the faee of the earth. The 

language in which this is eEq[>re86e4 conveys the 

wrong idea. The xesnlt ia the uame, truly, but 

the faot is, that it is the priests, the ckrgy, who 

are overridden by the people. Tkib active Churdi 

of Seotkad is theFreeChuBch (I grieve to say xtX 

and the oooftgregatiQiis diooae their own miiiisterB. 

These miniateis «e ^ BetwiaU of their people, 

and most preach to jdeaae their people or th^ 

will be sent to tke ri^t-ahont. Nay, moce^ 

tb^ must regulate their private lives to pinse 

thor people. I have heard of mhusters bemg 

taken to task hj members of their eoBgregataana 

for wearing Icmg hair, for drinking todid^, for 

piayinir ^ fiddle, for singing seoiiar aoogs. 

The pecHple of Seothmd are not priiestriddeo. 

Tfacymdbethe yoke for themsdrea, and tiiey like 

it. The great rdigions power is widded by tiie 

gentkraex. WomanisFope. Astrong^vinded 

woman in a Scotch parish will make tiie minister 

shake in his shoes, and tremble for his bread. ■

I have remadced that the Sootdi^ at home in 

thdr native land, nei^ect many little oppor- 

tunities of making money. Exaaq>les of this 

occur to me at every turn. I happen to have a 

farthing, whidi I latMight with me from London, 

and I leave it on my table. The servant lassie 

tdcesitupandaaikawhatit is. I say, a farthing. 

She has never seen a forthiBg before^ and lookis 

upontheooinasacniiodfy. You would imagine 

that farthings wonld be in evevy*day uaein canny ■
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ScoUand ; that Scotland was just tlie place for 

farthing traDsacti(»is. But no ; you cannot e^en 

bay a farthing's worth of sweeties. The Scotch 

shoj^eeper will recognise nothing less than the 

bawbee. Another example of the indifference of 

home-keeEnng Soots to petty transactions* I 

break a fiidungnrod, and walk into asaddkr's shop 

for a hank of waxed thread. The saddler puts 

aside the work npon which be is engaged, to pre* 

pan the thread. When he has finished it and 

hands me the thread, I ask. How much F " Oh, 

nothing/' be says, "if s not worth mentiodng; 

you're quite welcome." Now, I am Tery certain 

that an English saddler, who is not caimy, and 

who is net fond of his bawbees, would make some 

charge, if it were only a halfpenny. I don*t say 

that the Soot is indifferent to halfpence ; but he 

has a strong feding of pride, and Iotcs to mainr 

tain his dignity. This honourable feding ani- 

mates even the very poor. I met a poor old man 

on the road one day, and asked him if he could 

accommodate me with a light for my cigar. He 

took out a flint and steel, and a bit of match- 

paper, and promptly complied with my request 

—and he (Ud not beg for a ''bit of bacca.** 

There are beggars in Scotland, as elsewhere, but 

they are professional beggars. You will never 

find a person who is in work— though he maybe 

in need of many things— holding out his hand for ■

The independence of the Scotch poor, how- 

ev^, is not what it was. It has been assailed of 

late years by the introduction of the English 

poor-law, and I regret to hear has succumbed to 

the demcffalishig influence of that system. Before 

the poor-law was introduced, the poor of the 

parish were relieved from funds collected at the 

parish diuroh. Every Sunday, at the dose of 

the service, iht " brod," as it is called (a Btoney- 

box at the end of a sti^), was pushed round, 

and every one contributed a hal^nny or.a penny. 

The amount thus collected was not great ; but it 

was found sufficient ; for none but the aged, the 

decrepid, and the side, would consent to accept 

aid from the "brod." In the nu^ority of cases 

the recipients were old women, and the rdief 

which tiiey reeeived was regarded as the vdnn- 

tary alms of their more fortunate neighbours. 

At this time it would have been an everlasting 

disgrace to a young person to accept bawbees 

from the brod. But the moment paridi refief 

was declared to be a right established by act of 

parliament^ the old scruple began to [wear off; 

and in a very short time young women who got 

into trouUe, and young men who fell sick, or 

lost their employment, threw themsdves upon 

the rates without ahame or compunction. These 

are the words of a Scotch guardian of the poor : 

*' The new poor-law has broken the spirit, and 

destroyed the independence of the k)wer classes 

of the Scottish people." Yet this poor-law was 

a necessity. The disruption of the Church drove 

more than half the people into a new fold, where 

the system was voluntary. The estaldished 

ohurehes lost half of their congregations, and the ■

brod half its treasure of bawbees. It was necei 

sary to call in the aid of law to make the seed 

ders pay their share towards the support of th( 

poor. And pauperism grew by what it fed on. ■

CHOLEBA IN INDIA. ■

Although I am not a medical man, and nd 

pretending to more knowledge of medicine thai 

IS necessary to prescribe a aose of effervescent 

magnesia to one of my children, few personi 

have seen more of Asiatic cholera. Mj nrst in- 

troduction to this fearful scourge I shall nevei 

forget. I had just arrived in the north-weal 

provinces in India to join my first regiment 

Although not in the presence of an enemy, the 

station where we were quartered was a new one, 

and we were still under canvas. Much to 

m^ delig^t^ I found among the junbr comets 

of the corps a young fdlow who had been 

with me at Westminster. When I arrived, 

he was absent on a month's leave, shootiog in 

the jungles. He left word, however, with a 

brower-officer to look after my comfort, and I 

was asked to live with this gentleman until I 

could procure a tent for myseiL This I did in a 

very few days, and, having eneaged the requisite 

servants, ^bqgan to fed myself quite at home. 

Early one morning, after 1 had been present for 

about a fortnight with the rcflnment, Johnsone 

came over at once to see me. He was a cheery, 

hearty young fellow ; tall, of laree make, and 

up to every kind of manly, healthy exercise. 

Between leaving school and entering the army, 

he had spent a year at Cambridge, where he 

had been m the first boat's crew SdO. the crack 

eleven cricketers of the college. But his great 

passion was shootiog, and to enjoy the sport of 

following large game, he had thrown up the pros- 

pect of oting iq>pointed to a regiment at home, 

and got himself gazetted to a corps serving m 

India. I shall never f oi^ him as he sat by my 

bedside that morning— for I was not up when 

he arrived — and tola me what glorious sport he 

had had, and how he had, with four other men, 

brought down, in the month he had been away, 

three roval tigers, two bears, four or five chee- 

tahs, ana '* no end" of antelope and such-like 

small deer, besides having taken several " first 

spears" in ho^ hunting. Although he had only 

been a year with the regiment, Johnsone was a 

great favourite with all his brother-officers, as, in- 

deed, a good4empered, good-hearted ^nn^ fol- 

low, with i^enty of courage, and a capital nder, 

is sure to oe. ■

It was not the fashion amongst the officers of 

my renment of Light Dragoons to indulge in 

timn. We took late breakfasts instead. The day 

that mv friend arrived from his shootinff trio, he 

insiBtea that I should come over to breakfast 

with him, both in order to talk over some mutual 

friends in England, and tiiat he might introduce 

me to two of the party — one a young civil ser- 

vant, the other an officer of a native infantrv corps 

— ^who had been out in the jungle wita him. 

We sat down eight to ^able, and, although per- ■
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fectly temperate, a merrier party never assembled. 

About one o'clock we broke up, every one going 

to bis respective employment or amusement. I re- 

mained an bour beninci tbe rest, and smoked an 

extra cberoot with mj old schoolfellow. He spoke 

of bis mother and sisters far awav in a pleasant 

rectory of Lincolnshire, and read me part of a 

letter he had that morning received from his 

father, the rector, who seemed to be, and justly 

so, very proud of his only boy. It is now 

twent^-nve long years since I sat and smoked 

that cigar with my young friend, but I remem- 

ber every incident of the hour as if it had been 

yesterday. I was a young man — a mere lad — 

just entering life, and how many milestones on 

the road through this world have I not passed 

since then P I remember how he broke off rather 

suddenly, saying he was very sleepy, and would 

like to take a snooze before evening stables. 

" Mind you sit next me to-night at mess, old 

fellow," were his psurting words, *' and I'll tell 

you all about how we killed the last boar." ■

I walked home to my own tent, and wishing as 

I went that the time would come when, being 

"dismissed" from liding-school and drill, I 

should be able to obtain leave of absence and go 

out on shooting expeditions as my friend Gharue 

Johnsone did. On reaching my tent, I pulled off 

coat and waistcoat and lay down, and, feeling very 

sleepy, told my servant not to let any one dis- 

turb me, but to be sure to call me when the first, 

or warning, trumpet for stables sounded. ■

About five o'clock I awoke, and was sur- 

prised to see that, instead of the ordinary 

frock-coat white overalls and forage-cap in 

which we went to stables every day, my full- 

dress was laid out on a couple of chairs, and my 

b&tman, or dragoon servant— himself being dad 

as if for parade in the scarlet bob-tailed coatee 

which in those days vras our full dress — busy in 

the verandi^ polisiiing up my sword. " What's 

the matter, Wilson r* said I; "why have you 

jot your full dress on P" " Oh, sir," he said, 

"there's a full dress parade at six o'clock, for 

Mr. Johnsone's funeral." I could hardly be- 

lieve my ears. "Mr. Johnsone's funeral!" I 

sxclaimed, half asleep and half stupified ; ('what 

lo you mean P" " Oh, sir," replied the man, 

" poor Mr. Johnsone died this afternoon from 

cholera, and bis funeral is ordered for six 

3'clock ; here are the orders." As he said this, 

the orderly corporal of nnr troop brou^^ht me the 

3rder-book, in which 1 read: "The Lieute- 

[lant-Colonel Commanding regrets very much 

to announce the sudden death of Comet John- 

sone, which took place this afternoon from 

m attack of cholera. The regiment will parade 

in full-dress, with side-arms, at six o'clock, to 

escort the remains of this officer to the grave. 

i firing party of twenty-five men from F 

;roop mil parade, under command of Comet 

VTilliams, at a quarter before six, and will be 

narched to the tent of the deceased officer." ■

To read the wording of the order distinctly 

nras impossible, so utterly bewildered did I feel 

it this most unexpected occurrence. I had j ust 

;ime to dress and reach the parade-ground before ■

the men fell into the ranks, and so had no time 

to speak to any of my brother-officers until the 

funeral was over. ■

It appeared that poor Johnsone had slept 

for about half an hour, then called his native 

servant and asked him to go for the doctor, 

as he felt very unwell. The servant saw at 

once what was the matter, and ran to the 

tent of the regimental surgeon, who in five 

minutes was bv his patient's bedside. But 

although everytning that could be done was 

tried — ^the surgeon hbd been many years in India, 

and had seen many hundred cases of cholera^ 

nothing was of any avail, and in two hours this 

young man, in the pride of hk strength, died in 

great a^ny. The heat being very great, and th& 

body being in a terrible state immediately after 

death, the doctor reooinmended that it should 

be buried that evening, and his recommendation 

was attended to. Stran|;e to say, there was not 

another case of cholera m our camp when poor 

Johnsone died, nor did one follow it. Upon 

inquiry, we found out that two or three ni^ts 

previously, the poor fellow had been out in 

the jungles, slept in a village where there was a 

great deal of cholera, and tliat five persons had 

died of the scourge the very evening that he 

spent at their place. But he could not have 

slept in the house with any one that had 

cholera, for he had pitched his tent close to the 

village, and slept in it as usual. Indeed, it is 

most unusual in India for any European even to 

enter a native house, except in extraordinary 

circumstances, or when the owner happens to 

be a wealthy man« who makes a point of enter- 

taining Englishmen. In the present instance, we 

could not trace in any way that Johnsone had 

any intercourse with, or had even so much as 

seen anv native who was attacked with cholera, 

although at the village where he slept there cer- 

tainly were several cases. But if he caught the 

infection, how was it that none of the others 

who were of the same party, and slept the same 

night at the same village, md not do so P There 

had been with him in the jungles three officers 

and one civilian ; and what between kitmayars^ 

bearers, masaulchies, beesties, baworchies, syces, 

grass-cutters, classics, shikarees, cootawallas> 

and others of the numerous kinds of servants 

without which respectable Englishmen in .the 

Bengal Presidency are not supposed to move, 

there could not have been less than fifty people 

living in the little camp. Yet of these but one 

individual caught the cholera, and there was not 

another instance of it amongst poor Johnsone's 

companions, nor in our camp where he died. If he 

had been only seen hj some doctor inexperienced 

in Indian maladies, it might have been thought 

that the medical man had mistaken his com- 

plaint, and that the poor fellow had swallowed 

poison. ■

My friend's sudden death had a very serious 

effect upon me. I spent a sleepless night 

after it, and next dav was laid up with violent 

fever, which ended oy going to my brain. 

I was sent to the Himalayas on sick leave, but 

it was only after a sea voyage round the Cape ■
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to England^ and a sojourn of some twelve 

months in my native air, that I was able to re- 

join my regiment. Prom the day of poor John- 

sone's deatn, until 1 was at the head-quarters 

of the corps and fit for duty once more, a period 

of nearly two years elapsed. ■

The next experience I had of Asiatic cholera 

occurred about three years after I had rejoined my 

regiment, and is so extraordinair that I almost 

hesitate to -tell the story. I had been sent down 

from one of the £ar north-west stations of those 

days to Allahabad, there to take charge of some 

fifty recruits that had arrived for our regiment 

from England. They had landed at Calcutta, and 

had been marched up country to Allahabad, but 

the officer in charge of them was taken ill, and 

was ordered back to the Presidency by the medi- 

cal men, I being sent to relieve him. I reached 

Allahabad, found everything ready, and started 

the following morning on our march uj) country. 

We got over the regular number of miles every 

day, and halted every Sunday according to general 

orders. The weather was cool enough 1 ■

able, the two young officers that had come out 

from Endand with the recruits were gentlemanly 

lads, and a very agreeable man, a sur^on of the 

Company's service who was in medical charge 

of the party, made up a pleasant dmner-party of 

four every evening. There was no lack of game 

— antebpe, wild-duck, teal, and partridges — 

either along the road, or so near that we 

could get some shooting every day. My 

order of march was as follows. The r^veill6 

bu^le sounded every morning at three a.m. The 

native cook-boys had strict orders to prepare 

before that hour a large copper of good strong 

coffee, so iiiat each man should have his cLuarter 

of a pint before starting, and eat a piece of 

biscuit as he drank it. At four the second 

bugle sounded, the men fell in, the roll was 

called, and off we marched at once. For the 

first hour I always walked at the head of the 

small column, so as to see that the pace was 

not too quick, and kept up about three and a 

half miles an hour. At tne end of each hour 

I halted for ten minutes, and as the marches 

along the great Trunk Eoad of the north-west 

provinces are very seldom more than twelve 

miles long, I managed always to ^t the men 

well under cover of their tents by eight o'clock. 

At the first halt I always had prepared for the 

men a drink, of which thre^-fourths was water, 

and one-fourth commissariat rum. This was to 

prevent their drinking the water at the roadside, 

which is generally most unwholesome. My 

arrangements proved so fur good, that when we 

arrived at Cawnpore, which is thirty marches 

from Allahabad, we had only one sick man, and 

he was laid up with a severe strain. Not want- 

ing the recruits to break loose and get drinking 

amom^t the regiments stationed at Cawnpore, 

I did not halt there, but pushed on the day 

after our arrival. I was very anxious to bring 

the whole party to head-quarters without the 

loss of a single man, and had from previous ex- 

perience learnt how venr easily even the most 

healthy recruits become iD, and how very quickly ■

they die on their way up the country. I 

thought of nothing, day or night, but how to ■

Srevent illness in my detachment. All that our 

octor — a most sensible practical man, with 

twelve years' experience in the country— re- 

commended I adopted, and for a long time 

everythix^ went so weU that I began to hope 

we woulof reach our destination without any 

serious sickness; but I was doomed to be dis- 

appointed. ■

It must have been four or five days after 

leaving Cawnpore, and somewhere about a third 

of the road between that station and Meerut, 

that the following extraordinary incident oc- 

curred. We made the usual halt at the end of 

the first hour, and whilst the cook-boys were mix- 

ing the grog for the men, some of the latter asked 

leave to go to a rising ground about twelve hun- 

dred yards off, to look at an European monument 

whicn was erected there, probably the spot 

where some unfortunate officer on his road up 

the countij, had died and been buried. I gave 

the required leave, and some half dozen 

recruits started, laughing and joking with each 

other as they went dong. When the ten 

minutes' halt was ended, I told the bugler to 

sound, so as to warn them we were about to 

start, and, as they did not come back, I desired 

him to repeat the call. He did so, but still the 

men did not come back. I took out my glass 

to see whether they were there, and saw tnem 

all sitting, or rather lying, down near the 

monument. The bugler sounded again, but 

they took no notice whatever of the call 

One of them seemed to stagger to his feet, 

move a step or two, and then sit down again. 

Their conduct appeared so extraordinarr, that I 

at once came to the conclusion that tney had 

somehow or other got hold of liquor, and had 

drunk themselves stupid. Yet there was not a 

village, or even a house, anywhere within sight. 

I at once despatched a sergeant with men to see 

what was the matter, and a couple of littcan or 

doolies to brmg those who were too much 

intoxicated to walk. To my great astonishment, 

no sooner did the second psurty arrive near the 

monument, than they too sat down-^seigeant, 

recruits, native doolie-bearers and <dl — ^and 

appeared incapable of moving, or at least of 

standing. I sounded the bugle again, but they 

made no sign whatever of coming. At last I 

could see with my glass one of the doolie- 

bearers making towards us. When he got near 

enough to speak, he bellowed out that every 

man that haa gone up to the monument was 

lying sick, vomiting, and being purged. By 

tnis time we were ul seriously alarmed for the 

poor fellows. The doctor wanted to go at once 

and see what was really the matter, but how to 

bring them back when the doolie-bearers ap- 

peared to be all sick, was the question. 

Fortunately, a party of palkee-bearers who had 

been carrymg some travellers idong the road, 

and were now returning to their own village, 

passed at this time. I stopped them, and an 

offer of four annas (sixpence sterling) to each of 

them to bring the men now round the monument ■
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as far as the road, was at once accepted. They 

started off with me, the doctor remaining with 

the troops to make such arrangements as were 

possible for the men when we brought them 

oack. On arriving at the monument we found 

every man there more or less ill, all vomiting, 

and all showino^ unmistakable signs of Asiatic 

cholenu I had hardly dismounted from my 

horse, when I felt a strong desire to retch, 

with violent pains about my stomach, and 

the peculiar sinking feeling which is a sure 

sign of cholera. Luckily I had with me a flask 

of brandy, I took a pull at it and felt better, 

although still unwell. The palkee-bearers at 

once, by my directions, seized each one a soldier, 

and carried them down to the rising ground, 

and then partly dragging, partly carrying them, 

got the men two or three hundred yards or so 

towfu^s the road. ■

The whole affair did not occupy five minutes, 

from the time I arrived at the monument until 

the men were well on their way to join the de- 

tachment upon the road, and yet even in that 

short time several of the palkee-bearers com- 

plained of feeling ill, and showed unmistakable 

signs that they were so. To make a long story 

short, every one of the Europeans that visited 

the monument— about twelve in number, in- 

cludmg myself — were seized with signs of 

Asiatic cholera^ and of these ^e died before 

the next morning. Of the men that remained 

on the road, not one was seized. Those who 

recovered, did so very slowly, I for one remain- 

ing exceedingly ill and weak fer some days. The 

eight native doolie-bearers were taken ill, but 

only two died. Of thepalkee-bearers not one 

was seriously unwell, although all were slightly 

indisposed. ■

The third instance of my experiences in cho- 

lera vagaries, if I may^be aUowed the expres- 

sion, happened in another English cavaLr regi- 

menty also stationed in Li£a. I did not belong 

to the corps, but happened at the time to be on 

a visit to a friend, wno was a captain m it. One 

Sunday night the men retired as usual to 

their oarrack-rooms, and there was no more 

idea of cholera in the cantonment than there is 

to-day of the plague in London. On the Monday 

mommg. I happened to get up and go out into 

the garden of my friend's house about half an 

hour after dawn. I heard some person passing 

along the road, and, looking up, saiw the regi- 

mental sergeant-major walking very quickly, and 

with a face that showedplainly something very 

serious had happened. He went up to the adju- 

tant's house, which was next to my friend's. ■

I could see that, after he had awoke one of 

the native servants, the adjutant himself came 

out in his dressing-gown, and spoke to the ser- 

geant-major. In less than fi^e minutes the two 

were on their way to the commanding officer's 

quarters, and ten minutes later I saw the hos- 

pital sergeant, with a note in his hand, go there 

also. I then called my friend, who was still 

asleep, and we went out together to inquire 

what was the matter. Tt tumea out that during 

the night no less than thirty-dght men had ■

been taken into hospital— all ill with the most 

violent form of Asiatic cholera, and of these six 

were ah-eady dead. The most exttaordinaiy 

part of the story is, that all the men taken iu 

had come from two of the barradc-rooms^-of 

which there were sixteen in the lines — and in no 

other room had there been a single case of 

sickness. ■

As might naturally be expected, the colonel 

and most of the officers were very soon at the 

hospital ward where the poor fellows were lying 

ill with cholera. As the morning wore on, about 

a dozen more men, all from the same rooms, 

were taken iB, whUst of those already in hos- 

pital four or five died. Towards noon there 

was but one fresh ease; but before sunset 

two more deaths happened. After that there 

was a slight improvement in those already ill, 

and, although two more deaths took place the 

next day, the scourge seemed stopped for the 

time. On the third day there was one fresh 

case, but no deaths, and from that time the 

cholera began to disappear. Many of those 

that had been taken iU were a long time before 

ther recovered altogether, and some had even- 

tually to be sent home. But the chokra did 

not attack another man, and, as I learned liter- 

wards, for the next two years there was not a 

single case of it in the cantonment. ■

it appeared as if the destroying angel had de- 

scended upon the barrack for one night, and 

had cut off the inhabitants of these two rooms, 

and no others. From the Sunday night until 

the Wednesday morning, there were aKogether 

fifty-two men taken ui with eholers, and of 

these fifteen or sixteen died. The chdera was 

of the most decided Asiatic kind, tiie patients 

turning blue almost inmiediately after they were 

taken ill, and writhing in the most intense agony. 

The strongest men seemed to be the most cer- 

tain victims to the Mouve, and those that re- 

covered were mostly siel^-lookiDg yomig fel- 

lows. As might have been expected, the panic 

among the men was very great so long as the 

sickness lasted. But a week after it had 

disappeared no one seemed to remember its 

advent. ■

The two barrack-rooms in which all the cases 

oeeurred, were of course emptied out, and the 

men lodged elsewhere for a time. The rooma 

were thoroughly investigated by engineers aa 

well as by a medical ooaimissian, but nothing in 

or near them could be found that would in any 

way account for this feacfril viaitatiQii. The 

drainage was eertainly bad— or rather, as in the 

days I speak of, there was no drainage at all about 

any bamcks in Lidia-— but it was no worse than 

Uiat of the other fourteen barrack-rooms. To 

make it*still more singular, tJie two bacrack- 

rooms where the cholera broke out were sitn&ted 

in the verjr middle of the lines, and were not 

subject any more or less than the neighbouring 

buildings to the influence of any particalar 

wind. ■

One more instance of the exiiaocdinaxy freaks 

of cholera whioh I have witnessed in Lioia, and 

I have done. A brother of mine, then belong- ■
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ing to the Bengal Gvil Service, but since dead, 

was taken very ill with jungle fever in the 

north-west, and was recommended to proceed 

down the Indus, and so, via Eurrachie and 

Bombay, to England. I obtained leave to accom- 

pany him to the western presidency, and see 

him safe on board the steamer for Saes. Bat 

by the time we arrived in Bombay he felt so 

much better, that he resolve^^ not to lose his 

Indian allowances by going home, but to tir 

whether he could not restore himself to health 

by a sea voyage to China. I wrote to my re^- 

ment, and obtained leave aeain to go on with 

him to Singapore, where, n better, he would 

proceed on. to Hong-Kong, and I would return to 

Caleutta. If not recovered, he was to go round 

with me to the City of Palaces, and there take 

a passage round the Cape to Euxope, as the 

medical men in Bombay appeared all of opinion 

that nothing would do lum so much good as a 

long sea voyage. We left Bombay in a sailing 

vessel, an opium clipper belonging to one of the 

great Pacsee firms. There were four or five 

other passengto on board, and among them a 

young officer who had lately exchanged from one 

of her Majesty's regiments in Bombay to another 

corps in Australia, and was on his way to China, 

where he hoped to find some vessel bound to 

Melbourne. Our ship was a very comfortable 

vessel, well found in everything, but all the way 

down the coast we had the most extraordinary 

light winds, and often calms, which made the 

voyage extremely tedious. We had been just 

a fortnight at sea, were out of sight of land, 

had not touched anywhere, nor had we com- 

municated with any other ship, when the young 

officer of whom I have spoken was one ni^t 

taken extremely iU, and the two medical 

men we had oli board— one being the surgeon 

of the shiD, the other a doctor belonging 

to the Maaras urmy — at onoe declared him 

to be suffering from a very bad attaok of Asiatic 

cholera. He lived about twenty-four hours, and 

then died from exhaustion. The doctors did all 

they oonhi for him, but almost from the very 

first hn caaa was declnred by tbem both to be 

hopeless. It may be easily imagined thai even 

the most courageous amongst us were not a 

little frightened at what had happened, and 

fully expected that others would fall victims to 

the same complaint. The crew of the vessel 

consisted of native Lascars, the captain and chief 

officer only being Englishmen, as is usual in 

ships employed on whi^ is called *' the country 

trade." Tlie day after the young Englishman 

died, three Lascars were taken ill ; of these, one 

died and two recovered. After that, we had not 

a single case in the ship, and everybody on 

board enjoyed the most perfect health until we 

arrived at our destination some three weeks 

later. ■

Whilst relating these anecdotes, I have pur- 

posely omitted putting forward any theory of 

my own as to wnether the cholera is infectious, 

or contagious, or both, or neither. In fact, I 

have no theory to put forth. What I have told 

in this paper are simply facts that happened in ■

my presence, so to speak, during a prolonged 

service in the East, and which would almost lead 

to the conclusion that even of what we call 

Asiatic cholera there is more than one kind, 

and that the complaint may be brought on some- 

times quite irrespective of bad drainage, dirtf 

dwellings, or unhealthy food. But, as I said 

when I began this paper, I am not a medical 

man, and I leave others to draw their inferences 

from the instances I have related. ■

HALF A MILLION OF MONEY. ■

BT TU ▲UTHOB OP ** BABBABA'I mUTOBT." ■

CHAFFEE LXXIX. O BELLA ETA DELL* GEO ! ■

GAKBMroBN and intent, his lips pressed ner- 

vously together, his brow contracted, his eyes, 

hand, and pen, all travelling swiftly in concert, 

William Trefalden bent over his desk, working 

against time, against danger, against fate. All 

that day long, and half the night before, he had 

been sitting in the same place, labouring at the 

same task, and his work was now drawing to a 

close. FUes of letters, papers, memoranda, 

deeds, and account-books crowded the table. 

A waste-paper basket, full to overflowing, was 

placed to the left of Mr. Trefalden's chair, and a 

large cash-box to the right of his desk. Although 

it was only the fifteenth of September, and tiba 

warm evening sunlight was pouring in through 

the open window, a fire burned in the grate. 

The fragments dinging to the bars and the 

charred tinder-heap below, indicated plainly 

enough for what purpose that fire had been 

kindled. ■

The sun sank lower and lower. The sollen 

roar of tibe great thoroughfare rose and fell, and 

never ceased. The drowsy City clocks, nrased 

up for a few moments and grown suddenly gar- 

rulous, clumed the quarters every now and then» 

and, having discharged that duty, dosed off again 

directly. Then the last glow faded from the 

house-tops, and the pleasant twilight— pleasant 

even in City streets and stiflmg offices— came 

gently over alL ■

Still Mr. Trefalden worked on ; his eager pen 

now flying over the page, now arrested at the 

base of a column of figures, now hud aside for 

several minutes at a time. Methodically, veso* 

lately, rapidly, the lawyer pursued his task ; and 

it was a task both multifarious and complicated, 

demanding all the patience d which he was 

master, ami taxing hu memory to the uttermost. 

He had tdd his clerks that he was going out of 

town for six weeks, and was putting his papers 

in order before starting ; but it was not so. Hie 

was going away, far away, never to set foot in 

that office again. He was taming his back upon 

London, upon England, upon his cousin Saxon» 

for ever and ever. ■

He had intended to do this weeks before. 

His plana had been idl matured long enough in 

advanee. He was to have been in Madeira^ per- 

haps many an ocean-league further stUl, by this ■
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time ; but fate had gone against him, and here, 

on the fifteenth of September, he was yet in 

London. ■

Mrs. Riviere was dead. They had believed her 

to be gaining strength at Sydenham, and she had 

seemed to be so mnch better, that the very day 

was fixed for their jonmey to Liverpool, when, 

having committed some trifling imprudence, she 

caught a severe cold, fell dangerously ill, and, 

after lingering some three or four weeks, died 

passively in her sleep, like a sick child. This 

event it was that delayed William Trefalden 

in his flight. He chafed, he wearied, he burned 

to be gone— but in vain ; for he loved Helen 

Bivi^re— loved her with all the depth and 

passion that were in him, and, so loving her, 

could no more have left her in her extremity of 

grief and apprehension than he could have saved 

her mother from the grave. So he waited and 

waited on, week after week, till Mrs.*Biviere 

was one day laid to rest in a sheltered comer of 

Norwood Cemetery. By this time September 

had come, and he well knew that there was 

danger for him in every rising of the sun. He 

knew that Saxon might come back, that the 

storm might burst and overwhelm him, at any 

moment. So he hurried on his final prepara- 

tions with feverish haste, and thus, on the even- 

ing of the fifteenth, was winding up his accounts, 

ready to take flight on the morrow. ■

Now he untied a bundle of documents, and, 

having glanced rapidly at their endorsements, con- 

signed them, unread, to the waste-paper basket. 

Now he opened a packet of letters, which he 

immediately tore up into countless fragments, 

thrust into the heart of the dull fire, and watched 

as they burned away. Deeds, copies of deeds, 

accounts, letters, returned cheques, and miscel- 

laneous papers of every description, were thus 

disposed of in quick succession, some being given 

to the flames, and some to the basket. At length, 

when table and safe were both thoroughly cleared, 

and the twilight had deepened into dusk, Mr. 

Trefalden lit his office-himp, refreshed himself 

with a draught of cold water, and sat down once 

more to his desk. ■

This time he had other and pleasanter work 

on hand. ■

He drew the cash-box towards him, plunged 

his hands into it with a sort of eager triumph, 

and ranged its contents before him on the table. 

Those contents were of various kinds— paper, 

gold, and precious stones. Paper of various 

colours and various qualities, thick, thin, semi- 

transparent, bluish, yellowish, and white ; gold 

in rouleaux; and precious stones in tiny canvas 

bags, tied at the mouth with red tape. Money- 

all money; or that which was equivident to money ! ■

For a moment, William Trefalden leaned back 

in his chair and surveyed his treasure. It was a 

great fortune, a splendid fortune, a fortune car- 

ried off, as it were, at the sword's point. He 

had his own audacity, his own matchless skill to 

thank for every farthing of it. There it lay, 

two millions of money ! ■

He smiled. Was his satisfaction troubled by 

no shadow of remorse? Not in the least. If 

some fresh lines had shown themselves of late 

about his mouth and brow, it may be safely 

assumed that they were summoned there by no 

" compunctious visitings." If William Trefalden 

looked anxious, it was because he felt the trem- 

bling of the mine beneath his feet, and knew that 

his danger grew more imminent with the delay 

of every hour. If William Trefalden cherished 

a regret, it was not because he had robbed his 

cousin of so much, but rather that he had not 

taken more. ■

Two millions of money! Pshaw! Why not 

three? Why not four? Two millions were 

barely his own rightfol share of the Trefalden 

legacy. Had not Saxon inherited four million 

seven hundred and seventy-six thousand pounds, 

and in simple fairness should not he, William 

Trefalden, have secured at least another three 

hundred and eighty-eight thousand for himself? ■

There was one moment when he might have 

had it — one moment when, by the utterance of a 

word, he might have swept dl, all, into his own 

hands! That moment was when Saxon gave 

him the power of attorney in the library of 

Castletowers. He remembered that his cousin 

had even proposed with his own lips to double 

the amount of the investment. Fool! over- 

c^tious, apprehensive fool that he had been to 

refuse it. He had absolutely not dared at the 

moment to grasp at the whole of the golden 

prize. He 'had dreaded lest the young man 

should not keep the secret faithfully; lest sus- 

picion might be awakened among those through 

whose hands the money must pass ; lest some- 

thing should happen, something be said, some- 

thing be done to bring about discovery. .So, 

fearing to risk too much, he had let the g^rious 

chance slip through his flngers, and now, when 

he might have realised all, be had to be content 

with less than half! ■

Well, even so, had he not achieved the pos- 

session of two millions ? As he thought thus, 

as he contemplated the wealth before his eyes, 

he saw before him, not mere gold and paper, 

but a dazzling vision of freedom, luxury, and 

love. His thoughts traversed the Atlantic, and 

there— in a new world, among a new people 

—he saw himself dwelling in a gorgeous home; 

rich in lands, equipages, books, pictures, slaves ; 

adored by the woman whom he loved, and sur- 

rounded by all that makes life beautiful. Nor 

did he omit from this picture the respect of 

his feUow-citizens, or the affection of his de- 

pendents. The man meant to live honestly in 

that magnificent future; nay, would have pre- 

ferred to win his two millions honestly, if he 

could. He had too fine a taste, too keen a 

sense of what was agreeable, not to appreciate 

to its fullest extent the luxury of respectability. 

William Trefalden liked a clean conscience as he 

liked a clean shirt, because it was both comfort- 

able and gentlemanly, and suited his notions of 

refinement. So he fully intended>to sinjno ■
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more, but to cultivate all maimer of public and 

prirate rirtues, and die at last in the odour of 

popularity. ■

This delicious dream flashed through his miad 

in less time than it occupies in the recital. 

Hopes, regrets, anticipations, followed each 

other so swiftly, that the smile with which his 

reverie began had scarcely faded from his lips, 

when he again took up his pen and proceeded to 

note down in their order the particulars of his 

wealth. ■

For months past he had been quietly and cau- 

tiously disposing of this money, not selling out 

the whole two millions at once, but taking it a 

little at a time, placing some here, some there, 

and transferring the greater portion of it, under 

his assumed name of Forsyth, to foreign securi- 

ties. ■

One by one he now examined each packet of 

notes and shares, each rouleau of gold, each bag 

of precious stones; returned each to the cash- 

box; and entered a memorandum of its nature 

and value in the pages of his private account- 

book. This account-book was a tmy little volume^ 

fitted with a patent lock, and small enough to go 

into the waistcoat-pocket. Had he lost it, the 

finder thereof would have profited little by its 

contents, for the whole was written in a cunning 

cypher of William Trefalden's own invention. ■

English bank-notes to the value of thousands 

and tens of thousands of pounds ; notes of the 

Eanque de France for tens of thousands and 

hundreds of thousands of francs ; American notes 

for tens of thousands and hundreds of thousands 

of dollars ; Austrian notes, Russian notes, Bel- 

gian and Dutch notes, notes issued by many 

governments and of the highest denominations ; 

certificates of government stock in all the chief 

capitals of Europe; shares in great Indian and 

European railways ; in steam navigation compa- 

nies, insurance companies, gas companies, docks, 

mines, and banks in all parts of the civilised 

world— in Lidia, in Egypt, in Bio Janeiro, in 

Ceylon, in Canada, in New Zealand, in the Mau- 

ritius, in Jamaica^ in Van Piemen's Land; rou- 

leaux of English sovereigns, of Napoleons, of 

Friedrichs d'or; tiny bags of diamonds and rubies, 

each a dowry for a princess—money, money, 

money, in a thousand channels, in a thousand 

forms— there it lay, palpable to the eye and the 

touch ; there it lay, and he entered it in his book, 

packed it away in his cash-box, and told it over 

to the uttermost farthing. ■

He alone knew the care, the anxious thought, 

the wearisome precautions that those investments 

had cost him. He alone knew how difficult it 

had been to choose the safe and avoid the doubt- 

ful; to be perpetually buying, first in this quar- 

ter, then in that, without attracting undue 

attention in the money market ; to transact with 

his own unaided hand all the work connected 

with those purchases, and yet so to transact it 

that not even his own clerks should suspect how 

he was employed. ■

However, it was all over now— literally all ■

over, when, at half-past nine o'clock in the even- 

ing, he at length turned the key upon the last 

roidean, and noted down the last sum in his 

account-book. ■

Then he took a deed-box from the shelf above 

the door, locked the cash-box inside, and put the 

key in his pocket. That deed-box was inscribed 

in white letters with the name of a former client 

—a client long since dead, called "Mr. 

Forsyth." ■

Having done this, he placed both in a large 

carpet-bag lined throughout with strong leather, 

and fitted with a curious and complicated padlock 

—a bag which he had had made for this express 

purpose weeks and weeks back. Last of all, 

having strapped and locked the bag ; locked the 

empty safe; stirred the ashes beneath the grate, 

to see if any unburned fragments yet remained ; 

cast a farewell glance round the room in which 

so many hours of his life had been spent ; put 

out his lamp, and put on his hat, William Trefal- 

den took up the precious carpet-bag, and left the 

place, as he believed, for ever. ■

But it was not for ever. It was not even for 

ten minutes; for behold, when he had gone 

down the gloomy staircase and unlatched the 

house door at the end of the passage opening 

upon the street, he found himself face to face 

with a tall young man whose hand was at that 

very moment uplifted to ring the housekeeper's 

beU— a tail young man who stood. between him 

and the lamplight and barred the way, exclaim- 

ing: ■

'' Not so fast, if you please, cousin William. 

I must trouble you to turn back again, if you 

please. I have something to say to you." ■

CHAPTEB LX3X 7ACB TO FACE. ■

Olihfia's fortitude broke down utterly when 

all was over. She neither sobbed, nor raved, 

nor gave expression to her woe as women are 

wont to do; but she seemed suddenly to loose 

her hold upon life and become lost in measure- 

less despair. She neither spoke nor slept, hun- 

gered nor thirsted; but remained, hour after 

hour, pale, motionless, speechless as the one for 

whom she mourned. From this apathy she 

was by-and-by roused to the sharp agony of a 

last, inevitable parting. This was when her 

fathei^s corpse was removed at Civita Yecchia, 

and Lord Castletowers left them in order to 

attend the poor remains to their last resting- 

place in Rome ; but this trial over, and her dis- 

guise exchanged for mourning robes befitting 

her sorrow and her sex. Miss Golonna relapsed 

into her former lethargy, and passively accepted 

such advice as those about her had to offer* The 

yacht then went on to Nice, where, in accord- 

ance with Saxon's suggestion, Olimpia was to 

await the Earl's return. ■

It b unnecessary to say that Saxon cast anchor 

in vain in the picturesque port of that pleasant 

town. In vain he called upon the English con- 

sul ; in vain applied to the chief of police, to the 

postal authorities, to every official personage ■
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from whom he oonoeived it possible to procare 

the information of which he was in search 

The name of Eiyibre had not been heard in the 

place. ■

He examined the yisitora' Iht for the last 

three months, bat found no record of their ar- 

rival. He inquired at the bank with the same 

unsatisfactory result. It was the slack season, 

too, at Nice— the season when visitors are few, 

and every stranger is known by name and sight — 

and yet no ladies answering in any way to his 

description had been seen there that summer. ■

Having spent the best part of a day in the 

prosecution of this hopeless quest, Saxon was 

fort^ at last to conclude that Mrs. and Miss 

Rividre were not merely undiscoverable in Nice, 

but that they had never been to Nice at alL ■

And now, he asked himself what was to be 

done P To leave Miss Colonna among strangers 

was impossible. To remaiiL with her at Nice 

was, for himself, equally impossible. However, 

Olimpia cut the knot of this difficulty by an- 

nouncing her desire to be taken at once to 

England. 8he had friends in London, dear and 

tried friends, who had laboured with her in the 

Italian cause for many years, among whom she 

would now find tender sympathy. She expressed 

no wish to go to Gastletowers, as she would 

sorely have done a few vipnths before; and 

Saxon, knowing the cause ef tor silence, dared 

not propose it to her. ■

So, having written a hasty liie to Lord 

Castletowers, informing him of their change 

of plans, Saxon despatched his yacht to Ports- 

mouth, bade ftreweU to Montecuculi, who was 

now hastening back to south Italy, and con- 

ducted Miss Colonna back through France as 

fast as the fastest trains could take them. On 

the fifteenth of September, at four o'clock in the 

afternoon, they landed at Dover. By eight 

o'clock that same evening, the young man had 

conducted the lady to the house of a friend at 

Ohiiswick, and, having despatched a hasty dinner 

at his club, posted down to tiie City— not so 

much with any expectation of finding his cousin 

at the office, as in the hope of learning something 

of his whereabouts. What he actually antici- 

pated was to hear that the lawyer had disap- 

peared long since, and was gone no one knew 

whither. ■

He was therefore almost as much startled as 

the lawyer himself, when the door opened, as it 

were, under his hand, and he found himself 

standing face to face with WiUiam Trefalden. ■

"This is indeed a surprise, Saxon," said Mr. 

TreMden, as they withdrew into the passage. ■

"I fear, not an agreeable one, cousin Wil- 

liam," replied the young man, sternly. ■

But the lawyer had already surveyed his posi- 

tion, and chosen his line of defence. If^ for a 

moment, his heart failed within him, he betrayed 

no sign of confusion. Quick to ihmk, prompt to 

act, keenly sensible that his one hope lay in his 

own desperate wits, he became at once master 

of the situation. ■

" Nay," he repHed* quite easily and pleasantly, 

"how should it be other than agreeable to wd- 

come you back after three months' abscaiceP I 

scarcely expected, however, to see you quite so 

sooKL Why .did you not write to tell me you 

were coming?" ■

But to this question, Saxon, following his 

cousin up the staircase, made no reply. ■

Mr. Trefalden unlocked his office door, lit his 

office lamp, and led the way into his private 

room. ■

"And now, Saxon," said he, "sit down, and 

tell me all about Norway." ■

But Saxon folded his aims, and remained 

standing. ■

"I have nothing to tell you about Norway," 

he replied. " I have not been to Norway." ■

"Not been to Norway? Where then have 

you been, my dear feUow P" ■

"To Italy— to the East." ^ ■

He looked hard at his cousin's face as he said 

this ; but Mr. Trefslden only devated his eye- 

brows the very least in the world, seated himself 

carelessly in lus accu&tomed chair, and replied : ■

"A change of programme, indeed! What 

caused you to give up \he North?" ■

"Chance. Perhaps fate." ■

The lawyer smiled. ■

"My dear Saxon," he said, "you have grown 

quite oracular in your style of conversation. But 

why do you not ait down ?" ■

"Because you and I are friends no longei;" 

replied the young man; "because you have be- 

trayed the trust I placed in you, and the friend- 

ship I gave you ; because you have wronged tne, 

lied to me, robbed me ; because you are a felon, 

and I am an honest man 1" ■

Mr. Trefalden turned livid with rage, and 

grasped the arm of his chair so fiercely that the 

veius swelled upon his hand, and the biuckles 

stood out white beneath the skin. ■

"Have you reflected, Saxon Trefalden," he 

said, in a deep, suppressed voice, " that this is 

such language as no one man can forgive from 

another?" ■

" Forgive !" echoed Saxon, indignantly. "Do 

jfou talk to ffi^ of forgiveness? I>o you under- 

stand that I know all— all ? All your treachery, 

all your baseness ! I know that your Overland 

Company is a lie. I know there are neither di- 

rectors nor shares, engineers nor works. I know 

that the whole scheme was simply a gigantic 

fraud devised by yourself for your own iniquitous 

ends!" ■

The lawyer bit his lips, and his eye glittered 

dangerously; but he kept his passion down, and 

replied, with forced calmness : ■

"You know, I presume, that the New Over- 

land Route scheme was a bubble. I could have 

told you that. I could also have told you that 

I have not the honour to be the contriver of 

that bubble. On the contrary, I am one of its 

victims." ■

Saxon looked at him with bitter iucredulity; 

but he went on : digitized bv GoO^Ic ■
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"As for your money, it ^is all safe— or nearly 

all. You have lost about sixteen thousand 

pounds by the transaction— I, as many hun- 

dreds." ■

"K it were not that I can scarcely conceive 

of so much infamy as would be implied in the 

doubt/' said Saxon, "I should say ^at I do not 

believe one word of what you tell me !" ■

"You will repent this," said Mr. Trefalden, 

grinding the words out slowly between his teeth. 

1* You will repent this from your very soul !" ■

Saxon put his hand to his brow, and pushed 

back his hair in an impatient, bewildered way. ■

"If I only knew what to believe!" he ex- 

claimed, passionately. ■

Mr. Trefalden looked at his watch. ■

" If you will have the goodness to come here 

to-morrow at twelve," he said, " I will send one 

of my clerks with you to the Bank of England, 

to satisfy you of the safety of your money. In 

the mean while, I do not see that anything is 

gained by a conversation which, on one side, at 

least, consists of mere vituperation. Have you 

anything more to say to me P" ■

" Yes. Where are Mrs. and Miss Riviere P" ■

" Mrs. Riviere is dead. Miss Rivifere has re- 

turned to Florence." ■

"You told me they were at Nice." ■

" I believed it when I told you so, but I was 

mistaken." ■

"One mora question, if you please. What 

have you done with the twenty-five thousand 

pounds due to Mr. Behrens P" ■

The lawyer rose haughtily from his seat. ■

" What do you mean ?" he said. ■

" Simply this— what have you done with the 

twenty-five thousand pounds placed in your 

hands by Lord Castletowers two years ago, for 

the payment of Mr. Behrens' claim P' ■

"This, I presume, is meant for another in- 

sult ?" said Mr. Trefalden. " I decline to reply 

to it." ■

"You had better reply to it," cried the young 

man, earnestly. "For your own sake, I counsel 

you to reply to it. To-morrow will be too 

late." ■

The lawyer took a card from the mantelshelf, 

and fiung it disdainfully upon the table. ■

" There is Mr. Behrens' card," he said. " Go 

yourself to him to-morrow, and ask whether his 

mortgage has been paid off or not." ■

Saxon snatched up the card, and read— 

"OLnnsBBEHKENS, Wooktapler,70,Bread-8treei, ■

" God forgive you, if you are again deceiving 

me, William I" he said. ■

But Mr. Trefalden only pointed to the open 

door. ■

"Whatever more you may have to say to me," 

he replied, "I will hear to-morrow." ■

Saxon lingered for a moment on the threshold, 

still looking earnestly, almost imploringly, in the 

lawyer's face. Then, once more saying "God 

forgive you, if you are deceiving me !" he turned 

away, and went slowly down the stairs. ■

CHAPTEE T.XTTT. HOW IDL KECKWITCH PASSED 

THE SUMICXB H0X7BS. ■

Retttbnikg to his chambers weary and anxious, 

Saxon was not particularly delighted to find his 

dear friend, Mr. Laurence Greatorex, in posses- 

sion of a soDei, making himself thoroughly at home 

with a newspaper, a cup of coffee, and a cigarette. 

Somewhat over-demonstrative at the best of 

times, the banker's greetings were more than 

commonly oppressive on this occasion. ■

"I happened to drop into the club," he said, 

" and, hearing that you had been seen there to- 

day, I wouldn't lose an hour in coming to see 

you, my dear boy— not an hour !" ■

And then he shook hands with Saxon for the 

twentieth time, and again protested that he was 

never so glad to see any one in his life— never, 

by Jove I ■

" But you don't look much the better for your 

Norwegian trip," he added. ■

"I suppose I am tired," replied Saxon, with a 

glance at the timepiece. "I have been travel- 

ling incessantly for some days." ■

" I hope you are not too tired to hear some- 

thing that I have to tell you," said the banker. ■

"What is it about?" ■

"Well, it's about your precious cousin in 

Chancery-lane." ■

Saxon shook his head impatiently. ■

"Oh, Mr. Greatorex," he said, " that will wait 

till to-morrow." ■

" I am not so sure that it will. I am not sure, 

Trefalden, that you have come one day tco 

soon." ■

"If you mean that the new company is all a 

bubble," said Saxon, gloomily, "I know it 

already." ■

"You do P" ■

Saxon nodded. ■

"Lost money by it?" ■

"Yes; some." ■

"AH that Mr. Trefalden undertook to invest 

for you?" ■

"No; less than one hundredth part of it. 

Only sixteen thousand pounds." ■

"Less than one hundredth part of it!" re- 

peated the banker. " By all the powers, then, 

you had entrusted him with something like two 

millions of money !" ■

"Just two millions." ■

" What has become of the remaining nineteen 

hundred and eighty-four thousand pounds ?" ■

"It is re-invested, I presume, in government 

stock." ■

"You presume P What do you mean by say- 

ing you ' presume P* Who told you so P" ■

"My cousin himself, not an hour ago. He 

said he would send one of his clerks with me 

to-morrow to the Bank of England, that I might 

satisfy myself as to the safety of my money." ■

Mr. Greatorex got up and took three or four 

turns about the room, thinking profoundly. ■

"Did he tell you he was going shortly out of 

town?" ■

'No." ■
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"And you took him by surprise, did you not r' ■

" Quite by surprise." ■

"Humph! Made an appointment with you 

for to-morrow P" ■

"Yea." ■

"Where?" ■

"At his office." ■

"What hour?" ■

"Twelve." ■

Mr. Greatorex struck the table sharply with 

his open hand. ■

"Then he won't keep it!" exclaimed he. 

" Fd stake my head that he won*t keep it !" ■

Saxon, leaning his head moodily upon his 

hands* was of the same opinion. ■

"Now, look here Trefalden," said the banker, 

excitedly, "I have had- my suspicions of your 

cousin all dong. You know that ; but some 

queer things have come to my ears of late. Do 

you know where he lives ?" ■

"No." ■

" I do. Do you know how he lives ?" ■

"Not in the least." ■

"I do." ■

" How did yen come by your knowledge ?" ■

"By means of his own head derk— a fat fel- 

low with a wheezy voice, and a face like an 

over-boiled apple-pudding." ■

"I know the man— Mr. Keckwitch." ■

" The same. And now, if you will just listen 

to me for five minutes. Til tell you the whole 

story from beginning to end." ■

And with this, Mr. Greatorex related all about 

his interview with the lawyer, telling how Wil- 

liam Trefalden had faltered and changed colour 

at the first mention of the new Company; how 

speciously he had explained away Saxon's state- 

ment regarding the investment ; and how, at the 

close of the interview, the banker found that he 

had not really advanced one step towards the 

corroboration of his doubts. About a week or 

ten days, however, after this mterview, Mr. Abel 

Keckwitch presented himself in Lombard-street, 

and, with an infinite deal of cautious circumlo- 

cution, gave Laurence Greatorex to understand 

that he would be willing to co-operate with him 

to any safe extent, against William Trefalden. 

Then came a string of strangt disclosures. 

Then, for the first time, the banker learned 

the mystery of the lawyer's private Ufe. A 

long course of secret and profuse expen- 

diture, of debt, of pleasure, of reckless 

self-indulgence, was laid open to his astonished 

eyes. The history of the fair but frail Madame 

Duvemay, and every detail of the manage of 

Elton House, down to the annual sum-totd of 

Mr. Trefalden's wine-bill and the salary of his 

French cook, were unfolded with a degree of 

method and precision eminently characteristic of 

Mr. Keckwitch's peculiar talents. He had de- ■

voted the leisure of the whole summer to this 

dehghtful task, and had exhausted lus ingenuity 

in its accomplishment. He had learned every- 

thing which it was possible for any man not 

actually residing within the walls of Elton House 

to know. He had followed Madame's elegant 

little brougham to the Paris, listened to her 

singing in the stillness of the summer evenings, 

and watched his ^employer in and out of the 

house, over and over again. He had ingratiated 

himself with the Kensington tradespeople; he 

had made acquaintance with the tax-collector ; 

he had even achieved a ponderous, respectable, 

church-going flirtation with Madame's house- 

keeper, who was a serious person, with an ac- 

count at the savings-bank. Li short, when Mr. 

Keckwitch brought his information to Lombard- 

street, he knew quite enough to be a valuable 

coadjutor, and Mr. Laurence Greatorex was only 

too glad to grasp at the proffered alliance. ■

"And now, my dear boy," said the banker, 

"the most important fact of all is just this— 

William Trefalden is preparing to bolt. For the 

last two days he has been posting up his accounts, 

clearing out old papers, and the like. He tells 

the people in Chancery-lane that he is going out 

of town for a few weeks ; but Keckwitch don't 

bcUeve it, and no more do I. He has his eye 

upon the stars and stripes, as sure as your name 

is Saxon Trefalden!" • ■
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CHAPTSE XXY. GILBSBT ALONB. ■

That missing link which bad been wantini; 

to connect Gabnelle Fenmore with the foul deed 

of which she was accused, was now found, and 

when the adjourned inquest had brought its 

labours to a close, the verdict arriyed at by the 

jury was unanimous. It was to the effect 

that "Diana Carrington had died from the 

effects of a certain poison called laudanum, 

and that there was every reason to suppose that 

the said poison had been administered by 

Gabnelle Penmore;'* in short, it was a verdict 

of Wilful Murder. ■

Words are tame and ineffective instruments 

when we have to deal with such a situation as 

this which is now before us. We are used to 

such phrases as " Wilful Murder.'* They are 

found every day in our newspapers. We do not 

realise the full meaning of half that we read. 

We see, perhaps, at the head of a column, 

"Awful Shipwreck— Loss of One Hundred 

Lives." But what does this really convey to 

us ? What do we see of the terrible strugglinff 

with the icy dark water, the wild giddy whirl- 

ing of the waves sucking down each one of tliose 

hundred men, rushing into his ears, his mouth ? 

What do we know of the pressure of the water 

upon liis chest with such dreadful weight? 

What do we know of the convulsive sobs with 

which he gasps for the breath which is to come 

no more, or of the wild panic which shootsthrough 

his minmrith the conviction that this is the end. 

We read the words which imply all this, but 

they fail to convey to iis the full horror of the 

situation. ■

And how can any combination of phrases give, 

in this present case, any idea of the full force of 

the blow which had fallen upon Gabrielle Pen- 

more and her husband. In most cases, misery 

such as this is approached gradually. Those on 

whom the terrible machinery of justice is to be 

exercised, get used to the sight of it first. They 

are familiar with inquests, and prison-walls, and 

custody. To be brought in contact with them 

is a necessary part of their lives, one of the 

accidents which they expect. But in this case 

all was widely different. Here was a young lady 

brought up from her earliest infancy in a nouse ■

where she was carefully sheltered from the very 

approach of evil — where violence and crime were 

kept at such a distance that she had hardly 

known of their existence— here was the same 

young creature suddenly, and with no prepara- 

tion whatever, brought into a situation which 

might well have shaken the most hardened 

nerves, and caused even a veteran criminal to 

quaiL ■

From the moment of the finding of that 

terrible verdict, Gabrielle Penmore became a 

prisoner; not, indeed, a condemned prisoner 

under punishment, but still an accused person, 

suspected of a crime, and deprived of liberty. 

Yes, the men came to take her away. They 

were policemen, and thev had their warrant. 

There was nothing to be done. They were per- 

fectly civil men, but as insensible as if they had 

been mere machines for executing justice. 

"Thev must do their duty," they said, as Gil- 

bert looked at them witL glaring, dangerous 

eyes. He asked if he could at least go with 

them to the prison? "Oh yes," the men 

answered, " he could go if he liked. There was 

a cab at the door. One of the constables must 

go inside, the other might ride on the box." ■

And Gabrielle herself, how did she bear this 

terrible ordeal ? She shed no tear, nor uttered 

any sound of lamentation. She only clung still 

to her husband, nor ceased to hold his hand for 

a moment. " You will not leave me till you 

must," she whispered. " Ask them to let you 

hold me." She was afraid of being literally 

taken into custody. One of the men hastily 

interposed to say that there was "no need to 

hold that ladv. He and his mate must keep 

close alongside her, that was all." Even in 

that moment of agony, Penmore felt that there 

was delicacy in the behaviour of these men, and 

was grateful. ■

Tiien they went on their way, the whole party 

together. Gabrielle turned as sue passed through 

the door of the little dining-room, and lingered 

for a moment, as if bidding her home farewell. 

It was luckily dark now, and so they got into 

the cab without attracting attention. The cab- 

man himself seemed but little interested in the 

nature of his job. He was an old man, and it 

was not the first tragic use to which his vehicle 

had been put. ■

They were just about to start, when the poor 

servant wench came running out of the house, 

carrying a bundle. She had put up a few things ■
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which she had collected at hap-hazard. Incon- 

gruous and heterogeneous odds and ends, which 

she thought might Iqr possibility be of some use 

to her mistreas. Tho ttara.came into Gabrielle's 

eyes at tbis, sftd she took tfad^ girl's hand^ and. 

pressed it affectionately as they drove away. ■

The wheels of the cab had actually begun to 

turn, and were grinding against the kerb-stone 

of the pavement, whcoiia woman, whom Gabrielle 

recognised at once for Jane Cantanker, came 

suddenly forward out of the darkness, and drew 

near to the window of the vehicle. Appearing 

^hus almost as if she had sprung up out of the 

earth, she walked for a moment or two by the 

side of the cab, and peered into the dark corner 

in which Gabrielle was seated, gazing upon her 

with devouring insatiable eyes. Keeping beside 

the cab till at last the driver had urged his horse 

into a trot, this woman, without uttering one 

single word, made her hate so felt by the poor 

prisoner on whom her eyes were flxed, that 

Gabrielle couhi not repress a faint crv of terror 

as she shrank back yet further into her comer, 

and caught her husband quickly by the hand. ■

"Oh, Gilbert," she cried, as Cantanker fell 

back, " that dreadful woman again. I feel sure 

that she will never rest satisfied till she has got 

my Ufe." ■

Gilbert pressed the small hand that lay in Iiis, 

and tried to answer in a cheering tone, and to 

make light of the circumstance. But his own 

heart was very heavy, and at such a time it was 

but natural that such an occurrence should make 

an impression of the most ghastly and painful 

sort. The policeman sitting rigid upon the 

opposite seat of the cab, stared hard at Gilbert, 

as if he expected some explanation of that 

apparition at the cab door. There was none 

fortlicoming, however. Penmore sat motionless 

and lost, gazinginto the street as they drove 

slowly along. Bis mind was like a mirror; it 

received the impression of the objects which 

catne before it, but lost them again as soon as 

their images had passed away from its surface. 

They travelled mainly along the poorer sort of 

streets, the cabman seeming to have, as is the 

case with some of the fraternity, a preference 

for these over the gayer and more distinguished 

thoroughfares. On that outer surface of his 

mind, whose inner depths were tenanted with 

such sad and serious thoughts, the names in- 

scribed above the shops, the labels on the 

goods in the windows, nay, Uie very prices 

attached to them, and the invitation to try their 

quality, addressed, often in comie terms, to the 

public, were each and all temporarily reflected. 

Nor did he fail to note how the cab and its 

living freight was observed and silently com- 

mented on by every policeman whose beat lay 

along their line of route, and each one of whom 

appeared, however quickly they passed him by, 

to understand the case thoroughly, exchanging 

always some telegraphic signal or other with 

the constable who sat upon the box. These 

things he noted with his outward senses, but 

never a one of them was able to dispossess, 

even for a moment, those dread thoughts which | ■

had sole possession of his mind, and held their 

own there undisturbed. ■

AvA so they passed ihrougk otlier streets 

that were bu!^, populous, and alive. The shops 

veroi lighted up- biilliantly, and multitudes of 

passengers were hurrying hither and thither, 

all free ta go wliere thev liked, and do what 

they liked. Gilbert and his wife — ^a prisoner — 

sat ttod looked mechanically out of the windows 

at the passers-by^ and freedom seemed a strange 

thing, and wore an altogether new aspect to 

both of them. ■

It was along drive, but at last they came to the 

end of it, and the cab drew up suddenly at one of 

the small doors pierced in the wall of Newgate. 

Let the reader trv to picture to himself such a 

case as this, and ne may form some idea of what 

tortures the husband, even more than the wife, 

was called upon to endure. To see his dear 

Gabrielle carried off to prison, to be powerless 

to prevent it, to be unable to do more tlian 

follow her to the hideous felons' door, where for 

the time he must leave her. To be unable to 

move the calm officials, whom in the plirensy of 

his misery he sought to convince that it must 

all be some mistake-^a thing that could and 

would be speedily set right 5 " Gabrielle, 

Gabrielle," he crie€, as she passed down the 

whitewashed corridor of the prison out of his 

si^ht. "Give her back to me," he cried, 

seizing in his madness the warder by the 

throat — " give her back to me — or let me go 

with her." ■

What could he do ? He was overpowered in 

a moment The very coolness and good nature 

of the turnkey whom he had assailed had some- 

thing of baffling about it. " You'll get an order, 

sir," said the man, settling his disordered 

cravat, " and then you'll see ner whenever you 

like. And in the interim there's no harm will 

come to her. There's the matron to look 

after her, and she'll be as safe and comfortable 

— ^your good lady will— as if sbe was at bome." ■

It was the beginning and the end of his 

rebellion. He would gulp down his rage and 

his misery together, and only allow them wiay 

when he was alone. The ravines of his in- 

dignation could not help her, ana they might 

do her an injury. Her keepers might be set 

against her, and they had the power to vex her 

in a hundred petty ways. He did not think 

they would, from what he had seen, Ibt they 

might. ■

He went home that night to a solitude that 

was almost unbearable. The house was deserted 

except by the one miserable servant, Charlotte, 

for Cantanker, the funeral being over, ana 

Gabrielle Fenmore in custody, haa gone away 

to lodgings of her own hard oy* ^^ ^^^ ™^^^ 

lonely and sad than words can tell. It was 

just the time when all the worst features of any 

case would be certain to present themselves, 

and now they all came before our poor Gilbert, 

and ranged themselves over against him in 

murderous array. The evidence was, as we 

have seen, of the most damning kind. It ap- 

peared now indeed to be complete. This last ■
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link whioli had been discovered seemed so con- 

clusive. Who could stand against such an ac- 

cumulation of facts as were now got together. 

Gilbert's legal knowledge fitted him in a 

peculiar way to judge now great the force 

of those facts was. In the dark lonely house 

he sat and quailed before the thought of them. 

Yes, he quailed — the hero of our tale, and I do 

not hesitate to present him as doing so. Consider 

the issue that was at stake. It was not some 

question of property that was to be decided. It 

was not even some hne that was impending, some 

minor punishment that threatened. It was death.^ 

That frail delicate woman whom he loved, and' 

every pore of whose skin was precious to him, was 

actuali;^ in peril of her life. Might meet — unless 

sometiiing could be done to avert it— a violent 

death at the hands of the executioner. ^At 

such a thou<rht a man must quail, if he has the ■

Eower of feeling. He may rally afterwards, but e must tremble at first. ■

As he sat with his head in bis hands immersed 

in these reflections, there came a feeble tap at 

the door, and the wretched servant-of-all-work 

appeared hesitatindy at the end of the room, 

with a pair of candles and a cup of tea which 

she had prepared. The poor wench was 

frightened out of her wits, and her eyes were 

swelled with crying. Gabrielle had been so 

kind to her, and had won her love, and she had 

been in tears all the evening. She burst out 

a^ain when Penmore assured her that her 

mistress would be made comfortable for the 

night, and would have a bed to sleep upon. 

The girl had had visions of a stone dungeon and 

chains from the moment that Gabrielle had left 

the house. She was comforted by that thought 

of the bed. ■

With the bringing of those lights into the 

room a change had come over Gilbert's naturally 

courageous and energetic spirit. To sink down 

into a condition of despondency, to give up hope 

and remain a prey to inactive sorrow, was not 

the part of a man — was, above all, not the way 

to help his dear Gabrielle. No, he would give 

way no longer. She was innocent, and he would 

stir heaven and earth to prove it. There must 

be a way out of the dark iutricacies of this 

labyrinth, and that way it should be his business 

to find. Heaven would help him, he prayed 

and befieved, and would make the way plain, 

and those prison-doors should be thrown open 

vet, and Gabrielle should pass out of them and 

be his once more. He wondered now that they 

had ever complained of their poverty or of 

anything else m the time before this trouble, 

and when at any rate they were together. Such 

/ a state of things seemed happy indeed now. 

Might they but attain to it ogam, there should 

be no more complaints. ■

Gilbert sat on long into the night occupied 

with these and the like reflections, twisting and 

turning over in his mind all the various questions 

suggested by the events of the last few days. 

But he could make nothing of it. Visions of 

his poor Gabrielle injprison came up continually 

before him, and then all his thoughts began to ■

weave themselves into a sort of pattern, and the 

same things kept coming round and round in 

succession. Policemen, doctors, chemist, the 

figure of the coroner, the face of one of the 

members of the jury, complete all but one eye, 

that one missing feature, too, he was obliged to 

strain every faculty to supplv as if his life de- 

pended on it ; but when he had got it, behold, 

the mouth was gone next, and presently the 

juryman himself was gone, and the vacant place 

left by his removal troubled him not a fittle. 

Still it all went round and round ; was it a paU 

tern, or was it a tune? There was always 

something wanting, whatever it was, and after 

that something he was obliged to strain. Round 

and round — it was neither a pattern nor a tune ; 

it was a dance, a chain-fi(^ure, in and out, round 

and round. Policemen, doctors, chemist, coro- 

ner, incomplete juryman— but what a strange 

place in which to hold an inquest — the gafdea 

of Governor Descartes in the West Indian 

Island. Perhaps they met there, though, on 

account of the serpent. For the serpent, wind- 

ing in and out, and still pursuing nis course 

round and round, kept the pattern, the tune, 

the dance-fijrure, or whatever it was — oh, 

what was it? — kept it together. If he could 

hut follow it, or if it were but complete. Let 

it be complete, let him grasp it, or let it leave 

him in peace. No, he must go on with it, and 

the serpent's head, never once showing the 

whole time, only the shining scales of his body, 

gleaming at intervals between the policeman 

and the doctor, between the chemist and the 

coroner, binding them all together, and yet — 

what folly I— letting them all slip through at 

last. ■

He was only half asleep all this time ; but 

when he got to be quite asleep, it was not much 

better; for still he went on with the same 

miserable work in his dreams, only now he knew 

that it teas a dream, and that there would be an 

awakening, when the policeman, and the chemist, 

and the coroner, and the winding, glittering 

snake would leave him in peace at last. They 

did leave him in peace at last, and he slept, 

dreamless, in the great leather chair. ■

When Gilbert awoke, it was broad dayliglit. 

The night had passed away then, and the world 

was alive again. But where was he ? What 

had happened? where was — where was Ga- 

brielle ? ■

Ah, it- is a terrible thing that first time of 

waking after some dreadful thing has happened. 

Better, one is apt to think, to have kept awake, 

with the truth before one's eyes, than to have 

got away from it for a season, only that it may 

come back again with the deadlier force. Wlieu 

Gilbert woke, and found that he had passed the 

night ia wild dreams and fantastic imaginings, 

only to wake to a worse horror than all, and to 

know that it was real, he ^vished that he had 

not slept. Yes, it was true. Gabrielle was not 

there. They had been parted all night. She 

was away. She was in prison. ■

But it was daytime now, and very shortly he 

would be able to see her. There was consola- ■
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tion in that, at any rate. Quick as thongbt, he 

was out of the house, and away to the prison. 

As he passed along the street, he could not help 

thinking, as he looked into the faces of the pas- 

sengers whom he encountered, that there was 

not one of them — ^not one — who could, be his 

troubles what they might, have such a terror and 

such an anxiety pressing down upon his soul as 

this which was gnawing at his own heart. ■

Still he pressed on and on; and when he had 

reached the dreadful door in the prison wall of 

Newgate, it seemed to him as if he had trod on 

air all the way, nor could he remember a single 

circumstance connected with his transit from iiis 

house to that place. ■

He was too early to obtain admission to the ■

Erison. The jailer mentioned the hour when 
e might return, and told him that, in the mean 

time, he could not do better than apply to the 

governor of the prison for an order such as would 

admit him at the proper time. ■

CHAFTEB XXYT. A 6EEA.T TBXJST. ■

These is a sort of numbness which comes 

over us in seasons of extraordinary trial, which 

seems to be expressly provided to shield us 

from the full force of the trouble — whatever it 

may be — which we are passing through. Thfe 

truth does not show itself to us at Hi st in grim 

nakedness, but b something veiled and obscured 

by reason of the dimness which comes over our 

faculties, descending along with the shock. It 

is probable that in dreams, and when afflicted 

with sad night4houghts, we have most of us 

known greater horror — ^though in no real trouble 

maybe at the moment^than when real misery 

has come upon us. The imagination has been 

pretematurally keen in seizing the imaginary 

misery, but has been dull when it had a terrible 

reality to deal with. ■

Gilbert Penmore felt something of this numb- 

ness as he followed tlie turnkey' down the corri- 

dor which led to the cell in which his poor little 

wife was shut up. Some incident, such as the 

grating of a bolt, or the heavv slam of a well- 

lortified door, would now ana then, for an in- 

stant, bring a part of tiie truth before him, and 

dissipate, tor an instant, the mist which hung 

over his perceptive faculties. At such seasons, 

a shudder would pass through his frame, and 

the heart would sink within Qm, but presently 

the dim feeling would descend again, rendering 

all things indistinct. So there have been 

travellers who, lost in a strange land, wandering 

on in utter darkness, bave for a moment, while 

a lightning flash endured, seen every feature of 

the country through which they were passing, 

and presently have lost it all again, as the dark- 

ness nas again fallen over the scene. ■

It was one of these lightning-flash moments 

of revelation, when all tilings came out in vi- 

videst reality, when the door of Gabrielle's cell 

was unfastened, and Gilbert was admitted to her 

place of confinement. ■

A figure that looked small, and weak, and 

helpless in the extreme, started up, and Gabrielle 

rushed forward to meet hiui. i^r a moment ■

they were locked in each other's arms, but they 

were not alone, and with strange, though it 

must be owned not inquisitive, eyes upon tliem, 

could give no way to those transports of love, 

and joy, and sorrow, which they longed so 

eagerly to indulge. They sat down side by side 

in the furthest cornet of the cell, and for a time 

could not speak. ■

That consciousness that what tliey said was 

overheard, kept both of them silent, even when 

the first overwhelming emotion which attended 

such a meeting had to some extent passed away, 

and when at last they did exchange a few wordls, 

it was in an under tone, and not yet of the mo- 

mentous matter with which the hearts of both 

were full. ■

"Did you miss me in the evening?" asked 

Gabrielle, who was the first to speak. *'Did 

you get some sleep P'* ■

She sat with her husband's hand in hers, and 

could even smile upon him, so great was her 

contentment to have him there beside her. She 

could forget the future for the time in the 

enjoyment of the hour. But with him it was 

very different. His anxiety was too devouring^ 

too terrible, for any sensation of happiness to 

co-exist with it. Here, perhaps, was shown the 

difference of their natures, or it may have been 

that Gabrielle's fears being for herself were less 

terrible than those of her husband, whose appre- 

hension was for another, and that other — his 

wife. ■

Bv degrees, they got to be more accustomed 

to that thought of not being alone, and were 

able to talk, though still in an under tone, of those 

important issues which it was absolutely neces- 

sary they should discuss. One of the sessions 

of the court was just about to open, and it was 

thought likely that the trial would take place 

almost immediately. It was of the utmost im- 

portance, then, that no moment should be lost in 

taking the necessary steps for the preparation 

of the defence. tjfUbert explained this to his 

wife, and told her how it would be necessary 

that he should leave her very shortly in order 

that he might see to this all-important matter 

without a moment's delay. ■

In one instant a thought which had dimly 

flitted through his own mind along with other 

misgivings generated by the present tiouble, 

was put before him, no longer as a wild danger- 

ous lancy, but as a thing deserving to be imme- 

diately and seriously considered, if not promptly 

acted upon. It hlad crossed Penmore's mind 

that he nimself was the right person to stand 

between Gabrielle and the danger whidi 

threatened her, and now he found that this 

'^hich he had looked upon almost as a crude 

fancy, was with her nothing less than a fixed 

idea, a certainty to which she clung with all the 

force of her nature. ■

"Why, Gilbert," she whispered, "have you 

ever doubted who must help me at this time? 

Shall anybody fight my battles but you?" ■

He gazed at her in silence, and made no replv. 

It was the thought of Ids heart, the crude 

imagining which Tic had disniis^ed, put before ■
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liim in a new light. The venture proposed by 

her who had so much at stake— uotniug less 

tlian her life. ■

" Is there anything to prevent it ?'* she asked, 

in visible alarm. "Is it against the law ?'* ■

" No, Gabrielle, no," answered her husband, 

gazing at her as if still in doubt. " It is not 

Against the law. I mi^ht not be witness for 

jou, it is certain, but I know of no law to pre- 

vent me from defending you." ■

"Then it is settled, Gilbert, is it not ?" ■

Fenmore still paused. A great struggle was 

going on within him. How ought he to act in 

^is strange and surely unprecedented position. 

As to his instinct, it prompted him to accede at 

once to Gabrielle's request. But — and then a 

host of " buts" rose up in terrible array against 

his doing so. As to the thing being, though 

consistent with the law, yet contrary to usage, 

that, and the thouo;ht of what people might say, 

he was determined wholly to disregard. There 

was too much at stake for questions of etiquette 

to receive consideration. Those he could dis- 

miss at once. But was he the best man ? that 

was the thought which made him hesitate, even 

now with Gabrielle holding his hand and look- 

iug in his face as she sat there in the prison, 

waiting for his answer. She shook his hand 

gently, with a little impatient movement, like a 

favourite claiming attention. ■

•* Gilbert, why don't you answer me ? What 

are you thinking of?" ■

"I am thinking of what jou have said, 

Gabrielle," he answered. *'It is a thing which 

demands to be thought over as one womd con- 

sider an act on which life or death depends." ■

" But it is my life or ray — my — death which 

depends upon it," she said, "and I am ready to 

run the risi, Gilbert." ■

"You readv— but am I ready?" asked her 

liusband. " If there is a stronger man than I 

who could fight for your life with mightier force, 

or a more skilful, who could defend you with 

more subtle art " ■

"But there is not, Gilbert," said the poor 

prisoner, simply. ■

" If there were such an one," continued Gil- 

bert, almost as if speaking to himself, "it would 

be my duty to seek him out, and secure his aid 

At once." ■

"But there is not," said the wife again; 

^'and, if by anv chance there were, any such 

strength and skill possessed by him would be 

more than counterbalanced by the life interest 

in what is at issue which you would have, and 

he could not, and which would inspire you with 

both strength and wisdom such as no one could 

lesist." ■

" There is some force in that, indeed," said 

Gilbert, in a low voice, " but what if that very 

sense of how much there is at stake, and what 

the issue of the trial is to me, should not only 

fail to give me new strength and ability, but 

should paraljfse me for the time, and strip me 

oi what I may already possess ?" ■

" It would not be so, Gilbert," said Gabrielle, 

"I know. In a smaller matter it might be, but ■

not in this. You would be nerved, not unuerved, 

by the thoughts you speak of." ■

A change had come over Gabrielle Penmore. 

She seemed to be possessed of more strength 

now than when in less certain danger. The 

hand of death was held over her now, and seemed 

about to grasp her. The valley of the shadow 

lav before her, and yet she flinched not. She 

who had so quailed before the mere threats of 

the servant, Jane Cantanker, or at the thought 

of an inauest being held in the house in which 

she lived, was, now with the prison walls of 

Newgate encircling her about, with a trial be- 

fore her, in which it was to be a question of life 

or death, endued with a strange and inexplicable 

courage, such as she could not herself under- 

stand. The foreshadowing of a possible danger 

had scared her more, as it sometimes will, than 

the danger itself when it had come upon her. ■

Penmore looked at his wife with amazement. 

The trial tlirough which she was passing seemed 

to be developing new qualities in her. ■

"Gilbert," she pleaded once more, "you, and 

you only, shall save me. I feel sure that you 

must do this, and no one else. Why, I should 

not wish to owe my life to any one but you." ■

" Gabrielle, it shall be as you say," cried her 

husband. "I will not hesitate more. The 

strength of your conviction seems to have some- 

thing almost ominous about it. I accept the 

omen, and will from this time allow no doubt or 

misgiving to come between me and this great 

undertaking." ■

Gabrielle would fain have put her arms about 

his neck, and so have thanked him for thus 

acceding to her wish, but they were not alone, 

and because of this both were obliged to put a 

strong restraint upon their words and actions. 

She could only press his hand, speechless. ■

Gilbert, too, was silent for a time. The 

thought of this that he had undertaken to do 

was an overwhelming one, and absorbed him 

almost too much for speech. He would allow 

no misgiving now, however. The die was cast. 

He would carry out vrhat he had resolved to 

do to the utmost of his ability, but he would 

not reconsider the determination which he had 

taken. ■

Presently they began to speak of other things. 

Grabrielle was full of anxiety for her husband's 

comforts. Even at such a time as this, her 

woman's care for these did not slumber. ■

" You will get nothing to eat now I am away," 

she said. " lou will have no regular meals, I 

know. You will be uncomfortable and wretched 

in every wa^, I am certain." And then she ex- 

torted promises from him that he would not let 

himself be starved, that he would keep up good 

fires, and, above all things, that he woula never 

let the hope of a happy termination to their 

present troubles flag w\thia him. Moreover, 

she sent all sorts of messag^es to the servant, 

Charlotte, giving her directions how to order 

the household during her mistress's absence, so 

that all things should be well arranged, as far 

as the thing was possible. ■

And there were timea^when the two sat quite ■
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silent, hand in hand — times v?lien tliey could 

not speak, or, at any rate, not with any one by 

to hear their words. They had the sense of 

being together at such seasons, and that alone 

was mucL. ■

At last the moment came when they could be 

together no longer. The time allowed for such 

prison visits as these were limited, and even had 

it not been so they must still have separated, as 

there was much work for Gilbert to do, and work 

that might not be delayed. ■

The parting was a bitter one. It was true that 

it was not for long, as Gilbert was to return 

next day, and every day till — till it was over. 

But for liim to leave her there, a prisoner ; for 

her to be so left was bitter torture to both, and 

Gabrielle's courage, which had stood so firm but 

now, was fairly broken down when the moment 

came for saying good-bve. •* She would see iiim 

again to-morrow, would she not ? But, oh ! 

the time between." And she broke into such 

bitter sobs as could not be restrained. ■

" Come away, sir, come away," whispered the 

jailer to Gilbert. " You'd only make her worse 

if you was to staj ; besides, that can't be.'* ■

" Look here, sir," the man said, when they 

got outside the door, repeating the consolation 

which he had administered before. ''She'll be 

looked after, your good lady will, and be kep' 

comfortable aud easy in so fur as it's possible. 

8o don't you go fretting about her, or making 

yourself uneasy in your mind, because it's no 

use." ■

In the corridor they met the matron, and it 

was a sort of comfort to Gilbert to see that she 

was a woman, at any rate, of agreeable aspect, 

and pleasant to speak to ; a woman with re- 

sources, strong in common sense, and with power 

to influence others— one who would execute well 

and conscientiously what she had to do, a person, 

in fact, fit for such an office as it bad come to her 

lot to fill. To her Penmore in earnest terms 

recommended the poor prisoner whom he had 

just left, entreating the matron to be very kbd 

and gentle to her, to remember that she was not 

there under punishment, but in confinement 

only, and to oe with her, herself, as much as 

might be. And there was comfort to him after- 

wards in the recollection of a certain trust- 

worthiness in the matron's manner as she pro- 

mised to do all that lay in her power, all that 

was consistent with the prison regulations, to 

mitigate the sufferings which belong inevitably 

to a state of captivity. ■

The poor fellow wanted some consolation as 

he walked away and felt that he was leaving his 

wife behind in a jail reserved as a place of con- 

finement for the worst malefactors. ■

But there was work to do, and much of it. 

It was necessary, first, to select a colleague who 

conld be associated with him in the conduct of 

this momentous business, some one to whom he 

could confide certain parts of the arrangements 

. for the defence, a man, too, in whom he could 

himself have confidence, with whom he could 

consult, and on whose advice he could place 

reliance. And such a man he thought lie knew ■

of; one with whom he had become acquainted 

during the long time that he had been in the 

habit of attending tiie law courts ; to him he 

would go at once, and, having secured his assist- 

ance, it would next be necessary to consider 

what line should be adopted in preparing the 

defence, and what witnesses could be £und 

whose evidence would be of service. To these 

tasks, then, he now applied himself, with what 

effect we shall not know yet, nor altogether, 

till that ^eat day of the trial comes which 

will put his work to the test. ■

CHATtEB XXVa. A DEADLY HATRSD. ■

In the very heart of the city of London, 

where the noise and roar of its traffic is at its 

loudest, where the crowd of human beings is at 

its thickest, and the movement among vehicles 

of every description the most incessant, there 

rises, dark, massive, unshapely, a huge mass of 

forbidding-looking masonry, which forces itself 

painfully on the attention of the passer-bj. 

This building rises to no great altituae, though 

it covers a considerable amount of space. It is 

chiefly its large extent, its strange clumsy 

solidity, and a certain blind look which it has, 

occasioned by the almost total absence of win- 

dows, which appeal to your curiosity, and incluie 

you to step aside out of the concourae of persons 

for ever hurrjring past, and gaze ud at the un- 

gainly pile with an uiterest mixea with awe. 

This edifice, which is built at a comer where 

two streets join, and where there is an open 

space of irregular shape, and surrounded by 

mean sjual id-looking houses, presents on tiie 

side which gives on the street, where the greatest 

amount of traffic goes on, no break whatever in 

its impregnable wall, nor gives any indication 

whatever of any means of ingress or egress. In 

the other wall, which faces the irregular open 

space just spoken of, there are two or three small 

doors, approached by mean rough flights of 

steps, and remarkably out of proportion as to 

their size- with the huge building to which they 

give admittance. If this structure was a mass 

of rock growing solid out of the solid earth, it 

could hardly seem more firm or less liable to 

destruction. It could hardly be more silent or 

more solitary, standing as it does in the midst 

of London city, and with the hum of men, and 

the noise of their doings going on all round 

about it, if it were situatea in the midst of a 

vast plain, or on the top of some isolated moun- 

tain. The walls on the side which stands in 

the great thoroughfare are smooth from contact 

with the incessant passers-by, and that very 

smoothness seems to make them look all the 

harder, and more relentlessly, and coldly strong. ■

And what can this place, so huge and silent, 

and that seems to have such small sympathy 

with the hurry -and bustle which goes on all 

round about it — what can this place be P It is 

a prison. Those small doors, spoken of above as 

piercing one of its walls, are either closely shut 

and barred, or guarded by the police, and over 

one of them there hangs, in grim indication of ■
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the nature of the building to which it gives 

admittance, a set of iron fetters. ■

We are, in fact, outside the jaQ of Newgate. 

One of those great facts« without whose presence 

among us we might — ^immersed as we are in the 

pursuit of business or pleasure — ^forget the ex- 

istence of crime and tlie necessity for its punish- 

ment, is here before us. Such appeals to one's 

senses are met with in this world from time to 

time. We are apt to forget the crimes which 

disfigure our commonwealtu till we are reminded 

of them by the sight of a prison, or a prison 

Tan ; jiist as we forget all about death till we 

meet a funeral, or pass an undertaker's shop. ■

It is twelve o'clock at night, and darkness 

lies over the great city. The number of passen- 

gers whose garments come in contact with the 

stones of the prison wall has diminished ver^ 

greatly, though it lias not yet reached its mini- 

mum. How Imrriedly they pass along, and how 

few have leisure to steal a glance up at those 

frowning walls, or to think for what purpose 

they are there. This is, in fact, no lounging- 

place for idlers. "Few come this way, few frequent 

this dinfi^y ill-favoured locality, unless brought 

here by ousiness of some kind or other. It is 

an ugly comer of the world this, and no man 

would seek it out for his pleasure. ■

And yet there is one person who has for some 

considerable time occupied a position here, who 

would not seem to have been brought to this 

place by anv matter connected with business on 

this particular night. Standing on the edge of 

the pavement which borders that open space 

already spoken of, on the side opposite to that 

occupied by the jail wall, is the figure of a 

woman, motionless as a statue, dark as a fate. ■

The woman is dressed in common garments, 

and is closely muffled in a woollen shawl, and 

she has stood in this one place for upwards of 

an hour without stirring. Erom the position 

which she has taken up, she can see the whole 

of the edifice opposite, from the point where a 

small yard diviaes it from the court-house 

of the Old Bailey to where it is bounded by the 

busy thoroughfare of New^te-street. All this 

length of weul, together with the indications of 

buildings within it which appear above the 

chevaux-de-frise, she has continually scanned 

with a curious yet satisfied eye. No circum- 

stance connected with that piece of solid 

masonry escapes her, no incident connected 

with the jail, such as the entrance or exit of an 

official at one of the doors, or a change of duty 

among the policemen about the place, is lost 

upon her. Her eye sweeps the wnole building 

from end to end, and from side to side, with a 

sort of grim pleasure such as this gloomy spec- 

tacle does not for the most part afford. ■

By-and-by she moves, ana crossing this open 

space, in which carts laden with hay and straw 

are standing in considerable numhiers, waiting 

for next day's market, she arrives under the 

very prison walls on the opposite side of the 

way, and commences a nearer examination of 

flicm. She passes along under the massive 

stonework, scrutinising it as she walks by. ■

She gazes up at the small closed doors, peeriu<» 

into their fastenings and their hinges of iron! 

She follows thus the entire course of the wall 

along the Old Bailey and Newgate-street, and 

then pursuing that thoroughfare, she turns 

aside into the narrow street about Newgate- 

market, and seeks to get some glimpses of that 

eastern side of the jail which the market 

bounds. ■

There was less apparently to satisfy her here, 

and she soon came Dack to the region she had 

just left, seeming to find a pleasure now in 

gratifying her sense of touch, as she had for- 

merly that of sight, by feeling the walls with 

her lingers, suffering her hands to drag against 

them as she walked along, and touching the iron- 

work of the small but massive doors wiiich were, 

as has been said, on the Old Bailey side of the 

prison. ■

She reached in this way the extreme southern 

limit of the building, where the thoroughfare in 

which it stands begins to narrow, and here she 

stood for a while feeling the stones with her 

hands, and actually, as it were, caressing them 

with a sort of unnatural fondness. It was a 

strange sight to see this woman banging thus 

about the place, and she was not unobserved by 

the policemen about the prison. But they were 

usea to queer things happening there, and knew 

that when some young lellow new to the ways 

of crime got into " trouble," and came to be con- 

fined in Newgate, it was no very unusual thing 

for his mother or his "young woman" to come 

and haunt the place where the son or the lover, 

as the case might be, was going through his 

novitiate of jail life. So they took no notice 

of Jane Gantanker, for it was she, and left her 

free to follow her own devices, and bestow all 

the bbndishments she felt inclined upon the 

Newgate stonemasonry. ■

She had wandered down to this place to see 

and judge of, with her own senses, the strength 

of this prison in which the murderess of her 

dear mistress was kept secure, and now as she 

estimated its mightv proportions, and touched 

its massive stones, sue positivelv seemed to love 

it, as she gloated over its prodigious power of 

retention. ■

"Ah," she said, her triumph at last finding 

vent in words, and addressing the very stones 

of the prison wall, " you're rough and you're 

strong, you are, and you're piled up one upon 

another, and fixed together with stiff cement, 

and there are more of you inside as hard and as 

rough as these, and when one wall's passed, 

there's another ready beyond it, and all the 

doors are barred with iron, and set like these 

with iron nails, and you've kept in stronjj men 

before now, and men that were used to picking 

locks and forcing bolts, and surely you'll oe able 

to keep a woman safe, a woman with soft white 

liands, that aren't too white, though, or toe soft 

to commit a murder with, and mix the poison 

that killed my poor dear lady." ■

She looked up again at the great square 

stones, smoke-blackened and weather-hardened. ■

"I never thought," she said, "to have had ■
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her safe within such walls as them. When one 

delay came after another, and with all their in- 

quests and adioumments they failed to make 

sure of her, what would I have given to have 

had her shut up here. But it came at last, the 

end and the verdict, which I heard — * Wilful 

murder,' 'Wilful murder,' 'Wilful murder."* ■

As Jane Cantanker uttered these terrible 

words, a man who had approached without her 

hearing him, so absorbed was she in her own 

vindictive joy, came suddenly upon her, and, 

startled by the sounds, looked nard into her 

face, as if to see what sort of woman this could 

be who awoke the neighbouring echoes with 

such awful words. ■

He was a tall stout man this, with a florid 

happ^ countenance, and that peculiar light 

elastic tread which is so often observable in fat 

people. He looked like the embodiment of 

liealth and contentment, as he stood in the li^ht 

of the adjacent gas-lamp, and formed a akiking 

contrast to the grim malignant-looking woman 

by his side. ■

Cornelius Yampi, whom the reader has no 

doubt recognised trom this description, was just 

returning from a long expedition into the 

Borough. He liad been obliged to make this 

journey in search of some rare drugs which were 

required for the exigencies of the art mystic, 

and which he was in the habit of getting from 

a certain Jewish gentleman of his acquaintance, 

wlio resided in a very obscure back street in 

South wark. Our astrologer had got what he 

required, and was working his way back to his 

own abode, when, passing through the Old 

Bailey, he came suddenly, as we have seen, 

upon Jane Cantanker, and recognised in her the 

-woman who applied to him for such assistance 

of a supernatural sort as he was^ neither able 

nor willing to afford. This person, and every- 

thing connected with her, was so far from his 

thoughts at the time, that for the moment 

he was completely bewildered by the encounter. 

Jane Cantanker, on her side, was equdlly un- 

prepared for such a meeting, and so the two 

remained for some time staring at each other in 

silence. Cantanker was the first to speak. 

Well," she said, with an air of triumph, "I ■

the lail of Newgate, and talking ^out wilful 

muraer. What do you mean by 'having done 

without my help P'" ■

"I mean, that she is here, safe and sound 

within these walls ;" and she laid her hand upon 

the stones as she spoke. ■

•* And who is ' she P' " asked Cornelius. ■

" The woman against whom your faint heart 

refused to work a spell — Gabrielle Penmore." ■

" ' Penmore P' Why, that was the name I was 

trying to remember. And^who is Gabrielle 

Penmore P I have never heard the name except 

from you." ■

" What ! have you not heard P" asked the 

woman, with something of contempt. "Do 

you never read the newspapers ?'* ■

" Seldom, if ever." ■

"Well then, read them now — or may be in a 

week from this time— and then you'll see who 

Gabrielle Penmore is, and how she comes to be 

here shut up in Newgate, and you'll see how 

she will be tried for murder— yes, and fouud 

guiltv, too— and hanged in this very street in 

which we are standing." ■

" This is horrible," said our harmless philo- 

sopher, shrinking back mechanically from this 

tigress of a woman, " most horrible." ■

"What's horrible P" she asked. ■

" Why, to hear the vindictive spirit in which 

you talk. It is revengeful, malignant — liorrible, 

I say again." ■

"It's nothing of the kind," the woman 

answered. "It's justice, that's what it is. She's 

committed a crime, and it's only justice that she 

should suffer for it." ■

" Yes, but justice doesn't demand that you 

should show this fiendish glee. If even what 

you say is true, and some poor wretch, stained 

with such crimes as you have been talking of, 

does lie imprisoned within these m^hty walls, 

that is no reason why you shoula triumph, 

should actually seem to gloat over the misery 

of one who should now, at any rate, be an 

object for your pity rather than your hatred." ■

The woman came close up to Cornelius: 

" You talk of 'gloating,'" she wdd, "that is a ■

ftod word. I ao gloat, and I mean to do so. 
tell you that, since she's been in confinement, 

I come here every night to gloat. Why, I've 

been round to all the different jails in London, 

and about it, to compare 'em with this one, and 

to see whether I'd nave liked any* one of 'em 

better for her prison, and they're none of them 

to compare to this. There's some of 'em are 

built sbght^r, and some of them are too Lght 

and airy, and some too handsome^ and not look- 

ing like prisons at all — but this — ah, this is 

something like a prbon. This looks hard, and 

cold, and pitiless, and strong: ; a great bare wall, 

with no windows to break it up, or make you 

think there's pleasant rooms inside. It if a 

prison, and it looks li&e a prison, with fetters, 

iron fetters, hanging up above the door, and a 

gallows, as I am told," here she whispered, 

" shut up in an inner court, and ready at an 

hour's notice. Something like a prison that." ■

Cornelius again drew back, and gazed upon 

this terrible creature with a mixed wonder and 

dismay. ■

"Stop!" he cried, "•! will hear no more of 

this. What have I done that you select me to 

listen to these monstrous raving. Pirst of all« 

you come to me to ask me to give you a charm 

against your enemy, to curse her, to inflict some 

supernatural evil upon her ; and now you bid 

me listen to words so cruel, so nnwomamy, that 

the sound of them makes me shrink from you 

as I never thought to shrink from any human 

being." ■

Cornelius Yampi spoke with horror in his 

tones, for he was a man, as we have seen, of a 

benevolent disposition, and possessed of a kind 

and gentle heart, and the violence pl>thb woman ■
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shocked and horrified him. The vulgarities 

which characterised her speech, too, made the 

thing worse. ■

"Look at those stones," she continued. "She*s 

walled up inside them. She'll not get out easily, 

will she r I bless these stones, I tell you," she 

continued savagely, " because they're so strong 

and solid. They'd defy a stronger frame than 

hers." ■

"The woman's mad,*' thought Vampi to him- 

self, and the reflection consoled him. He began 

to think that she was suffering under some de- 

lusion, and that all he had seen and heard might 

thus be accounted for. He remained for a time 

watching her. She had ceased to take any notice 

of his presence now, and was again feettng the 

stones with her hands, and muttering about their 

strength as she had done before. ■

" ^mething like a prison this," repeated the 

woman. ■

The connction of her insanity impressed itself 

more than ever upon Yampi's mind as he ob- 

served her, and the horror with which she had 

originally inspired him was now changed to com- 

passion.* A cold drizzling rain was beginning to ■

"Dont you thick you had better go home?" 

he asked. " Come, I will walk part of the way 

with you, if you like." ■

" No," she answered, " I shall stop here. At 

all events, I would not go with vou. You refused 

me the assistance that I wanted, and now I wish 

to have nothins to do with vou. Leave me. 

You're one of the faint-hearted ones, that's what 

you are.'* ■

Ck)melius paused for a moment, as if uncer- 

tain how to act. He looked up and down the 

street. Then he seemed to have made up his 

mind, and went his way up the Old Bailey, in 

the direction of Newgate-street. ■

Gantanker watched him mechanically as he 

passed along under the gas-lamps, and she saw 

that when he came to where the policemen were 

gronped about the prison door, he stopped and 

spoke to one of them, and pointed as ne did so 

to where she was standing. Then she saw him 

no more, but observed that the policeman who 

had been addressed was advancing towards her 

with the leisurely step which belongs to his tribe. ■

"Gome, missus," he said, speaking kindly 

enough, " what are you up to P" ■

The police, and more especially those who 

gnarded the prison-doors, were, in the eyes of 

Jane Cantanter at this time, more angels of 

justice than mere men. She was ready to do 

anything they bade her. ■

"Oh, sir," she said, "I'm not doing any 

harm. But you'll take care of her, won't you, 

and keep her very close." ■

For her there was no other prisoner in that 

jail of Newgate but Gabrielle Penmore. ■

The man had been told by Gomelins that he 

thought there was a poor mad creature hanging 

about there, so he humoured her, according to 

time-honoured usage, pretending to know what 

she meant. ■

"Oh yes," he said, in a reassuring tone. ■

" fff^ll look after her, keep her as snug as a mouse 

in a trap." ■

" That's right," said the woman, drawing in 

her breath. **The trap's a strong one." ■

"Uncommon strong," the man replied. 

" Now, suppose you leave it to us, and go home; 

why, it's raining fit to drownd any one." ■

" m do anything you wish, sir," said Jane 

Gantanker. "That 1 will." ■

" Well, then, go home, and get to bed, that's 

what you'd better do. It's bad enough for us to 

be standing about in the wet that's obliged." ■

"I'll go home at once," replied the other, 

" and I'm sorry you should have to get wet. 

Good night, sir. ■

" Good morning, you mean. Wliy, it's past 

one o'clock." He stood and watchea her as she 

sped away in the rain. " She's got some muck or 

other into her head," he said to himself; "but 

she does as she's told, at any rate, which is more 

than all of them will." ■

The policeman had a better-half, or rather 

three-quarters, at home. ■

The neighbourhood was at its quietest. The 

traffic in the busy thoroughfare which bounded 

the jail on its northern side, had reached its 

minimum. Traffic there was there always, but 

now and for the next two hours it would be less 

than at other times. It was just the hour in 

the morning when the City is comparativelj^ 

quiet, when the night noises are nearly at an' 

end, and the morning noises have hardly begun. 

The rain, too, helped to empty the streets. It 

was not a time for anybody to be out who could 

possibly help it. ■

This one person, then, who has just turned 

from Ludgatc-hill into the Old Bailey, must, 

doubtless, nave some pressing reason for pass- 

ing this way on such a night, and at such an 

hour. He is not very warmly clad, and is 

evidently ver^ wet already, and yet, from the 

moment of his turning into the thoroughfare 

just mentioned, he ceases to hurry himself, but 

walks along almost at a leisurely pace, and with 

his eyes fixed upon that great frowning mass 

of darkness, the prison, which, now that the 

rain has fairly set in, looks more forbidding and 

ominous than ever. ■

At last, from slow walking, almost lounging 

indeed, so dilatory is his pace, our passenger 

presently ceases to advance at all, and, arrest- 

ing his progress altoo^ether, stands upon the 

edge of tne pavement, just where Jane Gantan- 

ker stood but a little while before, and gazes 

up at the prison walls. ■

Who is it that comes thus when other people 

are sleeping in their warm beds, and takes nis 

station there outside the doors of Newgate ? 

Who is it that disregards the bitter cold and 

the pouring rain that he may keep watch over 

against that dreadful place? His eyes sweep 

the enclosure of the jail from side to side, and 

from end to end, and as he looks a dimness 

comes before them, and presently his lips are 

moving, though no audible words pass from ■
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It is Gilbert Penmore. He has promised 

tlie poor prisoner within those walls that he 

would pass ouUide them in the course of the 

night, out at sonie time which should not be 

specified ; for she hud said that it would be a 

comfort to her, if she were awake and fearful, 

to think that, perhaps at that Tery moment, he 

was near her^ and pi-ajing for her in his heart 

of hearts. ■

AGAINST THE GBAIN. ■

Against the grain we went in search of the 

low Betting-Men, and against tlie grain we found 

them. After earnest consultations with persons 

learned in their crooked ways ; after studying 

their literature, and hearing many a story of 

their nefarious cunning; after holding com- 

mune with experienced members of the metro- 

politan force, and learning fi'om all sources 

that personal contact and face to face inter- 

course were essential to the comprehension of 

their evil natures and corrupt pursuits; our 

distasteful explorations were inaugurated by a 

trip to "the Knins." Kot the picturesque 

ruins of abbey or castle ; not a spot familiar to 

nic-nic parties and beloved of artists ; not a crum- 

oling old mansion, with haunted chamber and 

gliost-walk, with traditions of murder and dreary 

look of desolation ; but a lar^ blank space, like 

an exaggerated pound, in which tiie noble sports- 

men of Wliitechapel and Seven Dials were daily 

congregated. These were the creatures we had 

decided on looking for ; — these were the crea- 

tures we found agaiust the grain. Eor, after 

infesting for years the vast area of waste ground 

between the Earringdon-road and Saffron-hill; 

after impudentljr vaunting their superiority to 

the law, and their right to make bets in public; 

the disreputable crew of small book-makers, 

touts, thieves, and tipatei-s who gave the ground 

an unholy fame, and made it, as " the Suins," 

familiar to the lower grade of turf followers all 

over the kingdom, have been '^ moved on " to a 

narrow thoroughfare behind one of the great 

London breweries, and here they bet, and lie, 

and shuffle^ in an atmosphere pleasantly laden 

with the flavour of malt and hops, and with the 

aromatic grain heaped above and behind tkem in 

great promsion. ■

Wonderful were the stories concerning the im- ■

Eotence of the police ; and profound was the 

elief in *'the Euins" as a stronghold. The 

commercial prejudices of the narrow-minded 

dwellers in ^ride-lane, Cily, had certainly tri- 

umphed over the lovers of sport ; and out of a 

mistaken deference to the petty interests of 

trade, these patrons of the turf had been forcibly 

removed. But here, at " the Euins," who had 

a right to interfere? Not the authorities of 

the Refuge for the Homeless Poor just opposite, 

nor those of the Metropolitan Hallway station, 

nearer still; nor the Italian handicraftsmen, 

organ-keepers, plate-glass polishers, monkey and 

marmozct boys, who form the population on the 

western side. FieldJane even, though denuded ■

' of its festoons of purloined handkerchiefs, and 

now steadily aiming at respectai>ility, could 

not decently make a protest. Saffron-hill did 

not understand its rigiita, and would not exer- 

cise them if it did; and " the Euins," flanked 

and surrounded as it is b| such localities, was 

clearly designed as an oasis in the cold desert 

of London, upon and from which lovers of the 

turf and those interested in the preservation 

of the manly sport of betting, might flourish 

and hold forth. Quiet wayfarers passed with a 

shudder, or meekly crossed the road. Knowing 

omnibus-drivers pointed to the shouting dis- 

reputable crowd with a sportsmau-like jerk of 

the whip-hand; newspaper essayists described 

the foul spot and its custoois; ar^mentative 

reasoncrs quoted the act of parliament, and 

made it clear that the words " nouse or place'' 

could not apply to " the Kuins'' ; and the public 

and the authorities seemed to concur in the 

notion that here bets could be booked, and lists 

kept, and fools swindled, in spite of special en- 

actments, and in defiance of the law. Now and 

again some troublesome nobody would take ex- 

ception to this condition of things, and an in- 

dignant letter would find its way into the papers ; 

but the rule seemed to be that policemen and 

magistrates, beadles and moralists, ehould wink 

at what they knew to be wrong, but which, by 

some strange freak of parliamentary wisdom, 

oould not be boldly grappled with and put down. ■

All this came to an end a few weeks ago. 

"The Rmus" were enclosed bya hoarding instead 

of posts and rails, and all trespassers warned off 

under legal penalties, by the authorities of the 

citj of liondon. Attempting to meet on the 

adjacent pavement and roadway, they were sum- 

marily cautioned against causing an obstruction, 

and if recalcitrant, were taken into custody by 

the metropolitan police. A double jurisdi&ion 

obtains In this di^ict ; and while the City cm- 

stables had power over the list-keepers who ven- 

tured in the enclosure. Sir Bichard Mayne's 

merry men pounced upon them if they presumed 

to pitch their tents in the street. It seems but 

a prosaic ending to such a grandiloquent and 

apparently successful protest against conven- 

tionality, but neither aifBculty nor delay at- 

tended the rout when it was once determined 

on; and after one or two feeble attempts at 

self-assertion, the frouzy blackg[uards, to whom 

" the Euins" had seemed a privileged Alsatia, 

slunk away into congenial holes and comers, 

and were no more seen. So, at least, tb>ught 

tlie reformers. But, as if in obedience to the 

physical law which declares that nothing shall be 

destroyed, and that what we call destruction is 

only another name for cluinge of condition, the 

nuisance was transferred, and now flourishes in 

rank luxuriance against the brewery ^rain. ■

Starting from a police-station in a long 

flagged court in St. Giles's-;- a police-sta- 

tion so modestly retiring that it seems to be 

playing at hide-aud-seek with its customers, 

and to have won-the game— the first evidence 

we have of the contiguity of the noble sports- 

men is furnished by a gentlcman^^o comes to ■
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prefer a charge. A tall fresh-looking man of 

fifty, a prosperous former, or country attor- 

ney with a good seat across country; this 

gentleman nervously twiddles two small bits of 

pink pasteboard — not unlike the checks ^iven 

tor readmission to the theatres— and with a 

troubled expression, half indignation* half shame, 

on his good-tempered florid face, explains that 

one piece of pasteboard represents three pounds, 

and the other two pounds ten. He staked these 

sums upon the horse which came in first yester- 

day, and on applying this morning for the money 

he had consequently won, the list-keeper, al- 

though then prosecuting his calling, had first 

laughed in his face, and subsequently threatened 

to " punch his head if he didn't hook it, and that 

^adverb') quick too." Staggered and discom- 

fited, tae luckless winner now came to the 

police-office, with a vague hope, which his own 

common sense obviousiV told him to be baseless, 

that some steps might be taken to punish the 

swindler, and indemnify him for liis loss. Clearly 

' not a case for the police. Perhaps a summons 

in the county court for the money borrowed 

might answer the gentleman's purpose; per- 

haps some means of exposing tiie fraudulent 

list-keeper might occur to him ; but his money 

was gone for ever, and the best advice that 

could be given him was, "Don't bet with 

strangers in the street again." ■

We saw the "Welsher"-— for, with dubious 

compliment to the Principality, such is the slang 

name for turf defaulters, who are at once petty 

and fraudulent — a few minutes afterwards, 

calmly pursuing his vocation amid a crowd of his 

fellows. The victim was detailing liis wrongs, and 

fihowing his tickets as corroborative evidence, 

within earshot of the swindler, who smoked a 

cigar in the intervals of shouting, 'TU lay 

four to one, bar one !" with imperturbable 

calm. No one seemed surprised, or shocked, 

or indignant. The former was stared at as he 

told his little story, with a sheepish, wobegone 

look on his jolly visage, which made it won- 

derfullv ludicrous : and then the starers elbowed 

througn the crowd to gaze on the Welsher, who 

was decidedlv the more popular of the two. 

The mournful, " He won't even answer me, and 

says he'll punch mv head," was heard concur- 

rently with the jubilant, "I'll lay four to one;" 

and three half-crowns went into the pocket of 

the list-keeper for a fresh ticket, while within a 

few paces tne worthlessness of his promises was 

being half timoroosiyi half indignantly, pro- 

claimed. ■

We are bv this time in the thick of the 

jostling and shouting crowd. A narrow street, 

destitute of shops and dwelling-houses* the 

huge brewery forming one side of it, and the 

back of warerooms in Oxford-street filling up 

the other, this place is not unlike a long and 

narrow prison-yard. Tlie height of the dull and 

dirty brick walls, the absence of windows or 

other signs of habitation, the circumscribed area, 

and the elaborate lack of view, strengthen this 

comparison. But the prisoners have run riot, 

and discipline is at an end. ''How do, Tom ?" ■

remarks with careless dignity one of the tva 

detectives who kindly accompany me. " How 

do you do, sir P Pine morning, isn't it ?" replies 

a fat coarse fellow, who looks like a fraudulent 

pig-jobber in reduced circumstances. He is the 

nrst sportsman we speak to, and after scanuiog 

his villanous countenance, I learn with much 

satisfaction that " he's just had six months for 

theft." My companions are speedily recognised, 

and the word is passed that some one must be 

"wanted." This is uniformly effected by a whisper 

from lips twisted as if practising ventriloquism, 

and in such fashion that the sound proc«eds in 

an entirely opposite direction to that of the 

speaker's cunmng eyes and shiftv face. The 

list-keepers are ranged in an unbroken line from 

one ena of the street to the other. The lists 

are mounted upon poles, the odds for each forth- 

coming race being printed upon small white 

cards, of the size and shape of photographic 

cartea de msite. These are placed side by side, 

the proprietor waiting, for victims, and in most 

instances his clerk or partner booking the bets 

as soon as made. There are between seventy 

and eighty of these lists, and I am assured that 

it is only about ten per cent of this number 

which are "square." In other words, nearly 

all the vociferous blackguards I see pocket* 

ing shillings, and half-crowns, and sovereigns, 

are thieves, or skittle-sharpers, or three-card 

men, or their associates. They mav redeem 

their pled^ and pay the money they lose, 

but only if it suits their poeket to do so; 

and as to-day is the last great turf event of 

the year, the probabilities of "bolting" arc 

greater than usual. Amid the crowd of dupes 

and hangers^n, is a leaven of respectabihty. 

Railway gpiards in uniform are "putting on" 

small sums on commission, for country uients. 

That shiny-looking man, whose stiff black curls 

protrude from under his wide-brimmed hat, 

and whose rounded faoe^of a polished red 

and vellow, like a Normandy pippin—speaks 

somehow of the footlights, is one whose name 

is familiar to us as the advertised "only succes- 

sor to Grimaldi." He is no list-keeper, but has 

come to invest some of the proceeds of " Hot 

Codlins" and " Tippety-Witchet" with the great 

Mr. Gather, who is one of the few trustworthy 

men here. " Grood for thousands ; has a house 

in Great Bustle-street, and a tidy little farm in 

the country ; keeps two clerks to book his bets 

for him, and is as safe as the Bank of England." 

Such is the character I have of Mr. Gather, who, 

as he leans against the wall, is beset by dozens 

of people eagerly holding; out ^old and silver, 

which he drops mechanically uto the pocket 

of his brown over-coat, sajfing, in a monotone, 

" Pours— Harlejuin— right." " Sevens— Dis- 

appointment — right." Afresh-coloured rather 

anxious-looking man of thirty, with a fair moos* 

tache and smooth cheeks, Mr. Gather neither 

smiles nor speaks further, save when the crowd 

becomes more than usually oppressive, when 

" Please keep back those who don't want to 

bet," is extorted from him in a melancholy voice, 

and with a weary air, as if even unbounded sue- ■
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cess as an out-door betting[-man had its draw- 

backs, and as if in the duties involved in that 

hi^h position, there lurked corresponding cares. 

Blight and Lovenote is also a firm in which 

unlimited confidence may be placed, and I show 

mj faith in this testimony to character by 

modestly putting half-a-crown upon the favourite 

of the aay. Neither the name of the people I 

bet with, nor that of the horse I back, nor the 

sum I pay, nor the sum I am to receive if he 

wins — he made what the sporting papers subse- 

quently called " a bad fifth"— are given on the 

ticket 1 received from Blight. " Four half-crowns 

—Favourite, Jem," to the clerk, and the pleasant 

clink made by my half-crown, as it joins the 

half-crowns of other investors, in the capa- 

cious pocket of the firm, is the only evidence 

afforded me of my contingent rights. So when 

another respectable list-keeper is pointed out to 

me — my companions select the honest men out 

of the crowd, and show them as curiosities, 

much as a gardener would point out a singular 

case of grafting, or a rare exotic which had heen 

transplanted without injury — ^I am checked in 

my aesire to give him money by the candid 

words : "I can't afford to lay a fair price, for my 

book is full." As this man pays when he loses, 

he makes calculations as to the state of his book. 

Not so the ordinary run of list-keepers here. 

The proverb as to all being fish that comes to 

net, IS rigidly acted up to, and the terms they 

offer are not unfre(}uently threefold the market 

price. Above their lists are printed a name 

generally assumed, and an address almost always 

nctitioufl. Round them, besides their derk or 

partner, stand a little group of associates, who 

xnake sham bets, or who volunteer false informa- 

tion with genial readiness. That man in the loose 

claret paletot, and the large glass-headed pin in 

bis shaoby stock, has been known to the police 

for the last twenty years as living "by besting 

people." "Besting," I learn, is a playful term 

tor gaining an unfair advantage, and applies 

equally to the three-card trick, to skittle-sharp- 

ing, to fraudulent tossing, and to larceny. That 

bullet-headed ruffian who is truculently shouting 

out the large odds he'll give, is a convicted thie^ 

and the short bristly hair you see fringing the 

back of his fleshy neck, was last trimmed and cut, 

in the prison he has just left. The Jew whom 

we afterwards see greedily calling for hot pork 

sausages at the tavern round the comer, as if to 

realise that combined "gust of eating and plea- 

sure of sinning" craved after by Boswell's friend, 

and whose name is familiar to every reader of 

police reports, was a ni<^ht-house keeper near the 

naymarket, until the bill for the earl^-closing of 

refreshment-houses was passed. He winks know- 

ingly to his fellows as we come near his stand, 

and with mock earnestness solicits us to put "a 

trifle on." "Who are the other list-keepers?" 

repeat my friends the detectives. "Cross-men, 

every one of *em ." By cross-men, meaning men 

on the cross, men, in fact, who'd rob you if they 

could. " Tliere's a man now"— indicating, with 

a quiver of the ejelid, a bull-necked muscukr 

scamp in a frogged coat two sizes too small for ■

him — " there's a man who'd garotte you the very 

minute you gave him a chance. That fellow 

next liim has been in prison three times to my 

knowledge, and the big man booking that young 

butcher's half-crown, used to keep a gambling- 

house and take a table round to the races." A 

retired publican, who's lost all his money; a 

cab-owner, who's been through the court; a 

broken-down gentleman's servant, who's lost his 

character and can't get another place ; a clerk 

in the City who was up for embezzlement, but 

wasn't convicted ; these were the descriptions 

given of some of the list-keepers, whose com- 

paratively decent look made me ask their history. 

But the preponderating scum was of a much 

less reputable character, aud a large majority of 

the workpeople, shopbojs, small tradesmen, and 

country people who either in person or by deputy 

invested their small sums, plated them in the 

hands of men whose calling has been to batten 

upon the public from their youth up. " Is Sir 

Ricliard a-goin' to move us from here next P" 

asked a pock-marked vaji^bond in a long drab 

coat. " /hope not," was dryly given in reply, ' 

and the emphasis was so marked that the 

question, "Vy so? — ^vot difference would it 

make to you ?" naturally followed. " We should 

be troubled with so many bui^glary cases," was 

quietly answered ; whereupon drab-coat leered 

and grinned as if to return thanks for the com- 

pliment paid to the predatory instincts of him- 

self and friends. The expenenoe was unvaried 

during our stay. A stooping, slouching fellow, 

with a battered ugly face, was pointed out as an 

ex-champion in the prize-ring, who had since 

taken to betting, and who now kept a list " on 

the square;" and we chatted with three old 

women like modern witches, with stout cotton 

umbrellas for ^miliars, who are to be seen here 

daily, and who back horses and talk on " merits" 

and "performances" and pedigrees with a full 

masterv of stable slang. " The brewery people 

ain't likely to interfere," I learnt, " because these 

betting fellows spend their time and their money 

in public-honses, and it's good for trade," and 

as long as the foul sore their presence implies, 

keeps m its present locality, it may perhaps be- 

permitted to fester on with impunity. One 

thing is worth remarking. After an hour or 

two's sojourn, we adjourned to converse on the 

characters and antecedents of some of the men 

we had just left. On our return, neither the 

convicted "Welsher" nor his stand could be 

seen. "There's been a little fuss up yonder, 

and they've bonneted a cove as wouldn't pay !" 

was the information vouchsafed to us, and we 

failed to learn anything more specific. Plenty of 

eager informants to tell us there had been a row, 

but none of these would confess to having wit- 

nessed it, or that they knew its precise nature. 

Whether the injured farmer had hired hangers- 

on to pay those punching compliments to hi» 

debtor, which hart been so freely promised to 

the farmer himself; whether he had taken the 

law into his own hands and boldly fought it out ; 

or whether, out of deference to the presence of 

my friends, a councilof war had been held in our ■

" Digitized b> ■
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absence, and tlie other fraudulent list-keepers had 

forcibly urged their brother to depart for the 

common good ; we could not learn. The men 

were gone, and "Judas's telegrams from the 

course " were being sold from their late stand- 

ing-point. I purchased one of these, and, on 

opening'its sealed envelope, was edified by read* 

ing : '* The only one I'm afraid of is No. 13, 

blue 1. He is very fit and strong. Signed for 

Judas, T. Scroper." What "Blue 1" meant, 

or who was '*fit,'' could of course only be 

known to Judaa's initiated clients, and I pre- 

serve the magic tissue paper as one more of the 

many useless purchases accumulated during a 

desultory life. ■

Soon after two r.K. the street began to dear. 

"From eleven to two is their time for basiness, 

so as to catch the workmen in their dinner-hour ; 

and you'll often see three men club together to 

make up half-a-crown to put on la horse they 

fancv." Before three the lists and list-keepers, 

the iiuffc gig umbrellas with "From the Ruins'* 

paintea in large black 'letters on their white 

gingham covering, the bonnets, victims, hangers- 

on, and thieves, the boys with the handicap- 

books, the respectable countrymen, and the orna- 

ments of the prize-ring, had departed. At four 

the same day the place was a solitude, broken 

only by the brewers drays in which the bags of 

gram were being dexterously piled, and from 

which the rope, half hemp, half metal, ascended 

and descended with monotonous rapidity, twin- 

ing and writhing as it went, like some monstrous 

serpen^ into the ear-like wooden excrescences 

near the roof above. ■

The same scene goes on daily during the 

racing season, and similar nests of ruffianism are 

known to exist ebewhere in London. For two 

or three hours in each day, common swindlers 

openly practise their calling with impunity, and 

they so choose their hours as to nrey upon the 

dasa which can afford it least. The small mi- 

nority of solvent men — the people who gamble 

le^timateljr> pay when they lose, and bet upon 

scientific principles— have, to the uninitiated eye, 

nothing to distmffuish them from their thievish 

compeers; and the workman or shon-Iad who 

foolishly risks his money in Grain-laud, does so, 

as was proved by what we saw and heard, in 

most cases, with the certainty of never seeing it 

agaiiL This is surely a case in which the strong 

hand of authority might be exerted with advan- 

tage, and the exodus from " the Ruins'' be fol- 

lowed by a like purifying process elsewhere. That 

men will gamble, and tnat horse-radng is a na- 

tional amusement, are not pleas for the encourage- 

ment of open fraud. It is time that the miserable 

nonsense about "upholding English sports," 

and "interfering with the pastimes of the 

people," was exploded and put down. The 

sport here is of that gay and festive character 

for the encouragement of which we build prisons 

and maintain hulks. The sportsmen, apart from 

the honest minority I have instanced, are jail- 

birds, or men at open war with society. The 

nuisance as ii exists now is a far worse pest 

and deeper disgrace than the petty tavern sweep- ■

stakes and small list-houses which were, amid a 

chorus of national self-praise, put down by act 

of parliament a few years ago. ■

It would be curious to know how far the im- 

punity accorded to these scoundrels is due to 

that suoerstitious veneration for what is called 

"the old school,** and that servile admiration 

of " patrons of the turf," which is one of the 

most curious weaknesses of a large section of 

English society. The finest specimen I ever knaw 

of the class to whom it is the fashion to apply 

these stock phrases, was always unexoeptionably 

dressed in drab cords, top-boots, and a blue body- 

coat with brass buttons. He was blessed with 

a hale and hearty constitution, regular features, 

a florid complexion, and venerable white hair. 

Apart from his clothes, his personal advantages^ 

and his love of horseflesh, his chief peculiari- 

ties were excessive testiness, a dislike to read- 

ing, a habit of taking more liquor than was good 

for him, and of swearing in liis drawing-room. 

Whenever he distinguislied himself in any of 

these caoacities, we looked admiringly at the 

drab cords and the brass buttons, and murmured 

with approval of his love of sport, and his un- 

doubtea right to the title of a fine old English 

gentleman. He was not particularly wise nor 

particularly useful in his generation, and but 

lor the peculiar fascination of his dress, flippant 

people might have thought him uninteresting 

and dull. All his weaknesses— improvidence, 

coarse language, and incapacity — were, however, 

accepted as so many virtues, out of deference to 

his attachment for the turf. This was among a 

pastoral people, by whom he was regarded as a 

sort of king ; but my experience in Grain-land 

makes me ask if the same sort of fetish worship 

exists among those connected with the execution 

of the law, and whether a purely supposititious 

connexion with the race-course is hela to entitle 

detected swindlers and convicted felons to prey 

upon the credulous and ignorant, without dfread 

of punishment or prospect of interference ? ■

POOR MEN'S GARDENS. ■

No waxen hlossoms staioed with raintow hue?, 

No crimson-flush of petals, heaven-dyed, ■

No spoils of distant zones and eastern shores, 

Snatched from the poisonous woods to feed man'a 

pride; ■

No spiked and spotted aloes, dagger fenced. ■

No lilies floating on their leafy raft, 

No air-plants dappled like great butterflies, ■

Spice odours £rom the Orient isles to waft ; ■

But just one little bush of sonthemwood, - ■

Fragrant and eyergreen as honesty, 

And clamps of purple hearts-ease rarely found ■

In rich men's gardens, wheresoever they be. ■

A tufted rod of hollyocks, with rosettes, ■

Forboirer-potor forposy; or a bed 

Of blood-red scented doves, so jagg'd and quabit. ■

To deck a Sunday coat with toft of red. ■

A plant of marigold, with golden glow, 

To spread perennial sunshine o*er the plot, ■

A winter rose, to bloom when summer's gone, 

And cast a gleam of hope when spring's forgot ■
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Yes, ia the poor man's garden often grow ■

Far more than herbs, or fruit, or pleasant flowera, ■

Kind thoaghts, Contentment, Gratitnde, and Love, 

And balms and anodynes for weary boors. ■

WITH THE LORD MAtOR ON HIB 

OWN DAY. ■

I sfPENT a whole day lately with the Lord 

Mayor of London, and the day I spent with him 

was his own day— the ninth of November. I had 

often seen the show from the outside, standing 

among the crowd, and been rudely pushed back, 

as one of the little boys " who hadn't got no 

money ;" but now I was about to walk up, walk 

np and see the live lions at feeding-time. I went 

in with an order, and, as it oddly happens to 

"orders," I had one of the best seats, and was 

enabled to see everything. I complied with the 

kind injunction to come early and be in time, 

and arrived at the Guildhall at ten o'cbck. ■

As I am about to relate all that I did and saw 

on this memorable day, it may be convenient to 

divide my narration into " heads." There are 

four of them. Firstly, I breakfasted with the 

Lord Mayor; secondly, I lunched with the Lord 

Mayor ; thirdly, I rode in the procession (not in 

annour) with the Lord Mayor ; and fourthly and 

lastly, I dined with the Lord Mayor. This brief 

syziopsis will not only serve to keep me to my 

text, but will, I trust, give the reader a proper 

notion of my importance, and bespeak respect 

for myself, and interest for my subject, at tl» 

outset. Shakespeare haa been much commended 

for his skill in arousing curiosity at the very 

opening of his play of Hamlet with a portentous 

conversation about a ghost, which is to appear 

shortly. So, when I open my civic pageant with 

breakfast in the Guildhall, I am in hopes that 

my audience will keep their seats until the 

curtain falls upon the banquet. I cannot promise 

them a ghost at the feast, but I can venture to 

eay that the procession in the third act has been 

carried out with due regard to splendour com- 

bined with dignity ; that the dresses and pro- 

perties are new and gorgeous, and that the 

banquet scene in the last act has been got up on 

a aoale of magnificence never before attempted, 

and utterly regardless of expense. ■

Theatrical parlance is not inappropriate here, 

for the preparations going forward at the Guild- 

hall at ten o'clock are strongly suggestive of the 

last rehearsal (with scenery and properties) pre- 

vious to the production of th& grand speotade. 

A crowd of workmen are busy in the outer hall 

and corridors, laying down matting and carpets, 

hanging up flags and festoons, arranging guns 

and cutlasses in fancy devices over the doors, 

setting out pots of flowers and boxes of shrubs, 

nailing, sawing, planing, and hammering, show- 

ing the greatest activity, but yet giving little 

assurance that " it will be all right at night." 

Here I encounter the Lord Mayor's committee 

carrying white wands, all appearing to be re- 

hearsing the same part, as if it were Hamlet that ■

was going to be done, with fourteen Poloniuses ; 

here also I find the sword-bearer and the maoe- 

bearer standing at the wing, ready dressed to 

"go on," and appaiently muttering their parts. 

Proceeding onwwrds through a grove of painters' 

steps, and piles of matting, and tubs of aloes, 

and other plants not yet allotted to their places, 

I suddenly enter the Guildhall, and find a legion 

of waiters laying acres of damask cloth upon a 

vast perspective of festive tables. Now I am 

behind the scenes indeed ! Who can say that he 

has seen the Lord Mayor's cloth laid in the 

Guildhall on the ninth of November ? You may 

have been invited to the banquet, my friend, and 

seen the Hall when all was prepared and ready, 

but these mysteries you have never been per- 

mitted to gaze upon. Let me assure you, then, 

that the Lady Mayoress was not in attendance 

to give out the Imen and the plate. The plate- 

basket would have been a little too heavy for a 

lady's arm, for on this occasion it was a waggon. 

As to the tablecloths and napkins, they were 

brought in on the shoulders of stout porters, in 

bales. There were enough of those bales to have 

loaded Whittington's ship without the cats. I 

promised not to introduce ghosts or anything 

unpleasant, but I cannot help observing here 

that a great banquet, whether it be given in tiie 

Guild hAli or in a front parlour in Twopenny 

Town, bears a certain resembUuice to Death. It 

is a leveller. The Lord Mayor and Tomkins 

are equally driven to employ pine-wood trestles 

and school-forms. Every one, when he gives a 

very large party, goes beyond the resources of 

his establishment. So I beg of yon not to lift 

up the doth to see what it oovers, bnt to have 

faith that your legs are under mahogany. When 

the grace haa been sung and the oovers have been 

whipped off the turtle tureens, you will be all 

served the same as regards those great essen- 

tials, the victuals. B^g at liberty to roam 

wherever my fancy guides, I observe diataUthe 

tables are laid out alike. Two plates, a com- 

mensurate number of knives, forks, and glasses, to 

each person, and a little gilt fruit-stand to every 

six. The cloth is laid in military order and with 

military precision. The regiment of waiters 

advance at the word of command^ and execute 

"pktes;" at another word of command they 

advance and execute "glasses;" at another, 

" flower-stands ;" and so on. A word as to the 

waiters. The faces of many of them are familiar 

to me. I have been served by them at all kinds 

of feasts in all kinds of places. Yonder is a man 

who at one time has served me with p&t^ de foi« 

gras in Belgrave-square, at another has brought 

me a plate of veal-and-ham-pie at the Crystal 

Palace, at a third has helped me to boUed leg of 

mutton and turnips at the periodical suppers of 

the Slap-Bang Club in Long Acre. I remember 

he told me onoe, oonfidentially, while he was 

helping me to the 'ock (reduced duty) at a gen* 

ted party in Hoxton, that he had a large family, 

had seen a deal of life, and had once waited at 

Buokkgham Palace. Here is another, who has ■
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retired from my chair in London to answer my 

call a day or two after in Liverpool ; who has 

sprung up at my side at Inverness, and whom I 

have found flicking the crumbs from the table 

of a Eleet-street eating-house on my return, as if 

he had never left Fleet-street in his life. The 

ubiquity of waiters is very remarkable. And the 

contemplation of this characteristic of the tribe 

leads mc to mak« another sombre remark in 

spite of myself. How like are waiters to under- 

takers' men ! The same waiters help the rich and 

the poor alike to live ; and the same undertakers 

help the rich and the poor alike to their graves. 

—Let me now put the skull out of sight, gild it, 

and turn it into a drinking-cup. ■

I pass through the centre of the Hall, ascend a 

flight of steps, and find myself at what I may 

call the cross-roads of Gmldhall. If I bear to 

the right, I come to the reception-rooms of the 

Lady Mayoress ; if I turn to the left, I arrive at 

the kitchens and store-rooms; if I hold straight on, 

I am beguiled to imagine that I am at Spithead, 

seeing an iron-clad proceeding to sea. For here 

there is a *' set scene," which the stage carpenter 

is now hurrying to completion. I turn to the left, 

and peep into the kitchen and store-rooms. 

The turtle is already bubbling in a hundred pots, 

and there are shells enough to furnish a Roman 

legion with shields. Here is a store-room 

filled with cakes and jellies, another devoted to 

fowls and pea-hens and pheasants ready trussed 

for the spit ; a third, a very large apartment, is 

purple with hundreds of bunches of hothouse 

grapes. Grapes on the floor, grapes on the 

chairs, grapes on the tables, grapes on every 

ledge and shelf. Nothing else showing except 

the pure white wood on which the luscious fruit 

is laid. Here is a room that appears to be 

strewn with ingots of silver and nuggets of gold. 

Have I strayed into the cellars of the Bank of 

England, or has the enchanter let me down into 

the genii's cave? Well, no ; it is neither silver 

nor gold, but somethhig which only silver 

can buy— the champagnes, regally crowned, of 

Epemay, of the Yeuve Clicquot. Pish ! The 

treasures which Aladdin's lamp revealed were 

tinsel compared to these. W hat were his rubies, 

his diamonds, and pearls (considering how the 

market must have been overstocked in his part 

of the country), to the bright bubbling juice of 

the grape, which is ready at the touch of the 

pincers to leap forth from those sweet mouths, 

in sparkling fountains of inspiration ! Rub me 

no lamps after this! Twist me wire, draw me 

corks ! Let Aladdin rub ; be mine the pleasant 

conjuration to cut the twine ; let Ali Baba say 

** Open sesame," the signal of my heart's desire 

is "pop." Clap on the stone, magician, and 

keep me here. I don't want to come up and 

take these jewels to market; I can enjoy them 

where I am. A flitting thought of the Happy 

Valley calls to mind the Doctor's resonant 

locution— the " potentiality of wealth beyond the 

dreams of avarice." This is not fringe, but wlmt 

the successful fringe-making will achieve. ■
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Which, you will please 'to understand, is 

an allusion to the fact— of which he is justly and 

honourably proud— that the present Lord Mayor 

of London is a fringe-maker. Nothing that I 

saw on this (in my calendar) red-letter day 

gratified me so much as the honest pride which 

the Lord Mayor, the aldermen, and all the City 

magnates, took in the trade and commerce by 

which they had gained wealth, and attained to 

eminence among their fellow-citizens. I jxmat 

be allowed to say this, and I say it from my 

heart, that a more unaffected, hearty, jolly set 

of men, I never had the pleasure of meeting — 

except (I hope the exception will not be re- 

sented) among the aristocracy of birth and 

rank. I had an opportunity, before coming to 

the Guildhall, of witnessing preparations for 

certain private festivities, which proved to me 

that Lord Mayor Phillips was a worthy repre- 

sentative of the old English gentleman who, ■

WMle he f estted aU the rieh, 

He ns'er forgot the poor. ■

It was a holiday at the Lord Mayor's warehouse 

in Newgate-street, and the industrious ap- 

prentices, male and female, were busy draping 

the stairs and walls with flags, and laying out the 

countless counters, not with fringes and rare 

fabrics for the inspection of the public, but with 

a variety of good things to eat and to drink for 

their own delectation, and in celebration of the 

high honours to which their master had that day 

attained. The Lord Mayor himself and his 

sons were there, taking a lively interest in the 

preparations, and all thoughts for the grand 

ceremonies of the Guildhall were postponed until 

the domestie rejoiciDgs were duly provided for. 

It was a scene for the pencil of Hogarth. Hie 

industrious apprentice had become Lord Mayor 

of London, and here were all his own industrious 

apprentices preparing to rqoice in the scene of 

that industry which bad been the stepping-stone 

to his success. The shelves to-day ai*e laden 

with sirloins of beef, and savoury pies, and jdlies, 

and fruit, and all sorts of good thmgs. And 

mind how you kick under the counters ! Tou 

will not kick sleeping apprentices here, but 

you may break champagne-bottles. They are 

going to feast here in style, I can tell you. I am 

loth to tear myself away. I should like to 

remain and celebrate the occasion with the ap- 

prentices. ■

To return to the Guildhall. In my absence the 

waiters have executed several more manoeuvres. 

Pine-apples have taken up position, sponge-cakes 

and jellies are in rank, front and rear, and pigeon 

and grouse pies have formed square, to resist the 

heaviest and hungriest knife-and-fork squadrons. 

Two pulpits have been erected, one on each side 

of the principid entrance to the HalL Is the Arch- 

bishop of Canterbury going to ask a blessing from 

one, and the Archbishop of Yori^ to return thanks 

from the other P I am about to make inquiries, 

when I am summoned to breakfast. The scene of 

the refection is one of the council chambers. The ■
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guests are aldermen, common councilmen, mem- 

■ bers of the Lord Mayor's committee, and the 

present chronicler. When I had breakfasted, I 

was at liberty to saunter about again, and wan- 

dering from room to room among workmen still 

hurrying to and fro with flower-pots, and pictures, 

and statues, and articles of furniture,! completely 

lost my topographical bearings, and became a 

mere piece of human flotsam. On the strange 

shores on which I was cast up, I saw many re- 

markable things. I think I must have touched 

the West Indies, for one island was covered with 

pine-apples ; another, which glowed with golden 

pippins, was no doubt the Hesperides. At 

Dorking, I found all the fowls dead, with .their 

legs turned up in the air; and there was a 

strange country where the birds had no feathers, 

but only a rosette of white ribbon in their tails, 

to fly with. There was an additional peculiarity 

about these birds. They canied their heads 

under one wing, and their livers under the other. 

When, at last, I was cast up in a place where 

there was a picture of Queen Caroline, I was 

recalled to the knowledge that I was still in 

England, and somewhere very close to Guild- 

hall in the city of London. Where else but in 

this stronghold of sturdy sentiment and honest 

fair play, would they have hung up a portrait 

of Queen Caroline in one of their best rooms? ■

Every time I turn into the great hall, I find 

that the army has executed another manoeuvre ; 

and the field of the cloth of damask is almost 

fully marshalled with all the pieces de r^istance, 

large and small. I distinctly heard a table groan, 

and six waiters hearing it too, went and shored 

it up, and told it to keep quiet. I wonder what 

those two pulpits are for— can they be ^P ■

"Lunch is ready, sirP" ■

I am carried off to more eating and drinking, 

and the mystery of those pulpits is still unex- 

plained. I am ushered into a small apartment 

triiich is crowded with aldermen, and sheriffs, and 

chaplains, and l^al dignit-aries in wigs. I am 

the only person in mufti, and I feel that I ought 

to have a gown, or a gold chain, or a wig, or 

something to entitle me to be where I am. But 

the civic dignitaries don't appear to think me in 

the way, and don't look " who the deuce are you P" 

at me, and by many kind attentions I am en- 

couraged to f^ that I am a civic dignitary my- 

self. We wait a little time, when suddenly there 

enters the well-known gentleman in the fur cap, 

who carries the sword; also, the other equally 

well-known gentleman, who carries the mace. 

Beliind them follows a gentleman usher with a 

white wand, who announces the Right Honourable 

the Lord Mayor, who appears for the first time 

in the state robes of his office. If you ask me 

how he looked, I answer that he looked jolly, 

There was a hearty shaking of hands all round, 

many bluff congratulations were interehanged, 

some jokes were passed, and then without cere- 

mony, or order of our going, we trooped out into 

another apartment to lunch. It was a plain 

substantial feast of roast beef and boiled po. ■

tatoes. I did not think I wanted any lunch, 

but I \^as told by an experienced person that 

the procession was a trying ordeal, and tliat I had 

better "lay in a good solid foundation." So I 

accepted the seat that was kindly offered to roe 

by the Lord Mayor, and fell to. I should have 

thought that his Lordship would have been too 

much occupied thinking about all he had to go 

through, not to mention the speeches he had to 

make, to take any notice of me, or anybody else. 

But no, his dignity and his duties sat lightly 

upon him ; and I say again, he was jolly. He 

asked me to take wine, he asked me to join him 

in a loving and warming cup of hot elder wine, 

to keep out the cold— for " I should find it very 

chilly in the carriage." He was collected enough 

and thoughtful enough to remember that the 

cavaky officers had ridden all the way from 

Hounslow that morning, to command his body- 

guard, and sent out for them to share in the feast. 

The young swell in the red coat, who sat next to 

me, said he never was so thankful for a slice of 

beef in lus life. "And wasn't the Lord Mayor 

a brick for thinking of them?" If we could 

only have stopped round this luncli-table, I am 

sure we should have spent a very pleasant after- 

noon. A little longer, and we should have got 

poking each othe^ in the ribs, telling each other 

our family affairs, and inviting each other to 

dinner at our respective family mansions. But 

the sword of the Damocles in the fur cap was 

imminent over us, and when the sword pointed 

the way, we had to follow. ■

All the persons about to figure in the proces- 

sion are assembled in the outer hall, where they 

hang, with coachmen and footmen, on the stairs, 

until the City Marshal— who appears to be the 

twelve-foot model of all the milit^ heroes whose 

portraits we see in Preemasons' Halls— shall 

have arranged some little matters of precedence. 

I have an opportunity here of inspecting the> 

Lord Mayor's six footmen, who are just putting 

the finishing touch to their new and really hand- 

some light blue and gold liveries, by pinning on 

to each other's breasts wldte favours as large as 

the crown of my hat. They are all very proper 

and tall young men, and I am pleased to see that 

they are exceedingly nervous* as becomes modest 

worth, sensible of the responsibilities of a liigL 

occasion. It struck me that I had never detected 

Jeames of Berkeley-square exhibiting any ner- 

vousness on any occasion, but rather that I had 

always found him resolutely determined to swell 

out his breast, bend out his calves, turn up his 

nose, and look coldly and msjestically down upon 

everybody, his master included. It struck me, 

too, that the Lord Mayor's footmen were the 

sort of modest, right-minded young men who 

would take a shilling in the spirit in which it 

was introduced ; and bemg satisfied of this, I did 

not think it necessary to put them to the test. ■

E. M. Anak, of the Anakim, marshalled us very 

speedily, and having been taken charge of by 

Mr. Common Seijeant, who is good enough to 

supplement the favour of representing me in ■
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parliament, by giviiig me a seat in his carriage, 

I find myself, much to the hurt of my modesty, 

taking the pas of the Aldermen, the Sheriffs, 

and the Lord Mayor himself. ■

And now for the next three or four hours, so 

far as I have any personal observation of what is 

going on, Mr. Common Serjeant and your humble, 

but on this occasion highly dignified, servant, are 

the heroes of the day, the sight which the mul- 

titude have come out to see, the cynosure of 

millions of eyes. There is a mounted brass band 

before us; there is a mounted brass band behind 

us ; there is a policeman at each window, and two 

troopers, with drawn swords in their hands, are 

making their chargers whisk the people back 

with their tails. Once more I feel that I 

ought to have a gown, or a gold chain, or 

a wig, for the people are all craning their 

necks to look at me and muttering ; and I am 

afraid that what they are saying is not respect- 

ful. Luckily I cannot hear them for the bang of 

the drums and the fanfare of the trumpets. Do 

you want to know what it is to ride in a proces- 

sion and be stared at by a million of people, with 

drums beating, and trumpets blaring, and horses 

prancing, and sabres gleaming? I will tell you. 

It was like going out to sea in a boat for the 

first time. I wasn't used to it ; I wasn't sure 

about the safety of the thing; I wasn't comfort- 

able. I felt my heart beating rather faster than 

usual. It wasn't pride. To put it mildly, I will 

say nervousness. When I saw how the streets 

were packed with human beings, that the very 

walls of the houses were stuccoed over with faces, 

leaving nothing visible but living and breathing 

humanity, as if the town were built of men, women, 

and children, instead of bricks,— when I had 

contemplated this marvellous sight for some time, 

I was struck with a grotesque thought of 

Pharaoh passing through the Red Sea. I will say 

that Mr. Common Seijeant is Pharaoh, I am his 

prime minister, and here we are passing through 

the divided waters of humanity. I am in morbid 

terror— the word is out, I can't help it— of the 

fate of Pharaoh, and that the parted waters of 

humanity will meet and swamp us. I get used 

to it by-and-by, however— as what will not a man 

get used to P talk about the eels !— and conceive 

the horrid design of looking out for my friends, 

and astonishing their weak minds with a sight of 

myself figuring in the Lord Mayor's Show ! I 

am speedily enabled to carry my design into exe- 

cution. I see a friend at a window. He sees 

me ; he falls back as if he were shot ! I am seen 

by many friends, and this is, in every case, the 

effect I have upon them. Each one falls back 

with a gasp, as if pierced in a vital part by a 

bullet. But it is when I am seen of my enemies 

that I have my greatest triumph. Their vanity 

makes them forget for a moment that I am their 

enemy, and they are my enemies ; and, just to 

show their friends that they know somebody who 

is hand in glove with the Lord Mayor, they in^e 

me a bow. I need not say that I treat them 

with triumphant contempt. A publisher of ■

mine saw me, and I made a note to ask for more 

money for my next literaiy performance. I feel 

satisfied in considering that I have got it. I 

count the increase beforehand. ■

Being inside the Show, of course I cannot 

tell you how it looked outnde^ but all whom 

I have heard express an opinion, say that 

it was the most orderly and dignified pro- 

cession that has been seen for many years. I 

was assured before starting that this was certain 

to be the case, as the Lord Mayor had courage- 

ously determined to dispense with the men in 

annour, whose habit of getting drunk and tum- 

bling off their horses had, on previous occasions, 

seriously interfered with the solemn course of 

the pageant. As the cits don't like anything 

which savours of saving money on this occasion, 

his Lordship conciliated the prejudice, by spend- 

ing the cash which the men in armour ustuilly cost 

in decorating the Guildhall with flowers and 

shrubs, which were certainly a deal prettier and 

a deal sweeter than encased troopers redolent of 

rum. ■

In about two hours from the time of starting, 

we arrive at Westminster Hall, where the civic 

dignitaries, in their silk stockings and their court 

pumps, are kept standing on the historic, but 

cold, flags longer than there seems any necessity 

for. On squeezing up the stairs leading to the 

courts (at the tail of the dignitaries, who are 

awfully hustledX I find that the deh^ and ob- 

struction have been caused by Mr. Briefless, who 

is here in fall force. The whole Briefless family 

are here, all in their vngs and gowns, put on 

simply as an excuse for bemg present in the best 

places in the Court of Exchequer during the pre- 

sentation of the Lord Mayor to the Barons. I 

w^ really pleased to see Tom and Jack Briefless 

in full forensic fig; for I thought, to be sure, 

they had got briefs at last ; but the way that 

Tom put his tongue in his cheek when I asked 

him, convinced me that the " cause" of his being 

there was not on the list. I thought the Barons 

in their scarlet gowns, ermine collars, and flow- 

ing wigs, looked veiy grand and imposing. I 

have seen very few dignitaries in their robes of 

office, seated in their chairs of state, who did not 

remind me of supers at the theatre. Even the 

Speaker of the House of Commons, as I have 

before observed in tliis Journal, is apt to call to 

my mind Mr. C. J. Smith trying Janet Pride at 

the Adelphi. But the Barons of the Exchequer 

provoked no such comparisons, except as regards 

one very jolly-looking Baron, who was, in face 

and the twinkle of his eye, exceedingly like Mr. 

Paul Bedford. But certainly the Barons of the 

Exchequer were awe-inspiring, and one could 

not but be respectful, in thought as well as in 

demeanour, in their presence. The manner 

in which the Chief Baron delivered his address 

to the Lord Mayor was exceedingly dignified. 

He sat in his chair all the while, with his hands 

laid one upon the other, and bowed his head 

gracefully to point his remarks. It was quite 

regal. I am not very sure what the ceremony ■
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was, for the Briefless family blocked up my view ; 

but I tbink tbe Lord Mayor and SberifTs, if not 

sworn, were in some way invested witb their 

office, and I distinctly saw Tom Briefless start 

and turn pale when the Lord Chief Baron in- 

vested a good-lookmg Sheriff witb the power of ar- 

resting and keeping in custody all such persons 

as the courts might decree judgment against. ■

From tbe Court of Exchequer, tbe civic digni- 

taries trooped away into another, to pay tbeii* 

respects to tbe judges ; but I was not able to 

follow immediately for tbe Briefless family, who 

always stopped tbe way. ■

By4uid-by I step into tbe carriage witb Mr. 

Common Seijeant, and away we go again, 

witb See tbe conquering hero, which I feel refws 

to myself and my learned friend, and Rule, Bri- 

tannia, Britannia (witb big drum emphasis), 

Biitaimia rules tbe waves (cymbals), and a row 

and a row and a row dow-dow, and the Bri— tish 

Gren— a— diers. Ear-piercing pipes, clash, jerk, 

bang, hurrah !-^British constitution, rights, and 

liberties, bulwarks. Magna Charta, Temple Bar, 

Bow-belifl, Wat Tyler, Domine dinge, Qog and 

Magog, glory, liberty, fraternity, and festivity, 

bairab ! Before I descend from my chariot at 

Charing-cross (where I fly from tbe intoxicating 

scene to prepare for another intoxicating scene, 

the banquet), let me make one little remark, 

witb regard to tbe apparent condition of the 

people who thronged the streets. Tbe majority 

belonged to tbe poorer classes ; but during the 

whole journey from tbe City to Westminster, 

where I must have passed m review at least half 

a million of people, I did not observe one single 

person who was not comfortably dressed and 

decently shod. I looked hard for a person with- 

out a sboe to bis foot, or a coat to bis htuck, but 

I could not see one. I saw nothing to shock 

tbe feelings of a person who was riding in a 

luxurious carriage, and was presently going to 

feast upon all tbe delicacies of tbe season. It 

was not a cold, shivering mob ; it was a warm, 

comfortable mob. It was not a hungry-looking 

mob. It bad either had its dmner, or was going 

to have it when the show passed. There was no 

sign of anxiety as regards victuals. I am not 

going to argue that there are no poor, destitute, 

bungry, miserable creatures m London ; I merely 

make a note of tbe general aspect of this great mob 

as it appeared to a not unattentive observer. I 

leave conclusions to be drawn by others. ■

The Banquet ! A few minutes before six, my 

chariot (two red wheels picked out witb black, 

driver sits behind, coat of arms a crown, or, and 

the legend in Arabic, 13,076) sets me down at the 

grand entrance of the Gfuildhall. I present a 

card like an illuminated pand— probably on the 

model of Gog and Magog's cards, and an em- 

phatic rebuke to the " no cards" of tbe shabby 

world more to the west — and am bidden to enter. 

Chaos has given place to order. The balls and 

corridors are neatly draped, the pictures are 

hung, tbe statues have taken up their places, tbe 

flowers and shrubs have been tastefully disposed ■

around them, the gas is lighted, and the stage is 

clear to begin. Everything has "come all right, 

at night," as it always miraculously does, spite 

of the morping appearances to the contrary. I 

pass up the grand corridor through a grove of 

red, white, and blue, reminding me that Britannia 

is.the pride of tbe ocean, tbe home of the brave 

and the free. I enter the grand haU. The last 

manoeuvre has been executed. The Field of the 

Cloth of Damask is duly arranged and set out, 

and only awaits tbe assemblage of the valiant 

knights and ladies fair. A splendid, gorgeous, 

dazzling scene, but I am not permitted to pause 

and admire. I am agam on the point of asking 

what those two pidpits are for, when I am hurried 

onwards by tbe crowd. Up a flight of steps, 

through a crush room, up more steps, sharply 

to the left, and I am in for it. "Your card, 

sir P" I give it, and then, in tones of thunder : ■

"The Honourable Mr. All-tbe-Year-Round !" ■

The Honourable Mr. A.T.R. approaches a 

dais, on which are standing tbe Lord Mayor, the 

Lady Mayoress, and their pretty daughter. He 

bows, receives a pleasant recognition from tbe 

Lord Mayor, and is thus fortified for an effective 

backing out of the presence. Havmg myself 

safely passed tbrougb a taring ordeal (which 

took me unawares), I proceed to tbe bottom of 

the stall's, and take a cold-blooded delight in 

watching others. The t^ grand folks are coming 

now, and their arrival is announced by blast of 

trumpet. Standing here at tbefoot of tbe stair- 

case, where a policeman on duty, witb a raised 

pie, a pheasant, a jelly, and a dish of grapes 

under his nose, is sobering the tortures of Tan- 

talus, I see them all as they pass up, and note 

how they are received. ■

" Tbe Right Honourable Earl Russell !" ■

Cheers and a tbonder-clap of applause. ■

" The Chancellor of tbe Excbequer l" . ■

More cheers, and anotber thunder-clap of 

applause. ■

The cabinet ministers come in official uniform 

— blue coat witb a great deal of coUar— tbe 

judges in their scarlet gowns, wigs, and square 

black caps, suggestive partly of college, and 

partly of passing sentence, and a few public 

functionaries appear in court dress, one of tbe 

most distinguished -looking personages being 

Sir Thomas Henry, the chief magistrate, whose 

suit is of black velvet. And for an hour and 

more tbe trumpets continue to sound, and tbe 

distinguished guests, male and female, con- 

tinue to pass onwards, in a glittering stream, 

towards the reception-room. Dazed by the ever- 

shifting kaleidoscope, and almost blmded by tbe 

blaze of diamonds, I seek to relieve my eyes by 

turning them upon the two pulpits, which have 

so deeply excited my curiosity. At that very 

moment, four strong men were phjcing Bibles 

upon the cushions. They lay the huge books 

back upwards, and I am still more curious. Pre- 

sently, two persons ascend. They wear no gowns. 

Are they of the dissenting persuasion P They turn 

up their cuffs. Are tbeymuscular Christians going ■
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The palpit dram ecclesiastic ■

To beat with a fist instead of a stick. ■

No, they are carrers, and the big Bibles, back 

upwards, are barons of beef ! ■

All the tnunpets are soiindiDg^ at once, the 

guests are settling into their places, and the 

singers in the gallery are clearing their throais 

to sing grace. At the first note, fiye hun- 

dred people who have sat down prematurely 

get up again simultaneously, and the effect is 

curious. Their simultaneous sitting down, when 

the grace has been sung, is equally curious, and 

I should like them to do it agaia. I am not at 

all eager for the turtle, you perceive. The fact 

is, the extraordinary splendour of the scene, the 

majestic grandeur of the Hall, the long vista 

of gaily-dressed guests resembling parterres of 

flowers, the glitter of the gold and silver platei, 

and the star-like effect of the lamps, have so 

lapped up my finer sense, that my grosser appe- 

tite is submerged and forgotten. My wildest 

fancy, stimulated by the Arabian Nights, has 

never imagined anytliing more gorgeous, more 

splendid, more fairy-like. What the Guildhall 

was like on these occasions before it was restored 

and beautified, I cannot say. ■

If I had not, with the comer of my eye, de- 

tected a young man fishing out from the tureen 

all the pieces of green' fat for his own plate, it is 

probable that my trance would have lasted until 

the turtle had been removed. But seeing this, 

I spake, and demanded tartle. I had it— twice. 

Not polite to ask for soup twice; but can't help 

it; besides, rather enjoy spiting that greedy 

young man. Don't believe any one who tells 

you that you don't get hot things at the Lord 

Mayor's banquet. The turtle was hot, the pea- 

hen was hot, the guinea-fowl was hot, the 

potatoes were hot — ^and floury. I had so many 

hot and nice things that I quite forgot to ask for 

a slice of the baron of beef. I could not have 

had a daintier, better served, dinner if I had 

specially ordered it for four, of Gunter. As to 

drinkables, I had cold punch with the turtle, 

and champagne with the pea-hen, and Madeira 

with tbe gumea-fowl, and hook with the par- 

tridge-pie, and port with the cheese, and sherry 

with the Nesselrode pudding, and claret with the 

filberts, and I might have had beer, had I been 

disposed towards that beveiage, which I wasn't. ■

Towards the dose of the feast, when the Lord 

Mayor and the gentlemen at the head of the 

tabic were beginning to look thoughtfully to- 

wards the cloth, and nervously pick threads from 

it, as if they expected to find ideas in the warp 

and words in the woof, I am favoured by one of 

the Lord Mayor's sons (to whom I take this 

opportunity of tendering my warmest thanks for 

many hearty attentions) with an admission to 

the gallery. Prom this elevated position, at the 

end of the Hall, seated upon Magog's toes, I am 

enabled to view the building and the assembled 

company from a coigne of vantiu^ which has no 

excelsior except the crown of Magog's head. 

Here, too, I listen to the speeches as well as I can, ■

but the only speakers I am able to hear ore the 

Lord Mayor and the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 

whose every word, even at this distance, is dis- 

tinctly audible. I wonder if anybody ever before 

sat upon Magog's left foot and made a dessert- 

table of his pedestal ! There is a very secure 

and convenient place for a bottle of champagne 

behind the tip of his wooden sword— nobody can 

see it from the front— and the hollow of his foot 

affords an ample place of concealment for a dish 

of almonds and raisins. I saw something behind 

Magog— but there, I mustn't betray his secret ; 

it would be shabby, considering the intimacy he 

admitted roe to. ■

Here I sat, with a friend, listening to the 

murmur of inaudible speakers and the ringing 

notes of very audible singers (notably Made- 

moiselle Leibhart : though why she should think 

the Cuckoo suitable to the occasion I can't 

imagine), until the figures in the kaleidoscope 

begin to drop out, and the blaze of shifting 

colours grows thinner and fainter; and as the 

scene gradually fades out before us, my friend 

and 1 grow philosophical, and moraJise about life 

and the vanities of the world— not forgetting 

that there is some champagne left in the bottle 

— ^finally coming to the conclusion, by a process 

of reasoning which I am unable now to trace, 

that it is a fine thing to have plenty of money, 

and be able to have real turtle and guinea-fowl 

for dinner, and ride home in our own chariot 

instead of the hack cab to which our Alnaschai's 

vision is now melting. ■

HALF A MILLION OF MONEY. ■

BT TUB AUXnOB OY " BABBABA'S BISTOBT.** ■

CHAPTER LXXXn. OK 6UASD. ■

Saxok was fixed in his determination not to 

have recourse to the law. In vain the l»nker 

entreated permission to call in the aid of Mr. 

Nicodemus Kidd ; in vain repreeented the ur- 

gency of the case, the magnitude of the stakes, 

and the difficulty— it might almost be said, the 

impossibility— of doing anything really effectual 

in their own unassisted persons. To fdl tbh, 

Saxon only replied that there were but three 

surviving Trefddens, and, happen whaf might, he 

would not disgrace that old Cornish name by 

dragging hia cousin before a public tribunal. 

This was his stand-point, and nothing could move 

him from it. ■

A little after midnight the banker left him, 

and, repairing straight to Pentonville, roused 

the virtuous Keckwitch from his first sleep, and 

sat with him in strict council for more than an 

hour and a half. By three o'clock, ho was back 

again in Saxon's chambers ; and by five, ere the 

first grey of the misty September morning was 

visible overhead, the two young men had alighted 

from a cab at the top of Slade's-lane, and were 

briskly patrolling the deserted pavement. ■

Dawn came, and then day. The shabby sub- 

urban sparrows woke up in their uesting-places. ■
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and^ after much preliminary chirruping, came 

down and hopped familiarly in the path of the 

watchers. Presently a sweep went by with his 

brushes oyer his shoulder^ and was followed by 

three or four labourers, going to their work in 

the neighbouring cabbage-gardens. Then a cart 

rumbled along the High-street ; then three or four 

in succession ; and after that the tide of wheels set 

fairly in, and never ceased. By-and-by, when the 

policeman at the corner had almost grown tired 

of keeping his eye upon them, and the young 

men themselves had begun to weary of this fruit- 

less tramping to and fro, they were unexpectedly 

joined by Mr. Keckwitch. ■

" Beg your pardon, gentlemen," said he, " but 

I thought rd best come over. Two heads, you 

know, are better than one, and maybe three are 

better than two. Anyhow, here I am." ■

Whereupon the head clerk, who was quite out 

of breath from fast walking, took off his hat and 

dabbed his forehead with his blue cotton pocket- 

handkerchief. Respectable as he was, Saxon 

regarded the man with inexpressible aversion. 

To him, Mr. Abel Keckwitch was simply a spy 

and an mformer ; and spies and informers, accord- 

ing to Saxon's creed, scarcely came within the 

psde of humanity. ■

"Of course, gentlemen, you've seen nothin' as 

yet," pursued the head clerk, when he had re- 

covered breath. "Not likely. About eight 

o'clock, or from eight to half-past, will be about 

the time to look out. Most of the expresses 

start towards nine, you see, and he's safe to be 

off by one of 'em. Now, I've got a cab waitin' 

round the corner, and all we shall have to do will 

be to watch him out of the house, jump in, and 

follow." ■

" Keckwitch thinks of everything," said Great- 

orex, approvingly. ■

" The main question is, where's he a-goin' to f 

I say America." ■

"America^ of course." ■

" Well, then, yoU see he might start from the 

London Books^ or Southampton, or Glasgow, or 

Liverpool; but most likely Liverpool. Now, 

there ain't no boat either to-day or to-morrow 

horn either of those ports— that I've ascertained ; 

but then he's safe to get away somehow, and 

keep quiet till the chance turns up. He might 

catch up the Liverpool boat, you know, at Kings- 

town, or the Southampton boat at Havre. Li 

short, we must be prepared for him everywhere, 

and keep our eyes open all round." ■

"Yours seem all right, Keckwitch, at any 

rate," said the banker. ■

"Well, sir, I ain't closed 'em for one half 

minute since you were at Pentonville," replied 

Mr. Keckwitch, complacently. "One needs to 

be especial watchful, having no professionsds to 

help us forward." ■

At this moment the church clock began stiik- 

ing eight, and the postman made his appearance 

at the upper end of Slade's-lane. The head 

clerk at once disengaged himself from the group, 

and, deauiDg his fellow-watchers to keep aloof. ■

began sauntering up and down, within a few 

yards of the gates of Elton House. Presently 

the postman crossed over, letters in hand, and 

rang the gate bell. Mr. Keckwitch was at Lis 

elbow in a moment. * ■

" Can yDu tell me, postman," said he, blandly, 

" if there's any party of the name of Henley re- 

sidin' in this street P" ■

" Henley P" repeated the letter-carrier. ** No, 

not that I know of. There's a Henry in Silver- 

street, if that's what you mean." ■

But that was not at all what Mr. Keckwitch 

meant. Mr. Keckwitch only meant to read the 

address upon the letter in the postman's hand, 

and having done so hastened back to Saxon 

and Greatorex at the bottom of the street. ■

"By the Lord, gentlemen," he exclaimed, 

striking his clenched fist against his open palm, 

"he's off!'* ■

"Off!" repeated Saxon and Greatorex, in one 

breath. ■

"Ay. 1 saw his writin* on the envelope. 

It's one of our office envelopes, and has been 

posted in a pillar-box overnight. He's off, and 

we might dodge about here till doomsday for 

all the good we could do by it." ■

" He has secured two hours* start, too, curse 

him," said Greatorex, fiercely. ■

" Curse him, with all my heart,** echoed the 

head clerk, fervently. ■

CHAFTBB LXYXTTT. A TENDER XFI80DE. ■

Ms. Keckwitch rang boldly at the gate of 

Elton House, and requested to see Mrs. Filmer. 

Mrs. Pilmer was Madame Duvemay*a serious 

housekeeper. The head clerk, for prudential 

reasons, had never ventured to call upon her 

before ; but the time for prudence was now gone 

by, and the time for boldness was come. ■

There was an air of flurry and confusion about 

the place, which Mr. Keckwitch detected as soon 

as he set foot across madame's threshold. The 

servant who admitted him had a scared look upon 

her face^ and, having shown him to the door of 

tJie housekeeper's room, scampered away again 

as fast as her legs could carry her. Presently a 

bell was rung violently up-stairs, and was fol- 

lowed by a sound of running feet and rustiing 

skirts along the passage. Then came an inter- 

val of dead silence, and by-and-by Mrs. FDmer 

made her appearance with her handkerchief to 

her eyes. ■

"Oh, Mr. Jennings," she said, "you come at 

a sad moment, sir. We are in terrible trouble 

here this morning." ■

The head clerk, who had introduced himself to 

Mrs. Eilmer in one of those churoh-going con- 

versations by the unassuming name of Jennings, 

here pressed the housekeeper's hand in both of his 

own, and replied that he was sorry for anything 

which made her unhappy. ■

Mrs. Pihner then went on to say that madam 

had just received the crudest letter from mas- 

ter. Master had actually gone away, nobody 

knew where, without even bidding jnadam good- ■
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bje, and as good as told her, in plain black and 

white, that he should nerer come back again. 

Madam had been in hysterics eyer since. Poor 

madam ! Such a kmd, dear, sweet-natured kdy, 

too ... . but there, what could one expect? 

Men were such brutes. ■

"Not all men, my dear Mrs. Filmer,** wheeaed 

the head clerk, tenderly reproachful. ■

Whereupon Mrs. Filmer tossed her head, and 

believed that there wasn't so much difference 

between the best and the worst, as some folks 

imagined. ■

" There's myself, for instance," said Mr. Keck- 

witch. "I abhor perfidy; I do, indeed, ma'am." ■

**Ab, so you say, Mr, Jennings," sighed the 

housekeeper. ■

"Ill prove it to you, Mrs. Filmer. If you'll 

get me a sight of that letter, so that I could ex- 

amine the writin' and postmark, I'll go down at 

once to the City, and push inquiry in certain 

quarters that I know of; and if I don't succeed 

in findin' out which way your scamp of a mas- 

ter's gone, I give you leave never to speak to 

me again." ■

" Oh, Mr. Jennings, do you really mean that ?" ■

"Mean it, ma'am P Bless you! this sort of 

thing is all in my way. Many and many's the 

runaway bankrupt we've caught just as he was 

steppin' aboard of the steamer that was to carry 

him to Boulogne or New York. Do you think 

you can put your hand on the letter?" ■

"I thuik sa It was lying on the floor just 

now, down by madam's bedside, and a bank-note 

for five hundred pounds as well, which I picked 

up and put in her purse. She didn't regard the 

money, poor soul." ■

"Women never do," said the head clerk. 

"Their little hearts are so tender." ■

Mrs. Filmer looked down, and sighed again. ■

" I'm sure yours is. I hope it is, my dear,*' 

added he ; and, sidling a step nearer, that re- 

spectable man actually kissed her. ■

About ten minutes later, Mr. Keckwitoh came 

out from the gates of Elton House, radiant with 

triumph. He had William Trefalden's letter in 

his pocket-book. It contained only these words: ■

"Adieu, Th^r^. Circumstances over which 

I have no control compel me to leave England 

— ^perhaps, for ever. I bid you farewell with 

tender regret. Try to think of me kindly, and 

believe that, if you knew all, you would not 

blame me for the step which I now find myself 

compelled to take. I enclose a Bank of Eng- 

land note for five hundred pounds. The hous^ 

and all that it contains, is yours. Once more, 

farewell. May you be happier in the future than 

I have made you in the past. ■

" W. TfiEPALDEN." 

CHAPTBH LXXXIV. IS IT A TRAP ? ■

Thet went first of all to the office in Chancery- 

lane, where they found the clerks just settling to 

their work, and the housemaid blacking the 

grate in William Trefalden's private room. To 

put a summary stop to this damsel's proceedings. ■

dismiss her, lock the door, and institute a strict 

but rapid investigation of all that the place con- 

tained, was their next course. They examined 

the contents of the waste-paper basket, turned 

out the table-drawers, broke open the safe ; but 

found nothing of any value or importance. ■

" Look here," said Saxon, presently. "What 

is this?" ■

It was only a crumpled envelope, the inside of 

which was covered with pencilled memoranda. ■

Greatorex uttered a cry of triumph. ■

"A sketch of his route, by Heaven!" he ex- 

claimed. " Where did you find this ?" ■

"On the mantelshelf here, beside the al- 

manack." ■

"Listen : 'London to Boulogne by steamer- 

three A.M, Eight hours. Boulogne to Paris- 

eleven A,i£. Paris to Marseilles— 8. 40, througli, 

Marseilles to Algiers, nine p.m. Or Constan- 

tinople, five P.M.' " ■

"Is that all?" asked Mr. Eeckwitch. ■

"All— and he was off of course, by the early 

Boulogne boat by three this morning. Eight 

hours' passage— confound him ! he will be landing 

in half an hour ; and by six or seven this evening 

will be in Paris, whence he will go straight 

through to Marseilles by that eight-forty ex- 

press." ■

" The eight-forty express reaches Marseilles at 

three forty-five the following afternoon," said 

Mr. Keckwitch, who had wisely provided himself 

with a continental time-table. ■

" And the next through train from London?" 

asked Greatorex. ■

" Half-past eight this evenin'," ■

The bsmker uttered an angry oath ; but Mr. 

Keckwitch only took up the envelope, and ex- 

amined it thoughtfully. ■

"I shall not attempt to overtake him," said 

Saxon. "He has seventeen hours' start. It 

would be sheer folly." ■

"If you would but consent to telegraph to the 

police at Paris," began the banker— but Saxon 

silenced him with a gesture. ■

"No," he said, resolutely. "Nothing shall 

induce me to do that. Once for all, I will not 

deal with him as with a felon." ■

"Gentlemen," said Mr. Keckwitch, still ex- 

amining the envelope, " I'm not sure that this 

paper ain't just a trap." ■

"A trap?" ■

The head clerk nodded. ■

"He's such a clever chap," said he. "Too 

clever by half to commit a blunder of this sort. 

I no -more believe he's gone by that Boulogne 

boat, than I believe he's gone to Paradise." ■

" WJiere, then, do you suppose he is gone ?" 

said the banker, impatiently. ■

"Likely enough that he ain't left London at 

all. And, somehow or another, I have my 

doubts " . ■

"Doubts of what?" ■

Mr. Keckwitch rubbed his fat hands over and 

over, and wagged his head knowingly before re- 

plying. ^ "" T ■
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"That, maybe, there's a woman in the case. ■

The banker laughed outright at the absurdity of 

this notion ; but over Saxon's mind there flashed 

a sudden, strange suspicion— a suspicion so vivid, 

that it stood to him for a conviction ; a conviction 

so startling, that it came to him like a revelation. ■

Helen Bivi^re ! ■

The nanve almost escaped his lips, with the 

shock of discovery. He saw the whole plot now 

— saw it as plainly as if his cousin's secret soul 

had been laid bare before him. His course was 

taken on the instant. With conviction came 

decision ; with quick sight, prompt action. ■

" I have dianged my mind," he said* " I will 

pursue the search. I am willing to employ any 

means, short of bringing my cousin before a 

court of justice. Tell me what is best to be done, 

and I wiU do it." ■

His resolute tone took them by surprise. ■

"Come," said Greatorex, "this is common 

sense." ■

But Saxon, who had been all irresolution up 

to this moment, was now all impatience. ■

"For Heaven's sake," he exclaimed, "let us 

lose no more time in talking! Moments are 

precious. What is to be done F" ■

"Well, sir, in the first place," replied Mr. 

Keckwitch, " you must give private employment 

to three or four sharp fellows. My friend, Mr. 

Kidd, will know where to find 'em for you." ■

"Good. Goon." ■

" One must search in and about London ; one 

must go ui>on this foreign track, just for safety.; 

and one must run down to Liverpool, with in- 

structions to cross to Kingston, if he sees cause 

to do so." ■

"Yes, yes. Goon." ■

" And you must offer a fair reward." ■

"How much?" ■

" Well, sir, would you think a couple of hun- 

dred too much P" ■

" I will make it a couple of thousand." ■

" Bravo !" cried Greatorex. " For two thou- 

sand jpounds these detective fellows would find 

you the bones of Adam and Eve." ■

" Say you so P Then it shall be five thousand. 

Mr. Keckwitch, I authorise you to offer a reward 

of five thousand pounds in my name." ■

The head clerk bowed down before Saxon as 

if he had been a demi-god, and said that it should 

be done forthwith. ■

" I'll go myself with the fellow who takes the 

Paris job," said Mr. Greatorex. " I shall enjoy 

the excitement of the thing ; and you, IVefalden, 

had better go to Liverpool" ■

Saxon shook his head, ■

" No," he said, " my field shaU be London." ■

CHAPTEE £XXXV. SAXON TAKES HIS OWH COUSSE. ■

" Mates there's a woman in the case.'* 

Those words caused Saxon to fling lumself 

heart and soul into the pursuit. They roused all 

the will and energy that were in him. It was 

but a random guess of Mr. Keckwitch's, after 

all ; but it did what the loss of two millions of 

money had failed to do. ■

The more he thought of it, the more probable 

—the more terribly probable— it seemed. So 

young, so lovely, so fresh to tiie world as Helen 

Blvi^re was, what more likely than that William 

Trefalden should desire to have her for his own ? 

What more likely than that she, being so poor 

and so friendless, should accept himP She 

would be certain to do so, if ouly for her mother's 

sake. For Saxon did not now believe that Mrs. 

Bivi^re was dead. As he had once trusted his 

cousin with an infinite trusty he now regarded 

his every word and deed with unbounded suspi- 

cion. He neither believed that Mrs. Bivike 

was dead, nor liiat Helen was gone to Florence^ 

nor that any statement that William Trefalden 

had ever made to him at any time was other than 

deliberately and blackly false. ■

Granting, however, that Mrs. Biviere might 

be no more— and it was, after ail, sufficiently 

likely to be true— would not the l(xiely girl cling 

to whoever was nearest and kindest to her at the 

time P And then Saxon remcanbeied how gen* 

tlemanly, how gracious, how persuasive his 

cousin could be ; how sweet his smile was, how 

pleasant luid low his voice ! ■

Poor Helen 1 Poor, pretty, trustful, gentle 

Helen! What a fate for her! It xnade his 

heart ache and his blood boil, and brought to 

the surface all that was tenderest and manliest 

in his nature only to think of it. ■

Within five minutes after he had announced 

his decision, the three men parted at the door of 

William Trefalden's office. Each went his sepa- 

rate way— Keckwitch to engage the detectives, 

Greatorex to make arrangements for his tempo- 

rary absence, and Saxon to pursue his own quest 

according to his own plan. ■

He went straight to Brudenell-teiraoe, Cam- 

berwell, and inquired for Miss Biviere. ■

The belligerent maid-servant reconnoitred 

tiirough a coi^le of inches of open doorway 

before replying. ■

" Miss Elvers don't live here now," she said, 

sharply. ■

This, however, was only what Saxon had ex- 

pected to hear. ■

"Can you oblige me, then," he said, "with 

her present address P" ■

"No, I can't." ■

"But surely Misa Biviere must have left an 

address when she removed from here P" ■

" There was an address left," replied the girl ; 

"but it ain't right, so it's of no use to any 

one." ■

"How do you know that it is not right P* ■

" Because it's been tried, of course. But I 

can't stand here all day." ■

And the girl made as if she was about to shut 

the door in Saxon's face ; but, seeing his fingers 

on their way to his waistcoat-pocket, relented. 

He placed a sovereign in her hand. ■

" I want to know all that you can tell me on 

this subject," he said. ■

She looked at the coin and at him, and shook 

her head suspiciously. ■

" What's this for P" she said. (^^^^]r> ■
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"For your information. I would not mind 

what I gave to any one who could put me in the 

way of finding where tkose ladies are gone." ■

"But I can't tell you what I don't know." ■

" That's true ; but you may as well tell me all 

you do." ■

The girl, still looking at him somewhat doubt- 

fully, invited him to step inside the passage. ■

" I can show you the card," she said ; " but I 

know it's of no use. There was a gentleman 

here the other day— he came from a great London 

shop, and would have put pounds and pounds of 

painting in Miss Rivers's way— and though he 

wrote it all down exact, he couldn't find the 

phuse." ■

And with this she plunged into the little empty 

front parlour, and brought out a card on which 

were pencilled, in William Trefaldeu's own hand, 

the foUowii]^ words : 

Mn, Hiviere, ■

Beatffort Filla, SL John's Wood, ■

Saxon almost started on seeing his cousin's 

well-known hand. ■

"Who wrote this?" he asked, quickly. ■

" It was Mr. Eorsyth that wrote it, after the 

ladies were in the cab." ■

"Mr. Forsyth?" he repeated. ■

And then the girl, grown suddenly communi- 

cative, went on to say that Mr. Forsyth was a 

rich gentleman who, having known " Mr. Rivers" 

a great many years ago, had sought the ladies 

out, paid enormous prices for Mr. Rivera's pic- 

tures, and induced Mrs. and Miss Rivers to 

remove to a pleasauter part of London. Even 

in this matter he took all the trouble off their 

hands, and they never so much as saw their new 

lodgings before he came to take them there. There 

never was such a kind, thoughtful, pleasant gen- 

tleman, to be sure ! As for the address, Mrs. 

Rivers never thought of it till just at the last 

moment, and then Mr. Forsyth wrote it out as 

he stood in the passage— the ladies being already 

in the fly, and ready to drive off. ■

"And that is all you know about it?" asked 

Saxon, still turning the card over and over. ■

"Every word." ■

" I suppose I may keep the card ?" ■

" Oh yes, if you like ; but you'll find there's no 

such phice." ■

" Did Mrs. Riviere seem to be much worse 

before she left here ?" ■

"No. We thought she was better, and so 

did Miss Rivers." ■

Saxon turned reluctantly towards the door. ■

"Thank you," he said. "I wish you could 

have told me more." ■

" I suppose you are a friend of the family ?" 

said the girl, inquisitively. ■

Saxon nodded. ■

" You— you can't teU me, I suppose, whether 

Mr ." ■

"Forsytii?" ■

"Ay— whether Mr: Forsyth was engaged to 

Miss Riviere ?" said he, with some hesitation. ■

She screwed her mouth up^ and jerked her 

head expressively. ■

" They weren't when they left here," she re- 

plied ; " but anybody could see how it would be 

before long." ■

Then, seeing the trouble in the young man'i 

face, she added quickly : ■

" On his side, you biow. He worshipped the 

ground Miss Rivers walked upon ; but I don't 

believe she oared a brass farthing for him." ■

To which Saxon only replied by thanking her 

again, and then turned despondingly away. ■

He would go to St. John's Wood ; but he felt 

beforehand that it would be useleas. It was to 

be expected that William Trefalden would give 

a false address. It was^ of oonise^ a part of his 

plan to do so. ■

In the midst of these reflections, just as he 

had reached the further end o£ the terrace, tlie 

girl came nmnmg after him. ■

"Sir, sir," she said, breathlessly, "I've just 

thought of Doctor Fisher. He was Mrs. 

Rivers's doctor, and he'll be sure to know where 

they went." ■

" God bless you for that thought, my girl !" 

said Saxon. " Where does be live ?" ■

"I don't know; but it's somewhere about 

Gamberwell. You'll be sure to find him." ■

" Yes, yes— easily." And again Saxon dipped 

his fingers into his waistcoat-pocket. But the 

girl shook her head. ■

" Lord love you !" said she, " I don't want 

any more of your money— you've given me too 

much already !" ■

And with this she laughed, and ran away. ■

Saxon jumped back into Ids cab, and desired 

to be driven to the first chemist's shop on the 

road. ■

"For the chemists," muttered he to himself 

as he rattled along, " are sure to know all about 

the doctors." ■

CHAPTEE LXXXYI. DOCTOE HSHEE. ■

DocTOBFi8H£Edwelt inabig, stucco-fronted, 

many-windowed house, with gates and a portico 

—a strictly professional-looking house that stood 

back from the road, as if with a sulky sense of 

its own superiority to' the humbler dwellings 

round about— a house before whose grim portals 

no organ-boy would presume to linger, and no 

Punch to set up his temporary stage. A solemn- 

looking servant in a sad-coloured livery opened 

the door, and ushered Saxon to the physician's 

presence. ■

Dr. Fisher was a massive man, with an im- 

portant manner, and a deep rolling voice like the 

pedal pipes of an organ. He received his visitor 

courteously, begged liim to be seated, and 

repUed clearly and readily to aU Saxon's inquiries. 

Mi's. Riviere was indeed dead. She died about 

a fortnight before, and was buried in Norwood 

cemeteiy. The Rivieres had removed from 

Gamberwell about two, or it might be neariy 

three, months previous to this catastrophe. 

Durin^r the first six or eight weeks of her 

sojourn at Sydenham, Mrs. Rivi^-re had gained 

strength, and was so far improved as to be on 

the point of undertaking a voyage to Madeira, ■
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wben she unfortnnately took that cold which 

resulted in her death. Dr. Fisher did not 

attend Mrs. Riviere's funeral. He belieyed that 

Miss Riviere and Mr. Forsyth were the only 

monmers. He had' never had the pleasure of 

meeting Mr. Forsyth, bat he had heard both 

Mrs. and Miss Riviere make frequent reference 

to him, as a friend to whom they were bound by 

many ties of gratitude and regard. Miss Riviere, 

he believed, was well. He had called upon 

her in the morning of the day following that on 

which her mother was buried ; but not since. 

Her present address was fieulah ^lla» Syden- 

ham. He regretted that he had no further 

information to offer; protested that he was 

entirely at his visitor's service; and wished him 

a gracious " good morning." ■

Ushered out again by the solemn kcquey, 

Saxon pushed on at once to Sydenham. ■

Beulah Villa proved to be one of a series of 

semi-detached houses in a quiet side-road over- 

looking some fields, about half a mile from the 

Grystfll Palace. His cab had no sooner pulled 

up, however, before the gate, than an ominous 

card in the dining-room window prepared him 

for a fresh disappointment. ■

Miss Riviere had left nearly a week ago. ■

" She went away, sir, the second day after her 

poor ma's funeral," explained the good woman of 

the house, a cheery, kindly, good-humoured-look- 

ing body, with floury hands and a white apron. 

" She couldn't abide the place, pretty dear, after 

what had happened." ■

** If you will be so kind as to oblige me with 

Miss Riviere's present address' . . . ." ■

" Well, sir, I'm sorry to say that is just what 

I can «o^ do," interrupted the landlady. ** Miss 

Rivil^re dichi't know it herself-— not to be certain 

about it." ■

"But surely something must have been said- 

something by which one could form some idea," 

said Saxon. "Do you think she was going 

abroad?" ■

" Oh dear no, sir. She was going to the sea- 

side." ■

"You are sure of that?" ■

"Yes, sir— positive." ■

"And yet is it possible that no one place was 

mentioned as being more likely than another P" ■

" Two or three places were mentioned, sir, but 

I took no account of the names of 'em." ■

" You can at least remember one ?" ■

"No, sir— I can't, indeed." ■

" Try— pray tiy. Do you think you could re- 

member them if I were to repeat the names of 

several sea-side places to you P" ■

His intense earnestness seemed to strike the 

woman. ■

"1 am very sorry, sir," she said, " but I have 

no more idea of them than the babe unborn. I 

don't believe I should know them if I was to 

hear them— I don't, indeed." ■

" Did Miss Riviere leave your house— alone P" ■

"No, sir. Mr. Forsyth went with her." ■

Saxon almost ground his teeth at that name. ■

" Mr. Forsyth was very often here, I suppose ?" 

he said. ■

"Very often, sir." ■

" Almost every day ?" ■

The woman looked at him with a mixture of 

curiosity and compassion that showed plainly 

what she thought of this cross-examination. ■

" Why, yes, sir," she replied, reluctantly. " I 

suppose it was about every day, lately." ■

The young man thanked her, and turned sadly 

away. At the bottom of the steps he paused. ■

"You do not even know to which railway 

terminus they went P" he asked, as a last chance. ■

She shook her head. ■

"Indeed, sir, I do not," she answered. "I 

wish I did." ■

" If one could even find the cabman who drove 

them " ■

The landlady clapped her hands together. ■

" There, now !" she exclaimed. " Why, to be 

sure, they went in one of Davis's flys !" ■

Saxon bounded up the steps again. ■

"You dear, good soul!" he said. "Where 

shall I find this Davis P Where are his stables ? 

Where does he live P Tell me quickly." ■

She told him quickly and clearly — ^the second 

turning to the left, and then up a lane. He 

could not miss it. Every one knew Davis's 

stables. ■

He scarcely waited to hear the last words. 

Full of hope and excitement, he dashed into his 

cab again, and was gone in a moment. ■
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CHAPTER XXYin. ON TH£ SCENT. ■

Wb have lately been so much oconpied with 

the main important incidents of our story» that 

we have rather lost sight of one individual who 

sustains a minor part in the drama which is 

being enacted before us. The affairs of Julius 

Lethwaite have recently received but little at- 

tention from us, but as the moment is at hand 

when he will take the part in this storv which 

makes him necessary to its complete develop- 

ment, it is time that we looked him up a little. ■

As far as business matters gp then, our 

cynical friend has not been prospering any better 

than when we last saw him. The reductions 

which it was necessary for him to make in his 

expenditure, have continued to be necessary still, 

and those means of replenishing his exchequer 

which he had talked ot at first, almost in joke, 

have been resorted to in all seriousness. Aided 

and abetted by his musical friends, our harmless 

cynic has actually obtained admission into the 

orchestra of one of our leading theatres, a post 

which provides him with what we figuratively 

call ''bread." For him, who has never done 

anythinsf except for pleasure, this is really hard 

work, r^ight after ni^ht he is there at his post, 

behind the two drums, attentive and watchtul as 

every true drummer should be. The morning 

rehearsals, too, find him at his place, he is'among 

the most punctual of performers, and has never 

once been fined for non-attendance. ■

But Julius Lethwaite is iust now under a 

cloud, with whose overshadowing gloom his 

own affairs have nothing to do. His friends — 

for in spite of his losses he still retains a large 

number of such — are all struck by the change 

that they detect in him. There is no getting 

hold of him now, they say, and no getting any- 

thing out of him, even when he is ^t hold of. 

Of course this is attributed by his circle of ac- 

quaintances to his recent misfortunes. ■

Lethwaite was, however, at this time little in- 

clined for society. This trouble of his friends 

had come upon him as a blow of the most unex- 

pected sort. His own misfortunes he had borne, 

as we have seen, with infinite philosophy, almost 

with indifference, but this which hacf descended 

upon his friends had really shaken him. j[t was ■

such a sorrow. Life, character, reputation, were 

at stake. It was not a mere question of money ; 

the difference between a rosewood wardrobe and 

a deal cupboard ; between a luxurious dinner at 

the club, and a chop at the Rainbow. And then 

Julius really believed in his friends. He thought 

Mrs. Fenmore the most perfect of ladies, and 

this horrible accusation hurt him as if it had 

been brought against his own sister. Would 

that there were more such friends as Julius 

Lethwaite in the world, men to whom it is real 

pain to hear a friend disparaged, and who do not 

find in the phrase that takes away the character 

of a chosen companion something remotely 

gratifying to themselves. Never-— never for one 

moment— had the strange combination of cir- 

cumstances whicli seemed to tell so terribly 

against this unhappy lady, shaken Lethwaite's 

belief in her entire innocence. This man, with 

all his cynicism-^with all his doubts of the ex- 

istence of good in human nature — ^with all his 

reading to impute bad motives where a good 

one appeared on the surface — was as unsus- 

picious m this case as a child. It was impossible 

—simply impossible — ^that there could be even 

the very faintest ground for this base suspicion, 

which nad arisen out of a series of mistakes, 

which he firmly believed would One day be 

cleared up. M!eanwhile he believed, and even 

should his reason remain unconvinced, he would 

hold on to his belief with hb will. ■

He would sit by the hour together pondering 

over the subject, trying^ to find out the solution 

of the difficult riddle, or talking it over with his 

old friend Jonathan Goodrich, who was as great 

a believer in the Fenmores, and in Gabrielle 

especially, as Lethwaite himself. ■

'' If I could only help them," said Lethwaite, 

on one of these occasions— " if I could only 

find out some circumstance that would clear 

the mystery up. That there is some such thing 

to be got at, 1 have no more doubt, Goodrich, 

than that we are sitting here on each side of 

the fire: There is something, some little thing, 

that we have none of us thou^t of, and which 

would explain it all, and clear that poor lady 

from, this horrible imputation in a moment." ■

" The lady's as innocent of the deed as you or 

I, sir, that we know," said the old clerk. "But 

how to prove her so, that's the question." ■

Then they relapsed into silence again, each 

sitting, staring at the fire, and torturing the 

subject again and again in his mind. ■
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" I can't rest to-nigjht," said Lethwaite, sud- 

denly rising, and patting on his great-coat and 

hat. " It is the night oefore the trial, and I 

must hear the last tidings, and whether any 

new discovery ihkj have been made at the 

eleventh hour. You shall come with me, Good- 

rich. Even you and I may be of some use or 

other— who knows ?" ■

'< Ah, sir, who knows, indeed P' repfied the 

old fellow, highly gratified. ■

They were soon on their way to the house in 

Beaumont-street. ■

They found poor Gilbert oti that night still 

engaged with his preparations for the morrow. 

He was looking saaly ill and worn. Recent 

events, and the state of liorrible aniiety in which 

he was now continually kept, had told upon him 

to a terrible extent, and he had got vety pale 

and thin within the last few days, so that any 

one would have noticed it. ■

"Well, how do you get on?" asked Leth- 

waite, with an attempt at cheerfulness. ■

" Hardly as I could wish," replied the poor 

fellow. " I am obliged to kee]> ker spirits np 

as well as I can ; but I am miserably uneaay. 

The case against us is so strong, and ours want- 

ing in so much." ■

" Goodrich and I were sitting talking about 

it all," said his friend, "and I could not resist 

the desire to see you and inquire if there was 

any fresh news. So we just eame along." ■

" I am very glad you did. I was driving 

myself half mad, and unfitting myself for to- 

morrow's duties altogether." Gilbert paused a 

little, and then went on : " Do you know what I 

was thinking of doing, Julius ; I was thinking; of 

ffettiDg some one to come here and engage in a 

final search in her room-*-Miss Carrii^n's 

room up-stairs-^in the bare hope that something 

may have been overlooked in previous examinar 

tions. My reason for wanting some one besides 

myself to Engage in this search is, that I am 

incompetent to appear as a witness^—" ■

"Why, we are the very people," said Leth- 

waite, interrupting him. " Gome, let us begin 

at once. Jonathan here has a great mechanical 

turn, you know, and nothing will escape him, 

depend upon it." ■

" I was just going to say," continued Pen- 

more, "that, if yon didn't mind, I would so 

much rather have you two than any strangers 

coming about the place. It is the last chance 

of strengthening the view which I have taken 

of the case. But I warn you that it is no sine- 

cure I have proposed ; the search I ask for is to 

be a thorough one. ■

Lethwaite and the old clerk hastened to re- 

assure him on thb point, and the three, Gilbert, 

Julius Lethwaite, and Jonathan Goodrich, went 

up together to the room occupied by the late Miss 

Carrington, and proceeded to engage in a strict 

and final search ror some indication which might 

favour the decision which P^nmore had come to, 

that it was knowingly, )uid of her own free will, 

that the deceased had partaken of the drug by 

which she died ; that it had not been given to 

her, but that she had taken it. It was a con- ■

necting link of the last importance — if he hoped 

to prove that this theory was correct — ^that he 

should be able to produce the bottle in which 

the poison had been kept, and from which she 

had poured it out and drunk it. ■

The search now to be engaged in by these 

three — all deeply interested in its result — ^was 

to be complete and exhaustive. The room was 

to be subaivided into seoitfate portions, to every 

inch of which (literallyj the fullest and most 

elaborate examination was to be given. Of the 

subdivisions each one of the persons engaged in 

the search was to have one allotted to him, and 

all the objects of furniture, or whatever else 

such allotment contained, he was to scrutinise, 

with senses sharpened to the very utmost. The 

bed, the chimney, and fireplace, the wardrobe, 

the bureau, or escritoire, the chest of drawers, 

nay, the very chairs and tables, the floor and 

walls of the room, were now, it was resolved, to 

be subjected to the minutest and most micro- 

seopic scrutiny. A pair of steps was provided, 

that even the cornice from which the curtains 

hung might be examined; there were screw- 

drivers and hammers at hand, and the caipet 

was taken up, in order that any hidden receptacle 

in the boaros of the flooring — ^should any such 

exist— might be brought to hght. In one word, 

the iq)artment was to be searched inch by inch, 

from end to end, and from side to side, no 

cranny to be left unexplored. ■

Methodicalljr and systematically each man 

took his appointed section, and bit by bit, 

beginning with the portion of the floor and wall 

of the room which came into his division, and 

going on from thence to each article of furniture 

or loose object which came within it, proceeded 

with this last and most exhaustive search, on 

which so much depended. ■

Exhaustive, indeed, that search was. Eveiy 

drawer in any chest of drawers or cabinet was 

taken out, and besides that, its contents were 

examhied, the drawer itself was tested, lest it 

might have any false bottom or false back used 

as a place of concealment. The covering of a 

chair, which showed signs of having beennpped 

open and nailed down again, was once again 

torn off and the stuffing ransacked throughout. 

No pains were spared, no poisible place, where 

anything as large as an ounce phial could be 

hidden, was left untested, however hopeless it 

might seem . If there was the shadow of a doubt 

about anything, each man was ready to give his 

advice to the other, or help him if physi^ force 

was needed. A board in the flooring which 

shook, though but very little, when trodden 

upon, was forced up, and*the wood-work beneath 

rigidly examined. Julius Lethwaite, into whose 

section the fire-grate came, got his arm through 

the register, and felt and groped about in the 

chimney in spite of soot and dirt, thinking that 

a place of concealment where what they sought 

for might haply lie hidden. And indc^, for a 

brief season, those who were engaged in this 

search did think that this gentleman's coorageoos 

exploration was to be rewarded with success. 

In that dark space above the register his hand ■
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encountered some object wbicli he qnicklj 

brought out from its nlace of concealment, and 

-which actually povea to be a bottle or phial. 

The other two hastened forward to look at it. 

Alas ! it was not the phial which they were in 

search of. It had no label, no hint of laudanum 

inscribed on it, and, to crown all, there was at 

the bottom of it a small quantity of a dark liquid 

which, on examination, proved to be a remnant 

of black draught. It had been stuck there, no 

doubt, by some sufferer who had just swallowed 

tbe dose, in days long gone by, to be out of the 

way, and, above all thingSy out of sight. ■

This was indeed a oitter disappointment. 

Julius Lethwaite, down upon his knees in front 

of the fireplace^ his hands and face covered with 

soot, presented a picture of discomfiture in* 

finitely pitiable as he held up that small bottle 

and smelt it, and turned it about and about 

''No," he said, "that phial is not the one we 

are in search of; there is no hint even of 

laudanum in it." And he put it down on one 

of the hobs with a sigh. The others could hardly 

persuade themselves to give it ud. A bottle — 

a chemist's bottle even — and turast away in 

what seemed like a place of concealment — it 

musi be what theywere in search of. Was 

Lethwaite sure? Was that liquid really the 

remains of a black draught ? The discoverer 

handed them the bottle* They smelt, and were 

<!onvinced, with loathing. Lethwaite continued 

his search behind the renter, nay, he even ■

f roped among the cinders in the grate, for there 

ad been nothing disturbed since that night, and 

he thought it possible that even-some fragments 

of broken glass might be found there which 

would still be better than notliing. But nothing 

eame of his labours^ except an increase of sooti- 

ness. ■

Ail were now beginning to lose hope, and a 

great sadness had descended upon each one of 

those present. The search was very nearly over, 

and had been attended with no sort of success. 

There was a pause in the work, only one of the 

seekers — Jonathan Goodrich— going on with it 

j ust then. This good man was doing what he had 

to do with the greatest completeness. He had 

an especial medianieal turn, it seemed, and was 

thus particularly well fitted to the undertaking. 

He was now enf;aged with that bureau or 

escritoire, of which mention has been made, 

and was subjecting it to every test which his 

ingenuity could suggest. He had a rule in his 

hand, and was making some measuremente which 

seemed to puzzle him a little for the moment. ■

'' There is something here," he said, presently, 

''which I do not altogether understand." ■

Julius Letliwaite got up from his position 

before the grate, and Gilbert from another part 

of the room came forward, and both stood 

together in silence behind the old clerk, who 

was evidently fairly pnxzled. ■

He had got the lid of the escritoire open. It 

was a slanting lid that was made for writing 

upon, and when lifted it disclosed, in the ample 

space within it, a great variety of small drawers, 

and a row of little recesses, or, as some call ■

them, pigeon-holes, into which papers may be 

thrust at pleasure. It was evidently a some- 

what .old-fashioned piece of furniture, but was 

— having been at the beginning a handsome 

and expensive article— soUd enough, and in 

thoroughly good condition. ■

" That piece of furniture," said Gilbert,looking 

on with his friend by his side, " was the property 

of Miss Garrington herself. She bou^t it at 

a second-hand shop, as I think, one &y soon 

after she came here, and had it sent home." ■

"Her own, was itP" said Julius. "That 

makes it the more important to examine it very 

carefullv." He considered a little while, and 

then added : "Her own. If we are to find 

what we are looking for anywhere, it will be 

here." ■

Jonathan Goodrich had his rule in liis hand, 

and proceeded to make some measurement-s in 

the inside of the piece of furniture. The 

interior of the desk, which occupied the whole 

upper part of the bureau, was of considerable 

size. The back of it was, as has been said, 

divided into drawers and pigeon-holes. There 

was a row of these last, ten in number, then a 

row of three long flat drawers under the ten 

pigeon-holes, and again under the drawers three 

very low arches; a sort of oubliettes where 

objects not likely to be wanted might be stowed 

away and forgotten. It was with these last 

that Jonathan appeared to be just now occupied. ■

"What I cannot make out," he said, "is 

this. These ten pigeon-holes in a row ace all 

of them of the same depth, nine inches ; the 

three drawers beneath them are also nine inches 

deep ; but the arches under the drawers have, 

as you see by measurement of this rule, a depth 

of only five inches." ■

Neith^ of the two lookers-on spoke, but 

each of them looked hastily down the out- 

side walls, so to speak, of the escritoire 

to see if there was anything in ite external 

structure to account for this. There was 

nothing. The back and sides of this piece 

of furniture were perfectly smooth and uni- 

form. Next they proceeded to test Goodrich's 

measurements. They agreed entirely with his 

stetement. There was a space of the same 

height and width as each of these arches, and four 

inches in depth, unaccounted for. Was that 

space solid, or was it hollow ? The old clerk 

struck the wood at the back of the arches with 

tbe handle of a screw-driver, and the sound 

produced certamly appeared to be of a hollow ■

"It seems to me," he said, '"that these 

arches have a false bade." ■

Those present looked one another in the face 

for a moment, as if uncertain how to act. Then 

a candle was introduced into tbe desk, and being 

lowered, regardless of the dripping of grease, 

almost into a horizontal position, those low 

arches were lighted up, and Jonathan Groodrich 

looking in was able to see what was inside. ■

" There are hinges," he cried, much excited, 

" and keyholes. Tne backs are false, and would 

let down, if we had the keys to unlock them." ■
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But here there was a difBculty. The key or 

keys by which these doors were to be opened 

were not forthcoming^, nor had Gilbert any idea 

where they could be found. He knew that a 

great many of the kevs belonging to the late 

Miss Gamngton had oeen taken away by the 

deceased lady's legal adviser, and these might 

be—probably were — among them. All the keys 

in the possession of each person present, all that 

could be collected in the house, were tried, but 

in yain. It was too late to send for a locksmitii, 

and at last, after sundry ineffectual attempts had 

been made with pieces of wire and bent nails to 

pick the locks, it was decided that the only thing 

to be done was to force them. ■

The excitement of those who looked on was 

now very ^eat. Each felt, and Gilbert Fen- 

more especially, as may easily be belieyed, how 

much depended upon what might now be dis- 

closed. There was legitimate reason to hope that 

something of importance might be revealed. A 

new field for research had certainly been dis- 

covered. The difference between the depth of 

these arches, and that of the drawers and pigeon- 

holes above them, had escaped those wno had 

previously examined the apartment, and it was 

only to the minute and scrupulous exactness of 

the old clerk that their present discovery was 

to be attributed. ■

To him now in virtue of his mechanical turn, 

the office of breaking open the doors, as they 

may be called, was delegated. With the aid of 

a screw-driver and a hammer, this was soon ac- 

complished, and the contents of the first of these 

compartments, beginning with that on the ex- 

treme left, were speedily disclosed to view. ■

Disappointment for everybody. Papers — the 

whole receptacle was auite full of papers. The 

deceased lady had haa a turn for business, and 

the hasty glance which Gilbert allowed himself, 

showed nim that these papers bore reference to 

pecuniary matters — shares in the possession of 

the deceased, and other things of a like nature. 

They were swiftly thrust back again, to be ex- 

amined at some more convenient season, and the 

central compartment was next forced open. ■

Disappointment again. Papers again. In 

this case not so many, and chiefly letters. These 

also on business matters. Nothing in the shape 

of a bottle was there, or it would mive been oe- 

tected at once. ■

There remained now but one more compart- 

ment to search, but one more door to break open. 

On the contents of this rec^tade all their hopes 

depended for fulfilment. Every other place had 

been searched, and that ineffectually. Men cling 

to hope so, and dread so much to risk losing the 

grounds upon which it is based, that the old 

man discontinued his work for a moment, and 

paused before examining that last hiding-place, 

the contents of which were to realise or frustrate 

all their hopes. ■

The pause was but a short one, however, and 

Jonathan Goodrich soon had his tools in hand 

again, and the door of the last compartment was 

quickly opened. ■

For one moment it seemed as if disappoint- ■

ment was again in store for the seekers. At 

first more papers only were disclosed to view, 

and the heart of poor Gilbert had already sunk 

at the sight, when suddenly, as the ola clerk 

drew them forth from their place of concealment, 

something rolled out after them into the desk — 

something which at one glance all present per- 

ceived to be a bottle. ■

Gilbert seized it mechanically, and hardly 

knowing what he did. But it was no time for 

ceremony, and Julius Lethwaite, who had caught 

sif|;ht of one word upon the kbel, had it out of 

his hand in one moment, and was holding it up 

to the light. ■

" Cornelius Vampi, herbalist and seedsman,'* 

he cried, in violent excitement. " Good Heaven, 

we are on the eve of some great discovery." ■

"Why— what do you mean?" asked Gilbert, 

almost breathless. ■

"I know him; have known him for some 

time," cried Lethwaite. ** This bottle has come 

from his shop. He will know all about it." ■

Meanwhile, Gilbert in turn had got possession 

of the bottle, and was examining it with eager 

scrutiny. It was inscribed *' Laudanum," and 

"Poison," in large characters ; then came the 

name of the vendor as Lethwaite had read it. 

A small — very small quantity — of dark liquid 

remained at tne bottom of the bottle, only a few 

drops, such as would be left behind after it had 

been virtually emptied. ■

' Penniore smelt at these, and handed the bottle 

to his friend. ■

"It is what we were in search of," he said. 

He spoke inquiringly, as if afraid as yet to trust 

the evidence of his senses. ■

Lethwaite and Goodrich, in turn, smelt the 

mouth of the bottle. There was no doubt. 

The faint peculiar smell of opium was there ; 

that smell which seems to warn the very instinct 

of a man, and to suggest danger to him, even if 

he is i^orant of the quality of the drug which 

emits it. Both Lethwaite and the old clerk gave 

their opinion without hesitation that the bottle 

had contained laudanum. ■

Such a flood of hope and joy came ppuring 

into Gilbert's heart as he heard these words, 

that he remained for a time absolutely speech- 

less. At last he spoke : ■

"This Vampi, can he be communicated with 

at once P'* ■

" He skall be communicated with at once," 

replied Lethwaite. " I will go to him without 

a moment's delay." ■

"ShaUIgowithyour ■

This question, after being discussed a little, 

was decided in the negative. It was thought 

better that Lethwaite should see the philosopher 

alone, or accompanied only by Jonathan Good- 

rich, with whom Vampi was already acquainted. 

He would talk more readily under such circum- 

stances than in the presence of a stranger. 

Lethwaite promised, however, to bring the man 

back with him to Beaumont-street in the course 

of that same long and eventful night. With 

that he and his old friend and follower took 

their immediate departure. The crisis was too ■
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important and exciting an one to admit of a 

moment's unnecessary delay. ■

For Gilbert, he was not sorry to be for a time 

alone. The revulsion of feeling, from the de- 

spondency iffhich he had felt but a short time 

since, to the wild, almost confident hope which 

he believed he might now Tenture to enter- 

tain, was so violent that it deprived him for 

a time of all power of self-control, and he felt 

that it was better just now that he should be 

alone. ■

. His heart, too, \i:as full of gratitude, and it 

was good to be alone that he might express it, 

if only in a few rough words that were almost 

inarticulate. Ah, was it possible that there was 

hope P Were the days at hand when his Gbibrielle 

would be restored. to him, to be his help-meet 

and his dear companion ? ■

In the lonely house, and at that lonely hour 

when all was still, Gilbert Penmore sank down 

upon his knees, and buried his face in his 

hands. ■

CHAPTES XXEL kl THE ELEVENTH HOUB. ■

She, whose deliverance out of a great danger 

has been the object of all this anxious and per- 

severing labour, remains meanwhile a close pri- 

soner within the walls of Newgate, leading a 

life of great monotony outwardly, but of many 

inward changes of mind as the tide of feeling 

ebbs or flows, or hope or fear for the time pre- 

doKninates in her heurt. ■

!Her outward life, it has been said, is mono- 

tonous in the extreme. The hours set apart for 

the taking of exercise, for meat and drmk, for 

seeing those who come to visit her, are all un- 

varying day by day. In all these things a won- 

derful punctuality and regularity are observed. 

Then sne receives visits from the prison matron, 

the chaplain, from benevolent ladies, and certain 

well-meaning but often injudicious enthusiasts, 

who all take it for granted, charitably enough, 

that she is a guilty woman, and come to urge 

her to repent of her crime. ■

There is one missionary gentleman who is 

especially urgent in this matter. He has been 

himself a sinner formerly. He has not got a 

good face, nor a well-shaped head, nor does he 

impress you agreeablv. His features speak of 

violent passions, ana violent struggles, and 

violent repentance ; for the man is no hypocrite. 

He sees nothing but sin and danger in all direc- 

tions, and there is little of cheerfulness or com- 

fort in his tenets. He seems actually to gloat 

over the terrors of religion, and to have little 

sympathy with its gentler aspects, and even to 

take but little pleasure in them. This gentle- 

man frightens our poor Gabrielle not a little. 

He comes to her — ^naturallv timid and self-mis- 

trustful — with threats ana prombes of ven- 

geance. He has a doctrine of assurance, too, 

which is terrible ; if she does not/eel that she is 

saved, if she does not feel assured of the fact, 

she is lost. Is she converted? Can she lay 

her finger on the day and hour of her actual con- 

version? If she IS not able to do this, she ■

ought to be. She is not able, and the missionary 

gentleman almost chuckles to see how his theory 

IS borne out. Evidently all her life has been 

the life of an unconverted person. This crime 

which she has committed— lor, of course, in his 

estimation, she has committed it — ^is only part 

of such a life as hers has been. . He does not 

regard the act with any special horror, or look 

upon it as worse than all the other things she 

has done throughout her wretched, heathen, un- 

converted life. All of a piece. ■

This passionate gentleman prays with her and 

for her ; entreats her to watch for any feeling of 

conversion and assurance which may come into 

her heart, and altogether frightens and disturbs 

her so much that her husband seeks an inter- 

view with the chaplain of the prison and begs 

that his (the chaplain's) may be the omy 

religious ministrations which his wife receives, 

and that on no account she shall be consi- 

dered guilty, and looked upon as a murderess^ 

till she has been proved to be so before the 

jury who are to try her. So the passionate ■

gentleman's visits are brought to an end, and e carries his violent countenance and violent 

doctrines elsewhere, and burasses the poor pri- 

soner no more. ■

From some of those ladies who visit her 

Gabrielle would have got more comfort had it 

not been for that conviction of her guilt with 

which they approached her, aiid which has been 

before spoken of. Every word they said was 

qualified with this feeling. There was a little 

chill over these sinless ladies that could not 

be got rid of. There was a mighty gidf be- 

tween her and them; a barrier across which 

they looked and talked, but which might never 

be, by any means, broken down— the barrier of 

her piilt. ■

There was one person certainly whose visits 

did bring some consolation to this poor suspected 

creature, and was ever looked forward to eagerly. 

This was the lady of whom there has been 

mention made already, though very little has 

been said of her, except that she had been for 

many years Gabrielle's governess in the West 

Indies, and was almost the only friend she had 

in London. The tidings of her pupil's present 

misfortune had reached Miss Curtis — which was 

the lady's name — and she had lost no time in 

hurrying off to see her. Ah, there was real 

comfort in having such a friend near her, one 

who had known her from a child, who had 

known her too long and too well to doubt her 

for one single moment. The consternation of this 

good lady at finding in what a situation her 

dear pupil had, owing to the strangest combma- 

tion of circumstances, come to be placed, knew 

no bounds. The tears of these two were mingled 

together, unregardful of lookers-on, and many 

were the long conversations held by them on 

this terrible subject, while their ingenuity was 

taxed to the very utmost, but taxed in vain, to 

try after some reasonable solution of the doubt 

which hung over the dead lady's fate, and how 

that poison— since it really was by poison that 

she died— had come to be administered to her. ■
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Ah, how Gabrielle longed for some ciue to that 

dark mystery, some proof to show to those who 

trasted her that their faith might be put to the 

test nolon^r. ■

With this lady Gabrielle could talk of the old 

times, talk of her father, with whom she had 

always been so great a favourite, and — more 

painful subject— -of her mother, who had not 

forgiven her for marrying contrary to her will. 

There appeared reason to believe that this last 

estrangement was, however, at an end. The 

news 01 the awful situation in which her daughter 

was placed had, it seemed, reached her mother's 

heart, for the tele^phic despatch which Gilbert 

had sent off, acquaintmg Gabrielle's parents with 

her present danger, had been just answered by 

anotner, in which it was stated that both her 

father and mother were coming over to England 

as fast as steam could bring them. ■

And with this old firiena the imprisoned girl 

— 4br she was nothing more — could talk, at 

length, of the scenes among which she had lived 

her earliest life. They talked of the house where 

her childhood had been passed, they went in 

imagination from room to room, and sat again 

over their books in the verandah shade. The 

garden, with its foliage and flowers, so rich and 

luxuriant, so different from a garden in Europe, 

rose up before them, and the shady nook which 

had been Gabrielle's especially, where she had 

planted what she chose and watched the growth 

of her favourite flowers. And then they would 

stretch forth beyond the house limits, and in the 

cool of the evening, or perhaps in the early 

morning; before the sun was dangerous, would 

wander along by the sea-shore, or through the 

woods, where the verdure was on so wonderful 

a scale, and where the stranse birds, that are 

caged as curiosities here^ ana made much of, 

sung almost unheeded. ■

And they would talk of Gilbert too. As a 

little boy he had learnt his first lessons of this 

worthy lady, before the tutor came to teach the 

boys. They talked of his quickness and clever- 

ness, and how he and GrabneUe had always been 

such friends and comrades, and how they had 

seemed to be intended for each other from the 

very first. And then, oh, then, some cruel 

reauty would dissipate in a moment these visions 

of the past, in which they had been so absorbed, 

that the present was forgotten. Some incident 

of jail-life would recal them in a moment to a 

consciousness of the real state of things — ^thrust 

it before them in all its horror, and the old lady 

would remember that this, her dear little pupil, 

was shut up in the prison of Newgate, accusea of 

a capital offence, and awaiting her trial, and the 

pupu herself would think of this too at the same 

moment, and bitter tears would fill the eyes of 

both. ■

But there were times when no visitors were 

adm itted. Long seasons of utter inaction, when 

wearv thoughts, and thoughts that were even 

terriole, were by no means to be evaded. The 

days were short at this time, and the period of 

time during which darkness covered the earth 

was terribly, and, as itseemed, disproportionately ■

long. The evenings, too, were endless, and 

though Gabrielle was allowed to have a light, and 

to read, it yet appeared as if the time woiud never 

pass. There is something depressing to the 

animal spirits in reading over-long ; and besides, 

our unhappy prisoner could not always fix her 

attention upon what she read. The awful life of 

suspense which she was Reading made her at 

times restless and incapable of fixing herself to 

any opcupation. ■

And then the nights. Was there any end ta 

these P To Gabrielle the v appeared to be intermin- 

able. Her sleep was fitful, a sort of wretched un- 

re&eshing doze, and even this continually inter- 

rupted, and every such snatch of repose followed 

b^ a long period of wakefulness. Her cell was 

dimlv lifted, and many were the dreary hours 

which she passed gazmg at the uninteresting 

objects and forms which the obscure light re- 

vealed, and with which she was already familiar 

even to disgust. She formed the shadows on the 

wall into spectres. The active imagination 

turned all sorts of well-known objects into shapes 

which frightened her, and yet she most needs 

look on. The quietness appalled her. The 

interior of the jad was as stiU at night as 

the very grave itself, and she longed with a 

longing that cannot be told for the morning 

noises and the morning light. It was a weary 

time. ■

And what sleep she got was it not troubled 

with terrible and unhallowed dreams ? Dreams 

more or less tinctured with the disquietude of 

her waking thoughts. Bometimes she dreamed 

of days not long gone by. Happy days they 

were, though th^ had hardly appeared so at the 

time. They hadbeen — she and her husband — 

so straitened lately as to means, that they had 

got to dwell on the subject of poverty too ex- 

clusively, and to think it ahnost tne only evil that 

existed. The poverty never reappeared in her 

dreams, but only the happiness of those days, 

when sne and Gilbert were, at least, together. 

Poverty ! What was a poverty, that they both 

shared, to this ? ■

One night her dreams, abandoninff the past, 

stretched on to what was to come. It was at a 

time the most critical that could well be con- 

ceived that she thus dreamed, for on the very 

next day her trial was to begin. All day long 

that one thought had been before her. She had 

had only a short interview with Gilbert, but 

every moment of it had been occupied with talk 

about the trial, and what he intended to do 

with the defence. He had appeared very san- 

gume to her, though secretly, in his inmost 

heart, he was at that time but ill at ease. Again, 

she had been visited by her old governess, and 

then the talk had still been about the coming 

trial. Gabrielle had thought of it incessantly 

as she lay wakeful in her bed, and when at last 

she fell mto a sort of uneasy slumber, it influ- 

enced even her sleeping thoughts. It was the 

trial, which lay before her, and which occupied 

her mind so continually during her waking 

hours, that came to trouble her now. ■

It was a very different thing, though, to any- ■
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tiling she had ever pictured to herself at other 

times, for the rast hall in which it took place 

was almost empty and very dark. Only light 

enough to see tnat the judge by whom she waa 

to be tried was— horror of horrors — Jane Can- 

tanker! Jane Gantanker turned into an old 

man; there was a p^hastly thing, too, yet Jane 

Gantanker herself. There was no other judge, no 

jury, no spectators, except one who sat at the 

furthest end of the hall, eating at a table covered 

with a white cloth. He was a perplexing 

person this, and had no settled identity, but 

xept on ehttiging. Now he was the chaplain of 

the jail, and now again he was Julius Leth- 

waite. At one time he would be that Dr. Qiles, 

surgeon to the police, who was called i^ when 

Miss Canington died, and at another he would 

wear the appeanoice of a down— ^ stage clown, 

painted white and red, and rery ierrible to 

behold. Eren in a dream it «eemed something 

inconsistent that he should go on eating, too, in 

a court of justice, and it seemed odd, &o, that 

the table at which he ate, and OTcr which the 

white cloth was spread, should be in shape like 

a coffin. ■

Gilbert was there, and she knew that be was 

to plead for her defence. Oh, she was sensible 

enough about that. There were -no other 

barristers present, though, and no court officials. 

The whole trial was in the hands of Gilbert and 

the judge, for the man who sat in the comer 

eating took no part in it at idl. He never left 

off eating except to stare with wan eyes at her, 

and slowly to draw his knife across his throat 

in dumb show, intimating to her that she need 

not hope for mercy. Horrible action, takinj^ 

into consideration tne look of the man and his 

surroundings, and the fact of his being the only 

person present. But it was all horrible, and 

most horrible of all was the silence in which the 

whole trial was conducted. The judge did not 

speak, and, as for Gilbert, he made no attempt 

to defend her. He sat with his arms folded, 

leaning back in his seat, with a sort of sarcastic 

smile upon his fEioe. Even when the witnesses 

began to appear they never spoke. They came 

up one by one and denounced her in dumb show. 

Tney pointed at her. They made horrible 

grimaces, and shook their heads at her, but they 

did not speak. Nor did any one of them ever 

retire. They came up one by one, till at last 

they were afl assembled in array against her. 

There they stood grinning and mouthing and 

pointing at her. In the place into which they 

were penned, there was not room for them all 

to stand abreast, and so those behind were fain 

to leap up and down in a sort of monotonous 

dance, in order that they might show themselves 

above the heads of those in the front rank, and 

might, like them, denounce her by their gestures. 

Among them all — those that stood pointing 

silently in front, and those who leaped ana 

danced behind — ^there was not a single race that 

she knew, except one. There was one of those 

witnesses who remained quite quiet in a shadowy 

comer, and never moyed or ceased to gaze upon 

her. Why, it was Jane Gantanker again ! The ■

iudge was gone, and there was she who had 

been the judge, penned in among the witnesses 

— ^the silent witnesses against her. And still her 

husband did nothing to help her, only sat by 

and smiled. ■

And she herself, she who was undergoing this 

horrible ordeal, what could she do? Notaing, 

absolutely nothing. Totally tongue-tied and 

paralysed. Terror, the terror that we know in 

dreams^ was upon her, but she could not cry out 

for help, nor even i^peal to Gilbert, to entreat 

him not to sit there and smile, but to come and 

help her— help her, above all things, against 

those dreadful witnesses who mouthed and 

pointed at her. ■

But she was convicted. In a moment, she 

knew not how or by whom, but she knew it. 

She was doomed, and they were all against her, 

and there sat her husband, her own Gilbert, un- 

moved, with folded arms, and still with that 

dreadful smile. Will he never stir ? SLe does 

not even look at her. He sits and smiles, even 

now, when she has been conyicted— now, when 

she is to die, when all the witnesses in two rows, 

one above the other, ,are pointing at her— not 

now, when the man who was eating— what is he 

doing? He is kneeling on one knee, surely, on 

the^ coffin.table, and he has got a gun, and is 

taking aim at her. There is no escape, the gun 

follows her, the muzzle is pointed at her. If 

she throws herself down, the guA is lowered. 

If she springs up, it is raisecL It is always 

pointed at her. And now she is still, she cannot 

move for fear. She cannot moye nor scream for 

help. His aim is steady now— and now— he 

fires. ■

Gabrielle started up with a scream, awakened 

in a moment by the crash. The noise was a real 

noise. It was caused by the sudden drawing 

back of the bolt outside ner door, but the poor 

dreamer could at first neither understand this 

nor anything ebe. She was all in her dream. 

It had been so true, so terrible, that for the 

time it was actually stronger than fact. The 

dream was the real thing, and what was now 

going on around her was the vision. ■

By degrees realities began to assert them- 

selves once more, and she knew that she had 

dreamed. That was the first symptom of return- 

ing consciousness. Then came a dreadful 

thought; this was the day of her trial She 

did not wake, as the reader does from a fearful 

dream, finding that he is in his own home, and 

that it was all fancy. She did not wake thus. 

It was not all fancy, for this was the day of her 

trial, and oh, if that dream should be ominous. ■

Still half bewildered, Gabrielle becomes con- 

scious that there is some one speaking to her. 

It is a female turnkey, who entered when that 

bolt, whose loud report came so aptly into 

Gabrielle's dream, was withdrawn. The woman 

holds a note in her hand, and solicits Gabrielle's 

attention to it. She sees her husband's hand- 

writing, and is broad awake in a moment. The 

note runs thus : ■

** A new witness has turned up at the last 

moment. He has beeiyiu the habit of selling ■
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laudanum to the late Miss Carrington. His 

evidence changes all. Hope, dearest, hope for 

everything good, as I firmly believe you may. ■

" Your GiLBEKT." ■

WHY WE CAN'T GET RECRUITS. ■

In a former number of this journal I published 

my experiences as an old non-commissioned offi- 

cer, respecting military punishments.* The 

paper I wrote has been much talked of in bar- 

rack-room, officers' quarters, and sergeants' mess, 

throughout the service. I am, therefore, tempted 

to take up my pen again, and attempt to explain 

why it is that so few men will now enlist into 

the army, and why such a small proportion 

will renew their engagements after their first 

ten years of soldiering are over. ■

A non-commissioned officer knows, as I ob- 

served in my first paper, a ^reat many opinions 

of the barrack-room, respectmg which the officers 

are utterly ignorant. Moreover, commissioned 

officers are, u jroung men, careless, as a general 

rule, of what either the men or the public think 

of the service. If, on the other hand, thev are 

of some standing in their corps, they believe 

and say that the army wiU last iheir time, and 

so they let things take their course. Not 

only is anything like an opposition to the status 

quo of the service very much disliked amon^ 

officers of all ranks, but those who, bjr their 

standing, are entitled to g;ive an opinion on 

military matters, may be divided into the fortu- 

nate and tiie unfortunate. Tiie former are 

almost invariably men of wealth, and, as the 

world has gone well with them, they believe 

that no one lias a ri^ht to grumble at the exist- 

ing rules of our military system. The unfor- 

tunates are nearly always poor, officers who have 

been by their poverty kept from rising, and 

who have a sort of pride in not acknowledgmg 

what, amongst their wealthier companions, is 

looked upon almost as their shame. As regards 

the reasons why more men do not enlist or re- 

enlist in the service, who will say that the ques- 

tion is of no importance? In the year 1867 

many thousands of men will have completed 

their ten vears' service, and, unless some- 

thing be done to change or alter the sys- 

tem, we shall then see many of our best 

regiments — ^nearlv all those serving in India 

— 3eft as the old Spanish army was said to 

be, with plenty of officers, but no soldiers. 

Did I not read the other day, in one of the 

Indian papers, that there is a battalion of the 

ride brigade, stationed somewhere on the ex- 

treme north-west frontier of India, of which one- 

third of the men are about to take their dis- 

charge this year, while of the two-thirds left 

with the regiment, more than one*half are raw 

recruits P The men who go home must have 

their passage paid. ' They will take their fling 

in England, and most of tnem will re-enlist—the 

greater number of them going back to India, ■

.* See page 296 of the piesent volazne. ■

and thus having their passage paid twice over, 

on a holiday trip. Is such a state of things 

right P Would not the thousands of pounds 

thus exoended do a great deal towards making 

the soloier more comfortable, and increasing 

his chances of promotion P Doubtless. ■

Let us take any educated man of the Eng- 

lish working classes—say tbe compositor who 

has "set up" these fines — does any one 

suppose that he would work at his present 

calling if he did not hope to better himself? 

It is the same with soldiers. There are many 

who mi^ht have, and who ought to have, 

commissions, were it only as an example and 

encouragement to others. And of those that 

might M promoted, there are not a few who 

would rather not accept the boon. Military 

members of parliament are fond of quoting th^ 

as a proof that soldiers are quite happy in the 

non-commissioned ranks, and that they aon't wish 

to rise higher. But the exact contnuy i& the 

fact. Many of us decline commissions— H)r, 

rather, don't press our claims when we believe 

that we might get promotion, which amounts to 

much the same thing — simplv because we know 

that the advancement can lead to nothing fur- 

ther, and that, although pretty comfortable as 

sergeants or sergeant-majors, we should be little 

better than paupers if we got commissions. 

Take mv own case. My father was a cleigv- 

man of the Lish Established Church. He 

had some private means besides his livin^^ 

and ^ve me a very good education. I 

was his only son, and he had long promised 

to purchase a commission for me. But when I 

was eighteen he got involved by the fiiilure of a 

country buik, and died of the worry, dbgrace, 

and annoyance, of having his name published in 

the list of bankrupts. My mother had died 

years before, when I was very young ; and my 

oxdy sister was married to a chaplain out in 

In(ua. Wlien my father's affairs were wound 

up, I had the sum of one hundred and 

five pounds to begin the world upon. .What 

could I do ? I was recommended to go out as 

a sheep-farmer to Australia ; but my love for 

soldiering was strong upon me — it was a 

passion. In a neighbouring town there was 

Quartered a squadron of a very smart light 

oragoon regiment. The major commanding the 

party had often dined at my father's house. I 

went to the barracks, and told him that I in- 

tended to enlist. He was a kind-hearted man as 

ever Uved, and tried hard to dissuade me, telling 

me that I should never be happy in a barrack- 

room. I asked him if lie would use his influence to 

get me a commission ? He replied that he won) d 

gladly do so; but that, unless I was able to 

purchase it, it was useless to dream of getting 

mto the service. Moreover, that if I could get 

my late father's friends to subscribe the money 

for an ensigncv or a cometcy, I should need at 

least two hundred pounds a year to live on in an 

infantry, and double that to pay my way in a 

cavalry, regiment ; unless I made up my mind to 

serve m regiments quartered in Inclia,and in no 

other station— -exchanging from the corps 1 be- ■corps . ■
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longed to whenever it was ordered home, into 

one that was remaining in the country. Of 

course, then, my obtaining a commission was out 

of the question. But young men are seldom 

otherwise than sanguine; so I determined to 

enlist, and work my way to officers' rank ; little 

thinking that the day would come when I should 

refuse promotion, even if it were offered to me. 

The major of whom I have spoken would not 

receive me as a recruit ; he said that he would 

not do me any such bad turn. I therefore 

embarked for JBngland, and, hearing that re- 

cruiting-sergeants were always to bo found in 

Charles-street, Westminster, I went thither, 

and was soon beset by half a dozen of the 

craft, all anxious to secure a likely-looking 

youngster. In the well-known tavern, called the 

Hampshire Hog, I enlisted for her Majesty's 

— th Light Dragoons, then quartered at Jock's 

Lodge Barracks, near Edinburgh. I was sent 

down to the regiment, got through my drill and 

riding-school in a very short time, and in two 

years from the date of enlistment was promoted 

to the rank of corgoral. Three years later, I 

was made a sergeant, and was appointed one of 

the drill instmctors of the corps. • When the 

Crimean war had broken out, mv regiment was 

ordered to the East, and I bad then oeen about 

fifteen years in the service. It was during the 

fearfid winter before Sebastopol, that 1 was 

made a troop lergeant-major, and it was then 

that I met with an old acouaintance. I had 

been over to Eamiesh to take charge of some 

stores, and went into one of the Erench suttlers' 

huts, or tents, to get a glass of brandy. Seve- 

ral French officers were sitting there, some 

taking their coffee, others their absinthe. One of 

them sprang up. called me by my name, and 

advancing towards me, shook me warmljf by the 

hand, asking me in English — or rather in Irish 

— how I was. To make a long story short, this 

was an old playfellow of mine, in my native vil- 

lage. He was a Catholic, and nephew of the 

Catholic parish priest. His uncle nad sent him 

abroad to be educated for their Church, but the 

youn^ fellow soon discovered that he had no 

vocation for the priesthood, and took service as 

a private soldier in a French regiment formed of 

adventurers from all parts of Europe, and which 

always serves in Algeria. He haa got himself 

naturalised a Frenchman, had been transferred to 

the Chasseurs d'Afrique, and, when I saw him, 

was a first captain of some three years' standing, 

expecting daily his promotion to the rank of "chef 

d'escadrons" — what we should call major. He 

had enlisted in the French army about the same 

. time that I had taken service in the English. 

He was close upon being a field-officer, while 

I had only just been made a troop sergeant- 

major. My friend told me that he had never 

haa the slightest interest, except what he had 

made for himself. He wore the legion of honour, 

which he had won after some hard-fought 

skirmish in Africa, when he was yet a non. 

commissioned officer. With a very little care, 

he said, his pay sufficed for all his wants. Tiie 

only help he ever had, was forty pounds from his ■

uncle the parish priest when he became an officer, 

to enable nim to buy his uniforms'; and a sub- 

sequent ten-pound note when he was promoted 

from sub-lieutenant of the Chasseurs a'Afrique, 

to be lieutenant in a lancer regiment. I thought 

at the time, what innumerable advantages the 

French service has over our own, for one who is 

in earnest. ■

At the time I speak of, and for several years 

afterwards, I should have been only too glad to 

receive a commission. But it would have been 

then most unfair to give me one, for there were 

the regimental sergeant-major, and five troop 

sergeant-majors, senior to me, as good sol- 

diers as I was, and like myself looking out for 

promotion. At the famous charge at Bala- 

klava» and firom the effects of exposure during 

the winter, we lost twelve officers. Of these 

vacancies two were filled up from the non. 

commissioned ranks ; that is, the adjutancy was 

given to the regimental sergeant-major, and the 

quartermastership to one of the troop sergeant- 

majors, and thus, at the end of the campaign, 

I was left with the new regimental ana four 

troop sergeant-inajors senior to me in the corps. 

I may mention that when I met my Irish friend 

in Constantinople at the end of the war, he 

had been promoted to be major. And he 

told me that, in his regiment, ever3r man that 

had sergeant's rank at the beginning of the 

campaign, and four or five that nad only been 

corporals, had received commissions — some in 

their own regiments, some in other regiments — 

a few who had entered the Crimea with sergeant's 

chevrons on their arms, had returned to France 

with captain's epaulettes on their shoulders. ■

My prospects of a commission being not very 

encouraging, I volunteered, shortly after my 

return £rom the Crimea, for India. A hussar 

regiment was under orders to proceed there, and 

volunteers were asked for from all the other 

regiments in the service. I found I could only 

go as a sergeant, for the list of troop sergeant- 

majors was already full. However, as the Sepoy 

mutiny had just broken out, I thought there 

would be a chance of obtaining a commission, 

for hard knocks were sure to be plentiful. Nor 

was I disappointed, for from the first we were 

sent wherever there was fighting, and for two 

years we did nothing but march almost from one 

end of India to the other. My new colonel be- 

haved very well to me. I came to the regiment 

with a strong letter of recommendation from my 

old commanding-offieer, and it did me good ser- 

vice. I was promised the first vacancy of 

troop sergeant-major, and the promise was kept. 

I was promoted, before the snip on which the 

head-quarters of the corps embarked, arrived at 

Bombay. Still my commission seemed as far 

off as ever. There were plenty of vacancies 

among our officers, some by deaths in action, 

others from sickness, but of all these, not more 

than three were filled up from the sergeant- 

majors. After three years of campaigning work, 

ana two in cantonments, I was sent home from ^ 

India with a very bad Uver. I had then been * 

about twenty-three or twenty-four years in the ■
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army. When I reached England the medical 

men said I should never be able to serve again 

in a hot climate, though I was good for many 

years' work in England. I was therefore sent 

to the depot of my regiment, where I shall serve 

until entitled t-o my pension. As I liad left the 

head-quarters of the corps, a sergeant-major had 

to be appointed to my troop in my place ; so when 

I joined the depot, I had to revert to the rank 

of sergeant : thus being further off my commis- 

sion than I was ten years before. ■

This is my own case, and yet I am one of the 

fortunate men of the army. Before I left India, 

and since I came home, I have been told by two 

different commanding^iEcers, that if I can only 

manage to hold on for a few years longer, I may 

reckon on being promoted to an adjutancv 

or quartermastership. But of what good wiU 

a commission be to me then P The best years 

of my life are gone. Even if I had been lackv 

enough to obtain what I coveted so much 

long ago, should I now have been any the 

better for it? The regimental sergeant-major 

of my first corps was promoted in the Crimea 

to be comet and adjutant. He has been eleven 

years in the same rank — excep^t that he is now 

lieutenant and adjutant, but still a subaltern — 

and has seen at least twenty officers pass over 

his head. They had money ; he had none. If 

he could have purchased, he would now have 

commanded the regiment ; for the present lieu- 

tenant-colonel of the corps was junior to him 

as a comet, joined the regiment about twenty 

years later than he did, and will in all ])roba- 

pility be a general officer long before his ad- 

jutant is a captain. ■

I have now given one strong reason whv very 

few Englishmen who think they can ever better 

themselves otherwise in the world, dream of 

enlisting in the army. ■

But why do so few of those who have served 

the ten years for which they enlisted in the 

army, take service again? For the reason that 

they take no root in the service. All soldiers 

cannot expect to be officers, not even non-com- 

missioned officers. In no army is this the case, 

and not a whit more among the Frencli than 

among ourselves. Some men are not smart 

enougn at drills; others (cavalry men) not good 

enough riders; many are not sufficiently well 

educated; not a few are too fond of a glass of 

liquor more than is good for them— or otherwise 

unmanageable. There are many excellent well- 

behaved soldiers, who are weU up in writing, 

and what amount of arithmetic is required 

of them, but who have not enough of the devil 

in them to make non-commissioned officers. 

Every soldier will know exactly what I mean. 

None of these classes of men expect or look 

forward to becoming even corporals, or, if 

they get so far up the ladder, they very soon 

come to grief. The over-quiet soldiers make 

capital orderly-room clerks, schoolmasters, or 

quartermasters' assistants, but they are never 

able to command other men. However, this 

ought not to hinder them from having^ some- 

thing to look forward to— a pension wmch will ■

at any rate keep them from want. But not 

only are our pensions very small ; they are ex- 

tremely difficult to gain, ^d more diificult to 

retain; insomuch that no soldier begins even 

to think about them until he has been eighteen 

or twenty years in the army, and is idready 

countinfjp the days when he will be able to leave 

the service for good. ■

I read in the papers that some very well- 

meaning people are talking 6f altering the 

period of enlistment, and of reverting to the 

old twenty, or twenty-four years of service. 

They say this will produce a change. So it 

will, but not in the airection hoped U)t. Make 

the term of enlistment tvrenty years, and you 

may give all the recraiting staff unlimited leave 

of araence, for you will not get a dozen men 

to take the shiUing where even now a hundred 

are procurable. Instead of augmenting, I would 

dimmish the period of service from ten to seven 

years. For tne latter term you will get plenty 

of men to enlist; but during those seven years 

you must manage^to make the ffood men like the 

service, while as for the bad, tne sooner you get 

rid of them the better. ■

Military members of parliament fre(|uently 

assert that the most troublesome soldiers are 

those who have at one period of their lives 

filled some better situation in life ; and that 

they woold rather have the most decided rough, 

than any broken-down gentleman, or man of 

what may be called the better classes. This 

may be trae— no doubt in some respects it is. 

But whose fault is it ? Our offieera— at least 

the greater number of them, for there are some 

of them who take a common-sense view of the 

subject — ^have an intense dislD^e to any scheme 

which narrows the gulf between the commis- 

sioned and non-commissioned ranks. When 

a recruit joins a regiment, and it comes 

to the notice of his officers that he is or has 

been in a better position at one time, the 

remark generally is, that it is to be hoped 

" the dauied nonsense will soon be taken out 

of him." The non-commissioned officers almost 

invariably take their cue from their superi(»v, 

and so the unfortunate " gentleman recruit" has 

certainly not a good time of it. In addition to 

every corporal and sergeant in his troop beins 

more or less " down on him," every awkward 

gesture and every blunder at drill or riding-^ool 

is made the subject of public derision in the 

barrack-room, for the men too often follow the 

example of the non-oommissioned officers. Thus 

the man who, most likely, entered the army 

hoping for speedy promotion, and had in him 

the qualities that would make a good soldier, a 

capital non-commissioned officer, or an experienced 

officer — ^may take to drink to drown care, pass 

his days in the ^uard-room or the cells, get 

flogged, and end his life in hospital from delirium 

tremens. ■

I don't state this as being my own expe- 

rience, nor do I think that gentlemen soldiers 

are the only good men we can get in the Eng- 

lish army. It happened that when I joined as 

a recruit, the captain of my troop was a very ■
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kind-hearted man^ aud,^ pitjfing what he con- 

sidered the fallen condition of a young fellow, 

who, although the son of aclergyman,haaenlisted 

as a private dragoon, he toldtne troon sergeant- 

major to see that I was not bullied. The 

consequence was that I was well treated, and 

got through my novitiate without being laughed 

at more than any other recruit. I think not 

only that a gentleman may be made a very good 

soldier, but that if any hopes of promotion were 

held out to him he would become a better man 

than very many of his comrades. ■

The question is, How are soldiers to be made to 

take a pleasure in their work P "A little leaven 

leaveneth the whole mass :" if a small proportion 

of men in anv regiment, squadron, troop, or 

eonipany, could be made up of men who, by 

study, and application at the regimental school, 

were qualifying themselves for commissions, 

they would become influential for good over 

all their companions. For these, proper schools 

should be established, as in France, and a 

certain number of non-commissioned officers 

in each regiment should, if they wished, be 

allowed to go to the Military UoUege, and 

there prepare themselves for the higher ranks 

of the service. Those who were wanting either in 

the primary education or the will to go throu^^h 

this ordeal, should be taught trades and handi- 

crafts which could put monev into their pockets 

while serving, ana give them the means of 

earning their bread ]u>nestly when their period 

of solaiering was at an pnd, besides making 

them useful Doth to themselves and to the army 

on a campaign. Let a man who was sensible 

that he Iiad not the qualifications for a non- 

commissioned officer, fed that he was bettering 

his condition more and more the longer he re- 

mained in the service, and depend upon it there 

would not be such a list of deserters sent up b^ 

every country post to Scotland-yard as there is 

at tne present day. ■

" Satan finds some mischief still for idle hands 

to do," is one of the truest proverbs, or sayings, 

that was ever printed. When not marching, or 

on days when there has been no parade to cause 

an extra cleaning of horses, arms, belts, and 

clothes, no man can find sufficient employment 

to keep him from idleness in his military duties 

only. He absolutely requires further occupa- 

tion ; without it, he gets into mischief of some 

sort. The desideratum is to give him variety 

of occupation, by teaching him some trade that 

will be of benefit to himself and to the service. 

This is the grand secret which the French know 

well. There, every man knows that if he 

attains to the rank of corporal, it is the first 

— only the first, certainly, but none the less sure 

— step towards a commission. It is not every 

corporal who can be in time promoted to be an 

officer, but it is none the less certain that every 

soldier of that rank looks forward to that advance- 

ment. This not only keeps him well behaved, 

but gives him a positive pride in the humble 

rank be holds, such as we look for in vain in 

our own non-commissioned ranks. 

It is difficult to conceive any human being in ■

a more false position than an English officer 

who has risen from the ranks, among his new 

comrades. If he be a married man, of course he 

sees but little of them ; never, in fact, save at 

parade, or occasionally when he dines at mess. 

As a general rule, he has married some per- 

son in humble circumstances; for what ''re- 

spectable" father or mother would allow their 

daughter to wed a mere sergeant P The wives 

of tJie other officers call on Mrs. Blank, when 

Sergeant Blank is promoted,' and there their 

intercourse ceases. Husband and wife are, as 

regards society, like Mahomet's coffin, which is 

neither on earth nor in heaven. They cannot 

mix with their old friends, and they have 

nothing in common with their new. If by 

chance there be some one other married officer 

in the corps who has also been promoted from 

the ranks, these form together a little society, 

and keep among themselves. If, on the other 

hand, the promoted officer be a bachelor, it is 

more than probable that he has nothing but 

his pay to live on: which means that he 

cannot live in a regiment quartered in England 

and do as his brother officers do. The com- 

manding officer knows this full well, and in- 

variably gives him leave not to belong to the 

mess. He therefore lives on good terms with 

his comrades, but sees nothing of them socially. 

In the French army, non-commissioned officers 

are treated by the commissioned ranks, much 

as midshipmen in our navy are treated by 

lieutenants. Most French officers have at one 

time or other served in the ranks ; in which men 

of the best blood in France are to be found. 

The apologists of our service say that the 

reason for this, is, that the French army is 

mainly recruited by conscription, whereas our 

ranks are filled by voluntary enlistment. But 

it is well known that almost every man of the 

better class who is to be found in the ranks of the 

French service, is a man who has enlisted volun- 

tarily, and not as a conscript. The non-com- 

missioned or commissioned officers are taken 

abundantly from those who have voluntarily 

joined the army. When one of these becomes 

sub-lieutenant, he finds, in his new grade, many 

old comrades. No matter how poor he may be, 

he can dine and mix with them. He has his 

pay, and on that he can live as well as any of 

bis brother-officers. There in nothing so uni- 

versally frowned upon in the French army as 

extravagance, and there is no crime which finds 

less mercy with the French army authorities 

than debt. ■

The plain - clothes wearmg, horse keeping, 

mess-nlate having, mess-dinners giving, expensive 

wine drinking, up to London rushing, life, which 

forms the every-day existence of many of our Eng- 

lish officers, has no parallel whatever in the French 

army. Men enter the profession of arms in that 

country as they take to the law, to medicine, to 

the church, or to any avocation; that is to say, 

to work, and to earn bread and, if possible, dis- 

tinction for themselves. In England, for the vast 

majority of those who can afford to live in a regi- 

ment at home, military life is made a pleasant ■
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pastime with which to spend the years between 

twenty and thirty. This is one grand reason whjr 

all gentlemen without a certain income of their 

own— independent of what they require to pur- 

chase their first commissions and subsequent 

promotion — avoid the army, or else make up 

their minds to soldier in the colonies all their 

lives. Let any one watch the changes that take 

place in a regiment ordered home from India, 

and note what a number of officers exchange 

into regiments which remain in that countrv. 

Is it the love of Indian life that makes them do 

this? Certainly not; it is their inability to 

" keep up the pace" in the regiment at home. 

If any poor man be lucky enougn to be promoted 

to a commission, even while still yoiing and 

active, he is obliged either to serve all his 

days in the East, or to live apart from his 

companions. The English army is at present 

so constituted that it is a service solelv for the 

rich, and this is one reason why tne class 

we most want in our ranks enlist so rarely, 

and why those who get over tleir ten years 

in the ranks so rardy renew their engage- 

ments. It is in quantity as well as quality, 

too, that our recruiting is falling off. If an- 

other such war as that of the Crimea were 

to break out, or If an emergency like the Indian 

mutiny of 1857 were to arise, we might have to 

fill our ranks from amongst the inmates of our ■

C"3 and the ticket-of-leave men; so unpopular 
the service become, not only among artisans, 

but among agricultural labourers. ■

There is no doubt that the English army 

might be made as popular a service m England 

as that of Erance is m France. But we have so 

many "vested interests" to consider, and so 

many people to conciliate, that we seldom or 

never do the right thing at the right time. In 

short, it is *' un-English," or un-something else 

equally intelligible, to change " the system, sir, 

the system," and so the system lingers on. ■

IN THE LOWLANDS. ■

Thebe is something very fascinating in the 

sport of angling. I don't mean vulgar bottom fish- 

ing, wkere " the fool at one end" merely drops his 

line, and waits until the bob of the float warns him 

that a foolish fish has swallowed the "worm at 

the other." Not that kind of piscatorial art, which 

any one can compass ; but the graceM throwing 

of the two hair casting line with the three barbed 

flies floating from it — ^the art that is all grace 

and delicate skill, and, as Izaak Walton hath 

it, gentleness — the art which handles a fish ten- 

derly as if it loved him. I learned to cast a fly 

when I was very young, and one of my oft-re- 

curring dreams in after-life, when far distant 

from mj native trout streams, was of myself, a 

boy again, standing on a chair and taking down 

a black hickory fishing-rod from over the dining- 

room door at home. In my dream, I took down 

the rod, put it together, adjusted the line and 

hooks, and reached the banks of the Islay : but 

always when I was on the point of casting the ■

line into a well-remembered stream, I awoke. 

Through many years, I dreamt this dream over 

and over again, and in my waking hours longed 

to realise it —to fish in the Islay or the Deveron 

once again. ■

At last my longing is about to be gratified. 

Here flows the Deveron at my feet ; and I am go- 

ing to relate a strange thing tnat happened to me. 

I was not provided with a rod, and went forth to 

buy one. There was not one for sale in zdl the 

little town, but I was informed that a turner, in a 

certain street, would probably lend me one. I 

proceeded to the turner, and he lent me a rod. I 

take the pieces out into his yard to put them 

together, and, as I handle the slips of hickory, a 

strange feeling steals over me, and I begin to 

think that it cannot be reality— that I am 

dreaming that dream again. I have put the 

whole rod together, and rav first vague impres- 

sion is confirmed past a doubt. It is my own old 

rod, the one that rested over the dining-room 

door at home, the one that I had taken down in my 

dreams ! It is more than twenty years since I 

handled it, yet I know it by my sense of touch, 

almost before I look at it, and notice my father's 

initials on the handle. How it ever found its 

way from the Islay to the Deveron, I did not 

care to inquire ; but here it was, to be my com- 

panion once again after a long parting. I felt 

that it had come on purpose to meet me, like a 

dear old friend. Another odd circumstance: 

the first gun I handle, is one I used when at 

the university in Aberdeen, fifty miles distant 

from the place where I now find it. ■

It is not a dream this time. I cast my line, 

and find that I can cast as skilfully as ever ; and 

I have all the old sportsman's fire in my veins, 

until suddenly I land a large trout. And now 

the sight of the poor creature lying gasping on 

the bank, with a cruel hook through its tongue, 

reminds me that I have been living in towns. It 

is not aHl wickedness, and hard-heartedness, and 

indifference, that one learns in. large cities. I 

am struck witli compunction for the tortures I 

am infiicting on this innocent fish. It goes to 

my heJart to wrench that piece of barbed steel 

from its mouth — ^I liave almost a mind to throw 

it into the water again, and give it its life. 

Have I grown tender-hearted or effeminate? 

So, when the bird falls at my feet, and I see 

its dying eyes looking up at me reproachfully, I 

feel as though some of the contents of that 

deadly gun, were in my own breast. But man 

soon relapses into barbarism. In a day or two 

I have no feelings for the fish, and can dash their 

brains out against my iron heel without com- 

punction: can even leave them to gasp out 

their lives on the bank, doubtless in the agony 

of what to them is drowning. ■

Erom this little town of Banff, which is the 

basis of my holiday operations, I make excur- 

sions into several districts of the Lowlands, 

and see a good deal of rural as well as town 

life. I do not see these places for the first time. 

I passed my boyhood among them, and, visiting 

them, after many years, with some powers of 

observation and judgment to aid my early iin- ■
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pressions, I shall scarcely fall into those glaring 

errors which are so often committed by travel- 

lers who, visiting strange lands for the first 

time, see only the surface of things. Standing 

on the top of a hill, which is rather irreverently 

said to command a view of *' all the kingdoms 

of the world,'* I observe that a great aavance 

has been made in the cultivation of the land 

since I last stood on that hill twenty years ago. 

On every hand cultivation has crept up the 

barren hill-sides, and wrested com and other 

fruits from tracts of land which were formerly 

black moss or heath-covered rock. These im- 

provements have been made by the people them- 

selves, without any aid, and sometimes without 

any encouragement from their landlords ; so a 

trustworthy tenant informs me. And here a 

word or two ou the great Scotch landowners. 

Li many Quarters the Scotch have as much 

reason as tne Irish to complain of absenteeism. 

The lord, who owns the soil, and derives his 

income from the industry of his tenants, too 

often passes the greater part of his time in 

London, leaving his estates to be managed by 

agents, or, as they are called here, " factors." 

Tne people do not complain, but they deeply feel 

the injustice of such neglect. It means much 

when some poor little farmer says to a Lon- 

doner, " Well, and what does our lord do up in 

London ; do you hear of him much ; is he gay ?" 

I heard of a Scotch proprietor, whose rent-roll 

is nearly a hundred thousand pounds a year, 

who never visits his estates except to shoot the 

game. The money which his tenants make 

for him, struggling with a stubborn soil under 

a most inclement sky, is nearly all spent in 

the neighbourhood of Pall-MaU. Very little of 

it, indeed, goes back into the channel whence 

it came. In many things some of the Scotch 

landowners are quite as selfish, quite as ex- 

acting, guite as tyrannical, as any privileged 

serf-ownmg noble in the empire of the Czar. 

Por example. Here is an honest hard-working 

man renting a farm which yields him and his 

family only a bare living ; and one of the con- 

ditions on which he holds his lease is, that he 

will not only abstain from killing game himself, 

but do everything in his power to preserve the 

game, to anord sport for his lord. I walked 

over a farm one day, which was overrun with 

game and ravenous oirds of every description. 

In addition to hares, rabbits, pheasants, and 

partridges, which feastpt at all times upon the 

corn and the turnips, thousands of rooks (from 

my lord's rookery; came eveir morning, and 

^ spent the day in the richest field thev could 

nnd. And it was more than this poor farmer's 

lease was worth, to shoot even a raobit. It made 

my blood boil to think of such selfishness and in- 

justice ; but the farmer took it very quietly. ■

"I knew ail this before I took the farm," he 

said. ■

It is hard to get a Scotchman to own that he 

is oppressed in any way. He does not mind 

owning to a sentimental ^ievance about the 

place which his lion holds m the British shield, 

or the precedence of the Lord Provost of Edin- ■

burgh in a state ceremonial ; but he will not 

admit that there is any hardship in the con- 

ditions under which he lives in his native land. 

He is too proud for that. He will not be pitied. 

The contrast between the condition, manners, 

and habits, of the agricultural classes of Scot- 

land, and those of England, is very remarkable. 

Take, for example, any feirm of a hundred acres 

or so, in the midland counties of England. 

What sort of person is the farmer ? In some 

cases he is a person who wears a smock-frock 

and hobnailed boots, who smokes his pipe and 

drinks his ale at the beer-shop, his convivial 

"sentiment"- beino; "more pigs and fewer 

parsons," who "ain't no scoliard," who takes 

nis meals in the kitchen with bis labourers, and 

who brings his sons up to be carters and plough- 

men, or, at the very highest, veterinary sur- 

geons. In Scotland, a person renting a farm of 

the same extent is a gentleman. If he have not 

been to college, he has attended the parochial 

school and received a good general ectucation. 

His house, though it may be small, and covered 

with a thatch roof, is furnished with elegances 

as well as comforts. He has his silver spoons, 

and his silver toddy ladles, and is in a position 

to entertain his aristocratic landlord if he should 

happen to call. His sons are at college, learning 

Greek and Latin; his daughters are at boarding- 

school in the county town, learm'ng Erench and 

the piano ; his wife can cook, but she can aho 

play and sins; and the domestic life of the 

family is marked by the ^ces of refinement 

and the courtesies of pobte society. I need 

not say what is the condition of Englbh 

labourers^ and farm-servants, but I will ask you 

to step into the kitchen of a Scotch farm- 

house, and see how the ploughmen and harvest- 

workers spend the evenmg after the labours of 

the day. The supper has just been finished. 

What docs a London cab-driver or dock-labourer 

say to the bill of fare ? A dish of greens, or 

mashed turnips, or potatoes, oat cSkes, and 

milk. Not a scrap of butcher's meat of any 

kind. And now, the reapers, the gatherers, the 

binders, and the rakers, are seated round the 

fire to enjoy themselves. "Black Janet," as 

the old-fashioned shell-lamp (which burns with 

train oil and the pith of a rush) is called, assists 

the blazing peat nre to shed a light on the scene ; 

the hearth is cleanly swept ; the lasses in their 

trim cotton jackets and wincey petticoats are 

seated at their spinning-wheels; the herd-boy 

is in a comer, perhaps learning his multiplica- 

tion-table; ana the grieve or foreman of the 

labourers is reading aloud the news of the world 

from the county paper. These people have m 

interest for topics which possess uttje attfactkk 

for the same classes in England. '' They know 

all that is going on in parliament ; in tbfjMieral 

assemblies of their two xirks ; they follow meigQ 

wars, and the events of the world generally ; iknd 

the names of eminent public men and their 

characteristics are as well known to them as 

they are to some people who move in hisher 

circles and call tnemselves politicians. iJot 

political and theological debates are carried ■
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on in Scotch farm-house kitchens, and the 

argnmentft are sometimes conducted with a 

knowledge of the bearings of the question at 

issue which is perfectly surprising. I met a 

ploughman who knew a good deal — a good deal 

more than I did — about the chemistry of 

manures. He said that Liebig was a clever 

man who had done a great service to agricul- 

turists, but his theory was not always sustained 

by actual practice. 1 met a common gardener 

who carried a microscope in his pocket, and 

could tell me the botanieal name of every flower 

in the district. He knew also the different 

kinds of wild birdfi. Another, a ploughman, 

had a small library by his bed in the loft over 

the stable. Among his books I observed an 

abridgment of Hume and Smollett's History of 

England, and an expensive edition of Goldsmith's 

Earth and Animated Nature, which he had taken 

in iu parts. Scott's novels and Bums's poems 

are to be found in the humblest houses ot Scot- 

land, and illustrations from the works of both 

writers are familiar in every mouth. ■

The Scotch are said to be much given to 

whisky; but the rural population have very 

few opportunities of indulging a taste for 

strong arink of any kind. I have now in my 

eye half a dozen Scotch parishes of great ex- 

tent, which have only one public-house each. 

In any one of them, these drinking-shops are 

within easjT reach of only two or three farms. 

The maiority of Scotch farm-servants never 

taste wnisky, except at the end of the term 

(their half vear's period of service) ; when tiiey 

make holiday, dress themselves in their best, 

and go to the feeing-market at the next town. 

At such times thev do indulge rather freely; 

and not unfrequentiy the market ends in a series 

of faction fights. Great efforts are now beins 

made to do away with feeing-markets, and 

substitute re^stry-oflELces instead. ■

A certain kmdof immorality, which undoubt- 

edlv prevails among the rural classes of Scotland, 

is the fruit of a system which is in other respects 

advantageous. The svstecnJt^ses the rate of bas- 

tardv, but it keeps aown pauperism. For ex- 

ample: in the country districts of England, many 

of the labourers who work upon the farms, and 

earn from nine to twelve shillings a week, live 

in little houses of their own ; wmch encourages 

tliem to marry. In Scotland, the labourers for 

the most part live with their masters in the 

farm-house, and take their wages partly in board 

and lodging. It is thus a oisadvantage for a 

Seotch ploughman to be married; he cannot 

take his wile to his master's house; and a 

house for her own use would be an unnecessary 

expense, even if a smaU dwelling suitable for 

her conld be obtained. The conseauence is, 

that fiurm-servants in Scotland generally remain 

unmarried. The evil results will be qbvious ; 

but you do not find whole families in a district 

throwing themselves upon the parish > And in 

Scotlana the degrading spectacle of labourers 

broken down with age and service, going up to 

some sentimental meeting of their masters to 

receive a prize of a pair of cord breeches for ■

long service, and consequ^ destitution and 

helplessness, is utterly unknown. There is no 

poverty like that of the Dorsetshire labourer, 

among the same class in Scotland. A Scotch 

farm-servant gets from six to twelve pounds per 

annum, and his board and lodging. He nas 

only to provide himself with clothes, and such 

luxuries as snuff and tobacco. When he is a 

bachelor, which he geneially is, he has no care 

whatever as to the means of living. ■

Tlie care and eoonomy displayed in Scotch 

farming offer a marked contrast to the rude 

and careless modes of cultivation which are 

adopted on the rieher soils of the south. The 

Scotch would not get a living out of their stub- 

born soil bv the easy, happy-go-lucky stjle of 

tillage whicn prevails" in some of the southern 

counties of England. Look at a Kentish ploug;h 

and look at an Aberdeen one. The former, a 

rude lumpy arrangement of wood, little better 

than the tree wmch the Spaniard drags over 

his fertile field ; the latter, a trim neat imple- 

ment, constructed wholly of iron — light, manage- 

able, and almost as precise in its operations as 

a niathematical instrument. Ploughing is a 

fine-art in Scotland, it is a ploughman's pride 

to rule a field with farrows as straight and 

regular as a copy-book. There is no waste of 

labour nor power. There are only two horses 

and one man to a pbuj^k. The carts, the har- 

rows, the sowing-machmes, are all constructed 

on the best principle, neat in form, r^ular — 

almost elegant—- in acticm. There is nothing 

rude or clumsy about Scotch agricultural imple- 

ments. All the new discoveries as to the 

chemical properties of manures^ are well under- 

stood ana generally acted upon. The earth is 

nursed like a weak child— taken on the knee, 

as it were, and fed with a spoon. The reward 

of all this tender care is often pitiful to heboid. 

A field of turnips or potatoes with a score of 

barren patches ; a fiela of oats whose straw in 

some parts is only a foot high, which is still 

hopelessly green when the snow begins to fall. 

In these northern districts which T am now 

visiting, whole fiehls are lost every year. The 

crop does not come up, or it does not ripen, or it 

ripens too fast and is thrashed out by the wind 

before it is cut. The people have a hard fight 

with nature here ; but, thougb vanquished oft, 

they never despair. Th^y are a philosophical as 

wefi as a p^evering race. ■

The hospitality of tl^ country people in Scot- 

land is overpowering. Go.where you will, into 

the castle of the laird, or into the cot of the 

peasant, you must eat and drink on the instant. 

No matter whether you are hungry and thirsty ; 

no matter ^jrhat the hour of the day. If 

there be nolhing in the house but whisky, 

you must drink whisky. Whisky at early 

mom, whisky at not n, whisky at eve. Under 

the obligations of festive courtesy, which 

in this country hold it to be almost penal to 

shirk the whisky-bottle when it comes round, 

I am nearly killmg myself drinking drams 

and tumblers of toddy. After a time I find it 

convenient to carry about with me a bottle of ■
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citrate of magnesia, with which to cool myself 

down the last thing at night, and pick myself 

up the first thing in the morning. ■

Whisky in Scotland is a national institution. 

The implements for making toddy are household 

gods, whicli descend as heirlooms from one 

generation to another. Those implements con- 

sist of a brass or silver toddy-kettle, a quaint 

black whisky-bottle of the Butch character, a 

certain numoer of stout tumblers with feet to 

them, little square or oblong doylies sacred to 

toddy, and a dozen or two of silver toddy-ladles. 

No householder considers himself completely set 

up in life, unless he nossesses the oroper imple- 

ments for making ana drinking toddy. And the 

consumption of this national compound is a grand 

ceremonial, a solemn sacrifice to Bacchus, con- 

ducted with great state and circumstance. The 

dinner is nothing, the toddy afterwards is every- 

thing. I have heard that my grandfather was 

always very impatient of the concluding courses 

of dinner. The cheese was a formula for which he 

had no toleration. He would nevergive any one 

an opportunity of taking cheese. He would say 

to the guests all round as fast as he could talk, 

giving no one a chance to reply, " Ye for cheese ? 

ye for cheese? ye for cheese P Kaebody for 

cheese, tak' awa' the cheese.'' And the chcjese 

would be whipped away accordingly, the cloth 

cleared, and tlie implements of toady set out on 

the polished mahogany. No dessert accompanies 

the after-dmner toddy-drinking in Scotland. 

Apples and pears, almonds and raisins, and such- 

like sweet fare, are considered fit only for women 

and children. It would be a desecration of the 

high and severe altar sacred to whisky, to place 

eatables of any kind upon it. The sacrifice 

admits of libations only. You are expected to 

put a glass and a half of whisky in every tumbler, 

and your host keeps his eye on you to see that 

you don't shirk. A wine-glassiul and a half is 

the minimum which anyone can venture to put 

into his tumbler without losing caste as a true 

Scot. If you cannot stand to your double- 

shotted tumbler, you are no worthy son of Scotia. 

But a little more is allowable than a glass and a 

half in a tumbler; and this wee drappie more is 

pleasantly called an "ekey." An **ekey"is 

given by a tremulous motion of the hand^ 

allowed to be involuntary— just as the second 

glass is half full. You may happen to fill the 

glass ; but it is only an *' ekey, and doesn't 

count. There are many innocent diminutives 

used in Scotland to soften the name of whisky. 

It would sound very horrid and be unpleasantly 

suggestive of habitual intemperance, to be 

always asking for a "glass of whisky." So until 

it comes to the regular toddy-time, you take a 

'* wee drappie," or a "thimbleful," or a "skitey," 

and you take it with an air of being troubled 

with a stomach complaint, and make faces after 

it as if you didn't like it, and only took it as a 

medicine. Under the name of a "drappie," or 

a "^tey," whuky tastes just as hot in the 

mouth, only yon may persuade yourself and 

others that you haven't nad any whisky. It is 

because whisky-toddy is an institution in Scot- ■

land, because it is consumed in high state, and 

because every household has its toddy gods, 

that we derive the impression that the Scotch 

are a people inordinately given to drink. I am 

inclined to believe, however, that there is quite 

as much drinking going on in London as in any 

town in Scotland. Scotchmen take a good deal 

of toddy after dinner, and perhaps a "skitey" 

with the forenoon's "piece" (Anglic^, lunch), 

but they are not in tne habit ofdrinkine at ■

Sublic-hJouse bars. They take nearly sdltheir 

rinks sitting round their own tables, and [I 

question if the maximum number of tumblers 

exceeds t-he quantity which is sipped in " drops" 

and " drains" in English taverns by men who 

are regarded as models of ^ moderation and 

sobriety. We may at least^say this, that a 

Scotchman takes his drink like a gentleman. ■

Toddy-drinking in Scotland, however, is not 

so universal nor so religiously pursued as it was. 

An old fourteen-tumbler man complained to me 

lately, that the new race of Scotchmen were very 

degenerate. He was deploring bitterly that 

there was not Ji man in ail Scotland now, who 

could take his fourteen tumblers. ■

" I canna think fat's come to the young men 

noo-a-days," he said; " they run awa' frae their 

toddy at the second tumbler, and jine the 

leddies — they're just becoming effeeminate." ■

NEW CHINA. ■

About the year 1854, Chinamen came over in 

shoals to the Australian colonies, dressed in a 

coarse dark-blue cotton, cut in the most primi- 

tive form. They were not flowery Orientals out 

of picture-books, which represent only manfTftrin!^ 

and other high personages in full dress. I have 

a belief that the first tailor who made a China- 

man's slops worked for Noah. The upper por- 

tion is a smock, not so elaborate as the English 

peasant's smock-frock, but a short straight 

jacket buttoning down the front, and having long 

straight and tight sleeves. The jacket reaches 

to about the hips, and the sleeves come over the 

finger-tips, servm^ as Aoffs and {gloves, and being 

turned back during any active work. The 

trousers are a blue bag, through which a pair of 

brown bare miserable apologies for legs are 

thrust. When not barefoot, the poorer sort of 

Chinese wear cork-soled slippers with short toe- 

caps, but no heel-pieces or " ufts." Their heads 

are adorned with plenty of coarse coal-black 

hair, always neatly plaited into a long queue. 

Those who are short of hair, eke out the 

(quantity and length by the insertion of black 

silk. Often this tail reaches below the bend 

of the knee, but ends usually where the 

monkey's tail begins. The hat of the working 

Chinaman is a machine most like the seat of a 

larfce cane-bottomed chair, puffed up into a 

conical shape, and lined with rushes and leaves. 

The figure of the Chinaman is not complete 

without his pair of panniers, round, and three 

feet deep. He places them, equally weighted, 

, on the ends of a six-foot bamboo rod, secures ■
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them to it with some mysterioas knot^ and ■

Eoises the rod on his shoulder, so carrying his 
iggage; then proceeds on his jouinev at a 

slinging slipshod even trot — much like the trot 

of a tired butcher's hack, which gets over the 

ffround at about four miles an hour, or rather 

less. ■

The early Chinese colonist, when he landed, 

looked for lodgings ; and, to get them, all he did 

was to cut two upright sticks, with a fork at 

the top, from the nearest gum-tree or bush, 

place tnem in the ground about six feet apart, 

put another slender pole between them, and 

throw over all a sheet of dusky brown calico, 

which was pegged down to the ground at 

suitable intervals. The whole tent was four 

or five feet high, and afforded barely enough 

room for his narrow bed, which by day is 

rolled up, and always carried in one of the 

baskets before mentioned. All his cooking, wash- 

ing, and laundry-work, which was of the smallest 

amount, he performed out in the open air. 

A large number of tents were pitched as close 

together as they inconveniently could be pitched, 

and all the inhabitants, frequently two or three 

to one tent, were huddled!^ together less com- 

fortably than sheep in their pens. Li a short 

time, the refuse from this camp was strewed in 

and around it, and odours arose therefrom. The 

food consisted, in those early days, of rice, of 

which they invariably preferred the kinds not in 

repute among Europeans ; they chose for their 

meat, lecs and shins of beef, reduced to a sort 

of bouilu, together with an occasional morsel 

of pork as a treat. ■

The Chinese method of working was at first 

as peculiar as the other habits of these people, 

ana loud and deep were the complaints of the 

European miners. They affected the " tub and 

cradle," and the washing pan. Instead, how- 

ever, of sinking a shaft, John Chinaman de- 

lighted in raking up old "tailings," or refuse 

from a preceding digger's work, i^nd putting them 

through his cradle, without using the tub at all. 

At other times, a system of ''surfacing" was 

carried on to a large extcy^t ; which means that 

the men scratched up/tne surface soil to a 

depth of two or three inches or feet, and 

put it all through the cradle. The returns from 

such methods of mining, whHe thoroughly 

unsatisfactory to Europeans, tvere gladly ac- 

cefjted as sufficient by the less ambitious 

Asiatics. ■

A few of the most enterprising of these 

Orientals took up various portions of land in 

good sites, which' were unalienated from the 

crown, and, fencing it round with closely- 

woven bushes, digged gardens, wherein they 

sowed lettuce, radishes, spring oniona^cabbages, 

and gathered a rich harvest of profits. On 

the banks of the River Loddon, such a 

garden extends over at least twelve acres 

of ground. It is surrounded by a rough 

but secure fence. This is necessary, as there 

are many goats and cattle wandering about. 

A gate, wiae enough to drive an American 

waggon through, leads to the house, which. ■

in this instance, is built of weather boards. 

Outside the house, which is not larger than 

about twenty feet by twelve, is a sort of summer- 

house, built of leaves and branches of gum-trees, 

under which the lord of the mansion delights to 

take his frugal meals. The house is used 

only to sleep in, and very uncomfortable it 

must be, as it is parted off into a considerable 

number of tiny rooms, each fitted with bunks, 

after the style of our government emigration 

vessels. The entrance is guarded by two dogs, 

who bark and strain at their chains most furiously 

whenever an European shows himself. A stable 

for the horses (the Chinaipan has a particular 

delight in horseflesh) forms one siae of the 

quadrangle, the house another, and on the 

two sides is the garden fence. The garden 

is a model of its Kind. The ground is laid 

out with neatness and regularity, and the 

vegetables are planted with mathematical ac- 

curacy. Being formed on the banks of the 

Loddon, and so close that the steep bank to 

the river-side enables the proprietor to dis- 

pense with a fence near the water, there is the 

req^ttired facility for irrigation— ^the secret of the 

Chinaman's success — two or three pumps being 

set up to raise the water to the level of the 

garden. From the pumps, the water is conveyed 

in troughs all over the ground, and into various 

small tanks which are sunk at the corner of 

each bed. Erom these the Chinese labourers 

draw water in the ordinary watering-pots, and 

early and late may be seen going about as wet 

as possible, and watering each little lettuce and 

caboage with as much care as the European 

gardener gives to his rarest exotic. To protect 

the young and tender plants from the too fierce 

rays of the sun, these gardeners spread small 

squares of damp cloth over them. Tne cabba^s 

are subject to the ravages of an aphis, which 

soon destroys the plant. The European, when 

his plants are thus attacked, quietly folds his 

hands and watches their destruction ; but the 

Chinaman takes a strong mixture of soap, soda» 

tobacco, and other things, and with a small 

brush carefully washes over every leaf of eveiy 

plant affected. By these means he rears his 

stock and brings into the market plenty of fresh 

young tender plants, when one is not to be 

obtained for love or money from an European. 

The Yictorian gardeners refuse to be taught by 

the experience of previous failures, and the con- 

sequence is, that for a regular fresh and cheap 

supply of vegetables we are wholly dependent 

on the patient industry of the Chinese. In the 

Loddon garden, thirty-six men are employed. 

The hea&ian vindicates his title by using his 

head only, preferring to keep his finger-nails 

long, and to employ the hands of others. When 

the vegetables of this garden are cut, they are 

placed in cane baskets, and taken to a large tub, 

where they are stripped of all waste or decaying 

leaves, carefully washed, and packed for sale in 

the baskets with as much cleiuiliness, care, and 

delicacy, as a Devonshire woman bestows on 

the packing of her butter for market. John 

Chinaman lifts a fresh crisp young lettuce as ■
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y" as if it were an egg, and looks as 

regretfully at a broken leaf as if it were an 

infant's broken arm. From tbe Loddon garden, 

the labourers have to walk five miles to the 

nearest market, which distance they perform at 

their usual slinging trot. The salesmen bring 

their baskets home full of manure. In addition 

to the nsual manure, they buy guano and bone- 

dust. ■

In the earlier days. Chinamen were wholly 

dependent on the European storekeepers for 

their supplies. Now eyeiy camp has one 

or two stores, the property of a Gee-Lon^, 

or Ah-Luck, or Mong-Feng. But they remain 

good customers to the fiaropeans, as they 

greatly affect European manners^ customs, and 

dress, after they nave been a short time in 

the colony. Not unfrequently they patronise 

theatres, concerts, or other amusements, and 

put in a splendid appearance at any procession 

or public demonstration. When the governors, 

for instance, have at different times visited the 

up-country towns, their Chinese subjects have 

always been most anxious to do full nonoor to 

the representative of royalty. Thev mus- 

tered m swarms, and brought with them 

splendid specimens of banners, flags, and 

decorations, which quite cast into shade the 

paltry attempts in the same line of European 

iioliday-makers. The flags are not only far 

prettier in shape, but are of beautiful material, 

being of the richest silks, of various colours, 

so exQuisitely contrasted or so delicately 

blendea, as to please the artistic eve, and 

covered with embroidery of most elaborate 

character and workmanship. They let off a most 

liberal supply of crackers— an amusement they 

deUght in — and deny themselves no opportunity 

of enjoying. They also, at intervals, favour the 

lieges with Celestial music, which, certainly, 

does not incline any of our colonial enthusiasts 

to ask for that "strain again." The instru- 

ments of music consist of reeds, arranged some- 

thing like a primitive Pan's pipe, cymbals, and a 

tiny kettle-drum. On all these occasions, the 

Chinese have with good taste given up their 

European dress, and appeared as glorious as they 

could make themselves m their national costume : 

thus adding materially to tbe picturesque effect of 

the procession, and distinctively showing their 

numoers. ■

After their emigration to Victoria had con- 

tinued for ^ some years, the Chinese became 

tired of "all woA and no play," and ac- 

cordingly a company of dramatic performers 

arrived from the Flowery Land. 6f course, 

as they were travelling from one camp to 

another, or rather from one English town to 

another, round which Chinamen had set up their 

clusters of tabernacles, they had no permanent 

place of performance, but conveved tneir stage, 

properties, and theatre (in the shape of a large 

circular tent) from place to place. The dresses, 

and some of the other properties, with great 

display of jewellery, are really splendid ; but they 

almost wholly dispense with scenery. They de- 

light in feats of strength, and indulge in dan- ■

gerous acrobatic exliibitions to a most alarming 

extent. They never repeat the same piece, for 

they appear to have an inexhaustible supply of 

dramas. It would be impossible for one.who is 

but slightly acc|uainted with their language to 

discuss the ments of the actors, but if one may 

judge by the earnest enthusiasm of the audience, 

they must be excellent. On one occasion I had the 

benefit of an interpreter's version of the tragedy 

before me. It was made up of pretty equal 

parts of love, jealousy, revenge, and murder, 

and seemed thoroughly to rivet the attention 

and enlist the sympathies of the audience. An 

emperor made his appearance in the course of 

the piece ; and the slow and dignified, yet im- 

perious, way in which he Hved and moved, and 

gave his orders, was a perfect illustration of 

what one could imagine to be the manners of 

an Oriental autocrat— half barbarous, half re- 

fined. The female characters were acted by 

boys. One, the young lady, Kat-si-sieno, who 

is deserted by her recreant lover, and who 

eventually hangs herself, was so intensely 

pathetic, that she (or he) wept, and the 

real distress infected the beholders. The per- 

formances are varied, and accompanied, as in 

our own theatres, bv music ; but tne beating of 

the tom-toms, and tne shrill sounds of the pipes 

and triangles, became such an intolerable nui- 

sance to Europeans, that it was found neces- 

sary to forbid tiie musical portions of tbe enter- 

tainment after twelve o'clock at night. The 

other parts of the performance were usually 

carried on until one^ two, or three o'clock in the 

morning. ■

In one or two of the up-country towns, several 

of the more adventurous Chinamen rented some 

old wooden houses in the worst part of the 

towns. Gradually the number of these in- 

creased until a " Chinese Quarter" was formed. 

Reasons over and above theur peculiar smell, 

rendered these Chinamen anything but desirable 

neighbours; and in Castlemaine a local capi- 

talist erected a brick cantonment, away from 

the other houses. This little place is a perfect 

town in miniature. It occupies about two acres 

of ground, has three or four streets, an arcade, 

and apparently any number of millions of in- 

habitants. There are a large number of stores, 

several restaurants, and one or two opium 

saloons. The owners of all these establish- 

ments are quite willing to let any person go 

over them, and indeecTseem to take a plea- 

sure in showing their wares, and explaining 

Chinese ways of management. Few of their 

dwellings have chimneys; but th^ are warmed 

with buckets of live charcoal. The excessive 

neatness of the arrangement of the stores, 

houses, and of their own dress, would lead one 

to suppose these Chinamen the cleanest people 

in the world, but they are terribly dirty in 

some respects. Were it not for the enforcement 

of some sanitarv by-laws by the Europeans 

amon^t whom tney reside, their quarters would 

speeddy become the hotbed of the " pestilence 

tnat walketh in darkness." ■

In this cantonment there is a tin-smith's shop, ■
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where bnckets, clippers, dishes, and piunps, are 

made by the imitative Chinamen, after the Eng- 

lish and American models. There is a tailors 

shop, where articles of clothing are made for 

those who are constant to the ancient style of 

dress, where the workman sits cross-iegged 

precisely as an English tailor does, and draws 

ont his thread witn that pecnliar jerk which 

tailors appear to think necessary to the effec- 

tnal completion of their stitches. There is a 

doctor's shop or apothecary's, where the parcels 

haye cabalistic cbaracters on them, only intel- 

ligible to the Tender, and there is a shop which 

has no counterpart in the European community. 

There, sits an old Asiatic — one of the very few 

ever seen with grey bairs, and these are only 

the few which sulom his face, the rest being 

as black as a coal — grinding away with all his 

might from morning tiU night. The mill is of 

the most ancient kmd, being a smooth stone 

hollowed out, into which the material he grinds 

is put, and then another stone is placed on it, 

and the contents arepounded and ^und up to a 

powder or paste. The grist put mto this mys- 

terious mill is generally some kind of imported 

nut, the Chinese name of which is "fow- 

line."^ It is startling to think that a means 

of grinding, possibly inyented or adopted by 

the^ banished Cain and his descendants, should 

be in use here in this remote island continent 

in the nineteenth century of the Christian 

era. ■

!Nezt door to this andent specimen of hu- 

manity, I once beard sounds of music. On 

looking in, a younsp Chinaman was seen finger- 

ing the great-grandfather of all the yiolins. The 

instrument was a straiglit stick about three- 

quarters of an inch across, with a flat piece at 

the end, on wliich it rested. To the top of the 

stick were fastened two strings of catgut, which 

were again attached to the outer eage of the 

wood on which it rested, and a bridge senredto 

keep the strings in proper tension. A bow of 

the simplest construction serred to produce the 

most uniform monotonous melanchol^r sounds 

ear erer heard. The fingering was precisely that 

necessary in our violin playing ; but it only 

seemed to produce a greater or less volume of 

sound of the same note. The instrument rested 

on the knee of the player, and was about a foot 

high, the bow being of the same length. 1%e 

performer appeared to be thoroughly absorbed in 

nis employment, and his solitary listener's face 

had, for a Chinaman, as delighted and animated 

an expression as might be produced on the face 

of an European by a first-rate performance of & 

sonata of Beethoven's. ■

The Chinese features are not usually mobile 

and expressive. There is an intolerable sameness 

in face, colouring, dress, and general appearance 

among the Victorian Chinese, as compared with 

Europeans. The race is so pure, that one sees 

nothing but black eyes, black hair, and brown 

skins. Though at first it is next to impos- 

sible to distinguish one individual from anotner, 

yet after a time it becomes easy to separate 

the gentleman (there are a few) from the ■

peasant or boor, and the good from the bad, 

with nearly as much accuracy as in the case of 

Europeans. ■

VILLAGE HOSPITALS. ■

Public attention has lately been called to the 

utility of Village Hospitals, and Mr. R. A. 

£inglake has given an interesting account of 

one established at a place called Wrbgton. 

The writer has felt the need of such an institu- 

tion in a remote part of the country, and it may 

serve a good cause to state under what ciroom- ■

Amongst various cases of ilbess and accident 

which occurred there during this last autumn, a 

poor boy was kicked by a cow, and some of the 

small bones of his ankle were dislocated. He 

was carried home, a distance of some mil^ by a 

friendly shepherd. The accident was treated as 

a bruise. The boy's mother could not be per- 

suaded to send for the parish doctor until she 

had exhausted all her own remedies. ** Wait a 

while," she said, day after day, ** he'U be easier 

to-morrow, and we don't like to trouble the 

doctor till we've tried all else." At last, how- 

ever, the doctor was called in ; but the boy's leg 

was in so swollen a state by that time, that even 

he detected no dislocation. He pdled out a 

bottle of embrocation from his pocket, recom- 

mended rubbing and a bandage, and then drove 

away on his round of duty elsewhere. ■

When I called, on the same day, to inquire 

after the boy, it was gettmg dark, and I found 

the mother, without a candle, vigorously rubbing 

the wrong leg with the embrocation: to the 

half-concealed satisfaction of her son, who could 

not bear the least touch on the injured limb. 

As for a bandage, the poor people absolutely did 

not knowwhat abandagewas. I bandagedthe leg 

myself, but no improvement ensued ; and after 

another week or two qf suffering, the mother at 

length sent for a bone-setter, as she called him 

(or, as we should say, a surgeon), from the nearest 

town, who at once discovered what was the 

matter, and set the bones right in a few minutes, 

at a charge of ten shillings, which was paid. If 

there had been a village hospital in the neigh- 

bourhood, three weeks of suffering and loss of 

time and work would have been spared. ■

There is great delicacy of feeling, although 

much ignorance, among our poor people* ** We 

don't like to disturb the doctor," they say ; " we 

don't like to bring him three miles to see us, if 

we can help it." And they will walk the three 

miles, with a sick child in their arms, to save 

him an extra drive in his gig. When scarlet 

fever broke out in this village, I saw a child of 

three years old, with the rash thickly spread 

over her neck and shoxdders, sitting on the same 

bench with the otlier children in the schooL" 

" It flies to the little ones," the parents said ; 

" and if we shut them up to keep out of the 

way, the Lord can find them,, if he wants them, 

juat the same." This little child was soon too 

ill to come to school, and when I went to the ■
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cottage where she lived, to ask after her, I found 

the door locked, and all the family oat at work, ex- 

cept this young creature, whose small voice came 

quavering through a broken pane of glass in the 

window. 'Tm in bed with the fever. Mother's 

gone a-gieaning. The door's locked, and von 

can't get in." I could see the flushed little face 

lying on the piUow; a teapot was placed within 

the child's reach, out of the spout of which she 

drank from time to time. We used to come and 

talk to her throush the broken pane, and to 

hand her jn little things to please her. At last, 

she got well. But another child, of the same 

age, a particularly sturdy little boy, was carried 

forth into the harvest-field with the fever upon 

him. There was no proper shelter at hand 

where the child could be left; there was no 

doctor or nurse at hand to explain nature's laws 

to his parents. They laid then: child down under 

a hedge, while they went a-gleaning. There was 

a hot sun and a catting wind. The patient took 

cold and died. ■

At the very same time there was a little boy in 

the house wherelwas staying, lying iQof the very 

same fever. He lay in an airy room, with his 

mother watching by his side. Disinfecting fluid 

was spread about the house. Bright fires oumt 

in the grates, the i)o]ished floors were uncar- 

peted, and fresh air blew through the open 

windows. The physician's well-ai)pointed car- 

riage stood at the door; and while he spoke 

cheerful words to the little patient lying smiling 

on his sheltered bed, the funeral bell began 

tolling for the burial of the village child. Close 

under the windows we could see the simple 

funeral procession turning into the churchyard. 

A small coffin, carried by four village school- 

boys; a father and mother, two little sisters 

and a brother, sobbing as they^ followed it to 

the grave. Through the open windows sounded 

the old familiar words, '' I am the Besurrection 

and the Life." ■

We left the window, and turned back to the 

bed. ''The one shall be taken and the other 

left." ■

If a homely, inexpensive little hospital had 

been established in the village, this village child, 

humanly speaking, need not have died. ■

HALF A MILLION OF MONET. ■

BT THB AUTBOB 07 '* BABBABA'S BI8T0BT.** ■

' CHAPTEB LXXXVn. STIEL IN PUBSXJIT. ■

Davis's stables yrere soon found ; also Davis 

—Davis of the stable stably; all waistcoat, all 

pockets, all wide-awake, with a wisp of spotted 

cambric round his neck, a straw in his mouth, 

and no legs to speak of. This gentleman— not 

insensible to the attractions of her Majesty's 

profile in low relief on a neat pocket medallion 

—distinctly remembered supplying a fly on the 

morning in question. It was his large green fly, 

and he drove it himself. The gentleman desired 

him to drive to the Great Western Railway 

station. The lady was in deep mourning, and 

looked as if she had been crying. When they ■

got to Paddington, the gentleman gave him half- 

a-crown over and above his fare. The luggage 

all belonged to the lady. A porter took it off 

the cab, and carried it into the station. Davis 

thought he should know the porter again, if he 

saw him. He was a tall, red-haired man, with 

only one eye. Did not hear it said to what station 

the lady and gentleman were going. Was quite 

willing, however, to go over to the Great Western 

terminus, and do what he could to identify the 

porter. ■

So Mr. Davis shuffled himself into alight over- 

eoat, accepted a seat in Saxon's Hansom, and was 

forthwith whirled away to Paddington. The one- 

eyed porter was found without difficulty. His 

name was Bell. He remembered the lady and 

gentleman quite well. The lady left her um- 

brella in the first-class waiting-room, and he found 

it there. He ran after the train as it was moving 

away from the platform, but could not get up 

with the carnage soon enough to restore the 

umbrella. However, the gentleman came back 

to London that same evening, and inquired about 

it. Gave Bell a shilling for his trouble. The lug- 

gage was labelled for Clevedon. He was certain 

it was Clevedon, because he had labelled it with 

his own hands, and remembered having first of 

all labelled it Gleve, by mistake. Of all these 

facts he was positive. The incident of the um- 

brella had impressed them upon his memoiy; 

otherwise he did not suppose he should have re- 

tained a more distinct recollection of those two 

travellers than of the hundreds of others upon 

whom he attended dafly. This testimony shaped 

Saxon's course. He dismissed Davis, recom- 

pensed Bdl, and by two o'clock was speeding 

away towards the west. ■

It was the down express, and yet how slowly 

the train seemed to go! Leaning back in a cor- 

ner of the carriage, he watched the flitting of the 

landscape and listened to the eager panting of 

the engine with an impatience that far out- 

stripped the pace at which they :were going. 

He counted the stations; he counted the mi- 

nutes, the quarters, the half-hours, the hours. 

He had no eyes for the rich autumnal country. 

He saw not the "proud keep" of Windsor stand- 

ing high above its antique woods; the silver- 

grey Thames, with its sentinel willows and 

wooded slopes ; the fair city of Bath, seated amid 

her amphitheatre of hills ; or Bristol, gloomy with 

smoke. All he thought of, all he desired to see, 

all he aimed at now, was Clevedon. ■

Shortly after half-past five, he reached Bristol ; 

at half-past six he had arrived at his destination. 

There were fiys and omnibuses waiting about the 

little station. He took a close fly, being anxious 

to avoid recognition, and desired to be driven to 

the best hotel in the place. There was but one 

— a large white house with a garden, overlook- 

ing the Bristol Channel. Tbe day was waning 

and the tide was high on the beach, as Saxon 

stood for a moment among the flowering shrubs, 

looking over to the shadowy Welsh hills far 

away. The landlord, waiting at the door of the ■
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hotel to receive him, thought that his newly ar- 

rived gnest was admiring the setting sun^ the 

placid sea with its path of fire, the Mttle cove 

under the cliffs, and the steamers in the offing ; 

but Saxon was scarcely conscious of the scene 

before him. ■

CHAFTEB LXXXVIU. THE DA^UGHTEB 07 OCEAV. ■

No Mr. Forsyth had been heard of at the 

Royal Hotel, Clevedon, and no lady whom any 

person belonging to the house could identify with 

Saxon's description of Helen Riviere. The head 

waiter, a middle-aged man of clerical aspect, 

suggested that '' the gentleman should send for 

Mr. Slatter." Learning that Mr. Slatter was 

the superintendent of rural police, Saxon at once 

despatched a messenger to request his presence ; 

whereupon the clerical waiter respectfully in- 

quired whether the gentleman had dined. ■

But Saxon had neither dined nor breakfasted 

that day, nor slept in a bed for four nights past ; 

so he desired the waiter to serve whatever could 

be made ready immediately, flung himself upon 

a sofa, and, overwhelmed with fatigue, fell pro- 

foui^dly asleep. ■

It seemed to him that he had scarcely closed 

his weary eyes when a strange voice awoke him, 

and he found the waiter shouting in his ear, the 

dinner on the table, and Mr. Inspector Slatter 

waiting to speak with him. ■

Mr. Slatter represented the majesty of the 

English law to the extent of some six feet 

three: a huge, bronzed, crisp-haired, keen- 

eyed giants with a soft rich voice, and a broad 

Somersetshire accent. He had not heard of any 

Mr. Forsyth at Clevedon, and he was positive 

that no such name had been added to the visitors' 

list up at the Reading Rooms. He had, how- 

ever, observed a lady m very deep black sitting 

alone on the Old Church Hill both yesterday 

and the day before. Not having been on the 

hill himself, Mr. Inspector Slatter could not say 

whether the lady was young or old ; but that she 

was *' a new arrival" he did not doubt. She had 

not been on the hill to-day. He had passed that 

way half a dozen times, and coxdd not have 

failed to see her if she had been there. As to 

finding out where this lady might be lodging, 

nothing was easier. Mr. Slatter would guarantee 

that information within a couple of hours. ■

So Saxon sat down to his solitary dinner, and 

Mr. Slatter departed on his mission. Rather 

before than after the expiration of two hours, he 

came back, having ascertained all that he had 

promised to learn. Miss Riviere had, indeed, 

been at Clevedon. She arrived five days before, 

accompanied by a gentleman who returned to 

London by the next up-train, leaving her in 

apartments at Weston Cottage down by the Qreen 

Beach. This very day, however, shortly after 

twelve, the same gentleman had come to fetch her 

away to Bristol, and they left about two o'clock. ■

Saxon snatched up his hat, bade the inspector 

lead the way, and rushed off to Weston Cottage 

to interrogate the landlady. He was received ■

in the passage by a gaunt spinster, who at once 

informed him that she was entertaining a party 

of friends, and could not possibly attend to his 

inquiries. But Saxon was quite too much in 

earnest to be daunted by grim looks and short 

answers ; so, instead of politely requesting leave 

to call again at a more convenient opportunity, 

he only closed the door behind him, and said: ■

'' I have but two or three questions to put to 

you, madam. Answer those, and I am gone im- 

mediately. Can you tell me in what direction 

your lodger was going when she left here?" ■

" If you will call again, young man," began 

the landlady, drawing herself up with a little 

dignified quiver of the head, "any time after 

twelve to-morrow " ■

" Gracious Heavens, madam, I maybe a couple 

of hundred miles hence by twelve to-morrow!" 

interrupted Saxon, impetuously. " Answer me 

at once, I beseech you." ■

Protesting all the time that it was very extra- 

ordin2U7, very unreasonable, very inconvenient, 

the mistress of Weston Cottage then replied as 

curtly and disagreeably as possible to Saxon's 

questions. Miss Bivilre and Mr. Forsyth had 

lef# her house at a littie before two o'clock that 

afternoon. They took the twenty-three minutes 

past two o'clock train to Bristol. Where they 

might be going after that she couhl not tell. 

Having heard Mr. Forsyth mention the words 

" high tide," and " Cumberland Basin," she had 

guessed at the time that they might be about to 

continue their journey by water. This, however, 

was a mere supposition on her parl^ as she had 

only overheard the words by chance, while pass- 

ing the drawing-room door. Mr. Forsyth, she 

had understood, was Miss Riviere's guardian. 

He did not arrive unexpectedly. It had been 

all along arranged that he should return to-day 

to fetch Miss Riviere away; and the apartments 

were only engaged for one week. Some of Miss 

Riviere's luggage, indeed, had never been taken 

up-stairs at all ; and the rest was ready in the 

hall a good two hours before they went away. 

It was all labelled Bristol. Here the gaunt land- 

lady's unwilling testimony ended. ■

By the time that Saxon got back to the Royal 

Hotel, it was close upon ten o'clock. The last 

train to Bristol had been gone nearly two hours, 

and he must now either take post-horses all the 

way, or drive to the Tatton junctioD, so as to 

catch the up-train from Exeter at fifty-five 

minutes past ten. Having taken counsel with 

Mr. Slatter, he decided on thft latter as the more 

expeditious route, and in the course of a few 

minutes had paid his hotel bill, recompensed the 

inspector, and was once again on his way. ■

Then came the gloomy road; the monotonous 

tramp of hoofs and rumble of wheels ; hedge- 

rows gliding slowly past in the darkness, and 

now and then a house by the wayside brimming 

over with light and warmth. Next, the station, 

with the up-train just steaming in; porters run- 

ning along the pktform ; first-class passengers 

peering out cosily through close^^hut windows ; ■
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and the engine all glow, smoke, and impatience, 

panting for release. Here Saxon exchanged the 

dismal hotel fly for a warm comer in a dimly- 

lighted railway carriage, and so sped on again 

till the train stopped at the Bristol station, where 

he alighted, jnmped into a cab, and bade the 

driver take him to Cumberland Basin. ■

The way to this place lay through a tangled 

maze of narrow by-streets, over lighted bridges, 

along silent quays, and beside the floating har- 

bour thick with masts, till they came to an office 

close beside a pair of huge gates, beyond which 

more masts were dimly visible. There were lights 

in the windows of this office, the door of which 

was presently opened by a sleepy porter, who, 

being questioned about the boats which had left 

Cumberland Basin that day, said he would call 

Mr. Lillicrap, and vanished. After a delay of 

several minutes, Mr. Lillicrap came out from an 

inner room— a small, pallid young man, redolent 

of tobacco and rum, and disposed to be snappish. ■

Boats ? he said. Boats P Very extraordinary 

hour to come there asking about boats. Did 

people suppose that boats went out from the 

Basin at midnight P Had any boats gone out 

that day P Absurd question ! Of course boats 

had gone out. Boats went out every day. There 

had been a boat to Ufracombe— that went at 

five; a boat to Hayle—at half-past three; one 

to Swansea, at half- past four; and the daily 

boat to Portishead at two. Any others P Oh yes, 

to be sure— one other. The Daughter of Ocean 

for Bordeaux—not a fixed boat. Went about 

twice a month, and started to-day about four. ■

For Bordeaux ! Saxon's pulse leaped at the 

name. ■

"The Daughter of Ocean carries passengers, 

of course ?*' he asked quickly. ■

" Oh yes— of course." ■

"And [there is a regular steam service, is 

there not, between Bordeaux and America?" ■

Mr. Lillicrap stared and laughed. ■

"To be sure there is," he replied. "The 

French service'. But what traveller in his senses 

would go from Bristol to Bordeaux to get to 

New York, when he can embark at Liverpool or 

Southampton ? Out of the question." ■

But Saxon, instead of arguing this point with 

Mr. Lillicrap, begged to know where he should 

apply for information about those passengers who 

had gone with the steamer that afternoon; 

whereupon Mr. Lillicrap, who was really dis- 

posed to be obliging, despite his irascibility, 

offered to send the porter with him to a certain 

booking-office where these particulars might per. 

haps be ascertained. So Saxon followed the man 

over a little drawbridge, and across a dreary yard 

full of casks and packing-cases to another office, 

where, although it was so long past business 

hours, a pleasant kind of foreman came down to 

speak to him. The books, he said, were locked 

up, and the clerks gone hours ago; but he him- 

self remembered the lady and gentleman perfectly 

well. The lady wore deep black, and the gen- 

tleman carried a lurge carpet-bag in his hand. ■

He recollected having seen the gentleman 

several days before. He came down to the 

office, and took the double passage, and paid the 

double fare in advance. They came on board a lit- 

tle after three o'clock— it might be half-past three 

—and the Daughter of Ocean steamed out about 

a quarter-past four. If, however, the gentleman 

would come there anytime after eight to-morrow 

morning, he could see the books, and welcome. ■

But Saxon had no need to see the books now. 

They could tell him no more than he knew 

already. ■

CHAPTE& LZZXIX. THE MAN Of THE PEdPLB. ■

Although he left Bristol by the first morning 

express, Saxon yet found that he must perforce 

wait in town till evening, before he could pursue 

his journey further. The early continental mail 

train was, of course, long gone ere he reached 

Paddington, and the next would not leave Lon- 

don Bridge till eight p.m. As for the tidal route 

via Boulogne, it fell so late in the afternoon, that 

he would in no wise be a gainer by following it. 

So he had no resource but to wait patiently, and 

bear the delay with as much philosophy as he 

could muster to his aid. ■

Li the mean while, he was quite resolved to 

keep clear of his allies, and accept no aid from 

without. The clue which he now held was of 

his own finding, and the failure or success with 

which he should follow it up must be his own 

likewise. So he went neither to Lombard-street 

to learn if there were news of Laurence Great- 

orex, nor to Chancery-lane to consult with Mr. 

Keckwitcb, nor even to his club ; but, having 

looked in at his chambers and desired the imper- 

turbable Gillingwater to prepare his travelling 

kit and have his dinner ready by a certain hour, 

the young man thought he could not spend his 

" enforced leisure" better than by taking William 

Trefalden at his word, and learning from Mr. 

Behrens' own lips the true story of the Castle- 

towers mortgage. ■

The woolstapler's offices were easily found, 

and consisted of a very dreary, dusty, comfortless 

first floor in a dismal house at the further end of 

Bread-street. On entering the outer room, 

Saxon found himself in the presence of three 

very busy clerks, a tall porter sitting humbly on 

the extreme edge of a huge packing-case, a small 

boy shrilly telling over a long list of names and 

addresses, and a bulky, beetle-browed man in a 

white hat, who was standing in a masterful atti- 

tude before the empty fireplace, his feet very 

wide apart, and his hands clasped behind his 

back. Saxon recognised him at once —keen grey 

eyes, iron-grey hair, white hat, and all. ■

"Mr. Behrens, I believe?" he said. ■

The woolstapler nodded with surly civility. ■

"My name is Behrens," he replied. ■

" And mine, Trefalden. Will you oblige me 

with five minutes' private conversation P" ■

Mr. Behrens looked at the young man with 

undissembled curiosity. ■

"Oh, then you are Mr. Saxon Trefalden, I ■
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suppose," he said. "I know your name very 

well. Step in." ■

And he led the W&y into his private room— a 

mere den some ten feet square, as cheerful and 

luxurious as a condemned cell. ■

" I must b^ your pardon, Mr. Behrens, for 

introducing myself to you in this abrupt way," 

said Saxon, when they were both seated. ■

"Not at all, sir," replied the other, bluntly. 

^'I am glad to have the opportunity of seeing 

you. You were a nine days' wonder here in the 

City, some months ago." ■

" Not for any good deeds of my own, I fear !" 

laughed Saxon. • ■

"Why, no; but for what the world values 

above good deeds now-a-days— the gifts of for- 

tune. We don't all get our money so easily as 

yourself, sir." ■

" And a fortunate thing too. Those who work 

for their money are happier than those who only 

inherit it. I had far rather have worked for 

mine, if I could have chosen." ■

Mr. Behrens' rugged face lighted up with 

approbation. ■

"lamglad tohearyousay 80,"Baidhe. "It 

is a very proper feeling, and, as a statement, 

quite true to feet. I know what work is— no 

man better. I began life as a factory-boy, and I 

have made my way up from the bottom of the 

ladder. I had no help, no education, no capital 

— ^nothing in the world to teust to but my head 

and my hands. I have known what it is to sleep 

under a haystack, and dine upon a raw turnip ; 

and yet I say I had rather have suffered what 1 

did suffer, than have dawdled through life with 

my hands in my pockets and an empty title 

tacked to my name." ■

" I hope you do not think that I have dawdled 

through life, or ever mean to dawdle through it," 

said Saxon. " I am nothing but a Swiss fanner. 

I have driven the plough and hunted the chamois 

ever since I was old enough to do either." ■

"Ay ; but now you're a fine gentleman !" ■

" Not a bit of it ! I am just what I have 

always been, and I am going home before long to 

my own work, and my own people. I intend to 

live and die a citizen-farmer of the Swiss Re- 

pubKc." ■

" Then, upon my soul, Mr. Saxon Trefalden, 

you are the most sensible young man I ever met 

in my life," exclaimed the woolstapler, admir- 

ingly. "I could not have believed that any 

young man would be so unspoiled by the sudden 

acquisition of wealth. Shake hands, sir. I am 

proud to know you." ■

And the self-made man put out his great brown 

hand, and fraternised with Saxon across the 

table. ■

"I know your cousin very well," he added. 

"Li fact, I have just been round to Ohanccry- 

lane to call on him ; but they tell me he is gone 

abroad for six weeks. Rather unusual for him 

to teke so long a holiday, isn't itP" ■

" Very unusual, I think," stammered Saxon, 

turning suddenly red and hot. 

" It is especially inconvenient to me, too, just ■

at this time," continued Mr. Behrens, "for I 

have important business on hand, and Keck- 

witch, though a clever fellow, is not Mr. Trefal- 

den. Your cousin is a remarkably clear-headed, 

intelligent man of business, sir." ■

" Yes. He has great abilities." ■

"He has acted as my solicitor for several 

years," said Mr. Behrens. ■

And then he leaned back in his chair, and 

looked as if he wondered what Saxon's visit was 

about. ■

"I— I wanted to ask you a question, Mr. 

Behrens. if I may take the liberty»" said Saxon, 

observing the look. ■

"Surely, sir. Surely." ■

"It is about the Castletowers estate.'* ■

Mr. Behrens' brow clouded over at this an- 

nouneement. ■

" About the Castletowers estate P' he repeated. ■

"Lord Castletowen," said Saxon, beating 

somewhat about the busli in his reluctance to 

approach the main question, ^'is— is my intimate 

friend." ■

"Humph!" ■

"And— and his means, I (ear, are very inade- 

quate to his position." ■

" If you mean that lie is a drone in the hive, 

and wants more honey than his fair share, Mr. 

Trefelden, let him do what you and I were talk- 

ing of just now— work for it." ■

" I believe he would gladly do so, Mr. Behrens, 

if he had the opportunity," replied Saxon ; " but 

that is not it." ■

"Of course not. That never is it^" said the 

man of the people. ■

"What I mean is, that he has been cruelly 

hampered by the debts with which his father en- 

cumbered the estates, and . . . ." ■

" And he has persuaded you to come here and 

intercede for more time ! It is the story of every 

poor gentleman who cannot pay up his mor1^;age- 

money when it falls due. I can't listen to it any 

^onger. I can do no more for Lord Castletowers 

than I have done already. The money was due 

on the second of this month, and to-day is the 

seventeenth. I consented to wait one week 

overtime, and on the ninth your cousin came to 

me imploring one week more. Lord Castle- 

towers, he said, was abroad, but expected home 

daily. Money was promised, but had not yet 

come in. In short, one additional week was to 

put everything straight. I am no friend to 

coronets, as your cousin knows; but I would 

not desire to be harsh to any man, whether he 

were a lord or a crossing-sweeper— so I let your 

friend have the one week more. It expir«l 

yesterday. I expected Mr. Trefalden all the 

afternoon, and he never made his appearance. I 

have called at his office this morning, and I hear 

that he has left town for six weeks. I am sorry 

for it, because I must now employ a stranger, 

which makes it, of course, more unpleasant for 

Lord Castletowers. But I can't help myself; X 

must have the money, and I must foreclose. 

That is my last word on the matter." ■

And having said this, Mr. Behrens thrust his ■
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hands doggedly into his pockets, and stared 

defiantly at his visitor. ■

Saxon eonld scarcely repress a smile of 

triumph. He had learned more than he came 

to ask, and was in a better position than if he had 

actually put the questions he was pzepaiing in 

his mind. ■

''I think we slightly misunderstand each 

other, Mr. Behrens/' he said. **! am here to- 

day to pay you the twenty-five thousand pounds 

due to you from Lord Castletotrers. Do you 

wish to receive it in cash, or shall I pay it into 

any bank on your account P" ■

" You— you can pay it over to me, if you 

please, sir," stammered the woolstapler, utterly 

confounded by the turn which affedrs were taking, 

"lam not sure that I have quite so large 

a sum at my banker's at this present moment," 

said Saxon; "but I will go at once to Signor 

Nazzari of Austin-Friars, who is my stockbroker, 

and arrange the matter. In the mean while, if I 

give you a cheque for the amount, Mr. Behrens, 

you will not present it^ I suppose, before to- 

morrow ?" ■

*' No, not before to-morrow. Certainly not be- 

fore to-morrow.** ■

Saxon drew his cheque-book from his pockety 

and laid it before him on the table. ■

"By the way, Mr. Behrens,** he said, "I 

hear that you have built yourself a pretty house 

down at Castletowers.** ■

"Confoundedly damp,** replied the wool- 

stapler. ■

"Lideed! The situation is very pleasant. 

Your grounds once formed a part of the Castle- 

towers park, did they not P" ■

"Yes; I gave his lordship two thousand 

pounds for that little bit of bmd. It was too 

much— more than it was worth." ■

Saxon opened the cheque-book, drew the ink- 

stand towards him, and selected a pen. ■

" You would not care to sell the place, I sup- 

pose, Mr. Behrens ?" he said, carelessly. 

"Humph! I don't know." 

" If you would, I should be happy to buy it." 

" The house and stables cost me two thousand 

five hundred pounds to build." 

"And yet are damp !" ■

"Well, the damp is really nothing to speak 

of," replied Mr Beb'ens, quickly. ■

"Let me see; I believe Lord Castletowers 

sold a couple of farms at the same time. Did you 

buy those also, Mr. Behrens?" ■

" No, sir. They were bought by a neighbour 

of mine— a Mr. Sloper. I rather tiiink they are 

again in the market." ■

" I should be very glad to buy them, if they 

are." ■

"You wish, I see, to have a little landed pro- 

perty over in England, Mr. Trefalden. You are 

quite right, sir ; and after all, you are more than 

half an Englishman." ■

"My name is English; my descent is English; 

and my fortune is English," replied Saxon, 

smiling. " I should be ungrateful if I were not 

proud to acknowledge it." ■

The woolstapler nodded approval. 

" Well," he said, " I have lately bought an es- 

tate down in Worcestershire, and I have no objec- 

tion to sell the Surrey place if you have a fancy 

to buy it. It has cost me, first and last, nearly 

five thousand pounds." ■

" I will give you that price for it with pleasure, 

Mr. Behrens," replied Saxon. "Shall I make 

out the cheque for thirty thousand pounds, and 

settle it at once P' 

The seller laughed grimly. 

"I thii^ you had better wait till your cousin 

comes back, before [you pay me for it, Mr. Tre- 

falden. The bargain is made, and that^s enough ; 

but you ought not to part from your money 

without receiving your title-deeds in exchange." 

Saxon hesitated and looked embarrassed. 

" If you are a&aid that I shall change my mind, 

you can give me fifty pounds on the bargain- 

will that do P People don't buy freehold estates 

in quite that off-hand way, you see, even though 

they may be as rich as the Bank of Engknd— but 

one can see you are not much used to business." 

"I told you I was only a farmer, you know," 

laughed Saxon, making out his cheque for the 

twenty-five thousand and fifty pounds. ■

" Ay— but take care you don't fling your money 

away, Mr. Trefalden. You're a very young man, 

and, begging your pardon for the observation, 

you don't know much of the world. Money is a 

hard thing to manage ; and you have more, I 

fancy, than you know what to do with." 

"Perhaps I have." ■

" At all events, you can't do better than buy 

land— always remember that. I do it myself^ and 

I advise others to do it." ■

"I mean to buy all I can get in my native 

canton." ■

"That's ri^t, sir; and if you like, I will 

inquire about those two farms for you." ■

"I riiouldbe more obliged to you than I can 

express." ■

" Not in the least. I like you ; and when I like 

people, I am glad to serve them. You wouldn't 

be particular to a few hundreds, I suppose ?" 

" I don't care what price I pay for them." 

"Whew! I must not tell Sloper that. In 

fiict, I shall not mention you at all Your name 

alone would add fifty per cent to the price." ■

"I shall be satisfied with whatever bargain 

you can make for me, Mr. Behrens," said Saxon, 

and handed him the cheque. ■

The woolstapler shrugged his shoulders im 

patiently. ' ■

" I must give you receipts for these two sums," 

he said; " but your cousin ought to have been 

present on behalf of Lord Castletowers. The 

whole thing is irregular. Hadn't you better 

wait while I send round to Chancery-lane for 

Mr.Keckwitchr ■

But Saxon, anxious above all things to avoid 

a meeting with that worthy man, would not hear 

of this arrangement ; so Mr. Behrens gave him 

a formal receipt in the presence of one of Lis 

clerks, pocketed the cheque, and entered Saxon's 

address in his note-book. ■
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"As soon as I have any news about the farms, 

Mr. Trefalden, I will let yon know." ■

With this they shook hands cordially and parted. ■

" rU be bound that open-handed young fellow 

has lent the Earl this money," he muttered, as 

he locked the cheque away in his cash-box. 

" Confound the aristocrats ! They are all either 

drones or hornets." ■

Li the mean while, Saxon was tearing along 

Cheapside on his way to Austin-Friars, eager to 

secure Signer Nazzari's services while the Stock 

Exchange was yet open, and full of joy in the know- 

ledge that he had saved his friend from ruin. , ■

About two hours later, as he was walking 

slowly across the open space in front of the Ex- 

change, having just left the Bank of England, 

where he had found all his worst fears confirmed 

in regard to the stock sold out by his cousin in 

virtue of the power of attorney granted by him- 

self five months before, the young man was sud- 

denly brought to a pause by ahand upon his sleeve, 

and a panting voice calling upon his name. ■

"Mr. Saxon Trefalden— beg pardon, sir— one 

half minute, if you please !" ■

It was Mr. Keckwitch, breathless, pallid, 

streaming with perspiration. ■

** One of our clerks, sir," he gasped, " 'appened 

to catch sight of you— gettin' out of a cab— top 

of Bread-street. I've been foUowin* you— ever 

since he came back. Mr. Behrens directed me 

to Austin-Friars— from Austin-Friars sent on- 

to Bank. And here I am I" ■

Saxon frowned; for his cousin's head clerk 

was precisely the one person whom he had least 

wished to meet. ■

" I am sorry, Mr. Keckwitch," he said, " that 

you have put yourself to so much inconvenience." ■

"Bless you, sir, I don't regard the incon- 

venience. The point is, have you learned any- 

thing of the missing man?" ■

Saxon was so unused to dissemble, that after 

a moment's hesitation he could think of no better 

expedient than to ask a question in return. ■

" Have none of your emissaries learned any- 

thing, Mr. Keckwitch?" ■

"No, sir, not at present, I've had three 

telegrams this momin' ; one from Liverpool, one 

from Southampton, and one from Glasgow, all 

telling the same tale— no success. As for Mr. 

Kidd, he has taken the London Docks for his line ; 

but he's done no better than other folks, up to this 

time. If, however, you have made any way, sir, 

why then we can't do better than follow your 

lead." ■

Tbey were close under the equestrian statue 

of the Duke, when Saxon stopped short, and, 

looking the head clerk full in the fiEUie, replied : ■

" Yes, Mr. Keckwitch, I do know something 

of my cousin's movements, but it is my intention 

to keep that knowledge to myself. You can 

put a stop to all these useless inquiries. I 

shall now retain this matter in my own hands." ■

" Not excludin' me from assistin' you, sir, I 

hope P' exclaimed Keckwitch, anxiously. " Of 

course, if you have found a clue and it's your 

pleasure to follow it yourself, that's only what 

you've a right to do ; but I'm a man of expe- 

rience, and I've done so much already to ... " ■

"I am obliged, Mr. Keckwitch, by what you 

have done," said Saxon, " and shidl make a point 

of recompensing you for your trouble; but I 

have no further need of your services," ■

" But, sir— but, Mr. Saxon Trefalden, you can't 

mean to give me the go-by in this way P It ain't 

fair, sir." ■

" Not fair, Mr. Keckwitch ?" ■

"After my toilin' all the summer through as I 

have toiled— after all the trouble I've taken, and 

all the money I've spent, wormin' out the secrets 

of your cousin's ways— you'd never have biown 

even so much as where he lived, but for me !" ■

" Mr. Keckwitch," said the young man, sternly, 

" whatever you may have done, was done to please 

yourself, I presume— to satisfyyour own curiosity, 

or to serve your own ends. It was certainly not 

done for me. I do not consider that you have 

any daim npon my confidence, nor even upon my 

purse. However, as I said before, I shall recom- 

pense you by-and-by as I see fit." ■

And with this, he hailed a cab, desired to be 

driven to his chambers, and speedily vanished in 

the throng of westward-bound vehic]es,leaving the 

head clerk boiling with rage and disappointment. ■

" Well, I'm cursed if that isn't a specimen of 

ingratitude," muttered he. "Here's a purse- 

proud upstart for you, to step in and rob an 

honest man of his fur vengeance. Recompense, 

indeed ! Curse his recompense, and himself toa 

I hate him. I wish he was dead. E hate the 

whole tribe of Trefaldens. I wish they were all 

dead, and that I had the buiyin' of 'em." ■

Mr. Keckwitch repeated this agreeable vale^ 

diction to himself over and over again as he went 

along. ■
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CHAPTER XXX. THE SCENT IHFBOVES. ■

It becomes necessary now that the reader 

should be informed how that hasty note, which 

was mentioned in the hist chapter, came to be 

written. And in order to this, he must con- 

sent to follow once more for a brief space the 

fortunes of Mr. Julius Lethwaite and his faith- 

ful follower and ally, Jonathan Goodrich. These 

two made all possible despatch on the road to 

GomeUus Yampi's place of abode. There was, 

indeed, every reason for haste. It was the night 

before the trial. Whatever had to be done, 

must be done promptly. Then there was the 

stimulant of hope to urge them on and keep them 

from ^ging. There really did seem now to be 

reasonable ground for hope— hope that this ter- 

rible mystery might be at last cleared up. That 

discovery of the bottle had altered everything. 

To Julius Lethwaite, too, the mere fact of being 

employed in an attempt to serve his friends at 

such a crisis was a source of high gratification, and 

would have been so even if the prospect had been 

less encouraging than it now undoubtedly was. ■

For all the hurry of the moment, our friend 

did not neglect so fine an opportunity of analys- 

ing motive. " Ah," he thought to himself, as he 

and the old clerk hurried along the streets now 

somewhat deserted, " some people would think 

that I was acting out of pure philanthropy and 

love of my friends. I know better. It is the 

love of excitement, to begin with, and the 

desire of having a finger in the pie, that are 

urging me on. Nothing els^, I am convinced. 

Excitement ! why, it's like hunting down game 

to be on a track like this, and following out the 

scent as we are doing now. Half the actions 

that are called good in this world might be tmced 

to those two motives— love of excitement, and 

the desire to have a finger in the pie." ■

Jonathan Goodrich was in his turn occupied, 

as his master was, with his own reflections. He 

was no friend to the art mystic, and he had vague 

doubts as to the propriety of having ax^rthing to 

do with one so devoted to its cdture as Corne- 

lius Yampi. As a soothsayer, he had no belief 

in Yampi at all. He looked upon his studies of 

the heavenly bodies, and his habitual endeavours 

to gain from them an insight into the remote ■

future, with feelings that oscillated between con* 

tempt and horror. It w*s either a total mistake 

from beginning to end, or else, if there was any- 

thing in it, it was a practising of the occult arts, 

a tampering with witchcraft and necromancy, 

and, as such, an abomination in the eyes of ^ 

persons of well-regulated mind. ■

- Lethwaite, who always gave the old man ab 

opportunity of expressing his opinion, and, in- 

deed, had a great value for it, invited him— now 

that he had finally settled that question of the 

motive by which he himself was at this time in- 

fluenced—to say what he thought o£ the step 

they were now taking. ■

" Well, sir," replied the old fellow, always 

pleased to hold forth a little, "I've no opinion, 

as you're well aware, of Mr. Yampi's fortune^ 

telling and predicting, and that sort of thing, 

because, in the first place, according to what you 

yourself have told roe, for once that he's been 

right, he's been at least twenty times wrong, 

and because, in the second place, if he could fore- 

tel the future, it must be by some hocus pocus, 

which it doesn't become me to speak of, and 

which would be much better left alone, ^t the 

same time, setting all these pretensions on one 

side, and regarding him as a man with a right to 

an opmion like any one else, I've nothin^to say 

against him; and if you think, sir, that his 

opinion in tMs case might be worth having, and 

might help in any way to bring this poor lady 

out of trouble, why all I say, sir, is, in Heaven's 

name let's have it." ■

Mr. Lethwaite was, no doubt, highly edified 

with this oracular utterance; but he made no 

remark, and Jonathan went on. ■

" At the same time, there is one suggestion 

which I would venture to make, if you'll allow 

me, and that is, that you'll say nothing to Mr. 

Yampi about this discovery which we've just 

made, nor give him any hint or due to go by. 

I thmk, sir, according to my poor judgment, that 

it will be best not to tell him anythmg till he's 

just told ua what he knows, and that it would be 

better that you should approach the subject in 

some roundabout way ; and then, if what he says 

corresponds with what we know, it will be altoge- 

ther more satisfactory to all parties afterwards." ■

Lethwaite reflected a little on what the old man 

had said, and agreed to act upon his advice. This 

colloquy brought them to the philosopher's door. ■

Cornelius Yampi was up-stairs in his labora- ■
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tory, and occupied witli that p art i cida r Iwanch 

of hocus pocus, as the old clerk called it, which 

had to ido-witJi the production of tke " elisir/', 

His oliioitihafl become moie $.iiB. more tiirsrfyior 

this fejuvenising draught with every instalment 

which he had h« nded her ; indeed, dt was bs 

much as he could do to keep pace with her appe- 

tite. Like old " §mate"^hB had her-»easonB of 

doubt and her seasons of confidence^ and our 

philosopher got the full benefit of i)oth fliese 

moods. If a candid friend told her one day that 

she looked her age, tl^ elkxr and itsfiomposeri 

came in for «obw T«<^4Mtfd words* ah4u1^ if ^n 

another i)ccasion some tflatterer assured iier that 

she got younger wcKy day, she had sweet words 

and soft smiles for both the ^hiloscrpher and lis 

mixture for jBome time to xaome. ■

The philosopher was jdways glad io:see Julius 

Lethwaite, iuid just now lie was particularly so^ 

being, for him, in a dea{>onding frame of inind. ■

" I think it must be ,the mooQ," he said, ^ter 

complaining to his visitor of ihe condition of lus 

animal spirits. " She's Jieas the Ml, and Vve 

aJ/vays observed that tit ^uch times any mind is 

very much sheeted. I don't Bbep so weQ, and am 

more excited than I could wish. I don't think 

we attribi^ half infiuence enough io the moon." ■

" Good Qa|vens ! what nonsense !" said Jona- 

than Goodrich to himself. '*^The moon, indeed!" ■

''The poet Shakespeare/' continued Ckxnelius, 

^ who knew what he was about too well to doubt 

the planetairy in^uences which work upon us, 

ascribes even the commission of deeds of violence 

to the moon's power. 'It is,' says he, ' ijhe very 

error of the moon. She comes more near the 

eai'th than she was wont, .and makes men mad.' " ■

"I have myself fancied at times," observed 

Lethwaite^ refiectivelyj "that I bave been sub- 

jected to lunar influences." ■

PooSr old -Goodrich uttered a low groan at this, 

and ca«jb up. his eyes to heaven. ■

"'Influences,'" repeated Vampi, taking no 

notice of the old .man's ejaculation — "'in- 

fluences,' why, it .is a thing there can be Jio 

doubt about. Whence, otherwise, such words as 

moonstruck, lunatic, lunacy P I'll tell you what, 

sir, there's something awful about the thought 

of that pal% ghastly luminary hanging there in 

space, a great chaos of unixdiabited mountains 

and vaUeys, and eKhauated volcanoes and empty 

craters. It's my belief, sir, that it's the ghost 

of a dead world; and it's my advioe to you to 

give it a wide berth, as you would any other 

ghost, and to keep out of the .reach of its rays as 

much as ever you can." ■

"I believe you're right," said Xethwaite, 

musingly. ■

"There's my j^oor master infected now," 

thought Jonathan. "Mercy on us! what a pack 

of nonsense they talk !" ■

" I wonder," resumed Lethwaite, in the same 

speculative tone, " if the moon has had anything 

to do with the complication of troubles and dis- 

asters which have fallen on my poor &iends Gil- 

bert and GdbiielLe Penmore?" ■

The^^osopher turned round from the stove 

before whii^h he was seated, aiihe sound of that 

mame, and gascA at his visitor for some seconds 

in silence. ■

"'"Penmore,"' he said, at last, "'Gabrielle 

Pehmcw^— ^hji that was the name spoken of by 

that poor deranged creature." ■

"What "j^r tkraq^Bd Oreature?'" asked 

Lethwaite, e^erly. ■

'"A woman w^o came here one day to ask me 

to work out a spell against some person of the 

name youliave-mentioned." ■

" Agamst GalKcifiUoPeuikQFe ?" mked Julias 

again. ■

" The same,*' sepliefl tlie aatrologe. " I met 

her subsequently by ohanoe in the Olid fiailey 

late at night. She said then that she had done 

without .the ^eil whioh I had refooed to give 

her. ^er jenemy .was there, sha said, in the j^rison ; 

and ahe actuary aeemed to caress the very ^walls 

of Newgate." ■

" Gceat Heaven!" cjacuktedLeihwaiie, "how 

extraordinai^ is the muedmaligaaiu^and fldeJity 

of that jiroman 1" ■

"is she not mad, thenP" joked VampL ■

" No more than. you on: I," was tks answer. ■

"TheaTOu Jmow who >ske is P" uked Coene- 

liua. ■

" I do naUknow ; I canonif guess. Bist patdng 

together her desiring a curse on .the name oi 

Gabrielle Peumore^ and her subsequent aasection 

tbat the jjierson who bore that name was shut up 

ini^&wgate, I can only xionckide that it must be 

Jane Cantanker. Can you describe her F" ■

" A. woman of about fifty years of ag^ tall of 

stature %and thius with very black hair and dark 

fiery ^yea. When not talking her mouth was 

kept fiiamly -shut, andshe breathed bff the nostrils 

onl^." Gomelius was -a tgseat observer. ■

" The description oorresponds^kMely enough,'* 

said Lethwaite, after leflecting for a jnoment. 

"It must have been Jane Cantanker heraelf." ■

" And who is she.?" .asked .tiie phUoaoj^c. 

" Who is Jane Cantanker F" ■

Mr. Lethwaite and the old clerk exohaoigod a 

glance of inteiligeuoe. ■

" Theanswer to that qnostioiv," said the former^ 

" involves us in rather a long story." With Uuit 

he proceeded to relate a great .part of those par- 

ticulars with whieh the loader is already ac- 

quainted, dwelling at some length upon that part 

of the jaarrative which bore upon the oirounk- 

stanoes of Miss Cardngton's death, and the. ex- 

traordinary mystery which hung over it. ■

Throughout the whole of the latter part of the 

narrative, but more especially from theamHuent 

that .mention was made .of .tiie nature of the 

.poison whidi had been found in the body of the 

deceased lady, and to which Jier death -^as at- 

tributed, Letluraite oovdd not helipbeiqg strode 

by the ke&traordinary interest joanifested fa^'the 

astrologer in every JTord th$^ was spoken, and 

the ahnost breathless emotiDp with which he 

listened. Two or three times, indead,ihe«eefflod 

on the point of interrupting the nacrative with ■
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some question or remark ; 1)ut; be stopped himself, 

if indeed, this was really the ease, and allowed the 

story to reach its termination hefore he spoke. ■

Eren then he paused yet a while, and seemed 

to be running^ orer what he had just heard in his 

mind, and comparing these faets with some that 

dwelt in his own memory. At last he said, rery 

thoughtfully, and with an nneommon gravity: ■

'^I eannot say certainly yet— and till I know 

more ; hut it appears to me that it is possible that 

I may be able to throw some light upon this 

extraordinary tale." ■

Lethwaite remained speechless for a moment 

in sheer amazement. ■

"In HeaTen*s name," he said at last— "in 

Heaven's name, Comeims, consider what you are 

saying." ■

** I do consider,** replied the philosopher 

^ and it is because I do so that I speak, as you 

hear, with diffidence and mistrust. The reasons 

I have for thmking that it is possible thait I may 

he possessed of information bearing on this case, 

you shall hear and judge of yourself." ■

" Quick— quick,** said Lethwaite. And the 

astrologer went on. ■

"Do you remember that a short time since I 

was in the habit of reoeiTing risits from time to 

time from a stmnge ladyf" ■

•*I remember it perfectly.** 

>" And you used to joke me, if you remember, 

about the regularity of her visits, and the mystery 

which always attended them V* ■

" I remember every word we said about her." ■

"Well, now listen. Suddenly that lady*s 

visits ceased, and that at a time when she had 

actually made an appointment with me for a 

future day— the day but one» in hct, after I last 

saw her,'* ■

"But what has this to do,** cried Lethwaite, 

"with what I was telling you? Why shoidd 

you imagine that this lady or her visits has any- 

thing to do with my story?'* ■

"Because,** replied Vampi, "the object she 

had in coming to me was to obtain supplies of 

iaudanttm!" ■

"'Laudanum,'" echoed Lethwaite; and the 

old clerk to<^ up the word, and repeated it in a 

feinter key. ■

" Yes, laudanum. Now you see why I thought 

that I might know something of importance to 

the issue of this case.*' ■

"Bat her name— what was the name of thb 

lady?" ■

"That is wf^at I never could find out," replied 

the philosopher. ■

An exclamation of bitter disappointment 

escaped from Lethwaite as he heard this discou- 

i-aging announcement. It seemed h^ to his 

hopes. There was a silence of some duration. 

It was broken by Cornelius. ■

"What was the date of the lady's death by 

poison?" he asked, hastily. ■

"The twenty-seventh of January," was the 

reply. ■

Cornelius Vampi rose from the place where he ■

had been sitting, and repaired to a large business- 

like-looking desk, which stood at the other end 

of the room. Opening this piece of furaiture, 

he took out a small book, such as memonndums 

and appointments are kept in, and refeired to one 

of its pages. ■

"Great Heaven!" he exdaimed, clappag the 

book to, and throwing it down «n the desk. ■

"What is it?** cried Lethwaite. "Whathave 

you discovered?" ■

" It was on the twenty-sixth that ahe was here 

for the last time, and it was on the twealy-eighth 

that she was to have returned on her own tsg* 

potntment— an appointment whioh she has never 

kept." ■

Again there was nlenoe. The three mea looked 

at each other ra dumb oonsteniation. ■

" It must have been the same,** eaid Lethwaite 

at last. " But how will it be possible to set the 

question at rest?** ■

"The body," said Comdius, " is it boned ?" ■

" Some days ago,** was the amwer. ■

OomeHus reflected for a time. " There was 

a bag, or reticule,'* he said, " whieh she used to 

bring with her, which I cookl identify." ■

"Could you with certainty ?" ■

*" Yes ; there was a crest engreved on the metal 

of the snap. It was a half-lion rampant, holding 

a sword in one of its paws.** ■

"That is something," said Lethwaite, eagerly, 

rising as he spoke. " That must be inquired after 

at once. Stay," he added, suddenly, as if influ- 

enced by a sudden inspiiation. " You remember 

her face P* ■

"Perfectly. She was ordinarily closely veiled; 

but once I asked her to unveil herself, and she did 

so. I remember the face very well. I saw it sm ano- 

ther occasion as well, now I come to remember." ■

"Come with me," cried Lethwaite, unable 

longer to restrain himsetf. "Come with me at 

once. We must settle this question without a 

moment's delay." ■

Yampi was nothing loth, and in a few seconds 

the three men were out in the night air, and on 

thtax way to Beaumont-street. ■

It was Gilbert Fenmore himself who, in the 

early morning, left m charge of the night-watch- 

man that note which Gabrielle only receifed 

when the time came for awakening the prisoners, ■

CHAPTULXXXX. ^TlHiaAB. ■

Ain> now the day had arrived on whidi the 

trial of Gabrielle Pemnore for thewilfttl murder 

of Diana Cazrington was to begin. WheUier the 

inquiry would terminate on this same day of its 

commencement was a doubtful matter, and those 

who knew best about such things, and had had 

most experience, were decidedly of opinion that 

it would not. There was great bustle about the 

court and its environs, ani the number of per- 

sons got together to witness the issue of this im- 

portant and interesting case was very great. The 

newspapers next morning bad a great dfal to 

say about the distinguished company aaaembled: ■
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"We observed the following persons of note 

occupying oonspicuoos positions in the body of 

the court ;" and then foUowed a long list of names 

and titles. ■

Such a case as this, it will easily be credited, 

could not fail to draw together a great crowd of 

persons, anxious not only to watch the course of 

the trial and to hear the verdict, but to see this 

lady, who, young in years, well connected by birth, 

of such attractive appearance and gentle bearing^ 

was yet accused (incredible as it seemed) of that 

crime whidi the law has placed at the head of the 

list, as the worst of atrocities, and to the com- 

mission of which the punishment of death is still 

awarded. ■

Nor was thb all. It had now got to be gene- 

rally known that this young lady was to be de- 

fended on her trial by no less a person than her 

own husband. Yes ; the barrister who was bound 

to watch the interests of his client with breath' 

less care, to parry every thrust that should be 

made against her life (for it would be her life, 

and nothing less, that would be at stake), to de- 

fend her inch by inch, and step by step— this 

champion of her rights, this defender of her per* 

son, was the same who had plighted his troth 

to her at the altar, and sworn to love, honour, 

and protect her as long as he should live. ■

Gould a more wondrous combination of things 

—could aught more calculated to stimulate men's 

curiosity— be conceived? Was it possible that 

a more enormous stake could be hazarded, a more 

tremendous issue hang in the balance P Through- 

out, the case had always excited the most power- 

ful interest. 'The coroner's inquest, the appli- 

cation for the magistrate's warrant, every stage 

through which the thing had passed, had stined 

the public curiosity strangely. The newspapers 

had been full of the case ; it had been the talk of 

the dubs, and even of the drawing-rooms, for 

ladies were interested in the history of this young 

creature, who was involved in so fearful a danger, 

and oTer whom there hung so dark and profound 

a shadow. People could not believe that that 

gentle^ delicate-lookmg girl, with the re&ied 

sensitive face, whom some had seen in person, 

while others were familiar with her features from 

the photographs in the shop-windows, could 

have been guilty of this foul and hideous crime — 

a crime, too, rendered doubly foul and doubly 

hideous by the treachery which accompanied it. 

Society had to some extent taken the case up. 

Society did not know her exactly, but it knew 

about her, while about her husband and his family 

it was even better mf onned yet. There were old 

fellows who had been contemporaries of his 

father, and who would revive their recollections 

for the occasion. ''Penmore! oh yes, I knew 

Penmore well enough, and an uncommon fine 

young fellow he was, too. We were both in the 

28th together. Ah dear, yes, he suffered a good 

deal at the time when the great depredation in 

West Indian property took place. And then 

they gave him that appointment, and one sawjio 

more of him. Poor fellow ! and so this Mrs. Pen- ■

more, that there's all this fuss about, is his son's 

wife. God bless ray soul, what a dreadful thing \" ■

It was at a London dinner-table that these 

reminiscences were elicited from a certain Colond 

Styles, an old retired officer, who had once, as he 

said, served with Governor Penmore, then a sub- 

altern in a marching regiment. People who 

could call up such memories as these were at 

this time very welcome iu general society, while 

any one who had actually known or oome in con- 

tact with Gilbert Penmore or his wife personally 

was quite eagerly sought after. As for Julius 

Lethwaite, his friends were ready to tear him to 

pieces from the moment that it became known 

that the heroine in this terrible drama vras num- 

bered among his friends, and that her husband 

was his constant associate. ■

Even his descent in the social scale, from being 

a rich merchant and a sleeping x>artner with 

nothing to do, to occupying Uie post of artist on 

the drums in the orchestra of the opera, could 

not deprive of his social importance the man who 

was actually the companion of the two persons 

about whom society was at that moment so 

keenly interested, and Lethwaite might have 

dined out every day of his life on the strength of 

his friendship for the suspected murderess and 

her husband and advocate, if his professional en- 

gagements would have permitted it, and if the 

state of his spirits, much depressed by his friend's 

misfortunes, had not wholly unfitted him for the 

gossip of the drawing-rooms. ■

It was a crowded court. Ev|ry available inch 

of gpround was utilised, and the space usually set 

aside for official purposes was encroached upon 

to the very utmost. Even the members of the 

public press were scaicdy allowed elbow-room, 

and, accustomed as they were to niche themselves 

into comers, were apt to complain of the want 

of accommodation. These gentlemen were, as 

usual, busy already before the work of the day 

began. Some were gleaning information from 

lawyers of their acquaintance ; some were ex- 

tracting interesting particulars from officials 

connected with the prison; some were laying 

their heads together impartmg then: information 

mutuidly to each other ; while some old stagers 

were making themselves comfortable, getting 

their pens and ink ready, and seating themselves 

in such wise as that they could see, hear, and 

write with the greatest convenience. They had 

their work cut out for them. This trial was an 

important one, and the public would be jealously 

on the look-out for closdy observed detaib and 

accurate description of everything that happened. 

The " on dits" that were in circulation in con- 

nexion with this case were on a most extended 

scale, and had to be scrupulously canvassed by 

the gentlemen of the press before it could be 

thought right to give them admission to the 

honours of print. ■

"Is it true," the Evening Gua would ask, 

addressing himself to a neighbour, 'Hhat a very 

high personage sent down to the prison to say 

that the very best counsel that was to be had ■
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Bhotdd be provided free of expense, if the accosed 

wished to avail herself of it ?" ■

" Not a word of truth in it." 

*'It was hinted in the 'Reliable Rumours' 

column of the Vigil," retorted the first speaker. ■

"Then you may be sure it isn't true. Their 

plan is a simple one. They invent a thing and 

publish it in large type one day, and contradict 

it in small print the next. And a very good plan 

too." ■

"I'll tell you what is true, though, and no 

mistake," remarked the Evening Gun again, 

*' and that is, that the different fiower-shop people 

in Covent Garden have clubbed together to keep 

the prisoner supplied with bouquets ever since 

the day of the inquest." ■

"You don't say so!" remarked the reporter 

for the Early Bird, note-book in hand. ■

"I do, indeed. You may rely on it perfectly, 

just as you may on the fact that the Lady Yiolet 

Ammonia has sent her a magnificent golden 

smelling-bottle, set with rubies, and full of the 

most pungent salts that could be got— expressly 

for the trial." ■

"You don't say sol" urged the Early Bird 

again. ■

" Yes but I do. You'll see it at the trial." ■

The Bar had its gossip and its talk in con- 

nexion with the great case, as the reporters had. ■

" No change about the defence, I suppose P" 

asked a gentleman whose black eyebrows and 

whiskers formed a striking contrast to his white 

wig and pale fiice, and who leant over as he 

spoke to secure the attention of one of the 

attorneys in court ; no other, indeed, than our 

friend Mr. Graft. ■

"No, I believe not. He's determined that 

nobody shall get her off but himself." ■

"Is it true that Yellamy offered to defend 

herP" ■

"Yes, I had it from himself; but Fenmore 

declined him very courteously, and said that his 

wife was still determined to trust to her husband, 

and nobody ebe." ■

" And is he sanguine about it, do you know P" ■

"Very, I'm told. I understand that some 

ne^ evidence has turned up at the eleventh 

hour— evidence of the most vital importance, and 

which can't fail to affect the case materially." ■

" Did you hear what it was P" ■

"No; but we shall know before long, now." ■

All this time the commotion and noise in court 

were very great. It was more than full, and, 

except the places which were kept for those who 

held office, there was not a vacant square foot to 

be seen anywhere. The buzz and confusion was 

at its height ; everybody seemed to be talking at 

once, and all in a high state of excitement, when 

in one moment there came a sudden lull, and all 

eyes were suddenly turned in one direction to 

where the figure of a pale young man with rather 

a yellow face, and wearing a wig and gown, was 

seen advancing slowly and with difficulty towards 

the place reserved for him on the barristers' 

benches. I ■

The public might well gaze after this gentle- 

man ; for the rumour which went through the 

court like an electric flash, that he was the 

" counsel for the defence," was notliing moi*e nor 

less than the truth. ■

Oar friend Gilbert moved and looked almost 

like one in a trance. And I think it is probable 

that he was wrought up to such a high pitch (^ 

nervous excitation, that the court, and the people, 

and ail things around, would appear but in- 

distinctly before him— dim, and unoeriaiD, and 

wavering. ■

He was very, very pale, but hardly nervous 

and not embarrassed at ail. Embarrassment is 

for small occasions, not for such moments as 

these. A man may be embarrassed when he 

returns thanks for the drinking of his health, 

not when he pleads for the life of one whom he 

loves. ■

Penmore took his place, holding such papers 

as he required in his hand. There was no fussy 

turning over of briefs, or conversation with 

attorneys ; no referring to law-books. All that 

was done long aigo. Such actions are often 

resorted to by persons who feel that all eyes are 

fixed upon their movements. If all eyes were 

fixed on Gilbert Penmore, he did not know it, or, 

knowing, was entirely indifferent. He was here 

in the lists. His dear Gabrielle was in danger, and 

he Was to fight for her. Let those look on who 

Uked. They were invisible to him. ■

There was a gentleman in a very old gown, and 

a wig that fitted him ill, who was seated next to 

Gilbert, and who was evidently engaged in the 

case. It was his friend and colleague, Mr. Steel. ■

These two spoke together now and then in 

wiuspers, but for the most part they were very 

silent. ■

It is not enough to say that the court was full. 

The very purlieus of the court were encumbered 

with those who, unable to gain admittance them- 

selves, drew their supplies of information from 

those who were more fortunate, receiving notice 

of everything that happened from persons within, 

and in turn passing it on to those who were yet 

further off firom the great centre of attraction. ■

"He's come in," one of these retailers of 

second-hand information would exclaim upon 

the entry of Penmore as just described— " he's 

come in. Bill." ■

"Who's come in P" inquired the person thus 

addressed. ■

" 'Er 'usband," was the answer. ■

"'Ow does he look P" ■

"Hofflepale." ■

And BO the arrival of each new actor in this 

terrible drama was proclaimed, and Ms or her 

appearance commented on. ■

For all things were now ready. The members 

of the Bar were seated. The reporters were ready 

with their pencils in their hands, and their paper 

fastened down with elastic bands. The gentle- 

men of the weekly press, whose business was 

less to report the trial than to note the pecu- 

liarities of the scene, and to record it in its more ■
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popular and picturesqae aspect, irere ready with 

their note-books, as the artists with their 

sketch-books. The usliera were in their places, 

ready to enforce silence. ■

In another moment it was proclaimed aloud, 

and, a small door on the dais at the upper end of 

the hall being opened, the judges came naio 

court. ■

< There were two of them. One-^it was he who 

entcHPed first— was a very old man of a most noble 

and worshipfiil appearance, such as one seldom 

sees. He was of somewhat tall stature, and in* 

elming to be tMn ; but his figure was still good, 

and his judge^s robes fell gracefQlly and noUy 

about him. Hisfttee was very pak and full of lines, 

which seemed all to tell of thoughtfulnesa and 

gravity. The features were as entirely dedicate 

in formation as they oould be without incurring 

any charge of effeminacy, from which, indeed, 

they were entirely free, as they were from all 

approach to weakness; indeed, the under-jaw 

was remarkably prominent, and with the keen 

piercing eyes made the face to be one full of 

iimgnifioent power. It was a countenance which 

had been long in ariiTing at so much of perfect- 

ness. It had taken upwards of seventy years to 

build it up to what it was now. The office of a 

judge is perhaps the most god-like function which 

man has to fulfil upon this earth, and this one was 

the beau-ideal of what a judge shodd be. ■

His companion on the bench was a gentleman 

in the very prime of life, who had reached this 

high position at a much earlier period than is at 

all usual by the exercise of rare abilities combined 

with indefatigable industry and perseverance. 

The old judge and the young judge sat side by 

side, and there wis that in their appearanee 

which gave a very guarantee that entire justice 

should be d(»e to any who might come that day 

before them. They had only just takev their seats, 

and the hum of oonversatiou caused by their, 

cntranoe had only just subsided, when a new 

sensation seemed to nm as by one oonsent 

through the whole vast assembly, and all eyes, 

turning simultaneously in one direction, saw that 

a certain space which bad hitherto remahied 

vacant in that crowded court was filled up, and 

that the prisoner was placed at the bmr* ■

They put a chairfor her iu the dodc ; and this, 

indeed, was necessary, for her knees trembled so 

underher, that it would have been impossible for 

her to stand. She sat there quite quietly, with 

her hands joined together and lying in her lap, 

and her head bent forwards. There was not 

much to gratify public curiosity. She wore her 

usual quiet out-door costume, and her veil was 

drawn down over her face. But it was a ptthe^ 

tic little figure in that big place, and with sudi 

an array drawn out against her. It was a ter- 

rible ordeal, and to have all those eyes fixed on 

her akme was enough to have daunted a stronger 

woman than this. But this was not all. Those 

eyes were fixed upon her because she was the 

central i^^ure of a drama of surpassing and 

dreadful interest-^beeause her young life was in ■

danger, and hung upoa the issue of the investi- 

gation which was now beginning. The reader 

must not blame this woman for Muff a woman, 

nor think the worse of her, because she does not 

come fmnird boldly to assert her innocence by 

looking her accusers and the world in general 

prond^ in the face. ■

When the trial actually commenced, Gabrielie 

tried to stand, but it was entirely impossible at 

present, and she was compelled to seat herself 

again just as she was before. Once she raised 

her head ; it was to look for her husband's foce, 

but she could not make him out in the crowd of 

barristers^ and was obliged to givo it up. She 

had seen, however, in tl»it brief glance the figure 

of the old judge, and had obaerved that his 

countenance as he looked on her, was full of 

concern and pity ; and from that moment die fdt 

a greater degree of calmness^ and a strange feel- 

mg of support and hope. ■

It is probable that on this great and terrible 

occasion all that took place was to her dim and 

unreal, that much passed which escaped her alto* 

gether, and that there was a strange indistinct- 

ness <dx>ut what she saw and what she beard. 

The habitues of the Old Bailey eat and sleep 

pretty tolerably when their lives are in danger; 

but this poor lady had not been able to do dther, 

and she was miserably weak and exhausted. 

The habitues, too, are calm and colkcted when 

on their trials. It was not so with Gabrielie. ■

Even the horrible words of the indictoient^ as 

the officer of the court read them out^ lost some 

of their terror to her by reason of this semi- 

stupor which was upon her. She hardly heard 

the accusation that she did, on. a certain da^ in 

January last, kill and slay one Diana Carring- 

ton, by admimsteiing to her a certain poisonous 

drug, called laudanum, in sufficient quantity to 

destroy life, or, hearing, realised but faintly what 

the accusation meant ■

And now the jurymen have settled themselves 

in their places as men do who are powerfully in- 

terested in the scene before them. Thne is the 

customary amoont of whispering going on among 

them, lliere is the usual obstinate and thick- 

headed-looking individual there who is never 

absent, any more than the fussy man who sees 

a greatmany things which escape other people, 

and which, indeed, have no exiatenoa except in 

his own imagination. He is the same man who 

takes notes so ostentatiously, and who asks ques- 

tions simply for the sake of showkig his owa 

cleverness. ■

And now the counsel for the prosecution got 

up in his pkce, and proceeded to draw the atten- 

tion of these men to his view oC the facts of the 

case. He was a shrewdy careful man, and 

seemed disposed to mak» the very most of the 

terribly strong evidenee at his disposal. ■

''I find,*' he said, aftor a few preliminary 

words, in which he adverted to the great pecu- 

liarity of the case, and entreated the jury not to 

let any feeling of interest in the prisoner, or 

sympathy for her terrible and almost unexam^ed ■
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poflition, aifecfe tbem^ in thdr opipioii as to her 

guilt or innocence. '^I flnd^*' said tins gentle- 

man, aflec Bpeakmg'fbr a considexfible lane on 

the natnie of tiie ease, " tbat, on a oertaiii day at 

tbe end of last ajatamn, tiie deceased lady; Miss 

CWziiigton; came to reside' at the house of Mm. 

and MrsL Fenmovs, the fbrmer o£whoia was her 

first oonsm oaoe removed. The peisons Uins 

broaght together do not appear to have lifod on 

yery happy terras. Into the merits of tiieoase 

on either side it is not necessary or desirable 

that I shonld enter. Be these what they may> 

certain it is that there was some amount o£ ill 

feeling' between Miss Carringten and the pri- 

soner, that it broke oat from time to> time, and 

that onone oeoanon mere partieulaiiy itamonnted 

to ftsesioiis disagreement. That disagreement 

was followed by thv fodden and' wse^peoted 

deadi of Miss Carrington, nnder eircomstanees 

of something more than a saspicioos kind. I 

shall be able to prove,, by tiie testimony of tiie 

witnesKS who wdl peemtly be examined before 

yoQ, that the pnsonev had, on the eming of tte 

dhy on whieh. tbat disagreonienb to which I hare 

alluded took place, an (^portnnity of supplying 

Miss Carrington wiJbh mestt and diink^ that she 

had also an oppoitonity of mtsodncing into such 

meat and drn^ any foreign matter with which 

she might desire to qualify it, and that, in Idie 

conzse of the night on wMoh Miss Casringpton 

partook of that refreshment- whidi was oonveysd 

to her by the prisoaet^ or easfy ostthe Mowing 

morning, Diana. Carrmgton, breathed hac last, 

poisoned, as the medical evidmce shows> by a 

dmg, a oonsideraUeiqnantity of idndiwasibnuid 

in the possession of the prisoner." ■

Beijeaub Probyn then prooeeded to oall Mis 

witnesses, with a view of proving, as the custom 

is, what he had just, been adviaumig. The.first 

of these waanaotfaerthaathewietehed Charlotte, 

the aewaDi4)fi«E-wodu Kiewas called tosprtwe 

theanmd ol Miss CJamiDgton at thehonae.in 

BeanxdOoi-streBt, and the fact of her lesidenoe 

there,, which was-- done something in this wise. 

The first few* prsliminflny questions aa- tot her 

name (which, i^the>by, was GrimesX he^oecn^ 

pntion,.aiid ihe tike, hovini^ been disposed o( the 

inquiry followed: ■

**J)o you remember the day of MisSiGarnng- 

ton's airivalP* ■

WitaesB. Yes, sir, I do. ■

Sexjeant Frobyn* You had many eKtia tinnga 

to do,, no doobtf! ■

Witness. Yes^ air. ■

Seijeant Probyn*. What time did the hidy 

arrive P ■

Witness. In the evemng, sir. 

^ Seijeant Frobyn. On the evening'of the 29th of 

Kovemberf. ■

Witness. Yes^ sir* ■

Serjeant Probyn. Can you remember any dr* 

cumstanoes connected witii heranivalP ■

Witness. I was out when she arrired^ sis. But 

I came back afterwards. ■

SezjeantProbym And when yon oame baok,.do ■

you remember anything of what was going on P 

Did everything seem comfortable between Miss 

jCarrington and your mistress P 

' Witness* No, sir: Miss Ctoington didn't 

seem, to like anything that was done fbr her, and 

complained a good deal. ■

Serjeant Frobyn. Amd your mistress was, 

naturally enough, a little irntnted by so many 

oomplainteP ■

Witness. No, sir,- she' wasn't; She took it 

likeahanpl* ■

[At thi^ unintentional rebuff there was some 

manifestation in the court of a* tendency towards 

laughter; It was at once suppressed, however.] ■

Seijeani Frobj/vu MtssCanringtonwaaacoomK 

pflomed by a servamt^ was she* not P ■

Witness. Yes, sir. ■

Ssijeant Frobyn. Did she seem as littie.satis- 

fied'a»her mistreeS'P ■

Witness^ She was the wocst of tiie two, sir. ■

Ifrwias evidently the object of the sexjeant to 

prove tiist fhnn the veary first these had been a 

gceafcamoimtof psoToeation inticted on the* un- 

happy Qhfarielle^ thns< gaining- more and more 

strei^th of motive-far the act of whidi it was his 

bnsDUMB to prow hevgnSty: ■

" in feot^" said the seijeant, in that cffihand 

mamer of taking things far giantsd whibli is so 

common- among the brotherhood—" in fad^ iher 

both poovoked yonv mistrsssvory nnich P" ■

'^Tfaey was betlu very provoking; sir^^replied- 

the witness, after reflecting* a> little ; '* bat my 

mistress was that gentlei and patient that they 

couldn't make it ovt to quarsd. with ber.^' ■

"Yon may stsiaddown,." said S^eant Frobyn. 

"GaU tiie- next witneas^" H}& had got aU he 

coald out of th»laait od^ and the poor fiutfaful 

drudge had done less for him than he expected. ■

The next wituessi was. Jane Qmtanker« ■

The goeater part of what she had. to. sv^r is 

ahceBdyk&own.tons;.andmnoh of it need not be 

repeated* The whole body of her evidenoei as 

etimimtsd by Seijeant FnobTS, was certainly of 

the meet damnatory kmd, and it ma easy to see 

tkat it told not a little xqxnr the jury. It was 

not difficult to gain ahandbnt proof of motive out 

of this wJtnesew She seemed to remember every 

word timt had ever dropped fom Gabrielle's lips 

wlaoh eonld give the fiunteet mdLoation of im- 

patient feahng towwds hecmistresfr, such as that 

which arose &om Miss. Geanngton's habit of 

making known all her wants^ connected witii the 

house aifangement% to Mr. rather than to Mrs. 

Penmose. All that she had overheard, of the 

conversation between the husband and. wife when 

Miss CanJngton was the sulject oi their talk, was 

shamelessly reproduoed'; and eveiy little petulant 

expression uasd by Gabnelle, words spoken, 

some half in fun, some without thinking what 

they meant, was brought up here in court, and 

made to wear a serious^ even a malignant aspect. 

She did not care«-the terrible vindictive woman 

— ^how her evidence tokL against herself. She did 

not care who knew that she had listened at doors 

to conversations which she had no right to over- 
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hear. Let her but gain this point of bringing 

the woman whom she believed to be guilty to 

justice^ and mankind might think of her— the 

instrument of yengeance— as mankind felt dis- 

posed. The force of her evidence was terrific ; and 

when she came to speak of that scene with the pho- 

tograph, in which she endeavoured to show that 

Gabrielle's feelings of jealousy had been so power- 

fully aroused, when she told of the sad scene at 

table on that last dreadful day, it was plain to all 

men that the case for the prosecu^Mu wore a 

terribly strong look. Between herTbftdinees 

to tell, and the dexterousness with ^ch the 

counsel for the prosecution drew her infqjrmation 

from her, there came at last to be nothing left 

unsaid, while much that was not said in so many 

words was artfully suggested. ■

Some of herevidence was so powerful, seemed so 

conyincing in the very manner of its coming from 

her, that a passage here and there may perhaps foe 

worth preserving, in order that the reader may be 

able to judge what sort of aspect the strange case 

wore, to those who w^re present in court, as it 

went on from point to point. Serjeant Probyn 

had of course a "learned friend" with him, by 

whom much of the eTamining of the witnesses 

was conducted. Mr. P^ was a middle-aged 

junior, famed for his powers as an eiaminer and 

cross-examiner. He took Jane Oantanker in 

hand at an early period in her examination in 

chief. His questions and the answers eliminated 

by them were something of this sort : ■

Mr. Fry. You remember, no doubt, the leading 

incidents of the evening of January 25th P ■

Witness. Yes, sir; I remember everything 

that took place. (Pronounced " everythxnk.") ■

Mr. Pry. Will you be good enough to tell tiie 

jury what happened? ■

Witness. I took my mistress up a cup of tea 

about eight o'clock, when she seemed much in 

her usual health. I asked her permission to step 

out for a few minutes, which she gave immediate, 

saying that she would not want anything of me 

now tUl tray-time, as we call it. My mistress 

never ate anything with her tea, but had a light 

supper the hist thing at night instead. I left 

her sitting quite comfortable in her easy-chair, 

and then I went out. to make a few purchases, 

some eggs for mistress's supper among the rest. 

I was out about an hour. When I came home 

I asked the girl Charlotte if my mistress's bell 

had rung, and hearing that it had not, I did not 

go up to see after her, but did a bit of mending 

of my own, and then began to make the necessary 

preparations for getting ready the tray and that, 

to take up-stairs. ■

Mr. Pry. It was not possible that anything 

unusual might have got into the food, I suppose P ■

Witness. Oh no, sir. I was always most 

particular about everything that was intended 

for my mistress to eat or dnnk. ■

Mr. Pry. Just so. You had no laudanum ever 

in your own possession, had you P ■

Witness. Oh dear no, sir. Nothing of the 

sort. ■

Mr. Pry. You may go on now with what you 

were telling us, if you please. ■

Witness. I was just finishing the eggs which 

I had been poaching, when I heard the dining- 

room door open Ct was but a little house we lived 

in, and you could hear in one room of it pretty 

well everything that took place in any of the 

others); the door opened, imd Mrs. Penmore's 

footsteps descended the kitchen stairs. It was 

very unusual for her to come into the kitchen, I 

will say that ; and I looked at the gurl Charlotte, 

and she looked at me hard, as much as to say, " I 

wonder what's up now P" ■

Mr. Pry. You will tell the court what happened 

next, as briefly as possible. ■

Witness. Sir, I wish to be brief, but I thought 

you were wishful to know all the particulars 

from the beginning to the hend. ■

Mr. P^. So we are, no doubt. You were 

saying ■

Witness. I was saying that Mrs. Penmore 

came down the stairs, and into the kitchen, and 

began talking ingratiatory like, as if she'd some 

favour to ask, and so it seemed she had ; for it 

came out presently that she wanted to be 

allowed to take my usual office upon her, and 

carry up my mistress's supper to her room. [At 

this point there seemed to be a slight movement 

in court, caused by people tumingabout to look at 

each other, with a shake of the head. There was 

also a whisper exchanged here and there.] ■

Mr. Pry. And did you consent to this P ■

Witness. No, sir, I did not. I said I had 

always been in the habit of taking it up myself, 

and that I saw no renon for allowing any one 

else to do so. ■

Mr. Pry. And did the prisoner continue still 

to urge you P ■

Witness. Yes, sir, she did. ■

Mr. Pry. And was she very pressing about it F ■

Witness. Yes, sir, she was. She went on so, 

and pressed so hard, even taking the very tray 

out of my hands, as true as lam here, i\at I was 

aknost forced to give way at last, which I did, 

but objecting all the time, and wondering, too, at 

her being so anxious about so small a matter ; 

and I stood at the foot of the stairs after she 

had gone up, half doubting even then whether 

I wouldn't follow her, and get the tray back 

again. But I was undecided like for the time, 

and I stopped where I was. As I stood there at 

the foot of the stairs, I heard the prisoner [a 

word spoken with great relish] going up, and 

heard the jingling of the tray also ; but it stopped ' 

when she got to the first floor, and then she 

opened the drawing-room door and went in. ■

Mr. Pry. Was that room on the same floor as 

the bedroom of the deceased P ■

Witness. No, sir. It was on the floor below 

it. She stopped in the drawmg-room some time, 

and then— - ■

Mr. Pry. How long do you suppose she 

stopped there P ■

Witness. Well, sir, it's difficult to say, but I 

should think three or four minutes. After that ■
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I heard her oome oui^ and once more begin 

ascending the stairs which led to my mistress's 

room. Then she pansed again a little while, and 

then she tapped at the door and went in. [The 

witness seemed agitated here, and stopped for 

breath.] ■

Mr. Try, After that, I suppose yon heard 

nothing more P ■

Witness. I knew nothing mord, sir, till the 

time came when my mistress's bell rang, and I 

went up-stairs to answer it. ■

Mr. Pry. And did yon find the prisoner in the 

room with the deceased P * ■

Witness. Yes, sir, but she left almost imme- 

diately. ■

Mr. Pry. And yon remained behind P ■

Witness. Yes, sir. I remained with my mis- 

tress, except for a very short interval, till she 

went to bed. ■

Mr. Pry. Do you remember any remark she 

may have made on that evening — anything in 

connexion with the refreshments of which she 

had been partaking P ■

Witness. Yes, sir. She made an allusion to 

the porter, which, in consequence of previous 

complamts, I had got at a new public-house. 

She said that it had a very nasty taste. ■

Mr. Pry. Were those her exact words ? ■

Witness. They were, sir. Her very words. 

A "very nasty taste," she says. ■

Mr. Pry. Had yon any suspicions, now, at this 

timeP ■

Witness. No, sir. None in the least. ■

Mr. Pry. So little so, that you cleared the 

dishes and washed out the jug which had con- 

tained the food and drink provided for the 

deceased lady's supper P ■

Witness. Yes, sir. I washed them up, as I 

was in the habit of doing, as soon as I brought 

them down stairs, and while my mistress was 

preparing for bed. ■

Mr. Pry. How long were you absent from 

hcrP ■

Witness. Prom twenty minutes to half an 

hour. ■

Mr. Pry. Did you notice anything remarkable 

about your mistress P ■

Witness. She seemed very sleepy and drowsy 

like. ■

A juryman— the same who took the copious 

notes— here interposed to inquire whether it was 

ever the case that porter was adulterated with 

. laudanum ; but he was met with the objection 

that such adulteration would scarcely pay, inas- 

much as any preparation of opium that could be 

used for the purpose would be very much more ex- 

pensive than the best legitimate materials which 

could be made use of in the manufacture of beer. ■

The reader will not fail to perceive how close 

and complete this evidence was. It was terrible 

to see what a suspicions aspect that act c f taking 

up the deceased lady's supper wore when it came 

thus to be spoken of as a matter of evidence 

given in a court of justice. Nor was this testi- 

mony rendered less terrible by the manner of its { ■

delivery. Of the animus entertained by the 

witness towards the accused there could be no 

doubt, every time that the word "prisoner" was 

used, a noticeable expression of triumph declar- 

ing itself on the witness's countenance. ■

It was now time for her cross-examination to 

begin. But for that we shall require a new 

chapter. ■

HOPEWAED BOUND. ■

The seventh of November, in this current 

year, was one of those aggravating days upon 

which Mr. Timid does not go abroad without 

his umbrella, but, having it with him, is perpe< 

tually doubtful whether to carry it furled or un- 

furled. I saw him on that day steering his way 

over the trackless expanse of the grass in Hyde 

Park, or over a trackless part of it ; now in 

full sail before the wind, with his head snug in 

his umbrelk, yet not snug enough, for it rained 

and it did not rain. Irritating specks of damp 

were dancing about like deliquescent gnats in 

the raw wintry air. It was not worth while, or 

it was of no use, to put up an umbrella. Down 

oame, therefore, Mr. Timid's press of sail, and 

he went uncomfortably forward over the damp 

grass tiU there were drops of damp big enougn 

to form plum-pudding patterns upon seats and 

rails, stingy plum-pudding patterns, with the 

currants few and far between. Then Mr. Timid,, 

not for his own sake but his hat's, opened sail 

again, tiU, as he crossed the road near the bridge^ 

over the Serpentine, towards which he had been 

steering, the apparition of a solitary rider taking 

a morning constitutional through that dreary 

November air, terrified the little gentleman. 

He was terrified lest he should, by crossing be- 

fore it with an umbrella opened, fatally terrify 

the horse. So he closed the umbrella with a 

sudden snap under the horse's nose, and hurried 

on without daring to look at the consequencesb 

I saw him look hard in the opposite direction 

for the ducks ; but the ducks could nmke nothing 

of such a day, and were in solemn congrega- 

tions, perhaps praying for rain or fair weather, 

one of the two, for this was neither. It didn't 

particularly rain; there wasn't particularly a 

fog; it wasn't partienlarly cold, and it wasn't 

particularly windy ; but there was the ghost of 

a rainfall hovering in and out of the ghost of a 

fop, and a ghostly chill, and a ghost of an east 

wind that would have given out a ghostly wait 

in ghostly places. ■

Mv friend Timid is verj thin. I think I have 

seen his arms in a bighwmd blown out straight 

before him like a couple of |)ennaiits. But they 

might have been stirred by tntelleetual emotion. 

Por he is very sensitive, as well as very thin. 

I startled my friend dreadfully by intercepting 

him upon the bridge with a loud "whither 

awayP'* But the shock jolted out of him the 

word "Brompton." "Boilers?" I asked. 

No," he said, " I am goinj^ to the Gonsump- 

tion Hospital." Of course it was my part, as a 

friend, to tell him that he looked like a case for 

it; but he told me he^was upon no jesting ■
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errand. Fortb© Brompton HoBpital waflgoing 

to send twenty-four consumptire ptttieDW, of 

whom there was yet hope, to winter in Madeira; 

and bew«s going down the river with them to 

see them off. I asked him to oome in and dine 

with me when ho Tetnmed, and tell me all 

ahout it. fie said he would, and he did. iind 

this is his report, delivered as we sat .over a 

snug fire, with fog shut out, and curtains drawn, 

and glasses^ filled. ■

** You know what a -wretched day it was." ■

"Aid is.*' ■

" Ah, yes. It would isake one«hiver io iook 

at it as it lies dead m the istieeta in its damp 

-shrovd ; it must foe :a wretuhed (night upon Ibe 

river, and tliat steamer with its .little cargo tof 

oonsumptivee Wasn't started yet ; won't start, 

until two in tbe mozning; aiid naray mot -be 

Teady then." ■

^' Wby were they not sent ost in (ktobtr, 

before ihis raw seaaon aet ioi" ■

'* Well, I asked tlmt question too, bat found, 

as usual, that many a thing «»mi&giiiTOi^ is 

right, Pamell^ JSiemiTt, :to wit. ETIiere «re not 

uiauy panengicr'steamais to Mndein. The P. 

jindO. boats, as ^y touch at Malta, :beo«Qae 

of the ohoieni theve would ba put in quarantine 

if tber wvnt to Sbdcnra none Bo thay ihm't 

:go. Tbere^ oidjia abort asaaon of otlisr pas- 

aenger traffic d'or the bsnefit-of iwralida, .and ithe 

last boat that wentrarwld tnrescached Madoira 

before the end df tbe ihot naaion. H patients 

iiad been wnt by that, tbsv would haxt ran a 

new risk from Tioiadtude ot lolinMte. And ^ 

uoaieamer would xb but this, and she was to 

sail this 'evening. They ndll get :to Maddn in 

4ibout eleven di^s." ■

" Well, Timid, no«r tell us aU about it" ■

" Do yon want to know the Jiistory oif idie 

hospital, and bow it is built in the form of tbe 

letter H.-^H -was a flospatsil, and ao onf IBe- 

4»uae l*w got all :tbeae eoii of iaota in my 

pocket." ■

"A TOiy good n>laoe ior tfaam. I woulda't 

have them oiaturDsd on nny aoeonnt. £nt 

what did you aeerP" ■

'^ Oh, a very mce pbee. I had some .luneb \ 

at the Brompton fioiters." j ■

« Had youireally ? iChBt?BinQ)Ostant. WbU." ■

'' Wellf the traveUors were to dine at .balf-j 

past twehe, and I didnt arrite at the boe|utal{ 

in the ^pe4)f a H.tilltwnnty^£ve nuBntesiol 

one." I ■

"WeUr I ■

"WeU; through being bite, I ngnt that I, 

shall be nnable to ataie to the distingnisbedi 

journal for ivhiofayon know I xepoii, arbatj 

meat tfaeyihad. When I -saw tbem they w«ie 

eating puddmg. Piam»pud«ling amd, I in&ned, , 

roast beef, and shall .rouDdljiassert toast beef! 

when I write my report, with all the statistics 

out of my pocket, and the graphic details. You 

know how we do it. ' On Tuesday .bat the polite 

aud uaoally quiet neighbourhood of Brompton 

was——* you start as fora Jire or Murder; pa^ 

rade your fi^nrea out of tbe report, put in vour 

facts pictonally, and end by patting sonusbody ■

upon tbe iiead. )D]ieertaiiity won't do in |mblie 

wnisng. If you belieTe its beef you imnst assert 

beef.RWDdly. But I-woaH mention btdP to -yon, 

either roast or round, beesaee you are a ocn^en- 

tial friend. The traireUein whom I sow eotbtg 

pudding were all men : in my paper, I should say 

' of the male sex;' to you I say only that they 

were men. Then I was taken to tbe Manl.i!oam 

to see the committee, aleo, to tiie beat of any 

belief all men, eating soup. Tbxough leaving 

them too soon it happens that I do not know 

what meat the committee at% for 'when I oome 

back into the board-room they also w«ne .eAtiDg 

pudding." ■

''All those details are very imnortant, Timid ; 

pray make much of Lhenu Pudoing. And you 

nadnoneP' ■

" You see I had lunched at Bron>pton Boilers, 

and there was a chair beside the chairman — evi- 

dently a most excellent man the chairman, I 

have got his name in my pocket'— and on the 

other side of the empty cnair was a stout literary 

gentleman. He was eating soup when I first saw 

him, and he was eating puddh^'^wett, it might 

be pie— when I saw him next. You bsow I 

am constitutionally nervous, and I was a little 

flustered on the subject of tbatvaicant chau*, in 

awe of the stout literary eesftleman, who might 

have eaten me. Besides, I had my umbrella in 

my band, and TOumay not e^ your aoup with 

an umbrella. The fh-st doubt on my mind was, 

Whose chair is this F You remember, of coarse, 

that the vacant seat at King Arthur's Boond 

Table wa&oanedSeotfierlbus, and tfaat^eoniteous 

knight the secretary, whose time 1 was taking 

ufs Blight be the very Sir Gabliad ior whom 

this «mpty ohair wia destined, if I sat in it, 

and took his soup, should I .go down, sm 4ht 

wrongful /oecnpant of the Seat Perilous wn to 

go down, into tbe bowels of tbe earth, while tho 

nrst moadifnl of the soup that vaa ■another's 

was yet going down into my stoawoh P It would 

have coat me a tough reamng of Segel to get 

to the bottom of all that nice reasoning ; so as I 

was sure they had not Hegel on the premises 

to lend me, I said I would have no soup. Besides^ 

I am a ioumaliat." ■

*' Ana, as such, have forsworn soup?" ■

" No. But a practice has sprung up lately, 

and is becoming a great deaf too commoi^ 

of stroking the stomachs of newspaper re- 

porters. A hotel opens : w2Q the press come 

and be fed, and qualify itself for a report 

tq^n its oelhu'f A great exhibition opens: 

will the nress come to a supper and become- 

aequaintea with its meritsT To all irhieh 

invitations, so far as I can lepresent tbe 

press, I flatly wyly— No, I won^t; and I ^ 

■wish, most heartily, that 'eadi of nyv brother-re- 

porters would say with me : ' I wiU not be M. 

bv any man who knows and can can nothing 

aooot me personally, and can aee in me only « 

maehine to grease* I will faithfully and simply 

do jn^ work, and eat the fruit of mv own hibocuE^ 

convivial oulv luth my own irienos.' That re- 

past in the board-room was a little too oauok 

lor a lunch, and a good deal toQ, early for a ■
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dhmer. I lock it to be grease for the two or 

three titentry madrines, mj brethren, whom I 

saw sittiog fiiereat. The plea of prefwration 

for the river air wgbi poesib)/ be valid ia its 

favovr; b«t thea wliy carrv sandwiches and 

wme on board the steamer r 'We will have 

some wiae pat on board to ke^ out the cold/ 

wid the excellent ehainnan, witii a snile at the 

stout literary genHemaa, wiiose name, I betiere, 

he did not know. And so, on board the steamer 

iheee was wine in one of the cabins for the 

farther greasiaff of the hingos of the press. I 

would as soon nanre taken poison, and might as 

well, for it was port/' ■

'' Wei), yon know, there was nothing meant 

bat good-natared hospitality." ■

"No doabt; and I am nataraDy bashfnl 

among strangers. Bat it was a grief to me that 

Mr. Galahad, the secretary, did not take the 

Seat Periloas and eat. He took me roand the 

^ospital in the form of a H, while all the world 

in it was feeding. What they were having in 

titt wards was Irish stew. It was stew qmj. 

Good stow too, with honest-looking chops m 

it, and baked riee-pttddiiigs to follow. Well, 

mid tiien were the women's qaartore, and there 

were the men^ quarters ; and in the pare tem- ■

S irate air ia the galleries tliere sat, here women, 
era men, i^Mmt long tables, in oaiet dinner 

parties, not more languid and pale tnan some of 

your fitshionable ooropanies towards the fag-^nd 

of tlie season. The eonaaiaptive eye has its 

own kiatre, and perhaps it was brightened in 

some laces by interest in the day's event ; for 

an creni it was, that touched many a heart 

amemg them. I don't asoally care much for 

special hospitals, believing tliat many of them 

ooUeet easee which had better be sent to agood 

general hospita], and that general hospitals are 

ef iafinilely more service to hamauity by the 

advance in Knowledge of the healing art. But 

while amall-Mx and fever are among the obvious 

exceptions, I think that consamptioD, though 

less obviousiy, is an eaeeptioii toa ■

" A Consumption Hospital can only be of ser- 

vice to the very poor. It is peculiar!^ a disease 

for home treatment where a tair degree of home 

comfort can be attained. But where poverty 

presses so sorely that a healthy home is un- 

attainable, then I think it is well to gather 

these poor patients into a comfortable hospital 

of their own, where they are nursed with utmost 

skill, well hd, in a pare temperate air free 

from drooghtB, and comforted with special 

hope and sympathy. For nobody doubts now 

that in the int, at least, of its three stages 

consiamption can be cured. Patients sent in 

good time do go from this hospital with a new 

lease of life, and after they have left may keep 

themselves eaaUy within range of watobful care. 

Thej are admitted upon xeeommendation of a 

governor, that is to say, yearly subscriber of 

three gnineas. Each governor may send one 

patient a year, and the patient is kept tUrtoen 

weeks, at a cost to the hospital of about ten 

pouncb. So of eoufse the money of the hurge 

ttunber of govenors wiio don't tend patients ■

helps to support the charity of thoee who do« 

There ia a&monsly appointed kitchen, and there 

as a dispeasary with a row of brass taps for the 

sefving oat of the different qualities of ood- 

liver mI, as the pablicaa serves out his mild, 

bittor, and foarpenny. I wouldn't like to sav 

that I remember how manjr hundred, thousant^ 

miUaoa, or billion gallons ot cod-liver oil are used 

ia thai place every vear/' ■

''Have you the ngares in your pocket ?" ■

" Yes, of course. Let me see. Eight hun* 

dred and fifty-eight gallons, and three-qoartora. 

Also two hundred and twenty-two gallons of 

brandy, twenty galloBs of gin, six gallons of 

rum, one hundred and forty-two gallons of 

sherry, and three hundred and ninety- three 

gallons of port. These are properly put in the 

orag account ; and all the pare wine used upon 

these premises in a twelvemonth was one dcaen 

ofekret.'' ■

'^ Pocket the rest of the figures." ■

" Wtittngly. But I shoidd Uk» the hospital 

committee to make the discovery that they can 

get Greek wine nearly as strong as port, and a 

great deal wholesomer and cheaper, and that if it 

be the spirit they want, whisky-and-water beats 

port hollow. Pardon me for heme a little 

sensitiTe upon the subjeot of that fraudulent 

old hnmbttg of a wine. Coarse spirit at eight- 

pence a bottie is exported mm England, 

oraadied, logwooded, mixed with a little wine, 

meMowed by age, and imported again into this 

country as a luxury, partly owug its cost to 

the long warehoosing necessary to enable the 

mixtore to abato of its first nauseoasness, and 

beoone drinkable.*' ■

''fiioughafthat.'' ■

^'The mention of it it enoogh. It came of 

mentienhig the cod UTcr oil and drugs of the 

dispensary. There is a chapel, too, at that hos- 

pital in the shajpe of a H—»a very handsome one, 

entirely the gift of 8ir Henry foulis. But to 

come to the travellers. ■

"One of the hospital physiciaas^ Dr. W. H. 

Stone, was lately pacing a visit to Madeira, 

and stodying the dimate^ when it was pro- 

posed to 'him by some geoerous residents in 

the island to establish wiuter-quartors there 

-<-a sanatorium — ^for some of the poor patients 

at Brompton to whom there was hope that 

one aaeh eseape from the English winter might 

seonre reeovery. A committee was formed by 

the kind-hearted Madeira people, under the 

presidency of Captain Erskme, her Majesty's 

consal, siid it vras definitively settled that if 

the hospital authorities woukl select with great 

care twentv of the poor patients to whom a 

winter m Madmra would oe of most service, 

send them out in November, and take them 

home in Mi^, the friendly islanders would 

lodge and feed, care for and comfort them, during 

the wh<^ of their stay. A laive merchant's 

house was accordingly taken at Madeira, in a 

suitable position, and adapted to their use. The 

patients whose cure might possiUy be com- 

pleted by each aid were oareially picked, each 

being examined successively by three physicians ; ■
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and only men are sent this year, because the ex- 

perimeut would be too much complieated by a 

mixture of the sexes. Next year it should be 

the women's turn to go. It is the first time 

that, in case of consumption, one of the most 

inestimable advantages of wealth has been ex- 

tended to the poor. If the success expected be 

attained, there will be help wanted at home to 

secure the permanence and the extension of so 

beneficent a scheme. The interest felt by the 

patients throughout the hospital in the start of 

this little detachment of their comrades was 

very manifest. Surely all hearts were warmer 

for the sense of sympathy that stretched its 

helping hand to them from far away over the 

sea. The attendants and nurses seemed to be 

in a pleased flutter of kindly excitement. There 

was the heap of wrappers and of boxes in the 

hall; a box of ice for the voyage, a book-box 

for winter readiuffs, and there^ were boxes 

uniform in size ana colour containing the kit of 

each of the twentv patients, labelled not with 

names, but with all the letters of the alphabet 

excepting U, V, W, X, Y, Z. ■

"About the boxes there were the twenty 

travellers to whom the chaplain had spoken his 

wise and senerous &rewells before they rose 

from their last dhiner in England. Now they 

were breaking out with little cordial farewells 

and hand-graspings with fellow- patients and 

with friendlv nurses. The cn>tain of their 

band, one of themselves, was a lame man, who 

had been a seafarer. He told me that he had 

been in the hospital ten years ago for con- 

sumptiosy and gone awa;r well. But now his 

lungs were touched again, wherefore he was 

come back, and expected that Madeira would 

make a sound man of him once more. He had 

the friendship of his comrades, but indeed it 

was noticeable how the common danger and 

common hope seemed to have drawn them 

all into quiet but strong friendship with one^ 

another. Omnibuses came — ^two of them— gra- 

tuitously placed at the service of these fugi- 

tives before the march of Winter by the General 

Omnibus Cknnpanjr* The omnibuses were onljr to 

take them with their baggage to the Chelsea pier, 

where a steamer of the I^ndon and Westminster 

Compiany's was waiting for them; also placed 

gratuitously at their service. Had the weather 

been too rough for the boat passage down the 

river, the two omnibosea had been offered to 

carry the whole party with their friends to the 

Hermitage pier below London Bridge, off which 

lay the Portuguese vessel that was to land them 

at Madeira. Up went the boxes. A,B,G,D,£, 

F, G,— the bc»t part of the British alphabet 

was making its escape •from us. Then, with 

more farewells, the travellers were packed, and 

then the omnibus wheels grated on the gravel, 

and at the windows stood the comrades in sick- 

ness whom they left behind, waving God speed 

to the poor fugitives. And at the hospital doors, 

and on the steps, stood patients, dooton, porters, 

nurses, and white-aproned maids, and irom aU 

these cheers were given, in which the kindly 

notes of women's voices were most heard, while 

all the windows were astir with waving hand- ■

kerchiefs. I was a stranger, jet, as I looked 

back on the scene from outside the gates, it 

brought some of the prevailing damp into my 

eyes. Under the chill and dull November skies 

it seemed for a moment that one saw unclouded 

heaven thrcmgh the hearts of men. ■

** Well, then, I walked to the pier and joined 

the sick wayfarera on the steamer, where they 

were packed comfortablv round the walls of a 

warm cabin with a very bright fire in the middle 

of it, and sat, one with a sister, one with a 

brother, one with a wife, huddled close. The 

chaplain and chairman spoke to them a few 

more words of simple sympathy in wisbinff them 

good speed, and shook hands with them all. So 

we went down the river till, beyond the bridse, 

we came alongside the Lisbon steamer, in which 

the whole fore-cabin had been taken for their 

exclusive use. ■

" The steamer was coaling dirtily and taking 

in a cargo of oil, which sumsted the question 

whether we export train-oiT to the south of 

Europe, and ^et it back in salad oil, as we ex- 

port com spirit and get it returned in port wine. 

We lost ourselves then among the coat-dirt, saw 

the alphabet safely stowed, Mmired the hand- 

some state-cabin, thought the foie-cabin aceom- 

modations disproportionately narrow ; and, as 

we returned to the river steamer, saw groups of 

our poor consumptive friends gathering to look 

down upon us from the rails of the quartw-ded^ 

And there also already one or two vomig English 

ladies were having their shawls adjusted, or ca- 

ressing the pet do(f that was to fly with them from 

the perils of which the gatherin^^ winter mist 

upon the river .was as the great visible shadow. 

Through the mist at last we parted from our 

poor friends, taking among us the brothen and 

the sisten and wives furtively rubbing their 

eyes with the comers of their shawls, and wiUi 

exchange of little cheerings. May those fugi* 

tives find Madeira skies as genial as the sympa- 

thies that opened for them the way to such a 

wintering ! And mav they bring bade next May 

a bill of nealth that snail establisn the success of 

this experiment, and cause it, withlkiglish help, 

to be repeated every winter to the end of time !'* ■

To all which, being of one mind with my friend 

Timid, I said Amen! As who would not P ■

THE ROUGHS' GUIDE. ■

Mt sporting information is derived from 

sources altojjether distinct from that Guide to the 

Turf which is issued periodically by the ingenious 

Mr. Ruff. It is served up to me eveiy Wednes- 

day and Saturdav, at the moderate ohaijge of 

One Fenny, and I am advised, admonished, 

warned, and instrocted, with a vigour, presdence, 

and versatility perfectly astonisning to myself. 

Carping critics say that my guide is the favourite 

organ of the Roughs, and that it is to be found 

in the parloun ofpugilism, and in houses where 

ont^door betting-men and fraudulent " welshen'* 

chiefly congregate. The same objection would 

apply to the air we breathe and the bread we 

eat. As a humble disdple of an able teacher. ■
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I fearlessly claim for my Penny sporting ffaide, a 

range of information and a profundity of know- 

ledge which it would be difficult to surpass, 

What is it to me if the Rough share my par- 

tiality for Tigorous Saxon, or be delighted as I 

am with words and phrases it requires natural 

aptitude and a special education to understand P 

Find me a newspaper in which races, fights, 

hunts, coursing-meetings, advertisements, an- 

swers to, and letters from, correspondents, are 

more thoroughly in accordance with what we 

have ever be^ taught to consider good sporting 

taste, and I will Mmit that what is sauce for 

vhe roueh is not sauce for the clean-shirted 

turfite ; out, tiU then, pardon me if I hold to 

my original views, and maintain the excellence 

of my organ as an astute Mentor and a just 

judge. ■

Opening one of its recent numbers, and turn- 

ing to its advertisement-sheet, I gain, aa usual, 

much valuable information. The weak-minded 

and credulous people who believe the form of 

gamblinff known as " sweepstakes" to be sup- 

pressed by act of parliament, wouhl do well to 

read with roe the seductive offers of Messrs. 

Bilson and Nixon, of Mr. Tenstun, or Mr. 

Chancer. The first gentlemen advertise a 

"sweep of three thousand members at one 

shilling each, to be drawn every Monday through- 

out the year ;" and you or I, or an^ one blessed 

with a shilling, or the means of malung or taking 

one, have but to send it to these philimthropists 

to obtain a vested interest in the following 

splendid contingencies : " Eirst horse, twenty- 

five pounds; second horse, twelve pounds; 

third horse, seven pounds; twenty pounds 

amongst starters ; twenty pounds amongst non- 

starters ; fifty prizes of ten shillinjgs ; one hun- 

dred priies of me shillings." This applies to a 

forthcoming handicap ; but Messrs. Bilson and 

Go. are kind enough to make provision for their 

customers every Mondav, so that there need be 

no waiting for "events'^ before tiie fate of your 

shilling or mine is known. The process of in- 

vesting is simplicity itself. Direct your letter 

(enclosing a shilling and two stamped envelopes) 

to Charles Bilson (address given), and the thing 

is done. Or, if you i>refer it, visit one of the 

airents of this enterprising firm, ** stationed m 

au the prinoipal towns," and personally procure 

your tidcet for the great sweep. Frank Tenstun 

offers like facilities, but not stooping to name 

the number of subscribers to whicn he thinks it 

wise to limit his kindness, he simply announces 

the vast sums to be given away in prizes, and 

the small sum required for one of his tickets. 

Mr. Chancer flies at rather higher game, for his 

chances range in price from one shilling to ^ye, 

and though his prizes are less splendid in 

amount, he benevolently allows yo»to increase 

the probability of obtaining them by purchasing 

" seven tickets for the price of six." ■

If I wish to make my fortune in a different ■

E, and to decline the unscientific and un- 

ted gambling of the lottery in favour of 

betting on horses entered in forthcoming races, 

my paper is ready for me. Blight and Lovenote 

are, I read, *' to oe seen at the back of the Muse's ■

21^e ■

Brewenr, daily,"* and will execute my commis- 

sions, if not less than one pound, to any amount. 

So will Mr. Gather, of Great bustle-street, or 

Mr. Blebb, of nowhere in particular, or Mr. 

Bolton, of whom I regret to read in another 

part of my paper that, although advertising 

" from Bloater^s, Wiltehire-street/' " the worthy 

landlord of that hostelry has no connexion 

with him, neither will he be answerable for 

any transactions he may make under any cir- 

cumstances." If before investing money yon 

would like to secure trustworthy information, ■

5ou may, for two guineas annually, secure Judas's 
*urf Circular and Betting Recorder, to be de- 

livered to you on every Saturday and Sunday 

mornings throughout the year, with intelligence 

of so mystic a character, that it can only be 

read by aid of private telegraphic keys. Of 

other people anxious to minister to vour wants, 

my paper is fulL Biographies of the late Mr. 

Sayers: white bull bitches, fillies, colts, stal- 

lions, greyhounds, billiard-tables, cricket-bats, 

skittle-pins, liniments for the spavin, embroca- 

tions for sprains, liquid blisters tor general lame- 

ness, breech-loaders, boxing-gloves, and summer 

drinks, are all to be had in unexceptionable ex- 

cellency from advertisers in my sporting guide. 

" Pop in your left," is the pleasant hea<fing of 

one of these advertisements, and "Bravery, 

skill, manliness, courage, forbearance, and un- 

fliniihing prowess of true Britons," the key-note 

of another. The first relates to the sale of box- 

ing-gloves, the second to departed professors of 

the noble art for the encouragement of which 

boxinff-gloves were invented. Nor is my tutor 

behindhand in the friendlv warnings it gives its 

pupils. Side bv side with the engaging offers 

of gentlemen who are to be ''heard or' daily 

from eleven to two, behind a brewecy, or at the 

bar of a tavern, are the answers to correspon- 

dents. Many of these are of a highly significant 

character. " Lynx " is tersely informed '* they 

are nothing but welshers;" "A Victim, Hack- 

ney," learns, "you, too, have been welshed. 

The card you sent us is not worth keeping;" 

" H. E. B." elicits, " as soon as we are satisfied 

they are dishonest we refuse their advertise- 

ments," which prompts the speculation as i% 

how much satisfaction my paper rec|uires. 

" Corkonian" is warned, " never put fiuth in any 

such things;" "A Backer,' that "we can- 

not recommend" some list-keeper unnamed; 

"Rustic," that something "is all nonsense," 

with the pertinent rider, " if not, how is it he 

cannot make his own fortune first P" " W. H. T., 

of Bath," reads, "the simple answer is that 

you have been done;" "Henry Moonev" is 

congratulated " on saving his money, for Cowes, 

alias Abel, is an old offender, and we have con- 

tinually warned the public against him ;" and 

poor Mooney learns further, for his consolation, 

that Cowes, alias Abel, "has resorted to the 

same ruffianly proceedings before, whenever he 

has been disappointed of nis prey." Mr. Gather, 

on the other hand, is vouchee! for, as trustworthy 

to any amount, and as the above extracts repre- ■

* See AoAnar thb Oraut, No. 845, page 442. ■
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sent about half of the answers to turf oorre- 

•spondents, they form a healthy eommentary 

npon the achrerfisements, and a oorroboratije 

testimony to the tAwacter of the financial 

«j;enta we recently saw pursuing their vocation 

•** Against the Grain." ■

-Qleaninfi^ iaformflition m regular and methodi- 

cal order, I next carefully digest a leading 

article devoted to the comparative success 

of well-known jockeys during the past year. 

Minute statistics as to the number of races — 

ihey are spoken of as ^' contests/' and the tone 

of the writer is that of a field-officer awarding 

-praise, encoumgement, nnd admonitiea to his 

cenerals after a senes of eogagements which 

nave aiffected the destinies ot the world—- are 

given, and lo^eal deductions drawn. The 

great Landem is as usual at the top of the poll. 

Ilecognised and a{n)reciated in his professien 

for oonsummate skill and nndeviating honesty, 

the continntuice of Landem's proud oie-ennneoce 

is, I read, an article oC faith wilA the entire 

sportittgxsomraunity. Lord Palmeraton's return 

for Tiverton, and Shr Robert Peel's for Tam- 

worth, are, on the -principle of ar^^ing from 

small things to great, alhiaed to as lUttstnting 

the firmness ^f liandem's tenure. Out of the 

four hxmdred and fourteen races run in the last 

twelvemonth by this jockey without guile, he 

won ene hundred and fmrty-two, was seoend in 

eighty-six, and third in forty-five, which fully 

jusftioes my paper in crediting him with "a 

splendid average.^' James QrinsuDS comes 

next in rank, the figures being ^v«n with the 

same reverential exactitude as in the case of 

Landem. So with many other jodMys, their 

profSessKMud dom^ of the year are recorded, and 

connnented ea with the care and ability tj^eir 

position and impoitanee demand. After con- 

gratulations have been bestowed with dis- 

crimination, the men being named in order, and 

priority given to success, we have commisera- 

tioa upon the once great BahJUoft, and the 

formerly eminent Qalkaier. it is greatly to be 

regretted that the brilliaait Gafloner eboiud have 

been "tied down to each an nnfortonate cap 

and iftcket as the * primrose,' ** for Mr. Railer^s 

stable is, as every one knows, ^ 9S out of form 

as to be barely able to secure a plate.'' As for 

poor Baldloft, he is spoken of as ** cat of the 

nunt," and we mourn over his sad decline, partly 

owing, we huaft, to nniust suspicions, and the 

inglorious Fanning of an Epsom favourite. 

Bells, another grea^ man, whose past reputation 

is his most fonnidalble rival, has struggled 

nobly against the adverse circumstances of " in- 

creasing weight^' in himself, and ** indifferent 

form" in his employer's stable ; and we learn 

with satisfaction, which is none the less fervent 

for its being founded on a bfind tMi in our 

instructor, that ^tfae list of winning jockevs 

provides interesting and suggestive matter for 

contempUtiou"— a conclusion wtdoh few readers 

wUl be disposed to deny. ■

That the gentleman-rider question is settled 

at last, will be a source of congratulation toe?ery 

well-regulated mind. We learn all about it at 

page two. Divers people hare ridden raees as ■

amateurs^ when it has been well known that 

they acted professionally, and grave scandals 

have arisen in consequence. Tliis may be in- 

ferred from a letter taking exception to a previous 

leading article, in which the writer's coaiacter 

as a gentleman-rider was serioinly impugned, 

and wbereia a missing snaffle-bndle, ^ short 

wdght at the sct^," and, ** it is not true," 

play leading bat confusing parts. That the 

gentleman m question threatens \figtl proceed- 

ings, and that the editor, iu a pithy note, hopes, 

sardonically, that the explanations vouchsafed 

will be satisfactory to the public, furnish some 

slight due to the matter at issue, and make 

us see that the rule that for the future all geatle- 

men-riden shall be members of one of a tist of 

dubs, or be proposed and seconded by members 

of the same, is judicious and advisable. la 

another case we learn that the objection to Mr. 

Plant as to his not bdng a gentleman, has been 

withdrawn, and his right to ride Brown Shoes 

in that character folly admitted. ■

Passing now to tne Autumn Notes and the ■

Close of the Season, ^ it is satisfactory to biow" ■

>I don't in tiie least understand why, but I ■

Icoafide ■
aoeeptthe statement with unabated c 

*' that there will innoeforth be some cessation of 

the plating that has been rampant during a ^[reat 

part of the season, and which invariably fioanshes 

like a deadly apas-tree under the auspices of " a 

gentleman naned. That the year 1865 "has 

keen eesentiallv one of 'scratdiings,' 'ropings,' 

and ' milkingSy'^" is demtiv a matter for national 

regret, and we turn with a aigli of relief to 

another portion of the Notes. That ^ Tiger 

is " a little deficient in his truth of symmetry," 

especially^in theainkingof hisback," is told with 

the tender delicaoy the subject demands; while 

the profound truth, ^ there neiner was a horse 

witho«t some fonll^" and the pm^eoy, " it will 

take a diaker to beat him at jSpaom," are botii 

calculated to assuage his owner's grief at Sir 

TiMr'a defidency. ■

- Two cdomns and a half of small print gxva 

me the oondading history of ShnewsbnryNovea- 

b^neetfa^; and after nadniff how ''the talent 

thought the weq^hts admiiably adfiutsd." and 

" stood Birchrod a cast off;" how the foUowerB 

of MxB, Bray aot <'a foeer;" hew Mr. Baey 

became a hot tavourste; and how tha book* 

makers had in one raoe all the best of it — ^i 

note the weights for Croydon Steeple-diase^ aad 

mdce my mouth water covetoasly, by reading 

tiiat a asathematicinL will forward for tharteen 

stamps scientific niks for " winning, hedffingy 

and gettmg on." Hanting oompraes along 

list ai oominff meets, and mil particalan of a 

recent one, whereat the Heir to the Crown was 

present " on his splendid dmsaut," and aotuallj 

spoke, as yoa or 1 would, without besagrnda— 

tne report says " chatted a£Eeibiy^— and where 

the first fox was killed in the open without 

affording a ran, bat where a second one '* ran 

a ring, making twice for its okl haunt, adicre it 

was killed," the royal party, indading the Pria^ 

cess, being *' all up to vritaess the usual font 

gone through on such occasions" — ^hunting^ aa 

you see, meets with aa^ mention foom my ■
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ffiiide. IBufe the gseat event of the urodc hsa 

been ike funeral <of tbe kte Mr. Sayers, and tlus 

is reeorded'witk a de^we of particulantj and & 

depth of feeling 17111611 prores how ea&ily a 

popular demonstration xnaj^ be mjauaderatood 

and misrepresented bj the uninitiated or the 

prejudiced, l^ot that the moumixijg vriter 

^vea waT to any of those lunereal heroics vhich 

proYcJced the ire of some critics upon a recent 

occasion. This *'mute of journalism'* is studi- 

ously unaffected in his style, and it is easy to 

see that, from one point of view, the obsequies 

of the late diampion were, to use the langui^e. 

of after-dinner orators, *'all that could 1^ oe-i 

sired." ^'That a man so distinguished in his 

profijssion" — ^mark the delicacy here ; no vulgar- 

allusions to the departed's profieieccy in ad- 

ministering, say, his . celebrated blow •**'the 

auctioneer," but a phrase wldch might be ap- 

plied with propriety to a benevolent physician 

or an aecomi^isbed artist. That a man so dis- 

tinguislted in his profesfsion should arouse a 

great amfomit of interest, was imlj natural ; but 

yet lour mfles vf Mad thronged with people, 

exceeded every 4nie'« most sangaine ihopes. 

Candidhr admitting (and the soond common 

sense of the adivissian inoreaeeB my isspect for 

my teacher) that pugilism has fallen from iis 

high eatata, we a» Jiext iM that it was .as 

tbe last repveaentative expcoeni of the noble 

afi^ and beeauae, from Mr. Seyers's luneral, that 

*' the dedkie and fsU^^pray note the knffuage 

—"of the P. R." would be dated by hituse 

Gibbons, that "reflective peisouB asaembled to 

say peace ito his ashes, and whisper a farewell 

to the gbries of the ring." I ■

In jny capacity of "reflectivie persoB^" J 

attended the funeral in question, and am Jiow' 

pleased to .find njjself credited with fieur-aeeing 

philosophy. It oa irue that j»y ooncliisions 

differea slightly from <lhe gentleaian whose ac- 

count I am reading now, but as from internal , 

eridence I conclude that he had the piivllfge of 

tissembling with the family and their friends, | 

and of riaing to the cemetery, while I humbly ! 

trudged thither on foot, I feel sure that the! 

efight discrepancy between ub maybe espbdned 

by the distinetion in our points df view. The 

'*' very pardonable desire on the part of the 

-crowa to see the last of their hero;'* ""the! 

littfe pressure brought to bear from the out-, 

side ;" luxd ** the marked decorum tf t^ many 

h«mdTOds who gained ttdmission,'' prove that 

my Mentor was in the t^urpel whfle faces and 

heads were being danced npon by thick-booted 

Roughs ontside. The ^littAeptessure" consisted 

Jna Eand-to-huid fight between two score or so 

of T>^iceme& and sevenai bundieds of tbe worat- 

IseJdaff fabiricgiunrda thai even LondM ia eapaUe 

of prooucmg^ and ** the nuked deeonun" «onr 

aiated of eaiknia sfaEiieking, blaapheiMV, of 

stnteglea for plaoe ffoiatd the {prav&theao, and 

of t£e recklesa dertrwiion ei trees eaul me- 

Aonals near it Mneh of this was lortunatcly 

unknown to the moumittg party, for the riot 

was at its fierceat while tM^y were ia the eeme- 

tei-y chapel, and I only name these touching 

inoideutaliere, to prove that, as "ev^ horse has ■

some fauH," so mioroseoplc scrutiay may deteet 

trivial errors oi judgment even m the most 

exempjlary of guides. That we' should have an 

acrostic en the late champion's name signed 

"A Hard-working Man/' and that "One of 

Tom*s Admirers" should proffer "his mite" to- 

wards a statue to that herq, :5eem things of 

course ; and we turn to-aqnatica with Aiprotound 

feeling that we have vet ui England poets and 

oa^alists reac^ for tneir dotj^. ■

Plenty of variety again in the afuatic de- 

partment. ^uUers' race for ^tv pounds be- 

tween two athlete^ with aoccinct oiography of 

each, and fall j)articulars of their latest per- 

formances. Where Pastor took his breathings, 

and tlie watchful eye of the experienced host to 

whom his splendid condition was due, and how 

he lost the race because the referee called some- 

thing a foul, must he read to be appreciated. 80 

must the Torpid and other trials at OjLfoid, 

where glorious qnirta made up an exciting race. 

If you are doggisdOy inclined, let as turn the 

p^g;e» Here you read at length of coursing 

nu^cheSk where the deeds of dogs axe so glow- 

ingly recorded aa to make you doubt whether 

you were right in giving man the second place 

in the animal creation, or whether a practised 

grevhound should not «ank nQi;t ihe horse. 

StaJces for dog pup^nea, with eighty-seven en- 

tries; stakes m bitch poppies, with eighty-€ve 

entries; stakes for beaten dog puppies; stakes 

for beaten bitch puppies; onen atakes; stakes 

for j^-aged flrevhounds ; and stakes for dqes of 

Fesidenta— au these are here. Do vou fisn or 

shoot F— Here is a letter from a genUeman signr> 

ing himself Champion Angler, who seems rather 

indignant that some other gcutleman won't fish 

him for one hundred pounds a*aide ; aid here 

are records of some brave sport with suns and 

pigeons, where five-pound notes, fat Jbullocks, 

and silver watdheai, depended on the issue. The 

&scinating art of awimming^ the convivial sup- 

pers it gives rise to, and the money pcoficienoy 

in it may win ; billiard matches, in which leading 

West-end bookmakers take part ; Athletic spoits, 

running, walking, and jumping, and the silver 

goblets and claret cups to be won, graduallylead 

us, Hke timewom bachelors, to the ring, xha^, 

at a fight last week, shots with the lert werein- 

terdianged, bursters on the head given; and 

that whue one man ^ot well home on the chest, 

another retorted with a cross-buttocker ; and 

that the vicl^jr, w^ was as strong and fresh as 

at the commencement, held his opponent on the 

ropes, "somenAmt after the manner of Farn- 

horough" (qtery, tried to «faoko him ?\ and on 

being told to reian^juiah his (j^asp, a(m}itly an- 

swered, " Hemeant to keep hia man there whilo 

he had got him,'' aU icetify to the keen intereat 

taken tn the nrolsssion of which the late Mr. 

Bayers was a aiatingnisfaed osaamait. ■

Such iis my guide to the turf. It appeals alike 

to roughs andgeotlee^ and is sucdy a mnrvelloua 

iUnsteationel me tastes^ haJ^ta, and amusements 

of a lar^e section of the people. We aneer at 

the nations who eacoange gambling in their 

eapitala, and brag of having pat downlotteries ; 

while shilling sweepstakes ave openly advertised. ■
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We profess to have abolished public-house bet- 

ting; and list-keepers, some fraudulent, some 

honest, spread their nets for shop-lad, workman, 

and clerk, with complete impunity. We are ex- 

cruoiatinglr seyere on the gipsy who tells the 

fortunes of silly servant-girls ; and we allow a 

race of professional "tipsters'* to batten on the 

money tfiey receive for pretending to peer into 

the future. We are justly harsh in our treatment 

of the swindlers who victimise that artless inno- 

cent the British tradesman; and we leave Rustic 

and his brother correspondents to the tender 

mercies of Abel and the "welshers.** These are 

some of the anomalies my paper brings to light, 

while faithfully holding up the mirror, to the 

classes to whom it appeSs. mt many years ago, 

its comparative freedom from slang and coarse- 

ness would have unfitted it for the sporting world. 

If it really be, as the hypercritical assert, The 

Roughs' Guide, then has the rough of to-day, 

in spite of occasional grandiloquence, better 

reading and a more reputable instructor than 

would nave been tolerated or understood by the 

aristocratic bloods who wrenched off knockers 

and maltreated watchmen a generation back. ■

A PISH OP POULTRY. ■

As I had a wish to be fashionable, I decided 

to set up a i)oultry-yard. ■

There is one disadvantage in being married : 

if single, you can say you wiU do a thing, and do 

it ; if married, you may assert what you please, 

but you will find that you cannot doit, without 

reservation. ■

In this particular instance of keeping poultry, 

my huAand, who is a practical man, made a re- 

servation. *'I have no objection, provided you 

make it pay, and promise me a fjresh egg every 

morning of the year." I set to work to find 

out how to make it pay, and I came to the con- 

elusion that, to do so, I must be poultry-woman 

myself. ■

It was a little irksome at first to get up at six 

o'clock in the morning ; but I comforted myself 

by remembering, that in the pursuit of fashion 

people did many more disagreeable things than 

that. Indeed, I soon began to like it ; and if I 

chose to try and describe the beauty of a dewy 

morning, I am pretty sure I should not know 

where to end, for every morning there was some- 

thi^ fresh to admiro. ■

Making my poultry pay, involved another re- 

gulation. I could not pretend to make my name 

famous by some wonderful breed of new fowls, 

and provide my husband with a fresh egg every 

morning of hu life. I must have breeds of aU 

sorts and kinds to do that So I found myself, 

at the end of a year, surrounded by plenty of 

poultry, of every sort, size, and description. 

Moreover, they interested me extremely. I used 

to take a chair, sit down among them, and study 

their characters. ■

Setting aside their little peculiarities as birds, 

how wonderfully they reminded me of the society 

in which we lived ! Each hen had her little ■

I>eculiaTities, just as each of my female fnenda 

had their whLnsies. The feathered cocks were 

not more absurd tbai many a gentleman of my 

acquaintance ; and so many likenesses did I find 

in my cackling and crowing company to my 

visiting and bowing acquaintances, that I chiis- 

tened my cocks and hens after their human pro- 

totypes. I could write pages on the dispositions 

and idiosyncrasies of fowls ; but I intend to con- 

fine myself to two._ ■

Among my various sorts and kinds, I had 

one little golden-laced Hamburg hen, of so ele- 

gant a form, so beautifully complexioned, and 

of such sweet, engaging manners, that I called 

her Lady Mary, after a certain lovely and be- 

loved young friend. ■

Lady Mary made herself the favourite, 

whether I would or not. She was always the 

first to see me coming; she did not fuss herself, 

or gobble eagerly after food, but flew on to a raQ ; 

as I passed that rail, she flew into my hand. From 

it she daintily helped herself out of the tin of 

food. During the whole process of feeding, she 

remained on my hand or shoulder, looking down 

on the greedy crowd below with lofty disdain. ■

Had she any grievance to communicate to me, 

she flew upon my hat, and made onslaughts on 

it. I thus understood the water was not fit for 

her to drink, or that some one had been daring 

to use her nest, or that she had serious thoughts 

of laying an egg. She was immensely fussy 

about her nest, going in and out of it, peering 

at me, as if I was perfectly aware of all her 

wants. In her nest I had put a little gallene 

egg, by way of a nest-egg, thinking the size of 

it would be about the size of her own egg. Not 

a bit of it. In her various trials of all the nests 

about, she had come upon one with an addled 

turkey-egg in it, by way of nest-egg. I under- 

stood as well as possible, that though Lady 

Mary's nest was made of chopped straw, unlike 

aU Ae others, and though I had put a gratini^ 

so that few but herself could get into it, she 

never would be satisfied, or lay an egg com- 

fortably, until she had the addled turkey-^g 

substituted for the gallene's egg. Readers, 

have you not often met a friend similarly whim- 

sical, with everything in the world but one little 

trifle, the possession of a neighbour P Lady Mary 

was immensely delighted when 'she had the 

turkey's egg given her. In hen language, she 

chuckled over it for hours, and diligently laid a 

little tiny egg by it, almost every other day. ■

My other "historical" fowl was also a hen. 

A heavy short-legged stupid-looking creature, 

with a little Polish blood in her veins ; for she 

had a shabby-looking topknot of feathers on her 

head, that never would arrange itself straights 

Like an old dowager, who thinks the fiamily dia- 

monds will make amends for the dyed satin gowD, 

this old hen fended he9 topknot was a •patent 

of nobility, and she strutted about as if queen 

of the yard. She reminded me very much of an 

old great^iunt of mine, whose head-gear was the 

one worry of her own life, and the life of those 

near her. She thought of what she should pni ■
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on her head the moment she got up in the morn- 

ing ; and the wonder, if it had kept straight all 

day (which it never did), occupied her the last 

ihmg at night. I had a mind to call^y old hen. 

Aunt Deb, but the likeness was too striking, so 

I christened her Juno. She was a stupid crea- 

ture, and plumped her first egg down in the 

yard; but I must do her the justice to say, that 

when once shown a nest, she pertinaciously kept 

to it ever after; no milter what state it might 

be in. Between IjtAj Mary and Juno there was 

no love Ml; the former always "shied" her, as 

it w^Mlk Just as if some old fat Csurmer's wife was 

beifl^ioo familiar with a young princess. Not 

thai there was much feelii^ of any kind in poor 

old Juno's breast. She appeared to me, solely 

occupied in the thought of her topknot. She 

seemed always trying to gaze up at this wonderful 

structure, so that she was always the last to get 

any food, to be on her perch, to do anything. ■

She laid eggs with praiseworthy industry; and 

she sat upon them like a model mother. In fact, 

it appeared to me that she was always sitting. ■

Though I was the poultry-woman, I was 

allowed a person not only to clean out the fowl- 

houses every other day, but also to take care of 

them during any absence of mine. Judith Mor- 

gan was the name of my coadjutor. ■

"Judith," said I, "I am gomg from home for 

three weeks. Now, mind you take care of the 

fowls." ' ■

"'Deed and I will, mem." ■

"Save all the eggs, and put them in bran. 

Any hens wanting to sit, set them, and make a 

note of the day. Don't forget to set duck eggs 

as i?ell." ■

"*Deed and I won't, mem." ■

"And mind you call cheerily out to them, and 

speak to them all, especially Lady Mary." ■

"'Peed and I will, mem." ■

When I returned home after three weeb^ ab- 

sence (I usually indulged myself by not getting up 

the first morning or so), I went down after break- 

fast to inspect my poidtry, and hear of their wel- 

fare. I was not surprised that no Lady Mary met 

me. Three weeks of disappointment in a hen- 

nish mind would naturally tend to forgetfulness. ■

" Well, Judith, how many eggs P" ■

"Three undered and highty-two, mem." ■

"Any hens sitting?" ■

"'Deed, mem, there's old Juno at it agin, and 

deed 0' goodness, mem, if Lady Mary bean't a 

sitting too." ■

" Is she indeed ? That is the first time I ever 

knew her do so." ■

"True for you, mem. It were all along a 

missmg you. She took to sitting immediate." ■

" Then her time is nearly up P" ■

"'Deed, mem, as she wore that fond 0' big 

e^gs, I did give her duck-eggs." ■

" Then you were vef^ siUy. And I suppose 

Juno has hen-eggs ?" ■

"'Deed hev she, mem." ■

"Well, couldn't you see that a little thing like 

Lady Mary could only cover a few eggs, and ■

ought to have had small ones; while old Juno 

can keep warm almost as many as a turkey, and 

could have taken fifteen duck-eggs? Besides, 

Lady Mary never sat before, and a month of it 

will sicken her." 

" 'Deed, mem,lt's amazin' ; I didn't see that," 

I spoke to Lady Mary, who condescended to ■

heartily I ■

sitting, and I was obliged to keep the grating 

over her nest until the eggs chippi^. ■

Madame Juno was sitting awkwardly on her 

eggs, gazing up at her topknot, evidently 

equally indifferent to my attentions or Judith's ; 

either was the same to her. ■

In due time, both hi^hed out, and were put 

out in the orchard under two coops not £Eur from 

each other, with wired grass runs for the young 

ones. Lady Mary was intensely delighted with her 

downy littlelumps of fluff at first. Butwhennature 

asserted her rights, and they began to paddle 

about, into the water and out, over the food and in 

it, sprinkling it about, and eating it in an extra- 

ordinary fashion, I shall never forget her dismay. ■

Had not the mother instinct been irrepressible, 

I doubt if she would have permitted the little 

damp dirty things to go tmd dry themselves warm 

under her. As it was, all her mother pride was 

gone. She would not eat, she would not cluck, 

she seemed almost broken-hearted; and, as if to 

put the climax to her woes, she had a full view 

of Madam Juno ducking sonorously to eleven of 

the prettiest, brightest, sweetest little dainty 

chickens ever seen^whioh, by-the-by, in her per- 

petual gazing up at her beloved Topknot, she 

was always treading upon. ■

" Oh, Judith," said I, "how sorry I am that 

Lady Mary has not those pretty chickens, and 

Juno the ducks 1 Ducks can always t^e care of 

then^ves, and old Juno is so stig^id, she will 

treaRiose chickens to death." ■

" 'Deed, mem, 'tis a pity. Lady Mary don't 

seem to stomach the ducklings at til" ■

" She will never sit again, you will see," said I. 

I coaxed her, and petted her, and did zdl I coidd 

to soothe her feelings, even going so far as to let 

her out the next day foT a little ruC She did 

not go far, but kept close to Junc^s coop. 

Juno was let out iu a day or two after, for- 

tunately by myself, so that I witnessed what 

followed. The moment old Juno stalked forth, 

blundering over her brood as she did it. Lady 

Mary flew upon her. She buffeted her, and, 

as if aware of her weakness, pecked at her 

topknot; she hustled her, drove her, and at 

last sent her flying, half blind, and wholly stupid, 

into her (Lady Mary's) coop, wliither the little 

ducks had fied, in dire terror at their foster- 

mother's beliaviour. She watched for a few 

moments. I gently closed the coop, making 

Juno and the ducks prisoners, when, on hearing 

the little plaintive clurp of the startled chickens, 

Lady Mary gave a loud and joyous chirrup, to 

which tibey quickly responded, and collecting 

them^aU round her, clucking and chirruping ■

Digitized D^ ■
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until she almost lost her balance, little Laity 

Mai^ciurried the whde brood to the other end 

of the ovchard. Then, it was impossible to say 

which y/ms the happieF, the proud littk mother, 

or the eager busy chirping little chick*. ■

As for Madam Juno^ ^e* remained stomed and 

mystified for some time^ At last; (eelmg litMe 

timid soft things creeping under- her, she ebeye4 

her instincts, and squatted orer tfienr. Then 

she and her newly-acqurred diildren ail had a 

good doze; md to this niisute it is mine and 

it is Judith^ befief that she- does not know 

her children were ever changed. ■

HALF A MILLION OF MONEY. ■

BT nam Mtmm er ** bmmbjmj/^ bibvobt.*^ ■

CB!&rrEs xc. a.t fattlt* 

Up tod down, up and down, till his eyes* wea- 

ried of the shipping and his feet of the pav^, 

Saxon wandered along the quays of the grand 

old city of Bordeaux, scelung: rainlir finr any 

definite news of the Daughter of Ocean*. 

He had lost much precious time by the way— a 

night in Bristol, a day in Londou, anotiier night 

in Bordeaux ; but for this there had been abso- 

lutely no heV* The early train that took Mm 

from Bristol to Londbn armed too late for the 

morning mail to Paris, and the express firom 

Plwris to Bordeaux brought him inta the antique 

capital of Goienne between ten and deven at 

night. Armed, howerer, with the same strong. 

vrSl that had carried hSm abng thus fer, Saxon 

set to work t% pursue his- search asTigorously 

in Bordeaux as in London and Bristol, and, k 

possible, to make up for lost: timeby eves greater 

perseverance and patience. ■

Up to this pomt he had hdd no forther com- 

munication with Greatorex. He was^determihed 

to act for hinlfeelf and by himsd^ without h^ or 

counsel. He* would; perijaps, have found it^flj- 

cult to explain why he shrunk from,sharing the re- 

sponsibility of this task^why, from that moment 

when he had first divined the share which Helen 

Riviere might bear in his cousm's flight, he had 

jealously kgpt the suppositi(m to himself, and 

determinoaTo follow up this accidental clue un- 

aided and alone. Bat so it was. He felt that the 

girl's name was sacred; that his lips were sealed ; 

that he, and he only, must seek and save her. ■

He thought of her perpetually. He. could 

think, indeed, of nothing e^e.. Throughout the 

weary,, weary miles of travel, by night, by day, 

sleeping or waking; the remembrance of her pen! 

was ever before him. He had beheld her hx^ 

but twice in his lifej yet it was as vividly pre- 

sent to him as if he had been familiar with its 

pole and tender beauty from his boyhood. It 

wrung his very heart to think of her eyes— those 

pathetic eyes, with that look of the eaged chamois, 

in them that he remembered so well. Then he 

wx)u]d wonder vaguely whether they had always 

worn that expression P Whether he should ever 

see them lighted up with smiles ? Whether she 

had ever known the joyous, thoughtless, sunJhiny ■

happiness of chHdhood, and had made her fi^ther^s 

home musical with hmghterP ■

Musing ^3, while the unvaried flats of cential 

France were gliding monotonously past tiie car- 

riage windows, he would wander on into other 

and quite iri^elevant speculations, wo udei ing 

Whether she remembered himP' Whether she 

would' know hira again, if she met him P Whe- 

ther she had' ever th^raght ef him since that day 

when* they met at themRfejrlbo ^tidge station, 

and he paid her* fkre from llfefeeB?\^P -And 

then, at the end of idl these tanglenfcju»J^ 

reverie- would always- come- the one teirmiHRsK' 

tion— did sfe* love WiBam Trefialdett P ^p^^' ■

He toM himself that it was impossiUe. 4l^ 

told htmself ov«r and' over again that heaven was 

just and niereifur, said would nevercoBdemn that 

pure young soul toso^fataT m error r but whde 

he reasoned, he tiwmbied; ■

Supposing- that this thingr had really come to 

pass— whet- then P What if they iwre already 

manied P The supposition was not to be en- 

durei and yet it flashed upon hiin every now* 

and then^ Kke s sharp pang of physkai pain. 

He might put it aside as resokitd|y as he would, 

but it came back and back again. ■

Whence this pain P Whence this anguah, this 

restless energy, this indomitable win, that knew 

neither fatigue; nor discouragement, nor shadow 

of turning P These were questions that be never 

asked himself. Had they been put to him, he* 

would probably have repHed that he compassion- 

ated Helen Riviere from thebottom of his heart, 

and that he would have felt the same, and done- 

as muoii', for any other innocent axnf helpless girl 

in a similar position. It was pity. Pity, of 

course. What else should it be P ■

In this frame of mmd, devoured' byansety, 

and impelled bya restlessness that inereasedwidi 

every hour, the young man traversed the^-liun- 

dreds upon hundreds of miles between Bristol 

and BwdeauT, and new wandered* eagerly about 

the- fiir-spreading city and the endfese quaye, 

pursuing his seareh. ■

Of the Daughter of Ooesn, he aseertained 

that she had arrived in port and was unlading 

somewhero belew the bridge. Sent hithor and 

thither, referred from one shipping agent to 

another, and confused by all sorts (^cmxtradictory 

directions, Ife bad the greatest dilSeulty to find 

the steamer, and, when found, to gain a moment's 

hearing firom those abonrt her. Deserted,, appa- 

rently, by her captain and crew, and given over 

to a swarm of blue-bloused porters, the Daugh- 

ter of Ocean lay beside a wharf on the further 

side of the Garonne, undergoing a rapid clear- 

ance. The wharf was obstrueted with crates, 

bales, and packing-cases; the porters came and 

went like bees about a hive; a French eommis 

in a shaggy white hat, with a book under las arm 

and a pen behind his earj^ood by and took, note 

of the goods as they were landed ; and all was 

chatter, straw, bustle, and confusion. No one 

seemed able to give Saxon the least intdligence. 

The commis would scarcely listen tohnn,.and the 

only person from whom fie could eztaract'a eiri} ■
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word was a fat Englifibmaa in a semi-oantical 

costume, whom be found in the salooa of the 

steamer, immersed in aoooonta. This person in- 

formed him that the eaptain was gone to Peri- 

gaeux, and that the passengera had all been 

landed yesteidaj at the Qoai Lonia Philippe. 

As to where thi^ might have gone after being 

once set ashore, that was nobody's bosiaess bnt^ 

their own. Periiapa it might be worth while to 

make inqniry at the passpoirt-office, or the Eng- 

lish consulate. He ahoidd do so hims^ if he 

were looking after tmj frienda of hia own. ■

So Saxon thanked the fat Englishman for his 

advice, and went to the consulate. The consul 

advised him to go to the prdfet, and the pr^fet, 

after keeping him for more than an hour in a 

dismal waiting-zoom, referred him to the aaper- 

intendeqli^ the city poliee. This f onctianary, a 

fussy, inauisitive, self-important personage^ eo- 

-lered SaxonhiMui in a big book, promised that 

he wonlilts&teAiQa^ vith the authorities of 

the passirtiifOtflM^ M desired monsieur to oall 

again to-morrow between two and four. ■

The day dragged slowly by ; and when at night 

he laid his weary head upon the pilknr, Saxon 

felt aa if he were further off than ever from suooess. ■

The next day, Saturday, was apent in the same 

unaatiBfactory way. He wasted all the forenoon 

in hunting out one Philip Edmonds, first mate 

of thaDc^ghter of Oeean, who waa lodging at 

a little marine boardmg-honse om the- opposite 

aide of the river. This Edmonds at once remem- 

bered to luure seen William Trefaldea andHeJen 

Eivibre aanopg the passengers. The lady waa in 

deep mourning. They landed with the others at 

the Quai Louis Philippe. He had never apoken 

to either, and knew nothing of their ultimate 

dealinstifnL Thia waa aU that ha had to talk ■

Then Saxon went back to the qnairs, aiKi in- 

qujaed about the steamers that would sail next 

week ior New York. He found that noiM had 

left BerdeMDC aiaoe the Dnu^^iteK of Ooean had 

eome kto port, and thai the first diqparture 

would take place on the foUowing Tueaday. By 

the time that these facta were ascertained, it wm 

late enough to go to the superintendent'a offioe. 

Here, however, he waa requested to call again to> 

morrow, the polioe having as yet been unable to 

eome at any satisfiictory results. The vagueness 

of this statement^ and the air of joUte indiffe- 

xenee with which it waa conveyed to him by a 

Uand official in the oiBoe^ convinced Saxon that 

he had little to expect from a«^ but hv ownuft* 

aided efforts. That ai^t, having since early 

monung paced untiringly about the quays and 

stieets and public oi&oes of Bordeaux, he lay 

cbsmto rest, ahnost in despair.. ■

cnmiB xa. saxov sTxiKsa ihs zrail in a ■

nUSBHFIAGB. ■

'* WiLi monsieur have the goodness to write 

his name in the visiton' book P" ■

Saxon had finiahed his soKtary breakfiut and 

was looking dreamily out <^ the window oS the 

aalle-^-manger, when the oead waiter laid the 

vohune before him, and pref eired the tUnotyptd ■

request Scarcely glancing at the motley aigna- 

turea with which the page was nearly filled, the 

young man scrauied his own.. ■

''Tiena^" said the waiter, as Saxon completed 

the entiyundaita various headings. "Monsieur 

is Swiss r • 

''I am. What of it P" ■

'^ Nothing^-^Koept that monsieur speaks with 

the purity of a FsBnchmanu There is a Swiss 

Protestant chapel in Bordeaus, if monsiemr would 

wish to attend the service.*' 

A new posaibiiity suggested itadf to Saxon. 

" la there any Eo^lish Protestant chapel F" ho 

asked, quickly. ■

'' Mai^ certainement, monaieur. Oa the Pav6 

dea Chantions. One^may see it from this 

windttw." ■

And the waiter pointed out a modest white 

buikiing, about a quarter of a mile away. ■

Saxon's heart bounded with hope renewed. 

The English Protestant eh^! What more 

likely tlnn that Hekn. should find her way 

thither, this sunny Sunday morning? What more 

probable than that' the Si^tiah chaplain should 

be ableto help himP How didl he had been, not 

to think of this before 1 Finding thai it yet 

wanted nearly two hours to the time when service 

would begin, and that the ch^Iainl^ed nearby, 

Saxon went at once to wait upon hnn. An. old 

woman, however, opened th» doot to him, sndl ix^ 

formed him, with many onrtseys, that her master 

was absent for six weeks* vacances^ and that a 

strange gentleman had undertaken his duty in the 

mean while. As for the strange gentbmaa'aname, 

^ had not the remotest idea ofit. It was " un 

nom Anglais-Hm aom CHOsessivement difficile." ■

*'If you will direct me whcse to find him,*' 

said Saxon, "I can dispense with his name." 

" Man INeu, m'aieur, he is staying at Doonay !'* 

"Where, ^bea^ » Diouay P** 

.UAh^ e'eat lom, n^ainiBr.'* .. .J.. * ■

'^What do you mean by fare Hovu^F 

*'M«e than three leaguea, m'sieoBi S3^t*he 

willbehera toperfonn the nnrrinn filmtfiant 

ten, and m^sionr can aee him after iiia o:tt&^ ■

Forced to content hisudf with thia)(^Eoapect; 

Saxon then chatted awhile with theffarruliail^old 

femme de charge, and learned that^kpuay was a 

little viUage in the heart of tiie wRe-country 

north of Bordeaux ; that the strange clergyman, 

being in delicate health, was staying there till the 

vintage4ime ahould come round and enable him 

to take the benefit of tiie grspe-cure ; that her own 

master was the best man in the wcnld ; that the 

chjBi^pel was tr^s laide ; that the attendance at this 

season was very scanty; that the voluntary contri- 

Ifations were much less than they should be ; and 

so forth, till he succeeded in effecting his ee«m>e. 

At length half-past ten o'clock came round. 

His thoughts were busy with the things of the 

worid, and he felt that he had no power ta ab- 

stract them. He felt that he could no more lay 

down his burden upon that sacred threshold aa 

he ought to ky it down, than he could lay dfvn 

his personality ; so he reoiained outside the door 

and watdbwd the congregation passing in* But ■
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he watched in Tain. Amon^ the women came no 

Helen Riviere— among the men no William Trc- 

faiden. By-and-by, he heard the psalm-sin^ng 

through the half-opened windows, and now and 

then a faint echo of the Toice (^ the preacher. 

At length, after a service that seemed to him as if 

it would never end, the worshippers came out 

again and went their several ways. He them 

entered the chapel, begged the favour of hre 

minutes' conversation with the officiating clergy- 

man, and was shown into 'the vestry. ■

A fragile-looking young man of about six or 

seven-and-twenty received him politelx, pointed 

to a seat, and begged to know in what manner he 

could have the pleasure of being useful to him. ■

Saxon had no difficuky in telling his story. 

He had told it so often, and always with the same 

reservations on one or two points, that it now 

came to his lips with the readiness of an esta- 

blished formula. ^ ■

He was in search of two friends who, he had 

reason to believe, had lately arrived in Bordeaux. 

The gentleman was a near relative of his own, 

and he was intimately acquainted with the family 

of the lady. Her name was Riviere. She was 

about seventeen or eighteen years of age, and 

dressed in deep mourning. He was the bearer of 

very impottant intelligence, and had travelled 

from Ei^huid expressly to see these friends, if 

only he were so fortunate as to obtain some defi- 

nite information respecting them. And then he 

concluded with an apology for the trouble that he 

was givmg, and the time that his narrative occu- 

pied in the telling. ■

The clergyman, sitting with one hand ovei* his 

mouth, and his eyes fixed attentively upon the 

ground, heard him to the end, and then, in a very 

quiet clear voice, said : ■

"Will you oblige me with your name?" ■

" Certainly. My name is Trefolden." ■

** Is Trefalden also the name of your relativf j^" ■

Saxon hesitated. ■

*' I do sot think that he is travelling under that 

name,** he replied, vnth some embarrassment. ■

" Do you mean, Mr. Trefalden, that your friend 

is traveUkg under an assumed name P" ■

"1 mean— that is, I believe— he is travelling 

under the^Me of Forsyth." ■

The det^^yman pressed his fingers nervously 

against his lips. ■

"This is strange,'' he said. ■

'*If you know anything,for Heaven's sake do not 

hesitate to tell it i" cried Saxon, impetuously. ■

"I am bound to hesitate," replied the clergy- 

man. "Idonotknow whether I ought. . . ." ■

" If it be your duty to help the helpless and 

baffle the unrighteous, you ought— believe m% 

sir, you oughi-^io speak !" ■

llie young clergyman looked at him fixedly, 

and after a moment's pause, replied : ■

"I do beUeve you, Mr. Trefalden. I also 

believe that I am engaged to marry those two 

persons to-morrov atr Drouay." ■

£|DLon changed oolour, opened his lips as if 

aboiit to speak, checked himself, stood up, sat 

down again, and said in a low deep voice : ■

" I am glad to find that I am in time." ■

"To be present at their wedding P" ■

''No-to prevent it." ■

The clergyman looked as if he had half antici- 

pated this reply. ■

" If I am to refuse to perform the ceremony, 

Mr. Trefalden, you must furnish me with an 

adequate reason," said he. ■

Saxon was sorely tried between his desire to 

screen the good Trefalden name, and the obvious 

necessity for stating his case plainly. ■

*' If I place a great confidence in you," he said, 

presently, " will you promise not to betray it P" ■

" Unquestionably." ■

Saxon looked at him as if he would fain read 

his very heart. ■

''You are an utter stranger to me," he said ; 

" but I think you are a man of honoub I will 

trust you." ■

And then, having looked out mto the chapel 

and seen that there was no otfs vithia hearing, 

Saxon sat down and related lU'tiie ttory of his 

cousin's perfidy. ■

CHAPTSB XCn. ME. GIJTHBIB's TBSTIMONY. ■

. TfiB clergyman's name was Guthrie. He was 

lodging at the house of a small propri^taire at 

Drouay, as the old femme de charge had said, for 

his health ; and hither, according to the state- 

ment which he gave in return for Saxion's confi- 

dence, a gentleman came out from Bordeaux to 

visit him in the evening of the foregcnng Wednes- 

day—that is to say, on the erening of the very day 

that the Daughter of Ocean landed her passen- 

gers at the Quai Louis Philippe. This gentleman 

said that his name was Forsyth. The object of his 

visit was to engage Mr. Guthrie to perform the 

ceremony of marriage between himself and a lady 

then staying at the Hdtel de Nantes in Bordeaux. 

Mr. Guthrie arranged to marry them on«ihe 

Saturday, and this matter disposed of, Mr. For- 

syth, who was aremarkablypleasant person, made 

some observations about Drouay, and asked if 

there were any apartments to be had in the neigh- 

bourhood. He then added, that the lady whom he 

was about to make his wifehad lately lost a near 

relative, and would be glad to escape from the 

noise and busUe of Bordeaux to so retired a spot. 

Mr. Guthrie then rolunteered to accompany him 

to a little ch&teau near by, which was to be let 

furnished, and Mr. Forsyth engaged the first floor 

on the spot. There was at first some little difll- 

enity about thh matter, as the propri6taire was 

unwilling to let any part of his house for less than 

one month; but Mr. Forsyth, who was appa- 

rently as rich as he was agreeable, offered a fort- 

night's rent in advance, and promised that» al- 

though the hidy would probably not remain tliere 

more than a week, the whole month shoold bo 

paid if her occupation of the rooms caused 

monsieur le propn^taire to lose a more advan- 

tageous tenant. The next morning he escorted 

Miss Bivi^ro to Drouay, installed her at the 

Ch&teau de PeyroUes. and having introduced her 

to Mr. Guthrie, and*recommended her to thai 

gentleman's care and attention^ took his leave. ■
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Mr. Gaihrie had at that tune no idea that his 

neinr acquaintances had only arrived in Bordeaux 

the day before ; or that ihey had trayelled direct 

from England* He first learned these facts from 

Miss Riviere. He was exceedingly surprised 

when she further informed him that they were 

abont to proceed to New York by the next steamer 

leaving Bordeaux. If Miss Bivi^re had not 

spoken of their plans so simply, and been in such 

profonnd sorrow for the loss of her mother, he 

wonld have perhaps suspected a chmdestine 

match ; bnt as it was* he only wondered en 

passant at the oddity of their arrangements^ and 

then dismissed the subject from his mind. On 

the Friday Mr. Forsyth came down to Drouay to 

call upon Miss Biviire, and, at her desire, post- 

poned the marriage till Monday. It seemed to 

Mr. Guthrie that Miss Bivi^re was perfectly 

willing to become the wife of Mr. Forsyth. The 

love was unquestionably on his side ; but she 

seemed to hold him in the highest possible re- 

spect, and to look up to him in all things. Having 

so recently lost her mother, however, it was 

natural that the young lady should be anxious to 

wait as long as might be practicable before con- 

tracting this new tie. As the arrangement now. 

stood, Mr. Guthrie was to perform the ceremony 

privately at the Gh&teau de PeyroUes on Monday 

afternoon, and the newly-manied pair were to 

embark onboard the^erican mail steam-packet 

Washington for New York direct on Tuesday 

morning. Mr. Guthrie added, that he had found 

himself much interested in Miss Riviere. He 

had lent her some books, called upon her several 

times, and done what he could to alleviate the 

monotony of her brief sojourn at Drouay. In the 

mean while Mr. Forsyth, through respect for lier 

grief and her solitude, had with much delicacy 

kept aloof from the Ch&teau de P^rrolles, and 

had, in fact, only been down once from Bordeaux 

since MissBivi^re's arrival there. Mr. Guthrie 

believed that Mr. Forsyth had since then gone 

upon business to Angouldme. 

Here the clergyman's testimony ended, ■

GHAfX£& XCm. THX CHA.TSAU D£ lETBOLLES. ■

A TDTT white building in the French mediaeval 

style, with some six or eight glittering extin- 

guisher turrets, a wholly unreasonable number of 

very smaU windows, and a weedy court-yard with 

massive wooden gates, was the Gh&teau de ■

PeyroUes. The house was white ; the jiMHiL ^ " But, 1 ■

were white ; the gates were white. In Aprt, a nsst, and prepare her for your visit." ■

more comfortless and ghost-like dwelling it wWd y" Thanks— thanks a thousand times.'* ■

be difficult to flnd> even in the south of France. ' 

Built upon a s]ii^t--a very slight— eminence; it 

overlooked a wide district of vineyards, ud 

stood islanded, as it were, in the midst of an end- 

less green lake, which liretched away for miles 

on every side. Here and there rose a duster of 

village roofs, surmounted by a hindmark of 

church-spire ; here and there the peaked roof of 

some stately ch&teau ; but the viliMBs were few, 

and the ch&teaux far between. A long straight 

Yoad, bordered on each side by tall pefhlliMBwept 

through the.heart of ttiis district, passing close ■

beside the gates of the Gh&teau de PeyroUes, and 

vanishing away into the extreme distance, like 

an avenue in a perspective drawing. ■

Along this road— the vines, heavy with black 

grapes, coming down in most places to the way- 

side, with now and then a patch of coarse pasture 

in between— Saxon drove ^m Bordeaux to 

Drouay that memorable Sun^^y afternoon. He 

had taken a light carriage and four good post- 

horses from his hotel, and so went over the ground 

at a brilliant pace. The Eeverend Angus Guthrie, 

having made his afternoon discourse of the very 

briefest, accompanied him. They spdce but sel- 

dom, exchanging now and then a word or two on 

the coming vintage, or the weather, which had 

become heavily overcast within the last two hours 

and threatened a storm ; but as the road length- 

ened behind them, their observations became 

fewer, and then altogether ceased. ■

" This is Drouay," said the clergyman, after a 

silence of more thim half an hour. ■

Saxon started and looked out of the window. ■

" And that little white buikling P ■

"The Ch&teau dePeyroUes." ■

A strange feeling of agitation and reluctance 

came upon him. ■

" Now.that it comes to the point," said be, "I 

feel like a coward." ■

" I do not wonder at it," replied Mr. Guthrie ; 

"you have a painful duty before you." ■

" StiU, you do not think she loves him ?" ■

"I do not, indeed." ■

"I wish to Heaven I could be sure of that," 

said Saxon, earnestly— so earnestly, that the 

young clergyman looked up at him like a man 

who is suddenly enlightened. ■

'^u any case, Mr. Trefalden," he replied, 

''you could only do what you are now doing. 

Mercy under these circumstances would be 

cruel iqjustioe. ShaU we aUght here ? Perhaps it 

would be better than driving up to thech&teau." ■

The postilions had pulled up before the door 

of the village auberge; so the travellers got 

out, and went up the private road on foot. ■

" You don't think it would come better from 

yourself, being a clergyman?" said Saxon, as 

Mr. Guthrie rang for admission. ■

The clergyman shook his head. ■

"Certainly not. I could only repeat what I 

have been told ; you can teU what you know." ■

"True." ■

"But, if you prefer it, I wiU see Miss Biviere ■

An elderly woman opened the door, smiling 

^ curtseying. Mam'seUe, she said, was in the 

grande salon "au premier;" so Mr. Guthrie 

went up, while Saxon waited in a little ante- 

room on the ground fl.oor. ■

He was crueUy nervous. He tried to think 

what he ought to say, and how he ought to 

begin; but he could not put the words together 

in his mind, and when the clergyman came back 

at the end of ten nrinutes, it seemed to him as 

if he had not been absent as many seconds. ■

"I have given her your card," said Mr. ■
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Oathrie, ''and told her thrt yon are ICr. 

Forsyth's ooasin. Go up to the first laadlBCT) 

and through the docff that faoes you as you 

ascend ike stairs. I will wait here for ycm." ■

fie went up, his heait beatmg paisfolly agaiast 

his side ; and then he paused a momemfc oataade 

the door. ■

CHAPTEE XCIY. WHAT PITT IS AXIS TO. ■

Hb found himself m a vmall outer salon open- 

ing through wide folding-doors into a large room 

b^ottd. A dark figure sitting beside an tspen 

window rose slowly at his approadi, and a very 

low soft Toioe, in reply to Us utilttered saiutn- 

tion, bade him be seated. ■

'' I trust/' he said, ''that Miss Riviere will 

pardon an intrusion which mudt seem unpardon- 

able till it is explained." ■

"You are welcome, sir," she repfied. ^ '^If 

only as Mr. Forsyth^ rdatifc ...."• ' -- ■

She ndsed her q^ to his faee for ^ first 

time» faltered, oobuxtd crimson, and, after a 

moment's hesitation, added : ■

"I think we have met before." ■

Saxon bowed profoundly. ■

" I believe,** he said, ** that I once had the ho- 

nour of being useful to you for a few moments.*' ■

"You never gave me any opportunity of— of 

thanking you, Mr. Trefialden," she said, pressing 

her hands tightly together in her extwmity of 

embarrassment. ■

"You gave me more thanks at the time, 

madam, than were merited by so triffing a 

service," replied Saxon ; his self-posBeesion idl 

coming back to him at the flight of her tim^ty. 

" It seems strange that we shcpM next meet m so 

very difierent a place.'* ■

'* Very strange,'* ■

" But I had so much difficulty to trace you here, 

that I began to fear we should not meet at aU.'' ■

"Do you come from Angoulfime P* ■

"No ; I have followed you from Eaghad." ■

" Indeed P I--I thought you had perhaps met 

Mr. Forsyth in Angouleme, and . . . ." ■

''My cousin does not know that I am in 

France," replied Saxon, gravely, ■

" How happy he will be to see you !** ■

Saxon looked down in silence. ■

" And—and he will be here in about an hour 

and a half," added Miss Riviere, with a glance 

at the pendule on the mantelshelf. ■

"This evening f ■

" Yes. He returns to Bordeaux to^ay, and 

will lodge to-night at the aubeige inthe viliage." ■

A3 she said this, Miss Bivi^re, surprised \ff 

tiie undemonstrative way in which Saxon re- 

cdved her information, again lifted her eyes. ■

" I— I hope there is nothing the matter," she 

said, anxiously. ■

Saxon hesitated. ■

" I cannot say that I am the bearer of good 

news," he replied. ■

"Oh dear, I am so sorry !" ■

" I am sorry too," said he ; " more sorry than 

I can tell you." ■

The compafldonafe celuotanee of his manner 

aeemed to startle her. ■

"WbatdoyoameanP" she said, with evident 

appcebensKHi. ■

" Imean, that it ^tievea me to theaool t» infill^ 

thfl pads which ny inteiligeiiee mast give you." ■

"Must give me/** ahe Idtteoed, looking for an 

inatant quite white and scared. Thea, sailing 

sadly, the shook her head, mui turned her (ace 

away. "Ah no/' she said; "that k aU over." ■

"if I«odd indeed believe^Mise Bivi^re, that 

you would be indifferent to the tale I have to 

tell, my anxiety would be at an end," said Saxon, 

eagerly. " Will you forgive me if I «ak you a 

very stxange (ipeationP' ■

''I-I thank ao." ■

" Do you love my txmak P'* ■

MnaSlyite turned a shade pakr, and sftid with 

some dignity: ■

" Mr. Fonyth is my best friend in the ««rld— 

my only friend— and I honour him as he deaerves 

to be bonoored.'* ■

^But if he were MOt your best fne&d. Miss 

Rivibis P if instead of doing yon serviee, he had 

done you wrong P if that hOMMurwhidiyoupay 

to him 1 IW 1U lAt eriy mnnerited'-^what then ? Nay, 

£Ngive ne*— I do not wish to alarm you; but I am 

heffe to^y to teil you teniUe truths, and i now 

only BBplore you to listen to them patieiiily." ■

^'I am quite willing to hear vdutt you have to 

say, Mr. Trefaiden," Miss Sivi^se replied; "but 

my faith in your ooasin wiU not be eaaly abdoen." ■

" My own faith in him was not eaady shaken," 

said Saxon. "Like yonnel^ I believed him to 

be my friend." ■

"Of what offence do you accuse himP" ■

'He las robbed w." ■

"Bobbed you?" ■

^ Ye6--of two miitions of mmey." ■

Miss Riviere koked at hiaa with a eort of in* 

oredulous bewUderment. ■

" Of money P" she falteied* "Yottsaytimthe 

has robbed you of money P" ■

" I trusted him with two millions, and he has 

robbed me of every farthing," replied the young 

man, pitilessly direct. ^Nor is this all. He 

has robbed your ooiain. Lord Gastletowers^ of 

twenty-fivie thousand pounds more." ■

"Mr. EoisyUi does not know Losd Castle* 

towers." ■

"Mr. Forsyth may not know Loed Castle- 

LMMIl but William Tzefakksn, the atteney-at* 

/{ kw-iiaws him peiieetly well." ■

'} Wmiam Trefaiden— who is he K^ ■

'"-Wiliiam Trefahlen is Mr. Forsyth— William 

T^reCalden is myeousin—Williaiaffrefalden is the 

wu to whom Miss Bivii^re was hbout to give her 

hSmd to-morrow." ■

' 'The young gid half m&9 from her drair, and 

Saxon eowdd see that bhe was trembling from 

head to foot. ■

" I do not believe it 1" ake exclaimed. " It is 

monstroQB^ineiedifale 1" ■

"It is true." ■

''Whi*ipceof have you P" ■

^Not mueh; yet, I ittnk, esougk to eodi- ■
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vince you. Do you know my cousin's hand- 

writing P" ■

"Yes.** ■

Saxon took a card from his purse, and laid it 

before her. ■

** Bo you recognise it P' ■

"Yes— thb is his hand.** ■

"Read it." ■

The young lady read aloud: ''"Mrs. JRivQre, 

Bemtfori FUla, Si. JoAm^s Wood? What does this 

mean ? We never lived at St. John's Wood." ■

" Yet that is the address which William Tre- 

falden left, at Brndenell-torrace, when you jre- 

moved to Sydenham.^ ■

" That is veiy strange !" ■

Saxon produced a crumpled letter, and lud Uiat 

also before her. ■

''Do you reeognise his handwriting Loe as 

well?" ■

"Undoubtedly. Am I tojeadit?" ■

Saxon hesitated. ■

"It— it is his farewell letter to a poor woman 

he once loved," he said. " There is noQuag in 

it that you may not read if you wish it." ■

Miss Bivi^re read, and returned It In ailenoe. ■

" You observe the signature ?" ■

"I do." ■

" You see that you have been imposed upon by 

a false name, and that others have been imposed 

upon l^ a faise address ?" ■

" Yes—I see it ; but I do not understand . . . ." ■

""Will you tell me how it was that you could 

not leave word with your landlady to what sea- 

port you were going when you left Sydenham?" ■

" Mr. Forsyth did not decide upon Cievedon 

till we reached Paddingtou." ■

" Can you tell me why you have been taken 

from London to Cievedon, from Cievedon to 

Bristol, from Bristol to Bordeaux instead of 

embarking direot for the States from either 

Southampton or Liverpool?" ■

*' I do not know— 1[ was not aware that we 

were pursuing an unusual. route." ■

" But you see it now T' ■

"I see that we have made An unnecessary 

d6tour; but I do not know why . . ." ■

** Permit me to tell yon wl^r. JBeonofle this 

journey is notlhe journey t>f an^ionest man, init 

the flight of ft felon— a flighti^hnned for months 

beforehand, and planned with no other end in 

view than to baffle inomry and defeat pursuit. 

You leave Bnidenell4enaoe^ jmd, thanks to Uie 

false address given, all trace of you is lost. You 

leave Sydenham, uaoertainof jour destination. 

You spend a few dt^ «t an obscure watering- 

pla(» in the West of England, and then embark 

on board a menchant steamer plying at oncertain 

dates between Bristol and Bordeaux. With what 

object ?— simply that you may take your passage 

out to.imeriea &om .a Eienoh yort, ixntead of 

sailing direct from London^ Southampton, or 

Liverpool In order to do this, you perform a 

tedious journey and lose mniy dayw by the way; 

whUe, had you started from Liverpool, you would 

by this time have been within, a few hours of 

New York. But then William Trefalden had ■

committed a gigantic fraud, and he well knew 

that none of our great English ports were safe 

for him. He knew that my agents might be 

waiting for him at every point from which he 

would be likely to escape ; but who would suspect 

him at Bristol P Who would confront him at 

Bordeaux? Who would arrest him as he landed, 

and say, *Give up the two millions you have 

stolen, and resign the lady you have wronged?' " ■

Miss Rivi^ listened, her eyes flxec^ her lips 

parted, her face becoming gradually paler, as 

Saxon, in the intensity of his earnestness, laid 

his facts and inferences one by one before her. ■

Then the young man paused, seeing that she 

was convinced, but grieved also at the cost of how 

rude a shock that conviction was purchased. ■

" These are cruel truths," he said ; ^ but what 

can I do? J mim^ undeceive you. I bave tracked 

you from bouse to bouse, from city to city, for 

no other purpose than to save you from the fate to 

which you are devoting yourself; and now the 

minutes are going fast, and I am forced to speak 

plainly, or it will soon be too late to speak at all !" ■

Miss Riviere wrung her hands despairingly. ■

"Ob, mother! mother!" she cried, piteously, 

"why are you not here to tell me what I ought 

to do?** ■

" You believe ? You are convinced?" ■

"Yes— alas! I am convinced; but shall 1 

forget that this man was myfatheiP's early friend 

—my mother's benefactor T* ■

"If William Trefalden told you that he was 

your father's early friend, MissIUvi^e, it was as 

false as the name under which he made himself 

known to you f" ■

" Ah, you do not know all that he did to seiTO 

us ! You do not know how he sought us out 

when we were in poverty, how he " ■

"Pardon me— 1 do know it. He sought you 

out, because I gave him your card, and requested 

him to do so. He bought your father's paintings 

on my account solely ; and be never saw !8i&. 

Rivi^e in his life. I never meant to teQ you ; 

but this leaves me no option." ■

The young girl covered her face witb her hands 

and wept sfiently. Her tears went straight to 

Saxon's heart. He felt an inexpressible desire to 

take her in his arms, and tell her that he would 

give his life to comfort and protect her. But not 

daring to do this, he only said, in lus boyish way : ■

" Pray don't cry. It makes me feel that I 

have been very cruel to you f* ■

But she made no reply. ■

""•I cannot tell you," he went on« " what 1 have 

suffered in the thought of inflicting this suffering 

upon you. I would have borne the double share 

gladly, if I could. Do you forgive me ?" ■

Still she wept on. He ventured a little nearer. ■

" I know how Lardit is," he said, tenderly. " I 

have bad to go through it all. He was my 

friend, and I thought he was the very soul of 

honour. I would hardly have believed it if an 

angel from heaven had told me that he would 

be false to his trust !" ■

'*But he was toy only friend!" sobbed the 

gill. " My only friend in all the world !" ■
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"No, no," cried Saxon, "not your only 

friend ! Don't say that I Don't think it ! Look 

up— look in my face, and see if it is not the face 

of a truer man than William Trefalden !'* ■

And so, kneeling down before her to bring his 

face upon a nearer level, the young man touched 

her hands timidly, as if he would fain draw them 

away, yet dared not take them in his own. ■

"Do look at me!" he pleaded. "Only once- 

only for one moment !" ■

She lifted her face, all pale with tears, and 

glancing at him shyly, tremblingly, like a fright- 

ened child, saw something in his eyes which 

brought the colour back to her cheek in a flood 

of sudden scarlet. ■

" Oh, if I only dared to tell you !" he said, 

passionately. " May I ?— may I ?" ■

He took her hands in his— she did not with- 

draw them. He kissed them ; first one and then 

the other. He leaned closer— closer. ■

" I love you, Helen," he whispered. " Can you 

forget all this misery, and be my little wife P 

My home is in Switzerland, where I have a dear 

father who is a pastor. We are a simple people, 

and we lead a simple life among our flocks and 

pastures ; but we are no traitors. We neither 

betray our friends nor deceive those we love. 

Tell me, darling, will you love me a little ? Will 

you come and live with me among my own 

beautiful Alps, far, far away ?" ■

She smiled. He took that smile for his answer, 

and kissed the lips that gave it ; and then, for a 

few mmutes, they laughed and cried and rejoiced 

together, like children who have found a treasure. ■

"You must wear this till I can get you a 

smaller one," said Saxon, taking a ring from his 

finger and putting it upon hers. ■

"It is very beautiful," said Helen. " What is 

itp-acrystcap" ■

" No, a diamond." ■

" A diamond I I did not think there were any 

real diamonds in the world so large as that !" ■

" I will give you a necklace of tiem, every one 

bigger than this." ■

" What are you, then P A prince P" ■

" A citizen-farmer of the Swiss Republic." ■

"Then the Swiss are very rich P" ■

"Not they, indeed ; but I am the richest man 

in the Canton Grisons, and my wife will be a 

great lady— as great a lady as her aunt. Lady 

Castletowers." ■

"Do you know Lady Castletowers ?" ■

"Yes; her son is my most intimate friend. He 

is the dearest fellow in the world. You will be 

so fond of him!" ■

"I do not know any of my relations," said 

Helen, sadly, "except my aunt Alethea— and 

she does not love me," ■

" She will find out that she loves you dearly when 

you wear your diamonds," laughed Saxon, his arm 

round her waist, and his curls brushing her cheek. ■

Helen sighed, and laid her head wearily against 

his shoulder. ■

"I do not want Lady Castletowers to love 

me," she said ; " and I do not care for diamonds. 

I wish we were going to be poor, Saxon." ■

"Why so, Helen?" ■

" Because — because I fancy poor people are 

happier, and love each other better than rich 

people. My father and mother were very, very 

poor, and . . . ." ■

"They never loved each other half so much as 

we shall love each other !" interrupted Saxon, im- 

petuously. " I could not love you one jot more 

if 1 were as poor as Adam." ■

"Are you sure of that P" ■

"As sure as that I am the happiest fellow in 

all the world ! But tell me, Helen, did you never 

care for William Trefalden P Never at all P' ■

Helen shook her head. ■

" I respected him," she said. " I was grateful." ■

" But did you not love him a little P" ■

"No." ■

"Not in the least?" ■

"Not in the very least." • ■

"And yet you would have married him !" ■

"Think how lonely I was." ■

"That is true— poor little Helen !" ■

" And he loved me. He was the only person 

in all the world who loved me." ■

"Except myself." ■

" Ah, but I could not know that ! When did 

you first begin to love me, Saxon P" ■

" I hardly know. I think ever sinctf I found 

you were in danger of marrying William Tre- 

falden. And you?" ■

"I shall not tell you." ■

"Nay, that is not fair." ■

"Indeed I wiU not." ■

" Then I shall conclude that you do not love 

me at all." ■

"No, no!" ■

" Positively yes." ■

She turned her face away, half crying, half 

laughing. ■

"You have been my hero," she whispered, 

" ever since the day of our first meeting." ■
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CHAPTER XXXII. THZ SCALE TUBNS THIS WAT 

AND THAT. ■

It has been seen already that Gilbert P^more 

had not approached the arduous task which he 

had set himself, without seeking and obtaining 

such assistance as he felt might really be of use 

to him. It has already been mentioned that 

during the time that he had been in the habit of 

attending 6ourt, Gilbert had made some acquaint- 

ances among his brethren of the robe. One of 

these, a man older than Penmore, and of some 

considerable experience, had yohmteered, on first 

hearing of the projected defence, to assist him in 

any way in his power, and to him Gilbert had 

confided the task of cross-examining such wit- 

nesses as it might be deemed advisable to subject 

to that ordeaL So when the examination in chief 

of Jane Canta^er had come to an end, this gen- 

tleman, whose name, as the reader perhaps re- 

members, was Steel, rose in his place, and begging 

her to remain in the witness-box a few minutes 

longer, proceeded to ask her certain questions, 

somewhat to the following purpose: ■

" You remarked just now," he said, " that the 

deceased seemed very drowsy and sleepy when 

you went up-stairs to assist her in going to 

bed," ■

"Yes, sir, I did." ■

" Now, will you tell me whether you have not 

sometimes observed this before P" ■

The witness hesitated a little here, and seemed 

inclined to avoid the question. ■

" Weil," she said at last, " I suppose everybody 

shows a Uttle drowsiness now and then, just at 

bedtime." ■

"Yes, but at other times— ffo^ at bedtime. 

Have you not sometimes observed this tendency 

to drowsiness in your mistress?" ■

At this question Seijeant Probyn and Mr. Pry 

were observed to whisper together a good deal. 

It had just begun to dawn upon them in what 

direction the defence would turn. ■

The witness hesitated a good deal in her 

answers. " N— n— no, she did not know that 

she had observed anything of the sort— nothing 

out of the way." ■

" Nothing out of the way, eh P But si^ill you 

have observed such a thing now and then P' ■

"Her mistress was sleepy sometimes," the 

witness said. "Most people were." ■

What can we gather of the nature of evidence^ 

as given in court, from the reports which appeal 

of the different trials. The manner, nay, the 

look even, of a witness is sometimes, as far as the 

convincing of the jury goes, a form of evidence of 

the greatest importance, and many decisions 

which astonish us on paper would surprise us 

not at all if we had been present in court while 

the case in question was being tried. The im- 

pression left on the minds of those before whom 

Jane Cantanker spoke, was that she was very 

much understating the truth in her answers. 

The next question was what the schoobnen call 

a "crucial" one: ■

"Have you ever known your mistress take 

anything to make her sleepy P" ■

" I don't know what you mean, sir." ■

" Don't you P Well, I will put it more plainly, 

then," said Mr. Steel. " Did you ever know your 

mistress to take laudanum, or any other form of 

opium P" ■

The witness waited a moment. " No, sir, cer- 

tainly not," ^e said, with something of indigna- 

tion. But Idr. Steel had not done yet. ■

" Did you ever know your mistress to have 

laudanum, or any other form of opium, in her 

possession P" This question after a suggestion 

by Gilbert. ■

Again that pause, which invested the answer, 

when it came, with so much of insincerity. "I 

suppose every one has had something of the sort 

in the house at some time or other." ■

"Yes, yes, no doubt: but I want to know if 

your mistress ever had it P* ■

" She had some once— a little," said the woman, 

sullenly. ■

" Oh, she had some once. How did you come 

to be aware of that fact ?" ■

"I saw some on the chimney-piece in her 

bedroom, when I went to call her one morn- 

ing." ■

"And how much may there have beenP" ■

" I can't say, certainly. It was a small bottle 

and about half fuU." ■

"Was your mistress particularly difficult to 

arouse that morning P" ■

" She was always rather heavy in the ifiorning. 

It's some people's naturef ■

"And on tins particular morning she was not 

especially so?" ^ , ■
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" I don't remember. Nothing remarkable, 1 

should say." ■

" Did your mistreaB fiay anythiTig to yo* on 

the subject of the bottle of laudanum f" 

. " She asked me what I was looking at." ■

"Did she seem to be displeased that you had 

perceived it?" ■

"Well— rather— perhaps," with great hesita- 

tion. ■

" * Rather.* Come, you must know," ■

" I can't say with certainty." ■

All these answers were given with the most 

dogged sullenness* ■

" Why, how long ago was it P" ■

"Oh, it may have been a month or six weeks 

before her death." ■

"Did your mistress leave the bottle where it 

was after she had noticed that you had observed 

itP" ■

"No." ■

"What did she do with it, then ?" ■

"She got out of bed, and put it away." ■

"And where did she put it?" ■

" She thrust it into the bosom of her dressing- 

gown, as far as lean remember. I left the room 

soon after, and saw no more of it." ■

" Now, Jane Cantanker," Mr. Steel resumed, 

very seriously, " I have one more question to 

ask you. Is this the only occasion on which you 

have observed laudanum, or any other prepara- 

tion of opium, to be in the possession of the 

deceased ?" ■

The witness waited some seconds, and then 

replied : ■

"Yes, that was the only occasion." ■

The witness was then told that she might 

leave the box. She seemed much agitated, and 

not a little exhausted by the length and arduous- 

ness of the examination through which she had 

passed. ■

The next person examined was the surgeon to 

the police force, Dr. Giles. He deposed to having 

been sent for hastily to the house in Beau- 

mont-street. The deceased was quite dead when 

he arrived; had been so for perhaps two hours, 

more or less. He directed that the body should 

be left just as it was till he could return and 

make a post-mortem examination, and he espe- 

cially intimated a wish that nothing should be 

done that might remove the smeU of opium, 

which was very obvious, from deceased's mouth. 

That injunction was given, because he thought 

the presence of such smeU was an important 

indication in the case. When he returned in the 

afternoon he was accompanied by a friend, and 

they proceeded at once to investigate the cause 

of death. He then went into all the medical 

details of the case, statmg at length, and with 

many technicalities, how he had examined the 

different organs of the deceased; how they were, 

on the whole, healthy, though there were indica- 

tions of such a tendency to unsoundness, or 

rather weakness, he would say, about the heart 

as would render the deceased particularly sus- 

ceptible to the fatal effects of opium, or probably ■

any other narcotic influence. There was nothing 

there, however, to be the cause of death. The 

deceased might have lived for years with a heart 

in that state— but for &e opium. Iliat was the 

cause of death, beyond a doubt. He had ex- 

amined the stomach very carefully. There was 

the remains of a meal found in it, and there was, 

moreover, a certain amount of porter or stout. 

He had detected unmistakable indications of the 

presence of opium. He should say in the 

form of laudanum. There was sufficient to cause 

death, espedally in a person whose heart was in 

the condition in which he had described the heart 

of deceased to be. He had no hesitation in 

stating his firm oonvictioa, founded on consider- 

able profe8si<mai experience, that in this case 

the cause of death was the opium which he had 

found in the body of deceased. He spoke very 

confidently. ■

This gentleman's opinion was entirely corro- 

borated by his colleague, who had assisted him 

in the examination. There was no doubt in his 

mind either that the deceased lady had died 

from the effects of poisoning by opium. ■

The chemist who sold the laudanum to Ga- 

brielle was next placed in the box. He simply 

repeated what the reader has ahready hes^ 

mentioning the quantity sold, what it was re- 

quired for, and the date of the transaction. He, 

moreover, identified the bottle which was found 

in Mrs. Penmore's box as one which had come 

from his establishment. ■

The evidence of the cause of death was thus 

made complete. Moreover, the existence of the 

poison by which the deceased lady died, in the 

possession of the prisoner, was proved, and it 

had also been shown that abundant opportunity 

of administering such poison had been afforded 

to the accused on the night preceding Miss Gar- 

rington's death. It remained to strengthen- 

though indeed it hardly appeared necessary — 

the evidence as to motive. With this view some 

of the late Miss Carrington's friends, some of 

those residing at the neighbouring boarding- 

house, were next called. ■

Captain Rawlings Scraper was pkced in the 

witness-box, and duly sworn. ■

Mr. Pry. You are a captain in her Msgesty's 

service? ■

Witness. I am. ■

Mr. Pry. At present on half-pay ? ■

Witness. I beg to state that that is also the 

case. ■

Mr. Pry. You were acquainted with the late 

Miss Garrington? ■

Witness. Yes, I was— indeed, I may say that 

I was wdil acquainted with her. ■

Mr. Pry. You were, doubtless, in the habit at 

different times of conversing with her on a great 

variety of topics? ■

Witness. Oh yes, a great variety. In fact, I 

may say a very great variety. I was, it may be 

interesting to the court to know, in the habit of 

giving her advice— which she was good enough 

to say she valued very highly— omi great many ■
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subjects, as to the distribution, or rather invest- 

ment, of her property, as to the purchase of 

such small quantities of wine as she might have 

need of, or even on matters of a hygienic nature 

— it being a subject ■

The younger of the two judges on the bench 

here interposed, and remarked that this evidence 

was hardly relevant. Mr. Pry took the hint, 

and brought his man back with all speed. ■

Mr. Pi^r. I will not trouble you just now, 

Captain Scraper, to give us your views upon 

diet, wkich, I have no doubt, are valuable 

enongh in themselves. What I wish to ask you 

is, whether on any occasion you have heard the 

deceased lady make allusion to anything un- 

pleasant in connexion with the relations whidii 

existed between herself and the prisoner ? ■

Witness. I really am unable at this moment 

to recollect. ■

Mr. Pry. Perhaps you will try to tax your 

memory a little more closely. ■

Witness. I believe I have heard Miss Carring- 

ton remark that some of the household arrange- 

ments in Beaumont-street were not quite to her 

taste, and that when she had made objection to 

these, it had led more than once to difference of 

opinion. Indeed, now I think of it, I have heard 

Miss Carrington say that when she had alluded, 

in the presence of Mrs. Penmore, to some advice 

which I myself had given to the deceased, it was 

not well received. ■

Mr. Pry. Not well received, just so— a carp- 

ing spirit shown, no doubt? ■

Witness. No doubt. I am not able to say 

with certainty, but no doubt. I am always very 

cautious how I commit myself to anything which 

I have not actually heard with my own can, 

having, in the course of my long experience of 

military life— a life in which gossip and ■

Mr. Pry, again admonished by the judge, inti- 

mated to the captain at this point that the 

court would not trouble him to relate his mili- 

tary experiences, and was about to suggest his 

withdrawal from the ]l)ox, when Mr. Steel, for 

the other side, stood up, and expressed his wish 

to ask the witness a question before he left the 

box. ■

Mr. Steel Have you ever. Captain Scraper, 

in the course of your friendly intercourse with 

the late Miss Carrington, observed anything 

remarkable about her— any tendency, for in- 

stance, to great chaugeableness, at one time 

being sleepy and heavy, and at another unusually 

excited or irritable ? ■

The captain stated without much circumlocu- 

tion that he had observed such changes of mood 

in the course of his acquaintance, tmd that he 

had even commented on it to intimate friends. ■

Miss Preedy, a resident, as it may perhaps be 

remembered, in the same house with Captain 

Scraper, folly corroborated the evidence given by 

that gentleman, and also bore a'similar testimony 

to the strange variations in the late Miss Car- 

rington's bearing and demeanour at different 

times. As the evidence was getting to be rather | ■

strong on this particular point, this lady was 

subjected to re-examination when her cross-ex- 

amination was over. She was re-examined by 

Serjeant Probyn. ■

The Serjeant. You state that you have observed 

a great variation of manner in your late friend ou 

certain occasions. Will you be good enough to 

inform the court exactly what you mean by that 

statement. ■

Witness. I hardly know. It is difficult to 

explain what I mean. ■

The Seijeani Are you quite sure that you 

understand what you mean, yourself f ■

Witness. I donH know, Pm sure. I think my 

meaning was that she was a Httie flighty and odd 

sometimes. You couldn't depend upon always 

finding her in the same mood. She would be 

different at different times. ■

The Seijeant. And will you tell me. Miss 

Preedy, standing in that solemn position in which 

you are placed, that you ever knew any one who 

was not different at cQfferent times ? Eeally, my 

lords, I must contend that this is but a desul- 

tory and gossiping kind of evidence, and hardly 

fit in a case of such awfnl importance to occupy 

the time of the court or the attention of the 

jury. ■

The court ruled, however, that it was legiti- 

mate evidence, and that it should be taken for 

what it was worth. The witness was then per- 

mitted to stand down. ■

And now there remained but two more wit- 

nesses to be examined to make the case for the 

prosecution complete. The first of these was 

the policeman who had been employed to search 

the room occupied by the prisoner in the house 

in Beaumont-street. He was placed in the box 

immediately, and examined by the junior counsel 

for the prosecution. ■

Mr. Pry. You were directed, I believe, to 

sean^ the premises in Beaumont-street, with a 

view of ascertaining if there were any indications 

of the poison called laudanum having recently 

been in possession of the prisoner P ■

Witness. Yes, sir. Me and another constable 

of the same division were told off for that duty. ■

Mr. Pry. Will you tell the jury what you dis- 

covered? ■

Witness. Well, sir, for a long time we couldn't 

find what we were in aeareh of. We looked 

through all the drawers, and in the cupboards, 

and every place we could think of, till at hat my 

mate he caught sight of a box that was stowed 

away under the bed, and pulling it out and find- 

ing it locked, we had to make application for the 

key, and that being handed over, and everything 

taken out of the box— miscellaneous articles of 

all kinds— we found at the bottom of everything 

the bottle we were looking for. ■

Mr. Pry. The bottle produced just now in 

court, and identified by the chemist who sold it 

—Mr. Cook? ■

Witness. The same, sir. ■

Cross-examined by Mr. Sted. ■

Mr. Steei Were you the oonfftable who went ■
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to the shop of Mr. Cook to make inquiry as to 

whether he had sold some landanum recently to 

the accosed ? ■

Witness.— Yes, sir, I was. ■

Mr. Steel. Did he say anything to yon as to 

any caution he had given to the purchaser when 

he sold the laudanum P ■

Witness. Yes, sir. He said that it was always 

his custom, when he sold such poisonous drugs, 

to caution the parties buying them to keep them 

out of the way in some place of security. ■

The other witness to be examined was the 

solicitor who had been in the habit of attending 

to Miss Carrington's affairs. He deposed that 

the deceased lady had died intestate, and that he 

possessed the draught of a will drawn up in 

accordance with the wishes of the deceased, by 

which her property was bequeathed to some 

distant rektions, with whom she had formerly 

resided. That will had never been signed, and 

was mere waste paper. The husband of the 

prisoner, and his brothers and sister, were next 

of kin to the late Miss Carrington, and there 

being no valid will, her property would be divided 

among them. It was elicited in cross-examina- 

tion, however, that the husband of the accused 

had refused, under the circumstances, to accept 

his share of the property, having made it over to 

the persons named in the invalid will. ■

This statement seemed to make a considerable 

sensation in court. The last witness had been 

examined for the prosecution, doubtless with the 

view of proving an additional motive for the 

crime with which Mrs. Fenmore was charged, in 

her desire to secure the share in Miss Carring- 

ton's property, which would fall to her husband 

should the deceased die intestate. The fact, 

which was elicited in cross-examination, caused 

the evidence of this witness to be, in point of 

fact, favourable to the defence. ■

Serjeant Frobyn now rose, intimated that he 

had no more witnesses to examine, and that ■

This was the case for the prosecution. ■

It is hoped that all this time the reader has 

kept before him two figures of such pre-eminent 

interest that the eyes of all persons in court 

were continually returning to them throughout 

the trial Pirst, that poor little, forlorn, help- 

less woman sitting in the dock, motionless, with 

hands joined in her lap, and understanding but 

faintly much that has been going on, and next, 

the pale, anxious-looking young advocate in the 

barristers' quarter, on whom nothing has been 

lost throughont— no, not so much as a word, and 

who has sat watching and waiting— eager for the 

conflict to begin, in which he is to fight a 

outrance for a life more precious to him than 

aught else in the world. ■

The progress of the trial was now suspended 

for a few minutes, to give an opportunity of 

taking refreshment to those persons who needed 

it. Among those who were gathered together to 

watch the issue of this exciting case, there was 

at this time a great buzz of talking. The re- 

marks, which during the progress of the trial ■

could only be made in a hurried half-inteUigible 

whisper, were now allowed a free vent, and 

speculations as to the direction which the case 

was taking abounded on all sides. At this time 

it seemed to most men that the prospects of the 

defence looked very bad indeed. The evidence 

on the other side was really, as it appeared, over- 

whelming and impregnable. The Ime about to 

be taken by the defence had already been plainly 

indicated by the nature of the cross-«xamination 

to which Jane Cantanker and Captain Scraper 

had been subjected. The issue of such cross- 

examination had been, to some extent, favour- 

able to the defence ; but a very small advance 

only had been gained. An hypothesis had been 

to ascertain extent set up, and had to some small 

extent received support. It had been proved that 

the deceased lady haid once, though some time pre- 

vious to her death, had laudanum in her posses- 

sion, and two witnesses had stated their impres- 

sion that they had observed certain characteris- 

tics about the conduct of the deceased lady 

which might possibly, but which it was equally 

possible might not, have resulted from the prac- 

tice of taking opium. If the defence had no 

more conclusive proof with which to back up 

their theory than this that had appeared, there 

would be but little chance for its successful 

issue. ■

Such were the speculations with which all 

persons assembled in the court-house of the Old 

Bailey, on the day whose events we are describ- 

ing, were occupying themselves during the brief 

period which had, at this stage of the trial, been 

allowed to elapse, before that second part of it, 

which was so eagerly anticipated by all that great 

assembly, commenced. ■

The interval was a short one, and very soon 

the usher of the court was once again proclaim- 

ing silence, as the judges resumed their seats, 

and all those officially employed about the phice 

settled themselves anew to their respective func- 

tions. ■

The injunction of the usher was obeyed with a 

singular alacrity. The hum of talk among the 

assembled spectators ceased in an instant. The 

members of the public press, who had been busily 

employed a moment before in comparing their 

reports of all that had taken place, helping each 

other wherever there itas any hiatus or doubtful 

passage, dropped silent into their respective 

seats, even the lawyers, who had been talking so 

eagerly among themselves, bandying from one to 

another the last piece of news, true or otherwise, 

wldch was in circulation about this strange cause, 

even these gentlemen ceased for the moment to 

utter so much as a whisper. ■

There was a great silence then in the court, as 

a young man, dressed in the costume of an advo- 

cate, and deadly pale, rose from his seat among 

the benches assigned to the barristers, and 

glancing once at -some papers which he held in 

his hand, prepared to address the jury. ■

At the moment when the young advocate stood 

up, the prisoner in the dock suffered her head to ■
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fall somevliat forward on her breast, and her 

hands, which were folded in her lap, clasped each 

other more tightly than before. ■

CHAPTEB XXXm. GABBIBLLE'S CHAMPION. ■

Thb excitement now was very great. There 

was not an usher — ^nay, there was not an errand- 

boy employed about the court who did not know 

under what extraordinary circumstances the 

counsel for tiie defence was to carry that defence 

through, and what a stake he had depending on 

its issue. The fact that Gilbert had risen to 

speak, was whispered from one to another of 

those persons, many in number, who were unable 

to see all that was going on, till in time it even 

reached the crowd that was gathered outside. 

The sharp youth who always takes a prominent 

part in such an assembly, and on such an occa- 

sion, and who always has the stupidest of men 

next to him, caught at the intelligence with 

avidity. ■

" He's on his legs,'' said the sharp youth. ■

"Who is?" inquired his obtuse neighbour. ■

"Why,'er'usband." ■

" What's he on his legs for P what's he going 

to do?'* ■

"Why, to speak for the defence, to be sure," 

said the sharp youth, who was an habitu6 of the 

court, and as well acquainted with all its business 

and phraseology as a Drury-lane boy with the 

technicalities of the stage. ■

"What I can't make out," said the stupid 

man, " is what call he has to speak about it." ■

"Why, stupid," retorted the superior mind, 

"can't you understand he's the counsel for the 

defence. He's a defending of her." ■

"Lawyer's wife in trouble," remarked the 

stupid man. " Well, that t* a start." ■

" Ah, I should think it was, too ;" and with 

that the precocious youth abandoned his friend, 

and pressed forward in search of more intelli- 

gence. ■

Gilbert Penmore, then, rose to address the 

jury in the midst of a silence which seemed some- 

thing more than negati?e. He was deadly pale. 

For a while things swerved before his eyes, and 

he spoke at first in a very low key. Perhaps no 

human being was ever before placed in a position 

of such severe and intolerable trial. ■

The counsel for the defence began by making 

a few preliminary remarks on the peculiar rela- 

tion in which he stood towards the accused. It 

was a case in all probability altogether without 

precedent. He hoped, however, that no one in 

court would be pr^udiced against what he had 

to say, through taking a false view of this that 

he was doing. "Gould I sit by inactive," he 

said, "and see another risking the life of the 

accused, by handling her cause in what might 

appear to me an incomplete, or defective manner ? 

Gould I bear to see a point neglected that might 

seem to me a point on which things of infinite 

importance hinged? Gould I beiur to see an 

opportunity missed, or a mistake— even a slight ■

one— made ? Suppose that usage is against me, 

as it may be, is that a thing to consider in a case , 

of life and death ? If I had been a physician, 

and had seen the accused assailed by mortal 

disease, should I not have sought to come be- 

tween her and its fatal result ? If I had been a 

soldier, should I not, before all other soldiers, 

have interposed to save her from violence ? But 

above all things, if I must needs apologise for 

this that I am doing, I will say that there is one 

reason, above and beyond all others, why I, and 

I only, should seek to conduct the defence of the 

accused ; and that is, that I, and I alone, know her 

to be innocent. This it is that gives to me, who 

am versed but little in the arts of pleading, an 

advantage of incalculable value over any one else, 

however great his natural ability or his acquired 

experience ; this it is that arms me thrice over for 

the conflict of to-day, and enables me to contend 

with a force which is the most irresistible of all 

force— the consciousness of a just and upright 

cause." ■

All eyes were riveted on the young lawyer, ^ 

but if any had looked to where the prisoner sat, ' 

they might have observed that her head was some- 

what raised as these words were spoken, and 

that something like a smile of heavenly radiance 

illuminated her features. ■

"I wish to deal with this case," continued 

Gilbert, "as far as may be as a lawyer, in the 

strictest sense of the word, and to prove, to the 

satisfaction of the jury, everything that I 

advance. I would make no appeal— as, thank 

Heaven, there is no need— to the mercy and 

leniency of those who hear me, but simply and 

entirely to their sense of justice. Let that sense 

be kept on the alert throughout this defence, from 

this moment till the last witness that I shall call 

shidl have finished the last word of his evidence. 

Then neither my client nor I will have anything 

to fear. ■

" It has been proved beyond a doubt that the 

cause of death in the case before the court was 

poison. This may be admitted at once, and 

further, that the poison in question was laudanum, 

or some form of opium, acting on a frame pecu- 

liarly predisposed, owing to its organisation, to 

be influenced by this drug. This being granted, 

the question which remains to be answered is, 

By whom was that drug given to the deceased P 

Three different hypotheses might here be set up 

as to the person by whom the poison had been 

administered. There were three different hands 

by which that poisonous matter might have been 

conveyed to tbe'lips of the deceased. Indeed, 

there were but three human beings who could 

have administered the poison. These three 

persons were, Jane Gantanker, the"— here his 

voice faltered— "the accused at the bar, and— 

the deceased lady herself. ■

" As to the first of these persons," continued 

Gilbert, collecting himself by a violent effort, 

"she has remained from the first unaccused, un- 

suspected. No one seems to have thought it 

possible that suspicion could attach to her. In- ■
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deed, the truth is, that there is no case against 

her at all. There would he no motive to induce 

her to he guilty of such an act. She would have 

sustained loss instead of gain hy her mistress's 

death. She had no poison in her possession, and 

everything has gone to prove her intense affection 

for her mistress, and devotion to her service. 

Any theory serving to connect her, then, with the 

poisoning of the deceased may be dismissed at 

once. ■

"With regard to the second person to whom 

it was possible for suspicion to attach iu this 

case, and on whom it has fallen very heavily,— 

her it will be less easy to clear, though that also 

shall be done, as I firmly believe, to the satis- 

faction of all here present. ■

" And first, with regard to the evidence against 

the accused, there is not one single fact that has 

been adduced here this day of which I am pre- 

pared for one moment to dispute the accuracy. 

It is all true. The inferences that have been 

deduced from these facts alone are false. But I 

will go further than this, and admit that the 

circumstantial evidence in this case is damnatory 

in the extreme, oud points with fearful force, at 

first sight, to the guilt of the accused. And this 

evidence is, as I have said, true. I am not going 

to dispute one point of it from beginning to end, 

and yet I believe that I shall be able to prove 

beyond a doubt that it is all compatible with the 

entire innocence of the accused. It is true, then, 

as the evidence has shown, that differences 

between her and the deceased lady did aijse from 

time to time during their int^x^ourse, and that 

the accused was subjected to such provocation 

as might very well have been supposed to lead to 

considerable ill feeling on her part towards the 

deceased. It is not for me to dwell upon the 

faults of the dead, unless with a view to the pre- 

servation of the living ; but the fact of such pro- 

vocation having existed, is beyond a doubt. It is 

true also that, besides the motive of revenge 

which such provocation might well have awakened 

in some natures, there appears at first sight to 

have been another reason why the accused should 

desire the death of the late Miss Carrington— 

the pecuniary gain, namely, which might possibly 

arise from her leaving this world so suddenly, 

ihsit, having no warning to prepare her affairs, 

she would probably die intestate, a cbrcumstance 

which would be indirectly highly profitable to 

the accused. It is true that there is thus abun- 

dant motive proved for such an act as that which 

she is charged with committing. Moreover, it 

is true that the accused went out of the way— 

and this on the evening of the day on which there 

had been a serious difiuagreement between her and 

deceased — went out of her way to gain an oppor- 

tunity of conveying to the deceased food and 

drink in which poison might easily have been 

concealed, tbat there was even delay sufficient in 

the conveyance of such meat and drink to her for 

whom it was prepared to have allowed of its 

beiug qualified in the deadly manner which has 

been suggested. It is true that after swallowing ■

that food and drink to which the accused had 

had such free access, the death took place, the 

circumstances of which this trial is now investi- 

gating ; and that a certain quantity of the very 

poison by which the deceased died was found in 

the possession of the accused. It is* true that 

this poison was concealed out of sight, and that 

to all appearance an attempt was made by the 

accused to place the bottle which had held the 

poison where no human eye was likely to light on 

it. All this is true, and yet, overwhelming as 

such an amount and such a force of evidence 

seems, I shall yet be able to prove to you— yes, 

prove beyond the shadow of a doubt— that these 

things do truly and undoubtedly, in this case, 

co-exist with the most complete innocence, on 

the part of the accused, in thought, and word, 

and deed." Here^ once more, there was a short 

silence, of which every one present seemed to 

take advantage to draw a long breath. The ad- 

vocate for the defence appeared to gain additional 

strength now with every word that he uttered, 

and the hesitation which had marked the com- 

mencement of his address was rapidly disappear- 

ing. Presently he went on. ■

" Now as to motive and the ill feeling towards 

deceased attributed to the accused. We have 

already seen, by the testimony of the servant, 

Charbtte Grimes, who lived with her, that she 

was long-suffering and hard to be provoked, and 

this I shall be able to corroborate with other 

evidence, proving that she was never given to 

quarrelling or ill feeHng, and was of an exoep- 

tionably kind and affectionate disposition. It 

must be admitted that the accused was at times 

provoked beyond all measure, and to such a 

degree, that we should justly accuse any person 

of want of heart and feeling who could always 

remain c^m and unirritated under such extreme 

provocation. I trust that I shall be able to prove 

to the jury that such irritation as may have been 

called up by the circumstances under which the 

accused was placed, was of a very momentary 

kind, and wholly inconsistent with the deep 

malignant fteUng which the commission of such a 

crime as that under the consideration of the jury 

would imply. It is undoubtedly unfortunate 

that in the accounts of such disagreements as I 

have spoken of we have heard only the evidence 

of one powerfully biased in favour of the de- 

ceased. Nor can we hear other, the only other 

person who was ever present on such occasions 

being precluded from giving evidence as a wit- 

ness. This is unfortunate, for, clear from all 

suspicion in this case as Jane Gantanker cer- 

tainly is, it must yet be owned that as a witness 

she has shown herself to be under the influence 

of very bitter feeling towards the accused. ■

''And now as to the conveying of that meat 

and drink to the deceased lady— is there no view 

of that act possible but a suspicious one P Might 

it not happen that the accused, conscious that 

an unpleasant scene had taken place that day* 

and that words had passed between herself and 

deceased, might wish to explain what she had ■
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said— -to show that she had spoken hastily and 

with no intention to woond P Might she not^ 

nnder these oircomstances, wish to pay some 

little attention to the deceased^ wish for some 

excuse for going up to her room to exchange 

some friendly words with her, and say ' Good 

night' P Is this too much to suppose P Is it too 

much to suppose, again, that in taking that food 

up>stairs the accused might turn aside into a 

room which lay on her road to gain breath, or 

even to collect herself a little, before entenng 

upon a scene which was likely to prove of a 

somewhat embarrassing nature P ■

" Then, again, the possession by the accused 

of a certain amount of the very poison by which 

the deceased lady is proved to have died, is this 

really so damnatory a circumstance as it at first 

appears P Let it be remembered what that 

poison was. Let it be remembered that this is 

no /rase of poisoning by strychnine, by antimony, 

by arsenic, or any other of those terrible drugs 

which only chemists or other professional persons 

may with propriety be expected to keep by them. 

Opium in all its forms, let it be remembered, is a 

medicine, and a medicine capable of exercising 

the most benign and sooUiing influences in cer- 

tain cases of pain and unrest, a medicine used 

externally as well as internally every day, and 

one— and to this I would call especial attention 

— ^to be found, to some extent, in the medidne- 

chests of— at a moderate cemputation— half the 

families in England. This fact cannot be too 

much insisted upon. The existence of some 

poisons in the possession of an unprofessional 

person would be in itself a suspicious circum- 

stance, but the possession of the poison called 

laudanum is not a suspicious circumstance, for 

the reasons I have given. As to its being hid 

away so carefully, in this case, that was simply, 

as we have seen, owing to an over-exactness in 

obeying the ii^unetion of the cbemist who sold 

the drug, and who requested that it might be 

kept in some place of security. It was evidently 

an excess fd caution which led to the very elabo- 

rate concealment of the bottle w]iere no one 

could light upon it by accident, and no uncom- 

mon caution either— the very look of that for- 

midable word ' Poison,' as it shows conspicuous 

on the label of the bottle, being calculated to in- 

spire an extreme fear lest the drug so inscribed 

should get into careless or dangerous hands. 

Considered thus, it will surely appear that this 

act— this hiding away of the poison-bottle which 

has seemed so suspicious a thing, may be ac- 

counted for more easily than might at first sight 

be supposed possible; and much as those who 

desire to see an innocent person clear from all 

suspicion may regret that, this concealment of the 

laudanum was ever attempted, it will surely yet 

be apparent to all such, after a little reflection, 

that there is in reality nothing in this act which 

may not be accounted for by causes consistent in 

all respects with the innocence of the accused. 

There are some words which have an alarming 

sound in themselves, and which spread a sort of ■

panic wherever they appear, and such words as 

'Poison' and 'Laudanum' are among them. To 

most men, and to women more especially, there 

is something ominous and almost terrible about 

such words, and though this feeling may possibly 

be both fanciful and unjustifiable, I would sub- 

mit that it is none the less a most natural and 

widely-diffused instinct. But I will go further 

in connexion with this subject than I have done, 

and instead of asking whether it is not possible 

to explain this aet, wbioh has been turned to the 

disadvantage of the aceused in such a manner as to 

prove that it is compatible with a belief in her 

innocence— I will ask rather, whether it is not 

almost a proof, indirectly, of her innocence P 

For is it not almost a certain thing that any one 

who had been guilty would have destroyed this 

bottle and obliterated all traces of its existence, 

instead of keeping by her what might be so likely 

to prove a dangerous piece of evidence against 

herself in the event — ^amost probable one— of its 

being discovered P ■

** It has been my desire in what I have hitherto 

said, to show that all the weight of circumstan- 

tial evidence which has been brought forward to 

support the present charge is yet, strong as I 

admit that it is, capable of two interpretations, 

and tiierefore it is that I have gone thus into 

the particulars of the case against the accused. 

And indeed it must be that this evidence is sus- 

ceptible of two interpretations. It must be that 

the innocence of the accused is reconcilable with 

the facts which have been laid before the court; 

for though it is true that all things took place as 

has been shown this day, it is equally true that 

she who is accused of this crime did not commit 

IT, nor entertain the veiy thought of it in her 

heart. But I need dwell no longer on this theme ; 

indeed, it would be waste of time to do so, when 

I have proof to offer the jury— proof of the 

strongest and most irre&agable kmd— that the 

poison by which Diana Carrington died, was ad- 

ministered by another hand than that of the 

accused. By whom, then, was it administered P 

is the next question. My answer is ready. ■

" I assert, without a moment's hesitation, that 

the poison by which the deceased lady met her 

death, was taken by herself, of her own free will, 

and that, moreover, without any thought that 

what she did might have a fatal result, or any in- 

tention of self-destruction.** ■

Gilbert paused for a moment at this point, and 

a deep breath of something almost like relief 

seemed to come simultaneously from the whole 

assembly of human beings gathered together in 

court that day. The appearance and bearing of 

the accused had told much in her favour with all 

present, and any announcement which promised 

to dissipate the dreadful doud which hung over 

her was very welcome. The barristers whispered 

together, and even the judicial calmness of the 

bench did not seem altogether proof against the 

natural curiosity which the last words of the 

counsel for the defence were calculated to ■

^^'^•^^ Digitized by Google ■
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He went on : " Gentlemen of the jury, what 

I have just stated is no mere assertion. 1 have 

evidence to give that shall bear out every word I 

have said. I shall shortly call before you for 

examination a witness whom the facts of this 

case have only just reached, and who has now 

only heard of it, to use the common phrase, by 

accident. At the eleventh hour this witness has 

come forward in time to save a life which, per- 

haps, without his testimony, might have been 

sacrificed. He has come forward to testify that 

he has for some time past been in the habit of 

supplying the deceased lady with laudanum » 

that he did so under the impression that she re- 

quired it mainly for external use, and that she 

was liable to suffering which made its use neces- 

sary to her. She had this poison from him for 

the last time on the day before that on which she 

expired. The fact that he was ignorant of her 

name, and the strange life and habits of this 

person, something of which, no doubt, will come 

out under examination, have been the causes 

which have led to his being thus long in coming 

forward with evidence of such extreme impor- 

tance, just as it is certain that the fact of his not 

having been visited by the agents of the police 

when investigating the case, is to be attributed 

to the circumstance that he is not, strictly speak- 

ing, a chemist, but a herbaUst and seedsman, 

while the shop which he keeps is not a che- 

mist's shop, but such an one as is ordinarily 

kept by the members of the trade to which he 

belongs. The herbalist's shop has been passed 

by, and the herbalist himself overlooked, in the 

course of those inquiries to which the case now 

before the jury has given rise ; and so it has hap- 

pened that the person who, of all others, was 

alone able to clear up this mystery, has remained, 

till the very eleventh hour, altogether ignorant 

of how much depended upon evidence which he 

alone could give. For it is most certain that 

this man has till quite recently known nothing of 

the case which the court is now investigating, 

and that but for the merest accident, as I have 

said, his evidence, of such matchless importance 

as it is, might yet never have been brought to 

light. As it is, however, and owing, as we 

phrase it, to a rare and most happy chance, which 

all men who love justice will haiL joyfully, this 

man is here to give evidence this day— here to 

settle a question which, without his testimony, 

might have remained, at best, doubtful in men's 

eyes, or which at worst might have been wrongly 

and falsely decided, leaving in one case a slur upon 

a name which should be wholly pure and untar- 

nished, and in the other condemning to a shameful 

death a creature as innocent of the horrible deed 

attributed to her as the angels are that have 

watched over her in her hour of danger. And 

gentlemen of the jury," cried Gilbert in con- 

clusion, " one thing let me at least entreat of you. 

When this man— this witness—shaU have spoken, 

and when you shall have heard all that he has to 

say, be swift in what you have to do, and let your 

work be accomplished quickly. His endence, I ■

fondly hope and believe, is conclusive in its nature, 

and will leave you with Uttle inclination to doubt 

or hesitate. Havegreat consideration, then, for one 

who has already suffered, as I devoutly trust that 

not one of you will ever suffer, who, bom and bred 

in a position removed, one would have thought, 

from the bare possibility of such an experience as 

this, has yet had to pass through an onieal which 

would shake the roughest and most hardened 

nature. Be considerate of what she must still 

endure while your deliberations Jast, and end 

them, in Heaven's name, as quickly as may con- 

sist with the fulfilment of the sacred duty which 

you have pledged yourselves to perform this 

day." ■

Gilbert sat down, and again was heard that 

murmur—that deep-drawn breath which seemed 

to be released after being held too long. It was 

not applause. It was nothing that could be 

checked or repressed ; but it spoke eloquently 

of profoundest interest in what was passing, and 

of cordial approbation of what the spe^er had 

said. As for Gilbert himself, he felt like one 

who was living in some strange dream. After 

the first minute or two, he had become insensible 

to what was going on around him. AH nervous- 

ness and diffidence had left him. He saw but 

indistinctly the crowd which he was addressing. 

He spoke on ahnost mechanically— spoke because 

he must, with no hesitation or doubt as to what 

he should say. Such conditions of feeling as 

this are not without precedent. In these supreme 

moments men have fulfilled their parts, and 

known little or nothing of what they have been 

doing. It is so in battle, when, in the wild ex- 

citement of a charge, the soldier does not know 

that he is wounded. It is so with some intel- 

lectual tasks which men have performed, as it 

were, in a trance, half conscious only of what 

they did, yet doing it strangely well, and hardly 

recognising, when they came to themselves, the 

work of their own minds. ■

The lawyers, too, whispered together over this 

speech for .the defence. Mr. Craft was there in 

court and some of his friends. They were dis- 

posed to take a different view of Gilbert's fitness 

for the profession of advocate to that which they 

had expressed with so much frankness in Mr. 

Lethwaite's chambers. One thing that asto- 

nished them especially, was that Gilbert's accent 

had so little, if indeed at all, impaired the effect 

of his speech. It had hardly been noticed. 

Much of it had worn off as the young barrister 

warmed to his work. What remained really 

mattered not. There are people, who speak 

with a certain difficulty, who seem to impress 

what they have to 'say upon you more strongly 

than others, who have the gift of an easy flow 

of words. You feel that men belonging to the 

first of these classes are never betrayed into 

saying things because their tongues have run 

away with them ; while with regard to those who 

come under the second classification, you are 

not so sure. There was that in Gilbert Pen- 

more's delivery which made his /listeners wait ■
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very eagerly for the words that were coming> 

and which were ^t at sometimes with some 

little difficulty. ■

And now the momeht had arrived when the 

examination of the witnesses for the defence 

must begin. These were fewer in nnmber than 

those called for the prosecution, and here, as in 

the case for the prosecution, there was one of 

importance beyond all others. What Jane Can- 

tanker had done for the prosecution, Cornelius 

Vampi must do for the defence, and more. Upon 

his evidence everything now hinged. ■

A MOST DESIRABLE EAMILY 

MANSION. ■

MoKSisuR GoDnr-LsiCAiRE is the proprie- 

tor and manager of an iron-foundry at Guise, 

near St. Quentin. He is great for his patent 

mantelpieces of enamelled iron imitating marble, 

great for his kitchen-ranges, but greater for the 

benevolent ingenuitv that he has slvown in 

providing hearth and home for his seven hun- 

dred workmen, and their wives and cliildren. 

Every invention has a name. The name of M. 

Godin's Workman's Home is the Familist^re. It 

is the familistery of Guise, or its familv man- 

sion ; but in English we may as well call it the 

Workman's Home. Pour years ago this Home 

- was established, and its fame is now beginning 

to reach Paris and London. To Paris it has 

been described in a pamphlet called A Study, 

by A. Oyon. Eor London, it has been described 

by Signor Tito Pagliardini in the Social Science 

Review, and Signor Pa^liardini's article has 

been reprinted for diffusion as a pamphlet, en- 

titled A Visit to the Familistery, and pub- 

lished by Mr. Q. A. Hutchinson, of Whitefnars- 

street. ■

The Workman's Home, founded by M. Godin, 

consists of two loft^ and handsome buildings 

at oi\e end of the pnncipal street of Guise. A 

third building is to be added to these. They 

are not bare and repulsive of aspect, but good 

specimens of decorative architecture in red 

brick, with violet edgings, ornamented cornice, 

pilasters, entablatures, (&essing3 to all the doors 

and windows. Why should there not be a little 

taste bestowed upon the construction of a Work- 

man's Home : a little suggestion of the refining 

home influence, in its very aspect P ■

The two buildings already erected, form the 

back and right side of a square; the third build- 

ing, yet to come, wiQ complete the left side; 

and two annexes will then complete the square, 

and give a facility of covered communication 

between all the buildings. This Eamily Man- 

sion stands in about fifteen acres of lawn, grove^ 

and garden, on a peninsuht formed by the Oise, 

where a bridge over the river leads to M. Godin's 

own house on the other side. ■

Now, if we take one of the blocks of build- 

ings in M. Godin's Workman's Home, and, 

without describing its arrangements too mi- 

nutely, look at its principle of construction, we 

find tiiat it is four stories high, and so built as ■

to enclose an open square. It has, therefore, 

abundant openings to light and air. Thick 

party walls limit the danger of fire, and the 

walls everywhere are thick enough to secure 

privacy to every little home within the build- 

ing. Light balconies, reached by broad and 

easy staircases, projecting from each story, sur- 

round the inner court, and form the way home 

for the workmen and their families. Each in- 

habitant goes straight, by wav of the balcony, 

to his own door; the court below is the safe 

playground of the cliildren, upon whom each of 

the mothers can look down from the balcony 

at any time. This courts too, is a great play- 

ground, serviceable in all weathers, where there 

need be little damage to the clothes that the 

poor parents take so much pains to keep tidy, 

for its ground is of beaten polished cement, and 

it is covered in by an immense skylight that 

rises above the roofs. On grand occasions, as 

on the festival of the blacksmiths' saint, St. 

Eloi, or a distribution of prizes, the great play- 

ground is transformed into a ball-room, with a 

band of eighty performers : the band of the Phil- 

harmonic Society of this Familistery. ■

Every set of rooms has a cellar as well as a 

granarjT, but there are also underground drains 

for dr;fing the ground, as well as the amplest 

provision of the drainage, too commonly want- 

ing in homes of the poor. And, "beyond all this, 

there is a great crypt under the court, con- 

nected with a system of free ventilation by con- 

tinual change of air in the sheltered playground, 

as' well as throughout the buildings. In the hot 

season the court is watered. The water, raised 

by steam into great reservoirs at the top of the 

building, is made also to supply fountains that 

play on each landing ; and the supply of water is 

in each workman's nome so ample, that its con- 

sumption by the inmates averages rather more 

than five gallons a head. There are hot and 

cold baths, of which gratuitous use is allowed to 

invalids and children. In fact, the wise founder 

of these homes has known how, without rules 

of any sort, to give what is described as *' a 

leadinc passion" for cleanliness to all who oc- 

cupy tuem. The dust-holes are emptied daily ; 

utmost attention is paid to drainage and venti- 

lation, the closets are cleaned three times a day 

by the women of the establishment, who are 

employed in the general fight azainst dirt in the 

court and in the balconies, and on the stairs, 

and in the rooms of single men. The married 

women vie with one another in maintaining 

complete cleanliness within the threshold of 

their outer doors. ■

To the workman's wife, as to the workman, 

time is money, and she is spared aU loss of time 

in running about the town for supply of do- 

mestic wants. On the ground floor ot the Home> 

are retail shops, under the direction of a ma- 

nager. There, may be bought vegetables, meat, 

bacon, rabbits, wood and coal, groceries and 

chandleries; there, is a dairy; there, is a wine, 

beer, and cider shop; there, may be bought 

necessary draperies, shoes, needles and threads, 

all at wholesale price, with less thau a re- ■
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tailer'a per-centage added, to pay part of the 

costs of the estaolisbment. All the profit is 

returned to the good of the Home community, 

and the labour required goes also to the general 

good : fit persons among the wives and daughters 

of the resident workmen beine employed in 

selling, book-keeping, dress ana shirt-making, 

washing, as well as in any other service re- 

quired. The washing is done in winter, in a 

laundry and dr^f ing-room ; in summer, at the lava- 

tory by the river; so no damp unwholesome 

vapours infect the air of the Home. The house- 

wife in this Workman's Home may save her 

fuel in summer, or her time in winter, by buy- 

ing the meals of her household ready cooked at 

the refreshment-room and restaurant, also at- 

tached to the building; or a family may adjourn 

thit h er to take any m^. The single man in fur- 

nished lodgings, usually gets all his meals at the 

restaurant, where they cost him from seven- 

pence-half penny to ten pence a day. His fur- 

nished room, with linen, bedmakiug, sweeping, 

ftc, costs him from six-and-eightpence to eight- 

. and-fourpence a month : generally, less tnan 

two shillings a week. There is a dormitory, in 

which a separate bed can be had for a penny a 

day. Por unfurnished lodging in this nest of 

homes, the charge is at the rate of three-and- 

ninepence a month for each room. A home of 

&7e rooms and a kitchen, with numerous cup- 

boards and conveniences, costs, free of all taxes 

and repairs, eighteen pounds a year. It is such 

a home as, on a third floor in Paris, would be 

considered cheap at one hundred and twenty 

pounds a year. ■

We may be very sure that a manufacturer 

who has poi so fiir as this, in his notion of a 

duty to his workpeople, understands that amuse- 

ment is a necessuy aid to health, comfort, 

and the proper use of life. There belong to 

the buildmg, therefore, its own place of recreap 

tion, with reading and news-room, provided also 

with chess, draughts, dominoes, and so fcurth, 

and well lighted and warmed ; a billiard-room ; 

and a refreshment-room. There is also a great 

practising^room on the ground floor for the 

Fhilharmonio Society, whose band delights the 

children in the court, and the women as they 

sit at work in the galleries. This Philharmonic 

Society of the Pamilistery is furnished by M. 

Godin with a professional leader, to secure 

good training, and the instruments belong to 

the establishment. Bat it is a self-governing 

body, freely admitting amateurs from the town, 

and enrolhng also M. Godin's son among its 

sociable meinoers. A f6te at the FamiUstery, 

with dancing on the smooth pavement of the 

lighted and decorated court, and this band of 

eighty in its glory, is a brilliant sight, and all 

the three galleries around the cod^ are then 

thronged with the people of Qnise, who come 

to look on. ■

The workmen of this Home form themselves 

into a benefit club for medical attendance and 

sick pay. However dean the bill of health, 

their doctor comes to the gate every day, to ask 

whether there be any one who wants his ser- ■

vices. He is not in much request, for e?en epi- 

demies in the town pass by the Familistery, and 

thus far the infant mortality has been eight per 

cent below the average. ■

For the infant in this Home, from birth to two 

years old, there is— of course within the walls, 

near every mother at her work, and freely acces- 

sible to her at any moment — ^a well-appointed 

nursery, called, from poupon, a chubby-faced 

baby, tne Pouponnat. In it are provided elegant 

iron cradles, furnished with curtains and linen, 

constantly renewed ; baby-food of all sorts is pre- 

pared and warmed in an adjoining room ; and 

Daby-linen, food, cradle, medical attendance, all, 

are the free right of the mothers in the Home, 

who may take their infants in and out as they 

will, sucjcle them at home or in the Pouponnat, 

have them to sleep, at will, at home or in this 

nursery, where day and night the little ones 

are carefully tendea by wives and daughters of 

workmen who have taken on themselves that 

charge. In this nursery a gallery is provided, 

in which little ones may sit, pull themselves up 

by a bar, practise themselves in standing, and 

tumble without hurt. Coloured balls and toys 

are provided, and there is much babj-praltie, 

with but little screammg, to be heard. ■

At two yean old, when these little people can 

walk alone, there is an infant school ready to 

take charge of them : that school being called, 

from the Italian word for a very young childj 

the Bambinat. Here, they are small students 

until the age of six : being, of courae, fed and 

clothed by their parents. They learn the alphabet 

to sounds of music, sing tlieir multiplication- 

table, learn arithmetic with mechanical help, 

some of the simpler facts of life by help d 

bright pictures, and cony oatline drawings on 

their slates. They marcn and sing and use their 

limbs freely : the Bambinat being a sort of cross 

between the Kindergarten and the English In- 

fant School ■

At six yeara old, the children of the Familistery 

pass from the Bambinat to the School, where 

they are arranged in four classes, according to 

attainment. But in the teaching of elder as of 

younger children, M. Godin rightly accounts it 

most conducive to good mannera and good 

morals, to teach boys and girls together. Boys 

sit on one side of the room, girls on the other. 

M. Godin's right idea is that the young girl of 

sixteen or eighteen is safest in the constant, 

open, unmysterious companionship with youth 

01 the other sex ; that such intercourse leads to 

a sense of cousinship and an intimate knowledge 

of character, which gives, both to a young man 

and to a young woman, the best chance of 

marrying a suitable companion. ■

The boys and girls in the School write from 

dictation into copy-books with neatness, and 

with early facility in spelling. All the lessons 

are unusually well learnt; in part because of 

the prevalent good spirit ; in part because of the 

honour paid to individual exertion. The first 

place in a class is given every week, not to the 

pupil who is naturuly quickest, but to the pupil 

who has taken most pftina to do well : marks being ■
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given aa rewards of aasidniij. In the order 

of their pUeea^as nearly as may be discorered, 

of their worth as patient little scholars — the 

children march in procession to School everj 

moming^i under the eyes of their parents. This 

also is a stimnlas to exertion. Exertion, within 

the power of all^ whatever the natural abilities, 

is the one thing rewarded. Panishments there 

are absolutely none, except exclusions from re- 

ward. Thus, only the children who have given 

no cause for complaint are taken on Thursday 

afternoons into the private flower and fruit gar- 

den, where the fruits in season are gathered and 

given to the children who go in. It is a dis- 

tressing thin^ to be shut out; but it is the 

wholesome missing of an extra pleasure that has 

not been earned. Another reward only attainable 

by good conduct, and much valued by the 

children, is permbsion to sj>end part of Sunday 

in the apartment of Mademoiselle Marie, a clever 

and hignly educated young relative of M. Godin's, 

who superintends generaUy the Fouponnat, the 

Bambinat, and the schools. In her room, are 

toys of all sorts, and there is a bright welcome 

for those children by whom it has been earned. 

A youngprofessor from Paris manages the teach- 

ing in the higher schools; a workman's wife 

superintends the infant school; and these all, 

with the nurses in the Pbuponnat, give them- 

selves heart and soul to the enjoyment of the 

kindljr work of true education, which removes op- 

pressive terrors, multiplies encouragements and 

wholesome influences about the happy child, 

gives to each one a sound knowledge of the es- 

sentials of instruction, including practice for 

the girls in cookery and household work, and fits 

them to be happy heads of future families, and 

faithful workers in the foundry that has tempered 

their characters and cast them in the best of 

moulds. ■

The schooling of all the children of the work- 

people who occupy M. Godin's most desirable 

Family Mansion is not said to be given them. 

Payment is understood to be included in the 

rent. Care is taken to encourage a risht sense 

of self-dependence, and in all the detafls of this 

desirable Family Mansion, the liberty of every 

tenant is respected. Only nobody is quite free 

to suffer his child to go untaught, and a penny 

a day is charged for every child m the Famihstery 

that is not sent to school. Beyond this, there 

are no rules and regulations, and these Homes 

have never yet yielded a case for police inter- 

ference, or even for the interference of M. 

Godin or his representative. M. Godin's work- 

men are not at all bound to live in the Familis- 

tery. Each takes a month's lease of his lodg- 

ing, and may leave it if he do not like it. Ue 

need not buy at the shops provided for his use 

on the ground floor, if he should think he can do 

better, or if he should prefer to go into the town. 

M. Gh)din merely offers his men the most whole- 

some form of home he can conceive. They may 

use it or not use it, or use onl v as much of it as 

suits their own convenience. The place is not an 

almshouse. Liberal as all its arrangements are — 

bountiful in their regard for every want of life— ■

the gre&t fact remains behind that the Familis- 

tery is an investment which— -including cost of 

the education p[iven to the jaung—pays six per 

c^hL Its motive was of the noblest, and its 

success proves its plan to be of the wisest ; for 

not only is it necessary to the wide extension of 

any good system like this that it should make 

no denoand on human inclinations for self-sacri- 

fice which, as a rule, are weak; but it is neces- 

sary that every workman using such a Home 

should know that he does actually pay for it 

and live in it without a sacrifice of inde- 

pendence. One important element in the suc- 

cess of M. Godin's scheme is the system of 

little shops on the ground floor. On first coming, 

workmen's wives usualljr keep house in their 

old way, and hold to their ola manner of mar- 

keting; but they soon find that they get 

better and cheaper goods close to their doors, 

while the profit that is taken on them covers a 

good many of the general expenses of the place. 

All dealing at the shops of the Faniilistery must 

be for readv mon^, or by cheques on the next 

payment of wages (payment being fortnightly), 

and the amount oi anv such cheques is de- 

ducted at the time of payment. Thus the 

people in the Familistery are not bound to it, 

as they are often bouna to retail shops, by a 

chain of debt. Between master and men there 

is no tie but that of mutual regard and human 

fellowship, which must be strong indeed, when 

on the master's side there is so thoughtful a 

sense of it as M. Godin has shown. His Work- 

men's Homes are so well appreciated, that their 

rooms fill as fast as they are ready, and two 

hundred workmen and their families are even 

now waiting to come in as soon as the progress 

of the builoing will enable them to do so. ■

THE TBUE GOLDEN AGE. ■

Childhood's the only golden age ; ■

Then had I many a laiiy vassal, 

Then even the miser who lived on the hill ■

Was Giant Despair, of Doubting Castle. ■

Everything my fancy changed ■

To the wonderful dreams of noraery-lore^ 

And I walk'd in the fir-tree wood in fear ■

Of meeting the Giant Blimderbore. ■

I dreaded the cat with the brassy eyes 

Glaring with phosphorescent lights ; ■

For I knew on such steeds the witches ride; 

Chasing the moon on the sammer nights. ■

And well I knew that the £sm>leaves hid 

Sleeping fairies and elves by dozens, ■

And mushrooms sprang wherever there danoed 

Titania*8 chiefs or Oberon*s cousins. ■

The sunset brought me faces grim, 

Glaring out horn, the fiery doors ; ■

And often I saw in the moonlit doods 

Angels who paced the starry floors. ■

Now, the rainbow itself seems black ; ■

The only giant I meet, is Care ; 

The wolf is growling outside the door, ■

And the bailifTs step I hear on the stair. ■
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Chfldhood'8 the only golden age; ■

Then had I many a fairy vassal, 

Then eyen the muer who Uved on the hill ■

Was Giant Despairi of Doubting Castle. ■

A KECENT LOUNGE IN DUBLIN. ■

Fine days, and finer niehts too, these for the 

newsmen — hoarse with snrieking throtigh the 

streets of Dublin that there are later and ;^et 

later editions. Eor the old custom still obtains 

there of such stentorian heralds scoarinff every 

street and square at nightfall, and of chanting 

"the great news" obstreperously, as the old 

watchmen did the hour. Heads of houses — a 

little languid after dinner, and after the good 

claret or Khenish — catch the sound of this 

declamation with a " God bless me, there mast 

be some news !" and Jeames is presently on 

the steps, hailing the noisy vendor. ■

Fine times, too, for the newspaper offices, with 

enormous placaitis hung outside, and great 

crowds gathered, reading over each other's 

heads, and a band of vendors shouting against 

one another, and competing for every buyer. 

Fine times, too — but not so agreeable—for the 

machinery inside, thundering and clattering 

round without a moment's rest, and rolling 

out sheet after sheet, as if they were enormous 

conjurors, drawing yards and yards of white 

ribbon from their mouths. The air seems so 

charged with valuable intelligence, with the 

contending cries of '* The J'dge's charge ! TAe ■

great and phowherful ^u^heress of Counshillor 
utt!" and <'the Defince, and findin' of the 

Djnry!" Thus, by a little careful attention, 

and the operation known as " putting this and 

that together," it seems that one could save 

all outlay, and be thus gratuitously supplied 

with a full oral report of the entire proceedmgs. ■

In short, all tnis shouting and excitement 

refers to the men of the hour, or perhaps of 

the moment — the would-be resuscitators of 

the ancient militia of Ireland, of whom, in a 

recent number of this Journal, was civen a 

short account.* So the natives, enrolled by the 

great Finn, who, it will be remembered, was of 

the family of Con of the hundred battles, were de- 

nominated. The attempts to revive these use- 

ful fencibles has been most disastrous for those 

who supposed that there was a craving for such 

an organisation. The ground has either been 

preoccupied by the reedar force called out for 

their twenty-one days^ training, or else there is 

a dearth of the marvellously gifted men who 

could walk over rotten branches without a 

sound, or who could poise heavy rocks in their 

hands to win brides ; and perhaps most of all 

was wanting a man of the calibre of Finn him- 

self. One endowed with a fiftieth part of the 

qualifications of that great chief, as set out in 

panegyrical poems of enormous length, would 

have oeen invaluable at such a crisis. ■

The gentlemen who would restore the arrange- 

ment of the old Irish militia, have, as all the world ■

* See page 800 of the present volume. ■

knows, been unfortunate in their efforts. We 

have seen how their office was rudely burst into, 

sacked, and their archives, muster-rolls, &c., 

carried away. Since then, the piosy operation 

of judicial retribution has been applied, and the ■

D'ect of founding a grand Irish militia thrown 

z, hopelessly, for many years. It is hard 

to import even a little romance into matters of 

this sort as adventured in our own kingdom. 

The skies — say even the fogs—are against us. 

The rare appearance of the soldiery, the sober 

livery of tne officers of the law, tne practical 

manufacturing air of the whole, nudces it despe- 

rate up-hill work to lift any attempt into the 

character of '* a rising." In Italy they have the 

bright skies, the Masaniello background, the 

Italian opera scenery, and the red shirts. The 

original Finnians wore saffron shirts ; but this is 

scarcely a fast colour. In this matter of romance, 

the mifitia project had been all but shipwrecked, 

but for a recent providential escqie effected 

under circumstances of some skill and daring. ■

The stranger or tourist who now visits Dublin 

and walks through its spacious and handsome 

modem quarter, Sackvule-street, broadest of 

Broadways, where now trees are bdng planted 

(and there are people alive who remember two 

rows of noble cnesnut-trees, known as the Mall, 

where " fashionables" of that day used to alight 

from their coaches and walk), the squares 

Merrion and Fitzwilliam, and the Greater 

Green, where gentlemen were then shooting 

snipe— strangers would not suspect that the 

select and desirable quarter wliicn ''persons of 

quality" affected, was then far off, down in the 

meaner slums, the narrow Lines, and foetid alleys, 

which spread out near the Four Ck)urts. Here 

used to be the theatres and the assembly-rooms, 

and the houses of chief justices and chancellors, 

now become tenements almost in a state of 

leprosy, and swarming with flocks of lodgers. 

Here, that Tate Wilkinson, the actor, first 

landed some hundred and twenty years ago, 

was bewildered by the block of rattling coaches 

and the gorgeous dresses of the ladies and 

the running footmen carrying flambeaux, and 

thought he nad never seen sudi a sight. Here, 

in a mean slum by the river, marked by a broken 

arch, was the ** Smock Alley Theatre " where 

Grairick played to such crowded and heated 

audiences, that an epidemic for which he was 

said to be thus accountable, was named after 

him. Here it was that on a dark m'ght, when 

Lord Kilwarden, the chief justice, was going 

home in his coach to a fine house in another 

mean lane, a rebellion broke out on the spot, and 

he was drag{;ed from his coach and murdered. 

Here, too, is the Castle of Dublin, where 

are the j^ard mountings, and the levees, and 

the drawing-rooms bf nighty and the balls, and 

the St. Patrick's night ball, to some twelve 

hundred people, all in court dresses, where the 

feathers, and the lappets, and the trains, and 

the toupees, and the white stockings and ruffles, 

all fly round in a m^l^ to the Guards' VaLse. 

And here, too, crossing Essex Brid^, and 

striking off in another unsavoury direction, we ■
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come to Gbxen^tbset, "where tbere is a nide 

frowning old-fashioned Newgate— exact twin 

Bister to London Newgate — ^and where there are 

a crowd, and lights, and countless police. ■

It is about seven o'clock in the eTcning. I 

stop a moment, and the one word that is in most 

mouths and comes uppermost in each conversa- 

tion — ^**rajnian*'— would explain the whole. 

The restorers of the old Irish militia are being 

tried within. A wearv day is over. The newsboys 

are hoarse with proclamation of the work done ; 

and liere are the black vans come to take away 

the prisoners to their prison. I am just in time. ■

The procession is worth seeing. It has the 

air of nothing seen before ; but most of all re- 

sembling a grotesque funeral. His was surely 

a mortuary mmd— the coachmaker's — who de- 

vised the prison van, with the view, no doubt, 

that even as he travelled the prisoner might not 

lose the feeling that he was still in jail. It is like 

a nightmare, to see two enormous black vans 

driven by men in black, and with black con- 

ductors at the door, galloping at full speed, 

with hussars in front, behind, and on every side — 

with funereal police in lon^ dark cloaks riding 

behind, and a train of outside cars " bowling'' 

alone, each crowded with policemen. Which 

would seem to countenance the theory that 

everything in Ireland is constructed with an ad- 

ministrative view; for these vehicles would 

appear to have come into being with exactly 

this object — ^to be sat on by policemen in 

charge of a criminal, who can ^0 in front in his 

own proper carriage, while his guardians can 

follow in easy attitudes, with their eyes well on 

him, so that they can jump off all at once, and 

at a second's notice, on the least symptom of 

danfj^er. The whole is a strange and wild pro- 

cession. It is like an Irish legend; and as the 

cavalcade sweeps by through dangerous districts, 

where the inhabitants are collected to see the 

show, and swarm down from the attics of the 

chief justice and chancellors of a hundred years 

ago — wild men and women, looking still wilder 

under the flaring gas, fresh from steaming and 

unhealthy pursuits ; and as the vans reel round 

the corners there rise clieers and cries, and 

stones begin to fly, falling on the exposed police, 

who thus discover that their cars, nowever ex- 

cellent as ottomans, have still disadvantages. ■

On some of these days when there is a 

luckless conspirator on his trial, I enter the 

court — though indeed this is a matter of diffi- 

culty, for the whole place is encumbered with 

enormous policemen, all six feet high and 

bearded, looking like heavy dragoons in dis- 

guise ; and these persons so swarm at the gates 

and passages, at the corners, and on the steps, 

that the eye seems to be affected for a long time 

afterwards, and can see nothiue but dark blue 

patches and white spectral numbering. ■

And here, now, is the court itself, which looks 

like a laree amphitheatre, with a dark unpleasant 

little well in the centre that seems very deep, and 

from which diligent police draw prisoners just as 

they might come ana draw water. An uiihappy 

conspirator Jias been brought to the surface — ■

swart, Italian-looking, with plenty of black hair 

well tossed back. Two judges in scarlet— a re- 

freshing bit of colour in all that gloom— and the 

" counehillors" down in a little cockpit of theirs, 

where indeed many a ''main" is fought, and 

fought well ; where they flutter their briefe like 

feathers at each other, and drive cruel and 

sarcastic spurs into each other's brains, and 

peck each other soundly, and finally give a 

crow of victory when the battle is over and 

the victory won. And here again the poUce 

element is overpowering, overflowing from gal- 

leries to dock, from dock to cockpit, from cockpit 

to jury-box. In the gallery there is certainly a 

wdl-dressed crowd of loysd citizens, and coun- 

trymen and agriculturists. But as the agricul- 

turists all wear heavy moustaches and l^rds, 

and as the clothes of the agriculturists have a 

new and "stagey" air — being clearly "proper- 

ties" from the police green-room— it is not un- 

charitable to suppose that these simple rustics 

and "virtuous peasants" (for there if a red 

waistcoat or two) are authorised masqueraders. 

Everything seems tinctured with police. Even 

the judges come down to court with mounted 

policemen cantering about their carriages, and 

go home, when the day is done, attended by the 

same secure and cheenui company. ■

In Irish political trials there is a regular per- 

former, who always comes on and lends a spe- 

cially dramatic interest to the whole. This is 

the Informer, as he is known to the crowd : the 

Approver, as he is more courteously known to 

the law. It is dramatic to see this actor's 

entrance; his furtive glance at the galleries, 

as if there were enemies there, ready to 

spring on him; his timorous answers to the 

almost contemptuous questioning of the Crown 

lawyers, who seem anxious to have done with 

the "dirty work;" his gradual gathering of 

confidence as he feels safe ; his cowering look as 

the prisoners' counsel advance to grapple with 

him ; his fawning explanations and self-justifica- 

tion ; his falling bacx on brazen impudence and 

bravado as he is obliged to confess some fresh 

piece of treachery ; his half-savage and defiant 

confession as he is brought to bay and the truth 

wrung from him ; and the bitter scowl of secret 

rage at the skilful counsel who has forced him 

to make a degrading picture of himself. It were 

almost to be wished that this mode of proving 

guilt were not known to our law ; though it must 

be admitted that it is always introduced with 

rductance, and thrown in as a make-weight: 

and that on this occasion all parties concerned 

seemed to rest very little on the " Informer's" 

assistance. ■

More dramatio, too, as the night of the long 

weary day draws on, and the lamps are lighted ; 

when the unwearied judges still take their notes 

with unslackenmg assiduity, and the counsel — 

unwearied, too, invoice, wit, wisdom, energy, and 

vigil^ce— declaim and debate as freshly and as 

vigorously as in the morning : though the Conspi- 

rator, up to his middle in nis cold well, is long 

weary in body, and yet more weary and heart-sick 

in mmd, and perhaps wishes over and over again ■
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that the hopleas straggle wotdd end once for 

all, and that be might sink down to the very 

bottom of the dark waters of his well. Surely 

if to the man who sares another's life by defence 

with a strong arm and sword, peculiar recognition 

is due, much honour is due to the lawrer fight- 

ing for his charge hour by hour, inch by inch — 

never faltering — struggling against hopelessness 

of success, and to the very end making desperate 

battle. And there is a skill and artful method 

lurking under all the vain — as it would seem — 

skirmishing, that attends on State prosecutions ; 

for with this fencing about, "challenging," 

"panels,'' "pleas in abatement,** and the like, 

succeeding one another, it might appear, with a 

foolish and profitless succession — ^the artful 

counsel may fetch the Grown advocates some 

little prick or puncture through their armour 

which at the moment may not beperceivcd — or if 

perceived and submitted to the Physician presid- 

ing, may be dismissed as " nothing"— but which, 

when submitted after the verdict to the Great Col- 

lege of Judicial Physidans, may be found to be 

a palpable hit and ratal stab to the indictment. ■

Finally, the work is done. The conspira- 

tor has his little dramatic finish, his bit of 

heroism, before sinking down. That speaking 

of the speech and prot^t against sentence being 

passed, is always a little comfort, which it would 

DC hanl to grudge any prisoner ; and our con- 

spirator does his part with good effect. Then 

comes the Sentence. Down is he drawn to the 

very bottom of the waters of the well, never to. 

reappear. The show is over— the pilay is played 

out — ^the finery and tinsel of " risings," " uni- 

forms," "pikes," "tyranny," and what not, 

fade and cnunble into powder. Now come 

the ^m prison walls where the soldiers are 

waitmg, and the ^rey convict clothing. ■

It is curious to be in a city of so many old 

departed glories, though they now seem a 

little theatrical. Think of the Parliament, a 

House of Lords and Commons, voting money 

and supplies, and with a series of Lords' 

and Commons' journals, sumptuous folios — 

"huge armfuls," Elia wtmld say— that would 

delight a bibHomaniao. Think of the huge 

coffee-house, or gaming club-house — "Daly's" 

— ^next door, now partitioned into insurance 

offices— 'Where estates were lost and won; 

where strange duels were " arranged ;" whi- 

ther one Honourable Member, having told 

another Honourable Member " that he had the 

heart of a toad," and was, besides, "the auc- 

tioneer of his country," deriving his remoter 

ancestry from "the mixed throng that with 

Romulus and Eemus were the early founders of 

Bome," a(Qoumed promntlv, to settle a meeting 

by the agency of " frienos/* Every comer of it 

has some historic memory. Swift — Ghrattan— 

Trinity; even that College - green where the 

eauestrian William sits on a bronze horse (with 

a Dent fore-leg, which, on measurement, is found 

to be nearly a foot longer than the other three 

— ;but this steed is of English breed), and where, 

with a boastful inscription, he preaches a Glo- 

rious and Pious Memory. Hound this statue ■

have been endless battles-— "Town and Gk>wn" 

riots — Gown walking in reverent procession 

round the Deliverer, and Town inflamed to fuiy 

by the homage. At last one ni^ht people were 

awakened by an explosion, and m tne morning 

the Deliverer's saddle was found empty. He 

had been unhorsed. The steed was there, 

riderless. The head of the Ddiverer had been 

blown to a field more than a mile away; his 

limbs were recovered in various portions of the 

city. The whole were carefully collected and 

put together, and the Deliverer remounted. 

Will it oe credited, that down to fourteen years 

ago, it was the custom, on the arrival of a new 

lord-lieutenant, for a regiment to be formed in 

square round this contested statue, and, at a ■

gven signal, fire three volleys in honour of the 
lorious and Pious Memory P ■

About this old city are many pleasant walks, 

bv sea, and through green lanes, which have a 

pleasant variety. By sea, for instance, taking 

that lone pier, which makes one side of the 

port, ana was considered a stupendous engi- 

neering work in its day, constructed by the old 

Irish parliament, and which stretches some 

miles out. You can eet as fine a bath of sea- 

air there, as man could desire. It is only a few 

feet above the water, has no parapei^ so that 

with a full tide, and on a breesy day, you seem 

to be walking through the sea, and it b«comes a 

business of peril to "dodge" the breakers. 

Near the end, bulges out that old fort called so 

oddly the Pigeon House — all on the old model, 

with the old uneffective defences and andent 

carronades, and where was the old Custom 

Houses in the days of the Irish parliament, 

where the packets from Parksate arrived. A 

very pleasant walk indeed, ana from this pier 

you look out on the great bay, so often likened 

to that of Naples, and the Hdl of Howth oppo. 

site, and Ireland's Eye where the dramatic 

Kirwan murder was done, and to the Kings- 

town harbour, which glitters afar off, out of 

which the packets are always steaming back 

and forwaras. ■

Of a Sunday, only a few davs back, I walked 

out in this direction ; and -it had the charm of 

being a lonely and solltaiy walk. The previous 

night had been an angry one, and the waves 

were heavy and sulloi, and the breeze was 

sharp and strong, andfiir off the " white horses" 

were riding about furiously. The long pier did 

not seem encouraging. But, pushing on to get 

a nearer view, I found the olid Pigeon House 

altogether metamorphosed. It was like a 

pantomime trick. Some military harlequin bad 

come with his wand and touched the place. 

There were stockades and outposts. The old 

^uns had been ftirbiahed up, and their old open 

jaws grinned down the road with an air of menace. 

The battlements glittered with soldiers, and the 

drawbrid^ was up. The long pier was in a 

state of siege, and dl access hopelessly cut ofL 

This abridgment of a favourite walk, I set down 

to the account of the Ogre, Fenianism. ■

Turning back, I found, half way down the 

unabridged portion of the |fer. (^S •"»•" ■
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where boats oome tip, and land and take off 

passengers; persons with a lirelj interest in 

oysters affect this spot a good deal. But I found 

the Of ster interest shaken to its centre on this 

occasion bj the signs of the times, and mjste- 

rionslj discussing a remarkable embarkation 

supposed to hare ttken place the night before. 

At this very point, and on this yery morninf^, the 

arch-Fenian was said to have embarked in an 

open fishin^.boat, and to have been pulled by 

strong fisliing arms out to a Liverpool yacht 

lying far off in the bay. This was importing the 

romance of the sea into the business ; it brouzht 

on the old dramatic flavour of old days, when 

^ntlemen, with cloaks over their French uni- 

forms, *' hung about" the coast, and were " taken 

off" by suspicious-lookinff luggers. The seafaring 

men— of a curious boat^buikUng, shell-ftsh sort 

of half dock, half village, close by, and called 

Bingsend— think it must have been a tou^h 

job on such a night for an open boat, but in- 

cline to the belief that it eoola be done. That 

it was done is probable enough, if one may 

trust one-half ot the flying rumours, or the 

passenger who was walking the deck of the 

mail-packet that morning at about three o'clock, 

and saw a yacht, with everr "stitch" of can- 

vas spread, flying before tne gale; or that 

villa-proprietor on the coast, who, looking from 

his window at about the same hour, saw the 

yacht putting out to sea. ■

Thus disappointed in a sea-walk, I come 

round inland, and make for the Circukr- 

road. Here, after diligent walking, I come 

to what is called, after a ^od pattern. The 

Bridewell : one of the few si^^uificant and raey 

old words left. Here, again, is the crowd look- 

ing and studying this olank pile with extra- 

ordinary interest — ^not at the inscription cut in 

stone over the door, with which they are 

familiar enough—'* Ceasb to do etil, lbabit 

TO DO WELL I — but discussin^ the flight of the 

arch-conspirator with extraordinary satisfaction. 

This is a Bridewell of the old theatrical pattern, 

with iron doors, and tortuous passages, and an 

immense quantity of keys and locking up, and 

not constructed on the modem model, so ratally 

simple, and so hopelessly impracticable in matters 

of escape. ■

If I want information about this place of 

duresse, I can surely have it from a pro-Fenian 

journal, sold in large Quantities, and written up 

to a fine dramatic pitcn of exaltation suited to 

the occasion. Behold the tempting bill of fare, 

" displayed" after the American Uishion in its 

columns. ■

ESCAPE OF STEPHENS! ■

BELBASSD BT 00HFEDSRATE8 OV THE PBISOIT ■

8TAPP ! ■

FALSE KEYS! ■

ALL DOOB8 OPEN, OPSHBD POR BIM, AHD HB ■

ESCAPES WXXH EABB! ■

CONSUMMATE ABILITT OF THE FLOT ! ■

TREMENDOUS EXCITEMENT IN THE CITTI ■

▲LAEM AND DISMAY Of THE OOVEBKMENT ! ■

Goodly promise I The details are broken into ■

chapters, headed " The eisst Tidinos in the 

City." " The Escape !" " How the Escape ■

WAS DiSCOTBEED." " ThE VAIN PoESUIT !" ■

"Panic Rumouks!" No wonder that "the 

government and its friends feel like men 

standing above a deadly mine," and that 

"the sympathisers with Penianism, irrepres- 

sible in their exultation, went about with Jired 

eye and flushed face dutehing each other's 

iandt" Not unnaturally, " the members of the ■

{)olLce force— ^Ad detective force especially — 
ooked like men crushed, defeated, humiliated." 

This same journal had promised a Portrait of 

the "Escaped;" but, under circumstances of 

delicacy — " e9eHts which have transpired since 

our firet edition went to press"— the journal is 

compelled to withhold tne portrait, as being 

possibly unfair to the interests of the gentleman 

now at large. But, to make up for the disap- 

pointment, "A View of the Scene of the 

Escape, drawn for this journal by our special 

artist," was to be ready with the next impres- 

sion. Purchasing the "next impression," I 

confess to fresh disappointment in finding 

a mere bald " grouna-plaa" of the Bride- 

well put forward "as the scene of the escape, 

drawn by our special artist." ■

Bat another journal is not inclined to allow a 

monopolv of sensation to a rival, and has " head- 

ing^' also of this pattern: "The Escape." 

" What n was the MoEjriNG afteil" ■

"MOEALISING about IT." "HoW WAS IT ■

DONE P " " Wheee Suspicion points." 

" Avoiding Felon-setting." " How Stephens 

TOOK IT." " What Rukoub says." "The 

HouE of the Deed !" ■

The same journal has an artist taking " pen- 

and-pencil notes." These notes are broken up, 

according to the proper model, to give effect. 

As a litUe problem, the reader may set himself 

to devise now he would describe the scene 

"Around the Couet! — Thus, in Capel-street 

the tide of the city's human ocean seems to set 

with constant flow, and through these narrow 

approaches to the court, that tf Little Britain- 

^reet, and thai by which Oreen-^reet is reached 

from North Kiny-street, it is choked and impeded 

with its density. It is with difficulty that crowd 

of sullen men is threaded" ftc. ■

The next scene is "In the Couet. — ^How 

empty that gallery, those side seats, that passage 

on either side.** The sketeber notices the wife 

of the prisoner. " Her husband is in the dock 

to-dav f God keep yon strong, O warm-hearted 

daugnter of Innisfail ; for yours, after all, is a 

sore strait and dire travail this winter morning, 

and love stronger than death wuut be auiveriny 

your heart-strinys as he plays them with painful 

touch to melodies that maie the eyes run over, and 

the throat full to choking. I will mot look at 

you any more, but wish yon well" ftc. ■

" Silence in the Goubx " is illustrated thus : 

" The hahsh toice of Uie crier recals me to the 

scene around." ■

Next picture is " The Gladiatges. — ^There 

they are, with piles of briefs before them : pulliug 

more still out of their bags, and imanging the ■
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calf-eotered tomes that strew the table before 

them." One of the "Gladiators" is the coun- 

sel for the prisoner: "I gaze on his face in this 

November morning. Thii is a God in Israel, a 

Boanerges in the law, and how mighty must 

thou have been in thy pride and power before 

lohom his argwnenie were buret like burning tow 

for a captiw^s ^y»«." (Wliat does this mean ?) 

Another counsel is the best "to turn a judge 

from h\9 peceadilloee with a midriff tickling }o\t 

—the best to catch a legal hiatus and drive a 

coach-and-four through the gap ;" both of which 

wonderful performances would be worth seeing 

" in" any November morning. ■

These are some few flowers of the fine writing 

brought oat by the Lite " movement." A little 

too much of this " fine" writing, this remem- 

brance of Erin of the Days of Old (welcome 

enough in a melody at the piano), this ringine 

the chan^ on " Tyranny," " $axon oppressors,*^ 

and the bke ! It has led to the bitter and prosy 

end of penal servitude through long monotonous 

wearisome years, with no shine upon them, 

and no stage-gilding whatever. for the 

patriotism that will look more to the phvsical 

wants of the country and less to its politics— 

that will aid and foster everything that will 

tend to the improvement of the people, and that 

will bring money into the land — and for the 

patriotism that will be " down" on the disturber 

of harmony — be he Trojan or Tyriwi, Papist or 

Orangeman — with the same impartial hand ! ■

HALF A MILLION OF MONEY. ■

BT THS AUTHOB OF ** BABBABA't BttTORT.'* ■

CHAFTEE XCY. BBOUGHT TO BAT. ■

With closed windows, lighted lamp, and cur- 

tains jealously drawn, Saxon Trefalden and Mr. 

Guthrie sat together, ominously silent, in the 

larger salon of the Ch&teau de FeyroUes. On 

the table were placed pens, paper, and ink. The 

ante-room was left in darhiess, and the folding- 

doors between stood a little apart. All was very 

still— in the house no voice, no footfall, no sound 

of life; out of doors, nothing but the weary 

moaning of the wind, and the creaking of the 

weathercocks upon the turrets overhead. ■

They were waiting for William Trefalden. ■

Miss Riviere had withdrawn to her chamber, 

partly to escape all sight or hearing of the coming 

interview, and partly to make such slight pre- 

paration as might be necessary before leaving 

the ch&teau; the clergyman having promptly 

volunteered to find her a temporary asylum with 

the family of an English merchuit settled at 

Bordeaux. It was therefore arranged that the 

carriage should be in readiness at the back 

entrance shortly after sev^ o'clock ; and then, 

as soon as was practicable, they were all three 

to hasten back to Bordeaux as fast as Saxon's 

post-horses could carry them. In the mean 

while the appointed hour came and went, the 

two men waited, and still no William Trefalden 

made his appearance. ■

Presently the pendule on the mantelshelf 

chimed the quarter. ■

Mr. Guthrie looked at his watch. Saxon rose^ 

went over to the nearest window, pushed aside 

the curtain, and looked out. It was now dusk ; 

but there was still a pale, lurid gleam upon £he 

horizon, by the light of which the young man 

could see the great clouds rolling together over- 

head, like the mustering of many armies. ■

" It will be a wild night," he said, as he re- 

sumed his chair. ■

"Hush!" replied the clergyman. "I hear 

wheels." ■

They listened ; but the vehicle came along at 

a foot-pace, and went slowly round by the yard 

at the back of the ch&teau. ■

" It is only our own post-chaise," said Saxon. ■

And then they were again silent. ■

Eive minutes, ten minutes, a quarter of an 

hour went by, and the pendule chimed again. It 

was now half-past seven. ■

All at once, Saxon held up bis band^ and bent 

his head attentively. ■

" I hear nothing," said the clergyman. ■

"I hear a carriage and pair— coming very 

quickly— from the direction of Bordeaux !" ■

Mr. Guthrie smiled doubtfully; but Saxon's 

trained ear could not be deceived. In another 

moment the sound became faintly audible, then 

grew gradually louder, and ceased at last before 

the gates of the ch&teau. ■

Saxon looked out again. ■

" I see the carriage outside the gates," he said. 

"They are opened by a boy carrying a lantern. 

He alights— he pays the driver— he crosses the 

court-yard— the carriage drives away. He is 

here!" ■

With this he dropped the curtain and turned 

down the lamp, so as to leave the room in half- 

shadow; while Mr. Guthrie, in accordance with 

their preconcerted plan, went out into the dark 

ante-room, and took up his station close against 

the door. ■

Presently they heard William Trefalden's voice 

chatting pleasantly with the housekeeper in the 

hall, and then his footsteps on the stairs. Out- 

side the door he seemed to pause for an instant, 

then turned the handle and came in. Finding 

himself in the dark, he deposited something 

heavy on the floor, and, guided by the narrow 

line of light between the folding-doors, moved 

towards the second salon. As he did this, Mr. 

Guthrie softly locked the door, and put the key 

in his pocket. Slight as the sound was, the 

lawyer heard it. ■

" What's that ?" he said quickly, and stopped 

half way. ■

He listened, holding his breath the while ; then 

sprang forward, threw the doors open, and passed 

into the adjoining room. ■

As he did so, Saxon turned on the full light of 

the table-lamp, and the two men stood suddenly 

revealed to each other face to face. ■

"At last-traitor!" ■

A frightful pallor— that deadly pallor which is ■
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bom not of fear but of hatred— spread itself 

slowly over William Trefalden'a countenance^ 

and there remained. No other sign betrayed 

the tumult within. Haughty as an Indian at 

the stake, he folded his arms, and met his cou- 

sin's eye unflinchingly. ■

Thus they stood for a second or two, both 

silent. Then Mr. Guthrie came in from the 

ante-room, shut the folding-doors, and took his 

seat at the table ; while Saxon resumed his for- 

mer place, and, pointing to a chair standing 

apart ^m the rest, said: ■

"Please to sit there, William Trcfalden." ■

The lawyer, with a sharp glance of recognition 

at the clergyman, flung himself into the chair. ■

" May I ask what this means P" he said, con- 

^ temptuously. " An amateur Star Ghamb^P" ■

"It means justice and retribution," replied 

Saxon, sternly. ■

Mr. Trefalden smiled, leaned back in his chair, 

^and waited for what should come next. He 

' knew that all was over. He knew that his fairy 

gold had turned to withered leaves, and that the 

paradise of his dreams had suddenly vanished 

away, leaving in its place only the endless desert 

and the burning sands. He knew that the 

edifice which he had been rearing month after 

month with such consummate skill, was shat- 

tered to dust— that the die on which he had 

staked reputation, country, personal safety, and 

his whole worldly future, had turned up a blank 

at the very moment when he believed the prize 

his own. He knew that Helen Riviere would 

never, never now be wife of his ; would never 

grace hb home and gladden his heart with her 

smiles ; never learn to give him love for love, in 

all the weary years that were to come! He 

knew that from this time forth he was a marked 

man, a branded felon, dependent on the mercy 

of the kinsman whom he had betrayed; and 

yet, knowing all this, his self-command never 

wavered, his eye never quailed, his voice never 

faltered for an instant. He was desperate; 

but his pride and his courage were at least equal 

to his despair. ^ ■

Saxon, sitting at the head of the table with lus 

head leaning on his handj looked down for some 

moments in silence. ■

" I have not much to say to you, William Tre- 

falden," he began presently; "and what little I 

have to say must be said briefly. To reproach 

one who could act as you have acted would be 

idle. If you had any heart to be touc^ied, any 

sense of honour to be awakened, neither you nor 

I would be sitting here to-night." ■

Still smiling scornfully, tJbe lawyer listened, 

apparently with the greatest indifference. ■

" To keep, then, to plain facts," continued the 

young man, " you have defrauded me of two mil- 

lions of money ; you have that money in your 

possession ; you are at this moment my prisoner ; 

and I have but to call in the aid of the village 

police, and convey you to Bordeaux in the car- 

riage wluch now waits below for that purpose. 

Such is your position, and such is mine. But I ■

,am unwilling to push matters to extremity. I 

am unwilling to attach public scandal to the 

name which you are the first of our family to 

disgrace. For my uncle's sake and my own, and 

from respect to the memory of many generations 

of honest men, I have decided to offerjou a fair 

alternative." ■

He paused and referred to a slip of paper lying 

beside him on the table. ■

"In the first place," he continued, "I require 

you to restore the money of which you have 

robbed me. In the second place, you must sign a 

fall confession of your guilt, both as regards the 

two millions stolen from myself, and the twenty- 

five thousand pounds of whidi you have de- 

frauded the Earl of Gastletowers. In the third 

place, you must betake yourself to America, and 

never agam be seen on this side the Atlantic. If 

you agree to these conditions, I consent to screen 

you from the law, and will give you the sum of 

one thousand pounds to help youforward honestly 

in the new life before you." ■

"And supposing that I decline the condi- 

tions," said Mr. Trefalden, calmly. "What 

thenP" ■

" Then I simply ring this bell, and the boy 

who just now opened the gates to you will at 

once summon a couple of sergents de ville from 

the village." ■

The lawyer only elevated his eyebrows in the 

least perceptible degree. ■

"Your decision, tf you please." ■

"My decision P" replied Mr. Trefalden, with 

as much apparent indifference as if the subject 

under consideration were the binding of a book 

or the framing of a picture. " Well— it appears 

to me that I am allowed no freedom of choice." ■

"Am I to understand that you accept my 

conditions f* ■

"I suppose so." ■

" Where, then, is the money P" ■

"In the adjoining room. You have but to take 

possession of it." ■

Mr. Guthrie rose, fetched the carpet-bag, and 

placed it on the table. ■

" Your keys, if you please." ■

William Trefalden produced three small keys 

on a ring, and handed them to the clergyman. ■

" You will find the money excellently invested," 

he said, looking on with unruffled composure 

while the bag, the deed-box, and the cash-box 

were successively opened. The contents of the 

last were then turned out upon the table, and 

Mjt. Guthrie, with a view to ascertaining whether 

the whole sum was actually there represented, 

proceeded to examine each item separately. But 

he found, after a very few minutes, that the at- 

tempt was fruitless. The notes and specie offered 

no difficulties, but of notes and specie there was, 

comparatively, but a small proportion, while the 

bulk of the booty consisted of securities of the 

value of which he could form no opinion, and 

precious stones which it would have needed a 

lapidary's knowledge to appraise. ■

"I confess," he said,/^hat lam wholly un- ■
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equal to the task of verifying this money. It 

needs a better man of business than myself." ■

"Then it must go unyerifled," said Saxon, 

taking up rouleaux and papers as they came^ and 

thrusting them back again, pell-mell, into the 

box. *' I am no man of business myself, and I 

cannot prolong this painful investigation beyond 

to-night. We wiU go on to the declaration." ■

"fi you will tell me what you wish said, I 

will draw it up for you,*' said Mr. Guthrie. ■

Saxon then whispered his instructions, and the 

clergyman's pen ran swiftly over the paper. 

When it was all written, he read the declaration 

aloud. ■

"I, William Trefalden, of Chancery-lane, 

London, attomey-at-law, do acknowledge and 

confess to having obtained the sum of two mil- 

lions sterling from my cousin, Saxon Trefalden, 

of Switzerland, with intent to defraud him of the 

same ; and I confess to having deceived him with 

the belief that I had invested it for his use and 

advantage in the shares of a certain suppo- 

sititious Company, which Company had no actual 

existence, but was wholly invented and imagined 

by myself to serve my own fraudulent ends. I 

also confess to having invested those two mil- 

lions in such foreign 'and other securities as I 

conceived would turn to my own fature profit, 

and to having fled from England with the whole 

of the property thus abstracted, intending to 

escape therewith to the United States of 

America, and appropriate the same to my own 

purposes. ■

" I likewise oonfiess to having, two years since, 

received the sum of twenty-five thousand pounds 

from my client, Ctervase Leopold Wynneclyffe, 

Earl of Castletowers, which sum it was my duty 

to have straightway paid over into the hands of 

Oliver Behrens, Esq., of Bread-street, London, 

for the liquidation of a mortgage debt contracted 

by Lord Castletowers some four years previously ; 

but which sum I did, nevertheless, appropriate to 

my own uses, continuing to pay only the interest 

thereof, as heretofore, in the name of my client. ■

''And I allege that this confession, both as 

regards the offence committed by me against my 

cousin, Saxon Trefalden, of Switzerland, and as 

r^rds the o£fence committed by me against my 

client, the Earl of Castletowers, is in all re- 

spects substantially and absolutely true, as wit- 

ness my signature, given in presence of the 

under-mentioned witnesses, this twenty-second 

day of September, Anno Domini eighteen hun- 

dred and sixty." ■

Mr. Guthrie, having read the statement 

through, passed it across the table. William 

Trefalden, still leaning back carelessly in his 

chair, affected to smile at the lawyer-like way in 

which the clergyman had rounded his sentences, 

but, as the reading proceeded, frowned, and beat 

his heel impatiently upon the polished floor. ■

Saxon pushed the inkstand towards him. ■

"Your signature," he said. ■

The lawyer rose— took up a pen— dipped it 

in the ink— hesitated— and then, with a sudden ■

movement of disdain, flung it back upon the 

table. ■

" You have your money," he said, impatiently. 

" What more can you want P" ■

" 1 require the evidence of your guilt." ■

"I cannot— wiU not sign it. Take your 

money, in God*8 name, and let me go !" ■

Saxon rose, pale and implacable; his hand 

upon the bell. ■

"The alternative lies before you,** he said. 

" Sign, or I give the signal." ■

William Trefalden cast a hasty glance about 

the room, as if looking for some weapon where- 

with to slake the hatred that glittered in his 

eye ; then, muttering a fierce oath between his 

teeth, snatched up the pen, and, as it were, dug 

his name into the paper. ■

" There, curse you I" he said, savagely. " Are 

you satisfied P" ■

Mr. Ghithrie affixed his own signature as wit- 

ness to the confession, and Saxon did the same. ■

" Yes," the young man replied, " I am satisfied. 

It only remains for me to fulfil my share of the 

compact." ■

And he selected Bank of England notes to the 

value of one thousand pounds. ■

The lawyer deliberately tore them into as many 

fragments. ■

"I would die a dozen deaths," he said, 

" sooner than owe a crust to your bounty." ■

"As you please. At all events, you are now 

free." ■

Hereupon Mr. Quthrie rose, took the key 

from his pocket, and unlocked the outer door. 

The lawyer followed him. On the threshold he 

turned. ■

" Saxon Trefalden," he said, in a low, deep, 

concentrated tone, "if ever man hated man, I 

hate you. I hated you before I ever beheld you, 

and I have hated you with a tenfold hatred from 

the hour when we first met face to face. Be- 

member that. Bemember that my deadly curse 

will be upon you and about you all the diiys of 

your life— upon your children, and upon your 

children's children— upon your marriage-bed, 

and your death-bed, and your grave. Here 

is no sorrow, no disease, no shame, that I do 

not pray may embitter your life, and blast your 

name in this world— no extremity of despair 

and anguish which I do not hope may fall to your 

portion in the next. Take this for my farewell." ■

There was something frightful in the absence 

of all passion and fury, in the cold, calm, deli- 

berate emphasis with which William Trefalden 

uttered this parting malediction; but Saxon 

heard it with a face of solemn pity and wonder, 

and looked at him steadily from the first word 

to the last. ■

" May God forgive you as I do," he then said 

devoutly. ** May God in his infinite mercy for- 

give you and pity you, and soften your heart, 

and not visit those curses upon your own unhappy 

head." ■

But William Trefalden was already gone, and 

heard no word of his cousin's pardon. ■
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Steadilt, sternly, William Trefalden went 

down tbe broad stone stairs and into the hall. 

Here the housekeeper, coming from the empty 

dining-toom and wondering what great trouble 

was in the house, started at the sight of him, as 

if he were a ghost. He passed her as he would 

have passed a tree by the roadside, took his hat 

mechanically, and went out. At the gates he 

paused. The key was on the inside; but he 

fumbled with it confusedly, andeould not turn the 

lock. The housekeeper, looking after him with a 

sort of vague terror, called to Jacques to open the 

gates for monsieur;, whereupon Jacques, clatter- 

ing across the yard in his sabots, came running, 

lantern in hand, and turned the key in an instant. ■

Monsieur passed out into the lane like a man 

in a dream, and having gone a few steps, stood 

still and leaned against tbe wall. The wind blew 

fiercely, bringing heavy drops of ram with it every 

now and again ; but of this he seemed uncon- 

scious. Then he went slowly down the lane and 

out upon the high road. To the right lay Bor- 

deaux, a good ten miles away ; to the left, border- 

ing the road for some little distance on either 

side, but lying for the most part somewhat back 

among the vineyards, came the village. He 

stopped, walked a few yards in this direction, a 

few yards in tbat, and then stopped again, feel- 

ing famt and stunned, and all unlike himself. ■

It was a case of reaction, mental and physical. 

He had gone through a terrific ordeal, and it had 

now begun to tell upon him, body and brain. 

Dimly conscious of this, he tried to collect his 

thoughts — tried to consider what it was that 

he wanted to do, and which way he should go 

next. Then he suddenly remembered that he 

had been travelling since noon, and had not 

dined that day. He would go to the auberge in 

the village, and there get some food and some 

brandy— above all, some brandy. It would put 

life into him ; steady him ; lift this weight from 

his brain, and restore him to himself. ■

Acting upon this instinct, he made his way to 

the Lion d'Or. Two old peasants, chatting over 

their half bottle of thin red wine in a comer of 

the public room, looked up as he came in ; and 

the master of the house, recognising the English 

monsieur, who was to occupy his best bed- 

chamber that night, left his game of dominoes 

and rose respectfully. Did monsieur desire to 

see his room P The room was quite ready, and 

he thought monsieur would be content with it. 

Could monsieur have refreshment? Without 

doubt. Monsieur could have whatever refresh- 

ment he pleased— a outlet, an omelette, a dish of 

ham, a fowl even, if monsieur did not object to 

wait while it was cooked. Good; a cutlet — a 

cutlet and some oc^nao. He had excellent cognac ; 

vieux cognac, if monsieur indeed preferred it to 

wine. Monsieur should be served immediately. 

The cutlet would not take five minutes to prepare. 

In the mean while, would monsieur be pleased to 

occupy this small table by the window. ■

William Trefalden dropped into the chair 

placed for him by the landlord, and there sat in 

a kind of stupor— his hat on, his elbows resting 

on the table, his chin supported on his hands. 

His hair and clothes were damp ; his feet were 

deadly cold ; his teeth chatteared : but of all this 

he was wholly unconscious. He only knew that 

he felt crushed and paralysed, that he wanted to 

think of something and had no power to do so, 

that the brandy would put him straight— the 

brandy! the brandy ■

He called for it impatiently, and while the land- 

lord went to fetch it, feU to wondering again what 

the thing was that he failed so strangely to re- 

member.. It tormented him. It haunted him. 

He seemed ever on the point of seizing it, and, 

failing to seize it, groped about in a kind of 

mental darkness that was inexpressibly painful. ■

Then the brandy came—about a quarter of a 

pint in a tiny decanter, accompanied by a liqueur 

glass equally diminutive. He pushed the glass 

angrily aside^- poured the whole of the spirit into 

a tumbler, and drank it at a draught. It went 

down his throat like fire ; but he had no sooner 

swallowed it than the pressure on his brain was 

relieved. After a few moments he felt warmer, 

steadier. Then his thoughts cleared suddenly. 

He remembered all that had happened ; and wiUi 

memory came back the whole flood of rage, grief, 

hatred, love, despair ! ■

He knew now what the thought was— that 

vague thought which had so oppressed and eluded 

him a few moments since. It was vengeance. ■

Ay, vengeance. Bitter, deadly, terrible ven- 

geance— vengeance swift and bloody! He told 

himself that he would have it, be the cost what it 

might He would give his own life for it wil- 

lingly, and count it cheaply purchased. The 

word mounted to his brain, throbbed in his pulse, 

tingled in his ears, mastered and took possession 

of him, like a fiend. ■

He knew that he must plan his vengeance 

quickly. It must be planned, prepared, executed 

at onoei The blow must faU as suddenly and 

fatally as the shaft of the lightning. How was 

this to be done ? With what weapon ? ■

The landlord came bustling in with a pile of 

covered plates in his hands and a napkin under 

his arm. Monsieur's dinner. Monsieur would 

find that the cook had done her best at so short 

a notice. Here was a little soup; here also were 

cutlets, fried potatoes, and a dish of beans. The 

omelette would be ready for monsieur as soon as 

monsieur was ready for the omelette. ■

But William Trefalden was in no state to do 

justice to tbe fare before him. He tasted the 

soup, and pushed it aside. He tried to taste the 

meat, but set the morsel down without putting it 

to his Ups. The brandy had supplied him with a 

factitious strength, and he now loathed the sight 

and smell of solid food. One thin;? he took, how- 

ever, from the dinner-table— a knife. ■

He watched his moment, and slipped it up his 

sleeve when no one was observing him. It was 

a short black-handled knife, worn to an edge on ■
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both sidea— a knife that -wva to all intents and 

purposes a dagger. ■

This donej he rapped impatiently for the land- 

lord, bade him remove the dishes, and called for 

more brandy. ■

The landlord was distressed beyond measure. 

Was not the soup to monsieur's taste ? Were 

not the cutlets tender P Would not monsieur 

permit him to bring the omelette ? H^las ! was 

monsieur finding himself ill P Would monsieur 

choose a cup of teaP More cognac P Good. 

Monsieur should have it immediately. ■

The cognac was brough^ and he drank again 

eagerly ; this time from a wine-glass. The craving 

for it was irresistible. It was a second-rate 

spirit, more fiery than strong ; but it stimulated 

him; spurred him to his purpose; nerved his 

arm and quickened his brain. For all this, he 

was not intoxicated. He felt that he could drink 

a bottle of it without producing that result. So 

he drank, and dnmk again ; and as he drank, the 

fire coursed through his veins till at last he felt 

that he could sit there, brooding and silent, no 

longer. ■

He rose and went out hurriedly. The two old 

peasants shook their heads over their wine and 

looked after him. Diable ! There was surely 

something strange about the man. Was he ill P 

Or mad P Or had he drunk too much cognac P 

Bah ! was he not an Englishman, and used to it P 

Englishmen, look you, mon voisin, drink cognac 

like water I ■

The rain was now driving furiously before the 

wind, and sweeping down the road in great gusts, 

before which the poplars moaned and shivered 

like living things. What with the sudden shock 

of cooler air, and what with the fever in his blood, 

the lawyer reeled at first meeting the wind and 

rain, and could scarcely keep his feet. But this 

was only for a moment. He recovered himself 

instantly, and fighting his way in the teeth of the 

storm, crept under the lee of the houses till he 

came to the side road leading to the Ghftteau de 

Peyrolles. He found it with difficulty, for the 

night was pitch-dark and the rain blinding. On 

the high road where all was open, it was yet pos- 

sible to see a few feet in advance ; but here in the 

lane, shut in by trees and high walls on both 

sides, he could only feel his way along like a 

blind man. ■

At length he came upon the gates. They were 

again locked upon the inside. He tried them— 

tried to slip his hand between the bars and turn 

the key in the lock ; but the bars were too close, 

and he could not get his fingers far enough. 

Then he stopped, clinging to the gate with both 

hands, and staring in. The darkness was so in- 

tense that he could not distinguish the outline of 

the house ; but he saw lights still burning in 

some of the rooms. One in an upper chamber 

especially fixed his attention. Was that window 

hcrsP ■

Ohl the passion, the despair, the desperate 

longing that seized upon him at this thought ! 

If he could but see her once again !~see her; ■

speak to her; touch her hand; tell her bow, 

though false to all the world beside, he had been 

true at least to her from first to last ! He feU 

that he had never half told her how he loved her. 

He had never even kissed her— never once; for 

his respect had been as profound as his love, and 

from one so young, so helpless, so bereaved, he 

had not dared to claim the smallest privilege of 

a lover. He felt now that he would give his soul 

to clasp her in his arms and prtess his lips to hers. 

Good God ! how he loved her! How his heart 

hungered for her ! ■

He shook the gates with all his might— strove 

to clamber over them— flung himself against 

them ; but in vain. Then he pressed his face 

against the bars, like a prisoner at the prison 

gate, and, sobbing, called upon her name. But 

his voice was borne away by the wind, and the 

pitiless rain drove in his face and mingled with 

his tears. ■

While he was yet clinging there in the dark- 

ness with his eyes fixed upon the upper window, 

the light suddenly vanished. He had made so 

certain that it was her light and her window, that 

the disappearance of that little spark feU upon 

him like a blow. He felt as if the last link were 

now broken between them — ^the last hope gone. ■

Almost at the same moment, he saw a lantern 

(carried apparently by an invisible hand) moving 

across the upper end of the court-yard. Again he 

shook the gates, and shouted furiously. The 

lantern paused— moved on — paused again; and 

at last came quickly towards him. Then the 

bearer held it high above his head with .one 

hand, shaded his eyes with the other, and asked 

roughly-" Qui' est ULP" ■

It was Jacques— the same Jacques who had let 

him out an hour or two before, and who, recog- 

nising his voice, again unlocked the gates and 

admitted him. ■

"Tiens !" said he. "They are all in bed Ui 

bas." ■

William Trefalden's heart leaped with fierce 

exultation. ■

"No matter," he replied. "My visit is to the 

gentleman. Tell me where he sleeps. That is 

enough." ■

" What gentleman, m'sieur ?" ■

"He who came to-day with the English cur^. 

Quick! Time presses, and my business is 

urgent." ■

" But the strange gentleman is no longer here. 

He went away about half an hour after mon- 

sienr." ■

"Went away!" ■

" Tes, m'sieur— in a cabriolet with four horses, 

taking Monsieur le Cur6 and the young lady with 

him." ■

"Dog, it is a lie !— a lie, and you are paid to 

tell it ! Give me the truth— the troth this in- 

stant, or I strangle you !" ■

And, half beside himself, the lawyer twisted 

his hands in the lad's collar as if he meant what 

he said. ■

"Ah, monsieur !—f<^ jthe^love of God, mon- ■
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sieur !— it is indeed the truth— if you kill me for 

it, it is the truth !" ■

" Where is Madame Bouisse P*' ■

"Gonetobed,m'8ieur!" ■

"Then wake her— tell her I must see her. 

If she were dying, I must see her. Do you 

hearP" ■

" Yes, m'sieur." ■

Trembling from head to foot, Jacques picked 

up the lantern which he had dropped in his ex- 

tremity of terror, and led the way into the house. 

They went straight to the housekeeper's chamber, 

where William Trefalden thundered at the door 

as if he would bring it down. Madame Bouisse 

made her appearance, well-nigh startled out of 

her wits, and wrapped in the counterpane of her 

bed. ■

It was quite true— undeniably true. The 

young Englishman was gone, and had taken 

mam'selle with him. They left about twenty 

minutes or half an hour after monsieur took his 

departure. Madame Bouisse believed they were 

gone to Bordeaux. Monsieur was free to search 

the house if he chose; but he would assuredly 

find that she, Madame Bouisse, was not deceiy- 

ing him. They were gone. ■

Grone! ■

Without waiting to hear or utter another word, 

he snatched the lantern from the boy's hand 

and rushed up-stairs. Erom suite to smte, from 

floor to floor, through rooms yet full of the e?i- 

dences of recent occupation, down again, out of 

the house, and across the court-yard he went, 

shivering the lantern to fragments on the wet 

stones as he reached the gates ! Then he paused, 

turned, lifted up his lumds in the darkness, 

heaped curses on the place, and raged against it 

impotently, like a madman. ■

Till now he had been comparatively calm. 

Busy with his scheme of vengeance, he had put 

restraint upon his words, and even to a certain 

degree upon his looks. But now— now he no 

longer attempted to curb the fire within— ^now 

the lava-tide of rage and hate welled-up and over- 

flowed, and bore him along, unresisting. ■

Gone! ■

Impelled by an instinct that seemed to take the 

place of sigh^ he ran down the lane and out upon 

the high road. The Lion d'Or was now closed 

for the night; but he batlered fiercely at the 

door till it was opened. The landlord, sleepily 

obsequious, ventured to remark that monsieur 

was late ; but William Trefalden interrupted him 

at the first word. ■

"I must have a cabriolet and post-horses," he 

said. " At once— do you hear ?*' ■

The landlord shook his head. ■

*'MonDieu, monsieur!" he said, "the Lion 

d'Or is not a posting-house." ■

" But you have horses ?" ■

"None, monsieur." ■

" Then where can I get them P Quick— quick, 

for your life !" ■

" Nowhere in Drouay, monsieur." ■

" But is there no fanner, no shopkeeper, no ■

creature in the place who can be found to drive 

me to Bordeaux P I will pay anything. Fool! 

do you understand P—-i«y^A»«t^/" ■

But the landlord only shrugged his shoulders 

and protested that not a soul in Drouay would be 

induced to undertake the job at such an hour, 

and in such weather. ■

The lawyer clenched his teeth, and stamped 

with rage. ■

" Then I must walk," he said. " Give me some 

more brandy before I go." ■

The landlord held up his hands in feeble ex- 

postulation. Walk! Great Heaven! Walk three 

leagues and a half in this terrible storm ! Let 

monsieur only listen to the rain— listen to the 

wind— think how dark it was, and how lonely ! 

Besides, monsieur was wet through already. ■

But Mr. Trefalden broke in with a fierce oath, 

and bade the man hold his peace and bring the 

brandy instantly. ■

Then he poured out half a tumblerful, drank 

it recklessly, flung a napoleon on the table, and 

rushed out again into the storm. ■

He was now utterly beside himself— his brain 

reeling, his blood on fire, his whole frame throb- 

bing with fever and fury. The landloid of the 

Lion d'Or, thankful to be rid of him, shut and 

barred the door and went straightway up to bed, 

resolved not to admit him again under any cir- 

cumstances. In the mean while he seemed to 

have lost sight of his determination to walk to 

Bordeaux, and went raving and gesticulating up 

and down the village, where all, except himself, 

were sleeping quietly. ■

Thus pacing to and fro like a caged beast, he 

suddenly became aware of the approach of a 

travelling-carriage. On it came, thundering 

through the one straggling street of Drouay, 

with flaring lamps, steaming horses, splash and 

clatter of wheels, and the loud cracking of the 

postilion's whip. He ran to meet it— -he shouted 

—he implored to be taken up— he would pay any 

price only to stand upon the step, if they would 

let lum ! But the postilion took him for a beggar, 

and shook his wMp at him ; and the travellers 

inside, cut off from him by windows opaque with 

damp, and deafened by the rattle of their own 

wheels and the pelting of the rain upon the 

carriage roof, neither saw nor heard him. Still 

he ran beside it, panting and shouting— tried to 

clutch at the traces, but, receiving a savage lash 

across the hands, fell back and made a desperate 

effort to spring up behind. But all in vain. He 

missed his hold ; and the carnage swept on, and 

left him there despairing. ■

Still, still he ran, fated, irresponsible, headlong 

—now stumbling among the sharp flints in the 

road— now getting up with hands all cut and 

bleeding— now pausing to take breath— now 

fancying he could still hear the retreating 

wheels ; and so, drenched, giddy, breathless, his 

hat gone, his face and clothes disfigured with 

mud and rain, rushing blindly on again ! ■

Each moment the storm increased and the 

wind rose higher, till at last it culminated in a ■
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terrific hurricane. Then the thunder came up 

in heayy peals, the lightning burst over the 

plain in rapid flashes, and the wind tore up the 

vines by the roots and whirled them wildly away, 

with all their vintage promise, towards the sea. 

Yet still, urged forward by that fierce thirst which 

blood alone could slake, with murder in his 

heart and madness in his brain, William Tre- 

falden ran— fell— struggled to his feet— staggered 

on again—fell again— and so for miles and xniles ! ■

Next morning early, when the storm-clouds 

were drifting off raggedly towards the west with 

now and then a gleam of uncertain sunshine 

between, a party of peasant folk coming up from 

the way of Medoc found the body of a man lying 

face downwards in a pool by the roadside. £Us 

clothes, foce, tasd hands were torn and blood- 

stained. He had a watch upon his person, and 

in his waistcoat-pocket a porte-monnaie full of 

bank-notes and napoleons. No letter, no card, 

no token by which it might be possible to identify 

him, could be discovered upon the body. His 

very linen was unmarked. ■

The honest country-folk laid this nameless 

corpse across one of their mules, and brought it 

charitably into the dead-house at Bordeaux. 

Having lain there unclaimed for forty-eight 

hours, it was buried in the new cemetery beyond 

the walls, with a small black cross at the head 

of the grave, on which the only inscription was a 

row of numerals. His watch, his money, and his 

clothes were awarded by the pr6fet to the poor of 

the parish in which the body was found. ■

SFILOOITE. ■

The world knows the Italian story by heart. 

How Garibaldi entered Naples ; how, at Delia 

Catena, he saluted Victor-Emmanuel as King of 

Italv ; how he sheathed his sword when the great 

work was so far done, and went back to his 

solitude at Caprera, are facts which need no re. 

capitulation. Had one man lived but a few 

months — ^nay, a few weeks— longer, the tale 

might perchance have ended differently. Where 

we now read Florence we might have read Rome ; 

for "Eegno d'ltalia" on printed stamp and 

minted coin, a word of broader significance and 

more antique glory. But the ideal Rej)ublic 

died with Giulio Colonna, and was buried in his 

grave. ■

In the mean while, Olimpia's life became a 

blank. Her father had been the very light of 

her inner world. Bred in his political faith, 

trained in his employ, accustomed to look up to 

him, to work with him, to share his most secret 

councils, his wildest hopes, his fears, his errors, 

and even his personal dangers, she seemed to 

lose the half of her own soul when he was 

snatched from her. Then came the sudden 

change of programme — a change to her so be- 

wildering, so unworthy, so fatal! Mistrusting 

Sardinia, and scorning the very name of a 

monarchical Italy, Olimpia conceived that her 

father's memory was insulted in this compromise^ ■

and so, in the bitterness of her resentment and 

grief, withdrew herself altogether from the work 

in which her life had been spent. Avoiding all 

with whom she had laboured and acted in time 

past, and keeping up no more than the merest 

thread of intercourse with even those whom 

she used to call her friends, she then made her 

home at Chiswick, in the quiet house to which 

Saxon had conducted ber on the evening of their 

arrival in London. Here she lived sofitary and 

apart, cherishing her sorrow, moaming the great 

scheme unachieved, and learning that hard lesson 

of patience which all enthusiaatB have to learn in 

this world sooner or later. ■

Not thus Lord Castlstowen. Too EngUsh, 

too unprejudiced, and it may be added too sen. 

sible, to attach paramount importance to the 

mere shibboleth of a party, he welcomed the 

settlement of Italian affairs with a heartiness 

that he would perhaps scarcely have ventured to 

express very loudly in the presenoe of Golonna's 

daughter. Where she refused to recognise any 

vital difference between a monarchical govern- 

ment and a pure despotism, he was far-sighted 

enough to look forward to that free and pros- 

perous future which most thinking men now 

prophesy for the kingdom of Italy, nor was he 

slow to perceive that there might be hope for 

himself in the turn that matters had taken. The 

Italian question thus far solved, Italy would no 

longer need so much support from her well- 

wishers. With a liberal monarch at the head of 

the nation, a parliament to vote supplies, and an 

army to defend the national territory^ the whole 

system of patriotic black-mail levving must neces- 

sarily collapse. Olimpia would therefore no 

longer feel nerself bound to sacrifice her hand to 

" one who could do more for Italy'' than himself. 

So the Earl loved and hoped on, and wisely 

bided his time. ■

Wisely, too, he applied himself in the mean 

while to the improvement of his own worldly 

position. Occupving his friend Saxon's vacant 

chambers in St. James's-street, be devoted him- 

self to his parliamentary duties with a zeal that 

drew upon aim the attention of one or two very 

noble and influential personages. Having made 

a couple of really brilliant speeches during the 

spring session of 1861, and happening to be upon 

tne spot when a man of abmty and tact was 

needed at a moment's notice, he had the {^ood 

fortune to be entrusted with a somewhat delicate 

and difficult mission to one of those petty German 

potentates who make up for very small territories 

by gigantic pretensions, and balance a vast 

amount of pride against a scanty revenue. ■

The Earl, as a matter of course, acauitted him- 

self perfectly, and began thenceforth to be 

talked of among his elders as " a rising man." 

Then the Duke of Doncaster smiled graciously 

upon him, and several of the cabinet ministers 

fell into the way of asking him to their political 

dinners ; and the end of it all was, that just before 

the setting in of the long vacation, Gervase 

Leopold Wvnnedyffe, Earl of Castletowers, 

found himself inducted one morning into a very 

neat little vacancy in the Perquisite Office, ■
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where the m^^rk was liglit and the salary heavy, 

and the chance of promotion considerable. Then, 

and not till then, he yentured to renew his suit 

to Olimpia Colonna. ■

The moment was favourable. A year of 

mourning had. passed over her head, and the 

intense solitude of heart which had been at first 

her only solace now began to wei^h painfully 

upon her. She had had time io think of many 

things— time to live down some errors and out- 

live some hopes— time also to remember how 

long and well the Earl had loved her ; how worthy 

he was of all the love that she could give him in 

return ; how he had shed his blood for her Italy ; 

and with what devotion he bad performed the last 

sad duties of a son towards her father's ashes. 

Besides all this, her occupation was gone. She 

could no longer immolate herself for Italy, for- 

the simple reason that Italy was satisfied to rest 

awhile upon her present gains, and preferred 

being left to settle her own affairs in a quiet 

constitutional way. The disaster at Aspromonte 

convinced Miss Colonna of this truth, and of the 

stability of the new regime. And over and above 

all these considerations, Olimpia loved the Earl. 

She had loved him all along-— even when she 

refused him; and now, .after a whole year of 

sorrow, she loved him better than before. So 

she accepted him — ^accepted him very frankly and 

simply, as a true woman should, and promised 

to be his wife before the ending of the year. ■

Secure in the .consciousness of her splendid 

birth, Olimpia never dreamed for one moment 

that Lady Castletowers could be other than 

content and happy in this new alliance of their 

houses. That the proud Alethea Holme-Pierre- 

point would in this solitary instance have been 

prepared to sacrifice blood for gold — nay, would 

nave actually welcomed a Miss Hatherton with 

her two hundred and fifty thousand pounds more 

gladly than a portionless Colonna, — was a pos- 

sibility that could by no chance enter within the 

sphere of her calculations. So when Lady Castle 

towers came over to see her the next day in her 

humbFe suburban home, and kissed her on both 

cheeks, and said all the pretty and gracious things 

that the mother of her betrothed husband was 

bound, under the circumstances, to say, Olimpia 

accepted it all in perfect faith, nor guessed what 

a bitter disai)pointment ky hidden oeneath that 

varnish of smiles and embraces. The Earl, having 

himself borne the brunt of her ladyship's dis- 

pleasure, was, it need scarcely be said, careful 

to keep the secret very close indeed. ■

In the mean while, Saxon Trefalden had gone 

back to Switzerland; and there, despite the 

urgent remonstrances of those dear friends who 

missed his little dinners and his inexhaustible 

cheque-books, persistently remained. In vain 

did the Erectheum lift up its voice in despair; 

in vain did Bkckwall lament and Richmond re- 

fuse to be comforted, and Italian prima donnas 

aigh for banc^uets and bracelets gone by. The 

boyish, kughmg, lavish millionnaire was fairly 

gone, and aecUned to come back again. The ■

The Earl alone knew that he was married ; but 

even the Earl knew no more. He felt it to be 

somewhat hard that his friend should neither 

have invited him to his wedding, nor have taken 

him in any way into his confidence upon so im- 

portant a matter. He could not but be con- 

scious, too, that there was something stram^e 

and secret about the whole proceeding. Who 

had he married? "Was the bride pretty or 

plain? Rich or poor? Dark or fair? Gentle 

or simple ? What was her age ? Her name ? 

her rank? her nation? ■

In reply to the first announcement of his 

friend's marriage, the Earl had ventured deli- 

cately to hint at two or tkree of these inquiries ; 

but as Saxon limited his rejoinder to the fact 

that his wife was " an angel," Lord Castletowers 

naturally felt that the statement was hardly so 

explicit as it might have been. ■

On all other points Saxon was frank and com- 

municative as ever. He laid his everv project 

before his friend as unreservedly in his letters as 

if they two had been sitting face to face over 

the fire in the smoking-room at Castletowers, or 

leaning side by side m the moonlight over the 

taffrail of the Albula. They were delightful 

letters, filled to overflowing with all kinds of 

general detail : now telling of the new chateau 

which was already in progress ; now of the bridge 

lust built at Ortenstein, or the road to be made 

oetween Tamins and Flims ; now describing a 

national fete at Chur, or an entertainment at 

the Ch&teau Planta; now relating all about the 

cotton-mills which Saxon was erecting in the 

vallev, or the enormous pasture tracts lately 

purchased, and the herds of Scotch cattle im- 

ported to stock them ; now giving a sketch of 

the design just received from the architect at 

Geneva for that church at Altfelden on which 

Pastor Martin's heart had been set for the last 

thirty years — ^keeping the Earl constantly au 

courant, in fact, ofevery particular of his friend's 

bus^ and benevolent life among the simple people 

of his native canton. ■

At len^h it was the Earl's turn to announce 

the happiness so shortly to be his ; and then 

Saxon wrote to entreat that the newly-married 

pair would extend their wedding-ioumey as far 

as the vall^ of Domlesch^, and oe his guests 

awhile. "My wife," he said, "desires to know 

you, and my uncle loves you already for my sake. 

On your wedding-day you will receive a parcel of 

papers, which you must accept as a souvenir of 

your friend." ■

The "parcel of papers" proved to be the title- 

deeds of the two farms sold to Mr. Sloper, and 

the title-deeds of Mr. Behrens' "box" and 

grounds at Castletowers. The farms were worth 

from ten to twelve thousand pounds apiece, to 

say nothing of the "fancy price" whicn Saxon 

had paid for the woolstaplers property. It was 

not a bad present, as presents go, and it made 

a rich man of the Earl of Castletowers ; but he 

little thought, as he wrung Saxon's hand when 

they next met at Reichenau, that to the man who ■

Sjrrens might sing ; but Odysseus only stopped had presented him with that princely weddiiig- 

ms ears and sailed by unheeding. | gift he owed not those farms alone, but Castle- ■
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towers itself— Castletowers itself, with the an- 

cestral oaks of which he was so proud, and the 

rare old house in which his forefathers had lived 

and died for centuries before him . That was the 

one secret that Saxon never confided to him — 

not even when, walking together under the apple- 

trees at the foot of the church-hill, he related 

the story of his own marriage, of his cousin's 

perfidy, and of the fate from which he had inter- 

posed to save Helen Riviere. ■

"And that," he said, "was how I came first 

to know her— how I came to love her— how I 

won her. I brought her home at once to the 

^ttle ch&teau yonder. Mv uncle adored her 

from the first moment, and she adored him. I 

was almost jealous — ^that is, I should have been 

jealous, if it hadn't made me so happy. When 

she had been living here for about a month or 

five weeks, we came up one morning, all three 

together, to this little chapel upon the hill, and 

my uncle married us. There was no one present 

but Kettli and the organ-blower. After my 

uncle had blessed us ana the ceremony was ail 

over, we embraced and bade him adieu, and 

walked along the Thusis road till the cabriolet 

overtook as ; and so we were married and went 

away, and no soul in Reichenau knew it till we 

were gone. We were so happy !" ■

" It is a strange story," saia the Earl, " and a 

pretty story ; and the best part of it is that you 

and I are cousins, Saxon, after all." ■

** Nay," replied Saxon, grasping his friend's 

hand in both his own, " it is not much to be 

only cousins when we have been brothers so 

long!" ■

A word remains to be added respecting the 

other moiety of the great Trefalden Legacv ; 

that moiety which, according to the will of the 

testator, was to be bestowed in the endowment 

of a great charity, chiefly for the benefit of 

*' Decayed Tradesmen, Mercantile Men, Siiip- 

Brokers, Stock-Brokers, poor Clergymen, and 

Members of the Legal ana Medical rrofessions, 

and the Widows and Orphans of each of those 

classes respectively." Ix)r the accommodation 

of these widows and orphans, the will went onto 

direct that a plot of freehold ground should be 

purchased, and that " a Suitable and Substantial 

building" should be erected thereon under the 

superintendence of ''some Eminent Architect ;" 

and this building was to be called " The London 

Benevolent Tbepalden Institution." ■

It is delightful to know that all this will 

certainly be done — some day. The money 

fell due on the third of April, 1860, and the 

sum then transferred to the credit of the trus- 

tees amounted to just four million seven hun- 

dred and seventy-six thousand two hundred and 

odd pounds. Since that time the exertions of 

the Right Honourable the Lord Ma^or and 

Corporation have been beyond all praise. To 

say that they have either thought much, or done 

much, up to the present date, would perhaps be 

premature; but they have eaten an incalculable ■

number of dinners on the subject, which, to the 

civic mind, means preciselv the sanlte thing. At 

these dinners they generally entertain a certain 

"Eminent Architect," which "Eminent Archi. 

tect," being retained at a splendid salary for just 

so long as the works shall remain in progress, is 

naturally and laudably anxious to devote his life 

to the task. He therefore submits a plan now 

and then, or the modification of a plan, to the 

intelligent after-dinner criticisms of nis honour, 

able employers ; and in that position the build, 

in^uestion now stands. ■

What site that "Suitable and Substantial 

Building" is destined to occupv, how much it 

will cost, what it will be like, and at what remote 

period in the future history of the world it may 

probably be completed, are questions which the 

present generation is advisednot to consider too 

curiously. No intelligent and unprejudiced per- 

son can doubt, of course, that when the ground 

is bought, and the building is built, and the bills 

are all paid, and the dinners are all eaten, and 

the resident manager,clergyman, physician, secre- 

tary, housekeeper, and servants of the establisli- 

ment are salaried on'a scale befitting the splen- 

dour of the foundation, there will yet remain 

something for the "Decayed Teabesmen, Mer- 

cantile Men, Ship:Brokers, Stock-Brokers, poor 

Clergymen, and Members of the L^nd and Me- 

dical professions, as well as for the Widows and 

Orphans of ealch of those classes respectively." 

In any case, however, the claims of these insig- 

nificant persons will not have to be considered 

in our time ; how, then, can we do better than 

eat, drink, and be merry, after the enlightened 

fashion of our honourable friends, the Trefalden 

Trustees, and so leave the future to take care 

of itself? ■
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CHAPTEU XXXIY. COSNELIUS VAICFI. ■

We advance yet another stage in the history 

of this strange trial, approaching very fast that 

ppint which may be looked upon as its climax. 

The witnesses for the defence are now abont to 

be examined, and one of them has a tale to tell 

which will make a great change in this remark- 

able case. ■

The first witness examined was that lady who 

has already been alluded to in these pagesr, who 

had been governess for many years in the 

Descartes rnmil^, and who had thus enjoyed 

many opportunities of studying Gabrielle's cha- 

racter trom childhood upwards. Miss Curtis 

came to bear her testimony to the kindness and 

gentleness of her late pupil's character. She 

had lived with her nine years, she said, and 

during that time had had every opportunity of 

watching her, and had seen her tried in all sorts 

of ways. Never, however, under any circum- 

stances, had anything come out which betrayed 

a nature capable of entertaining even the thought 

of committing such an act as this with which 

she was charged. The mere idea of such a 

charge being brought against her would appear 

to any one who had known the accused, as wit- 

ness had known her, almost ridiculous. The 

accused was humane and kind, even in a marked 

degree, to everybody with whom she came in 

contact. Her behaviour to servants suid people 

of colour — a class generally treated witn con- 

siderable hauteur by the European inhabitants 

of the West India Islands — had been such as to 

win the hearts of all the dependents who came 

in her way. ■

The prosecution had some questions to put in 

cross-examination, and Mr. Pry stood up : ■

Mr. Pry. In your position— that which you 

formerly occupied with regard to the prisoner — 

you must have had many opportunities of judg- 

ineof her temper ? ■

Witness. I had. ■

Mr. Pry. You had ; just so. And how should 

you describe it? ■

Witness. I should call it a very good one. ■

Mr. Pry. A temper invariably umtiffled and 

serene ? ■

Witness. I do not mean that entirely. That ■

I would imply, under most circumstances, a nature 

; that would be cold and phlegmatic. When I 

! speak of a good temper, I mean one that may be 

I startled into temporary irritation, but is quickly 

appeased. ■

Mr. Pry. Ah, I see. A eood temper, in your 

estimation, means an irritable temper — liable to 

fits of passion, for instance ? ■

Witness. No, that ia very far from my meaning. 

Liable, I meant, to be provoked for a moment 

to irritation, but very forgiving, and anxious for 

reconciliation afterwards. That is what I call a 

good temper^ and that was my pupil's temper 

pre-eminently. ■

Mr. Pry. Have you ever seen any indications 

of jealousy, now, appearing in the nature of the 

prisoner? ■

Witness. Not more than is almost inseparable 

from a warm and affectionate disposition. ■

Mr. Pry. You have observed such indications 

then? ■

Witness. I have already remarked—- ■

Mr. Pry. I must trouble you for a direct 

answer to a direct question. Have yoa, or have 

you not ? ■

Witness. I have, in a trifling degree. ■

The witness was going on to ex^ain that she 

meant that some small dhUdish indications — 

fears lest she should be superseded in the affec- 

tions of those to whom she was greatly attached, 

were the only si^ns of jealousy which she re- 

membered observing in her pupil, but the inge- 

nious Mr. Pry would not allow these explana- 

tions, and would insist on a "yes" or "no" 

answer to everything. He was, however, put 

down himself shortly afterwards, when, trying to 

lead the witness on to a condemnation of the 

conduct of the accused in having married con- 

trary to the wish of her parents, the court ruled 

that this was not evidence in the present trial ; 

which it certainly was not. ■

The examination of thb witness was to be 

followed immediately by that of Cornelius 

Vampi. This, since the sulusion which had been 

made to its great importance in the speech of 

the counsel tor the defence, was looked for by 

every one in court with the most eager anxiety, 

and so strong a feeling for that poor forlorn 

little figure in the dock had begun to lay hold of 

the spectators assembled to witness the trial, 

that men and v^men alike came to be touched 

with a feeling of partisanship as they looked at 

her, and were ready alniost to offer up a prayer ■
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tbat the evidence of this new witness might 

stand her in good stead. ■

These was a sort o£ stir aid coamotion in 

court now that the noment had arrived for the 

examination of this important personage, and 

there was even a certain buzz of whispered talk 

when the witness entered the box^ and stood 

there, erect, portly, unemharrassed, ready to tell 

his tale. ■

His appearance was certainly caleulaitad to 

inspire confidence in the minds of all who ww 

him. There was a certain guilelessness about him, 

a certain unworldliness, and a sense of enjoyment 

which no one could think — except, of course, the 

counsel for the other side — of assoeiatiiig with 

treachery or deceit. As he looked fram the wit- 

ness-box round about him on the assembled 

multitude, he seemed^ as usual, positivQlyto 

beam with food nature and happiness.. Aa soon 

aa he had oeen swon, and had duly answered 

to his name, which seemed to make a gstat 

sensation in court, the questioning began, the 

examinaitkm in chief being cendneted by Gilbert 

himself. The first question was aa inquiry as 

to the naiture of his oeoupation: ■

Witness* I am a herbalist and seedsmso. ■

Mr. Fenmore. Toa also sell dniga» do yon 

notP ■

Witness. Drugs, com-plaisten, horse and 

cattle medicines, cougk iosoDges, and a variety of 

other articles of the same nature, such as biia- 

ters, leeches, and galvanic belts. ■

Mr. Penmcire. Do you remember a partiour 

lar day in December huit, when a lady came to 

your shop to make a purchase of laudanum ? ■

Witness. I rememoer it very well. ■

Mr. Penmore. That risit was folkywod by 

others, was it not P ■

Witness. Yes, by several others. ■

Mr. Penmore. And alwajs with the same 

object. ■

Witness. Yes^ invariably. ■

Mr. Penmore. Did yon make any difficulty 

about selling her the laudanum. ■

Witness. Yes> at first I di^ snd only allowed 

her to have a small quantity. She showed me, 

however, a doctor's order, addressed to some 

country chemist, directing that the beaver should 

be supplied with laudanum by him. It was 

dated two years baok, and the ph»ce from which 

it was written was some town in the west of 

England, some unimportant plaee, the name ol 

which I forget. ■

Mr. Penmore. And, on the stiei^^h of that, 

you allowed her to have the laudanum P ■

Witness. On the strength of that» and on her 

own representation that she positively required 

it as a medicine. She alle^ that she was a 

great sufferer from neuralgia. She said that 

sometimes one of her e^res was seriously affected 

by the pain, and described it very particularly 

as running down one side of her face, from 

the eye to the an^le of the jaw, which she said 

was part of the disease. ■

Mr. Penmore. Was it alleged that the bur 

danum was required for external use alone P ■

Witness. Not exclusively. She stated that ■

it was principally for external application that 

she wanted it, but that sometimes, when suffer- 

ine wry nraofc, sha was obliged to take it inter- 

uallT as weDl ■

Mr. Penmore. And, after that first applica- 

tion, did the lady come to you again P ■

Witness. Yes, very soon, and from that time 

her visits wera frequent. 

' Mr. Penmore. Db you remember the occasion 

of her last visit P ■

Witness. Yes, perfectly. She made an ap- 

pointment for another day, which was an un- 

usual thing with her. ■

Mr. Penmore. Can you state the exact day 

on which she came ta yon. last P ■

Witness. Yes, I haaro it down in my book 

(producing book). It was on the tvrenty-sixth 

of January, and the appointment she made was 

for the next day but one — the twenty-eighth. ■

Mr. Pteunore. And that appointment was not 

keoiP ■

Witneasv No ; I nerer saw ber again. ■

Mr. Penmoreu Did you know the lady's 

nameP ■

Witnaas. No ; she would new mention it. ■

Mr. Penmore. Axid was it not inscribed in 

the doctor's order which you spoke of? ■

Witness. No;theovderalliMledtob«rMmply 

as " the bearer/' There was no name. ■

Mr. Penmore. Were yoa aiifficieBtlT well 

aeqnainted with the ^pearanee of the lady in 

question to be abk to identify her personally ? ■

Witness. Unquestionably. ■

Mr. PenmoEe. Could you identify her por- 

trait — her photograpbie portrait? ■

WStness. I beucTe I could do so. ■

Mr. Penmore (after a alight debj;, during 

whifih, amidst the most breathless silence in 

the court, a photogiaph was handed to the 

witness). Is that the portrait of the lady to 

wham yoQ stM the lauaaQum P ■

Witness. In is. (The amisation among the 

speetators at this momait.waa marked and irre- 

pressible. They sei»ed ta breathe again.) ■

Mr. Penmoie. Yoa have no donbt upon the 

subject P ■

Witness. I have no doubt whatever. ■

[dd Ju(ke (apart to young Judge). "This 

invention is oeeoming an important one ia, ean- 

nexion with criminal jurisprudenceb"] ■

Examination, resumed. ■

Mr. Penmore. Is there any other means of 

identification which suggests itself to you.? ■

Witness. I should remember the bag or reti- 

cule which the lady used to bring wUh her. ■

Mr. Penmore. And bow ahmiJd you know 

itP ■

Witness. Bj the clasp, which I have often 

observed. It has a crest engraved upon it — 

a half lion rampant, holding a sword in one of 

its paws. ■

Mr. Pennxxre. Is that the bag in question P 

(A lady's bag, with gilt clasp, was here banded 

to the witness, who examined it» and espedally 

the clasp, attentiyely .) ■

Witness. Yes, it is. ■

The counsel for the deieace made a alight ■
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pattse We, and referred to Bome papers wkioh 

he held in his hand. Then he spoke again ; and 

it will be obseired that fTom thki moment he 

spoke of " the ladj,'' who had hitherto been 

onlj so alluded to as '*the deceased Miss G^- 

rington," thus showing that he considered the 

identity of the two to be ooncksivelj proved. ■

Mr. Penmore. The laudannm winch yon sold 

to the late Miss Garrington, was it supplied 

latterly by you in larger qnantiiaes ? ■

Witness. Yes ; she complained of not harii^ 

enoagh, and of harine to come so often, so th^ 

latterly she had it in larger qnantitiesi. ■

Mr. Penmore. I have only one more ques- 

tion to ask yon, Mr. YampL Is this bottle one 

which has come from your shop? (A bottle 

was here handed to witness.) ■

Witness (after examining the bottle). Yes, 

I believe it to be so. At all events, it is the 

ezaet oomiterpa>rt, in label and every oiher 

respect, of that wlnoh I should sell on such an 

occasion. ■

The excitement which attended the examina- 

tion of Cornelius Yampi was from liie first very 

great. It was shared oy Qabrielle hefself. To 

her, it must be remembered that his evidence 

was altogether new, and that it solved what was 

as great a difficulty to her as it had been to 

others, namelv, the (B^reat doubt as to who it was 

who had really administered the poison to the 

deceased lady. She knew that she had mot, that 

was all. She was so muck interested in what 

this witness had to say, that, at last, half unoon- 

scions of what she did, she put aside her veil 

that she might see and hear the better. The 

sight of that innocent face impressed every one 

in court, and helped to turn the tide which had 

now begun to set in in her favour. ■

When Gilbert sat down, at the condnsioB of 

the examination of Yampi, Serjeant Brobyn, 

for the prosecution, instantly rose, prepazed to 

conduct the cross-examinaiion of this very im- 

portant witness himself. An important witness 

indeed, for it was felt by every one that, unless 

his evidence should break down under cross- 

examination, it mast most certunly turn the 

scale. The lesuned serjeant wore his most 

imposing air, and frowned upon the witness in 

silence for some time. But Cornelius waa not 

the man to be put down in this way. What ! 

he;, who consorted on intimate terms with Jupi- 

ter and Mars, put down by a helpless morUl, 

who had probably never read a line of Albertus 

Magnus in his life. Not likebr that. ■

There was a great deal of oonsultation be- 

tween Serjeant Probyn and his junior, and much 

covert taUc of attorneys at this time— a great 

deal of whispering and pushing about of notes 

written on small scraps of paper. At length 

the seneant, still wearing a portentous frown, 

hitched his gown up at tne shoulder, and ■

ijeant Probyn. You call yourself '^ herbalist 

and seedsman," I think, do vou not, Mr.— er — 

er — (referring to paper)— Mr. Yampi P ■

Witness, xes, sir, lamsi herbalist and seeds- 

man. ■

Serjeant Probyn. And yet, despite this desig- 

naticm under which you are, so to speak, set 

forth, yon are in the habit of selling medicines, 

and even, as it would appear, dai^Bferous poi- 

sons? ■

Tl^tness. I do occasionally. ■

Serjeant Probvn. Oh, you do oci^askmally ; 

and may I ask why, under those circumstances, 

you do not style yoursell "chemist" or " drug- 

gist r ■

Witness. Because- 1 am prinofpally herbalist 

and seedsman. I put up the designation ^ich 

I ^ bv chiefly. It m v shop-front were inscribed 

with the names c^ ail the articles which I deal 

in, it would cover the whole window. ■

Seijeant Probyn. There is no occasion for any- 

thing of that sort. The nature of your business 

is not indicated sufficiently by the words herbalist 

and seedsman, and it is probably in consequence 

of that defect that the police were so far misled 

as not to visit you when the inquiries into the 

death of the late Miss Garrington were first set 

on foot. Snough of that, however. I wish 

to inquire, next, berw it happens that you have 

net come fbrwaand earlier witn your evidence ? 

* Witness. Because, till yesterday, I had never 

heard of the case. ■

Serjeant Probyn. Come, come, Mr. Yampi. 

This will scarcely do. Do you mean to tell the 

jury that this case, which has been so widely 

discussed, both in the newspapers and in private 

cottversation^ never attracted your attention till 

yesterday P ■

Witness. I have already said so. ■

Serjeant Probyn. Do you not read the news- 

papers, Mr. Yampi? ■

Witness. Yery rarely, and, lately especially, I 

have been so occupied as to have no time for 

anything of the sort. ■

Serjeant IVobyn. Andyour neighbours andcus- 

tomers have never spoken to you on the aafajeet ? ■

Witness. Certainly not; or if they have, not 

so as to attract my attention, or g[ive me the 

least idea that it was anything with which I 

could be mixed up in any way. ■

Seijeant IPtchjn. It is a very strange thing, 

you must allow, Mr. Yampi, that an a^air of 

this sort, ^riiioh has been toe talk of the town, 

should all this time have escaped yon? Are 

you not in tho habit of talkzng with your 

costomers^ Mr. Yampi ? ■

Witness. My customers are generalljr much 

too full of their own wants and their own 

troubles, to talk to me i^pon other subjects. 

Besides, I have lately been less in the shop than 

usuaL ■

Seijeant Probyn. You have been less in the 

shop than usual, ehP and yet you told us just 

now that you had hem especiiuly busy of late. 

How do you reconcile those two statements, 

Mr. Yampi P ■

Witness. I have said that I was busy, and I 

have said that I was not much in my shop. It 

foUows, then, as your knowledge of logio will in- 

form you, that I was busy atti of my shop. I 

was at work in my study, or laboratory, as I 

should rather call it. ■
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It was one of the things most dreaded by 

Gilbert, and the colleague who was associated 

with him in the defence, that the counsel for th^ 

prosecution should find out Vampi's weak side, 

and get any idea of the nature of those studies 

in which the philosopher was in the habit of 

engaging. There seemed rational cause to ap- 

prehend lest the jury should mistrust the evi- 

dence of a man who constructed horoscopes and 

dealt in the Elixir of Life. It may be conceived, 

then, with how much alarm Gilbert watched the 

turn which things were now taking. The ex- 

amination went on. ■

Serjeant Probyn. You were at work in your 

study or laboratory, were youP And may I 

ask, Mr. Vampi, wnat was the nature of your 

undertakings ? Were you inventing a new com- 

plaister, or studying a patent blister? ■

Witness. I was aoing neither of these things, 

sir, though a man might be worse occupied. I 

was engaged, however, in studies of a more ex- 

alted kind. ■

Gilbert's heart sunk within him as he heard 

that answer. He knew from his friend Lethwaite 

what might be expected if Cornelius was once 

launched on his favourite theme. Meanwhile, 

the cross-examination does not halt. ■

Serjeant Probyn. " In more exalted studies," 

ay> ^Jt AJ* May I ask of what nature, Mr. 

Vampi P Of a material or a spiritual kind ? ■

Witness. Of both kinds— spiritual as my 

studies have been of the heavenly bodies and 

their influence on the fortunes of my fellow, 

creatures — ^material as they have been directed 

to such combinations of material drugs as might 

tend to alleviate su£Eering, and bring back 

vitality and even youth itself to those who have 

declined somewhat into the vale of years. ■

Seijeant Probyn. Upon my word, but these 

are studies with a vengeance, Mr. Vampi, You 

are something of a magician, then P ■

Witness. No, an interpreter merely. Spiritu- 

ally, I interpret to mankind what the stars teach 

me of their different fates, and physically, I com- 

bine those herbs and drugs whose properties I 

know, and give my fellow-creatures the benefit 

of the result. ■

It may be conceived what were Gilbert's 

sensations as lie heard what Cornelius Vampi 

said. How might the value of his evidence be 

diminished bv such foUv as this ? How could 

judge or jury beexpectea to believe in a witness 

who thus pleaded guilty to a belief in horoscopes 

and elixirs of youth P It was dangerous in the 

last degree. Mow terrible it was that the man 

shouldliave got upon this theme. Gilbert de- 

termined that an effort should be made — and 

that at once— to stop the thing before it ^t 

further, and protect her whom he was defendmg 

from this new danger. The counsel for the 

defence rose then and submitted to the court — 

that this was not evidence. ■

There followed then the customary debating 

which such an objection always raises. The 

counsel for the prosecution contending that it 

was his duty to ascertain how far the witness 

was, or was not, a trustworthy one, and that ■

any evidence which went to stren^hen or in- 

validate his testimony was fit evidence to be 

taken in court that day and pertinent to 

the matter in hand. Considerable discussion 

followed on this assertion of Seijeant Probyn's, 

but the court ruled at last that the evidence in 

question was not evidence in this case. ■

The learned serjeant, nothing daunted, pro- 

ceeded with his cross-examination on a new 

tack. Alas, ^veiything seemed, sooner or 

later, to lead back to the dangerous subject. 

Cross-examination continued. ■

Serjeant Probyn. And now, Mr. Vampi, wiU 

you be kind enough to inform the court how it 

happened that you did ai hut come to hear of 

the sad story which is under investigation in 

this court to-day P ■

Witness. I heard of it at last through one of 

my clients. ■

Serjeant Probyn. "One of your clients," 

eh P That is a curious expression. I suppose 

you mean some one who consulted you P ■

Witness. That is my meaning. ■

Serjeant Probyn. Will you fie good enough 

to tell the court the name of the mdividual in 

question. ■

Witness. Certainly. His name is Lethwaite 

—Mr. Julius Lethwaite. ■

Serjeant Probyn. Oh, indeed, Mr. Julius 

Lethwaite. (Referring to a paper.) One of the 

witnesses for the defence, I see. And was this 

gentleman a material or a spiritual client ? ■

Witness. He came to consult me as one who 

was able to interpret the occult language of the 

oracles on high— ■

Again the counsel for the defence interposed, 

and submitted that the evidence of the witness 

was wandering away from the point, and again, 

after much discussion, the verdict of the court 

was on his side. ■

Serjeant Probyn seemed utterly unabashed by 

this second decision against him. He knew 

that the witness under examination had said 

enough, before he could be stopped, to show the 

jury something of his visionary character, and 

he did not despair of more of this being brought 

out yet, as the examination went on. For he 

had not done with him yet, as the next question 

proved. ■

Serjeant Probyn. You have spoken with great 

confidence, Mr. Vampi, of your conviction that 

the ladv to whom you sold this laudanum 

and the late Miss Carrington were one and the 

same person. This is a matter of such im- 

portance, that I must ask you verv seriously if 

you are perfectly convinced that tnis is so P ■

Witness. I am perfectly convinced. ■

Seijeant Probyn. And on what do you base 

that conviction P ■

Witness. On the testimony of my own eyes. 

I find that the face portrayed in this photo- 

graph is in features, expression, and every 

other respect, the count'Crpart of the counte- 

nance of that lady to whom I soM the laudanum. ■

Serjeant Probyn. You are aware that jou 

arespeaking on oath. ■

Witness. I am perfectly aware of it^OQlC ■
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Serjeant Probyn. And that mistakes of iden- 

tityare very common. ■

Witness. That I am also aware of. ■

Serjeant Fiobyn. I think yon have mentioned 

that your opportunities of studying the features 

of deceased were not very numerous. May I 

ask how many times you have seen her unyeiled P ■

Witness. I have seen her unveiled twice. ■

Serjeant Probyn. And do ^ou mean to say that, 

on the strength of having twice seen the deceased 

lady's face, jon will speak unhesitatingly on 

this, a question of her identity— and that with 

a portrait, too, which may five but a very im- 

perfect idea of the deceasea ? ■

Witness. Had this been a portrait done by 

the hand of man, I might have been compelled 

to speak with greater diffidence. But the sun, 

sir, IS a mighty artist, and we must admit that 

his portrait, whether they please us or not, are 

certainly reproductions oi some phase or other 

of the persons who have sat for them. ■

Serjeant Probyn. And you consider, do you, 

Mr. Yampi, that those two glimpses which were 

permitted ^ou of the late Miss Carrington's face, 

were sufficient to iustify you in speaking so 

confidently as you do P ■

Witness. Most certainly. One of those 

"glimpses," as you call them, lasted a con- 

siderable time, and I had the opportimity' of 

thoroughly examining the poor lady's counte- 

nance m every part. ■

Serjeant Probyn. And what, may I ask, was 

the occasion of your being permitted thus to 

examine the deceased lady's features P ■

Witness. I had asked to be allowed to do so. ■

Serjeant Probyn. That was rather apeculiar 

request, Mr. Vampi, was it notP Will you 

inform the court what was the occasion of your 

making it P ■

Witness. I had undertaken to make inquiry, 

for the poor lady's benefit, as to what her star 

promised for tne future, and I thought that 

Wore completing her horoscope it would be 

well that I should see her face, and see in what 

respects it resembled, or differed from, the 

physiognomies of other persons bom under the 

same planet. It is one of the characteristics of 

the art mysti c ■

Seijeant Probyn was obliged to interrupt the 

witness at this point, as he saw that if he failed 

to do so, the counsel for the defence would 

certainly interpose to prevent Cornelius from 

committing himself further. Surely it is not 

too much to say that this conflict was like some 

passage of arms of old, with a life at stake upon 

its issue. ■

The long cross-examination of this witness 

was now brought to an end. ■

Serjeant Probyn. I am afraid, Mr. Yampi, 

that the '* art mystic" must be left alone for 

the present, however interesting it might 

be to hear it treated of by one so profoundly 

initiated in its arcana as yourself. I have now 

only one other question which it is necessary to 

ask before you leave the witness-box. It is this : 

How does it happen that since you sold so many 

bottles of laudanum at different times to the ■

deceased lady— and in this I will remark that 

it seems to me that you have been greatly to 

blame — how does it happen, I say, that one, 

and one only, of these bottles has been found in 

herpossession P ■

Witness. I will, with permission, answer 

your remark as to my being to blame in selling 

the laudanum to the deceased, before proceeding 

to reply to your other question. Laudanum is, 

it must be remembered, a medicine, and not 

merelj7 a poison, and is quite easy to obtain at 

the different chemists' shops, where it would be 

very difficult, if not impossible, to purchase 

such drug|S as are simply poisons, and nothing 

else. It is not by any means the custom to 

surround the purchase of opium with difficulties 

and restrictions, and the order which I have 

abready alluded 'to, signed by a medical man, 

was quite sufficient, as it appears to me, to 

justify my selling laudanum to the bearer of it. 

As to the question concerning the bottles, it is 

soon answered ; the lady was in the habit of 

returning mv empty bottles to me whenever she 

came for a fresh supply, not wishing, probably, 

to have them accummatiag on her luinds. The 

bottle produced in court must have been the 

last which she received from me, and which, 

unhappily, she was never able to bring back. ■

Witn this Cornelius Yampi's evidence came 

to an end, and he was at length allowed to re- 

tire from the witness-box. There was no one in 

court who could fail to be struck by the strange 

mixture of common sense with delusion which 

had been revealed in the course of Yampi's evi- 

dence. On all practical points what ne had 

said had been so straightforward and to the pur- 

pose, and yet let the slightest chance be given 

nim of mounting his favourite hobby, and he 

was ready for the wildest and most preposterous 

excursions upon its back forthwith. Upon the 

whole, that cross-examination, however, had 

been but little injurious to the cause of our poor 

prisoner. The astrologer had stuck to all his 

points immovable. On that question of the 

identity of the deceased lady with the unknown 

to whom he had sold the laudanum, he was firm, 

as also with regard to the exact date when her 

visits to him had ceased, and these, after all, 

were the really important parts of his evidence. 

To say that it was listened iq throughout with 

profound attention, is to ^ve but a feeble idea 

of the extreme interest which every word he said 

excited in the minds of his audience. Had the 

case under trial been in the least degree a less 

serious one, and had the issue of the trial itself 

been less than a question of life and death, a 

considerable amount of amusement would have 

been felt by all present at tlie grotesque way in 

which that forbidden subject, in which Cornelius 

took such delight, kept reappearing in his evi- 

dence, and at the evident mortification experi- 

enced by the philosopher when he was prevented 

from emar^pig upon it. ■

To Gabnelle, as has been said, all that Yampi 

had to say was matter of an entirely new as well 

as a most momentous kind. It solved that 

mystery — a roysteryas much to her as to others- 
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as to who it was that had really adTninsstered 

that poisoii to the dead lady. She coBid sot but 

feel, ignorant as abe was of all thin^ connected 

%vith the ia>r, that it was on this nan's state- 

ment, on its consistency and credibility, that hjer 

fate hinged. Her common sense toH her this, 

and so she listened to every word of that evi- 

dence with an attention that did not wamler. ■

The trial was a kmg one, and, thoo^aear its 

end, could not be completed on the day of its 

coHimencement It was getting dark, too, the 

days being now very abort, and it was agreed 

tliat what yet remiaacd to be got tlorongh must 

be postpoaed till next day. ■

Anotner night of bitter suspense for Gabiieile 

and for her husband. Only one more, ft ia true, 

for next morning all must be decided. Still 

that one was terrible. The eiLciteoient about 

the Qourt and its purlieus, and indeed Chroogii 

all the town, on the evening of this day, was 

veiy great. The evenii^ papers were sought 

after eagerly, though they had of necessity gone 

to press before the Dusineis of the dav was over ; 

still they had something to teli, and they were 

quickly oought up. And then there were ra- 

moura — rumours of great dissenakms existing 

among the jury; that one of them had said that 

he would starve before he would convict that 

innocent youns oceature, and that another had 

affirmed that there were points ag^unst her which 

he Qould not ^et <over — rumours that the oki 

judge had told some one that he felt as if it were 

one of his <own daughters standing there before 

him, and that his hAut aohed for m young lady 

—rumours that Ckimelius Vampi, the astrMC^, 

had vowed that if the verdict went agamst her, 

the prisoner, he would surely destroy himself, 

as having helped, by selling the iaudaniun, to 

bring about the dreMful result. ■

And so all had to xemain in snspense, till the 

coming day should make the end known to 

them. ■

CHAFTE& XXXV; LlfiT STIGE BVT ONE. ■

Thx morning dawned bright and clear upon 

the day that was to dedde tae fate of QabneUe 

Penmore — the day that was to see In: branded 

ats a murderess, and comngsedto'the oondeumed 

cell, or led forth into the sanlight, almost with 

the crown of martyrdom apon her bead ; not 

only without a stain upon ler charaeter, bat 

free from the very funtest ^uidow of a suspicion 

even, as pure from anv suoh thing as a newly 

bom infant. One of these two thmgs must re- 

sult from that day's inquiry. TJiere was no 

middle course. The sun had never risen upon 

a day fraught with a more momentous issue, 

nor bad any niquir^ ever been entered on in a 

court of law on which a mare important ques- 

tion hinged. Life or death.. Honour ^r shame. ■

The two principal actors in this tremendous 

drama — ^for the husband was included with the 

wire in the powerful interest which the trial had 

awakened in the public mind— both showed 

many s^rmptoms of the wearing oondition of 

anxiety in which the previous night had been 

spent. Both appearea to be thoroughly worn ■

out, and it was very evident that there had been 

little or no rest for either of them during the 

dark hours which had intervened since they 

appeared in oourt on the day before. A curious 

ODserver might even have thought that there 

was something of a change for the worse visible 

in the looks of others £esides these two, and 

that tiie judges, t^K iury, and even the specters 

themsdves, wore a kind of haggard look, more 

than had been observable yesterday. ■

The work still left to lie done now, was not 

to be compared in quantity to what had been 

got through on the previous day. Ihsre were 

two or three witnesses only to be examined and 

cross-examined, after which would come the 

prosecutor's reply on the defence, the judge's 

summm^ up, and — the veidixBt. ■

The trial commenced on this second day with 

the recal of some of the witnesses who had 

given evidence on the previous day, in order 

that they might be re-examined on certain 

points. Cornelius Yampi was thus recalled, that 

he m^t testify to the strong aiimus shown 

towards the prisoner by Jane CSantanker, firsts 

when she had applied to him for a charm which 

might ensure the ruin of the accused, and 

seoondly, when he had met her, as has been 

already described, triumphim^ in the captivity of 

th6 ao0used, out«ule the jail of Newgate. The 

doctor was also re-exannined as to the exact 

amount of laudanum found in the body of the 

deoeased, but no additional facts of any sort of 

importance were at this time elicited. ■

The first new witness called at this time was 

old Smaggsdale, wiio came up to oorroborate 

the evidence of his master as to the identity of 

the lady who paid such freqaeut visits to the 

herbalist's shop with tiie original of the portrait 

which Yampi had already sworn to. £very 

effort was made to ^&ake the testimony of this 

witness, and he was especially asked in croas- 

examhaation how he could sneak confidently on 

this aaestion when the lady nad always been so 

eteeely veiled. Old Smaeg, however, stock to 

his point On one of & two oocasicms on 

whddi the deceased had unveiled hereelf to the 

philosopher, Smaggsdale had been present. He 

was also able to swear to the lady's bag, which 

was produced. ■

Julius Lethwaite was next ealled. His evi- 

dence bore on the discovery of that bottk, at 

whose finding the reader has assirted. The 

greatest interest was manifested by all preseD^ 

as he told that tale which we kiiow already. 

The bottle which bad been identified by Cor- 

nelius Yampi was now sworn to by Leth- 

waite as the phial which he had seen in the 

escritoire belonging to the late Miss Cairington. 

The evidence of this witness was felt to be of 

such extreme importance, that some attempt 

was made by the prosecution to detract^ if p(»- 

sible. frtMQ the value of his testimoi^y. The 

case was assuming a new aspeot since these 

final witnesses for the defence nad appeared. ■

Mr. Pry rose then to CDOss-examine tkis List 

witness* ■

Mr. Pry. You are Acquainted peraonallj udtk ■
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the prisoner, I beliere. Are you not, Mr. Leth< 

waite? ■

Witness. Tes, I am prond to say I am. ■

Mr. Pry. Jnst sa ion would i)e glad, no 

doubt, to say what might exereise a f aTOuxable 

influenoe on her case ? ■

This question was at once objected to on the 

part of the defence, and it was ruled that the 

witness need make no .answer to it ; so Mr. Piy 

had to begin asatn. ■

Mr. F^. mil you allow me to ask you what 

you are, Mr. Leth waite P ■

Witness (after considerable hesitation, during 

which he had in vain sought for a satisfactory 

way of expressing himself). I am a drummer. 

[Some degree of amusemexk excited among the 

audi^ce by this answer, all expression of which 

was instantly suppressed.] ■

Mr. Pry. " A drummer i" Will you have the 

kindness to expkin to the jury what yon mean 

by that, Mr. LetbwaiteP ■

Witness. I mean, that I play on the dmms in 

an orchestra. ■

Mr. Pry. Do you mean to /say that you get 

your living in that way P ■

Witness. Yes, at present I do in a great 

degree. ■

Mr. Pry. ''At present." Thenitis fair to pre- 

sume that this— this-— drumming has not always 

furnished you with a means oi suJbsistence P 

May I ask what other pursuits you may have 

ennffiedin? ■

Witness. I have firevioaaly been engaged in 

commeccial puiniits. ■

Mr. Pry« Oh» indeed; from commerce to 

drumming ; '' from grave to gay." Quite a re- 

markable transitian. [About this time the 

learned gentleman, be^nning to perceive that 

the line he was adoptmg was looked upon as 

being somewhat irrelevant to the case, and that 

he was likely to be asain iatesrupted, adroitly 

passed to another fidd of inquiry.] £ut we 

will not occupy ourselves any longer with the 

very remarkable and inoongnious professional 

pursuits in which you have fint and last been 

engaged. We will, I say, let that matter drop, 

Mr. Lethwaite, and I wul next inquire how you 

came to be acquainted with a certain Mr. Cor- 

nelius Yampi, who was reoentl^ examined as a 

witness for the defence P ■

Witness (after some hesitation! I had heard 

him spoken of a good deal, and I went to — 

to consult him. ■

Mr. Pry. Oh, indeed. To consult him as a 

chemist, I presume P ■

Witness. No, not precisely as a chemist. ■

Mr. Pry. Then 1 suppose it was in his 

capacity as « fortun&4elier or astrologer that jiou 

consulted him P ■

Witness (doggedly). Yes, it was. ■

Mr. Pry. You axe a believer in magic, then, 

Mr. Lethwaite P You live in the nineteenth 

century, in an age of electric telegraphs and 

railroacb, an age when superstitions of all kinds 

are vanishing before the advancing light of 

science, and vou are still a believer in magic P ■

Witness. I did not say soP ■

Mr. Pry. You did not say so, but you implied 

as much by stating that you had consulted this 

Mr. Yampi in his capacity as a soothsayer. ■

Witness. Yes; but I did not say that I 

believed in all his predictions. ■

Mr. Pry. That, I say, was implied. Why 

dec should you have consulted him P ■

Witness. I might have consulted him out of 

curiosity. ■

Mr. Pry. Come, come, Mr. Lethwaite, that 

will hardly do. Do you believe in this Mr. 

Yampi's pretensions, or do you not P Are you 

prepared to admit that you — ^living in this great 

andf glorious age, one of whose leading charac- 

teristios is the general diffusion of light and 

knowledge— that you, I say, can go backward so 

far as to place any confidence in those occult 

arts which even the most grossly superstitioas 

amou^men have ceased to believe in, and whidi 

only the moat ignorant and contemptible of man- 

kind now think of practising P ■

The cross-examination was once more inter- 

rupted at this point. This discussion was an 

interruption. It was irrelevant, not connected 

with the matter in hand. The crass<«xamina- 

tion must be confined to points of evidence 

bearing on the case, or be discontinued altoge- 

ther. Mr. Pry was obliged, then, to be satisfied 

with what he had already extracted from this 

witness in connexion with his belief in the secret 

sQiencee, and to go on to something else, as thus : ■

Mr. Pfy. I will now tax your memory on 

another point, Mr. Lethwaite. Did you not, on 

the twenty-seventh of January last, receive an 

intimation from the prisoner that the rooms 

then occupied by Miss Garrington would be 

vacant on the following day P ■

Witness. I am not quite sai^e of the date, 

but I did receive such an intimation about the 

time you mention. ■

Mr. Piy. And did yoa act upon it P ■

Witness. Yes I ^d. ■

Mr. Pry. And did you take poasession of the 

rooms upon that occasion P ■

Witness. No, they were not available for the 

purpose. ■

Mr. Ply. And why no<^ may I ask P ■

Witness. Miss Oarrington had died in the 

mean l^e most unexpectedly, and her remains 

were not at that time removed. ■

Mr. Pry. Exactly so. It would appear that 

tlie prisoner had calculated on the dea^ of the 

deceased lady, otherwise she would not have 

suggested that another occupant ahould succeed 

to the possession of her rooms. ■

Witness. Hardly so. The accused had reason 

to expect that the unfortunate Miss Garrington 

woula go away on the day in question. Had 

the accused known that Miss Garrington was to 

die, she would also have known that the rooms 

would not be vacant, it not being the custom in 

this countiy to remove the booy from a house 

on the day succeeding that on which the decease 

takes place. ■

There was a great pause after this answer had 

been given. It was felt on all sides tbat the 

junior counsel for the mpsecution had made a ■
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mistake in his last question, and that the answer 

of the witness was an answer which told very 

strongly in favour of the defence. It is pro- 

bable that Mr. Pry felt this to be the case him- 

self. At all events, he did not ask any more 

questions, and intimated to Mr. Lethwaite that 

he might leave the box, a permission of which 

that gentleman was not slow to avail himself. 

He had done what he could to serve his friend. 

His examination was followed by that of Jona- 

than Goodrich, who simply corroborated in all 

points the evidence as to the finding of the 

laudanum bottle which had just been given by 

the last witness. He was notcross-examined, and;, 

upon his retirement from the witness-box, Gilbert 

Penmore rose pnce more and announced that — ■

The defence was now complete. ■

The prosecution and the aefence had each of 

them now put the facts of the case, as they bore 

in favour of each, before the jury. The evi- 

dence on which the great decision was to rest 

had all been given. According to time-honoured 

custom, it was now the privilege of the prosecu- 

tor to make a sort of answer to the arguments 

put forward by the defence. This, no doubt, is 

only fair. The prosecution, having to open the 

case, cannot know at the begiunmg what line 

the counsel for the defence will take, and this 

might give the last, if left with the last word, 

an undue advantage. Also, supposing him to 

have put forward any unsound statement likely 

to exercise undue influence with the jury, here 

is an opportunity for the prosecutor to expose 

it, and to counteract such statement by his own 

arguments. The reply of the prosecution is 

seldom a long one. It is one of the final stages 

of a trial, and b a signal to all men that the 

end is approadiing. ■

It was small wonder that at this time the 

long and painful suspense endured by Grabrielle 

Penmore should have begun to tell upon her. 

Her strength was fairly undermined. That old 

judge, who had had so much sad experience of 

such scenes as these, had not failed to observe 

a strange sort of restlessness which had come 

over her. The fatigue which she had under- ■

fone had quite gone beyond her powers of en- 
urance, and at times she seemed to waver on 

her seat, as if she would fall. The old man 

whispered something to an attendant, and the 

proceedings were suspended, while the prisoner 

was removed for a time into the open air, and 

strengthened for what was yet to come with 

restoratives. It was noticed by many how the 

young advocate for the defence, in his place 

among the barristers' benches, was suffering 

also at this time, and what frequent disturbed 

glances he directed at this bitter moment to- 

wards the dock behind him. ■

The witnesses who had been called for the 

defence had changed the aspect of the case 

before the jury in a manner which no one had 

anticipated, and the prosecution had, as we have 

seen abready, sought to shake the testimony of 

those witnesses in cross-examination, or, failing 

that, to make them out untrustworthy, fanciful 

—such persons, in short, as were not to be relied ■

on as witnesses. This was the line of argument 

adhered to now by Serjeant Probyn in his reply 

on the evidence for the defence. He would go 

through that evidence, he said, carefullv, from 

beginning to end ; but first he had something to 

say in connexion with the circumstances under 

which that defence had been presented before 

the jury, to which he begged their earnest 

attention. The case which this jury had as- 

sembled to try was one which had excited avast 

deal of sympathetic feeling. Great interest had 

been awakened in the public mind by the fact 

that the prisoner placed at the bar, with the 

most serious charge known in law against her, 

belonged to a class of life the members of which 

rarely appeared in the dock of the Old Bailey. 

The prisoner not only did not belong to the 

criminal classes, but was a lady of good and 

most respectable connexions, and was in every 

way calculated to awaken that feeling of interest 

and sympathy which, beyond a doubt, had been 

extendea towards her by a great number of 

people. As if, too, to increase the strong feel- 

ing of popular excitement with which^ this trial 

had been regarded by the world outside, there 

was an additional element of interest imported 

into it of which it was the duty of the counsel 

for the prosecution to say something. He 

alluded to the dose connexion which existed 

between the prisoner at the bar and the counsel 

who had unaertaken to conduct her defence. 

The exbtence of that relationship was no secret, 

and he believed the knowledge of it had strength- 

ened very much the desire that the defence 

might win the day, if he might so speak, which 

the learned Serjeant believ^ had p^ession of 

most persons who were present m court that 

day. He entreated the jury to put all such 

considerations away from their minds, and to 

regard, in coming to their decision, the interests 

of justice, and of justice only. The evidence 

which had been put before them was whai they 

had to do with, and that alone. The evidence 

and the degree of Qonfidence with which that 

evidence was to be regarded ; and here there did 

appear to be some ground fbr hesitation. A 

^reat question remained to be dedded on by the 

jury. How far were those witnesses, who had ■

given such remarkable testimony in favour of 
le line of defence adopted by his learned friend, 

worthy of trust and belief? The principal 

witness, on whose evidence, indeed, tne whole 

defence rested— did it appear to the jury that 

this was a man on whom, in a (juestion of such 

importance as the present one, implicit reliance 

could be placed P He was a wild, visionary 

character. He was professedly an astrologer 

and fortune-teller, one who believed in, and 

practised, what were called the occult arts. 

What such a person spoke of as facts might be in 

reality nothing but dreams, the fancies of an imagi- 

nation disordered by long and wilful indulgence. 

This was the line adopted by the learned 

Serjeant. He went through all the evidence 

that had been given, and tried to weaken its 

effect by depreciating those who had given it. 

What sort of witness, he would ask, was a pro- ■
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fessed astrologer and fortnne-teller ? Was that 

the kind of man in whose testimony any confi- 

dence could be nlaced ? Then, witli regard to 

the question of iaentity, was the evidence satis- 

factory as to that particular? By his own 

account, this Mr. Vampi — the very name had 

something unreliable about it — ^this Mr. Vampi 

had only seen the face of the deceased on two 

occasions, and yet he professes to speak with 

confidence of his power of pronouncing decidedly 

that the lady of whom he had thus caught two 

cursory glimpses, and the original of the portrait 

shown to him in court, were one and the same 

person. And in a. case of such importance as 

this, was it right to trust so much to a thiuff 

like a portrait r There was always a degree of 

uncertainty attaching to likenesses, even when 

executed by the photo^phic process. Were 

not people continually in doubt about such por- 

traits as to who they were meant forP Was it 

not a common thing to hearpeople say, in speak- 

ing of such likenesses, "Well, I should never 

have known it, if you had not told me." ■

Thus he went on. He spoke of the uncer- 

tainty which must attend anj attempt to identify 

such a thin^ as a medicme bottle, the very 

labels on which might have been affixed after 

the bottle was found. And then he adverted to 

the extreme improbability of the statement 

made by the detence that the witness Vampi 

had remained for so long a time in ignorance of 

facts so widely known and so openly discussed 

as those which were connected with the present 

case. He confessed that he found a difficulty, 

which he could not help thinking that the jury 

would share, in receiving such a statement as 

this. The case for the defence was supported, 

there could be no doubt, by some very strange 

witnesses. The juiy had received a mixed 

testimony, supported by a nineteenth-century 

astrologer, and a gentleman who lived by play- 

ing on the drum. It was not often that repre- 

sentatives of these two uncommon professions 

appeared in a court of justice. ■

In short, the learned serjeant did, as has been 

said, all that he could to depreciate the witnesses 

for the defence, and to invalidate their testimony. 

A strong proof of the value which that testimony 

bore in nis eyes. li was impregnable, and he 

must, therefore, seek to throw doubt on the 

characters of those from whom it had come. ■

Another of the sections into which a trial is 

divided, got over. The end is drawing near now, 

in very truth. This reply of the prosecution is 

the last stage but one. Gdbert, who has listened 

breathless to every word of- that speech, which 

has here been condensed to the utmost, would 

like to answer it again, did the arrangements of 

our courts of justice permit. But they do not, 

and he is obliged to content himself with the 

thought that, at any rate, it will be answered 

now Dy the next speaker, and that with such 

wisdom and discretion as can only come from a 

lifetime given to the consideration of questions 

such as these. Eor the next speaker is the 

, and on what he says all will depend. 

) is, as has been said» no function fulfilled ■

by man upon this earth which partakes so much 

of the Divine as this that the judee executes, 

and now the moment had arrived when this 

function was to be exercised under circum- 

stances of the extremest impressiveness. There 

was no need to enforce silence now. The scales 

were adjusted, and the evidence given was about 

to be weighed in them. Which way would the 

balance turn P Men hoped, and believed that 

they knew ; but there was a doubt still. And 

so all leant forward with indescribable eagerness 

to catch even the first few words of the judge's 

speech, which were uttered in low faint tones, out 

audible because of the intensity of the silence. 

For those words on which a human life de- ■

Sends, and on which the whole interest of this 

rama in some sort hinges, it is needful, owin^ 

to the exigencies of the present form of publi- 

cation, that the reader should wait just one 

week more. At the expiration of that time, 

however, he shall most certainly know, not only 

what is the issue of this trial, out also the ena 

of all things connected in any way with the 

course of this narrative. ■

DEAR MEAT AND CHEAP FISH. ■

Thz present scarcity and consequent high 

price of animal food is most alarminf^. As there 

IS but little probability of its becoming cbeaner, 

it behoves us to look about for means to add to 

the general stock. ■

'Various attempts have been made, by acclima- 

tisation societies and by individuals, to introduce 

new varieties of animals; but all these well- 

meant attempts have hitherto failed. It is in- 

deed a very aoubtful matter whether any known 

animals, either domesticated or in a semi-wild 

state, are better than those we abready have ; 

besides, it is obvious that our pasturage, being 

limited and fully occupied, we cannot introduce 

any new variety without displacing or driving 

out something we abready possess. It would be 

better, therefore, to turn our attention to the 

animals we already have, and to try to improve 

them, or in some way increase their numbers. ■

The Und being pretty weU stocked, there is 

but little to be done in that direction. Our 

fresh-water lakes and our rivers are also limited 

in extent ; something, however, might be done 

here, by cultivating trout, rather than the coarser 

kinds of fish ; but not much. Their value is 

estimated rather as a means of relaxation and 

sport than as a means of supplying food, and as 

such, no doubt, they might, by cultivation, be- 

come very valuable. ■

There is, however, one most valuable fish, 

whose fecundity is enormous, whose feeding- 

ground is unlimited, which is under our com- 

plete control during three-fourths of its exist- 

ence, and which is at the same time utterly 

uncultivated — this fish is the salmon. ■

The experiments at Stormontfield are nothing 

more than experiments, though so important 

that, but for them, we should know little or no- 

thing of the habits of the salmon. Up to ■
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1853, wheB this great experiment was com- 

menccd, so profoundly ignorant were we of the 

habits and natural historj of thb valuable fish, 

that not half a dozen people in the whole king* 

dom could recognise a young salmon when they 

saw it. This ignorance was rendered the more 

amazing by the fact of their being under onr 

control and obseiration during the first two 

years of their existence. ■

We have said that salmon has nerer, with 

the exception of the Stormontfield experiments, 

been protected or cultivated. It is true that 

hundreds of acts of pari lament have been passed, 

ostensibly for its protection, but really and 

truly for its destruction. They have all one 

common origin in the quarrels and squabbles of 

the various proprietors of the fisheries as to 

who should catch the most fish. There are two 

clauses invariably inserted in all these acts : one, 

to the effect that you must not kill salmon while 

they are laying their eggs; the other, that 

you must not use a net the meshes of which 

are less than two inches firom knot to knot. 

The first of these is but a negative good, and 

the latter is a positive evil ; no further protec- 

tive law has been made. From the time the 

young fish rises from the egg, till it puts- on its 

migratory dress — a period extending from one 

to two years — it is never so much as mentioned. ■

During the months of May and June, shoals 

of little silvery fish were seen to descend our 

rivers towards the sea ; these were rightly sup^ 

posed to be salmon fry, and a few feeble at- 

tempts were made to prevent boys from catch- 

ing them; but where these young fish came 

from, neither our naturalists, nor the more im- 

portant '' oldest fisherman on the river," had 

the most remote idea; the general opinion was 

that they had sprung from ova deposited in the 

previous November. It was little dreamed that 

these fish had for a oonple of years, furnished 

food for a hundred voracious animals, and afforded 

sport for all the boys in the neighbourhood. ■

In order to arrive at an approximate knorw- 

ledge of the destruction of salmon fry, we had 

better select some one particular river. The 

Tay is perhaps the most suitable, it being not 

only our best, but also, under the able manage- 

ment of Mr. Buist, the best cared for of all oar 

salmon fisheries. ■

The number of salmon and grilse taken yearly 

in this river, is, in round numbers, eighty 

thousand, and the number that passes up for 

breeding purposes daring close time — that is, 

the five montns when no salmon can be legally 

taken— is supposed to be forty thousand. Of 

these forty thousand, one-half are females, and 

the average wei^t of each fish is npwanls of 

ten pounds. It is known that a salmon deposits 

a thousand eggs for every pound of its weight ; 

it follows that each of these twenty thousand 

female fish will deposit ten thousand eggs; 

and that 20,000x10,000=200,000,000, that 

is, two hundred millions of eggs are deposited 

annually in the bed of this one river! The 

melancholy result of this prodigious number of 

eggs, is eighty thousand fish, or about five ■

sahnon or grilse from ten thousand eggs, the 

produce of each pair of Oak, ■

is there no remedy for this emtoordimffy 

staie of things ? We think there ia ; then are 

two methods, both of which should be eondocted 

simultaneously. One by protecting the fry in 

the river ; and the other oy artifiolal oultiTap 

tion. ■

When a gamekeeper is plaeed on an estide 

for the purpose of nusiaiijg » kfge stock of game, 

the first thing he does is to look for marks or 

signs of vermin — he calls eveE3fthing vennin 

that isnt game — but polecats, stoats, weasels^ 

house-cats run wild, hawks, crows, andthelike^ 

are his great avnsion. He sets to work at once to 

trap, shoot, and otherwise destroy them by every 

means at command, for he well knows from ex- 

perience that an attempt to raise game on land 

mfested with vermin, would be as futile as an 

attempt to raise sheep in a oounky overrun by 

wolves. This trapping of vennin never ceases ; it 

is almost the whole and sole business of the game- 

keeper. Should he happen to find a bird killtd 

by vermin, he rests neither day nor night till he 

has trapped the depredator. Hunti]]^ human 

poachers is qaito a secondary matter ; what tkey 

kill is a mere matter of moonshine oompared to 

the mischief done by vermin; the poacner kills 

game only when fit for the table,, but vermin is 

never at rest night nor dav from one year's end 

to the other. One pair of stoats will do more 

mischief then a dozen poachers, and three or four 

house-cats run wild will demoUshthe game on a 

thousand acres. The careful gamekeeper also 

collects all the outlying eggs— those deposited 

in places where they are likdiy to be destroyed 

— brings them home, hatohes them, and protecto 

the young until they can take care of themselves. 

We should have but a poor opinion of a game- 

keeper who did nothing but kill game ouring 

seven months, and left the remnani a prey for 

every kind of vermin during the semainmg five. 

And yet tins is exactly the plan we follow with 

re«ird to salmon. ■

If we are to materially inorease oar supply, 

we must follow t^e plan of the gamekeeper,. and 

irm ibe vermrn. ■

There is a clanse inserted in every salmon act 

to the effect that no net used in a salmon river 

shall have a mesh less than eight inches in cir« 

cumference, or two inches from knot to knot ; 

whatever may be left out, this clanse never is ; 

it must therefore be considered of great ij^P^'i''- 

tance; but what is the object of it P What 

b it intended to do, or to leave undone ? We 

have made every possible inquiry, and* cannot 

get at the bottom of it, it is so very deep. It 

cannot be for the purpose of allowing grilse, or 

small salmon, to pass throogh, for it is quite 

small enough to take every one of them; a fish 

of two pounds weight mi^t pass through, but 

we never find salmon so small in our rivers. 

The truth is, if a reward had been offered itxt 

the best plan for destroying our salmon fisheries, 

it would be impossible to Tiave hit upon a more 

effective contrivance than this two>inch mesh; 

for the reason that it is small enoi^h to catch ■
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«U tik» BalBU3i^ avl at the sme time lam enev^ 

to allow pike» perch» and mer trovt — toi&Yeniiin 

which prey od aahnoii firy—lo escape. It i» ai 

plaik for pseaenrmg yecmin^ and answcvfrita psr- 

pose admirably. ■

Lot US suppose Hmt we fas^e a river with, a 

grayellj bottom^ bat destitute of fish of awp 

kiad. Let ns further suppose that we stock 

it with twelve thensand sfununi oya, and then. 

leave it to take ita diance. Something like the 

foUowing resuKba; would eBSoe. The ova would 

hateh in April or May : at least all thoes not 

destroyed by the larve of inseets, or picked 

up by dtnng birds; wrj shortly, fish of 

prey would inke th^ appearance, and the; 

woist of theses in the^eail; stages of the hk of 

the recently lodched fiy, is the cammon river 

trovt; thcB would eam» perch and pike, eels, 

^. Theaelat««K;faytheway,are, asMr.WiHet 

would obsorvB!, ''hard to tackle," ktt as they 

travel overiand with as much &eiiity as throngh 

water, there is no possibilii^ of mping them 

out of any place where there is angpthmg to eat. 

After the diffwent kinds of vermin have been 

feedinff on the fry for twehe months, about 

one-half ol the remnant of tiie stock wodd 

suddenly put on a silvezv vestment, get together 

in a small shoal, and depart on their tnivds. 

They would make their wi^ to the sea, uid 

return^bottt ive per eent of them — to your 

river in eight or ten weeks, having grown in 

that short snaoe o^ time to the weight of six or 

seven pounos. It nwst be remarioed that they 

would not wei^ more than an ounee when they 

WMit awajtssid would hav&taken twelve montiis 

to anrive even at that weight. The remaining 

half would, i£ not devooiwi by their enemies, 

temain twelve monthe kmger, and then proceed 

ta sea as theiff brothers and sisters had done 

before them. ■

And now when they begin to return in the 

shape of grilset, six or seven pounds in weight, 

we set to work with our parliamentary net, two 

inches square in the mesh, and lull evesy gvike. 

And we keep en kiiling, until stopped by act 

of parliament ■

If we are to inccease our stock of sidmon, 

it must be by protectii^ the ^gs and hj. 

This, with the eoceeption of the »pcrimCTt at 

Stormontfield, has iiefer yet been, tned ; and it 

is not difficult to see how, est of our twelve 

thousand ova, we eaik rear no more thaa five or 

six fish for the table. ■

Let us smppose tfaat^ instead of neglecting 

the fry in our river for the whole two years of 

their childhood, we had, from the time tliey were 

a few weeks old, commenced netting the river 

with a nuUi mtsJM mi : a net not more than 

an inch square in the mesh ; suppose we had 

dragged it wherever a fish was likely to be, and 

killed everything which could not pass through 

this inch mesh ; we could not possibly do any 

harm to the salmon &y, for tAsy could at all times 

easily pass through; and ereiything which could 

not pass through^ wookl, most eertainly, not be 

a ytmng ndmtmy and if wot a salmon, tmmid, oa 

ceHainkf, te « Ji$k wkkh jtnyed npan utlmm ■

fry, and ought to be kept out of every salmbi 

river. ■

This dragging of the river should never cease 

in season or out of season, while there is a hea< 

ol vermin to be eaught ; of course avoiding the 

spawniug-beds ; there are hundreds of holes anc 

corners' where predatory fish Inrk, and which an 

but little- frequented by adult salmon. Anj 

stray fish taken in the close time can always b( 

returned to the river uninjured. ■

Small meahed nets cannot very well be usee 

in huge mk. heavy water, but this is of littl( 

consequence, for it is not there that we expecl 

to meet with fry^eating vennm. These must b( 

looked for in the breeding tributaries chiefly 

espeeialljy in; any eddies or dead water at theii 

kwer part, near their junctioii with the mail 

river; there the deadly pike krks and destroy: 

thousands of smolts as they descend towards 

the sea« Pike of horfje size are s^om taken ii 

the maon river. This is easily accounted for 

The main stream ia netted hoariy, day and 

night, and consequently every fish of two pounds 

and upwards b captured ; but in the tributaries 

it is different ; tlnse-ate netted only occasionally 

and at stations widdy apart, when salmon art 

supposed to be en the run. There are lon« 

stretdies of nearly still water, precisely suitable 

to the habits of the pike; these never have 

a net in them, for the reason that salmon arc 

not likely to be taken there ; as for pike, riiei 

trout, and other voraeious fish, no one evet 

dreams of fishing for them ; they are not worth 

taking; they bring next to nothing in the 

market. If a gamekeeper were to disregard the 

varioQs kinds ol vermin on his ground for the 

simple reason that he could not sell them, we 

should oondude be had taken leave of his senses. ■

Of the fish bred at Stormontfield and turned 

into the river, four per eeat wer& known to be 

recaptured as grilse, the same season. We say 

knoion^ advisedly^ beeause such was the unreason- 

ing prejudice of the fishermen against the exfjeri- 

menit, that it was only from two or three stations 

tiiat any return was made^ and Mr. Buist de^ 

cHned to register any fish unless it actually 

passed through his hands. After protecting the 

fry for one and two years, fouar per cent does not 

appear at first sight to be a very large return; 

but it must be reme mbered that in the natural 

state of things only onfrhaU of a fish is produced 

from one thousand ova, and afiowing that half 

tbv ova need iaa the experiment is wasted, we 

still have twenty fish foreach thousand ova— an 

increase of forty-fold. Of how many fish re- 

turned after the fishings dosed, or how many 

may have remained in the sea to return as 

'sprmg fish, we have no knowledge. ■

Although the instinot of the Ish is sufficient 

at all times to continue the species, it is bv no 

means sufficient to prevent them from making 

many mistakes. They often deposit their eg« 

in shallow water when the river is in flood; 

these are left dry, and perish when the water 

subsidesv But the greatest destruction of fish, 

fry, and ova, takes pkee in the small affluents. 

The Almond, for inijlanc& a mountain stream ■
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which enters the Taj about two miles above 

Perth, in dir weather contains no water for the 

last four miles of its natural course, the water 

being all carried awav by an artificial aqueduct 

^supposed to have been made by the !Romans 

— ^for the supply of the town of Perth. ■

This river has a gpreat extent of fine spawning- 

ground, and when in flood an immense number 

of spawning-fish make their way up it. It is 

of no value whatever &s a fishing river; clean 

fish never enter it during; the fishing season ; it 

is, like many of the smaller tributaries, a purely 

breeding stream. ■

It is doubtful if any of the fish which enter 

this stream ever come out again alive. They are 

all killed, either at the miU-dams or on the 

shallow spawning-beds ; many of them force their 

way into small rivulets where there is hardly 

sufficient water to cover them, and whence the 

country people hook them ont. Though barely 

eatable, thev are better than nothing. The 

excuse for tnis, as in all similar circumstances, 

is this: **We never see clean fish, and we 

must just take them when we can get them." 

These people can hardly be called regular 

poachers ; they see large &h floundering about, 

and it is a difficult thing to persuade them that 

they have not as much right to them as the 

people living near the mouth of the river. ■

Why allow sahnon to enter this! River Almond 

at all? Why not erect a cruive or trap at or 

near its junction with the Tay, and arrest 

every fish, take their spawn, and hatch it in 

an apparatus, as at Stormontfield ? Very few 

of them would be in a ripe spawning condi- 

tion, but that is of no consequence; for Mr. 

Buist has proved beyond dispute that they may 

be kept in confinement until they are ripe. A 

great proportion of the fry now in the protecting 

ponds at Stonnontfieh), are the produce of this 

experiment. Were the plan to be adopted, 

there can be little doubt tnat more salmon than 

the whole of the present take of the Tay, could 

be raised from the fish which are now entirely 

wasted in this one stream. ■

The number of salmon any given river may 

be made to produce, if not unlimited, is limited 

only to the quantity of fry it can sustain. For, 

if we provide food and protection for the young 

fish until they emigrate-— «t which time they do 

not weigh more than an ounce— we have not 

only done all that we can do, but all that is 

necessary to be done. After that, each fish goes 

beyond our control, and we see it no more until 

it returns to us a grilse, or full-grown salmon; 

it re(iuires nothing further at our hands, for it 

requires no food in its adult state in fresh water. ■

There is no greater enemy to the fry as it 

emerges from the spawning-bed, than the frv of 

the preceding year. In consequence of their 

cannibal-like propensity, it was found impossible 

to keep the broods of two different seasons in the 

same pond ; the fry of one year devouring the 

brood of the succeeding year the instant it 

entered the pond. In order to propagate every 

Tear, there must be at least two store ponds. 

There are two at Stormontfield now; at first ■

there was only one, in consequence of which the 

ova boxes were idle every alternate year. This 

is a great advantage of artificial culture — for no 

doubt the fish in the river have the same canni- 

bal propensity; we can keep them and feed 

them till they put on their silvery vests, and 

go off like gentlemen to see the worid. ■

All the tributaries which yield no clean fish, 

should be treated artistically, and even those 

which yield only a few, should not be overlooked. 

The River Earn, a large and important affluent, 

yields a rental of about four hundred pounds a 

vear ; of the number of fish which pass up it for 

breeding purposes, we have no knowledge, but 

it must be very considerable, for we once saw 

forty fish, averaging twenty pounds each, taken 

out at one ham of a net, for experimental 

purposes. They were none of them forward 

enough, and were all returned to the river. 

About one-half of these fish were females, and 

would each deposit twenhr thousand eggs— 

20 X 20,000=400,000. These fish were but a 

very small part of the breeding-fish in this river 

— a mere arop in the bucket— and would not 

have been missed had they all been destroyed ; ■

?et from the ova of these few fish, if care- 

ully treated, four thousand pounds' worth of 

fish could most certainly have oeen raised. The 

river is a good deal poached in its upper part, 

but if it were not, tnere are enough pike in it 

to demolish the fry from forty times four hun- 

dred thousand ova. The river swarms with 

them, but they are never fished for; it wouldn't 

pay ; they brin^ hardly anything in the market. 

Burglars and thieves are not genecally of much 

value, but we do not, for that reason, allow 

them to go at large and prey upon the public. ■

The great stunibling-blocf in the way of 

salmon culture, is the divided interest of the 

various proprietors. What, for instance, is the 

inducementfor the cultivation of this River Earn ? 

The fish might be increased a hundred-fold, 

and would be all taken on their return from the 

seaby the proprietors of the fisheries between 

the sea andf the junction of the Earn with the 

Tay. No good, can be done until all the pro- 

prietors form themselves into a joint-stock com- 

pany, and this could not be effected without an 

act of parliament ; for there would be some selfish 

individuals who would not join, in the hope of 

reaping the benefit of the labour of others. ■

We cannot quit the subject without alluding 

to the stake and bag-nets used for the capture 

of salmon on the sea-coast. It can be of little 

consequence to the consumer where or how the 

fish are taken, if only they are sent to 

market in their best condition. As to the 

proprietors themselves, the less the cost of catch- 

ing the better for them. These matters, how- 

ever, are never referred to in the numerous 

acts of parliament. There is only one question, 

and that b, to whom do thej belong? and 

consequently who has the right of taking 

them P The river proprietors sajr, ** We breed 

the fish ; you sea-fishers have no right in them." 

The sea-dshers mav, with equal proprietor, assert 

that they are sea fish, and that, exoept in their ■
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useless infancy, they never grow in fresh water, 

and the river people have no ri^ht to catch them 

when they seek their breedmg-^ond. The 

truth is, that so long as they are simply allowed 

to follow their natural instinct, they are by right 

the property of anybody who can catch them. 

It was so at one time ; the right of fishing for 

salmon was vested in the Grown ; but the Grown 

has thought proper to give away or sell its right 

to individuals and corporations. ■

But when the river proprietors think proper 

to cultivate their waters, tne question assumes 

a different aspect ; for no man has a right to ap- 

propriate to nimself the labour of otners. At 

present they are not cultivated; a few men 

are employed to prevent poachers from taking the 

breeding-fish, but nothing further is attempted. 

No man should be deprived of his present 

rights; let, therefore, these stake-net pro- 

pneton have their pretent right valued, pay 

them, and abolish the nets. The sea is a 

common, and everybody has an equal right 

to everything runmng wild upon it; but the 

general public can have no nght to animals 

reared at much cost at home, and merely turned 

out, as it were, to graze. Unless something of 

this sort be done, it is absurd to expect that any 

improvement can take place in our salmon- 

fisheries. There is another great objection to 

these stake and bag nets in the sea ; they destroy 

and molest the fish on their feeding-ground, and 

kill thousands of them before they are naif grown. 

It is a great mistake to suppose that fish taken 

in the sea are better than those taken in the 

river. Those entering the river Ve in the finest 

possible condition, wmle those taken in the sea 

are smaller, especially the grilse, and — ^best 

proof of all--do not bring so much in the market. ■

MY HEART'S IN THE HIGHLANDS. ■

When an English excursionist crosses the 

border, and comes in sight of a heath-covered 

mountain, he is apt to think that he is in the 

Highlands. But Scotknd is not all highlands. 

There is a large portion of it, which, though not 

without mountains, is called the LowLinds. The 

divisions are natural and well defined, though th^y 

are not marked out with a stone or wall, like the 

boundaries of a parish. The Highlands com- 

prehend the Hebrides, theOrknev and Shetland 

Islands, the counties of Arcyle, Inverness, 

Nairn, Ross, Gromarty, Sutherland, and Gaith- 

ness, with parts of Dumbarton, Stirling, Perth, 

Forfar, Kincardine, Aberdeen, Banff, and Moray. 

The Lowlands comprise those portions of the 

country which lie on the east coast close to the 

sea. By the eastern route you may travel from 

Edinburgh to Aberdeen without setting foot in 

the Higmands ; hj the western route you may 

reach the granite city without setting foot in the 

Lowlands—or nearly so. In mentionmg this geo- 

graphical fact I shall not be teaching even my 

Scotch grandmother; forit is not every Caledonian 

who can say for certain when he is in the High- 

lands, and when he is in the Lowlands. Chasing ■

the wild deer and following the roe, your heart 

may figuratively be in the Highlands wherever 

you go, but not actually. I have been a fortnight 

in Scotland, I have travelled hundreds of miles, I 

have climbed mountains, I have viewed cataracts, 

I have seen John o'Groat's House, and yet I 

have not once touched ^ghland eround. ■

But I ''take" the ]£ghlan<u on m^ way 

home. Yes ; though I am greeting sair (as 

I knew I should*) at parting m>m bonny Banff, 

I still can speak of London as " home." It 

is the home of the world — ^a dear old smoky 

wilderness with a thousand bright oases, where 

all the nationalities of the earth are free to 

make themselves as happy and comfortable as 

circumstances will permit. And, circumstances 

permitting, how comfortable one can be in 

London ! Elsewhere in the world you feel that 

you are a stranger, even after many yearo ; but 

in London you are at hqme the moment you 

have mastered the topography of its streets. In 

thb London street where I make my home, 

there reside with me, on terms of neighbourly 

intimacv, an Irishman, a Frenchman, an Ameri- 

can, and a Paraee (whom I have never yet caught 

with his cahoo hat off) ; and I find that, though 

bom in different (quarters of the globe, profess- 

ing different rriigions, and havin?, in other re- 

spects, different tastes, we are all of one mind 

in reading London as a familiar, congenial 

dwelhng-place, in which we are snug, safe, and 

secure. The unanimity of our love for certain 

places has often struck me as being very re- 

markable. There is no sight on the face of the 

earth that awakens more pleasurable feelings 

in my breast than a glimpse of Highntte through 

the trees on a summer's day. My Irish neign- 

bour has told me many a time that he loves 

Hiffhgate as dearly as Limerick, his native city ; 

ana the Parsee gentleman says that he feels as 

if he had been bom and spent his youth at 

Highgate, and that he would like to be buried 

there. We have the same sort of love and, as 

it were, native attachment for Hampstead, Rich- 

mond, Kew, and other sweet places, which are 

not for a country, but for all the world. I 

sometimes think that I knew and loved these 

places in a former stat« of existence. I seem to 

nave known them before I knew the spots where 

I spent the voung days of my present life. I am 

not ashamed, then, to say that, in quitting the 

lovely Scotch valley where I was bora, and 

turmng my face towards London, I am goinir 

" home." The wicked city, some call it. /call 

it the city of the good. Ueckon with me, and 

I will find you, not ten, but ten thousand righ- 

teous. Don't talk to me of the virtuous pea- 

sant living a life of simplicity in secluded dales, 

far from the conrupting influence of towns. 

Give him his best Sunday-going waistcoat, em- 

broidered with all the most innocent flowera of 

the valley, and I will find yon a more virtuous 

man any day in Fleet-street— one with as tme 

and pure a heart as ever beat, though he does 

hve m the wicked city, and never heara the birds 

sing except at the rantheon in Oxford-street, 

nor smells the perfume ><ol flowera except in ■
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Goyent-gardienlfflrkfli; Butlfomt; (I take 

this to 1^ ui itxvpitmommii upon '^^ot I ani' ttt- 

msBing.") My faewt is at pvcMiit in the Hig4i* 

tends ; my heart is not hen fm Lowloii), and 

80 1 proceed at o]io» to duuM the inkl- deert aoid 

follow the nooi ■

I leave Baoff^ aad make my way^iMetwardbv 

aneh a queer Uttle raflmrwf ! Ab nmoeeol ndU 

vay I should oi^ it ; a laifimy that wonldB^ kill 

a fly, mvdi leas a hwBan passenger. I belwTe 

there nerer was but one acmdent qb thia ra3way, 

and that was on the opening^y, when the 

engine, not befng need to» it, van off the rails, 

and tumbled all the directois int* the diteh. 

The legend goes that the dincborB- ifmhti them- 

selves np, aflnoumed to a neigfabeiinng aadi hos^ 

pitable rann4ou8e, a&d eelelnrated the awipicioiis 

. occasion over several- tasiblen of toddj[, while 

their anxious rdlattves were nanrfhing in vain 

among the wreek of l^e oarriages for any trace of 

their mangltd remaiBSi ■

I am t^ only passenger this morning at the 

Banff shition. sol^y on my aeeount a square 

box upon wheels^ drawn l^ two horses, and 

known here as' " ikf oai ai b iB," has rattled np 

from the Fife Arms Hotel; solely on- my ac^ 

eonnt is the ticket-ofliee opened ; and for me 

and me alone do fire bmm and water boil, and 

goard and stoker and ^igine^river a^end to 

perform their various duties. Seated in my car- 

riage, waiting for the train to start, I overhear 

soroethiDg like the fdllowing conversation, the 

interioeutoTS beine the goarci and the engine* 

driver: ^'Ony boayelse comin'P^ "IdiBnasee 

ony body.'* " Wom^ time's np, we maan start." 

^ Stop a minntei" ** Bichia ye say tfaedamggist 

was ga'in' wi' ns this morning?" (Tbisto ^ 

clerk, who responds in the affirmative.)^ ''^ Weel, 

jist rin oat and see- if he^s eoming;" '^Stop a 

minnte, Geordie, here's somebody. Somebody 

walks in and takes his seat cpiite leisordy. '* Ony 

mair coming P'* " Na, nae mair that I oaasee»" 

^Oh, weei, we wimmwite osylanger." And 

the train, with two paseengersin it (there would 

have been oidjjr one if time bad been kept), moves 

slowly out of the station. Thisnorthem railway 

has many simple and innocent w«ysw It Ims 

only a single hne of rails ; the engine-driver and 

guard are on< the most intimate terms with the 

passengers who come in at the stations ; an<i if 

any one desires to be set down near his place of 

residence, he has only to mention it to the driver, 

and the train will be stopped to accommodate 

him. ■

A journey of eighteen miles» winch I had nmde 

many a time in my sdmol^dhyB on a grey sholty 

(pony) in a gig, in a oart, m a yellow chuiot 

at election-time, on shanks^- mare at other times, 

brings me to my nativeGhaagein the strath of 

the lala — a lovely valley ooverod with a patch- 

work carpet of green aad gold, fringed at its 

upland eages with purple heather, ion miffht 

imagine tbat there were nants on the four hills 

holding up the comers. The monks of old, who 

always had a keen eye for a ^ood location, 

founded a monastery iiere, and divided the lands 

among the brethren. The farms to this day ■

retaai the names which tine; orwinally derived 

from their deridy oeoinantBL The monastery 

stood OB.' a moond, putiy natvral, pavtly- arti- 

ficid^ whidi ia now epswnedk bv tha pariah kirk. 

I had a haMef loB|r ago» and I am otmfirmed 

in it DOW, that: if the mound were esoaavatedL 

wonderfni things wedd be fomd in it— ou 

ooins) old arms,, reeordi^ treasue periuip& The 

eonntrf bereabents is rich in silent monamenta 

of the misty dayy of old. There' are mounds ami 

cairaH >nd a hnMriognomenilfltwo pointiBg to 

amefli battle-fields, on which kings and abbots 

fou^ and feU, in what eaoee Meaven only 

knowsw There are holy wells, and kinge^ caints^ 

and clerks' seats, anil there is a " galiow hill" 

where eatlieeteelers were hanged by the autho- 

rity of some lood potentate who did not aUow 

tmf ene to rob bat himself, and whose law was 

the law of Lvneh. If the j^patetic phSo^ 

sophers of the !British ikaaociatun would conde- 

scend to visit this part of the eountryv I am dis- 

posed to believe they would hear of sometynr to 

their advantage, something* that might enable 

them to add aohapter or two to the yery meagre 

chroaicte of the land of the Piets and the Soota 

at tile period of the Danish invasioBS, andmiakt 

snpply a few links to the broken chain of hia* 

tory, which leaves so wide a gap between the 

era of EpiscoMcy and the reeon^niction which 

followed the Berormaition. There are histories 

as well as sermons in the stonesM^iich lie about 

here, marking the graves of kings and cbief- 

tauiB ; and kinc seasiona* papws, stowed awav in 

dark cavenis under pnlpit and lectern^ an tiled 

with records of Presbyterian tTramy as abso- 

lute, as ruthkoB^ and as inexoiaMeas that of the 

Papacy itself hr the worst dhys oftiielnquiritioB. 

By r^erence to one of my pocket oonroa^ 

nions, the Journey to the Hebriaes, I find tnat 

I am following as nearly as possible the route 

by which Dr. Jbhnson travelled. Bat it is not 

a desire to tread in the sacred footsteps of the 

gmt lexicompher'-Hnnch as I am awed by a 

vision of hie borly figvie hauntiag the old turn- ■

Sikes«-that shapes my> coarse inr this pardealar 
iveetion. It is'tbe railway that takes me- this 

way, levftng me no choice mtees I prefer the 

medium of k)Gomotian which liift no choice 

whatever to, Dr. Johnson— « gig. The doctor 

says that he came to Bl^ abeut neoni lu that 

ease he must have left Banff vary eariy indeed, 

for I, travelling by rail, did not come to Elgin 

until past nom.. The aoetor comphans that in 

the best inn's best room he hada dinner which 

be cou' i ne<| eat. Bemembering this, I was 

ahnost ashamed to sit down to hare -soup, and 

haunch of heather-fed mattoK, and grouse-pie, 

and aH sorts of nice thii^. And aimer dinner I 

did precisely what the doetw dic^ and what 

everr visitor has done an^ time these two 

hundred years, aad what visitors wiU probably 

do for a hundred years to come — ^I went to see 

the ruins of the Cathedral These rains are 

Elgin's lien par eiedlence, the one that roaia 

bttdest of ^. A native will soaroely let a 

strai^r rest until he has shown him the Cathe- 

dral. I am conducted over the grand old rain ■
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by a gentleman whose father vna a young man 

when Dr. Johjoaon visited the plaoe. I shake 

hands with him, he shook handa with his father, 

ins &ther may have shaken hands with Dr. 

Johnson, which enables me to think that I 

myself have almost shaken hands with Dr. 

Johnson. I hear the same guide's story that 

the doctor heard ; how, after the Eeformation^ 

an order was issued directing the lead, which 

covered the roof» to be taken away aiod con- 

verted into money for the use of the army^ and 

how the vessel in which " the cargo of sacri- 

lege" (so says Dr. Johnson) was shipped for 

Holland, foundered at sea, and was lost with 

the lead and all hands. ■

Elgin was a small place in Dr. Johnson's tim&; 

but it is a busy bustling town now, with aa ex- 

tensive suburb of substantial mansions and neali 

villas, most of them embowered in luxuriant 

gardens bloomingwith flowers and teeming with 

fruit. It is the Cheltenham of the north. ■

After partakine of toddy from an ancestral 

tumbler — I wonder how manv hogsheads of 

toddy that crvstal goblet has held !— I return to 

the train, and in 1^ than half an. hour plunge 

into the Highlands. It was shortlj after he 

left Elgin that Dr. Johnson made this entry in 

his diaiy : " Here I first heard the Erse lan- 

guage." I had heard the Erse langua^ before : 

but it was ''here" that I first h^d it on this 

journey. It was not spoken ; it was sun^. The 

voice proceeded from a third-class carnage in 

my rear. By-and-by the strains were in front» 

and, as station after station was passed, the 

voice receded, and then came nearer again, 

which puzzled me not a little at firsts but 

eventually explained itself in this way ;— A fa- 

vourite singer of Erse romances was in. the 

train, and he was passing from carriage to car- 

riage to give the third-class passengers a taste 

of his quality. As the Erse minstrel could not 

come to me, I went to hun, and found him in 

the midst of a score of "his fellows — apparently 

fishermen— singing as if for his life, while his 

auditors listened with open mouths and intense 

admiration. He sang song after son^ with a 

short dry cougk at the end of each luie» aa a 

sort of vocal comma ; and aa his audience never 

laughed, but preserved the most stolid gravity, 

I presumed that the lyrics were Homeric rather 

than Anacreontic. I must say that I felt rather 

ashamed, being a Scot bom on the hordera of 

the Highlands^ to think that I did not undec- 

stand a single word he sung. I thought, to 

make some amends to myself by trying the 

Highlander with English ; out that experiment 

only made the matter worse, for he not only 

unaerstood Eu^h, but spoke it with remark- 

able accuracy. The popular idea in England is, 

that all Highlanders are red-headed. There were 

at least a hundred Highlanders in this train, and 

I did not notice more than three who were posi- 

tively red. The majority of them were coal- 

black ; and not one of them wore a kilt ! The 

Erse language, when sung, sounds like German, 

and the native manner of singing is like the 

French. I bring an English lady m to see real ■

Highlandeis— she has only seen stage and 

snuS^iop-door speoiaifins--and they stare at 

her so with their blaek ey^s tiiat she is seized 

with & distrading thought of the fiftta of poor 

Mr. BiiggSj, and eaoi^MS on the fint opportur 

nity. when the minstrel departB,. I find that 

there is no Highlander left, who can. speak Eng- 

lish. I oanao^ therefore-,, make myakf under- 

stood, uutiL the happy thought ocAors to me 

to expresa myself in whiakjc, when they aU by a 

raarveUotts. inspiration, of intelligence compre- 

hffiid me om tna instant.. My experience of 

life in all ouarteFS of the globe leadame to be- 

lieve that liqpor is the language of the world. ■

MoBt apj^pnately the ahadea o£ night were 

fallincp upon the aoene when the train, with a 

hocria scream, belching forth ^st and smoke^ 

rushed acrosa the blaated heath near Eores. I 

really ihisk the stoker got uy the effect on 

purpose^ The heath-ecena waa better and 

more blasted than it had ever aroeaied to me 

on the stage. It was vaster, ana the illusion 

was not destroyed by a proeoeninm of red cur- 

tain and taasel ; and ceitainly a pot, three hags, 

and a gentleman in a kilt would have cut but a 

poor figure on so wide an expanse of heath. 

There is something to he said for tha boards 

after all. let the boards do not consecrate 

scenes and events as* history consecrates them. 

This figment of the great poet's brain, grand as 

it i8>. familiar as it is to the whole civilised 

world, does not affect me with the touch of 

nature which awakes my heart's stringa pre- 

sently when I am whirled along the outakirts 

of the field of CuUoden. I £ not see the 

witches stirring the oaldron. I do not h^r 

Macbeth asking them what it is they do ; but I 

do see bonny Prince Charlie and his faithful 

Highlanders flying from the lost, field, and I 

can hear the tnuiuler of Gumberland'a cannon 

in the distance ; and the wind comes moaning 

to the [duidderinff rooks of the Eirth with the 

burden of thesaa wail, " Wae's me for Prince 

Charlie-" Onee marea I want to flourish a 

daymoret, and ask ''Wha wadna Mow thee, 

king of the Heelan' keartaf^ Aa I look out at 

the carnage window, and peer through the 

darkness aS.some copse of furze or cluster of 

whin4)ushes, my heart is in my month leet he 

should be hiding there, and Cumberland's men 

should come and find him. Every sound ia 

sadly burdened with the name of ClurHe^ The 

receding sea. murmurs his name, and stretches 

forth ita white arms; to enfohi him in one last 

parting emhrace ; the wind moans for him, the 

stars are pale with fear for him, the ^y drops 

big tears, all nature wails with the cry of 

Charlie^ Charlie, Charlie ! ■

The blasted heath, consecrated by Shake- 

speare, does not affect me ;. but Culloden Moor 

moves me deeply. Yet, as I have said, my 

understanding rejects Charlie, while it certainly 

does not reject Shakespeare. A case of the 

flame of patriotism burning more fiercely than 

the flame of poesy. ■

I slept at Inverness in a gaunt unpapered 

room in the new wing^of a hnge barracK, by ■
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courte^ called an hotel. All night long, the 

Duke of Gumberland, in a red coat, with a 

redder face, sat on the foot of my bed, and wrote 

orders of execntion on the backs of playing- 

cards. I noticed that eyery card was the nine 

of diamonds, wUch, as yon are aware, is known 

as the Curse of Scotland. ■

Inyemess, the capital of the Highlands, over 

the hills and far away from the accepted centres 

of ciTillsation, is a town well calculated to 

astonish the weak minds of those En^ish ex- 

cursionists who approach Scotland with mis- 

giTiugs lest they snould not find food fit to eat, 

a bed fit to lie in, or a roof capable of keeping 

out the weather. There is a street as fine as 

Ree;ent-8treet, with plate-glass windows a stoir 

hign ; there are banks so architecturally splendid, 

that I am sure they would, in that respect, dis- 

dain to call the Old Lady in Tlireadneedle- 

street th^ thirteenth cousin ; there is a tartan 

warehouse, which combines the extensiveness of 

Cannon-street with the gorgeousness of Stam- 

boul; there are hotels nearly as big as the 

Grosvenor and the Laugham, but infinitely 

superior, inasmuch as their accommodation is of 

a fower class, and their charges are higher. ■

But to my mind the lion of LiTemess is the 

tartan warehouse of oue Mr. MDougall. Such a 

large and varied assortment of soft pretty thiu^ 

I never saw before. And so temptingly laid 

out! Plaids, scarves, kilts, cloaks, heather- 

wool Jackets daintily shaped and daintily lined 

for daintv figures, ribbons, hose, caimgorm- 

hilted dirks and skeans — a gathering of all the 

tartans of all the clans. I was obliged to tear 

myself away, for fear I might not leave myself 

money enough to carry me back to London. I 

was told, however, that tartan is goin^ out of 

fashion. The " garb of old Gaul," too, is going 

out of fashion even in Inverness. I saw only 

one kilt, and that was worn by the hotel-gillie. 

A mightv Scottish chief with an historical name, 

a Mac of that ilk, the definite article of his chm, 

came down from the lulls to meet the canal-boat 

at one of the stations, and that Scottish chief- 

tain wore knickerbockers ! At one period the 

kilt was a defiance to the Saxon, and a protest 

against Geordie's occunancy of Charlie's chair; 

but that feeling was buried long ago, and a 

Scotchman may now wear breeks witn a loyal 

conscience. ■

I am foUowine now the beaten track of the 

excursionbts and tourists. Oban has been called 

the Charing-cross of the Highlands. Inverness 

may, on the same principle, be called the Angel 

at Isliugton of the Hignlands, Fort Augustus 

the King's-cross, and Fort St. George the 

Regent's^circus. It is a pleasant two dajs' 

journey through canal and lake, now walking 

along the banks while the steamer ascends the 

locks, now driving for a short distance by coach, 

and then again turning aside to view some water- 

fall or glen ; but it is not the best way to see 

the Highlands, and to be fully impressed with 

the grandeur of the scenery. Your attention is 

distracted between men and mountains, between 

" far-folding mists" and the steam of the pots ■

on the galley-fire, between Ben Nevis and the 

flavour of his dew which comes up the cabin 

stairs. I for one am willing to confess that 

where there are a man and a mountain, I prefer 

the man. ■

The proper study of mankind is man. ■

I see Dr. Johnson and Mr. James Boswell 

jogging along upon two Highland ponies, 

communing with nature undisturbed by those 

applications of modem art and science, which, 

while they overcome difficulties of locomotion, 

are destructive of the higher^ sentiments which 

grand and romantic scenery is calculated to in- 

spire in the human breast. These breezy lakes, 

those stark shuddering rocks, yonder towering 

mountains lifting their heads above the mists to 

the blue heavens, the grim ruins of ancient 

castles — ^all these are very fine, very grand, but 

to me they would not be half so interesting if 

my fancy did not associate them with the war- 

like chiefs and clansmen of old. On the loch I 

see the chieftain's boat, on the hills I see the 

gleam of steel, and the wind comes to me laden 

with the sound of the pibroch. And no small 

share of mj pleasure I derive from that ever- 

present vision of Dr. Johnson jogging along on 

nb pony. ■

But there is too much eating and drinking 

^ing on to leave my soul quite open to the 

influence of fine thoughts. If I could get rid 

of the steam-boat, ana the venison-pies, and the 

eternal odour of toddv, I dare say I could lie 

upon my back among toe birch-trees yonder and 

poetise about Ben Nevis. As it is, I am won- 

dering where Long John's distillery is. The 

onlv Kilted persons I saw between Inverness 

and Oban were a Scotch-African mighty hunter, 

who makes a show of his skins and other 

trophies at Fort Augustus, and a blind white- 

bearded beg^gar. I would not dress up and 

walk about in broad day like this hunter for a 

thousand pounds. At Oban I saw nothing 

remarkable, except an unconscionable hotel bill, 

and a tame seagull that foueht a dog and came 

down to the boat to beg for oiscuit. There was 

nothing in Oban that 1 should have cared to 

bring away but that bird. If I ^ there agaia, 

I shall inquire for him. Meantime, here's to 

his health and his family's, and mav he live 

long and prosper. The Crinan Canal is quite 

a "sensation." It is not so wide as the canal 

that runs through Regent's Park, London, 

and the barge, which just fits it (but not with- 

out causing the dish to overflow), is dragged 

along at a gallop by two horses ridden by post- 

boys in red jackets. For fully three miles a 

flock of little barefooted children kept pace 

with us on the bank, and called to us to " heave 

oot." The excursionists threw them halfpence, 

and they scrambled for them, and sometimes fell 

intothe water. Some of the urchins were certainly 

not more than six years old, yet they ran for the 

whole course without stopping, except to scramble 

for the money, and they did not seem in the 

slightest degree distressed. It was, I heard, 

their daily occupation to attend ifpoa two boats. ■
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Let me recommend their case to the attention 

of the Scottish gentleman who recently distri- 

buted to his countrymen two tons of tracts. ■

Finally, I get on board the lona : a floating 

Tillage, with lower decks, and middle decks, 

and upper decks, and still an attic deck above 

those — the finest, most commodious, and best- 

appointed smooth-water passenger-boat I have 

ever seen. A splendid dining-room, a splendid 

drawing-room, a library and writing-room, a 

froit-stall, a book and newspaper-stall, and a 

post-office! And so, up the broad bosom of 

the Clyde to Glasgow, where on the quay 

thousands of working men, with their hands in 

their pockets, are loitering to see us arrive. 

Why? Because they have nothing better to 

do on their Saturday half-holiday, there being 

no trains on the morrow to bring them back to 

their toil, if they should choose on this Saturday 

evening to make a restorative visit to the green 

fields. ■

TO PUERTO CABBLLO. ■

Havikg made up my mind to see^Yalencia^ I 

resolved to go from Caracas by the hot sea-route, 

recruit in the moderate cUmate of Yalenda, and 

return by Ardguas, along the shores of the 

celebrated Lake of Tacaiigua. When I had 

selected my route, and persuaded my friend 

C. to be my companion, at least as £ar as 

Puerto Cabello, the next thing was to fix the 

day of our departure. We had just, heard of a 

European dying of yellow fever at La Guaira, 

having caught the disease at Puerto Cabello, and 

as to the intensity of the heat, we had the evi- 

dence of our own senses, it being, in fact, the 

hottest and most unhealthy time of. the year. 

However, as I was very anxious to meet the 

president. General Falcon, whose arrival at 

Valencia was expected, we determined to start 

immediately. In the hope of getting the ride to 

La Guaira over before the sun grew fierce, I rose 

on the 8th of August at four a.h., and walked 

over to C.'s house. I and he were to go by the 

short cut over the mountains called the Lidian 

Path, and my servant was to follow with the 

impedimenta by the coach road; But the course 

of travel never did run smooth, and the first 

annoyance was, that the mules we were to ride 

did not come at the appointed time, and when 

they made their appearance, the sun bad akeady 

cleared off the mists that descend at night upon 

Caracas from the Aviia. Two very diminutive 

animab they were, these mules, a brown and a 

white one, and were both equipped with that in- 

vention of the Evil One, the South American 

saddle, which has a huge sharp peak rising up in 

front, and another in rear, so that to lift the leg 

over them requires the lissomness of youth, or 

the natural suppleness of Creole joints. My 

temper had been somewhat ruffled by the delay 

of the muleteer, and I cast rather a sour look at 

his mules as I asked him which I was to ride. ■

" Sefior," said the man very civilly, *' this ■

white one is little, but he knows the road well ; 

he is for you." ■

"Little but old, like the pig in the story," I 

muttered, as, putting my left toe into one stirrup, 

I carelessly threw up my right leg with the inten- 

tion of seating myself on the wUte mule's back. 

But it was not for nothing that the snows of age 

had descended on that subtle animal, who, with 

all his outward solemnity, had learned more tricks 

than a monkey. The instant my right leg went 

up, he jumped back with a sudden violence that 

transferred my foot to his ears instead of the 

pbce intended for it, andl^was sent toppling 

over into the arms of my tall servant, whose 

expansive mouth opened with a grin of ex- 

quisite ei^oyment. Seeing how much he cmd 

the other servants, as abo the rascal of a 

muleteer, relished my discomfiture, I ordered 

a man to stand on each side of the mule and 

keep his head fast, and, laying firm hold of the 

high pommel, made a second careful and most 

resolute attempt to seat myself. But the aged 

animal was too skilful a strategist, and the 

instant I threw up my leg he iJso threw up 

his hinder quarters, and that too with such 

agility, that so far from bestriding him I only* 

kicked him in the stomach, and was again sent 

back into the arms of my servant, who this 

time fairiy broke out into a loud laugh, in 

which even C. joined. I held my peace, and 

made several other efforts to mount the brute, 

but all in vain. So at last I had the Spanish 

saddle taken off and rephujed by an English one, 

and then, in spite of the venerable creature's 

tricks, succeeded in mounting him. Once on 

his back, I gave him the taste of a very sharp 

pair of spurs,' to which he responded with a 

series of kicks, but went on at a quick pace. 

We passed rapidly through the streets to the 

north-eastern angle of the city, and skirting the 

Toma, or city reservoir, we began to ascend the 

ancient military road over the mountains. " C," 

said I, after riding for some time rather sulkily, 

** I shan't forgive you for letting them bring me 

such a troublesome brute as thu.'* "Don't be 

angry, amigo mio 1" replied C.,who had hardly 

yet done laughing; "that mule is called El 

Bailarin, * the dancer,' on account of his capers, 

and many a fellow has been spilt in trying to 

mount him ; but when once you are on him, you 

are sure to like him, for he 1ms the best paces of 

any animal oathe road. Let me tell you, too, 

we shall come to pbices presently where you will 

not be sorry to have a sure-footed beast under 

you." ■

By this time the ascent was becoming very 

steep, and turned incessantly in a sharp sig-zag, 

and at every turn beautiful views broke upon us. 

In front, on the right hand and on the left, were 

the mountains, with deep precipitous ravines, in 

which the trees grew so thickly that no eye 

could spy a single glitter of the waters that 

brawled along beneath their branches. Behind us 

were the city of Caracas and the rich valley of 

Chacao, at the furthest end of which a mass of ■
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light vaporous clouds were floaiing, while in the 

distance towered the mountains of Higueiota. 

We stopped more than once to gaze at the scenery, 

but our mules were so good that in thirty minutes 

we had gained Ihe crBst of the moimtaBi. Here 

we pasMd the ruins of a ohapd, which was 

thrown down bytheearthquakeof 1818. "What 

a view," said I to C, "there must have been 

from this spot of the falling city, of the descend- 

ing rocks, and the other horrors of the earth- 

quake!" "Whyyes," replied U, "if you could 

have kept your feet to look, but it is my opinion 

that yon would have been knocked down by the 

shook. There was one man up here at the 

chapel, but he did not see mu(^ for the walls 

M upon hin and crushed him." ■

We now tuned our backs on Gar^ioaa, and 

saw no more of it, and in another half-hour we 

reached a posada, a aule beyond which we turned 

off &om tiie broad militecy road by which we 

had hitherto been toavelling (and the BMiking of 

which does the Spaniards no little ereditX into 

ihe far-famed Indian Path. This winds along 

the mountain, at the height of eome six thousaad 

feet, through thicdc low weods^ varied l^ patches 

of coffee ]^t«ti<»s and other cultivations. In 

plaoes there is a sheer precipice, and in others, 

where there is only a steep slopes some hardy 

adventurers have built ootts^^es, And planted 

coffee and the ulnquitous yaea and phmtauL 

StomB of wind are luckily not very -eoinmcn in 

this localUy, or these huts andtheir owners would, 

perchance, go a visiting in the valley below. It 

happened, however, that the night befece v^e 

started had been very ien^estuous, and we now 

saw many traces of the mischief wrought by the 

storm. In some places we came upon long 

avenues made in the wood, in whidi the Jtrees 

had been uprooted or smashed by the wiB4» Mid 

some had fallen so as almost to Mock the patl^ 

and put us to no little difSmi% in passing thenv. 

However, I w«s determitted not to dismoim^ 

lumng a wholeaone dread of the Bailarin's caper- 

ing perfcnnanees on such a ticklish etage as the 

Indian Bath. At last we came to a place wheoe 

a cottage had been blown down, and the d6bris 

by right athwart our way, and here I made up 

^ my mind to be stopped altogether. The mule, 

however, httrag move of the femafe than of the 

male nature, in that it is varinm et mutabile 

semper, does ordinarily baffle calculation in its 

proceedings. My cunning old animal knowing 

perhi^^ that the place we were nt was more 

than half way to La iGnaiia, and that, conse- 

quently, it would get its provender sooner by 

going on than by returning, scrambled. over the 

ruins like a monkey. ■

From the phboe where we had turned •ff into 

the Indian Path to the ruined oottage~*that is, for 

about four miles— we had constantly beenlooking 

over wooded nmnes to Cape Blanco, and be- 

yond that to the sea. Far to the westward, also, 

our Cfyes travelled over the Tierra Catiente, or 

''coast" with an horizon, which, aceording to 

Humboldt, has a radius of sttty^six miles. But ■

our prospect to the east was cut short by the 

jutting fk the mountain, which continually ad- 

vanced with and beyond us, bold and high to- 

wards the sea. We now at last turned its ffank, 

and, looking eastward, were repaid with a very 

noble view over the gorges that run down from 

the Silla to Macuto. The path grew narrower, 

and the precipice so sheer, tiiat it seemed as if a 

bound would carry us, if we leaped from the moun- 

tain, over the slender strip of coast into the sea. 

We now began to see below us Maquetia and La 

Guaira, with the vessels at anchor, and so much 

was the distance apparently diminished by the 

height act which we were, that I fancied I could 

have thrown a stone upon the roofs of the houses. ■

Humboldt seems not to have gone by the 

^dian Path, for though he dwells very much 

on the beauty of the view to the west, which he 

prefers to that from the mountains of Mexico be- 

tween Las Trancas andXalapa^ he says nothing 

of the eastern view over La Guaira and Macuto, 

which struck me as far more wonderfiiL The 

view to the wiest he could have seen, though not 

quite to such advantage as we did, from the 

military road: the yellow line of which we oc- 

OBionally noticed, at the distance of a ndle or 

so, cropping out from the woods behMr ns. ■

It was now past dgfatA^v., and the heat of the 

sunwas so fierce that the coast and tiie sea seemed 

toakimmer in its rays ; but up to this point we 

had been quite protected by the mountain, which 

rose in some phioes nearly one thousand feet 

above our heads. No sooner did we turn to the 

east, however, but we met the sun fKC to face, 

and the encounter made me quite i^iddy. it 

was with some uneasiness that i descried, 

ahead ef us, a phioe where theiam of the 

previous night had ahnoBt lentanely washed 

away the path, leaviug only a bdge about 

a foot broad. '*€.," Mud I, ''how are we to 

pass that pfane? I think I imust got off, 

oven if I should have to walk all the lest of the 

way in tins broiling sun." ''Best trust to the 

mule," he answered, "Ton may «lip, but he 

won't, rn bet ten to one." '' It^s of no use bet- 

tii«,"Isaid,''wheninm to be killed if I wm; 

but riltake your advice, and ohauoe it on the 

mule; aohese goea.** With these words, Ilet 

my 'bridle dcop on the mnle^B neck, ieehng sure 

that if he ahpped, it would be df no use trying to 

save him, and thinking Imdght do harm by hold- 

ing him too tight 19be aumud seemed to know 

the danger, for he put Ins head down and smffod, 

then walked steadily over the le^ and was 

followed by €.'s nsnk, and then by that of the 

muteteer, who oatrisd our doaka. I was just 

ejaculating "All right," when the career of the 

latter individual was neasly brought to a dose. 

The last hit of the ledge eansisted of a great 

stone;, whieh had periiaps been loosened by the 

successive pressure of the nmles. Atallevente, 

when the last aadmal had got ius hind legs upon 

it, it gave way, and down it went with a shcmer 

of earth, cresbdngamong the bushes, until, gather- 

mg velocity, it made a huge bound into the ■
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abyss^ and we saw no more of it. Ab for the 

inuleteer,it was well for him that his mule had got 

its toe k^s fiimly pfeated on 1^ path beyond the 

ledge, and that the spioxs, whichm his fright he 

drove np to the row«ls into the mnle^ >9ide, 

were afaarp, fo it was only bytt desperate effort 

that the poor beast saved itself from falling back. 

The fellow, thongh used to voogh work, so lost 

his nerve at the narrowness of his enape, that 

he got «ff, and leaned against the rock for « 

minnte or two, with a faoe which terror had 

blanched to a whity-brown. ■

"Do you know," said C, **tbat at ihis v«ry 

pkee, whddi before last nights rain was three 

times as broad as it b now, a rather dtisagreeable 

accident onoe oceoned. It was about eight yiears 

ago. We had made up a party to take advantage 

of the full moon and lide down to La Ghudra at 

night. AFrenohman, partner in one of the bonses 

at La Ghiaiia, whom yon may have seen there, had 

been persuaded to join us. He was exeeedmgly 

nervous, and rather diort-aighM, and we quizned 

him unmeTGlfnlly as we rode along in high 

spirits, and with rather more champagne on 

board than was deehnfole on sneh an oecasion. 

When WB arrived «t ttia plaoe, whidi was €rven 

then the worst bit on Ihe road, a cloud came over 

the moon, and someoaecaUed out in joke to the 

fVenehman, who was nduig a white hcMa», to go 

first, as he would hebettar seen by^aay one oommg 

the other waji^ and so a rencontre woudd be avoided 

where the path was too niCrrowior two riders to 

pass. "Ek unfiMTtunately took the xngaest in 

earnest, and made an attempt to get 6ist. 

There being a bash beade the pescipioe, ins horse 

mistook it for terra inaa, stepped on it, and 

went down like a AaL The poor frenchman 

uttered a cry of horror, winch was Aoooeeded hj 

ahMxd crashing aanng braaehes andarattfeof 

Ming stones, and, after Jimomcat^spaase, by a 

trenendoos timd, as theliorse stmek the xodcs 

many feet down, and bonnded off into tiie abfras. 

We stood aghast at the loss of oar poor kiend, 

bat, as it was impossltle even to aee down the 

predpiee, we had no attcmative but to go on to 

La Goana, leavuig two of our number to watdi 

at the spot wibere he had fallen. I was one 

of those who went on, and as soon aa I reached 

the town I got togother ten or a doaen men, and 

havmg proooiedsome long ropes, set aS, jiMt as 

the dawn was breakmg, to the preoipioe, intend- 

ing to lower some one down to see whetiier there 

was any ohaaoe of reoovaiing the body. What 

was my astonishmont, on nearmg the phu)e, to 

hear Ihe sound of kughter and loud taikiiig! 

This levity aeemed so ill timed, that i intended 

to remonstrate with my firiends who had been 

left to wateh. My anger, however, was soon 

tamed into joy, for I frand the kagheis 

bendmg «ver tin preoipioe, and addressing 

jokes to the baaby head of a atampy tree which 

grew from the side of the mountain, some fifteen 

feet below the path, and m which the Frenohman 

had provideatially alighted, wfaife his horse had 

been dashed to pieces. Of course we soon pulled ■

our friend up. Wc found he was unhurt, except 

by a few soratdies, though fear had at first so 

IMuvlysed him, that for agood quarter of an hour 

after his fell he had been unable to utter one word. 

Even now, at this leagth of time, he has net 

completely reocyvered his nerve, and will not 

cross the mountain^ even by the coach road, aa 

horseback." ■

This story toc^ so long to tell, that we had 

reached the grass-grown waUs of the fort of San 

Qarles, just above the Quebrada,, which runs into 

La Guuin, before it was done. The sun was 

now tenEifioally hot, and we pushed on with all 

speed to €.'s housei, which we reached at half«> 

past nine A.M., having been about three hours in 

coming the whole way. My only business at La 

Guaira was to inspeot the castom«'house^ of 

which I might now be said to be joint proprietor 

with thegovenunent, as my servants had assumed 

the ooliection of the export dulies. On going 

over ikt buildhig, I found the lower atoiy divided 

into six long stooes— which together n^ght con- 

tain about two thousand five handred tons of 

merohandise-^and one square store, capable of 

holding as much as the other six. Perhaps five 

thousand tons in aUcodd be ^MHrehoused at one 

time in the baildkg, butit being the dull season* 

thoe were not above six hundred tons at the time 

of my visit The timber of the custom-house is 

almost black, and as hard as iron, and of a kind 

that no iaaect em maibe any hnpresaion on. Of 

the tlwee stotieB^ the hnwex, as has been said» 

consists of warehoases. In the second, sit the 

aoeoontants^ whose books I examined oarefally. 

At five P.1L I had embarked with O. on boazd a 

brig of two handred teas, and was soon sailing 

witti a light breeie from La Ooaira to Puerto 

Gabeyo. At night, the wind feiU, -and i who was 

below, among DofeaisB of hBdnstriow ants* fleas^ 

and «ook-roaohes, all dxmg their best to cairy 

me away piecemeal, passed the dark hours in 

wondexing whether I •should melt .aw^y before I 

was eaten up, or should be eaten up b^re I 

could mek away. ■

In liie morning, welsnnd ourselves sweltexing 

in a dead calm, dbraaat of the mountains c^ 

Ocumare, andaboat twent/4ix miles feom Fuerto 

Cabella Theiwatwcntoninerea8ingantilnoon» 

when it bemme so intolerably that we couhl 

do nothing but lie down panting in our shirts^ 

and dab oar heads and hands with wet towels. 

The sea was like glass; I koked in vain for 

even a oat's-^w ai^where on its snriiaoe. Not 

a bird or afish was to be seen, except one dolphin: 

a beantiful creature of a golden green, with silver 

fins and taU, whieh k^t darting about under our 

bows, as if in mockery of our inability to move. 

The mate, a huge sudy eirarthy fellow, whose 

natural iU humour was inoreased hf the heat, 

swore at the fi^, and tried to kill it with the 

graios, bat only atmok off a fewgUttering soales» 

^ter which it aank out of harm's way. At 

half-past :four, in spite of the sun, I went up the 

rigging to spy for a breeze, thinking I should 

hiu^y live over the h^at of such another ■
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twenty-four hours. My reconnoitring seemed 

to bring good luck, for the wind sprang up almost 

immediately, and we ran before it at the rate of 

eight or nine knots an hour, towards our desti- 

nation. In a short time we were able, with our 

glasses, to n^ake out the Mirador of Solano, or 

Castle of Puerto Gabello, which stands on a rock 

five hundred feet high, about a quarter of a league 

to the south-east of the harbour. ■

We nowbegan to hug the shore, and passed first 

the Bay of Turiamo, nine miles east of Puerto Ga- 

bello, and then those of Patanemo and Burburata. 

Here the coast is lined by narrow strips of low 

land, covered with bushes, called the islands, on 

which the sea breaks very heavily. I observed 

that from these the coast runs in a great curve 

to the north-west and north, making much more 

of a semicircle than appears from the maps. 

By this curve of the coast b formed a great bay 

cidled the Golfo Triste, which lugubrious title it 

well deserves, the coast being, perhaps, the most 

unhealthy in the world. At a quarter-past seven 

we were rounding a spit of land which nms out 

about half a mile from the coast in a north-westerly 

direction. Having rounded the spit, at the ex- 

tremity of which stands a lighthouse, extremely 

well built, but which has never once been used, 

we entered a bay between the spit and the main- 

land, which is thus protected from all winds on 

the east, north, and south, and found ourselves 

in the far-famed harbour of Puerto Gabello. It 

only required a glance to see that the port was 

secured from storms on the west also, partly by 

islands and partly by the curve of the mainland. 

In skort, there is perhaps no harbour iii the world 

where the sea is at all times so calm as at Puerto 

Gabello.* This being the case, it is surprising 

that the Spaniards ^ould in the first instance 

have made Burburata, which is three miles to 

the east, their chief port, it being in every re- 

spect inferior. ■

Night in the tropics, when once the sun has 

set, soon veils everything: so I had no time 

on arrival to do more than cast a hasty glance 

around. The brig anchored abreast of the fort, 

which is on the spit of land akeady mentioned, 

and we had only a hundred yards or so to pull to 

the shore. On landing, we walked about a 

quarter of a mile to the house of one of G.'s 

partners, where we were to pass the night. I 

had heoni much of the unhealthiness of Puerto 

Gabello ; but if I had not, I should have formed a 

bad opinion of the place from its lying so low, and 

being encircled with jungle, and stiU more from 

the peculiar smell which the night air brought to 

my nostrils from the swamps, and which made me 

shiver. I had smelt the same odour in what are 

called the barrier jungles in India, and in some 

parts of Ghina, and I knew very well what it be- 

tokened—fever and cholera. I made up my 

mind at once as to what I should do. In the first 

place, I asked my host for mosquito curtains, 

which are a protection, though but a slight one, 

against malaria. ■

" Mosquito curtains !" said my friend, with an ■

air of surprise ; " there are no mosquitoes 

here." ■

"Well, of course you know best," I replied; 

" but, if there are none, what means that hum ?" ■

" Ob," he answered, " there may be a few, just 

one or two, but we never use curtains. I advise 

you to adopt the plan of General A. You know, 

when Bolivar was in Guiana, he sent for Greneral 

A., who was the only person who had curtains 

in camp, and said he must borrow them. The 

general brought them accordingly. The next 

morning Bolivar asked him how he had slept 

without his curtams. 'Excellency, I slept very 

well,' was the answer, 'for I always take with 

me a second pair;' at the same time producmg 

an immense Uquor-flask, quite empty, which he 

had drained as a substitute." ■

Not admiring this plan, I adopted another of 

my own, and as soon as I entered my bedroom, I 

closed all the doors and windows, and wrapped 

myself up tight in a blanket. As the tempera- 

ture of the room was one hundred and ten degrees 

Fahrenheit, the effect resembled that of a Turkish 

bath, and I streamed with perspiration at every 

pore. Of course, while this lasted, there was no 

chance of fever, and I slept soundly till two ajc., 

when I struck a light and descried an immense 

spider just over my head, and a scorpion of a 

pale yeUow colour ascending the wall near the 

door. After that pleasing discovery I thooght it 

as well to keep my light burning until dawn. ■

My first visit in the morning was to the 

custom-house, which I found under the super- 

intendence of the brother of the Secretary of 

State for Finance : a small taciturn man, who 

replied to all remarks that were not direct 

questions by a violent puff of his cigarette, and 

a very slight inclination of his head. The custom- 

house has but two stores, which will hold only 

one-sixth of the amount of goods that can be 

warehoused at La Guaira. The trade of Puerto 

Gabello is chiefly in exports, the imports being 

comparatively insignificant, while the reverse is 

the case at La Guaira. I was now able^ with 

the help of daylight, to appreciate the excdlenoe 

of the harbour, which is said to be the best in 

America. Not only is it landlocked in the way 

ahready described, and at the same time easy of 

access, but the water is so deep that ships can 

lie alongside the wharf and tiaie in cargo direct 

from the shore. The custom-house, too, is 

conveniently situated, being but a few yards 

from the wharf, and the road to Valencia passes 

straight from it tiirough the town into the 

country. It has been suggested that the 

pentagonal fort, on the spit of ground to the east 

of the harbour, should be pulled down, and the 

site turned into docks. Indeed, if a battery which 

has been constructed opposite what are called 

the reefs of Punta Brava, at the entrance of the 

harbour, were mounted with guns of the largest 

size, no other defence would be needed. The 

castle, or mirador, on the high rock to the 

south-east, would not be of much use against a 

foreign invasion, but it has ever proved a great ■
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obstacle to troops advancmg against Puerto Ga- 

bello from the interior; for, being compelled, in 

order to take it, to camp in the jungle, they have 

always suffered terribly from yellow fever, and in 

some cases have been quite destroyed by this 

fearful scourge. Some idea of its ravages may 

be formed from the fact that M. Jnlien, principal 

surgeon of Puerto Gabello, at the time of Hum- 

boldt's visit, told that traveller that in seven years 

he had had eight thousand cases of yellow fever 

in his hospital alone. Previous to that, things 

had been even worse, for in 1793, when Admiral 

Ariztizabel's fleet lay in the harbour, every 

third man died of the disease. Subsequently, 

during the War of Independence, an European 

regiment that was sent down to besiege the 

castle, died almost to a man, and more recently 

there have beeu instances of the entire crews 

of ships in the harbour perishing, so that 

the authorities have had to take charge of the 

deserted vessels. Some good has been done 

lately by cutting down the mangroves, which 

filled the port with decaying vegetation, but 

until the swampy jungle for miles round shall 

have been drained and cleared, pestilence will 

always hold its head-quarters at Puerto GabeUo. 

After walking round the wharves, and throw- 

ing various thmgs into the sluggish waters, in 

the vain hope of getting a rise out of the mon- 

strous ground-sharks that swarm at the bottom, 

I paid a visit to the largest private store in the 

town. It was about a hundred and fifty feet 

long, and contained all sort>s of European imports, 

from calicoes to penknives and pale ale. £ut 

there was one article in immense quantities, 

which rather surprised me— Ghinese crackers. 

''Good Heavens," I said, '*what gluttons the 

children here must be of squibs ; why, English 

boys are moderate in comparison !" " It is not 

the children," replied G., smiling, "that have 

such an appetite for fireworks, but the saints. 

All these crackei? will be used up at the holy 

ceremonies during the fiestas of the next few 

months." Behind this building was a coffee 

store, in which heaps of the shining berry were 

being packed for exportation. The coffee is 

brought down from the interior on mules. Every 

mule carries two bags, containing each a quintal, 

or huiidred-weight, worth, at the time of my 

visit, sixteen doUars. The native bags, of which I 

saw forty-two thousand lying in the store, are not 

stout enough for stowing aboard ship, and much 

time is lost in transferring the coffee from them 

into strong canvas bags. The coffee is judged 

of by the smell, and according to the evenness 

of size of the berries. I was told that the pro- 

prietor of this store, an Englishman, who had 

resided about twenty years at Puerto Gabello, 

was just going home with a fortune of seventy 

thousand pounds. Prom the store, I went to 

look at the aqueduct, which supplies the town 

with excellent water from the Rio Est^ban, a 

distance of about three miles. It is a useful 

work, but there is nothing remarkable in its 

construction. The village of Est^ban is a favou- [ ■

rite resort of the Gabellians for pic-nics; for 

they ar« a pleasure-loving race, in spite of earth- 

qufdces, intense heat, and yellow fever. ■

STAPLEPORD GRANGE. ■

I HBABD the following narrative at a dinner- 

party in a countrv-house about five miles from 

the place where tne events referred to occurred, 

and it was related to me by the chief actress 

in it— a pretty, lady-like girl of twenty, the 

daughter of the rector of the parish in which 

Stapleford Grange is situated. I had spramed 

my ankle in the morning, and instead oi going 

in to dinner with the rest of the party, was 

made to lie on a sofa in the drawing-room ; and 

it was after the ladies came in from the dining- 

room that pretty Gissy Mile's, at her hostess's 

urgent request, related it to me. I give it, as 

nearly as I can remember, in her own words. ■

It was the Saturday afternoon before Ghrist- 

mas Day, nearly two years ago, when my six 

brothers, all younger than ipyself, and I were 

skatinff on our squire's fish-pond. We had 

been skatine since dinner, ana it was not till 

the wintry daylight was beginning to wane that 

the recollection rushed across me that I had 

entirely forgotten to do a commission mv mother 

had given to me in the morning. This com- 

mission was to walk to the Grange, a big farm- 

house, and bespeak some geese for dinner on 

New Year's Day. My mother had said decidedly, 

" Those geese must be ordered to-day, Gissy," 

so I knew that I should have to go : although 

the Grange was a mile off, although it was 

very cold, and darkness was coming on, and 

although I was terribly afrai4 of a Dig black 

dog which was chained up just in front of the 

Grange back door. ■

" Who'll go with me to the Grange ?" I called 

out quickly, as this remembrance occurred to 

me, sitting down and beginning to unstrap my 

skates. " I've forgotten all about the geese, 

and mamma said I was to order them to-oay." ■

No one answered. The next day was Sunday, 

and it might thaw before Monday. Every boy, 

big or little, seemed laudably desirous of making 

the most of present opportunities. ■

"I daretft go by mvself," I called out in a 

pathetic tone; "it would be quite dark before I 

got home again." ■

"Tell the truth, Gis," called out Ghariie, a 

quick, good-natured boy of fifteen, ''and say 

you're afraid of Jip. Never mind, I'll come 

with you, if you must go." And he joined me 

on the bank, and proceeded to take off his 

skates. ■

" What'll you bet, Jim," he called out, during 

this operation, "that we ain't at home by a 

quarter to five? It's exactly four now." ■

" A bob," was the answer, as Jim whirled by. ■

" Done ; and remember you dub up. Now, 

Gis, come along, and I can tell you you'll Iiave 

to run." ■

Thanks to all my ^f^p^'^fyTOS * pretty 
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good rtinner, and we sped aeross the squire's 

nelds, and throagk the narrow laoe towards the 

Grange, as fast as fXMsible. When we got to the 

last field, which joined the farm-yard, we slack- 

ened pace a little, and when we got into the big 

conrtrard itself, we were walking almost slowly. ■

"How dreadfully lonely it looks, Charlie," I 

said, almost with a shiver at the desolate aspect 

of the place, whieh had been a grand gentle- 

man'a honse forty years ago, Imt had been 

suffered to fall almost into rains. "I am glad 

I'm not Mrs. Johnson, particulariy as she has 

no children, nor anybody to keep her company 

when Mr. Johnson is away." ■

" Well, don't yon stop and prose to her for 

ever such a time, Cis, do you hear?** returned 

Ghadie, good humouredly. ^I want that bob 

of Jim's, and we'?e only nye-and-twenty minntes 

to do the jaw, and get home in.**" ■

''All right,'* I said, and we went up to the 

'back door. ■

I must try and describe a little of the geo- 

graphy of the Grange now. ■

The court-yard was a big square place, much 

bigger than farm-yards usually are, and it must 

Ifave been an imposing entrance in the old 

gone by days. There were two entrances to it, 

the one we had come in by, leadm«: to our 

village, the other exactly opposite on the other 

side of the court-yard, leading over a quartw of 

mile of fields into the road to our mancet town 

of D. To the left hand of the court-yard was a 

long^ straight line of what had once been stages, 

but were now farm-building ; and to the right, 

the north side — ^a long straight line also — of the 

house itself. ■

The front door, which was exactly in the 

middle of the straight line, and which wns 

flanked on either side by several windows, was 

now never opened ; but the back door, which 

was the entry to a little bit of btdldingstaaidraff 

back Arom the line of house, and which looked 

almost as if it had been stuck on to the b% 

square mansion as an after-thought, was on 

this Saturday afternoon standing a little ajar. ■

Jip did not greet us with bis usual noisy wri- 

come, and there was no sound of any sort about 

the place except the gabbling of some turkeys 

in the rear of the farm-buildings. I dont know 

that I felt any particular fear, but as we fol- 

lowed the path under the shadow of the old. 

elm-trees to the half open door, a sort of op- 

pressed feeling came over me, induced, I sup- 

pose, by the utter silence of the place, and I 

felt almost as if Jip's bark would have been a 

welcome sound. We went up and knocked at 

the door, and when I turned round, I observed 

that Jip's kennel, which stood exactly opposite, 

in a line with the front of the house, was empty. ■

" Where can Jip be ?'* I said ;" I thought 

they never let him loose ;" and I walked forward 

a few steps, and became aware that the dog's 

ohain and collar were lying beside the kennel. 

I stood for a moment or two wondering, whilst 

Charlie, getting impatient at Mrs. Johnson's 

non-appearance, knocked again at the door. 

Suddenly, some marks on the flagged pathway in 

front of the kennel arrested my attention, and ■

upon stooping down to look more elosdy, I saw 

that they were — ^drope and snears of blood. ■

I raised myself in sudden terror, and called 

Charlie, and whan hm cane to nqr side and ex- 

amined the pathway, we fo«nd Uiat there vu 

a bloody txau op to the door. ■

''What oan it be^ Charlie?'* I said, in a 

vhbper. ■

'' I don't know," Charlie returned, thought- 

fully ; ''poor Jip come to gjrief, perhap. It's odd 

Mrs. Johnson aoeao't come; I think I'll go on 

a voyage of discovery; stay here till I come 

baek ;" and he poshed the door fiirtker open. ■

"No,lfit me go too,"Isaid, hastily, half fright- 

ened, I am a coward at the sight of blood. ■

"WeU! don*t make a row then;" and we 

entered the little passage together. ■

On the left hand was the kitchen door, which 

was shut, and I observed that Charlie hesitated 

for a moment before he put out his hand to open 

it. Only for a moment though; then he un- 

latched the door, and the bri^t fkrm kitchen 

was before us. ■

There was a big blazing fire in the srate, 

which showed that on the table the tea-things 

were set for tea; the kettle was hissing away 

merrily, and some tea-cakes stood to keep warm 

on a low stand before the fire. Everything 

looked snug and cozy. Evidently Mrs. Johnson 

had prepared everything ready for tea when the 

farmer should return from D. muket; and was 

now gone up-stairs to "dean** herself. ■

I had time to make all these observationa over 

Charlie's shodder, befoce he gave a sudden stait, 

and strode with a low ezolamation to a bundle 

of okthes ^ioh ky at tiie further and darker 

side of the kiti^n, on the smooth stone flooi . 

A bundle of clothes it looked lik^ with Jip iytng 

asfteep beaide it ia a very strange attitude. ■

I shall never forget the homr of the next 

moment. Huddlc^i up, evidently in the attitude 

in which she had falkn, lay Mrs. Johnson, with 

a gaping wonnd acroaa her threat, from whioh 

the bdood was still trickling, and Jip, withalarge 

pool of blood near his head, lay dead beside her. ■

I stood for a moment^too, paralysed with 

horror— aueh intense, thrilling horror, that only 

any one who has experieneed such a f eeHng can 

understand it — tmd ihen, with a low scream, I 

sank on the floor, and put up my hand to try 

and hide the horrible sight. ■

"Hush !" whispered CharHe, sternly, taking 

hold of my hands, and forcibly dragging mo on 

to my feet again; '*you mustn't nuike a sound. 

Whoever has done this aa^t be far off; you 

must run home, Cissy, as hard as ever you can. 

Come!** ■

He dragged me to the door, and then I 

turned sick all over, and tumbled down again. 

I felt as if I eotdd not stir another step. ■

'•It's no use, Charlie, I can't stir,'* I said. 

** Leave me and go without me." ■

'•Nonsense! Try again." ■

I tried again, but it was no use; my legs 

positively would not rnove^ and precious tine 

was being wasted. ■

" You fool 1" Charlie said, bitterly and passion- 

ately. How was a boy of fifteen to understand ■
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a woman's weakness? ''Then I roast leave 

yon. It's Johnson's monOT they no doubt want. 

They wouldn't murder' if they could help it, and 

Jq^nson will be back directly." ■

" Yes, yes. Go," I said, understancSng that 

he wsntea to fetch help before the farmercame. 

" I will hide somewhere." ■

" Li the kennel ther^"he said, looking round 

quickly; "and don't stir."' ■

He pushed me into pogr murdered Jip's 

keimel, and then he disapneared, and I was left 

alone in the gathering dancness with those two 

prostrate forms on the kitchen floor as my com- 

pany, and perhaps the murderers close at hand. ■

I combated tne ftdnt feeling which Charlie 

could net understand by pinching my arms and 

sticking pins into them, and after a little judi- 

cious torture of this sort, the sick feeling went 

o£P, and I eould think again. "I will take off 

my boots," 1 thought, aSiera moment. " They 

make such a noise, and I may have to move, 

for already a gMmmering plan had rushed across 

my brain of how I might warn Johnson. So I 

rose a little from my crouching position, un- 

laced them, and slipped them off. I had barely 

done this, when I heard the sound of voices, 

and the sick trembling feeling came on so 

strongly, that the pin torture had to be again 

applied. In another minute three men came 

out of the back door, and I could distinctly 

hear every word of their conversation. ■

"He's late, I think," said one. -If he 

doesn't come soon, we must go ; that girl '11 be 

home soon. I heard the old woman tell her 

not to stop.** ■

"What*s it signify P*^ said another. "We 

can soon stop her mouth." ■

" It isn't worth so much blood, Dick,** said 

the third. "We've only got fifty poxmd by 

this, and the fiurmer '11 not have more." ■

"He oujg;ht to be coming by now,** said the 

first, anxiously, coming a step or two nearer the 

kennel. "Hallo! What's that?" ■

The tone made me tnrn sack again. Had 

Charlie found help ahready? Na The three 

men wero standing elese to the kennel, and 

during the momenra silence that followed the 

man's exclamation, I remembered that. I had 

dropped my muff. I tried to stop the hard quick 

thumping of mv hearty which I felt certain they 

must hear, ana then, as if fascinated, I raised 

my head from my knees — for till that moment 

I had been crouching at the furthest end of the 

kennel-— and saw a habv fieroe-looking face glar- 

ing in at the entrance of my hiding-place. I tried 

hard not to scream, and I succeeded; but in 

another moment I should have fsonted if the face 

had not been taken away. To my utter amaze- 

ment» as the face dia^peaied» its owner said : ■

" I thought some one might be hiding. That's 

a lady^s tmmpeiy. What can it mean ?" ■

Evidently 1 had not been seen, thanks to my 

daik <k«S8 and tke gathering, twilight. I 

breathed freely now ; nalesa something very un- 

foreseen oceured, I was safe. ■

" Some one has been, and has dropped it," a 

voice said auickly. " That's all on account of 

your cursea foolery, Dick," it went on angrily. ■

"Why couldtft you stop at the door, as I told 

youP* ■

"Wen, let's do something now," the third 

said, anxiously^ " or we shali be having some 

one here." ■

The three men then went badiinto the house 

again, and I could hear them speaking in low 

tones ;, |)Tesently the voices grew louder, and they 

were evidently quarrelling. In another minute 

they came out again, ana from what I could 

hear, they began to search mthei farm-buildings 

and outhouses for the owner of the muff. ■

"There's no one here," at last one called 

out. "They must have gone away a^pin. Go 

to the gate,.^!, and see if anybody is coming 

that way.** ■

After a moment. Bill returned to the other 

two, who were now standing talking in low 

whispers at the back of the kennel, and said : ■

"No, there'ls no one coming." And my 

heart sank as I thought kow long it would \i 

before succour could arrive. ■

"The fellow's late," one of the others said, 

after a minute or two ; " but we had better be 

on the watch now. Mind, both of yon, that 

he's down from his gig before he sees us." ■

Thev walked away along the line of house 

towaras the other entrance by which Mr. 

Johnson would come ; and I, thinking they had ■

fone to take up their hiding-places, put my 
ead cautiously out of the moutnof the kennel, 

and looked round. ■

Surely I could reach the house without being 

seen, I thought, and if I could but reaeh the 

big ruinous drawing-room, which commanded 

a view of the fields, the farmer would cross, I 

might be able to warn him back from the fate 

which awaited him. I mus^ warn him if I 

could ; it was too horrible that another murder 

should be done. ■

I was out' of the kennel and in the kitchen be- 

fcHre I reeoUected that I should have to pass close 

to the murdered woman before I could gain the 

door leading into the hall, wliich I must cross to 

gain the drawing-room. I shuddered as I passed 

tiie table and drew near to the horrible scene ; 

but, to my utter surprise and no little terror, 

Mrs. Johnson had vanished ! the dark gleaming 

pool of blood and the dead dog were still there, 

out the huddled up bundle of clothes was gone. ■

WLat had they done with itP In spite of 

the urgent necessity there was for immediate 

action, I stood motionlese for a minute, hesitat- 

ing to cross the dimW-lighted hall. Suppose 

it should be there. I h»l never seen death 

before, and the thought of again seeing the 

dead woman looking so ghastly and horrible 

with that great gaping wotmd across her throat, 

was at that moment more terrible to me than 

the thought of her murderers' return. ■

Whilst I stood hesitating, a shadow passed 

across the first window, astd, looking up quickly, 

to my horror I saw the three men in another 

moment pass the second window. ■

I had no trme for tboo^bt. In another minute 

thev would be in the kttehen. I turned and 

flea down the passage and across the hall, rush- 

ing into the first open door, which happened to ■
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be the drawing-room door, and instincti?ely 

balf closed it ^hind me as I had found it. 

Then I glanced wildly ronnd the bare empty 

room in search of shelter. ■

There was not a particle of famitnre in the 

room, and it was quite empty except for some 

apples on the floor, and a few empty nampers and 

sacks at the further end. How could I hide P ■

I heard the footsteps crossing the hall, and 

then, as they came nearer, with the feeling of 

desperation I sped noiselessly across the room, 

laid down flat behind the hampers, and, as the 

door opened, threw an empty sack o?er me. I 

felt I must be discovered, for my head was totallv 

uncovered; and I watched them fascinatea, 

breatliless from mtense terror. They walked 

to the window, saying, " We shall see better 

here," and looked out, presently all exclaiming 

together, ''He's coming now ; that black spot 

over there;'' and, without glancing in my direc- 

tion, they left the ro(yn again. I was safe, but 

wnat could I do to save the farmer? Surely 

Charlie must be coming with help now, but 

would he be in timeP / must try and save 

him, was the conviction that imoressed itself 

upon me in a lightning thought, ana as it crossed 

my brain I sprang to the window. All thought 

of self vanisned then with the urgency of what 

I had to do. I was only eager— nervously, 

frantically eager — ^to save the farmer's life. ■

They say that mad people can do things which 

seem impossible to sane ones, and I must have 

been quite mad with terror and fright for the 

next few njjnutes. ■

Seven feet below me, stretching down the 

slope of the hiU, was the garden, now lying in 

long ploughed ridj^es, with the frozen snow on 

the top of each of them, and at the bottom of 

the garden was a stone wall four feet high. Be- 

yond this, as far as the eye could reach, extended 

the snow-covered fields, and coming along the 

cart road to the left was Mr. Johnson in his gig. ■

I threw open the window, making noise enough 

to alarm the men if they heard it, and sprang on 

to the window-ledge, and then, tearing off my 

jacket, threw it on the p;round, and, shutting my 

eyes, jumped down. The high jump hurt my 

wrists and uncovered feet dreadfully, but I dare 

not stop a moment. I rushed down the garden, 

tumbling two or three times in my progress, and, 

when I came to the wall, scrambled over it head- 

foremost. The farmer was just opening the 

gate of the field I was in, and I made straight 

towards him, trying to call out. But I could 

not utter a word ; so I flew across the snow, 

dashed through the brook, careless that the 

bridge was a few feet further down, and when I 

rushed up to Mr. Johnson's side, I could oni^ 

throw up my arms and shriek out " Murder r 

just as a loud report rang out through the frosty 

air, and I fell forward on my face. ■

"And were you hurt?' I asked, as she 

paused. ■

'* Yes, a little. Look, here is the scar ;" and 

she raised the flowing fold of tarletane from her ■

soft white arm, and pointed to a white oval- 

shaped scar. "I was ill for several weeks 

afterwards, but Dr. B. said it was from fright, 

not from the shot. They told me subsequently, 

that just as I must have reached the farmer, the 

men Charlie had fetched entered the farm-yard 

at the other side, and took the murderers una- 

wares ; but one of them, who was behind a tree 

near the other gate, had just caught siffht of me, 

and had fired in revenge, and they saia that if I 

had not thrown m/arms forward, I should per- 

haps have been killed." ■

"And ]&L^. Johnson P" I asked. ■

The girl's face became very grave. ■

" She was quite dead. The men had put her 

under the dresser, which explains why I did not 

see her as I passed through the kitchen, and 

the poor husband went awav directly afterwards. 

The whole house is uninhaoited now. Nobody 

will live there, and of course it is said to be 

haunted. I have never been there since ti^at day, 

and I think I shall never dare to go there again'" ■

The girl stopped, for the gentlemen had just 

come in from the dininff-room, and one, tall and 

black bearded, who haa been pointed out to me 

hj my hostess as the Squire of Stapleford, and 

Cicely Miles's betrothed, now came up to her, and 

laying his hand on her white shoulder with an 

air ofpossession, said tenderly, ■

" What makes you look so flushed. Cissy ? 

Have you been transgressing again ?" ■

" Yes, Robert. Mrs. Saunders asked me to 

tell Mr. Dacre," she answered. ■

"And you will be ill for a week in conse- 

quence. 1 shall ask Mr. Dacre to write the story, 

to save another repetition of it. You know we 

wish you to forget all about it, dearest." ■

" It was too horrible for that," she said, simplv. 

And then the sauire turned to me and made 

the request, of which this tale is the fufilment. ■
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CHAPTBE XXXYI. THB KISTS BEGUT TO CLEAB 

AWAT. ■

Ws have got to the last stage of all, and the 

end draws very near. ■

In the last chapter we left all that great 

concourse of persons who were assemhled in tlie 

court-house of the Old Bailey to witness the 

trial of Gabrielle Penraore, waiting anxiously 

till they should hear what was about to be said 

by him on whom the duty devolTcd of balancing 

one against the other those two theories which 

had been laia before the court, one of which 

assumed the guilt and the other the innocence 

of the Prisoner at the Bar. The relative worth 

of these, the degree of credit of which each was 

worthy, and by which of the two ar^ments the 

jury were to be influenced in coming to their 

final decision, it was now the judge's work to 

decide. ■

"In the course of all the long years during 

which I have exercised the office of judge," the 

old man said, ''no case has ever come before 

me similar to this in strength of evidence on 

both sides, or in which each has seemed to 

preponderate in its turn with such an over- 

whelming force. That for the prosecution, as 

it was developed before us, step by step, and 

point by point, seemed gradually to shut up, one 

by one, each avenue of escape by whicn the 

accused might have hoped to pass, until at hist 

there came to be amassed against her such an 

accumulated load of testimony as made it appear 

an impossible thing that she should ever emerge 

from under so overwhelming a structure. Such 

was the effect of the evidence which was brought 

forward to support the prosecution. It was al- 

most conclusive, as convincing probably as cir- 

cumstantial evidence ever can oe. . And yet no 

sooner had the counsel for the defence put for- 

ward his view of the case, than it became evident 

that there was still one loophole left by which 

escape was yet attainable for the accused, one 

avenue by which it was possible for her to pass 

forth into the light unhindered and unhurt — ^if 

only it could be shown that the way along that 

avenue was clear and unencumbered.** ■

And with that the old judge proceeded to pass ■

in review all the evidence which had been 

taken in court during these two days. He went 

through it all with the utmost care and complete- 

ness, commenting on the testimony of each 

witness in its turn with infinite clearness and 

perspicuity. Those few words which he had 

spoken, to begin with, formed, so to speak, (lie 

text which he now went on to illustrate more 

fully. The reader will conceive with what 

attention he was listened to, as he thus examined 

all that had been put forward by the different 

witnesses. To two persons in that court each 

word that fell from the old man's lips was 

indeed of awful import. Throughout this trial 

there had been something of comfort to Gabrielle 

in the thought that her cause was in s;ich hands 

as those of the old judge, and that her life was 

in his keeping. She had felt throughout a sort 

of trust in him, together with something of 

reverence, which had even made her try to stand 

when first he began to speak ; an attempt which 

had soon, however, been abandoned, as her 

forces had quickly given away. ■

At first, and as the evidence for the prosecu- 

tion was passing under the judge's consideration, 

it seemed to Gabrielle that tliis one in whom 

she had trusted had turned against her, so 

completely did he do justice to the evidence, 

showing how strong it was, how full, how con- 

vincing. It made her tremble to hear him 

admit this : it had never appeared to her before 

how powerful, how almost impr^nable, the case 

was against her ; what a mass of damning proof 

the accusers were possessed of. What was 

this righteous judge doing P He seemed to be 

accumulating evidence against her. Did he 

think her guilty in his heart ? Did his sense of 

justice compel him to condemn her? ■

It was indeed a terrible moment. More than 

half a century of law-study had taught this gentle- 

man to know what evidence was, to understand 

it fully, and estimate it truly, whether in its 

strength or in its weakness, and therefore it was 

that he was able to appreciate the full force of 

this evidence against Gabrielle Penmore-^ 

which, indeed, the reader will admit, was most 

strong — and to put it before those who 

listened to him with an extraordinary force and 

clearness. So much for the prosecution. But 

when at last the time came for considering 

what might be said on the other side, and the 

evidence for the defence came to be reviewed in 

its turn, then men saw that all that proof whiek ■
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had seemed so complete and so conclusive as it 

was spread forth before them must give place to 

proofs yet more complete and more conclusive, 

and that it was only to show liow irresistible were 

these last that this wise gentleman had dwelt so 

long on the strength of those which tliey were 

10 supersede. It the first arguments were 

strong, what must be the strength of those 

^Yhicll could overpower them ? ■

For, in his juagment, he sai(J, this evidence 

for the defence was evidence against which no 

opposition could stand. It was a strange case. 

The facts which had been proved in support of 

the defence in no way disproved those which 

were put forward by the prosecution. Both 

these sets of facts were facts. Those which 

were stat^ in the first instance as proving the 

guilt of the accused might legitimately cause 

suspicion to attach to her in an extraordinary 

degree. It was not wonderful that suspicion 

sliQuld have attached to her while only those 

facts were known. There was, however, this 

difference between the evidence for the prose- 

cution and the evidence for the defence. The 

evidence for the prosecution would lead the jury 

to suspect how the deceased lady had died-— but 

the evidence for the defence had done more, it 

had brought them to knota how she died. That 

was the difference, and it was a great one. ■

Erom that moment — from the moment when 

these meaning words were spoken-^a change 

seemed to come over the proceedings in court. 

All seemed to wear a different aspect. It is 

hardly too much to say that at that moment a 

tide turned in the affairs of Gilbert and Gabrielle 

Penmore. Those who were well versed in what 

takes place in law courts, and who knew, by 

lon^ experience, much about judges and juries, 

whispered each other that tlie summing-up was 

all in favour of the accused, and that the trial 

was virtually over. And so indeed it was. 

Prom point to point the judge went on examin- 

ing the evidence, showing how clear it was in 

riii things ; how evident that the deceased lady 

liad for some time been in the habit of swaOow- 

ing certain quantities ei opium; how, having 

commenced the practice under the desire to 

alleviate pain, and continued it, as many had 

done before her, because of the pleasurable sen- 

sations which the use of the drug imparted, 

slie had probably taken at last a larger dose 

than usual, and this, acting on a constitution 

especially liable to the evil influence of opium, 

Lad killed her. This was what the counsel for 

the defence had already told them, and in doing 

so had only acted as the evidence which he had 

laid before them had justified him in doing. ■

Yes, the initiated ones were right ; the trial 

was virtually over. As the judge went on, he 

seemed to carry the mass of his listeners with 

l^im. A great measure of excitement was astir 

in the place, though it could not be said in what 

way it was shown. Outward decency was main- 

tained by all ; but it may have been that all 

drew their breath harder than was their use, 

that heads were pressed more eagerly forward, 

and that there was some swaying aad movement 

from side to side of this great crowd of sympa- ■

thising human beings. Then th^re would be a 

sort of rustling and stir among them, which 

would express much, and now and again one of 

the multitude would whisper a hurried word 

into a neigiibour^s ear. ■

"VirtuAlly over," "Summing np all favour- 

abde." There could be no doubt of it. The judge 

paused, it is true, to censure the ease and readi- 

ness with which Cornelius Vampi had allowed 

himself to be persuaded into selling laudanum 

to the deceased ; he did not shrink either from 

expressing his regret at finding that follies, so 

long ago exploded as a belief in magic and the 

influences of the stars, should still have attrac- 

tions for sane and even educated men ; but he 

in no respect considered that such perversion of 

judgment rendered those in whom it existed 

unfit to give evidence as to facts with which 

they had oeen mixed up. The evidence given, 

the testimony borne by Comelins Yampi, and 

by the gentleman who seemed to be his disciple, 

was clear and consistent throughout It was 

in no respect shaken by the severe and search- 

ing cross-examination which each of those wit- 

nesses had had to sustain, and it was as wortliy 

of belief, and as convincijig in all respecta, as 

any that he, the judge, had ever heard in a court 

of justice. ■

" Virtually over." From the naoment when 

the old judge had passed from the consideration 

of the evidence for the prosecution to a review 

of that offered for the defence, from the moment 

when he had stated openly that the testimony 

brought forward to support the prosecution, 

taught men to suspect now Diana Carriogton 

had died, but that the evid^oce for the defence 

taught them to kkow how she had died, from 

that moment the trial was, to all intents and 

purposes, over; and with every additional word 

of that long sununiiMip-up, the nature of %ha ver- 

dict which must foUow it became only more 

and more certain, till at last the very barriers 

and restraints that held Gabrielle Penmore 

prisoner seemed actually to droig away from her 

as the old man spoke, and leave her free and 

unshackled. ■

The faces of men and women in the oourt 

wore an altered expression now ; their attitude, 

so to speak, was more easy, their breath came 

more freely, as if the verdict were already given. 

Nay, the report that all was going weu ^ 

beyond the limits of the oourt, and was carried 

to the very people in the street outside ; and 

when at last the accents of the ludge, which, 

had latterly sunk very low, ceasea altogether, 

when the jury, hardly waiting to be questioned, 

without retiring, almost without a word of con- 

sultation togethei^ returned their verdict of 

*'Not guilty," no one in court but felt that 

the words were a mere form, necessary indeed 

to be uttered, yet only dealing with a haj^y 

but foregone conclusion. ■

The tumult which followed this announcement 

that the troubles of Gabrielle were at an end. 

and that the cloud which bad hung over her waa 

in a moment dispelled, was not to be rraressed. 

Even, in the awful precincts of a court ot justice 

it was impossible, for the moment^ to restnis ■
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the long pent-up emotion which now demanded 

to have its way. From mouth to mouth the 

good news passed, and the words of the verdict 

echoed through the hall so quickW that there 

was hardly any appreciable lapse of time before 

the cheers of the people without the court pro- 

claimed to those within that the happy tidings 

had reached them also. ■

That day on which the trial of Gabrielle Pen- 

more came to an end had been one of those 

which, beginning in great splendour, had become 

clouded over to some extent as the afternoon 

advanced. But now, when the short daylight 

was near its end, there was another change ; the 

sun broke out once more before setting, and 

all things within its reach were in a moment 

turned to gold. It is not easy for the sunlight 

to find its way into that grim court-house in the 

Old Bailey, but there were crevices even here 

through which certain of these golden rays 

managed to penetrate ; and still more, there was 

a sudden increase of the volume of light which 

filled the building, and a change in the colour of 

that light, which conveyed to the senses of all 

who were there assembled the knowledge that 

the mist-clouds had cleared away, and that once 

afi^in the sun was shining down upon the world. 

There was no one present in the place at that 

time who failed to notice the change, and few 

who did not receive from it a distinct gratifica- 

tion. Those eafth-bom vapours which had 

been spread between mankind and that which 

typifies to us the very glory of Grod had passed 

away, and once again there was nothing but the 

blessed air of heaven between the World and 

the Sun which shone upon it. ■

Say what we may, we are all affected by such 

a change as this. Reason about it as you will, 

there is a special happiness which the sunshine 

brings with it wherever it appears. The sun 

shines, it is true, on the wicked as well as on 

the good. Vice, and crime, and pain, and 

sorrow, cease not from off the world when the 

sun's rays are on it. There are felons working 

out their life-long sentences, there are criminals 

plotting freah deeds of infamy, and there are 

sick people writhing on their beds in agony 

when the sun shines, just as there are when it is 

hidden from view. All this we know with that 

cold knowledge which is of the intellect alone. 

The heart wul have nothing to say to those 

highly reasonable ponvictions^ but cleaves, in 

spite of tham, to a creed of its own — a creed in 

which there are more articles than we are most 

of us aware of, and (me of the most prominent 

o£ which is this — that sunshine and happiness are 

doaely allied, and that the ciouds which darken 

the iearth have some unexplained connexion with 

the sorrows to which man is bom. ■

At all events, there were not wanting those 

who, on this particular day of which we are 

speaking, felt that it was a ^d thing that the 

sun should have come out just at the moment 

when Gabrielie's innocence was proclaimed 

aloud. ■

Just as the trial which has occupied so many 

pages of this narrative was virtually over, before ■

those last words which brought it formally to an 

end were uttered, so now this story may be fairly 

stated to have reached its termination, although 

some few last words remain yet to be spoken 

before Reader and Author part company. ■

That verdict which, once pronounced, made 

Gabrielle a free woman, which threw open her 

prison doors and left her at liberty once more, 

was hardly heard or understood by her whom it 

chiefly affected. As she stood to receive it, all 

things swam before her e^es, and the tumult in 

the court was to her a dim unreal thing which 

she could not understand* She knew that all 

was well, but it was a joy that frightened her in 

its excess. The extremes had met, and she felt 

some siush sickness coming over her as might 

have attended a different verdict. She could 

only look across to where she knew her husband 

was, with a strange half smile, and she knew 

that he too was looking at her, and signing to 

her how happy they were. She knew, too, that 

all eyes were fixed upon her, and that there were 

even some of those quite near her who made as 

if they would have taken her by the hand. By- 

and-by she came also to know that there was a 

sudden silence in the place, and that the old 

judge was speaking as[ain. ■

She heard faintly, incompletely, as she saw. 

But still she knew that what the judge was say- 

ing was mingled with some distant sound of 

many voices cheering in the street without. 

Those about her told her that his lordship was 

addressing her herself, and she tried hard to 

listen, but could only do so very imperfectly. 

There were ladies crying as the ju(^e spoke, and 

some, as Qabrielle thought, were even carried 

out of courts ■

She listened, she stramed her worn-out atten- 

tion, and wondered within herself that she heard 

so little, or understood so ill. She did, however, 

understand something of what was said. She 

knew that the old man addressed her in words 

full of sympathy and Te8j>ect. He told her that 

the vercQct which had just been given, and in 

which he entirely concurred, not only set her 

free and exonerated her from the charge which 

had been brought against her, but tliat it rein- 

stated her character, which had been so un- 

happiljT and unjustly assailed, leaving her with- 

out stain and without reproach. She nad passed 

through a martyrdom, ne could call it nothing 

else, and come out of the ordeal victorious. He 

said something, too, about not wishing to detain 

her longer from the rest of which she must stand 

in such earnest need, and then-^en-^he ceased 

to speak, or she to hear, which was it ? ■

They bore her away, for she had fainted, to a 

room where there was fresher air, and where it 

was very quiet. Gilbert was there, too, and was 

bendinf over her when she came to herself. 

'* Am 1 to go home ?" she asked. Eor she was 

still hardly herself, and could not yet believe 

that she was fi-ee. That strange horrible ni^ht- 

mare which had lasted so long, was it possible 

that she had really awakened from it f ■

And now there came a messenger in search of 

Gilbert. The old judge had sent for him. If 

he could spare a few moments, the justice would ■
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be glad to see him in his own private room. 

Here the old man addressed the jonn^ one in 

terms of the warmest congratulation and sym- 

pathy. He spoke highly of the manner in which 

the defence had been conducted, and of Pen- 

more's courage in undertaking it. He even 

predicted great things for the young barrister's 

future, promising that he would most certainly 

keep his eye upon him, and making Gilbert 

promise in turn that if any occasion should ever 

offer in which he— the justice — ^could help him. 

he would always remember that he had a friend 

at hand who would only be too glad to serre 

him. The justice would not keep him now, as 

there were sacred claims upon every moment of 

his time, but begged that he might see him again 

very shortly. ■

As Penmore came out of the justice's room, 

he fell at once into the hands of a group of 

attorneys who were waiting to catch him. These 

gentlemen — and Mr. Craft was among the fore- 

most of them — ^were eager to oongratuUte him, 

and plied him with offers of employment when- 

ever ne should be ready to take it. Nay, one 

of them did actually, then and there, thrust a 

brief into his hand, retaining him upon the spot, 

and Gilbert found it in his pocket hours arter- 

wards where he had thrust it away, not know- 

ing very well what he was doing. , ■

" I'll tell you what, Mr. Penmore," quoth 

Craft, as thev were about tor part company, 

"you was right about it, sir, and I was wrong. 

You've got the head of a lawyer, and, what 1 

didn't think, the tongue of a lawyer too. And 

as to your foreign accent, it don't sf and in your 

way a bit, and after the first few sentences,* and 

when you begin to warm to your work, hang me 

if one thinks of it at all." ■

Gilbert broke away from this worthy gentle- 

man and his colleagues as quickly as he could. 

His heart was literally charged with pent-up 

feeling, and he could not speak. One thing, 

and one thing only, he coula think of; it was 

his longing to be alone — alone with Ghibrielle. 

Nothing but that could be thought of now. 

Nothing else was tolerable. ■

It came at last — the time when they could be 

alone. For a while it was thought better that 

they should remain within the precincts of the 

court, the crowd being so great oi^tside, and 

likely to recognise them. And it was not till it 

had got to be quite dark that at last they were 

got out at a siae-door and smuggled away in a 

cab. Ah, those cabs ! always ready. Their aid 

is called in, in all sorts of emergencies, of joy 

and sorrow. The man who is summoned to a 

death-bed far away dashes off to the railway 

station in a cab, and he who, after long years of 

absence, returns home to loving friends, hurries 

away from the terminus, as the other hurried to 

it— still in a cab. It was in a cab that Gabri- 

elle was taken from her home to a prison, and it 

is in a cab that she travels now from the prbon 

to her home. ■

Thev are together and alone at last, and so 

we wul for the time leave them. The heavi- 

ness, endured for the night, is past, and the 

morning joy has come. On such joy we have ■

no right to intrude. What pen could deal with 

it, even were it right to attempt to do so P We 

can fancy their speechless happiness, but we 

will not speak of it. These two wished to be 

alone with, their enormous joy, and surely thej 

shall have their wish. ■

CHAPTER XXX Vir. TUE SUN COMES OUT. ■

Tkbke was one person, and one person only, 

to whom the issue of that trial with which we 

have so long been occupied, not only failed to 

bring any satisfaction, but caused, on the con- 

trarv, an acute and sudden anguish, such as 

might move our pity if it did not excite rather 

our feelings of aversion and horror. Jane Can- 

tanker remained still about the court after her 

evidence had been given, eagerly listening to, 

and closely watching, all that was said and done. 

She was there when Gilbert commenced his 

speech for the defence, and she smiled with con- 

tempt as she listened to its confident tone. She 

was there when Yampi gave his evidence, and as 

he spoke, and as the other witnesses for the 

.defence told, each one, his tale, there crept in 

upon her heart a sort of doubt— arising there 

for the first time — about the issue of the triaL 

She would not entertain that doubt, however. 

She put it away from her by main force. Had 

it not been evident all alonr how the thine was 

to end. It was hardly to be a trial at aU. A 

conviction and a sentence; all things pointing 

one way from the beginning. The reply of the 

prosecution gave her a sort of horrible comfort 

asain. Yes, yes, it was as she had thought. 

Tnat momentary doubt of hers had been an im- 

pertinence. How was it she had ever listened 

to it P The prosecutor knew better, of course, 

and how finely he was demolishing that trumpecy 

attempt at a defence. ■

But when the end drew near, and it began to 

be evident which way the verdict would go, 

when this merciless woman saw that the event 

was likely to turn out so differently from what 

she had anticipated, then, indeed, such rage and 

disappointment took possession of her as a 

tigress might feel in seeing the huater who had 

destroyed her cubs escape out of her reach. 

She listened with a sort of incredulous eager- 

ness. She questioned those about her^ as if 

doubtine the evidence of her own senses. She 

asked if it was possible that there was any 

chance for the prisoner, if it could be that they 

were going to suffer that murderess to escape? 

The people whom she thus addressed starea at 

her in astonishment. They could not under- 

stand her. " I wish," said one man to whom 

she had spoken in such lan^age, " I wish I had 

a thousand pounds depending on her getting off. 

And as to 'murderess,' she's no more a mnr- 

deress than you are yourself, and perhaps not 

so much," he added, in a lower Key, ror the 

edification of a friend. ■

Jane Cantanker did not heed his words. She 

became more and more excited, and when at last 

the verdict was given, and she knew that her 

enemy was free, she lost all self-control, and 

screamed aloud that her mistress had been mw« 

deied, and that her death should be avenged. ■
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though it should be by her hands who spoke the 

woros. lu the tumuli that, as we hare seen, 

followed the giving of the verdict, her wild out- 

cry was not neard. She fought and tore her 

way among the crowd to get out of the court, 

and those who came in her path fell on one side 

to let her pass, believing, as Cornelius Vampi 

had done before, that this terriUe woman was 

mad. ■

Her violence, her menaces, her fury, continued 

when she got outside. She howled forth the 

story of her mistress's wrongs in unintelligible 

words. She called on the bystanders to revolt 

against such gross and monstrous injustice, and 

to help her to take vengeance upon this woman 

who was escaping before their very eyes— in a 

word, her demeanour was so wild, and her 

threats and denunciations were so alarming, 

that it became necessary at last for the police i^^h- 

were about the neighbour hood of the court : . 

interfere. ■

The efforts of these to keep lier quiet were _ 

no degree successful. Indeed, she seemed *?» 

to be, more violent than ever. She accused ur Mrm^a^ 

police of a neglect of duty. They^ like lie: 

were plujhi^ her false. If they sufererf 

wouiau to go free^ thcv would be Iettiii§iH 

murderess on the world, ■

IV bile she was thus raving, it 

the same constable carne up wba 

tered her before, outside the wills «f 3a^m^ !fic 

" You told rae you would keep kr i 

cried, at sight of the man, i 

instantly. *' You prouused wt 

not escape, and now you are ^ 

slip through your fingers. GomI ^^ 

to look after the public safetj.* ■

The constable who had ieea fe^BM^i' 

aside with his colleagues. ■

" She's a poor mad ^suXmf li 

Lis eye upon her. " Tre loft he". 

been on the lurk 

past." ■

The men talked 

sergeant of police 

tlj.:--. ' ' ^ .-■ say, 

n. ^e tu ■

tUint: uiiXK^i uf seCUfStfw ■

her wild increasing thirst for vengeaooe, hid 

these conflicting passions, seething and working 

without intermission in her head, destrojed ihe 

balance of her mind, and upMl st last iier 

reason? ■

Such was the opinion if nmr wass^ w^ 

qualified to iudge u sua nstas^ J ^a . 3» 

opinion of the magsta&r xenzr -nasL :3t '^'ik 

taken. It was the inimiiL ti^^s-j 

who examined hgs^moLZwm . 

authorities at tm 

which she waaarjf ■

Poor 

Theforeeffs 

toj ■
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the asylum, and had left it there to be shown or 

not to the patient as the proper authorities 

mip^ht think best. It was aecided at last to 

give it to her, and strangely enough, the pos- 

session of this portrait appeared to calm, rather 

than excite her. She would sit gazing upon it 

as a devotee might regard the image of some 

favourite saint, and would thrust it away into 

some place of security if any one approached 

her, as though she feared that it might be taken 

from her. ■

But just in proportion as the mental condition 

of Jane Cantanker showed some signs of im- 

provement, so did her bodily health giTe way 

and fail. The body's strengtli declined day by 

day, almost hour by hour, and those who knew 

well the nhenomena of such oases, foretold con- 

fidently that it would not be long before this 

woman died ; but predicted also that, as the end 

drew near, the mind, whose faculties had been 

so terribly distorted, would sorely be restored 

to reason. ■

And so indeed it proved. Imperfectly at first 

^ust as in the sacred narrative the bhnd man 

recovering his siglit, " saw men as trees walk- 

ing" — so imperfectly her slowly recovering 

reason received the true images of the events 

which had passed, but received them more com- 

pletely, ana saw them with less distortion, as 

continually the mind of the poor woman grew 

clearer, and gained with eacn succeeding day 

increase of strength, till at the last it came 

about that she understood all, and knew all, as 

the reader understands and knows, and praying 

that if it were possible she might see Gabrielle 

before she died, was ministered to at the end of 

her days by the woman whom she had bated and 

persecuted, and yielded up the ghost, with a 

iiace bending over her which might have been 

the face of an angel. ■

She died with that portrait of the mistress 

whom she had loved clasped firmly in her hand, 

and it was Gabrielle still, who, when all was 

over, begged earnestly that it might not be 

taken away from her. ■

What remains to be told ? ■

Not much now. If the reader imagines that 

an^r of those remarks of a disparaging sort 

which were called forth in the course of the trial 

just reported, and which bore reference to the 

favourite pursuits of our friend Ck)melius 

Vampi, served, in any degree, to lower the art 

mystic in the esteem of that illustrious man, I 

can only say that the reader is mistaken most 

grievousiv. True to his principles as of old, 

that small observatory of his, which to some 

might seem a poor common-place garret, is still 

to him an enchanted chamber, while that window 

from which he looks out upon the stars, is still 

for him a door of communication through which 

the messages reach him from the unseen world. 

for him, tiie moon is a great deal more than a 

world of desolate mimntains and barren valleys 

— a chaos of extinct volcanoes. For him, the 

planets are something other than mighty spheres 

hanging in the void, sustained by forces whose 

nature men can guess at, obedient in their ■

movements to ascertained laws. For him, there 

are still good influences, and evil, in the 

heavenly bodies, which act upon the destinies 

of the sons of men. ■

Ah, let him be. There are plenty of us wise 

ones who are altogether above these small child- 

ishnesses, or who indulge them in other, and 

perhaps less harmless forms. There are plenty 

of us to represent the matter-of-fact interest. 

Plenty given np to the accumolation of wealth, 

and other sensible practioal pursuits. If we 

hold the art mystic out in light esteem, if we 

believe not in our friend's astrological preten- 

sions, after all we need not go to mm ; yet let 

us bear him no grudge nevertheless. F'or the 

benefit of those who are differently constituted, 

and who, like Mr. Lethwaite, take a certain 

interest in matters supernatural, it is only r^t 

that I should mention that our sage may still 

be consulted even in these enlightened days, 

and will construct a horoscope mr the reader 

to-morrow, on the most approved prinoiples, if 

the reader can only find him out. ■

Vampi is still the oracle of the poor in his 

neighbourhood, and is still able to do a vast 

deal of good among them. He is still gloriously 

happy, so much so that he is obliged at times to 

have recourse, as of old, to the serabbing-brush 

next his skin, to act as a kind of ballast. He 

is still fat, and florid, and healthy, with a coun- 

tenance that it does you good to look on. 

There is but one thing changed about him, and 

that, after all, is connected entirely with his 

business arrangements. Since the day when he 

learned the fate of Diana Carrington, he has 

ceased to keep poisons as part of his stock in 

trade. Never will he sell poison again, be it 

opium, or whatever else, to any human soul. ■

No, not even to that favoured friend and 

client, Mr. Julius Lethwaite, if he were^which 

is most unlikely—to make application for a 

dose. This gentleman has by no means given 

up the practice of consulting the oracle, as in* 

terpreted by the gifted Cornelius, though no* 

thing will induce bim to confess that he really 

believes in the astrologer's powers. His visits* 

however, to the observatcHy are as frequent as 

of old, nor has even Jonathan Goodrich any- 

thing to sav against the philosopher sinoe the 

great day when he did such glonous service to 

the cause of justice, and helped to save the life 

of Gabrielle Penmore. ■

Mr. Lethwaite's principles remain much the 

same as ever, and he still challenges mankind 

to produce before him a single action done 

witu an entirely clean motive. "Love of ap* 

proval,*' and *' the desire to have a finger in the 

pie/' as, according to him, the ^great main- 

springs to which most so-called good actions 

are traceable. His own recent exertions in 

behalf of his friends, the hero and heroine of 

this tale, he has, in every ease, traced baok with 

considerable skill to motives which are, to*hiflB, 

entirely satisfactory in* their unsatisfactoriness. 

He stdl meeits occasionally with instances of 

conduct which it is difficult to reeoncile with 

his theory, and when, after a while, it came to 

his knowledge what Gabrielle had done in sooth* ■
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ing the last hours of the woman \7I10 had so 

hated and injured her— then, indeed, he owned 

himself fairly puzzled. "The exception, which 

proves the rule," he said at last, evading the 

difficulty. ■

With regard to out friend's worldly affairs, 

it must be acknowledged that they are still in- 

volved in jjreat uncertainty. The recent im- 

provement in the aspect of American affairs has 

not yet led to the complete settlement of all 

the commercial difficulties which existed during 

the war. Whether that firm of Lethwaite and 

Goodrich will ever flourish in the city of London, 

remains to be seen, and the uncertainty by which 

that question is surrounded it is not at present 

in the power of the author to set at rest. Mean- 

while, the senior partner in that, at present, 

mythical firm, contintles to drum his way to 

musical fame night after night, and has already 

attained to such perfection in his peculiar 

branch of art, that the occasions are now rare 

indeed on which his leader is obliged to check 

his ardour with even so much as a reproachful 

glance. ■

CONCLUSION. ■

The last words which are to bring this story 

to a close alone remain to be spoken. Then 

we arrive at the end. If this tale, instead of 

being written, had been told Yiri voce to, a 

circle of listeners, there would, now that tiie 

crisis is past, be a sort of buzz of talk about 

the circumstances of the narrative, and certain 

questions would infallibly be asked by some of 

those who had heard the tale narrated. We 

must be ready now with answers to any such 

possible questions, though, in truth, there re- 

mains not much more to oe said. ■

There is a very old device of a fabulous and 

heraldic nature with which the reader is perhaps 

acquainted. It represents a bird, something 

of the eagle type, its head thrown back, and 

looking upward, its wings flung out in violent 

action, and the lower part of its oody enveloped 

in the fire from which it is rising. This is the 

Phoenix, and the motto attached to the device is 

a very fine one. As you look upon the radiant 

creature, more glorious for the fiery trial through 

which it has passed, and rising magnificent out 

of the furnace, that motto, " Ex flam mis clarior," 

seems to ring in your ears, wonderful in its ap- 

propriateness and beauty. " Brighter out of the 

flames." More splendid because of that fierce 

ordeal, you sav to yourself, and then you think 

of trouble ana its ennobling influence, of some 

such case as this with which we have been all 

this time occupying ourselves. ■

For brighter, beyond a doubt, aad more 

glorious, have those two— that husband and 

wife whose fortunes we have followed so closely 

—emerged from the flame which has passed 

over them. That trouble is over now, and a 

season of great happiness follows it. ■

Not that either Gilbert Penmore or his wife 

were swift to recover from the after-effects of the 

suffering which they underwent. They have 

come out of the fire, no doubt, and are safe, but 

the flames have hurt them, nevertheless. The ■

flames have burnt them not a little, and they 

carry scars about them which tell of bitter suffer- 

ings endured in the furnace. It was long before 

eitner of them could bear even to think of what 

had been ; but in due time there came to her 

who had chiefly suffered, a source of consolation 

so great that it seemed to obliterate the very 

memory of the past, and caused it to appear at 

last like some half-forgotten dream. In minister- 

ing to a creature wholly helpless, wholly depen- 

dent on her, Gabrielle, the mother, absorbed in 

this new and wholesome interest, almost ceased 

to remember what she had suffered in the old 

time— as it soon seemed — when her child was 

not yet born to her. ■

But before that event took place, many things 

happened to distract Gabrielle's attei^ion from 

the memory of what she had gone throucrh. 

Friends sprang up on every side for this n^w 

martyr. Comparative strangers who could allege 

some such excuse as having once known her 

father or mother, came to call upon her, and 

some even who had no such excuse, and could 

only plead their anxiety to show some attention 

to one who had suffered in so uncommon a way. 

Immediately after the trial, the wife of that old 

judge in whom Gabrielle had felt such trust, 

came to her, and asked leave to be her friend. 

She proved so always. ■

It has been mentioned in a previous chapter, 

that when Governor . Descartes and his wife 

heard of their daughter's terrible position, and 

of the peril that hung over her, they lost no 

time in making the necessary arrangements for a 

journey to England. The inevitable prepara- 

tions and the journey itself, however, took some 

weeks, and, happily ^r them, the trial had come 

to a good end before they arrived. To see her 

parents again after so long a separation, was in 

itself no small delight to Gabrielle. And she 

saw them under happy circumstances. Between 

her and her mother there had till this time been 

an estrangement ever since Gkibrielle's marriage. 

AH such estrangement was now over, and the 

reconciliation between mother and daughter was 

complete. Trouble draws people wonderfully 

together, and we art not disposed to tbink 

severely of one who has newly escaped from a 

deadly peril. With her father, Gabrielle had 

always been a 6ivourite, and the old gentleman's 

delight at seeing his daughter again, and that 

under such circumstances, was very affecting to 

see. The old governor talked very big about 

compensation, and actions for false imprison- 

ment, and other legal proceeding in connexion 

with the late trial. But Gabrielle shook her 

head, and taking her father's hand in hers, be- 

sought him that the memory of that past horror 

might not be stirred again. ■

And now the time came when Gilbert, too, 

was to be rewarded for all his patient endurance 

and unrequited toil. That interview between 

him and the old judge, which took place imme- 

diately after the great trial was over, was not 

without its results. It was talked about in law 

circles. The old judge and the young barrister 

were not alone at that time ; all sorts of official 

and other persons having occasion to be in the ■
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room where the interview took place, waiting to 

speak with the justice on matters connected with 

)iis function. These spread the report far and 

wide of what had passed, not failing to exag- 

gerate the praises which had been bestowed on 

the young lawyer, and the promises of assistance 

made by the worthy justice. ■

Such help, however, hardly came to be wanted. 

Gilbert Penmore had now, as the French say, 

given his proofs. He had shown that he could 

conduct a case, that he could keep his wits about 

him under circumstances the most trying that 

could possibly be conceived. It had been seen 

that his foreign accent was not a tiling that need 

by any means stand in his way ; a trifle, exciting 

some small amount of notice at first, but for- 

gotten before a dozen sentences were spoken. 

Work poured in upon him faster than he could 

take it, and a time came when Gabrielle re- 

minded him with a smile of what she had once 

— as the reader perhaps remembers— said in jest, 

that she would ** certainly commit a crime some 

<iay or other, in order that he might conduct her 

defence and win a great name." ■

In short, this young couple soon began to 

prosper exceedingly. They did not remain in 

their old abode, where such heavy troubles had 

befallen them, but got away to new and plea- 

santer quarters, with which no painful memories 

were associated. It is only right, however, to 

mention, that wherever they went the faithful 

Charlotte accompanied them, and made herself 

useful in a great variety of ways. ■

But why do I go on P The essential is told. 

Who reads the last words of a story, or listens 

to the final speeches of a play — when the box- 

keepers stand ready with their canvas coverings 

to throw over the silk and gilding, and pater- 

familias gets his young people together with 

prodigious noise, and wraps them well up before 

they face the night airP ■

The scenes will all have been shifted by the 

time that our curtain rises again next week, and 

a new piece will be presented, with fresh 

scenciy and appointments, and an entirely new 

cast of characters. ■

THE END OF " AT THB BAB." ■

THE PLEASURES OF ILLNESS. ■

It is sometimes both pleasant and profitable 

to be ill. ■

You will observe I say "sometimes;" and, 

that I may not give any habitual sufierer 

occasion to shake a sad head in bitter derision 

of my postulate, I will add, " under certain con- 

ditions." If you be a person who " enjoys 

bad health," you will be inclined rather to say, 

with gentle sarcasm, that it is both pleasant 

and profitable to be sometimes well; if you be 

also poor and friendless, my philosophy will 

sound like mockery. I cannot offer much 

consolation to such as you— I wish I could — 

but I disclaim the imputation, which might be 

cast upon me, of being indifferent to your 

case, or of being like the cruel man who talks ■

rapturously of rich feasts in the hearing of the 

hungry and the destitute. There are wounds 

too deep for my philosophy to salve, and to 

such wounds I will not presume to apply it. ■

It is to the strong, to those who fare 

sumptuously upon good nealth evjery day, that I 

address myself when I sin^ the praises of ill. 

ness. I am not going to desu with the subject in 

the abstract. Not at all. I have just now been 

suffering from severe illness, and I deliberately 

say, that I enjoyed it. ■

You are mistaken if you think that it was 

merely a headache, a cola, or an attack of bile. . 

It was an attack of acute rheumatism, and that 

is a complaint which even connoisseurs in ill- 

ness will allow to be sometliing worth talking 

about. I was laid up for nearly a month, I 

suffered continuous agony for two days and two 

nights, and durbg the rest of the time the pain, 

though mitigated in violence, contviued to gnaw 

at my bones and muscles, rendering me at times 

perfectly helpless. To complete ue statement 

of the case, my occupation is that of an autiior, 

and the chief seat of the disorder — ^which is a 

very mild word for it — was my right arm, in- 

cluding my right hand ! ■

Yetl! took pleasure in that attack of rheuma- 

tism.; it did me a great deal of good. I profited 

by it. Before yon call me a canting hypocrite, 

one word. I am not one of those who like to 

be despised, who rejoice in afflictions, who love 

to mortify myself, or to be mortified. As a 

miserable sinner that attack of rheumatism did 

not, so far as I am aware, do me any good what- 

ever. In that respect I do not profit by 

whipping, I don't want the rod to remind me of 

my lessons. No. In the first place, I rejoiced 

in that rheumatism because it gave me aholidaj^. 

I could not have ventured to take a holidav if 

I had been well, but the rheumatism compelled 

me to take one. I could not write with my own 

hand, and I never tried dictation. So I maac 

up my mind at once not to attempt any work. 

If it had been merely laziness or mental vacuity 

I should have struggled against it, and over- 

come it, as I had done often before. Bat it 

was downright phvsical incapacity. Work was 

impossible. I nad orders for I don't know how 

many hundreds of bricks, but it was worse than 

being simply without straw — I had no hands. ■

It was just this having so many bricks to make 

that made me welcome the rheumatism. In 

tliese days we all work too much, and too fast. 

And it IS the pace that kills — especially men 

who race with their brains. The daily, weekly, 

and monthly press is the most inexorable of sol 

nigger-drivers. It has a lash of iron, and it lays 

it on by ateam. When you can answer its crack 

you must, and continue to do so day after day, 

and week after week. It will allow of no inter- 

mittent efforts. You must run on, or fall out 

of the race. I did not fall out voluntarily ; I 

was knocked out ; and when I recovered the 

blow a little, I was thankful for it ■

What a relief it was, when I had turned off 

the steam, and stopped the mill in the brain ! 

It was not grinding very fine corn^^rbapBy but ■
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Btill it was grinding awaj as hard as millstones 

could go. And oats, I beUeve, wear out tbe 

material sooner than wheat. If I had not been 

knocked out of the race, I could not voluntarily 

have fallen out for a rest, until some time next 

autumn. In this way busy men may be thank- 

ful for an occasional illness, to save them from 

themselves. ■

I wonder if I shaS find many readers to 

sympathise with me when I say that a con- 

tinuance of good health sets me speculating in 

this manner — ** What a long spell of healtn I 

have had ! Half the winter gone and I have not 

caught cold — haven't had a cough, nor an attack 

of indigestion for ever so lon|^. Surely I shall 

have something the matter with me soon.^' It 

is almost like longing to be ill. But nothing 

astonishes a weakly person, who has been ac- 

customed to illness, so much as an unusually 

long period of good health. It is something he 

did not expect ; it is like a gift to him. Robust 

persons wno have never been accustomed to 

physical suffering, will find it difficult to under- 

stand this feeling. 'Their wonder is that they 

should ever be ill at all. I have noticed that tbe 

moral effect of illness upon the strong man is 

the moral effect of health upon the weak man. 

When a strong man is stricken down, he takes to 

his prayers. But the time when the weak man's 

thoughts are most elevated towards spiritual 

things is when he is well. The latter is too 

thankful to Heaven for its abundant mercies to 

begin whining the moment he is laid upon a bed 

of sickness. To my mind, that which induces a 

spirit of thankfulness is the best chastener of 

tne heart. It is not a scourge, but a purifier. 

I have no belief in the rod, either moral or 

physical. When I am in health, and have the 

lull enjoyment of all my faculties, and when the 

sun shines, and all nature is beautiful around 

me, then I am ^ood. I cannot say that my 

heart is touched in the same way by affliction 

and gloom. It is not then in a spiritual way 

that I profit by illness, but simply because it 

enables me to tnrowoff my cares asl throw off my 

elothes, and put my mind to rest with my body. ■

To descend to some common-place par- 

ticulars, in illustration of the pleasures of ill- 

ness, I will mention first of all the -delight of 

being able to think without a purpose. When 

I am welly all my thinking must take a practical 

direction. I have no time to indulge in loose 

fancy. Whatever thoughts may enter my head 

I must mould and shape them for use. I must 

parcel them out, and pigeon-hole them. And 

there is the involiite process of thinking about 

thoughts, overhauling the aforesaid mental 

pigeon-holes to see that everything is ready to 

nand, a process which is very wearing and 

painful. But sitting here by the fireside, utterly 

incapacitated,! give free rein to my fancy, and set 

myself to think about nothing. And when you 

don't try to think, what pleasant thoughts enter 

your head unbidden ! xou may call upon the 

divine Nine, or any other source of inspiration, 

until you are hoarse, without bringing down the 

pleasant fancy which pops upon you Unasked ■

for, like a fairy's gift. You sit by the fire with 

your feet. among the cinders, staring vacantly 

at the coals, and a vision of beauty reveals 

itself in the flame. These are the pleasant day- 

dreams which the mind enjoys when it has an 

opportunity of playing the i(fler. ■

Another pleasure of illness is found in the 

opportunity which it affords you of reading 

books. Busy men, in these days, cannot afford 

time to read any but a very few of the best 

books. And perhaps no class has so little time 

for reading of a fanciful kind as the literary class. 

An author or a journalist is obliged to confine 

himself to works of the highest fame. He has 

just time enough, and barely, to make himself 

acquainted with the thoughts and feelines of the 

dii majores. The minores he must neglect alto- 

gether, until he is introduced to tliem by the 

leisure which is enforced by illness. Wnat a 

deal of pleasant and profitable reading of this 

kind' I got through during that month when I 

was laid up with rheumatism ! At such times, 

too, one has leisure and inclination for old fa- 

vourites, for Homer and Horace, Aristophanes 

and Terence, Don Quixote and Tristram Shandy. 

One cannot make up his mind to read good 

books when his head is full of business, or when 

he is in a hurry. I would not insult a favou- 

rite author of mine by reading him on the top 

of an omnibus or in a railway train. I give 

him all the bouours of a cleanly swept hearth 

and a newly trimmed lamp. I wash my hands, 

I anoint my head, I put my mind in full dress, 

and then I am ready to receive him. But it is 

only when I am ill that I can render him full 

honour in this respect. ■

Not the least or my pleasures of illness is de- 

rived from the daily visits of the doctor. It is 

not everyone, I know, who delights to have the 

doctor in the house ; but I do. My doctor and 

I are peculiarly situated towards each other. 

We are on visiting terms, we belong to the same 

club, we go out on the spree together — very 

mild sprees; a visit to the tneatre now and then, 

a pic-nic in the summer, an occasional Covent 

Garden supper, with harmony — we move in the 

same set, and know each others tastes and habits 

intimately. My doctor knows that I believe 

very little in physic, and he wisely abstains from 

taxmg the little faith I have in that regard. 

Besides, he is one of those sensible fellows 

who have great confidence in the virtues of 

juicy mutton and generous wine. When I call 

him in to prescribe for my cold, which 1 feel 

assured is going to lay me up for a week or 

two, does he order me physic and slops ? No ; 

he says, " Drink two glasses of sherry at once, 

have a good nourishing dinner, and go to bed 

early; meantime I'll send you something; but 

keep yourself warm, and take plenty of nourish- 

ment. And then we drop the professional 

subject, and talk about the last new book, or 

the last new play, until I quite forget that I 

am a patient, and he quite forgets that he is 

my medical adviser — for at parting he merely 

alludes to my malady with a " by-the-by." ■

As regards physic there is a tacit understand- ■
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in^ between us. Mj doctor knows, as I have 

said, that I have no great belief in pills and 

draughts, and he does not insist upon mj 

swallowii]£ much of that sort of stuff; but he 

sends the Uttle bottles and boxes as a matter of 

form, and I receive them as a matter of form ; 

and so we consider that we have done what is 

courteous towards each other as doctor and 

patient. I get well, and we tacitlj give the 

physic the credit of the cure, though there are 

aU the little bottles and boxes in a row on the 

mantelpiece untouched, except^ perhaps, one or 

two " taken" in compliment to tne art ; just as 

one takes wine when challenged at dinner in 

obedience to the rules of etiquette. But 

though I have little or no faith in mj physic, 

I believe in my doctor. He gives me sound 

advice, he tells me what to eat, drink, and 

avoid, he cheers me up, and feeds me up, 

and, what is most to the purpose, he gets me 

well. I have always had the ^eatest respect 

for his sense and candour ever since he admitted 

the virtues of a certain dose which I prescribed 

for myself. I was in fearful agpny with 

rheumatic pains^ and, physic being in vain, I 

drank off two stiff glasses of branc^-and-water. 

The brandy allayed the pain. I told my doctor 

so, and he said, '' I have no doubt of it ; brandy 

is an invaluable medicine, if people would take 

it only as a medicine." ■

But of course a doctor could not go about 

prescribing brandy-and-water. If he did, he 

would be open to the suspicion of beiog a 

travelling asent for a spirit-house. ■

I should be quite unhappy if I did not find 

occasion to call in my doctor at least once a 

year. He gives me a torn, and I feel bound to 

give hin one. One good turn, you know, 

deserves another. I go to the doctor's house, 

and I find mj book upon his table. He goes 

to see my plays, he takes in the periodicals to 

which I contribute. When I have been in good 

health for a long time, and the doctor says to me, 

"That is a capital book of yours," or ''I like 

that article of Jyours very much," it fqe$ ,to my 

conscience. Here he is, taking me in regularly 

every week, and I have not taken him in for 

months. When I find the account so heavy 

against me, I am ahnost tempted deliberately 

to go and sit in a draught ana catch cold. So 

I was quite rejoiced the other day when that 

attack of rlieumatism came on. Now, thought 

I, I shall be able to take in the doctor in daily 

numbers, and praise his articles. Here is a 

little work of ms, each leaf containine an iron 

powder, from the bi^ly perusal of which I 

rise greatly refreshed. I make an exception in 

favour of this vigorous work, and swear by 

it, without Kaj mental reservation whatever. ■

Thackeray, in one of the pleasantest of his 

satires— the continuation of Ivanhoe^-makes 

his Wambasing: ■

Forty timet over let Michaelmas pasi^ 

Grizzling hair the brain doth clear; 

Then you know a boy is an aee, 

Then you know the worth of a l«s% 

Once you have come to forty year. ■

Now, as to the worth of alaaa, I think there are 

occasions when you may be brought to have a 

full appreciation of ikU, before you come to forty 

year. This is another of mj pleasures of illness — 

to be tended with gentle hands, to be comforted 

with gentle words, to be pillowed on a soft breast 

throbbing with love and forgiveness and tender 

pity. Then, when my man's strength is gone, and 

I am as weak and helpless as any child, I know 

how selfish men are, and what a deep pure well 

of devotion is a woman's heart. Wlien we are 

full of health and strength we go away from 

home-women, go to our dinners, and our clubs, 

and amusements, leaving them to their dull do- 

mestic routine, sometimes keeping them waiting 

and watching for us through the weary night. 

Thej do certainly give us a oit of their mind oc- 

casionally — they would be perfect angels if they 

did not ; but when sickness strikes us down, the 

harsh word is hushed into a whisper of sym- 

pathy, the angry e^ e melts with an expression 

of tenderness and pity. And with all their little 

injuries struggling with love upon their L'pa, 

they do not permit theaiselves to utter more 

than the gentle sarcasm : ■

" You cannot go to the club now, can you« 

dearP" ■

The man who has never been iU, has yet to 

become acquainted with some of the purest 

pleasures oi existence. ■

A ROYAL POET. ■

Kivo OaciLB of Sweden is one of the most 

accomplished moDarobs of Europe. BUa paint- 

ings, principally depicting the fine aceaery of 

his country, are extremely beautifuJ. From lu9 

poenu— they now lie before ua in three small 

volumes — we give the two following, translated, 

at the request of the Queen-Dowager, by Mary 

Howitt. They were read this laat summer be- 

fore the court, by Herr Alberg, who gave in 

Stockholm a aeries of English readings-^tbe 

English language being at this time greatly 

admired and studied in Sweden : ■

THE HEABT'S UOMB. ■

Where is thy home ? Thus to my heart appealing 

I apake. Say thou who hast had part 

In all my inmost being's deepest feeliiig, 

Where is thy proper home? Tell me, my heart! 

Is it where peaceful groves invite to leisore, 

And silvery brooklets lapse in easy measare ? 

No, no, my heart responded, no ! ■

Where is thy home ? Amid the tempests* anger, 

And torrents leaping wild from rock to rock. 

Where the bold hunter finds delight in danger, 

And bleeding victims fall beneath his stroke ? 

Or is it *mid the artilleiy's tbnndering rattle, 

The dash of swords, the roar and rash of battle f 

Calmly my heart made answer, No I ■

Where is thy home ? Pa&hanee where tropie ■

splendour, 

In golden luxury of light, calls forth 

The purple grape ; perchance, 'midst roses tendv 

Thou revellest in the beauty of the South. j ■
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Is that thy home, beneath the palm-tree shadows. 

And ever-Tordsnt sammer*B flovery meadows ? 

Still, fttn my heart made aoswer, No I ■

Where is thy home ? Is it *mid icebergs hoary, 

The crags and snow-flelds of the Arctic strand, 

Where the midsmnmer's midnight sees the glory 

Of sunset and of sonrfse, hand in hand, 

Where *twizt the pine-trees gleama the mow-drift's ■

whiteness, 

And starry night flames with auroral brigbtoeas? 

But stiU my whispering heart said, Ko ! ■

Where is thy hone ? Is it within ktr pr e ea ice. ■

Whose heart responsive pulses to thy love. 

Who taught of suffering the divinest essence, 

When hope was dead in lifers sweet myrtle grove ? 

Is that the home in which thy wishes centre ? 

Tes, of a truth, the shrine which none may enter ! 

Bat mournfully again my heart said. No ! ■

Where is thy home ? Say if perchance it lieth 

In that prefigured land of love and light, 

Whither, they say, the soul enfranchised fiieth 

When earthly bonds no longer check her flight 7 

Is there tby home ? Thoee nnknown realms elysian 

Wliich shine beyond the stars, a heavenly vision ? 

Then first my heart made answer. Tee I ■

There ia my home, it said, with quick emotion ; 

My primal home to which I am akin. 

Though earthly flres may call forth my devotion, 

Yet I forget not Heaven's pure flame within. 

Amidst the ashes still a spark surviveth, 

Which ever yeameth heavenward, ever striveth 

To be with God, who is my home ! ■

AUTUMXr FASSWUJLi lO DBOmmrOHOUI.* ■

The glorious summer sun already leaneth ■

Towards distant lands, and that resplendent glow, 

Which, late at eve, flamed upward to the lenitb, ■

No longer now tiie NoirlMd fl/dds shall know. 

And wood and mead, which, in their vernal gladness, ■

Laughed out to man beneath the azure sky. 

Stand wan and €ere, and clouds weep tears of sad- 

ness. ■

And even the little birds sit Silent by. ■

Tet still how gratefully my memory treasures 

The lovely peace of each sweet summer day. 

When heaven itself brought down to earth its plea- ■

And winds their warfare changed to meiry play ; 

When flowers sent up their offering of sweetness. ■

As incense to the God of day and night, 

And lifted to the sun their fair completeness ■

Obedient to the holy law of light. ■

But all, alas I on earth is transitory. ■

And laughter changes soon to sorrow's tear ; 

As the green herb, anon, foregoes its glory. ■

So man advances onward to his bier. 

Yet if the faithful heart have kept in deamess ■

The sunny moments of the passing day, 

Still shall they cast amidst autumnal dreamess ■

Of the lost summSr a surviving ray. ■

Thus muse I, as my fond fareweU is spoken. ■

Thou loveliest pearl beside the Mllar coast. 

Nor shall sweet memory's bond 'twixt us be broken, ■

Where'er my bark on life's rough sea be tossed ! 

To thee my heart will yearn when sorrow shroudeth ■

My world of thought, and all is dajk as night; 

And if thick mist the future overcloudeth, ■

I wSl ascend unto the past delight. ■

Faiewell ye hills and valleys, groves and meadows, ■

Where Flora scattered all her pomp abroad. 

And elves amidst the full moon's lights and shadows ■

Traced magic rings in dances on the sward ; 

Thou shore, leed-garianded, where softly stringing ■

His harp at eve the Necken charms Aa scene ; 

Thou wood, made musical with wild birds' singing. ■

And waters lapsing through the leafy screen. ■

FareweU thou starry eve, so oft reflected ■

In the still waters, wbere my light baik drove 

The doirnward depth which still my gaze rejected. ■

Turning instead unto the heaven above; 

Have thanks for all the quiet joy supernal, ■

Which in my heart's recess hy thee was laid, 

The whilst tby azure vault of truth eternal ■

Expanded as a blessing, o'er my head ! ■

Farewell thou lovely scene I The heart's deep feel- 

ing ■

Gives forth these accents of my parting song I 

Yet thou in memory wilt be sorrow's healing, ■

And speed the mournful winter night along; 

I'll think of thee when autumn fogs are glooming. ■

Oh I Drottningholm, for still thy sun will shine ; 

Thou art to me in evexy season blooming. ■

And peaceful lilies round thy name entwine I ■

' Drottningholm Is the Yersailles of Sweden. ■

CABACA8 TO VALENCIA. ■

Tee next thing was to settle whether I should 

proceed south to Valencia, or west to San Felipe, 

a town about forty miles from Puerto CabeUo 

where it was said that General Falcon had pro- 

mised to attend at the consecration of a church. 

On inquiry I found that the route to Felipe lay 

through a treeless waste, where, if I went by 

day, I should be exposed to a sun that no 

European could encounter with impunity, while 

at night I should infallibly be stricken down by 

the fever, for which the coast of the Golfo Triste 

is infamous. Of two European engineers, who 

had been out on thb route a few weeks before, 

one had died of sun-stroke, and the other was 

lying at the point of death from fever at Puerto 

GabeUo. Besides, General Falcon's movements 

were so uncertain, that I thought it likely he 

might not come after all; and so, in fact, it 

turned out. On the other hand, if I went to 

San Felipe, I could easily go on to the copper- 

mines of Aroa, which I was desirous of yisiting. 

These mines were worked for a time under the 

superintendence of Englishmen, with good re- 

sults ; but unfortunately one flne day thie native 

miners took it into their heads that they had a 

grievance against the foreigners, so they fell on 

them suddenly, split their skuUa with hatchets, 

and decamped with their property. For this 

oruei and cowardly deed some of the guilty 

parties were afterwards executed, but the mines 

were for a time abandoned, and the working of 

them had only lately been resumed. After some 

consideration I resolved to send a courier with a 

letter to General Falcon, and proceed myself to 

Valencia, whence, if requisite, I could go by a 

less unhealthy route to San Felipe. ■

At four p.K. on the 13th of August, I took 

leave of G. and my kind host, and started with a ■
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friend and my servant Juan for Valencia. Just 

before we left, a Creole, who wished to curry 

favour with C, rode up to us upon a magnificent 

mule, and said that he too was going to Valencia, 

that he observed I was indifferently mounted, and 

that he would, therefore, be very glad to accom- 

pany us, and lend me his mule whenever I got 

tired of my own. Having made the wished-for 

impression on C, this rus6 individual started 

with us, but remained in our company for only 

about half a mile, and then set off over the 

heavy sandy road at a speed which our poor 

beasts could not rival. I found that my mule 

stumbled abommably, and I inwardly resolved 

to exchange animals with the polite Creole, for 

a mile or two at least, on the first oppor- 

tunity. We rode on, under a terrible sun, for 

five miles, through a dense swampy jungle, 

fall of blue land-crabs and snares, to JPalato, 

where there is a miserable hovel to represent 

a village, and where the sea reappears, not 

sluggish and sleeping, as at Puerto Cabello, but 

breaking on a wild coast in foaming surges. Here 

we sat down and smoked, and discussed the 

prospects of the railway from Puerto Cabello to 

San Felipe, the first station of which we knew 

would be at Palato, while from the same village 

another line would diverge to Valencia. Thus 

far we had gone west, but we now turned south, 

and began to ascend from the coast, rejoicing to 

emerge from the dense low jungle, through 

which we had hitherto been plodding. On our 

left, was a ravine, at the bottom of which flowed 

a small stream called the Eio del Ultimo Paso, 

or " Ne Plus Ultra River." About a mile to the 

east of Palato is the mouth of the Rio Agua 

Caliente, " Hot-water River," in which, according 

to Humboldt, the alligators are of uncommon 

size and ferocity. It is curious how these dis- 

gusting animals thrive in thermal springs, as at 

the MkgBiT Talao in Lower Sindh, and other 

places in Lidia. ■

After going a mile or two we came to a posada^ 

and here whom should we see smoking indo- 

lently with his feet up on a bench, but our friend 

the Creole, owner of the fine mule. As I was 

heartily sick of my own animal, and did not 

understand that Creole promises meant nothing, 

1 reminded him of his proposal, and said, " I 

should like to exchange mules for a mile or 

two." " With all my heart, sefior," replied he, 

'* but I have a little affair to settle with the 

landlord here. I will overtake you, before you 

have advanced a couple of miles ; we will then not 

only exchange mules, but you shall, if you like, 

ride mine dl the rest of the way to Valencia." 

As I rather misdoubted this arrangement, and 

was determined not to ride my own animal 

any more, I mounted Juan's in spite of his as- 

suring me that I should lose by the change. 

After about half an hour we spied the cour- 

teous Creole coming up at a great pace, and of 

course expected he would stop when he reached 

us. Instead of that, he had the effrontery to 

pass us like a flash of lightning, seeming not to ■

hear our calls to him to pull up, but leaving for 

our benefit a cloud of dust, which drove directly 

in our faces, and which was the sole advantage 

that accrued to us from our interview with this 

polite individual at Puerto Cabello, and the 

courteous promises he there made to us. Even 

Juan, though used to the country, was rather 

scandalised at his behaviour, and could not re- 

frain from shouting after him " Picaron ! Em- 

bustero 1" " Rogue, humbug," and other angry 

expressions, which 410 doubt afforded the Creole 

immense amusement. ■

As we left the coast behind us the soil grew 

firmer, the pestilential smell ceased, and the 

jungle waxed higher and higher. Many lofty and 

beautiful trees now attracted our attention, 

especially palms, as the sago palm and the 

cocurito. Juan also pointed out to me the bread- 

fruit-tree—which looks in tlie distance as if some 

one had been hanging human heads on it— and 

the famous Palo de Vaca» or " cow-tree," which 

supplies a milk exactly like that of animals. 

There were also many fruits and flowers, very 

beautiful to look at, but some of them most 

poisonous, as the manzanilla, which resembles in 

appearance and pernicious effects a certain fruit 

that "brought death into the world and all our 

woe." The sun set, but a bright moon rose, and 

we jogged on pleasantly, though very slowly. A 

little after eight p.m. we saw, not quite a mile 0^ 

the lights of Uie village of Cambur^, which is onl^ 

seven miles from Palato, so tardy had been our 

progress, and so often had we stopped to smoke, 

to look at flowers and trees, and to discuss the 

proper line for the railway to Valencia. Seeing 

the village so near, I lagged behind to light an- 

other cigar : not an easy matter with the 

bad matches of the country. While I was 

absorbed in this undertaking, my mule gave a 

violent start, which almost sent me off my equili- 

brium, and began to run at a pace of which I 

had not before thought it capable. Pulling at 

the reins with both hands, I looked over my 

shoulder, and saw a large animal leap into the 

road behind me, stand for a moment or two, and 

then pass into the thicket on the other side. 

Presently a savage roar from the jungle about 

fifty yards to my right, told me what sort of 

animal it was, and set my mule galloping on 

towards the village, at a speed which I now did 

not attempt to check. Li a minute or two I was 

met by Juan, who came hurrying back to meet 

me. "Did you hear anything?" I asked. "Yes, 

yes," replied Juan, " I heard. It's a tiger, sure 

enough. They don't often attack men, but this 

one must be hungry, or he would not come so 

near the village ; so we had better get to the 

posada as soon as possible." We pushed on 

accordmgly, but before we reached the village 

we heard the jaguar, for such it was, roar re- 

peatedly in the jungle behind us, and, to judge by 

the sound, he seemed to be following in our wake. 

' Cambure is a village of about forty houses, or 

rather hovels, in the midst of a very dense jungle, 

and with a deep ravine to the east At the bottom ■
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of this ravine runs a stream, in which there are 

alligators, for Humboldt saw one nine feet long 

near the village. On the night of our arrival the 

place happened to be quite full of people, some 

on their way to Valencia, and others, chiefly 

natives of St. Thomas, who had come out from 

Puerto Cabello for a drinking-bout. Up to the 

hour of our arrival, these merry folks had been 

bringing themselves up to the right pitch of ex- 

citement, and being now thoroughly intoxicated, 

they began to dance furiously to music which 

strongly reminded me of the Indian tom-toms. I 

stood for some time looking at their performances, 

while Juan was bargaining for a room with the 

landlord of the posada, whose house was already 

crammed^ but who, at the sight of a handful of 

doUars, unceremoniously ejected some of his 

guests for our accommodation. As for the merry- 

makers whose proceedings I was watching, two 

of them would stand np at a time and dance fran- 

tically a sort of jig, with the perspiration stream- 

ing from their faces, until they were qtiite ex- 

hausted, when they sat, or rather tumbled down, 

and were succeeded by two others, who imitated 

their example. When I was tired of this, and of 

looking at some very pretty Creole ladies who 

sat outside the door of one of the houses, dressed 

in white, as if for a ball, I entered the posada, 

which I found alive with fleas, and reeking with 

garlic. After a miserable dinner I turned into 

my hammock, but not being used to that kind of 

bed, I was almost immediately deposited on the 

floor on the other side, to the great delight of 

Juan, trho, however, instructed me how to con- 

duct myself so as to avoid such an ignominious 

ejectment for the future. ■

Next morning we were np by four am., and 

after I had packed, and paid eight dollars for our 

miserable fare, and had got myself covered with 

black ants which bit furiously, we started. The 

road continued to ascend, and the hills on either 

side grew higher and higher, and the ravines 

deeper, till we came to Trincheras, or "The 

Trenches," a village so called, because some 

French freebootera, who sacked Valencia in 1677, 

halted there and entrenched themselves. It 

was twenty minutes past eight before we reached 

Trincheras, though it is but six miles from 

Cambur6, and there we stopped and smoked, and 

I chatted with some women, who received my 

remarks with most extraordinary empressement, 

for which I was quite at a loss to account. Close 

to Trincheras are some very celebrated thermal 

springs, said by Humboldt to be the second hot- 

test in the world. Of course we inquired about 

them at the posada, but, strange to say, the 

people could not tell us exactly where the 

springs were. At last, a man who was going to 

Valencia volunteered to guide us to them, and we 

set off. After riding a few hundred yards, we 

came to two or three cottages, all the inmates of 

which issued forth, and went down on their knees 

to me. I was petrified by this extraordinary 

procedure, but Juan irreverently bursting into a 

peal of laughter, called out» "Do you see thatP ■

May I be hanged if they don't take yon, sir, for 

the archbishop, who is expected here on his way 

to consecrate the church at San Felipe ! It is 

your hat with the turban round it, a head-dress 

they have never seen before, which they take to 

be part of an archbishop's travelling costume." 

I now began to understand why the women at 

the posada had been so deferential, and was not 

a littl6 dismayed at finding myself figuring as the 

head of the orthodox church in Venezuela. ■

Our volunteer guide to the hot springs, soon 

after we had passed these cottages, bade us 

alight and follow him into the jungle, which we 

did; but after struggling through thorns and 

thick bushes, and wading in muddy pools to no 

purpose, we had to return to the road, without 

being able to find the springs, minus parts of our 

garments, and plus pounds weight of mud, which 

no effort could dislodge from our boots. This 

failure was several times repeated, and it really 

seemed that, having come thousands of miles to 

Trincheras, we should have to quit the spot 

without seeing what we had heard so much 

about. At last a man arrived from the neigh- 

bouring cottages, and led us down to the place 

we wanted to see, which is but fifty yards from 

the road ; but the jungle is so thick, that with- 

out a guide no one would be able to discover it ; 

and it would be well if some mark to show where 

it is, were set up for the convenience of travellers. 

The springs are situated in a hollow of about one 

hundred yards diameter, which has evidently 

once been the crater of a volcano. Through this 

hollow flows a rivulet, two feet deep, and never 

less than eighteen feet wide in the greatest 

drought. Steam ascends from the surface of the 

water, the temperature of which, according to 

Humboldt, is above ninety degrees. In some 

places it must be very much above that point, 

for the guide stepped with his bare feet into one 

part that was so hot as to make him skip out 

again with surprising agility and adolebl coun- 

tenance, swearing that he had been scaloed by it. 

The bed of the stream is coarse-grained granite, 

but there is a good deal of mud. The vegetation 

grows quite rsuukly all around this Stygian water, 

and dusias, mimosas, and aroms especially thrive 

in it. At forty feet from the hot stream is a 

rividet of cold water. Altogether it is a very 

curious place, and worthy of a more lengthened 

visit than we were able to pay it. ■

From Trincheras the road continues to ascend 

through alovely forest, bright with fruits and flow- 

ers. The turns are in places very sharp, overlook- 

ing deep ravines. After three mUes, we arrived at 

what is called the Entrada, or "entrance," which 

is the highest point between Puerto Cabello and 

Valencia, being probably about eighteen hundred 

feet above the sea. Half a mile beyond, the 

jungle ends, and the road enters a beautiful 

salubrious valley, about twenty miles broad, with 

grass and trees, as in England, but without 

jungle. Here we put up some fine coveys of 

qujuls. Two miles further on, we came to the 

village of Nagua Nagua, and, as it was half-pabt ■
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ten, and the sun terribly hot, we were glad to 

take refuge in tbe posada. In the room into 

which they showed us, there were three very 

rough sofas, whereon we gladly threw ourselves, 

and were rather astonished, on going away, to 

find that we were charged for three beds, though 

we did but lie down for a few hours in the day- 

time. As for rest, that was out of the question, 

for the flies covered our faces and hands in count- 

less numbers, and effectually barred sleep. At 

one P.M. we were called to dinner, and sat down 

with a goodly company of drovers and others, 

who were doing the journey to Valencia on foot. ■

As for myself, the smell of the garlic was quite 

enough, and I retreated, without tasting a morsel, 

to my sofa. Even there I was not left in peace, 

for fowls, dogs, and even pigs, kept wandering 

into the room ; and in my sorties to drive out 

these intruders, I discovered the cause of the 

immense number of flies. All along the verandah 

in rear of the apartments the worthy posadero 

had hung up in rows joints of meat, some of 

which were quite black. The odour of these 

pieces of flesh overpowered even that of the ad- 

joining stable-yard, and brought all the insects of 

the neighbourhood to the spot. I should have 

left the place without eating, had not a Creole 

woman offered me a large sweetmeat made of 

membrilloy or "quince," which I greedily de- 

voured. Our bill was seven dollars, or about 

two-and-twenty shillings, for the use of the room 

and the abominable food, which Juan had the 

courage to masticate, but the very smell of which 

I could not endure. At three p.m. a rumbling 

coach drove up, and took away the shoemaker's 

wife who had given me the quince, and her 

family; and as the road was blocked up for a 

bull-fight, they had to make a detour over such 

rough ground as to threaten the old vehicle with 

destruction at every moment. We soon followed, 

and rode the five miles that remained to Valencia 

in an hour. ■

The country was lovely with the richest 

natural vegetation, and, here and there, coflee 

estates and sugar plantations. There are so 

many trees and gardens round Valencia, that the 

city is ahnost concealed from view until it is en- 

tered. However, long before we reached the 

streets, we passed bevies of pretty Creole ladies, 

promenading or sitting in the open air, in front 

of posadas resembling tea-gardens in England. 

Among these groups, my hat with the turban 

still continued to create a sensation, and though 

they were too ci>'ilised to take me for an arch- 

bishop, the mistakes they made about me, as I 

afterwards heard, were scarcely less ridiculous. 

On arriving in Valencia, we made our way to the 

Gran Plaza, and alighted at a posada called La 

Belle Alliance, which had no upper story, and no 

comfortable room of any kind. I was shown into 

a gloomy apartment without a window, and with 

one great folding-door. When this door was 

closed, I was obliged to light a candle, but it was 

impossible to keep the door shut long, without 

being stifled. We had to wait several hours be- ■

fore the dinner we had ordered could be got 

ready, and when it did appear, although our ap- 

petites were keen, we could not induce ourselves i 

to touch anything, except some boxes of sardines 

and a dish of potatoes. On going to bed, I f(%nd 

it impossible to sleep^ from the suffocating close- 

ness of my room, and I passed the night in vow- 

ing that as soon as morning came, I would cease 

to be a member of La Belle Alliance. ■

DADDY DODD. ■

John Beadle was an honest man, with a lar^ 

family and a small shop. It was not a hopeiol 

circumstance in John's position that, while his 

family kept on enlarging, the shop obstinately 

maintained its contracted dimensions; that, 

while there seemed to be no bounds to the race 

of Beadle, the bunness which maintained them 

was strictly limited. John's shop was situated 

in one of the many by-streets, with, no main 

thoroughfare among them, which constitute 

Somers Town, and it was devoted to the sale of 

coals and vegetables. As a householder, John, 

though in a small way of business, was a person 

of some importance, inasmuch as he was the 

sole lessee of an entire tenement. It was some- 

thing to boast of in that neighbourhood, but not 

much ; for the roof which John called his own 

was a broken-backed roof, and covered only one 

floor besides the basement, which formea the 

emporium. The tenement seemed to be fast 

sinking into the earth. The impression of the 

beholder was that one story haa alreadj^ sunk, 

and that the others were rapidly following it ; 

so that it seemed probable that in a few years 

there would be nothing visible but the broken- 

backed roof lying flat on the spot, a monument 

of departed commerce in coals. Meantime, by 

the agency of two upright beams and one trans- 

verse one, the broken-backed roof was kept over 

the heads of John and his family. ■

John's family consisted of his wife Martha, 

seven children, and Martha's old father. Ail 

these, including the old man, who was past work, 

and utterly witnoat any means of his own, were 

dependent upon the exertions of John, aided, 

when urgent family affairs would permit, by 

his wife. John's exertions were dfivided be- 

tween chopping firewood, taking out hundreds 

(more freouently half-hundreds) of coals on a 

truck, and "moving." The o(^upation of 

" moving" may be described as going to houses 

about quarter-day, wrestling with chests of 

drawers, sofas, four-post bedsteads, and other 

heavy articles of furniture, and getting very 

little money, but a good deal of beer. If Johu 

had been a pelican of the wilderness he might 

have nourished his family upon beer for a week 

after a moving; but he was only a man, and 

could do little more than find them a bit of 

supper with the single shilling which was gene- 

rally all his reward in available currency. ■

'the door and the window of the shop being 

always open, the nature and extent of John's 

stock in trade were patent to the world. It ■
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csonsisted of about a ton of coals — which ge- 

nerally ran small — heaped up in a comer, a 

little pile of firewood, a few strings of onions, 

a fegir bunches of greens, a basket or two of 

potatoes, a box of red herrings, a bottle of 

peppermint-stick alluringly displsTed with some 

marrowless nuts and wizened apples on a board 

outside the window, and a bed-wrench. This 

last instrument was a wonderful auxiliary to 

John's other resources. While the two upright 

beams and the single transverse beam were the 

support of the emporium architecturally, the 

bed-wrench was the prop of the emporium com- 

mercially. It was a thing not to be bought, 

but borrowed ; and the charge for the loan of 

that bed-wrench was twopence. Chaldron- 

street was given to borrowing, and it seemed to 

be a street which did not lie easy in its bed, for 

it was always taking its bed down and putting 

its bed up again, the result being that John's 

bed-wrencn was in constant and urgent demand. 

Such has been the eagerness to secure the in- 

strument, that two rival applicants hare been 

known actually to wrench each other in the 

effort to possess it. ■

One half of John's shop was occupied by 

the stock, the other half formed the ordinary 

sitting-room. This latter room had a fire- 

place, surmounted by a mantelshelf, on which 

stood several works of art in china ; and its fur- 

niture consisted of two or three Windsor chairs 

and a small round table. Little active domes- 

ticity was ever witnessed in this department 

except at the close of the day, when the family, 

coming from the coals and the potatoes and 

the firewood, made a rush at the little round 

table, and scrambled for herrings and thick 

bread-and-butter and tea. At such times old 

Daddy, Martha's superannuated father, was to 

be seen sitting in an arm-chair by the side of the 

fire, his bald head encircled by a glory of onions, 

and the coals rising on his right like a distant 

mountain range, put in as a background to the 

picture. Those family banquets were sharp 

and short. All unnecessary conveniences of 

luxury, such as knives and forks, slop-basms, 

and the like, were dispensed with. Each one 

as he finished his cup of tea turned round and 

threw the dregs upon the heap of coals, and, 

when he had &ished picking his herring, turned 

the other' way and flung the bones into the 

fire. After the meal, Mr. Beadle was accus- 

tomed to sit down opposite old Daddy, while 

Martha drew up between them, and devoted 

herself to the mending of the family linen ; but 

as tlie number of chairs was limited, the vounger 

branches of the family usually reclined, in the 

classic fashion, amon^ the coals, from contact 

with which they denved a swarthiness of com- 

plexion which caused them to be known in 

the neighbourhood as the "black Beadles." 

John and Martha loved their offspring dearly, 

and would not have had axntbing happen to 

one of them for the world ; but they began to 

find that they were increasing both in numbers 

and in appetite in a ratio altogether dispro* 

portionate to the devebpment of the trade in ■

coals and vegetables, notwithstanding that the 

rolling stock had been increased by a new truck 

and a second bed- wrench. John's ambition had 

often taken a run at a horse and cart ; but it had 

never been able to vault so high, and always fell 

back upon the truck and hurt itself in the region 

of its dignity. A truck is not a glorious kind of 

vehicle — especially a coal-truck. It is a vehicle 

that takes the pavement rather than the middle 

of the road, for choice, and although the thunder 

which it makes as it traverses the coal-traps on 

the pavement is considerable, it is not a source of 

pride to its owner. Besides, it does not warrant 

the assumption of that sceptre of authority, a 

whip ; and it is usually propelled by one of the 

human species. Well, it would never do if we 

all had the same ambition. While some persons 

aspire to rule their fellow-men, there are others 

who prefer to exercise authority over the brutes 

in driving a horse and cart. This was John's 

case. A horse and cart, with a corresponding 

increase of business, and a drive down the road 

to the Jolly Butchers on Sunday afternoon, with 

the missus in all her best by his side, and the kids 

with their faces washed behind, like a pen of clean 

little pigs — this had been the dream of John's 

life ; but it was a dream that had not yet come 

true. Indeed, so far from this, John's prospects 

were bf^coming darker than brighter every day. ■

"What was to be done P' ■

This question, which had long sug^sted 

itself botn to John and Martha, found audible 

expression one night, after the black Beadles 

haa scampered away to their holes for the night. 

Old Dadav Dodd was sittine dozing in his chair 

by the side of the fire, and John and Martha 

were sitting opposite. ■

It was John who propounded the question : ■

"What was to be done?" ■

Martha made no audible reply ; but, after a ■

{)ause, raised her eyes to John's face, and the& 

ooked across significantly at Daddy. ■

John shook his head, and covered his face 

with his hand. ■

"I have no right to ask you to do it any 

longer, John," Murtha said. " I had no right 

ever to exp^k you to do it." ■

" But it was my duty and my pleasure to do 

it, Martha," John repbed. " He's your father, 

aud I couldn't see the poor old man starve !" ■

"But he needn't starve, you know, John," 

Martha said ; and her lips trembled as she said 

the words. ■

" I know what you mean," John returned ; 

"but I can't bear the thoughts of it. It's not 

what ought to be, when he's had a house of his 

own and drove his own chay, and paid rates and 

taxes, and every comfort." ■

" Well, it M hard, when you think of it," 

Martha replied, sadly ; " and the drawing-room 

that we had, too, and the silver spoons, and the 

real china cups and saucers!" And at the 

thought of the china cups and saucers Martha 

dropped a tear. ■

" Yes, it is hard," John returned ; " and that's 

why I have stood between him and tV as long as ■
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** But you can't stand between bim and it any 

longer, Jokn, and I mustn't ask you to ; it's not 

fair to you, John, and you shan't be burdened 

with him any longer." ■

Poor old Daddy was sitting dozing in his 

chair, blissfully unconscious of these delibera- 

tions, of which he was tlie subject. In his time 

Daddy had been in a good, though small way of 

business, in the carpentering line, combined 

with a little undertaking (which he undertook 

in his overtime, to oblige friends), and he had 

brought up a large family decently; but his 

sons, who might have been a help to him in his 

declining years, emigrated, and died in foreign 

parts ; and when the infirmities of age began to 

creep upon the old man, and he was no longer 

able to work with his own hands, he disposed of 

his business at an alarming sacrifice, and retired 

to live on his means. His means were small, 

but his remaining years were few ; and proceed- 

ing on his philosophical calculation. Daddy 

lived upon the principal instead of the interest 

(which he could not have lived upon at all), and 

lived longer than he calculated. Although Daddy 

disposed of his business, and let the carpenter's 

shop, he still continued to occupy the dwelling- 

house of which it formed a part, and this led 

many to believe that the old carpenter was 

pretty well ofif. His daughter Martha shared 

in tms impression, and was rather disposed to 

boast- of the independent gentleman, her father, 

and cherish expectations of an inheritance. ■

One day, about two years after Martha had 

been uMrhed to John Beadle, and shortly after 

she had prodigally presented John with the 

second pledge of her affection, old Daddy ar- 

rived at the emporium suffused with smiles. 

Martha thought he was going to present baby 

with the silver spoons. When the old man 

bad settled himself in a chair, and recovered his 

breath, he sifid, with a pleasant chuckle, ■

"I've got something to tell you, Martha." ■

•'What is it, father?" ■

"Well, Martha, I've been looking in the top 

drawer, and— and " ■

"Yes, father, yes," said Martha, eagerly, 

making quite sure now that baby was to have 

the spoons. ■

" I've been looking in the top drawer," the 

old man repeated, " and— and " ■

"The spoons," Martha suggested, as duti- 

fully helping her poor old father in a difficulty. ■

" No, not tiie spoons, Martha," he said, " the 

money." ■

"What about tbe money, father ?•• ■

"It's all gone, Martha!" ■

" All gone ! The money you've got to live 

upon, father," cried Martha, hysterically, "all 

goneP" ■

" Every fsirden," said the old man. ■

Martha could not believe it. She gave baby 

to a neighbour to mind, and insisted upon the 

old man going* back with her to his lodging im- 

mediately. He gave her the key, and she tore 

open the top drawer in a frantic way. She 

seized the canvas bag in which the old man 

kept his monev (for he had an unconquerable 

distrust of banb), and plunged her huid into ■

it. She could feel nothing like coin. She 

turned the bag inside out and shook it, nothing 

fell out of it. She rummaged among the useless 

odds and ends in the drawer, and not a farthing 

could she find. Suddenly she paused and said, ■

"You've been robbed, father. Somebody's 

been at the drawer." ■

"No, no, my dear, you mustn't say that; 

nobodj's been at the drawer but me. I've 

spent it all. There wasn't much of it, only 

eighty pounds altogether, and it wouldn't last 

for ever. It's me that's lived too long, MarUia ;" 

and the old man sat down in a chair and began 

to whimper and weep. ■

Martha could only sit down and weep too. 

She was overwhelmed by the thought of her 

father's destitution and the prospect which lay 

before him in his weak old age. His money 

was all gone, and his few sticks of furniture, 

with the silver spoons, which were the only por- 

tion of his plate which remained, would scarcely 

realise enough to bury him. ■

This was sad news to tell John when became 

in (from a moving job) to his dinner. Martha, 

by way of breaking it gently to him, hysteri- 

cally shrieked out the tidings at the top of her 

voice as John was coming in at the door. ■

" Oh, John, father's money's all gone," she 

cried. ■

Seeing that Martha was in a dreadful state 

of excitement about the matter, John, with 

a proper appreciation of artistic contrast, took 

the unwelcome announcement coolly. ■

" Well," he said, "in that case we must keep 

him. He has nobody else to look to." ■

And so one day John went over to Daddy's 

house, sent for a oroker and disposed of all the 

things except the old man's bed, which he de- 

spatched by the truck to the emporium. That 

done, he locked the door, sent the key to the 

landlord, and taking the old man by the hand, 

led him to the shelter of the broken-backed 

roof. Putting him into the old arm-chair bv 

the fire, and patting him kindly on lus bald head, 

he said: ■

" There, Daddy, consider yourself at home- 

provided for for the r^t of your life." ■

So it happened that John and Martha were 

burdened with old Daddy Dodd, in addition to 

their own numerous offspring. And Dadjiy voi 

a burden, though neither John nor Martha ever 

said so, even to each other. He was an expen- 

sive old man, for though he did not eat much, 

and was well content to share a bedroom with 

the boys, he had, considering his cucumstances, 

an unreasonable passion for snuff; and a glass of 

" six de," punctually every morning at eleven 

o'clock, was absolutely necessary to his exist- 

ence. The glass of six ale he would have, and 

he would have it nowhere but in the public- 

house, standing at the pewter bar, according to 

a custom which he had most relinoualy ob- 

served for more than forty years. One of the 

inconveniences of this requirement was that 

the old man had to be provided ever^ morning 

with three-halfpence in current coin of the 

realm; and another, which followed in the 

course of time, when the old man became de- ■
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orepid and feeble, was that some one had to 

take him to the particular public-house on 

which alone he would bestow his patrona^ 

(half a mile distant), and bring him back a^ain. 

Still no word of complaint escaped either 

John or Martha, until their family increased 

to that extent when every halfpenny became, as 

Martha said, an " object/'*^ The crisis arrived that 

night, when John, in general but significant 

terms, asked his ^od wi^ what was to be done. ■

"It is not fair to you, John," Martha said, 

''and you shan't be ourdened with him any 

longer." And, while the old man sat dozing 

in his chair, all unconscious, it was resolved be- 

tween them, after a hard struggle on John's 

part and many silent tears on Martha's part, 

that John should next day put old Daddy into 

the workhouse. The resolution was taken, and 

the old man slept on. Neither John nor Martha 

had the courage to wake him. They were afraid 

that he mis^ht read their terrible intentions to- 

wards him in their guilty faces. " I cannot do 

it, Martha," John said ; and he made an excuse 

to go out of doors to smoke his pipe. Martha 

could not do it either, and sat waiting for the 

old man to wake, and presently he woke andcalled 

for her. She had withdrawn into the shade, and 

he could not see her with his dim old eves. ■

" Martha," he said, " where are you P Come 

here and let me tell you what I've been dream- 

ing about. Such a pleasant dream, my dear, 

alibut the old days when you was all at home ! 

I thought I saw you all round the table eating 

your Cnristmas dinners ; and there was turkey 

and plum-pudding and all the nice things that 

we used to have, you know ; and then I dreamt 

thai I was taking you to the boarding-school, 

where you was for a twelvemonth, you know ; 

and*- and, as we was driving down the Edge- 

ware-road in the chaise, John came up and 

wanted to borrow five pounds, just as he used to 

do, you know, and, and I lent it him, just as I 

used to do, and — and — but what's the matter 

with you, ^arthaP you're not crying, surely." ■

Poor old man, he little knew what thorns he 

was planting in his daughter's breast. She was 

crying, but she hid her tears, and said kindly 

it was time Tor him to go to bed. ■

So, taking him by the hand, and leading him 

to his room, she put him to bed and tucked him 

up like a cluld. ■

When Martha went down-stairs again, John 

was timidly peeping in at the door. ■

" Have you put him to bed, Martha P" he 

inquired. ■

" Yes, John." ■

** Do you think he suspected anything P" ■

" Oh no, poor old dear." ■

" No, of course not, Martha," John said, 

** he woidd never dream that we could be such ■

monsters— but did he sav anything?" ■

"Yes, he said, 'Goa bless jou, Martha, 

and God bless John, for all your kindness.' " ■

John, whose heart was much too big for his 

other faculties, withdrew his head from the door, 

and vented his smitten feelings in a howl. ■

John and Martha crawled up to bed that nij^ht 

with the sense of a premeditated crune weighing ■

upon their souls. As they passed the room where 

the old man lay, they turned away their faces. ■

Next morning M!artha dressed her old baby 

in his best clothes, crying over him all the while, 

and hiding her tears as best she could. Daddy 

wanted to know if it was Sunday, that they 

were putting on his best things, and Martha 

could not answer. Every innocent word he 

uttered was a reproach to her. She could not 

look at him at breakfast-time, neither could 

John. ■

When breakfast was over, John said to the 

old man, in as cheerful a tone as he could com- 

mand, ■

" Grandfather, I'm going to take you for a 

walk." ■

" That's kind of you, John," said the old man 

— " very kind." ■

" Well, come along, grandfather ; here's your 

hat and stick." ■

" I'm ready, John, quite ready. Eh P bless 

me, what's the matter now, my dear ?" ■

Martha had her arms round his neck, kissing 

him. ■

"Good-bye, father," she said, through her 

sobs, "good-bye." ■

She had resolved not to say it» but she 

couldn't help it. ■

" Tut, tut, my dear," said the old man, ** we 

are not going far. Are we, John P" ■

"No, grandfather, not very far." ■

"And we'll come back soon, won't we, 

John?" ■

"Oh yes, grandfather," John said; and the 

words almost choked him. ■

Martha whispered to the children to go and 

shake hands with their grandfather ; and won- 

dering what this unusual ceremony meant, they 

did as they were told, quietly and silently. ■

The ola man was as much puzzled as the 

children, and wanted to know if it was a birth- 

day. John could not answer him; hb heart 

was full and his utterance choked. Without 

another word he took the old man by the hand, 

and led him from the house ; and Martha stood 

in the doorway, surrounded by the children, 

looking after them sadly through her tears. 

It was barely a quarter of a mile to the work- 

house, but it was a lon^ journey for Daddy, 

who was getting very frail now. He dropped 

his stick very often, and John had to stoop and 

pick it up for him, and there were dangerous 

crossmgs to pass, where it was necessary for 

John to signal to drivers of vehicles to draw up 

and slacken speed until he carried the old man 

safely over to the other side of the road. Poor 

old Daddy, going to the workhouse, was highly 

honoured that day. The stream of traffic stayed 

its current and diverted its course to let him 

pass. It could not have done more for the 

Lord Mayor. At lengtlr John, leading his un- 

conscious charge by the hand, arrived in front 

of the workhouse gates. At the sight of tbe 

gloomy portal and the high bhick wall, which 

shuts in life and shuts out hope, his resolution 

began to fail him. He stopped and hesitated. ■

"Grandfather," he said, "it'Sraboat time for 

your glass of ab, ain't it rO^ I C ■
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"Well, yes^ John, I think it's getting on 

that way/' said the old man, in a cheery tone. ■

"Will yon take it here?" John aaked. ■

"Is this the Nag's Head?" the old man 

inoulred. ■

Tbe Nag's Head was the house which he had 

"used" for forty years. ■

" No, grandfather," John said ; *' this is not 

the Nag's Head ; but they keep a good glass of 

ale here." ■

" Well, just as you like," Daddy assented. ■

So John took the old man into a public-house 

opposite the workhouse gates, and gave him the 

usual three-halfpence ; for it was Daddy's pride 

always to pay for his liquor with his own band. 

While Daddy was sipping his ale, John tossed 

off a couple of glasses of spirits : he was trying 

to screw his faihng courage to the point. When 

the old man had finished his glass, John took 

him once more by the hand, and hurriedly led 

him across the roaid. He was at the gate, nesi- 

tating, with a fall heart, looking through a mist 

of tears at the handle of the workhouse bell, 

inviting only the clutch of despair, when the 

old man looked up in his face and siud : ■

"John!" ■

"Yes, grandfather." ■

" Ain't this the workhouse P" ■

Daddy's look, his intimation that he knew 

where he was, the thought that he suspected 

his design, struck John to the heart ; and he 

hurried the old man away from the gate. ■

" The workhouse, grandfather, no, no J* John 

said ; "what made you think of that ? Come, 

come away, come away; we're going home, 

grandfather, gomg home as fast as we can." ■

John was so anxioiks to drag Daddy away from 

the spot, that he fairly lifted him off his legs 

and carried him across the road. In his excite- 

ment and haste he quite forgot Daddy's feeble- 

ness, and hurried him along at such a rate that 

the old man lost his breath, and was nearly 

falling. It was not until a street had been put 

between them and the workhouse, that John 

relaxed his speed and allowed Daddy to recover 

himself. After that he led him gently back to 

the emporium, took him in, ana replaced him 

in his old chair by the fireside. ■

" I couldn't do it, Martha," he said ; "my 

hand was an the bell, when he looked up at me 

and spoke to me ; and his look, and what he 

said, struckme to the heart. I oouldn't do it. I 

felt as if I was going to nmrder the poor old man. 

It's worse than murder, liartha, to put a fellow- 

creature in yonder; it's buiriog him aliye !" ■

" But, John " ■

" I say it shall neyer be done by me, Martha," 

John interposed, sternly. "We must do the 

best we can for him, and strife to the last to 

save him and ourselyet from that disgrace." ■

An iuterchttige of looks sealed the compact 

between them — that Daddy was to have a home 

with them while they had a roof to call their 

own, and a loaf of bread to share with him. ■

Old Daddy had not only been a considoable 

cx]^euse to llfohn and Martha, but during the 

T» ihter months he had been much in the way. 

He was always pouering about in the shop. ■

I which being also the sitting-room, did not afford 

much scope for business and domesticity com- 

bined. But now the fine days were coming, 

and Daddy would be able to spend a good deal 

of his time out of doors. So, when the fine 

days came, little Benjy, John's youngest but 

two, who was not old enough to be of any 

assistance in the busmess, was appointed to the 

sole and undivided duty of minding grand- 

father, and taking him for walks, whoi it was 

conyenient to get' him out of the way. Little 

Benjy, a little, larro-headed, wiseJooking boy 

of six years, was Daddy's especisd pet and 

fayouiite ; or, perhaps, it might have been said, 

so much more responsible a person was Benjy, 

that Daddy was iu pet and favourite. Be that 

as it woulo, tbey loved each ether, and on fiao 

days, when the sun shone, it was their delist 

to wander hand in hand among the neighbounng 

streets, prattling together like two eiiildren, 

and gaxing m, with child-Uke wonder, at tbe 

pretty things in the shop windows. The people 

round about called them the Bafaea in the Wood, 

and old Daddy was certainly as much a babe as 

Benjy. He took the same interest in the 

contents of the toy-shops, and sighed as deeply 

as Benjy sighed to think that bis youthful 

guardiflji could not become the possessor of a 

mueh-coveted to;^-gun (with a pink stock}, 

which went off with a spiral npiing. In their 

wandering^ day by day, the Babes saw many 

strange things^ and studied the wonders of 

Somers Town with tbe deepest interest. It 

was their special delight to stand before 

any open door or wmdow, which afforded 

them a view of a process of manufacture. 

They stood on gratings and listened to 

the rattle of sattsa^-machmes "that went 

by steam," Benjy informed his ohar^ and 

pupil, who was not very well up in the 

modem arts and sciences; they gaxed at the 

little men in sMrt-sleeves and flat cape^ who 

turned a miniature coffee-mill under a glass ease 

at the grocer's — such industrious little men, 

who always kept on grinding whether their 

master was in tne shop or not, and never seemed 

to go home to their meals^ They superintended 

the lowering of barrels into pubuc-honse cdlars^ 

learning the mysteries of the indined plane, and 

speculating as to whether tlie barrels contained 

tne particular kind of six ale which crandfather 

likea ; they watched the making oi shoes and 

the turning of wood, and were sometimes ob> 

served to be much abaocbed in the flaying of 

sheep, a process which had a deep abstract ia- 

terest for Beujy, while it set Daddy babbHng 

about the delights — ^to him now purely visionaiy 

^-of a boiled leg of mutton and eaper sauce. ■

In these wandering Beniy was careful not to 

release his hold of Daddy^s hand, for he was 

particularly enjoined never to leave him for a 

moment, and whatever he did not to let him 

tumble down. One muddy day Bei^y did let 

Daddy tumble, and a sad state of mmd he was 

in for fear his mother should find it ooL He 

did his best with his little cotton pocket- 

handkerchief to efface all traces of mud from 

Daddy's trousers: but he was alzaid lest the old ■
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man might " tell on him." Kot that there was 

any want of loyalty between them, but Daddy 

was getting so garrulous, that he sometimes, 

quite unintentionally, let out things which got 

fienjy into trouble; so, when anything hap- 

pened, Benjy was obliged to remind granafather 

that he was not to tell. ■

" You won't tell mother that I let you fall in 

the mud, will you, grandfather?" he would say, 

as they bent their steps homeward. ■

" Oh no, Benjy," the old man protested. *' I 

— I shan't say a word about it." ■

At first, before complete confidence had been 

established between them, Renjy sought on one 

occasion to purchase bis grandfather's silence 

with a penny (which he did not at that moment 

possess, but expected to have some day), but 

ne had come to know now that the bond of love 

between them was strong enough to sustain 

their mutual devotion, except when it was 

occasionally loosened by an inadvertence, or a 

lapse of memory, which, in Daddy's case, was 

beyond the power of either love or money to 

control win^ home in the summer even- 

ings, after their rambles, Daddy and Beniy 

had deeply interesting tales to tell the family 

of the wonders of the great world of Somers 

Town. ■

Alas, that those relations should so often have 

fallen upon indifferent ears! But John and 

Martha were becoming suUen and moody, a prey 

both of them to the deepest anxiety. The family 

was still increasing, but the business continued 

to resist all efforts in the direction of develop- 

ment. John was getting into debt at the coal 

wharf, and at the potato warehouse. The times 

were hard, and were coming on harder with the 

approach of winter. Cools were at eighteen- 

neuce a hundred, potatoes at a penny a pound. 

The poor people couldn't pay the price. Poor 

w6men came for a few pounds of coal and took 

them awav in their aprons. There was scarcely 

any use for the truck. When coals were so 

dear and fires so small. Chaldron-street was a 

good deal given to warm itself in its bed, which 

thus became a permanent institution. The con- 

secjuence to John was that lus bed-wrench rusted 

in idleness, and in view of the ox^de which ac- 

cumulated upon it, it might be said to have been 

engaged in the diastroua occupation of eating 

its head off. The fortunes of the emporium 

were at a very low ebb ; John and Martha could 

scarcely provide bare food for the family. The 

black Beadles, clamouring for viotuala, and not 

findine satisfaction at the Little round table, 

passed like a cloud of loeusts over the stock 

in the shop,and makingshort workof the carrots, 

atta(^d even the cabbage4eaves and the turnip- 

tops. John and Martha were denying themselves 

day after day, that the old man might have a bit 

of something nice and nourishing. But things 

were coming to a crisis now. The coal-merchant, 

the potato-merchant, and the landlord, all three 

threatened process, and John was in hourly 

expectation of an execution. All his striving 

had been of no avail to save "him and them 

from that disgrace." It must come now. I^o- 

thing could avert it. ■

One afternoon John was sitting on a stool, 

on the site of the mountain of coal, which had 

been removed to the last shovelful of dust (and, 

alas! the capitalist at the wharf had not the 

faith to replace it), utterly dejected and dispi- 

rited. It was a terrible^ trial for a strong man 

with a stout heart and a vigorous will, to he 

thus beaten down and trampled under the feet 

of a cruel and relentless Fortune, whom he had 

wooed with all his art, and wrestled with all his 

strength. Poor John had received so many 

heavy falls, that the spirit was almost crushed 

out of him. When he looked up and saw a 

strange man darkening his door, he felt that the 

last blow was about to be struck. ■

" Come in," he said ; " don't stand upon any 

c^emony, I beg; I'm quite prepared for you." ■

" Are you ?" said the man, ouriously. ■

" Yes, I am," John replied. " I Itnow your 

errand as well as you do yourself." ■

" Do you ?" said the man, in the same tone. ■

"Do you come her3 to mock me?" cried 

John, angrily, rising and fscing the intruder; 

" to mock me as well as ruin me." • ■

"Mock you P" said the man. ■

" Yes, mock me," John repeated, in the same 

angry tone. ■

" I did not come here to mock you ; far from 

it," the man returned. "In &ct, my business 

is not with you at all. I came to see Mr. Dodd, 

who was an old neighbour of mine." ■

" I beg your pardon, sir," said John. "You'll 

excuse me, I hope ; but we are in great distress, 

and I expected nothing but bad news." ■

"If I am not mistaken," said the stranger, 

" it is good news I bring you. You are ^Ir. 

Dodd's son-in-law, are ;^ou not ?" ■

" I am, air, and I wish I were a richer son- 

in-law for his sake," John rej^ed. ■

" Perhaps there will be no need for that, for 

his sake," the stranger returned. ■

" What do vou mean ?" John asked, ■

"Well, just this," said the stranger. "A 

few days ago I noticed an advertisement in the 

paper, add^ssed topaniel Dodd, informing him 

that if he apnlied to Mr. Johnson, solicitor, in 

Bedford-row, ne would hear of something to his 

advantage. Now, thinking that the Daniel 

Dodd wanted might be my old neighbour, and 

knowing Mr. Jolmson, of Bedford-row, I called 

upon that gentleman, and learned that the person 

wanted is Daniel Dodd, my old neighbour, and 

that under the will of his brother George, who 

died some time ago in India^ he is entitled ■

"Hold hard, sir," said John, grasping the 

stranger by the arm, and staring at him with 

fixed eyes. "You're not having a lark, a cruel 

kurk with us, are you ?" ■

" God forbid," said the stranger, gravely. ■

" And answer me another thing, sir," John 

continued, in the same excited way. " You're 

not out of your mind, are you ?" ■

" Certainly not," returned the man. ■

"Very well," said John; "you may go 

on." ■

" I was going to say,** the stranger continued, 

" that under the will of his deceased brother ■
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George, who died some time ago in India, Daniel 

Doddia entitled to five thousand pounds." ■

" Martha !" cried John to his wife, who was 

np-stairs cleaning the rooms. ■

"Yes, John. What is it?" ■

" Father's money's come back again! Father's 

monej's come back again! Father's money's 

come back again !" And he shouted it over and 

over again up the stairs, and slapped the banis- 

ters every time to give it emphasis. ■

" Are you gone mad, Jolm P" was Martha's 

reply, when she was allowed to speak. ■

"You see, sir," said John to his visitor ; ** she 

thinks I must be mad ; no wonder if I thought 

you were mad. But here's Daddy ; he knows 

you, I dare say, and you can tell him ; he often 

talked about his brother George who went to 

India ; but I thought he had been dead long ago." ■

At that moment Daddy came in from one of 

his walks with Benjy» and was told of his 

fortune. ■

" Dear me," he said^ sinking into his chair, 

" brother George is dead. Poor ooy, poor boy !" ■

The poor boy had died at the good old ace of 

threescore and ten, but Daddy still thought of 

him as the lad in the blue jacket from whom he 

had parted at Wappine wuen they were boys. ■

Not without many difficulties, long delay, and 

considerable cost. Daddy's claim to the five 

thousand pounds was established. John gave 

all his time— utterly neglecting the emporium — 

to the prosecution of the matter, and, oddly 

enough, in wooing Fortune in this most auda- 

cious and presumptuous manner, he proved suc- 

cessful ; thoujB^h, previously, when he had hum- 

bled himself in tlie dirt to implore her for a 

single smile, she had oontemptuouslv passed 

onward, bespattering him with mud nrom her 

chariot-wheels. And one day John, knowing 

Daddy's weakness, brought home the five 

thousand pounds all in notes in the very canvas 

bag which had been the old man's bank in the 

days when he was well to do. ■

"There, father," said Martha, "putting the 

bag in his hand. And now what will you do 

with it r ■

" What will I do with it P" said the old man. 

" I'll— I'll keep my promise to Benjy, and buy 

him that gun !'^ ■

" But there's more than will buy the gun, 

father," ■

" You don't mean that, Martha P" said the 

old man. ■

" Oh yes, father, a heap more." ■

"Then," said Daddy, "I'll give the rest to 

John to buy a horse and cart." ■

"But there's more even than that, father; 

eyer so much more." ■

" Oh, well, jrou just keep that for yourself, 

Martha, for taking care of your old father." ■

And Daddy, with no elaborate design, but 

with the simple bnocence of a child, which is 

sometimes wiser than the astute provisions 

of law, saved tlie dangerous formalities of will- 

making and the charges for legacy duty, by 

handing to his daughter Martha the bag con- 

taining all his money. ■

Before John even thought of his horse and 

cart — though that was lurking in a comer of 

his mind — he regained the tenancy of Daddy's 

old house, furnished it with as many of the old 

sticks as he could recover from the brokers' 

shops, with many splendid new ones besides for 

the drawine-room, and, when all was done, led 

Daddy back to his old quarters, and joined him 

there with Martha and all the family. ■

But dotage had been coming upon poor 

old Daddy, and he could scarcely be made 

to understand the change which had taken place 

in his position. He came at last to fancy that 

it was a dream, and sitting by the fireside of an 

evening, and recognising his old room peopled 

with the faces of John and Martha and toeir 

children, he would tell his daughter to wake 

him up by-and-by. ■

Ana so he went on dreaming, until one win- 

ter's night he woke up in a land where there 

was no more going to sleep. ■

And the days of John and Martha are likely 

to be lotig and ))rosperous, for they honoured 

their old father in his age and need, and the 

bread which they cast upon the waters has come 

back to them with a 1^' ■
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I. ■

TOSS TAKEN DOIZDIATXLT. ■

I AH a Cheap Jack, and my own father's 

name was Willum Marigold. It was in his 

lifetime supposed by some that his name was 

WiUiam, but my own father always consistently 

said. No, it was Willum. On which point I con- 

tent myself with looking at the argument this 

way : — If a man is not aflowed to know his own 

name in a free country, how much is he allowed 

to know in a land of slavery P As to looking at 

the argument through the medium of the Regis- 

ter, Willum Marigold come into the world 

before Registers come up much — and went out 

of it too. They wouldn't have been greatly in 

his line neither, if they had chanced to come up 

before him. ■

I was bom on the Queen's highway, but it 

was the King's at that time. A doctor was 

fetched to my own mother by my own father, 

when it took place on a common; and in conse- 

quence of his oeine a very kind gentleman, and 

accepting no fee but a tea-tray, I was named 

Doctor,' out of gratitude and compliment to 

him. There you have me. Doctor Marigold. ■

I am at present a middle-aged man of a 

broadish build, in cords, leggings, and a sleeved 

waistcoat the strings of which is always gone 

behind. Repair them how you will, they go like 

fiddle-strings. You have been to the theatre, and 

vou have seen one of the wiolin-players screw up 

his wiolin, after listening to it as if it had been 

whisperine; the secret to him that it feared it was 

out of order, and then you have heard it snap. 

That's as exactly similar to my waistcoat, as a 

waistcoat and a wiolin can be like one another. ■

I am partial to a white hat, and I like a shawl 

round my neck wore loose and easy. Sitting 

down is my favourite posture. If I have a taste 

in point of personal jewellery, it is mother-of- 

pearl buttons. There you have me again, aa 

large as life. ■

The doctor having accepted a teia-tray, you'll 

guess that my father was a Cheap Jack before 

me. You are right. He was. It was a pretty 

tray. It represented a large lady going along a 

serpentining up-hill gravel-walk, to attend a little 

church. Two swans had likewise come astray 

with the same intentions. When 1 call her a 

large lafly, I don't mean in point of breadth, for 

there she fell tttelow my views, but she more than 

made it upinheighth; her heighth and slim- 

ness was — ^in short thb heighth of both. ■

I often saw that tray, after I was the inno- 

cently smiling cause (or more likely screeching 

one) of the daotor's standing it up on a table 

against the wall in his consulting-room. When- 

ever my own father and mother were in that 

Eart of the country, I used to put my head (I 

ave heard my own mother say it was flaxen 

curls at that time, though you wouldn't know 

an old hearth-broom from it now, till you come 

to the handle and found it wasn't me) in at the 

doctor's door, and the doctor was always glad 

to see me, and said, *' Aha, my brother prac- 

titioner ! Come in, little M.D. How are your 

inclinations aa to sixpence P*' ■

You can't go on for ever, you'll find, nor yet 

could my faUier nor yet my mother. If you 

don't go off as a whole when you are about 

due; you're liable to go off in part and two 

to one your head's the part. Gradually my 

father went off his, and my mother went off 

hcTs. It was in a harmless way, but it put out 

the family where I boarded them. The old 

couple, though retired, got to be wholly and 

solely devoted to the Cheap Jack business, and 

were always selling the family off. Whenever 

the cloth was laid for dinner, my father began 

rattling the plates and dishes, as we do in our 

line when we put up crockery for a bid, only he 

had lost the trick oi it, and mostly let 'em drop 

and broke 'em. As the old lady bad been used to 

sit in the cart, and hand the articles out one by 

one to the old gentleman on the footboard to ■
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sell, jiut in the tame way she handed him every 

item of the family's property, and they disposea 

of it in their own imwnations from morning 

to night. At last the old ^ntleman, lying bed- 

ridden in the same room with the old lady, cries 

ont in the old patter, fluent, after having been 

silent for two days and nights: *'Now here, my 

joliy oompanions every one— which tlie Night- 

ugale dub in a village was held, At the sign of 

the Cabbage and Shears, Where the singers no 

doubt would have greatly excelled, 5ut for 

want of taste voices end ears — now here, my 

jolly companions every one, is a working model 

of a used-up old Cheap Jack, without a tooth 

in his head, and with a pain in every bone : so 

like life that it would oe just as good if it 

wasn't better, just as bad if it wasn't worse, 

and just as new if it wasn't worn out. Bid 

for tie working model of the old Cheiq) Jack, 

who has drunk more gunpowder4ea with the 

ladies ii\ his time than would blow the lid off 

a washerwoman's copper, and carry it as many 

thousands of miles nigher than the moon as 

nought nix nought, oivided by the national 

deb^ carry nothing to the poor-rates, three 

under, and two over. Now my hearts of oak 

and men of straw, what do you say for the 

lot P Two shillings, a shillinfi^ tenpence, eight- 

pence, sixpence, fourpenoe. Twopence ? Who 

said twopence? The c^entleman in the scare- 

crow's hat P I am ashamed of the gentleman 

in the scarecrow's hat. I really am ashamed of 

him for his want of public spint. Now I'll tell 

you what I'll do with you. Come ! I'll throw 

you in a working model of a old woman that 

was married to the old Cheap Jack so long ago, 

that upon my word and honour it took plaoe in 

Noah's Ark, before the Unicom could get in 

to forbid the banns by blowinga tune upon his 

kom. There now I Come ! What do you say 

for both P I'll teU you what TU do with you. 

I don't bear you mance for being so backward. 

Here ! If you make me a bid that'll only re- 

flect a little credit on your town, I'll throw you 

in a warming-pan for nothing, and. lend you a 

toasting-fork for life. Now come ; what do you 

say after that splendid offer P Say two pound, 

say thirty shillings, say a pound, say ten shil- 

lings, say five, say two and six. You don't say 

even two and six F You say two and three P 

No. You shan't have the lot for two and three. 

I'd sooner give it vou, if you was good looking 

enough. Here 1 Missis ! Chuck the old man 

and woman into the cart, put the horse to, and 

drive 'em away and burv 'em 1" Such were the 

last words of Willum Marigold, my own father, 

and they were carried out, by him and by bis 

wife my own mother on one and the same 

day, as I ought to know, having followed as 

mourner. ■

My father had been a lovely one in his time 

at tlie Cheap Jack work, as his dying observa- 

tions went to prove. But I top him. I don't 

say it because it's myself, but because it has 

been universally acknowledged by all that has 

had the means of comparison. I have worked 

at it. I have measured myself against other ■

public speakers, Memben of Parliament, Pkt- 

forms. Pulpits, Counsel learned in the law — and 

where I have found 'em good, I have took a bit 

of imitaticm from 'em, and where I have found 

'em bad, I have let 'em, alone. Now I'll tell 

you what. I mean to go down into my grave 

declaring that of all the callings ill used in 

Qreat Britain, the Cheap Jack calling a the 

worst used. Why ain't we a profession? Why 

ain't we endowed with privileges P Why are 

we forced to take out a hawkers' license, when 

no such thing is expected of the political 

hawkers P Where's the difference betwixt us P 

Except that we are Cheap Jacks and they are 

Dear Jacks, / don't see any difference but 

what's in our favour. ■

For look here 1 Say it's election-time. I am 

on the footboard of my cart in the market-place 

on a Saturday night. I put up a general mis- 

cellaneous lot. I say : " Now nere my free and 

independent wotera, I'm a going to give you 

such a chance as you never had in all your liorn 

days, nor yet the days preceding. Now I'll 

show you what I am a goin? to do with you. 

Here's a pair of razors that'll shave you closer 

than the Board of Guardians, here's a flat-iron 

worth its weight in jj;old, here's a frying-pan 

artificially flavoured with essence of beefsteaks 

to that degree that you've only got for the rest 

of your lives to fry bread and dripping in it 

and there you are replete with animal food, 

here's a genuine chronometer watch in such a 

solid silver case that you may knock at the dow 

with it when you come home late from a social 

meetmg and rouse your wife and family and 

save up your knocker for the postman, and 

here's half a dozen dinner plates that you may 

play the cymbals with to charm the baby when 

it's fractious. Stop I I'll throw you in another 

article and I'll give you that, and it's a rolling- 

pin, and if the baby can only get it well into its 

mouth when its teeth is coming and rub the 

^ms once with it, they'll come through double, 

in a fit of laughter eqtial to being tickled. Stop 

agun! I'll throw you in another article, be- 

cause I don't like the looks of you, for vou 

haven't the appearance of buvers unless I lose 

by you, and oecause I'd rather lose than not 

take money to-night, and that's a lookine- 

glass in which you may see how ugly you look 

when you don't bid. What do you say now P 

Come! Do you say a pound P Not yon, for 

you haven't got it. Do you say ten shillings P 

Not you, for you owe more to the tallyman. 

Well then, FU teU you what Pll do with you. 

I'll heap 'em all on the footboard of the cart — 

there they are! razors, flat-iron, frying-pan, 

chronometer watch, dinner plates, rolling-pin, 

and looking-glass— take 'em all away for tour 

shillings, ana Til give you sixpence for your 

trouble !" This is me, the Cheap Jack. But 

on the Monday morning, in the same market- 

place, comes the Dear Jack on the hustings — 

his cart— and what does ke say P *• Now my free 

and independent woters, I am a going to give 

you such a chance" (he begins just like me) "as 

you never had in all your oom days, and that's ■
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the chance of sending Myself to Parliament. 

Now ril tell you what I am a ^ing to do for 

you. Here's the interests of this magnificent 

town promoted above all the rest of the civilised 

and uncivilued earth. Here's your railways 

carried, and your neighbours' railways jockeyed. 

Here's all your sons in the Post-omce. Here's 

Britannia smiling on you. Here's the eyes of 

Europe on you. Here's uniwersal prosperity 

. for vou, repletion of animal food, golden corn- 

fields, gladsome homesteads, and rounds of ap- 

plause from Your own hearts, all in one lot and 

that's myself. WiU you take me as I stand? 

You wontr Well tken, PU tell you what I'll 

do with you. Come now ! I'll throw you in 

anything you ask for. There! Church-rates, 

abolition of church-rates, more malt tax, no malt 

tax, uniwersal education to the highest mark or 

uniwersal iterance to the lowest, total abolition 

of flogging m the army or a dozen for every pri- 

vate once a month all round, Wrones of Men or 

Rights of Women, — only say whicn it shall be, 

take 'em or leave 'em, and Itu of your opinion 

altogether, and the lot's your own on your own 

terms. There! You won't take it yet ? Well then, 

Pll tell you what PU do with you. Come ! You 

are such free and independent woters, and I am 

BO proud of you — ^you are such a noble and en- 

lightened constituencjr, and I dm so ambitious 

of the honour and dignitv of being your member, 

which is bv far the highest level to which the 

wings of tne human mind can soar — that I'll 

tell jou what I'll do with you. Pll throw 

you in all the public-houses in your magnificent 

town for nothing. Will that content you P It 

won't? You won't take the lot yet? Well 

then, before I put the horse in and drive away, 

and make the offer to the next most magnificent 

town that can be discovered, I'll tell you what 

rU do. Take the lot, and Pll drop two thou- 

sand pound in the streets of your magnificent 

town for them to pick up that can. Not 

enough? Now look here. This is the very 

furthest that I'm a going to. I'll make it two 

thousand &ve hundred. And still you won't ? 

Here, missis ! Put the horsQ — no, stop half a 

moment, I shouldn't like to turn my back upon 

you neither for a trifle, Pll make it two thou- 

sand seven hundred and fifty pound. There! 

Take the lot on vour own terms, and I'll count 

out two thousana seven hundred and fifty pound 

on the footboard of the cart, to be dropped in 

the streets of your magnificent town for them 

to pick up that can. Wnat do you say ? Come 

now ! You won't do better, and you may do 

worse. You take it? Hooray! Sold again, 

and got the seat !** ■

These Dear Jacks soap the people shame- 

ful, but we Cheap Jacks don't. We tell 'em 

the truth about themselves to their faces, and 

scorn to court 'em. As to wenturesomeness 

in the way of puffing up the lots, the Dear 

Jacks beat us nollow. It is considered in 

the Cheap Jack calling that better patter can 

be made out of a gun than any article we put up 

from the cart, except a pair of spectacles. I 

often hold forth about a gun for a quarter of an ■

hour, and feel as if I need never leave off. Bi 

when I tell 'em what the gun can do, and whs 

the gun has brought down, I never go half i 

far as the Dear Jacks do when mej maL 

speeches in praise of their guns — ^tlieir gret 

pins that set 'em on to do it. Besides, Pi 

in business for myself, I ain't sent down inf 

the market-place to order, as they are. Besidi 

agam, my guns don't know what I say in the 

laudation, and their guns do, and the whole coi 

cem of 'em have reason to be sick and ashame 

all round. These are some of my argumeni 

for declaring that the Cheap Jack callin 

is treated ill in Great Britain, and for turnin 

warm When I think of the other Jacks in que 

tion setting themselves up to pretend to loo 

down upon it. ■

I courted my wife from the footboard of tl 

cart. I did indeed. She was a Suffolk youn 

woman, and it was in Ipswich market-plac 

right opposite the corn-cluindler's shop. 1 ha 

noticed her up at a window last Saturday tht 

was, appreciating highly. I had took to he 

and I bad said to myself, "If not already dii 

posed of, Pll have that lot." Next Saturda 

that come, I pitched the cart on the same pitcl 

and I was in very hi^h feather indeed, keepin 

'em langhine the whole of the time and gettio 

off the goods briskly. At last I took out ( 

my waistcoat-pocket, a small lot wrapped i 

soft paper, and I put it this way (looking m 

at the window where she was). "Now nei 

my blooming English maidens is an article, tL 

last article of the present evening's sale, whic 

I offer to only you the lovely Suffolk Dumpling 

biling over with beauty, and I won't take a b] 

of a thousand pound for, from any man aliv< 

Now what is it ? Why, Pll tell you what it ii 

It's made of fine gold, and it's not broke thoug 

there's a hole in the middle of it, and it's strongc 

than any fetter that ever was forged, thoug 

it's smaller than any finger in my set of tei 

Why ten? Because when my parents mad 

over my property to me, I tell you true, thei 

was twelve sheets, twelve towels, twelve tabh 

cloths, twelve knives, twelve forks, twelve tabh 

spoons, and twelve teaspoons, but my sc 

of fingers was two short of a dozen and coul 

never since be matched. Now what else is it 

Come I'll tell you. It's a hoop of solid golc 

wrapped in a silver curl-paper that I mysei 

took off the shining locks of the ever beautifu 

old ladv in Thres^eedle-street, London cit^ 

I woulttn't tell you so if I hadn't the paper t 

show, or you mightn't believe it even of m( 

Now what else is it ? It's a man-trap and 

handcuff, the parish stocks and a leg-lock, a 

in gold and all in one. Now what else is it 

It's a wedding ring. Now Pll tell you what Pi 

a-^ing to do with it. I'm not a-goin^ to pffe 

this lot for money, but I mean to give it to th 

next of jou beauties that laughs, and I'll pa 

her a visit to-morrow morning at exactlv nal 

after nine o'clock as the chimes go, and I'll tak 

her out for a walk to put up the banns." SA 

laughed, and got the ring handed up to hei 

When I called in the morning, she says, "0 ■
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dear I It's never you and you never mean it P" 

*' It's ever me," says I, "and I am ever yours, and 

I ever mean it." So we got married, after being 

put up three times — which, by-the-by, is quite in 

the Cneap Jack way again, and shows once more 

how the Cheap Jack customs pervade society. ■

She wasn't a bad wife, but she had a temj^r. 

If she could have parted with that one article 

at a sacrifice, I wouldn't have swopped her awav 

in exchange for any other woman in Englana. 

Not that 1 ever did swop her away, for we lived 

together till she died, and that was thirteen 

year. Now my lords and ladies and gentle- 

folks all, I'll let you into a secret, though you 

won't believe it. Thirteen year of tamper in 

a Palace would try the worst of you, but thir- 

teen year of temper in a Cart would try the 

best of you. You are kept so very close to it in 

a cart, you see. There's thousands of couples 

among you, getting on like sweet ile upon a 

whetstone in houses five and six pairs of stairs 

high, that would go to the Divorce Court in a 

cart. Whether the jolting makes it worse, I 

don't undertake to decide, out in a cart it does 

come home to you and stick to ^ou. Wiolence 

in a cart is so wiolent, and aggrawation in a 

cart is so aggrawatin^. ■

We might have had such a pleasant life ! A 

roomy cart, with the large goods hung outside 

and the bed slung underneath it when on the 

road, an iron pot and a kettle, a fireplace for the 

cold weather, a chimney for the smoke, a hang- 

ing shelf and a cupboard, a dog, and a horse. 

Wnat more do you want P You draw off upon a 

bit of turf in a green lane or by the roadside, 

you hobble your old hprse and turn him grazing, 

you light your fire upon the ashes of the last 

visitors, you cook your stew, and you wouldn't 

call the Emperor of France your father. But 

have a temper in the cart, flinging language and 

the hardest goods in stock at you, and where 

are you then r Put a name to your feelings. ■

My dog knew as well when she was on the 

turn as I did. Before she broke out, he would 

give a howl, and bolt. How he knew it, was a 

mystery to me, but the sure and certain know- 

ledge of it would wake him up out of his 

soundest sleep, and he would give a howl, and 

bolt. At such times I wished I was him. ■

The worst of it was, we had a daughter bom 

to us, and I love children with all my heart. 

When she was in her furies, she beat the child. 

This got to be so shocking as the child got to 

be four or five year old, that I have manv a 

time gone on with mv whip over my shoulder, 

at the old horse's nead, sobbing and crying 

worse than ever little Sophy did. For now 

could I prevent itP Such a thing is not to 

be tried with sucli a temper — in a cart— with- 

out cominjg to a fight, it's in the natural 

size and formation of a cart to bring it to a 

fight. And then the poor child got worse 

terrified than before, as well as worse hurt 

generally, and her mother made complaints to 

the next people we lighted on, and the word 

went round^ '^ Here's a wretch of a Cheap Jack 

been a beatmg his wife." ■

Little Sophy was such a brave child! She 

grew to be quite devoted to her poor father, 

though he could do so little to help her. She 

had a wonderful Quantity of shining dark hair, 

all curling natural about her. It is quite asto- 

nishing to me now, that I didn't go tearing 

mad wnen I used to see her run from her mother 

before the cart, and her mother catch her by 

this hair, and pull her down by it, and beat her. ■

Such a brave child I said she was. Ah ! with 

reason. ■

" Don't you mind next time, father dear," 

she would whisper to me, with her little face 

still flushed, and her bright eyes still wet; ''if 

I don't cry out, you may know I am not much 

hurt. And even if 1 do crv out, it will only be • 

to get mother to let go and leave off." What 

I have seen the little spirit bear — for me — 

without crying out ! ■

Yet in other respects her mother took great 

care of her. Her clothes were alwavs clean and 

neat, and her mother was never tirea of. working 

at 'em. Such is the inconsistency in things. 

Our being down in the marsh country in un- 

healthy weather, I consider the cause of Sophy's 

taking bad low fever; but however she took 

it, once she got it she turned away from her 

mother for evermore, and nothing would per- 

suade her to be touched by her mother's hand. 

She would stiver and say " No, no, no," when 

it was offered at, and womd hide her face on my 

shoulder, and hold me tighter round the neck. ■

The Cheap Jack busmess had been worse 

than ever I had known it, what with one thing 

and what with another (and not least what with 

railroads, which will cut it all to pieces, I ex- 

pect at last), and I was run dry of money. For 

which reason, one night at that period of little 

Sophy's being so bad, either we must have come 

to a dead-lock for victuals and drink, or I must 

have pitched the cart as I did. ■

I couldn't get the dear child to He down or 

leave go of me, and indeed I hadn't the heart 

to try, so I stepped out on the footboard with 

her holding round my neck. They all set up a 

laugh when they see us, and one chuckle-heaaed 

Joskin (that I liated for it) made the bidding, 

" tuopence for her !" ■

"Now, you country boobies,*' says I, feelinaj 

as if my heart was a heavy weight at the end of 

a broken sash-line, "I give you notice that I am 

a going to charm the money out of your pockets, 

and to give you so much more than your money's 

worth that you'll only persuade yourselves to 

draw your Saturday night's wages ever again 

arterwards, hj the hopes of meeting me to lay 'em 

out with, which you never will, and why not P 

Because I've made my fortune by selling my 

goods on a large scale for seventy-five per cent 

less than I give for 'em, and I am consequently 

to be elevated to the House of Peers next week, 

by the title of the Duke of Cheap and Markia 

Jack^oorul. Now let's know what you want 

to-night, and yon shall have it. But first of all, 

shall I tell you why I have got this little girl 

round my neckP lou don't want to know? 

Then you shall. She belongs to^he Fairies. ■
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She's a fortime-teller. Sho can tell me all 

about you in a whisper, and can put me up to 

whether you're a-going to buy a lot or leave it. 

Now do you want a saw? No, she says you 

don't, because you're too clumsy to use one. 

Else here's a saw which would be a lifelong 

blessing to a handy man, at four shillings, at 

three and six, at three, at two and six, at two, 

at eighteenpence. But none of you shall have 

it at any price, on account of your well-known 

awkwardness which would make it manslaughter. 

Tlie same objection applies to this set of three 

planes which I won't let you have neither, so 

don't bid for 'em. Now I am a-gping to ask her 

what you do want. (Then I whispered, "Your 

head bams so, that I am afraid it hurts you bad, 

my pet," and she answered, without openingher 

heavy eyes, "Just a little, father.") Oh ! This 

little fortune-teller says it's a memorandum-book 

you want. Then why didn't you mention it P 

Here it is. Look at it. Two hundred super- 

fine hot-pressed wire-wove pages — ^if you don't 

believe me, count 'em — ^ready ruled for your 

expenses, an everlastingly-pointed pencil to put 

'em down with, a doulne-bladed penknife to 

scratch 'em out with, a book of printed tables 

to calculate your income with, ana a camp-stool 

to sit down upon while you give your mind to 

it ! Stop ! And an umbrella to keep the moon 

off when you give your mind to it on a pitch dark 

night. Now I won't ask you how much for 

the lot, but how little P Mow little are you 

thinking of? Don't be ashamed to mention it, 

because my fortune-teller knows already. (Then 

making believe to whisper, I kissed her, and she 

kissed me.) Why, she says you're thmking of 

as little as three and threepence ! I couldn't 

have believed it, even of you, unless she told me. 

Three and threepence 1 Md a set of printed 

tables in the lot that'll calculate your income 

up to forty thousand a year I With an income 

ot forty thousand a year, you grudge three and 

•ixpence. Well then, I'll tell you my opinion. 

I so despise the threepence, that rd sooner 

take three shillings. There. For three shil- 

lings, three shillings, three shillings! Grone. 

Hand 'em over to tue lucky man." ■

As there had been no bid at all, everybody 

looked about and grinned at everybody, wliile I 

touched little Sophy's face ancf asked her if 

•he felt faint or giddy. "Not very, father. It 

will soon be over." Then turning from the 

pretty patient eyes, which were opened now, 

and seemg nothing but grins across my lighted 

grease-pot, I went on again in my Cheap Jack 

style. "Where's the batcher?" (My sorrow- 

ful eye had just caught sisht of a mt young 

butcher on the outside of the crowd.)* She 

says the good luck is the butcher's. " Where 

is he ? " Everybody handed on the blushing 

butcher to the front, and there was a roar, ana 

the butcher felt himself obliged to put his 

hand in his pocket and take the lot. The party 

so picked out, in general does feel obliged to 

take the lot — good four times out of six. Then 

we had another lot the counterpart of that one, 

and sold it sixpence cheaper, which is always { ■

wery much enjoyed. Then we had the spectacles. 

It am't a special profitable lot, but I put 'em on^ 

and I see what the Chancellor of the Exchequei 

is going to take off the taxes, and I see what the 

sweetheart of the young woman in the shawl is 

doing at home, and I see what the Bishops has 

got for dinner, and a deal more that seldom faik 

to fetch 'em up in their spirits ; and the bettei 

their spirits, the better tneir bids. Then wc 

had the ladies' lot — the teapot, tea-caddy, glass 

sugar basin, half a dozen spoons, and caudle- 

cup — and all the time I was making similar 

excuses to give a look or two and say a word 

or two to my poor child. It was while the se- 

cond ladies' lot was holding 'em enchained that 

I felt her lift herself a little on my shoulder, to 

look across the dark street. "What troubles ■

fou, darling P" " Nothing troubles me, father, am not at all troubled. But don't I 

see a pretty churchyard over there P" " Yes, 

my dear." " Kiss me twice, dear father, and 

lay me down to rest upon that churchyard 

grass so soft and green." I staggered back into 

the cart with her head dropped on my shoulder, 

and I says to her mother, " Qaick. Shut the 

door I Don't let those laughing people see!" 

" What's the matter ?" she cries. " 0, woman, 

woman," I tells her, "you'll never catch my 

little Sophy by her hair again, for she has 

flown away from you !" ■

Maybe those were harder words than I 

meant 'em, but from that time forth my wife 

took to brooding, and ^rould sit in the cart or 

walk beside it, hours at a stretch, with her arms 

crossed and her eyes looking on the ground. 

When her furies took her (which was rather 

seldomer than before) they took her in a new 

way, and she banged herself about to that ex- 

tent that I was forced to hold her. She got 

none the better for a little drink now and then, 

and through some years I used to wonder as 

I plodded along at the old horse's head whe- 

ther there was many carts upon the road that 

held so much dreariness as mine, for all my 

being looked up to as the King of the Cheap 

Jacks. So sad our lives went on tiU one 

summer evening, when as we were coming 

into Exeter out of the further West of Eng- 

land, we saw a woman beating a child in a 

cruel manner, who screamed, "Don't beat me! 

mother, mother, mother!" Then my wife 

stopped her ears and ran away like a wild 

thing, and next day she was found in the river. ■

Me and my dog were all the company left in 

the cart now, and the dog learned to give a 

short bark when they wouldn't bid, and to ^ive 

another and a nod of nis head when I asked him : 

"Who said half-a-crown ? Are you the gen- 

tleman, sir, that offered half-a-crown?" He 

attained to an immense heighth of popularity, 

and I shall always believe taught himselt entirely 

out of his own nead to growl at any person iu 

the crowd that bid as low as sixpence. But he ■

f»t to be well on in years, and one night when 
was conwulsing York with the spectacles, he 

took aconwulsion on his own account upon the 

very footboard by me, and it finished him. ■
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Being naturally of a tender i\xtn,l bad dread- 

ful lonely feelings on me arter this. I con- 

qaered 'em at selling times, haying a reputation 

to keep (not to mention keeping mTself), but 

they got me down in private and rolled upon me. 

That's often the way with us public characters. 

See us on the footboard, and you'd give pretty 

well anything you possess to be us. See us on 

the footboard, and you'd add a trifle to be off 

your bargain. It was under those circumstances 

that I come acquainted with a giant. I mi^ht 

have been too high to fall into conversation with 

him, had it not been for my lonely feelings. 

For the general rule is, going round the country, 

to draw the line at dressing up. When a man 

can't trust his getting a livmg to his undisguised 

abilities, you consider him below your sort. 

And this giant when on view figured as a 

Roman. ■

He was a languid young man, which I at- 

tribute to the distance betwixt his extremities. 

He had a little head and less in it, he had 

weak eyes and weak knees, and altogether you 

couldn't look at him without feeling that there 

was greatly too much of him both for his joints 

and his mind. But he was an amiable though 

timid young man (his mother let him out, and 

spent the money), and ve come acquainted when 

he was walking to ease the horse betwixt two 

fairs. He was called Rinaldo di Yelasco, his 

name being Pickleson. ■

This giant otherwise Pickleson mentioned to 

mo under the seal of confidence, < that beyond 

his being a burden to himself, his life was made 

a burden to him, by the cruelty of his master 

towards a step-daughter who was deaf and 

dumb. Her mother was dead, and she had no 

living soul to take her part, and was used most 

hard. She travelled with his master's caravan 

only because there was nowhere to leave her, 

ana this giant otherwise Pickleson did go so 

far as to believe that his master often tried to 

lose her He was such a very languid young 

man, that I don't know how long it didn't take 

him to get this story out, but it passed through 

his defective circulation to his top extremity in 

course of time. ■

When I heard this account from the giant 

otherwise Pickleson, and likewise that the poor 

girl had beautiful long dark hair, and was often 

pulled down by it and beaten, I couldn't see the 

giant through what stood in my eyes. Having 

wiped 'em, I give him sixpence (for he was kept 

as short as he was long), and he laid it out in 

two threepennorths of gin-and-water, which so 

brisked him up, that he sang the lavourite 

Comic of Shiveij Shakey, ain't it cold. A po- 

pular effect which his master had tried every 

other means to get out of him as a Roman, 

wholly in vain. ■

His mastei's name Tras Mim, a wery hoarse 

man and I knew him to speak to. I went to 

that Fair as a mere civilian, leaving the cart 

outside the town, and I looked about the back 

of the Vans while the performing was going on, 

and at last sitting dozing against a muoidy cart- 

wheel, I come upon the poor girl who was deaf ■

and dumb. At the first look I might ahno»t 

have judged that she had escaped from the Wild 

Beast Show, but at the secona I thought better 

of her, and thought that if she was more oaoned 

for and more kindly used she would be like my 

child. She was just the same afe tliat my own 

daughter would have been, if her pretty head 

had not fell down upon my shoulder that un- 

fortunate night. ■

To cut it short, I spoke confidential to Mim 

while he was beating the gong outside betwixt 

two lots of Pickleson's publics, and I put it to 

him, ''She lies heavy on your own hands; 

what'll you take for her ?" Mim was a most 

ferocious swearer. Suppressing that part of his 

reply, which was much tne longest part, his reply 

was, " A pair of braces." " Now I'll tell you,*^ 

says I, " what I'm a going to do with you. I'm 

a ^oing to fetch you halt a dozen pair of the 

primest braces in the cart, and then to take her 

away with me." Says Mim (again ferocious)^ 

'* I'll believe it when I've got the goods, and no 

sooner." I made all the haste I could, lest he 

should think twice of it, and the bargain waa 

completed, which Pickleson he was thereof so re- 

lieved in hia mind that he come out at his little 

back door, longways like a serpent, and give 

us Shivery Shakey in a whisper among the wheeU 

at parting. ■

It was happy days for both of us when Sophy 

and me began to travel in the cart. I at once 

give her tne name of Sophy, to put her ever 

towards me in the attitude of my own daughter. 

We soon made out to begin to understand one 

another through the goodness of the Heavena, 

when she knowed that I meant true and kind by 

her. In a very little time she was wonderful fond 

of me. You have no idea what it is to have any 

body wonderful fond of you, unless you have 

been got down and rolled upon by the lonely 

feelings that I have mentioned aa naviug once 

got i& better of me. ■

You'd have laiighed— K>r the rewerse— if» 

according to your disposition— 4f you oould have 

seen me tryixw to teach Sophy. At first I waa 

helped — youd never guess by what — mile- 

stones. I got some large alphabets in a box, all 

the letters separate on oits of bone, and say we 

was going to Windsob, I give her those letters in 

that order, and then at every milestone I showed 

her those same letters m that same order again, 

and pointed towards the abode of royalty. 

Another time I give her CAR T, and then 

chalked the same upon the cart. Another time 

I cive her D O C T O R MARIGOLD, 

and hung a corresponding inscription outside 

my waistcoat. People that met us might stare 

a bit and laugh, but what did / care if she 

caught the idea? She caught it after long 

patience and trouble, and then we did begin to 

get on swimmingly, I believe you ! At first she 

was a little given to consider me the cart, and 

the cart the abode of royalty, but that soon 

wore off. ■

We had our signs, too, and thev was hundreds 

in number. Sometimes, she would sit looking aft 

me and considering hard how to i^ommunicate ■
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with me about someibiDg freah— how to ask me 

what she wanted explained — and then she was 

(or I thought she was ; what does it signify ?) so 

like my child with those years added to her, that 

I half oelieved it was herself, trying to tell me 

where she had been to up in the skies, and what 

she had seen since that unhappy night when she 

flied away. She had a pretty tace, and now that 

there was no one to drag at her bright dark hair 

and it was all in order, there was a something 

touching in her looks that made the cart most 

peaceful and most quiet, though not at all 

melancoUy. [N.B. In the Cheap Jack patter, 

we generally sound it, lemonjolly, and it gets a ■

^ the way she learnt to understand any look of 

mine was truly surprising. When I sold of a 

night, she would sit in the cart unseen by them 

outside, and would give a eager look into my 

eyes when I looked in, and would hand me 

straight the precise article or articles I wanted. 

And then she would clap her hands and laugh for 

joy. And as for me, seeing her so brighC and 

remembering what she was when I first lighted 

on her, starved and beaten and ragged, leaning 

asleep against the muddy cart-wiieel, it nve 

me such heart that I gained a greater beighth of 

reputation than ever, and I put Pickleson down 

Qij the name of Mim's Travelling Giant other- 

wise Pickleson) for a fypunnote in my wiD. ■

This happiness went on in the cart till she 

was sixteen year old. By which time I began to 

feel not satisfied that I had done my whole duty 

by her, and to consider that she ought to have 

better teaching than I could give her. It drew 

a many tears on both sides when I commenced 

explaining my views to her, but what's right is 

right and you can't neither by tears nor laughter 

do away with its character. ■

So I took her hand in mine, and I went with 

her one day to the Deaf and Dumb EstabHsh- 

ment in London, and when the gentleman come 

to speak to us, I says to him : " Now I'll tell 

vou what I'll do with you sir. I am nothine 

but a Cheap Jack, but of late years I have laid 

by for a rainy day notwithstanding. This is my 

onlv daughter (adopted) and you i:an't produce 

a aeafer nor a dumber. Teach hf r the most 

that can be taught her, in the shortest separation 

that can be named — state the figure for it— and 

I am game to put the money down. I won't 

bate you a single farthing sir but I'll put down 

the money here and now, and I'll tnankfuUy 

throw you in a pound to tsJte it. There I" The ■

fentleman smiled, and then, " Well, well," says 
e, "I must first know what she has learnt 

already. How do you communicate with her P" 

Then I showed him, and she wrote in printed 

writing many names of things and so forth, and 

we held some sprightly conversation, Sophy and 

me, about a little story in a book which the 

gentleman showed her and which she was able to 

read. " This is most extraordinary," say s the gen- 

tleman ; *' is it possible that you have been her 

only teacher P" " 1 have been her only teacher, 

sir," I says, " besides herself." " Then," says 

the gentleman, and more acceptable words was ■

never spoke to me, "you're a clever fellow, and 

a good lellow." This he makes known to Sophy, 

who kisses his hands, claps her own, and laughs, 

and cries upon it. ■

We saw the gentleman four times in all, and 

when he took down my name and asked how in 

the world it ever chanced to be Doctor, it come 

out that he was own nephew by the sister's 

side, if you'll believe me, to the Tery Doctor 

that I was called after. This made our footing 

still easier, and he says to me : ■

" Now Marigold, tell me what more do you 

want your adopted daughter to know P" ■

" I want her sir to be cut off from the world as 

little as can be, considering her deprivations, and 

therefore to be able to read whatever is wrote, 

with perfect ease and pleasure." ■

''My ^ood feUow," urges the gentleman, 

opening his eyes wide, " why / can't do that 

myself!" ■

I took his joke and give him a laugh (know- 

ing by experience how flat you fall without it) 

and 1 mended my words accordingly. ■

" Wliat do you mean to do with her after- 

wards P" asks the gentleman, with a sort of a 

doubtful eye. " To take her about the country P" ■

" In the cart sir, but only in the cart. She 

will live a private life, you understand, in the 

cart. I should never think of bringing her in- 

firmities before the public. I wouldn't make a 

show of her, for any money." ■

The gentleman nodded and seemed to approve. ■

" Well," says he, " can you part with her for 

two years P" ■

" To do her that good— yes, sir." ■

'* There's another question," says the gentle- 

man, looking towards her : " Can she pari; with 

you for two years P" ■

I don't know that it was a harder matter of 

itself (for the other was hard enough to me), 

but it was harder to get over. However, she 

was pacified to it at last, and the separation be- 

twixt us was settled. How it cut up both of us 

when it took place, and when I lelt her at the 

door in the dark of an evening, I don't tell. But 

I know this : — remembering that night, I shall 

never pass that same establishment without a 

heart-ache and a swelling in the throat, and I 

couldn't put you up the best of lots in sight of 

it with my usual spirit — ^no, not even the sun, 

nor the pair of spectacles— for five hunared 

pound reward from the Secretarjr of State for 

the Home Department, and throw in the honour 

of putting my legs under his mahogany arter- 

wards. ■

Still, the loneliness that followed in the cart 

was not the old loneliness, because there was a 

term put to it however long to look forward to, 

and because I could think, when I was any- 

ways down, that she belonged to me and I be- 

longed to her. Always planning for her coming 

back, I bought in a few months' time another 

cart, and what do you think I planned to do 

with it P ril tell you. I planned to fit it up 

with shelves, and books for her reading, and to 

have a seat in it where I could sit and see her 

read, and think that I had been her first teacher. ■
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rrying over the job, I had the fittings 

I together in contriving ways under mv 

pection, and here was her bed in a bertn 

rtains, and there was her reading-table, 

•e was her writing-desk, and elsewhere 

: books in rows npon rows, picters and 

srs, bindings and no bindings, gilt-edged 

in, jnst as I could pick 'em up for her 

up and down the country, Korth and 

md West and East, Winds liked best 

ads liked least. Here and there and 

tray, Over the hills and far away. And 

had got together prettv well as many 

s the cart would neatly hold, a new 

come into my head which, as it turned 

3t my time and attention a good deal 

d and helped me over the two years ■

:>ut being of an awaricious temoer, I like 

le owner of things. I should'nt wish, 

;nce, to go partners with yourself in the 

ack cart. It's not that I mistrust ^ou, 

i rd rather know it was mine. Simi- 

ery likely you'd rather know it was 

Well ! A kind of a jealousy began to 

ito my mind when I reflected that all 

ooks would have been read by other 

ong before they was read by her. It 

to take away from her bein^ the owner 

ke. In this wav, the question got into 

: — Couldn't I nave a book new-made 

for her, which she should be the first to ■

»sed me, that thought did, and as I 

as a man to let a thought sleep (you 

ike up all the whole family of thoughts 

rot and bum their nightcaps, or you 

io in the cheap Jack line), I set to 

it. Considering that I was m the liabit 

^ng so much about the country, and 

kould have to find out a literary charac- 

to make a deal with, and another literary 

r there to make a deal with, as op- 

ies presented, I hit on the plan that 

B book should be a general misceUaneous 

) the razors, flat-iron, chronometer 

linner plates, roUing-pm, and looking» 

nd shouldn't be offered as a single inm- 

irticle like the spectacles or the gun. ■

had come to that conclusion, I come 

er, which shall likewise be yours. ■

had I regretted that she never had 

e on the footboard, and that she never 

sar me. It am't that I am vain, but ■

don't like to put your own light under 

I. What's the worth of your reputa- 

jovl can't convey the reason for it to 

on you most wish to value it F Now 

it to you. Is it worth, sixpence, fip- 

fourpence, threepence, twopence, a 

i haifpennv, a farthing? No, it ain't, 

rth a farthing. Yerv well then. Mv 

)n was, that I would begin her book 

le account of myself. So that, through 

a specimen or two of me on the foot- 

he might form an idea of my merits ■

was aware that I couldn't do myself ■

justice. A man can't write his eye (at least I 

don't know how to), nor yet can a man write his 

voice, nor the rate of his talk, nor the quickness 

of his action, nor his general spicy way. But 

he can write his turns of speech, when he 

is a public speaker — and indeed I have 

heard that he very often does, before he 

speaks 'eft). ■

Well ! Having formed that resolution, then 

come the question of a name. How did I 

hammer that hot iron into shape P This way. 

The most difficult exphination 1 had ever had 

with her was, how I come to be called Doctor, 

and vet was no Doctor. After all, I felt that I 

had failed of getting it correctly into her mind, 

with my utmost pains. But trusting to her 

improvement in the two years, I thought that I 

might trust to her understanding it when she 

should come to read it as put down by my own 

hand. Then I thought I would try a joke with 

her and watch how it took, by which of 

itself I might fully judge of her understanding 

it. We had first discovered the mistake we had 

dropped into, through her having asked me to 

prescribe for her when she had supposed me to 

oe a Doctor in a medical point of view, so 

thinks I, " Now, if I give this book the name 

of my Prescriptions, and if she catches the idea 

that my orslj rrescriptions are for her amuse- 

ment and mtorest — to male her laugh in a 

pleasant wav, or to make her cry in a pleasant 

way— it will be a delightful proof to both of us 

that we have got over our difficulty. It fell 

out to absolute perfection. For when she saw 

the book, as I had it got up — ^the printed and 

pressed book— -lying on ner aesk in her cart, and 

saw the title. Doctor Mabigold's Pkescbip- 

TIONS, she looked at me for a moment with as- 

tonishment, then fluttered the leaves, then broke 

out a laughing in the charmingest way, then felt 

her pulse ana shook her head, then turned Uie 

pages pretending to read them most attentive, 

then kissed the book to me, and put it to her 

bosom with both her hands. I never was better 

pleased in all my life ! ■

But let me not anticipate. (I take that expres- 

sion out of a lot of romances I bought for her. 

I never opened a single one of 'em — and I have 

opened many— but I found the romancer saying 

"let me not anticipate." Which being so, 1 

wonder why he did anticipate or who asked him 

to it.) Let me not, I say, anticipate. This same 

book took up all my spare time. It was no 

pky to get the other articles together in the 

general miscellaneous lot, but when it come 

to my own ajrticlel There! I couldn't have 

believed the blotting, nor yet the buckling 

to at it, nor the patience over it. Which 

again is like the footboard. The public have 

no idea. ■

At last it was done, and the two years* time 

was gone after all the other time before it, and 

where it's all gone to. Who knows ? The new cart 

was finished — yellow outside, relieved with wer- 

million and brass fittings — the old horse was ■

put in it, a new 'un and a boy being laid on for 

the Cheap Jack cart — ^and I cleaned myself up^o ■i Cheap Jack cart — ^and I cleaned myself up ■
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go and fetcb her. Bright cold weather it was, 

cart-chimneys smoking, carts pitched private 

on a piece of waste ground over at Wandsworth 

where you may see *em from the Sou* Western 

Railway when not upon the road. (Look out 

of the ri^ht-hand window going down.]) ^ ■

'* Mangold," says the gentleman, giving his 

hand heartv, " I am very glad to see you." ■

** let I have my doubts, sir," says I, *' if you 

can be half as glad to see me, as I am to see 

you." ■

"The time has appeared so long; has it. 

Marigold?" ■

" I won't say that, sir, considering its real 

length; but " ■

"What a start, my good fellow !" ■

All ! I should think it was ! Grown such a 

woman, so pretty, so intelligent, so expressive ! 

I knew then that she must be really like my 

child, or I could never have known her, standing 

quiet by the door. ■

" You are affected," says the gentleman in a 

kindly manner. ■

" I feel, sir," says I» "that lam but a rough 

chap in a sleeved waistcoat." ■

" I feel," says the gentleman, " that it was 

on who raised her from misery and degrada- 

ion, and brought her into communication with 

her kind. But why do we converse alone to- 

gether, when we can converse so well with her ? 

Address lier in your own way." ■

"I am such a rough chap in a sleev^ 

waistcoat, sir," says I, "and she is such a 

graceful woman, and she stands so quiet at the 

door!" ■

"Try if she moves at the old sign," says the 

gentleman. ■

They had got it up together o* purpose to 

please me ! Eor when I eive her the old sign, she 

rushed to mv feet, and dropped upon her knees, 

holding up her hands to me with pouring tears 

of love and joy ; and when I took her hands 

and lifted her, she clasped me round the neck 

and lay there ; and I don't know what a fool I 

didn't make of myself, until we all three settled 

down into talking without sound, as if there 

was a something soft and pleasant spread over 

the whole world for us. ■

Now I'll tell yon what I am a going to do 

with vou. I am a going to offer you the general 

miscellaneous lot, her own book, never read by 

anybody else but me, added to and completed 

by me after her first reading of it, eight-and- 

forty printed pages, six-and-ninety columns, 

Whiting's own work, Beaufort House to wit, 

thrown off by the steam-ingine, best of paper, 

beautiful green wrapper, folded like dean Imcn 

come home from toe clear-starcher's, and so 

exquisitely stitched that, regarded as a piece 

of needlework alone it's better than the sam- 

pler of a seamstress undergoing a Competitive 

Examination for Starvation before the Civil 

Service Commissioners — and I offer the lot 

for what? For eight pound? Not so much. 

For six pound? Less. For four ponnd? ■

Why, I hardly expect yon to believe me, but 

that's the sum. Four pound! The stitch- 

ing alone cost half as much again. Here's 

forty-eight original pages, ninety-six original 

columns, for four pound. You want more for 

the money ? Take it. Three whole pages of ad- 

vertisements of thrilling interest tlurown in for 

nothing. Read 'em and believe 'em. More ? 

My best of wishes for your merry Christmases 

and your happy New Years, your long lives and 

your true prosperities. Worth twenty pound 

good if they are delivered as I send them. 

Remember ! Here's a final prescription added, 

"To be taken for life," wnjch will teU you 

how the cart broke down, and where the jouruey 

ended. You think Four Pound too much ? And 

still you think so ? Come 1 I'll tell you what 

then. Say Four Pence, and keep the secret. ■

IL ■

NOT TO BE TAKEN AT BED-TIICB* ■

This is the legend of a house called the Devil's 

Inn, standing in the heather on the top of the 

Connemara mountains, in a shallow valley 

hollowed between ^^t peaks. Tourists some- 

times come in sight of it on September evenings ; 

a crazv and weather-stained apparition, with the 

sun glaring at it angrily between the hills, and 

striking its shattered window-panes. Guides 

are known to shun it, however. ■

The house was built by a stranger, who came 

no one knew whence, and whom the people nick' 

named Coll Dhn (Black Coll), because of his 

sullen bearing and solitary habits. His dwelling 

they called the Devil's Inn, because no tired tra- 

veUer had ever been asked to rest under its roof, 

nor friend known to cross its threshold. Nc 

one bore him company in his retreat but a 

wizen-faced old man^ who shunned the good 

morrow of the trudging peasant when he made 

occasional excursions to the nearest village foj 

provisions for himself and master, and who wai 

as secret as a stone concerning all the antece 

dents of both. ■

For the first year of their residence in tli( 

country, there had been much speculation as tc 

who they were, and what thev did with them 

selves up there among the clouds and eagles 

Some said that Coll Dbu was a scion of the ok 

family from whose hands the surrounding land^ 

had passed; and that, embittered by poverty 

and pride, he had come to bury himself in soh 

tttde, and brood over his misfortunes. Othen 

hinted of crime, and fliglit from another coun 

try ; others again whispered of those who were 

cursed from their birth, and could never smile 

nor yet make friends with a fellow-creature til 

the day of their death. But when two vean 

had passed, the wonder had somewhat diea out 

and Uoll Dhu was little thought of, except whci 

a herd looking for sheep crossed the track of i 

big dark man walking the mountains gun ii ■
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) \vhoin he did not dare a&j '* Lord save 

[)r when a bonsewife rocking her cradle 

[iter's night, crossed herself as a pusi of 

;hander^ oyer her cabin-roof, with the 

ition, "Oh, then, ifs Coll Dhu that has 

o' the fresh air about his head up there 

ht, the cratnre !** ■

Dhu had lived thus in his solitnde for some 

when it became known that Colonel 

;he new lord of the soil, was coming to 

i country. Bj climbing one of the peaks 

3g his eyrie, Coll could look sheer down a 

in-side, and see in miniature beneath him, 

old dwelUng with ivied chimneys and 

•slated walls, standing amongst strajggling 

id grim warlike rocks, that gave it the 

a u>rtress, gazing out to the Atlantic 

with the eager eyes of all its windows, 

landing perpetually, *' What tidings from 

r World r ■

ould see now masons and carpenters 

y about below, like ants in the sun, over- 

the old house from base to chimney, 

here and knocking there, tumbling down 

at looked to Coll, up among the clouds, 

landful of jackstones, and building up 

that looked like the toy fences in a 

Farm. Throughout several months he 

ive watched the busy ants at their task 

dng and mending again, dis6guring and 

in^ ; but when all was done ne haa not 

iosity to stride down and admire the 

le paneling of the new billiard-room, 

the fine view which the enlarged bay- 

in the drawing-room commanded of the 

highway to Newfoundland, 

summer was melting into autumn, and 

ber streaks of decay were beginning 

I out and trail over the ripe purple of 

ad mountain, when Colonel Blake, his 

ighter, and a party of friends, arrived in 

ntry. The grey house below was alive 

iety, but CoU l)hu no longer found an 

in observing it from his eyrie. When 

hed the sun rise or set, he chose to as- 

me crag that looked on x}0 human habita- 

^en he sallied forth on his excursions, 

band, he set his face towards the most 

wastes, dipping into the loneliest valleys, 

ding the nakedest ridges. When he 

r chance within call of other excursion- 

1 in hand he plunged into the shade of 

•How, and avoided an encounter. Yet it 

d, for all that, that he and Colonel Blake 

neet. ■

rds the evening of one bright September 

wind changed, and in half an hour the 

ins were wrapped in a thick blinding mist, 

u was far from his den, but so well had he 

i these mountains, and inured himself to 

mate, that neither storm, rain, nor fog, 

rer to disturb him. But while he stalked 

way, a faint and agonised cry from a 

^oice reached him through the smothering 

[e quickly traeked the sound, and gained 

of a man who was stumbling along in 

of death at every step. ■

"Follow me!" said Coll Dhu to this man, 

and, in an hour's time, brought him safely to the 

lowlands, and up to the walls of the eager-eyed 

mansion. ■

"I am Colonel Blake," said the frank soldier, 

when, having left the fog behind him, the^ stood 

in the starught under the lishtea windows. 

" Pray tell me quickly to whom I owe my 

life." ■

As he spoke, he glanced up at his bene- 

factor, a large man with a somore sun-burned 

face. ■

"Colonel Blake," said Coll Dhu, after a strange 

pause, "your father suggested- to my father to 

stake his estates at the gaming table. They 

were staked, and the tempter won. Both are 

dead ; but you and I live, and I have sworn to 

injure you." ■

The colonel laughed good humouredly at the 

uneasy face above him. ■

" And "you began to keep your oath to-night 

by saving my life ?" said he. "Come I I am a 

soldier, and know how to meet an enemy ; but I 

had far rather meet a friend. I shall not be happy 

till 3[0u have eaten my salt. We have merry- 

making to-m'ght in honour of my daughter's 

birthday. Come in and join us P" ■

Coll Dhu looTced at the earth doggedly. ■

" I have told you," he said, " who and what 

I am, and I will not cross your threshold." 

^ But at this moment (so runs mv story) a 

Trench window opened among the flower-beds 

by which they were standing, and a vision ap- 

peared which stayed the words on Coil's tongue. 

A«tateljr girl, clad in white satin, stood framed 

in the ivied window, with the warm light from 

within streaming around her richly -moulded 

figure into the night. Her face was as pale as 

her gown, her eyes were swimming in tears, but a 

firm smile sat on her lips as she held out both 

hands to her father. The light behind her, 

touched the glistening folds of her dress — the 

lustrous pearls round her throat— the coronet of 

blood -red roses which encircled the knotted 

bmids at the back of her head. Satin, pearls, 

and roses— had Coll Dhu, of the Devil's Inn, 

never set eyes upon such things before ? ■

Evleen Blake was no nervous tearful miss. 

A few quick words—" Thank God ! you're safe ; 

the rest have been home an hour " — and a tight 

pressure of her father's fingers between her own 

jewelled hands, were all that betrayed the un- 

easiness she had suffered. ■

"Faith, my love, I owe my life to this brave 

gentleman !" said the blithe colonel. " Press 

him to come in and be our guest, Evleen. He 

wants to retreat to his mountains, and lose him- 

self again in the fog where I found him ; or, 

rather, where he found me! Come, sir "'(to 

Coll), "you must surrender to tlus fair be- 

sieger." ■

An introduction followed. "Coll Dhu!" 

murmured Evleen Blake, for she had heard the 

common tales of him ; but with a frank welcome 

she invited her father's preserver to taste the 

hospitality of that father's house. ■

" I beg you to come in, sir," ^e sai|(|ji "but ■ le ■
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for you oar gaiet j most have been tamed into 

mourning. A Boadow will be apon oar mirtli 

if our benefactor disdains to join m if ■

With a sweet grace, mingled with a cer- 

tain hanteor from whidi she was never free, 

she extended her white hand to the tall looming 

6gure oatside the window ; to have it grasped 

and wrong in a way that made the prond girl's 

eyes flash their amazement, and the same little 

band clench itself in displeasare, when it had 

hid itself like an outraged thing among the 

shining folds of her gown. Was this Coll Dha 

mad, or rude ? ■

The guest no longer refused to enter, but 

followed the white figare into a little study 

where a lamp burned ; and the gloomy stranger, 

the bluff colonel, and the young mistress of the 

house, were fully discovered to each other's 

eyes. Evleen glanced at the new comer's dark 

face, and shudoered with a feeling of indescrib- 

able dread and dislike; then, to her father, 

accounted for the shudder after a popular 

fashion, saying lightly: "There is some one 

walkiM over my grave." ■

So CoYL Dhu was present at Evleen Blake's 

birthday ball. Here he was, under a roof 

which ought to have been his own, a stranger, 

known oniy by a nickname, shunned and soli- 

tary. Here he was, who had lived among the 

eagles and foxes, lying in wait with a fell pur- 

pose, to be revenged on the son of his father's foe 

for poverty and disgrace, for the broken heart 

of a dead mother, for the loss of a self-slaughtered 

father, for the dreary scattering of brothers and 

sisters. Here be stood, a Samson shorn of his 

strength; and all because a haughtv girl had 

melting eyes, a winning mouth, and looked ra- 

diant in satin and roses. ■

Peerless where many were lovely, she moved 

among her friends, trying to be unconscious 

of the gloomy fire of those strange eyes which 

followed her unweariedly wherever she went. 

And when her father begged her to be gracious 

to the unsocial guest whom he would lain con- 

ciliate, she courteously conducted him to see 

the new picture-gallery adjoining the drawing- 

rooms ; explainedunder what odd circumstances 

the colonel bad picked up this little painting or 

that ; asing every delicate art her pride would 

allow to achieve her father's purpose, whilst 

maintaining at the same time her own personal 

reserve; trying to divert the guest's onpres- 

sive attention from herself to the objects 

for which she claimed his notice. Coll Dhu 

followed his conductress and listened to her 

voice, but what she said mattered nothing ; nor 

did she wring manv words of comment or reply 

from his lips, until tney paused in a retired comer 

where the liglit was aim, before a window from 

which the curtain was withdrawn. The sashes 

were open, and nothing was visible but water ; 

the night Atlantic, with the full moon riding high 

above a bank of clouds, makin^^ silvery tracks 

outward towards the distance of mfinite mystery 

dividing two worlds. Here the following little 

scene is said to have been enacted. ■

" This window of my father's own planning, ■

is it not creditable to his taste ?" said the youn 

hostess, as she stood, herself glittering like 

dream of beauty, looking on the moonlight. ■

Coll Dhu made no answer; but suddenly, 

is said, asked her for a rose from a cluster ( 

flowers that nestled in the lace on her bosom. ■

For the second time that night Evleen Blake 

eyes flashed with no gentle light. But this ma 

was the saviour of her father. She broke off 

blossom, and with such good grace, and ah 

with such queen-like dignity as she migl 

assume, presented it to him. Whereupoi 

not only was the rose seized, but also the han 

that gave it, which was hastily covered wit 

kisses* ■

Then her anger burst upon him. ■

"Sir," she cried, "if you are a gentlema 

you must be mad ! If you are not mad, the 

you are not a gentleman 1" ■

"Be merciful," said Coll Dhu : "I love yoi 

My God, I never loved a woman before ! Ah ! 

he cried, as a look of disgust crept over he 

face, "you hate me. Ton shuddered the firs 

time your eyes met mine. I love you, and yo 

hate me 1" ■

"I do," cried Evleen, vehemently, forgettin 

evenrthing but lier indi^tion. " Your present 

is like something evil to me. Love me ? — ^you 

looks poison me. Pray, sir, talk no more to m 

in this strain." ■

" I will trouble you no longer," said Coll Dhi 

And, stalking to the window, he placed on 

powerful hand upon the sash, and vaulted froi 

it out of her sight. ■

Bare-headed as he was. Coll Dhu strode ol 

to the mountains, but not towards his ow: 

home. All the remaining dark hours of tha 

night he is believed to have walked the labyrinth 

of the hills, until dawn began to scatter the cloud 

with a high wind. Fasting, and on foot from sun 

rise the morning before, he was then glad enoufi^l 

to see a cabin nght in his way. Walking in, h 

asked for water to drink, and a corner wher« 

he might throw himself to rest. ■

There was a wake in the house, and th 

kitchen was full of people, all wearied out wit! 

the night's watch ; old men were dozing ove 

their pipes in the chimnev-comer, and here am 

there a woman was fast asleep with her head on i 

neighbour's knee. All who were awake crossei 

themselves when Coll Dhu's figure darkened th( 

door, because of hh cfvilname ; but an old mai 

of the house invited him in, and offering hin 

milk, and promisinff him a roasted potato by 

and-by, conducted him to a small room off thi 

kitchen, one end of which was strewed wit! 

heather, and where there were only two womei 

sitting gossiping over a fire. ■

" A thraveller," said the old man, nodding 

his head at the women, who nodded back, as i 

to say "he has the traveller's right." Am 

Coll Dhu flung himself on the heather, in th( 

furthest comer of the narrow room. ■

The women suspended their talk for a while 

but presently, guessing the intruder to hi 

asleep, resumed it in voices above a whisper ■
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IS but a patch of window with the grey 

iiind it, out Coll could see the figures 

irelight over which they bent : an old 

ittiug forward with her withered hands 

[ to the embers, and a girl reclining 

the hearth wall, with her healthy face, 

res, and crimson draperies, glowing by 

the flickering blaze. ■

'know," said the girl, "but it's the 

narriage iver I h'ard of. Sure it's not 

eks since he tould right an' left that he 

r like poison !" ■

st, astlioreen !" said thecolliagh, bend- ■

ard confidentially ; " throth an' we all ■

it o' him. But what could he do, the ■

When she put the burragh-bos on ■

whatV^ asked the girl. 

L the burragh-bos machree-o? That's 

chel o' death, avoumeen; an' well she 

tethered to her now, bad luck to ■

lid woman rocked herself and stifled 

cry breaking from her wrinkled lips 

Qg her face in her cloak, 

what is it P" asked the girl, eagerly. 

1 the burragh-bos, anyways, an* where 

:etitf" ■

och ! it's not fit for comin' over to 

rs, but cuggir (whisper), acushla ! It's 

;>' tlie skin o' a corpse, peeled from the 

the head to the heel, without crack or 

the charrm's broke ; an' that, rowled 

at on a sthring roun' the neck o' the wan 

(vld by the wan that wants to be loved, 

enough it puts the fire in their hearts, 

sthrong, afore twinty-four hours is ■

rl had started from her lazy attitude, 

i at her companion with eyes dilated ■

jiful Saviour I" she cried. " Not a sowl 

nrould bring the curse out o' heaven by 

ickdoin'r ■

, Biddeen alanna ! an' there's wan that 

m' isn't the divil. Arrah, asthoreen, 

iver hear tell o* Pexie na Pishrogie, 

betune two hills o' Maam Turk P" 

rd o' her," said the girl, breathlessly. 

, sorra bit lie, but it's hersel' that does 

[1 do it for money any day. Sure they 

ler from the graveyard o* Salruck, 

I had the dead raised; an'' glory be to 

!y would ha' murthered her, only they 

ir thracks, an' couldn't bring it home to 

r." ■

it, a-wauher" Tmy mother), said the 

ire's the thravelier gettin' up to set off 

ad again! Och, then, it's the short 

k, thesowU" ■

enough for CoU^ however. He had 

ind now went back to the kitchen, 

\ old man had caused a dish of pota- 

)e roasted, and earnestly pressed his 

sit down and eat of them. This Coll 

ly ; having recruited his strength b^ a 

retook himself to the mountains ag^ain. ■

just as the rising sun was flashing amonfr the 

waterfalls, and sending the night mists drifting 

down the glens. By sundown the same evening 

he was striding over the hills of Maam Turk, 

asking of herds his way to the cabin of one Pexie 

na Pishrogie. ■

In a hovel oa a brown desolate heath, with 

scared-looking hills flying off into the distance 

on every side, he found Pexie : a yellow-faced 

hag, dressed in a dark-red blanket, with elf-locks 

of coarse black hair protruding from under an 

orange kerchief swathed round her wrinkled 

jaws. She was bending over a pot upon her 

fire, where herbs were simmering, and she looked 

up with an evil glance when Coll Dhu darkened 

her door. ■

"The "burragh-bos is it her honour wants ?" 

she asked, when he had made known his errand. 

*'Ay, ay; but the arighad, the arighad (money) 

for rexie. The burragh-bos is ill to get." ■

" I wiU pay," said Coll Dhu, laying a sove- 

reign on the bench before her. ■

The witch sprang upon it, and chuckling, be- 

stowed on her visitor a glance which made even 

Coll Dhu shudder. ■

" Her honour is a fine king," she said, " an' 

her is fit to get the burragh-bos. Ha ! ha ! her 

sail get the burragh-bos from Pexie. But the 

arighad is not enough. More, more I" ■

She stretched out her claw-like hand, and 

Coll dropped another soverei^ into it. IVhere- 

upon she fell into more hornble convulsions of 

deligjht. ■

"Hark^e!" cried Coll. "I have paid you 

well, but if your infernal charm does not work^ 

I will have you hunted for a witch !" ■

** Work !" cried Pexie, rolling up her eyes. "If 

Pexie's charrm not work, then her honour come 

back here an' carry these bits o' mountain away 

on her back. Ay, her will work. If the colleen 

hate her honour like the old diaoul hersel', still an' 

withal her will love her honour like her own 

white sowl afore the sun sets or rises. That, 

(with a furtive leer,) or the colleen dbas go wild 

mad afore wan hour." ■

"Hag!" returned CoU Dhu; "the last part 

is a hellish invention of your own. I heard 

nothing of madness. If you want more money, 

speak out, but play none of your hideous tricks 

on me." ■

The witch fixed her cunning eyes on him, and 

took her cue at once from his passion. ■

"Her honour guess thrue, she simpered; 

"it is only the little bit more arighad poor 

Pexie want." ■

Again the skinny hand was extended. Coll 

Dhu shrank from touching it, and threw his 

gold upon the table. ■

" King, king !" chuckled Pexie. " Her honour 

is a grand king. Her honour is fit to get the 

burragh-bos. The colleen dhas sail love her 

like her own white sowl. Ha, ha !" ■

"When shaU I get it P" asked CoU Dhu, im- 

patiently. ■

" Her honour sail come back to Pexie in so 

many days, do-deag (twelve), so many days, fur 

that the Durragh-bos is hard to get. The lonely ■
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grayeyard is &r away, an' the dead man is hard 

to raise— ** ■

'*SUencer cried GoU Dha; <<not a word 

more. I will hare yonr hideous charm, but 

what it is, or where yon set it, I will not 

know.'*- ■

Then, promising to come baek in twelve days, 

he took his departnre. Turning^ to look back 

when a little way across the heath, he saw Pexie 

gazing after him, standing on her black hill in 

relief against the lurid flames of the dawn, seem- 

ing to his dark imagination like a fury with all 

hell at her back. ■

At the {^pointed time Coll Dhn got the pro- 

mised charm. He sewed it with perfumes into 

a cover of cloth of gold, and slung it to a fine- 

wrought chain. Lying in a casket wnich had once 

held the jewels of Coil's broken-hearted mother, 

it looked a fflittering bauble enough. Mean- 

time the peoj^e of the mountains were cursing 

over their cabin fires, because there had been 

another unholy raid upon their graveyard, and 

were banding themselves to hunt the criminal 

down. ■

A fortnight passed. How or where could 

Coll Dhu find an opportunity to put the charm 

round the neck of the coloners proud daughter P 

More gold was dropped into Pexie's greedy 

claw, and then she promised to assist him in his 

dilemma. ■

Next morning the witch dressed herself in 

decent garb, smoothed her elf-locks under a 

snowy cap, smoothed the evil wrinkles out of her 

face, and with a basket on her arm locked the 

door of the hovel, and took her way to the low- 

lands.. Pexie seemed to have given up her 

disreputable calling for that of a simple 

mushroom-gatherer. The housekeeper at uie 

grey house oought poor Muireade's mushrooms 

of ner every morning. Every morning she left 

unfailinriv a nosegay of wild flowers lor Miss 

Evleen Blake, " God bless her ! She had never 

seen the darling young lady with her own two 

longing eyes, but sure nadn't she heard tell of 

her sweet party face, miles away i" And at last, 

one morning, whom should she meet but Miss 

Evleen herself returning alone from a ramble. 

Whereupon poor Muireade "made bold" to 

present her flowers in person. ■

"Ah," sud Evleen, "it is you who leave me 

the flowers every morning r They are very 

sweet." ■

Muireade had sought her only for a look at 

her beautiful face. And now that she had seen 

it, as bright as the sun, and as fair as the lily, 

she would take up her basket and go away con- 

tented. Yet she lingered a little longer. ■

" My lady never walk up big mountain P" said 

Pexie. ■

" No," Evleen said, laughing; she feared she 

could not walk up a mountain. ■

"Ah yes; my lady ought to go, with more 

gran' laoies an' centlemen, ridin' on purty little 

donkeys, up the Dig mountain. Oh, gran' things 

up big mountain for my lady to see 1" ■

Thus she set to work, and kept her listener ■

enchained for an hour, while she related w<»< 

derful stories of those upper regions. And ae 

Evleen looked up to the burly crowns of the 

hills, perhaps she thought there might be sense 

in this wild old woman^t suggestion. It ought 

to be a grand world up yonder. ■

Be that as it may, it was not long after this 

when Coll Dhu got notice that a party from 

the grey bouse would explore the mountains 

next day ; that Evleen Blake would be of the 

number; and that he. Coll, must prepare to 

house and refresh a crowd of weary people, who 

m the evening should be brought^ hungry and 

faint, to his door. The simple mushroom ga- 

therer should be discovered laying in her humble 

stock among the green places between the hills, 

should volunteer to act as guide to the party, 

should lead them far out of their way through 

the mountains and up and down the most toil- 

some ascents and across dangerous places ; to 

escape safely from which, the servants should 

be told to throw away the baskets of provisions 

which they carried. ■

Coll Dhu was not idle. Such a feast was set 

forth, as had never been spread so near the clouds 

before. We are told of wonderful dishes fur- 

nished by unwholesome agency, and from a place 

believed much hotter thui is necessary for pur- 

poses of cookery. We are told also how CoU 

Dhu's barren chambers were suddenly hung with 

curtains of velvet, and with fringes of eold; 

how the blade white walls glowed with deucate 

colours and gilding ; how gems of pictures sprang 

into sight between the panels; how the tables 

bhused with plate and gold, and glittered with 

the rarest glass; how such wines lowed, as the 

^ests haa never tasted ; how servants in the 

richest livery, amongst whom the wizen-faced 

old man was a mere nonentity, anpeared, and 

stood ready to carry in the wonaerful dishes, 

at whose extraordinary fragrance the eagles 

came pecking to the windows, and the foxes 

drew near the walls, snuffing. Sure enough, in 

all fi;ood time, the wearyparty came within sight 

of tne Devil's Inn, and CfoU Dhu sallied forth to 

invite them across his lonely threshold. Colonel 

Blake (to whom Evleen, m her delicacy, had 

said no word of the solitary's strange behaviour 

to herselfl hailed his appearance with delight^ 

and the wnole party sat down to Coil's banquet 

in high good humour. Also, it is said, in much 

amazement at the magnificence of the mountain 

recluse. ■

All went in to Coil's feast, save Evleen Blake, 

who remained standing on the threshold of the 

outer door; wearv, but unwilling to rest there; 

hungry, but unwilling to eat there. Her white 

cambnc dress was gathered on her arms, crushed 

and sullied with the toils of the day ; her bright 

cheek was a little sun-burned ; her small dark 

head with its braids a little tossed, was bared 

to the mountain air and the glory of the sinking 

sun ; her hands were loosely tuigled in the strings 

of her hat ; and her foot sometimes tapped the 

threshold stone. So she was seen. ■

The peasants tell that Coll Dhu and her father 

came praying her to enter, and^that the magni- ■
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RntB broueht yiaaids io the threshold ; 

>p would «Qe more inward, no mocsGl ■

taste. ■

D, poison !" she murmured, and threw 

in handfuls to the foxes, who were 

a the heath. ■

was diffeFent when Muireade, the 

d woman, the simple mushroom- 

i^ith all the wicked wrinkles smoothed 

r feu)e, came to the side of the hungry 

loaxJngly presented a savoury mess of 

weei mushrooms, served on a common 

latter. ■

larlin', my lady, poor Muireade her 

1 hersel', an' no thing o' this house 

n or look M poor Muireade's mush- ■

vleen took the platter and ate a deli- 

1. Scarcely was it finished when a 

wsiness fell upon her, and, unable to 

STself on her feet, she i)re8ently sat 

n the door-stone. Leaning her head 

le framework of the door, she was 

. deep sleep, or trance. So she was ■

isical, obstinate little girl !" said the 

itting his hand on the beautiful slum- 

id. And taking her in his arras, he 

!r into a chamber which had been (say 

tellers) nothing but a bare and soiry 

he morning, but which was now fitted 

Oriental splendour. And here on a 

couch she was laid, with a crimson 

minping her feet. And here in the 

lignt coming through jewelled glnw, 

terda^ had been a coarse rough-hung 

lier rather looked his last upon her ■

onel returned to his host and friends, 

d-by the whole party sallied forth to 

ter-glare of a fierce sunset swatliing 

in flames. It was not until they had 

) distance that GoU Dhu remembered 

: and fetch his telescope. He was not 

nt. But he was absent long enough 

lat glowing chamber with a stealthy 

irow a light chain around the neck of 

\g girl, and to slip among the folds of 

the hideous glittering bnrragh-bos. 

e had gone away again, Pexie came 

} the ooor, and, opening it a little, 

on the mat outside, with her cloak 

ound her. An hour passed, and Evleen 

slept, her breathing scarcely stirring 

bauble on her breast. After that, she 

lurmur and moan, and Fezie pricked up 

Presently a sound in the room told that 

was awake and had risen. Then Fezie 

ice to the aperture of the door and 

gave a howl of dismay, and fled from 

to be seen in ihnt country no more, 

ht was fading among the hills, and 

iiBwere returning towards the Devil's 

a group of ladies who were consider- 

Lvance of the rest, met Evleen Blake 

towards them on the heath, with 

tsordered as by sleep, and no oovertsg ■

on her head. They notioed something bright, like 

cold, shifting and gbmcing with the motion of her 

figure. There had oeen some jesting among them 

about Evleen's fiuunr for falling asleep on the 

door-step instead of ooming in to dinner, and 

they advanced laughing, to rally her on the sub- 

ject. But she steed at thom in a strange way, 

as if she did not know them^ and pas^d on. 

fler fnends were rather offended, and com- 

mented on her &ntastic humour; only one 

looked after her, and foi laughed at by her 

companions for expreasmg uneasiness on tiie 

wilful young lady's account. ■

So they kept their wav, and the solitary 

figure went fluttering on, the white robe blush- 

ing, and the fatal burragh-bos glittering in the 

rdexion &om the sky. A luure crossed her 

path, and she laughed out loudly, and clap- 

ping her hands, sprang after it. Then she 

Btopi)ed and asked questions of the stones, 

atriking them wiUi her open pahn beeanse they 

would not answer. (An amaaed little herd 

sitting behind a rock, witnessed these strange 

proceedings.) By-and-by she began to cul 

after the birds, in a wild shrill way, startling 

the echoes of the hills as she went along. A 

party of gentlemen returning by a dangerous 

path, heard the unusual sound and stopped to 

listen. ■

What is that f" a&ked one. ■

** A young eagle," said Coll Dhu, whose face 

had become Uvid; "they olten give such 

cries." ■

It was uncommonly iike a woman's voice!" 

was the reply; and immediately another wild 

note rang towards them from the rocks above : 

a bare saw-like ridge, shelving away to some 

distance ahead, and projecting one hungry tooth 

orer an abyss. A few more moments and they 

saw Evleen Blake's light figure fluttering out 

towards this diszy point. ■

'< My Evleen P' cried the colonel, recognising 

his daughter, " she is mad to venture on such a 

spot!" , ■

"Mad!" r^ated CoU Dhu. And then 

dashed off to the rescue with all the might and 

swiftness of his powerful limbs. ■

When he drew near her, Evleen had almost 

reached the Terge of the terrible rook. Very 

cautiously he approached hear, his object being 

to seise her in xus strong arms before she was 

aware of his presenee, and carry her many 

yards away from the spot of danger. But ul a 

fatal moment Evleen turned her head and saw 

htm. One wild rii^g cry of hate and horror, 

which startled the very eagles and scattered a 

flight of curlews above ner head, broke from her 

lips. A step backward brought her withm a 

foot of death. ■

One desperate though wary stride, and she 

was 8<aruggling in Coil's embrace. One glance 

in her eyes, and he saw that he was striving 

with a mad woman. Back, baek, she dragged 

him, and he had nothing to map by. The lock 

was slippery and his mod feet would not ding 

to it. Back, back ! A hoarse panting, a dire 

swinging to and fro ; and then the loek im ■ ■
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standing naked against the sl^, no one was 

there, and Coll Phn and Eyleen Blake lay 

shattered far below. ■

IIL ■

TO BE TAKEN AT THE DINNEB-TABLB. ■

Does any one know who ffives the names to 

our streets ? Does tmy one Know who invents 

the mottoes which are inserted in the cracker- 

papers, alon^ with the sngar-plnms ?— I don't 

envy him his mtellectnal faculties, by-the-by, and 

I suspect him to be the individual who trans- 

lates the books of the foreign operas. Does any 

one know who introduces the new dishes, 

'Kromeski's, and such-like f Does any one know 

who is responsible for new words, such as shunt 

and thud, shimmer, ping (denoting the crack of 

the rifle), and many others? Does any one 

know who has obliged us to talk for ever about 

*' fraternising " and " cropping up" ? Does any 

one know the Sage to whom perfumers apply 

when they have invented a shaving-soap, or hair- 

wash, and who famishes the trade with such 

names for their wares as Rypophagon, Euxesis, 

Depilatory, Bostrakeison P Does any one know 

who makes the riddles ? ■

To the last question-i-only— I answer. Yes ; 

/ know. ■

In a certain year, which, I don't mind men- 

tioning may be looked upon as included in 

the present centiiry, I was a little hoj — a sharp 

little boy, though I say it, and a skinny little 

boy. The two qualities not unfrequently go to- 

gether. I will not mention what my age was at 

the time, but I was at school not far from 

London, and I was of an age when it is cus- 

tomary, or vas customary, to wear a jacket and 

frill. ■

In riddles, I had at that early age a profound 

and solenm joy. To the study of those problems, 

I was beyond measure addicted, and in the col- 

lecting of them I was diligent in the extreme. 

It was the custom at the time for certain perio. 

dicals to give the question of a conundrum in one 

number, and the answer in the next. Tliere 

was ^an interval of seven days and nights 

between the propounding of the question, and 

the fumishinw of the reply. What a time was 

that for me ! I sought the solution of the 

enigma, off and on (generally on), during the 

leisure hours of the week (no wonder 1 was 

skinny!), and sometimes, I am proud to remem- 

ber, 1 became acquainted with tlic answer before 

the number containing it reached me from the 

official source. There was another kind of 

puzzle which used to appear when my sharp 

and skinny bovhood was at its sharpest and 

skinniest, oy wtich I was much more perplexed 

than by conundrums or riddles conveyed in 

mere words. I speak of what may be called 

symbolical riddles — rebus is, I believe, their 

true designation — little squalid woodcuts repre- 

senting all sorts of impossible objects huddled ■

together in incongruous disorder ; letters of the 

alphabet, at times, and even occasionally frag- 

ments of words, being introduced here and there, 

to add to the general confusion. Thus you would 

have : a Cupid mending a pen, a gridiron, the 

letter x, a bar of music, p. u. g. and a fife— 

you would have these presented to you on a 

certain Saturday, with the announcement that 

on the following Saturday there would be is- 

sued an explanation of the mysterious and terriGc 

jumble. That explanation would come, but with 

it new difficulties worse than the former. A 

birdcage, a setting sun (not like), the word 

••snip, a cradle, and some quadruped to which 

it would have puszAed Buffon himself to give a 

name. With these problems I was not success* 

ful, never having solved but one in my life, as 

will presently appear. Neither was I good at 

poetical ridcQes, in parts— slightlv forced — as 

•• My first is a boa-constrictor. My second's a 

Roman lictor. My third is a Dean and Chipter, 

And my whole goes always on tip-ter." These 

were too much for me. ■

I remember on one occasion accidentally 

meeting with a publication in which there was 

a rebus better executed than those to which I 

had been accustomed, and which mystified me 

greatly. First of all there was the letter A ; 

then came a figure of a clearly virtuous man 

in a long gown, with a scrip, and a staff, and 

a cockle-shell on his hat ; then followed a re- ■

Sresentation of an extremely old person with 
owing white hair and beard; the figure 2 

was the next symbol, and beyond this was a 

gentleman on crutches, looking at a five-barred 

gate. Oh, how that rebus haunted me ! It was 

at a sea-side library that I met with it during 

the holidays, and liefore the next number came 

out I was back at school. The publication in 

which this remarkable picture had appeared was 

an expensive one, and quite beyona my means, 

so there was no way of gettmg at the explana- 

tion. Determined to conquer, and fearing that 

one of the symbols might escape my memory, 

I wrote them down in order. In doing so, an 

interpretation flashed upon me. A — Pilgrim 

—Age— To— Cripple— Gate. Ah! was it the 

right one F Had I triumphed, or had I failed ? 

Mj anxiety on the subject attained such a 

pitch at last, that I determined to write to the 

editor of the periodical in which the rebus had 

appeared, and implore him to take compassion 

upon me and relieve my mind. To that com- 

munication I received no answer. Perhaps there 

was one in the notices to correspondents — ^but 

then I must have purchased the periodical to 

get it. ■

I mention these particulars because they had 

something — ^not a little — to do with a certain 

small incident which, small though it was, had 

influence on my after life. The incident in 

question was the composition of a riddle by the 

present writer. It was composed with difficulty, 

on a slate ; portions of it were frequently rubbed 

out, the wording of it gave me a world of 

trouble, but the work was achieved at last. 

•*Why,"it was thusHihat I worded it in its ■
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orrected form, "Why does a youM 

who ha9 partaken freely of the puo- 

i at this establishment precedes the 

able a meteor P — 6ecanse he's efftd- 

11 gent r ■

surely! Nothing unnaturally pre- 

the composition. Founded on a 

ish grievance. Possessing a certain 

3al interest in its reference to the now 

ictice of administering pudding before 

cational establishments, with the view 

the appetite (and constitution) of the ■

inscribed upon perishable and greasv 

hemeral slate-pencil, my riddle lived, 

eated. It became popular. It was 

) school, and at last it came to the ears 

ter. That unimaginative person had 

ir the fine arts. I was sent for, in- 

as to whether this work of art was 

t of m brain, and, having given an 

the affirmative, received a distinct, 

)ainful, punch on the head, accom- 

pecific directions to inscribe straight- 

rords "Dangerous Satirising:," two 

imes, on the very shite on wmch my 

been originally composed, 

standing this act of despotism on the 

unappreciative Beast who invariably 

as u 1 were not profitable (when 1 

ontrary), my reverence for the great 

bo have excelled in the department 

am speaking, grew with my growth, 

rthened witn &c. Think of the 

he rapture, which Riddles afford to 

wholesomely constituted mind ! Think 

ocent sense of triumph felt by the 

propounds a riddle to a company, to 

iber of which it is a novelty. He 

le proprietor of the answer. His 

)U8 position. He keeps everybody 

Kq wears a calm and placid smile. 

B rest at his mercy. He is happy — 

ly happy. 

I makes the Riddles ? ■

^ing to let out a ^eat mystery P 

^ to initiate the uninitiated P Am I 

t the world know how U is done ? 

am. ■

le in the main by the Dictionary ; bat 

;ation of that work of reference, with 

le construction of riddles, is a process 

ring — it puts such a strain upon the 

that at first you cannot work at it for 

a quarter of an hour at once. The pro- 

rific. First of all vou gjet yourself 

awake and on the alert — it is good to 

gers through the hair roughly at this 

n you take your Dictionary, and, 

\ particular letter, you go down the 

opping at every word that looks in the 

egree promising, drawing back from 

a draw back from a picture to see it 

twisting it, and turning it, and if it 

ing, passing on to the next. With 

mtivea you occupy yourself in ■

especial manner, as more may l)e done with them 

than with any of the other parts of speech; 

while as to the words with two meanings, you 

must be in a bad state indeed, or have particu- 

larly ill luck, if you fail to get somethmg out 

of them. ■

Suppose that you are going in for a day's 

riddling — ^yonr dinner depending on the success 

of your efforts. I take your Dictionary, and 

open it at hap-hazard. Ton open, say, among 

the Fs, and you go to work. ■

You make several stoppages as you go down 

the column. You pause naturally at the word 

Felt. It is a past participle of the vei;b to feel, 

and it is a substance used in making hats. You 

press it hard. Why is a hatter— No— Why may 

a hatter invariably be looked upon as a con- 

siderate person P Because he has always feli 

for— No. That won't do. You go on. "Fen^'— 

a chance here for a well-timed thing about the 

Fenian Brotherhood. This is worth a strugjcle, 

and vou make a desperate one. A Fen is a 

marsh. In a marsh there is mud. Why was 

it always to be expected that the Irish rebels 

must ultimately stick in the mudP Because 

theirs was a .^-ian movement. — Intolerable! 

Yet you are loth to abandon the subject. A 

Fen IS a Morass. More-ass. Why is an Irish 

rebel more ass than knave P No, again it won't 

do! ■

Disconsolate, but dogged, you go on till you 

arrive at "Fertile." Fer-tile. Tib— Tile, a Hat. 

Why is a Hat made of Beaver, like land that 

always yields fine crops P Because it may be 

called Fertile (Fur-tile). That will do. Not 

first-class, but it will do. Riddling is very like 

fishing. Sometimes you ^t a small trout, some- 

times a large one. This is a small trout, but it 

shall go into the basket, nevertheless. Ajid now 

you are fairly warming to your work. You come 

to " Foreery." You again make a point. For- 

g:ery. For-gery — For Jerry. A complicated 

riddle of a nigh order. Intricate, and of the 

Coleridge kind. Why — No, If — ^If a gentleman, 

having a favourite son of tender years, named 

Jeremiah, were in the course of dessert to put a 

pear in his pocket, statiog, as he did so, that the 

fruit was intended for his beloved bov, why, 

in making such an explanation,- would he men- 

tion a certain act of felony once punishable by 

death P — Because he would say that it was 

Forgery— For Jerry. Into the basket. ■

It never rains but it pours. Another com- 

plex one, of the same type. Fungus I If a 

well-bred lady should, in sport, poke her cousin 

Augustus in the ribs with her lilac and white 

parasol, and hurt him, what vegetable product 

would she mention in facetiously apologising P 

Fungus. Fun Gus ! In with it. ■

The Fs being exhausted, yon take a short 

rest. Then, 8crewiii§[ your faculties up a&esh, 

and seiziog the Dictionary again, you open it 

once more. Cs this time He before you, a page 

of Cs. You pause, hopeful, at com. The 

word has two meanings, it ou^ht to answer. 

It shall be made to answer. This is a case of 

a peculiar kind. You determine to construct a ■
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riddle by rale. There is no genins needed here. 

The word has two meanings ; ooth shall be used ; 

it is a mechanical process. Why is a reaper at 

his work, like a oniropodist? — Becanse he's a 

eom-outter. Made by rule, complete, impreg- 

nable ; but yet not interesting. Tne Gs are not 

propitious, and you apply to the Bs. In your 

loitering mood you drop down upon the word 

<< Bring,'' and with idiotcy at hand sit gazing 

at it. Suddenly you reviye — Bring, Brought, 

Brought up. Brought up will do. Why is the 

coal-scuttle which Mary has conyeyed from the 

kitchen to the second floor, like an infant put 

out to dry-nurse P — ^Because it's brought up by 

hand. You try once more, and this time it is 

the letter H on which your hopes depend. The 

columns under H, duly perused, bring you in due 

time to Horse. Why u a horse attached to the 

yehicle of a miser, like a war-steamer of the 

present day P — ^Because he's driyen by a screw. 

Another P Hoarse. Why is a family, the 

members of which haye always been subject to 

sore-throats, like "The Derby P"— Because it's 

a hoarse-race (Horse-race). ■

It is by no means always the case, howeyer, 

that the Dictionary affords so large a yield as 

this. It is hard work— exhausting work-- and, 

worst of all, Here is ho end to it, Xou get, after 

a certain time, incapable of shaking off the shop 

eyen in'vour moments of relaxation. Nay, worse. 

You feel as if you oughi to be always at it, lest you 

should miss a ^od chance, that would neyer re- 

turn. It is this that makes epigrammatic litenu 

ture wearing. If you go to the play, if you take 

up a newspaper, if you ensconce jounelf in a 

comer with a blessed work of fiction, you find 

yourself still pursued and haunted by your 

profession. The dialogue to which you listen 

when you go to the theatre, the words of the 

book you are reading, may suggest something, 

and it behoyes you to be on the look-out. 

Horrible and distracting calling 1 You may 

get rid of your superfluous flesh more quickly 

by going through a course of riddling, than by 

running up-hill in blankets for a week together, 

or going through a systematic course of Turkish 

batiis. ■

Moreoyer, the eultiyator of epigrammatic 

literature has much to undergo in the disposal 

of his wares, when they are once ready for the 

market. There is a public sale for them, and, 

between ourselyes. tnere is a priyate ditto. 

The public demand for the article, which it has 

been so long my lot to supply, is not large, nor, 

I am constrained to say, is it entirely cordial. 

The periodicals in which your rebus or your 

conundrum appears hebdomadally, are not nu- 

merous ; nor are theproprietorsof such journals 

respectfully eager tor this peculiar kind of 

literature. The conundrum or the rebus will 

knock about the office for a long time, and, per- 

haps, only get inserted at last because it fits a 

yacant space. When we are inserted, we always 

— always mind— occupy an ignoble pkce. We 

eome in at the bottom of a column, or occupy 

the yery last lines of the periodical in which we 

appear— in company with that ineyitable game ■

at chess in which white is to check-mate in foui 

moyes. One of the best riddles — the best, ] 

think, that I ever made—was knocking about a1 

the office of a certain journal six weeks before 

it i^t before the public. It ran thus : Why is 

a little man who is always telling long stories 

about nothing, like a certain new kind of rifle P 

Akswxr : Because he's a small-bore. ■

This work was the means of bringing me ao 

quainted with the fact that there was a Priyate 

as well as a Public sale for the productions ol 

the epigrammatic artist. A ^tleman, who did 

not give his name — neither will I give it, though 

I know it well — called at the office of the peri 

odical in which this particular riddle appeared, 

on the day succeeding its publication, ana askec 

for the name and address of its author. Th< 

sub-editor of the journal, a fast friend of mine 

to whom I owe many a good turn, fnmishec 

him with both, and, on a certain day, a middle 

a^d gentleman of rather plethoric appearance 

with a sly twinkle in his eye, and with hu 

morous lines about his moutn — both eye anc 

mouth were utter impostors, for my friend hac 

not a particle of humour in his composition— 

came gasping up my stairs, and introducing 

himself as an aamirer of genius— '* and there 

fore," he added, with a courteous waye of th< 

hand, ** your yery humble seryant" — ^wished t( 

know whether it would suit my purpose t( 

supply him, from time to time, with certaii 

specimens of epigrammatic literature, now \ 

nddle, now an epigram, now a short story tha 

could be briefly ana effectiyely told, all of whicl 

should be guaranteed to be entirely new an< 

original, which should be made oyer wholly an< 

solely to him, and to which no other humai 

being should haye access on any consideratioi 

whateyer. My gentleman added that he wai 

prepared to pay very handsomely for what hi 

nad, and, indeed, mentioned terms which cause< 

me to open my eyes to the fullest extent o 

which those organs are capable. ■

I soon founa out what my friend Mr. Prict 

Scrooper was at. I call him by this nami ■

fwhicn is fictitious, but something Like his own) or the sake of conyenience. Me was a diner 

out, who held a somewhat precarious reputa 

tion, which, by hook or crook, he had acquire( 

as a sayer of good things, a man sure to bay( 

the last new story at the end of his tongue 

Mr. Scrooper likea dining-out aboye all things 

and the horror of that (uy when there shoulc 

come a decline in the number of his inyitationi 

was always before his eyes. Thus it cam( 

about that relations were established betweei 

us— between me, the epigrammatic artist, an( 

Price Scrooper, the diner-out ■

I fitted him with a good thing or two eyei 

on the yery day of his paying me a first yisit 

I gaye him a story which I remembered to havi 

heard my father tell when I was an infant — \ 

perfectly safe story, which had been buried foi 

years in oblivion. I supplied him with a riddli 

or two which I happened to haye by me, anc 

which were so yery bad that no company coul( 

eyer suspect them ot\ professional origin. I se ■
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epigram for some time, and he set me 

necessaries of life for some time, and 

ed mntoally satisfied, 

nmercial deolinffs thus satisfactorily 

I were renewca steadily and at fre- 

arrals. Of course, as m all earthly 

there were not wanting some un- 

ementa to qoalify the generally com- 

nangem^ia. Mr. Scrooper wonld 

complain that some of the witti- 

h which I had supplied him^ had 

reating an effect— had hardly proved 

Ye, in short. What could I reply P 

>t tdl him that this was his fault. 

a story given by Isaac Walton, of a 

who, hearing a sermon preached by 

sloth with immense effeet, asked for 

)f it. On returning the sermon, 

fter having tried it on his own con- 

he complained that it had proved a 

re, and that his audience had re- 

L no dcjgree to his doquence. The 

;he origmal proprietor of the sermon 

ng: "1 lent you," he said, " indeed, 

but not my fiddle-stick ;" meaning, 

Explains, rather unnecessarily, "the 

I intelligence with which the sermon 

leliveied." ■

d did not seem to feel the application 

icdote. I believe he was occupied, 

oke, in committing the story to his 

r future use— thus getting it gratui- 

of me — ^which was mean. 

Mr. Scrooper, besidea his original 

defidencv, was getting old and 

would often forget or misapply the 

story, or the answer to a conunp 

th these last I supplied him freely, 

illy hard to prepare for his use such 

irere adapted to his peculiar exi(;enp 

a diner-out, riddles of a convivial 

ing to matters connected with the 

r the table — are generally in request 

supply of these Ifitted Mr. Scrooper, 

I satisfaction.' Here are some speei- 

^bich I diarged him rather heavily : 

wine— observe how easily this is 

after dinner— why is wine, made up 

;ish market, like a deserter from tbs ■

[t*s always brandied (branded) before ■

I ship, which has to encounter rough ■

fore it reaches its destination, like a ■

9 which is usually adulterated with ■

d other similar matters P ■

it goes through a vast deal before it ■

port. ■

)rtion of the trimming of a lady's ■

kblea East India sherry of the first ■

ch goes round the Cape. 

18 greatest difficulties, my patron told 

was as firamk with me as a man is with 

>r his lawyer— was in remembering 

the houses where he had related a 

7, or i«opounded a certain oonun- ■

drum ; who were the people to whom such and 

such a riddle would be fresh; who were the 

people to whom it was alreadv but too familiar. 

Mr. Scrooper had also a hthii of sometimes 

askinjB; the answer to a riddle instead of the 

question,, which was occasionally prockictive of 

confusion; or, giving the question prqteriy, he 

would, when his audience became de^erate and ■

Sive it up, supply them with the answer to an 
together difierent oonundrum. ■

C&e da^, my patron came to me in a state 

of biff h indignation. A riddle— bean new, and for 

which I haid demanded a high price, thinking 

well of it myself— had failed, ana Mr. Scrooper 

came to me m a rage to expostulate. ■

" It feU as fiat as diteh-water,*' he said. " In- 

deed, one very disagreeable person said there waa 

nothing in it, ana he thought thoe must be 

some mistake. A very nasty thing to say, con- 

sidering that the riddle was given as mv own. 

How could I be mistaken in my own riddueP" ■

"May I a^," said I, politely, "how you 

worded the question P" ■

"Certainl^. I worded it thus: Why are 

we justified in believinj^ that the pilgrims to 

Mecca, undertake the joomey with raereenarj 

motives P" ■

" Quite right," said I ;" and the answer ?" ■

" The answer," replied my patron, "was aa 

you gave it me : Because tb^ go for the sake 

of Mahomet." ■

" I am not surprised," I said, coldly, for I felt 

that I had been unjustly blamed, "that your 

audience was mystified. The answer, as I gave 

it to you, ran thus : Because they go for the 

sake of the profit rProphet} I" ■

Mr. Serooper suDsequently apologised. ■

I draw near to the end of my narrative. The 

termination is painful, so is that of King Lear. 

The worst feature in it is, that it involves Uie 

acknowledgment of a oertain deplorable piece 

' weakness on my own part. ■

I was reaUy in the receipt of a very pretty 

little income from Mr. Serooper, when one 

morning I waa agak surprised by a visit from 

a total stranger — again, as on a former, occasion, 

a middle-a^ed gentleman — again an individual 

with a twmkling eye and a humorous mouth 

— asain a diner-ou<^ with two surnames— Mr. 

Keroy Poetlethwaite I will call him, which is 

sailing as near the wind as I consider safe. ■

Mr. Kerbv Postlethwaite came on the errand 

which had already brought Mr. Scrooper to the 

top of my stairs. He, too, had seen one of my 

productions in a certain journal (for I still kept 

up my relation with the public press), and ne 

too Mvinff a similar reputation to maintain, and 

finding his brain at times rather sterile, had 

come to me to make exactly the same pro- 

posal whidi had ahready been made by Mr. 

rrice Scrooper. ■

For a time the singularity of the coincidence 

absolutely took my breath awaj", and I remained 

staring speechlessly at my visitor in a mumer 

which might have suggested to him that I was 

hardlv the man to furnish him with anything 

very brilliant. However, I managed to recover ■
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myself in time. I was very guarded and careful 

in my speech, bnt finally expressed my readiness 

to come to terms with my new employer. These 

were soon settled: Mr. Kerby Postlethwaite 

having even more liberal views as to this part 

of the business than those entertained by Mr.. 

Price Sorooper. ■

The onl^f difficulty was to supplv this gen- 

tleman (}ui€kly enough with what ne wanted. 

He was in a hurry. He was going that very 

evening to a dinner-party, and it was supremely 

important that he should distinguish nimself. 

The occasion was a special one. It must be 

something good. He would not stick at a trifle 

in the matter of terms* but he did want some- 

thing super-excellent. A riddle — a perfectly 

new riddle — ^he would like best. ■

My stores were turned over, my desk was 

ransacked, and still he was not satisfied. Sud- 

denly it flashed into my mind that I had some- 

thing by me which would exactly do. The very 

thing ; a riddle alluding to a subject of the day ; 

a suQect iust at that time in everybody's mouth. 

One which there would be no difficulty in lead- 

ing np to. In short, a very neat thing indeed. 

There was but one doubt m. my mind. Had I 

already sold it to my original employer? That 

was the question, and for the life of me I could 

not answer it with certainty. The life of one 

addicted to such pursuits as mine, is chaotic; 

and with me more particularly, doing an exten- 

sive public and private trade, it was especially 

so. 1 kept no books, nor any record of my pro- 

fessional transaotions. One thing which in- 

fluenced me strongly to believe the riddle to 

be still unappropriated, was, that I had cer- 

tainly received no intelligence as to its success 

or failure from Mr. Scrooper, whereas that gen- 

tleman never failed to kee]) me informed on that 

momentous point. I was in doubt, but I ended 

(so princely were the terms offered by mv new 

patron) in giving myself the benefit of that 

doubt, and nanding over the work of art in 

question to Mr. Kerby Postlethwaite. ■

If I were to say that I felt comfortable after 

havine brought this transaction to a close, I 

should not speak the truth. Horrible mis- 

givings filled my mind, and there were mo- 

ments when, if it had been possible to undo 

what was done, I should have taken that retro- 

gressive step. This, however, was out of the 

question. 1 didn't even know where my new 

employer was to be found. I had nothing for it 

but to wait and try my best to feel sanguine. ■

The circumstances which distinguisbed the 

evening of that eventful day on which I first 

received a visit from my new patron, were 

subsequently related to me with great accuracy, 

and not without rancorous comment, by both 

of those who sustained leading parts m the 

evening's performances. Yee, terriole to relate, 

on the ft^omig day both my patrons came to 

me, overflowing with fury, to tell me what had 

happened, and to denounce me as the first cause 

of the mischiefl Both were furious, but my more 

recent acquaintance, Mr. Postlethwaite, was the 

more vehement in his wrath. I ■

It appeared, acccnrding to this gentleman's 

statement, that having repaired at the proper 

time to the residence of the gentleman whose ■

nt he was to be that evening, and who, 
)ok occasion to inform me, was a personage 

of consideration, he found himself in the midst 

of a highly distinguished company. He had in- 

tended to be the last arrival, but a fellow named 

Scrooper, or Price, or something of that sort- 

both names, perhiq[»s— was yet expected. He 

soon arrived, nowever, Mr. rostletnwaitB said, 

and the company went down to dinner. ■

Throughout uie meal, the magnificent nature 

of which I will not dilate upon, these two ■

fentlemen were continually at loggerheads, 
hey appear— and in this both the accounts 

which reached me tally — to have contradicted 

each other, interrupted each other, cut into each 

other's stories, on every occasion, until that 

sort of hatred was engendered between them 

which Christian gentlemen sharing a meal to- 

gether do sometimes feel towards each other. 

I suspect that each had heard of the other as 

a "diner-out," though they had not met be- 

fore, and that each was prepared to hate the 

other. ■

Adhering to the Postlethwaitean narrative 

faithfully, I find that all this time, and even 

when most aggravated by the conduct of my 

earliest patron, he was able to comfort himseu 

with the reflection that he had by him in store 

the weapon wherewith, when the proper moment 

should arrive* to inflict the coup oe grace upon 

his rival. That weapon was my nddle— my riddle 

fitted to a topic of the day. ■

The moment arrived. I shudder as I proceed. 

The meal was over, the wines had circulated once, 

and Mr. Kerby Postlethwaite began gently iur 

sidiously and with all the dexterity of an old per- 

former, to lead the conversation in the direction 

of THB Topic. His [dace was veiy near to the 

seat occupied by my original patron, Mr. Price 

Scrooner. What was Mr. Postlethwaite's as- 

tonishment to hear that ^tleman leading such 

conversation, as was within his jurisdiction, 

also in the direction of the Topic ! " Does he 

see that I want a lead, and is he playing into 

my hands ?" thought my newest client. " Per- 

haps he's not such a bad fellow, after all. I'll 

do as much for him another time." This 

amicable view of the matter was but of brief 

duration. Madness was at hand ! Two voices 

were presently heard speaking simultaneously : ■

Mr. Pbice Scbooper. Thel 

subject suggested a riddle to 

me this morning, as I was 

thinkinff it over. Both speaking ■

MiuKbbbtPostlethwaits. I at once« 

A view of the thing struck me 

in the light of a riddle, this 

morning, quite suddenly. J ■

The two were silent, each having stopped the 

other. ■

' I beg your pardon," said my first patron, 

with ferocious politeness, "you were saying 

thatyou " ■

"Had made a riddle," replied my second ■
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Tes. I think that you also alluded 

ing done something of the sort P" ■

3 silence all roond the table. Some 

person broke it at last by saying, 

;range coincidence !'' 

7ents/' cried the master of the house, 

r one of them. Gome, Scrooper, you ■

)stlethwaite, I insist upon having 

" said the lady of the nouse, with 

P. was the favourite, 

lese circumstances both gentlemen 

. then, each bursting forth suddenly, 

renewal of duet. ■

3E SCROOPBE. WhyT 

blantic cable, in its I 

dition— I Both speaking ■

BT POSTLETHWAITB. | at OUCe. ■

the Atlantic cable, I ■

tit condition — J ■

ere was a general roar and commotion ■

e present. *' Our riddles appear to be ■

like ?" remarked Mr. Postiethwaite, ■

tone, and looking darkly at my first ■

e most extraordinary thing," replied 

nan, "that I ever heard of!*' 

Fits jump," said the illustrious person 

sviously spoken of an " extraordinary ■

rate, let us hear one of them," cried 

" Perhaps they vary after the first ■

Gome, Scrooper." 

t us hear one of them to the end," 

dy of the house, and she looked at 

hwaite. This last, however, was sulkjr. 

>crooper took advantage of the cir- 

to come out with the conundrum in 

rity. ■

asked this jg;entleman once more, " is 

s cable, in its present condition, like 

;terP" ■

\ my riddle," said Mr. Postiethwaite, 

the other had ceased to speak. " I 

self." 

I contrary, it is mine, I assure you," ■

Scrooper, very doggedly. " I com- 

lile shaving this morning." 

in there was a pause, broken only by 

al expressions of astonishment on the 

te who were present— led by the illus- ■

le master of the house came to the 

The best way of settling it," he said, 

:> ascertain which of our two friends 

uswer. Whoever knows the answer 

he riddle. Let each of these gentle* 

lown the answer on a piece ofpaper, 

and give it to me. If the answers 

al, the coincidence will indeed be ■

ipossible that any one but myself can 

Qswer," remarked my first patron, as 

1 his paper and folded it. 

d patron wrote also, and folded. "The 

i said, " can only be known to me." ■

The papers were unfolded by the master of 

the house, and read one after the other. ■

Akswee written by Mr. Price Scrooper: 

" Because it's supported by buoys (boys)." ■

Answeb written by Mr. fcerby Postiethwaite : 

" Because it's supported by buoys (boys)." ■

There was a scene. There were recrimina- 

tions. As I have said, on the followingnioming 

both gentlemen visited me betimes. They had 

not much to say after all. Were they not both 

in my power? ■

The curious thing is, that from that time 

dates the decline of my professional eminenoe. 

Of course, both my patrons took leave of me 

for ever. But I have also to relate that my 

powers of riddling took leave of me also. Mv 

mornings with the Dictionary became less and 

less productive of results, and, only a fort- 

night ago last Wednesday, I sent to a certain 

weekly publication a rebus presenting the fol- 

lowing combination of objects : A giraffe, a hay- 

stack, a boy driving a hoop, the letter X, a 

crescent, a human mouth, the words "I wish," a 

dog standing on its hind legs, and a pair of scides. 

It appeared. It took. It puzsleci the public. 

But for the life of me I cannot form the remotest 

idea what it meant, and I am ruined. ■

IV. ■

VOT TO BB TAXEH FOB 6BAMTED. ■

To-day I, Eunice Eielding, have been looking 

over the journal which I kept of the first few 

weeks of my life in the worlds after I left the 

seclusion of the German Moravian school, where 

I was educated. I feel a strange pity for myself, 

the tender ignorant innocent school-girl, freed 

from the peaceful shelter of the Moravian settle- 

ment, and thrust suddenly into the centre iof a 

sorrowftd household. ■

As I turn to this first page, there rises before 

me, like the memory of a former life, a picture 

of the noiseless grass-grown streets of the 

settlement, with the old-£ishioned dwellings, and 

the quiet and serene faces looking out kindly 

upon the troop of children passing to the church« 

There is the home of the Single Sisters, with its 

shining and spotless casements ; and close beside 

it, is the church where they and we worshipped, 

with its broad central aisle always separating the 

women from the men. I can see the girls in 

their picturesque caps, trimmed with scarlet, and 

the blue ribbons of the matrons, and the pure 

white head -gear of. the widows; the biuial- 

ground, where the separation is stiU maintain^ 

and where the brethren and the sisters lie in 

undivided graves ; and the kindly simple-hearted 

pastor, who was always touched with the feeling 

of our weakness. I see it all, as I turn over the 

pages of my short journal, with just a front long- 

ing to return to the repose and innocent ignorance 

which encircled me while I dwelt among them, 

safely i^ut in from the sorrows of the world. ■
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Not. 7. At home once more after an absence 

of three years; but home is changed. There 

used to be a feeling of mother's presence every- 

where about the house^ even if she were in the 

remotest room ; but now, Susannah and Priscilla 

are wearing her apparel, and as they go in and 

out, and I catch fi glimpse of the soft doye- 

coloored folds of the dresses, I look up with a 

Btart, half in hope of seeing my mother's face 

again. They are much older than I am, for 

Priscilla was ten years of age when I was bom, 

and Susannah is three years older than Priscilla. 

They are very grave and serious, and it is well 

known, even in Germany, how religious they 

are. I suppose by the time I am as old as they 

are, I shall be the same. ■

I wonder if my father ever felt like a child; 

he looks as if he had lived for centuries. Last 

night I could not venture to look too closely into 

lus face ; but to-day I can see a very kind and 

peaceful expression underlying all the wrinkles 

and lines of care. In his soul there is a calm 

serene depth which no tempest can touch. That 

is plain. He is a good man, I know, though his 

goodness was not talked about at school, as was 

Susannah's and Priscilla's. When the coach set 

me down at the door, and he ran out into the 

street bareheaded, and took me at once into his 

arms, carrying me like a little child into our 

home, all my sorrow upon leaving my school- 

fellows, and the sisters, and our pastor, vanished 

away in the joy of being with him. God helpmg 

me—and surely he wiU help me to do this— I 

will be a comfort to my father. ■

The house is very cUfferent to what it was in 

my mother's time. The rooms look gloomy, for 

the walls are damp and mildewed, and the carpets 

are worn threadbare. It seems as if my sister 

had taken no pride in household matters. To 

be sure Priscilla is betrothed to one of the 

brethren, who dwells in Woodbury, about ten 

miles from here. She told me last night what a 

beautiful house he had, and how it was furnished 

with more luxury and costliness than our people 

often care for, inasmuch as we do not seek 

worldly show. She also displayed the fine linen 

she has been preparing for herself, with store of 

dresses, both in silks and stuffs. They looked so 

grand, spread out upon the poor furniture of our 

chamber, that I could not help but cast up in 

my own mind what the cost would be, and I in- 

quired how my father's business prospered: at 

which Priscilla coloured, but Susannah uttered a 

low deep groan, which was answer enough. ■

This morning I unpacked my trunk, and gave 

a letter from the church to each of my sisters. 

It was to make known to them that Brother 

Schmidt, a missionary in the West Indies, desires 

that a fitting wife should be chosen for him by 

casting of lots, and sent out to him. Several of 

the single sisters in our settlement have given in 

their names, and such is the repute of Susannah 

and Priscilla, that they are notified of the appli- 

cation, that they may do likewise. Of course 

Piisdila^ being (dready betrothed, has no thought ■

of doing so; but Susannah has been deep in 

meditation all day, and now she is sitting oppo* 

site to me, pale and solemn, her brown hair, in 

which I can detect a silver thread or two, braided 

closely down her thin cheeks ; but as she writes, 

a faint blush steals over her face, as if she were 

listening to Brother Schmidt, whom she has 

never seen, and whose voice she never heard. 

She has written her name—I can read it, " Su- 

sannah Pielding"— in her clear round steady 

hand^ and it will be put into the lot with many 

others, from among which one will be drawn out, 

and the name written thereon will be that of 

Brother Schmidt's appointed wife. ■

Nov. 9. Only two days at home ; but what a 

change tiiere is in me. My brain is all confusion, 

and it might be a hundred years since I left 

school This morning two strangers came to the 

house, demanding to see my father. They were 

rough hard men, whose voices sounded into my 

father's office, where he was busy writing, whUe 

I sat beside the fire, engaged in household sew- 

ing. I looked up at the loud noise of their voices, 

and saw him turn deadly pale, and bow his white- 

haired head upon his huids. But he went out 

in an instant, and returning with the strangers, 

bade me go to my sisters. I found Susannah in 

the pariour, looking scared and bewildered, and 

Priscilla in hysterics. After much ado they 

grew calmer, and when Priscilla was lying quiet 

on the sofa, and Susannah had sat down in 

mother's arm-chair to meditate, I crept back to 

my father's office, and rapping softly at the door, 

heard him say, "Come in." He was alone, and 

very sad. ■

" Father," I asked, " what is the matter ?" and/ 

seeing his dear kind face, I fiew to him. ■

"Eunice," he whispered very tenderly, "I 

will teU you all." ■

So then as I knelt at his knee, with my eyes 

fastened upon his, he told me a long history of 

troubles, every word of which removed my school- 

days farther and farther from me, and made them 

seem like the close of a finished life. The end of 

all was that these men were sent by his creditors 

to take possession of everything in our old home» 

where my mother had lived and died. ■

I caught my breath at first, as if I should go- 

into hysterics like Priscilla, but I thought what 

good would that do for my father? So after a 

minute or two I was able to look up again 

bravely into his eyes. He then said he had his 

books to examine, so I kissed him, and came 

away. ■

In the parlour Priscilla was lying still, with 

her eyelids closed, and Susannah was quite lost 

in meditation. Neither of them noticed me 

entering or departing. I went into the kitchen 

to consult Jane about my father's dinner. She 

was rocking herself upon a chair, and rubbing 

her eyes red with her rough apron; and there in 

the elbow-chair which once belonged to my 

grandfather— aU the Brethren knew George 

Fielding— sat one of the strangers, wearing a 

shaggy browa hat, from under winch he waa ■
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idly at a bag of dried herbs hanging 

n the ceiling. He did not bring his 

, even when I entered, and stood 

ick upon the door-sill ; but he rounded 

B mouth, as if he were going to whis- ■

Doming, sir," I said, as soon as I re- 

self ; for my father had said we must 

le men only as the human instruments 

to brmg affliction to us ; *' will you 

ill me your name?" 

ager fixed his eyes steadily upon me. 

li he smiled a little to himself, 

obrns is my name," he said, '*andEng- ■

nation, Woodbury is my dwelling- 

Christ is my salvation." 

:e in a sing-song tone, and his eyes 

Eun to the bag of marjoram, twinkling ■

great satisfaction; and I pondered 

ply, until it became qjoite a comfort to ■

ry glad to hear it," I said, at last, 

we are religious people, and I was 

might be different." ■

I be no kind of nuisance, miss," he 

"you make yourselves comfortable, 

id Maria, here, to draw me my beer 

d Pll not hurt your feelings." 

you," I said. " Jane, you hear what 

s says. Bring some sheets down to 

ke up the bed in the Brothers' cham ■

II find a bible and hymn-book on the 

i, Mr. Robins." I was leaving the 

hen this smgular man struck his 

>t upon the dresser, with a noise which 

I greatly. ■

he said, "don't you put yourself 

I if anybody else should ever put you ■

anything, remember John Robins 

iry. I'm your man for anything, 

I my line or out of my line ; I am, ■

ibout to add something more, but he 

denly, and his face grew a little more 

ooked up again to the ceiling. So I 

3hen. ■

ince been helping my father with his 

ig very thankful that 1 was always 

ms. ■

reamed that the settlement was in- 

[1 army of men, led by John Robins, 

d upon becoming our pastor. 

tr 10. I have been a journey of fifty 

half of it by stage-coach. I learned 

it time that my mother's brother, a 

h man, dwells fifteen miles beyond 

He does not belong to our people, 

s greatly displeased by my mother's 

It also appears that Susannah and 

ire not my mother's own daughters, 

had a little forlorn hope that our 

sman might be inclined to help us in 

Bxtremity; so I went forth with his 

id prayers upon my errand. Brother 

came over to seePrisdlla yestmday. ■

met me at Woodbury Station, and ia;w me safely 

on the coaoh for my uneie's callage. He is much 

older than I fancied ; and his £aice is large, and 

coarse, and flabby-looking. I am surprised that 

Briscilla nhodd betroth herself to faun. How- 

ever, he was very kind to me, and watohed the 

coach out of the inn-yaid; but almost before he 

was out of my sight, he was out of my mind, 

and I was oonsidermg what I should say to my 

uncle. ■

My uncle's house stands quite alone in the 

midst of meadows and groves of trees, all of 

which are leafless now, and waved to and Cro in 

the damp and heavy air, like funeral plumes. I 

trembled greatly as I Ufted the biass knocker, 

which had a grinning face upon it; aad I let it 

M with one loud single rap, which set all the 

dogs barking, and the rooks cawing in the tops 

of the trees. The servant condueted me across a 

low-roofed hall, to a parlour beyond : low«fOofed 

also, but large and handsome, with a warm ^ow 

of crimson, which was pleasant to my eyes, after 

the grey gloom of the November day. It was 

already afternoon'; and a tdl fine-looking old 

man was lying comfortably upon a 80& &st 

asleep; while upon the other side of the hearth 

sat a dwarfed old lady, who lifted her fore^nger 

with a gesture of silence, and bedconed me to 

take a seat near the fire. I obeyed, and pre- 

sently fell into a meditation. ■

At length a man's voice broke the silence, 

asking in a drowsy tone, ■

" What young lass is this V ■

" I am Eunice Fielding," I replied, rising with 

reverence to the aged man, my uncle ; and he 

gazed upon me with his keen gny eyes, until I 

was abashed, and a tear or two rolled down my 

cheeks in spite of myself, for my heart was very 

heavy. ■

"By Jove!" he exdaimed, "as like Sophy 

as two peas out of one pod !" and he laughed a 

short laugh, which, in my ears, lacked mem* 

ment. " Come here, Eunice," he added, " and 

kiss me." ■

Whereupon I walked gravely across the open 

space between us, and bent my face to his; but 

he would have me to sit upon his knee, and I, 

who had been at no time used to be fondled 

thus, even by my father, sat there uncom- 

fortably. ■

" Well, my pretty one," said my unde, "what 

is your errand uid request to me ? Upon my 

soul, I feel ready to promise thee anything." ■

As he spake, I bethought me of King Herod, 

and the sinful dancing-girl, and my heart sank 

within me ; but at la^t I took courage, as did 

Esther the queen, and I made known my urgent 

business to him, telling him, even wiUi tears, 

that my father was threatened with a prison, if 

he could find none to befriend him. ■

"Eunice," said my uncle, after a veiy kmg 

silence,"Iwill make abargain with you and your 

father. He stole away my favourite sister from 

me, and I never saw her fiace again* I've no 

children, and I'm a rich man. If your father will ■

ogle ■
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gWe you up to me, keeping no daim upon you-* 

even to neyer soeing your face again, if I so will 

it^hen I will pi^ all his debts, and adopt you 

as my own daughter." ■

Before he eould finish all these words, I efprang 

away from him, feeUng more angered than I had 

ever done in my life. ■

"It could never be,*' I cried. "My father 

could never give me up, and I will never leave 

him." ■

"Be in no hurry to decide, Eunice," he said; 

"your father has two other daughters. I will 

give you an hour to icfleet." ■

Upon that he and his wife left me alone in the 

pleasant room. My mind was firmly made up 

from the beginning. But as I sat before the 

glowing fire, it seemed as if all the bleak cold 

days of the coming winter trooped up and 

gathered round me, ehiUing the warm atmo- 

sphere of the room, and toudiing me with icy 

fingers, until I trembled like a coward. So I 

opened my little lot-book, which our pastor had 

given unto me, and I looked anxiously at the many 

slips of paper it contained. Many times I had 

drawn a lot from it, and found but vague counsel 

and comfort. But I now drew then^rom again, 

and the words upon the lot were, "Be of good 

courage !" Then I was greatly strengthened. ■

When the hour was ended, myuncle returned, 

and urged me with many worldly penuasions and 

allurements, mingled with threateoings, until at 

length I grew bold to answer him according to 

his snares. ■

" It is an evil thing," I said, " to tempt a child 

to forsake her father. Providenee has put it into 

your power to lessen the sorrows of your fellow- 

creatures, but you seek to add to them. I would 

rather dwell with my father in a jail, than with 

you in a palace." ■

I turned and left him, finding my way out 

through the hail into the deepening twilight. It 

was more than a mile from the village through 

which the coach passed; and the hedge-banks 

rose high on each side of the deep lane. Though 

I walkeid very swiftly, the night came on before 

I had proceeded far from my uncle's house, with 

such thick gloom and fog that I could almost feel 

the darkness. "Be of good courage, Eunice 1" 

said I ; and to drive away the fears which lay in 

wait for me if I yielded but a little, I Ufted up 

my voice, and began to sing our Evening Hymn. ■

Suddenly a voice a little way before me, took 

up the tune, in a dear deep rich tone^ like that 

of the Brother who taught us music in the Set- 

tlement. As I stopped instantly, my heart leap- 

ing up with fear and a strange gladness, the 

voice before me ceased singing also. ■

"Good night," it said. There was sudi 

kindness and frankness and sweetness in the 

voice, that I trusted it at once. ■

"Wait for me," I said; "I am lost in the 

night, and I want to find my way to Longville." ■

" I am going there too," said the voice, to which 

I drew nearer eadi moment; and immediately I 

saw a tali dark figure in the mist beside me. ■

" Brother," I said, tiemblmg a little, thouj 

wherefore I knew not. "are we far from Lou 

vine?" : ■

"Only ten minutes' walk," he answered, in 

blithe tone, which cheered me not a litt] 

"Tkke my arm, and we shall soon be there." 

As my hand rested on his arm lightly, I f< 

a sense of great support and protection. As ^ 

came near the lighted window of the village in 

we looked into one another's faces. His w 

pleasant and handsome, like some of the be 

pictures I have ever seen. I do not know wh 

but I thought of the Angel GabrieL ■

"We are at Longville," he said; "teU n 

where I can take you to." 

' " Sir," I answered, for I could not say Broth 

to him in the light; "I wish first to get i 

Woodbury." ■

"To Woodbury," he repeated, "at this tin 

of night, and alone ! There is a return coac 

coming up in a few minutes, by which I travel 1 

Woodbury. Will you accept of my esco: 

there?" ■

" Sir, I thank you," I answered ; and I stoc 

silent beside him, until the coach lamps shoi 

dose upon us in the fog. The stranger opene 

the door, but I hung Imck with a foolish feelin 

of shame at my poverty, which it was needful t 

conquer. ■

" We are poor people," I stammered. " 

must travel outside." ■

" Not such a winter's night as this." he sai( 

"Jump in." ■

" No, no," I replied, recovering my senses, " 

shall go outside." A decent country woman, wit 

a child, were abready seated on the top of tfa 

coach, and I quickly followed them. My sea 

was the outer one, and hung over the wheeh 

The darkness was so dense that the fitful glimme 

of the coach-lamps upon the leafless he(^e-row 

was the only light to be seen. All else was black 

pitchy night. I could think of nothing but m; 

father, and the jail opoiing to imprison hini 

Presently I fdt a hand laid firmly on my arm 

and Galnid's voice spake to me: ■

" Your seat is a dangerous one," he said. " i 

sudden jerk might throw you oiF." ■

" I am so miserable," I sobbed, all my courage 

breab'ng down ; and in the darkness I buriec 

my face in my hands, and wept silently ; anc 

even as I wept, the bitterness of my sorrow wa: 

assuaged. ■

" Brother," I said— -for in the darkness I could 

call him so again. " I am only just come hom< 

from school, and I have not learned the ways and 

troubles of the world yet" ■

" My child," he answered, in a low tone, " 1 

saw you lean your head upon your hands and 

weep. Can I be of any hdp to you ?" ■

" No," I replied ; "the sorrow bdongs to mc 

only, and to my house." ■

He said no more, but I fdt his arm stretched 

out to form a barrier across the space where I 

might have fallen; and so through the black 

ni^t we rode on to Woodbury. ■

Digitized b^ ■
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Brother More was awaiting me at the coach- 

tffice. He hurried me awaj, scarcely giving me 

ime to glance at Gabriel, who stood looking 

if ter me. He was eager to hear of my interview 

vith my uncle ; when I told him of my failure, 

le grew thoughtful, saying little until I was in 

he railway carriage, when he leaned forward 

ind whispered, "Tell Priscilla I will come over 

n the morning." ■

Brother More is a rich man ; perhaps, for Pris- 

iilla's sake, he will free my father. ■

Nov. 11. I dreamed last night that Gabriel 

itood beside me, saying, *'I come to bring thee 

;lad tidings." But as I listened eagerly, he 

(ighed, and vanished away. ■

Nov. 15. Brother More is here every day, but 

le says nothmg about helping my father. If 

lelp does not come soon, he will be cast into 

prison. Peradventure, my uncle will relent, and 

)ffer us some easier terms. If it were only to 

ive half my time with him, I would consent to 

Iwell in his house, even as Daniel and the three 

children dwelt unharmed in the court of Babylon. 

[ will write to him to that effect. ■

Nov. 19. No answer from my uncle. To-day, 

joing to Woodbury with Priscilla^ who wished 

to converse with the pastor of the church there^ 

[ spent the hour she was engaged with him in 

finding my way to the jafl, and walking round 

bhe outside of its gloomy and massive walls. I 

Felt very mournful and faint-hearted, thinking of 

my poor father. At last, being very weary, I 

sat down on the step at the gateway, and looked 

Into my little lot-book again. Once more I drew 

the verse, ''Be of good courage." Just then. 

Brother More and Priscilla appeared. There 

was a look upon his face which I disliked^ 

but I remembered that he was to be my 

sister's husband, and I rose and offered him 

my hand, which he tucked up xmder his arm, 

his fat hand resting upon it. So we three 

walked to and fro under the prison walls. Sud- 

denly, in a garden sloping away beneath us, I 

perceived him whom I call Gabriel (not knowing 

any other name), with a fair sweet-looking young 

woman at his side. 1 could not refrain from 

weeping, for what reason I cannot tell, unless it 

be my father's affairs. Brother More returned 

home with us, and sent John Robins away. 

John Robins desired me to remember him, which 

I will as long as I live. ■

Nov. 20. Most miserable day. My poor father 

]fl in jail. At dinner-time to-day two most evil- 

looking men arrested him. God forgive me for 

wishing they were dead ! Yet my father spake 

very patiently and gently. ■

"Send for Brother More," he said, after a 

pause, " and act according to his counseL" ■

So after a little while they carried him away. ■

What am I to do? ■

Nov. SO. Late last night we were still dis- 

coursing as to our future plans. Priscilla thinks 

Brother More will hasten their marriage, and 

Susannah has an inward assurance that the lot 

will fall to her to be Brother Schmidt's wife. ■

She spake wisely of the duties of a missionary's 

life, and of the grace needed to fulfil them. But 

I could think of nothing but my father trying to 

sleep within the walls of the jaU. ■

Brother More says he tiiinks he can see a way 

to release my father, only we are all to pray that 

we may have grace to conquer our self-will. I 

am sure I am willing to do anything, even to 

selling myself into slavery, as some of our first 

mbsionaries did in the slave-times in the West 

Indies. But in England one cannot sell one's 

self, though I would be a very faithful servant. 

I want to get at once a sum krge enough to 

pay our debts. Brother More bids me not spoil 

my eyes with crying. ■

Dec. 1. The day on which my father was 

arrested, I made a last appeal to my. uncle. This 

morning I had a brief note &om him, saying he 

had commissioned his lawyer to visit me, and 

state the terms on which he was willing to aid 

me. Even as I read it, his lawyer desired to see 

me alone. I went to the parlour, trembling 

with anxiety. It was no other than Gabriel who 

stood before me, and I took heart, remembering 

my dream that he appeared to me, saying, " I 

come to bring thee glad tidings." ■

" Miss Eunice Eielding," he said, in his plea- 

sant voice, and lookmg down upon me with » 

smile which seemed to shed sunshine upon my 

sad and drooping spirit. ■

" Yes," I answered, my eyes falling foolishly 

before his ; and I beckoned to him to resume his 

seat, while I stood leaning against my mother's 

great arm-chair. ■

"I have a hard message for you," said Ga- 

briel; ''your uncle has dictated this paper, 

which must be signed by you and your father. 

He will release Mr. Pieiding, and settle one 

hundred pounds a year upon him, on condition 

that he will retire to some German Moravian 

settlement, and that you will accept the former 

terms." ■

" I cannot," I cried bitterly. " Oh ! sir, ought 

I to leave my father P" ■

"I am a&aid not)" he answered, in a low 

voice. ■

" Sir," I said, ''you must please say 'no' to 

my uncle." ■

"I will," he replied, "and make it sound as 

gently as I can. You have a Mend in me, Miss 

Eunice." ■

His voice lingered upon Eunice, as if it were 

no common name to him, but something rare and 

pleasing. I never heard it spoken so pleasantly 

before. After a little while he rose to take his 

leave. ■

" Brother," I said, giving him my hand, "fare- 

well." ■

"I shall see you again. Miss Eunice," he 

answered. ■

He saw me again sooner than he expected, for 

1 travelled by the next train to Woodbury, and, 

as I left the dark carriage in which I journeyed, 

I saw him alight from another part of the tnin, 

and at the same instant his eyes fell upon me. ■
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" Where are you going to now, Eunice P" he 

demanded. ■

It seemed a pleasanter greeting than if he had 

called me Miss. I told Mm I biew my way to 

the iail, for that I had been not long ago to look 

at the outside of it. I saw the tears stand in his 

eyes, but, without speaking, he drew my hand 

through his arm, and I silently, but with a very 

lightened heart, walked beside him to the great 

portal of my father's prison. ■

We entered a square *court, with nothing to 

be seen save the grey winter sky lying, as it 

were flat, overhead ; and there was my father, 

pacing to and fro, with his arms crossed upon 

his breast and his head bowed down, as if it 

would never be raised againi I cried sdoud, and 

ran and feU on his neck, and knew nothing more 

until I opened my eyes in a small bare room, and 

felt my father holding me in his arms, and Ga- 

briel kneeling before me, chafing my hands, and 

pressing his lips upon them. ■

Afterwards Gabriel and my father conferred to- 

gether ; but before long Brother More arrived, 

whereupon Gabriel departed. Brother More 

said, solemnly : ■

"That man is a wolf in sheep's clothing, and 

our Eunice is a tender lamb." ■

I cannot believe that Gabriel is a wolf. ■

Dec. d. I have taken a room in a cottage near 

the jail, the abode of John Robins and his wife, 

a decent tidy woman. So I can spend every day 

with my father. ■

Dec. 13. My father has been in prison a whole 

fortnight. Brother More went over to see Pris- 

cilla last night, and this morning he is to lay 

before us his plan for my father's release*. I am 

going to meet him at the jaiL ■

When I entered the room, my father and 

Brother More looked greatly perturbed, and my 

poor father leaned back in his chair, as if ex- 

hausted after a long conflict. ■

" Speak to her, brother," he said. ■

Then Brother More told us of a heavenly vision 

which had appeared to him, directing him to break 

off his betro^al to Priscilla, and to take me— 

me/—ioT his wife. After which he awoke, and 

these words abode in his mind, "The dreun is 

certain, and the interpretation thereof sure." ■

"Therefore, Eunice," he said, in an awful 

voice, "do you and Priscilla see to it, lest you 

should be found fighting against the Lord." ■

I was struck dumb as with a great shock, but 

I heard him add these words : ■

" I was also instructed in the vision, to set 

your father free, upon the day that you.becdme 

my wife." ■

"But," I said at last, my whole heart recoil- 

ing from him, " this would be a shameful wrong to 

Priscilla. It cannot be a vision from Heaven, but 

a delusion and snare- Marry Priscilla, and set my 

fatJier free ? Surely, surely, it was a lying vision." ■

"No," he said, {astening his gaze upon me; 

"I chose Priscilla rashly of my own judgment. 

Therein I erred; but I have promised her half 

her dowry as a compensation for my error." ■

"Father," I cried, "surely I ought to have 

some direction also, as well as he. Why should 

only he have a vision ?" Then I added that I 

would go home and see Priscilla^ ^^ seek a 

sign for my own guidance. ■

December 14. Priscilla was ill m bed when I 

reached home, and refused to see me. I arose at 

five o'clock this morning, and stole down into the 

parlour. As I lighted the lamp, the parlour looked 

forlorn and deserted, and yet there lingered about 

it a ghostly feeling, as if perhaps my mother, and 

the dead children whom I never saw, had been 

sitting on the hearth in the night, as we sat in the 

daytime. Maybe she knew of my distress, and 

had left some tokens for my comfort and counsel. 

My Bible lay upon the table, but it was closed; 

her angel fingers had not opened it upon any 

verse that might have guided me. There was no 

mode of seduag direction, save by casting of 

lots. ■

I cut three little slips of paper of one length, 

and exactly similar— Mr«0, though surely I only 

needed two. Upon the first I wrote, " To be 

Brother More's wife," and upon the second, " To 

be a Single Sister." The third lay upon the desk, 

blank and white, as if waiting for some iiame to 

be written upon it, and suddenly all the chilly 

cold of the winter morning passed into a sultry 

heat, until I threw open the casement, and let 

the frosty air breathe upon my face. I said in 

my own heart I would leave myself a chance, 

though my conscience smote me for that word 

" chance." So I laid the three slips of paper 

between the leaves of my Bible, and sat down 

opposite to them, afraid of drawing the lot which 

held the secret of my future life. ■

There was no mark to guide me in the choice 

of one slip of paper from another ; and I dared 

not stretch out my hand to draw one of them. For 

I was bound to abide by the solemn decision. It 

seemed too horrible to become Brother More's 

wife; and to me the Sisters' Home, where the 

Single Sisters dwell, having all things in com- 

mon, seems dreary and monotonous and some- 

what desolate. But if I should draw the blank 

paper! My heart fluttered; again and again 

I stretched out my hand, and withdrew it; 

untn at last the oil in the lamp bemg spent, its 

light grew dimmer and dimmer, and, fearful of 

being still longer without guidance, I snatched 

the middle lot from between the leaves of my 

Bible. There was only a glimmer of dying ligh^ 

by which I read the words, "To be Brother 

More's wife." ■

That is the last entry in my journal, written 

three years ago. ■

When Susannah came down stairs and entered 

the parlour, she found me sitting before my desk, 

almost in an idiotic state, with that miserable lot 

in my hand. There was no need to explain it to 

her; she looked at the other slip of paper, one 

blank, and the other inscribed, "To be a Single 

Sister," and she knew I had been casting lots. 

I remember her crying over me a little, and 

kissing me with unaccustomed tenderness ; and ■
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then she returned to her chamber, and I heard 

her speaking to Pnscilla in grave and sad tones. 

After that, we were all passive ; evenPriscilla was 

stolidly resigned. Brother More came over, and 

Susannah informed him of the irrevocable lot 

which I had drawn ; but besought him to refram 

from seeing me that day ; and he left me alone 

to grow somewhat used to the sense of my 

wretchedness. ■

Early the next morning I returned to Wood- 

bury ; my only consolation being the thought 

that my dear father would be set free, and might 

live with me in wealth and comfort all the rest of 

his life. During the succeeding days I scarcely 

left his side, never suffering Brother More to be 

alone with me; and morning and night John 

Robins or hjs wife accompanied me to the gate 

of the jail, and waited for me to return with them 

to their cottage. ■

My father was to be set free, only on my wed- 

ding-day, and the marriage was hurried on. 

Many of Priscilla's store of wedding garments 

were suitable for me. Every hour brought my 

doom nearer. ■

One morning, in the gioom and twilight of a 

December dawn, I suddenly met Gabriel in my 

path. He spake rapidly and earnestly, but I 

scarcely knew what he said, and I answered, fal- 

teringly: ■

" 1 am going to be married to Brother Joshua 

More on New Year's-day, and he will then re- 

lease my father.** ■

"Eunice," he cried, standing before me in the 

narrow path, "you can never marry him. I 

know the fat hypocrite. Good Heaven ! I lore 

you a hundred times better than he does. Love ! 

The rascal does not know what it means." ■

I answered not a word, for I felt afraid both 

of myself and him, though I did not believe 

Gabriel to be a wolf in sheep's clothing. ■

" Do you know who I am P" he asked. ■

"No," I whispered. ■

" I am your uncle's nephew by marriage," he 

said, "and I have been brought up in his house. 

Break oS this wicked marriage with the fdlow 

More, and I will engage to release your father. 

I am young, and can work. I will pay your 

father^s debts." ■

" It is impossible," I replied. " Brother More 

has had a heavenly vision, and I have drawn the 

lot. There is no hope. I must marry him upon 

NewTear's-day." ■

Then Gabriel persuaded me to tell him the 

whole story of my trouble. He laughed a little, 

and bade me be of ^ood comfort ; and I could 

not make him understand how impossible it was 

that I should contend against the dispensation 

of the lot. ■

Always when I was with my father I strove 

to conceal my misery, talking to him of the 

happy days we should spend together some time. 

Likewise I sang within the walls of the prison, 

the simple hymns which we had been wont to 

sing in the peaceful church at school amid a 

congregation of serene hearts, and I strengthened ■

my own heart and my father^s by the reeollected 

counsels of my dear lost pastor. Thus my father 

guessed little of my hidden suffering, and looked 

forward with hope to the day that would throw 

open his prison doora. ■

Once I went to the pastor, dwelling in Wood- 

bury, and poured out my heaft to him— fiave that 

I miade no mention of Gabriel— and he told me 

it was often thus with young girls before their 

marriage, but that I had a clear leading ; he also 

told me that Brother More was a devout man, 

and I should soon love and reverence him as my 

husband. ■

At length the last day of the year came; a 

great day among our people, when we drew our 

lot for the following year. Everything seemed 

at an end. All hope fled from me, if there ever 

had been any hope in my heart. I left my father 

early in the evening, for I could no longer con- 

ceal my wretchedness ; yet when I was outside 

the prison walls I wandered to and fro, hovering 

about it, as if these days, miserable as they had 

been, were happy to those which were drawing 

near. Brother More had not been near us all day, 

but doubtless he was busy in his arrangements 

to release my father. I was still lingering under 

the great walls, when a carriage drove up noise* 

lessly— for the ground was* sprinkled with soft 

snow— And Gabriel sprang out, and almost 

clasped me in his arms. ■

" My dear Eunice," he said, "you must come 

with me at once. Our uncle will eave you from 

this hateful marriage." ■

I do not know what I should have done had 

not John Robins called out from the driver's 

seat, "AU right. Miss Eunice; remember John 

Robins." ■

Upon that I left myself in Gabriel's hands, and 

he l^d me into the carriage, wrapping warm 

coverings about me. It seemed to me no other 

than a happy dream, as vre drove noiselessly 

along snowy roads, with the pale wan light of 

the young moon fiallmg upon the white country, 

and now and then shming upon the £ace of Ga- 

briel, as he leaned forwanl from time to time to 

draw the vnranpera closer round me. ■

We might have been three houn on the way, 

when we turned into a by-road, which presently I 

recognised as the deep lane wherein I had first 

met Gabriel We were going then to my uncle's 

house. So with a lightened heart I stepped out 

of the carriage, and entered his doon for the 

second time. ■

Gabriel conducted me into the parlour which 

I had seen before, and placed me in a chair upon 

the hearth, removing my shawl and bonnet with 

a pleasant and courteous care ; and he was stand- 

ing opposite to me, regarding me with a smile 

upon his huidsome face, when the door opened 

and my uncle entered. ■

"Come and kiss me, Eunice," he said ; and I 

obeyed him wonderingly. ■

" Child," he continued, stroking my hair back 

from my face, " you would not come to me of 

your own will, so I commissioned this young ■
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fellow to kidnap yon. We aie not going to hare 

you marry Joahua More. I cannot do with him 

as my nephew. Let him marry PrisdUa." ■

There was snoh a hearty tone in my uncle's 

▼oice, that for a moment I felt comforted, 

though I knew that he oonld not set aside my 

lot. So he seated me beside him, while I stiU 

looked with wonderment into his face. ■

" I am going to draw a lot for you," he said, 

with an air of mer riment ; " what wonld my little 

rosebud say to her £Kt suitor, if sha knew that 

her father was a freed man at this moment ?" 

^ I dared n ot, loo k into his face or into Gabriel's. 

For I remembered that I myself had sought iot a 

token ; and that no earthly power could set aside 

that, or the heayenly vision also, which Brother 

More had seen. ■

"Uncle," I said, shuddering, "I hare no 

voice in this matter. I drew the lot fairly, and 

I must abide by it. You cannot help me." ■

"We will^see," he answered; "it is New 

Year's-eve, you know, and time to draw again. 

The lot will neither be to become Brother More's 

wife, nor a Single Sister, I promise you. We 

shall draw the blank this time !" ■

While I yet wondered at these words, I heard 

a sound. of footsteps in the hall, and the door 

opened, and my beloved father stood upon the 

threshold, stretching out his arms to me. How 

he came there 1 knew not ; but I flew to him 

with a glad ery, and hid my face upon his 

breast. ■

" You are welcome, Mr. Fielding," said my 

uncle ; " Phil !"— it did now appear that Ga- 

briel's name was Philip-*" bring Mr. More this 

way." ♦• ' a^ ■

I started with fright and wonder, and my 

father also looked troubled, and drew me nearer 

to his .side.; Brother More .entered .with a 

cowardly and downcast mien, which made him 

appear a hundred-fold more repulsive in my 

eyes, as he stood near the door, with, his ^craven 

face turned towards us. ■

"Mr. More," said my uncle, "1 believe you 

are to marry my niece, £unice Fielding, to- 

morrow?" ■

"1 did not know she was your niece," he 

answered, in an abject tone. " I would not have 

presumed ** ■

"But the heavenly vision, Mr. Moref" inter- 

rupted my uncle. ■

He looked round for a moment, with a spirit- 

less glance, and his eyes sank. ■

"It was a delusion," he muttered. ■

" It was a lie !" said Gabriel ■

"Mr. More," continued my uncle, "if the 

heavenly vision be true^ it will cost you the sum 

of five thousand five hundred pounds, the amount 

in which you are indebted to me, with sundry 

sums due to my nephew here. Yet if it be true, 

you must abide by it, of course." ■

" It was not true," he answered ; " the vision 

was concerning Priscilla, to whom I was be- 

trothed. I waa enmared to diange the name 

to that of Eunice." ■

" Then go and marry Pri80LU%" said my uncle, 

good humouredly. " Philip, take him away." ■

But Priscilla would have no more to do with 

Brother More, and shortly afterwards she settled 

among the Single Sisters in the same settlement 

where I had lived my quiet and peacefol youtL 

Her store of wedding garments, which had been 

altered ta fit me, came in at last for Susannah, 

who was chosen to be the wife of Brother 

Schmidt, according to her inward assurance; 

and she want out to join him in the West Indies, 

fromwSence she writes many happy letters. I 

was troubled for a time about my lot, but cer- 

tainly if Brother More's vision was concerning 

Priscilla, I could not be required to abide by it. 

Moreover, I never saw him again. My unde 

and father, who had never met before, formed a 

close friendship, and my unde would hear of no- 

thing but that we should dwell together in his 

large mansion, where I might be as a daughter 

unto both of them. People say we have left 

the Church of the United Brethren; but it is 

not so. Only, as I had found one evil man 

within it, so also I have found some good men 

without it. ■

Gabriel is not one of the Brethren. ■

V. ■

TO BE TAKEN JX WATEB. ■

Minnie, my blessed little wife, and I, had 

been just one month married. We had retomed 

only two. davs from our honeymoon tour at 

KiUarney. I was a junior partner in the firm 

of Schwarzmoor and Laddock, bankers, Lom- 

bard-street (I must conceal rnl names), and I 

had four davs more of my leave of absence still 

to enjoy, i was supremely happy in my bright 

new cotta^^ south-west ol London, and waa 

revelling m delicious idleness on that bright 

October morning, watching the fpat yellow 

leaves fall in the sunshine. Minnie sat by me 

under the hawthorn-tree ; otherwise, I should 

not have been supremdv happv. ■

Little Betsy, Minnie's maid, cama fluttering 

down the garden with an ominous-looking letter 

in her hand. ■

ItwasatdegramfromMr.Schwanmoor. It 

contained only these words: ■

" We want you to start to the Continent di- 

rectly with specie. Neapolitan loan. No delav. 

Transactions of great importance since you left. 

Sorry to break up hdiday. Be at office by 6.30. 

Start from London Bridge by 9.16, and catch 

Dover night boat." ■

"Is the boy goner*' ■

"Boy did not leave it, sur. Elderly gentle- 

man, going to Dawson's, brought it. The 

office boy was out, and the gentleman happened 

to be coming past our house.'* ■

"Herbert dear, you won't go, you mustn't 

go," said Minnie, leaning on my shoulder, and 

bending down her face. " DonM; go." ■

"I must, my dearesi.^Thefinnhasnooneto ■
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trust to, but me, in such a cose. It ia but a 

week's absence. I must start in ten minutes, 

and catch the 4.20 on its way up." ■

•* That was a very important telegram," I said 

sharply to the station-master, "and you ought not 

to have sent it by any unknown and unauthorised 

person. Who was this old gentleman, pray ?" ■

"Who was it, Harvey?" said the station- 

master, rather sulkily, to the porter. ■

" Old gent, sir, very respectable, as comes to 

the Dawsons*, the training-stables. Has horses 

there.*'' ■

" Do not let that sort of thine: occur again, 

Mr. Jennings," I said, "or I shall be obliged to 

report it. I wouldn't have had that telegram 

mislaid, for a hundred pounds." ■

Mr. Jenninfi;s, the station-master, grumbled 

something, ana then boxed the telegraph boy's 

ears, miich seemed to do him (Mr. Jennings) 

good. ■

"We were getting very anxious," said Mr. 

Schwarzmoor, as I entered the bank parlour, 

only three minutes late. "Very anxious, weren't 

we, Goldrick?" ■

"Very anxious," said the little neat head 

clerk. "Very anxious." 

^ Mr. Schwarzmoor was a full faced man of about 

sixty, with thick white eyebrows and a red face 

— a combination which gave him an expression 

of choleric old age. He was a shrewd severe 

man of business : a little impetuous and fond of 

rule, but polite, kind, and considerate. ■

" I hope your charming wife is auitc well. 

Sorry, inaeed, to break up your holiday ; but 

no help for it, my dear fellow. There ia the specie 

in those two iron boxes, enclosed in leather to 

look like samples. They are fastened with letter- 

locks, and contain a quarter of a million in ^Id. 

The Neapolitan king apprehends a rebellion." 

(It was three years before G^baldi's victories.) 

" You will take the money to Messrs. Pagliavicini 

and Rossi, No. 172 Toledo, Naples. The names 

that open the locks are, on the one with the 

white star on the cover, Masinisa ; on the one 

with the black star, Cotopaxo. Of course you 

will not forget the talismanic words. Open the 

boxes at Lyons, to make sure that all is safe. 

Talk to no one. Make no friends on the road. 

Your commission is of vast importance." ■

" I shall pass," said L "for a commercial tra- 

veller." ■

" Pardon me for my repeated cautions, Bla- 

myre, but I am an older man than you, and 

know the danger of travelling with specie. If 

your purpose was known to-night in Paris, your 

road to Marseilles would be as dangerous as if 

all the galley-slaves at Toulon had been let loose 

in special chase of you. I do not doubt your 

dbcretion : I only warn yon to be careful. Of 

course, you go armed ?" ■

I opened my coat, and showed a belt under my 

waistcoat, witn a revolver in it. At which war- 

like spectacle the old clerk drew back in idarm. ■

" Good !" said Mr. Schwarzmoor. " But one 

grain of prudence is worth five times the five ■

bullets in those five barrels. You will stop in 

Paris to-morrow to transact business with Le- 

febre and Desjeans, and you will go on by the 

13.15 (night) to Marseilles, catching the boat on 

Friday. We will telegraph to you at Marseilles. 

Are the letters for Paris ready, Mr. Hargrave ?" 

" Yes, sir, nearly ready. Mr. Wilkina is hard 

at them." ■

I reached Dover by midnight, and instantly 

engaged four porters to canr my specie chests 

down the stone steps leading from the pier to the 

Calais boat. The first was taken on board quite 

safely ; but while the second was being carried 

down, one of the men slipped, and would cer- 

tainly have fallen into the water, had he not been 

caugnt in the arms of a burly old Indian officer, 

who, laden with various traps, and urging for- 

ward his good-natured but rather vulgar wife, 

was pr^edinff me. ■

" ?'-eady there, my lad," he said. "Why, 

whfct have you got there P Hardware P" ■

" Don't know, sir ; I only know it's heavy 

enough to break any man's back," was the rougn 

answer, as the man thanked his questioner in his 

blunt way. ■

" These steps, sir, are very troublesome for 

bringing down heavy goods, said an obliging 

voice behind me. "I presume, sir, from your 

lu^age, that we are of the same profession P" ■

r looked round as we just then stepped on 

board. The person who addressed me was a 

tall tldn man, with a lonjg^ and rather Jewish nose, 

and a narrow elongated face. He wore a great- 

coat too short for him, a flowered waistcoat, 

tight trousers, a high shirt collar, and a light 

sprigged stiff neckcloth. ■

I replied that I had the honour to be a 

commercial traveller, and that I thought we 

were going to have a rough night of it. ■

" Decidedly dirty night,'* he replied ; " and 

I advise you, sir, to secure a berth at once. The 

boat, I see, is very crowded." ■

I went straight to my berth, and lay down for 

an hour; at the end of that time I got up and 

looked around me. At one of the small tables 

sat half a dozen of the passengers, including 

the old Indian and my old-fashioned inter- 

ro^tor. They were drinking bottled porter, 

and appeared very sociable. I rose and joined 

them, and we exchanged some remarks not com- 

plimentary to night travelling. ■

" By Jove, sir, it is simply unbearable I" said 

the jovial Major Baxter (for he soon told us his 

name) ; "it is as stifling as Peshawah when the 

hot Tinsang wind is blowinj^; suppose we three 

go on deck and take a little airP My wife 

suffers in these crossings ; she's invisible, I know, 

till the boat stops. Steward, bring up some more 

bottled porter.'' ■

When we got on deck, I saw, to my extreme 

surprise, made conspicuous by their black and 

white stars, four other cases exactly similar to 

mine, except that they had no paintea brand upon 

them. I could hardly believe my eyes; but 

there they were; leather covers, letter-locks^ ■
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" Those are mine, sir," remarked Mr. Levison 

(I knew my fellow-commercial's name from the 

captain's havimif addressed him by it). "I 

am travelling lor the house of Mackintosh. 

Those cases contain waterproof paletots^ the 

best made. Oar house has used such cases for 

fortj years. It la sometimes inconyenient, this 

accidental resemblance of luggage — pleads to 

mistakes. Your goods are much neayier than 

mj goods, as I judge? Oas improyements, 

railway chairs, cutlery, or somethmg else in 

ironP' ■

I was silent, or I made some yague reply. ■

" Sir/* said Leyison, " I augur well of your 

future; trade secrets should be kept inyioiate. 

Don't you think so, air P" ■

The major thus appealed to, replied, " Sir, by 

Jove, you're right ! One cannot be too careful 

in these days. !Egftd, sir, the world is a mass of 

deceit." ■

"There's Calais light!" cried some one at 

that moment ; and there it was, straight ahead, 

casting sparkles of comfort oyer the dark water. ■

I thought no more of my. trayelling com- 

panions. We parted at Paris : I went my way 

and they went tneir way. The major was going 

to pay a yisit at Dromont, near Lyons ; thence he 

would go to Marseilles en route for Alexandria. 

Mr. Leyison was bound for Marseille^ like 

myself and the major, but not by my train — at 

least he feared not— as he had muon to do in 

Paris. ■

I had transacted my business in the French 

capital, and was on my way to the Palais Royal, 

with M. Lefebre fils, a great friend of mine. It 

was about six o'clock, and we were crossing the 

Rue St. Honor6, when there passed us a tall 

Jewish-looking person, in a huge white mac- 

kintosh, whom 1 recognised as Mr. Leyison. 

He was in a hired open carriage, and his 

four boxes were by his side. I bowed to him, 

but he did not seem to notice me. ■

" Eh bien ! That dr61e, who is that P" said 

my friend, with true Parisian superciliousness. ■

I replied that it was only a fellow-passenger, 

who had crossed with me the night before. ■

In the yery same street I ran up against the 

major and his wife, on their way to the railway 

station. ■

'* Infernal dty, this," said the major ; " smells 

BO of onion. I should like, if it was mine, to wash 

it out, house by house ; 'tain't wholesome, 'pon 

my soul 'tain't wholesome. Julia, my dear, 

this is my pleasant trayelling companion of last 

night. By-the-by, just saw that commercial 

traveller I Sharp business man that : no sight- 

seeing about kim, Rourse and bank all day, — 

senior partner some day." ■

"And how many more?" said mj friend 

Lefebre, when we snook hands and parted with 

the jolly major. ''That is a good boy— be 

superabounds — he overflows — but he is one 

of your epicurean lazy officers, I am sure. 

Your army, it must be reformed, or India will 

slip from you like a handful of sand— vous verrez, 

mon cher." ■

Midnight came, and I was standing at the ter- ■

minus, watching the transport of my luggaj^e, 

when a cab drove up, and an Englishman leap- 

ing out asked the driver in excellent Prench for 

change for a five-franc piece. It was Levison ; 

but I saw no more of nim, for the crowd just 

then pushed me forward ■

I took my seat with only two other persons 

in the carriage — ^two masses of travelling closdc 

and capote— two bears, for all I could see to 

the contrary. ■

Once away from the lights of Paris, and in the 

pitch dark country, I fell asleep and dreamed 

of my dear little wife, and our dear little home. 

Then a feeling of anxiety ran across my mind. 

I dreamed that I had forgotten the words with 

which to open the letter-locks. I ransacked 

mythology, history, science, in vain. Then I 

was in tne banking parlour al No. 172 Toledo, 

Naples, threatened with instant death by a file of 

solaiers, if I did not reveal the words, or explain 

where the boxes had been hid; for I had hidden 

them for some inscrutable no reason. At that 

moment an earthquake shook the city, a flood of 

fire rolled past beneath the window, Vesuvius 

had broken loose and was upon us. I cried in 

my agony— >" Gracious Heaven, reveal to me 

those words!" when I awoke. ■

"Dromont I Dromont! Dix minutes d'arr^e, 

messieurs." ■

Half blinded with the sudden light, I stumbled 

to the buffet, and asked for a cuj> of coffee, when 

three or four noisy young English tourists came 

hurrying in, surrounding a quiet imperturbable 

elderly commercial traveller. It was actually 

Levison again ! They led him along m triumph, 

and called for champagne. ■

"Yes! yes!" the leader said. "You must 

have some, old fellow. We have won three games, 

you know, and you held such cards, too. Come 

along, look alive, you fellow with the nightcap 

— CBquot— gilt top, you duffer. You shall have 

your revenge before we get to Lyons, old chap." ■

Levison chattered good humouredly >bout 

the last game, and took the wine. In a few 

minutes the voung men had drunk their cham- 

pagne, and haa gone out to smoke. In another 

moment Levison caught my eye. ■

"Why, good gracious," he said, " who'd have 

thought of this! Well, I am glad to see yon* 

Now, mj dear sin you must have some cham* 

pagne with me. Mere, another bottle, monsieur^ 

if you please. I hope, long before we pet to 

Lyons, to join you, my dear sir. I am tired of 

the noise of those youn^ters. Besides, I object 

to high stakes, on principle." ■

The moment the waiter brought the cham- 

pagne, Leyison took the bottle. ■

"No," he said; "I never allow any one to 

open wine for me." He turned his back from 

me to remove the wire; removed it; andwaa 

filling my glass ; when up dashed a burly hearty 

man to shake hands with me— so awkward in 

his heartiness that he broke the champagne 

bottle. Not a drop of the wine was saved. 

It was the major— hot as usual, and in a 

tremendous bustle. ■

"By Jovo, sir; dooced soriy. Let me order ■
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:>ther bottle. Hov are you, gentlemen? Luckj, 

leed, to meetyoa both again. Julia's with 

i luggage. We ean be verr cesy together. 

)re ohampagne here. What's bottle in 

ench P Most shameful thing ! Those French 

ends of Julia's were gone off to Biarritz, i»re- 

idlng to hate forgotten that we were coming 

after six weeks with ns in London, too ! Fre- 

lus shabby, not to put too fine a point upon it. ■

Jove, sir, there's the bell. We'll all go in the 

ne carriage. They will not l»ing that efaam- 

me." ■

Levison looked rather aonoyed. *^I shall 

b see you," he said, *'for a station or two. 

nust join those- boys, and let them girB me 

^ revenge. Cleared me out of twen^^ guineas ! 

tiave not been sg imprudent since I was first ■

the road. Good-bye, Major Baxter— good- 

8, Mr. Bhunyre!" 

I wondered how this respectable old fellow, ■

so keenly relished his game at whist, had 

i hold of my name ; but I remembered in a 

iment that he must have seen the direction on 

' Inggage. ■

Plashes of crimson and green lights, a shout 

m some pointsman, a glimpse of rows of 

[>lars, and lines of suburban houses, and we 

Be more plunged into the yielding darkness. 

[ found the maior very droll and pleasmt, 

t eyidently ruled by his fussy, good-natured, 

naging, masculine wife. He was full of 

ries of bungalows, compounds, and the hiUs; 

all of which narrations he was perpetually in- 

rupted by Mrs. Baxter. 

"3j Jove, sir!" he said, "I wish I eould ■

1 out, and go into your line of business. I 

almost sick of Lidia — it deranges one's liver ■

infernally." ■

^*Now, «fohn, how can you go on so! You 

9W you never had a day's illness in all your 

i, except that week when you smoked out a 

iole box of Captain Mason's cheroots." 

'Well, I puUed through it, Julia," said the 

jor, stinking himself a tremendous blow on 

) chest; " but I've been an unlucky devil as ■

fromotion— always bad luck in everything, 

bought a horse, it made a point of going 

ne next day; never went in a train mit it 

^ke down." ■

''Now don't, John; pray don't eo on so," 

d Mrs. Baxter, "or I shaU reaUy be very 

^. Such nonsense ! You'll ^et your step in 

(le. Be patient, like me, major; take things 

)n quietly. I hope you put a direction on 

it likt-box of yours P Where is the sword- 

(e P If it wasn't for me, major, you'd get to 

ez with nothing but the coat on your back." 

Just then, the train stopped at Charmont, 

il in tripped Levison, with his white mackin- 

h over uis arm, and his bundle of umbrellas 

1 sticks. ■

' No more sovereign points for me !" he said, 

Kilucing a pack of caras. " But if you and the 

jor and Mrs. Baxter would like a rubber — 

lling points — ^I'm for you. Cut for partners." 

^e assented with pleasure. We cut for 

-tners. I and Mrs. Baxter against the major ■

and Levison. We won nearly every game, h 

Levison played too cautiously, and the major !' 

laughed, talked, and always forgot what cards ' > 

were out. ■

Still it killed the time; the red and Mack , 

turned up, changed, and ran into remarkable ,\ 

sequences ; and the major's flukes and extra- ' i 

ordinary luck in holding (not in playing) canii 

amused us, we laughed at Levison^ pune> 

tilious care, and at Mrs. Baxter's avarice for 

tricks, and were as {feasant a paHj as the dim 

lamp of a night-train ever shone on. I could think 

of kttie, neverthelesft, but my precious boxes. ■

There we were rushing through ITrance, seeing 

nothing, heeding nothing, and luiving as little to 

do with our means of transit as if we had been 

four Arabian princes, statod on a flying en- 

chanted carpet. i ■

The game gradually grew more intermittent, ! 

the conversation more incessant. Levison, stiff i 

of neckcloth as ever, and imperturbable and < 

punctilious as ever, became chatly. He grew 

communicative about his business. I ■

"I have at lagt," he said, in Ids precise and ! 

measured voice, " after years of attention to the I 

subject, discovered the great seeret which the 

waterproofers have so long coveted ; how to let 

out the heated air of the body, and yet at the 

same time to exclude the rain. On my return 

to London, I offer this secret to the Maddn- 

tosh firm for ten thousand pounds ; if they re- 

fuse the offer, I at once open a shop in Paris, 

call the new fabric Magentpsh, in honour of the 

emperor's mat Italian victory, and sit down and 

quietlv realise a cool million— 4;haf8 my way !" ■

''Tnafs the real business tone," said the 

major, admirinffly. ■

" Ah, major/' cried his wife, ever ready^ to 

imnrove a subject, " if yon had only had a little 

of Mr. Levison's nrudence and energy, then, iup 

deed, you'd have been colonel of your regiment 

before this." ■

Mr. Levison then turned the conversation to 

the snfaiect of locks. ■

*' I always use the letter-lock myself," he said. 

"My two talismanio words are Tublvbbtts 

and Pafagato— two names I onoe heard in 

an old French farce — who could guess them? 

It would take the adroitest thief seven hours to 

decipher even one. You find letter-locks safe, 

sir ?" CELe turned to me.) ■

I replied dryly that I did, and asked what 

time our train was due at Ly<ms. ■

*< We are due at Lyons at 4.30," said the 

major; " it is now five to four. I don't know 

how it is, but I have a sort of presentiment to- 

night of some break-down. I am always in for it. 

Wnen I went tiger-hunting, it was always my 

elephant that the beast pinned. If some of us . 

were ordered up to an unhealthy ont-of-the-way | 

fort, it was always my company. It may b« 

superstitious, I own, but I feel we shall have a ' 

break-down beforewe get to Marseilles. Howfast . 

we'regomgl Only see how the carriage roeks!" ■

I unconscionslv grew nervous, but I con- 

cealed it. Could the major be a rogue, planning i 

some scheme against meP But no: his red . ■
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bluff face, and his clear good-natured guileleas 

eyes, refuted the saspicion, ■

" Nonsense, be quiet, major ; that's the wa^ 

YOU always make a journey disagreeabL 

his wif^ arranging herself for sleep. ■

e quiet, major ; tbat s tne way 

» a journey disagreeable," said 

jin^ herself for sleep. Then 

Leyison began talking about his early life, and 

how, in Qeorge the Fourth's time, he was tra- 

yelling for a crayat house in Bond-street. He 

grew eloquent in fayour of the old costume. ■

" Low Ra4ical fellows," he said, " run down 

the first gentleman in Europe, as he was justly 

called. I respect his memory. He was a wit, 

and the friend of wits ; he was layishly gene^ 

rous, and disdained poor pitiful economy. He 

dressed well, sir ; he looked well, sir ; he was 

a gentleman of perfect manners. Sir, this is a 

sloyenly and shaoby age. When I was young, no 

gentleman eyer trayelled without at least two 

dozen crayats, four whalebone stiffeners, and an 

iron to smooth the tie, and produce a thin eoual 

edge to the muslin, lliere were no less, sir, than 

eignteen modes of putting on the crayat ; there 

was the crayate 1^ la JJiane, the crayate k 

I'Anglaise, the cravate an nsud Gordien^ the 

crayate " ■

The train jolted, moved on, slackened, 

stopped. ■

The major thrust his head out of window, 

and shouted to a passing guard : ■

"Where are we?" ■

"Twenty miles from Lyons— Fort Eouge, 

monsieur." ■

" What is the matter ? Anything the matter P" ■

An English yoice answered from the next 

window : ■

"A wheel broken, they tell us. We shall 

haye to wait two hoars, and transfer the lug- 

gage**' ■

" Good Heayen!" I could not help exclaim- 

ing. ■

Leyison put his head out of window. " It is 

but too true," be said, drawing it in again; 

"two hours' delay at least, tne man says. 

Tiresome, yery— but such things will happen on 

the road; take it oodly. We'll haye some 

coffee and another rubber. We must each look 

to our own luggage ; or, if Mr. Blamyre goes in 

and orders supper, I'U see to it all. But, good 

gracious, what is that shining out there by the 

station lampe f Hei, monsieur 1" (to a passing 

j^endarme whom the major had haded), " what 

IS going on at the station P' ■

"Monsiear," said the gendarme, saluting, 

"those are soldiers of the First Chasseurs; 

thej happened to be at the station on their 

way to uh&Ions; the station-master has sent 

them to surround the luggage-yan, and see to 

the transfer of the baggage. No passenger is 

to go near it, as there are goyemment stores of 

yalne in the train." ■

Leyison spat oathe ground and muttered 

execrations to himself: — I supposed at French 

railways. ■

" By Joye, sir, did you eyer see such clumsy 

carts F"^' said Major Baxter, pointing to two 

country carts, each with four strong horses, 

that were drawn up under a hedge close to the ■

station ; for we had struggled on as far as the 

first turn-table, some hundred yards from the 

first houses of the yiUage of Fort Rouge. ■

Leyison and I tried yery hard to get near our 

luggage, but the soldiers sternly refused our 

approach. It gaye me some comfort, howeyer, 

to see my chests transferred carefully, with 

many curses on their weight. I saw no sign of 

goyernment stores, and i told the major so. ■

"Oh, they're sharp," he replied, "dooced 

sharp. Maybe the empress's jewels — one little 

pack^e only, perhaps ; but still not difficult to 

steal in a night confusion." ■

Just then there was a shrill piercing whistle, 

as if a signaL The horses in the two carts tore 

into a gallop, and flew out of si^t. ■

"Sayages, sir; mere barbarians still," ex- 

claimed the major ; " unable to use railways even 

now we'ye eiyen them to them." ■

"Major!" said his 'wife, in a yoice of awful 

reproof, " spare the feelings of these foreigners, 

and remember your position as an officer and a 

gentleman." ■

The major rubbed his hands, and laughed 

uproariously. ■

" A pack of infernal idiots," cried Leyison ; 

" they can do nothing without soldiers ; soldiers 

here, soldiers there, soldiers everywhere." ■

" WeU, these precautions are sometimes 

useful, sir," said Mrs. B. ; " France is a place 

full of queer characters. The gentleman next 

you any day at a table d'hdte may be a re- 

turned conyict. Major, you remember that case 

at Cairo three years ago r" ■

" Cairo, Julia my dear, is not in France." ■

" I know that, major, I hope. But the house 

was a Frencb hotel, and that's the same thing." 

Mrs. B. spoke sharply. ■

" I shall haye a nap, gentlemen. For my part, 

I'm tired," said the major, as. we took our 

places in the Marseilles train, after three hours' 

tedious delay. "The next thing will be the 

boat breaking down, I suppose." ■

" Major, you wicked man, don't Ay out against 

Providence," said his wife. ■

Leyison grew eloquent again about the Prince 

Regent, his diamond epaulettes, and his inimi- 

table cravats; but Leyison's words seemed 

to lengthen, and gradually became inaudible to 

me, until I hearaonly a soothing murmur, and 

the rattle and jar of tiie wheels. ■

A^ain my dreams were neryous and uneasy. I 

imagmed I was in Cairo, threading narrow d!m 

streets, where the camels jostled me and the 

black slaves threatened me, and the air was 

heayy with musk, and yeiled faces watched me 

from latticed casements above. Suddenly a rose 

fell at my feet. I looked up, and a face like my 

Minnie's, only with laige liquid dark eves like an 

antelope's^ glanced forth from behind a water- 

yasa and smiled. At that moment, four Mame- 

lukes appeared, riding down the street at full 

^lop, and came upon me with their sabres flash- 

ing. I dreamed I had only one hope, and that was 

to repeat the talismanic words of my letter.locks. 

Already I was under the hoofs of the Mamelukes' 

horses. I cried out with>great difficulty, " Coto- ■
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paxo ! Cotopaxo !*' A roTi°;li shake awoke me. 

It was the major, looking bmff but stem. ■

" Why, you*re talking in your sleep !" he said ; 

" why the devil do you talk in your sleep P Bad 

habit. Here we are at the breakfast-place." ■

"What was I talking about ?" I asked, with 

ill-concealed alarm. ■

" Some foreign gibberish," returned the major. ■

"Greek, I think," saidLevison; "but I was 

just off too." ■

We reached Marseilles. I rejoiced to see its 

almond-trees and its white villas. I should feel 

safer when I was on board ship, and my treasure 

with me. I was not of a suspicious temperament, 

but I had thought it remarkable that during that 

long journey from Lyons to the 9eaboard4 1 had 

never fallen asleep) without waking and finding 

an eye upon me — either the major's or his wife's. 

Levison had slept during the last four hours in- 

cessantly. Latterlv, we had all of us grown silent, 

and even rather sullen. Now we bnghtened up.' ■

"H6tel de Londres! Hotel de TUnivers! 

Hotel Imperial !" cried the touts, as we stood 

round our luggage, agreeing to keep together. ■

" Hotel Imperial, of course," saia the major ; 

" best house.** ■

A one-eyed saturnine half-caste tout shrunk 

up to us. ■

" H6tel Imperial, sare. I am^6tel Imperial ; 

all full ; not a bed ; no — ^paa de tout — ^no use, 

sare 1" ■

"Hang it! the steamer will be the next 

thing to fail." ■

"Steamer, sare— accident with boiler ; won't 

start till minuit et vingt minutes — ^half-past 

midnight, sare." ■

" Where shall we go ?" said I, turning round 

and smiling at the three blank faces of my com- 

panions. "Our journey seems doomed to be 

unlucky. Let us redeem it by a parting supper. 

My telegraphing done, I am free till halt-past 

eleven." ■

" I wiU take you," said Levison, " to a small 

but very decent hotel down by the harbour. 

The H6tel des Etrangcrs." ■

"Cursed low nasty crib— gambling place !" 

said the major, lighting a cheroot, as he got into 

an open fly. ■

Mr. Levison drew himself up in hb punctilious 

way. "Sir," he said, "the place is in new 

hands, or I would not have recommended the 

house, you may rely upon it." ■

"Sir," said the major, lifting his broad- 

brimmed white hat, "I offer you my apologies. 

I was not aware of that." ■

" My dear sir, never mention the affair again." ■

" Major, you're a hot-headed simpleton,'*^ were 

Mrs. B.'s last words, as we drove off together. ■

As we entered a bare-looking salon with a 

dinner-table in the middle and a dingy billiard- 

table at one end, the major said to me, " I shall 

go and wash and dress for the theatre, and then 

take a stroll while you do your telegraphing. 

Go up first, Julia, and see the rooms." ■

" What slaves we poor women are 1" said Mrs. 

B., as she sailed out. ■

" And I," said Levison, laying down his rail- ■

way rug, "shall go out and tryand do some 

business before the shops shut. We have agents 

here in the Ganabi^re." ■

" Only two double-bedded rooms, sare," said 

the one-eyed tout, who stood over the luggage. ■

"That will do," said Levison, promptly, and 

with natural irritation at our annoyances. " My 

friend goes by the boat to-night ; he does not 

sleep here. His luggage can be put in my 

room, and he can take the key, in case he comes 

in first." ■

" Then now we are all right," said the major, 

" So far, so good !" ■

When I got to the telegraph-office, I found a 

telegram from London awaiting me. To my 

surprise and horror, it contained only these 

words : ■

" You are in great dan^r. Do not wait a 

moment on shore. There is a plot against you. 

Apply to the prefect for a guard." ■

It must be the major, and I was in his hands ! 

That rough hearty manner of his was all a trick. 

Even now, he misht be carrying off the chests. 

I telegraphed back : ■

" Safe at Marseilles. All right up to this." ■

Thinking of the utter ruin of our house if I 

were robbed, and of dear Minnie, I flew back to 

the hotel, which was situated in a dirtv narrow 

street near the harbour. As I turned down the 

street, a man darted from a doorway and seized 

my arm. It was one of the waiters. He said 

hurriedly, in French : " Quick, quick, monsieur; 

Major Baxter is anxious to see you, instantly, in 

the salon. There is no time to lose." ■

I ran to the hotel, and darted into the salon. 

There was the major pacing up and down in 

extraordinary excitement ; his wife was looking 

anxiously out of window. The manner of both 

was entirely changed. The major ran up and 

seized me by the hand. "I am a detective 

officer, and mj name is Amott," he said. " That 

man Levison is a notorious thief. He is at this 

moment in his room, opening one of your specie 

chests. You must help me to nab him. I Knew 

his little game, and have check-mated him. But 

I wanted to catch liim in the act. Julia, finish 

that brandy-and-water while Mr. Blamyre and 

myself transact our business. Have you got a 

revolver, Mr. Bkmyre, in case he shows fight f 

I prefer this." (He pulled out a staff.) ■

"I have left my revolver in the bedroom," 

I breathlessly exclaimed. ■

"That's bad; never mind, he is not likelv to 

hit us in the flurry. He may not even think of 

it. You must rush at the door at the same mo- 

ment as I do. These foreign locks are never 

any good. It's No. 15. Gently!" ■

We came to the door. We listened a mo- 

ment. We could hear the sound of money 

chinking in a bag. Then a low dry laugh, as 

Levison chuckled over the word he had heard me 

utter in my sleep. " Cotopaxo— ha ! ha !" ■

The major gave the word, and we both rushed 

at the door. It shook, splintered, was driven in. 

Levison, revolver in hand, stood wer the open ■
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box, ankle deep in »)Id. He had already filled a 

bnge digger's oelt that was round his waist, and 

a couriers bag that hung at his side. A carpet- 

bag, half full, lay at his feet, and, as he let it 

fall to open the window bolt, it eushed forth a 

perfect torrent of gold. He aid not utter a 

word. There were ropes at the window, as if 

he had been lowerinff, or preparing to lower, 

bags into the side alley. He gave a whistle, 

ana some yehicle could oe heard to drive furi- 

ously off. ■

" Surrender, you gallows-bird ! I know you," 

cried the major. ''Surrender! rregotyounow, 

old boy." ■

Levison's only reply was to pull the trigger 

of the revolver ; fortunately, there was no dis- 

charge. I had for£[otten to cap it. ■

"The infernal thmg is not capped. One for 

you, Bobby," he said auietly. Then hurling it 

at the major with a sudden fury, he threw open 

the window and leaped out. ■

I leaped after mm— it was a ground floor 

room— raising a hue and cry. Arnott remained 

to guard the money. ■

A moment more and a wild rabble of soldiers, 

sailors, moi^rel idlers, and porters, were pur- 

suing the flying wretch with screams and hoots, 

as in the dun light (the lamps were just bec^in- 

ning to be kindled) we tore after him, doubling 

and twisting like a hare, among the obstacles 

that crowded the quay. Hundreds of blows 

were aimed at him ; hundreds of hands werQ 

stretched to seize him ; he wrested himself from 

one ; he felled another ; he leaped over a third ; 

a Zouave's clutch was all but on him, when sud- 

denly his foot caught in a mooring ring, and he 

fell headlong into the harbour. There was a 

shout as he splashed and disappeared in the dark 

water, near wluch the light of only one lamp 

moved and flittered. I ran down the nearest 

steps and waited while the gendannes took a boat 

ana stolidly dragged with nooks for the body. . ■

" They are foxes, these old thieves. I remem- 

ber this man here at Toulon. I saw him branded. 

I knew his face agjain in a moment. He has 

dived under the shipping, got into some barge 

and hid. You'll never see liim again," said an old 

grey gendarme who had taken me into the boat. ■

" Yes we shall, for here he is !" cried a second, 

stooping down and lifting a body out of the water 

by tne hair. ■

"Ob, he teas an artful file," said a man 

from a boat behind us. It was Arnott. "Just 

came to see how you were getting on, s;r. 

li's all right with the money; Juha's mind- 

ing it. I often said that fellow would catch 

it some day, now he's got it. He all but had 

you, Mr. Blamyre. He'd have cut your throat 

when you were asleep, rather than miss the 

money. But I was on his track. He didn't 

know me. This was my first cruise for some 

time against this sort of rogue. Well; his name 

is off the books; that's one good thing. Come, 

comrades, bring that body to land. We must 

strip him of the money he has u^n him, which at 

least did one good thmg while in his possession 

—it sent the scoundrel to the bottom." ■

' Even in death, the lone face looked craftily 

respectable when we tumea it to the lamp-light. ■

Arnott told me all, in his jovial way, on my 

return to the hotel, where I loaded him and Mrs. 

B. (another officer) with thanks. On the night 

I started, he had received orders from the Lon- 

don head office to follow me, and watch Le^ 

vison. He had not had time to communicate 

with my partners. The driver of our train had 

been bribed to make the engine break down at 

Fort Rou^e, where Levison's accomplices were 

waiting with carts to carry off the luggaj^ in 

the confusion and darkness, or even auring a 

sham riot and fight. This plan Arnott had 

frustrated by getting the police to telegraph 

from Paris, for soldiers to be sent from Lyons, 

and be kept in readiness, at the station. The 

champi^ne he spilt had been drugged. Levi- 

son, aereated in iiis first attempt, had then re- 

solved to try other means. My unlucky dis- 

closure of tne mystery of the letter-lock had 

furnished him with the power of opening that 

one chest. The break-down of the steamer, 

which was accidental (as far as could ever be 

ascertained^), gave him a last opportunity. ■

That night, thanks to Arnott, I left Marseilles 

with not one single piece of money lost. The 

journey was prosperous. The loan was effected 

on very profitable terms. Our house has flou- 

rished ever since, and Minnie and I have flou- 

rished likewise— and increased. ■

VI. ■

TO BE TAKEN WITH A 6BAIN 01 SALT. ■

I have always noticed a prevalent want 

of courage, even among persons of superior 

intelligence and culture, as to imparting their 

own psychological experiences when those have 

been of a strange sort. Almost all men are 

afraid that what they could relate in such wise 

would find no parallel or response in a listener's 

internal life, and might be suspected or laughed 

at. A truthful traveller who should have seen 

some extraordinary creature in the likeness 

of a sea-serpent, would have no fear of men- 

tioning it ; but the same traveUer having had 

some singular presentiment, impulse, vapry of 

thought, vision (so-called), dream, or other re- 

marlukble mentsd impression, would hesitate 

considerably before he would own to it. To 

this reticence I attribute much of the obscu- 

rity in which such subjects are involved. 

We do not habitually communicate our expe- 

riences of these subjective thinp, as we do our 

experiences of objective creation. The con- 

sequence is, that the general stock of experience 

in this regard appears exceptional, and really 

is so, in respect ot being miserably imperfect. ■

In what I am going to relate I have no 

intention of setting up, opposing, or supporting, 

any theory whatever. I know the history of 

the Booueller of Berlin, I have studied the 

case of ti^ wife of a late Astxx)nomer Royal as ■
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related by Sir David Brewster, and I have fol- 

lowed the ioiuutest details of a much more 

remarkable case of Spectral Blasion occurring 

within my private clitde of friends. It may be 

necessary to state as to this last that the sufferer 

(a kdv) was in no decree, however distant, 

related to me. A mistaken assumption on that 

head, might su^st an explanation of a part of 

my own case— but only a part — which would 

be wholly without foundation. It cannot be 

referred to my inheritance of any developed 

peculiarity, nor had I ever before any at all 

similar experience, nor have I ever had any at 

all similar experience since. ■

It does not signify how many years ago, or 

how few, a certam Murder was committed in 

England, which attracted great attention. We 

hear more than enough of Murderers as they 

rise in succession to their atrocious eminence, 

and I would bury the memory of this particular 

brute, if I could, as his body was buried, in 

Newgate Jail. I purposely abstain from giving 

any mreot clue to the crimimd's individuality. ■

When the murder was first discovered, no 

suspicion fell— or I ought rather to say, fori 

cannot be too precise in my facts, it was nowhere 

publicly hinted that any suspicion fell — on the 

man who was afterwaras brought to trial. As 

no reference was at that time made to him in 

the newsijapers, it is obviously impossible that 

any description of him can at that time have 

been given in the newspapers. It is essential 

that this fact be remembered. ■

Unfolding at breakfast my morning paper, 

containing the account of that first discovery, I 

found it to be deeply interesting, and I read it 

with dose attention. I read it twice^ if not three 

times. The discovery had been made in a bed- 

room, and^ when I laid down the paper, I was 

aware of a flash— rush— flow — I ao not know 

what to call it — no word I can find is satisfac- 

torily descriptive — ^in which I seemed to see that 

bedroom passing through my room, like a picture 

impossibly painted on a running river. Though 

almost instantaneous in its passing, it was per- 

fectly dear ; so dear that I distinctly, and with 

a sense of relief, observed the absence of the 

dead body from the bed. ■

It was in no romantic plaoe that I had this 

curious sensation, but in chambers in Piccadilly, 

very near to the comer of Saint James's-street. 

It was entirely new to me. I was in my easy- 

cnair at the moment, and the sensation was 

accompanied with a peculiar shiver which 

started the chair from its position. (But it is 

to be noted that the chair ran easily on castors.) 

I went to one of the windows (there are two in 

the room, and the room is on the second floor) 

to refresh my eyes with the moving objects 

down in Piccadilly. It was a bright autumn 

morning, and the street was sparkling and cheer- 

ful The wind was high. As I looked out, it 

brought down from the Park a ouantity of fallen 

leaves, which a gust took, and whirled into a 

spiral pillar. As the pillar fell and the leaves 

dispersed, I saw two men on the opposite side 

of the way, going from West to East Tlwy ■

were one behind the other. The foremost man 

often looked back over his ehoulder. The second 

man followed him, at a distance of some 

thirty paces, with his rig^ hand menacing^ 

raised. First, the singularity and steadiness of 

this threatening gesture in so public a thorough- 

fare, attracted my attention ; and next, the moro 

remarkable circumstance that nobody heeded it. 

Both men threaded their way among the other 

passengers, with a smoothness hardly consistent 

even with the action of walking on a pavement, 

and no single creature that I could see, gave 

them place, touched them, or looked after them. 

In passing before my windows, they both stared 

up at me. I saw their two faces very distinctly, 

and I knew that I could reoognise them anywhere. 

Not that I had coDBeieasiy noticed anything 

very remarkable in either face, except that the 

man who went first had an unusually lowering 

appearance, and that the face of the man who 

followed him was of the colour of impure wax. ■

I am a bachelor, and my valet and his wife 

constitute my whole establishment. My occu- 

pation is in a certain Branch Bmk, and I wish 

that my duties as head of a Department were as 

light as they are popularly supposed to be. They 

kept me in town that autumn, when I stood in 

need of change. I was not ill, but I was not 

well. My reader is t-o make the most that can 

be reasonably made of my feeling jaded, having 

a depressing sense upon me of a monotonous life, 

and being " slightly dyspeptic." I am assured by 

my renowned doctor that my real state of 

health at that time justifics^no STtronger descrip- 

tion, and I quote his own from nis written 

answer to my request for it. ■

As the circumstances of the Murder, gradually 

unravelling, took stronger and stronger posses- 

sion of the public mind, I kept them away from 

mine, by knowingas little about them as was pos- 

sible in the miost of the universal excitement. 

But I knew that a verdict of Wilful Murder had 

been found against the suspeoted Murderer, and 

that he had been committed to Newgate for trial. 

I also knew that his trial had been postponed 

over one Sessions of the Central Grimmal Court, 

on the ground of general prejudice and want of 

time for the preparation ot the defence. I may 

further have known, but I believe I did not, 

when, or about when, the Sessions to which his 

trial stood postponed would come on. ■

Mv sitting-room, bedroom, and dressing-room, 

are all on one floor. With the last, there is no 

communication but through the bedroom. True, 

there is a door in it, onoe communicatmg with 

the staircase ; but a part of the fltting of my 

bath has beeu'— and nad then been mr some 

years— flxed across it. At the same period, and 

as a part of the same arrangement, the door had 

been nailed up and canvased over. ■

I was standing in my bedroom late one night, 

giving some directions to my servant before he 

went to bed. My face was towards the only 

available door of commnnioation with the dress- 

ing-room, and it was closed. My servant's back 

was towards that door. While I was speaking 

to him I saw it open, and a maa-Jook u, who ■
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very earnestly and mysteriously beckoned to me. 

Tliat man was the man who had gone second of 

the two along Piccadilly, and whose face was of 

the colour of impure wax. ■

The figure, having bedconed, drew back and 

closed the door. With no longer pause than 

was made by my crossing the bedroom, I opened 

the dressing-joom door, and looked in. I nad a 

lighted candle alreadv in my hand. I felt no 

inward expectation of seeing the figure in the 

dressing-room, aiid I did not see it there. ■

Conscious tiiat my servant stood amazed, I 

turned round to him, and said : ** Derrick, could 

you believe that in my cool senses I fancied I 

saw a—-—" Ajs I there laid my hand upon his 

breast, with a sudden start he trembled violently, 

and said, ''0 Lord yes, sir! A dead man 

beckoning!** ■

Now, I do not believe that this John Derrick, 

my trusty and attached servant for more than 

twenty years, had anv impression whatever of 

having seen any such figure, until I touched 

him. The change in him was so startling when 

I touched him, that I fully believe he derived 

his impression in some occult manner from me 

at that instant.' ■

I bade John Derrick bring some brandy, and 

I gave him a dram, and was glad to take one 

myself. Of what had precedeathat night's phe- 

nomenon, I told him not a single word. Re- 

flecting on it, I was absolutely certain that I 

had never seen that face before, except on the 

one occasion in Piccadilly. Comoarmg its ex- 

pression when beckoning at the aoor, with its 

expression when it had stared up at me as I 

stood at my window, I came to tlie conclusion 

that on the first occasion it had sought to fasten 

itself upon my memory, and that on the second 

occasion it had made sure of being immediately 

remembered. ■

I was not very comfortable that ni^ht, though 

I felt a certainty, difficult to explain, that the 

figure would not return. At daylight, I fell into 

a iieavy sleep, from which I was awakened by 

John Derrick's coming to my bedside with a 

paper in hb hand. ■

This paper, it appeared, had been the subject 

of an altercation at the door between its bearer 

and my servant. It was a summons to me to 

serve upon a Jury at the forthcoming Sessions 

of the Central Criminal Court at the Old Bailey. 

I had never before been summoned on such a 

Jury, as John Derrick well knew. He believed 

— ^I am not certain at this hour whether with 

reason or otherwise — ^that that class of Jurors 

were customarily chosen on a lower qualifi- 

cation than mine, and he had at first refused to 

accept the summons. The man who served it 

had taken the matter very coolly. He had said 

that my attendance or non-attendance was no- 

thing to him ; there the summons was : and I 

should deal with it at my own peril, and not at 

his. ■

Por a day or two I was undecided whether to 

respond to this call, or take no notice of it. I 

was not conscious of the slightest mysterious bias, 

influence, or attraction, one way or other. Of that ■

I am as strictly sure as of every other statement 

that I make here. Ultimately I decided, as a 

break in the monotony of my life, that I would ■

go- ■

The appointed morning was a raw morning in 

the month of November. There was a dense 

brown fog in Piccadilly, audit became positively 

black and in the last degree oppressive East of 

Temple Bar. I found the passages and staircases 

of the Court House flarmgly lighted with gas, 

and the Court itself simUarly illuminated. I 

think that until I was conducted by officers into 

the Old Court and saw its crowded state, I did 

not know that the Murderer was to be tried that 

day. I think that until I was so helped into the 

Old Court with considerable difficulty, I did not 

know into which of the two Courts sitting, my 

summonswould take me. But this must notbe re- 

ceived as a positive assertion^ fori aip not com- 

pletely satisfied in my mind on either point. ■

I took my seat in the place appropriated to 

Jurors in waiting, and I looked about the Court 

as well as I could through the cloud of fog and 

breath that was heavy in it. I noticed the black 

vapour hanging like a murky curtain outside the 

great windows, and I noticed the stifled sound 

of wheels on the straw or tan that was littered 

in the street; also, the hum of the people 

gathered there, which a shrill whistle, or a louder 

song or hail than the rest, occasionally pierced. 

Soon afterwards the Judges, two in number, 

entered and took their seats. The buzz m the 

Court was awfully hushed. The direction was 

given to put the Murderer to the bar. He ap- 

peared there. And in that same instant I re- 

cognised in him, the first of the two men who 

had gone down Piccadilly. ■

If m^ name had been called then, I doubt if I 

could nave answered to it audibly. But.it was 

called about sixth or eighth in the panel, and I was 

by that time able to say " Here I" Now, observe. 

As I stepped into the box, the prisoner, who 

had been looking on attentively but with no sign 

of concern, became violently a^tated, and 

beckoned to his attorney. The prisoner's wish 

to challenge me was so manifest, that it occa- 

sioned a pause, during which the attorney, 

with his hand upon the dock, whispered with 

his client, and shook his head. I afterwards 

had it from that gentleman, that the prisoner's 

first affrighted words to him were, "M all 

hazards challenge that man!** But, that as he 

would give no reason for it, and admitted that 

he had not even known my name until he heard 

it called and I appeared, it was not done. ■

Both on the ground already explained, that I 

wish to avoid reviving the unwholesome memory 

of that Murderer, and also because a detailed 

account of his long trial is by no means indispen- 

sable to my narrative, I shall confine myself 

closely to such incidents in the ten days and 

nights during which we, the Jury, were kept to- 

gether, as directly bear on mv own curious per- 

sonal experience. It is in that, and not in the 

Murderer, that I seek to interest my reader. It 

b to that, and not to a page of the Newgate 

Calendar, that I beg attention. ■
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I was chosen Foreman of the Jury. On the 

second moming of the tria^ after evidence had 

been taken for two hours (I heard the church 

clocks strike), happening to cast my eyes over 

my brother-jurjrmen, I found an inexplicable dif- 

ficulty in counting them. I counted tnem se?eral 

times, yet always with the same difficulty. In 

short, I made them one too many. ■

I touched the brother-juiyman whose nlace 

was next me, and I whispered to him, " Oolige 

me by counting us." He looked surprised bv 

the request, but turned his head and counted. ■

" Wliy," says he, suddenly, " we are Thirt ; ■

but no, it's not possible. jSTo. We are twelve.*' ■

According to my counting that day, we were 

always right in detail, but in the gross we were 

always one too many. There was no appear- 

ance—no figure— to account for it; but I had 

now an inward foreshadowing of the figure that 

was surely coming. ■

The Jury were noused at the London Tavern. 

We all slept in one large room on separate 

tables, and we were constantly in the charge 

and under the eye of the officer sworn to hold us 

in safe-keeping. I see no reason for suppress- 

ing the real name of that officer. He was intelli- 

gent, highly polite, and obliging, and (I was glad 

to hear) much respected in the City. He nad 

an agreeable presence, good eyes, enviable black 

whiskers, and a fine sonorous voice. His name 

was Mr. Harker. ■

When we turned into our twelve beds at 

night, Mr. Harker's bed was drawn across the 

door. On the night of the second day, not being 

disposed to lie down, and seeing Mr. Harker 

sitting on his bed, I went and sat beside him, 

and ofiered him a pinch of snuff. As Mr. 

Harker's hand touched mine in taking it from 

my box, a peculiar shiver crossed him, and he 

said: ''Who is this!" ■

Eollowing Mr. Harker's eyes and looking 

along the room, I saw again the figure I ex- 

pected — the second of the two men who had 

gone down Piccadilly. I rose, and advanced a 

few steps ; then stopped, and looked round at 

Mr. Harker. He was quite unconcerned, 

laughed, ands^d in a pleasant waj, "I thou{!;ht 

for a moment we had a thirteenth juryman, with- 

out a bed. • But I see it is the moonlight." ■

Making no revelation to Mr. Harker, but in- 

viting him to take a walk with me to the end of 

the room, I watched what the figure did. It 

stood for a few moments by the bedside of each 

of my eleven brother-jurymen, close to the 

pillow. It always went to the right-hand side 

of the bed, and always passed out crossing the 

foot of the next bed. It seemed from the action 

of the head, merely to look down pensivelv at 

each recumbent fi^e. It took no notice of me, 

or of my bed, which was that nearest to Mr. 

Harker's. It seemed to go out where the moon- 

Lglit came in, through a nigh window, as by an 

aerial flight of stairs. ■

Next moming at breakfast, it appeared that 

everybody present had dreamed of tne murdered 

man last night, except myself and Mr. Harker. ■

I now felt as convinced that the second man ■

who had gone down Piocadilly was the murdered 

man (so to speak), as if it liad been borne into 

my comprehension by his immediate testimony. 

But even this took place, and in a manner for 

which I was not at all prepared. ■

On the fifth day of thetnal, when the case for 

the prosecution was drawing to a close, a 

miniature of the murdered man, missing from 

his bedroom upon the discovery of the deS, and 

afterwards found in a hiding-place where the 

Murderer had been seen di^^ff, was put in 

evidence. Having been identified oy the witness 

under examination, it was handed uj> to the 

Bench, and thence handed down to be inspected 

by the Jury. As an officer in a black gown was 

making his way with it across to me, tne figure 

of the second man who had eone down Piccadilly, 

impetuouslv started from the crowd, caught the 

miniature from the officer, and gave it to me 

with its own hands, at the same time saving in a 

low and hollow tone — before I saw the miniature, 

which was in a locket — " / icai younger then, 

and my /ace was not then drained of blood** It 

also came between me and the brother juryman 

to whom I would have given the miniature, and 

between him and the brother juryman to whom 

he would have given it, and so passed it on 

through the whole of our number, and back 

into my possession. Not one of them, however, 

detected this. ■

At table, and generally when we were shut 

up together in Mr. Harker's custody, we had 

from the first naturallv discussed the day's 

proceedings a good deal. On that fifth day. 

the case for the prosecution being closed, and 

we having that side of the question in a com- 

pleted shape before us, our discussion was more 

animated and serious. Among our number was 

a vestryman— the densest idiot I have ever seen 

at large — who met the plainest evidence with 

the most preposterous objections, and who was 

sided with by two flabbv parocnial parasites; 

all the three empanelled from a district so de- 

livered over to Pever that they ought to have 

been upon their own trial, for five hundred 

Murders. When these mischievous blockheads 

were at their loudest, which was towards mid- 

night while some of us were alreadv preparing 

for bed, I again saw the murdered man. He 

stood grimly behind them, beckoning to me. 

On my goin^ towards them and strikiiig into 

the conversatioi^ he immediately retired. This 

was the beginning of a separate series of ap- 

pearances, confined to that long room in which 

we were confined. Whenever a knot of my 

brother jurymen laid their heads together, I 

saw the head of the murdered man among 

theirs. Whenever their comparison of notes 

was going against him, he would solemnly and 

irresistibly beckon to me. ■

It will DC borne in mind that down to the 

production of the miniature on the fifth day of 

the trial, I had never seen the Appearance in 

Court. Three changes occurred, now that we 

entered on the case for the defence. Two of 

them I will mention tojo^ether, first. The figure 

was now in Court continually, and it never there ■
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addressed itself to me, but always to the person 

who was speaking at the time. Por instance. 

The throat of the murdered man had been cut 

straight across. In the opening speech for 

the defence, it was suggested that the de- 

ceased might ha?e cut his own throat. At that 

yerj moment, the figure with its throat in the 

dreadful condition referred to (this it had con- 

cealed before) stood at the speaj^er's elbow, 

motioning across and across its windpipe, now 

with the right hand, now with the left, vigor- 

ously suggesting to the speaker himself, the 

impossibility of such a wound having been self- 

inflicted by either hand« For another instancy. 

A witness to character, a woman, deposed to 

the prisoner's being the most amiable of man- 

kind. The figure at that instant stood on the 

floor before her, looking her fuUin the face, 

and pointing out the prisoner's evil countenance 

with an extended arm and an outstretched finger. 

The third change now to be added, impressed 

me stronglv, as the most marked and striking 

of all. 1 do not theorise upon it ; I accurately 

state it, and there leave it. Although the Ap- 

pearance was not itself perceived by those 

whom it addressed, its coming close to such 

persons was invariably attended hj some tre- 

pidation or disturbance on their part. It 

seemed to me as if it were prevented by laws 

to which I was not amenable, from fully reveal- 

ing itself to others, and yet as if it could, in> 

visibly, dumbly and darkly, overshadow their 

minds. When the leading counsel for the de- 

fence suggested that hypothesis of suicide and 

the figure stood at tfie learned gentleman's 

elbow, frightfully sawing at its severed throat, 

it is undeniable that the counsel faltered in his 

speech, lost for a few seconds the thread of his 

ingenious discourse, wiped his forehead with his 

huidkerchief, and turned extremely pale. When 

the witness to character was confronted by the 

Appearance, her eyes most certainly did follow 

the direction of its pointed finger, and rest in 

CTeat hesitation and trouble upon the prisoner's 

face. Two additional illustrations will suffice. 

On the eighth day of the trial, after the pause 

which was every day made early in the after- 

noon for a few minutes' rest and refreshment, 

I came back into Court with the rest of the 

Jury, some little time before the return of the 

Judges. Standing up in the box and looking 

about me, I thought the figure was not there, 

until, chancing to raise my eyes to the gallery, I 

saw it bending forward and leaning over a very 

decent woman, as if to assure itself whether the 

Judges' had resumed their seats or not. Imme- 

diately afterwards, that woman screamed, fainted, 

and was carried out. So with the venerable, 

sagacious, and patient Judge who conducted the 

trial. When tne case was over, and he settled 

himself and his papers to sum up, the murdered 

roan entering by the Judges' door, advanced 

to his Loroship's desk, and looked eagerly 

over his shoulaer at the pages of his notes 

which he was turning. A change came over his 

Lordship's face ; his Band stopped ; the peculiar 

shiver that I knew so well, passed over him ; ■

an never losi one irace oi nia ■

in m^ eyes, nor was he at any ■

distinct than anybody else. I ■

it, as a matter of fact, that I never ■

he faltered, " Excuse me, gentlemen, for a few 

moments. I am somewhat oppressed by the 

vitiated air ;" and did not recover until he had 

drunk a glass of water. ■

Through all the monotony of six of those inter- 

minable ten days— the same Judges and others 

on the bench, the same Murderer in the dock, the 

same lawyers at the table, the same tones of ques- 

tion and answer rising to the roof of the court, 

the same scratching of the Judge's pen, the same 

ushers going in ana out, the same lights kindled 

at the same hour when there had been any na- 

tural light of day, the same foggy curtain outside 

the great windows when it was foggy, the same 

rain pattering and dripping when it was rainy, 

the same footmarks of turnkeys and prisoner 

day after day on the same sawdust, the same 

keys locking and unlocking the same heavy 

doors — through all the wearisome monotony 

which made me feel as if I had been Foreman of 

the Jury for avast period of time, and Piccadilly 

had flourished coevally with Babylon, the 

murdered man never lost one trace of his 

distinctness in 

moment less 

must not omit, ■

once saw the Appearance which I call bv the 

name of the murdered man, look at the Murd.erer. 

Again and again I wondered, "Why does he 

notP" But ne never did. ■

Nor did he look at me, after the production of 

the miniature, until the last closing minutes of 

the trial arrived. We retired to coUsider, at 

seven minutes before ten at night. The idiotic 

vestryman and his two parochial parasites gave 

us so much trouble, that we twice returned into 

Court, to beg to have certain extracts from the 

Judge's notes re-read. Nine of us had not the 

smallest doubt about those passages, neither, I 

believe, had any one in Court; the dunder- 

headed triumvirate however, having no idea 

but obstruction, disputed them for that very 

reason. At length we prevailed, and finally 

the Jury returned into Court at ten minutes 

past twelve. ■

The murdered man at that time stood directly 

opposite the Jury-box, on the other side of the 

Court. As I took my place, his eyes rested on 

me, with great attention ; he seemed satisfied, 

and slowly shook a great grey veil, which he 

carried on his arm for the first time, over his 

head and whole form. As I gave in our verdict 

" Guilty," the veil collapsed, all was gone, and 

his place was empty. ■

Tlie Murderer being asked bv the Judge, ac- 

cording to usage, whetner he haa anything to say 

before sentence of Death should be passed upon 

him, indistinctly muttered something which was 

described in the leading newspaijers of the fol- 

lowing dav as " a few rambling, incoherent, and 

half-audible words, in which he was understood 

to complain that he had not had a fair trial, be- 

cause tue Foreman of the Jury was prepossessed 

against him." The remarkable declaration that 

he redly made, was this : " My Lord, I knew I 

teat a doomed man when the Foreman of my Jury 

came into the hex, My^latd, I inew he would ■
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never let me offy beeaiue, before I woe taken, he 

somehow got to my bedside in the night, woke me, 

and put a rope round mg neek** ■

VIL ■

TO BB TAXJBM AND TBIBS. ■

There can hardly be seen anywhere, a prettier 

village than Gnmner, standing on the brow of a 

hill whioh commands one of the finest views in 

England, and flanked by its broad breezy com- 

mon, the air of which is notorious for clearness 

and salubrity. The high road from Dring, for 

the most part shut in oy the fences of gentle- 

men's seats, opens out when it reaches this 

common, and, separating from the Tenelms road, 

ascends in a north-westerly direction till it 

comes in sight of Cnmner. Every step is 

against the collar, yet so gradual b tne ascent, 

that you scarcely realise it until, turning, you 

behold the magmficent panorama spread around 

and beneath. ■

The village consists chiefly of one short street 

of somewhat stra^^iing houses, among which 

you observe its little post-office, its police 

station, its rustic public-house (the Dunstan 

Arms), whose landlord abo holds the general 

shop across the way; and its two or three 

humble lodging-houses. Eadng vou as you 

enter the street, which is a cul-ae-sac, is the 

quaint old church, standing not more than a 

bow-shot from the Eectory. There is somethmg 

primitive and almost patriarchal in this quiet 

village, where the pastor lives surrounded by his 

flock, and can scarcely move from his own gate 

without finding himself in the midst of them. ■

Cnmner Common is skirted on three sides by 

dwellings, varying in size and importance, from 

the smdl batcher's shop standing in its own 

garden, and under the shadow of its own apple- 

trees, to the pretty white house where the 

curate lodges, and the more pretentious abodes 

of those who are, or consider themselves, 

gentry. It is bounded on the east by the low 

stone waU and gateway of Mr. Malcolmson's 

domain; the moaest dwelling of Simon Eade, 

that gentleman's bailiff, half covered with 

creepers, the autumnal hues of which might rival 

the orightest specimens of American foliage ; 

lastly, by the high brick wall (with its door in the 

centre), which completely shuts in Mr. Gibbs's 

" place." On the south side runs the high road to 

Tenelms, skirting the great Southanger property, 

of which Sir Oswald JL>uustan is proprietor. ■

Hardly could the pedestrian tourist, on his 

way from Dring, fail to pause at the rustic stile 

nearly opposite the blacksmith's forge, and, 

resting upon it, gaze down on the ma^ificent 

prospect of wood and water spread at his feet — 

a prospect to which two ancient cedars form no 

inappropriate fonupround. That stile is not often 

crossed, for the ^tpath from it leads only to 

the farm called theTlashetts ; but it is very 

constantly used as a resting-place. M^ny an 

artist has sketched the view from it ; many a ■

lover has whispered tender words to his mistress 

beside it ; many a weary tramp has rested his or 

her feet on the worn stone beneath. ■

This stile was once the favourite resort of 

two young lovers, inhabitants of the district, 

and soon to be united. George Eade, the 

only son of Mr. Malcolmson's bailiff, was a 

stalwart good-looking voung fellow of some six- 

and-twenty, who worked for that ^ntleman 

under his father, and was in the receipt of 

liberal wages. Honest, steady, and fozui of 

self-cultivation, he was capable, if not clever 

— ^persevering, if not rapid— an excellent spe- 

eimen of an honest English peasant. Jut 

he had certain peculiarities of aisposition and 

temper, which served to render him con- 

siderablv less popular than his father. He was 

reserved ; feeling strongly, but with difficulty 

giving expression to his feeling; susceptible 

to, and not easily forgiving, injuries ; singu- 

larly addicted to self-accusation and remorse. 

His father, a straightforward open-hearted man 

of five-and-forty, wno had raised himself by sheer 

merit from the position of a labourer to that of 

the trusted manager Of Mr. Malcolmson's pro- 

perty, was highly respected by that gentleman, 

and by the whole country-side. His mother, 

feeble in health, but energetic of spirit, was one 

of the most excellent of women. ■

This couple, like many of their class, had 

married imprudently early, and had struggled 

through many difficulties in consequence : bury- 

ing, one after another, three sickly children in 

the little churchyard at Cumner where they 

hoped one day themselves to lie. On the one 

son that remained to them their affections were 

centred. The mother, especially, worshipped 

her George with an admiring love that partook 

of idolatry. She was not without some of 

the weaknesses of her sex. She was jealous ; 

and when she discovered the flame which had 

been kindled in the heart of her son by the soft 

blue eyes of Susan Archer, her feelings to- 

wards that rosy-cheeked damsel were not those 

of perfect charity. True, the Archers were 

people who held themselves high, occupying 

a large farm under Sir Oswald Dunstan ; and 

they were known to regard Susan's attachment 

as a decided lowering of herself and them. 

That attachment had sprung up, as is not un 

frequently the case, in the nop-gardens. The 

girl had been ailing for some time, and her 

shrewd old doctor assured her father that there 

was no tonic so efficacious as a fortnight's 

hop-picking in the sunny September weather. 

Now there were but few places to which so dis- 

tinguished a belle as Susan could be permitted 

to go for such a purpose ; but her fiunOy knew 

and respected the Eades, and to Mr. Malcolm- 

son's hop-grounds she was accordinglv sent. 

The tonic prescribed produced the desired effect. 

She lost her ailments ; but she lost her heart too. ■

George Eade was good looking, and up to 

that time had never cared for woman. Hie 

love he conceived for the gentle, blue-ejred 

girl was of that all-absorbing character which 

natures stem and concentratea like his, are fitted 

to feel, and to feel but once in a lifetime. It ■
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carried all before it. Susan was sweet tempered 

and simple hearted, of a yielding disposition, 

and, though not unconscious of her beauty, sin- 

gularly little spoilt by the consciousness* She 

gave ner whole heart to the faithful earnest 

man whom she reverenced as her superior 

in moral strength, if not in outward circum- 

stances. They excfaan^d no rin^ on the 

balmy evening which witnessed their plighted 

faitb, but he took from her hat the garland 

of hops she had laughingly twisted round 

it, and looking down upon her sweet face 

with a great love in his brown eyes, whis- 

pered, " I shall keep this whilst I live, and have 

it buried with me when I die !" ■

But, there was a certain Geoffrey Gibbs, 

the owner of the "Pkce" on Cumner Com- 

mon, who had paid, and was still paying, 

marked attention to the beautiful Susan. This 

man, originalljr in trade, had chanced, some years 

before, to see in the newspapers a notice that if 

he would apply to a certain lawyer in London, 

he would hear of something greatly to his ad- 

vantage. He did so, and the result was, his 

acquisition of a comfortable independence, left 

him by a distant kinsman whom ne had never 

so much as seen. This windfall changed his 

whole prospects and manner of life, but not his 

character, which had always been that of an 

unmitigated snob. Li outward circumstances, 

however, he was a gentleman living on his 

income, and, as such, the undoubted social 

superior of the Archers, who were simply te- 

nant-farmers. Hence their desire that Susan 

should favour his suit. Some people were of 

opinion, that he had no serious intention of 

marrying the girl; and Susan herself alwavs 

encouraged this notion; adding^, that were^ue 

ten times as rich, and a hundred times as devoted 

as he represented himself to be, she would die 

rather tnan accept the cross-grained monster. ■

He 1009 frightful; less from defects of fea- 

ture than from utter disproportion of form, 

and a sinister expression of countenance, far 

worse than actual ugliness. His legs were as 

short as his body and hands were long, while 

his head would have been well suited to the 

fi*ame of a Hercules; giving him a top-heavy 

appearance that was singularly ungraceful. 

His eyebrows were shagi^y and overhanging, 

his eyes small and malicious looking, his nose 

was beak-shaped, his mouth immense, with 

thick sensual lips. He wore huge ^alse-lookiuff 

chains, outrageous shirt-pins and neckcloths, ana 

cutaway sporting coats of astounding^ colours. 

He was a man who delighted in frightening 

inoffensive females, in driving within an inch 

of a lady's pony - carriage, or in violently 

galloping past some timid girl on horseback, 

and chuckling at her scared attempts to re- 

strain her plunging steed. Like all bullies, he 

was of course a coward at heart. ■

Between tUs man and George Eade a keen 

hatred existed. George despised as well as 

detested Gibbs. Gibbs envied as much as he 

abhorred the more fortunate peasant, who was 

beloved where he met with nothing but cold- 

ness and rebuffs* ■

Susan's heart was indeed wholly George's, yet 

it was onlv when her health had again begun to 

fail, thz^t her father was frightened into a most 

unwilling consent to their um'on ; which consent 

no sooner became known to Mr. Malcolmson, 

than he voluntarily raised the young man's wages, 

and undertook to put in repair for him a cottage 

of his own, not far from that of Simon Eade. ■

But, when the news of the approaching mar- 

riage reached the ears of Gibbs, his jealous fury 

was aroused to the utmost. He rushed down 

to the Plashetts, and, closeting himself with 

Mr. Archer, made brilliant offers of settle- 

ment on Susan, if she would consent even now 

to throw over her lover, and beoome his wife. 

But he onljT succeeded in distressing the girl, 

and tantalising her father. Willing^, indeed, 

would the latter have acceded to his wishes, but 

he had passed his solemn word to George, and 

Susan held him to it. No sooner, howevefr, was 

Gibbs gone, than the old man burst into loud 

lamentations ovet what he called her self- 

sacrifice; and her eldest brother coming in, 

joined in reproaching her for refusing prospects 

so advantageous. Susan was weak, and easily 

influenced. She was cut to the heart by their 

cruel words, and went out to meet her lover 

with her spirits depressed, and her eyes red 

and swollen. George, shocked at her appear- 

ance, listened with mdignation to her agitated 

recital of what had passed. ■

'' Keep your carnage, indeed !" he exclaimed, 

^ith bitter scorn. "Does your father make 

more count of a one-horse shay than of true 

love such as mine P And a fellow like Gibbs, 

too ! That I wouldn't trust a dog with !" ■

" Father don't see it so," the girl sobbed out. 

"Father says he'd nwke a very good husband, 

once we was married. And I'd be a lady, and 

dress fine, and have servants ! Father thinks 

so much of that !" ■

" So it seems ; but don't you be led by him, 

Susan, darling ! 'Tisn't riches and fine clothes 

that makes folks' happiness — 'tis better things ! 

See here, m^ girl-——" He stopped short, and 

faced her with a look of unutterable emotion. " I 

love ye so true, that if I thought — if I thought 

it'd be for vour good to marry this fellow — ^if I 

thought ye d be happier with nim than with me, 

I'd— I'd give ye up, Susan ! Yes— and never 

come near ye more I I would indeed 1" ■

He paused, and, raising his hand with a f^es- 

ture that had in it a rude solemnity very im- 

pressive, repeated once more, " / would indeed! 

But ye'd not be happy with Geoffrey Gibbs. 

Ye'd be miserable — ^Ul-used, perhaps. He ain't 

a man to make any woman happy — I'm as sure 

o' that, as that I stand here. He's bad at heart 

—downright crud. And I! — what I promise, 

I'll act up to— ! steady. I'll work for you, 

and slave for you, and — and love vou true !" ■

He drew her towards him as he spoke, and 

she, reassured by his words, nestled lovingly to 

his side. And so they walked on for some 

moments vx ulence. ■

" And, darling," he added, presently, " I've 

that trust — ^that faith — in me — that once we're 

married, and you're mine— safe— so's no one can ■
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come between w, I'll get on ; and who knows 

but ye may ride in your carriage yet. Folks do 

get on, when they've a mind to, serious." ■

She looked up at him with fond admirine 

eves. She honoured him for his strength, all 

the more because of her own weakness. ■

" I don't want no carriage," she murmured ; 

" I want nothing but you, George. 'Tisn't I, 

you know, that wish things different— >'tis 

lather '' ■

The moon had risen, the beautiful brig[ht 

September moon, nearly, at the full; and its 

lignt shone on the lovers as they retraced their 

steps through the silent Southanger woods — 

how solemn and lovely at that hour ! — towards 

Susan's home. And before they had reached 

the gate of the Plashetts, her sweet face was 

again bright with smiles, and it had been a^ed 

between them that to avoid a repetition ofsuch 

attempts on the part of Gibbs, and such scenes 

with her father, she should propose to go to her 

aunt's. Miss Jane Archer's, at Ormiston, for a 

fortnight of the three weeks that yet remained 

before the marria^ should take place. ■

She acted on this idea, and George took advan- 

tage of her absence to attend a sale on the 

other side of the counter, and procure* certain 

articles of furniture required for their new home. 

Once away, he obtained leave to prolong his 

stay with a friend till the time of Susan's 

return. It was pleasanter for him not to be at 

home at this period. HLs mother seemed to 

grow more averse to his marriage, the nearer it 

approached ; declaring that no good could pos- 

sibly come of union with a girl who had been 

too much waited upon and flattered, to make a 

good wife for a plain hard-working man. These 

remarks, indescribably galling to the lover be- 

cause not wholly without foundation, had given 

rise to more than one dispute between his 

mother and him, which had not tended to 

diminish the half-unconscious dislike the good 

woman felt towards her future daughter-in-law. ■

When George returned home afier his fort- 

night's holiday, he found, instead of the expected 

letter from his betrothed announcing her arrival 

at the Plashetts, one addressed to him in a strange 

hand, and containing the following words : ■

" George Eade, you are bebg done. Look to 

G. G. ■

" A Well-wisiiee." ■

Perplexed at so mysterious a communication, 

he was somewhat annoyed to find that Gibbs 

had quitted Gumner from the very day after his 

own departure, and was still absent. This 

struck nim as remarkable; but Susan had 

written him only a week before, a letter so full 

of tenderness that he could not bring himself 

to entertain a single doubt of her trutu. But 

on the very next morning, his mother handed 

him a letter from Farmer Archer, enclosing 

one from his sister, informing him that her 

nicc^had left her house clandestinelv two days 

before, to be married to Mr. Gibbs. it appeared 

that the girl had gone, as on previous occasions, 

to spend the day with a cousin, and that not re- ■

turning at night, it was concluded she had settled 

to sleep there.' The next morning had brought, 

instead of herself, the announcement of lier 

marriage. ■

On reading this news, George was at first con> 

scious of but one feeling, litter incredulity. 

There must be some error somewhere ; the thing 

could not be. While his father, with tears 

in his honest eyes, exhorted him to bear up like 

a man under this blow, and his mother mdig- 

nantlv declared that a girl who could so conduct 

herself was indeed a good riddance, he sat silent, 

half stupified. Such a breach of faith seemed, to 

his earnest and loyal nature, simpk imi>ossible. ■

Another half-hour brought condrmation that 

could not be doubted. James Wilkins, Mr. 

Gibbs's man-servant, came grinning and im- 

portant, with a letter for George, which had 

been enclosed in one from his master to himself. 

It was from Susan, and signed with her new name. ■

*'l know," it said, 'Hhat for what I have 

done, I shall be without excuse in your eyes— 

that you will hate and despise me as much as you 

have hitherto loved and trusted me. I know tnat 

I have behaved to you very, very bad, and I 

don't ask you to forgive me. I know you can't. 

But I do ask you to refrain from yeiigeance. It 

can't bring back the past. Oh, George ! if ever 

you cared for me, listen to what I entreat now. 

Hate and despise me — I don't expect no other 

— ^but don't you revenge my ill conduct on 

anyone. Forget all about men— thaf s the best 

thing for both of us. It would have been better 

if we had never beheld one another." ■

Much more followed in the same strain- 

weak, self-accusmg, fearful of consequences — 

wholly unworthy ot George. ■

He gazed at the letter, holding it in those 

strong sinewy hands that would have toiled for 

her so hard and so faithfully. Then, without a 

word, he held it out to his £&ther, and left the 

room. They heard him mount the narrow stairs, 

lock himself into his little garret, and they 

heard no more. ■

After a while his mother went to him. Al- 

though personally relieved at her son's release, 

that feeling was entirely absorbed in tender 

and loving pity for what she knew must be his 

sufferings. He was sitting by the little case- 

ment, a withered branch of hops upon his knee. 

She went and Uid her cheek to his. ■

" Have patience, lad !" she said, with earnest 

feeling. " Try — try— to have faith, and comfort'll 

be sent ye in time. It's hard to bear, I know — 

dreadful hard and bitter— but for the poor 

parents' sakcs who loves ye so dear, try and 

bear it." ■

He looked up at her with cold tearless eyes. 

" I will," he said, in a hard voice. " Don't ye 

seel tf«i trying P" ■

His glance was dull and hopeless. How she 

longed that tears would come and relieve his 

bursting heart ! ■

" She wasn't worthy of ye, my boy. I always 

told ye *' ■

But he stopped her with a stem gesture. ■

«< Mother ! Not a word o' that, nor of her, 

from this hour. What she's done ain't so ■
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▼err bad after alL Fm all right— i am. Father 

and you shan't see no difference in me, least- 

ways, not if yon'll forbear naming of her ever, 

ever acain. She's turned my heart to stone, 

that's Si ! No great suttter !" ■

He laid his hand on his broad chest and 

heayed a great gasping sigh. " This morning I 

had a heart o' flesh here, he said ; " now it's a 

cold, heavy stone. But it's no great matter." ■

" Ob, don't ye speak like that, my lad !" his 

mother cried, bursting into tears, and throwing 

her arms around him. " It kills me to hear ye !^ ■

But he gently unwound those arms, and 

kissing her on the cheek, led her to the door. 

" I must go to work now," he said ; and, de- 

scending the stairs before her, he quitted the 

cottage with a firm step. ■

From that hour no one heard him speak 

of Susan Gibbs. He never in(][uired into the 

circumstances of her staj at Ormiston ; he never 

spoke of them, nor of her, to her relations or to 

his own. He avoided the former; he was silent 

and reserved with the latter. Susan appeared 

to be, for him, as though she had never been. ■

And from that hour ne was an altered bein^. 

He went about his work as actively, and did it 

as carefully, as ever ; but it was aone sternly, 

doggedly, like an imperative but unwelcome 

dut^. No man ever saw a smile upon his lips -, 

no jocular word ever escaped them. Grave 

and uncompromising, he went hisungenial way, 

seeking (or no sympathy, and bestowing none, 

avoiding all companionship save that of his 

parents ; — a sad and solitaiy man. ■

Meanwhile, Mr. Gibbs's "Place" on Cumner 

Common was advertised as to be let ; strangers 

hired it, and for nearly three -years nothing was 

seen of him or of his wife. Then news arrived 

one daj that they were to be expected shortly, 

and quite a ferment of expectation was created 

in the little village. They came, and certain ra- 

mours that had reached it from time to time were 

found to have only too much foundation in truth. ■

For it had oozed out, as such things do ooze, 

that Gibbs shamefully ill used his pretty wife, 

and that the marriage, which on his side 

had been one of love, had turned out mise- 

rably. Her father and brothers, who had 

been to see them more than once, had been 

stran^ly reserved on the subject of those visits, 

and it was generally understood that the old 

farmer lamented his daughter's marriage now. 

as much as he had formerly longed for it. No 

one wondered, when they saw her. She was the 

shadow of her former self; still lovely, but 

broken, cowed, pale ; all the bloom faded ; all 

the spirit crushed out of her. No smile was 

ever seen upon those pretty lips now, except 

when she played with her Doy, a fair-haired 

little fellow, the image of herself. But even 

in her intercourse with this child she was sternly 

restricted, and her tyrant would not unfre- 

quently dismiss him with an oath, and forbid her 

to follow him to his nursery. ■

In spite of their being suc^ near neighbours, 

the Gibbses had been some time in the place 

before George met his former love. He never 

went to Cumner church (nor to anv, indeed), ■

and she never quitted her own house, except 

to drive with her husband, or walk through 

the Southanger Woods to her father's. George 

might have beheld her driving past his fathers 

door with a high-stepping horse that always 

seemed on the point of running away; but 

he never looked at her, nor replied to his 

mother's remarks respecting her and her smart 

turn-out. Yet though he resolutely kept the 

door of his own lips, he could not close the 

lips of other people, or his own ears. Do 

wliat he would, the Gibbses and their doings 

pursued him still. His master's labourers 

gossiped about the husband's brutality; the 

baker's boy had no end of stories to tell, 

of the oaths he had heard, and even the 

blows he had witnessed, when "Gibbs was 

more than usual excited with drink." The ■

Soor frightened vnfe was understood to have eclared that but for her dread of what he 

might be driven to do in his fury, she would go 

betore a magistrate and swear the peace against 

him. Georg:e could not close his ears to all this ; 

and men said that the expression of his eyes on 

those occasions was not good to look upon. ■

One Sunday, the Eaaes were sitting over 

their frugal one o'clock dinner, when they 

heard the sound of a carriage driving furiously 

past. Mrs. Eade caught up her stick, and, in 

spite of her lameness, hobbled to the window. ■

"I thought so!" she cried. "It's Gibbs 

driving to Tenelms, and drunk again, seem- 

ingly. See how he's flogging of the horse. 

And he's eot the little lad, too I He'll not rest 

till he've broken that child's neck, or the mo- 

ther's. Simmons declares " ■

She stopped, suddenly aware of her son's 

breath upon her cheek. He had actually come 

to the window, and now, leaning over her, was 

gazing stemlv at the figures in the carriage, 

flying down the hill towards the Tenelms road. ■

"I wish he might break lus own neck!'* 

Geonre muttered between his teeth. ■

"Oh, Geor^! Georee! don't name such 

things," Mrs. Eade cried, with a pale shocked 

face. " It ain't Christian. We've aU need of 

repentance, and our times is in His hand." ■

" If ye frequented church, my lad, 'stead of 

keeping away, as I grieve to see ye do," his father 

said, severely, "ye'dhave better feelings in your 

heart. The^ll neverprospcr ve, mark my words.** ■

George had returned to nis seat, but he rose 

again as his father said this. "Church I" he cried, 

in a loud harsh voice — " I was going there once, 

and it wasn't permitted. I'll fp there no more. 

D'ye think," he continued, while his white lips 

trembled with uncontrollable emotion — "d'ye* 

think, because I'm quiet, and do my work 

rcg'lar, d'ye think I've forgotten P Forgotten P* 

He brought his clenched fist down upon the table 

with startling violence. " I tell ye when I forget, 

I'll be Wing stark and stiff in mv coffin ! Let 

be — let DC ! as his mother triea to interrupt 

him; "ye mean well, I know, but women 

haven't the judgment to tell when to speak, and 

when to hold hard. Ye'd best never name that 

scoundrel 'fore me again, nor yet church." With 

that, he went from the room and from the honae. ■
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Mrs. Eade fretted sadly OTer these evidences 

of George's rancorous and ungodly disposition. 

To her, he seemed to be on the hi^h road to 

perdition, and she ended by sending to Mr. 

Mnrray, the rector, to beg he wotdd be pleased 

to look in upon her some morning soon, as she 

was greatly troubled in her mind. Bat Mr. Mur- 

ray was at that time ill, and nearly a fortnight 

elapsed before he was M» to answer her sum- 

mons. Meanwhile, other events occurred. ■

It was notorious that one of Mrs. Gibbs's 

greatest trials was about her boy, whom her 

husband persisted in driving out, at the risk, as 

every one thought, of his life. Fearful had 

been the scenes oetween the parents on this ac- 

count ; but the more she wept and implored, 

the more he resisted her entreaties. One day, 

to frighten her still more, he placed the little 

fellow, with the whip in his hand, on the car- 

riage-seat alone, and stood at his door himself, 

loosely holding the reins, and jeering at his wife, 

who in an agony of terror kept beseeching him 

to get in, (m: to let her do so. Suddenly the report 

of a gun was heard in a neighbouring field; the 

horse took fright, and started off wildly, jerking 

the reins from the hands of the half-intoxicated 

Gibbs ; the whip fell from the hands of the child 

on the animal's back, still fiirther exciting it; 

and the boj, thrown with violence to the bottom 

of the carnage, lav half stunned by the shock. ■

George was close by when this occurred. 

He threw himself on the flying horse, and, 

seizing the beaiin^-rein with his whole stren^^fa, 

held on like gnm death, in spite of being 

half dragged, naif borne, along in its beao- 

long flight. At last the anixnal, getting its 

le^ entangled in the lone trailing reins, fell 

with fearfm violence, and lay stunned and mo- 

tionless. Gteoree was thrown to the ground, 

but escaped witn a few trifling bruises. The 

child at the bottom of the carriage, thouj^h 

frightened and screaming, was altogether unm- 

j ured. In less than five minutes half the village 

was collected on the spot, inquiring, congratu- 

ana Susan, with ner rescued 

her bosom, was covering 

urge's nands with paasicmate tears and kisses. ■

" Bless you ! Bless you a thousand times !" 

she cried, sobbing hysterically. '' You've saved 

my darlinff's life! fie might have been killed 

but for you I How can I ever—'* ■

But a rough hand shoved her aside. " What 

are you after now P" Gibbe's furious voice was 

heard to cry, with a shocking oath. " Leave ■

that fellow alone, or 111 ! Are you makbg ■

a fod of yourself this way, because he's lamed 

the horse so that he'll have to be shot P' ■

The poor thing sank down on the bank and 

broke into a fit of hysterical weeping ; whilst a 

murmur of " Shame, shame !" rose among the 

bystanders. ■

George Eade had turned coldly from Susan 

when she rusbed up to him, and had striven to 

withdraw his hands from her grasp ; but now, 

confronting Gibbs, he sud, " It'll be a good deed 

done, whoever shoots that brute of yours, and 

it'd be a better still to shoot yo» as a man would 

a mad dog!" ■

All heard the words. All trembled at his 

look as he uttered them. The whole of the pent- i 

up rage and resentment of the last three years 

seemed concentrated in that one look of savage 

and unutterable hatred. ■

Mr. Murray found poor Mrs. Eade very suiBBer- 

ing, when, two mornings after, he called to con- 

gratulate her on her son's escape. She had not 

closed her eyes since the accident. Geom'a 

look and words, as they had been described to 

her, haunted her. The good dergvman could 

give her but scant comfort. He had tried again 

and again to reason with and soften her son, out 

ineffectually. George answered him;, with a cer- 

tain rude respect, that as long as he did his waxk 

Sroperly, ana injured no man, he had a right ta 

ecide for himself in matters concerning only 

himself; and one of his fixed deciaions was never 

again to see the inside of a church. ■

" It's a hard trial, my good friend," said Mr. 

Murray, " a hard and mysterious trial But I 

say to you, havefaiih. There is a hidden good 

in it, that we can't see now." ■

<' It'd be strange if I wasn't thankful for his 

being spared," Mrs. Eade replied. "It'd be 

worse tnan anything to have tne dear lad took, 

revengeful ana unforgiving as he is now. But 

you see, sir ** ■

She was stopped in her eager speech by a 

knock at the aoor. The son of Mr. Beach, 

the neighbouring batcher, peeped in. He 

scraped a bow on seeing the clergyman sitting 

with her, and looked from one to the other with 

a doubtful demeanour. ■

" I don't want nothing this morning, thank 

you, Jim," Mrs. Eade said. Then, struck with 

the peculiar ezfttession of the young man's face» 

she added : " Ain't Mr. Beach se well this morn- 

ing P You look all nohow." ■

" I'm— I*m a bit flustered," the youth replied, 

wiping his steaniing forehead ; " I've just been 

seeing Ami, and it gave me such a turn !'* ■

••^iml who?" ■

''Sure! Haven't ye heard, sir P Gibbs have 

been found dead in Southanger Woods— mur* 

dered last night. They say ** ■

"Gibbs murdered r ■

There was a pause of breathless honor. ■

"They've been carrying his corpse to the 

Dunstan Arms, and I see it." ■

Mrs. Eade turned so deadlv faint that the 

clergyman called out hurriedly for Jemima,' 

the servant girl. But Jemima had run out 

wildly on hearing the appalling intelligence, 

and was now midway between her master's 

house and the Gibbs's^ listening to a knot of 

people, all wondering, surmising, jgazing with 

scared eves at that door in the high wall, the 

threshold of which its master would never cross 

again, except feet foremost. ■

The Eades' parlour was soon full tooverflow* 

ing. Most of the dwellers on the common had 

congregated there — why, perhaps none would 

have cared to explain. Simon Eade came in 

among the firsts and was doing his best to soothe 

and restore the poor fainting woman, who could 

hardly as yet retOise what had occurred. In the 

midst of the confusion— the questionings the do- ■
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scribing of the porition of the body, the rifled 

pockets, the dreadful blow from behind, the 

namber of hours since the deed was done-^in 

thd midst of all this, steps were heard outside, 

and George came into the midst of them. ■

Then a sadden hush succeeded to the Babel 

of sounds, which he could not but ha?e heard 

as he crossed the threshold. There was some- 

thing ominous in that silence. ■

No need to ask if he knew. His face, pale 

as death, haggard, streaming with perspiration, 

proYcd all too phunly he was aware of the ghastlv 

norror. But his first words, bw, and uttered half 

unconsciously, were long after remembered : ■

"I WISH I'd been towd bead in that ■

WOOD |8TEAD OV GlBBS !" ■

Various circumstances arose, one after an- 

other, that united to surround George with a 

kind of network of suspicion. Simon £ade 

sustained himself like a man, with a proud con- 

fidence in the innocence of his boy, touching even 

those who could not share it ; and with a pious 

trust that Pro?idence would yet see that mno- 

cence proTcd. But the poor feeble mother, 

shaken b^ ill health, half crazed by the remem- 

brance of words and looks she would give the 

world to forget, could do little but weep, and 

utter broken supplications to Heaven. ■

George offered no resistance on hb apprehen- 

sion. Sternly, but without eagerness, he de- 

clared his innocence, and from that moment he 

kept entire silence. His features worked con- 

vulsively when he wrung his father's hand on 

parting, and gazed on the pale face of his mother, 

who had swooned away on seeing the police: 

but he soon recovered his self-possession, and 

accompanied the officers with a steady step, anch 

a fixed, though gloomy countenance. ■

The body of the deceased had been discovered 

about ten a.m. by a farmer going to the Plashetts, 

who had been attracted to the spot by the howls 

of Gibbs's dog. The corpse lay among the 

underwood, at a short distance from the foot- 

path leading from the stile so often mentioned, 

through the wood to the Plashetts, and had 

apparently been dragged that short distance. 

Evidences of a fierce struggle were visible on 

and around the footpath, anasome blood also : 

which appeared to have flowed from a wound in 

the back of the head of the deceased, who must 

have been struck from behind, bv some heavy, 

though not blunt, instrument. When found, he 

had been dead, according to the medical testi- 

mony, some eleven or twelve hours. The pockets 

were turned inside out, and the watch and a 

purse had been taken, as well as a seal rin^. ■

Gibbs's two servants, James and Bridget 

Williams, deposed that their master had auitted 

his own house on the night of the muraer, at 

twenty minutes past eight, oeine unusually sober; 

that he had set nis watch, the last thing, by the 

kitchen clock, and had observed that he should ■

§0 to the Dunstan Arms first, and afterwards to 
le Phishetts. That his not returning that night 

had occasioned no uneasiness, as he was in the 

habit of freouentlv absenting himself until morn- 

ing, and haa his latch-key ^ways with him. 

On the other hand, Simon Eade, his wife, and ■

servant girl, all deposed that George returned 

home on the night of the murder, at nine o'clock, 

having been out since tea-time ; that there was 

nothing unusual in either his manner or ap- 

pearance; that he supped, and afterwaras 

remained with his parents till ten, when the 

whole family retired to bed ; and that he came 

down next morning in the sight of Jemima, who 

had herself risen somewhat earlier than usual. ■

On his left wrist was found a recent cut, 

which he stated had been caused by his clasp- 

knife slipping, as he was cutting his bread and 

cheese. In the same manner he sought to 

account for certain marks of blood on the inside 

of his coat sleeyes and on his trousers. The 

only article belonging to the deceased that was 

found in his possession was a small lead pencil, 

marked with the initials ''G. G." and three 

notches; these Job Brettle^ the blacksmith, swore 

Gibbs had handed him the pencil to cut, on the 

afternoon of the murder. He (Brettle) noticed 

both notches and initials at the time, and could 

swear that the pencil in the prisoner's possession 

was the pencil he had cut. Geoi^ maintained 

that he hjEul picked it up on the common, and 

that he had no idea to wnom it belonged. ■

It came out in cross-examination that a more 

desperate quarrel than ever, had taken place on 

the morning of the murder, between Mr. and 

Mrs. Gibbs ; after which, she had been heard to 

dechire that she could support that life no longer, 

and would apply for help to one who would not 

refuse it. That she hadfsent a letter soon after 

to George Eade, by Uie son of a neighbouring 

cottager, and had gone out herself at night, a 

few minutes after her husband, returning again 

in a quarter of an hour, more or less, wnen she 

had retired to her bedroom, and had not a^un 

quitted it until news was brought next morning 

of the discovery of the corpse. ■

Whexk questioned by the coroner as to where 

she had been overnight^ no reply could be'elicited 

from her ; but she fainted so frequently while 

under examination, that her evidence was singu- 

krly broken and incoherent. ■

Geo^e admitted having gone to the South- 

anger Woods at about twenty minutes to eight 

on the night of the murder ; but he refusecTto 

assi^ any special reason for going there, de- 

clarmg that he had not remainedthere more than 

a quarter of an hour at most. He stated that, as 

he was re-crossing the stile, he saw Qibbs and 

his dog at a distance, making directly for it. 

The moon shone almost as bright as day, and 

he recognised him distinctly. To avoid meeting 

him, he took the Dring road, and walked nearly 

as far as the turnpike, when he turned about, 

and so reached home at nine o'clock without 

having met a soul. ■

The following were (briefly) the points in the 

prisoner's favour : ■

I. The evidence of three credible witnesses 

that he returned home at nine o'clock, and sat 

down to supper without^any appearance of hurry 

or agitation. ■

3. The shortness of the time in which to com- 

mit such a deed, and effectually to conceal the 

property taken from the deceased. ■
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3. The high moral character bom by the pri- 

soner up to that time. 

The points against him were : ■

1. Toe (fat on his wrist, and marks of blood 

on his clothes. ■

2. Gibbs's pencil, found upon him. ■

3. The absence of testimony corroborative 

of his own account of his doings durin^r the 

thirty minutes that intervened between Gibbs's 

leaving the Dunstan Arms (where he had gone 

straight from home) and his (George's) own re- 

turn to his father's. ■

4. The bitter animosity he was known to 

cherish against the deceased, and certain words 

he had been heard to utter respecting him, indi- 

cating a desire for his life. ■

By the evidence of the landlord of the Dun- 

stan Arms, it appeared that Gibbs had left his 

place to proceed to the Plashetts, at a few 

minutes before half-past eight o'clock. Now, it 

would take some four or five minutes' moderate 

walking for one leaving the public-house, to reach 

the spot where Gibbs's body was found ; thus 

reducm^ the period for the murder to be com- 

mitted in (if committed by George at that time) 

to three or four and twenty minutes, if he ran 

home at his full speed, or to nineteen or twenty 

minutes, if he walked at an average pace. ■

The demeanour of the prisoner before the 

magistrates, was stern, and even defiant ; but 

he oetrayed no emotion. He was fully com- 

mitted for trial at the approaching[ assizes. ■

Meanwhile, opinion respecting him was greatly 

divided in Gumner. He oad never been a popu- 

lar man, and his extreme reserve during the 

last three years had alienated many who, at 

the period of his great trouble, had been dis- 

posed to sympathise with him. And, although 

he had always held a high place in public esti- 

mation, the impression that he was a man of 

unusually fierce passions, and implacable re- 

sentment, had gained ground of late. In short, 

not a few of those who knew him best, believed 

that, worked up to savage fury bv the sufferings 

of the woman he had once so fondly loved, and by 

long brooding over his own wrongs, he had re- 

venged both oimself and her by taking the life 

of his enemy. He might, it was thought, have 

easily slipped out of nis father's house in the 

dead of night, have waylaid and murdered Gibbs 

as he was returning from the Plashetts, and 

have secreted or destroyed the property in order 

to throw suspicion off the right scent. ■

His trial will long be remembered in those 

parts, as well from the intense excitement it 

occasioned in that particular locality, as from 

the strong interest manifested about it through- 

out the kingdom. The most eminent counsel 

were engaged on his behalf; and Mr. Malcolm- 

son, who never could believe in his guilt, spared 

neither pains nor expense to aid his cause. He 

was perfectly calm when he stood in the dock, 

the one object on which countless eyes were 

^gerly riveted ; but the change that had taken 

place m his outward seeming, struck even the 

most indifferent beholder with compassion, and 

possibly did more to impress the jury m his favour, 

than even the eloquence of his counsel, wonderful ■

as that proved. For, his sufferings must have 

been intense. He had grown years older, during 

the last few weeks. His hair had thinned ; hia 

clothes hunsf upon his attenuated frame. He, 

once so ruddy and vu;orous, stood there wan, 

haggard, drooping. Even the expression of his 

countenance had altered ; it was stern no more. ■

A sound like one vast sobbing sigh went 

through the crowded court when the verdict. 

Not Guiltv, was heard; but no applause, no 

public mark of joy or gratulation. And silently, 

with downcast eyes, lite a doomed man, George 

Eade returned with one parent to the home 

where the other sat praying for his release. ■

It had been expected t-hat, if acquitted, he 

would leave Cumner, and seek his fortunes 

elsewhere. But it was consistent with the 

character of the man, to braye the opinion of 

his fellows, and he did so in this instance. On 

the first Sunday, to the surprise of all, he made 

his appearance in church, sitting apart from the 

rest ot the congregation, as though unwilling to 

obtrude himseu upon them; from that time 

his attendance was invariable. Nor was this 

the only change observable in his conduct. His 

moroseness had passed away. He had become 

subdued, patient, manifesting a touching grati- 

tude to tnose who treated nim with common 

civility, as though he felt himself unworthy of 

their notice ; unremitting in his devotion to his 

parents ; working hard lul the day ; sometimes 

puzzling over a book at ni^^ht ; never alluding 

to the past — ^never forgetting it; mebncholy 

— more melancholy than ever; but no longer 

bitter nor resentfuL Such had George £ade. 

become : and when men saw him at a oistancey' 

they followed him with their eyes, and asked 

one another in a whisper, "Did he do it ?" ■

He and Susan never met. She long lay dan- 

gerously ill at her father's house, whither she 

had removed after the tragical event. And the 

old farmer was fitly punished for his sordid 

coveting of Gibbs's wealth, when it was found 

that the latter had settled only fifty pounds a 

year upon his wife, to be forfeited altogether if 

she should make a second marriage. ■

It was about a twelvemonth after these events 

that, one bright moonlight night, as Mr. Murray 

was sitting in his library alone, his servant 

entered to inform him that a Strang, who gare 

his name as Luke WUliams, desired to speak 

with him. It was past ten o'clock, and the 

clergyman's hours were early and regular. ■

"Tell him to call to-morrow morning," said 

he ; " this is not a fit hour for business. ' ■

" I did tell him so, sir," the man replied ; 

" but he declared his was a business that would 

not wait an hour." ■

"Is he a beggar P" ■

" He didn't beg, sir ; but he looks shocking, 

quite shocking—-" ■

^* Show him in." ■

The man entered; truly a 'shocking object. 

Pale, hollow-eyed, cadaverous, with a racking 

cough that caused him to pant and gasp for 

breath, he looked like one in the last sta^ of 

consumption. He gazed at Mr. Murray with a ■
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strange and mournful expression, and Mr. 

Murray gazed at him. ■

"Welir ■

^ The stranger glanced at the servant. 

* " Leave the room, Robert." ■

Robert did so, but remained in close proximity 

outside. ■

*'This is a strange hour at which to disturb 

me. Have yon something to say P*' ■

*'It if a strange hour, sir, for coming; but 

my reason for coming is stranger." ■

The man turned to the window, the curtains of 

which were not drawn, and gazed at the full 

October moon, which lighted up the quaint old 

church hard by, the humble gravestones, the auiet 

home scene, and shed a solemn glory over all. ■

"Well?" Mr. Murray asked once more. ■

But the man's eyes were fixed on the sky." ■

"Yes" he said, shuddering, "it shone like 

that— like that— the night of the— murder. It 

did indeed. It shone on his face — Gibbs's — as 

he lay there — it shone on his open eyes — I 

couldn't get them to shut ; do what I would, 

they would stare at me. I've never seen moon- 

light like that since, till to-night. And I'm come 

to ffive myself up to you. I always felt I should, 

ana it'slietter aone and over, fietter over." ■

" You murdered Gibbs P You P" ■

" I did. I've been there to-night, to look* at 

the place. I felt I must see it again ; and I saw his 

eyes, as plain as I see you, open, with the moon- 

light shining on them. Ah, a horrible sight !" ■

" You look very wild and ill. Perhaps " ■

" You doubt me. I wish / could dou ot. See 

here." ■

' With a trembling emaciated hand he drew 

from his pocket the watch, seal ring, and purse 

that had belonged to Gibbs ; and laid them on 

the table. Mr. Murray knew them. ■

" I used the money, ' said the man, fsdntly. 

" There were but a few shillings, and I was in 

great want." ■

Then he sank down on a chair with a dreadful 

groan. ■

Mr. Murray gave him a restorative, and after 

a time he rallied. With his hollow eyes still 

gazing at the moonlight, and with that ever-re- 

curring shudder, he Uutered out at intervals the 

following story. ■

He and Giobs had been formerly associated 

in disreputable mone^ transactions, which had 

ended in his own ruin. Being in abject dis- 

tress, he had, on the promise of a considerable 

bribe, agreed to aid Gibbs in a plot to obtain ■

S}ssession of Susan's person. When she and 
eorge had separated for the fortnight previous 

to their contemplated marriage, the two con- 

federates had followed her to Ormiston, and, con- 

cealing themselves in a low part of the town, 

had kept close watch upon her movements. 

Ascertaining^ that she was to spend the day 

with a cousin, they sent a woman, a creature of 

their own, to waylay her on her road, with a 

messa^ purporting to come from George Eade, 

implormj; her to hasten to him immediately, as 

he was injured by an accident on the railroad, 

and might Imve out a few hours to live. 

Appalled by such intelligence, the poor girl ■

hurried to the place where the woman led her, 

entered without a shadow of suspicion a lonely 

house in the suburbs, and found he^elf In the 

presence of Gibbs and Williams, whb, instantly 

securing the door, informed her that this sub- 

terfuge liad been resorted to in order to get her 

into the power of the former. They told her 

that she was now in a j^lace where screams would 

not be heeded, even if heard, and whence she 

would find it impossible to escape, and that she 

would not be quitted night or day by them or 

their female assistant, until she should consent 

to become the wife of Gibbs. Who added, with 

furious oaths, that had her union with George 

Eade taken place, he would have shot him down 

on his waj urom church. ■

Wild with terror and astonishment, helpless, 

bewildered, the girl resisted longer than might 

have been expected in one naturally weak. But 

finding herself incessantly watched, trembling, 

too, for her life (for Gibbs stood over her with 

a loaded pistol and the most furious threats), 

she was frightened at last into writing, at 

his dictation, the letters to her aunt and lover, 

announcing her marriage ; though that event did 

not really take place till nearly three weeks 

later, when, worn out, and almost stuoified into 

acquiescence, she was married in aue form. 

Even then, Williams declared that she would 

have resisted stUl, but for her fears for her lover's 

safety. His life seemed to be dearer to her than 

her own happiness, and Gibbs had sworn so vehe- 

mently that nis life should be the immediate for- 

feit olhis union with her, that she felt that union 

would be impossible. She married, therefore, 

offering herself up as a kind of ransom for the man 

she loved. Then Williams claimed his reward. ■

But his worthless confederate was not one to 

fulfil honestly any promise involving the sacri- 

fice of money, fie paid the first of three in- 

stalments agreed upon; but constantly shirked 

the payment of the others, until at last, Wil- 

liams nnding himself in immediate danger of 

arrest, made his wav down to the neighbour- 

hood of Gumner, and lurking about the South- 

anger Woods, the deep recesses of which were 

well calculated for concealment, watched hb 

opportunity, and accosted Gibbs one evening as 

he was driving home from Tenelms alone. Taat 

worthy, thougn, as usual, half drunk, recojpised 

him at once^ and swearing at him for an impu- 

dent beggar, did his best to drive his horse over 

him. Infuriated by such treatment, Williams 

wrote him a letter, declaring that if he failed to 

bring, on a oertain night to a certain spot in 

Southanger Woods, every shilling of the sum 

he had promised to pay, he (Williams) would 

the very next momino; go before the nearest 

magistrate and reveal the whole plot of Susan's 

abduction and marriage. ■

Alarmed by this threat, Gibbs answered the 

appointment, but without bringing the money ; 

indeed, it soon became clear that he had no more 

intention of paying it than before. Williams, 

exasperated beyond endurance by these re- 

peated disappointments, and rendered desperate 

oy want, swore he would at least possess himself 

of whatever money or valoables the other had ■
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about him. (iibbs resisted with bixj, 

fierce struggle ensned, during wliicli he re- 

peatedly endeavoured to stab his opponent 

with his clasp-knife. At length Williams pre- 

▼aQed, and throwing all his strength into one 

supreme effort, hurled Gibbs to the ground, the 

back of whose head striking with Tearful vio- 

lence against a tree, he was killed by the force 

of the blow. Appalled by his own act, and by 

the probable consequences to himself, Williams 

hastily dragged the body from the footpath, 

rifled the pockets, and hurried away from the 

scene. Tne diurch clock struck ten as he 

emerg^edfrom Southanger Woods; he walked all 

that night, rested the next day in an old outhouse, 

and succeeded in reaching London undiscovered. 

But he was, almost immediately afterwards, 

arrested for debt, and had remained in prison 

until within the last few days, when he was 

released chiefly because he was believed to be 

dying of consumption. And he teas dying, he 

added, despairingly. For, since that fearful 

eight, the victim's upturned eyes had followed 

him everywhere — everywhere — ^and his life had 

been a burden to him. ■

Such was the tale, told in broken whispers in 

the dead of night, to the clergyman, by that 

miserable man : a tale impossible to doubt, and 

triumphantly proving the innocence of one who 

had been too long suspected. Before twelve 

o'clock next day, tlie whole village was ringing 

with the news of Williams's confession, which 

spread like wildfire. ■

George bore his triumph, as he had borne 

unjust suspicion. The man's character had 

been strangely purified in the furnace of that 

affliction. The awful fate of his enemv, over- 

taking him with the suddenness of a cnastise- 

ment from Heaven, had struck George at the 

time with a strange compassion, as weH as self- 

upbraiding. For, though guiltless of Gibbs's 

death, he was not guiltless of many and eager 

lonejings for it; and he would have given 

wonds to have forgiven him, as he hoped him- 

self to be fordven. Hence his first sad and self- 

accusing woros in his father's house, after hear- 

ing of the murder. ■

It may be mentioned, by the way, that the 

object of the letter he had received from Susan 

on the morning of the fatal day, had been to 

implore him to call upon her father that verj 

afternoon, and induce him to take immediate 

steps for effecting her separation from her hus- 

band, of whom she went m fear of hqr life, and 

by whom she was watched too closely to be able 

to assist herself. And as her letters were liable 

to be opened, she entreated George to meet her 

in Southanger Woods that night, in order 

to inform her of the result of his negotiation ■

S which was never even entered into, as the 
armer happened to be from home). Finding, 

however, that Gibbs was bound to tiie Plashetts 

from the public-house, she had rushed out hastily 

to warn George of the circumstance, and so pre- 

vent a meeting between the two, which was 

venr near taking place. ■

Susan fully confirmed the testimony of Wil- 

liams as to the circumstances of her abduction. ■

That wretched man survived his confession little 

more than a week, and died in prison, penitent. ■

And once more George and Susa4;i met. At 

that interview he took from his bosom a little 

silken bag, in which was a bunch of withered 

hops, so dried by time, that thev almost crumbled 

beneath his touch. And he held them up to her. ■

There is a cottage on Cumner Common, not 

far from Simon Eade's, the walls of which are 

covered with roses and clematis. There you mav 

see Susan, if not as beautiful as of yore, atill 

fair; and happy now, with her brown-eyed 

baby in her arms ; and, if you choose your hour, 

you may catch George, too, coming into dinner 

or to tea, stalwart, handsome, with a bright 

cheery look on his honest English face, that will 

do you good to look upon. ■

VIIL ■

TO BE TAKEN FOB UFE. ■

Sophy read through the whole of the forego- 

ing several times over, and I sat in my seat in tne 

Library Cart (that's the name we give it) see- 

ing her read, and I was as pleased and as proud 

as a Pu^-Dog with his muzzle black-leaded for 

an evening party and his tail extra curled by 

machinery. Every item of my plan was crowned 

with success. Our reunited lite was more than 

sdl that we had looked forward to. Content and 

joy went with us as the wheels of the two carts 

went round, and the same stopped with via when 

the two carts stopped. ■

But I had left something out of my cal- 

culations. Now, what had I left out P To help 

you to a guess. Til say, a figure. Come. Make 

a guess, and guess right. Nought? No. 

Nine? No. Eight? No. Seven? No. 

Six? No. Five? No. Four? No. Three? 

No. Two? No. One? No. Now I'll tell 

you what I'll do with you. I'll say it's another 

sort of figure altogether. There. Why then, 

says you, it's a mortal figure. No nor yet a 

mortal figure. By such means you cet yourself 

penned into a comer, and you can't nelp guess- 

ing a twrnortal figure. Tmit's about it. Why 

didn't you say so sooner ? ■

Yes. It was a immortal figure that I had 

altogether left out of my calculations. Neither 

man^s nor woman's, but a child's. Girl's, or 

boy's? Boy's. "I says the sparrow, with my 

bow and arrow." Now you have got it. ■

We were down at Lancaster, and I had done 

two nights' more than fair average business 

(though I cannot in honour recommend them as 

a quick audience) in the open square there, near 

the end of the street where Mr. Sly's Bang's Arms 

and Eoyal Hotel stands. Mun's traveUiug giant 

otherwise Pickleson happened at the fteu-same 

time to be a trying it on in the town. The 

genteel lay was adopted with him. No hint of 

a van. Green baize alcove leading up to Pickle- 

son in a Auction Boom. Printed poster " Free 

list suspended, with the exception of that proud 

boast of an enlightened country, a free press. 

Schook admitted oy private arrangement. No- ■
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thing to raise a blash in the cheek of youth or 

shocK the most fastidious." Mim swearing most 

horrible and terrific in a pink calico pay-place, 

at the alackneas of the public. Serious hand-bill 

in the shops, importing that it was all but im- 

possible to come to a right understanding of 

the history of David, without seeing Pickleson. ■

I went to the Auction Room in question, and 

I found it entirely empt^ of everything but 

echoes and mouldiness, with the single excep- 

tion of Pickleson on a piece of red dm^t. 

This suited mj purpose, as I wanted a private 

and confidential word with him, which was : 

" Pickleson. Owing much happiness to you, I 

put YOU in my will for a fypunnote ; but, to save 

trouble here's fourpunten down, which may 

equally suit jour views, and let us so conclude 

the transaction." Pickleson, who up to that 

remark had had the dejected appearance of a 

long Roman rushlight tnat coulon't anyhow get 

lighted, brightened up at his top extremitv and 

made his acknowledgments in a vray which (for 

him) was parliamentary doquence. He like- 

wise did add, that, having ceased to draw as a 

Roman, Mim had made proposals for his going 

in as a conwerted Indian Giant worked upon by 

The Dairyman's Daughter. This, Pickleson, 

having no acquaintance with the tract named 

after that young woman, and not being willing 

to couple gag with his serious views, had de- 

clined to do, thereby leading to words and the 

total stoppage of the unfortunate young man's 

beer. Ail of which, during the whole of the 

interview, was confirmed by tue ferocious growl- 

ing of Mun down below in the pay-plaee, which 

shook the giant like a leaf. ■

But what was to the present point in the 

remarks of the travelling giant otherwise Pickle- 

son, was tins : " Doctor MarigoU" — ^I give his 

words without a hope of conweying their feeble- 

ness— "who is the strange young man that 

hangs about your carts P"— " The straiu^e young 

man?'* I gives him back, thinking that he meant 

her, and his languid circulation had dropped a 

syllable. '* Doctor," he returns, with a pathos 

calculated to draw a tear from even a manly 

eye, "I am weak, but not so weak yet as that 

I don't know my words. I repeat them. Doctor. 

The strange young man." It then appeared 

that Pickleson being forced to stretch nis legs 

(not that they wanted it) only at times when he 

couldn't be seen for nothing, to wit in the dead 

of the night and towards daybreak, had twice 

seen hanging about my carts, m that same town 

of Lancaster where I had been only two nights, 

this same unknown young man. ■

It put me rather out of sorts. What it meant 

as to particulars I no more foreboded then, than 

yon forebode now, but it pat me rather out of 

sorts. Howsoever, I made light of it to Pickle- 

son, and I took leave of Picldeson advising him 

to spend his legacy in getting up his stamina, 

and to continue to stand by nis religion. To- 

wards morning I kept a look-out for tne strange 

young man, and wnat was more— I saw the 

strange young man. He was well dressed and 

well looking. He loitered very nkh my carts, 

watching them like as if he was tudng care of ■

them, and soon after daybreak turned and went 

away. I sent a hail after liim, but he never started 

or looked round, or took the smallest notice. ■

We left Lancaster within an hour or two, on 

our way towards Carlisle. Next morning at 

daybreak, I looked out again for the strange 

young man. I did not see him. But next 

morning I looked out again, and there he was 

once more. I sent another hail after him, but 

as before he gave not the slightest sign of being 

anyways disturbed. This put a thought into 

my head. Acting on it, I watched him in 

dinerent manners and at different times not 

necessary to enter mto, till I found that this 

strange young man was deaf and dumb. ■

The discovery turned me over, because I knew 

that a part of that establishmei^ where she had 

been, was allotted to young men (some of them 

well off), and I thought to myself "If she 

favours him, where am I, and where is all that 

I have worked and planned for?" Hoping— I 

must confess to the selfishness — ^that she mi^ht 

not favour him. I set myself to find out. At utst 

I was by accident present at a meeting between 

them in the open air, looking on leaning behind 

a fir-tree without their knowing of it. It was 

a moving meeting for all the three parties con- 

cerned. I knew every syllable that passed 

between them, as well as they did. I listened 

with my eyes, which had come to be as quick 

and true with deaf and dumb conversation, as 

my ears with the talk of people that can speak. 

Bfe was a going out to China as clerk in 

a merchant's house, whidi his father had been 

before him. He was in circumstances to keep 

a wife, and he wanted her to marry him and go 

along with him. She persisted, no. He asked 

if she didn't love himP Yes, she loved him 

dearly, dearly, but she could never disappoint 

her beloved good noble generous and I don't- 

know-what-all father (meaning me, the Cheap 

Jack in the sleeved waistcoat), and she would 

stay with him. Heaven bless mm, though it was 

to break her heart 1 Then she cried most bitterly, 

and that made up my mind. ■

While my mind had been in an- unsettled state 

about her favouring this youn^ man, I had felt 

that unreasonabte towards Pickleson, that it was 

well for him he had got his legacy down. 

For I often thought "If it hadn't been for this 

same weak-minded giant, I might never have 

come to trouble my oead and wex my soul about 

the young man." But, once that I knew she 

loved him — once that I had seen her weep for 

him— it was a different thing. I made it right in 

my mind with Pickleson on the spot, and I shook 

myself together to do what was right by all. ■

She had left the young man by that time (for 

it took a few minutes to get me thoroughly well 

shook together), and the young man was leaning 

against another of the fir-trees — of which there 

was a cluster — with his face upon his arm. I 

toudied him on the back. Looking up and 

seeing me, he says, in our deaf and dumb talk : 

" Do not be angry." ■

" I am not angry, good boy. I am your friend. 

Come with me." ■

I left him at the foot of the steps of the ■
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Library Cart, and I weat up alone. She was 

dryinc ber cjes. ■

" Yoiibare been crving, my dear." ,- ^ 

"Tcs, father." /'V^>^ ■

"Why?" • . / > - - . ■

«' A bead-acbe." [ . [j ■

"Notabcart-acbe?" \V / ■

"1 said a head-ache, father." "^^ 

"Doctor Marigold must prescribe \ -i- liiat 

head-ache." ■

Slie took up the boolc of my Prescriptions, 

and held it up with a forced smile ; but seeing 

me keep still and look earnest, she softly laid it 

down again, and h6r eyes were very attentive. 

" The Prescription is not there, Sophy." 

"Where is it?" 

" Here, my dear." ■

I brought Jier young husband in, and I put 

her hand in his, and my only further words to 

both of them were these : " Doctor Marigold's 

last prescription. To be taken for life." After 

whicri I bolted. ■

When the wedding come off, 1 mounted a coat 

(blue, and bright buttons), for the first and last 

time in all my days, and 1 give Sophy away with 

my own hand. There were only us three and the 

gentleman who had had charge of her for those 

two years. 1 give the weddmg dinner of four 

in th e Library Cart. Pigeon pie, a leg of pickled 

pork, a pair of fowls, and suitable garden-stuff. 

The best of drinks. I give them a speech, and 

the gentlemen give us a speech, and all our jokes 

told, an"d the whole went off like a sky-rocket. 

In the course of the entertainment I explained 

to Sophy that I should keep the Library Cart as 

my living-cart when not upon the road, and that 

I should keep all her books for ber just as they 

stood, till she come back to claim them. So she 

went to China with her young husband, and it 

was a parting sorrowful and heavy, and I got the 

boy I nad another service, and so as of old when 

my child and wife were gone, I went plodding 

along alone, with my whip over my shoulder, at 

the old horse's head. ■

Sophy wrote me many letters, and I wrote her 

many letters. About the end of the first year 

she sent me one in an unsteady hand : " Dearest 

father, not a week ago I had a darling little 

daughter, but I am so wellthat they let me write 

these words to you. Dearest and best father, I 

hope my child may not be deaf and dumb, but I 

do not yet know." When I wrote back, I hinted 

the question; but as Sophy never answered that 

question, I felt it to be a sad one, and I never 

repeated it. For a long time our letters were 

regular, but then they got irregular through 

Sophv's husband being moved to another station, 

ana tlirough my being always on the move. But 

we were in one another's thoughts, I was equally 

sure, letters or no letters. ■

Five years, odd months, had |;one since Sophy 

went away. I was still the King of the Cheap 

Jacks, and at a greater heighth of popularity 

than ever. I had had a first-rate autumn of it, ■

and on the twenty-third of December, on Aligijci. 

sand eight hundred and sixty-four, I foun3 my. 

self at Uxbridgc, Middlesex, clean sold out. So 

I jogged up to London with the old hQMH!, light 

and easy, to have my Christmas-Eve bM Christ- 

mas Day alone by the fire in the Library Cart, 

and then to buy a regular new stock of goods 

all round, to sell 'em again and get the monej. ■

I am a neat hand at cooker3r, and I'll tell you 

what I knocked up for my ChristnlHs-Eve dinner 

in the Library Cart. I knoeked up a beefsteak 

pudding for one, with two kidneys, a dozen 

oysters, and a couple of mushrooms, thrown in. 

It's a pudding to put a man in good humour with 

everytning, except the two lx>ttom buttons of 

his waistcoat. Having relished that puddinff 

and cleared away, I turned the lamp low, and 

sat down by the lisht of the fire, watching it as 

it shone upon the backs of Sophj'^s books. ■

Sophy's books so brought up Sophv's self, that 

I saw her touching face quite plainly, before I 

dropped off dozing hj the fire. This may be a 

reason why Sophy, with her deaf and dumb child 

in her arms, seemed to stand silent by me all 

through my nap. I was on the road, off the 

road, in all sorts of places. North and South and 

West and East, Winds liked best and wmds 

liked least. Here and there and gone astray, Over 

the hills and far away, and still she stood silent 

by me, with her silent child in her arras. Even 

when I woke with a start, she seemed to vanish, 

as if she had stood by me in that very place 

only a single instant before. ■

I had started at a real sound, and the sound 

was on the steps of the cart. It was the light 

hurried tread of a child, coming clambering up. 

That tread of a child had once been so familiar 

to me, that for half a moment I believed I was a 

going to see a little ghost. ■

But the touch of a real child was laid upon 

the outer handle of the door, and the handle 

turned and the door opened a little way, and a 

real child peeped in. A bright little comely 

girl with larffe dark eyes. ■

Looking lull at me, the tiny creature took off 

her mite of a straw hat, and a quantity of ' 

dark curls fell all about her face. Then she 

opened her lips, and said in a pretty voice : ■

"Grandfather!" 

' "Ah my God!" I cries out. "She can 

speak I" ■

" Yes, dear grandfather. And I am to ask 

you whether there was ever any one that I re- 

mind you of?" ■

In a moment Sophy was round my neck as 

well as the child, and her husband was a wring- 

ing my hand with his face hid, and we all had to 

shake ourselves ^together before we could get 

over it. And when we did begin to get over it, 

and I saw the pretty child a talking, pleased and 

q^uick and eager and busy, to her mother, in the 

signs that I had first taught her mother, the 

happy and yet pitying tears tell rolling down my 

face. ■

THE END OF THE CHRISTMAS NUMBER FOR IBM, ■
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